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"11861. Declaration of policy
"It is the policy of the United States that all litigants in Federal Courts entitled

to trial by jury shall have the rightto a jury selected from a cross section of the
community in the district or division wherein the court convenes.

"It is further the policy of the United States that all qualified persons shall
have the opportunity to serve on grand and petit juries in the district courts of
the United States and shall have an obligation to serve as jurors when summoned
for that purpose.
"§ 1862. Discrimination prohibited

"No citizen shall be excluded from service as grand or petit juror in the district
courts of the United States on account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin,
or economic status.
"§ 1863. Jury commission

"(a) There shall be a jury commission for each district court of the United
States composed of the clerk of the court and a citizen appointed by the court
as a jury commissioner: Provided, That the court may establish a separate jury
commission for one or more divisions of the judicial district by appointing an
additional citizen as a jury commissioner to serve with the clerk for such division
or divisions. The jury commissioner shall during his tenure in office reside in
the judicial district or division for which appointed, shall not belong to the same
political party as the clerk serving with him, and shall receive compensation
to be fixed by the chief judge of the district at a rate not to exceed $50 per day
for each day necessarily employed in the performance of his duties.

"(b) In the performance of its duties, the jury commission shall act under the
supervision of the chief judge of the district.
"1§ 1864. Master jury wheel

"(a) Each jury commission shall maintain a master jury wheel and shall
place in the master wheel names selected at random from the voter registration
lsts of persons residing in the judicial district or division it serves: Provided, That

the judicial council of the circuit, with such advice as the chief judge of the
district may offer, shall prescribe some other source or sources of names for the
master wheel in addition to the voter registration lists where necessary, in the
judgement of the council, to protect the rights secured by section 1862 of this title.

"(b) The jury commission shall place in the master wheel the names of at least
1 per centum of the total number of persons listed on the voter registration lists
for the district or division (or, if sources in addition to voter registration lists have
been prescribed pursuant to subsection (a), at least 1 per centum of the total num-
ber of persons of voting age residing in the district or division according to the
most recent decennial census): Provided, That in no event shall the jury
commission place in the master wheel the names of fewer than two thousand
persons.

"(c) The master jury wheel shall contain names of persons residing in each
of the counties, -,arishes, or similar political subdivisions within the judicial
district or division.

"(d) The chief judge of the district shall prescribe, by rule, definite and certain
procedures to be followed by the jury commission in making the random selection
of names required by subsections (a), (b) and (c) of this section.

"(e) State, local, and Federal officials having custody, possession, or control
of voter registration lists or other appropriate records shall make such lists and
records available to the jury commission for inspection, reproduction, and copying
at all reasonable times as the commission may deem necessary and proper for the
performance of its duties under this title. The district courts shall have jurisdic-
tion upon application by the Attorney General to compel compliance with this
subsection by appropriate process.

"(f) The jury commission shall in accordance with this section (1) from time to
time, as necessary, place additional names in the master wheel and (2) between
November 15 and December 31 of each even-numbered year empty and refill the
master wheel.
"§ 1865. Drawing of names from the master jury wheel

I"(a) From time to time as necessary the jury commission shall publicly draw
from the master jury wheel the names of as many persons as may be required forjury service, prepare an alphabetical list of the names drawn, which list shall not
be disclosed to any person except pursuant to sections 1867 and 1868 of this title
and summon by certified mail the persons whose names are drawn. Each person
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whose name is drawn, unless he claims exemption from jury service pursuant to
section 1872 of this title and subsection (b) of this section, shall appear before the
clerk and fill out a juror qualification form to be prescribed by the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts in consultation with the Attorney General.
The form shall elicit his name, address, age, sex, education, race, occupation,
length of residence within the judicial district, prior jury service, and citizenship
and whether he has any hysical or mental infirmity impairing his capacity to serve
as a juror, is able to read, write, speak, and understand the English language, and
has been convicted in any State or Federal court of record of a crime punishable by
imprisonment for more than one year and has not ha'd his civil rights restored b?
pardon or amnesty. The clerk shall examine the form to determine whether it is
filled out completely and responsively and shall call any omissions or apparent
errors to the attention of such person who shall make such corrections or additions
as may be necessary. If any person summoned is unable to fill out the form, the
clerk shall do it for him and indicate on the form the fact that he has done so andthe reason therefor: Provided, That in any district or division where the chief judge

of the district with the concurrence of the judicial council of the circuit determines
that the requirement of a personal appearance before the clerk, to fill out a juror
qualification form would en tail undue hardship or undue inconvenience for persons
whose names are drawn from the master wheel, the clerk sha 11 mail to every person
whose name is drawn from the master jury wheel a juror qualification form with
instructions to fill out and return the form duly signed to the clerk by mail within
ten days. Any person who fails to return a juror qualification form as instructed
shall be summoned by the clerk forthwith to appear before the clerk to fill out ajuror qualification form.

"(b) Any person summoned pursuant to subsection (a) of this section who fails
to appear as directed shall be ordered by the court forthwith to appear and show
cause for his failure to comply with the summons. Aniy person who fails to appear
pursuant to such order or who fails to show good cause for noncompliance with
the summons may be fined not more than $100 or imprisoned not more than three
days, or both: Provided, That any person summoned (or to whom a juror qualifica-
tion form has been mailed by the clerk for execution) who is exempt from jury
service pursuant to section 1872 of this title may state the basis for his exemption
in the space provided on the summons (or juror qualification form) and return the
summons (or juror qualification form) duly signed to the clerk by mail. Any
person who willfully misrepresents a material fact concerning his exemption from
jury service or concerning his qualifications for jury service on a summons or
juror qualification form for the purpose of avoiding service as a juror may be
fined not more than $100 or imprisoned not more than three days, or both.

"§ 1866. Qualifications for jury service
"1(a) The jury commission shall determine solely on the basis of information

provided on the juror qualification from or the returned summons whether a
person is qualified for or exempt from jury service: Provided, That such determina-
tion shall be made by the court if other objective evidence obtained by the jury
commission indicates that a person is not qualified pursuant to subparagraphs
(1), (3), or (4) of subsection (b) hereof. The jury commission shall enter such
determination in the space provided on the juror qualification form and the alpha-
betical list of names drawn from the master jury wheel. If a person did not appear
in response to a summons, such fact shall be noted on said list. Whenever a
person is determined to be not qualified for jury service, the jury commission shall
note on the space provided on the the juror qualification form the specific ground
of disqualification.

"(b) In making such determination the jury commission or the court shall deem
any person qualified to serve on grand and petit juries in the district court unless
he--

"(1) is not a citizen of the United States twenty-one years old who has
resided for a period of one year within the judicial district;

"(2) is unable to read, write, speak, and understand the English language;-
"(3) is incapable, by reason of mental or physical infirmity, to render

efficient jury service; or
"(4) has a charge pending against him for the commission of, or has been

convicted in a State or Federal court of record of a crime punishable by
imprisonment for more than one year and his civil rights have not been
restored by pardon or amnesty.

"(c) The jury commission shall maintain a qualified juror wheel and shall place
in such wheel names of persons determined to be qualified as jurors. From time
to time, the jury commission shall publicly draw from the qualified juror wheel
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such number of names of persons as may be required for assignment to grand and
petit jury panels. The jury commission or the clerk shall prepare a separate list
of names of persons assigned to each grand and petit jury panel.

"(d) When the court orders a grand or petit jury to be drawn the clerk shall
issue summons for the required number of jurors and deliver them to the marshall
for service.

"Each person drawn for jury service may be served personally or by registered
or certified mail addressed to such person at his usual residence or business address.

"Such service shall be made by the marshal who shall attach to his return the
addressee's receipt for the registered or certified summons, where service is made
by mail.
"§ 1867. Challenging compliance with selection procedures

"(a) In criminal cases, prior to the introduction of evidence at trial, the de-
fendant may move to dismiss the indictment or stay the proceedings against him
on the ground of failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866 of this title.
The defendant shall be entitled to present in support of such motion the testi-
mony of the jury commission together with other evidence and, where there is
some evidence that there has been a failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865,
or 1866, any relevant records and papers used by the jury commission in the
performance of its duties which are not public or otherwise available. If the court
determines that there has been a failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865, or
1866, the court shall dismiss the indictment or stay the proceedings pending the
selection of a petit jury in conformity with this title.

"(b) In criminal cases, before the petit jury is sworn, the Attorney General
may move to stay the proceedings on the ground of failure to comply with sections
1864, 1865, or 1866 of this title. The Attorney General shall be entitled to
present in support of such motion the testimony of the jury commission together
with other evidence and, where there is evidence that there has been a failure to
comply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866, any relevant records and papers used
by the jury commission in the performance of its duties which are not public or
otherwise available. If the court determines that there has been a failure to
comply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866, the court shall stay the proceedings
pending the selection of a petit jury in conformity with this title."

"(o) In civil cases, prior to the introduction of evidence at trial, any party may
move to stay the proceedings on the ground of failure to comply with sections
1864, 1865, or 1866 of this title. The moving party shall be entitled to present
in support of such motion the testimony of the jury commission together with
other evidence and, where there is evidence that there has been a failure to
comply.with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866, any relevant records and papers used
by the jury commission in the performance of its duties which are not public or
otherwise available. If the court determines that there has been a failure to
comply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866, the court shall stay the proceedings
pending the selection of a jury in conformity with this title.

"(d) The procedures prescribed by this section shall be the exclusive means
by which a person accused of a Federal crime or a party in a civil case* may
challenge any jury in his case on the ground that such jury was not selected
in conformity with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866 of this title. Nothing in this
section shall preclude any person or the United States from pursuing any other
remedy, civil or criminal, which may be available for the vindication or enforce-
ment of any law prohibiting discrimination on account of race, color, religion,
sex, national origin, or economic status in the selection of persons for service on
grand or petit juries.

"(e) The contents of any records or papers produced pursuant to subsections
(a), (b) or (c) of this section shall not be disclosed, except as may be necessary
in the preparation or presentation of the case, until after the master jury wheel
has been emptied and refilled pursuant to section 1864(f) of this title and all
persons selected to serve as jurors before the master wheel was emptied have
completed such service: Provided, That the parties in a case shall be allowed to
inspect, reproduce and copy such records or papers at all reasonable times during
the pendency of the case. Any person who discloses the contents of any record
or paper in violation of this subsection may be fined not more than $1,000 or
imprisoned not more than one year, or both.
"§ 1868. Maintenance and inspection of records

"After the master jury wheel is emptied and refilled pursuant to section 1864(f)
of this title, and after all persons selected to serve as jurors before the master
wheel was emptied have completed such service, all of the records and papers
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compiled and maintained by the jury commission before the master wheel was
emptied shall be preserved by the commission in the custody of the clerk for four
years or for such longer period as may be ordered by a court and shall be available
for public inspection.

"§ 1869. Exclusion from jury service
"(a) Except as provided in section 1872 of this title, no person or class of

persons shall be excluded, excused or exempt from service as jurors: Provided,
hat any person summoned for jury service may be (1) excused by the court for

not more than six months at a time upon a showing of undue hardship or extreme
inconvenience or (2) excluded by the court upon a finding that such person may be
unable to render impartial jury service or that his service as a juror would disrupt
the proceedings, or (3) excluded upon preemptory challenge as provided by law.
Whenever a person is excused or excluded from jury service, the jury commission
shall note in the space provided on his juror qualification form the specific ground
of excuse or exclusion.

"(b) In any two-year period, no person shall be required to (1) serve as a petit
juror for more than thirty calendar days, except when necessary to complete
service in a particular case, or (2) serve on more than one grand jury, or (3) serve
as both a grand and petit juror.

"§ 1870. Definitions
"For purposes of this chapter-

"(a) 'clerk' and 'clerk of the court' shall mean the clerk of the United States
district court or any deputy clerk.

"(b) 'voter registration lists' shall mean the official records maintained by
State or local election officials of persons registered to vote in the most recent
general election for candidates for Federal office or, in the case of a State
which does not require registration as a prerequisite to voting, such other
official lists of persons qualified to vote in such election. The term shall
also include the list of eligible voters maintained by any Federal examiner
pursuant to the Voting Rights Act of 1965 where the names on such list
have not been included on the lists maintained by the appropriate State or
local officials.

"(c) divisionn' shall mean one or more divisions of a judicial district extab-
lished by statute, and, in judicial districts where no divisions are established
by statute, shall mean such counties, parishes, or similar political sub-
divisions surrounding the places where court is held as the chief judge of the
district shall determine.

"(d) 'district court of the United States', 'district court', and 'court' shall
mean courts constituted under chapter 5 of title 28, United States Code:
Provided, That for purposes of sections 1861, 1862, 1867, and 1869 of this
chapter, these terms shall include the District of Columbia Court of General
Sessions and the Juvenile Court of the District of Columbia."

FEES

SEc. 102. (a) Section 1871 of title 28, United States Code, is amended by sub-
stituting "$20" for "$10" and "$25" for "$14" in the second paragraph, "$16"
for "$10" in the third paragraph and "$20" for "$10" in the fourth paragraph.

(b) Section 1821 of title 28, United States Code, is amended by substituting
"$20" for "$4", "10 cents" for "8 cents" and "$16" for "$8".

AMENDMENT AND REPEAL

SEc. 103. (a) Sections 1870, 1872, 1873, and 1874 of title 28, United States
Code, are renumbered as sections 1873, 1874, 1875, and 1876, respectively, of
that title.

(b) Section 1862 of title 28, United States Code, is renumbered as section 1872
of that title and amended to read as follows:

"§ 1872. Exemptions
"(a) The following persons shall be exempt from jury service:

" 1) Members in active service in the Armed Forces of the United States.
"(2) Members of the fire or police departments of any State, district,

territory possession, or subdivision thereof.
"(3) Public officers in the executive, legislative or judicial branches of the

Government of the United States, or any State, district, territory, posses-
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sion or subdivision thereof who are actively engaged in the performance of
official duties.

11(b) The chief judge of the district may, by rule, exempt other occupational
classes of persons from jury service based on a finding that-

(1) jury service would entail extreme inconvenience for such class of
persons; and

"(2) requiring such persons to perform jury service may adversely affect
the public interest: and

"(3) exemption of such persons from jury service would not be inconsistent
with section 1861 or 1862 of this title."

(c) Sections 13-701, 11-2301 through 2305 (except the last paragraph of
section 11-2302), 11-2307 through 2312 and 7-213a of the District of Columbia
Code are repealed.

(d) Except for the last paragraph of subsection (a), section 11-2306 of the
District of Columbia Code is repealed and a new subsection (b) is added to the
section as follows: "(b) The jury commission for the district court for the District
of Columbia shall draw from the qualified jury wheel from time to time as may
be required the names of persons to serve as jurors in the District of Columbia
Court of General Sessions and the Juvenile Court of the District of Columbia
and such persons shall be assigned to jury panels in the General Sessions and
Juvenile courts as those courts shall direct."

(e) Section 16-1312 of the District of Columbia Code is amended by sub-
stituting "section 1866 of title 28, United States Code" for "section 11-2301"
in subsection (a) (1) and by substituting "chapter 121 of title 28, United States
Code," for "chapter 23 of title 11" in subsection (c).

(f) Section 22-1414 of the District of Columbhi Code is amended by inserting
the words "or wheel" immediately following the word "box" each time it appears
therein.

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEc. 104. Sections 101 and 103 of this title shall become effective one hundred
and eighty days after the date of enactment: Provided, That such sections shall
not apply in any case in which an indictment has been returned or petit jury
impaneled prior to such effective date.

TITLE II

DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED

SEc. 201. No citizen shall be excluded from service as grand or petit juror in
any State court on account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic
status.

SUITS BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

SEC. 202. (a) Whenever there are reasonable grounds to believe that any
person has engaged or is about to engage in any act or practice which would deny
or abridge any right secured by section 201 of this title, the Attorney General
may institute for the United States, or in the name of the United States, a civil
action or other proper proceeding for preventive relief, including an application
for an injunction, restraining order, or other order against a State any political
subdivision thereof or any official of such State or political subdivision. In any
proceeding hereunder, the United States shall be liable for costs the same as a
private person.

(b) The district courts of the United States shall have jurisdiction of proceedings
instituted pursuant to this title and shall exercise the same without regard to
whether any aggrieved party shall have exhausted any administrative or other
remedies that may be provided by law. Any action pursuant to this section shall
be in every way expedited.

APPROPRIATE RELIEF

SEc. 203. If in any proceeding instituted pursuant to this title or any other law
authorizing proceedings for injunctive relief, the district court finds that any right
secured by section 201 has been denied or abridged it may, in addition to any other
relief, enter an order, effective for such period of time as may be appropriate-

(a) Prohibiting or suspending the use of any qualification for jury service
or any basis for excuse, exemption, or exclusion from jury service which-

(1) violates or has been applied in violation of section 201 of this
title, or

(2) is so subjective as to vest in jury officials undue discretion to
determine whether any person has satisfied such qualification or whether
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a basis exists for excusing, exempting, or excluding any person fromjury service;
(b) Requiring the use of objective criteria to determine whether any

person has satisfied any qualification for jury service or whether a basis
exists for excusing, exempting, or excluding any person from jury service;

(c) Requiring maintenance of such records or additional records as may
be necessary to permit a determination thereafter whether any right secured
by section 201 has been denied or abridged; or

(d) Appointing a master to perform such duties of the jury officials as
may be necessary to assure that the rights secured by section 201 of this
title are not denied or abridged.

DISCOVERY OF EVIDENCE

SEC. 204. In any proceeding instituted pursuant to section 202 of this title or
section 1983 of title 42 of the United States Code, or in any criminal proceeding
in any State court prior to the introduction of any evidence at trial, or in any
habeas corpus, corani nobis, or other collateral proceeding in any court with
respect to a judgment of conviction entered after the effective date of this title,
wherein it is asserted that any right secured by section 201 of this title has been
denied or abridged-

(a) The'appropriate State or local officials shall furnish a written statement
of jury selection information subscribed to under oath which shall contain a
detailed description of the following:

(1) the nature and location of the sources from which names were
obtained for inclusion in the wheel, box, or similar device;

(2) the methods used and the procedures followed in selecting names
from the sources referred to in subdivision (1) of this subsection for
inclusion in the wheel, box, or similar device;

(3) the methods used for selecting names of prospective jurors from
the wheel, box, or similar device for testing or otherwise demonstrating
their qualifications for jury service;

(4) the qualifications, tests, standards, criteria, and procedures used
in determining whether prospective jurors are qualified to serve as
jurors; and

(5) the methods used for summoning or otherwise calling persons for
jury service and assigning such persons to grand and petit jury panels.

(b) The statement of jury selection information shall be filed with the
clerk of the court in which the proceeding is pending, and a copy thereof
shall be served upon the attorney for the complaining party. The statement
of jury selection information shall constitute evidence on the question whether
any right secured by section 201 of this title has been denied or abridged:
Provided, That the complaining party shall be entitled to cross-examine any
person having knowledge of relevant facts concerning the information to be
contained in such statement and to present in addition the testimony of the
jury officials, together with any other evidence, and, where there is evidence
of a denial or abridgment of a right secured by section 201 of this title, any
relevant records and papers used by jury officials in the performance of their
duties which are not public or otherwise available.

(a) If the court determines (1) that there is probable cause to believe that
any right secured by section 201 of this title has been denied or abridged and
(2) that the records and papers maintained by the State are not sufficient
to permit a determination whether such denial or abridgment has occurred,
it shall be the responsibility of the appropriate State or local officials to
produce additional evidence demonstrating that such denial or abridgment
did not occur. When such evidence is not otherwise available, the State
shall use such process of the court as may be necessary in order to produce
the evidence, including the right to subpena witnesses.

(d) The court may direct that the contents of any records or papers pro-
duced pursuant to subsection (b) of this section shall not be disclosed (except
as may be necessary in the preparation and presentation of the case) during
such period of time as such records and papers are not available for public
inspection under State law: Provided, That parties to the proceeding shall
be allowed to inspect, reproduce, and copy such records and papers at all
reasonable times during the pendency of the case, and that disclosure of the
contents of such records and papers by the Attorney General and his repre-
sentatives shall be governed by subsection (b) of section 205 of this title.
Any person who discloses the contents of any records or papers in violation
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of this subsection may be fined not more than $1,000, or imprisoned not
more than one year, or both.

PRtESERVATION AND INSPECTION OF RECORDS

SEC. 205. (a) The jury officials in all State courts shall preserve the records
and papers prepared or obtained in the performance of their duties for four
years after the completion of service by all persons whose consideration for service
as jurors was the subject of such records and papers. Any person, whether or
not a jury official, who willfully steals, destroys, conceals, mutilates, or alters
any record or paper required by this subsection to be preserved shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

(b) Any record or paper required by subsection (a) of this section to be pre-
served shall, upon demand in writing by the Attorney General or his representative
directed to the person having custody, possession, or control of such record or
paper, be made available for inspection, reproduction, and copying by the Attorney
General or his representative. During such period of time as such records and
papers are not available for public inspection under State law, unless otherwise
ordered by a court of the United States, neither the Attorney General nor any
employee of the Department of Justice, nor any other representative of the
Attorney General, shall disclose the contents of any record or paper produced
pursuant to this title except to Congress and any committee thereof, governmental
agencies, and in the preparation and presentation of any case or proceeding
before any court or grand jury. The United States district court for the district
in which a record or paper so demanded is located, shall have jurisdiction by
appropriate process to compel the production of such record or paper.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 206. For purposes of this title--
(a) "State court" shall mean any court of any State, county, parish, city,

town, municipality or other political subdivision of any State;
(b) "jury official" shall mean any person or group gf persons, including

judicial officers, who select, summon, or impanel persons to serve as grand
or petit jurors in any State court;
() "wheel, box, or similar device" shall include a file, list, or other coin-

pilation of names of persons prepared by a jury official;
(d) "political subdivision" shall mean any county, parish, city, town,

municipality, or other territorial subdivision of a State.

EFFECT ON EXISTING LAWS

SEC. 207. The remedies provided in this title shall not preclude any person,
the United States, or any State or local agency from pursuing any other remedy,
civil or criminal, which may be available for the vindication or enforcement of
any law prohibiting discrimination on account of race, color, religion, sex, national
origin, or economic status in the selection of persons for service on grand or petit
juries In any State court.

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 208. This title shall become effective one hundred and eighty days after
the date of its enactment: Provided, That the provisions of this title shall not
apply in any case in which an indictment has been returned or a petit jury im-
paneled prior to such effective date.

TITLE,III-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCfIVE RELIEF

SEC. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to believe that any person
is about to engage or continue to engage In any act or practice which would depriv',
another of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or protected by
the Constitution or laws of the United States on account of such other's race,
color, religion, or national origin, such other person in his own right, or the
Attorney General for or in the name of the United States may institute a civil
action or other proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive or
mandatory relief, icludIng application for temporary restraining order or pre-
liminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order requiring posting of a bond
to secure compliance with orders of the court.

SEC. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to believe that any person
is about to engage or continue to engage in any act or practice which would deny
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or hinder another in the exercise of such other's lawful right to speak, assemble
petition, or otherwise express himself for the purpose of securing recognition of
or protection for equal enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free
from discrimination on account of such other's race, color, religion, or national
origin, such other person in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the
name of the United States may institute a civil action or other proceeding for
temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory relief, including application
for temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction,
or order requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with orders of the court.

SEC. 303. The district courts of the United States shall have jurisdiction of
proceedings instituted under this title and shall exercise the same without
regard to whether the party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-
tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The United States shall
be liable as would be a private person for costs in such proceedings.

TITLE IV

POLICY

SEC. 401. It is the policy of the United States to prevent discrimination on
account of race, color, religion, or national origin in the purchase, rental, lease,
financing, use and occupancy of housing throughout the Nation.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 402. For purposes of this title-
(a) "person" includes one or more individuals, corporations, partnerships,

associations, labor organizations, legal representatives, mutual companies, joint-
stock companies, trusts, unincorporated organizations, trustees, trustees in
bankruptcy, receivers, and fiduciaries.

(b) "dwelling" includes any building or structure, or portion thereof, whether
in existence or under construction, which is in, or is designed, intended, or ar-
ranged for, residential use by one or more individuals or families.

(c) "discriminatory housing practice" means an act that is unlawful tinder
section 403 or 404.

(d) A person shall be deemed to be in the business of building, developing,
selling, renting, or leasing dwellings if he has, within the preceding twelve months,
participated as either principal or agent in three or more transactions involving
the sale, rental, or lease of any dwelling or any interest therein.

PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE SALE OR RENTAL OF HOUSING

SEC. 403. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person who is a real estate broker,
agent, or salesman, or employee or agent of any real estate broker, agent, or sale-
man, or any other person in the business of building, developing, selling, renting,
or leasing dwellings, or any employee or agent of any such person-

(1) To refuse to sell, rent, or lease, to refuse to negotiate for the sale, rental,
or lease of, or otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any person
because of race, color, religion, or national origin. ,

(2) To discriminate against any person in the terms, conditions, or privileges
of sale, rental, or lease of a dwelling, or in the provision of services or facilities in
connection therewith, because of race, color, religion, or national origin.

(3) To make, print, or publish, or cause to be made, printed, or published any
oral or written notice, statement, or advertisement, with respect to the sale,
rental, or lease of a dwelling that indicates any preference, limitation, or discrimi-
nation based on race, color, religion, or national origin, or an intention to make
any such preference, limitation, or discrimination.

(4) To fail or refuse to show any dwelling which he is authorized to show to
prospective buyers, renters, or lessors, because of race, color, religion, or national
origin, or to fail to submit promptly to his principal any offer to buy, rent, or lease
because of race, color, religion, or national origin, or to fail or refuse to use his
best efforts to consummate any sale, rental, or lease because of the race, color,
religion or national origin of any party to the prospective sale, rental, or lease.

(5) To represent to any person because of race, color, religion, or national origin
that any dwelling is not available for inspection, sale, rental, or lease when such
dwelling is in fact so available. -
(6) To deny to any person because of race, color, religion, or national origin,

or because of the race, color, religion, or national origin of the person he represents

65-318 O-66--2
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or may present, access to or participation in any multiple-listing service or other
service or facilities related to the business of selling or renting dwellings.

(7) To engage in any act or practice, the purpose of which is to limit or restrict
the availability of housing to any person or group of persons because of race,
color, religion, or national origin.

(b) Nothing in this section shall apply to an owner with respect to the sale,
lease, or rental by him of a portion of building or structure which contains living
quarters occupied or intended to be occupied by no more than four families living
independently of each other if such owner actually occupies one of such living
quarters as his residence.

(c) Nothing in this section shall bar any religious or denominational institution,
or any charitable or educational institution or organization which is operated,
supervised or controlled by or in conjunction with a religious organization, or any
bona fide private or fraternal organization, from giving preference to persons of the
same religion or denomination, or to members of such private or fraternal
organization, or from making such selection as is calculated by such organization
to promote the religious principles or the aims, purposes, or fraternal principles
for which it is established or maintained.

(d) Nothing in this section shall affect, or be construed to affect, any liability
for payment of a real estate or other commission by any person with respect to
the sale, lease, or rental of a dwelling,

PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE FINANCING OF HOUSING

SEC. 404. It shall be unlawful for any bank, savings and loan institution, credit
union, insurance company, or other person that makes mortgage or other loans for
the purchase construction, improvement, or repair or maintenance of dwellings to
deny such a loan to a person applying therefor, or discriminate against him in the
fixing of the downpayment, interest rate duration, or other terms or conditions of
such a loan, because of the race, color, religion, or national origin of such person, or
of any member, stockholder, director, officer, or employee of such person, or of the
prospective occupants, lessees, or tenants of the dwelling or dwellings in relation to
which the application for a loan is made.

INTERFERENCE, COERCION, OR INTIMIDATION

SEC. 405. No person shall intimidate, threaten, coerce, or interfere with any
person in the exercise or enjoyment of, or on account of his having exercised or
enjoyed, or on account of his having aided or encouraged any other person in the
exercise or enjoyment of any right granted by sections 403 or 404.

ENFORCEMENT BY PRIVATE PERSONS

SEC. 406. (a) The rights granted by sections 403, 404, and 405 may be enforced
by civil actions in appropriate United States district courts without regard to
the amount in controversy and in appropriate State or local courts of general
jurisdiction. A civil action shall be commenced within six months after the
alleged discriminatory housing practice or violation of section 405 occurred.

(b) Upon application by any party and in such circumstances as the court
may deem just, a court of the United States in which a civil action under this
section has been brought may appoint an attorney for such party or parties and
may authorize the commencement of a civil action without the payment of fees,
costs, or security. A court of a State or subdivision thereof may do likewise to
the extent not inconsistent with the law or procedures of the State or subdivision.

(c) The court may grant such relief as it deems appropriate, including a perma-
nent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order, and may award
actual damages to the plaintiff, or, in the alternative, if the defendant has received
or agreed to receive compensation for services during the course of which the
discriminatory housing practice occurred, the court may award as liquidated
damages an amount not exceeding the amount of such compensation.

(d) In the case of a civil action brought under subsection (a) alleging a dis-
criminatory housing practice which occurs in a State, or political subdivision of a
State, which has a State or local law prohibiting such practice and establishing or
authorizing a State or local authority to grant or seek relief from such practice,
the court, upon issuance of a temporary injunction, restraining order, or other
appropriate order preserving the complainant's A ght to obtain all relief, including
the opportunity to buy or rent the specific dwelling with respect to which the
alleged practice occurred, may stay proceedings in such civil action for a period
not exceeding 30 days pending referral by the court or the complainant, as ap-
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propriate, to such State or local authority, Provided, that at the expiration of
such 30-day period, the court may further stay proceedings for an additional
period or pending the termination of then nding State or local enforcement
proceedings, if it believes that such proceed ings will proceed expeditiously and
that such further stay will serve the interests of justice; in the event of such
further stay, the court may continue or withdraw any orders it has previously
entered in the case as the interests of justice may require. The issuance or
withdrawal of any temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order entered
by the court pursuant to this subsection may be conditioned upon the posting of
reasonable bond or other security as may be just. If, after direction by the court,
a complainant fails to make reasonable efforts to initiate appropriate proceedings
under applicable State or local law, the court may, in its discretion, and in the
absence of a showing of good cause for such failure, dismiss the action.

ENFORCEMENT BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

SEC. 407. (a) Whenever the Attorney General has reasonable cause to believe
that any person or group of persons is engaged in a pattern or practice of resistance
to the full enjoyment of any of the rights granted by this title, he may bring a
civil action in any appropriate United States district court by filing with it a
complaint setting forth the facts pertaining to such pattern or practice and
requesting such preventive relief, including an application for a permanent or
temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order against the person or
persons responsible for such pattern or practice, as he (teems necessary to Insure
the full enjoyment of the rights granted by this title.

(b) Whenever an action under section 406 has been commenced in any court
of the United States, the Attorney General may intervene for or in the name of
the United States .if he certifies that the action is of general public importance.
In such action the United States shall be entitled to the same relief as if it had
instituted the action.

SEC. 408. (a) (1) There is hereby established a Fair Housing Board (hereinafter
referred to as the Board). The Board shll consist of five members, appointed by
the President with the advice and consent of the Senate. The President shall
designate one member as chairman. No more than three members of the Board
may be of the same political party.

(2) The term of office of each member of the Board shall be five years, beginning
with the effective date of this Act, except of those members first appointed, one
shall serve for five years, one for four years, one for three years, one for two years
and one for one year. Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior
to the expiration of the term for which his predecessor was appointed shall be
appointedfor the remainder of such term.

(3) The chairman shall be compensated at the rate of $25,500 per annum and
the other members at the rate of $25,000 per annum.

(4) Three members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.
(b) The Board may, in accordance with civil service law, appoint and fix the

compensation of such officers, attorneys and employees, and make such expendi-
tures as may be necessary to carry out its functions.

(c)(1) The Board shall make such rules and regulations as shall be necessary
and proper to carry out its functions, including the conduct of hearings hereinafter
authorized.

(2) The Board is authorized to delegate to any group of three or more members
any or all of the powers it may itself exercise. t is further authorized to delegate
to any member or members, or to any agent or agency the authority to conducthearingsh(dThie Seretary of Housing and Urban Development (hereinafter referred to

as the Secretary) is hereby authorized to direct and supervise, under such rules
and regulations as he shall establish, investigations of violations of Sections 403,
404 and 405 of this Title, either upon the receipt of a written statement of a person
alleging to be aggrieved or his representative, or on the basis of information
available to the Secretary indicating that there are reasonable grounds to believe
that a violation may have occurred.

(e) For purposes of investigation the Secretary shall have, and for purposes of
hearing the Board shall have, the same powers and shall be subject to the same
conditions and limitations as are provided for the National Labor Relations Board
under 29 U.S.C. 161.

(f) (1) If, upon basis of an investigation, the Secretary shall determine that a
violation has occurred he shall file with the Board a written complaint indicating
that such violation has taken place and stating the facts upon which his determina-
tion is founded.
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(2) A copy of such written cobplaint shall be served upon the person or persons
charged with the violation.

(g)(1) Upon receipt of a complaint, the Board shall set a hearing thereon,
provided no such hearing shall be conducted prior to ten days after service of the
comIplaint upon the person charged.

(2) In any such hearing the Secretary shall designate a person or persons to
present evidence in support of the complaint.

(h) Except as provided in Subsections (f) and (g) of this Section, the Board
shall conduct hearings and shall issue and enforce orders in the same manner and
shall be subject to the same conditions and limitations and appellate procedures as
are provided for the National Labor Relations Board under 29 U.S.C. 160 (b),
(c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (i) and (j) and all parties to the hearing shall have the same
rights as are therein provided: Provided, The provisions of 29 U.S.C. 160(c) rela-
tive to reinstatement of employees and to complaints tinder 29 U.S.C. 158 (a)(1)
or (a) (2) shall be inapplicable; And provided further, a violation hereunder shall
be treated in the same manner as an unfair labor practice under said provisions of
29 U.S.C. 160.

(I) The Secretary may delegate any power or duty herein granted or imposed
to a duly designated representative.

ASSISTANCE BY THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

SEc. 409. The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development shall-
(a) make studies with respect to the nature and extent of discriminatory

housing practices in representative communities, urban, suburban, and rural,
throughout the United States;

(b) publish and disseminate reports, recommendations, and information
derived from such studies;

(c) cooperate with and render technical assistance to Federal, State, local, and
other public or.private agencies, organizations, and institutions which are formu-
lating or carrying on programs to prevent or eliminate discriminatory housing
practices;

(d) cooperate with and render such technical and other assistance to the
Community Relations Service as may be appropriate to further its activities in
preventing or eliminating discriminatory housing practices; and

(e) administer the programs and activities relating to housing and urban devel-
opment in a manner affirmatively to further the policies of this title.

EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

SEC. 410. Nothing in this title shall be construed to invalidate or limit any
law of a State or political subdivision of a State, or of any other jurisdiction in
which this title shall be effective, that grants, guarantees, or protects the same
rights as are granted by this title; but any law that purports to require or permit
any action that would be a discriminatory housing practice under this title shall
to that extent be invalid.

CONTEMPT OF COURT

SEC. 411. All cases of criminal contempt arising under the provisions of this
title shall be governed by section 151 of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 (42 U.S.C.
1995).

EXISTING AUTHORITY

SEC. 412. Nothing in this title shall be construed +,) deny, impair, or otherwise
affect any right or authority of the United States or any agency or officer thereof
under existing law to institute or intervene in any civil action or to bring any
criminal prosecution. TITLE V

INTERFERENCE WITH RIGHTS

SEC. 501. Whoever, whether or not acting under color of law, by force or threat
of force-

(a) injuries, intimidates, or interferes with, or attempts to injure, intimidate,
or interfere with any person because of his race, color, religion, or national
origin while he is lawfully engaging or seeking to engage in-

(1) voting or qualifying to vote, qualifying or campaigning as a
candidate for elective office, in any primary, special, or general election;

(2) enrolling in or attneding any public school or public college;
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(3) participating in or enjoying any benefit, service, privilege, pro-
gram, facility, or activity providedor administered by the United States
or by any State or subdivision thereof;

(4) applying for or enjoying employment, or any perquisites thereof,
by any private employer or agency of the United tates or any State or
subdivision thereof, or of joining or using the services or advantages of
any labor organization or usinq the services of any employment agency;

(5) selling, purchasing, renting, leasing, occupying, or contracting or
negotiating for the sale, rental, lease or occupation of any dwelling;

(6) serving, or attending upon any court in connection with possible
service, as a grand or petit juror in any court of the United States or of
any State;

(7) using any vehicle, terminal, or facility of any common carrier by
motor, rail, water or air;

(8) participating in or enjoying the benefits of any program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance; or

(9) enjoying the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages or
accommodations of any inn, hotel, motel, or other establishment which
provides lodging to transient guests, or of any restaurant, cafeteria,
lunchroom, lunch counter, soda fountain, or other facility principally
engaged in selling food for consumption on the premises, or of any gaso-
line station, or of any motion picture house, theater, concert hall, sports
arena, stadium, or any other place of exhibition or entertainment, or of
any other establishment which serves the public and which is located
within the premises of any of the aforesaid establishments or within the
premises of which is physically located any of the aforesaid establish-
ments; or

(b) injures, intimidates, or interferes with, or attempts to injure, intimidate,
or interfere with any person (1) to discourage such person or any other person
or any class of persons from lawfully participating or seeking to participate
in any such benefits or activities without discrimination on account of race,
color, religion, or national origin, or (2) because lie has so participated or
sought to so participate, or urged or aided others to so participate, or engaged
in speech or peaceful assembly opposing any denial of the opportunity to so
participate; or

(c) injures, intimidates, interferes with or attempts to injure, intimidate,
or interfere with any public official or other person to discourage him from
affording another person or any class of persons equal treatment in partici-
pating or seeking to participate in any of such benefits or activities without
discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or national origin, or be-
cause he has afforded another person or class of persons equal treatment in so
participating or seeking to so participate-

Shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both;
and if bodily injury results shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not
more than ten years, or both; and if death results shall be subject to imprisonment.
for any term of years or for life.

AMENDMENTS

SEc. 502. (a) Section 241 of title 18, United States Code, is amended by striking
out the final paragraph thereof and substituting the following:

"They shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than. ten
years, or both; and if death results, they shall be subject to imprisonment for
any term of years or for life."

(b) Section 242 of title 18, United States Code, is amended by striking out the
period at the end thereof and adding the following: "; and if death results shall be
subject to imprisonment for any term of years or for life."

TITLE VI
SEc. 601. Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (78 Stat. 246; 42 U.S.C.

2000b-2000b-3), is amended to read as follows:

"TITLE III-NONDISCRIMINATION IN PUBLIC EDUCATION AND
OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES

"SEc. 301. The Attorney General may institute, in the name of the United
States, a civil action or other proceeding for desegregation of public education
and other public facilities, including an application for a permanent or temporary
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injunction, restraining order, or other order, whenever he has reasonable grounds
to believe that-

"(a) Any person acting under color of law has denied, or attempted or
threatened to deny, any other person, on account of his race, color, religion, or
national origin, the equal protection of the laws with respect to any public
school or public college or any public facility which is owned, operated, or
managed by or on behalf of any State or subdivision thereof, or

"(b) Any person, whether acting under color of law or otherwise, has
intimidated, threatened, coerced or interfered with, or has attempted or
threatens to intimidate, threaten, coerce, or interfere with any other person
in the exercise or enjoyment of any right to, or on account of his having exer-
cised or enjoyed any right to, or on account of his having aided or encouraged
any other person in the exercise or enjoyment of any right to equal protection
of the laws with respect to any public school or public college, or any public
facility which is owned, operated, or managed by or on behalf of any State or
subdivision thereof.

"SEC. 302. In any proceeding under section 301 the United States shall be
liable for costs the same as a private person.

"SEc. 303. As used in this title, (a) 'public school' and 'public college' shall have
the same meanings as in section 401(c) of title IV of this Act.

"(b) As applied to public education, 'desegregation' means the assignment of
Students to public school and within such schools without regard to their race,
color, religion, or national origin, but 'desegregation' shall not mean the assign-
ment of students to public schools in order to overcome racial imbalance.

"SEC. 304. The district courts of the United States shall have and shall exercise
jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title.

"ISEc. 305. Nothing in this title shall affect adversely the right of any person
to sue for or obtain relief in any court against discrimination in public education
or any public facility, Provided, That this title shall be the exclusive means where-
by the Attorney General may bring suits for the desegregation of public
education."

SEC. 602. Sections 407 through 410 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (78 Stat.
248-249; 42 U.S.C. 2000c-6--2000c-9) are hereby repealed.

TITLE VII-PRESERVATION OF ELECTION RECORDS

SEC. 701. Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1960 (42 U.S.C. 1974-1974e)
is amended by adding at the end hererof the following new section:

"SEc. 307. Any officer of election or custodian required under section 301 of
this Act to retain and preserve records and papers may petition the Attorney
General to permit the destruction, prior to the retention period specified in this
Act, of ballots, tally sheets, or other materials relating to the casting or counting
of votes. Such petition shall set forth the grounds on which destruction is sought
and shall be supported by such additional information as the Attorney General
may require. If in the judgement of the Attorney General the destruction of
these materials will not hinder, prevent, or interfer with the accomplishment of
the purposes of this Act and of the Civil Rights Acts of 1957 and 1964, and the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, he may grant the petition in whole or in part, and
upon such terms and conditions as he may prescribe."

TITLE VIII-MISCELLANEOUS

AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 801. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as are
necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 802. If any provision of this Act is held invalid, the remainder of the Act
shall not be affected thereby.

PURPOSE OF THE LEGISLATION

The bill1 as amended is designed primarily to eliminate discrimina-
tory practices in the selection of juries in the United States, to afford
relief against discrimination in housing, and to strengthen the author-
ity of the Federal Government, through criminal sanctions and civil
proceedings, to protect the exercise of civil rights. To accomplish
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these objectives the bill (1) establishes a uniform procedure for jury
selection in Federal courts designed to insure that Federal juries are
drawn from a cross-section of tie community, without discrimination
on account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic
status; (2) prohibits discrimination on grounds of race, color, religion,
sex, national origin, or economic status, in the selection of State
court juries authorizes the Attorney General to bring civil proceedings
to end such discrimination, and establishes procedures to assist in
determining whether such discrimination exists; (3) authorizes the
Attorney General or private persons to initiate civil proceedings
against public officials or private individuals who are depriving others
of rights on account of race, color, religion, or national origin; (4)
prohibits real estate brokers, lending institutions, other financiers,
and others in the business of building, developing, buying, selling,
renting, or leasing residential dwellings, from discriminating on grounds
of race, color, religion, and national origin in the sale, rental, or
financing of such dwellings and provides for civil remedies; (5) pro-
vides crhninal sanctions or forcible interference with the exercise of
enumerated Federal rights; (6) amends tne Civil Rights Act of 1964
to eliminate restrictions on the authority of the Attorney General to
bring suit to desegregate public schools and public facilities; and (7)
allows the Attorney General to authorize destruction of voting records
prior to expiration of the 22-month retention period specified in
title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1960.

HISTORY OF THE LEGISLATION

On April 28, 1966, the President of the United States transmitted
to the Congress a message proposing legislation pertaining to civil
rights. The legislation was introduced in the House of Representa-
tives on May 2, 1966, as H.R. 14765. It provided reform of the
Federal jury system, elimination of discrimination in State juries,
facilitation of desegregation of public schools and public facilities,
judicial relief from discrimination in housing, and provision for penal-
ties for certain acts of violence or intimidation.

A Judiciary subcommittee conducted hearings on 51 bills dealing
with various facets of civil rights. These hearings were held on
May 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 24, and 25, 1966 (Civil Rights, 1966.
Hearings before Subcommittee No. 5 of the Committee on the Judi-
ciary, House of Representatives, 89th Cong., 2d sess., Serial No.
16).

During the course of the hearings, testimony was received relating
to all aspects of the proposed, legislation. The witnesses included
congressional authors of legislative proposals; other Members of
Congress; the Attorney General; the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development; representatives of the Civil Rights Commission;
representatives of various segments of the housing industry; private
citizens as well as representatives of various organizations specifically
concerned with civil rights legislation. Those who did not appear
personally were afforded an opportunity to submit relevant materials
for the record.

Upon conclusion of the hearings, the subcommittee met in executive
session for 6 days to consider the legislation. The subcommittee
struck out all after the enacting clause of H.R. 14765 and inserted in
lieu thereof an amendment in the nature of a substitute, which it
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recommended to the full Judiciary Committee. However, the sub-
committee made no amendment nor any recommendation concerning
title IV of the bill which provided judicial relief from discrimination in
housing. The substitute retained the principal provisions of the orig-
inal measure and added two new titles which were-

(a) Authorization to the Attorney General to institute civil
proceedings to protect against the deprivation of rights; and

(b) Authorization to the Attorney General to permit destruc-
tion of voting records otherwise required to be retained under
existing law.

The full Committee on the Judiciary considered the bill for nine
sessions. After deliberation and consideration of H.R. 14765, as
amended by the subcommittee, the committee adopted an amendment
in the nature of a substitute. The substitute retained the principal
provisions recommended by the subcommittee with a major amend-
ment to title IV of the bill-prohibiting discrimination in housing-to
limit its prohibitions to real estate brokers, lending institutions, and
others engaged in the business of building, developing, buying, selling,
renting, leasing, or financing residential housing, and to provide ad-
ministrative remedies for its enforcement.

TITLE I-FEDERAL JURIES
General

Title I declares it to be the policy of the United States that all
litigants in Federal courts entitled to trial by jury shall have the right
to a jury selected from a cross section of the community in the dis-
trict or division where the court convenes. It declares further the
policy of the United States that all qualified persons shall have the
opportunity to serve on grand and petit juries in Federal courts and
shall have an obligation to serve when summoned. It provides that
no citizen shall be excluded from Federal jury service on account of
race, color, religion, sex, national original, or economic status.

Title I establishes a uniform procedure for the selection of jurors in
Federal court. It provides for use of voter registration rolls as the
source of names of prospective Federal jurors.

The qualifications for jury service prescribed by existing law are
retained, and it is provided that all persons found in accordance with
objective criteria to possess such qualifications are to be deemed
qualified as jurors.

Title I also provides a means for challenging jury selection in crimi-
nal and civil cases on grounds that the procedures established have
not been followed. This challenge procedure is made available pros-
pectively, and should be a major guarantee of the equal rights which
are the objective of the legislation.

Section 101 amends existing law (28 U.S.C. 1861, 1863-1869, and the
analysis of 28 U.S.C. ch. 121) to provide a uniform method of selecting
jurors in Federal courts. Section numbers that follow refer to sections
of title 28, United States Code, as amended by this title.

Section 1861 declares it to be the policy of the United States that all
litigants in Federal courts entitled to trial by jury shall have the right
to a jury selected from a cross section of the community in the district
or division where the court convenes, and all qualified persons shall
have the opportunity to serve as jurors and the obligation to serve
when summoned for jury service in the Federal courts.

16
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Section 1862 provides that no citizen shall be excluded from service
as a grand or petit juror in the district courts of the United States on
account of race color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic status.

Section 1863(a) establishes a two-member jury commission for each
Federal judicial district, composed of the clerk (or, by virtue of the
definition of "clerk" in section 1870(a), his deputy) and a local resident
to be appointed by the court. The court is also authorized to establish
separate jury commissions for one or more divisions of the district and,
under the definition of the word "division" in subsection 1870(c),
the court may establish separate jury commissions for different places
in the district where court is actually held if the district is not divided
into divisions by statute. In such cases, the chief judge of the district
is to designate the geographic areas (composed of counties or similar
political subdivisions) surrounding the various places where court is
field, and jurors are to be drawn from those areas.
The ap ointed jury commissioner, during his tenure in office, must

be a resident of the judicial district or division in which he serves,
must not belong to the same political party as the clerk serving with
him, and is to be compensated at a rate, not to exceed $50 per day,
fixed by the chief judge of the district.

Section 1863(b) provides that the jury commission is to act subject
to the supervision of the chief judge of the district in the performance
of its duties.

Section 1864t(a) provides that the jury commission is to maintain a
"master jury wheel" for the district or division. The master wheel is
to contain names of jurors selected "at random" from the official
voter registration lists of persons residing in the district or division.
The procedures governing the random selection are to be prescribed
by the chief judge of the district under subsection 1864(d).

The voter lists are to be the exclusive source of names of prospective
jurors, unless the judicial council of the circuit determines that the use
of the voter lists alone in a particular district or division might have
the result of excluding from jury service a significant portion of any
class of persons on any of the grounds specified in section 1862. The
section requires that "in such cases other sources of names must be
prescribed by the judicial council to supplement, and not to sup-
plant, voting lists. The judicial council may prescribe the use of other
existing lists or it may require the compilation of new lists to supple-
ment the voter lists.

Section 1864(b) establishes the minimum number of names to be
placed in the master jury wheel. The required number would be
either (1) 1 percent of the total number of registered voters in the dis-
trict or division (or, in districts or divisions in which supplemental
sources of names have been prescribed by the judicial council, 1 per-
cent of the total number of persons of voting age), or (2) 2,000, which-
ever is greater.

Section 1864(c) requires the jury commission to place names of per-
sons residing in each of the "counties, parishes, or similar political sub-
divisions" in the district (or division) in the master wheel in order to
assure that Federal jurors will be drawn from all parts of the area
served by the court. This section would make it impermissible to
draw names only from the areas closest to the court-for example,
metropolitan areas, and exclude all other persons living within the
district or division.

6"-18O-6-
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Section 1864(d) provides that the chief judge of each district shall
prescribe by rule definite and certain procedures to be followed by the
jury commission in making the random selection of names required by
sections 1864 (a), (b), and (c).

Section 1864(e) provides that State, local, and Federal officials must
make available to the jury commission for inspection or copying regis-
tration lists and other necessary records in their possession or control,
such as those containing home addresses and similar necessary in-
formation which may not be available from precinct or other voter
lists alone. This section also confers jurisdiction on the district
courts, upon application by the Attorney General, to compel the
appropriate officials to make their records available to the jury
commission.

Section 1864(f) requires the jury commission to refill the master
wheel as necessary to assure that the supply of names will not be
exhausted. This subsection also requires that the wheel be emptied
completely and refilled between November 15 and December 31 of
each even-numbered year-that is, shortly after each general Federal
election.

This section provides that when names are added to the wheel and
when the wheel is emptied and refilled, the jury commission must
take names only from the voter lists (or other prescribed sources) and
must follow the procedures prescribed by the chief judge under
1864(d); in emptying and refilling the wheel, the commission must
also comply with sections 1864 (b) and (c).

Section 1866(a) prescribes the method to be followed in drawing
names from the master wheel, summoning prospective jurors, and test-
ing their qualifications. Names are to be drawn publicly from time
to time as necessary and all persons whose names are drawn are to be
summoned by certified mail. Persons summoned (except persons
exempt from service under section 1872) must appear at the clerk's
office (unless, as further expressly provided, this procedure would
entail undue hardship or inconvenience) and fill out a juror qualifi-
cation form to be prescribed by .the Administrative Office of the
United States Courts in consultation with the Attorney General.
The form would elicit the prospective juror's name, address, age, sex,
education, race, occupation, length of residence within the judicial
district, prior jury service, and citizenship. In addition, the form
would ask whether the prospective juror has any physical or mental
infirmity impairing his capacity to serve as a juror, whether lie has
been convicted of any disqualifying crime, and whether he is able to
read, write, speak, and understand the English language.

Except as provided in section 1866, executed forms would supply
all of the information necessary to a judgment whether persons sum-
moned are qualified to serve and would provide a basis, upon a chal-
lenge motion under section 1867 (or other appropriately asserted claim
of discrimination), for determining compliance with section 1862 (or
with constitutional standards). The clerk is required to examine the
form to determine whether it is filled out completely and responsively
and, if not, shall call any omissions or apparent errors to the prospec-
tive jtror's attention. The person summoned is to make such
corrections or additions as may be necessary. If the person summoned
is unable to fill out the form the clerk is to fill it out for him and state
the reason in the space provided on the form. The section would
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permit testing of qualifications and assignment of jurors in a single
visit to the courthouse, where local circumstances allow.

It is expressly provided that in any district or division where the
chief judge of the district, with the concurrence of the judicial council
of the circuit, determines that a personal appearance before the clerk
to test qualifications would entail undue hardship or undue incon-
venience for persons whose names are drawn from the master jury
wheel, the clerk shall mail to every person whose name is drawn from
the master jury wheel a juror qualification form with instructions to
fill out and return the form dily signed to the clerk by mail within
10 days. Any person who fails to return a juror qualification form as
instructed must be summoned by the clerk forthwith to appear
before him to fill out a form.

This section also requires the jury commissioners to prepare an
alphabetical list of persons summoned and prohibits them from dis-
closinig the contents of this list except as authorized under sections
1867 or 1868.

Section 1865(b) provides that any person summoned pursuant to
section 1865(a) who fails to appear as directed shall be ordered by the
court forthwith to appear and show cause for his failure to comply with
the summons. This requirement applies whether all persons are
originally required to appear personally to fill out a juror qualification
form or whether such forms dre originally mailed to prospective jurors
for execution, pursuant to 'te provision in section 1865(a). This
provision imposes a mandatioiy duty on the court.

Any person who fails to /appear pursuant to such an order or who
appears but fails to show good cause for noncompliance with the
summons may be fined not more than $100 or imprisoned not more
than 3 days, or both.

Any person summoned who is exempt from jury service pursuant to
section 1872 may state the basis for his exemption on the summons
(or juror qualification from) and return it to the clark by mail. Any
person who willfully misrepresents a material fact concerning his
exemption from jury service or his qualification for jury service on a
summons (or juror qualification form) for the purpose of avoiding
service as a juror may be fined not more than $100 or imprisoned not
more than 3 days, or both.

Section 1866(a) provides that the jury commission shall determine
whether a person is qualified for or exempt from jury service solely on
the basis Of the information contained on the executed juror qualifica-
tion form or returned summons. If, however, other objective evidence
obtained by the jury commission indicates that a person does not
possess the qualifications prescribed by subparagraphs (1), (3) or
(4) of section 1866(b) (relating, respectively, to age, citizenship and
residence; mental or physical infirmity; and criminal charge or con-
viction), the court is to determine whether that person is qualified
to serve and may consider such evidence in making the determination.

The jury commission is required to enter its determination of
whether a person is qualified, not qualified, or exempt in a space
provided on the juror qualification form and also on the alphabetical
list of names drawn from the master jury wheel. If a person did not
appear in response to a summons, this fact is to be noted on the alpha-
betical list. Whenever a person is determined to be not qualified for
jury service, the jury commission is required to note on the space pro-
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vided on the juror qualification form the specific ground of disqualifi-
cation.

Section 1866(b) retains the qualifications for service prescribed by
existing law, except that disqualification for serious pending criminal
charges has been added. A person is ualified to serve as a Federal
juror unless he (1) is not a citizen of the United States 21 years old
who has resided for a period of I year within the judicial district; (2) is
unable to read, write, speak, and understand the English language;
(3) is incapable, by reason of mental or physical infirmity, to render
efficient jury service; or (4) has a charge pending against him for the
commission of, or has been convicted in a State or Federal court of
record of a crime punishable by imprisonment for more than one year
and his civil rights have not been restored by pardon or amnesty.

Every person who executes a juror qualification form and who
satisfies these qualifications is to be deemed a qualified juror and his
name is to be placed in the qualified juror wheel.

Section 1866(c) prescribes the procedure for selecting, from among
persons already found to be qualified, those who are actually to be
assigned to jury panels. The names of persons drawn from the master
jury wheel and determined to be qualified as jurors are to be placed in
a second wheel-the "qualified juror wheel." From time to time, the
jury commission is publicly to draw from the qualified juror wheel
such number of names of persons as may be required for assignment to
grand and petit jury panels. The jury commission or the clerk is
required to prepare a separate list of names of persons assigned to each
grand and petit jury panel.

Section 1866(d) incorporates present 28 U.S.C. 1867 and sets forth
the procedure for summoning persons determined to be qualified for
actual jury service. The clerk is to issue the requisite number of
summonses and deliver them to the marshal who, in turn, is to serve
the summonses either personally or by registered or certified mail.
This procedure is unnecessary and may be omitted in districts where
potential jurors are summoned for testing of their qualifications and
assigned to jury panels at the same time.

Section 1867(a) establishes a method for challenging compliance
with the selection procedures prescribed by title I. It provides that
in criminal cases, prior to the introduction of evidence at trial the
defendant may move to dismiss the indictment or stay the proceedings
against him on the ground of failure to comply with section 1864,
1865, or 1866. The defendant is entitled to present in support of his
challenge motion the testimony of the jury commission together with
other available evidence and, where there is evidence that there has
been a failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866, any rele-
vent records and papers used by the jury commission in the perform-
ance of its duties which are not public or otherwise available. If the
court then determines that there has been a failure to comply with
section 1864, 1865, or 1866, it is required to dismiss the indictment or
stay the proceedings pending the selection of a petit jury in conformity
with the title.

The moving party is not automatically given access to confidential
records upon the filing of a challenge motioi to help to prevent the
use of this procedure as a delaying tactic and the use of such records
for the purpose of jury tampering. But the (section) provides that
when the moving party meets the burden of producing "evidence" of
it failure to comply with section 1864, 1865, or 1866-eithem' by the
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jury commission or by the court-he is to be given access to such
records and ma introduce them in support of his challenge.

Section 1867b) authorizes the Attorney General to challenge the
selection of petit juries in criminal cases under procedures the same as
those available to a criminal defendant, except that such a challenge
must be filed before the petit jury is sworn-the point at which jeop-
ardy usually attaches. If the court determines that there has been a.
failure to comply with section 1864, 1865, or 1866, the court is required
to stay the proceedings pending the selection of a petit jury in con-
formity with title I.

Section 1867(c) provides that the selection of petit juries in civil
cases may be challenged by any party in the same manner as by a
defendant in criminal cases under. subsection (a). If the court de-
termines that there has been a failure to comply with section 1864,
1865, or 1866, it is required to stay the proceedings pending the selec-
tion of a petit jury in conformity with the title.

Section 1867(d) provides that the challenge procedures provided by
subsections (a), (b), and (c) are the exclusive means by which a person
accused of a Federal crime or a party in a civil case may challenge
the selection of a grand or petit jury on the ground of failure to comply
with section 1864, 1865, or 1866. This section also provides that
nothing in section 1867 shall preclude any person or the United
States from pursuing any other remedy, civil or criminal, which may
be available for the vindication or enforcement of any law prohibiting
discrimination on account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin,
or economic status in jury selection procedures.

Section 1867(e) prohibits disclosure of the contents of any records
or papers produced in connection with a challenge motion under sub.-
section (a), (b), or (c) of this section except as disclosure may be
necessary in the preparation and presentation of the case or a motion
with respect thereto, until after such records or papers become
available for public inspection under section 1868. Parties to the
proceeding are to be allowed to inspect, reproduce, and copy such
records and papers at all reasonable times during the pendency of the
case, including any appeal. Violations of this subsection are punish-
able by a fine of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not more
than 1 year, or both.

Section 1868 requires the preservation of all records and papers
compiled and maintained by the jury commission in the performance
of its duties for a period of 4 years aftef use or for such longer period
as may be ordered by a court.

The 4-year period begins to run after the master jury wheel is
emptied and refilled pursuant to section 1864(f) and after all persons
selected to serve as jurors from that master wheel have completed
service. During the 4-year period, such records and pa ers are to be
kept in the custody of the clerk and are to be avaiable for public
inspection. Prior to that time, these records and papers are to be kept
confidential by the jury commission and are not to be disclosed except
in connection with a challenge motion as provided in section 1867 or
except as ordered by the court in other proper circumstances.

Section 1869(a) prohibits the exclusion, excuse or exemption of
any class of persons on hardship or other grounds, except as provided
in section 1872 (pertaining to exemptions). The section authorizes
the court to excuse an individual juror for 6 months at a time upon a
showing of undue hardship or extreme inconvenience. The court
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would also have the power (as under existing law) to exclude an
individual juror upon finding that he may be unable to render im-
partial jury service, or that his service would disrupt the proceedings.
In addition, individual jurors may be excluded upon peremptory
challenge in accordance with present law.

Section 1869(b) probides that during any 2-year period, no person
can be required to serve (1) as a petit juror for more than 1 month,
except where necessary to finish service on a particular case; (2) on
more than one grand jury; or (3) as both a grand and petit juror.

Section 1870(a) defines "clerk" and "clerk of the court" to mean
the clerk of the U.S. district court or any deputy clerk.

Section 1870(b) defines "voter registration lists" to mean official
records of persons registered to vote in the most recent general
Federal election. The definition includes appropriate lists of qualified
voters (such as lists of persons who have actually voted) in States
(like Alaska) which do not require registration as a prerequisite to
voting and includes eligibility lists prepared by Federal examiners in
any area where the names on such lists have not been placed on the
State voting iolls.

Section 1870(c) defines "division" to mean one or more divisions
of a judicial district established by statute, and, in districts in which
no divisions are established by statute, such counties or similar
political subdivisions surrounding the places where court is actually
held as determined by the chief judge of the district. This definition
allows the chief judge of the district, pursuant to section 1863(a),
to constitute separate jury commissions to select juries for one, two,
or more divisions (or for different places of holding court), so long as,
consistent with subsection 1864(c), the voter lists from each county
or similar political subdivision of the district are used as a source of
names for one of the master wheels in the district.

Section 1870(d) defines the terms "district court of the United
States," "district court," and "court" to mean courts constituted
under chapter 5 of title 28 of the United States Code. The proviso
in this definition makes sections 1861, 1862, 1867, and 1869 applicable
to the District of Columbia Court of General Sessions and the Juvenile
Court of the District of Columbia, both of which conduct jury trials.

Section 102 increases fees for grand or petit jury service from $10
to $20 per day, and increases from $14 to $25 per day the amount the
court may allow for service over 30 days, instead of the present $14.
This provision also increases per diem subsistence payments from
$10 to $16 per day.

Section 103(a) renumbers certain provisions of the present law that
are being retained.

Section 103(b) provides for exemption of classes of persons from
jury service. It retains present 28 U.S.C. 1862 (to be renumbered as
28 U.S.C. 1872) which exempts servicemen, firemen, policemen, and
certain types of public officials. In addition, it authorizes the chief
judge of the district, by rule, to exempt other occupational classes
of persons from jury service based on a finding that (1) jury service
would entail extreme inconvenience for such.class of persons, and (2)
requiring such persons to perform jury service may adversely affect
the public interest, and (3) exemption of such persons from jury
service would not be inconsistent with sections 1861 and 1862 of this
title.
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Section 103(c) repeals most of the provisions of the District of
Columbia Code which now govern the selection of juries from the U.S.
district court and the general sessions and juvenile courts which con-
duct jury trials in the District of Columbia, since such courts will
become subject to the provisions of title I.

Section 163(d) repeals all but the last paragraph of subsection (a)
of section 11-2306 of the District of Columbia Code and substitutes
a new subsection (b) which provides (as in existing law) that the jury
commission for the District Court for the District of Columbia shall
draw jurors for the general sessions and juvenile courts in the District
as they are needed in accordance with the procedures prescribed by
this title. Jurors drawn for these courts are to be assigned to panels
as those courts direct.

Section 103 (e) and (f) make minor technical changes to conform the
jury selection procedure in the District of Columbia to the selection
procedures prescribed by this title.

Section 104 provides that sections 101 and 103 of this title; i.e., all
provisions except those increasing juror and witness fees, shall become
effective 180 days following the date of enactment. This section also
provides, however, that this title shall not apply in any case in which
an indictment has been returned or petit jury empaneled prior to its
effective date.

TITLE I1-STATE JURIES
General

Title II of the bill is based on the power of Congress to enforce the
14th amendment by "appropriate legislation" and is designed to
eliminate unconstitutional discrimination in the selection of grand
and petit juries in State courts. This title provides that no citizen
shall be excluded from service as a grand or petit juror in any State
court on account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or eco-
nomic status. In areas in which such discrimination is not practices,
existing jury selection procedures would not be upset but where dis-
crimination exists, this title provides the means to eliminate it.

Title II has two principal features. First, it authorizes the Attorney
General to bring civil proceedings for injunctive relief against dis-
criminatory practices in State court jury selection. This authority
would be similar to the authority the Attorney General now has to
seek injunctions against discrimination in voting, public accommo-
dations and employment and, under title VI of this bill, against dis-
crimination in public schools and facilities.

Upon a finding of discrimination, the court is expressly authorized
to grant specified kinds of effective relief which are specially tailored
to deal with the problem of jury discrimination. In addition, the
court may grant other appropriate relief under general equitable
principles.

The second principal feature of this title deals with the need for
disclosure and development. of information relevant to the question
whether discrimination results from the system for selecting jurors.
This objective is accomplished by a challenge procedure which may
be used by the Attorney General in a suit under this title, private
litigants residing in the area who seek to enforce the prohibition
against discrimination, or a defendant in a criminal case or convicted
person attacking collaterally a criminal conviction.
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Upon the filing of an allegation of discrimination appropriate State
officials are required to furnish a detailed description of the procedures
followed by them in selecting jurors. The complaining party may
then introduce any other available relevant evidence in support of
the challenge, and, if there is evidence of discrimination, the complain-
ing party is given access to any other relevant records of jury selection
which are not otherwise publicly available. If the court then deter-
mines that there is probable cause to believe that discrimination has
occurred, it is the responsibility of the State to produce additional
evidence demonstrating that the alleged discrimination did not occur.

Section 201 provides that no citizen shall be excluded from service
as a grand or petit juror in any State court on account of race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, or economic status. Unlike title I,
title II does not prescribe a particular jury selection system which
State courts must employ.

Section 202(a) authorizes the Attorney General to institute civil
actions or other appropriate proceedings for preventive relief when-
everi he has reasonable grounds to believe that State jur officials
have engaged or are about to engage in any act or practice which
would deny or abridge any right secured by section 201. The State
or political subdivisions thereof may be joined as parties and relief
may be granted against them as well as against jury officials.

In such proceedings, the United States would be liable for costs the
same as a private person.

Section 202(b) confers jurisdiction on the Federal district courts of
proceedings instituted pursuant to this title and provides that such
courts shall exercise jurisdiction without regard to whether aggrieved
parties have exhausted any other available remedies, and that such
actions shall be expedited.

Section 203 provides that, in proceedings instituted pursuant to this
title or pursuant to any other law authorizing proceedings fol injunc-
tive relief (e.g., 42 IU.S.C. 1983), if the Federal district court finds that
any right secured by section 201 has been denied or abridged, it is
authorized to grant, in addition to any other appropriate relief, four
types of relief, to be effective for such period of time as may be
appropriate.

First, the court mlay prohibit or suspend the use of any qualification
for jury service, or any basis for excuse, exemption, or exclusion from
jury service, which violates on its face or has been applied in violation
of section 201, o1 which is so subjective as to vest in jury officials undue
discretion to determine whether any person has satisfied such qualifica-
tion or whether a basis exists for excusing, exempting, or excluding any
person from jury service.

Second, the court would be authorized to require the use of objective
criteria in determining qualifications, exemptions, exclusions, or ex-
cuses. This authority complements the authority to suspend the
use of subjective criteria which vest undue discretion in jury officials
and assures that such officials will have adequate guidance in dis-
charging their duties.

Third, the court may require the jur officials to maintain in tie
future such records as may be necessary readily to permit a definite
determination whether unlawful discrimination is being practiced.
This provision is designed to meet the case where jury officials have
not maintained adequate records in the past. The court may require
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the future maintenance of records over and above recordkeeping
requirements prescribed by State law.

Fourth, the court would be authorized to a point a master responsi-
ble to it to perform the duties of the jury officials in cases where this
may be necessary to assure that discrimination will cease.
Each of the above types of relief could presently be granted by the

Federal district courts under 42 U.S.C. 1983, and established equitable
principles. Section 203 confirms this authority and makes it clear
that the courts may utilize such authority in order to frame effective
relief where warranted by the facts. The courts are to grant other
relief as may be necessary or appropriate.

Section 204 is designed to facilitate the disclosure of relevant evi-
donce whenever jury discrimination is appropriately alleged and to
require the appropriate State officials to disprove the allegation where
there is probable cause to believe that such discrimination has occurred.
The Attorney General in a suit under section 202 of this title, litigants
in civil actions under 42 U.S.C. 1983, defendants in criminal cases in
any State court prior to the introduction of any evidence at trial, and
persons attacking criminal convictions in habeas corpus, coram nobis,
or other collateral proceedings in Federal or State courts with respect
to a judgment of conviction entered following the effective date of
this title may invoke this provision by asserting that any right secured
by section 201 has been denied or abridged. Existing discovery
procedures under State and Federal law are left undisturbed by this
section.

Section 204(a) provides that upon the filing of a claim that a right
secured by section 201 has been denied or abridged, the appropriate
State or local officials are required to furnish a sworn "written state-
ment of jury selection information" which must contain a detailed
description of the following:

(1) the nature and location of the sources from which names
of potential jurors were obtained for inclusion in the jury wheel,
box, or similar selection device,

(2) the methods and procedures followed in selecting names
from such sources;

(3) the methods used for selecting names of prospective jurors
from the wheel, box, or similar selection device for testing or
otherwise demonstrating their qualifications for jury service;

(4) the qualifications, tests, standards, criteria, and procedures
used in determining whether prospective jurors are qualified to
serve as jurors; and

(5) the methods used for summoning persons for jury service
and assigning them to grand and petit jury panels.

The court -may compel compliance with this requirement by an order,
followed, where necessary, by contempt proceedings or if compliance
is not then forthcoming, by entering judgment for the complainant.

Section 204(b) provides that the written statement of jury selection
information is to be filed with the clerk of the court in which the
proceeding is pending and a copy is to be served on the attorney for
the complaining party. The statement constitutes evidence on the
question whether any right secured by section 201 has been denicd or
abridged and, in addition, the complaining party has the right to
cross-examine any persons having knowledge of the relevant facts
concerning the information to be contained in the statement. The
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complaining party may also present the testimony of jury officials
together with other available evidence in support of his allegations.

If, at thatpoint, the court determines that there is evidence of a
denial or abridgement of a right secured by section 201, the complain-
ing party is to be given access to any relevant records and papers used
by tne jury officials in the performance of their duties which are not
public o1 otherwise available.

Section 204(c) provides that if, after the jury records have been dis-
closed, the court determines that there is probable cause to believe
that any right secured by section 201 has been denied or abriged and
that such records are not sufficient to permit a determination whether
any such right has been denied or abriged, it becomes the responsibility
of the appropriate State or local officials to produce, if they can, addi-tional evidence demonstrating that discrimination did not occur. If
such evidence is not otherwise available, the State officials are required
to use such process of the court, including the subpena power, as may
be necessary to produce it. If the State officials nevertheless fail to
produce such evidence, the court is to sustain the claim of discrimina-
tion and grant the appropriate relief.

Section 204(d) authorizes the court to direct that the contents of any
records or papers produced pursuant to subsection (b) shall not be
disclosed-except as necessary in the preparation and presentation of
the case-during such time as they would not be available for inspec-
tion under State law. However, parties to the proceeding are to be
allowed to inspect, reproduce, and copy such records and papers at all
reasonable times while the case (including appeals) is pending. Dis-
closure of such records by the Attorney General is to be governed by
subsection 205(b) (described below). Violations of this subsection are
punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not
more than 1 year, or both.

Section 205(a) requires State jury officials to preserve all records
prepared or obtained in the performance of their duties for 4 years
after use. The phrase "prepared or obtained" is intended to cover
lists, questionnaires, memorandums, correspondence and other papers
actually prepared by the jury officials and also any records or papers
obtained by them or their use; e.g., copies of voter lists, telephone
books, city directories, and the like. The 4-year period begins to
run after completion of jury service by all persons whose consideration
for service was the subject of such records and papers. Under this
requirement, if the jury officials continue to use the same sources of
names or other records for an indefinite period of time, they must

reserve such sources and other records indefinitely. On the other
and, if the wheel or box is emptied periodically (as under the federal

system) the 4-year period would begin to run with respect to old
source lists and other records after the box is emptied and persons
drawn for service as jurors from the box complete such service.

This section also provides that any person, whether or not a jury
official, who willfully steals, destroys, conceals, mutilates, or alters
any record or paper required by this section to be preserved shall
be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than 1 year,
or both.

Section 205(b) contains a provision that is similar to title III of the
Civil Rights Act of 1960 and authorizes the Attorney General to in-
spect, reproduce, and copy voter registration records upon demand
at all reasonable times without regard to whether he has filed a lawsuit
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in which such records may be relevant. This subsection authorizes
inspection and copying of jury records and forbids disclosure of such
records by the attorney General during such period of time as they may
be unavailable for public inspection under State law, except as dis-
closure may be ordered by a Federal court and except that disclosure
may be made to Congress, other governmental agencies, and in the
preparation and presentation of a case or proceeding before a court or
grand jury. The Federal district court in the area in which such
records are located is given jurisdiction to compel their production by
appropriate process.
Section 206

Subsection (a) defines the term "state court" to include any court
of any State, county, parish, city, town, municipality, or other
political subdivision of any State. This definition is intended to
cover all State and local courts of every kind whatsoever.

Subsection (b) defines the term "jury official" to mean any person
or group of persons, including "judicial officers"; i.e., judges, who
select, summon or impanel grand or petit juries in any State court.
This definition is intended to cover any person who has any duty
relating t6 the selection of jurors in State courts.

Subsection (c) provides that the phrase "wheel, box, or similar
device" means the jury selection devices ordinarily connoted by those
terms and includes as well any file, list, or other compilation of names
of persons prepared by a jury official.

Subsection (d) defines the term "political subdivision" to mean any
county, parish, city, town, municipality, or other territorial subdivi-
sion of any State.

Section 207 provides that the remedies provided in this title shall
not preclude private individuals, the United States, or State or local
agencies from pursuing any other available remedies, civil or criminal,
for enforcing or vindicating any law prohibiting discrimination on
account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin or economic status
in the selection of juries in State courts. This provision is similar
in scope and purpose to the last sentence of subsection 1867(d) of
title I.

Section 208 provides that title II shall become effective 180 days
following the date of its enactment, provided that the title is not to
apply in any case in which an indictment has been returned or a
petit jury impaneled prior to its effective date.

TITLE 111-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

Section 801 authorizes the Attorney General to institute civil
actions for preventive or mandatory relief whenever there are reason-
able grounds to believe that any person is about to engage or continue
to engage in any act or practice which would deprive another of any
right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or protected by the
Constitution or laws of the United States on account of such other's
race, color, religion, or national origin. The aggrieved person is also
authorized to institute civil proceedings for similar relief on his own
behalf.

Section 802 authorizes the Attorney General to institute civil ac-
tions for preventive or mandatory relief whenever there are reason-
able grounds to believe that any person is about to engage or continue
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to engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder another
in the exercise of such other's lawful right to speak, assemble, petition,
or otherwise express himself for the purpose of securing recognition
of or protection for equal enjoyment of rights, privileges, and oppor-
tunities free from discrimination on account of race, color, religion,
or national origin. As under section 301, the aggrieved person may
also institute such proceedings in his own behalf.

Section 303 confers jurisdiction on the Federal district courts of
proceedings instituted under this title and provides that such courts
shall exercise jurisdiction without regard to whether the party bring-
ing the action shall have exhausted administrative or other remedies
that may be provided by law. The United States is to be liable for
costs as a private person in such proceedings.

TITLE IV

Section 401 declares that it is the policy of the United States to
prevent discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or national
origin in the purchase, rental, financing, use, and occupancy of housing
throughout the Nation.

Section 402(a) defines "person" to include one or more individuals,
corporations, partnerships, labor organizations, or other legal entities.

Section 402(b) defines "dwelling" to include any building or struc-
ture or portion thereof, whether in existence or under construction,
which is in, or is designed, intended, or arranged, for residential use
by one or more individuals or families.

Section 402(c) defines "discriminatory housing practice" as an act
that is unlawful under sections 403 or 404.

Section 402(d) provides that a person shall be deemed to be in the
business of building, developing, selling, renting, or leasing dwellings
if he has, within the preceding 12 months, participated as either prin-
cipal or agent in three or more transactions involving the sale, rental,
or lease of a dwelling or an interest in a dwelling.

Section 403(a) makes it unlawful for any person who is a real estate
broker, agent, or salesman, or employee or agent of any real estate
broker, agent, or salesman, or any other person in the business of
building, developing, selling, renting, or leasing dwellings, or any
employee or agent of such persons (1) to refuse to sell, rent, or lease,
or negotiate for the sale, rental, or lease of, or otherwise deny, a
dwelling to any person because of race, color, religion, or national
origin; (2) to discriminate in the terms, conditions, or privileges of
sale, rental, or lease, or in the provision of services or facilities in
connection therewith because of race, color, religion, or national
origin; (3) to make, rint, or publish, or cause to be made, printed,
or published, any oral or written notice or advertisement with respect
to the sale, rental, or lease of a dwelling that indicates any preference
limitation, or discrimination based on race, color, religion, or national
origin, or an intention to make any such preference, limitation, or
discrimination; (4) to refuse or fail to show a dwelling which he is
authorized to show, because of race, color, religion, or national origin,
or to fail to submit promptly to his principal any offer to buy, rent,
or lease because of race, color, religion, or national origin or to fail
or refuse to use his best efforts to consummate any sale, rental, or
lease because of the race, color, religion, or national origin of any party
to the prospective sale, rental, or lease; (5) to represent to any person
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because of race, color, religion or national origin that a dwelling is
not available for inspection, sale, rental, or lease when it is in fact so
available; (6) to deny to any person because of race, color, religion,
or national origin, or because of the race, color, religion, or national
origin of the person he represents or may represent, access to or
participation in any multiple-listing service or other service or facilities
related to the business of selling or renting dwellings; or (7) to engage
in any act or practice the purpose of which is to limit or restrict the
availability of housing to any person because of race, color, religion, or
national origin.

Section 408(b) exempts an owner from coverage under the section
with respect to the sale, rental, or lease of a portion of a building
containing living quarters occupied or intended to be occupied by no
more than four families living independently of each other if the
owner occupies one of such living quarters as his residence.

Section 403(c) permits any religious or denominationa institution,
or any charitable or educational institution or organization which is
operated, supervised, or controlled by or in conjunction with a
religious organization, or any bona fide private or fraternal organiza-
tion, to give preference to persons of the same religion or denomination,
or to members of such private or fraternal organization, or to make
such selection as is calculated to promote the religious principles or
the aims, purposes, or fraternal principles for which it is established
or maintained.

Section 403(d) provides that nothing in the title shall affect any
liability for payment of a real estate or other commission.

Section 404 makes it unlawful for any bank, savings and loan insti-
tution, credit union, insurance company, or other lender of money
for the purchase, construction, improvement, repair, or maintenance
of dwellings to refuse to make such loans, or to discriminate in the
terms or conditions thereof, because of the race, color, religion, or
national origin of the borrower or of the prospective occupants of
the dwellings involved.

Section 405 prohibits any person from intimidating, threatening,
coercing, or interfering with, any person in the exercise or enjoyment
of, or because he has exercised or enjoyed or aided or encouraged
another in the exercise or enjoyment of, any right granted by section
403 or 404.

Section 406(a) authorizes the initiation of civil actions in appropriate
Federal district courts and State courts to enforce the rights granted
in sections 403,404, and 405. Any such action must be brought within
6 months after the violation occurred.

Section 406(b) authorizes a Federal court to waive the payment of
fees, costs, or security in any civil action brought under section 406(a)
and to appoint an attorney for any party or parties under such
circumstances as it considers just. State and local courts are also
given such authority to the extent their laws and procedure allow.

Section 406(c) authorizes the court to grant appropriate relief, in-
cluding injunctive relief, and to award actual damages or, in the
alternative, if the defendant has received or agreed to receive compen-
sation for services during the course of which the discriminatory
housing practice occurred, to award as liquidated damages an amount
not exceeding such compensation.

Section 406(d) provides that when a case is brought under section
406(a) alleging a discriminatory housing practice prohibited by an
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applicable State or local law and from which relief can be obtained
under State or local law, the court may, upon issuance of a temporary
injunction or other appropriate order preserving the complainant's
right to obtain all relief, including the opportunity to buy or rent thespecific dwelling with respect to which the alleged discriminatory
housing practice occurred, stay the action for up to 30 days pending
referral by the court or by the complainant, as appropriate, to relevant
State or local authorities. At the end of such stay, the court may
order a further stay for such additional period as it deems appropriate
or pending termination of State or local proceedings, if it believes the
State or local proceedings will proceed expeditiously and that a
further stay will serve the interests of justice. In the event of such
a further stay, the court may continue or withdraw any orders it has
previously issued, as justice requires. Issuance or withdrawal of any
temporary injunction or other order may be conditioned upon the
posting of reasonable bond or other security. If the court directs the
complainant to make reasonable efforts to initiate appropriate pro-
ceedings under applicable State or local law and the complainant
fails to do so and does not show good cause for such failure, the court
may, in its discretion, dismiss the action.

Section 407(a) authorizes the Atrorney General to bring a civil
action for preventive relief whenever he has reasonable cause to
believe that any person or group of persons is engaged in a pattern or
practice of resistance to the full enjoyment of any oFthe rights granted
by title IV.

Section 407(b) authorizes the Attorney General to intervene in a
civil action brought by a private person in a Federal court under this
title, if he certifies that the action is of general public importance. In
such cases, the United States shall be entitled to the same relief as if
it had instituted the action.

Section 408(a) establishes a Fair Housing Board of five members
appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate.
No more than three members of the Board may be of the same political
party. Members will have staggered terms of 5 years each, and shall
be compensated at the rate of $25,000 per annum, except for the chair-
man, designated by the President, who shall receive $25,500 per annum.
Three members shall constitute a quorum.

Section 408(b) authorizes the Board, in accordance with civil service
laws, to appoint and fix the compensation of such officers and employ-
ees as may he necessary to carry out its functions.

Section 408(c) authorizes the Board to issue necessary and proper
rules and regulations, to delegate any or all of its powers to any three
or more of its members, and to delegate its authority to conduct hear-
ings to any member, agent, or agency.

Section 408(d) authorizes the Secretary of Housing and Urban De-
velopment to investigate violations of sections 403, 404, and 405 of
this title, either on the basis of information giving reasonable grounds
for belief that a violation has occurred or upon receipt of a written
statement from a person who alleges that he is aggrieved by such a
violation.

Section 408(e) provides that the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, for purposes of investigation, and the Board, for pur-
poses of hearing, shall have the same powers and be subject to the
same conditions and limitations as are provided for the National
Labor Relations Board, under 29 U.S.C. 161.
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Section 408(f) provides that if the Secretary finds, after investiga-
tion, that a violation has occurred, he shall file a written complaint
with the Board so stating, and stating the facts. The Secretary shall
serve a copy of the complaint on the person or persons charged with the
violation.

Section 408(g) provides that the Board shall set a hearing after it
receives a complaint but no such hearing shall be conducted sooner
than 10 days after service of the complaint on the person or persons
charged. The Secretary is directed to designate a person to present
evidence in support of the complaint.

Section 408(h) provides that except as provided in sections 408(f)
and 408(g), the Board shall conduct its hearings and issue and enforce
its orders in the same manner, and shall be subject to the same condi-
tions and limitations and appellate procedures, as are provided for
the National Labor Relations Board under 29 U.S.C. 160 (b), (c),
(d), (e), (f), (g), (i), and (j), and that all parties to the hearing shall
have the. same rights as are therein provided. The provisions of29 U.S.C. 160(c) relative to reinstatement of employees and to com-
plaints under 29 U.S.C. 158 (a)(1) or (a)(2) are expressly made in-
applicable. Violations under the title shall be treated in the same
manner as unfair labor practices under 29 U.S.C. 160.

Section 408(i) permits the Secretary to delegate any of his powers
or duties under the title.

Section 409 directs the Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment to make studies and publish reports on discriminatory housing
practices, cooperate with and render technical assistance to private
or public agencies, including the Community Relations Service, and
administer his Department's programs in a manner affirmatively to
further the policies of title IV.

Section 410 provides that no State or local law granting or protecting
the same rights as are granted or protected by title IV shall be in-
validated or limited by title IV, but that any State or local law that
purports to require or permit a discriminatory housing practice shall
to that extent be invalid.

Section 411 provides that all cases of criminal contempt arising under
title IV shall be governed by section 151 of the Civil Rights Act of
1957 (42 U.S.C. 1995).

Section .412 provides that nothing in title IV shall be construed
to deny, impair, or otherwise affect any right or authority of the
United States, or any of its agencies or officers, to bring or intervene
in any civil action or to bring any criminal prosecution.

TITLE V-INTERFERENCE WITH RIGHTS
General

Title V is a criminal statute designed to deter and punish inter-
ference by force or threat of force with activities protected by Federal
law or the Constitution. This title is intended to strengthen the
Government's capability to meet the problem of civil rights violence.
Each area of protected activity is specifically described. They are
voting, public accommodations, public education, public services and
facilities, employment, housing, jury service, use of common carriers,
and participation in federally assisted programs.

The statute would punish interference or attempts to interfere with
any person because of his race, color, religion, or national origin while
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he is lawfully engaging in or seeking to engage in such activities. It
would also make it a crime to interfere or attempt to interfere with any
person to discourage the victim from lawfully participating in such
activities or because he has so participated in such activities. The
title would punish violence directed against a person who has not been
involved in civil rights activity but who is selected as a victim in order
to intimidate others.

This title would also protect persons who urge or aid participation
in these activities, as well as those who engage in speech or peacefud
assembly opposing denial of the opportunity to participate in such
activities. Persons who have duties to perform with respect to the
protected activities-such as public school officials, restaurant
owners, and employers-would also be protected.

The title would prohibit forcible interference with any of the
specified activities by private individuals acting alone as well as by
public officers or other persons acting under color of law.

lie prescribed penalties are graduated in accordance with the
seriousness of the results of violations, ranging from misdemeanor
penalties to life imprisonment.

Title V also amends the penalty provisions of sections 241 and 242
of title 18, United States Code, to provide a similarly graduated
penalty structure.

Section 501(a) makes it a crime for any person, whether or not
acting under color of law, by force or threat of force, to injure,
intimidate or otherwise interfere with, or to attempt to injure, intimi-
date, or interfere with, any person because of his race, color, religion,
or national origin while he is lawfully engaging or seeking to engage
in any of the nine protected areas of activity. Each area of activity
is described in specific terms in order to make definite and certain
the conduct which is prohibited.

Section 501(b) makes it a crime for any person, whether acting under
color of law or otherwise, by force or threat of force, to injure, intimi-
date, or otherwise interfere with, or attempt to injure, intimidate, or
interfere with any person to discourage lawful participation by such
person or any other person or class of persons in any of the activities
or benefits described in section 501(a) or because any such person has
participated or sought to participate in such activities, or urged or
aided others to so participate or engage in speech or peaceful assembly
opposing any denial of the opportunity to so participate. Specifically,
this provision makes it a crime to resort to force or threat of force to
discourage the victim or any other person or class of persons from
lawfully participating or seeking to participate in any of the activities
or benefits without discrimination on account of race, color, religion,
or national origin. In addition, it makes it a crime to use force or
the threat of force against any person because he has (1) so participated
or sought to so participate, or (2) urged or aided others to so. partici-
pate, or (3) engaged in speech or peaceful assembly opposirig any
denial of the opportunity to so participate in any of the described
activities.

Section 501(c) makes it a crime for any person, whether or not
acting under color of law, by force or threat of force, to injure, intimi-
date or otherwise interfere with, or attempt to injure, intimidate or
interfere with, any public official or other person to discourage such
official or person (e.g., members of school boards, proprietors of restau-
rants, employers), from affording equal treatment to those participating
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or seeking to participate in any of the described activities or benefit*
or because he has afforded another person or class of persons sucl
equal treatment.

The penalties for violations of sections 501(a), (b), or (c) are gradu-
ated depending upon whether actual physical injury results. If no
one is actually3armed, penalties are limited to a $1,000 fine or 1 year
imprisonment or both; if bodily injury results, the maximum penal ties
are a $10,000 fine or 10 years imprisonment or both; and if death
results, the defendant is subject to imprisonment for any term of
years or for life.

Section 502 amends present sections 241 and 242 of title 18, United
States Code to authorize increased penalties. The penalties author-
ized for violation of 18 U.S.C. 241 are increased from the present
maximums of $5,000 or imprisonment for 10 years, or both to $10,000
of imprisonment for 10 years, or both; and if death results from the
violation, imprisonment for any term of years or for life. To section
242, there is added to the existing penalties provided for therein
imprisonment for any term of years or for life, if death results from the
violation.

TITLE VI
General

Title VI amends existing law to eliminate the requirement contained
in titles III and IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000b-
2000b-3, 2000c-6-2000c-9) that before the Attorney General may in-
stitute a suit to desegregate a public facility (title 11) or a public
educational institution (title IV), he must have received a written
complaint and determined that the complainant is unable to bring
suit.

Section 601 amends title III of the 1964 act to provide for suits by
the Attorney General with respect to both public schools and public
facilities and changes its title accordingly. The sections of title III
of the 1964 act, as they would be amended iy this section, are de-
scribed below:

Section 301, as amended, authorizes the Attorney General to
institute a civil action for desegregation of public education and other
public facilities whenever he has reasonable grounds to believe that
any person acting under color of law has denied, or attempted or
threatened to deny, any other person on account of race, color, religion,
or national origin, the equal protection of the laws with respect to any
public school or public college or with respect to any public facility
which is owned, operated, or managed by or on behalf of any State or
subdivision thereof. It also authorities the Attorney General to
institute proceedings whenever he has reasonable grounds to believe
that any person, whether or not acting under color of law, has intimi-
dated, threatened, coerced, or interfered with, or has attempted or
threatened to intimidate, threaten, coerce, or interfere with, any other
person in the exercise or enjoyment of, or because he has exercised or
enjoyed, any right to the equal protection of the laws with respect to
any public school or public college, or with respect to any public
facility which is owned, operated, or managed by or on behalf of any
State or subdivision, thereof. This provision would also apply to
similar interference with another person because he has aided or
encouraged others to exercise or enjoy such rights.
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Section 302, as amended, provides that the United States shall be
liable for costs in proceedings instituted under section 301 the same
as a private person.

Section 303, as amended, provides that, as used in this title, the
phrases "public school" and "public college" are to have the same
meanings as in section 401(c) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and that,
as applied to public education, "desegregation" means the assign-
ment of students to public schools and within such schools without
regard to their race, color, religion, or national origin, but shall not
mean the assignment of students to public schools in order to overcome
racial imbalance.

Section 304, as amended, confers jurisdiction on the district courts
of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title and directs those
courts to exercise their jurisdiction.

Section 305, as amended, declares that nothing in this title shall
affect adversely the right of any person to sue for or obtain relief in
any court against discrimination in public schools or facilities and
provides the title shall be the exclusive means whereby the Attorney
General may bring suits for desegregation of public education.

Section 602 repeals sections 407 through 410 of title IV of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.

TITLE VII-PRESERVATION OF ELECTION RECORDS

Section 701 amends existing law (42 U.S.C. 1974-74e) to add a new
section 307 to title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1960, which requires,
among other things, that appropriate State and local election officials
preserve all records and papers relating to registration or any other act
requisite to voting in Federal elections for a period of at least 22
months following any general, special, or primary Federal election.
This new section would provide that iny election official or custodian
required under section 301 ofthe 1960 act to retain and preserve such
records and papers may petition the Attorney General to permit the
destruction, prior to the retention period specified in that act, of
ballots, tally sheets, or other materials relating to the casting or count-
ing of votes. Such petition shall set forth the grounds on which de-
struction is sought and shall be supported by such additional informa-
tion as the Attorney General may require. If in the judgment of the
Attorney General the destruction of these materials will not hinder,
prevent, or interfere with the accomplishment of the purposes of the
1960 act and of the Civil Rights Acts of 1957 and 1964, and of the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, he may grant the petition in whole or in
part, and upon such terms and conditions as he may prescribe.

Nothing in this title affects the equity power of the courts to order
the preservation of voting records or papers in a particular case.

TITLE VIII-IMISCELLANEOUS

Section 801 authorizes the appropriation of such sums as are neces-
sary to carry out the provisions of the act.

Section 802 is a general separability clause, providing that the in-
validity of any portion of the act shall not affect the validity of the
remainder of the act.
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CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the House of Represent-
atives, there is printed below in roman existing law in which no change
is proposed by the bill as reported. Matter proposed to be stricker
by the bill as reported is enclosed in black brackets. New language
proposed by the-bill as reported is printed in italic.

TITLE 28, UNITED STATES CODE-JUDICIARY AND
JUDICIAL PROCEDURE

Chapter 121.-JURIES; TRIAL BY JURY
&eC.
1861. [Qualifications of Federal jurors. *3 Declaration of policy.
1862. 1Yxemptions.J Discrimination prohibited.
1863. [Exclusion or excuse for service.] Jury commission.
1864. [Manner of drawing; jury commissioners and their compensation.] Master

jury wheel.
1865. [Apportionment within district; additional jury commissioners.] Drawing

of names from the master jury wheel.
1866. [Special petit juries; talesmen from bystanders.] Qualifications for jury

service.
1867. [Summoning jurors.' Challenging compliance with selection procedures.
1868. [Disqualification of marshal or deputy.J Maintenance and inspection of

records.
1869. [Frequency of service.J Exclusion from jury service.
1870. [Challenges.J Definitions.
1871. Fees.
1872. [Issues of fact in Supreme Court.] Exemptions.
1873. [Admiralty and maritime cases.J Challenges.
1874. [Actions on bonds and specialties.] Issues of fact in Supreme Court.
1875. Admiralty and maritime cases.
1876. Actions on bonds and specialties.

[*Pub. L. 85-315, 1152, Sept. 9, 1957, 71 Stat. 638, which amended section 1861 of this title, did not amend
analysis to reflect the change.]

Sec. 1861. [Qualifications of Federal jurors.] Declaration of policy.
[Any citizen of the United States who has attained the age of

twenty-one years and who has resided for a period of one year within
the judicial district, is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror
unless-

[(1) He has been convicted in a State or Federal court of record
of a crime punishable by imprisonment for more than one year and
his civil rights have not been restored by pardon or amnesty.

[(2) He is unable to read, write, speak, and understand the English
language.

[(3) He is incapable, by reason of mental or physical infirmities
to render efficient jury service.]

It is the policy of the United States that all litigants in Federal Courts
entitled to trial by jury shall have the right to a jury selected from a cross
section of the community in the district or division wherein the court
convenes. It is further the policy of the United States that all qualified
persons shall have the opportunity to serve on grand and petit jures in
the district courts of the United States and shall have an obligation to
serve a jurors when summoned for that purpose.
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Sec. 1862. [Exemptions.] Discrimination prohibited.FThe following persons shall be exempt from jury service:
(1) Members in active service in the armed forces of the United

States.
[(2) Members of the Fire or Police departments of any State,

District, Territory, Possession or subdivision thereof.
[(3) Public officers in the executive, legislative or judicial branches

of the government of the United States, or any State, District, Terri-
tory, or Possession or subdivision thereof who are actively engaged
in the performance of official duties.]

No citizen shall be excluded from service as grand or petit juror in
the district courts of the United States on account of race, color, religion,
sex, national origin, or economic status.
Sec. 1863. [Exclusion of excuse from service.] Jury commission.4

[(a) A district judge for good cause may excuse or exclude from
jury service any person called as a juror.

[(b) Any class or group of persons may, for the public interest,
be excluded from the jury panel or excused from service as jurors by
order of the district judge based on a finding that such jury service
would entail undue hardship, extreme inconvenience or serious ob-
struction or delay in the fair and impartial administration of justice.

[(c) No citizen shall be excluded from service as grand or petit
juror in any court of the United States on account of race or color.3

(a) There shall be a jury commission for each district court of the
United States composed of the clerk of the court and a citizen appointed
by the court as a jury commissioner: Provided, That the court may
establish a separate jury commission for one or more divisions of the
judicial district by appointing an additional citizen as a jury commis-
sioner to serve with the clerk for such division or divisions. The jury
commissioner shall during his tenure in office reside in the judiial
district or division for which appointed, shall not belong to the same
political party as the clerk serving with him, and shall receive compensa-
tion to be fixed by the chief judge of the district at a rate not to exceed
$50 per day for each day necessarily employed in the performance of his
duties.

(b) In the performance of its duties, the jury commission shall act
under the supervision of the chief judge of the district.
Sec. 1864. [Manner of drawing; jury commissioners and their com.

pensation.] Ma8ter jury wheel.
[The names of grand and petit jurors shall be publicly drawn from

a box containing the names of not less than three hundred qualified
persons at the time of each drawing.

[The jury box shall from time to time be refilled by the clerk of
court, or his deputy, and a jury commissioner, appointed by the court.

[Such jury commissioner shall be a citizen of good standing, resid-
ing in the district and a well known member of the principal political
party in the district, opposing that to which the clerk, or his deputy
then acting, may belong. He shall receive $5 per day for each day
necessarily employed in the performance of his duties.

[The jury commissioner and the clerk, or his deputy, shall alter-
nately place one name in the jury box without reference to party
affiliations, until the box shall contain at least 300 names or such
larger number as the court determines.
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[This section shall not apply to the District of Columbia.)
(a) Each jury commission shall maintain a master jury whee an

shall place in the master wheel names selected at random from the vote
registration lists of persons residing in the judicial district or division i
serves: Provided, That the judicial council of the circuit, with such advice
as the chief judge of the district may ofter, shall prescribe some othe,-
source or sources of names for the master wheel in addition to the vote-
registration lists where necessary, in the judgment of the council, to protec
the rights secured by section. 1862 of this title.

(b) The jury commission shall place in the master wheel the names o:
at least 1 per centum of the total number of persons listed on the voter
registration lists for the district or division (or, if so urces in addition to
voter registration lists have been prescribed purusant to subsection (a), ai
least I per centum of the total number of persons of voting age residing in
the district or division according to the most recent decennial census):
Provided, That in no event shall the jury commission place in the master
wheel the names of jewer than two thousand persons.

(c) The master jury wheel shall contain names of persons residing in
each of the counties, parishes, or similar political subdivisions within the
judicial district or div ion.

(d) The chef judge of the district shall prescribe, by rule, definite and
certain procedures to be followed by the jury commission in making the
random selection of names required by subsections (a), (b) and (c) of this
section.

(e) State, local, and Federal officials having custody, possession, or
control of voter registration lists or other appropriate records shall make
such lists and, records available to the jury commission for inspection,
reproduction, and copying at all reasonable times as the commission may
deem necessary and proper for the performance of its duties under this
title. The district courts shall have jurisdiction upon application by the
Attorney General to compel compliance with this subsection by appropriate
process.

(f) The jury commission shall in accordance with this section (1) from
time to time, as necessary, place additional names in the master wheel
and (2) between November 15 and December 31 of each even-numbered
year empty and refill the master wheel.
See. 1865. [Apportionment within district; additional jury commis-

sioners.] Drawing of names from the master jury
wheel.

[(a) Grand and petit jurors shall from time to time be selected
from such parts of the district as the court directs so as to be most
favorable to an impartial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense
or unduly burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury
service. To this end the court may direct the maintenance of separate
jury boxes for some or all of the places for holding court in the district
and may appoint a jury commissioner for each such place.

[(b) Grand or petit jurors summoned for service at one place for
holding court in a district may, if the public convenience so requires
and the jurors will not be unduly burdened thereby, be directed to
serve at another place in the same district.]

(a) From time to time as necessary the jury commission shall publicly
draw from the master pury wheel the names of as many persons as may be
req uiredfor jury service, prepare an alphabetical list of the names drawn,
which list shall not be disclosed to any person except pursuant to sections
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1867 and 1868 of this title and summon by certified mail the persons
whose names are drawn. Each person whose name is drawn, unless he
claims exemption from jury service pursuant to section 1872 of this title
and subsection (b) of this section, shall appear before the clerk and fill
out a juror qualification form to be prescribed by the Administrative
Ojfte of the United States Courts in consultation with the Attorney
General. The form shall elicit his name, address, age, sex, education,
race, occupation, length of residence within the judicial district, prior
jury service, and citizenship and whether he has any physical or mental
infirmity imparing his capacity to serve as a juror, is able to read, write,
speak, and understand the English language, and has been convicted in
any State or Federal court of record of a crime punishable by imprison-
ment for more than one year and has not hadI hIS civil rights restored by
pardon or amnesty. The clerk shall examine the form to determine
whether it is filled out completely and responsively and shall call any
omissions or apparent errors to the attention of such person who shagl
make such corrections or additions as may be necessary. If any person
summoned is unable to fill out the form, the clerk shall do it for him and
indicate on the form the fact that he has done so and the reason therejor:
Provided, That in any district or division where the chief judge of the
district with the concurrence of the judicial council o the circuit determines
that the requirement of a personal appearance before the clerk to fill out
a juror qualification form would entail undue hardship or undue incon-
venience for persons whose names are drawn from the master wheel, the
clerk shall mail to every person whose name is drawn from the master
jury wheel a juror qualification form with instructions to fill out and
return the form duly signed to the clerk by mail within ten days. Any
person who Jails to return a juror qualification form as instructed shall
be summoned by the clerk forthwith to appear before the clerk to fill out a
juror qualification form.

(b) Any person summoned pursuant to subsection (a) of this section
who fails to appear as directed shall be ordered by the co urt forthwith to
appear and show causefor hisfailure to comply with the summons. Any
person who fails to appear pursuant to such order or who fails to show
good cause for noncompliance with the s summons may be fined not more
than $100 or imprisoned not more than three days, or both: Provided, That
any person summoned (or to whom a juror qualification form has been
mailed by the clerk Jor execution) who is exempt from jury service pur-
suant to section 1872 of this title may state the basis for his exemption in
the space provided on the summons (or juror qualification form) and
return the summons (or juror qualification form) duly signed to the clerk
by mail. Any person Who willfully misrepresents a material fact con-
cerning his exemption from jury service or concerning his qualifications
.for jury service on a summons or juror qualification form for the purpose
of avoiding service as a juror may be fined not more than $100 or im-
prisoned not more than three days, or both.
Sec. 1866. [Special petit juries; talesmen from bystanders.] Quali-

fications for jury service.
[(a) Whenever sufficient petit jurors are not available, the court

may require the United States marshal to summon a sufficient number
of talesmen from the bystanders.

[(b) When a special jury is ordered by a district court, it shall be
returned by the marshal in the same manner and form as is required
in such case by the law of the State in which such district court sits.]
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(a) The jur commission hall determine solely on the basis of infor-
mation provided on the juror qualification form or the returned summons
whether a person is quaified for or exempt fi-om jury service: Provided,
That such determination shall be made by the court if other objective
evidence obtained by the ury commission indicates that a person is -not
qualifted pursuant to sulparagraphs (1), (3), or (4) of subsection (b)
Creo. The jury commission shall enter such determination in the space
provided on the juror Qualftication form and the alphabetical list of names
drawn from the master jury wheel. If a person did not appear in re-
sponse to a summons, such fact shall be noted on said list. Whenever a
person is determined to be not qualifed for jury service, the jury commis-
sion shall note on the space provided on the juror qualffication form the
spect f ground of disqualification.

(b) In making such determination the jury commission or the court
shall deem any person qualified to serve on grand and petit juries in the
district court unless he-- ,

(1) is not a citizen of the United Sates twenty-one years old who
has resided for a period of one year within the judicial district-

(5) is unable to read, write, speak, and understand the Englishlangu ~age;

()8 is incapable, by reason of mental or physical infirmity, to
render eient jury service; or

(4) has a charge Vending against him for the commission of,
or has been convicted in a State or Federal court of record of a crime
punishable by imprisonment for more than one year and his civil
rights have not been restored by pardon or amnesty.

(c) The jury commission shall maintain a qualified juror wheel and
shall place in such wheel names of persons determined to be qualiffed
as jurors. From time to time, the jury commission shall publicly draw
from the qualified juror wheel such number of names of persons as may
be required Jor assignment to grand and petit jury panels. The jury
commission or the clerk shall prepare a separate list of names of persons
assigned to each grand and petit jury panel.

(d) When the court orders a grand or petit jury to be drawn the clerk
shall issue summons for the required number of jurors and deliver them
to the marshal for service.

Each person drawn for jury service may be served personally or by
registered or certified mail addressed to such person at his usual residence
or business address.

Such service shall be made by the marshal who shall attach to his return
the addressee's receipt for the registered or certified summons, where
service is made by mail.
§ 1867. [Summoning jurors.] Challenging compliance with selec-

tion procedures.
[When the court orders a grand or petit jury to be drawn the clerk

shall issue summons for the required number of jurors and deliver
them to the marshal for service.

[Each person drawn for jury service may be served personally or
by registered or certified mail addressed to such person at his usual
residence or business address.

[Such service shall be made by the marshal who shall attach to
his return the addressee's receipt for the registered or certified sum-
mons, where service is made by mail.]
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(a) In criminal cases, prior to the introduction o evidence at trial,
the defendant may move to dismiss the indictment or stay the proceedings
against him on the ground of failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865,
or 1866 of this title. The defendant shall be entitled to present in support
of such motion the testimony of the jury commission together with other
etndence and, where there is evidence that there has been a failure to
com ply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866, any relevant records and papers
used by the jury commission in the performance oJ its duties which are
not public or otherwise available. If the court determines that there has
been a failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866, the court shall
dismiss the indictment or stay the proceedings pending the selection of a
petit jury in conformity with this title.

(6) In criminal cases, before the petit jury is sworn, the Attorney
General may move to stay the proceedings on the ground of failure to
comply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866 of this title. The Attorney
General shall be entitled to present in support to such motion the testimony
of the jury commission together with other evidence and, where this is
evidence that there has been a failure to comply with sections 1864,
1865, or 1866, any relevant records and papers used by the jury com-
mission in the perfor-mance of its duties which are not public or otherwise
available. If the court determines that there has been a failure to comply
with sections 1864t, 1865, or 1866, the court shall stay the proceedings
pending the selection of a petit jury in conformity with. this title.

(c) In civil cases, prior to the introduction of evidence at trial, any
party may move to stay the proceedings on the groitnd offailure to comly
with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866 of this title. The moving party shall
be entitled to present in support of such motion the testimony of the Jury
commission. together with other evidence and, where there is evidence
that there has been a failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866,
any relevant records and papers used by the jury commission in the
peljormance of its duties which are not public or otherwise available.
If the court determines that there has been a failure to comply with
sections 1864, 1865, or 1866, the court shall stay the proceedings pending
the selection of a jury in conformity with this title.

(d) The procedures prescribed by this section shall be the exclusive
means by which a person accused of a Federal crime or a party in a civil
case may challenge any jury in his case on the ground that such jury
was not selected in conformity with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866 of this
title. Nothing in this section shall preclude any person or the United
States from pursuing any other remedy, civil or criminal, which may be
available for the vindication or enforcement of any law prohibiting dis-
crimination on account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or
economic status in the selection of persons for service on grand or petit
juries.

(e) The contents of any records or papers produced pursuant to sub-
sections (a), (b), or (c) of this section shall not be disclosed, except a.
may be necessary in the preparation or presentation of the case, until after
the master jury wheel has been emptied and refilled pursuant to section
1864(J) of this title and all persons selected to serve as jurors before
the master wheel was emptied have completed such service: Provided,
That the parties in a case shall be allowed to inspect, reproduce and
copy such records or papers at all reasonable times during the pendency
of the case. Any person who discloses the contents of any record or paper
in violation of this subsection may be fined not more than $1,000 or
imprisoned not more than one year, or both.
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§ 1868. [Disqualification of marshal or deputy.] Maintenance and
inspection of records.

rWhenever the United States marshal or his deputy is, in the
opinion of the court, disqualified to summon grand or petit jurors,
the court may appoint some disinterested person who shall take oath
to perform such duty truly and impartially.]

After the master jury wheel is emptied and refiled pursuant to section
1864(f) of this title, and after all persons selected to serve as jurors before
the master wheel was emptied have completed such service, all of the
records and papers complied and maintained by the jury commission
before the master wheel was emptied shall be preserved by the commission
in the custody of the clerk for four years or for such longer period as may
be ordered by a court and shall be available for public inspection.
§ 1869. [Frequency of service.] Exclusion from jury service.

[In any district court, a petit juror may be challenged on the
ground that he has been summoned and attended such court as a
petit juror at any session held within one year prior to the challenge.]

(a) Except as provided in section 1872 of this title, no person or class
of persons shall be excluded, excused or exempt fiom service as jurors:
Provided, That any person summonedfor jury service may be (1) excused
by the court for not more than six months at a time upon a showing of
undue hardship or extreme inconvenience or (2) excluded by the court upon
a finding that such person may be unable to render impartial jury service
or that his service as a juror would disrupt the proceedings, or (3) excluded
upon peremptory challenge as providedby law. Whenever a person is
excused or excluded from jury service, the jury commission shall note in
the space provided on his juror qualification form the specific ground of
excuse or exclusion.

(b) In any two-year period, no person shall be required to (1) serve as a
petit juror for more than thirty calendar days, except when necessary to
complete service in a particular case, or (2) serve on more than one grand
jury, or (3) serve as both a grand and petit jnror.
§ 1870. [Challenges.] Definitions.

In civil cases, each party shall be entitled to three peremptory
clia lenges. Several defendants or several plaintiffs may be considered
as a single party for the purposes of making challenges, or the court
may allow additional peremptory challenges and permit them to be
exercised separately or jointly.

(Al challenges for cause or favor, whether to the array or panel or
to individual jurors, shall be determined by the court.]

For purposes of this chapter-
(a) "clerk" and "clerk of the court" shall mean the clerk of the

united States district court or any deputy clerk.
(b) "voter registration lists" shall mean the official records main-

tained by State or local election officials of persons registered to vote
in the most recent general election for candidates for Federal office or,
in the case of a State which does not require registration as a pre-
requisite to voting, such other official lists of persons qualified to vote
in such election. The term shall also include the list of eligible
voters maintained by any Federal examiner pursuant to the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 where the names on such list have not been in-
cluded on the lists maintained by the appropriate State or local
officials.
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(c) "division" shall mean one or more divisions of a judicial
district established by statute, and, in judicial districts where no
divisions are established by statute, shall mean such counties,
parishes, or similar political subdivmsions surrounding the places
where court is held as the chief judge of the district shall determine.

(d) "district court of the United States", "district court" and
"court" shall mean courts constituted under chapter 5 of tite 28,
United States Code: Provided, That for purposes of sections 1861,
1862, 1867, and 1869 of this chapter, these terms shall include the
District of Columbia Court of General Sessions and the Juvenile
Court of the District of Columbia.

§ 1871. Fees.
Grand and petit jurors in district courts or before United States

commissioners shall receive the following fees, except as otherwise ex-
pressly provided by law:

For actual attendance at the place of trial or hearing and for the
time necessarily occupied in going to and from such place at the be-
ginning and end of such service or at any time during the same, E$10]
$20 per day, except that any juror required to attend more than thirty
days in hearing one case may be paid in the discretion and upon the
certification of the trial judge a per diem fee not exceeding [$14] $25
for each day in excess of thirty days he is required to hear such case.

For the distance necessarily traveled to and from a juror's residence
by the shortest practicable route in going to and returning from the
place of service at the beginning and at the end of the term of service
10 cents per mile; and for additional necessary daily or other interim
travel during the term of service the juror shall be allowed for such
travel 10 cents per mile, but not to exceed the subsistence allowance
which would have been paid him if he had remained at the place of
holding court overnight or during temporary recess, and if daily travel
a pears impracticable, subsistence of E$10] $16 per day shall be
allowed, including the time necessarily occupied in going to and re-
turning from the place of attendance. Whenever in any case the jury
is ordered to be kept together and not to separate, the cost of sub-
sistence during such period shall be paid by the United States marshal
upon the order of the court in lieu of the foregoing subsistence al-
lowance.

Jury fees and travel and subsistence allowances provided by this
section shall be paid by the United States marshal on the certificate
of the clerk of the court, and in the case of jury fees in excess of [$10]
$20 per diem, when allowed as hereinabove provided, on the certificate
of the trial judge.
See. 1872. [Issues of fact in Supreme Court.] Exemptions.

[In all original actions at law in the Supreme Court against citizens
of the United States, issues of fact shall be tried by a jury.]

(a) The following persons shall be exempt from jury servwe:
(1) Members in active service in the Armed Forces of the United

States.
(2) Members of the fire or police departments of any State.,

district, tetritoiy, possession, or subdivision thereof.
(8) Public officers in the executive, legislative or judicial branches

of the Government oJ the United States, or any State, district, territory,
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possession or subdivision thereof who are actively engaged in the
performance of official duties.

(b) Phe chief judge qf the district may, by rule, exempt other occupa-
tional classes of persons from ju? y service based on a finding that-

(1) jury service would entail extreme inconvenience for such class
of persons; and

(2) requiring such persons to perform jury service may adversely
affect the public interest; and

(8) exemption of such persons from jury service would not be
inconsistent with section 1861 or 1862 of this title.

See. 1873. [Admiralty and maritime eases.] Challenges.
[In any case of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction relating to any

matter of contract or tort arising upon or concerning any vessel of
twenty tons or upward, enrolled and licensed for the coasting trade,
and employed in the business of commerce and navigation between
places in different states upon the lakes and navigable waters connect-
ing said lakes, the trial of all issues of fact shall be by jury if either
party demands it.]

In civil cases, each party shall be entitled to three peremptory challenges.
Several defendants or several plaintiffs may be considered as a single
party for the purposes of making challenges, or the court may allow addi-
tional peremptory challenges and permit them to be exercised separately
or jointly.

All challenges for cause or favor, whether to the array or panel or to
individual jurors, shall be determined by the court.
See. 1874. [Actions on bonds and specialties.] Issues of fact In

Supreme Court.
[In all actions to recover the forfeiture annexed to any articles of

agreement, covenant, bond, or other specialty, wherein the forfeiture,
breach, or nonperformance appears by default or confession of the
defendant, the court shall render judgment for the plaintiff for such
amount as is due. If the sum is uncertain, it shall, upon request of
either party, be assessed by a jury.]

In all original actions at law in the Supreme Court against citizens of
the United States, issues offact shall be tried by a jury.
Sec. 1875. Admiralty and maritime cases.

In any case of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction relating to any
matter of contract or tort arisng upon or concerning any vessel of twenty
tons or upward, enrolled and licensed for the coasting trade, and em-
ployed in the business of commerce and navigation between places in
different states upon the lakes and navigable waters connecting said lakes,
the trial of all issues of fact shall be by jury if either party demands it.
Sec. 1876. Actions on bonds and specialties.

In all actions to recover the forfeiture annexed to any articles of agree-
ment, covenant, bond, or other specialty, wherein the forfeiture, breach,
or nonperformance appears by default or confession of the defendant, the
court shall render judgment or the plaintiff for such amount as is due.
If the sum is uncertain, it shall, upon request of either party, be assessed
by a jury.
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TITLE 28, UNITED STATES CODE-JUDICIARY AND
JUDICIAL PROCEDURE

Chapter 119.-EVIDENCE; WITNESSES

§ 1821. Per diem and mileage generally; subsistence.
A witness attending in any court of the United States, or before a

United States commissioner, or before any person authorized to take
his deposition pursuant to any rule or order of a court of the United
States, shall receive [$4] $20 for each day's attendance and for the
time necessarily occupied in going to and returning from the same,
and [8 cents] 10 cents per mile for going from and returning to his
place of residence. Regardless of the mode of travel employed by the
witness, computation of mileage under this section shall be made on
the basis of a uniform table of distances adopted by the Attorney
General. Witnesses who are not salaried employees of the Govern-
ment and who are not in custody and who attend at points so far
removed from their respective residences as to prohibit return thereto
from day to day shall be entitled to an additional allowance of ($8]
$16 per day for expenses of subsistence including the time necessarily
occupied in going to and returning from the place of attendance:
Provided, That in lieu of the mileage allowance provided for herein,
witnesses who are required to travel between the Territories and pos-
sessions, or to and from the continental United States, shall be entitled
to the actual expenses of travel at the lowest first-class rate available
at the time of reservation for passage, by means of transportation
employed: Provided further, That this section shall not apply to
Alaska.

When a witness is detained in prison for want of security for his
appearance, he shall be entitled, in addition to his subsistence, to a
compensation of $1 per day.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CODE
TITLE 7-HIGHWAYS, STREETS, BRIDGES

Chapter 2.-LAND FOR STREETS

Sec. 7-212 * * *
[§ 7-213a. Compensation of juror- in eminent domain cases.

[In all eminent domain cases instituted by or on behalf of the
District of Columbia, each juror shall receive as compensation for
his services the sum of $10 per day for every day necessarily employed
in the performance of his duties.]
Sec. 7-214 * * *
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TITLE I-ORGANIZATION AND JURISDICTION 0i
THE COURTS

Chapter 23.--JURORS AND JURY COMMISSIONERS

(P.L. 88-241, 77 Stat. 505, et seq.)

[§ 11-2301. Qualifications of jurors.]
[(a) Any citizen of the United States who has attained the age of 21

years and who has resided for a period of one year within the District
of Columbia is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror in courts
of the District unless he:

[(1) has been convicted in a State, territorial, or federal court
of record, or court of the District, of a crime punishable by im-
prisonment for more than one year, and his civil rights have not
been restored by pardon or amnesty;

[(2) is unable to read, write, speak and understand the English
language; or

[(3) is incapable by reason of mental or physical infirmities to
render efficient jury service.

[(b) An otherwise qualified person is not disqualified from jury
service by reason of sex, but a woman may not be compelled so to
serve.]
[§ 11-2302. Exemptions.

The following persons are exempt from jury service:
(1) members in active service in the armed forces of the United

States:
[(2) members of the fire and police departments of the United

States and of the District of Columbia;
[(3) public officers in the executive, legislative, or judicial branch

of the Government of the United States or the Government of the
District of Columbia who are actively engaged in the performance of
official duties;

(4) attorneys-at-law in active practice;
(5) ministers of the gospel and clergymen of every denomination;
(6) physicians and surgeons in active practice;

[(7) keepers of charitable institutions created by or under the laws
relating to the District of Columbia; and

[(8) persons employed on vessels navigating the waters of the
District of Columbia.]

All other persons, otherwise qualified according to law, whether
employed in the service of the Government of the United States or
of the District of Columbia, all officers and enlisted men of the Na-
tional Guard of the District of Columbia, both active and retired;
all officers and enlisted men in the reserve components of the armed
forces of the United States, all notaries 'public, all postmasters, and
those who are the recipients or beneficiaries of a pension or other
gratuity from the Federal or District Government or who have
contracts with the United States or the District of Columbia, are
qualified to serve as jurors in the District of Columbia and are not
exempt from jury service.
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[§ 2303. Jury commission; appointment, qualifications, oath, tenure,
compensation, and removal.F(a) The jury commission shall continue in the District of Columbia.

(b) The commission consists of three commissioners appointed
by the United States District Court for the District of Columbia.

[Cc) Any person may be appointed a jury commissioner if he:E(1) is a citizen of the United States;
(2) is an actual resident of the District, and has been domi-

ciled therein for at least three years prior to his appointment;
S(3) owns real property in the District;
(4) is not engaged in the practice of law; and

[(5) at the time of his appointment, is not a party to any
cause pending in a court of the District.

[A person otherwise qualified is not disqualified from service as a
jury commissioner by reason of sex, but a woman may not be
compelled so to serve.

[(d) Jury. commissioners shall be appointed or reappointed for
terms of three years each, staggered so that one commissioner win be
appointed each year- and they shall continue in office until the
appointment and qualification of their successors.

f(e) Each jury commissioner shall receive $10 per day for each day
or fraction of a day when he is actually engaged in the performance of
his duties, not to exceed five days in a month, nor $250 in a year,
which shall be paid, upon the commissioner's certificate, by the
United States marshal for the District of Columbia.

r(f) Each jury commissioner, when appointed, shall take an oath
of office prescribed by the District Court.

((g) The District Court may summarily remove a jury commis-
sioner for:

F(1) absence, inability, or failure to perform his duties; or
(2) misfeasance or malfeasance in office-and may appoint

another person for the unexpired term.
[(h) If a jury commissioner is ill or otherwise unable to perform the

duties of his office, or is absent from the District, the remaining two
commissioners may perform the duties of the commission.]
[§ 11-2304. Record of names-Jury box-Custody.

((a) The jury commission shall:
[(1) make and preserve a record of the list of names of grand

and petit jurors, including the names of commissioners and
jurors in condemnation proceedings, for service in all the courts
of the District having cognizance of jury trials and condemnation
proceedings;

((2) write the names of the jurors, including the names of com-
missioners and jurors in condemnation proceedings, on separate
and similar pieces of paper, which they shall so fold or roll that
the names can not be seen, and place them in a jury box to be
provided for the purpose;

E(3) thereupon seal the jury box, and after thoroughly shaking
it, deliver it to the clerk of the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia for safekeeping;

[(4) have custody and control of the jury box;
1(5) keep a sealed record, in alphabetical form, of all names

remaining in the jury box from time to time, and deposit the
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record for safekeeping. in the office of the clerk of the District
Court when the commission is not in session.

[(b) Only the commission may unseal or open the jury box, or
have access to the record required by clause (5) of subsection (a) of
this section.]

§ 2305. Selection of jurors.]
[The jury commission shah select the jurors and commissioners

specified by section 11-2304, as nearly as may be, from intelligent and
upright residents of the District.]
§ 11-2306. Manner of drawing.

(a) [Grand and Petit Jurors for District Court.-At least ten daysbefore the commencement of each term of the United States District
Court for the District of Columbia, at which jury trials are to be had,
the jury commission shall:

r(1) publicly break the seal of the jury box and draw there-from, by lot and without previous examination, the names of
such number of persons as the court directs to serve as grand and
petit jurors in the court; and

[(2) forthwith certify to the clerk of the court the names of
the persons so drawn as jurors.]

If the United States attorney for the District of Columbia certifies
in writing to the chief judge of the District Court, or in his absence, to
the presiding judge, that the exigencies of the public service require
it, the judge may, in his discretion, order an additional grand jurysummoned, which shall be drawn at such time as he designates.
Unless sooner discharged by order of the chief judge, or, in his absence,the presiding judge, the additional grand jury shall serve until the
end of the term in and for which it is drawn.

((b) Number of Names in Jury Box.-At the time of each drawingof jurors by the jury commission, there shall be in the jury box the
names of not less than six hundred qualified persons.

[(c) Other Courts.-At least ten days before each term of the
District of Columbia Court of General Sessions or of the Juvenile
Court of the District of Columbia, at which jury trials are to be had,
the jury commission shall:

[(1) publicly break the seal of the jury box and draw there-
from, by lot and without examination, the names of persons to
serve as petit jurors in those courts; and

((2) forthwith certify to the clerk of the District Court the
names of the persons so drawn.

.[In each drawing of jurors under this subsection, the jury com-
mission shall draw, for service in the Court of General Sessions, such
number of names as the court directs, and for service in the Juvenile
Court, at least twenty-six names.

[Upon receipt of the certification referred to in this subsection, the
clerk of the District Court shall certify the names to the Court of
General Sessions or the Juvenile Court, as the case may be, for service
as jurors for the ensuing term.

[(d) The distribution, assignment, reassignment, and attendance
of petit jurors in courts of the District shall be in accordance with
rules prescribed by. the respective courts.]

(b) The jury commission for the district court for the District of
Columbia shall draw from the qualified jury wheel from time to time asmay be required the names of persons to serve as jurors in the District of
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Columbia Court of General Sessions and the Juvenile Court of the District
of Columbia and such persons shall be as-signed to jury panels in the
General Sessions and Jivenile courts as those courts shall direct."
[§ 11-2307. Substitution in case of Vacancies.]

[When a person whose name is drawn from the j'y bo. is dead or
has removed from the District before being selected, or removes there-
from after being selected, or becomes otherwise disqualified or dis-
abled, the jury commission shall destroy the slip containing his name,
and shall draw from the box the name of another person to serve in his
stead.]
[§ 11-2308. Disposition of box after drawing-Excuse from further

service.]
[When the requisite number of jurors has been drawn, the jury

commission shall seal the jury box and deliver it to the clerk of the
United States District Court for the District of Columbia for safe-
keeping. Except in the case of persons who are excused from service
or for other reasons fail to serve, the names of the persons drawn may
not be placed again in the box for one year.]
[§ 11-2309. Filling vacancies- Deficiencies in panel.]

[When persons drawn as grand or petit jurors cannot be found, or
prove to be incompetent, or are excused from service by the court
for which their names were drawn, the jury commission, under the
order of the court, shall draw from the box the names of other persons
to take their places, and if, after the organization of the jury, vacancies
occur therein, the commission shall fill them in like manner.]

[§ 11-2310. Talesmen from bystanders.]
[When sufficient petit jurors are not available, the District of

Columbia Court of General Sessions and the Juvenile Court have the
same powers to require the United States marshal to summon a
sufficient number of talesmen from the bystanders as those vested in
the District Court by section 1866(a) of Title 28, United States Code.]
[§ 11-2311. Summoning jurors.]

[When a petit jury has been drawn for the District of Columbia
Court of General Sessions or the Juvenile Court, and the names of thejurors have been certified to the clerk of the court by the clerk of the
District Court as provided by section 11-2306(c), the clerk of the
former court shall issue summonses for the required number of jurors
and deliver them to the United States marshal for the District for
service. The marshal or his deputies shall serve each summons and
make return of service in the manner provided by section 1867 of
Title 28, United States Code, with respect to summoning jurors for
district courts.]

[§ 11-2312. Length of service.]
Ij(a) Petit jurors summoned for service in a court of the District

sha I serve for such period of time and at such sessions of the court
as the court directs, but, unless actually engaged as a trial juror in a
particular case, may not be required to serve in the District Court
or the District of Columbia Court of General Sessions for more than
one month in any twelve consecutive months, or to serve in the
Juvenile Court for more than three months in any twelve consecutive
months.
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[(b) Jury service in one court does not exempt, exclude, or dis-
qualify a person from jury service in another court, except during his
term of actual service.

Ti(c) This section does not affect the provisions of section 1869 of
Title 28, -United States Code, relating to frequency of petit jury
service in district courts, including the United States District Court
for the Distr.ct of Columbia.]

TITLE 13.-PROCEDURE GENERALLY

Chapter 7.-TRIAL

[§ 13-701. Special juries in District Court.]
[(a) In a case, civil or criminal, called for trial in the United

States District Court for the District of Columbia, in which either
party desires a special or struck jury, the clerk shall prepare a list of
twenty jurors from the jurors in attendance and furnish the list to
each of the parties. Each party or his counsel may strike off the
names of four persons from the list, and the persons whose names
remain on the list shall thereupon be impaneled and sworn as the
petit jury in the case. If either party or his counsel neglects or
refuses to strike from the list the number of names authorized by this
subsection, the clerk may strike off the names, and the twelve persons
whose names remain on the list shall be impaneled as the petit jury
in the case.

[(b) If the proceeding authorized by subsection (a) of this section
is not insisted upon by either party, either party may furnish to the
clerk a list of the jurors, not exceeding four in number, whom he
wishes to be omitted from the panel sworn in the case, and the clerk,
in making up the panel, shall omit the jurors to whom objection was
so made.

[(c) This section does not deprive a person of the right to challenge
the array or polls of a panel returned, or to have all or any of the
jurors examined on their voir dire before the list is prepared to deter-
mine their competency to sit in a particular case.]

TITLE 16.-PARTICULAR ACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS
AND MATTERS

Chapter 13.--EMINENT DOMAIN

§ 16-1312. Jury- Special List- Qualifications- Procedure for draw-
ing.

(a) For the purposes of this subchapter, the jury commission shall:
(1) prepare a special list of persons who have the qualifications

of jurors, as prescribed by [section 11-2301] section 1866 of
Title 28, U.S.C., and who, in addition, are owners of real property
in the District;

(2) * * *
(3) * * *

(b) * *
(c) Except as provided by this section [chapter 23 of Title 11]

chapter 121 of Title 28, U.S.C., insofar as it may be applicable, governs
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the qualifications of jurors in caes under section 16-1311 and the
duties and conduct of the jury commissioners under this section.

(d) * * *

TITLE 22.-CRIMINAL OFFENSES

Chapter 14.-FORGERY-FRAUDS

§ 22-1414. Fraudulently tampering with jury box or contents-
Collusion in drawing jurors.

If any person shall fraudulently tamper with any box or wheel,
used or intended by the jury commission for the names of prospective
jurors, or of prospective condemnation jurors or commissioners, or
shall fraudulently tamper with the contents of any such box or wheel,
or with any jury list, or be guilty of any fraud or collusion with respect
to the drawing of jurors or condemnation jurors or commissioners, or
if any jury commissioner shall put in or leave out of any such box
or wheel, the name of any person at the request of such person, or at
the request of any other person, or if any jury commissioner shall
willfully draw from any such box or wheel, a greater number of names
than is required by the court, any such person or jury commissioner
so offending shall for each offense be punished by a fine of not more
that $500 or imprisonment in the District jail or workhouse for not
more than one year, or both.

TITLE 18, UNITED STATES CODE-CRIMES AND
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE,

Chapter 13.-CIVIL RIGHTS

§ 241. Conspiracy against rights of citizens.
If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or

intimidate any citizen in the free exercise of enjoyment of any right
or privilege secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the United
States, or because of his having so exercised the same; or

If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway, or on the
premises of another, with intent to prevent or hinder his free exercise
or enjoyment of any right or privilege so secured-

[They shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more
than ten years, or both.]

They shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more
than ten years, or both; and if death results, they shall be subject to im-
prisonment for any term of years or for life.
§ 242. Deprivation of rights under color of law.

Whoever, under color of any law, statute, ordinance, regulation,
or custom, willfully subjects any inhabitant of any State, Territory,
or District to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities
secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States,
or to different punishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such
inhabitant being an alien, or by reason of his color, or race, than are
prescribed for the punishment of citizens, shall be fined not more
than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both[.]; and
if death results shall be subject to imprisonment for any term of years
or for life.

L A
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CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1984
P.L. 88-352 (78 Stat. 241)

[TITLE III-DESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC FACILITIES
SEc. 301. (a) Whenever the Attorney General receives a complaint

in writing signed by an individual to the effect that he is being de-
prived of or threatened with the loss of his right to the equal protection
of the laws, on account of his race, color, religion, or national origin, by
being denied equal utilization of any public facility which is owned,
operated, or managed by or on behalf of any State or subdivision
thereof, other than a public school or public college as defined in sec-
tion 401 of title IV hereof, and the Attorney General believes the
complaint is meritorious and certifies that the signer or signers of such
complaint are unable, in his judgment, to initiate and maintain
appropriate legal proceedings for relief and that the institution of an
action will materially further the orderly progress of desegregation in
public facilities, the Attorney General is authorized to institute for or
in the name of the United States a civil action in any appropriate
district court of the United States against such parties and for such
relief as may be appropriate and such court shall have and shall
exercise jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this section.
The Attorney General may implead as defendants such additional

arties as are or become necessary to the grant of effective relief
ereunder.

(b) The Attorney General may deem a person or persons unable to
initiate and maintain appropriate legal proceedings within the meaning
of subsection (a) of this section when such person or persons are
unable, either directly or through other interested persons or organiza-
tions, to bear the expense of the litigation or to obtain effective legal
representation; or whenever he is satisfied that the institution of such
litigation would jeopardize the personal safety, employment, or
economic standing of such person or persons, their families, or their
property.

SEC. 302. In any action or proceeding under this title the United
States shall be liable for costs, including a reasonable attorney's fee,
the same as a private person.

SEC. 303. Nothing in this title shall affect adversely the right of any
person to sue for or obtain relief in any court against discrimination in
any facility covered by this title.

SEc. 304. A complaint as used in this title is a writing or document
within the meaning of section 1001, title 18, United States Code.]

TITLE III-NONDISCRIMINATION IN PUBLIC EDUCA-
TION AND OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES

SEC. 301. The Attorney General may institute, in the name of the
United States, a civil action or other proceeding for desegregation of
public education and other public facilities, including an application for
a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order,
whenever he has reasonable grounds to believe that-

(a) Any person acting under color of law has denied, or attempted
or threatened to deny, any other person, on account of his race, color,
religion, or national origin, the equal protection of the laws with
respect to any public school or public college, or any public facility
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which is owned, operated, or managed by or on behalf of any ?ate or
subdivision thereof, or

(b) Any person, whether acting under color of law or otherwise,
has intimidated, threatened, coerced or interfered with, or has at-
tempted or threatens to intimidate, threaten, coerce, or interfere with
any other person in the exercise or enjoyment of any right to, or on
account of his having exercised or enjoyed any right to, or on account
of his having aided or encouraged any other person in the exercise or
enjoyment of any right to equal protection of the laws with respect to
any public school or public college, or any public facility which is
owned, operated, or managed by or on behalf of any State or sub-
division thereof.

SEc. 302. In any proceeding under section 801 the United States shall
be liable for costs the same as a private person.

SEC. 303. As used in this title, (a) "public school" and "public
College" shall have the same meanings as in section 401(c) of title IV of
this Act; (b) as applied to public education, "desegregation" means the
assignment of students to public schools and within such schools without
regard to their race, color, religion, or national origin, but "desegregation"
shall not mean the assignment of students to public schools in order to
overcome racial imbalance.

SEc. 304. The district courts of the United States shall have and shall
exercise jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title.

SEC. 305. Nothing in this title shall affect adversely the right of any
person to sue for or obtain relief in any court against discrimination in
public education or any public faility, Provided, That this title shall be
the exclusive means whereby the Attorney General may bring suits for the
desegregation of public education.

TITLE IV-DESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC EDUCATION
* * * * * * *

[SUITS BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL]

[SEc. 407. (a) Whenever the Attorney General receives a complaint
in writing-

[(1) signed by a parent or group of parents to the effect that his
or their minor children, as members of a class of persons similarly
situated, are being deprived by a school board of the equal pro-
tection of the laws, or

[(2) signed by an individual, or his parent, to the effect that he
has been denied admission to or not permitted to continue in
attendance at a public college by reason of race, color, religion, or
national origin,

and the Attorney General believes the complaint is meritorious and
certifies that the signer or signers of such complaint are unable, in his
judgment, to initiate and maintain appropriate legal proceedings for
relief and that the institution of an action will materially further
the orderly achievement of desegregation in public education, the
Attorney General is authorized, after giving notice of such complaint
to the appropriate school board or college authority and after certify-
ing that he is satisfied that such board or authority has had a reason-
able time to adjust the conditions alleged in such complaint, to insti-
tute for or in the name of the United States a civil action in any appro-
priate district court of the United States against such parties and for
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such relief as may be appropriate, and such court shall have and shall
exercise jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this section,
provided that nothing herein shall empower any official or court of the
United States to issue any order seeking to achieve a racial balance in
any school by requiring the transportation of pupils or students from
one school to another or one school district to another in order to
achieve such racial balance, or otherwise enlarge the existing power of
the court to insure compliance with constitutional standards. The
Attorney General may implead as defendants such additional parties
as are or become necessary to the grant of effective relief hereunder.

[(b) The Attorney General may deem a person or persons unable to
initiate and maintain appropriate legal proceedings within the mean-
ing of subsection (a) of this section when such person or persons are
unable, either directly or through other interested persons or organiza-
tions, to bear the expense of the litigation or to obtain effective legal
representation; or whenever he is satisfied that the institution of such
litigation would jeopardize the personal safety, employment, or eco-
nomic standing of such person or persons, their families, or theirproperty.P(cr The term "parent" as used in this section includes any person

standing in loco parentis. A "complaint" as used in this section is a
writing or document within the meaning of section 1001, title 18,
United States Code.

[SEC. 408. In any action or proceeding tinder this title the United
States shall be liable for costs the same as a private person.

[SEC. 409. Nothing in this title shall affect adversely the right of
any person to sue for or obtain relief in any court against discrimina-
tion in public education.

[SEc. 410. Nothing in this title shall prohibit classification and
assignment for reasons other than race, color, religion, or national
origin.]

TITLE III-CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1960

(74 Stat. 88) (42 U.S.C. 1974-1974e)

FEDERAL ELECTION RECORDS

SEe. 807. Any ofie of election or custodian required under section 301
of this Act to retain and preserve records and papers may petition the
Attorney General to permit the destruction, prior to the retention period
specified in this Act, of ballots, tally sheets, or other materials relating
to the casting or counting o~f votes. Such petition shall set north. the
grounds on which destruction is sough t and shall be supportedby suc.h
ad ditional information as the Attorney General may require. If in the
judgment of the Attorney General the destruction of these materials will
not hinder, prevent, or interfere with the accomplishment of the purposes
ef this Act and of the Civil Rights Acts of 1957 and 1964, and the Vo6ting
Rights Act of 1965, he may grant the petition in whole or in part, and upon
such terms and conditions as he may prescribe.



MINORITY VIEWS OF THE HONORABLE BASIL L.
'WHITENER ON H.R. 14765

H.R. 14765 is a bill proposed for the asserted purpose of protecting
the rights of all Americans. In reality, it is destructive of the rights
of all Americans. This will be the true result of the bill. It is true
that new rights would be created for special classes of people, but at
the same time other precious rights of all of us would be lost.

The Constitution and laws of the United States protect the right
of all Americans to equal and impartial justice and to the right to
contract freely. I do not condone discriminatory practices, private
or public, which would deprive any American of any basic right.
Neither do I support creating special privileges and ri hts for some.
This is why I must register my strong opposition to H.R. 14765.

In detailing this opposition I will proceed with a brief title by title
analysis of the bill.

TITLE I

Unlike other titles of this bill, there has been no controversy over
the Administration's proposal for altering the Federal jury system.
There is no doubt of its legality. The authority of Congress over the
Federal judiciary is plenary. At first glance there is nothing in it to
offend either the Constitution or our system of jurisprudence. How-
ever, this is exactly the defect of title I-a first glance is all the
committee has taken at it.

It may well be that this is a meritorious proposal, carefully drafted
to meet its worthy objective of a uniform method of Federal jury
selection. But how are we to know? Ordinarily such measures are
submitted to the Judicial Conference for approval, and the views of
the American Bar Association and individual expert witnesses are
solicited. Congress acts only after the most painstaking considera-
tion-consideration which may take months or years. In this in-
stance, we are asked to rubber-stamp a proposal which will have a
significant impact on the judicial machinery of every Federal district
court in the country. I do not use the term "rubber stamp" casually.
It is uniquely appropriate in describing the Committee's so-called
consideration of title I.

Little notice was paid to this stepchild of H.R. 14765 during the
few weeks of hearings and executive sessions in which this bill has been
jammed through subcommittee and then committee. This may b
understandable in view of the revolutionary nature of the remainder
of the bill. However, there can be no excuse for abandoning our
normal and orderly processes and recommending change of the jury
selection system without first considering the ramifications of change.

Under the circumstances, I do not support title I.

TITLE II

If title I has been ill considered, it is even more apparent that title
II is ill conceived. It is violative of the Constitution and destructive
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of the principle of federalism. If enacted and upheld, it would place
an intolerable burden on the State courts of the Nation.

Perhaps some Members of Congress have become bored witi
warnings that Federal legislation is encroaching upon constitutiona
and traditional areas of State responsibility. I hope not. The
constitutional and traditional areas of the States to administerjustice, and the complex and delicate balance between State and
Federal jurisdiction, are among the most important elements of
American Government.

It was pleasant to welcome to the cause of States rights the prestige
of the Chief Justice of the United States, who is not generally con-
sidered a conservative in this area. His recent warnings against
Federal encroachment upon rights of States in the selection of State
court juries gave me great hope that the Committee on the Judiciary
would look closely and critically at the propriety of such legislation.

I would have thought that the Chief Justice's remarks would have
caused the committee to examine carefully the constitutionality of
title II. Unfortunately, this was not the case in our committee.

All State courts and all State judicial officers are inferentially con-
demned by this legislation. Not only are their motives questioned,
but their judicial integrity is impugned. They are not even con-
sidered sufficiently responsible to give a fair hearing on a challenge
to the jury. I value highly the place of the jury system in our
jurisprudence. I do not see why State courts should not be trusted
to continue to administer State laws.

The Federal rules that would be imposed upon the State legal
systems by title II are said to be authorized by the 14th amendment.
The fallacy of this assertion however, is elementary constitutional
law. The amendment is prohibitory in nature. It does not require
the States affirmatively to revise their criminal procedures. It does
not permit the Congress to establish Federal rules of State criminal
procedure. Never before has anyone asserted that "equal protection
of the laws" permits Federal absorption of the State judicial system.
Such a claim was too novel even for the Chief Justice. But the com-
mittee has accepted it unconditionally.

Outside the question of constitutionality this section imposes a
number of awkward and burdensome discovery obligations which are
automatically invoked upon a claim of discrimination in a criminal
trial.

The mere assertion of discrimination requires the prosecution to
present a full statement of the procedures used in juror selection. In
addition, the State jury officials are automatically subject to cross-
examination. If there is "evidence" that the assertion of discrimina-
tion is valid, "any relevant records and papers used by jury officials
in the performance of their duties" must be presented.

Finaly, if all this fails to rebut a showing of "probable cause" of
discrimination, the burden shifts to the State to disprove the allegation.
This legislation does more than impugn the integrity of local officials-
it opens every criminal prosecution in every State to obstruction,
delay, and frustration. The discrimination that may be asserted is
not restricted to race-a defendant would also allege discrimination
on the basis of religion, sex, national origin, or economic status, or on
any combination of these.

It would not take the most imaginative criminal lawyer in the land
to completely hamstring a prosecution by attacking the jury system on
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each of these grounds, and then sitting back to watch the State try to
disprove discrimination on each specific. A successfull defense in
one courtroom would not deter these dilatory tactics in other tribunals.

The 14th amendment is prohibitory in nature, and Federal rules
prohibiting racial discrimination in the selection of jurors are already
established. The Attorney General has not shown that there has
been an attempt to enforce these laws or why more laws are needed.
He has given no adequate justification for the unconstitutional imposi-
tion of Federal rules of procedure on State courts as proposed in title II.

The committee has not attempted to make title II conform to the
Constitution. It should be defeated.

TITLE III

The same objections which apply to title I apply doubly to title
III. This new view of the committee was added without even the
pretense of hearings or prior consideration, and the language it
embodies resembles the prose of the State Department more than
that of a Federal statute.

Even a cursory reading shows that it is hastily and badly drafted
and that it is so vague and complex as to be incapable of compre-
hension. According to its terms, an individual would be subjected
to "temporary or permanent preventative or mandatory relief" in a
civil action "or other proper proceeding." And why? Because there
"are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about to continue
to engage in any practice which would deprive another of any privilege
or immunity secured by the Constitution on account of such other's
race, color, religion, or national origin." In quoting section 301, I
have eliminated nothing but the verbosity of the 120-word sentence.
Section 302 would impose penalties on those who would "hinder"
others.

It would be comforting if there were nothing to fear from the title
except its bad grammar, imprecise language, and poor structure and
style. However, the title is so constructed that any court would be
forced to find that it either is unconstitutionally vague or that it is
broad enough to encompass every human activity. Apparently the
committee hopes the latter is the case, and that the courts will open
a Pandora's box of privileges and immunities to all comers. The
authoritative "Constitution of the United States Annotated" contains
a brief chapter beginning at page 1075 on privileges and immunities.
The first sentence under that title states:

Unique among constitutional provisions, the privileges
and immunities clause of the Fourteenth Amendment enjoys
the distinction of having been rendered a "practical nullity"
by a single decision of the Supreme Court rendered within
five years after its ratification.

This is not the time to breathe new, undefined life into the privileges
and immunities of the 14th amendment Nor is this the time to
resurrect the defeated and discredited part III of the 1957 Civil
Rights Act with a new part III, which is worse.
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TITLE IV

Title IV or the so-called fair housing section, is the most contro-
versial title of H.R. 14765. And deservingly so because along with
title II, it constitutes a serious abrogation of the limitations on Federal
power and control. Although proposed in the name of liberty and
freedom, it in fact vitiates both.

The Attorney General has stated that it is necessary to free minori-
ties from "compulsory residential segregation." But there is no such
thing in existence. Racial residential patterns in the United States
are the result of the free and voluntary decisions of homeowners.
The Supreme Court of the United States, having rendered racially
restrictive covenants unenforcible in. Shelley v. Kraemer (334 U.S. 1
(1948)), has made it impossible to prevent by State action or private
contract, a real property owner from selling or renting to whomever
lie wishes regardless of race, color, religion, or national origin. The
Attorney General strangely twists the meaning of words to contend
that there now exists "compulsory residential segregation."

Actually, title IV destroys the freedom of all men and replaces it
with Federal control. This is the type of governmental control
which is the hallmark of totalitarian nations-the enemy of a free
country.

Furthermore, the American people are protected from this intrusion
of the Federal Government into their private liberty by the Constitu-
tion of the United States. The proponents of this title rely on the
14th amendment and the "commerce clause" as the constitutional
basis for these provisions.

There can be no serious argument that the 14th amendment grants
to Congress power for this proposal. For a century there has been
neither obscurity nor diverse judgment in interpreting that amend-
ment. The Supreme Court has written a clear and eloquent chapter
in the law as to its meaning and its limitation to the actions of the
State in abridging the privileges and immunities of the U.S. Citizens,
or in depriving life, liberty, or property without due process, or in
denying equal protection of the laws.

Mr. Justice Douglas, concurring in Lombard v. Louisiana (373
U.S. 267 (1963)) said:

If this were an intrusion of a man's home or yard or farm
or gardii, the property owner couldseek and obtain the aid
of the State against the intruder. For the Bill of Rights, as
applied to the States through the due process clause of the
14th amendment, casts its weight on the side of the privacy
of homes. The third amendment with its ban on quartering
of soldiers in private homes radiates that philosophy. The
fourth amendment, while concerned with official invasions of
privacy through searches and seizures, is eloquent testimony
of the sanctity of private premises. For even when the
police enter a private precinct they must, with rare excep-
tions, come armed with a warrant issued by a magistrate.
A private person has no standing to obtain even limited
access. The principle that a man's home is his castle is
basic to our system of jurisprudence.

Yet title IV, if passed, would authorize the arm of the law to reach
into a private home and instruct the owner as to how he may dispose
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of it. The number of houses he may own or how often he may
dispose of them is irrelevant to the legal problem.

Justice Harlan, in his concurring opinion in Peterson v. Greenville
(373, U.S. 244 (1963)), underscored the suppression of individual
freedom which would inevitably ensue were the Congress to enact
title IV. He said:

* * * Freedom of the individual to choose his associates
or his neighbors, to use and dispose of his property as he sees
fit, to be irrational, arbitrary, capricious, even unjust in his
personal relations are things all entitled to a large measure
of protection from governmental interference. This liberty
would be overridden, in the name of equality, if the stric-
tures of the amendment were applied to governmental and
private action without distinction. Also inherent in the
concept of State action are values of federalism, a recogni-
tion that there are areas of private rights upon which
Federal power should not lay a heavy hand and which
should properly be left to the more precise instruments
of local authority.

The proponents of title IV rely on Shelly v. Kraemer, supra, but
the majority opinion in that case contains the following language:

* * * the principle has become firmly embedded in our
constitutional law that the action inhibited by the first
section of the 14th amendment is only such action as may
fairly be said to be that of the State. That amendment
erects no shield against merely private conduct, however,
discriminatory or wrongful.

It is clear, therefore, that under the plain meaning of words and
the uniform holding of the Supreme Court, title IV is not authorized
by the 14th amendment.

Additionally, proponents of this title have argued that Congress
has power to enact it pursuant to article I, section 8 of the Constitu-
tion to regulate interstate commerce.. It is beyond doubt that real
property does not follow in interstate commerce because the distinctive
attribute of real property is in its immovability. It has been sug-
gested that because the materials which are used to build dwellings
have moved in interstate commerce the Congress can regulate the
sale or rental of the dwellings. It is true we can regulate the materials
as they move in the channels of interstate commerce; but here they
have stopped and by legal definitions have assumed the character of
realty.

The precedents cited by the Attorney General to support Congress
power under the commerce clause are slender reeds to support his
conclusions. Perhaps the case which comes nearest to support this
title is Katzenbach v. McClung (379 U.S. 294 (1964)). In that case,
arising out of the public accommodation title of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, the court relied on the fact that the food served in Ollie's
Barbecue Stand moved in interstate commerce. The situation here is
readily distinguishable because in McClung the food did not in fact
come to rest but was sold in a matter of hours; whereas, building
materials not only come to rest but lose their separate identity as
they become part of dwellings.
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Furthermore, title IV is in direct contravention of other provisions
of the Constitution. Even if we were to accept the Attorney General's
contention that Congress has affirmative power in the field, the title
is unconstitutional because of the right to freedom of association
guaranteed by the first amendment (see: NAACP v. Alabama, 357
U.S. 449 (1958)). It is illegal under the penumbra of the Bill of Rights
which recognizes a specia[ right in the sanctity of the home (see:
Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965); and Lombard v. Louisiana,
supra).

Two separate provisions of the fifth amendment prohibit what the
committee would do to the property owner. First, it would deny him
both liberty and property without due process of law. Second, it
would violate that provision of the amendment which states "nor shall
private property be taken for public use, without just compensation."
A basic rule of construction is that the enumeration of one thing
implies the exclusion of another. It is clear, therefore, that the
framers never intended that the Federal Government be allowed to
take private property for private use with or without just com-
pensation.

Even if enacted and sustained, however, title IV would not be
effective to accomplish that which its proponents wish to accomplish.
It is proposed to provide adequate and integrated housing for minority
groups. Most of the areas where slums and racial "ghettos" exist are
covered by State or local fair housing laws. The passage of such laws,
however, has had no impact on such conditions. Additionally, the
National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing has called
title IV "totally inadequate to meet today's critical national problems
of the explosive racial ghetto * * * even if it could be strengthened
* * * such a proposal at this strategic moment may raise false hope
among the Negro masses which cannot possibly be fulfilled by this
proposal."

It is nonsensical to pass a bill which would do little or nothing to help
minority groups, which would raise their false hopes, and which would
seriously abridge the constitutional rights and freedoms of all
Americans.

The committee has recognized the gross inequities of the enforce-
ment provisions of title IV as introduced and has eliminated some of
them. It has, however, provided for the establishment of a fair
housing board with much the same functions and powers as the
National Labor Relations Board.

What this committee has done is establish a dual forum with dual
prosecutors and dual remedies. For those who do not trust the
Federal courts a new board is created with the Department of Housing
and Urban Development as prosecutor. For those who wish no truck
with the conciliation available from the board, a Federal district
court with the assistance of the Attorney General, is open.

The fact of the matter is the committee has created another ad-
ministrative agency charged with carrying out policy rather than
objectively finding facts. The justification for any agency is that it
has special expertise in the field. The special expertise necessary
in this field is the determination of intent to discriminate. Deter-
mination of intent, however, is the special competence of the judiciary.

The entire title is a dangerous and futile attempt to enforce the
Christian ethic by coercion and the abolition of freedom. It is
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indeed sad that the committee would use the tools and language of
freedom to destroy it.a TITLE V

Title V represents a novel interpretation of the 14th amendment.
It is the illegitimate product of the injudicious advisory opinion of
several concurring justices in the recent case of U.S. v. auest, 383
U.S. 745 (1966).

The legislative history, and almost 100 years of judicial inter-
pretation-including the holding of the Court in U.S. v. Guest-
reveal that those rights guaranteed by the 14th amendment to the
Constitution may be protected by the Federal Government against
infringement through persons acting under color of law. Admittedly
the threshold of State action has been stretched far beyond the original
understanding. But it has not been diluted to include purely private
action. Yet, it is proposed here that the activities of private individ-
uals should become the business of the Federal Government. Title V
makes criminal such undefined action as "intimidation," "inter-
ference," and "attempts to interfere." These provisions contain the
vice of vagueness in violation of due process and may, as now worded,
violate the freedom of speech guaranteed in the first amendment.

Under title V, special classes of people are selected for the pref-
erential protection of the Federal Government. If crimes are com-
mitted because of their race while they are engaged in specified
activities, the Federal Government may punish those crimes. But if
crimes are committed against persons engaging in any of the enu-
merated "Federal rights" in title V for other reasons, the State law
controls; and if a crime of race hatred is committed while the victim
is not engaged in the protected activity, State law controls. The
unrealistic nature of these provisions proves that State law should
always control.

There are laws in every State to punish the crimes which title V
enumerates, and they are worded without regard to race or color.
But if we are to take this giant step at all, it should be done niformly
and made applicable to all American citizens, and it should be accom-
plished by an amendment to the Constitution. Equal protection and
due process cannot be and should not be solely identified with race.
Race is mentioned nowhere in the 14th amendment, and that amend-
ment should remain for the protection of all Americans.

TITLE VI

During the last several years, the Attorney General has come to
this committee to complain that he is unable to erase alleged discrim-
ination with the legal tools afforded him by the Constitution and
Congress. Each year he proposes legislation "to complete the deseg-
regation" of schools or public facilities, and we have capitulated on
each occasion. But now, after a brief and law-abiding experience
with the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Congress is being asked to repeal
part of that act and replace it with an unbridled grant of authority
to the Attorney General.

The Attorney General testified that his authority under titles III
and IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 has proved deficient. But
nowhere in his one-page treatment of title VI of H.R. 14765 does he
mention the unbelievable control and Federal Government exercises

0
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over public education through title VI of the 1964 act. It is obvious
to all that title VI of that act is being vigorously enforced-often in
a manner which is inconsistent with the language and legislative
history of that title.

In considering legislation on public facilities, what we should do is
limit the arbitrary and coercive power which the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare has assumed in its drive to force
racial balance in the southern schools. Instead, the Attorney General
asks us for the authority to institute civil actions in counties where
there have been no complaints-where everyone is pleased with the
way their own officials are running their schools. Where genuine
discrimination exists, the Attorney General has all the authority
necessary under titles III and IV of the 1964 act.

In a direct line of cases from Brig.qs v. Elliott, 132 F. Supp. 776
(1955), to this date, it has been held by the Federal courts that free
choice of schools is permissible-indeed, is all that is required-under
the Constitution and the decision of the Supreme Court in Brown v.
Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954). As Judge Parker said in
the Briggs case:

It has not decided that the States must mix persons of
different races in the schools or must require them to attend
schools or must deprive them of the right of choosing the
schools they attend * * * but if schools which it (the State)
maintains are open to children of all races, no violation of
the Constitution is involved even though children of different
races voluntarily attend different schools, as they attend
different churches. Nothing in the Constitution or in the
decision of the Supreme Court takes away from the people
freedom to choose the schools they attend. The Constitu-
tion, in other words, does not require integration. It
merely forbids discrimination. It does not forbid such
segregation as occurs as a result of voluntary action. It
merely forbids the use of governmental power to enforce
segregation. The 14th amendment is a limitation upon the
exercise of power by the State or State agencies, not a
limitation upon the freedom of individuals.

Apparently, the committee is not satisfied with the decisions of the
Federal courts. It is willing to overrule existing opinions by abolish-
ing free choices. Furthermore, the committee finds it necessary to
include vague and ambiguous "wrongs" which can give rise to a civil
suit brought by the Attorney General. Sanctions may be imposed
against such activities as a "threat to threaten" or a "threat to
intimidate."

Finally, I submit that before granting the Attorney General au-
thority to institute civil actions in those situations contemplated in
title VI, Congress should more closely observe both the success and
mischief achieved under existing law and focus its attention on the
potential of the 1964 act.

CONCLUSION

It is the sworn obligation of every Member of Congress to consider
the constitutionality of every bill on which he votes. This obligation
consists of more than predicting what the courts will hold concerning
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a particular measure. The Supreme Court has consistently recog-
nized this, as it gives a presumption of constitutionality to all our acts.
Each Member of each House must decide according to his own con-
science and according to his own understanding of the language and
intent of the Constitution.

It is my opinion that, if enacted, the courts might well rule much
of H.R. 14765 unconstitutional, even with the presumption of validity.
Without this presumption, I believe that the entire bill, with the
exception of title I, is unconstitutional.

H.R. 14765 should, therefore, be defeated.
BASIL L. WITENER.0
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 1966

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMIITEE No. 5 OF THE

COMIMITEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2141,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Emanuel Celler (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Celler, Rodino, Rogers, Donohue, Kasten-
meier, Corman, McCulloch, Cramer, and MacGregor.

Also present,: Messrs. Gilbert, Tenzer, Grider, and McClory.
Also present: William R. Foley, general counsel; Benjamin L. Ze-

lenko, counsel; Martin R. Hoffmann, associate counsel.
The CHAIRiMAN. The committee will come to order.
The Chair wishes to make a statement. This morning Subcom-

mittee No. 5 of the Judiciary Committee begins hearings on civil
rights legislation which, among other things, is designed to assure the
impartial selection of Federal and State court juries and to proscribe
certain acts of violence and intimidation directly against those who
seek to exercise rights secured by the Constitution and the laws of
the United States.

The Civil Rights Acts of 1957, 1960, and 1964, and the Voting
Rights Act of 1965, have reflected the national response to the appeal
for equality under law.

To quote Victor Hugo, "When the time for an idea has come,
nothing can stop it."

I see the time has come for freeing the Negro from centuries old
shackles, shackles of ignorance, poverty, and squalor.

The innate sense of a preponderant majority of American people
demands equality of treatment. No strident voice or ruthless act of
a small minority can impede the onward flow to freedom of opportu-
nity. We are part and parcel of the Judeo-Christian civilization, one
of the principal tenets of which is "Love thy neighbor as thyself."

Through hostility on the part of some and apathy on the part of
others, we have failed to heed the admonition of Iviticus, "Proclaim
liberty throughout the land, and to all of the inhabitants thereof."

Not to some, but to all of the inhabitants. We can pass many
statutes aiming toward equality, but unless those statutes find re-
sponse within the minds and hearts of our citizenry everywhere, the
voice of Leviticus is mute.

A number of statutes that we have passed, have been rendered abor-
tive by the stupidity and violence of a few. There are numerous gaps
in the legislative fabric. They must be filled. The legislation before
us today attempts to fill in those gaps, and to strengthen the enforce-
ment of these laws.
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1 rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution

2 and laws of the United States shall be fined not more than

3 $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both;

4 "(1) Subjecting any person to physical injury for

5 an unlawful purpose;

6 "(2) Subjecting any person to unnecessary force

7 during the course of an arrest or while the person is

8 being hold in custody;

9 "(2) Subjecting any person to unnecessary force

10 liciously subjecting such person to unlawful restraint

11 in the course of eliciting a confession to a crime or any

12 other information;

13 "(4) Subjecting any person to violence or unlaw-

14 ful restraint for the purpose of obtaining anything of

15 value;

16 "(5) Refusing to provide protection to any person

17 from unlawful violence at the hands of private persons,

18 knowing that such violence was planned or was then

19 taking place; or

20 "(6) Aiding or assisting private persons in any

21 way to carry out acts of unlawful violence."

22 (b) The enactment of this section shall not be con-

23 strued as indicating an intent on the part of the Congress

24 to prevent any State, any possession or Commonwealth of

25 the United States, or the District of Columbia, from exer-
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1 cising jurisdiction over any offense over which they would

2 have jurisdiction in the absence of the enactment of this

3 section.

4 FEDERAL CIVIL REMEDIES FOR UNLAWFUL OFFICIAL

5 VIOLENCE

6 SEC. 3. Section 1979 of the Revised Statutes of the

7 United States (42 U.S.C. 1983) is amended by inserting

8 "(a)" immediately after "SEC. 1979.", and by adding at

9 the end thereof the following:

10 "(b) Every city, county, or political subdivision of a

11 State or tenitory which has in its employ a person who,

12 under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or

13 usage of such State, subjects, or cases to be subjected, any

14 citizen of the United States or other person within the juris-

15 diction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges,

16 or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall

17 be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in

18 equity, or other proper proceeding for redress to the same

19 extent as the person employed is liable to the party injured."

20 PROTECTION, OF FEDERAL OFFICERS AND UNIFORMED ME1M-

21 BERS OF THE ARMED SERVICES FROM INJURY AND

22 THREATS

23 SEC. 4. Section 1114 of title 18 of the United States

24 Code is amended by striking out "officer or enlisted man

25 of the Coast Guard" and inserting in lieu thereof "uniformed
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1 member of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or

2 Coast Guard, and by striking out "of the Federal Bureau

3 of Investigation."

4 EXCLUSION OF MINORITY GROUP MEMBERS FROM JURY

5 SERVICE

6 SEC. 5. (a) The Attorney General is authorized to insti-

7 tuto for or in the name of the United States a civil action or

8 other proceeding for preventive relief, including an applica-

9 tion for injunction or other order, against any individual or

10 individuals who, under color of any statute, ordinance, rcgu-

11 hition, custom, or usage of any State or political subdivision

12 thereof, exclude any person or groups of persons from grand

13 or petit jury service on account of their race, color, or

14 national origin.

15 (b) As used in subsection (a), the term "State" in-

16 eludes the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto

17 Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa..
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SRON H. R. 7388

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Amm 18,1965
Mr. HALPRnm introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-

mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To protect civil rights by providing criminal and civil remedies

for unlawful official violence, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 .tive of the United States of America in Congras assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Protection Against Un-

4 lawful Official Violence Act."

5 PROTECTION AGAINST VIOLENCE UNDER COLOR OF LAW

6 SEC. 2. (a) Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

7 is amended by inserting "(a)" immediately before "Who-

8 ever", and by adding at the end thereof the following:

9 "(b) Whoever, under color of any law, statute, ordi.

10 nance, or regulation or custom knowingly performs any of

CIVIL RIGHTS, 1966
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1 the following acts depriving another person of any of the

2 rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution

3 and laws of the United States shall be fined not more than

4 $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both:

5 "(1) Subjecting any person to physical injury for

6 an unlawful purpose;

7 "(2) Subjecting any person to unnecessary force

8 during the course of an arrest or while the person is

9 being held in custody;

10 "(3) Subjecting any person to violence or ma,

11 liciously subjecting such person to unlawful restraint

12 in the course of eliciting a confession to a crime or any

13 other information;

14 "(4) Subjecting any person to violence or unlaw-

15 ful restraint for the purpose of obtaining anything of

16 value;

17 "(5) Refusing to provide protection to any person

18 from unlawful violence at the hands of private persons,

19 knowing that such violence was planned or was then

20 taking place; or

21 "(6) Aiding or assisting private persons in any

22 way to carry out acts of unlawful violence."

23 (b) The enactment of this section shall not be con-
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1 strued as indicating an intent on the part of the Congress

2 to prevent any State, any possession or Commonwealth of

3 the United States, or the District of Columbia, rom exer-

4 cising jurisdiction over any offense over which they would

5 have jurisdiction in the absence of the enactment of this

6 section.

7 FEDERAL CIVIL REMEDIES FOR UNLAWFUL OFFICIAL

8 VIOLENCE

9 SEc. 3. Section 1979 of the Revised Statutes of the

10 United States (42 U.S.C. 1983) is amended by inserting

11 "(a)" immediately after "SFw. 1979.", and by adding at

12 the end thereof the following:

13 "(b) Every city, county, or political subdivision of a

14 State or territory which has in its employ a person who,

15 under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or

16 usage of such State, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any

17 citizen of the United States or other person within the juris-

18 diction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges,

19 or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall

20 be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in

21 equity, or other proper proceeding for redress to the same

22 extent as the person employed is liable to the party injured."

6'3-420 0- 60;--2
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1 PROTECTION OF FEDERAL OFFICERS AND UNIFORMED MEM-

2 BEES OF THE ARMED SERVICES FROM INJURY AND

8 THREATS

4 SEC. 4. (a) Chapter 73 of title 18 of the United States

5 Code is amended by adding at the end of such chapter the

6 following new section:

7 "1 1510. Injuring or threatening to injure officers of the

8 United States

9 "Whoever, by force, intimidation, or threat, prevents or

10 attempts to prevent any person from accepting or holding

11 any office, trust, or place of confidence under the United

12 States, or attempts to induce by like means any officer of the

13 United States to leave the place where his duties as an Officer

14 are required to be performed; or whoever injures or attempts

15 to injure or threatens to injure any such person or the prop-

16 erty of such person on account of the lawful discharge of the

17 duties of his office, or while such person is engaged in the

18 lawful discharge thereof; or whoever injures or attempts to

19 injure or threatens to injure the property of any such person

20 so as to molest, interrupt, hinder, or impede such person in

21 the discharge of his official duties shall be fined not more than

22 $5,000 or imprisoned not more than six years, or both."

23 (b) The analysis of chapter 73, immediately preceding

10
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1 section 1501 of title 18 of the United States Code, is amended

2 by adding at the end thereof the following:

"1510. Ivjuring or threatening to injure officers of the United States."

3 (c) !Jection 1114 of title 18 of the United States Code

4 is amended by striking out "officer or enlisted man of the

5 Coast Guard" and inserting in lieu thereof "uniformed mem-

6 ber of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast

7 Guard".
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1ST SmIow H .e . 8 153

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 13, 1965
Mr. Dioos introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-

mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To protect civil rights by providing criminal and civil remedies

for unlawful official violence, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represent a-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Protection Against Un-

4 lawful Official Violence Act."

5 PROTECTION AGAINST VIOLENCE UNDER COLOR OF LAW

6 SEC. 2. (a) Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

7 is amended by inserting "(a)" immediately before "Who-

8 ever", and by adding at the end thereof the following:

9 "(b) Whoever, under color of any law, statute, ordi.

10 nance, or regulation or custom knowingly performs any of

12
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1 the following acts depriving another person of any of the

2 rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution

3 and laws of the United States shall be fined not more than

4 $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both:

5 "(1) Subjecting any person to physical injury for

6 an unlawful purpose;

7 "(2) Subjecting any person to unnecessary force

8 during the course of an arrest or while the person is

9 being held in oustoy;

10 "(3) Subjecting any person to violence or ma-

11 liciously subjecting such person to unlawful restraint

12 in the course of eliciting a confession to a crime or any

13 other information;

14 "(4) Subjecting any person to violence or unlaw-

15 ful restraint for the purpose of obtaining anything of

16 value;

17 "(5) Refusing to provide protection to any person

18 from unlawful violence at the hands of private persons,

19 knowing that such violence was planned or was then

20 taking plaoe; or

21 "(6) Aiding or assisting private persons in any

22 way to carry out acts of unlawful violence."

23 (b) The enactment of this section shall not be con-
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1 section 1501 of title 18 of the United States Code, is amended

2 by adding at the end thereof the following:

"1510. Injuring or threatening to injure officers of the United States."

3 (c) Section 1114 of title 18 of the United States Code

4 is amended by striking out "officer or enlisted man of the

5 Coast Guard" and inserting in lieu thereof "uniformed mem-

6 ber of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast

7 Guard".
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OCTOBER 21,1965

Mr. RYAN introduced the following bill; which waz referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To protect the constitutional rights of individuals irrespective of

race, creed, color, or national origin, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That the Congress hereby declares that the letter and spirit

4 of the Constitution of the United States are being violated

5 in some jurisdictions in the United States under color of

6 law with the result that individuals are being subjected to

7 discriminatory treatment in the exercise of their constitu-

8 tional rights because of race, creed, color, or national origin,

9 or because they seek the removal of unconstitutional barriers

10 to equal rights. The Congress hereby further declares that

11 such persons, sometimes referred to as freedom riders,
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1 freedom walkers, and sit-ins, as well as other law-abiding

2 citizens intent upon peaceful resistance to discrimination and

3 segregation, and the achievement of the constitutional rights

4 of all persons in all jurisdictions of the United States, have

5 suffered the stigma of criminal proceedings. It is therefore

6 the sense of the Congress that the effect of such criminal

7 proceedings should be neutralized by affording to such per-

8 sons appropriate relief to the maximum extent possible.

9 SEC. 2. Notwithstanding any provision of law to the

10 contrary, no person shall be denied any license, right, bene-

11 fit, or privilege under any law of the United States, or incur

12 any other disability or disqualification under any such law,

13 or be denied the right of employment by the Government

14 of the United States or the government of the District of

15 Columbia or, if so employed, be subject to dismissal, solely

16 because of his participation in any peaceful demonstration or

17 other peaceful activity, the object of which is to achieve

18 equal rights for all persons regardless of race, creed, color,

19 or national origin or to resist discriminatory treatment and

20 segregation in any public facility or place of public accom-

21 modation.

is
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

O0oBER 21,1965

Mr. RYAN introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To amend part III of the Civil Rights Act of 1957.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That part III of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 (71 Stat. 637)

4 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

5 section:

6 "SEc. 123. (a) (1) Whenever the Attorney General

7 finds that any person or group of persons is being deprived

8 of, or is being threatened with the loss of, the right to the

9 equal protection of the laws by reason of race, color, re-

10 ligion, or national origin (including cases involving racial

11 segregation in public schools), and the Attorney General

19
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1 section 1501 of title 18 of the United States Code, is amended

2 by adding at the end thereof the following:

"1510. Injuring or threatening to injure officers of the United States."

3 (c) Section 1114 of title 18 of the United States Code

4 is amended by striking out "officer or enlisted man of the

5 Coast Guard" and inserting in lieu thereof "uniformed mem-

6 ber of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast

7 Guard".
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S H. R. 11728

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OFOBER 21, 1965

Mr. RYAN introduced the following bill; which wr referred to the Coln-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To protect the constitutional rights of individuals irrespective of

race, creed, color, or national origin, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That the Congress hereby declares that the letter and spirit

4 of the Constitution of the United States are being violated

5 in some jurisdictions in the United States under color of

6 law with the result that individuals are being subjected to

7 discriminatory treatment in the exercise of their constitu-

8 tional rights because of race, creed, color, or national origin,

9 or because they seek the removal of unconstitutional barriers

10 to equal rights. The Congress hereby further declares that

11 such persons, sometimes referred to as freedom riders,

17
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1 freedom walkers, and sit-ins, as well as other law-abiding

2 citizens intent upon peaceful resistance to discrimination and

3 segregation, and the achievement of the constitutional rights

4 of all persons in all jurisdictions of the United States, have

5 suffered the stigma of criminal proceedings. It is therefore

6 the sense of the Congress that the effect of such criminal

7 proceedings should be neutralized by affording to such per-

8 sons appropriate relief to the maximum extent possible.

9 SEC. 2. Notwithstanding any provision of law to the

10 contrary, no person shnli be denied any license, right, bene-

11 fit, or privilege under any law of the United States, or incur

12 any other disability or disqualification under any such law,

13 or be denied the right of employment by the Government

14 of the United States or the government of the District of

15 Columbia. or, if so employed, be subject to dismissal, solely

16 because of his participation in any peaceful demonstration or

17 other peaceful activity, the object of which is to achieve

18 equal rights for all persons regardless of race, creed, color,

19 or national origin or to resist discriminatory treatment and

20 segregation in any public facility or place of public accom-

21 modation.

is
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OOTOBER 21t 1905

Mr. RYAN introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To amend part III of the Civil Rights Act of 1957.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That part III of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 (71 Stat. 637)

4 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

5 section:

6 "SEC. 123. (a) (1) Whenever the Attorney General

7 finds that any person or group of persons is being deprived

8 of, or is being threatened with the loss of, the right to the

9 equal protection of the laws by reason of race, color, re-

10 ligion, or national origin (including cases involving racial

11 segregation in public schools), and the Attorney General

.<,
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1 certifies that, in his judgment, such person or group of per-

2 sons is unable for any reason to seek effective legal protec-

3 tion for the right to the equal protection of the laws, the

4 Attorney General is authorized to institute for or in the name

5 of the United States, a civil action or other proceeding for

6 preventive relief, including an application for an injunction

7 or other order, against any individual or individuals who,

8 under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or

9 usage, of any State or territory or subdivision or instru-

10 mentality thereof, deprives or threatens to deprive such per-

11 son or group of persons of the right to equal protection of

12 the laws by reason of race, color, religion, or national origin

13 and against any individual or individuals acting in concert

14 with them.

15 "(2) A person or group of persons shall be deemed un-

16 able to seek effective legal protection for the right to the

17 equal protection of the laws within the meaning of paragraph

18 (1) of this subsection not only when such person or group

19 of persons is financially unable to bear the expenses of the

20 litigation, but also when there is reason to believe that the

21 institution. of such litigation would jeopardize the employ-

22 ment or economic standing of, or might result in injury or

23 economic damage to, such person or group of persons or their

24 families or their property.

25 "(b) The Attorney General is hereby authorized, upon

O0
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1 written request of the duly constituted authorities of any

2 State or territory, or municipality, subdivision, or instru-

3 mentality thereof, to institute for or in the name of the

4 United States, a civil action or other proceeding for preven-

5 tive relief, including an application for an injunction or other

6 order, against any two or more persons who conspire through

7 violence, threats, or otherwise to prevent or hinder such

8 duly constituted authorities from giving or securing to any

9 person his right to equal protection of the laws.

10 "(c) The district courts of the United Sta,tes shall have

11 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this section

12 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether any

13 administrative or other remedies that may be provided by

14 law shall have been exhausted. In any proceeding hereunder

15 the United States shall be liable for costs the same as a pri-

16 vate person.

17 "(d) Nothing in this section shall impair any right

18 secured by the Constitution and laws of the United States,

19 or any remedies already existing for their protection and

20 enforcement.

21 "SEc. 124. The Attorney General may intervene on the

22 part of the United States in any civil action brought by

23 individuals involving alleged denials of civil rights arising

24 out of the maintenance of racial segregation in public schools.
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1 Such intervention shall be for the purpose of assuring that

2 such denials of civil rights are remedied.

3 "Snc. 125. (a) Whenever the Attorney General finds

4 that any person or group of persons is being deprived of, or

5 is being threatened with the loss of, any right guaranteed by

6 the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution, because such

7 person or group of persons has opposed or opposes the denial

8 of the equal protection of the laws to others because of race,

9 color, religion, or national origin, and the Attorney General

10 certifies that, in his judgment, such person or group of per-

il sons is unable for any reason to seek effective legal protection

12 for such right guaranteed by the fourteenth amendment to

13 the Constitution, the Attorney General is authorized to

14 institute for or in the name of the United States a civil

15 action or other proceeding for preventive relief, including

16 an application for or an injunction or other order, against

17 any individual or individuals who, under color of any statute,'

18 ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State or teri-

19 ritory or subdivision or instrumentality thereof, deprives or

20 threatens to deprive such person or group of persons of such

21 right guaranteed by the fourteenth amendment to the Con-

22 stitution because such person has opposed or opposes the'".

23 denial of the equal protection of the laws to others because

24 of race, color, religion, or national origin, and against any
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1 other individual or individuals acting in concert with such

2 individual or individuals.

3 "(b) The district courts of the United States shall

4 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this

5 section and shall exercise the same without regard to whether

6 any administrative or other remedies that may be provided

7 by law shall have been exhausted. In any proceeding here-

8 under the United States shall be liable for costs the same

9 as a private person.

10 "(c) Nothing in this section shall impair any right

11 secured by the Constitution and laws of the United States,

12 or any remedies already existing for their protection and

13 enforcement."

k 23
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OcroBEn 21,1965

Mr. RYAN introduced the following bill; which was referred to (ie Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To provide protection against lynchings.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 PURPOSE

4 SECTION 1. The provisions of this Act are enacted in

5 exercise of the power of Congress to enforce, by appropriate

6 legislation, the provisions of the fourteenth Amnendment to the

7 Constitution of the United States, and for the purpose of

8 better assuring under such amendment equal protection aid

9 due process of law by the several States to all persons charged

10 with or suspected or convicted of any offense within their

11 jurisdiction.

, t1v
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2 Sm. 2. (it) Whenever two or more persons siall know-

3 ingly in concert (1) commit or attempt to commit violence

4 upon aluy person or persons or on his or their property

5 because of his or their race, creed, color, national origin,

6 ancestry, language, or religion, or (2) exercise or attempt

7 to exercise, by violence against person or property, any

8 power of correction or punishment over any person or per-

9 sons in the custody of any governmental officer or employee

10 or suspected of, charged with, or convicted of the commis-

11 sion of any criminal offense, with the purpose or conse-

12 quence of preventing the al)prehension or trial or punishment

13 by law of such person or persons, or of imposing a punish-

14 meant not authorized by law, such person shall con-

15 stitute a lynch mob within the meaning of this Act. Any

16 such action, or attempt at such action, by a lynch mob shall

17 constitute lynching within the meaning of this Act.

18 (b) The term "governmental officer or employee", as

19 used in this Act, shall mean any officer or employee of a

20 State or any governmental subdivision thereof, or any officer

21 or employee of the United States, the District of Columbia,

22 or any territory, possession, or other area within the exclsuive

23 jurisdiction of the United States.

25
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1 PUNISHiMT FOB LYNCHING

2 SE. 8. Any person whether or not a member of a

3 lynch mob who willfully instigates, incites, organizes, aids,

4 abets, or commits a lynching by any means whatsoever,

5, and any member of a lynch mob, shall be guilty of a felony

6 and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine not

7 exceeding $10,000 or by imprisonment not exceeding twenty

8 years, or by both such fine and hinprisonment.

9 PUNISHMENT FOR FAILURE TO PREVENT LYNCIIING

10 SEc. 4. Whenever a lynching shall occur, any officer

11 or employee of a State or any governmental subdivision

12 thereof who shall have been charged with the duty or shall

13 have possessed the authority as such officer or employee

14 to prevent the lynching, but shall have neglected, refused,

15 or willfully failed to make all diligent efforts to prevent the

16 lynching, and any officer or employee of a State or gov-

17 ernmental subdivision thereof who shall havo had custody

18 of the person or persons lynched and shall have neglected,

19 refused, or willfully failed to make all diligent efforts to

20 protect such person or persons from lynching,, and any

21 officer or employee of A State or govermental subdivision

22 thereof who, in violation of, his duty as such officer or em-

23 ployee, shall neglect, refuse, or willfully fail to make all

26
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1 diligent efforts to apprehend, keep in custody, or prosecute

2 the members or any member of the lynch mob, shall be

3 guilty of a felony and upon conviction thereof shall be

4 punished by a fine not exceeding $5,000 or by imprisonment

5 not exceeding five years, or b both such fine and imprison-

7 D OUTY 0 THE ATTORNEY GBN L OF THE UN STATES

8 EC. 5. Wie'r~ lym'Sig of a person or persons

9 s 11 occur, and info ation 6o'i is submitted to the

10 ttorney General of ted ates iat ny officer or

11 employee State any*.overnn n I subd vision the -

12 of who sl.ll have en h rgeiit th "etyor shall ha e
13 oses . .: =:"ossessed 0e IftIo0 as iuhoM employee to p -

14 the lynching or pro such person or persons om

15 lyn1 ing, orwh'saliavehad c stood ofthepe on or

16 person lynched, has neg e d, refused, or will ly failed

17 to make all igent efforts to prevent the nching or pro-

18 tect such person or, pe M -lynching, ( tat any

19 officer or employee of a State or governmental subdivision

20 thereof, in violation of his duty as such officer or employee,

21 has neglected, refused, or -willfully failed to make all diligent

22 efforts to apprehend, keep in custody, or prosecute the mem-

23 iers or any member of the lynch mob, the Attorney Gen-

24 eral of the United States shall cause an investigation to be

27
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1 made to determine whether there has been iny violation of

2 this Act.

3 COMPENSATION FOR VICTIMS O)F IYNOIIINO

4 SI.-x. (3. (a) Every go'erniental subdivision of it State

5 to whMic the Stijt( sall have dehlga ted police flnctions shall

6 be responsible for any lynehing occurring within its terri-

7 torial jurisdiction. Every such governmental subdivision

8 shall also be responsible for any lynching which follows 1ipon

t the seizure and abdiietion of the victim or victims within

10 its territorial jurisdiction, irrespective of Whether such lynch-

11 ing occurs within its territorial jurisdiction or not. Any such

12 governmental subdivision which shall fail to prevent any

13 such lynching or any such seizure and abduction followed by

14 lynching shall be liable to each individual who suffers injury

15 to his or her person as a result of such lynching, or to his or

16 her next of kin if such injury results in death, for a, sum of

17 not less than $2,000 and not more than $10,000 as monetary

18 compensation for such injury or death: Provided, however,

19 That the governmental subdivision may prove Jy a pre-

20 ponderance of evidence as an affirmative defense that the

21 officers thereof charged with the duty of preserving the peace,

22 mid the citizens thereof, when called upon by any such

23 officer, used all diligence and all powers vested in them for

24 th ' protection of the person lynched: And provided further,

28
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1 That the satisfaction of judgment against one government

2 subdivision responsible for a lynching shall bar further pro-

3 ceedings against any other governmental subdivision which

4 may also be resl~onsible for that lynching.

5 (b) Liability arising under this section may be enforced

6 and the compens ation herein provided for may be recovered

7 in a civil action in the il ited States districtt court for the

8 judicial district. of which the defendait governmental sub-

9 division is a, part. Such action shall be brought anld prose-

10 cited by the Attorney generall of the United States in the

11 name of the United States for the use of the real party in

12 interest, or, if the claimant or claimants shall so elect, by

13 counsel employed by the claimant or claimants, but in alny

14 event without prei)ayment of costs. If the amount of any

15 such Judgnent shall not be paid upon demand, payment

16 thereof may be enforced by any process available under the

17 State law for the enforcement of any other money judgment

18 against such governmental subdivision. Any officer of such

19 govermmentiil subdivision or any other 1)erson who shall dis-

20 obey or fail to comply with any lawful order or decree of the

21 court for the enforcement of the judgment shall be guilty of

22 contempt of that court and punished accordingly. The cause

23 of action aecruing hereunder to a. person injured by lynching

24 shall not abate with the subsequent death of that person

25 before final judgment but shall survive to his or her next of
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1 kin. For the purpose of this Act the next of kin of a de-

2 ceased victim of lynching shall be determined according to

3 the laws of intestate distribution in the State of domicile of

4 the decedent. Any judgment or award under this Act shall

5 be exempt from all claims of creditors.

6 (c) Any judge of the United States district court for the

7 judicial district wherein any suit shall be instituted under

8 the provisions of this Act may by order direct that such

9 suit be tried in any place in such district which he may desig-

10 nate in such order, except that no such suit shall be tried

11 within the territorial limits of the defendant governmental

12 subdivision.

13 KIDNAPING
*

14 Sjio. 7. The crime defined in and punishable under

15 section 1201 of title 18, United States Code, shall include

16 the transportation in interstate or foreign commerce of any

17 person unlawfully abducted and held for purposes of punish-

18 ment, coercion, or intimidation.

30
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

O'MER 21, 1965
Mr. EDWARDS of California introduced the following bill; which was referred

to the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To amend chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code, to provide

additional protection for civil rights guaranteed by the Con-
stitution of the United States, to prescribe additional pen-
alties for violations of civil rights, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre8enta-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That sections 241 and 242 of chapter 13 of title 18, United

4 States Code, relating to civil rights, are amended to read as

5 follows:

6 "§ 241. Deprivation of rights by persons not acting under

7 color of law

8 "No person, acting otherwise than under color of law,

9 shall injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate another in the
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1 free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege which

2 the Constitution or laws of the United States secures against

3 violations by persons not acting under color of law, or be-

4 cause of his having exercised or been about to exercise the

5 same; nor shall any such person injure, oppress, threaten, or

6 intimidate another for reasons of race.

7 "The rights and privileges protected by this section

8 shall include, Nut not be limited to, the right to speak, write,

9 assemble, petition, or lawfully and peaceably march and

10 demonstrate, or otherwise publicize opinions, on matters of

11 Federal concern; the right to travel from State to State and

12 to be free from violence on the streets and highways and

13 other instruments or instrumentalities of commerce; and all

14 rights created, secured, or protected by the Civil Rights Act

15 of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

16 "Any violation of this section which results in death or

17 maiming or was intended so to result is a felony and shall be

18 punished by a fine of not more than $20,000 or imprisonment

19 for any term of years or life, or both.

20 "Any violation of this section which is carried out with a

21 deadly weapon or which causes or was intended to cause

22 bodily harm is a felony and shall be punished by a fine of

23 not more than $15,000 or imprisonment for not more than

24 ten years, or both.

25 "Any other violation of this section is a misdemeanor
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1 and shall be punished by a fine of not more than $1,000 or

2 imprisonment for not more than one year, or both.

3 "If any provision of this section or the application there-

4 of to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the re-

5 mainder of the section and the application of the provision

6 to other persons not similarly situated or to other cirtum-

7 stances shall not be affected thereby.

8 "As used in this section, 'for reasons of race' shall mean

9 because of hostility to the victim's race, or racial associations,

10 or support of racial equality, or with intent to discourage

11 racial equality.

12 -§ 242. Deprivation of rights by persons acting under color

13 of law

14 "No person, acting under color of any law, statute, ordi-

15 nance, regulation, or custom established by or having the

16 force of law, or in conspiracy with or in aid of another, so

17 acting, shall injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate another

18 in the free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege

19 which the Constitution or laws of the United States secures

20 against violation by persons acting under color of law or

21 otherwise, or because of his having exercised or been about

22 to exercise the same, or for reasons of race.

23 "The rights and privileges protected by this section shall

24 include, but not be limited to, all of the rights and privileges

25 set forth in the previous section; the right to be free from
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1 discrimination tinder color of law on account of race or

2 religion; and all rights secured by the Civil Rights Act of

3 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and by the fifth,

4 fourteenth, and fifteenth amendments to the Constitution of

5 the United States.

6 "The following actions are included within, but are not

7 exclusive of, actions prohibited by this section:

8 "(1) Subjecting any person to physical injury for an

9 unlawful purpose;

10 "(2) Subjecting any person to unnecessary force during

11 the course of an arrest or while the person is being held in

12 custody;

13 "(3) Subjecting any person to violence or maliciously

14 subjecting such person to unlawful restraint in the course

15 of eliciting a confession to a crime or any other information;

16 "(4) Subjecting any person to violence or unlawful

17 restraint for the purpose of obtaining anything of value;

18 "(5) Refusing to provide protection to any person from

19 unlawful violence at the hands of private persons, knowing

20 that such violence was planned or was then taking place;

21 or

22 "(6) Aiding or assisting private persons in any way to

23 cany out acts of unlawful violence.

24 "Any violation of this section which results in death or

25 maiming or was intended so to result is a felony and shall be
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1 punished by a fine of not less than $5,000, or imprisonment

2 for any term of years not less than five, or for life, or both.

3 "Any violation of this section which is carried out with

4 a deadly weapon or which causes or was intended to cause

5 bodily harm is a felony and shall be punished by a fine of

6 not less than $1,000 nor more than $20,000 or imprisonment

7 for not less than one year nor more than fifteen years, or

8 both.

9 "Any other violation of this section is a misdemeanor

10 and shall be punished by a fine of not less than $300 nor

11 more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not less than thirty

12 days nor more than one year, or both.

13 "If any provision of this section or of the application

14 thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the

15 remainder of the section and the application of the provision

16 to other persons not similarly situated or to other circum-

17 stances shall not be affected thereby.

18 "As used in this section, 'for reasons of race' shall have

19 the same meaning as in section 241 of this title.".
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IN THE IIOIJSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

,JANAIY 17, 1906

Mr. DoNonUm introduced the following bill; which was imferred to tile Com-
mitten on the .Jidicialry

A BILL
To amend chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code, to provide

additional protection for civil rights guaranteed by the Con-

stittition of the Inited States, to prescribe additional pen-

alties for violations of civil rights, and for other purposes.

1 " Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That sections 241 and 242 of chapter 13 of title 18, United

4 States Code, relating to civil rights, rre amended to read as

5 follows:

6 "§ 241. Deprivation of rights by persons not acting under

7 color of law

8 "No person, acting otherwise than 1der color of law,

9 shall injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate another in the
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1 free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege which

2 the Constitution or laws of the United States secures against

3 violations by persons not acting wider color of law, or be-

4 cause of his having exercised or been about to exercise the

5 same; nor shall any such person injure, oppress, threaten, or

6 intimidate another for reasons of race.

7 "The rights and privileges protected by this section

8 shall include, hut not be limited to, the right, to speak, write,

9 assemble, petition, or lawfully and peaceably march and

10 demonstrate, or otherwise publicize opinions, on matters of

11 Federal concern; the right to travel from State to State and

12 to be free from violence on the streets and highways and

13 other instruments or instrumentalities of commerce; and all

14 rights created, secured, or protected by the Civil Rights Act

15 of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

16 "Any violation of this section which results in death or

17 maiming or was intended so to result is a felony and shall be

18 punished by a fine of not more than $20,000 or imprisonment

19 for any term of years or life, or both.

20 "Any violation of this section which is carried out with a

21 deadly weapon or which causes or was intended to cause

22 bodily harm is a. felony and shall be punished by a fine of

23 not more than $15,000 or imprisonment for not nore than

24 ten years, or both.

25 "Any other violation of this section is a misdemeanor
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1 and shall be punished by a fine of not more than $1,000 or

2 imprisonment for not more than one year, or both.

3 "If any provision of this section or the application there-

4 of to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the re*

5 mainder of the section and the application of the provision

6 to other persons not similarly situated or to other circum-

7 stances shall not be affected thereby.

8 "As used in this section, 'for reasons of race' shall mean

9 because of hostility to the victim's race, or racial associations,

10 or support of racial equality, or with intent to discourage

11 racial equality.

12 ,§ 242. Deprivation of rights by persons acting under color

13 of law

14 "No person, acting under color of any law, statute, ordi-

15 nance, regulation, or custom established by or having the

16 force of law, or in conspiracy with or in aid of another, so

17 acting, shall injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate another

18 in the free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege

19 which the Constitution or laws of the United States secures

20 against violation by persons acting under color of law or

21 otherwise, or because of his having exercised or been about

22 to exercise the same, or for reasons of race.

23 "The rights and privileges protected by this section shall

24 include, but not be limited to, all of the rights and privileges

25 set forth in the previous section; the right to be free from
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1 discrimination under color of law on account of race or

2 religion; and all rights secured by the Civil Rights Act of

3 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and by the fifth,

4 fourteenth, and fifteenth amendments to the Constitution of

5 the United States.

6 "The following actions are included within, but are not

7 exclusive of, actions prohibited by this section:

8 "(1) Subjecting any person to physical injury for an

9 unlawful purpose;

10 "(2) Subjecting any person to unnecessary force during

11 the course of an arrest or while the person is being held in

12 custody;

13 "(3) Subjecting any person to violence or maliciously

14 subjecting such person to unlawful restraint in the course

15 of eliciting a. confession to a crime or any other information;

16 "(4) Subjecting any person to violence or unlawful

17 restraint for the purpose of obtaining anything of value;

18 "(5) Refusing to provide protection to any person from

19 unlawful violence at the hands of private persons, knowing

20 that such violence was planned or was then taking place;

21 or

22 "(6) Aiding or assisting private persons in any way to

23 carry out acts of unlawful violence.

24 "Any violation of this section which results in death or

25 maiming or was intended so to result is a felony and shall be
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1 punished by a fine of not less than $5,000, or imprisonment

2 for any term of years not less than five, or for life,,or both.

3 "Any violation of this section which is carried out with

4 a deadly weapon or which causes or was intended to cause

5 bodily harm is a felony and shall be punished by a fine of

6 not less than $1,000 nor more than $20,000 or imprisonment

7 for not less than one year nor more than fifteen years, or

8 both.

9 "Any other violation of this section is a misdemeanor

10 and shall be punished by a fine of not less than $300 nor

11 more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not less than thirty

12 days nor more than one year, or both.

13 "If any provision of this section or of the application

14 thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the

15 remainder of the section and the application of the provision

16 to other persons not similarly situated or to other circum-

17 stances shall not be affected thereby.

18 "As used in this section, 'for reasons of race' shall have

19 the same meaning as in section 241 of this title.".
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

F RUARY 14,1966

Mr. Diuis introduced the following bill; which wits referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
Providing for jury selection in Federal and State courts, prose-

cution and removal to Federal courts, (ivil preventive relief,

civil indemnification, and for other purposes.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Protection

4 Act of 1966."

5 TITLE I-JURY SELB-CTION IN FEDruMA AND STATE

6 CouRTs

7 JrURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 Si C. 101. Section 1864 of title 28. United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:

63-420 O-60---4
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1 "§1864. Duties, compensation and methods of selecting

2 and drawing jurors

3 "(a) JURY CoMmssIo.-A jury commission shall

4 be established in each judicial district, consisting of the clerk

5 of the court or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the

6 clerk and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the

7 district court. The jury commissioner shall be a citizen of

8 the United States of good standing, a resident of the district,

9 and, at the time of his appointment, shall not be a'member

10 of the same political party as the clerk of the court or a duly

11 qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If more than

12 one jury commissioner is appointed, each may be designated

13 to serve in one or more of the places where court is held, and

14 the clerk and the jury commissioner so designated shall

15 constitute the jury commission for that part of the district.

16 In the event that a jury commissioner is unable for any

17 reason to perform his duties, another jury commissioner may

18 be appointed, as provided herein, to act in his place until lie

19 is able to resume his duties.

20 "(b) JURY SELECTION.-

21 "(i) In the performance of its duties, the jury

22 commission shall act under the direction and supervision

23 of the chief judge of the district.

24 "(ii) The names of persons who may be called for

25 grand or petit jury service shall be obtained tinder a
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1 sampling phln 1)repared by the jury commission with tile

2 approval of the chief judge and designed to provide a

3 representative cross-section of tile population of the judi-

4 cial district without exclusion on the basis of race, color,

5 sex, political or religious affiliation or economic or social

6 status. The plan for obtahiing such names and the

7 method for carrying out such plan shall be prepared in

8 consultation with and approved by the Director of the

9 Administrative Office of the United States Courts, who

10 may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the Census

11 for advice and assistance.

12 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

13 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than three

14 hundred qualified persons, publicly drawn by chance,

15 shall be placed in the jury box, wheel or similar device.

16 "(iv) The names of jurors for service on grand and

17 petit juries shall be publicly drawn by chance from the

18 jury box, wheel or similar device.

19 " (v) In determining whether persons whose names

20 are to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device

21 are qualified as jurors under section 1861 of title 28, as

22 amended, the jury commission may use such question-

23 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the ap-

24 proval of the Director of the Administrative Office of

25 tile United States Courts, may deem appropriate, in-
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I eluding the administration of oaths. The questionnaires

2 may be filled out by the individual or by another on his

3 behalf. With the npprovid of the chief judge, the jury

4 commission may designate deputy clerks trod other.em-

5 ployees in the office of the clerk of the court to assist

6 the commission in the performance of its duties, and to

7 perform under its direction such of the detailed duties

8 of the commission as in the opinion of the chief judge

9 could be assigned to them.

10 "(c) RFCORDS.-The jury commission shall keep

11 records of the names obtained under subsection (b) (ii) of

12 this section, the names of persons placed in the jury box,

13 wheel or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned

14 by said persons, the names and race of the persons drawn

15 from the jury box, vheel or similar device, the names of

16 those pexforming jury service, and the dates thereof, and

17 such additional appropriate records as the chief judge may

18 direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of not

19 less than four years.

20 "(d) ENFORCEMENT BY COURT OF Appr, ALS.-On ap-

21 plication of any citizen residing in, or litigant in, any judi-

22 cial district or of the Attorney General of the United States,

23 alleging that the jiuy selection procedures or recordkeeping

24 requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of this

25 section are not being fully implemented, the United States
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1 court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which said judicial

2 district is located shall, upon a showing thereof, appoint jury

3 commissioners responsible to said court of appeals and direct

4 such jury commissioners in the selection of juries and the

5 keeping of records in accordance with such subsections (b)

6 and (o) of this section. Where evidence is required for %

7 determination by the court of appeals, the court may hear the

8 evidence itself or appoint a master to act for it in accordance

9 with law.

10 "(e) RET U1RN OF JURY SUPERvIsION.-The court of ap-

11 peals may on its own motion or on application of the chief

12 judge of the judicial district, direct the return of supervision

13 and control of the jury selection procedures to the chief

14 judge and to the jury commission for said judicial district at

15 any time when the court of appeals finds that there is reason-

16 able cause to believe that the jury selection procedures an(l

17 recordkeeping requirements prescribed in subsections (b)

18 and (c) of this section will be fully implemented.

19 "(f) CoMPENsAT1N.-Each jury commissioner ap-

20 pointed on a part-timluy basis shall be compensated for his

21 services at the rate of $25 per day for each day in which he

22 actually and necessarily is engaged in the performance of his

23 official duties, to be paid upon certificate of the chief judge

24 of the district.

25 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a full-time basis
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1 shall receive a salary to be fixed from time to time by the

2 Judicial Conference of the United States at a rate which,

3 in the opinion of the Judicial Conference, corresponds to

4 that provided by the Classification Act of 1949, as amended,

5 for positions in the executive branch with comparable re-

6 sponsibilitics.

7 "Eaeh jury commissioner shall receive his traveling and

8 subsistence expenses within the limitations prescribed for

9 clerks of districts courts while absent from his designated post

10 of duty on official business.

11 " (g) DEJIJ'OATioN).-Anuy of the powers or duties con-

12 ferred upon the chief judge under this section may be dele-

13 gated by him to another judge of the district: Provided, how-

14 ever, That where part of a district by agreement or order of

15 court is assigned to one particular judge and lie customarily

16 holds court there, as to such part of the district lie shall per-

17 form the functions and fulfill the duties conferred upon the

18 chief judge in this section."

19 Si.c. 102. Section 1861 (2) setting forth qualifications

20 of Federal jurors is amended by striking out the words

21 "read" and "write."

22 SFne. 103. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

23 lowing sentence to subsection (b) : "If the district judge de-

24 termines that the ability to read or write English is reason-

25 ably required in order for jurors to perform their duties in
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1 any particular case or cases, he shall be empowered to ex-

2 elude those who cannot read or write English, except that no

3 person shall be excluded on this ground who has completed

4 the sixth grade in an English language school."

5 SEC. 104. Section 1871 is amended by striking the

6 words "$10 per day-" and inserting in their place "$15

7 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by striking

8 the words "$14 for each day" and inserting in their place

9 "$20 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater for each

10 day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of $10 per day

11 shall be allowed" and inserting in their place "subsistence

12 allowance given to Federal employees shall be allowed";

13 and by striking the words "jury fees in excess of $10 per

14 diem" and inserting in their place "jury fees in excess of $15

15 per diem".

16 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

17 SE. 105. FCORD)s.-Each State or local court shall

18 keep records of the names of all persons on the jury list for

19 said court, names of those pel0ons placed in the jury box,

20 wheel or similar device, questionnaires, applications, or docu-

21 ments of any sort used in the selection of jurors, the names

22 and race of the persons drawn from the jury box, wheel

23 or similar device, the names of those performing jury service

24 and the date thereof and such additional appropriate records

25 as the judge or judges or said court may direct. Such
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j records shall be retained for a period of not less than four

2 years.

3 J URY DISCIJMINATION

4 S18c. 106. (a) Oil application of any citizen residing

5 within the area of, or any litigant in, any State or local

6 court, or of the Attorney (ienemal of tie United States,

7 alleging that persons have been systematically excluded from

8 grand or petit juries on grounds of rae or color in such

9 State or local court or that the recordkeel)ing requirements of

10 section 105 art not being fully inmplenented, the Federal

11 district court for the district in which said State or local

12 court is located shall, upon a showing thereof, direct the

13 D)irector of the Administrative Office of the United States

14 Courts, directly or through subordinate officials, to assme

15 responsibility for the selection and administration of juries

16 in that State or local court and the Director shall administer

17 and supervise the selection of juries inl accordance with the

18 procedures set forth in sutbsections (b) and (c) of section

19 101. The Director may, if practical, use the Federal list or

20 part. thereof of jurors for the area in which said State or local

21 court is located. The Director shall act without regard to

22 State and local laws and regulations applicable to jury selec-

23 tion and service in said State or local court and all judges

24 therein shall apply Federal law governing jury selection and

25 service. The Director may, in accordance with civil service
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1 laws, aPpoint and fix the compensation of such officers, at-

2 torneys and employees, and make such expenditures, as may

3 be necessary to carry out, his duties under this section. The

4 Director may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the

5 Census for advice and assistance in carrying out his duties.

6 (b) Any final judgment of any Federal or State court

7 within five years prior to the filing of the application in the

8 district court and whether prior to or after the effective date

9 of this Act, determining that there has been systematic ex-

10 clusion from jury service on grounds of race or color iii any

11 State or local court, shall establish such exclusion unless th

12 State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

13 official, satisfies tle district court that such exclusion no

14 longer exists.

15 (c) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

16 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race or

17 color within the area. of any State or local court, )ears to

18 the total population of that area. exceeds by one-thi'd or

19 more the ratio which the number of persons of that race or

20 color serving on grand and petit juries bears to tile total

21 number of persons serving on such juries, this shall be

22 deemed to establish systematic exclusion on grounds of race

23 or color: Provided, however, That in case all or part of the

24 two-year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the
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1 State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

2 official, shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

3 such exclusion no longer exists.

4 SimC. 107. The State or local court may make applica-

5 tion for reinstatement of State procedures to the United

6 States District Court for the District of Columbia which may

7 approve the reinstatement of said procedures if it finds that

8 there is no longer reasonable cause to believe that persons

9 will be excluded from jury service by reason of race or color,

10 or that there will be continued failure to keep records.

11 Sc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

12 able cause to believe that any change in the qualifications,

13 standards, or limitations on the right to a jury trial, operation

14 of the jury system, or the selection of, or challenges to,

15 individual jury members or panel, for any case or class of

16 cases in any State or local court different from those in force

17 and effect oi January 1, 1966, will have the purpose or

18 effect of circumventing this title, he may bring an action in

19 the Federal district court for the district in which such State

20 or local court is located to enjoin such change in qualifica-

21 tons, standards, limitations, operation, selection, or chal-

22 lenge and the district court may grant such temporary or

23 final relief as may be necessary to prevent such circumven-

24 tion of this title.
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1 GENFRUL

2 SEc. 109. Sections 106 (c) and 202 (f) (ii) shall not

3 apply in any area unless a racial or color minority consti-

4 tutes at least 10 per centum of the total population of the

5 area.

6 Sipc. 110. Any person who willfully fails to comply with

7 the rceordkeeping requirements of this title shall be fined not

8 more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year,

9 or both.

10 Sc. 111. The provisions of subsections (a), (b), (c),

11 and (d) of section 1974 of title 42, United States Code,

12 shall apply with respect to jury records required to be main-

13 gained under this title.

14 SEC. 112. This title shall become effective ninety days

15 after the (late of its enactment.

16 TITLE I-PROSECUTION IN AND REeMOVAL TO FEDERAL

17 OUnTs

18 FEDERAL TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

1.9 SEC. 201. The district courts of the United States shall

20 have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts of the

21 States, of all prosecutions for offenses (whether felonies,

22 misdemeanors, or other offenses) defined by the laws of the

23 State or of any subdivision of the State where acts or omis-

24 sions constituting the charged offense occur, whenever prose-
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1 cution of such offenses in a Federal district court is necessary

2 and proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

3 Smc. 202. (a) Objec.tion to the jurisdiction of the dis-

4 trict court conferred by section 201 shall be entertained only

5 if made before trial and in the manner authorized by the

6 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the time of

7 the objection. If such objection is not made before trial,

8 the jurisdiction of the district court shall not thereafter be

9 questioned in any manner or by any court.

10 (b) In the event of a properly presented objection to

11 the jurisdiction of the district court under section 201, the

12 question whether the prosecution of the charged offense

13 in a Federal district is necessary and proper to assure equal

14 protection of the laws shall be promptly decided by the

15 district court sitting without. jury, and its decision sustaining'

16 or overruling the objection shall be reviewable by inter-

17 locutory appeal to the court of appeals within ten days

18 after the entry of the order.

19 (c) If any one of the circumstances specified in sul-

20 section (d) of this section and any one of the circumstances

21 specified in subsection (c) of this section are established

22 by a preponderance of the evidence, the district court shall

23 find that prosecution of the charged offense in a Federal

24 district court is necessary and proper to assure equal pro-

25 tection of the laws.
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1 (d) The circumstances first referred to in subsection

2 (c) of this section are that the victim of the offense is:

3 (i) A member of a racial or color group subject

4 to the discrimination set forth in subsection (e) of this

5 section; or

6 (ii) A person who, by words or action, was ad-

7 vocating or supporting at or near the time of the offense

8 the exercise or enjoyment by any member or members

9 of such group of equal protection of the laws.

10 (e) The circumstances second referred to in subsection

11 (c) of this section are that in any county or other political

12 subdivision, where, tinder applicable State law the offense

13 might be tried, the members of any racial or color group

14 are-

15 (i) systematically excluded from actual service on

16 grand or petit juries in the State or local courts, whether

17 their absence be caused by exclusion from the venires,

18 or by excuses or challenges peremptory or for cause, or

19 otherwise;

20 (ii) systematically denied in any manner the

21 franchise in elections at which any prosecuting official

22 or judge in the county or other political subdivision, or

23 any official who appoints any such prosecuting official

24 or judge, is elected;

25 (iii) systematically segregated in, or discriminated
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I against in any manner in connection with the services

2 or facilities of, State or local jails, prisons, police sta-

3 tions, courts or other public buildings related to the

4 administration of justice;

5 (iv) systematically subjected to harsher punish-

Q ment upon conviction of crime than those to which

7 persons generally convicted of crime are subjected; or

8 (v) systematically subjected to more onerous terms

9 or conditions of bail or conditional release than those to

10 which defendants generally are subjected.

11 (f) (i) Any final judgment of any Federal or State

12 court within five years prior to the commencement of the

13. prosecution under section 201 determining that there has

14 been, on grounds of race or color, systematic exclusion from

15 jury service in the State or local courts of the county or

16 other political subdivision, or systematic denial of the fran-

17 chise in any election in the county or other State political

18 subdivision shall establish the circumstance described in

19 subsection 202 (e) (i) or (ii), as the case may be, unless

20 the defendant satisfies the court that the circumstances

21 described in said subsection (i) or (ii) no longer exist.

22 (ii) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

23 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race or

24 color within the county or other political subdivision bears to

'2 tjw total population of said county or other political sub-
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1 division exceeds by one-third or more the ratio which the

2 number of persons of that race or color serving on grand

3 and petit juries bears to the total number of persons serving

4 on such juries, or the ratio which the number of persons of

5 that race or color registered to vote bears to the total number

6 of persons registered to vote, this shall be deemed to estab-

7 lish the circumstances described in subsection 202 (e) (i) or

8 (ii) : Provided, however, That in case all or part of the two-

9 year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the de-

10 fendant shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

11 such exclusion from juries or franchise no lon ger exists.

12 SEC. 203. (a) Prosecutions under the jurisdiction con-

13 ferred by section 201 shall be commenced by indictment by a

14 Federal grand jury in all cases in which the Constitution

15 requires that prosecution be by indictment; in other cases,

16 prosecution may be by indictment or by information.

17 (b) The district court shall not proceed in the exercise

18 of jurisdiction conferred by section 201 unless, at or prior

19 to final arraignment, in the district court, there is filed with

20 the district court a certificate of the Attorney General of the

21 United States that prosecution of the cause by the United

22 States in a Federal district court would fulfill the responsi-

23 bility of the United States Government to assure equal pro-

24 tection of the laws. Upon the filing of such a certificate, the

25 jurisdiction given by section 201 shall become exclusive of
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1 the courts of any State, and the prosecution shall thereafter

2 be conducted exclusively by the Attorney General of the

3 United States or his designate. Upon the filing of the cer-

4 tificate, no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction of aiiy

5 offense charged against the defendant prosecution for which

6 would constitute jeopardy in respect of the offense described

7 in the certificate. The certificate of the Attorney General

8 shall not be subject to review by any court.

9 (o) If the certificate of the Attorney General described

10 in subsection (b) of this section is not filed at or prior to final

11 arraignment in the district court, the district court shall dis-

12 miss the prosecution without prejudice.

13 (d) Notwithstanding the certificate of the Attorney

14 General described in subsection (b) of this section has not

15 yet been filed and no judicial finding has yet been made sus-

16 gaining the jurisdiction of a Federal court under section 201

17 of this Act, Federal judicial, executive, administrative, and

18 aw enforcement officers and agencies, including but not

19 limited to Federal judges, commissioners, marshals, grand

20 juries, prosecuting attorneys, and the Federal Bureau of In-

21 vestigation may exercise all powers given them by the laws

22 of the United States in order to prevent and investigate any

23 offense within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 and

24 to apprehend and prosecute the offender or offenders. In

25 any case where such powers by the general laws of the
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1 United States are restricted to felonies, the same powers may

2 be exercised in cases involving misdemeanors or other of-

3 senses within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201. The

4 authority given Federal executive, administrative, and law

5 enforcement offices and agencies under this subsection shall

6 be exercised subject to the direction of the Attorney General

7 of tilo United States, but if the delay of their exercise until

8 a direction of the Attorney General is received is imprac-

9 ticable in order effectively to prevent or investigate any of-

10 fense within the jurisdiction given by section 201 of this

.11 Act or to apprehend or )rosecute the offender or offenders,

12 they may be exercised without direction of the Attorney

13 (Jeneral. The Attorney General is authorized to issue rules

14 and regulations for the implementation of this subsection.

15 REMOVAL BY TIIE ATTORNEY GENERAL

16 SEC. 204. (a) Where a prosecution has been cor-

17 menced in any court of a State in respect of any offense within

18 the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 of this Act, the

19 United States may at any time before jeopardy attaches

20 remove the prosecution for trial to the district court for the

21 district embracing the place wherein the prosecution is

22 pending.

23 (b) Such removal shall be instituted by the filing in

24 the district court of the certificate of the Attorney General

63-420 O 66---Z
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1.. described in section 203 (b) of this Act, which certificate
8

2 shall identify the prosecution to be removed. The filing of

3- thistcertificate, together with the filing of a copy thereof with

4 the. judge or clerk of the State court in whibh the prosccu-

S5 tion is pending (which filing may precede or follow or be

'6 contemporaneous with the filing, of the certificate in the

7. district court) shall effect the removal, and the jurisdiction

.8 of, the State court shall thereupon terminate and all State

9 court proceedings thereafter shall be null and void for all pur-

10 poses unless and until the case is remanded. Following re-

11 oval under this section:

12) (i). the jurisdiction conferred by subsection (a) of

1 ,. this section shall be exclusive of the courts of any State,

14 *,,; .aid the prosecution shall be conducted exclusively by the

15 Attorney General or his designate;

16 . (ii) no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

17.', of any offense charged against the defendant, prosecu-

18 'tion for which. would constitute jeopardy in respect of

19 the offense described in the certificate; and

20: (iii) the certificate of the Attorney General shall

21 ,. not be subject to review by any court.

22 (c) Where the offense charged is one required by the

23 Constitution to be prosecuted by indictment and no such

2!4. indictment Was returned prior to removal, indictment by a
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1 Federal grand jury shall be required within a reasonable

2 time or the proceeding shallt be remanded to the State coti.

3 SEC. 5.' a)' 'The Federal Rules of Crimiiial Pio-

4 cedure shail apply to proceedings und sections O1 through

5 204.

6 (b) Any person convicted in proceedings uInder sections

7 201 through 204 slmll be sentenced to the fine, tenn' of itn-

8 prisonment, or both, 'prescribed h the State law applicalle

9 to the offense of which he is convicted, '*'or 01l otalier pirm

10 poses of imposition or execution of sentence, including bdt

11 not limited to the. payment of fine, custody, probiton, parole,

12 and pardon, he slil 'b treated as's :person convicted and

13 sen'tencd un"ler the criminal laws of the united statess.

14 (o) Sections 201 through 205, inclusive, shall become

15 inoperative on and after January 1, 1975.

16 INVESTIGATION OF JURY EXCLUSION "

17 SEC. 206. (a) The United States Commission on Civil

18 Rights shall investigate the service on grandnd petit juries

19 by members of racial or color groups in the State and loM

20 courts of any county or other political subdivision in Whi l

21 it believes that there may be disparate treatment of member

22 of different racial or color groups.

23 (b) Before publishing the results of any such investi-

24 gation, the Commission shall furnish a copy of its proposed
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1 findings to the State or local court, the jury commissioners

2 and any other officials responsible for jury selection in the

3 county or other politwd subdivision concerned and shall

4 give them an opportunity to controvert any of the proposed

5 findings. Upon consideration of their responses and such

6 consultation with the affected commissioners and officials as

7 may be indicated, the Commission may revise its proposed

8 findings. If any of those proposed findings remain contro-

9 vested, the Commission shall cause a public hearing to be

10 held in the county or other political subdivision concerned

11 to consider the remaining issues of fact. Such hearing may

12 be held by the Commission or by a person or persons desig-

13 nated by it who may but need not be a member or members

14 of the Commission or its staff; the person or persons thus

15 designated shall have all the powers the Commission would

16 have in regard to the conduct of such a hearing. If any

17 such hearing is not held by the Commission itself, the

18 person or persons conducting it shall prepare a report which

19 shall be forwarded to the Commission together with such

20 comments thereon as local officials may make and with the

21 record of. the hearing. The Commission shall thereafter

22 publish its findings and a detailed summary of the data on

23 which those findings are based. Judicial notice of the find-

24 ings of the Commission and the data contained in its de-

Aar
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1 tailed summary shall be taken in any judicial proceeding

2 in any court.

3 (o) In any action or proceeding tinder this Act, the

4 Commission's findings and summary of data under subsection

5 (b) of this section shall constitute evidence of the facts pre-

6 sented therein and, except to the extent that the party con-

7 troverting those facts satisfies the court, by evidence on the

8 record as a whole, that particular findings or data are not

9 correct, the courts shall accept the Commission's findings

10 and data as adequately probative of all the facts contained

11 therein and shall make its findings in accordance therewith.

12 (d) In proceedings under this section, the Commis-

13 sion shall have all the powers granted it tinder all other

14 statutes; and the powers conferred on it by this section are

15 in addition to its powers under such other statutes.

1.6 FEDERAL OFFENSES

17 Sw. 207. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

18 is amended to read as follows:

19 "(a) Whoever, whether acting under color of law or

20 otherwise-

21 "(1) willfully injures, oppresses, threatens, or in-

22 timidates any person in the free exercise or enjoyment of

23 any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or
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protected, by tho,-Constitution, or laws of the United

2 , States, or hpcw#.of his havmgso" exercised, the same;
3"(2) intentionally c9niti an ,,pt oran assault

and battery, upon any peron ,xertisipg, attempting to

5 exercjs., or avopct, g the exeroi e of, any right,, priv-

ilege or imnity secured or, proteote4, against dscrimi-

7 nation on the groutods of rae or olor, bytheOonstitu-

8 rion or l47s of the United States; or

9 "(3) intentionally comnits an assault or an assault

10 and battery upon any person using, , directly or indirectly,

11 the facilities, of interstate commerce, or traveling therein,

12 or upon any person. where the assailant uses, direoty

13 or, indirectly, any, facility of interstate commerce, or
14 anything that has moved in interstate commerce, in

15 th commission of the assault or assault and battery,

16 when the purpose or reasonably foreseeable effect of

17 such assault or assault and battery is to prevent any

18 person or class of persons from exercising or advocat-

19 ing equal-rights or opportunities, free from discrimin&

20 tion on the grounds of race or color, or to intimidate

21 any person or class of persons in the exercise or ad-

22 vocacy of such rights or opportunities; shall upon con-

23 viction thereof be fined not more. than $1,000 or im-

24 prisonod for not more than one year, or both; except that

25 if in the course of the act or acts for which he is convicted
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1 he inflicts death or grave bodily injury, he shall be fined

2 not more than $10,000 and imprisoned for not more than

3 twenty years, or both.

4 it (b) If two ox movie persons- go in disguise on the

5 highway or on the premises of another, with Iitent to pre-

6 vent or hinder the free exercise of enjoyment of any right,

7 privilege, or immunity covered by subsection (a) of this

8 section, they shall, upon conviotion, be subject to the penal-

9 ties in subsection (a) of this section."

10 TITLE III-PRBVENTIVE RELIEF

11 SEc. 301. Whenever any person has engaged or there

12 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

13 to engage in any at or practice which Would deprive any

14 other peron, because of race or color, of any right" privilege,

15 or immunity, granted, secured, or protected by the Constitu-

16 tion or laws of the United States, such other person in his

17 own right or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

18 United States, may institute a civil action or other proper

19 proceeding for preventive relief, including an application

20 for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order,

21 order requiring the posting of a bond to secure compliance

22 with any order of the court, or other order.

23 Smo. 302. Whenever any person has engaged or there

24 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

25 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any
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1 other person of, or hinder him in the exercise of, the right

2 to speak, assemble,. petition, or otherwise express himself

3 for the purpose of advocating equality of persons or oppor-

4 tunity free from discrimination, because of race or color,

5 such other person in his own right, or the Attorney, General

6 for or in the name of the United States, may institute a civil

7 action or other proceeding for preventive relief, including

8 an application for a permanent or temporary injunction,

9 restraining order, order requiring the posting of bond 'to

10 secure compliance with any order of the court, or other

11 order: Provided, That such other person above mentioned is

12 a person described in subsection 202 (d) (i) or (ii)"and

13 any one of the circumstances specified in section 202 (e) is

14 established by a preponderance of the evidence. The provi-

15 sions of section 202 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings

16 under this section.

17 Sm . 303. In any proceeding under this section the

18 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

19 person. The district courts of the United States shall have

20 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title

21 and shall exercise the same wMithout regard to whether the

22 party aggrieved shall have exhausted any administrative or

23 other remedies that may be provided by law.
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1 TITLE IW-REMOVAL BY CERTAIN DE'ENDANTS

2 SFC. 401. Any defendant in a criminal action or in a

3 civil or criminal contempt action in a State or local court

4 may remove said action to the district court of the United

5 States for the district embracing the place wherein it is

6 pending if the defendant is, a person described in either

7 subsection (i) or (ii) of section 202 (d) and if any one of

8 the circumstances specified in section 202 (e) is established

9 by a. preponderance of the evidence. The provisions of see-

1o tion 202.(f) shall be applicable in proceedings under this

11 section.

12 Sc. 402. Any defendant in any action or proceeding

13 (civil, criminal or otherwise) in a State or local court may

14 remove said action or proceeding to the district court of the

15 United States for the district embracing the place wherein it

16 is pending if the action or proceeding is maintained for or on

17 account of any act or omission in the exercise of the freedoms

18 of speech, of the press, of assembly or of petition guaranteed

19 by the Constitution or laws of the United States for the

20 purpose of advocating or supporting racial equality or of pro-

21 testing the denial of racial equality; or any act or omission

22 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States
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1 of which is to intimidate him or any other person from

2 seeking or advowaing equality of persons or opportunity

3 free from discrimination based on race or color.

4 SRo. 505. (a) The Commission on Civil Rights may 1-

5 qu(, st and the departmentt of Justice shall make available any

6 investigative reports that the-D epartm ent of Justice has that

7 are relevant to the complaint and investigation.

8 (b) The Commission may request and the Attorney

9 General is authorized to direct that additional investigation

10 of matters relevant to the complaint be conducted by the

11 Federal Bureau of Investigation.

12 (c) The Commission shall supply copies of all of its

13 investigative reports to the Attorney Oeneral.

14 SEe. 506. If, after such investigation, the Commission

15 shall determine that probable cause exists for crediting' the

16 complaint, it shall direct the Board to conduct a hearing

17 thereon as provided in section 507; if, however, the Commis-

18 sion shall determine that probable cause does not exist or

19 that no substantial damage has occurred, it shall dismiss the

20 complaint.

21 SEC. 507. (a) Any hearing may be conducted by the

22 Board or any member of the Board designated by the Chair-

23 man.

24 (b) In the event the Board determines that because of

25 the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it is not
0o
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1 in, the interest of. justice for it or a member to conduct it hear-

2 ing, it. may designate an agent or employee of the Board or a

3 person Aot associated with the Board to conduct the hearing,

4 provided tiny. such agent, employee or; other person so desig-

0 nated shall be a member of the bar of the highest court

6 of one of the States of the United States..

7 (c) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

8 shall be reimbursed for services rendered in connection with

.9 such hearing as determined by the Board, subject to approval

10 of the Civil Service Commission.

11 (d) The Board or any member or hearing officer

12 may administer oaths or aflirmations.

13 (e) The Board shall have the same power of investi-

14 gation ad subpena as those granted the National Labor

15 Relations Board in subsections (1) and (2) of section 161

16 of title 29, United States Code.

17 (f) A full record shall be made and kept of all heax-

18 ings conducted.

19 SEc. 508. (a) After hearing, the Board, member or

20 hearing officer conducting the hearing shall make findings

21 of fact based upon the record.

22 (b) After a hearing conducted by the Board, it shall,

23 if it finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred

24 to in section 504, make a monetary award of indemnification

25 to compensate such complainant for such injury.
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1 by the Constitution or laws of the United States, the United

2 States shall have a cause of action for recovery of the amount

3 of such award against the person or persons responsible for

4 the injury for which the award is made.

5 (b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted

6 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law,

7 the political subdivision and/or the State under whose

8 authority such action was taken shall be jointly and severally

9 liable with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

10 (o) In any case brought under this section against any-

11 one notified under section 509, the findings of fact as made,

12 modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to section 508

13 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima facie evidence

14 of the facts determined by the findings, and the award of

15 indemnification shall be admissible and shall constitute prima

16 facie evidence of the damages suffered by the complainant.

17 (d) The district courts of the United States shall have

18 jurisdiction to hear cases brought under this section.

19 SFwc. 513. (a.) In the event the person injtired dies, a

20 complaint may be filed by any representative of his estate,

21 or by his or her spouse, child, or dependent and the Board

22 shall determine to whom any award shall be made.

23 (b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of the

24 person injured to file a complaint, it may be filed by his or

25 her spouse, child, dependent, or counsel.
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1 5.1:. 54.. All complaints must .be filed within six

2 months of the injury for which an award is sought,, except

3 that where tile injury results ill death, tile complaint may

4 be filed within twelve months of death.

5 Smic. 515. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the

6 right to pursue any action or remedy granted him under any

7 other law of the United States or any State: Provided, That

8 in the event that any person receives in any other action an

9 award of damages for which an award of indemnification has

10 been made under this title, the United States shall have a

11 lien against such award in the amount of the award of

12 indemnification. In the event such other award is miade

13 prior to the award of indemnification, the amount of such

14 other award shall be considered by the Board in determining

15 whether to make an award and, if so, the amount of the

16 award.
17 TrLEI VI-RIEMOFAL OF STATE' OR LOCAL POLICE

18 OF1'F,'ICIALS FOR GROSS VIOLATIONS OF1 CIVIL 1liT1's

19 Smc. 601. (a) Whenever any sheriff, constable, or other

20 State or local police officer misuses or abuses his official

21 powers. in disregard of his constitutional duty and inten-

22 tionally causes grave bodily injury or death to another or

23 others because of their race or color, or whenever such

24 officer having the authority or responsibility to do so will-

25 fully neglects to prevent such acts of violence by public

63-420 O- 66- . ;
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4the detbeosdd -requItiag th'U useiislo br irnVlof said

5 officer from office "Or 'sdch' dther M~ief , As, rihiy, b l &Slty

6 to effeottd the policies 6f thigtitle. / The cdkiplhiidl

7 alwi'set forth h etWi th tso"nii6& htd' ai

officer whichi formin the: bAssfor the' rquest~cd relief.

9 '"(b-) Wh%66e0er a, o'in p'ihit 'is- filed Ius ph'6idd h sub-

10 section (a) of this, s6ctioh, &'h~Civil S&'kOhdeCTuinni~sioii

11 may, itilt§ discritton, permit the Attbftoy Gtrerui to intek-

121 Vefle in 'suchf pOocbdingAIfhe cettifies- th at the (jifoseoutiohi

13 'of 'thi ompihlafr~t *' oif giirai"ulbllim rtn

15 thigh title if he oceitiffes' to the"MI Ciilrvke -0dm fii9§ift1 tlhdi

16 the filing and prosecution of the-coirlphdnt 'is of" gcner'ld

17 public irTpothc2'

18 'S~b. 6020 (a) Whenever abo &IomplAhi~tIA 6 "t~befiled 'as

19 providbid iii' s66loh- 1601, ihe OPOWi Set ice-06n'uiisio6 shali

20 notify the difcer named inite t- complaint :of thb MAire of

21, the charge, 'and shall investigate 'tib 'charge f' Aftef'suci

22 prliiary' nVestigation' the Wolmthiissioi shall. determine

23 that probable Muuse eltistm for breditintg thb complaint, the

24 Comm-ission' shall cause t0 be servedd 4pon said officer (here-

25 after referred to as the "respondent") a. copy of the corn-

V -
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, , .p ao l,hperein, ftiep not lep than fifteen, days after

Be rvtcq Qf !U 1epit, Ap4 nc,
t,, 1(.4), ,Te.resp qe ~t 4a! ave tho right to Alp a verified

5, .Avr,,to qu~h cnipint .nd t, appex''At $4.9h lerhg in

,6 pe9 , ro .trwise, .with or without counsel, ,pq present

7 eyi4den. 4nd o exjmine and cro-einie ,witnesse .

8 )Te .- nPnissioP, sb4 ;.have ,th. power, reponably
9 apdffqir1y,to ainpndaay,,cpplaint, ad te -rospoiient shall

10 h, ,jilfe power to amend his ,pswer,.

11 '(,) AN. testimony. hall, be taken under oath,

1(.q) I, upon the preponderance of the evidence the

13 Commqs~in p4ha) f!nd that: the rpondepAas engaged in

14 the,,aetqor omissions,, charged in 09 o mplaint, the Com-

15 i n sall ,,state .it findings of fact and shall issue and

16 cause to be served on the espondent, such order as may be

17 appropriate which may include order. ,(1) ,suspending re-

18 *s)po'7leit from office for sqch period of time as the, Commis-

19 sio9n may, dee. necessary, (2) removing respondent from
20 oftllC, Apd (3) disquelify'mg respondent from holding said

Z, or ay ;other oflce for siwh period of time not exceeding ten

22_ (10) yes as in the.jdgment of the Commission may be

23 necessary to effectuate the policies of this title.

24 (),If the Commission shall find that suspension or re-

25 moval from office is not warranted, but that acts of violence
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I have occurred or there are reasonable grounds to believe

2 that such acts are likely to occur, the Commission may refer

3 the entire record of the proceeding to the Attorney General

4 with a recommendation that the Attorney General institute

5 action under title III of this Act.

6 (g) In any action instituted by the Attorney General

7 pursuant to subsection (f) of this section, the Attorney Gen-

8 eral may file in the district court of the United States for the

9 district in which the respondent resides the certified tran-

10 script of the record of the proceedings before the Coininis-

11 sion and the court after causing notice thereof to be served

12 upon the respondent shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding

13 and shall have power to grant such relief as it deems just and

14 proper upon the record set forth in the transcript. The

15 court, however, may on its own motion or upon application

16 by either party, take additional evidence before entering an

17 order granting or denying the relief requested.

18 Sjic. 603. (a) (1) The Commission shall have power to

19 petition the United States court of appeals for the judicial

20 circuit wherein the respondent resides, or if the court of

21 appeals is in vacation, any district court within the circuit,

22 for the enforcement of any order issued pursuant to section

2:1 (;02 (e). The Commission shall certify and file in the court

2. to which petition is made a transcript of the entire record in

25 tl proceeding, including tile pleadings and testimony upon

76
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1 which such order was entered and the findings and the order

2 of the Commission.

8 (2) Upon such filing the court shall cause notice thereof

4 to be served upon such respondent and thereupon the court

5 shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the question

6 determined therein and shall have power to grant such

7 temporary relief as it deems just and proper and to make and

8 enter upon the pleadings, testimony, arid proceedings set

9 forth in such transcript a decree enforcing, modifying, and

10 enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part

11 the order of the Commission.

12 (3) No objection that has not been urged before the

13 Commission, shall be considered by the court, unless the

14 failure or neglect to urge such objection shall be excused be-

15 cause of extraordinary circumstances.

16 (4) The findings of the Commission with respect to

17 questions of fact if supported by substantial evidence on the

18 record considered as a whole shall be conclusive.

19 (5) If either party shall apply to the court for leave to

20 adduce additional evidence and shall show to the satisfaction

21 of the court that such additional evidence is material and

22 that there were reasonable grounds for the failure to ad-

23 duce such evidence in the hearing before the Commission, the

24 court may order such additional evidence to be taken before

25 the Commission, and to be made a part of the transcript.
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1 (6) .The- Comnilsson 'may modify it'ftiding, att tle

2 facts, *orwmake new filudings;' by irabn:'of, tidditlohal cMden6e

3 so taken hnd fileA, ard tithall fl1b shh.Y Wified'o, new find-

4 lngs, which findings Mith respect to qu'est&m 6f IfacV if siP-

5 ported by substantial' evldedcel n 'the' retordi bngidedas "a

6 whdld shall be conclsive; '%nd 'ih reeommendhtonA, if any,

7 for the modification Or settittg aside of'its'oigiill brder.
8 . .(7) The juiisdietion, fi he co~rthhll be e.clusive' and

9 its judgment and decree shall be final, exceptthat th~e'i

10 shall be, ubjet to revieir by ,the appiopriate iU~itd Stated

11 court of appeals' if application'was made to 'the 'alitriotrdoui'

12 as hereinabove provided, atid by the SapremoConrt of the*

13 United' States as provided in sedtion,' 254,a'title 8, United

14 States Code." , ..

15 (b) Ahy person i6ggrieved by a final order'of the Com-:

16 mission may obtain a 'review of suh'oder 'fii hny 'United

17 States cou't of appeals for'the judicial I'ircidtl wherein such'

18 person resides or th6- Ootirt- of-Appeals fr theDiTrict a

19 Columbia, by filing In such court a'written petition praiying i

20 that the' order of thd Comimisslon be modified or set aside. A

21 copy of such petition shall be forthwith served' ppiin' the

22 Commission whith shAll file in'the 'court a:trtnsrij~t of the-

23 entire record in the proceeding, inelu ding the'plea!dingi and

24 testimony upon which the order complained 'of Wag entered
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1. and the.findings aid, order, of, the. Commission. "Upon such

2., Alingi, tlioiourtshall proceed in the same manner as in the

3., case .of ,an, .pPicatou by the Commission undersubsection

. (aI, and4 shaJlaye the. same exclusivee jurisdiction to grant

5 -to,,th petiipnor or .to: the ,CoxmipsIon such temporary re-
6 lief as.,it dqm just and'proper, and in like mannertto make

7 and enter a decree enforoing, modifying, and, enforcing as so

.8 modified, or, setting aside in whole -or in part the order of

.9. tho, 1Joimnission, .....

1, (c) The comnu1encenlent of proceedings under this see-

11 tion shall not, unless specifically ordered by the court, oper-

12. ateatsia :stay of the Commission's order..

3 .:(d) pon-thetfiling ofany. ,etition under this section,

14 it shall be the duty of the chief judge of the court of appeals

15 to assign the case for hearing at the earliest practicable date

16 :and to, cause the case to be in every way.expedited.

17 , Svc. 604. If after. preliminary , investigation or during

18 the hearing, the Commission shall find that a complaint filed

19-. i/der this, title lacks probable cause, it, shall dismiss the

20 complaint and,,nQ appeal..shall lie from said order of

21. dismissal. .

22, . Sinc. 605. In any action commenced pursuant to this

23 title,- the Commission or the court, in. its discretion, may

24 allow the prevailing party, other than the United States,

79
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1 a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs, and the

2 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

3 person.

4 TITLE VII-AMHNDMNT TO TITLB VII OF 1964 Acm

5 SEC. 701. Title VII of Public Law 88-352 (the Civil

6 Rights Act of 1964) is amended as follows:

7 (a) Add a new paragraph to section 701 (a) as fol-

8 lows:

9 "The term 'governmental unit' means a State or a

10 political subdivision thereof or an agency of one or more

11 States or political subdivisions."

12 (b) Amend so much of section 701 (b) as appears

13 before the word "Provided" to read as follows: "The term

14 'employer' means: (1) a person engaged in an industry

15 affecting commerce who has twenty-five or more employees

16 for each working day in each of twenty or more calendar

17 weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any

18 agent of such a person, but such term does not include (i)

19 the United States, a corporation wholly owned by the

20 Government of the United States, or an Indian tribe, (ii)

21 a bona fide membership club (other than a labor organiza-

22 tion) which is exempt from taxation under section 501 (c)

23 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954; (2) a governmental

24 tunit and any agent of such governmental unit:"

on
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1 (c) Add the words "or governmental unit" following

2 the word "person" wherever it appears in section 701 (c).

3 (d) Delete the phrase "or an agency of a State or

4 political subdivision of i State," from section 701 (c).

5 (e) Add a comna and the following language after

6 the word "charge" on line 9 of section 706(e) : "unless

7 the respondent is a State."

8 (f) Insert the words "or governmental unit" in section

9 707 (a) following the word "persons" on lines 2 and 12 of

10 such subsection.

11 (g) Insert the words "for or in the name of the United

12 States" following the word "action" on line 6 of section

13 707 (a).

14 (h) Insert the words "or governmental unit" follow-

15 ing the word "person" on line 4 of section 709 (a) on lines

16 1 and 5 of section 710 (c) and on lines 2 and 7 of section

17 713 (b).

18 TITLE'l VII f-1MfSCLANFOUS

19 SFC. 801. (a) The term "State" as used herein shall

20 include the District of Columbia.

21 (b) The term "because of race or color" shall mean

22 because of hostility to the race or color of any person, or

23 because of his association with persons of a different race
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1 or color or his advbc~vy of equality of persons of different.

2 nims or colors.

a (e) 'The terill "hearing ofhcer" shall mean an agent or

4 employee of the Idinifieition Board 'or * ii ;prso not

5 otherwise associate with the lloard Who is designated by

6 the Board to collduct a hearing.

7 (d) The term "action taken under color of law" shall

8 include the knowing refusal or failure to act where action

9 cold or may have provenlted Injury.

10 (e) The term "injury to property" shall include any

11 financial or economic loss.

12 (f) Te term "judicial distit" shall mean a division

13 thereof where the judicial district is divided into divisions.

14 Svc. 802. (a) There are hereby authorized to be ap-

15 propriated such sums as may be necessary to carry out the

16 provisions of this Act, including payment of awards under

17 tillO V.

18 (b) If any provision of this Act or the application

19 thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the

20 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision to

21 other persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances

22 shall not, be affected thereby.

* ~-s.~; ~ *~-*..d.~- *1-
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2 MIKHe R. 12818

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FvRUARY 15,1P86

Mr. FRASERI introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
Designed to prevent crimes of intimidation, violence, and murder

against Negroes and civil rights workers lawfully seeking
to enforce the Constitution.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Protection

4 Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:

00
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1 "§ 1864. Duties, compensation, and methods of selecting

2 and drawing jurors

3 1"(a) JURY CoMmiSSO.-A jury commission shall be

4 established in each judicial district, consisting of the clerk

5 of the court or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the

6 clerk and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the

7 district court. The jury commissioner shall be a citizen of the

8 United States of good standing, a resident of the district,

9 and, at the time of his appointment, shall not be a member

10 of the same political party as the clerk of the court or a

11 duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If more,

12 than one jury commissioner is appointed, each may be desig-

13 nated to serve in one or more of the places where court is

14 held, and the clerk and the jury commissioner so designated

15. shall constitute the jury commission for that part of the dis-

16 trict. In the event that a jury commissioner is unable for
17 any reason to perform his duties, mother jury commissioner

18 may be appointed, as provided herein, to act in his place

19 until he is able to resume his duties.

20 "(b) JURY SELETO.--

21 "(i) In the performance of its duties, the jury com-

22 mission shall act under the direction and supervision of

23 the chief judge of the district.

24 "(ii) The names of persons who may be called for

25 grand or petit jury service shall be obtained under a

84
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1 sampling plan prepared by the jury commission with

2 the approval of the chief judge and designed to provide

3 a representative cross section of the population of the

4 judicial district without exclusion on the basis of race,

5 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

6 social status. The plan for obtaining such names and the

7 method for carrying out such plan shal be prepared in

8 consultation with and approved by the Director of the

9 Administrative Office of the United States Courts, who

10 may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the Census

1i for advice and assistance.

12 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

13 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than three

14 hundred qualified persons, publicly drawn by chance,

15 shall be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device.

16 "(iv) The names of jurors for service on grand and

17 petit juries shall be publicly drawn by chance from the

18 jury box, wheel, or similar device.

19 "(v) In determining whether persons whose names

20 are to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device

21 are qualified as jurors under section 1861 6f title 28, as

22 amended, the jury commission may use such question'

23 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the aIm

24 proval of the Director of the Administrative Office of

25 the United States Courts, may deem appropriate, in-
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1 eluding the administration of oaths., The questionnaires

2 may be-filled out by the Individual or by another on his

8 behalf. With the. approval of the chief! judge, the jury

4'1 commission, may designate deputy' cleikg andi other em-

5 ployees in the office, of the clerk of t&h court to assist the

6 commission in the performance of its duties, and to per-

,7' form under its direction such of the detailed duties of the

8 commission as in the opinion of the chief judge. could be

9 assigned to them.

10 ";(o) RFCOBDS.-The jury commission -shall keel) ree-

11 ords of the names obtained under subsection (b) (ii) of

A . this section, the names of persons; placed in the jury box,

13. wheel, or similar device, the questionnaires,, if any; returned

14 by old persons, the names and raee of the ;persons drawn

,10:. from th jury box, wheel, or similar device, the ,names of

.16, those performing 'jury service, and the dates thereof and

• such additional appropriate records as the chief. judge may

18 direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of not

19 less than four years.

20,. "(d) ENFORCEMENT BY COURT OF APPEALS.-On

21 application of any citizen residing in, or;, litigznt in, any

judicial 'district or. of the Attorney General of the United

23: States,.alleging that the jury selection procedures or record-

24 keeping requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c)

20.of this section are not being fully iiiplemented, the United

on

k I k , , - - Is al. - . -',
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1 States court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which said

2 judicial district is, located shall, upon. a showing 'thereof,

3 appoint jury, commissioners, responsible to said court 6f

4 appeal and direct such jury; commissioners in the selectioh

5 of juries and the keeping of records in accordainewith sub-

6 sections (b) and- (e) of this section. Where evidence is

7 required for a determination by the court of appeals, the

8 court may hear the evidence itself or appoint a master to

9 act for it in accordance with law. .. .. .1, q. •!

10 "(6) RETURN OF JunY SuPEvwsION.-he -court

11 of appeals may, on its own motion br on application df:

12 the chief judge of the judicial district, approve the return

13 of supervision and control of the jury selection procedures to'

14 the chief judge and to the jury commission for said judicial

15 district at any time when the court of appeals finds tht

16 there is reasonable cause to believe that the jury selection:

17 procedures and recordkeeping requirements prescribed inf

18 subsections (b) and (o) of this section will be fully:

19 implemented.

20 "(f) COMPENSATION.-Each jury cOmmissioner al"'

21 pointed on a part-time basis shall be compensated for hi[

22 services at the rate of $25 per day for each* day in which

23 he actually and necessarily is engaged in. the performance

24 of his official duties, to be paid upon certificate of tlhe chief

25 judge of the district,
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1 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a full-time basis

2 shall receive a salary to be fixed from time to time by the

3 Judicial Conference of the United States at a rate which, in

4 the opinion of the Judicial Conference, corresponds to that

5 provided by the Classification Act of 1949, as amended,

6 for positions in the executive branch with comparable

7 responsibilities.

8 "Eaich jury commissioner shadl receive his traveling

9 and subsistence expenses within the lhnitations prescribed

10 for clerks of district courts while absent from his designated

11 post of duty on official business.

12 "(g) DBLEATIO.N.-Anly of the powers or duties con-

13 ferred upon the chief judge under this section may be del-

14 egated by him to another judge of the district: Provided,

15 however, That where part of a district by agreement or order

16 of court is assigned to one particular judge and he cus-

17 tomarily holds court there, as to such part of the district

18 he shall perform the functions and fulfill the duties conferred

19 upon the chief judge in this section."

20 Sio. 102. Section 1861 (2) setting forth qualifications

21 of Federal jurors is amended by striking out the words

22 "read" and "write".

23 SEC. 103. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

24 lowing sentence to subsection (b): "If the district judge

25 determines that the ability to read or write English is reason-

Do
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1 ably required in order for jurors to perform their duties in

2 any particular case or cases, he shall be empowered to ei-

3 elude those who cannot read or write English, except" thit

4 no person'shall be excluded on this ground who has com-

5 pleted the sixth grade in an English language school."

6 SEC. 104. Section 1871 is amended by striking the

7 words "$10.00 per day" and inserting in their place "$15.00

8 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by strik-

9 ing the words "$14.00 for each day" and inserting in their

10 place "$20.00 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater

11 for each day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of

12 $10.00 per day shall be allowed" and inserting in their place

13 "subsistence allowance given to Federal employees shall be

14 allowed"; and by striking the words "jury fees in excess of

15 $10.00 per diem" amid inserting in their place "jury fees in

16 excess of $15.00 per diem".

17 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

18 SEC. 105. RLCoRDS.-Eaoh State or local court shall

19 keep records of the names of all persons on the jury list for

20 said court, names Of those persons placed in the jury bok,

21 wheel, or similar device, questionnaires, applications, or doc-

22 ments of any sort used in the selection of jurors, the names

23 and race of the persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, br

24 similar device, the names of those performing jury service,

25 and the dates thereof, and such additional appropriate records

63-420 O-60--7
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I1 as the judge or judges of said court may direo&. Suoh-records

2, shall be remained for a period of not loss than four years.

3:, Sn. 106. JURY DISCIMINATION.--

4 (a) On applioation of any citizen residing within the

5 area of, or any litigant in, any State or local court, or of the

6 Attorney. General of the United States, alleging that per-

7 sons have been systematically excluded from grand or petit

$ juries on grounds of race or color in such State or local court

9 or that the, recordkeeping requirements of section 105 are

10 not being fully implemented, the Federal district court for

11 the district in which said State or local court is located shall,

12 upon a showing thereof, direct the Director of the Adminis-

13 trative Office of the United States Courts, directly or through

14 subordinate officials, to assume responsibility for the seleo-

15 tion and administration oi ,juries in that State or local court

16 and the Director shall administer and supervise the selection

17 of juries in accordance with the procedures set forth in sub-

18 sections (b) and (c) of section 101. The Director may, if

19 practical, use the Federal list or part thereof of jurors for

20 the area in which said State or local court'is located. The

21 Director'shall act without, regard toState and locaJ !aws and

22 regulations applicable to jury selection and service in said

23 State or local court and all judges therein shall apply Federal

24 law governing jury selection and service. The Director may,

25 in accordance with civil service laws, appoint and fix the

90
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1 compensation of such officers, attorneys, and employees, and

2 make. such expenditures, as may be necessary to carry out

3 his duties under this section. The Directaor may call upon

4 the Director of the Bureau of the Oensus foradvice and as-

5 sistanoe in carrying out his duties.

6 (b) Any final judgment of any Federal or State court

7 within five years prior to the filing of the application in the

8 district court and whether prior to or after the effective date

9 of this Act, determining that there has been systematic ex-

10 olusion from jury service on grounds of race or color in any

11 State ir local court, shall establish such exclusion unless the

12 State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

13 official, satisfies the district court that such exclusion no

14 longer exists.

15 . (c) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

16. years the ratio which the number of persons of any race" or

17 color within the area of any State or local court ' bears to

18 the total population 'of that area exceeds by one-third or

19 more the ratio which the number of persons of that race or

20. color serving on grand and petit juries bears to the total

21. number of persons serving on such juries, this shall be deemed

22 to establish systematic exclusion on grounds of race or color:

23 Provided, however, That in case all or part of the two-year

24 period antedates the effective date of this Act, the State or

91,
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1 local court; through its clerk, or other appropriate official,

2 shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that- such ex-

3 clusion no longer exists.

4 SEvc. 107. The State or local court may make applica-

5 tion for reinstatement of State procedures to the United

6 States District Court for the District of Columbia which may

7 approve the reinstatement of said procedures if it finds that

8 there is no longer reasonable cause to believe that persons

9 will be excluded from jury service by reason of race or

10 color, or that there will be continued failure to keep records.

11 SEc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

12 able cause to believe that any change in the qualifications,

13 standards, or limitations on the right to a jury trial, opera-

14 tion of the jury system, or the selection of, or challenges to,

15 individual jury members or panel, for any case or class of

16 cases in any State or local court different from those in force

17 and effect on January 1, 1966, will have the purpose or

18 effect of circumventing this title, he may bring an action

19 in the Federal district court for the district in which such

20 State or local court is located to enjoin such change in qual-

21 ifications, standards, limitations, operation, selection, or chal-

22 lenge and the district court may grant such temporary or

23 final relief as may be necessary to prevent such circumven-

24 tion of this title.

92
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1 GENERAL

2 Sm., 109. Sections 106 (o) and 202 (f) (ii) shall not

3 apply in any area unless a racial or color minority constitutes

4 at least 10 per centum of the total population of the area.-

5 SEC. 110. Any person who willfully fails to comply with

6 the recordkeeping requirements of this title shall be fined nit

7 more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year,

8 or both.

9 SEC. 111. The provisions of subsections (a), (b), and

10 (c) of section 1974 of title 42, United States Code,

11 shall apply with respect to jtwy records required to be main-

12 tained under this title.

13 - SEc. 112. This title shall become effective ninety days

14 after the date of its enactment.

15 TITLE II-PROSECUTION IN AND REMOVAL

16. TO FEDERAL COURTS

17 FEDERAL TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

18 SEC. 201. The district courts of the United States shall

19 have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts of the

20 States, of all prosecutions for offenses (whether felonies;

21 misdemeanors, or other offenses) defined by the'laws of thd

22 State or of any subdivision of the State where acts or oms

23 sons constituting the charged offense occur, whenever pros-

93
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1 ecution of such offenses in -a Federal district court is neces-

2 sary and proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

3 , SEC. 202; (a) Objection to the jurisdiction of the district

4 court conferred by section 201 shall be entertained only if

5 made before trial and in the manner authorized by the Fed-

6 eral Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the time of the

7 objection. If such objection is not made before trial, the

8 jurisdiction of the district court shall not thereafter be ques-

9 tioned in any manner or by any court.

10 (b) In the event of a properly presented objection to

11 the jurisdiction of the district court under section 201, the

12 question whether the prosecution of the charged offense in a

13 Federal district is necessary and proper to assure equal pro-

14 tection of the laws shall be promptly decided by the district

15 court sitting without jury, and its decision sustaining or over-

16 ruling the objection shall be reviewable by interlocutory ap-

17 peal to the court of appeals within ten days after the entry

18 of the order.

19 (e) If any one of the circumstances specified in sub-

20 section (d) of this section and any one of the circumstances

21 specified in subsection (e) of this section are established by

22 a preponderance of the evidence, the district court shall find

23 that prosecution of the charged offense in a Federal district

24 court is necessary and proper to assure equal protection of

25 the laws.
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1 (d) The circumstances first referred to in subsection (c)

2 of this section are that the victim of the offense is--

3 1 (i) a member of a racial or color group subject to

4 the discrimination set forth in subsection (e) of this

5 section; or

6 (A) a person who, by words or action, was advocat,-

7 ing or supporting at or near the time of the offense the

8 exercise or enjoyment by any member or members of

9 such group of equal protection of the laws.

10 (e) The circumstances second referred to in subsection'

11 (c) of this section are: that in any county or other political

12 subdivision, where, under applicable State law the offense

13 might be tried, the members of any mcial or color group

14 axe-

15 (i) Systematically excluded from actual service on

16 grand or petit juries in the State or local courts, whether

17 their absence be caused by exclusion from the venires, or

18 by excuses or challenges peremptory or for cause, or

19 otherwise; or

20 (ii) Systematically denied in any manner the fran-

21 chise in elections at which any prosecuting official or

22 judge in the county or other political subdivision, or any

23 official who appoints any such' prosecuting official or

24 judge, is elected; or.

25 (iii) Systematically segregated in, or discriminated'
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1 " against in any manner in connection with the services

2 or facilities of, State or local jails, prisons, police sta-

3 tions, court, or other public buildings related to the

4 administration of justice; or

5 (iv) Systematically subjected to harsher punish-

.6 ment upon conviction of crime than those to which

7 persons'generally convicted of crime are subjected; or

'8 (v) Systematically subjected to more onerous

9 terms or conditions of bail or conditional release than

10 those to which defendants generally are subjected.

11 (f) (i) Any final judgment of any Federal or State

12 court within five years prior to the commencement of the

13 prosecution tnder section 201 determining that there has

14 been, on grounds of race or color, systematic exclusion from

15 juiy service in the State or local courts of the county or

16 other political subdivision, or systematic denial of the fran-

17 chise in any election in the county or other State political

18 subdivision shall establish the circumstance described in sub-

19 section 202 (e) (i) or (ii), as the case may be, unless the

20 defendant satisfies the court that the circumstances described

21 in said subsection (i) or (ii) no longer exist.

22 (ii) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

23 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race

24 or color within the county or, other ' political subdivision

2 bears to the total population of said county or other political
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1 subdivision exceeds by one-third or more the ratio whioh

2 the number of persons of that race or color serving on grand

3 and petit juries bears to the total number of persons serving

4 on such juries, or the ratio which the number of persons

5 of that race or color registered to vote beers to the total

6 number of persons registered to vote, this shall be deemed

7 to establish the circumstances described -in subsection

8 202(e) (i) or (ii) : Provided, however, That in case all

9 or part of the two-year period antedates the effective date

10 of this Act, the defendant shall be given the opportunity to

11 demonstrate that such exclusion from juries or franchise no

12 longer exists.

13 SnEo. 203. (a) Prosecutions under the jurisdiction con-

14 ferred by section 201 shall be commenced by indictment by

15 a Federal grand jury in all cases in which the Constitution

16 requires that prosecution be by indictment; in other cases,

17 prosecution may be by indictment or by information.

18 (b) The district court shall not proceed in the exercise

19 of jurisdiction conferred by section 201 unless, at or prior

20 to final arraignment in the district court, there is filed With

21 the district court a certificate of the Attorney General of

22 the United States that prosecution of the cause by the

23 United States in a Federal district court would fulfill the

24 responsibility of the United States Government to assure

25 equal protection of the laws. Upon the filing of suCh a
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1 certificate, the jurisdiction given by section 201 shall become

2 exclusive of the courts of any State, and the prosecution

3 shall thereafter be conducted exclusively by the Attorney

4 General of the United States or his designate. Upon the

5 filing of the certificate, no State court shall have or retain

6 jurisdiction of any offense charged against the, defendant

7 prosecution for which would constitute jeopardy in respect

8 of the offense described in the certificate. The certificate

9 of the Attorney General shall not be subject to review by

10 any court.

11 (o) If the certificate of the Attorney General described

12 in subsection (b) of tis section is not filed at or prior to

13 final arraignment in the district court, the district court shall

14 dismiss the prosecution without prejudice.

15, (d) Notwithstanding the certificate of the Attorney

16 General described in subsection (b) of this section has not

17 yet been filed and no judicial finding has yet been made sus-

18 taining the jrisdiction of a Federal court under section 21

19 of this Act, Federal judicial, executive, administrative, and

20 law enforcement officers and agencies, including but not

21 limited to Federal judges, commissioners, marshals, grand

22 juries, prosecuting attorneys, and the Federal Bureau of In-

23 vestigation may exercise all powers given them by the laws

24 of the United States in order to prevent and investigate any

25 offense within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 and
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1 to apprehend and prosecute the offender or offenders. In

2 any ease where such powers by the general laws of the

3 United States are, restricted to felonies, the same powers may

4 be exercised in eases involving nisdemeanors or other of-

5 fenses within the jurisdiction confen'ed by section 201. The

6 authority given Federal executive, administrative, and law

7 enforcement officers and agencies under this subsection shiadl

8 be exercised subject to the direction of the Attorney General

9 of the United States, but if the delay of their exercise until a. di-

10 reaction of the Attoriiy Getieral is received 'Ps is impracticale

1: in order effectively to prevent or investigate any offense

12 within the jurisdiction given by section 201 of this Act or

13 to apprehend or prosecute the offender or offenders, th6y

14 may be exercised Without direction of the Attorey General.

15 The Attoney Oeneml is authorized, to issue rules and rega-

16: nations for the implonientation of this subsection.

17 ]?EMOVAL BY TftE ATTORNEY GENIPRAj

18 SEC. 204. (a) Where a prosecution thas been comi-

19 menaced in any court of a State in respect of any offense

20 within the jurisdiction-conferred by section 201 of this Act,

21 the United States mayat any time before jeopardy attaches

22 remove the prosecution for trial to the district court for the

23 district embracing the place wherein the prosecution is

24 pending.

"NAV ' . 'a; -106, Nj'-4 * - J-, " -- ,,,"
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1 ()) Such removal shall be instituted by the filing in

2 the district court of the certificate of the Attorney General

3 described in section 203 (b) of this Act, which certificate

4 shall identify the prosecutiflon to be removed. The filing of

5 this certificate, together with the filing of a copy thereof

6 with the judge or clerk of the State court in which the prose-

7 cution is pending (which filing may precede or follow or

8 be contemporaneous with the filing of the certificate in the

9 district court) shall effect the removal, and the jurisdiction

10 of the State court shall thereupon terminate and all State

11 court proceedings thereafter shall be null and void for all

12 purposes unless and until the case is remanded. Following

13 removal under this section-

14 (i) the jurisdiction conferred by subsection (a) of

15 this section shall be exclusive of the courts of any State,

16 and the prosecution shall be conducted exclusively by

17 the Attorney General or his designate:

18 (ii) no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

19 of any offense charged against the defendant, prosecu-

20 tion for which would constitute jeopardy in respect of

21 the offense described in the certificate; and

22 (iii) the certificate of the Attorney General shall

23 not be subject to review by any court.

24 (c) Where the offense charged is one required by the

25 Constitution to be prosecuted by indictment and no such
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1 indicanent was returned prior to removal, indictment by a

2 Federal grand jury shall be required within a reasonable

3 time or the proceeding shall be remanded to the State court.

4 SEc. 205. (a) The Federal Rules of Criminal Proce-

5 dure shall apply to proceedings under sections 201 through

6 204.

7 (b) Any person convicted in proceedings under see-

8 tions 201 through 204 shall be sentenced to the fine, term

9 of imprisonment, or both, prescribed by the Statte law appli-

10 cable to the offense of which he is convicted. For all other

11 purposes of imposition or execution of sentence, including

12 but not limited to the payment of fine, custody, probation,

13 parole, and pardon, he shall be treated as a person coil-

14 vieted and sentenced under the criminal laws of the United

15 States. --

16 (e) Sections 201 through 205, inclusive, shall become

17 inoperative on and after January 1, 1975.

18 INVESTIGATION OF JURY EXCLUSION

19 Sec. 206. (a.) The United States Commission on Civil

20 Rights shall investigate the service on grand and petit juries

21 by members of racial or color groups in the State and local

22 courts of any county or other political subdivision in which

23 it believes that there may be disparate treatment of members

24 of different racial or color groups.

25 (b) Before publishing the results of any such in'esti-

p - ~ ~?. ~
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1 gation, the( Oonmission shall furnish a copy of itwproposed

2 findings to the State or local court, the jury commissioners

3 and any other officials responsible for jury selection in the

4 county, or other political subdivision concerned and shall

5 'give them an opportunity to controvert any of the proposed

6 findings. Upon consideration of their responses and sucth

7 consultation with the affected commissioners and officials:as

8 may be indicated, the Commission may revise its proposed

9 findings. If any of those proposed findings remain con-

10 troverted, the Commission shall cause a public hearing to

11 be held in the county or other political subdivision concerned

12 to consider the remaining issues of fact. Such hearing may

13 be held by the Commission or by a. person or persons desig-

14 nated by it who may but need not be a member or members

15 of the Commission or its staff; the person or persons thus

16 designated shall have all the powers the Commission would

17 have in regard to the conduct of such a hearing. If aiiy

18 such hearing is not held by the Commission itself, the

19 person or persons conducting it shall prepare a report which

20 shall be forwarded to the Commission together with such

21 comments thereon as local officials may make and with the

22 record of the hearing. The Commission shall thereafter pub-

23 lish its findings and a detailed summary of the data on which

24 those findings are based. Judicial notice of tile findings
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1 'of the Commission and the data contained in its detailed

2 mmnary shall be taken in any judicial proceeding in any

3 court.

4 .... (o) Iti .'any action or proceeding under this Act, the

5 ,06ommisgions findings and summary of data tnder subsection

6 (b) of this section shell constitute evidence of the facts pre-

7 seatedd therein and, except to the extent that the party con,-

8-' troverting those facts satisfies the court, by evidence on the

9 record as a whole, that partieulhr findings or data are not

10 correct, the courts shall accept the Commission's findings

1I" and data as adequately probative of all the facts contained

12 therein and shall make its findings in accordance therewith.

13 (d) In proceedings under this section, the Commission

14 shall have all the powers granted it under all other statutes;

15. and the powers conferred on it by this section are in addition

16' to its powersunder such other Statutes,

17 FEDERAL OFFENSES

18 SEm. 207. Section 241, title 18, United States Code is

19 amended to read as follows:

20 "(a) Whoever, whether acting under color of law or

21 otherwise-,

22 "(1) willfully injures, oppresses, threatens, or in-

23 timidates, any person in the free exercise or enjoyment

24 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured,
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1 or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

2 States, or because of his having so exercised the some;

a or

4 "(2) intentionally commits an assault or an assault

5 and battery upon any person exercising, attempting to

6 exercise, or advocating the exercise of, any right, priv-

7 ilege, or immunity secured or protected against discrim-

8 nation on the grounds of race or color by the Constitu-

9 tion or laws of the United States; or

10 "(3) intentionally commits an assault or an assault

11 and battery upon any person using directly or indirectly,

12 the facilities of interstate commerce, or traveling therein,

13 or upon any person where the assailant uses, directly or

14 indirectly, any facility ef interstate commerce, or any-

15 thing that has moved in interstate commerce, in the com-

16 mission of the assault or assault and battery, when the

17 purpose or reasonably foreseeable effect of such assault

18 or assakilt and battery is to prevent any person or class

19 of persons from exercising or advocating equal rights or

20 opportunities free from discrimination on the grounds of

21 race or color, or to intimidate any person or class of

22 persons in the exercise or advocacy of such rights or op-

23 portunities; shall upon conviction thereof, be fined not

24 more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one

25 year, or both; except that if in the course of the act or
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1 acts for which he is convicted he inflicts death or grave

9 bodily injury, he shall be fined not more than $10,000

3 and imprisoned for not more than twenty years, or both.

4 "(b) If two or more persons go in disguise on the high*-

5 woy or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent

6 or hinder the free exercise or enjoyment of any right, privi-

7 lege or immunity covered by subsection (a) of this section,

8 they shall, upon conviction, be subject to the penalties in

9 subsection (a) of this section."

10 TITLE 111-CIVIL PREVENTIVE RELIEF

11 Si o. 301. Whenever any person has engaged or there

12 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about to

13 engage in any act or practice which would deprive any other

14 person because of race or color, of any right, privilege, or

15 immunity granted, secured or protected by the Constitution

16 or laws of the United States, such other person in his own

17 right or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

18 United States, may institute a civil action or other proper

19 proceeding for preventive relief, including an application for

20 a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order, order

21 requiring the posting of a bond to secure compliance with any

22 order of the court, or other order.

23 SEC. 302. Whenever any person has engaged or there

24 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

25 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any

03-420 0-60--8
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1 other person of, or hinder him in the exercise of, .the right

2 to* speak, assemble, petition or otherwise- express himsb1f

3, for the purpose ,of advocating equality -of- persons, or oppok-

.4 tunity free from discrimination, because of race or color, sudl

5 other person in his own right, or the Attorney General fdr

6 or in the name of the United States, may institute a civil

7 action or other proceeding for preventive'relief, including ain

.8 application for a, permanent or temporary injunction, re-

9 straining order, order requiring the posting of bond to seotf'e

10 compliance with any order of the court, or other order

11 Provided, That such other person above mentioned is a per-

12 son described in subsection 202 (d) (i) or (ii) and aiy

13 one of the circumstances specified in section 202 (e) is

14 established by a preponderance of tho evidence. The' prh-

15 visions of section 202 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings

16 under this section.

17 Swo. 303. In any proceeding under this section the

18 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

19 person. The district courts of the United States shall have

20 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to -this title

21 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether tl]'

22 party aggrieved shall have exhausted any administrative o?

23 other remedies that may be provided by-law.
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I TITLE IV-REMOVAL BY CERTAIN

2 DEFENDANTS

3 Smo. 401.; Any defendant in a criminal action or in a

4 civil or criminal contempt action in a State or local court

5 may remove said action to the district court of the United

6 States for the district embracing the place wherein it is pend-

7 ing if the defendant is a person described in either subsec-

8 tion (i) or (ii) of section 202 (d) and if any one of the

9 circumstances specified in section 202 (e) is established by

10 a preponderance of the evidence. The provisions of see-

11 tion 202 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings under this

12 section.

13 - SEC. 402. Any defendant in any action or proceeding

14 (civil, criminal or otherwise) in a State or local court

15 may remove said action or proceeding to the district court

16 of the Urnited States for the district embracing the place

17 wherein it is pending if the action or proceeding is main-

18 gained for or on account of any act or omission in the exe.r-

19 cise of the freedoms of speech, of the press, of assembly

20 or of petition guaranteed by the Constitution or laws of

21 the United States for the purpose of advocating or sup-

22 porting racial equality or of protesting the denial of racial

23 equality; or any act or omission protected by the Con-

1.
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1 stitution or laws of the United States against abfidgnmnt

2 or interference by reason of nie or color.

3 Svw. 4013. The procedures set fourth in sections 1446

4 and 1447 of title 28 shall be applicable to removal and

5 remand under this section, except that any order of re-

6 mand shall be reviewable by appeal or otherwise.

7 TITLE V-CIVIL INDEMNIFICATION

8 S~c. 501. (a) There is hereby established within the

9 United States Commission on Civil Rights an Indemnifica-

10 tion Board, hereafter referred to as the Board. The Board

11 shall be composed of.three members, appointed by the Pres-

12 ident with the advice and consent of the Senate. The Pres-

13 ident shall designate one member as Chairman. No more

14 than two members of the Board may be of the same political

15 party.

16 (b) The term of office of each member of the Board

17 shall be five years, beginning with the effective date of this,

18 Act, except of those members first appointed, one shall

19 serve for five years, one for three years, and one for one

20 year. Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring

21 prior to the expiration of the term for which his predecssor

22 was appointed shall be appointed for the remainder of such

23 term.
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1 (c) The Chairman shall be compensated at the rate of

2 $25,000 per annum, and the other members at a rate of

3 $24,000 per annum.

4 (d) Two members shall constitute a quorum for the

5 transaction of business.

6 Sic. 502. The Board may, in accordance with civil

7 service laws, appoint and fix the compensation of such

8 officers, attorneys, and employees, and make such expendi-

9 tures, as may be necessary to carry out its functions.

10 Sm~c. 503. The Board shall make such rules and regula..

11 tions as shall )e necessary and proper to carry out its

12 functions.

13 Src. 504. The Commission on Civil Rights shall have

14 the authority and duty to receive and investigate or have

15 investigated written complaints from or on behalf of any

16 person injured in his person or property or deprived of

17 his life (i) because of race or color, while lawfully exer-

18 cising, attempting to exercise, or advocating, or assisting

19 another in the exercise of, ainy right, privilege, or immunity

20 granted, secured, or protected by the Constitution or laws

21 of the United States, or for having so exercised, attempted,

22 advocated, or assisted or (ii) by any act, the purpose or

23 design of which is to intimidate him or any other person

109
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1 from ,seeking or advocating equality of persons or oppor-

2 tunity free from discrimination based on xace or, color.

3 Siw. 505. (a.) The Commission on, Civil Rights, may

4 request and the Department of Justice shall make avail-

5 able any investigative reports that the Department of Jus-

6 tice has that, are relevant to the complaint and investiga-

7 tion.

8 (b) The Commissioi many request und the Attorney

9 General is authorized to direct that additional investigation

10 of inatters relevant to the complaint, be conducted by the

11 Federal Bi'eau of Investigation.

12 (c) Tlie Commission shall supply copies of, all of

13 its investigative reports to the Attonmey General.

14 S,.n. 506. If, after such investigation, the Commis-

15 sion shall determine that probable case exists for credit-

16 ing the complaint, it shall direct the Board to conduct a

17 hearing thereon as provided, in section 507; if, however,.

18 the Commission shall determine that probable cause does

19 not exist or that no substantial damage has occurred, it shall'

20 dismiss the complaint.

21 SF,'. 507. (a) Any hearing imay be conducted by the

22 Board or any member of the Board designated by the

23 Chairnman.-

24 (b) In the event the Boar(l determines that because

25 of the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it
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1 is not in the interest of justice for it or a member to conduct

2 a hearing, it may designate an agent or employee of the

3 Board or a person not associated with the Botrd to conduct

4 the hearing, provided any such agent, employee or other

5 person so designated shall be a member of the bar of the

6 highest court of one of the States of the United States.

7 (o) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

8 shall be reimbursed for services rendered in connection with

9 such hearing as determined by the Board, subject to approval

10 of the Civil Service Commission.

11 (d) The Board or any member or hearing officer may

12 administer oaths or affirmations.

13 (e) The Board shall have the same power of investiga-

14 tion and subpoena as those granted the National Labor

15 Relations Board in section 161, subsections (1) and (2)

16 of title 29, United States Code.

17 (f) A full record shall- be made and kept of all hearings

18 conducted.

19 S, Sm. 508. (a) After hearing, the Board, member or

20 hearing officer conducting the hearing shall make findings

21 of fact based upon the record.

22 (b) After a hearing conducted by the Board, it shall,

23 if it finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred

24 to in section 504, make a monetary award of indemnifica-

25 tion to compensate such complainant for such injury.
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1 (o) After a hearing conducted by a member of the

2 Board or hearing officer, he shall, if he finds that any corn-

3 plainant has suffered injury referred to in section 504, make

4 a recommendation of an award of indemnification. All such

5 recommendations shall be reviewed by the Board. Upon

6 review, the Board shall review the findings of fact and shall

7 affirm, reject, or modify findings and such recommendations

8 and enter or deny an award.

9 (d) All awards made hereunder shall include reason-

10 able attorney's fees.

11 SEC. 509. (a) In the event that the investigation of the

12 complaint or the hearing thereon indicates the person or

13 persons responsible for the injury for whioh an award is

14 sought, sueh person or persons shall be notified and shall

15 have a reasonable opportunity to intervene in the hearing

16 and to be fully heard.

17 (b) In the event that such investigation or hearing

18 indicates that the injury resulted in whole or in part from

19 action taken under color of law, the political subdivision

20 and/or the State under whose authority such action was

21 taken shall be notified and shall have a reasonable oppor-

22 tunity to intervene in the hearing and to be fully heard.

23 (c) Notice under this section may be by personal serv-

24 ice or by registered mail.

112
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1 (d) Notice to a State or political subdivision may be

2 given to the chief executive or principal legal officer of such

3 State or political subdivision.

4 (e) The Board shall, if necessary to secure a full hear-

5 ing for any intervenor, continue the hearing from time to

6 time.

7 SEC. 510. The United States may, on the motion of the

8 Attorney General, intervene at any stage of the hearing or

9 appeal.

10 SEC. 511. (a) The complainant or any intervenor may

11 obtain a review of the final decision of the Board in the

12 United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

13 or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which the

14 injury occurred or the person seeking review resides.

15 (b) Such review shall be made on the basis of the

16 record before the Board, and the findings of the Board with

17 respect to questions of fact, if supported by substantial evi-

18 dence on the record considered as a whole, shall be con-

19 elusive.

20 SEe. 512. (a) In any instance in which the injury or

21 death for which an award is made results in whole or in

22 part from action taken under color of law, or from action

23 whether or not taken under color of law which in any way

24 impedes or infringes upon the exercise or advocacy of any

1 iti
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1 right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or protected

2 by the Constitution or laws of the, United States, the United

3 States shall have a cause of action for recovery of the

4 amount of such award against the person or persons respon-

5 sible for the injury for which the award is made.

6 (b) If the injury for whinh an award is made resulted

7 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law,

8 the political subdivision and/or the State under whose

9 authority such action was taken shall be jointly and severally

10 liable with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

11 (e) In any case brought under this section against

12 anyone notified under section 509, the findings of fact as

13 made, modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to

14 section 508 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima

15 facie evidence of the facts determined by the findings, and

16 the award of indemnification shall be admissible. and shall

17 constitute prima facie evidence of the damages suffered by

18 the complainant.

19 (d) The district courts of the United States shall have

20 jurisdiction to hear cases brought under this section.

21 SEO. 513. (a) In the event the person injured dies, a

22 complaint may be filed by any representative of his estate,

23 or by his or her spouse, child, or dependent and the Board

24 shall determine to whom any, award shall be made.

25 (b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of the
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16 award shall be considered
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25

by the Board in determining

whether to make an award and, if so, the amount of the

award.

TITLE VI-REMOVAL OF STATE :OR LOCAL

POLICE OFFICIALS. FOR GROSS VIOLATIONS

OF CIVIL RIGHTS

SE. 601. (a) Whenever any sheriff, constable, or

other State or loeai police officer misuses or abuses his

official powers in disregard of his constitutional duty and

intentionally causes grave bodily injury or death to another

person injured to file a complaint, it may be filed by ,his or

her spouse, 'child, dependent, or counsel.

So.,514. All complaints must be filed within six months

of the injury for which an award is sought, except that where

the injury results in death, the complaint may be filed within

twelve .months of death.

Sno. 515. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the

right to pursue any action or remedy granted him under any

other law of the United States or any State: Provided, That

in the event that any person receives in any other action an

award of damages for which an award of indemnification has

been made under this title, the United States shall have a

lien against such award in the amount of the award of in-

demnification. In the event such other award is made prior

to the award of indemnification, the amount of such other

115
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1 or others because of their race or color, or whenever such

2 officer having the authority or responsibility to do so will-

3 fully neglects to prevent such acts of violence by public

4 officials or private individuals, written complaint under oath

5 may be filed with the Civil Service Commission by or on

6 behalf of the person or persons so injured or on behalf of the

7 deceased requesting the suspension or removal of said officer

8 from office or such other relief as my be necessary to effec-

9 tuate the policies of this title. The complaint shall also set

10 forth in detail the acts or omissions charged to said officer

11 which form the basis for the requested relief.

12 (b) Whenever a complaint is filed as provided in. sub-

13 section (a) of this section, the Civil Service Commission

14 may, in its discretion, permit the Attorney General to inter-

15 vene in such proceeding if he certifies that the prosecution

16 of the complaint is of general public importance.

17 (c) The Attorney General may file a complaint under

18 this title if he certifies to the Civil Service Commission that

19 the f]ing and prosecution of the complaint is of general public

20 importance.

21 SEo. 602. (a) Whenever a complaint has been filed as

22 provided in section 601, the Civil Service Commission shall

23 notify the officer named in the complaint of the nature

24 of the charge, and shall investigate the charge and if after

,.I- ~ ~ ~ -4 ,, *J ; 4k ,
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1 such preliminary investigation the Commission shall deter-

2 mine that probable cause exists for crediting the complaint,

3 the Commission shall cause to be served upon said officer

4 (hereafter referred to as the "respondent") a copy of the

5 complaint and a notice of heming before the Commission at

6 a place and time therein fixed not less than fifteen days after

7 service of such complaint and notice.

8 (b) The respondent shall have the right to file a veri.

9 fled answer to such complaint and to appear at such hearing
I

10 in person or otherwise, with or without counsel, to present

11 evidence and to examine and oross-examine witnesses.

12 (o) The Commission shall have the power reasonably

13 and fairly to amend any complaint, and the respondent shaD

14 have like power to amend his answer.

15 (d) All testimony shall be taken under oath.

16 (e) If, upon the preponderance of the evidence the

17 Commission shall find that the respondent hus engaged in the

18 acts or omissions charged in the complaint, the Commission

19 shall state its findings of fact and shall issue and cause to

20 be served on the respondent such order as may e appropri-

21 ate which may include orders (1) suspending respondent

22 from office for such period of time as the Commission may

23 deem necessary, (2) removing respondent from office and

24 (3) disqualifying respondent from holding said or any other
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1. office for suoh period of time not exceeding ten years as ih

2 the judgment of the Commission may be necessaq to effeotu-

3 ate the policies of this title.

4 (f) If the Commission shall find that suspension or

5 removal from office is not warranted, but that acts of violence

6 have occurred or there are reasonable grounds to believe

7 that such acts are likely to occu, the Commission may refer

8 the entire record of the proceeding to the Attorney General

9 with a recommendation that the Attorney General institute

10 action under title III of this Act.

11 (g) In any action instituted by the Attorney General

12 pursuant to subsection (f) of this section, the Attorney Gen-

13 eral may file in the district court of the United States for

14 the district in which the respondent resides the certified tran-

15 script of the record of the proceedings before the Commission

16 and the court after causing notice thereof to be served upon

17 the respondent shall havejurisdiction of the proceeding and

18 shall have power to grant such relief as it deems just and

19 proper upon the record set forth in the transcript. The court,

20 however, may on its own motion or upon application by

21 either party, take additional evidence before entering an

22 order granting or denying the relief requested.

23 Sc. 603. (&) (1) The Commission shall have power

24 topetition the United States court of appeals for the judicial

25 circuit wherein the respondent resides, or if the court of

11$
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3 appeals is in vacation, any district court within the circuit,

2 for the enforcement of any order issued pursuant to sectiof

3 602 (e). The Commission shall certify and file in- the. court

4 to which petition. is made a, transcript of the .entire record

5 in the proceeding, including the. pleadings and testimony

6 upon which such order was entered and the findings and the

7 order of the Commission.

8 (2) Upon such filing the court shall cause notice thereof

9 to be served upon, such respondent and thereupon the court

10 shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the question

11 determined therein and shall have power.to grant such tern-

12 porary relief as it deems just and proper and to-make and

13 enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and. proceedings s

14 forth in such transcript a decree enforcing,. modifying, and

15 enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part

16 the order of the Commission.

17 (3) No objection that has. not been urged before

18 the, Commission, shall be considered by the court, unless the

19 failure or neglect to urge such objection shall-be excused be-

20 cause of extraordinary diroufnetanoes. . . -

21 . (4) The findings, of the Commission with respect t6

22 questions of fact if supported by substantial evidence on tho

23 record considered as a whole shall be conclusive. , - ;. "

24 (5) If either party shall apply to the court for leave to'

25 adduce additional evidence and shall show to the satisfaction

P14-' Y -t,'J,4 WX "'Irv
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1 of the court that such additional evidence is material and

2 that there were reasonable grounds for the failure to adduce

3 such evidence in the hearing before the Commission, the

4 court may order such additional evidence to be taken before

5 the Commission, and to be made a part of the transcript.

6 (6) The Commission may modify its findings as to the

7 fats, or make new findings, by reason of additional evidence

8 so taken and filed, and it shall file such modified or new find-

9 ings, which findings with respect to questions of fact if sup-

10 ported by substantial evidence on the record considered

11 as a whole shall be conclusive, and its recommendations, if

12 any, for the modification or setting aside of its original order.

13 (7) The jurisdiction of the court shall be exclusive and

14 its judgment and decree shall be final, except that the same

15 shall be subject to review by the appropriate United States

16 court of appeals, if application was made to the district court

17 as hereinabove provided, and by the Supreme Court of the

18 United States as provided in title 28, United States Code,

19 section 1254.

20 (b) Any person aggrieved by a final order of the

21 'Commission may' obtain a review of such order in any

22 United States court of appeals for the judicial circuit wherein

23 such person resides or the Court of Appeals for the District

24 of Columbia, by filing in such court a written petition

25 praying that the order of the Commission be modified or

120
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I set aside. A copy of such petition shall be forthwith served

2 upon the Connission which shall file in the court a tran-

3 script of the entire record in the proceeding, including the

4 pleadings and testimony upon which the order complained

5 of was entered and the findings and order of the Commission.

6 Upon such filing, the court shall proceed in the same manner

7 as in the case of an application by the Commission under

8 subsection (a), and shall have the same exclusive juris-

9 diction to grant to the petitioners or to the Commission

10 such temporary relief as it deems just and propel', and in

11 like manner to make and enter a decree enforcing, modify-

12 ing and enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole

13 or in part the order of the Commission.

14 (c) The commencement of proceedings tinder this sec-

15 tion shall not, unless specifically ordered by the court, operate

16 as a stay of the Commission's order.

17 (d) Upon the filing of any petition under this section,

18 it shall be the duty of the chief judge of the court of appeals

19 to assign the case for hearing at the earliest practicable date

20 and to cause the case to be in every way expedited.

21 Sno. 604. If after preliminary investigation or during

22 the hearing, the Commission shall find that a complaint

23 filed tinder this title lacks probable cause, it shall dismiss

24 the complaint and no appeal shall lie from said order of

25 dismissal.

63-420 O60-6--9
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1 SEC. 605. In any action' commenced pursuant to this

2 title, the Commission or the court, in its discretion,. may

3 allow the prevailing party, other than the United States, a

4 reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs, and the United

5 States shall be liable for costs the same as a private person.

6 TITLE VII-AMENDMENT TO TITLE VII OF 1964

7 ACT

8 SEC. 701. Title VII of Public Law 88-352 (the Civil

9 Rights Act of 1964) is amended as follows:

10 (a) Add a new paragraph to section 701 (a) as fol-

U lows: "The term governmentall unit' means a State or

12 a political subdivision thereof or an agency of one or more

13 States or political subdivisions.,

14 (b) Amend so much of section 701 (b) as appears

15 before the word "Provided" to read as follows: "The term

16 'employer' means: (1) a person engaged in an industry

17 affecting commerce who has twenty-five or more employees

18 for each working day in each of twenty or more calendar

19 weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any

20 agent of such a person, but such term does not include (i)

21 the United States, a corporation wholly owned by the Gov-

22 ernment of the United States, or an Indian tribe, (ii) a

23 bona fide membership club (other than a labor organiza-

24 tion) which is exempt from taxation under section 501 (c)
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of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954; (2) a governmental

unit and any agent of such governmental unit:"

(c) Add the words "or governmental unit" following

the word "person" wherever it appears in section 701 (c).

(d) Delete the phrase "or an agency of a State or

political subdivision of a State," from section 701 (c).

(e) Add a comma and the following language after the

word "charge" on line 9 of section 706 (e) : "unless the

respondent is a State."

(f) Insert the words "or governmental unit" in section

707 (a) following the word "persons" on lines 2 and 12 of

such subsection.

(g) Insert the words "for or in the name of the United

States" following the word "action" on line 6 of section

707 (a).

(h) Insert the words "or governmental unit" following

the word "person" on line'4 of section 709(a) on lines 1

and 5 of section 710 (c) and on lines 2 and 7 of section

713(b).

TITLE V1I-MISCELLANEOUS

SEC. 801. (a) The term "State" as used herein shall

include the District of Columbia.

(b) The term "because of race or color" shall mean

because of hostility to the race or color of any person, or

12'
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1 because of his association with persons of a different race or

2 color or his advocacy of equality of persons of different races

3 or colors.

4 (c) The term "hearing officer" shall mean an agent or

5 employee of the Indemnification Board or a person not other-

6 wise associated with the Board who is designated by the

7 Board to conduct a hearing.

8 (d) The term "action taken vnder color of law" shall

9 includee the knowing refusal or failure to act where action

10 could or may have prevented injury.

11 (e) The term "injury to property" shal include any

12 financial or economic loss.

13 (f) The term "judicial district" shall mean a division

14 thereof where the judicial district is divided into divisions.

15 Buc. 80M. (a) There are hereby authorized to be ap-

16 propriated such sum as may be necessary to carry out

17 the provisions of this Act, including payment of awards un-

18 der title V.

19 (b) If any provision of this Act or the application

20 thereof to any person or circumstanoe is held invalid, the

21 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision

22 to other persons not similarly situated or to other eircum-

23 stances shall not be affected thereby.
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89,n CONGRESS
2D $,woN H. R. 12845

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FEBRUARY 16,196

. Mr. MINISJI introduced the follow izgUIwhich was referred to the Com-

SECTION 101. Section 1864 of title 28, United States

9 Code, is amended to read as follows:
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1 "§ 1864. Duties, compensation and methods of selecting and

2 drawing jurors

3 "(a) JuuY CoIMJNiso.-A jury commission shall be

4 established in each judicial district, consisting of the clerk of

5 the court or a. duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk,

6 and one or more jury conunissioners, appointed by the dis-

7 trict court. The jury conanissioner shall be a citizen of the

8 United States of good standing, a resident of the district,

9 and, at the time of his appointment, shall not be a member

10 of the same political party as the clerk of the court or a duly

11 qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If more than

12 one jury commissioner is appointed, each may be designated

13 to serve in one or more of the places where court is held, and

14 the clerk and the jury commissioner so designated shall con-

15 stitute the jury commission for that part of the district. In

16 the event that a jury commissioner is unable for any reason

17 to perform his duties, another jury commissioner may be

18 appointed, as provided herein, to act in his place until he is

19 able to resume his duties.

20 "(b) JURY SELECTION.-

21 " (i) In the performance of its duties, the jury com-

22 mission shall act under the direction and supervision of

23 the chief judge of the district.

24 "(ii) The names of persons who may be called for

25 grand or petit jury service shall be obtained under a
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1 sampling plan prepared by the jury (oin0nissin with

2 the approval of the chief judge and designed to provide

3 a representative cross-section of the population of the

4 judicial dstrict without exclusion on the basis of race,

5 color, sex, political or religious affiliation or ceconoiic

6 or social status. The plan for obtaining such names and

7 the method for carrying out such plan shall be prepared

8 in consultation with and approved by the l)irector of

9 the Administrative Office of the IUnited States Courts,

10 who may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the

11 Census for advice and assistance.

12 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

13 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than ti ree

14 hundred qualified persons, publicly drawn by chance,

15 shall be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device.

16 "(iv) The names of jurors for service on grand and

17 petit juries shall be publicly drawn by chance from the

18 jury box, wheel, or similar device.

19 "(v) In determining whether persons whose names

20 are to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device

21 are qualified as jurors under section 1861 of title 28, as

22 amended, the jury commission may use such question-

23 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the ap-

24 proval of the Director of the Administratve Office of the

25 United States Courts, may deem appropriate, including
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1 the administration of oaths. The questionnaires may be

2 filled out by the individual or by another on his behalf.

3 With the approval of the chief judge, the jury commis-

4 sion may designate deputy clerks and other employees

5 in the office of the clerk of the court to assist the con-

6 mission in the performance of its duties, and to perform

7 under its direction such of the detailed duties of the corn-

8 mission as in the opinion of the chief judge could be

9 assigned to them.

10 "(c) REcoms.-The jury commission shall keep rec-

11 ords of the names obtained under subsection (b) (ii) of this

12 section, the names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel,

13 or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned by said

14 persons, the names and race of the persons drawn from the

15 jury box, wheel, or similar device, the names of those per-

16 forming jury service and the dates thereof, and such addi-

17 tional appropriate records as the chief judge may direct.

18 Such records shall be retained for a period of not less than

19 four years.

20 "(d) ENFORCEMENT BY COURT OF APPEALS.-011 ap-

21 plication of any citizen residing in, or litigant in, any judicial

22 district or of the Attorney General of the United States,

23 alleging that the jury selection procedures or recordkeeping

24 requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of this

25 section are not being fully implemented, the United States
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1 court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which said judicial

2 district is located shall, upon a showing thereof, appoint jury

3 commissioners responsible to said court of appeals and direct

4 such jury commissioners in the selection of juries and the

5 keeping of records in accordance with such subsections (b)

6 and (c) of this section. Where evidence is required for a

7 determination by the court of appeals, the court may hear

8 the evidence itself or appoint a master to act for it in accord-

9 ance with law.

10 "(e) RETURN OF JURY SUPERVISION.-The court of

11 appeals may, on its own motion or on application of the chief

12 judge of the judicial district, direct the return of supervision

13 and control of the jury selection procedures to the chief

14 judge and to the jury commission for said judicial district at

15 any time when the court of appeals finds that there is reason-

16 able cause to believe that the jury selection procedures and

17 recordkeeping requirements prescribed in subsections (b)

18 and (c) of this section will be fully implemented.

19 "(f) COMPENSATIO.-Each jury commissioner ap-

20 pointed on a part-time basis shall be compensated for his

21 services at the rate of $25 per day for each day in which he

22 actually and necessarily is engaged in the performance of his

23 official duties, to be paid upon certificate of the chief judge

24 of the district.

25 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a full-time basis
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1 shall receive a salary to be fixed from time to time by the

2 Judicial Conference of the United States at a rate which,

3 in the opinion of the Judicial Conference, corresponds to that

4 provided by the Classification Act of 1949, as amended, for

5 positions in the executive branch with comparable responsi-

6 bilities.

7 "Each jury commissioner shall receive his traveling and

8 subsistence expenses within the limitations prescribed for

9 clerks of district courts while absent from his designated post

10 of duty on official business.

11 "(g) DELFAATION.-Any of the powers or duties con-

12 ferred upon the chief judge under this section may be dele-

13 gated by him to another judge of the district: Provided,

14 however, That where pert of a district by agreement or order

15 of court is assigned to one particular judge and he customar-

16 ily holds court there, as to such part of the district he shall

17 perform the functions and fulfill the duties conferred upon

18 the chief judge in this section."

19 SEc. 102. Section 1861 (2) setting forth qualifications

20 of Federal jurors is amended by striking out the words "read"

21 and "write."

22 SEC. 103. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

23 lowing sentence to subsection (h) : "If the district judge de-

24 termines that the ability to read or write English is reasonably
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1 required in order for jurors to perform their duties in any

2 particular case or cases, he shall be empowered to exclude

3 those who cannot read or write English, except that no per-

4 son shall be excluded on this ground who has completed the

5 sixth grade in an English language school."

6 Ssc. 104. Section 1871 is amended by striking the

7 words "$10 per day" and inserting in their place "$15 per

8 day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by striking"

9 the words "$14 for each day" and inserting in their place

10 "$20 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater for each

II day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of $10 per day

12 shall be allowed" and inserting in their place "subsistence

13 allowance given to Federal employees shall be allowed": and

14 by striking the words "jury fees in excess of $10 per diem"

15 and inserting in their place "jury fees in excess of $15 per

16 diem."

17 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

18 SEC. 105. RECORDS.-Each State or local court shall

19 keep records of the names of all persons on the jury list for

20 said court, names of those persons placed in the jury box,

21 wheel or similar device, questionnaires, applications, or docu-

22 ments of any sort used in the selection of jurors, the names

23 and race of the persons drawn from the jury box, wheel or

24 similar device, the names of those performing jury service
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1 and the dates thereof, and such additional appropriate records

2 as the judge or judges of said court may direct. Such records

3 shall be retained for a period of not less than four years.

4 S~c. 106. J uRY DIScIMI'NATION.- (a) On application

5 of any citizen residing within the area of, or any litigant in,

6 any State or local court, or of the Attorney General of the

7 United States, alleging that persons have been systematically

8 excluded from grand or petit juries on grotds of race or

9 color in such State or local court or that the recordkeeping

10 requirements of section 105 are not being fully implemented,

11 the Federal district court for the district in which said State

12 or local court is located shall, upon a showing thereof, direct

13 the Director of the Administrative Office of the United States

14 Courts, directly or through subordinate officials, to assume

15 responsibility for the selection and administration of juries in

16 that State or local court, and the Director shall administer

17 and supervise the selection of juries in accordance with the

18 procedures set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of section

19 101. The Director may, if practical, use the Federal list or

20 part thereof of jurors for the area in which said State or local

21 court is located. The Director shall act without regard to

22 State and local laws and regulations applicable to jury selec-

23 tion and service in said State or local court and all judges

24 therein shall apply Federal law governing jury selection and

2 service. The Director may, in accordance with civil service
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2 neys and employees, and make such expenditures, as may

3 be necessary to carry out his duties under this section. The

4 Director may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the

5 Census for advice and assistance in carrying out his duties.

6 (b) Any final judgment of any Federal or State court

7 within five years prior to the filing of the application in

8 the district court and whether prior to or after the effective

9 date of this Act, determining that there has been systematic

10 exclusion from jury service on grounds of race or color in

11 any State or local court, shall establish such exclusion unless

12 the Sate or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

13 official, satisfies the district court that such exclusion no

14 longer exists.

15 (c) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

16 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race

17 or color within the area of any State or local court bears

18 to the total population of that area exceeds by one-third or

19 more the ratio which the number of persons of that race or

20 color serving on grand and petit juries bears to the total

21 number of persons serving on such juries, this shall be

22 deemed to establish systematic exclusion on grounds of race

23 or color: Provi&d, however, That in case all or part of the

24 two-year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the
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1 SteAe or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

2 official, shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

3 such exclusion no longer exists.

4 Siic. 107. The State or local court may make applica-

5 tion for reinstatement of State procedures to the United

6 States District Court for the District of Columbia which may

7 approve the reinstatement of said procedures if it finds that

8 there is no longer reasonable cause to believe that persons

9 will be excluded from jury service by reason of race or color.

10 or that there will be continued failure to keep records.

11 Swc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

12 able cause to believe that any change in the qualifications,

13 standards, or limitations on the right to a jury trial, oper-

14 ation of the jury system, or the selection of, or challenges to,

15 individual jury members or panel, for any case or class of

16 cases in any State or local court different from those in

17 force and effect on January 1, 1966, will have the purpose

18 or effect of circumventing this title, he may bring an action

19 in the Federal district court for the district in which such

20 State or local court is located to enjoin such change in qual-

21 ifications, standards, limitations, operation, selection, or chal-

22 lenge and the district court may grant such temporary or

23 final relief as may be necessary to prevent such circumven-

24 tion of this title. .....
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1 ' GENERAL

2 SEC. 109. Sections 106 (c) and 202 (f) (ii) shall not

3 apply in any area unless a racial or color minority constitutes

4 at lest 10 per centun of the total population of the area.

5 SEm. 11,0. Any person who willfully fails to comply with

6 the recordkeeping requirements of this title shall be fined not

7 more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or

8 both.

9 SEc. 111. The provisions of title 42, United States

10 Code, sections 1974 (a), (b), (c), and (d) shall apply

11 with respect -to jury records required to be maintained.

12 under this title.

13 SiEc. 112. This title shall become effective ninety days

14 after the date of its enactment.

15 TITLE I1-PROSECUTION IN AND REMOVAL TO

16 FEDERAL COURTS

17 FEDERAL TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

18 SEC. 201. The district courts of the United States shall

19 have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts of the

20 States, of all prosecutions for offenses (whether felonies,

21 misdemeanors or other offenses) defined by the laws of the:

22 State or of any subdivision of the State where acts or omis-.

23 sions constituting the charged offense occur, whenever prose-.

, , ),, ,i t:. ", " ",,W
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1 caution of such offenses in a Federal district court is necessary

2 and proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

3 SEC. 202. (a) Objection to the jurisdiction of the dis-

4 trict court conferred by section 201 shall be entertained only

5 if made before trial and in the manner authorized by the

6 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the time of

7 the objection. If such objection is not made before trial, the

8 jurisdiction of the district court shall not thereafter be ques-

9 tioned in any manner or by any court.

10 (b) In the event of a properly presented objection to

11 the jurisdiction of the district court under section 201, the

12 question whether the prosecution of the charged offense in a

13 Federal district is necessary and proper to assure equal pro-

14 tection of the laws shall be promptly decided by the district

15 court sitting without jury, and its decision sustaining or over-

16 ruling the objection shall be reviewable by interlocutory

17 appeal to the court of appeals within ten days after the

18 entry of the order.

19 (c) If any one of the circumstances specified in sub-

20 section (d) of this section and any one of the circumstances

21 specified in subsection (e) of this sect:on are established by

22 a preponderance of the evidence, the district court shall find

23 that prosecution of the charged offense in a Federal district

24 court is necessary and proper to assure equal protection of

25 the laws.
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1 (d) The circumstances first referred to in subsection

2 (c) of this section are that the victim of the offense is:

3 (i) A member of a racial or color group subject to

4 the discrimination set forth in subsection (e) of this sec-

5 tion; or

6 (ii) A person who, by words or action, was ad-

7 vocating or supporting at or near the time of the offense

8 the exercise or enjoyment by any member or members

9 of such group of equal protection of the laws.

10 (e) The circumstances second referred to in subsection

11 (c) of this section are: that in any county or other political

12 subdivision, where, under applicable State law the offense

13 might be tried, the members of any racial or color group

14 are--

A (i) systematically excluded from actual service on

16 grand or petit juries in the State or local courts, whether

17 their absence be caused by exclusion from the venires, or

1 by excuses or challenges peremptory or for cause, or

otherwise;

20 (ii) systematically denied in any manner the frano

21 chise in elections at which any prosecuting official or

22 judge in the county or other political subdivision, or any

23 official who appoints any such prosecuting official or

24 judge, is elected;

25 (iii) systematically segregated in, or discriminated

63-420 0-JO-- .10
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1 against in any manner in connection with*. the services

2 or facilities of, State or local jails, prisons, police .statiolis,

3 courts or other public buildings related to the admins-

4 tration of justice;

5 (iv) systematically subjected to harsher puniih-

6 ment upon conviction of crime than thoS' to which pitt-

7 ions go3nera~ly convicted of crime are subjected; or ?

8 (v) systematically subjected to more onerous terihs

9 or conditions of bail or conditional release thai those~to

10 which defendants generally are subjected.'

11 (f) (i) Any final judgment of any Federal 'r Sti t

12 courtwithin five years prior to the commencement of ilie

13 prosecution under section .2.01 determining that there lds

14 been, on grounds of race or color, systematic-exclusion froh

15 jury service in the State or. local courts o'the county (Sr

16 other politikl subdivision, or systematic denial of the

.17, chise in any election in the county or other State politi h

18 subdivision shall establish the circumstance described !If

19 subsection 202 (e) (i) or (ii), as the case may 'be, unlA

20 the defendant satisfies the court that the rcumsUnces NI

21 ascribed in said subsection(i) or (ii) no longer exist. "

-22 (ii) Whenever it is shown that over A period of tw"o

23 years the ratio which the number-of persons of any race or

24 color within the county or other political subdiiision bearA

25 to the total population of said county or other political subl
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1 division exceeds by one-third or more the ratio which the

.2 number of persons of that race or color serving on grand ad

.3 petit juries bears to the total number of persons serving on

4 such juries, or the ratio which the number of persons of that

5 race or color registered to vote bears to the total number of

6 persons registered to vote, this shall be deemed to establish

7 the circumstances described in subsection 202 (e) (i) or

8 (ii) : Provided, however, That in case all or part of the two-

9 year period, antedates the effective date of this Act, the

10 defendant shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

11 such exclusion from juries or franchise no longer exists.

12 SEC. 203. (a) Prosecutions under the jurisdiction con,

13 ferred by section 201 shall be commenced by indictment by

14 a Federal grand jury in all cases in which the Constitution

15 requires that prosecution be by indictment; in other cases,

16 prosecution may be by indictment or by information.

17 (b) The district court shall not proceed in the exer-

18 cise of jurisdiction conferred by section 201 unless, at or

19 prior to final arraignment in the district court, there is filed

20 with the district court a certificate of the Attorney General

21 of the United States that prosecution of the cause by the

22 United States in a Federal district court would fulfill the re-

23 sponsibility of the United States Government to assure

24 equal protection of the laws. Upon the filing of such a der-

25 tificate, the jurisdiction given by section 201 shall become
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1 exclusive of the courts of any State, and the prosecution shalt

2 thereafter be conducted exclusively by the Attorney General

3 of the United States or his designate. Upon the filing of

4 the certificate, no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

5 of any offense charged against the defendant prosecution

6 for which would constitute jeopardy in respect of the offense

7 described in the certificate. The certificate of the Attorney

8 General shall not be subject to review by any court.

9 (c) If the certificate of the Attorney General described

10 in subsection (b) of this section is not filed at or prior to

11 final arraignment in the district court, the district court shall

12 dismiss the prosecution without prejudice.

13 (d) Notwithstanding the certificate of the Attorney

14 General described in subsection (b) of this section has not

15 yet been filed and no judicial finding has yet been made sus-

16 taining the jurisdiction of a Federal court under section 201

17 of this Act, Federal judicial, executive, administrative and

18 law enforcement officers and agencies, including but not

19 limited to Federal judges, commissioners, marshals, grand

20 juries, prosecuting attorneys, and the Federal Bureau of In-

21 vestigation may exercise all powers given them by the laws

22 of the United States in order to prevent and investigate any

23 offense within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 and to

24 apprehend and prosecute the offender or offenders. In any

25 case where such powers by the general laws of the United
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1 States are restricted to felonies, the same powers may be

2 exercised in cases involving misdemeanors or other offenses

3 within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201. The author-

4 ity given Federal executive, administrative and law enforce-

5 ment officers and agencies under this subsection shall be ex-

6 ercised subject to the direction of the Attorney General of

7 the United States, but if the delay of their exercise until a

8 direction of the Attorney General is received is impracticable

9 in order effectively to prevent or investigate any offense

10 within the jurisdiction given by section 201 of this Act or

11 to apprehend or prosecute the offender or offenders, they

12 may be exercised without direction of the Attorney General.

13 The Attorney General is authorized to issue rules and regula-

14 tions for the implementation of this subsection.

15 REMOVAL BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

16 SEC. 204. (a) Where a prosecution has been com-

17 menced in any court of a State in respect of any offense

18 within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 of this Act,

19 the United States may at any time before jeopardry attaches

20 remove the prosecution for trial to the district court for the

21 district embracing the place wherein the prosecution is

22 pending.

23 (b) Such removal shall be instituted by the filing in the

24 district court of the certificate of the Attorney General de-
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1 scribed in section 203 (b) of this Act, which certificate shall

2 identify the prosecution to be removed. The filing of this

3 certificate, together with the filing of a copy thereof with

4 the judge or clerk of the State court in which the prosecution

5 is pending (which filing may precede or follow or be con-

6 temporaneous with the filing of the certificate in the district

7 court) shall effect the removal, and the jurisdiction of the

8 State court shall thereupon terminate and all State court

9 proceedings thereafter shall be null and void for all purposes

10 unless and until the case is remanded. Following removal

ii under this section:

12 (i) the jurisdiction conferred by subsection (a) of

13 this section shall be exclusive of the courts of any

14 State, and the prosecution shall be conducted exclu-

15 sively by the Attorney General or his designate; and

16 (ii) no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

17 of any offense charged against the defendant, prosecu-

18 tion for which would constitute jeopardy in respect of

19 the offense described in the certificate.

20 (iii) the certificate of the Attorney General shall

21 not be subject to review by any court.

22 (c) Where the offense charged is one required by the

23 Constitution to be prosecuted by indictment and no such

24 indictment was returned prior to removal, indictment by a

25 Federal grand jury shall be required within a reasonable time
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1 or the proceeding shall be remanded to the State court.

2 SEC. 205. (a) The Federal Rules of Criminal Proce-

3 dure shall apply to proceedings under sections 201 through

4 204.

5 (b) Any person convicted in proceedings under sections

6 201 through 204 shall be sentenced to the fine, term of im-

7 prisonment, or both, prescribed by the State law applicable

8 to the offense of which he is convicted. For all other pur-

9 poses of imposition or execution of sentence, including but

10 not limited to the payment of fine, custody, probation, parole,

11 and pardon, he shall be treated as a person convicted and

12 sentenced under the criminal laws of the United States.

13 (c) Sections 201 through 205, inclusive, shall become

14 inoperative on and after January 1, 1975.

15 INVESTIGATION OF JURY EXCLUSION

16 SFC. 206. (a) The United States Commission on Civil

17 Rights shall investigate the service on grand and petit juries

18 by members of racial or color groups in the State and local

19 courts of any county or other political subdivision in which

20 it believes that there may be disparate treatment of mem-

21 bers of different racial or color groups.

22 (b) Before publishing the results of any such investi-

23 gation, the Commission shall furnish a copy of its proposed

24 findings to the State or local court, the jury commissioners

25 and any other officials responsible for jury selection in the
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1 county or other political subdivision concerned and shall give

2 them an opportunity to controvert any of the proposed find-

3 ings. Upon consideration of their responses and such con-

4 sultation with the affected commissioners and officials as

5 may be indicated, the Commission may revise its proposed

6 findings. If any of those proposed findings remain ontro-

7 verted, the Commission shall cause a public hearing to be

8 held in the county or other political subdivision concerned to

9 consider the remaining issues of fact. Such hearing may be

10 held by the Commission or by a person or persons designated

11 by it who may but need not be a member or members of

.12 the Commission or its staff; the person or persons thus desig-

13 nated shall have all the powers the Conmission would have

14 in regard to the conduct of such a hearing. If any such

15 hearing is not held by the Commission itself, the person or

16 persons conducting it shall prepare a report which shall be

17 forwarded to the Commission together with such comments

18 thereon as local officials may make and with the record of

19 the hearing. The Commission shall thereafter publish its

20 findings and a detailed summary of the data on which those

21 findings are based. Judicial notice of the findings of the

22 Commission and the data contained in its detailed summary

23 shall be taken in any judicial proceeding in any court.

24 (c) In any action or proceeding under this Act, the

25 Commission's findings and summary of data under subsec-
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1 tion (b) of this section shall constitute evidence of the facts

2 presented therein and, except to the extent that the party

3 controverting those facts satisfies the court, by evidence on

4 the record as a whole, that particular findings or data are not

5 correct, the courts shall accept the Commission's findings

6 and data as adequately probative of all facts contained therein

7 and shall make its findings in accordance therewith.

8 (d) In proceedings under this section, the Commission

9 shall have all the powers granted it under all other statutes;

10 and the powers conferred on it by this section are in addition

11 to its powers under such other statutes.

12 FEDERAL OFFENSES

13 SEC. 207. 18 U.S.C. 241 is amended to read as follows:

14 "(a) Whoever, whether acting under color of law or

15 otherwise-

16 "(1) willfully injures, oppresses, threatens, or in-

17 timidates any person in the free exercise or enjoyment

18 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured,

19 or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

20 States, or because of his having so exercised the same;

21 or

22 "(2) intentionally commits an assault or an assault

23 and battery upon any person exercising, attempting to

24 exercise, or advocating the exercise of, any right, priv-
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1 ilege, or immunity secured or protected against discrimi-

2 nation on the grounds of race or color by the Constitution

3 or laws of the United States; or

4 "(3) intentionally commits an assault or an assault

5 and battery upon any person using directly or indirectly,

6 the facilities of interstate commerce, or traveling therein,

7 or upon any person where the assailant uses, directly or

8 indirectly, any facility of interstate commerce, or any-

9 thing that has moved in interstate commerce, in the

10 commission of the assault or assault and battery, when

11 the purpose or reasonably foreseeable effect of such

12 assault or assault and battery is to prevent any person

13 or class of persons from exercising or advocating equal

.14 rights or opportunities free from discrimination on the

15 grounds of race or color, or to intimidate any person or

16 class of persons in the exercise or advocacy of such

17 rights or opportunities; shall upon conviction thereof, be

18 fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more

19 than one year, or both; except that if in the course of the

.20 act or acts for which he is convicted he inflicts death or

21 grave bodily injury, he shall be fined not more than

22 $10,000 and imprisoned for not more than twenty years,

23 or both.

24 "'(b) If two or more persons go in disguise on the

25 highway or on the premises of another, with intent to pre-
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.1 vent. or hinder the free exercise or enjoyment of any right,

'2 "privilege, or immunity covered by subsection (a) of this

section, they shall, upon conviction, be subject to the penal-

4 ties in subsection (a) of this section."

" 6. " TITLE' III--CIVIL PREVENTIVE RELIEF

6 SFc. 301. Whenever any person has engaged or there

7 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

8 to engage in any act or practice 'which would deprive any

9 other person because of race or colkr, of any right, privilege,

10- or immunity, granted, secured, or protected by the Constitu-

11 tion or laws of the United States, such other person in his

'12 own right or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

'13 United States, may institute a civil action or other proper

14 proceeding, for preventive relief, Including an application for

15 -i permanent. or temporary injunctioD, restraining order,

16 order requiring the posting of a boi-d to secure compliance

17 #with any order of the court, or other order.

18 SFm. 302. Whenever any person, has engaged or there

19 are reasonable grounds'to believe that any person is about

20 to engage 'in any act or practice which would deprive any

21 offer person of, or hinder him in the exercise of, the right

22 to speak, assemble* 'petition, or otherwise express himself

23 for the' purpose of advocating equality of persons or oppbr-

24 tunity free from discrimination because of race or 'cokr,

25 such other person in his own right, or the Attorney Gen-
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1 eral for or in the name of the United States, may institute

2 a civil action or other proceeding for preventive relief, in-

3 cluding an application for a permanent or temporary in-

4 junction, restraining order, order requiring the posting of

5 bond to secure compliance with any order of the court, or

6 other order; provided that such other person above men-

7 tioned is a person described in subsection 202 (d) (i) or

8 (ii) and any one of the circumstances specified in section

9 202 (e) is established by a preponderance of the evidence.

10 The provisions of section 202 (f) shall be applicable in

11 proceedings under this section.

12 Sno. 303. In any proceeding under this section the

13 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

14 person. The district courts of the United States shall have

15 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title and

16 shall exercise the same without regard to whether the party

17 aggrieved shall have exhausted any administrative or other

18 remedies that may be provided by law.

19 TITLE IV-REMOVAL BY CERTAIN DEFENDANTS

20 SEC. 401. Any defendant in a criminal action or in a

21 civil or criminal contempt action in a State or local court

22 may remove said action to the district court of the United

23 States for the district embracing the place wherein it is pend-

24 ing if the defendant is a person described in either subsection

25 (i) or (ii) of section 202 (d) and if any one of the circum-
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1 stances specified in section 202 (e) is established by a pre-

2 ponderance of the evidence. The provisions of section 202

3 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings under this section.

4 Sic. 402. Any defendant in any action or proceeding

5 (civil, criminal, or otherwise) in a State or local court may

6 remove said action or proceeding to the district court of the

7 United States for the district embracing the place wherein

8 it is pending if the action or proceeding is maintained for or

9 on account of any act or omission in the exercise of the

10 freedoms of speech, of the press, of assembly or of petition

11 guaranteed by the Constitution or laws of the United States

12 for the purpose of advocating or supporting racial equality

13 or of protesting the denial of racial equality; or any act or

14 omission protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States against abridgment or interference by reason of race

16 or color.

17 SmC. 403. The procedures set forth in sections 1446

18 and 1447 of title 28 shall be applicable to removal and re-

19 mand under this section, except that any order of remand

20 shall be reviewable by appeal or otherwise.

21 TITLE V--CIVIL INDEMNIFICATION

22 SEc. 501. (a) There is hereby established within the

23 United States Commission on Civil Rights an Indemnifica-

24 tion Board, hereafter referred to as the Board. The Board

25 shall be composed of three members, appointed by the
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1, President with the "advice and consent of the Senate. The

2 President shall designate one member as Chairman. No

3 more than two members of. the Board may be of the same

4 political party.

5 (b) The term of office of each member of the Boar4

6 shall be. five years, beginning with the effective date of this

7 Act, except of those members first appointed, one shall

8 serve for five years, one for three years, and one for'one

9' year. Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring

10 prior to the expiration of the term for which his predecessor'

II was appointed shall be appointed for the remainder of sch;

12 term.

13 (c) The Chairman shall be compensated at the rate

14 of $25,000 per annum, and the other members at a rate-

15 of $24,000 per annum.

16 (d) Two members shall constitute a quorum for the*

17 transaction of business.

18 SFm. 502. The Board may, in accordance with civil serw-"

19 ice laws, appoint and fix the compensation of such officerA,

20 attorneys and employees, and make such expenditures, at'.

21 may be necessary to carry out its functions.

22 Sc. 503. The Board shall make such rules and regula;.

23 tions as shall be necessary and proper to carry out its

24 functions.
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1 Sc. 504. The Commission on Civil Rights shall have

2 the authority and duty to receive and investigate or have

3 investigated written complaints from or on behalf of any

4 person injured in his person or property or deprived of his

5 life (i) because of race or color, while lawfully exercising,

6 attempting to exercise, or advocating, or assisting another

7 in the exercise of, any right, privilege or immunity granted,

8 secured, or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

9 United States, or for having so exercised, attempted, advo-

10 cated or assisted or (ii) by any act, the purpose or design

11 of which is to intimidate him or any other person from seek-

12 ing or advocating equality of persons or opportunity free

13 from discrimination based on race or color.

14 Sm. 505. (a) The Commission on Civil Rights may

15 request and the Department of Justice shall make available

16 any investigative reports that the Department of Justice

17 has that are relevant to the complaint and investigation.

18 (b) The Commission may request and the Attorney

19 General is authorized to direct that additional investigation

20 of matters relevant to the complaint be conducted by the

21 Federal Bureau of Investigation.

22 (c) The Commission shall supply copies of all of its

23 investigative reports to the Attorney General.

24 Sc. 506. If, after such investigation, the Commission
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1 shall determine that probable cause exists for crediting the

2 complaint, it shall direct the Board to conduct a hearing

3 thereon as provided in section 507; if, however, the Commis-

4 sion shall determine that probable cause does not exist or that

5 no substantial damage has occurred, it shall dismiss the

6 complaint.

7 SEC. 507. (a) Any hearing may be conducted by the

8 Board or any member of the Board designated by the

9 Chairman.

10 (b) In the event the Board determines that because of

11 the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it is not

12 in the interest of justice for it or a member to conduct a hear-

13 ing, it may designate an agent or employee of the Board or a

14 person not associated with the Board to conduct the hearing

15 provided any such agent, employee or other person so desig-

16 nated shall be a member of the bar of the highest court of

17 one of the States of the United States.

18 (o) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

19 shall be reimbursed for services rendered in oonneotion with

20 such hearing as determined by the Board, subject to approval

21 of the Civil Service Commission.

22 (d) The Board or any member or hearing officer may

23 administer oaths or affirmations.

24 __(e )-T .Bowd shall have the-same powers f i'mYee*- -

25 gation and subpoena as those granted the National LAbor
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1 Relations Board in 29 U.S.C. 161 (1) and (2).

2 (f) A full record shall be made and kept of all hear!

3 ings conducted.

4 SEC. 508. (a) After hearing, the Board member or

5 hearing officer conducting the hearing shall make findings

6 of fact based upon the record.

7 (b) After a hearing conducted by the Board, it shall,

8 if it finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred

9 to in section 504, make a monetary award of indemnifi-

10 cation to compensate such complainant for such injury.

11 (c) After a hearing conducted by a member of the

12 Board or hearing officer, he shall, if he finds that any com-

13 plainant has suffered injury referred to in section 504, make

14 a recommendation of an award of indemnification. All such

15 recommendations shall be reviewed by the Board. Upon

16 review, the Board shall review the findings of fact and shall

17 affirm, reject, or modify findings and such recommendations

18 and enter or deny an award.

19 (d) All awards made hereunder shall include reasonable

20 attorney's fees.

21 Sw. 509. (a) In the event that the investigation of

22 the complaint or the hearing thereon indicates the person or

23 persons responsible for the injury for which an award is

24 sought, such person or persons..shalL he .notified-.e iM.. -

63-420 0-6----11
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have a reasonable opportunity to intervene in the hearing

and to be fully heard.

(b) In the event that such investigation or hearing

indicates that the injury resulted in whole or in part from

action taken under color of law, the political subdivision

and/or the State under whose authority such action was

taken shall be notified and shall have a reasonable oppor-

tunity to intervene in the hearing and to be fully heard.

(c) Notice under this section may be by personal service

or by registered mail.

(d) Notice to a State or political subdivision may be

given to the chief executive or principal legal officer of such

State or political subdivision.

(e) The Board shall, if necessary to secure a full hear-

ing for any intervenor, continue the hearing from time to

time.

SEc. 510. The United States may, on the motion of the

Attorney General intervene at any stage of the hewing or

appeal.

SEC. 511. (a) The complainant or any intervenor may

obtain a review of the final decision of the Board in the

United States Court Azeals for the District of Columbia

or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit an ich the

injury occurred or the person seeking review resides.
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I (b) Such review shall be made on the basis of the

2 record before the Board, and the findings of the Board with

3 respect to questions of fact, if supported by substantial evi-

4 dence on the record considered as a whole, shall be con-

5 clusive.

6 SEc. 512. (a) In any instance in which the injury or

7 death for which an award is made results in whole or in part

8 from action taken under color of law, or from action whether

9 or not taken under color of law which in any way impedes

10 or infringes upon the exercise or advocacy of any right,

11 privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or protected by the

12 Constitution or laws of the United States, the United States

13 shall have a cause of action for recovery of the amount of

14 such award against the person or persons responsible for the

15 injury for which the award is made.

16 (b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted

17 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law, the

18 political subdivision and/or the State under whose authority

19 such action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable

20 with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

21 (c) In any case brought under this section against any-

22 one notified under section 509, the findings of fact as made,

23 modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to section 508

24 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima facie evidence
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1 of the facts determined by the findings, and the award of

2 indemnification shall be admissible and shall constitute prima

3 facie evidence of the damages suffered by the complainant.

4 (d) The district courts of the United States shall have

5 jurisdiction to hear cases brought under this section.

6 SEC. 513. (a) In the event the person injured dies, a

7 complaint may be filed by any representative of his estate,

8 or by his or her spouse, child, or dependent and the Board

9 shall determine to whom any award shall be made.

10 (b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of the

11 person injured to file a complaint, it may be filed by his or

12 her spouse, child, dependent, or counsel.

13 SEC. 514. All complaints must be filed within six

14 months of the injury for which an award is sought, except

15 that where the injury results in death, the complaint may be

16 filed within twelve months of death.

17 SEC. 515. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the

18 right to pursue any action or remedy granted him under any

19 other law of the United States or any State, provided that

20 in the event that any person receives in any other action an

21 award of damages for which an award of indemnification has

22 been made under this title, the United States shall have a lien

23 against such award in the amount of tfhe award of indemnifi-

24 cation. In the event such other award is made prior to the

25 award of indemnification, the amount of such other award
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1 shall be considered by the Board in determining whether to

2 make an award and, if so, the amount of the award.

3 TITLE VI-AMENDMENT TO TITLE VII OF 1964

4 ACT

5 SEC. 601. Title VII of Public Law 88-352 (the Civil

6 Rights Act of 1964) is amended as follows:

7 (a) Add a new paragraph to section 701 (a) as fol-

8 lows: "The term 'governmental unit' means a State or a

9 political subdivision thereof or an agency of one or more

10 States or political subdivisions."

11 (b) Amend so much of section 701 (b) as appears be-

12 fore the word "Provided" to read as follows: "The term

13 'employer' means: (1) a person engaged in an industry

14 affecting commerce who has twenty-five or more employees

15 for each working day in each of twenty or more calendar

16 weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, aid any

17 agent of such a person, but such term does not include (i)

18 the United States, a corporation wholly owned by the Gov-

19 ernment of the United States, or an Indian tribe, (ii) a bona

20 fide membership club (other than a labor organization)

21 which is exempt from taxation under section 501 (c) of the

22 Internal Revenue Code of 1954; (2) a governmental unit

23 and any agent of suchi governmental unit;"

Me on" wherv r pers n s o lo Wing
2)5 the word "'person" wherever it appears in section 701 (c).
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1 (d) Delete the phrase "or an agency of a State or

2 political subdivision of a State," from section 701 (e).

3 (e) Add a comma and the following language after the

4 word "charge" on line 9 of section 706 (e) : "unless the

5 respondent. is a State."

6 (f) Insert the words "or governmental unit" in section

7 707 (a) following the word "persons" on lines 2 and 12

8 of such subsection.

9 (g) Insert the words "for or in the name of the United

10 States" following the word "action" on line 6 of section

11 707 (a).

12 (h) Insert the words "or governmental imit" following

13 the word "person" on line 4 of section 709 (a) on lines 1

14 and (5) of section 710 (c) and on lines 2 and 7 of section

15 713 (b).

16 TITLE VII-MISCELLANEOUS

17 Sc. 701. (a) The term "State" as used herein shall

18 include the District of Columbia.

19 (b) The term "because of race or color" shall mean

20 because of hostility to the race or color of any person, or

21 because of his association with persons of a different race

22 or color or his advocacy of equality of persons of different

23 races or colors.

24 (c) The term "hearing officer" shall mean an agent or

21' employee of the Indemnification Board or a person not
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1 otherwise associated with the Board who is designated by

2 the Board to conduct a hearing.

3 (d) The term "action taken under color of law" shalt

4 include the knowing refusal or failure to act where action

5 could or may have prevented injury.

6 (e) The term "injury to property" shall include any

7 financial or economic loss.

8 (f) The term "judicial district" shall mean a division

9 thereof where the judicial district is divided into divisions.

10 SEc. 702. (a) There are hereby authorized to be ap-

11 propriated such sums as may be necessary to carry out

12 the provisions of this Act, including payment of awards

13 under title V.

14 (b) If any provision of this Act or the application

15 thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the

16 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision to

17 other persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances

18 shall not be affected thereby.
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2 H. R 12891

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE

FMRIJA3V 17, 1966

Mr. IMl0hAM introduced the following bill; which was referred to the ('om-
mitte on the Judiciary

A BILL
Designed to prevent crimes of in nidation, violence, and murder

against Negroes and civil rights workers lawfully seeking

to enforce the Constitution.

1 Be it enacted by te Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United Statoe of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be c;ted as "The Civil Rights Protection

4 Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I--JUItY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELrCTION IN FEDBRAT COURTS

8 Sc. 101. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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' "11864. Duties, compensation, and methods of selecting

2 and drawing jurors

3 "(a) JuRY COMM iss1i.-A jury commission shall be

4 established in each judicial district, consisting of the clerk

5 of the court or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the

6 clerk and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the

7 district court. The jury commissioner shall be a citizen of the

8 United States of good standing, a resident of the district,

9 and, at the time of his appointment, shall not be a member

10 of the same political party as the clerk of the court or a

11 duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If more

12 than one jury commissioner is appointed, each may be desig-

13 nated to serve in one or more of the places where court is

14 held, and the clerk and the jury commissioner so designated

15 shall constitute the jury commission for that part of the dis-

16 trict. In the event that a jury commissioner is unable for

17 any reason to perform his duties, another jury commissioner

18 may be appointed, as provided herein, to act in his place

19 until he is able to resume his duties.

20 "(b) JURY SELECTION.-

21 "(i) In the performance of its duties, the jury com-

22 mission shall act under the direction and supervision of

23 the chief judge of the district.

24 "(ii) The names of persons who may be called for

25 grand or petit jury service shall be obtained under a
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1 sampling plan prepared by the jury commission with

2 the approval of the chief judge ani designed to provide

3 a representative cross section of the population of the

4 judicial district without exclusion on the basis of race,

5 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

6 social status. The plan for obtaining such names and the

7 method for carrying out sueh plan shall be prepared in

8 conmsltution with and approved by the Director of the

9 Administnitive Office of the United States Courts, who

10 may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the Census

11 for advice and asistance.

12 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

13 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than three

14 hundred qualified persona, publicly drawn by chance,

15 shall be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device.

16 "(iv) The names of jurors for %,rvice on grand and

17 petit juries shall be publicly drawn by chance from the

18 jury box, wheel, or similar device.

19 "(v) In dcte-nining whether persons whose names

20 are to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device

21 are qualified as jurors under section 1861 of title 28, as

22 amended, the jury commission may use such question-

23 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the ap-

24 proval of the Director of the Adininimtrative Office of

25 the United States Coourtq, may deem appropriate, in-

Si
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1 eluding the administration of oaths. The questionnaires

2 may be filled out by the individual or by another on his

3 behalf. With the approval of the chief judge, the jury

4 commission may designate deputy clerks and other em-

5 ployees in the office of the clerk of the court to assist the

6 commision in the performance of its duties, and to per-

7 form under its direction such of the detailed duties of the

8 commission as in the opinion of the chief judge could be

9 assigned to them.

10 "(e) Rmiom.-The jury commission shall keep rec-

11 ords of the names obtained under subsection (b) (ii) of

12 this section, the names of persons placed in the jury box,

13 wheel, or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned

14 by said persons, the names and race of the persons drawn

15 from the jury box, wheel, or similar device, the names of

16 those performing jury service, and the dates thereof and

17 such additional appropriate records as the chief judge may

18 direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of not

19 less than four years.

20 '(d) ENFOWCEMET BY CouR op AppwuLs.-On

21 application of any citizen residing in, or litigant in, any

22 judicial district or of the Attorney General of the United

23 States, alleging that the jury selection procedures or record-

24 keeping requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c)

25 of this section are not being fully implemented, the United
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1 States court of app1els for ie judicial circuit in which maid

2 judicial district is located shall, upon a showing thereof,

3 appoint jury commissioners responsible to said court of

4 appeals and direct such jury commissioners in the election

5 of juries and the keeping of records in accordance with sub-

6 sections (b) and (c) of this section. Where evidence is

7 required for a determination by the court of appeals, the

8 court may hear the evidence itself or appoint a master to

9 act for it in accordance with law.

10 "(e) RETURN OF JuRY SuPvisioS.-The court

11 of appeals may, on its own motion or on application of

12 the chief judge of the judicial district, approve the return

13 of supervision and control of the jury selection procedures to

14 the chief judge and to the jury commission for said judicial

15 district at any time when the court of appeals finds that

16 there is reasonable cause to believe that the jury selection

17 proccdurcs and recordkccpiig neliirenints prescribed in

18 subsections (b) and (c) of this section will be fully

19 impleeicntcd.

20 "(f) COMPIDNSATio.-J]ach jury commissioner ap-

21 pointed on a part-time basis shall be compensated for his

22 services at the rate of $25 per day for each day in which

23 he actually and necessarily is engaged in the performance

24 of his official duties, to be paid upon certificate of the chief

25 judge of the district.
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1 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a full-timO basis

2 shall receive a salary to be fixed from time to time by the

3 Judicial Conference of the United States at a rate which, in

4 the opinion of the Judicial Conference, corresponds to that

5 provided by the Classification Act of 1949, as amended,

6 for positions in the executive branch with comparable

7 responsibilities.

8 "Each jury commissioner shall receive his traveling

9 and subsistence expenses within the limitations prescribed

10 for clerks of district courts while absent from his designated

11 post of duty on official business.

12 "(g) DELEGATION'.-A1y of the powers or duties con-

13 ferred upon the chief judge under this section may be del-

14 egated by him to another judge of the district: Provided,

15 however, That where part of a district bY agreement or order

16 of court is assigned to one particular judge and lie cus-

17 tomarily holds court there, as to such part of the district

18 lie shall perform the fhiictions and fulfill the duties conferred

19 upon the chief judge in this section."

20 SEc. 102. Section 1861 (2) setting forth qualifications

21 of Federal jurors is amended by striking out the words

22 "read" and "write".

23 S1e. 103. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

24 lowing sentence to subsection (b) : "If the district judge

25 determines that the ability to read or write English is reason-
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1 ably required in order for jurors to perform their duties in

2 any particular case or cases, he sludl be empowered to ex-

3 cude those who cannot read or write English, except that

4 no person shall be excluded on this ground who has com-

5 pleted the sixth grade in an English language school."

6 Sv.c. 104. Section 1871 is amended by striking the

7 words "$10.00 per day" and inserting in their place "$15.00

8 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by strik-

9 ing the words "$14.00 for each day" and inserting in their

10 place "$20.00 per day or loss of piy, whichever is greater

11 for each day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of

12 $10.00 per day shall be allowed" and inserting in .their place

13 "subsistence allowance given to Federal employees shall be

14 allowed"; and by striking the words "jury fees in excess of

15 $10.K per diem" and inserting in their plae "jury fees in

16 excess of $15.00 per diem".

17 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

18 Sic. 105. RECORiDS.-Each State or local court shall

19 keep records of the niamnes of all persons on the jury list for

20 .Paid court, names of those persons placed in the jury box,

21 wheel, or similar device, questionnaires, applications, or doca-

22 ments of any sort used in the selection of jurors, the names

23 and race of the persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or

24 similar device, the names of those performing jury service,

25 and the dates thereof, and such additional appropriate records
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1 as the judge or judges of aid oou4 may direct. Such records

2 shal be retained for a period of not less than four years.

3 18c. 106. JuRY DmcmmNATIoN.-

4 (a) On application of any citizen Yesiding within the

5 area of, or any litigant in, any State or local court, or of the

6 Attorney General of the United States, alleging that per-

7 sons have been systematically excluded from grand or petit

8 juries on grounds of race or color in such State or local court

9 -or that the recordkeeping requirements of section 105 are

10 not being fully implemented, the Federal district court for

11 the district in which said State or local court is located shall,

12 upon a showing thereof, direct the Director of the Adminis-

13 trative Office of the United States Courts, directly or through

14 subordinate officials, to assume responsibility for the seleo-

15 tion and administration of juries in that State or local court

16 and the Director shall administer and supervise the selection

17 of juries in accordance with the procedures set forth in sub-

18 sections (b) and (c) of section 101. The Director may, if

19 practical, use the Federal list or part thereof of jurors for

20 the area in which said State or local court is located. The

21 Director shall act without regard to State and local laws and

22 regulations applicable to jury selection and service in oid

23 State or local court and All judges therein shall apply Federal

24 law governing jury selection and service. The Director may,

25 in accordance with civil service laws, appoint and fix the

1W
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1 compensation of such officers, attorneys, and employees, and

2 make such expenditures, a may be necessary to carry out

3 his duties under this section. The Director may call upon

4 the Director of the Bureau of the Census for advice and as-

5 sistane in carrying out his dutie.

6 (b) Any final judgment of any Federal or State court

7 within five years prior to the filing of the application in the

8 district court and whether prior to or after the effective date

9 of this Act, determining that there has been systematic ex-

10 clusion from jury service on grounds of race or color in any

11 State or local court, shall establish such exclusion unless the

12 State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

13 official, satisfies the district court that such exclusion no

14 longer exists.

15 (c) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

16 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race or

17 color within the area of any State or local court bears to

18 the total population of that area exceeds by one-third or

19 more the ratio which the number of persons of that race or

20 color serving on grand and petit juries bears to the total

21 number of persons serving on such juries, this shall be deemed

22 to establish systematic exclusion on grounds of race or color:

23 Provided, however, That in case all or part of the two-year

24 period antedates the effective date of this Act, the State or

:0q. 1J li:'
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1 local court, through its clerk or other appropriate official,

2 shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that such ex-

3 clusion no longer exists.

4 SEC. 107. The State or local court may make applica-

5 tion for reinstatement of State procedures to the United

6 States District Court for the District of Columbia which may

7 approve the reinstatement of said procedures if it finds that

8 there is no longer reasonable cause to believe that persons

9 will be excluded from jury service by reason of race or

10 color, or that there will be continued failure to keep records.

11 SmC. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

12 able cause to believe that any change in the qualifications,

13 standards, or limitations on the right to a jury trial, opera-

14 tion of the jury system, or the selection of, or challenges to,

15 individual jury members or panel, for any case or class of

16 cases in any State or local court different from those in force

17 and effect on January 1, 1966, will have the purpose or

18 effect of circumnventing this title, lie may bring an action

19 in the Federal district court for the district in which such

20 State or local court is located to enjoin such change in qual-

21 ifications, standards, limitations, operation, selection, or chal-

22 lenge and the district court may grant such temporary or

23 final relief as may be necessary to prevent such circumven-

24 tion of this title.

63-420 O--6-----12
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1 GENERAL

2 SBc. 109. Sections 106(c) and 202(f) (ii) shall not

3 apply in any area unless a racial or color minority constitutes

4 at least 10 per centum of the total population of the area.

5 SEc. 110. Any person who willfully fails to comply with

6 the recordkeeping requirements of this title shall be fined not

7 more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year,

8 or both.

9 SEC. 111. The provisions of subsections (a), (b), and

10 (c) of section 1974 of title 42, United States Code,

11 shall apply with respect to jury records required to be main-

12 gained under this title.

13 SEc. 112. This title shall become effective ninety days

14 after the date of its enactment.

15 TITLE I1-PROSECUTION IN AND REMOVAL

16 TO FEDERAL COURTS

17 FEDERAL TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

18 SEc. 201. The district courts of the United States shall

19 have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts of the

20 States, of all prosecutions for offenses (whether felonies,

21 misdemeanors, or other offenses) defined by the laws of the

22 State or of any subdivision of the State where acts or omis-

23 sions constituting the charged offense occur, whenever pros-
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1 ecution of such offenses in a Federal district court is neces-

2 sary and proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

3 SEC. 202. (a) Objection to the jurisdiction of the district

4 court conferred by section 201 shall be entertained only if

5 made before trial and in the manner authorized by the Fed-

6 era! Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the lime of the

7 objection. If such objection is not made before trial, the

8 jurisdiction of the district court shall not thereafter be ques-

9 tioned in any manner or by any court.

10 (b) In the event of a properly presented objection to

11 the jurisdiction of the district court under section 201, the

12 question whether the prosecution of the charged offense in a

13 Federal district is necessary and proper to assure equal pro-

14 tection of the laws shall be promptly decided by the distric

15 court sitting without jury, and its decision sustaining or over-

16 ruling the objection shall be reviewable by interlocutory ap-

17 peal to the court of appeals within ten days after the entry

18 of the order.

19 (o) If any one of the circumstances specified in sub-

20 section (d) of this section and any one of the circumstances

21 specified in subsection (e) of this section are established by

22 a preponderance of the evidence, the district court shall find

23 that prosecution of the charged offense in a Federal district

24 court is necessary and proper to assure equal protection of

25 the laws.
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1 (d) The circumstances first referred to in subsection (c)

2 of this section are that the victim of the offense is-

3 (i) a member of a racial or color group subject to

4 the discrimination set forth in subsection (e) of this

5 section; or

6 (i i) a person who, by words or action, was advocat-

7 ing or supporting at or near the time of the offense the

8 exercise or enjoyment by any member or members of

9 such group of equal protection of the laws.

10 (e) The circumstanes second referred to in subsection

11 (c) of this section are: that in any county or other political

12 subdivision, where, under applicable State law the offense

13 might be tried, the members of any racial or color group

14 are-

15 (i) Systematically excluded from actual service on

16 grand or petit juries in the State or local courts, whether

17 their absence be caused by exclusion from the venires, or

18 by excuses or challenges peremptory or for cause, or

19 otherwise; or

20 (ii) Systematically denied in any manner the fran-

21 chise in elections at which any prosecuting official or

22 judge in the county or other political subdivision, or any

23 official who appoints any such prosecuting official or

24 judge, is elected; or

25 (iii) Systematically segregated in, or discriminated
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1 against in any manner in connection with the services

2 or facilities of, State or local jails, prisons,* police sta-

3 tions, court, or other public buildings related to the

4 administration of justice; or

5 (iv) Systematically subjected to harsher punish-

6 ment upon conviction of crime than those to which

7 persons generally convicted of crime are subjected; or

8 (v) Systematically subjected to more onerous

9 terms or conditions of bail or conditional release than

10 those to which defendants generally are subjected.

11 (f) (i) Any final judgment of any Federal or State

12 court within five yeans prior to the conmmencement of the

13 prosecution under section 201 determining that there has

14 been, on grounds of race or color, systenatic exclusion from

15 jury service in the State or loa.l courts of the county or

16 other political subdivision, or systeniatic denial of the fran-

17 chise in any eleetioi in the county or other State political

18 subdivision shall establish the circumstance described in sub-

19 section 202 (e) (i) or (ii), as the case may be, unless the

20 defendant satisfies the court that the circumstances described

21 in said subsection (i) or (ii) no longer exist.

22 (ii) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

23 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race

24 or color within the county or other political subdivision

25 bears to the total population of said county or other political
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1 subdivision exceeds by one-third or more the ratio which

2 the number of persons of that race or color serving on grand

3 and petit juries bears to the total number of persons serving

4 on such juries, or the ratio which the number of persons

5 of that race or color registered to vote beers to the total

6 number of persons registered to vote, this shall be deemed

7 to establish the circumstances described in subsection

8 202 (e) (i) or (ii): Provided, however, That in case all

9 or part of the two-year period antedates the effective date

10 of this Act, the defendant shall be given the opportunity to

11 demonstrate that such exclusion from juries or franchise no

12 longer exists.

13 Sic. 203. (a) Prosecutions. under the jurisdiction con-

14 ferred by section 201 shall be commenced by indictment by

15 a Federal grand jury in all cases in which the Constitution

16 requires that proseci'ion be by indictment; in other cases,

17 prosecution may be by indictuient or by information.

18 (b) The district court shall not proceed in the exercise

19 of jurisdiction conferred by section 201 unless, at or prior

20 to final arraignment in the district court, there is filed with

21 the district court a certificate of the Attorney General of

22 the United States that prosecution of the cause by the

23 United States in a Federal district court would fulfill the

24 responsibility of the United States Government to assure

25 equal protection of the laws. Upon the filing of such a.
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1 certificate, the jurisdiction given by section 201 shall become

2 exclusive of the courts of any State, and the prosecution

3 shall thereafter be conducted exclusively by the Attorney

4 General of the United States or his designate. Upon the

5 filing of the certificate, no State court shall have or retain

6 jurisdiction of any offense charged against the defendant

7 prosecution for which would constitute jeopardy in respect

8 of the offense described in the certificate. The certificate

9 of the Attorney General shall not he subject to review by

10 any court.

11 (c) If the certificate of the Attorney General dewozibed

12 in subsection (b) of this section is not filed at or prior to

13 final arraignment in the district court, the district court shall

14 dismiss the prosecution without prejudice.

15 (d) Notwithstanding the certificate of the Attorney

16 General described in subsection (b) of this section has not

17 yet been filed and no judicial finding has yet been made sus-

18 taining the jurisdiction of a Federal court under section 2(Y1

19 of this Act, Federal judicial, executive, administrative, and

20 law enforcement officers and agencies, including but not

21 limited to Federal judges, commissioners, marshals, grand

22 juries, prosecuting attorneys, and the Federal Bureau of In-

23 vestigation may exercise all powers given them by the laws

24 of the United States in order to prevent and investigate any

25 offense within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 and
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1 to apprehend and prosecute the offender or offenders. In

2 any case where such powers by the general laws of the

3 United States are restricted to felonies, the sane powers may

4 be exercised in cases involving misdemeanors or other of-

5 senses within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201. The

6 authority given Federal executive, administrative, and law

7 enforcement officers and agencies under this subsection shall

8 be exercised subject to the direction of the Attorney General

9 of the United States, but if the delay of their exercise until a di-

10 rection of the Attorney General is received is impracticable

11 in order effectively to prevent or investigate any offense

12 within the jurisdiction given by section 201 of this Act or

13 to apprehend or prosecute the offender or offenders, they

14 may be exercised without direction of the Attorney General.

15 The Attorney General is authorized to issue rules and regu-

16 lations for the implementation of this subsection.

17 REMOVAL BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

18 Su. 204. (a) Where a prosecution has been com-

19 menced in any court of a State in respect of any offense

20 within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 of this Act,

21 the United States may at any time before jeopardy attaches

22 remove the prosecution for trial to the district court for the

23 district embracing the place wherein the prosecution is

24 pending.
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1 (b) Such removal shall he instituted by the filing in

2 the district court of the certificate of the Attorney Generid

3 described in section 203 (b) of this Act, which certificate

4 shall identify the prosecution to be removed. The filing of

5 this certificate, together with the filing of a copy thereof

6 with the judge or clerk of the State court in which the prose-

7 cution is pending (which filing may precede or follow or

8 be contemporaneous with the filing of the certificate in the

9 district court) shall effect the removal, and the jurisdiction

10 of the State court shall thereupon terminate and all State

11 court proceedings thereafter shall be null and void for all

12 lrposes unless and until the case is remanded. Following

13 removal under this section-

14 (i) the jurisdiction conferred by subsection (a) of

15 this section shall be exclusive of the courts of any State,

16 and the prosecution shall be conducted exclusively by

17 the Attorney General or his designate;

18 (ii) no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

19 of any offense charged against the defendant, prosecu-

20 tion for which would constitute jeopmrdy in respect of

21 the offense described in the certificate; and

22 (iii) the certificate of the Attorney General shall

23 not be subject to review by any court.

24 (c) Where the offense charged is one required by the

25 Constitution to be prosecuted by indictment and no such
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1 indictment was returned prior to removal, indictment by a

2 Federal grand jury shall be required within a reasonable

3 time or the proceeding shall be remanded to the State court.

4 SEC. 205. (a) The Federal Rules of Criminal Proce-

5 dure shall apply to lr eedingN tinder sections 201 through

6 204.

7 (b) Any person convicted in proceedings under qee-

8 tions 201 through 204 shall be sentenced to the fine, term

9 of imprisonment, or both, prescribed by the State law appli-

10 cable to the offense of which he is convicted. For all other

11 purposes of imposition or execution of sentence, including

12 but not limited to the payment of fine, custody. probation,

13 parole, and pardon, he shall be treated as a person con-

14 victed and sentenced tinder the criminal laws of the United

15 States.

16 (c) Sections 201 through 205, inclusive, %hall Jbeconie

17 inoperative on and after January 1, 1975.

18 INVESTIGATION OF JURY EXCLUSION

19 SBC. 206. (a) The United States Commission on Civil

20 Rights shall investigate the service on grand and petit jurivs

21 by members of racial or color groups in: the State and local

22 courts of any county or other political subdivision in which

23 it believes that there may be disparate treatment of nieinibers

24 of different racial or color groups.

25 (b) Before publishing the results of any such investi-
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1 gation, the Commission shall furnish a copy of its proposed

2 findings to the State or local court, the jury cminuisxioners

3 and tiny other officials responsible for jury selection iii the

4 county or other political subdivision concerned and shall

5 give them an opportunity to controvert any of the proposed

6 findings. Upon consideration of their responses and such

7 consultation with the affected commissioners and cfficials as

8 may be indicated, the Commission may revise its proposed

9 findings. If any of those proposed findings remain con-

10 troverted, the Commission shall cause a public hearing to

11 he held in the county or other political subdivision concerned

12 to consider the remaining issues of fact. Such hearing may

13 be held by the Commission or by a person or persons desig-

14 nated by it who may hut need not be a member or members

15 of the Commission or its staff; the person or persons thus

16 designated shall have all the powers the Commission would

17 have in regard to the conduct of such a hearing. If any

18 such hearing is not held by the Commission itself. the

19 person or persons conducting it shall prepare a report which

20 shall be forwarded to the Commission together with such

21 comments thereon as local officials may make and with the

22 record of the hearing. The Commission shall thereafter pub-

23 lish its findings and a detailed summary of the data on which

24 those findings are based. Judicial notice of the findings
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1 of the Commission and the data contained in its detailed

2 summary shall be taken in any judicial proceeding in ary

3 court.

4 (o) In any action or proceeding under this Act, tle

5 Conunission's findings and summary of data under subsection

6 (b) of this section shall constitute evidence of the facts pre-

7 .sented therein and, except to the extent that the party con-

8 troverting those facts satisfies the court, by evidence on the

9 record as a whole, that particular findings or data are not

10 correct, the courts shall accept the Commission's findings

11 and data as adequately probative of all the facts contained

12 therein and shall make its findings in accordance therewith.

13 (d) In proceedings under this section, the Commission

14 shall have all the powers granted it under all other statutes;

15 and the powers conferred on it by this section are in addition

16 to its powers under such other statutes.

17 FEDERAL OFFENSE

18 SEC. 207. Section 241, title 18, United States Code is

19 amended to read as follows:

20 "(a) Whoever, whether acting under color of law or

21 otherwise-

22 "(1) willfully injures, oppresses, threatens, or in-

23 timidates any person in the free exercise or enjoyment

24 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured,
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1 or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

2 States, or because of his having so exercised the same;

8 or

4 "(2) intentionally conmits an assault or an assault

5 and battery upon any person exercising, attempting to

6 exercise, or advocating the exercise of, any right, priv-

7 ilege, or immunity secured or protected against discrim-

8 ination on the grounds of race or color by the Constitu-

9 tion or laws of the United States; or

10 "(3) intentionally commits an assault or an assault

11 aid battery upon any person using directly or indirectly,

12 the facilities of interstate commerce, or traveling therein,

13 or upon any person where the assailant uses, directly or

14 indirectly, any facility of interstate commerce, or any-

15 thing that has moved in interstate commerce, in the com-

16 mission of the assault or assault and battery, when the

17 purpose or reasonably foreseeable effect of such assault

18 or assault and battery is to prevent any person or class

19 of persons from exercising or advocating equal rights or

20 opportunities free from discrimination on the grounds of

21 race or color, or to intimidate any person or class of

22 persons in the exercise or advocacy of such rights or op-

23 portunities; shall upon conviction thereof, be fined not

24 more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one

25 year, or both; except that if in the course of the act or
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1 acts for which he is convicted he inflicts death or grave

2 bodily injury, he shall be fitped not more than $10,000

3 and imprisoned for not more than twenty years, or both.

4 "(b) If two or more persons go in disguise on the high-

5 way or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent

6 or hinder the free exercise or enjoyment of any right, privi-

7 lege or immunity covered by subsection (a) of this section,

8 they shall, upon conviction, be subject to the penalties in

9 subsection (a) of this section."

10 TITLE III--CIVIL PREVENTIVE RELIEF

11 SEw. 301. Whenever any person has engaged or there

12 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about to

13 engage in any act or practice which would deprive any other

14 person because of race or color, of any right, privilege, or

15 immunity granted, secured or protected by the Constitution

16 or laws of the United States, such other person in his own

17 right or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

18 United States, may institute a civil action or other proper

19 proceeding for preventive relief, including an application for

20 a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order, order

21 requiring the posting of a bond to secure compliance with any

22 order of the court, or other order.

23 SEC. 302. Whenever any person has engaged or there

24 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

25 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any
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1 other person of, or hinder him in the exercise of, the right

2 to speak, assemble, petition or otherwise express himself

3 for the purpose of advocating equality of persons or oppor-

4 tunity free from discrimination because of race or color, such

5 other person in his own right, or the Attorney General for

6 or in the name of the United States, may institute a civil

7 'action or other proceeding for preventive relief, including an

8 application for a permanent or temporary injunction, re-

9 straining order, order requiring the posting of bond to secure

10 compliance with any order of the court, or other order;

11 Provided, That such other person above mentioned is a per-

12 son described in subsection 202 (d) (i) or (ii) and any

13 one of the circumstances specified in section 202 (e) is

14 established by a preponderance of the evidence. The pro-

15 visions of section 202 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings

16 under this section.

17 SWc. 303. In any proceeding under this section the

18 United States shall be liable for costs the same a a private

19 person. The district courts of the United Sta shall have

20 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title

21 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

22 party aggrieved shall have exhausted any administrative or

23 other remedies that may be provided by law.
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! TITLE IV-REMOVAL BY CERTAIN

2 DEFENDANTS

3 SE~c. 401. Any defendant in a criminal action or in a

4 civil or criminal contempt action in a State or local court

5 may remove said action to the district court of the United

6 States for the district embracing the place wherein it is pend-

7 ing if the defendant is a person described in either subsec-

8 tion (i) or (ii) of section 202 (d) and if any one of tho

9 circumstances specified in section 202 (e) is established by

10 a preponderance of the evidence. The provisions of see-

11 tion 202 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings under this

12 section.

13 SEC. 402. Any defendant in any action or proceeding

14 (civil, criminal or otherwise) in a State or local ooutrt

15 may remove said action or proceeding to the district court

16 of the United States for the district embracing the place

17 wherein it is pending if the action or proceeding is main-

18 tained for or on account of any act or omission in the exer-

19 cise of the freedoms of speech, of the press, of assembly

20 or of petition guaranteed by the Constitution or laws of

21 the United States for the purpose of advocating or sup-

22 porting racial equality or of protesting the denial of racial

23 equality; or any act or omission protected by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States against abridgment

2 or interference by reason of ram or color.

3 SEC. 403. The procedures set forth in sections 1440

4 and 1447 of title 28 shall be applicable to removal and

5 remand under this section, except that any order of re-

6 mand shall be reviewable by appeal or otherwise.

7 TITLE V--CIVIL INDEMNIFICATION

8 SEC. 501. (a) There is hereby established within the

9 United States Commission on Civil Rights an Indemnifica-

10 tion Board, hereafter referred to as the Board. The Boad

11 shall be composed of three members, appointed by the Pres-

12 ident with the advice and consent of the Senate. The Pres-

13 ident shall designate one member as Chairman. No more

14 than two members of the Board may be of the same political

15 party.

16 (b) The term of office of each member of the Board

17 shall be five years, beginning with the effective date of this

18 Act, except of those members first appointed, one shall

19 serve for five years, one for three years, and one for one

20 year. Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring

21 prior to the expiration of the term for which his predecessor

22 was appointed shall he appointed for the remainder of suc|

23 term.
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(c) The Chairman shall be compensated at the rate of

2 $25,000 per annum, and the other members at a rate of

9 $24,000 per annum.

4 ' (d) Two members shall constitute a quorum for the

5 transaction of business.

6 SEc. 502. The Board may, in acordance with civil

7 service laws, appoint and fix the compensation of such

8 officer-, attorneys, and employees, and make such expendi-

9 tures, as may be necessary to carry out its functions.

10 Sc. 503. The Board shall niake sch rules and regula..

11 tions as shall be necessary and proper to carry out its

12 fitIctions.

13 Si.(,. 54. The Connision on Civil Bights shall have

14 the authority and duty to receive and investigate or have

15 investigated written complaints from or on behalf of any

16 person injured in his person or property or deprived of

17 his life (i) because of race or color, while lawfully exer-

18 cising, attempting to exercise, or advocating, or assisting

19 another in the exerise of, any right, privilege, or imnuunity

20 granted, secured, or protected by the., Constitution or laws

21 of the United States, or for having so exercised, attempted,

22 advocated, or assisted or (ii) by any act, the purpose or

23 design of which is to intimidate him or any other person
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1 frnm . seeking or advcting equality of persons or oppor-

2 tunity free from discrimination based on race or color.

3 Sc. 505. (a.) The Commission on Civil Rights may

4 request and the Department of Justice shall make avail-

5 able any investigative reports that the Department of Jus-

6 tice has that are relevant to the complaint and investiga-

7 tion.

8 (b) The Commission many request and the Attorney

9 General is authorized to direct that additional investigation

10 of matters relevant to the complaint be conducted by the

11 Federal Burem of Investigation.

12 (c) The Commission shall supply opies of all of

13 its investigative reports to the Attorney General.

14 SEc. 506. If, after such investigation, the Commis-

15 sion shall determine that probable cause exists for credit-

16 ing the complaint, it shaU direct the Board to conduct a

17 hearing thereon as provided in section 507; if, however,

18 the Commission shall determine that probable cause does

19 not exist or that no substantial damage has occurred, it shall

20 dimniss the complaint.

21 SEc. 507. (a) Any hearing may be conducted by the

22 Board or any member of the Board designated by the

23 Chairman.

24 (b) In the event the Board determines that because

25 of the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it
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1 is not in the interest of justice for it or a member to conduct

2 a hearing, it may designate an agent or employee of the

3 Board or a person not associated with the Board to conduct

4 the hearing, provided any such agent, employee or other

5 person so designated shall be a member of the bar of the

6 highest oourt of one of the States of the United States.

7 (c) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

8 shall be reimbursed for services rendered in connection with

9 such hearing as determined by the Board, subject to approval

10 of the Civil Service Commission.

11 (d) The Board or any member or hearing officer may

12 administer oaths or affirmations.

13 (e) The Board shall have the same power of investiga-

14 tion and subpoena as those granted the National Labor

15 Relations Board in section 161, subsections (1) and (2)

16 of title 29, United States Code.

17 (f) A full record shall be made and kept of all hearings

18 conducted.

19 Sc. 508. (a) After hearing, the Board, member or

20 hearing officer conducting the hearing shall make findings

21 of fact based upon the record.

22 (b) After a hearing conducted by the Board, it shall,

23 if it finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred

24 to in section 504, make a monetary award of indemnifica-

25 tion to compensate such complainant for such injury.
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1 (c) After a hearing conducted by a member of the

2 Board or hearing officer, he shall, if he finds that any com-

3 plainant has suffered injury referred to in section 504, make

4 a recommendation of an award of indemnification. All such

5 recommendations shall be reviewed by the Board. Upon

6 review, the Board shall review the findings of fact and shall

7 affirm, reject, or modify findings and such recommendations

8 and enter or deny an award.

9 (d) All awards made hereunder shall include reason-

10 able attorney's fees.

11 Swt. 509. (a) In the event that the investigation f the

12 complaint or the hearing thereon indicates the person or

13 persons responsible for the injury for which an award is

14 sought, sneh person or persons shall be notified and shall

15 have a reasonable opportunity to intervene in the hearing

16 and to be fully heard.

17 (b) In the event that such investigation or hearing

18 indicates that the injury resulted in whole or in part from

19 action taken under color of law, the political subdivision

20 and/or the State under whose authority such action was

21 taken shall be notified and shall have a reasonable oppor-

22 tunity to intervene in the hearing and to be fully heard.

23 (c) Notice under this section may be by personal serv-

24 ice or by registered mail.
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1 (d) Notice to a State or political subdivision may be

2 given to the chief executive or principal legal officer of such

3 State or political subdivision.

4 (e) The Board shall, if necessary to secure a full hear-

5 ing for any intervenor, continue the hearing from time to

6 time. . , 1

7 Sic. 510. The United States may, on the motion of the

8 Attorney General, intervene at any stage of the hearing or

9 appeal.

10 SEc. 511. (a) The complainant or any intervenor may

II obtain a review of the fiual decision of the Board in the

12 United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

13 or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which the

14 injury occurred or ,the persou seeking review resides.

15 (b) Such review shall be made on the basis of the

16 record before the Board, and the findings of the Board with

17 respect to questions of fact, if supported by substantial evi-

18 dence on the record considered as a whole, shall be con-

19 elusive.

20 SEC. 512. (a) In any instance in which the injury or

21 death for which an award is made results in whole or in

22 part from action taken under color of law, or froi. action

23 whether or not taken under color of law which in any way

24 impedes or infringes upon the exercise or advocacy of any
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1 right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or protected

2 by the Constitution or laws of, the United States, the United

3 States shall have a cause of action for recovery of the

4 amount of such award against the person or persons respon-

5 sible for the injury for which the award is made.

6 (b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted

7 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law,

8 the political subdivision and/or the State under whose

9 authority such action was taken shall be jointly and severally

10 liable with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

U (c) In any case brought under this section against

12 anyone notified under section 509, the findings of fact as

13 made, modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to

14 section 508 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima

15 facie evidence of the facts determined by the findings, and

16 the award of indemnification shall be admissible and shall

17 constitute prima facie evidence of the damages suffered by

18 the complainant.

19 (d) The district courts of the United States shall have

20 jurisdiction to hear cases brought under this section.

21 SEC. 513. (a) In the event the person injured dies, a

22 complaint may be filed by any representative of hs estate,

23 or by his or her spouse, child, or dependent and the Board

24 shall determine to whom any award shall be made.

25 (b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of the
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16 award shall be considered by the Board in determining

whether to make an award and, if so, the

award.

TITLE VI-REMOVAL OF STATE

POLICE OFFICIALS FOR GROSS

OF CIVIL RIGHTS

Szc. 601. (a) Whenever any sheriff,

other State or local police officer misuses

official powers in disregard of his constituti

amount of the

OR LOCAL

VIOLATIONS

constable, or

or abuses his

onal duty and

intentionally causes grave bodily injury or death to another

33

person injured to file a complaint, it may be filed by his or

her spouse, child, dependent, or counsel.

SEc. 514. All complaints must be filed within six months

of the injury for which an award is sought, except that where

the injury results in death, the complaint may be filed within

twelve months of death.

Sc. 515. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the

right to pursue any action or remedy grated him under any

other law of the United States or any State: Provided, That

in the event that any person receives in any other action an

award of damages for which an award of indemnification has

been made under this title, the United States shall have a

lien against such award in the amount of the award of in-

demnification. In the event such other award is made prior

to the award of indemnification, the amount of such other

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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I or others because of their race or color, or whenever such

2 officer having the authority or responsibility to do so will-

3 fully neglects to prevent such acts of violence by public

4 officials or private individuals, written complaint under oath

5 may be filed with the Civil Service Commission by or on

6 behalf of the person or persons so injured or on behalf of the

7 deceased requesting the suspension or removal of said officer

8 from office or such other relief as may be necessary to effec-

9 tuate the policies of this title. The complaint shall also set

10 forth in detail the acts or omissions charged to said officer

11 which form the basis for the requested relief.

12 (b) Whenever a complaint is filed as provided in sub-

13 section (a) of this section, the Civil Service Commission

14 may, in its discretion, permit the Attorney General to inter-

15 vene in such proceeding if he certifies that the prosectioi

16 of the complaint is of general public importance.

17 (c) The Attorney General may file a complaint under

18 this title if he certifies to the Civil Service Commission thit

19 the filing and prosecution of the complaint is of general public

20 importance.

21 SEC. 602. (a) Whenever a complaint has been filed as

22 provided in section 601, the Civil Service Commission shall

23 notify the officer named in the complaint of the nature

24 of the cbhrge, and shall investigate the charge and if after
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1 such preliminary investigation the Commission shall deter-

2 mine that probable cause exists for crediting the complaint,

3 the Commission shall cause to be served upon sid officer

4 (hereafter referred to as the "respondent") a copy of the

5 complaint and a notice of hearing before the Commission at

6 a place and time therein fixed not less than fifteen days after

7 service of such complaint and notice.

8 (b) The respondent shall have the right to file a veri-

9 fled answer to such complaint and to appear at such hearing

10 in person or otherwise, with or without counsel, to present

11 evidence and to examine and cross-examine witnesses.

12 (c) The Commission shall have the power reasonably

13 and fairly to amend any complaint, and the respondent shal)

14 have like power to amend his answer.

15 (d) All testimony shall be taken under oath.

16 (e) If, upon the prepondernce of the evidence the

17 Commission shall find that the respondent hau engaged in the

18 acts or omissions charged in the complaint, the Commission

19 shall state its findings of fact and shall issue and cause to

20 be served on the respondent such order as may be appropri-

21 ate which may include orders (1) suspending respondent;

22 from office for such period of time as the Commission may

23 deem necessary, (2) removing respondent from office and

24 (3) disqualifying respondent from holding mid or any other
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1 offioe for such period of time not exceedig ten years as in

2 th, judgment of the n may be cessmry to egectu-

3. ate the policies of this title.

4. (f if the Commision shall find that susp on or

5 removal from office is no$ w.wad, but that shots of violence

6 have occned or there are reasonable grounds to believe

7 that such acts are likely to oo(ur, the Co mis io may refer

8, the entire sword of the proceeding to the Attorney General

9 with a recommendation that the Attorney (General institute

10 action under title I of this Act.

11 (g) In any action instituted by the Attorney General

12 pursunt to subsection (f) of this section, the Attorney Gen-

13 eral may file in the distrwt court of the United States for

14 the district in which the respondent resides the certified tran-

15 script of the. record of the proceedings before the Commission

16 and the court after causingnotice thereof to be served upon

17 the respondent shal! have jurisdiction of the proceeding and

18 shall have power to grant such relief as it deems just and

19 proper upon the record set forth in the transcript, The court,

20 however, may on its own motion or upon application by

21 either. party, take additional evidence before entering an

22 order granting or denying the relief requested.

23 S.. 603. (a) (1) The Commission shall have power

24 to petition the United States court of appease for the. judicial

25 circuit wherein the respondent resides, or if the court of
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J appeals is in vacation, any district court within the circuit,

2 for the enforcement of any order issued pursuant to section

3 602 (e). The Commission shall certify and file in the court

4 to which petition is made a transcript of the entire record

5 in the proceeding, including the pleadings and testimony

6 upon which such order was entered and the findings and the

7 order of the Commission.

8 (2) Upon such filing the court shall cause notice thereof

9 to be served upon such respondent and thereupon the court

10 shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the question

11 determined therein and shall have power to grant such tern-

12 porary relief as it deems just and proper and to make and

13 enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set

14 forth in such transcript a decree enforcing, modifying, and

15 enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part

16 the order of the Commission.

17 (3) No objection that has not been urged before

18 the Commission, shall be considered by the court, unless the

19 failure or neglect to urge such objection shall be excused be-

20 cause of extraordinary circumstances.

21 (4) te findings of the Commission with respect to

22 questions of fact if supported by substantial evidence on the

23 record considered as a whole shall be conclusive.

24 (5) If either party shall apply to the court for leave to

25 adduce additional evidence and shall show to the satisaction
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1 of the court that such additional evidence is iiattcrial and

2 that there were reasonable grounds for the failure to adduce

3 such evidence in the hearing before the Commission, the

4 court may order such additional evidence to be taken before

5 the Commission, and to be made a part of the transcript.

6 (6) The Commission may modify its findings as to the

7 facts, or make new findings, by reason of additional evidence

8 so taken and filed, and it shall file such modified or new find-

9 igs, which findings with respect to questions of fact if sup-

10 ported by substantial evidence on the record considered

11 as a whole shall be conclusive, and its recommendations, if

12 any, for the modification or setting aside of its original order.

13 (7) The jurisdiction of the court shall be exclusive and

14 its judgment and decree shall be final, except that the samle

15 shall be subject to review by the appropriate United States

16 court of appeals, if application was made to the district court

17 as hereinabove provided, and by the Supreme Court of the

18 United States as provided in title 28, United States Code,

19 section 1254.

20 (b) Any person aggrieved by a final order of the

21 Commission may obtain a review of such order in anay

22 United States court of appeals for the judicial circuit wherein

23 such person resides or the Court of Appeals for the District

24 of Columbia, by filing in such court a written petition

25 praying that the order of the Conunission be modified or
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1 set aside. A copy of such petition shall be forthwith served

2 upon the Conmiission which shall file in the court a tran-

3" script of the entire record in the proceeding, including the

4 pleadings and testimony upon which the order complained

5 of was entered and the findings and order of the Cormnission.

6 Upon such filing, the court shall proceed in the same manner

7 as in the case of an application by the Commission under

8 suhsection (a), and shall have the same exclusive juris-

9 diction to grant to the petitioners or to the Commission

10 such temporary relief as it deems just and proper, and in

11 like manner to make and enter a decree enforcing, modify-

12 ing and enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole

13 or in part the order of the Commission.

14 (c) Tie commencenment of proceedings tinder this see-

15 tion shall not, unless specifically ordered by the court, operate

16 as a stay of the Commission's order.

17 (d) Upon the filing of any petition under this section,

18 it shall be the duty of the chief judge of the court of appeals

19 to assign the case for hearing at the earliest praiticable date

20 and to cause the case to be in every way expedited.

21 Swc. 604. If after preliminary investigation or during

22 the hearing, the Commission shall find that a complaint

23 filed under this title lacks probable cause, it shall dismiss

24 the complaint and no appeal shall lie from said order of

25 dismissal.
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1 Se. 605. In any action commenced pumant to this

2 title, the Commission or the court, in its discretion, may

3 allow the prevailing party, other than the United States, a

4 reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs, and the United

5 States shall be liable for costs the same as a private person.

6 TITLE VII-AMENDMENT TO TITLE VII OF 1964

7 ACT

8 Sme. 701. Title VII of Public Law 88-352 (the Civil

9 Rights Act of 1964) is amended as follows:

10 (a) Add a new paragraph to section 701 (a) as fol-

1U lows: "The term 'govenlnenta! unit' means a State or

12 a political subdivision thereof or an agency of one or more

13 States or political subdivisions."

14 (b) Amend so much of section 701 (b) as appears

15 before the word "Pro'idd"' to read as follows: "The iern

16 'employer' means: (I) a person engaged in an indiastry

17 affecting commerce who has twenty-live or more enilployeeq

18 for each working day in each of twenty or mo:e calendar

19 weeks in the current or prc(eding calendar year, and any

20 agent of such a person, but such term does not include (i)

21 the United States, a corporation wholly owned by ,the Gov-

22 ernment of the Irnited States, or an Indian tribe, (Il) a

23 bona fide membership club (other than a labor organiza-

24 tion) which is exempt from taxation under wection .501 (e)
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1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954; (2) a governmental

2 unit and any agent of such governmental unit:"

3 (c) Add the words "or governmental unit" following

4 the word "person" wherever it appears in section 701 (c).

5 (d) Delete the phrase "or an agency of a State or

6 political subdivision of a State," from section 701 (o).

7 (e) Add a comma and the following language after the

8 word "charge" on line 9 of section 706 (e): "unless the

9 respondent is a State."

10 (f) Insert the words "or governmental unit" in section

11 707 (a) following the word "persons" on lines 2 and 12 of

12 such subsection.

13 (g) Insert the words "for or in the name of the United

14 States" following the word "action" on line 6 of section

15 707 (a).

16 (h) Insert the words "or governmental unit" following

17 the word "person" on fine 4 of section 709 (a) on lines 1

18 and 5 of section 710 (c) and on lines 2 and 7 of section

19 713 (b).

20 TITLE VIII-MISCELLANEOUS

21 SEc. 801. (a) The term "State" as used herein shall

22 include the District of Columbia.

23 (b) The term "because of race or color" shall mean

24 because of hostility to the race or color of any person, or
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1 because of his association with persons of a different race or

2 color or his advocacy of equality of persons of different races

3 or colors.

4 (c) The term "hearing officer" shall mean an agent or

5 employee of the Indemnification Board or a person not other-

6 wise associated with the Board who is designated by the

7 Board to conduct a hearing.

8 (d) The term "action taken under color of law" shall

9 include the knowing refusal or failure to act where action

10 could or may have prevented injury.

11 (e) The term "injury to property" shall include any

12 financial or economic loss.

13 (f) The term "judicial district" shall mean a division

14 thereof where the judicial district is divided into divisions.

15 wSec. 802. (a) There are hereby authorized io be ap-

16 propriated such sums as may be necessary to carry out

17 the provisions of this Act, including payment of awards un-

18 der title V.

19 (b) If any provision of this Act or the application

20 thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the

21 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision

22 to other persons not similarly situated or to other circum-

23 stances shall not be affected thereby.
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89s CONGRESS

2Ho K. 13323

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 7, 1966
Mr. MATIAS introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-

mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Lw En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 "31861. Quailfictions d Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 Sec. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is-

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SFc. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "3 1364. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 , st less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 \" (h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury seleo-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered, qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "M1866. Apportionment within district

15 "(&) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 Sc. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 SB. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 lished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 SEC. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said oourt; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SEC. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina,

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shal apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE II-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 Sic. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "§241. Violations of rights of citizens

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) betse of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEC. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 1242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con.

12 spiracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 SF. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "9245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of ariy such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE III-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that tiny person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United States may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 Sm:c. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 S~e. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 Swc. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole
20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 Swc. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "11986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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*m H. R. 13324

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 7,1966

Mr. Bzrm introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tive8 of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1"§ 1861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "'Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 SEtc. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is-

8 "(I ) exempt tinder section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 " (3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEc. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "§ 1864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurns for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 ally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 ob-Iat.-ed under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such. addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

a may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district,- except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury seleo-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented. within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision 'of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the chcit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "s 1866. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 Siwc. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 SEC. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 lished that the procedures for selectig and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 SEC. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said court; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the nanies and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box. wheel, or similar device:

6 the names of those performing jury swrvice and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate re,(.rd. as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SEC. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 Si-,c. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "§ 245. Penalties

7 " (a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoined for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 " (d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE III-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United States may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure cor-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SEC. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application, for temporary remaining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the oourt.

7 So. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

13, United. tates shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceeding&

14 1 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 SMc. 401a Section. 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence A the

17 end thereof: "Iff as, a resultof such conspimcy, person is

18 injured in -his, persn or -property or deprived of his life

19 and aa award of dmagesa is made which results in whole

20 or in part from c"ion take under oolor of law, the political

21 mbdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of fife."

226
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1 Sc. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "1 196. Refusal or neelect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity, for such: injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is mde which results in whole or

14 in part from- action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision md/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18. life. -No action under the. provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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89r CONGRESSb H. K. 13325

IN THE HOUSE OF REP RSENTATIVES

MARCH 7, 1966

Mr. CA un. introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judioiary

A BILL
To partee equal justice under law.

I Be it enaoe by the Senate and Hoe of RepreW i

2 tiv of the United States of America in Cowe aebd

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDElAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JrUBY SLCON IW FEDERAL COURTS

8 Sac. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Cde,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 1861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 SEc. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is-

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEc. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "31864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or econondc or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the coutt, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a)'; the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

2A device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device: the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the funtions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and reoordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury seleo-

18. tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a now clerk or deputy cerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemente, If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will he fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 Sc. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "l 186. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if publio con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 SEc. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 SEC. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 lished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 Siw. 107. Eac State or local court shall keep records of

63-420 0- -66--- 16
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1 the naues of all pwioas ou the jury 1i~t for m~id oourt; names~

2 of those persons pisotd in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vive; (jut'st)iIolfirt's, applicionsfl, or IotIinivulst (f aily sort

4 um*d in the ziJeeuion of jurors; tho uaiUWs nud mmc of the

5 pevrsous drawii from the jury boix, whvel, or simiilar dlevie;

6 the name of those jwrftiriag jury -service and the ditles

7 thereof: and stich addihioil approlpriiir records as (lit, judge

$ or judges of said court iay direct. Siich rev'.rds shall be

9 rvtincd for a 1W11)d of not le.,s tha iwi or yvar

it) Sic. 108. Whouever the Attoru.tly (4,neral hQi reausoul*

11able, cause to believe "ht the. procedures for e' tdu'iug or the

12Mmeion of juries in, a State or luctl court di.-arunluante on

13 the grounds of race, volor, or A-x lie uay lbring a civil action

14 14k the appro)Wjarte district oourt of the United $hautts by filing

is with it a comailaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 thc Acting Attorney (h'neral) , (2) setting forth faet; per-

17 taining to such discrimuina'tory procedures or welection, tund

18 J3) req~uesting such preventive relief, including :an applica-

19 tion for a j)Cfllitnt (or tt'iIpoflty iiijuflction, rcs4raining

20 Order, or other order Wgiinti the person or prsoII.~ resslil~e3

21 for Riteb discriuinatory jrocedius or -vlcctioa, as he deems

22 itecesry to insure the election of juries onl a noudisciinina-

23 tory bss

24 Si:-(. 109. The proviions 01 -,cction,; 1974 -(a) . (1)),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE II-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SHO. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 Oi 241. Violations of rights of dtzens

8 " (a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tested by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) bemse of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEc. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "3242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 piracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of low, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights. privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 inaction on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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1 '(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 SFic. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 - "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this obapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall r-)t have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum pri-on term allowable."
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1,, TITLE 'Ill-CII VILI RIGHT INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2,, '1, Sc, 301 Whenever ,there' are reasonable grounds to

3, believe, that any person is 'about to'engage or continue to

4' engagein -any act-or practice which, would deprive another

5, of any right, privilege, or -immunity granted,- secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of'the United States

7 on account of such other's race or ootor; such. other person

8', in his owu right, orthe Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the .United Ftates may institute o. civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

Ui, or mandatory relief, including. application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure oom-

14 pliance with orders of 'the courtJ

15 ,- 8w. *302. Whenever there are reasonable pounds to'

16 -believe. that. any person .is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18., another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 , seeale, petition or. otherwise express. himself, for the pur-

20 pcoe o securing, recognition of or,. protecion for equal

21, enjoyment of ,ights, ,privileges, and. opportunities free from'

22,: disimination: of race. or color, -uch other. person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for -or in the, name. of the

2M.
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders, of the court.

7 Sic. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administia-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 Sc. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of ife."
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1 S8. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "4 1986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or los of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed!, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person oi I)ersons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No P.ctio,: under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained v hich is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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2D Snesx

CONGRESS H.R. 13326

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 7, 1968

Mr. CoNTz introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congrews asembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 enforcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 " 1861. Qialitfcatlou of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 SEC. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is--

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or
11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEc. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "51864. Method of electing jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names ;n a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device ,hall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to, be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religions affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall-direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 " (c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury seleo-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section. are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "§ 1865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-
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1. venisoce so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dmed 'thereby, be directed to -serve at another place in the

3 same ditric&". 1 . .

4 SaM. 105. Section 1800 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are numbered

6 accordingly., I I , I

7 JURY ULETON IN STATE COURTS -

8 Sc. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping reqUirements of seo-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or.

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, uniess it is estab-

17 lished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention ( discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 oolor, or s.
21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene f(9r presentatiQa of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 Suo. 107. Eac State or local oourt shall keep records of
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1 the name of all parsons qn the jury list for said court; names

2 of tho~e penons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4' used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records -s the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 Sno. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or locW court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or i his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applics-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEc. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE II-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SEc. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read u follows:

7 "5241. Violations of rights of citizens

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) because of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEc. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended :. read as follows:

11 "§ 242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 spiracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjeots or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.

6.--420 0 6-;- 17
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I "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to conunit acts proscribed by seoton 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 Sw. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "3245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the conunission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."

25.0
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1 TITLE III-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United States may institute ai civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SFc. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hhider

18 another in tie exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

25.
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 Se. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 Sc. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."

252
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1 SEC. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "51986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985(3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury -- loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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~SsxHiR. 13327

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAcH 7, 1966

Mrm Dwrm introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To -guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEc. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 "g 1861. QuicaM21 of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 Sc. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is-

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SFc. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "§ 1864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to o? e particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury selec-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively

257
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and reaordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 11866. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 SC. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States.Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 4wordingly.

7 JURY 8ELBOTION IN 8TATB COURTS

8 SEc. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of seo-

1.1 tion 0S q( tli title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for, selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 lished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 SEc. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said oourt; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 Sc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or loool court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis

24 SEc. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE I-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SEC. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "f 241. Violations of rights of dtizens

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) beowse of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to ijure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitutioa or laws of the United Swes, or, bemuse of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If, two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 8w. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is anended to read as follows:

11 "1242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con.

12spir"

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of iaw, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on count of such other's. attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on amount of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished a. provided in section 245."

4 SEC. 208. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 " 245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 ot imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure. or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE III--CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United States may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure corn-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SEc. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 Sw. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceeding- instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 SC. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."

69-420 O-6;-- IS
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1 Sc. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "11986. Refusal or neglect to prevent Injury or los of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and or the State tnder whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not conunenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."

I t-
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CONGRESS H. R. 13328

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 7,1966

Mr. Eusworu introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mitte on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congres assmembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 Sc. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 " 1861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 SEC. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is--

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 " (4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEC. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as folows:

18 "§ 1864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be -obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box. wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

I tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

S may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not les than four years.

8 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in thi. section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and reoordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 effidenry, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury seleo-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 atisfied tha the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit j'sfice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively

VI % 9 .- -. .A
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and reoordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice allh designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 superviion until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 Szc. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "1866. Aportionnment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecemary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-
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1 venience ze requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 Sac. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections ae renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY BELEOTION IN STATZ COURTS

8 Ssc. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of see-

12 tion 108 of this tide are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 fished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 nmay intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment ;n actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 Sw. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said court; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documAnts of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SEC. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, lie may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of tide 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 motion 108.

4 TITLE I-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 So. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "1241. Violation of rights of ctien

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on amount of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) bemrse of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition cf the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privileg' secured to him by the Con-
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1 stiution or kws al 4he United States, or because of his

2 having o exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 Swe. 202. Section '242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "1242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 spiracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination an account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided ;n section 245 of this chapter.
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I "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished ae provided in section 245."

4 Sc. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "3245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE III-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 Sc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United States may institute f civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, pernianent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SE"c. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the
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1 United States may institute, a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 Snc. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 Sc. 401. Section 1985(3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 8c. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "11986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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89TH CONGRESS21H.1 K 13329

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 7, 1966

Mr. FRwNoHL'su1 introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read 's follows:
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1 "§ 1861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 SEC. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is--

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language sc),-ool; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEC. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "91864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) Tht clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 ally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or hi deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those

~, ,'Vd*~'; -
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that thc jury selec-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as lie is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote. placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "91866. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864. grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable Lo an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 SWc. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 SEc. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 lished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 SEC. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury lBst for said oourt; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SEc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, lie may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible-. i

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE I--FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SC. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "5241. Violations of rights of citizens

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) becase of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United Stawes, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEC. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is mended to read as follows:

11 "j242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 piracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

1,1 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

it depriving anot:ier of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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I "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by seotion 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished 8s provided in section 245."

4 Sw. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "§ 245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoeve.r is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE III-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United Ftates may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SEc. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 SEC. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 Sw. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the flowing sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 Swc. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "I 1986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 conanitted, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

1 15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARci 7, 1966
Mr. Garurn introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Coir

mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Houe oi Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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S"§ 1861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 SEC. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is-

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEC. 103. Section 1364 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "§ 1864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 ally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds ourt there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury selec-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 -§ 1865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-

63-420 0 66- 2)
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 SEC. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 SEC. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 wished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 SEC. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said court; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SEC. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate dist."ict court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina,

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of tide 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE 1I--FI)MERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 Si. 201. $ection 241 of tide 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 41. Violations of rights of €dleas

8 "' (a) a. WhoevTr. awcing tinder color of law or other-

9 wise., injures, oppresses, thretimts, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on accmmut of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 forte.oceable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States. or

16 " (ii) bemie of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or curee recognition of the

20 right to enjo)mnt of such rights or privileges free from

21 dLqcraninafion on amoutnt of rame or oolor

22 shal be punised as provided in setion 245 of this chapter.

23 " (b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

ment of any right or prirflege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 Sec. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 U9 242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 splracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pain, or penalties, on amount of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 Swc. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "9245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less .than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE III-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEC. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United Ptates may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SEc. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the
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I United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 SEc. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 Sec. 401. Section 1985(3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding-the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, irder whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 Swc. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "31986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shah

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARcH 7, 1966

Mr. HARVEr of Michigan introduced the following bill; which was referred

to the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

tives of the United States of America in Congres assembled,

That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

forcement Act of 1966".

TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

STATE COURTS

JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

is amended to read as follows:
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1 "11861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 SEC. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is--

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEC. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "51864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw bj chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 call, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Lny of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury selec-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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I supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "91865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 SE~c. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 SEC. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of seo-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 fished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 S c. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said court; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, aplplications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SEC. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by hin (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE I1-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SEC. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read es follows:

7 "9241. Violations of rights of citizens

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) because of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 meant of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or bemuse of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEc. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "1242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con.

12 piracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe- that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or tnmunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 groutds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 ace or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 Si:c. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "9 245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or '242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE III-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or imniunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other 'erson

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United Ftates may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SFC. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 SEC. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 SC. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, a a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 SC. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "§ 1986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985(3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in hig person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken ruder color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable .%rith

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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H Suexox . R. 13332

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCu 7,1966

Mr. KUPMeIMAN introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 "31861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who ii qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 Sc. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is-

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 Sc. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "51864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of theAdminist ithe United States Courts in

8 the er of selection. The Adm rative Office of the

9 ted States Courts ycall upon the ctor of the

10 Bureau ofe n foib advice and assistance.

1 The clek ftecouit, or h*i deputy, all pub-

12 licly draw by m hejuryV box, wheel, o similar

Sdevce e nae 4 jurors fo service o grand d petit

th5 jury a o s imird evice not be
19cally, less than once a yea sethe list of names

21 "(f)The-clek ofthecour, o hisdeptyshall keep

22records of the names obtained under subsection (a) ; the

23names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury, selec-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such timn as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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I 'supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2' requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within tho circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 " 1865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16. ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judg6 of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19: partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-I
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 SWc. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 SF. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 wished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 SEC. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the namen of all persons on the jury list for said court; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice.; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SEC. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE II-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SEc. 201'. Section 241 of title 18, United Sta Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "§ 241. Violations of rights of citizens

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(01 on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably j

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 Staes, or

16 "(ii) because of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1, stitution or laws of the United States, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SF.C. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 " 242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con.

12 piracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any right, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishnents, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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I "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 SEic. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "§ 245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 " (b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less .than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE III-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the AttorneNv General for or in tile name

9 of the United States may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure corn-

14 pliance with orders of the court.
15 SEc. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

6:-420 0--66 -- '2"-.
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the eourt.

7 SC. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shah be liable as would b0 a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 Sc. 401. Section 1985(3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 SC. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 11986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985(3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sust&aned therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his'person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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2H.o . 13333

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH (, 1966
Mr. MAILLIARD introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-

mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 fives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 "11861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 SEC. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is--

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

S41"(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEC. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "11864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or

333
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed -in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device: the names -of those

3MA
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4, not less than -four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and reoordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury seleo-

1 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until -such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If. circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SWc. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "31865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if publio con-

336
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 SEc. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 SEC. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulflled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 wished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 Sxc. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said oourt; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, whecl,or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection. of jurors;, the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 Sc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 training to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEc. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),

38
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

8 section 108.

4 TITLE I--FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 So. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "9241. Volatio of rights of tise=

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 states, or

16 "(ii) beoause of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEc. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "5242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 spiracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.

QA"
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 SEc. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "5245. Pealties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 di;.fgure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any (rime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE II--CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United Ftates may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction. or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 Sm. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the put-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or oolor, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney. General for or in the name of the
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1 United States may institute x civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 Swc. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 S c. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whoe authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 Swc. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "g 1986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or lom of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 ie injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the came of action has accrued."

,' -£
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89wi CONGRESS
S He Re 13334

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARMC 7, 1968

Mr. McDAwz introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:

i3
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1 "51861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 SEC. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is-

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEc. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "51864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or

346A
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval
7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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I performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and reordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury seleo-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the child judge of the circuit is not effectively

348
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I supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "91865. Apportiomnent within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if publio con-

349
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur.

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 SC. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY ELWOTION IH 8TATK OOUw1

8 Sic. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of seo-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfiled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 lished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this sectior."

25 8c. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of

3.50
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said court; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SEc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 5F.c. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),

1, *1 1, - , ^ - , -S 'p, -*,. - -
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I (c), and (d) of titi- 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE II-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 Sc. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "§ 241. Violations of rights of citizens

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) bemse of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-

352
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEc. 202. Section '242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "5242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 piracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of low, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.

35
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 Sx. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "5245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less .than one year nor.more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this cbap.ter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximtuu prison term allowable."

354
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1 TITLE 111-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by tie Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United States may institute a. civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court..

15 Sic. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act .r practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in. the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the namsn of the

- ~ -
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 SEc. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted adminnistra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 Sic. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."

356
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1 SBc. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "31986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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2 H. K. 13335

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 7,1966

Mr. MoAfst introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mitt. on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

I Be it enacted by ts Senate and House of Repreaenta-

2 ties of the United Stalm of America in Comgrs ambled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JUlY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:

3581
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1 "| 1861. Qualiimtlon of Federl jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 8S. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is--

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEc. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "91864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury seleo-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively

63-420 O-46-- -- 24
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures an! requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "§1865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit juro's shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 " (b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if publio con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 Sec. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY 8LELCTIOK IN STATE OOUBT8

8 Swc. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of seo-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 wished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 SEc. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for aid court; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SFc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE I1-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SEC. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "9241. Violations of rights of citizens

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) became of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or bemuse of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEc. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "j 242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 spiracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of low, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to L.'ieve that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 SEc. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "§ 245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.
S If

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE Ill-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United Ptates may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SEc. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 seible, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

rlI
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 Sic. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 SEC. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 SBec. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "11986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or Ios of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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Shn CONGRESS H. It 13336

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAlM 7, 1966
4Mr. Mosu= introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guanmtee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by de Senate and House of Repreeenta-

2 tive8 of the United State of America in Cones ammed,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 "5186L Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 Sxc. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is--

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SFm. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "31864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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I performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

8 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

3 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such pert of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and reoordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury seleo-

18 tion procedures or recorkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implement

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United Staes Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "5186. Apportimment withiMn district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the strict directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 SEC. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 SEc. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 wished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 SEC. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said court; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 Sm. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporaxy injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimins-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE I1-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 So. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "5241. Violations of rights of citlzs

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threaens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) beasse of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 meant of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in di guise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SBc. 202. Section '242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "9242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con.

12 piracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immtnities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pain, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 SEC. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "9245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less .than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE iIl-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEC. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United States may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SFc. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 Svc. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be able as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 SWc. 401. Section 1985(3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of bis life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 Smc. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "91986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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89rx CONGRESSD sou H.K. 13337

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 7, 1966

Mr. Roeiaox introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tivas of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 S Ex. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 "§ 1861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 SEc. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is--

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 " (4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEc. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "§1864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained uader subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

M the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those

386
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury seleo-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively

387
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SE.. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "9 1865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if publio con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 SEc. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 SEC. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 lished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 SEC. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of

389
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1 the names of all persons on the j0ry list for said court; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

-3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SEC. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 gaining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),

390
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE II-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SEC. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "§ 241. Violations of rights of citizens

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) because of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEC. 202. Section '242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "5242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 spiraey

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 SExo. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "§ 245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."

63-420 0-46---26
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1 TITLE 111-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEC. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United Ftates may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SEC. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

97
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 Sw. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 SFc. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 Sm c. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "51986. refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."

396
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 7, 1966

Mr. S rmini introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 "§ 1861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 8cC. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is--

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEC. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read a3 follows:

18 "§1864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or

h e, 1 I1q, ,,,' t!g t' , -r
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a y. ar, revise the lst of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shah keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part. of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury seleo-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "§ 1865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 mentb of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 SEc. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbared

6 accordingly.

7 JURY ELECTION IN S'"ATE COURTS

8 SEC. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 wished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Ir'on timely application, the Attorney General

22 may .r presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 Swc. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of

402
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said court; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 Smc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 Smc. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE I1-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SEC. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "5241. Violations of rights of citizens

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another--

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) because of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United Staes, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEC. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United Smates Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "§ 242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 spiraey

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on amount of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 SC. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "5245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."

"' r 1--
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1 TITLE III-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEC. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or innunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United Ftates may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SEc. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or prelinnary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 Swc. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 SEc. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 SBc. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "§ 1986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the oause of action has accrued."
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8Pr CONGRESS

~H. K. 13339

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 7, 196
Mr. WIDALL introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-

mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:

I-0
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1 "51861. Qualify tiA s of FedaW juror

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 Sc. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is--

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 9 (4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEc. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "51864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 ally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury selec-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "§1865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if pubio con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 S ,c, 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURT

8 SEc. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for 'ecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 lished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 SEC. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said oourt; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the niames and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box. wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records is the judge

8 or judges of said cowt may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SEc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE I1-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SEC. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United Stfes Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "1241. Violations of rights of dtizew

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) beomuse of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on amount or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right. to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 TITLE III-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or innunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United statess may institute a. civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SEc. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

'*1.
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, inciuding application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 SEC. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that moy be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 Szo. 401. Section 1985 (8) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 SEC. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "51986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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89m CONGRESS H e 1s f1.1t 13340

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 7,1966

Mr. Hor. introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congres assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 "§ 1861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 SEC. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is-

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "'2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEc. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as folJ,'ws:

18 "§ 1864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of th3 Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those

63-420 0-&X--- 28
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury selec-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If & circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 11865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 SEc. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN 8TATE OOUBTS

8 SEC. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of seo-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 wished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 Smc. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said court; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, al lications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SEc. 108. Whenever the Attorney Gieneral has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 gaining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (e), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE I-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SEC. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "§ 241. Violations of rights of citizens "

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for- the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected, by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) bewise of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18. " (2) on account or because of such other's efforts.

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or bemuse of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be pulished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEC. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "§ 242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 piracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjeots or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished &s provided in section 245."

4 SEc. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 1245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 " (b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE 111-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United Ptates may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SEC. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application jor temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 SFwc. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 Sm. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 Suc. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows: ,

3 "51986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pra-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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2 H.R. 13341

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 7,1966

Mr. REID of New York introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 enforcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 "11861. Qualifications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 SEC. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is--

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEC. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "11864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device sWall bq obtained through random election

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 ally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

obtaied under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those

ta
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury seleo-

18- tion proeedurei or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the cimit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicia! district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "91865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maiiitenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) JIrand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 Sc. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 SEC. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 wished that the procedures for selecting and the ctual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or SeL

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 SEC. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all penons on the jury list for aid oourt; names

2 of those persons placed in the Jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 Sec. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE II-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 Sec. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "5241. Violations of rights of dtizeus

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or iaimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise c! any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) because of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as proviO d in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEC. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "§242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 spiracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color cf low, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjeots or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 SEC. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "9245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one y -ar cr both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any stich act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less .than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE III--CIVIL RIGHTS INJUX CTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United Ftates may institute a civil. action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 S.c. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of. such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

AAAV=W
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 Sec. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 Sc. 401. Section 1985(3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 Sc. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "91986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal represents-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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89,m CONGRESS SKHR 13342

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAncH 7, 196
Mr. ScHwzXX inintroduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-

mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civ:" Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 "91861. Qualfications of Federal jurors

2 "Any person who is qualified to vote within the judicial

3 district is competent to serve as a grand or petit juror."

4 Sw. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is--

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English

10 language; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 "(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 SEc. 103. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 "91864. Method of selecting jurors

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names , ;t'e drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a relrawi ug until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection I ), have been drawn.

18 " I- e clerk of the coiut, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally. no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 , ..led under subsection (a).

2. "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 " (g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury selec-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not leing fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will he fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, UT:,ited States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "11865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judge of the district directs so as to be most favorable to ar im-

19 partial trial, and not to ineur unnecesary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge nmy direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 or all the places for holding court in the district.

L24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if publio con-
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1 venience so requires and the jurors wil not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same district."

4 Sec. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 Sic. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of see-

12 tion 108 of this title are nok fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which tke defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 wished that the procedures for selecting and the actual
t

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 Szo. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for said oourt; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device;

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SEc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or local court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE I1-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SEc. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "3241. Violation of rights of citizens

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wise, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the reasonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) because of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on account of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 24b of this

8 chapter."

9 SEC. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "§ 242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con.

12 piracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjeots or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.

63-420 O--"------30
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished a8 provided in section 245."

4 SEe. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "§ 245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE III--CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEC. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United Ftates may institute n civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SFc. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 seinble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the pur-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiring posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 SEc. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 SEc. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made which results in whole

20 vr in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the State, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."
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1 Sic. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "91986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985(3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State tinder whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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.mCONGRS

eH. R. 13500

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MA~M 10, 1966
Mrs. Mx introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-

mittee on the Judiciary

ABILL
Providing for jury selection in Federal and State courts, prose-

cution and removal to Federal courts, civil preventive relief,

civil indemnification, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Houe of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Protection

4 Act of 1966."

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SECTION 101. Section 1864 of title 28, United States

9 Code, is amended to read as follows:

-~ c~-~.:
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1 "91864. Duties, compenstionsand methods of selecting and

2 drawing jurors

3 "(a) JuiY CoMMIBSIO.-A jury commission shall be

4 established in each judicial district, consisting of the clerk of

5 the court or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk,

6 and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the dis-

7 trict court. The jury commissioner shall be a citizen of the

8 United States of good standing, a resident of the district,

9 and, at the time of his appointment, shall not be a member

10 of the same political party as the clerk of the court or a duly

11 qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If more than

12 one jury commissioner is appointed, each may be designated

13 to serve in one or more of the places where court is held, and

14 the clerk and the jury commissioner so designated shall con-

15 stitute the jury commission for that part of the district. In

16 the event that a jury commissioner is unable fur any reason

17 to perform his duties, another jury commissioner may be

18 appointed, as provided herein, to act in his place until he is

19 able to resume his duties.

20 "(b) Jusy SFLECTiON.-

21 "(i) In the performance of its duties, the jury com-

22 mission shall act under the direction and supervision of

23 the chief judge of the district.

24 "(ii) The names of persons who may be called for

25 grand or petit jury service shall be obtained under a
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1 sampling plan prepared by the jury commission with

2 the approval of the chief judge and designed to provide

3 a representative cnss section of the population of the

4 judicial district without exclusion on the basis of race,

5 color, sex, political or religious affiliation or economic

6 or rocial status. The plan for obtaining such names and

7 the method for carrying out such plan shall be prepared

8 in considtation with and approved by the Director of

9 the Adninistrative Office of the United States Courts,

10 who may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the

11 Census for advice and assistance.

12 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

13 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than three

14 hundred qualified persons, publicly drawn by chance,

15 shall be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device.

16 "(iv) The names of jurors for service on grand and

17 petit juries shall be publicly drawn by chance from the

18 jury box, wheel, or similar device.

19 "(v) In determining whether persons whose names

20 are to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device

21 are qualified as jurors under section 1861 of title 28, as

22 amended, the jury commission may use such question-

23 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the ap-

24 proval of the Director of the Administrative Office of the

25 United States Courts, may deem appropriate, including
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1 the administration of oaths. The questionnaires may be

2 filled out by the individual or by another on his behalf.

3 With the approval of the chief judge, the jury commis-

4 sion may designate deputy clerks and other employees

5 in the office of the clerk of the court to assist the corn-

6 mission in the performance of its duties, and to perform

7 under its direction such of the detailed duties of the corn-

8 mission as in the opinion of the chief judge could be

9 assigned to them.

10 "(c) RwCoRw.-The jury commission shall keep rec-

11 ords of the names obtained under subsection (b) (ii) of this

12 section, the names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel,

13 or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned by said

14 persons, the names, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

15 the jury box, wheel, or similar device, the names of those

16 performing jury service and the dates thereof, and such

17 additional appropriate records as the chief judge may direct.

18 Such records shall be retained for a period of not less than

19 four years.

20 " (d) ENFORCEMENT BY COURT OF AmIEM.-On ap-

21 plication of any citizen residing in, or litigant in, any judicial

22 district or of the Attorney General of the United States,

23 alleging that the jury selection procedures or recordkeeping

24 requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of this

25 section are not being fully imdemented, the United States
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1 court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which said judicial

2 district is located shall, upon a showing thereof, appoint jury

3 commissioners responsible to said court of appeals and direct

4 such jury commissioners in the selection of juries and the

5 keeping of records in accordance with such subsections (b)

6 and (c) of this section. Where evidence is required for a

7 determination by the court of appeals, the court may hear

8 the evidence itself or appoint a master to act for it in accord-

9 ance with law.

10 "(e) RETuRN OF JuRY SupwrvlrON.-The court of

11 appeals may, on its own motion or on application of the chief

12 judge of the judicial district, direct the return of supervision

13 and control of the jury selection procedures to the chief

14 judge and to the jury commission for said judicial district at

15 any time when the court of appeals finds that there is reason-

16 able cause to believe that the jury selection procedures and

17 recordkeeping requirements prescribed in subsections (b)

18 and (c) of this section will be fully implemented.'

19 "(f) COMPIENSATIO.-Each jury commissioner ap-

20 pointed on at part-time basis shall be compensated for his

21 services at th rate of $25 per day for each day in which he

22 actually and necessarily is engaged in the performance of his

23 official dutie,, to be paid upon certificate of the chief judge

24 of the district.

25 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a full-time basis:

'I , , ,, ,4, * - ,*
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I shallreceive a salary to be fixed from time to thue by the

2 Judicial Conferece of the United States at a rate which,

3 in the opinion of the Judicial Conference, corresponds to that

4 provided by the Classifioation Act of 1949, as amended, for

5 positions in the executive branch with comparable responsi-

6 biities.

7 "Each jury commissioner shall receive his traveling and

8 subsistence expenses within the limitations prescribed for

9 clerks of district courts while absent from his designated post

10 of duty on official business.

11 "(g) DmBFLATION.-Any of the powers or duties con-

12 ferred upon the chief judge under this section may be dele-

13 gated by him to another judge of the district: Provided,

14 however, That where part of a district by agreement or order

15 of court is assigned to one particular judge and he customar-

16 ily holds court there, as to such part of the district he shall

17 perform the functions and fulfill the duties conferred upon

18 the chief judge in this section."

19 SEc. 102. Section 1861 (2) setting forth qualifications

20 of Federal jurors is amended by striking out the words "read"

21 and "write."

22 Sc. 103. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

23 lowing sentence to subsection (b) : "If the district judge de-

24 termines that the ability to read or write English is reasonably

25 required in order for jurors to perform their duties in any
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1 particular case or cases, he shall be empowered to exclude

2 those who cannot read or write English, except that no per-

3 son shall be excluded on this ground who has completed the

4 sixth grade in an English language school."

5 6c. 104. Section 1871 is amended by striking the

6 words "$10 per day" and inserting in their place "$15 per

7 day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by striking

8 the words "$14 for each day" and inserting in their place

9 "$20 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater, for each

10 day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of $10 per day

11 shall be allowed" and inserting in their place "subsistence

12 allowance given to Federal employees shall be allowed";

13 and by striking the words "jury fees in excess of $10 per

14 diem" and inserting in their place "jury fees in excess of $15

15 per diem".

16 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

17 SF . 105. REoomw.-Each State or local court shall

18 keel) records of the names of all persons on the jury list for

19 said court, names of those persons placed in the jury box,

20 wheel, or similar device, questionnaires, applications, or doou-

21 ments of any sort used in the selection of jurors, the naindi,

22 race, and sex of the persons drawn from the jury box, wheel,

23 or similar device, the names of those performing jury service

24 and the dates thereof, and such additional appropriate records
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1 as the judge or judges of said court may direct. Such records

2 shall be retained for a period of not less than four years.

a Suc. 106. JuRY DiSCmMINATIoN.- (a) On application

4 of any citizen residing within the area of, or any litigant in,

5 any State or local oourt, or of the Attorney General of the

6 United States, alleging that persons have been systematically

7 excluded from grand or petit juries on grounds of race or

8 color or sex in such State or local court or that the record-

9 keeping requirements of section 105 are not being fully

10 implemented, the Federal district court for the district in

11 which said State or local court is located shall, upon a show-

12 ing thereof, direct the Director of the Administrative Office

13 of the United States Courts, directly or through subordinate

14 officials, to assume responsibility for the selection and ad-

15 ministration of juries in that State or local court, and the

16 Director shall administer and supervise the selection of juries

17 in accordance with the procedures set forth in subsections

18 (b) and (c) of section 101. The Director may, if prac-

19 tical, use the Federal list or part thereof of jurors for the area

20 in which said State or local court is located. The Director

21 shall act without regard to State and local laws and regu-

22 nations applicable to jury selection alnd service in said

23 State or local court and all judges therein shall apply Fed-

24 eral law governing jury selection and service. The Director

25 may, in accordance with civil service laws, appoint and
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1 fix the oompenMtion of such offiaeus, atorneys, and em-

2 ployeess sad-make such expenditures, as may be nooessary

3 to carry out his duties under this section The Director

4 may call upon the Director of .the Burea of the Census

5 for advice and assistancein trying out his duties.

6 (b) Any final judgment of any Federal or State court

:7 within five years prior to the fling of the application in

8 the district court and whether prior to or after the effective

9 date of this Act, determining theater has been systematic

10 exclusion from jury service on grounds of race or colr or sex

11 in any State or local court, shall erablish such exclusion

12 unles the State or loa court, through its clerk or other

13 appropriate official, satisfies the district tq urt tha such exolu-

14 sion no longer exists.

15 (c) Whenever it is shown tha -over a period of two

16 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race

17 or color within the area of any State or local court bears

18 to the total population of that aea exceeds by one-third or

19 more the ratio which the number of persons of that race or

20 color serving on grand and petit juries bean to the total

21 number of persons serving on such juries, this shall be

22 deemed to establish systematic exclusion on grounds of race

23 or color: Provided, however, That in case all or pat of the

24 two-year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the
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I State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

2 o i, shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

3 such exclusion no longer exists.

4 (d) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

5 years within the area of any State or local court less than

6 one-third of the persons serving on grand and petit juries

7 are of a given sex, it shall be presumed to be systematic

8 exclusion of persons of that sex unless it is shown by the

9 clerk of the court or other appropriate official that the dis-

10 proportionate ratio is due to the fact that a larger number

11 of the persons of that sex ha ve been excused by the court

12 for muse: Provided, That nothing herein shall be construed

13 to require or permit the limitation of either sex to one-third

14 quotas in regard to jury selection: And provided further,

15 That in case all or part of the two-year period antedates the

16 effective date of this title, the State or local court, through

17 its clerk or other appropriate official, shall be given the

18 opportunity to demonstrate that such exclusion no longer

19 exists.

20 SEC. 107. The State or local court may make applica-

21 tion for reinstatement of State procedures to the United

22 State District Court for the District of Columbia which may

23 approve the reinstatement of said procedures if it finds that

24 there is ijo longer reasonable cause to believe that persons
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1 will be excluded from jury service by reason of race or color

2 or sex, or that there will be continued failure to keep records.

3 Sec. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

4 able cause to believe that any change in the qualifications,

5 standards, or limitations on the right to a jury trial, oper-

6 ation of the jury system, or the selection of, or challenges to,

7 individual jury members or panel, for any case or class, of

8 cases in any State or local court different from those in

9 force and effect on January 1, 1966, will have the purpose

10 or effect of circumventing this title, he may bring an action

IL in the Federal district court for the district in which such

12 State or local court is located to enjoin such change in qual-

13 ifications, standards, limitations, operation, selection, or chal-

14 lenge and the district court may grant such temporary or

15 final relief as may be necessary to prevent such circumven-

16 tion of this title.

17 GENERAL

18 Swc. 109. Sections 106 (c) and 202 (f) (ii) shall not

19 apply in any area unless a racial or color minority constitutes

20 at least 10 per centum of the total population of the area.

21 SEc. 110. Any person who willfully faijs to comply with

22 the recordkeeping requirements of this title shall be fined not

23 more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or

24 both.
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1 Sc. 111. The provisions of title 42, United States

2 Code, sections 1974 (a), (b), (c), and (d) shall apply

3 with respect to jury records required to be maintained

4 under this title.

5 SFc. 112. This title shall become effective ninety days

6 after the date of its enactment.

7 TITLE H-PROSECUTION IN AND REMOVAL TO

8 FEDERAL COURTS

9 FEDERAL TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

10 SEO. 201. The district courts of the United States shall

11 have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts of the

12 States, of all prosecutions for offenses (whether felonies,

13 misdemeanors, or other offenses) defined by the laws of the

14 State or of any subdivision of the State where acts or omis-

15 sions constituting the charged offense occur, whenever prose-

16 cution of such offenses in a Federal district court is necessary

17 and proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

18 Smc. 202. (a) Objection to the jurisdiction of the dis-

19 trict court conferred by section 201 shall be entertained only

20 if made before trial and in the manner authorized by the

21 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the time of

22 the objection. If such objection is not made before trial, the

23 jurisdiction of the district court shall not thereafter be ques-

24 tioned in any manner or by any court.

25 (b) In the event of a properly presented objection to

63-420 0-66---- 31
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1 the jurisdiction of the district court under section 201, the

2 question whether the prosecution of the charged offense in a

3 Federal district is necessaryand proper to assure equal pro-

4 tection of the laws shall be promptly decided by the district

5 court sitting without jury, and its decision sustaining or over-

6 ruling the objection shall be reviewable by interlocutory

!7 appeal to the court of appeals within ten days after the

8 entry of the order.

9 (c) If any one of the circumstances specified in sub-

10 section (d) of this section and any one of the circumstances

11 specified in subsection (e) of this section are established by

12 a preponderance of the evidence, the district court shall find

13 that prosecution of the charged offense in a Federal district

14 court is necessary and proper to assure equal protection of

15 the laws.

16 (d) The cixcuma ces first referred to in subsection

17 (c) of this section are that the victim of the offense is:

18 (i) A member of a racial or color group subject to

19 the discrimination set forth in subsection (e) of this sec-

20 tion; or

21 (iHi) A person who, by words or action, was ad-

22 vocating or supporting at or near the time of the offense

23 the exercise or enjoyment by any member or members

24 of such group of equal protection of the laws.

25 (e) The circumstances second referred to in subsection
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I (c) of this section are: that in any county or other political

2 subdivision, where, under applicable State law the offense

3 might be tried, the members of any racial or color group

4 are-

5 (i) systematically excluded from actual service an

6 grand or petit juries in the State or local courts, whether

7 their absence be caused by exclusion from the venires, or

8 by excuses or challenges peremptory or for cause, or

9 otherwise;

10 (i i) systematically denied in any manner the fran-

11 chise in elections at which any prosecuting official or

12 judge in the county or other political subdivision, or any

13 official who appoints any such prosecuting official or

14 judge, is elected;

15 (iii) systematically segregated in, or discriminated

16. against in any manner in connection with the services

17 . or facilities of, State or local jails, prisons, police stations,

1. courts, or other public buildings related to the adminis-

19 tration of justice;

20 (iv) systematically subjected to harsher punish-

21 ment upon conviction of crime than those to which per-

22 sons generally convicted of crime are subjected; or

23 (v) systematically subjected to more onerous terms

24 or conditions of bail or conditional release than those to

25 which defendants generally are subjected.
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1 (f) (i) Any final judgment of any Federal or State

2 court within five years prior to the commencement of the

3 prosecution under section 201 determining that there has

4 been, on grounds of race or color, systematic exclusion from

5 jury service in the State or local courts of the county or

6 other political subdivision, or systematic denial of the fran-

7 chise in any election in the county or other State political

8 subdivision shall establish the circumstance described in

9 subsection 202 (e) (i) or (ii), as the case may be, unless

10 the defendant satisfies the court that the circumstances de-

ll scribed in said subsection (i) or (ii) no longer exist.

12 (ii) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

13 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race or

14 color within the county or other political subdivision bears

15 to the total population of said county or other political sub-

16 division exceeds by one-third or more the ratio which the

17 number of persons of that race or color serving on grand and

18 petit juries bears to the total number of persons serving on

19 such juries, or the ratio which the number of persons of that

20 race or color registered to vote bears to the total number -of

21 persons registered to vote, -this shall be deemed to establish

22 the circumstances described in subsection 202 (e) (i) or

23 (ii) : Provided, however, That in case all or part of the two-

24 year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the
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1 defendant shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

2 such exclusion from juries or franchise no longer exists.

3 Sw . 203. (a) Prosecutions under the jurisdiction con-

4 ferred by section 201 shall be commenced by indictment by

5 a Federal grand jury in all cases in which the Constitution

6 requires that prosecution be by indictment; in other cases,

7 prosecution may be by indictment or by information.

8 (b) The district court shall not proceed in the exer-

9 cise of jurisdiction conferred by section 201 unless, at or

10 prior to final arraignment in the district court, there is filed

11 with the district court a certificate of the Attorney General

12 of the United States that prosecution of the cause by the

13 United States in a Federal district court would fulfill the re-

14 sponsibility of the United States Government to assure

15 equal protection of the laws. Upon the filing of such a cer-

16 tificate, the jurisdiction given by section 201 shall become

17 exclusive of the courts of any State, and the prosecution shall

18 thereafter be conducted exclusively by the Attorney General

19 of the United States or his designate. Upon the filing of

20 the certificate, no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

21 of any offense charged against the defendant prosecution

22 for which would constitute jeopardy in respect of the offense

23 described in the certificate. The certificate of the Attorney

24 General shall not be subject to review by any court.

25 (c) If the certificate of the Attorney General described
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1: in subsection (b) of this seco 9 is not fled at or prior to

2 fim arraignment in the district court, the district opurt shall

3 dismiss thQ prosecution without prejuiOQ.

4 (d) Notwithstanding the Qertificate of the Attorney

5 General described in subsection (b) of is section has not

6 yet been filed and no judicial finding has yet been made sus-

7 taining the jurisdiction of a Federal court under section 201

8 of this Act, Federal judicial, executive, administrative, and

9 law enforcement officers and agencies, including but not

10 limited to Federal judges, commissioners, marshals, grand

11 juries, prosecuting attorneys, and the Federal.Bure&a. of In-

12 vestigation may exercise all powers given them by the laws

13 of the United States in order to prevent and investigate any

14 offense within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 and to

15 apprehend and prosecute the offender or offenders. In any

16 case where such powers by the general laws of the United

17 States are restricted to felonies, the same powers may be

18, exercised in cases involving misdemeanors or other offenses

19 within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201. The author-

20 ity given Federal executive, administrative, and law enforce-

21 ment officers and agencies under this subsection shall be ex-

22 ercised subject to the direction of the Attorney General Of

23 the United States, but if the delay of their exercise until a

24 direction of the Attorney General is received is impracticable
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1 in order effectively to prevent or investigate any offense

-2 within the jurisdiction given by section 201 of this Act or

3 to apprehend or prosecute the offender or offenders, they

..4, may be exercisd without direction of the Attorney General.

5 The Attorney General is authorized to issue rules and regula-

6 tions for the implementation of this subsection.

7 REMOVAL BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

8 SWc. 204. (a) Where a prosecution has been corn-

9 menced in any court of a State in respect of any offense with-

10 in the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 of this Act,

11 the United States may at any time before jeopardy attaches

12 remove the prosecution for trial to the district court for the

13 district embracing the place wherein the prosecution is

14 pending.

15 (b) Such removal shall be instituted by the filing in the

16 district court of the certificate of the Attorney General de-

17 scribed in section 203 (b) of this Act, which certificate shall

18 identify the prosecution to be removed. The filing of this

19 certificate, together with the filing of a copy thereof with

20 the judge or clerk of the State court in which the prosecution

21 is pending (which filing may precede or follow or be con-

22 temporaneots with the filing of the certificate in the district

23 court) shall effect the removal, and the jurisdiction of the

24 State court shall thereupon terminate and all State court

25 proceedings thereafter shall be null and void for all purposes
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1 unless and until the case is remanded. Following removal

2 under this section:

3 (i) the jurisdiction conferred by subsection (a) of

4 this section shall be exclusive of the courts of any

5 State, and the prosecution shall be conducted exclu-

6 sively by the Attorney General or his designed;

7 (ii) no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

8 of any offense charged against the defendant, prosecu-

9 tion for which would constitute jeopardy in respect to

10 the offense described in the certificate; and

11 (iii) the certificate of the Attorney General shall

12 not be subject to review by any court.

13 (c) Where the offense charged is one required by the

14 Constitution to be prosecuted by indictment and no such

15 indictment was returned prior to removal, indictment by a

16 Federal grand jury shall be required within a reasonable time

17 or the proceeding shall be remanded to the State court.

18 SEC. 205. (a) The Federal Rules of Criminal Proce-

19 dure shall apply to proceedings under sections 201 through

20 204.

21 (b) Any person convicted in proceedings under sections

22 201 through 204 shall be sentenced to the fine, term of im-

23 prisonment, or both, prescribed by the State law applicable

24 to the offense of which he is convicted. FQr all other pur-
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1 poses of imposition or execution of sentence, including but

2 not limited to the payment of fine, custody, probation, parole,

3 and pardon, he shall be treated as a person convicted and

4 sentenced under the criminal laws of the United States.

5 (c) Sections 201 through 205, inclusive, shall become

6 inoperative on and after January 1, 1975.

7 INVESTIGATION OF JURY EXCLUSION

8 Sc. 206. (a) The United States Commission on Civil

9 Rights snail investigate the service on grand and petit juries

10 by members of racial or color groups in the State and local

11 courts of any county or other political subdivision in which

12 it believes that there may be disparate treatment of mem-

13 bears of different racial or color groups.

14 (b) Before publishing the results of any such investi-

15 gation, the Commission shall furnish a copy of its proposed

16 findings to the State or local court, the jury commissioners,

17 and any other officials responsible for jury selection in the

18 county or other political subdivision concerned and shall give

19 them an opportunity to controvert any of the proposed find-

20 ings. Upon consideration of their responses and such con-

21 sultation with the affected commissioners and officials as

22 may be indicated, the Commission may revise its proposed

23 findings. If any of those proposed findings remain contro-

24 verted, the Commission shall cause a public hearing to be

.25 held in the country or other political subdivision concerned to
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1 consider the remaining issues of fact. Such hearing may be

2 held by the Commision or by a person or persons designated

3 by it who may but need not be s member or members of

4 the Commission or its staff; the person or person thus desig-

5 nated shall have all the powers the Commission would have

6 in regard to the conduct of suh a hearing If any such

7 hearing is not held by the Commission itself, the person or

8 persons conducting it shall prepare a report which shall be

9 forwarded to the Commission together with su" comments

10 thereon as local officials may make and with the record of

11 the hearing. The Commission shall thereafter publish its

12 findings and a detailed ummary of the data on which those

13 findings are based. Judicial notice of the findings of the

14 Commission and the data contained in its detailed summary

15 shall be taken in any judicial proceeding in any court.

16 (a) In any action or proceeding under this Act, the

17 Com mission's findings and summary of data under subsee-

18 Lion (b) of this section shall constitut evidence of the facts

19 presented therein and, except to the extent that the party

20 controverting those facts satisfies the court, by evidence on

21 the record as a whole, that particular findings or data are not

22 correct, the courts shall accept the Commission's findings

23 and data as adequately probative of all the facts contained

24 therein and shall make its findings in accordance therewith.
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1 (d) In proceedings under this section, the Commission

2 shall have all the powers granted it under all other statutes;

8 and the powers conferred on it by this section are in addition

4 to its powers under such other statutes.

5 FEM SAL OFFEKMS

8 SO. 207. Title 18, United States Code, section 241,

.7 is amended to read as follows:

8 "(a) Whoever; whether acting under color of law or

9. lothwie-

10 "(1) willfully injures, oppresses, threatens, or in-

11 timidates any person in the free exercise or enjoyment

12 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured,

13 or protected by the Constitution c' laws of the United

14 States, or because of his having so exercised the same;

15 or

16 "(2) intentionally commits an assault or an assault

17 and battery upon any person exercising, attempting to

18 exercise, or advocating the exercise of, any right, priv-

19 ilege, or immunity secured or protected against discrimi-

20 nation on the grounds of race or color by the Constitution

21 or laws of the United States; or

22 " (3) intentionally commits an assault or an assault

23 and battery upon any person using directly or indirectly,

24 the facilities of interstate commerce, or traveling therein,
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1 or upon any person where the assailant uses, directly or

2 indirectly, any facility of interstate commerce, or ay-

3 thing that has moved in interstate commerce, in the

4 commission of the assault or assault and battery, -when

5 the purpose or reasonably foreseeable effect of such

6 assaut or assault and battery is -to prevent any person

7 or class of persons from exercising or advocating equal

8 rights or opportunities free from discrimination on the

9 grounds of race or color, or to intimidate any person or

10 class of persons in the exercise or advocacy of such

11 rights or opportunities; shall upon conviction thereof, be

12 fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more

13 than one year, or both; except that if in the course of the

14 act or acts for which he is convicted he inflicts death or

15 grave bodily injury, he shall be fined not more than

16 $10,000 and imprisoned for not more than twenty years,

17 or both.

18 "(b) If two or more persons go in disguise on the

19 highway or on the premises of another, with intent to pre-

20 vent or hinder the free exercise or enjoyment of any right,

21 privilege, or immunity covered by subsection (a) of this

22 section, they shall, upon conviction, be subject to the penal-

23 -ties in subsection (a) of this section."
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1 TITLE HI--CIVIL PREVENTIVE RELIEF

2 Smo. 301. Whenever any person has engaged or there

3 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

4 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any

5 other person because of race or color, of any right, privilege,

6 or immunity, granted, secured, or protected by the Constitu-

7 tion or laws of the United States, such other person in his

8 own right or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

9 United States, may institute a civil action or other proper

10 proceeding for preventive relief, including an application for

11 a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order,

12 order requiring the posting of a bond to secure compliance

13 with any order of the court, or other order.

14 Simc. 302. Whenever any person has engaged or there

15 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

16 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any

17 other person of, or hinder him in the exercise of, the right

18 to speak, assemble, petition, or otherwise express himself

19 for the purpose of advocating equality of persons or oppor-

20 tunity free from discrimination because of race or color,

21 such other person in his own right, or the Attorney Gen-

22 eral for or in the name of the United States, may institute

23 a civil action or other proceeding for preventive relief, in-

24 cluding an application for a permanent or temporary in-

25 junction, restrainag order, order requiring the posting (if
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1 bond to secure co With any order of the court, Qr

2 other order; provided that such other person above men-

3 tioned is a person described in subsection 202 (d) (i) or

4 (ii) and any one of the circumstances specfied in section

5 202 (e) is established by a preponderance of the evidence.

6 The provisions of section 202 (f) shall be applicable in

7 proceedings under this section.

8 Siic. 303. In any proceeding under this section the

9 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

10 person. The district courts of the United States shall have

11 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title and

12 shall exercise the same without regard to whether the party

13 aggrieved shall have exhausted any administrative or other

14 remedies that may be provided by law.

15 TITLE IV-REMOVAL BY CERTAIN DEFENDANTS

16 Sm. 401. Any defendant in a criminal action or in a

17 civil or criminal contempt action in a State or local court

18 may remove said action to the district court of the United

19 States for the district embracmg the place wherein it is pend-

20 ing if the defendant is a person described in either subsection

21 (i) or (ii) of section 202 (d) and if any one of the circum-

22 stances specified in section 202 (e) i3 established by a pre-

23 ponderance of the evidence. The provisions of section 202

24 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings under this section.

25 SFx. 402. Any defendant in any action or proceeding
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1 (civil, criminal, or otherwise) in a State or local court may

2 remove said action or'proceeding to the district court of the

3 United States for the district embracing the place wherein

4 it is pending if the action or proceeding is maintained for or

5 on account of any act or omission in the exercise of the

6 freedoms of speech, of the press, of assembly or of petition

7 guaranteed by the Constitution or laws of the United States

8 for the purpose of advocating or supporting racial equality

9 or of protesting the denial of racial equality; or any act or

10 omission protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

11 States against abridgment or interference by reason of race

12 or color.

13 Smo. 403. The procedures set forth in sections 1446

14 and 1447 of title 28 shall be applicable to removal and re-

15 mand under this section, except that any order of remand

16 shall be reviewable by appeal or otherwise.

17 TITLE V--CIVIL INDEMNIFICATION

18 SEc. 501. (a) There is hereby established within the

19 United States Commission on Civil Rights an Indemnifica-

20 tion Board, hereafter referred to as the Board. The Board

21 shall be composed of three members, appointed by the

22 President with the advice and consent of the Senate. The

23 President shall designate one member as Chairman. No

24 more than two members of the Board may be of the mme

25 political party.
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(b) The term of office of each member of the Board

shall be five years, beginning with the effective date of this

3 Act, except of those members first appointed, one shall

4 serve for five years, one for three years, and one for one

5 year. Any member appointed to fill a vacancy ocourrixg

6 prior to the expiration of the term for which his predecessor

7 was appointed shall be appointed for the remainder of such

3 term.
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(c) The Chairman shall be compensated at the raU

of $25,000 per annum, and the other members at a ratE

of $24,000 per annum.

(d) Two members shall constitute a quorum for the

transaction of business.

SEc. 502. The Board may, in accordance with civil serv-

ice laws, appoint and fix the compensation of such officers.

attorneys and employees, and make such expenditures, as

may be necessary to carry out its functions.

SEc. 503. The Board shall make such rules and regula-

tions as shall be necessary and proper to carry out its

functions.

SEC. 504. The Commission on Civil Rights shall have

the authority and duty to receive and investigate or have

investigated written complaints from or on behalf of any

person injured in his person or property or deprived of his

life (i) because of race or color, while lawfully exercising, I
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1 attempting to exercise, or advocating, or assisting another

2 in the exercise of, any right, privilege or immunity granted,

3 secured, or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

4 United States, or for having so exercised, attempted, advo-

5 cated or assisted or (ii) by any act, the purpose or design

6 of which is to intimidate him or any other person from seek-

7 ing or advocating equality of persons or opportunity free

8 from discrimination based on race or color.

9 SEC. 505. (a) The Commission on Civil Rights may

10 request and the Department of Justice shall make available

11 any investigative reports that the Department of Justice

12 has that are relevant to the complaint and investigation.

13 (b) The Commission may request and the Attorney

14 General is authorized to direct that additional investigation

15 of matter relevant to the complaint be conducted by the

16 Federal Bureau of Investigation.

17 (c) The Commission shall supply copies of all of its

18 investigative reports to the Attorney General.

19 SEC. 506. If, after such investigation, the Commission

20 shall determine that probable cause exists for crediting the

21 complaint, it shall direct the Board to conduct a hearing

22 thereon as provided in section 507; if, however, the Commis-

23 sion shall determine that probable cause does not exist or that

24 no substantial damage has occurred, it shall dismiss the

25 complaint.

63-420 O66----32
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1 Sm. 507. (a) Any hearing may be conducted by the

2 Board or any' member of the Board designated by the

3 Chairman.

4 (b) In the event the Board determines that because of

5 the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it is not

6 in the interest of justice for it or a member to conduct a hear-

7 ing, it may designate an agent or employee of the Board or a

8 person not associated with the Board to conduct the hearing

9 provided any such agent, employee or other person so desig-

10 nated shall be a member of the bar of the highest court of

11 one of the States of the United States.

12 (c) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

13 shall be reimbursed for services rendered in connection with

14 such hearing as determined by the Board, subject to approval

15 of the Civil Service Commission.

16 (d) The Board or ony member or hearing officer may

17 administer oaths or affirmations.

18 (e) The Board shall have the same powers of investi-

19 gation and subpena as those granted, the National Labor

20 Relations Board in 29 U.S.C. 161 (1) and (2).

21 (f) A full record shall be made and kept of all hear-

22 ings conducted.

23 Sc. 508. (a) After hearing, the Board member or

24 hearing officer conducting the hearing shall make findings

25 of fact based upon the record.
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1 (b) After a hearing conducted by the Board, it shall,

2 if it finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred

3 to in section 504, make a monetary award of indemnifi-

4 cation to compensate such complainant for such injury.

5 (c) After a hearing conducted by a member of the

6 Board or hearing officer, he shall, if lie finds that any con-

7 plainant has suffered injury referred toin section 504, make

8 a recommendation of an award of indemnification. All such

9 recommendations shall. be reviewed by the Board. Upon

10 review, the Board shall review the findings of fact and shall

11 affirm, reject, or modify findings and such recommendations

12 and enter or deny an award.

13 (d) All awards made hereunder shall include reasonable

14 attorney's fees.

15 SEc. 509. (a) In the event that the investigation of

16 the complaint or the hearing thereon indicates the person or

17 persons responsible for the injury for which an award is

18 sought, such person or persons shall be notified and shall

19 have a reasonable opportunity to intervene in the hearing

20 and to be fully heard.

21 (b) In the event that such investigation or hearing

22 indicates that the injury resulted in whole or in part from

23 action taken under color of law, the political subdivision

24 and/or the State under whose authority such action was
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1 taken shall be notified and shall have a reasonable oppor-

2 tunity to intervene in the hearing and to be fully heard.

3 (o) Notice under this section may be by personal service

4 or by registered mail.

5 (d) Notie to a State or political subdivision may be

6 given to the chief executive or principal legal officer of such

7 State or political subdivision.

8 (e) The Board shall, if necessary to secure a full hear-

9 ing for any intervenor, continue the hearing from time to

10 time.

11 Si''. 510. The United States may, on the motion of the

12 Attorney General, intervene at any state of the hearing or

13 appeal.

14 SEC. 511. (a) The complainant or any intervenor may

15 obtain a review of the final decision of the Board in the

16 United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

17 or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which the

18 injury occurred or the person seeking review resides.

19 (b) Such review shall be made on the basis of the

20 record before the Board, and the findings of the Board with

21 respect to questions of fact, if supported by substantial evi-

22 dence on the record considered as a whole, shall be con-

23 elusive.

24 Se,'. 512. (a) In any instance in which the injury or
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1 death for which an award is made results in whole or in part

2 from action taken under color of law, or from action whether

3 or not taken under color of law which in any way impedes

4 or infringes upon the exercise or advocacy of any right,

5 privilege, or immunity grazted, secured, or protected by the

6 Constitution or laws of the United States, the United States

7 !shall have a cause of action for recovery of the amount of

8 such award against the person or persons responsible for the

9 injury for which the award is made.

10 (b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted

11 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law, the

12 political subdivision and/or the State under whose authority

13 such action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable

14 with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

15 (c) In any case brought under this section against any-

16 one notified under section 509, the findings of fact as made,

17 modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to section 508

18 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima facie evidence

19 of the facts determined by the findings, and the award of

20 indemnification shall be admissible and shall constitute prima

21 facie evidence of the damages suffered by the complainant.

22 (d) The district courts of the United States shall have

23 jurisdiction to hear oases brought under this section.
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1 SEC. 513. (a) In the event the person injured dies, a

2 complaint may be filed by any representative of his estate,

3 or by his or her spouse, child, or dependent and the Board

4 shall determine to whom any award shall be made.

5 (b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of the

6 person injured to file a complaint, it may be filed by his or

7 her spouse, child, dependent, or counsel.

8 SEC. 514. All complaints must be filed within six

9 months of the injury for which an award is sought, except

10 that where the injury results in death, the complaint may be

11 filed within twelve months of death.

12 SEc. 515. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the

13 right to pursue any action or remedy granted him under any

14 other law of the United States or any State, provided that

15 in the event that any person receives in any other action an

16 award of damages for which an award of indemnification has

17 been made under this title, the United States shall have a lien

18 against such award in the amount of the award of indemnifi-

19 cation. In the event such other award is made prior to the

20 award of indemnification, the amount of such other award

21 shall be considered by the Board in determining whether td

22 make an award and, if so, the amount of the award.

.", 'T j - ;'9 - . -%,' ' r ,-q ' , _ ,-, -
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1 TITLE VI--AM.ENDMENT TO TITLE VII OF 1964

2 ACT

3 SF.c. 601. Title VII of Public Law 88-352 (the Civil

4 Rights Act of 1964) is amended as follows:

5 (a) Add a new paragraph to section 701, (a) as fol-

6 lows: "The term 'governmental unit' means a State or a

7 political subdivision thereof or an agency of one or more

8 States or political subdivisions."

9 (b) Amend so much of section 701 (b) as appears be-

10 fore the word "Provided' to read as follows: "The term

11 'employer' means: (1) a person engaged in an industry

12 affecting commerce who has twenty-five or more employees

13 for each working day in each of twenty or more calendar

14 weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any

15 agent of such a person, but such term does not include (i)

16 the United States, a corporation wholly owned by the Gov-

17 ernment of the United States, or an Indian tribe, (ii) a bona

18 fide membership club (other than a labor organization)

19 which is exempt from taxation under section 501 (c) of the

20 Internal Revenue Code of 1954; (2) a governmental unit

21 and any agent of such governmental unit;"

22 (c) Add the words "or governmental unit" following

23 the word "person" wherever it appears in section 701 (c).

24 (d) Delete the phrase "or an agency of a State or

25 political subdivision of a State," from section 701 (c).
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(e) Add a couna and the following language after the

2 word "charge" on line 9 of section 706 (e): "unless the

3 respondent is a State."

4 (f) Insert the words "or governmental unit" in section

5 707 (a) following the word "persons" on lines 2 and 12

6 of such subsection.

7 (g) Insert the words "for or in the name of the United

8 States" following the word "action" on line 6 of section

9 707 (a).

10 (h) Insert the words "or governmental unit" following

11 the word "person" on line 4 of section 709 (a) on lines 1

12 and (5) of section 710 (c) and on lines 2 and 7 of section

13 713 (b).

14 TITLE VII-MISCELLANEOUS

15 Sc. 701. (a) The term "State" as used herein shall

16 include the District of Columbia.

17 (b) The term "because of moe or color" shall mean

18 because of hostility to the race or color of any person, or

19 because of his association with persons of a different race

20 or color or his advocacy of equality of persons of different

21 races or colors.

22 (c) The term "hearing officer" shall mean an agent or

23 employee of the Indemnification Board or a person not

24 otherwise associated with the Board who is designated by

25 the Board to conduct a hearing.
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1 (d) The term "action taken under color of law" shall

2 include the knowing refusal or failure to act where action

3 could or may have prevented injury.

4 (e) The term "injury to property" shall include any

5 financial or economic loss.

6 (f) The term "judicial district" shall mean a division

7 thereof where the judicial district is divided into divisions.

8 Sc. 702. (a) There are hereby authorized to be ap-

9 propriated such sums as may be necessary to carry out

10 the provisions of this Act, including payment of awards

11 under title V.

12 (b) If any provision of this Act or the application

13 thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the

14 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision t -

15 'other persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances

16 shall not be affected thereby.
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89r CONGRESS1 H.R . 13626

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 15,1966

Mr. KRznE introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
Providing for jury selection in Federal and State courts, prose-

cution and removal to Federal courts, civil preventive relief,
civil indemnification, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represenia-

2 ties of the United State. of America in Congre auembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Protection

4 Act of 1966."

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SECTION 101. Section 1864 of title 28, United States

9 Code, is amended to read as follows:
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1 "91864. Duties, compensation and methwi of selecting and

2 drawing jurors

3 "(a) JuRY COMMISSION.-A jury commission shall be

4 established in each judicial district, consisting of the clerk of

5 the court or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk,

6 and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the dis-

7 trict court. The jury commissioner shall be a citizen of the

8 United States of good standing, a resident of the district,

9 and, at the time of his appointment, shall not be a member

10 of the same political party as the clerk of the court or a duly

11 qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If more than"'

12 one jury commissioner is appointed, each may be designated

13 to serve in one or more of the places where court is held, and

14 the clerk and the jury commissioner so designated shall con-

15 stitute the jury commission for that part of the district. In

16 the event that a jury commissioner is unable for any reason

17 to perform his duties, another jury commissioner may be

18 appointed, as provided herein, to act in his place until he is

19 abe to resume his duties.

20 "(b) JUBY SEL CTION.-

21 "(i) In the performance of its duties, the jury com-

22 mission shall act under the direction and supervision of

23 the chief judge of the district.

24 "(ii) The names of persons who may be called for

25 grand or petit jury service shall be obtained tinder a
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1 sampling plan prepared by the jury commission with

2 the approval of the chief judge and designed to provide

3 a representative cross section of the population of the

4 judicial district without exclusion on the basis of race,

5 color, sex, political or religious affiliation or economic

6 or social status. The plan for obtaining such names and

7 the method for carrying out such plan shall be prepared

8 in consultation with and approved by the Director of

9 the Administrative Office of the United States Courts,

10 who may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the

11 Census for advice and assistance.

12 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

13 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than three

14 hundred qualified persons, publicly drawn by chance,

15 shall be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device.

16 "(iv) The names of jurors for service on grand and

17 petit juries shall be publicly drawn by chance from the

18 jury box, wheel, or similar device.

19 "(v) In determining whether persons whose names

20 are to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device

21 are qualified as jurors under section 1861 of title 28, as

22 amended, the jury commission may use such question-

23 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the ap-

24 proval of the Director of the Administrative Office of the

25 United States Courts, may deem appropriate, including
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1 the administration of oaths. The questionnaires may be

2 filled out by the individual or by another on his behalf.

3 With the approval of the chief judge, the jury commis-

4 sion may designate deputy clerks and other employees

5 in the office of the clerk of the court to assist the corn-

6 mission in the performance of its duties, and to perform

7 under its direction such of the detailed duties of the corn-

8 mission as in the opinion of the chief judge could be

9 assigned to them.

10 "(c) RECORMs.-The jury commission shall keep rec-

11 ords of the names obtained under subsection (b) (ii) of this

12 section, the names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel,

13 or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned by said

14 persons, the names, race, and sex of the persons drav n from

15 the jury box, wheel, or similar device, the names of those

16 perform;ng jury service and the dates thereof, and such

17 additional appropriate records as the chief judge may direct.

18 Such records shall be retained for a period of not less than

19 four years.

20 "(d) ENFORCEMENT BY COURT OF APPEALS.-On ap)-

21 plication of any citizen residing in, or litigant in, any judicial

22 district or of the Attorney General of the United States,

23 alleging that the jury selection procedures or recordkeeping

24 requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of this

25 section are not being fully implemented, the United States
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1 court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which said judicial

2 district is located shall, upon a showing thereof, appoint jury

3 commissioners responsible to said court of appeals and direct

4 such jury commissioners in the selection of juries and the

5 keeping of records in accordance with such subsections (b)

6 and (c) of this section. Where evidence is required for a

7 determination by the court of appeals, the court may hear

8 the evidence itself or appoint a master to act for it in accord-

9 ance with law.

10 "(e) RETURN OF JURY SUPERVIiO.-The court of

11 appeals may, on its own motion or on application of the chief

12 judge of the judicial district, direct the return of supervision

13 and control of the jury selection procedures to the chief

14 judge and to the jury commission for said judicial district at

15 any time when the court of appeals finds that there is reason-

16 able cause to believe that the jury selection procedures and

17 recordkeeping requirements prescribed in subsections (b)

18 and (c) of this section will be fully implemented.

19 "(f) OOMPENSATION.-Each jury commissioner ap-

20 pointed on a part-time basis shall be compensated for his

21 services at the rate of $25 per day for each day in which he

22 actually and necessarily is engaged in the performance of his

23 official duties, to be paid upon certificate of the chief judge

24 of the district.

25 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a full-time basis

..
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1 shall receive a salary to be fixed from time to time by the

2 Judicial, Conference of the United States at & rate which,

3 in the opinion of the Judicial Conferenoe, corresponds to that

4 provided by the Classification Act of 1949, as amended, for

5 positions in the executive branch with comparable responsi-

6 bilities.

7 "Each jury commissioner shall receive his traveling and

8 subsistence expenses within the limitations prescribed for

9 clerks of district courts while absent from his designated post

10 of duty on official business.

11 "(g) DELEOATION.-Any of the powers or duties con-

12 ferred upon the chief judge under this section may be dele-

13 gated by him to another judge of the district: Provided,

14 however, That where part of a district by agreement or order

15 of court is assigned to one particular judge and he customar-

16 ily holds court there, as to such part of the district he shall

17 perform the functions and fulfill the duties conferred upon

18 the chief judge in this section."

19 SFc. 102. Section 1861 (2) setting forth qualifications

20 of Federal jurors is unended by striking out the words "read"

21 and "write."

22 SBc. 103. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

23 lowing sentence to subsection (b) : "If the district judge de-

24 termines that the ability to read or write English is reasonably

25 required in order for jurors to perform their duties in any
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1 particular case or cases, he shall be empowered to exclude

2 those who cannot read or write English, except that no per-

3 son shall be excluded on this ground who has completed the

4 sixth grade in an English language school."

5 6sc. 104. Section 1871 is amended by striking the

6 words "$10 per day" and inserting in their place "$15 per

7 day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by striking

8 the words "$14 for each day" and inserting in their place

9 "$20 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater for each

10 day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of $10 per day

11 shall be allowed" and inserting in their place "subsistence

12 allowance given to Federal employees shall be allowed";

13 and by striking the words "jury fees in excess of $10 per

14 diem" and inserting in their place "jury fees in excess of $15

15 per diem".

16 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

17 SEC. 105. RECORDS.-Each State or local court shall

18 keep records of the names of all persons on the jury list for

19 said court, names of those persons placed in the jury box,

20 wheel, or similar device, questionnaires, applications, or doou-

21 ments of any sort usid in the selection of jurors, the names,

22 race, and sex of the persons drawn from the jury box, wheel,

23 or similar device, the names of those performing jury service

24 and the dates thereof, and such additional appropriate records
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1 as the judge or judges of said court may direct. Such records

2 shall be retained for a period of not less than four years.

3 Sm. 106. JuY DIScmMINATIO.-- (a) On application

4 of any citizen residing within the area of, or any litigant in,

5 any State or local court, or of the Attorney General of the

6 United States, alleging that persons have been systematically

7 excluded from grand or petit juries on grounds of race or

8 color or sex in such State or local court or that the record-

9 keeping requirements of section 105 are not being fully

10 implemented, the Federal district court for the district in

11 which said State or local court is located shall, upon a show-

12 ing thereof, direct the Director of the Administrative Office

13 of the United States Courts, directly or through subordinate

14 officials, to assume responsibility for the selection and ad-

15 ministration of juries in that State or local court, and the

16 Director shall administer and supervise the selection of juries

17 in accordance with the procedures set forth in subsections

18 (b) and (c) of section 101. The Director may, if prac-

19 tical, use the Federal list or part thereof of jurors for the area

20 in which said State or local court is located. The Director

21 shall act without regard to State and local laws and regu-

22 lations applicable to jury selection and service in said

23 State or local court and all judges therein shall apply Fed-

24 eral law governing jury selection and service. The Director

25 may, in accordance with civil service laws, appoint and

63-420 0-6- 33
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1 fix the compensation of sueh officerr, attorneys, and em

2 ployees, and make .such expenditures, 'as may be necessary

3 to carry out his duties under this section. The Director

4 ay call upon the Director of tie Bureau of the Census

5 for advice and assistance in carrying out his duties."

6 (b) Any final judgment of any Federal oorState court

7 within five years prior to the filing of the application in

8 the district court and whether prior to or after the effective

9 date of-this Act, determining that there has been. ystematic

10 exclusion from jury service on ground of raee-or color or sex'

11 in any Stbt or local court, shall establish such exclusion

12 unless the State or local court, throughits clerk or 'other

13 appropriate official, satdies the district court that such exclu-

14 sion no longer exists. 4 1

15 (c) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

16 years the ratio which the number of persons of any vace

17 or color within the area of iay State or local court bears'

18 to the total popidation of that area exceeds by one-hird or

19 more the ratio which the number of persons of that race or

20 color serving on grand and petit juries bears to 'the total

21 number of persons serving on such juries, this shall be-

22 deemed to establish systematic exclusion on grounds of race'

23 or color: Provided, however, That in case all or part of the

24 two-year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the-
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1 State or locvp court, through its clerk or other appropriate

2 official, shill be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

3 such exclusion no longer exists.

4 . (d) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

,5 years within tho area of .any State or local court less than

6. one-third of the lwrsons serving on grand and petit juries

7 are of a given sex, it shall be presumed to be systematic

8 exclusion of persons of that sex unless it is shown by the

9 clerk of the court or other appropriate official that the dis-

10 proportionate ratio is due to the fact that a larger number

11 of the persons of that sex have been excused by the court

12 for cause: Provided, That nothing herein shall be construed

13 to require or permit the limitation of either sex to one-third

14 quotas in regard to jury selection: And provided further,

15 That in case all or part of the two-yenr period antedates the

16 effective date of this title, the State or local court, through

17 its clerk or other appropriate official, shall be given the

18 opportunity to demonstrate that such exclusion no longer

19 exists.

20 SEC. 107. The State or local court may make applica-

21 tion for reinstatement of State procedures to the United

22 State District Court for the District of Columbia which may

23 approve the reinstatement of said procedures if it finds that

24 there is no longer reasonable cause to believe that persons
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I will be exchlded from jury service by reason of race or color

2 or sex, or that there will be continued failure to keep records.

3 SEC. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

4 able cause to believe that any change in the qualifications,

5 standards, or limitations on the right to a jury trial, oper-

6 ation of the jury system, or the selection of, or challenges to,

7 individual jury members or panel, for any case or class of

8 cases in any State or local court different from those in

9 force and effect on January 1, 1966, will have the purpose

10 or effect of circumventing this title, he may bring an action

11 in the Federal district court for the district in which such

12 State or local court is located to enjoin such change in qual-

13 ifications, standards, limitations, operation, selection, or chal-

14 lenge and the district court may grant such temporary or

15 frial relief as may be necessary to prevent such circumvcn-

16 tion of this titie.

17 GENERAL

18 Sic. 109. Sections 106 (c) and 202 (f) (ii) shall not

19 apply in any area unless a ruial or color minority constitutes

20 at least 10 per centuni of the total population of the area.

21 SEc. 110. Any person who willfully fails to comply with

22 the recordkeeping requirements of this title shall be fined not

23 more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or

24 both.
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1 Swc. 111. The provisions of title 42, United States

2 Code, sections 1974 (a), (b), (c), and (d) shall apply

3 with respect to jury records required to be maintained

4 under this title.

5 SEC. 112. This title shall become effective ninety days

6 after the date of its enactment.

7 TITLE I1-PROSECUTION IN AND REMOVAL TO

8 FEDERAL COURTS

9 FEDERAL TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

10 SEC. 201. The district courts of the United States shall

11 have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts of the

12 States, of all prosecutions for offenses (whether felonies,

13 misdemeanors, or other offenses) defined by the lavs of the

14 State or of any subdivision of the State where acts or omis-

15 sions constituting t.1e charged offense occur, whenever prose-

16 cution of such offenses in a Federal district court is necessary

17 and proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

18 Sic. 202. (a) Objection to the jurisdiction of the dis-

19 trict court conferred by section 201 shall be entertained only

20 if made before trial and in the manner authorized by the

21 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the time of

22 the objection. If such objection is not made before trial, the

23 jurisdiction of the district court shall not thereafter be ques-

24 tioncd in any manner or by any court.

2.5 (b) In the event of a properly presented objection to
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1 the jurisdiction of the district court under section, 201, the

2 question whether the prosecution of the charged offense in a

3 Federal district is necessary and proper to assure equalpro-

4 tection of the laws shall be promptly decided by the district

5 court sitting without jury, and its decision sustaining or over-

6 ruling the objection shall be reviewable by interlocutory

7, appeal to the court of appeals within ten days after the

8 entry of the order. 1

9 (c) If any one of the circumstances specified in sub-

10 soction (d) of this section and any one of the circumstances

11 specified in subsection (e) of this section are established by

12 a preponderance of the evidence, the district court shall find

13 that prosecution of the charged offense in a Federal district

14 court is necessary and proper to assure equal protection of

15 the laws.

16 (d) The circumstances first referred to in subsection

17 (c) of this section are that the victim of the offense is:

18 (i) A member of a racial or color group subject to

19 the discrimination set forth in subsection (e) of this see-

20 tion; or

21 (ii) A person who, by words or. action, was ad-

22 vocating or supporting at or near the time of the offense

23 the exercise or enjoyment by any member or members

24 of such group of equal protection of the laws.

25 (e) The circumstances second referred to in subsection
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1 (e) of thi section are: that in any county or other political

2 subdivision, where, under applicable State law t&a offense

8 might be tried, the members of any racial or color group
t are--.

5 , (i) systematicaLly excluded from actual service on

6 grand or petit juries in 'the State or local courts, whether

7 their absence be caused by exclusion from the venires, or

8 by excuses or challenges peremptory or for cause, or

9 otherwise;

10 (ii) systematically denied in any manner the fran-

11 chise in elections at which any prosecuting official or

12 judge in the county or other political subdivision, or any

13 official who appoints any such prosecuting- official or

14 judge,, is elected;

15 (iii) systematically segregated in, or discriminated

16 against in any manner in connection with the services

17 or facilities of, State or local jails, prisons, police stations,

18 courts, or other public buildings related to the adininis-

19 tration of justice;,

20 (iv) systematically subjected to harsher punish-

21 mont upon conviction of crime than those to which per-

22 sons generally convicted of crime are subjected; or

23 (v) systematically subjected to more onerous terms

24 or conditions of bail or conditional release than those to

25 which defendants generally are subjected.
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1 (f) (i) Any final judgment of any Federal or State

2 court within five years prior to the commencement of the

3 prosecution under section 201 determining that there has

4 been, on grounds of race or color, systematic exclusion from

5 jury service in the State or local courts of the coulity or

6 other political subdivision, or systematic denial of the fran-

7 chise in any election in the county or other State political

8 subdivision shall establish the circumstance described in

9 subsection 202 (e) (i) or (ii), as the case may be, unless

10 the defendant satisfies the court that the circumstances de-

ll scribed in said subsection (i) or (ii) no longer exist.

12 (ii) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

13 years.the ratio which the number of persons of any race or

14 color within the county or other political subdivision bears

i5 to the total population of said county or other political sub-

16 division exceeds by one-third or more the ratio which the

17 number of persons of that race or color serving on grnd and

18 petit juries bears to the total number of persons serving on

19 such juries, or the ratio which the number of persons of that

20 race or color registered to vote bears to the total number of

21 persons registered to vote, this shall be deemed to establish

22 the circumstances described in subsection 202 (e) (i) or

23 (ii) : Provided, however, That in case al! or part of the two-

24 year period antedates the effective (late of this Act, the
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1 defendant shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

2 such exclusion from juries or franchise no longer exists.

3 SEc. 203. (a) Prosecutions under the jurisdiction con-

4 feared by section 201 shall be commenced by indictment by

5 a Federal grand jury in all cases in which the Constitution

6 requires that prosecution be by indictment; in other cases,

7 prosecution may be by indictment or by information.

8 (b) The district court shall not proceed in the exer-

9 cise of jurisdiction conferred by section 201 unless, at or

10 prior to final arraignment in the district court, there is filed

11 with the district court a certificate of the Attorney General

12 of the United States that prosecution of the cause by the

13 United States in a Federal district court would fulfill the re-

14 sponsibility of the United States Government to assure

15 equal protection of the laws. Upon the filing of such a cer-

16 tificate, the jurisdiction given by section 201 shall become

17 exclusive of the courts of any State, and the prosecution shall

18 thereafter be conducted exclusively by the Attorney General

19 of the United States or his designate. Upon the filing of

20 the certificate, no State court shall -have or retain jurisdiction

21 of any offense charged against the defendant prosecution

22 for which would constitute jeopardy in respect of the offense

23 described in the certificate. The certificate of the Attorney

24 General shall not be subject to review by any court.

25 (c) If the certificate of the Attorney General described
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1 in subsection (b), of this section is not filed at or prior to

2 final arraignment in the district court, the district court shall

3 dismiss tbe prosecution without prejudice.

4 (d) Notwithstanding the certificate of the Attorney

5 General described in subsection (b) of this section has not

6 yet been filed and no judicial finding has yet been made sus-

7 gaining the juris diction of a Federal court under section 201

8 of this Act, Federal judicial, executive, administrative, and

9 law enforcement officers and agencies, including but not

10 limited to Federal judges, commissioners, marshals, grand

11 juries, prosecuting attorneys, and the Federal Bureau of In-

12 vestigation may exerci-e all powers given them by the laws

13 of the United States in order to prevent and investigate any

14 offense within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 and to

15 apprehend and prosecute the offender or offenders. In any

16 case where such powers by :ie general laws of the United

17 States are restricted to felonies, the same powers may be

18 exercised in cases involving misdemeanors or other offenses

19 within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201. The author-

20 ity given Federal executive, admiinistrative, and law enforce-

21 ment officers and agencies under this subsection shall be ex-

22 ereised subject to the direction of the Attorney General of

23 the United States, but if the delay of their exercise until a

24 direction of the Attorney General is received is impracticable
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I in order effectively to prevent or investigate any offense

2 within the jurisdiction given by section 201 of this Act or

3 to apprehend or prosecute the offender or offenders, they

4 may be exercised without direction of the Attorney General.

5 The Attorney General is authorized to issue rules and regula-

6 tions for the implementation of this subsection.

7 REMOVAL BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAl

8 SEC. 204. (a) Where a prosecution has been corn-

9 menced in any court of a State in respect of any offense with-

10 in the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 of this Act,

11 the United States may at any time before jeopardy attaches

12 remove the prosecution for trial to the district court for the

13 district embracing the place wherein the prosecution is

14 pending.

15 (b) Such removal shall be instituted by the filing in the

16 district court of the certificate of the Attorney General de-

17 scribed in section 203 (b) of this Act, which certificate shall

18 identify the prosecution to be removed. The filing of this

19 certificate, together with the filing of a copy thereof with

20 the judge or clerk of the State court in which the prosecution

21 is pending (which filing may precede or follow or be con-

22 temponueois with the filing of the certificate in the district

23 court) shall effect the removal, and the jurisdiction of the

24 State court shall thereupon terminate and all State court

25 proceedings thereafter shall be null and void for all purposes
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I tuless and uaWi1 the caue I rein pd. Following removal

2 tuider this section:

3 (i), the jurisdiction copferred by sp)section (a) of

4 this, ecion shaU be q;.lLive of tbQ vouxts of any

5 State, and thp prosuoution shall b# coududted exclu-

6 sively by'the Attorney Gener4 or 14, d;sit;

7 (ii) :no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

8 of any offense charged against the defendant, proseou-

9 tion for which would conowtiute jeopardy ia respeo .to

10 the offense described in the oertifiqato; pd,

11 (iii) the. oertiticate of the, Agorpey general . shAll

12 not be subjec&tto, review by anyoourt.

13 (c) Where the offen4..chargpd ip, a erquire.d by the

14 Constitution to be prosecuted by inditmet ~u d no suoh

15 iaictueA was retwrad prior to ,remoyal, indicnent., by- a

16. Federal grand jury shall be required with .axoasonahWq time

17 or the pron g haLherea4e d -to theStaOwe L

18. Suo. 205. (a) ,The Federal Rule of (rin . 1roow-

19. dure shall apply to proceedings, under e.ioo 201 through

20 204.

21 - (b) Any person convicted in.proceedings Wuder,wctions

22 201 through, 204 shall, be. sentenced to -the ,.,tormPf im-

23 prisonment, or both, prescribed by the. 8ato law. applicable

24 to the offense of which he is convicted,,. For, &U: otlam pur-
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1 poses of imposition or exoontiou of woatence', including but

2 not limited to the payment of fine, custody, probation, parole,

3. and pardon,' he shalt be treated as a person convicted and

.4 sentenced under the criminal laws of the United States.

5 (c)"Sections 201 through 205, inclusive, shall become
6 inoperativi on

7 INVE8TMIOli OF JURY ZXC ON

8 EP, 206.; (a) The Tni d.$es Commi *n on Civil

9 ights' shall" vesti t th~, service grand and p it juries

1 by mem frue'oups i6ii State an local

do1ti of any c001 or er it frj vision in hich

2 it bell yes a Ippr di r ment of in iem-

-be f Ufferent ial or thir su ps.

21 (u)tBtepu wsi ti t omissi such i esti-

15 y 'tioeinithe d, Commi s shraeof its posed

16 filing to, tht or I co e jury o aissioners,

17 ad a other officials responsible for onli e in the

18' cointy or d litical subdivision oned shall give

' th~iA .hn -opportunity to controvert any of the d find-

20 ings. Upon consideration of their responses and such con-

21 sultatioi' with, the miflected. commissioners, and officials as

22, mnay be indicate, thme Commnissi6n , ay revise its proposed

23 flndings.- If any. of those -proposed 'findings remain contro-

24 veited~ the Commisajoi shal cause, a public hearing to be

25 held in the country or other political subdivision concerned to
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1 consider the remaining issues of fact. Such hearing may be

2 held by the Conmmission or by a. person or persons designated

3 by it who may but need not be a uiember or members of

4 the Commission or its staff; the person or persons thus desig-

5 nated shall have all the powers the Connission wodd have

6 in regard to the conduct of such a hearing. If any such

7 hearing is not held by the Commission itself, the person or

8 persons conducting it shall prepare a report which shall be

9 forwarded to the Commission together with such comments

10 thereon as local officials may make and with the record of

11 the hearing. The Commission shall thereafter publish its

12 findings and a detailed summary of the data on which those

13 findings are based Judicial notice of the findgs of the

14 Commission and the data contained in its detailed summary

j5 shall be taken in any judicial proceeding in any court.

16 (c) In any action or proceeding under this Act, the

17 Commission's findings and summary of data under subsec-

18 tion (b) of this section shall constitute evidence of the facts

19 presented therein and, except to the extent that the party

20 controverting those facts satisfies the court, by evidence on

21 the record as a whole, that particular findings or data are not

22 correct, the courts shall accept the Commission's findings

23 and data as adequately probative of all the facts contained

24 therein and shall make its findings in accordance therewith.
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(d) In proceedings under this section, tile Cominssion

shall have all the powers granted it under 41 other statutes;

and the powers conferred on it by this section are in addition

to its powers under such other statutes.

FBDEBAL OFFENSES

SEc. 207. Title 18, United States Code, section 241,

is amended to read as follows:

"(a) Whoever, whether acting under color of law or

otherwise-

"(1) willfully injures, oppresses, threatens, or in-

timidates any person in the free exercise or enjoyment

of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured,

or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

States, or because of his having so exercised the same;

"(2) inteutionaJly commits an assault or an assault

and battery upon any person exercising, attempting to

exercise, or advocating the exercise of, any right, priv-

ilege, or immunity secured or protected against discrimi-

nation on ,the grounds of race or color by the Constitution

or laws, of the United States; or

"(3) intentionally commits an assault or an assault

and battery upon any person using directly or indirectly,

the facilities of interstate commerce, or traveling therein,

Sig
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1 or upon any person where the assailant uses, directly or

2 indirectly, any facility of interstate commerce, or any-

3 thing that has moved in interstate commerce, in the

4 commission of the assault or assault and battery, when

5 the purpose or reasonably foreseeable effect of such

6 assault or assault and battery is to prevent any person

7 or cla.s of persons from exercising or advocating equal

8 rights or opportunities free from discrimination on the

9 grounds of race or color, or to intimidate any person or

10 class of persons in the exercise or advocacy of such

11 rights or opportunities; shall upon conviction thereof, be

12 fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more

13 than one year, or both; except that if in the course of the

14 act or acts for which he is convicted he inflicts death or

15 grave bodily injury, he shall be fined not more than

16 $10,000 and imprisoned for not more than twenty years,

17 or both.

18 "(b) If two or more persons go in disguise on the

19 highway or on the premises of another, with intent to pro-

20 vent or hinder the free exercise or enjoyment of any right,

21 privilege, or immunity covered by subsection (a) of this

22 section, they shall, upon conviction, be subject to the penal-

23 tieC in subsection (a) of this section."
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1 TITLE 111-CIVIL PREVENTIVE RELIEF

2 SC. 301. Whenever any person has engaged or there

3 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

4 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any

5 other person because of race or color, of any right, privilege,

6 or immunity, granted, secured, or protected by the Constitu-

7 tion or laws of the United States, such other person in his

8 own right or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

9 United States, may institute a civil action or other proper

10 proceeding for preventive relief, including an application for

11 a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order,

12 order requiring the posting of a bond to secure compliance

13 with any order of the court, or other order.

14 SEc. 302. Whenever any person has engaged or there

15 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

16 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any

17 other person of, or hinder him in the exercise of, the right

18 to speak, assemble, petition, or otherwise express himself

19 for the purpose of advocating equality of persons or oppor-

20 tunity free from discrimination because of race or color,

21 such other person in his own right, or the Attorney Gen-

22 era] for or in the name of the United States, may institute

23 a civil action or other proceeding for preventive relief, in-

24 eluding an application for a permanent or temporary in-

25 jimction, restraining order, order requiring the posting of

63-420 0-6-----34
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I bond to secure compliance with any order of the court, or

2 other order; provided that such other person above men-

3 tioned is a person described in subsection 202 (d) (i) or

4 (ii) and any one of the circumstances specified in section

.5 202 (e), is established by a preponderance of the evidence.

6 The provisions of section 202 (f) shall be applicable in

7 proceedings under this section.

8 Suc. 303. In any proceeding under this section. the

9 Ujiited States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

10 person. The district courts of the United States shall havo

11 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title and

12 shall exercise the same without regard to whether the party

13 aggrieved shall have exhausted any administrtive or other

14 remedies that may be provided by law.

1. TITLE IV--REMOVAL BY CERTAIN DEFENDANTS

16 SF_. 401. Any defendant in a criminal action, or in a

17 civil. or criunWal ooatempt action in a, State or local court

18 may remove said action to the district court of the United

19 States for the district embracing the place wherein it is pend-

20 ing if the defendant is a person described in either subsection

21 (i) Or (ii) of section 202 (d) and it any one of the circuin-

22 stances specified in section 202 (e) is established by a pre-

23 ponderancq of the evidence. The provisiogs of section 202

24 (f) 49'qll be applicable.in proceedings under this section.

25 Skc. 402. Any defendant ii any action or proceeding
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1 (Civil, criminal, or otherwise) in a State or local court may

2 remove said action or proceeding to the district court of the

3 United States for the district embracing the place wherein

4 it is pending if the action or proceeding is maintained for or

5 on account of any act or onission in the exercise of the

6 freedoms of speech, of the press, of assembly or of petition

7 guaranteed by the Constitution or laws of the United States

8 for the purpose of advocating or supporting racial equality

9 or of protesting the denial of racial equality; or any act or

10 omission protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

11 States against abridgment or interference by reason of race

12 or color.

13 Sc. 403. The procedures set forth in sections 1446

14 and 1447 of title 28 shill be appliable to removal and re-

15 mand under this section, except that any order of remand

16 shall be reviewable by appeal or otherwise.

17 TITLE V--CIVIL INDEMNIFICATION

18 SC. 501. (a) There is hereby established within the

19 United States Commission on Civil Rights an Indemnifica-

20 tion Board, hereafter referred to as the Board. The Board

21 shall be composed of three members, appointed by the

22 President with the advice and consent of the Senate. The

23 President shall designate one member as Chairman. No

24 more than two members of the Board may be of the same

25 political party.
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(b) The term of office of each member of the Board

shall be five years, beginning with the effective date of this

Act, except of those members first appointed, one shall

serve for five years, one for three years, and one for one

year. Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring

prior to the expiration of the term for which his predecessor

was appointed shall be appointed for the remainder of such

term.

a"

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

(c) The Chairman shall be compensated at the rate

of $25,000 per annun, and the other members at a rate

of $24,000 per annun.

(d) Two members shall constitute a quorum for the

transaction of business.

Sj.c:. 502. The Board may, in accordance with civil serv-

ice laws, appoint and fix the compensation of such officers.

attorneys and employees, and make such expenditures, as

may be necessary to carry out its functions.

Src. 503. The Board shall make such rules .,J regula-

tions as shall be necessary and proper to carry out its

functions.

Swc. 504. The Commission on Civil Right iall have

the authority and duty to receive and investig.1,3 or have

investigated written complaints from or on behalf of any

person injured in his person or property or deprived of his

life (i) because of race or color, while lawfully exercising,

1

2

3

5

4
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1 att-mpting to exercise, or advocating, or assisting another

2 in the exercise of, any right, privilege or immunity granted,

3 secured, or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

4 United States, or for having so exercised, attempted, advo-

5 cated or assisted or (ii) by any act, the purpose or design

6 of which is to intimidate him or any other person from seek-

7 ing or advocating equality of persons or opportunity free

8 from discrimination based on race or color.

9 Sgc. 505. (a) The Commission on Civil Rights may

10 request and the Department of Justice shall make available

11 any investigative reports that the Department of Justice

12 has that are relevant to the complaint and investigation.

13 (b) The Commission may request and the Attorney

14 General is authorized to direct that additional investigation

15 of matter relevant to the complaint be conducted by the

16 Federal Bureau of Investigation.

17 (c) The Commission shall supply copies of all of its

18 investigative reports to the Attorney General.

19 SEC. 506. If, after siieh investigation, the Commission

20 shall determine that probable v.anse exists for crediting the

21 complaint, it shall direct the Board to conduct a hearing

22 thereon as provided in section 507; if, however, the Commis-

23 sion shall determine that probable cause does not exist or that

24 no substantial damage has occurred, it shall dismiss the

25 comphlint.

525
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1 SM. 507. (a) Any hearing may be conducted by the

2 Board or any ineimber of the Board designtLted by the

3 Chainnan.

4 (b) In the event the Board detenines that because of

5 the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it is not

6 in the interest of justice for it or a member to conduct a hear-
7 ing, it may dvsigiiate an agent or. employee of the Board or a

8 person not associated with the Board to conduct the hearing

9 provided any such agent, employee or other person so desig-

10 nated shall be a member of the bar of the, highest court of

11 one of the States of the United States. I

12 (c) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

13 shall be reimbursed.for serviccs.rendered in :onnectio, with

14 such hearing as determined by the Board, subject to approval

15 of the Civil, Service Commission.

16 (d) The Board or, any member or hearing officer.may

17 administer oaths or affirmations.

18 (e) The Board shall have the same powers of investi.

19 gation and subpeua as those. granted the National Labor

20 Relations Board in 29 U.S.C. 161 (1) and (2).

21 (f) A full record shall be made and kept of all hear-

22 ings conducted.

23 S. 508. (a) After hearing, the Board member or

24 hearing officer conducting the hearing shall make findings

25 of fact based upon the record.

AM6
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1 '(b) After a hearing conducted by the Board, it shall.

2 if it finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred

3 to in section 504, make a monetary award of indeinnifl.

4 cation to compensate such complainant for such injury.

5 (c) After a, hearing conducted. by a minember of the

6 Board of hearing officer, he shall, if lie finds that any cun-

7 plainant has suffered injury referred to in section 504, inake

8 a recommendation of an award of indemnification. All stich

9 recommendations shall' be reviewed by the Board. Upon

10 review, the Board shall review the findings of fact and khall

11 affinn, reject, or modify findings and such recommendations

12 and enter or deny an awaid.

13 (d) All awards made hereunder shall include reasonable

14 attorney's fees. 4 *"

15 SEC. 509. (a) In the event that the investigation of

16 the complaint or the hearihig tbreon' indicates the person oi

17 persons responsible for the injury for which an award is

18 sought, such person or persons shall be notified and shall

19' have a reasonable 'opportunity to intervene in the hearing

20 and to be fully heard.

21 (b) In' the event that such investigation or hearing

22 indicates that the injury resulted in whold or in part from

23 action taken under color of law, the political subdivision

24 and/oi ffie'State ufider whose author-ity guch action was

527
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1 taken shall be notified and shall have a reasonable oppor-

2 tunity to intervene in the hearing and to be fully heard.

3 (o) Notice under this section may be by personal service

4 or by registered mail.

5 (d) Notice to a State or political subdivision may be

6 given to the chief executive or principal legal officer of such

7 State or political subdivision.

8 (e) The Board shall, if necessary to secure a full hear-

9 ing for any intervenor, continue the hearing from time to

10 time.

11 Sjc. 510. The United States may, on the motion of the

12 Attorney General, intervene at any state of the hearing or

13 appeal.

14 SEc. 511. (a) The complainant or any intervenor may

15 obtain a review of the final decision of the Board in the

16 United States Court of Appeals for the Distuict of Columbia

17 or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which the

18 injury occurred or the person seeking review resides.

19 (b) Such review shall be made on the basis of the

20 record before the Board, and the findings of the Board with

21 respect to questions of fact, if supported by substantial evi-

22 dence on the record considered as a whole, shall be con-

23 elusive.

24 SEc. 512. (a) In any instance in which the injury or

coo
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1 death for which an award is made results in whole or in part

2 from action taken under color of law, or from action whether

3 or not taken under color of law which in any 'way impedes

4 or infringes upon the exercise or advocacy of any right,

5 privilege, or iiuinity granted, secured, or protected by the

6 Constitution or laws of the United States, the United States

7 !shall have a cause of action for recovery of the amount of

8 such award against the person or persons responsible for the

9 injury for which the award is made.

10 (b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted

11 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law, the

12 political subdivision and/or the State under whose authority

13 such action was taken shail be jointly and severally liable

14 with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

15 (c) In any case brought under this section against any-

16 one notified tinder section 509, the findings of fact as made,

17 modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to section 508

18 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima facie evidence

19 of the facts determined by the findings, and the award of

20 indemnification shall be admissible and shall constitute prima

21 facie evidence of the damages suffered by the complainant.

22 (d) The district courts of the United States shall have

23 jurisdiction to hear cases brought under this section.

529
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I. Sso. 518.. :(a) Iu the cv ,t: th person injuro4 dies,. a

2 complaint may be filed! by, any representative of his estate,

3 or by his or her spouse, ohild,: or deplxdeut and. 4he Bov'd

4 shall determine to whom any, award shPl be ma4j j

5 .(b) In the event of the inability or incapaqity of the

6 person injured to file o -onpriAk it iay., b. iled by tis or

7 her spuse, child, dependent, or counsel.

8 SEc. 514. All complaiuts must be, filed, within six

9 months of the injury for which ,an award is sought, except

10, that where the injury results in dea4h, the complaint m ay be

11 fied within twelve months of death.

12 Sm.. 5141. Nothing herein shall deny tO any p-Wrsn the
13 right to pursut'any; acti i or remedy granted him under any

14 io~er Jaw of. te Unikd -States, or any &ate, provi4el that

15 in the event that any person receives in any pther action,an

16. award( damages for which a, awrd of indeap, Ofcaon has

17 been made under.thiA title, the U'ited at.es shall hye a lien

18 against such award in the amount of the awogd of indemnifi-

19 cation. In the event sue4, other &wierd is made prior to the

20 awad: of indqinification, the azrpunt of such. other award

21 shall be consi4red by,,he Boqwd ino der whetherr to

22, make an awar4 a d, if ., tho amount. of -te award.

Ron
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1 TITLE: V--AMENDMENT. TO TITLE VII OF 1964

8 Sic. 601. Title VII of Public 'Low 88-352 (the Civil

4 Rights ,Act of 1964) is amended as follows:

6 (a) Add a -new paragraph to section 701 (a) as fol-

6 lows:, "The term 'governmental unit' -means a State or a

7 political subdivision thereof or an agency of one or more

8 States or political subdivision." •

9 (b) Amend so much of section 701 (b) as appears be-

10 foie the word "Provided' to read as follows: "The term

11 'employer' means:* (1) a person engaged in -an industry

12 affecting commerce who has twenty-five -or more employees

13 for each working day in each of twenty or more calendar

14 weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any

15 agent of such a person, but such term does not include (i)

16 the United States, a corporation wholly owned by the Gov-

17 ernmen of the United States, or an Indian tribe, (ii) a bona

18 fide membership club (other than a labor organization)

19 which is exempt from taxation under section 501 (c), of the

20 Internal Revenue Code of 1954; (2) a governmental unit

21 and any agent of such governmental unit ;"-

22 (c) Add' the words "or governmental unit" following

23 the word "person" wherever it appears in section 701 (c).

24 (d) Delete the phrase "or an agency of a State or

25 political subdivision of a State," from section 701 (c).

I I I- . I I I , . -,V, -r 'j I - , , . I , I , ,, "e, " - ." 44 -. " *,- , . , " ., " ",, . . I., - I
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1 (e) Add a cona and the following knguage after the

2 word "charge" on line 9 of section 706 (o): "unless the

3 respondent is a State."

4 (f) Insert the words "or governmental unit" in section

5 707 (a) following the word "persons'" on lines 2 and 12

6 of such subsection..

7 (g) Insert the words "for or in the name of. the United

s States" following the word "action" on. line 6 of section

9 707 (a).

10 (h) Insert the words "or governmental unit" following

11 the word "person" on line 4 of section 709 (a) on lines 1

12 and (5) of section 710 (c) and on lines 2 and 7 of section

13 713 (b).

14 TITLE VII-MISCELLANEOUS

15 Suc. 701. (a) The term "State" as used herein shall

16 include the District of Columbia.

17 (b) The term "because of race or color" shall mean

18 because of hostility to the race or color of any person, or

19 because of his association with persons of a different race

20 or color or his advocacy of equality of persons of different

21 races or colors.

22 (c) The term "hearing officer" shall mean an agent or

23 employee of the Indemnification Board or a person not

24 otherwise associated with the Board who is designated by

25 the Board to conduct a hearing.

3a
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1 (d) The term "action taken under color of law" shall

2 include the knowing refusal or failure to act where action

3 could or may have prevented injury.

4 (e) The term "injury to property" shall include any

5 financial or economic loss.

6 (f) The term "judicial district" shall mean a division

7 thereof where the judicial district is divided into divisions.

8 SEC. 702. (a) There are hereby authorized to be ap-

9 propriated such sums as may be necessary to carry out

10 the provisions of this Act, including payment Of awards

11 under title V.

12 (b) If any provision of this Act or the application

13 thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the

14 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision to

15 other persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances

16 shall not be affected thereby.

533
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2H jR.L13941

IN THE HOUSE, OF .REPRESENTATIVES

.Ml iui 2:3, JVlOG

Mr*. Ili i$ . u. i, ilii rodtied the following bill ; which was refer ed to tile ('oIII-
.iiiltee oH tile Judiciay

ABILL
Providing for jury solection in Federal and State courts, prose-

cution and removal to Federal courts, civil preventive relief,
civil indemnification, and for other purposes.

I Be it enacte(l bq the Senate and House of Pcprcscnta-

2 ties of the United Slates of Am inica in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Protection

4 Act of 1966."

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SECTION 101. Section 1864 of title 28, United States

9 Code, is amended to read as follows:
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~ "§ 1864. Iit ,' .z npatiq*a d d .das of selecting and

2 drawing jurors

3 "(a) JuRY ComMIssIoN.-A jury commission shall be

4 establield in each' judicial.district, cotisisting; of th& clerk of

5 the court or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk,

6 and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the dis-

7 trict court. The jury conunissioner shall be a citizen of the

8 United States of good standing, a resident of the district,

9 and, at the time of hsis.iq. tli:it, shall not be a member

10 of the same political party as the clerk of the court or a duly

11 qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If more than

12 one jury commissioner is appointed, each may be designated

13 to serve in one or more of the places where court is held, and

14 the clerk and the jury commissioner so designated shall con-

15 stitute the jury commission for that part of the district. In

16 the event that a jury commissioner is unable for any reason

17 to perform his duties, another jury commissioner may be

18 appointed, as provided herein, to act in his place until he is

19 able to resume his duties.

20 "(b) JURY SELECTION.-

21 "(i) In the performance of its duties, the'jury com-

22 mission shall act under the direction and supervision of

23 the chief judge of the district.

24 "(ii) The names of persons who may be called for

25 grand or petit jury service shall be obtained under a
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1 sainpling plan prepared by the jury commission with

2 the approval of the chief judge and designed to provide

3 a representative cross-section of the population of the

4 judicial district without exclusion on the basis of race,

5 color, sex, political or religious affiliation or economic

6 or social statits. The plan for obtaining such nales and

7 the method for carrying out such plan shall be prepared

8 in consultation with and approved by the Director o;

9 the Administrative Office of the United States Courts,

10 who may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the

11 Census for advice and assistance.

12 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

13 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than three

14 hundred qualified persons, publicly drawn by chance,

15 shall be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device.

16 "(iv) The names of jurors for service on grand and

17 petit juries shall be publicly drawn by chance from the

18 jury box, wheel, or similar device.

19 "(v) In determining whether persons whose names

20 are to be placed in the jury box, w,'heel, or similar device

21 are qualified as jurors under section 1861 of title 28, as

22 amended, the jury commission may use such question-

23 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the ap-

24 proval of the Director of the Administrative Office of the

25 United States Courts, may deem appropriate, including

536
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1 the administration of oaths. The questionnaires may be

2 filled out by the individual or by another on his behalf.

3 With tie approval of tie chief judge, the jury comuis-

4 sion may designate deputy clerks and other employees

5 in the office of the clerk of the court to assist the coin-

6 mission in thb performance of its duties, and to perforin

7 under its direction such of the detailed duties of the coin-

8 mission as in the opinion of the chief judge could be

9 assigned to them.

10 "(e) Rcouw.-The jury commission shall keep rec-

11 ords of the names obtained under subsection (b) (ii) of this

12 section, the names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel,

13 or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned by said

14 persons, the names and race of the persons drawn from the

15 jary box, wheel, or similar device, the names of those per-

16 forming jury service and the dates thereof, and such addi-

17 tional appropriate records as the chief judge may direct.

18 Such records shall be retained for a period of not less than

19 four years.

20 "(d) ENFORCE NET BY COURT OF APPEAL.--On ap-

21 plication of any citizen residing in, or litigant in, any judicial

22 district or of the Attorney General of the United States,

23 alleging that the jury selection procedures or recordkeeping

24 requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of this

2.5 section are not being fully implemented, the United States

63-420 0-66-35
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I court of appeal fo .thp " cici4 in whijp sid ju4icial

2 district, # located shAJIl upon a vowing,.! ;ft #pp 'it, j~iry

3 ¢o iuissioaere po nsiple*tpao aUp*(, P9 , R4,direct

4 such jury pon iin,,ah p"lei9n.,f jyriep ,d the

5 keeping, of rccords jq accorda!e with such: tubse69 (b),

6 and (c) of this section. Where evidence is requiredlfgr a

7 determination by th!i court of appea'4 the o r -nay hear

8 the evidence itself Qr appoint a waster to act forit ip acord-

9 arw.with law.

10 "(e) RETURN OF JURY SUPNRv.IoU,-The ,ur of

11 appeals may, on its ovfn motion or.on applicat on of the chief

12 judge of the judicial district, dirvcq t ,return of sguperyiion
13 and control of the. jury selection procedures tp the, chief

14* judge and to the jury cpmmission for saijdjiidjoal distria at

15 any time when the court of appeals ds that there is reoson-

16 able, cause to believe that the juy selection proc. ,ureaand
17 recordkeeping re.ranu ,prescribe in sul etion ( (b)

18 and (c) of this section will be fully imPlemented.,

19 ." (f) C. ph,.a h jury,. cognissiojer ap.

20 pointed on a par-time basis, shall be. omporenaad for his

21 services at the rate of $25 per day for each day in which he

22 actually and necessarily is engaged in theperformapce of his
23 official duties, to be paid upon certificate of the chief judge

24 of the district.

25 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a fuil-time basis
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1 shall receive a salary tobe fixed from time to time by the

2 Judicial Oonferenoe d the United Statks at' a rate which,

3 i dine opinion of the Judicial Confereuoe, corresponds to that

4 provided by th ClassificatiodnAct of 1949, as amended, for

5: positions in the executive branch with comparable responsa-

6 bilities.

7' . ach jury commismoner shall receive his traveling and

8 subsistence' expenses within the limitaions prescribed for

9 clerks of district courts while absent from his designated post

10' of duty oa* official business.

11 "(g) DEL E oTIOq.--Any'of the powers or duties con-

12 ferred upon the chief judge under this section may be dele-

13 gated by him'to ' another judge of the district: Provided,

14' however', That where pert of a district by agreement or order

15 ot court s assigned'to one' particulfir judge and he customar-

16 ilj, 'holds courtthere, as 'to such part of the district he shall

17'perform t6 functions and flill the dutie coferred upon

18 the chief judge in this eo oi

19 " SEC.' 102. Scion' 1861 (2)' setting'forth qualifications

20' of Federal jti-ors is amendedby striking out the words "rehd"

21 and wrte"

22 Sc. 10 1. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

23 lowing tetence to' subsectio. (b): "If the district judge de-

24 termines that the ability to read or write English is reasonably
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1 required in order for jurors to perform their duties in any

2 particular case, or cases, he shall be empowered to exclude

3 those who cannot read or write English, except that no per-

4 son shalf be' excluded on this' ground, who has completed the

5 sixth grade in an' English language whool."

6 S:c. 104. Section 1871 is amended by striking the

7 words "$10 per day" and inserting in their place "$15 per

8 day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by striking

9 the words "$14 for each day"' and inserting in their place

10 "$20 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater for each

11 day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of $10 per day

12 shall be allowed" and inserting in'their place "subsistene

13 allowance given to Federal employees shall be allowed"; and

14 by striking the words "jury fees in excess of $10 per diem"

15 and. inserting in their place "jury fees in excess of $15 per

16 diem."

17 - ' UY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS 4

18 8:c. 105. REcons.-Each State or localcourt shall

19 keep records of the names of all' persons on the jury list for

20 said court', names of those persons placed in the'jury box,

21 wheel or similar device, questionnaires, applications, or docu-

22 ment% of any sort used in the selection of jurors, the names

23 -and race of the persons drawn from the jury boz, wheel or

24 similar device, the names of those performing jury service
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8
1 and th4.4tes~thereofand such additional appropriAte records
2 as the judge or judges of said court uay directct., Sud .records

3, shall be reed for,a period of not less LbaWa for year..

Sp-.. J0& Juy Dtcmuar-Tt..-(a) On application
5 of any citizen residing within the area of, s(w any litigant in,
6. any -Otate Pr 19ca., court,' or of the Attormney General of the

7 United States, pleging that persons have been systematically
8 excluded froin grand or peti, juries on groumids .f race or

9 color in fsuch State or local cotirt or that the zecordkeeping
10 require?keJlts of -sction 10 3 are not being fully itup!gniented,

11 the Federal district.court for the district in whidi said State
12 or local court,is located shell, upon a showing thereof, direct
13 theDirector of, the Adu' istriati Office of the United States
14 Courts, directly or through subordinate officials, to assume
15 responsibility for the selection and administration of juries in
16 that State or local court, and the Director shall a&inister

17 and supervise the selection of juries in accordance with the

18 procedures Iet:.forth in subsections .(b) iend (c) of section
19 101. . The Director n iy, if practical, use th Federal list or
2Q partthereof of jurors for the area ini which said. State or local
21 court is located.* The Director shall act without regard to

2, $tate and loca! Jawa and regulations applicable to juryselec-
23 tion. and service ji said State or.hcfal court and all judges

24 therein shall aljply Federal law.govvrumiig jury selection and
25 service. The Director may, in accordance with civil service
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1 laws, appoint and fix the compensation of such officers, attor-

2 neys and employees, end make such expenditures, #9 may

3 be necessary to carry out his duties under this section. The

4 Director may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the

5 Census for advie and assistance in carrying out his duties.

6 (b) Any Anal judgment of any Fideral or State court

7 within five years prior to the filing of the application in

8 the district court and whether prior to or after the eifective

9 date of tlis Act, determining that there. has .been systematic

10 execiion from jury service on grounds of race or color in

11 any State or local court, shl establish such exclusion unless

12 the State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

13 official, satisfies the district court that such exclusion no

14 longer exists.

15 (c) Whenever it is shown thait over a period of two

16 years the ratio which the number of persons of any rie

17 or color within the area of any State or local court bears

18 to the total population of that area exceeds by one-third or

19 more the.ratio which the number of persons of .thA race. ir

20 color serving on grand and petit juries bears to the toal

21 number of persons serving on such juries, this shall be

22 deemed to establish systematic exclusiop on grounds of race

23 or color: Provided, however, That in case all or pet of the

24 two-year period antedates the effective date of, this Act the

sa
r7-
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1 State or' local court, through its- clerk or other appwopriate

2 officials shall be given the opI'potunity to demonstrate that

t Buch exclusion io longer exists.

4 c.' 107. fThe State or local court may make applics-

5 ion for reinstatement'of State procedures tohe lIited

8Staes District Court for the District of Columbia which mnay

7 approve the reinstatement of said procedu'rC it it finds that

8 there is no' log4" reasonable cause to belh-v- that persons

9 Will be excluded fron jury Service lby reason of race or color.

10 or that there will be continued failure to'keep records.

11 Si.c. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

12 able cause to believe that any change in the qualifications,

13 standards, or limitations 'on 'the right to a jury trial, oper-

14 ation of the jury system, or the selection of, or challenges to,

15 indiviidual jury iiembers or panel; for any case dr class of
16 cases any 'State or local ioit different from those in

17 force and effect oA January 1, 1966, will have the purpose

I8' or effect of circumventing tils' title, he may bring an action

19 in the Tederal-district court for the district in which such

20 State or local court is located to enjoin such chaige in qual-

2 ificatiions, standards, limitations, operation, selection, or chal-

22 lenge and the ds, rLct court may grant such temporary or

23 final relief as may be necessary to prevent such circumven-

24 tion of this title.'
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1 OBNERAL

2 Sic. 109. Sections 106 (c) anl 202 (f) (ii) shall not

3 apply in any area unless a racial or color minority constitutes

4 at least 10 per centum of the total population of the area.

5 SEc. 110. Any person who willfully fails to comply with

6 the recordkeeping requirements of this title shall be fined not

7 more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or

8 both.

9 SEC. 111. The provisions of title 42, United States

10 Code, sections 1974 (a), (b), (c), and (d) shall apply

11 with respect to jury records required to be maintained

12 under this title.

13 SC. 112. This title sliall become effective ninety days

14 after the date of its enactment.

15 TITLE I. 1-PROSECUTION IN AND REMOVAL TO

16 FEDERAL COURTS

17 FEDERAL TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

18 S.c. 201. The district courts of the United States shall

19 have original jurisdiction, concurrent' with the courts of the

20 States, of all prosecutions for offenses (whether felonies,

21 misdemeanors or other offenses) defined by the laws of the

22 State or of any subdivision of the State where acts or omis-

23 sions constituting the charged offense occur, whenever prose-

544l
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1 cution of such offenses ir a Federal district court is necessary

2 and proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

3 SE. 202. (a) Objection to the jurisdiction of the dis-

4 trict court conferred by section 201 shall be entertained only

5 if made before trial and in the naunner authorized by the

6 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the time of

7 the objection. If such objection is not made before trial, the

8 jurisdiction of the district court shall not thereafter be ques-

9 tioned in any manner or by any court.

10 (b) In the event of a properly presented objection to

11 the jurisdiction of the district court under seotion 201, the

12 question whether the prosecution of the charged offense in a

13 Federal distiiht is necessary and proper to assure equal pro-

14 tection of the lass shall be promptly decided by the district

15 court sitting without jury, and its decision sustaining or over-

16 ruling the objection shall be reviewable by interlocutory

17 appeal to the court of appeals within ten days after the

18 entry of the order.

19 (c) If any one of the circumstances specified in sub-

20 section (d) of this section and any one of the circumstances

21 specified in subsection (e) of this section are established by

22 a preponderance of the evidence, the district court shall find

23 that prosecution of the charged offense in a Federal district

24 court is necessary and proper to assure equal protection of

25 the laws.

V' >
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1dl'vigon etce IbY' ohelthir,; r more th e ratio which the

2 huimber f pervons if that'race or-color' serving on grand anid

3 -petit jurie;A'bears to the t tmbei' of prsone serving on

4 such juriic, 'or the ratio which the rnmtber of porsons of that

5 race,;* 61or tegisteOMed ito vte beets to the 4otal number of

6' p ersoinit rglsteret to Vtte, this shall -be deemed to establish

7 Ithe" cimcinistgneei&'descfibcd- in sabsection -,2021(e) (i) 'or

8 (i)Jo'ddtoeehtivcase all-or part of the two-

9 'yetu' peribd, antedates 'the effetiv date' of I this) Act, the

10 defendant shall bo given the opportunit 4 to lexnonstrate that

11c~h * kfdsi it frodf jiries: or fraithise -to longer: exists.

12 SmC. 203. 1'(a) Prosecutions, under, the jurisdiction. con-

13 feted bf section 201 .shall be commen6ed by indictment by

14j M'7~erI -griid juiy, in -all cases ir wh -the .Constitution

15- require thatiposenion be by indictment iDwothewcases,

1-proseutlon may be by indigent or by infonnationi.

17' '(b)' The district court .shall not, proceed in tbdo ex er-

18 ls'e --of juri~dictiov, confe'rTed 'by - ection- 201 unless, at *or

19 prior to- final arraignment in tM'e[disqrict.coftrt,.- there-is filed

20 with the district''coutt *'certifieate'.of the Attorney General

21 of the United- States that prowection of. the'couiby &h

22 Ui~e~&a~i-M a Federal, district court *oild tulfill the "I-

23 spoziibflity), of 'the P-nited' States - Overurm'nt Ito -,sMUM.

24' equal 'pu6"ioin of e laws'. Wponithe 'huing of snobh a ce'r-

25 tificate, the jurisdiction given by section 201 shaW bcofie

XA42
4070
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1, exclusive of -the oourt of, any State, mnd t*e prosecution shall-

2 thereAftor be conducted exrlusi'elyby the Attorney General

3 of the Unite4 $tates. or hip, designate.., Upqn the filing of

4 the certificate,, no State oogut shaUll hvpiqr reta* urisdictioa

5 of: any, offense charged against the defendant prosecution

6 for which would constitute je01wdy in, respect opte q ense

7 described in the cerificate. The cortifcaeq f the Attorney

8 General slla.,not be, subject to review by any court.,

9 (c) If the certificate, 9f the Attorney GenerMJ described

10 in subsection (b) of thi section io. not filed at or prior to

11 final arraignment in the district,court, the district court shall

12 dismiss the prosecution without prejudice.,

13 (d) Notwithstanding the, certificate, of the. Attorney

14 General described in subsection (b). of this sec ton ha's not

15 yet been filed and no judicial finding has yqt been made sus-

16 taining the jurisdiction. of a Federal court under section 201

17 of this Act, Federal judicial, executive, administrative and

18 law enforcement officers and. agegni.s, ,including but not

19. limited, to Federal judges, commissioners, mrshal,, grand

20 juries, prosecuting attorney, an4 the Fe4epal Bureau of In-
21 vestigationomay exercise a powersgiven thcm by the laws

22 of the United. States in order to prevent and investigpte any

23: offense within 4he jurisdiction conferred, by section 201 and to

24 apprehend and prosecute the oftender or offenders. In any

25 case where such powers by the general laws of the United
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I 8at' a. esticedto ieAMY?~ tham=n pown may be

2 exew~d iii 'ceam invovias isd Ofothff enses

a within' the juuiudCti -I fn OWNby "Oe~ B)1; Theathor-

4 ity given' Federal umantivej 6dmaiim.i' 6oad law Wnoree-

5 int effioeri ad .qgnaiet adrbh *16*Wtioi shall be ex-

6 erojeed- nubjs4 tao th. dfrwei of: theAttorney IGeneral of

7 the Uinitad, Stae,'but lithe d4 yot tli fr ier~is antil a

8 direction'of ike Atsomey Goaee'ia *1edvod' iralptaibdcable

g in order ffeotively le pm..t dr Iinveats Auny- -offense

10 wihn'the ridition gvmby mSeo.2M144is'Act or

11 to apprehend or prossaite the oifeader' 6r offendeti,- they

12 may be u hd t fre fteAtmyGeneral.

13 The Attoney Geneal is'a*uM issetul eg bd -regula-

14 tious for the imwmast alo this Iwtitn'

15 33BWV" STr TW ATTO&NRY OHNUAL

16 Szw. 904- (a) Whert a, pmwseufibd _hzs been oom-

17 inenced :iway iowrtbC %Wor~~in -sjeWt'of' any offense

is within: thejr. doiwesh~ b goo"~ '261) Mthis Actv

19 the United Stotesumny ai~by imbdn)rebj mM attaches

20 removd the pmvbbuada Wo bieto th. ditric court for th

21 dirict embracing; -,the 'pib.wherein' the-' ~Olcution is

22pen,-

23 Wb Such removal shal be instituted by thietling i6 the

24 district court; of the certificate of the Attorney'ieneral de-

R E^
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1 pIab4 R i ~Se ( .ddthis M,~ w k . Amet. dall

2AO AW -43a~m~d Wptkher .1 hia PVs ti*3, #i bda sep,. iminw with

4 ,,,a*1 tse! W .O Pis p whisk w , mitio.

5 , iq pj $ , * ~ pnUrod. voidIe ot be -t s
7. ) .. 0t s ,hd... sadas oh.. jwsM"ia of the

** Re..t i . .tVl S. t awin

15 ajicl e.by. the 4uoraey .GemraI or his designate; and
16. ,. . (ii),, no 8tat. comurtshall have oi retain jurisdiction

17 , , .o aory ofmi . oharged aginitthe defendant, prosecu-
8,. tn, for, w"iu wod .oouat jeomd y in respt of

19. ,the oe dosczinthe oertifc~.

20 ,, .. (iii) the cr:& te of the Attorney (Genera shall
21 D ot: be subject to review by y Many cour()o

22 (c) Where the offense charged is one required by the

23 14ostatution, to be prosecuted by indictment and no such

24 indictment was returned prior to removal, indictment by a

25 Federal grand jury shall be required within a reasonable time

CV GW, 196
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1 or the proceeding shal be remnaded' to the. State court.

2 8uc. 205. (a), The Federal Rules of Criminal Proce-

3 dare shall apply to proceedings under sections 201 through

4 204.

5 (b) Any person convicted in proceedings under sections

6 201 through 204 shall be sentenced to the fine, term of iM-

7 prisonment, or both, prescribed by the State law applicable

8 to the offense of which he is convicted. For all other pur-

9 -poses of imposition or execution of sentence, including but

10 not limited to the payment of fine, custody, probation, parole,

11 and pardon, he shall be treated as a 'person convicted and

12 sentenced under the criminal laws of the United States.

13 (c) Sections 201 through 205, inclusive, shall become

14 inoperative on and after January, 1, 1975.

15 INVESTIGATION OP JURY EXCLUSION

16 Ssc. 206. (a) The United States Commission on Civil

17 Rights shall investigate the service on grand and petit juries

18 by members of racial or color groups in the State and local

19 courts of any countY or other political subdivision in which

20 it believes that there may be disparate treatment of niem-

21 bers of different racial or color groups.

22 (b) Before publishing the results of any such investi-

23 gation, the Commission shall furnish a copy of its proposed

24 findings to the State or local court. the jury commissioners

25 and any other officials responsiJle for jury selection in the

552
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1 county or other political subdivision oonceited and sall give

2 them an opportunity to controvert any of the proposed find-

3 ings. Upon consideration of their responses and such con-

4 sultation with the affected commissioners and officials as

5 mby be indicated, the Commission may revise its proposed

6 findings. If any of those proposed findings remain contro-

7 verted, the Commission shall eause a public hearing to be

8 held in the county or other political subdivision concerned to

9 consider the remaining issues of fact. Such hearing may be

10 held by the Commission or by a person or persons designated

11 by it who may but need not be a member or members of

12 the Commissioi or its staff;'the person or persons thus desig-

13 nated shall have all the powers the Commission would have

14 in regard to the conduct of such a hearing. If any such

15 hearing is not held by the Comission itself, the person or

16 persons conducting it shall prepare a report which shall be

17 forwarded to the Comnission together 'ith such conmients

18 thereon as local officials may make. and with the record of

19 the hearing. The Commission shall thereafter publish its

20 findings and a detailed summary of the data on which those

21 findings are based. Judicial notice of the findings of the

22 Commission and the data contained in its detailed summary

23 shall be taken in any judicial proceeding in any court.

24 (c) In any action or proceeding under this Act, the

25 Commission's findings and summary of data under sulisec-

63-420 0-66---30
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j tz~ b) tj~i @c~sh ~~os~z~ e~i~qa(the facts

2, presented .e46 h ,and, e1p s.oxthpt, the party

3 controverting those facts sqtiqAs.e ijr , bly,,vidence on

4..theremrd.as a wwilc,.tht p9.Fik r finiings,or data are not

correct, .the courtM shall accept the -Cop io findings

g azd data as adequately probativa l all- threat .contained

7 therein and shall make its &udiugs in nowdouce therewith.

8 . (d) In proceedigs u.trder. Ehii sectio, ,tle, Coanission

9 shall have all the powers granted it umdexAll othestatutes;

la. and the powers conferred on it by this; section.are in addition

11 to its powers under such, oiher statutes. -.

12. FEDERAL O MP ES.

13 'Sjo. 207. 18.U.S.C. 241 ,is amended to read as follows:

14 .",(a) Whoever, whether acting. upder, color'of law or

15 otherwise- .. ,

16 "(1) willfully injures, opprmses, threatens, or in-

17 tinidates any person in the free, exorcise- oienjoyment

18 of any right, privilege, oi immunity granted, secured,

19 or projected by the Constittution or'hws of thia United

20 States,'or because of his having so exercised the s me;

21 or

22 . " (2) intentionally commits an assault or!an assault

23 and battery upon any person exercising,, arttetnpting to

e4erc ise, or advocating the exorcise of,' any rightr, priv-

66"
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1 lege, orrinrnnortiy secui4'd or protected' &gainAh disefimi-

S nation onthe groninds of race O'r eolor by the Constita'tion

3 or laws of the UlJited States; or

4 : '"'(S) intentionally: corit iit assault or an assault,

5 'and Imithny. upon'any- iierviii tiwing directly or indirectly,

6 the facilit'ies'6f lnterstaft voiimnerce, or tm~vediirg ffierein,

7 'k upofi any poison ihere the llsnilaniit ses, directh' or

8 indirectly, any facility. 'of.-iiiter.Lute (OmnmiertCC or any-

9 tihig. Mhat has mo ved in interstate&. 61izuiwrce ifi the

0 commissionn -of tht ifi gSnult 6r assault and, batryV, 'wben

11 the purpose oi reasonably foresectile -effect of . simb

12 assault or amsult and battery-is to prevent any p~erson

13s U or baso -of p~rsons from' txtrei ig'or eqo~thgcual

14 '.riglIt or opportunities free frout discrifiuiauatiori on tho

15 grounds of race or color, or to intimiidate an.V. person or

161 class 4f persons in the eiercisc for advocacy of sueb

17 rights or opportunities; RhalJ upoai covcto thereof, bhe

18 fitied not more than $1,000 or iiniprisoicd for not inoP*

19 than. one, year, or. both; exeep thafitt if -in thje cou~sc of the

20 of~ or, aczts for which be is convicted ho iitS-death or

21 grave bodily injnry, lie shall be fined niot more than

22 410,000 and, impriswPed for. oo maom tlitim twenty year%

23 or bot. .

24 "(h) If~twoor more persons go indisguise on the

25 highway or on the prczses of another, with intent to pro-

V4,4 S&" " '4 ;;' , ' -t;t) ' ' .1 - ' - ' "' "' -"*" ' #* I ' )4 ' "f v .,
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1 vent or hinder the free exercise or enjoyment of any right,

2 privilege, or iwinunity covered by subsection (n) of this

3 section, they shall, upon conviction, be subject to the penal-

4 ties in subsection (a) of this section."

5 TITLE III--CIVIL PREVENTIVE RELIEF

6 Sc. 301. Whenever any person. has engaged or there

7 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

8 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any

9 other person because of race or color, of any right, privilege,

10 or inimuuity, granted, secured, or protected by the Constitu-

11 tion or laws of the United States, such other person in his

12 own right or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

13 United States, may institute a civil action or other proper

14 proceeding for preventive relief, including an application for

15 a permanent or temporary injiuiction, restraining order,

16 order requiring the posting of a bond to sectire compliance

17 with any order of the court, or other order.,

18 SFC. 302. Whenever any person has engaged or there

19 arc reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

20 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any

21 other person of, or hinder him in the exercise of, the right

22 to speak, assenble, petition, or othcrwisc express. himself

23 for the purpose of advocating equality of persons or oppor-

24 tunity free from discrimination because of race or color,

25 such other person in his own right, or the Attorney Gen-

556
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1 eral for, or in the name of the United States, may institute

2- a civil action or other proceeding for preventive relief, in-

3 chiding an application for a permanent or temporary in-

4 junction, restraining order, order requiring the posting of

5 bond to secure compliance ,ith any order of the court, or

6 other order; provided that such other person above men-

7 tioned is a person: described in subsection 202(d) (i) or

8 (ii) and any one of the circumstances specified in section

9 202 (e) is established by a preponderance of the evidence.

10 The provisions of section 202 (f) shall be applicable in

11 proceedings under this section.

12 SEc. 803. In any proceeding under this section the

13 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

14 person. The district courts of the United States shall have

15 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title and

16 shall exercise the same without regard to whether the party

17 aggrieved shall have exhausted any administrative or other

18 remedies that may be provided by law.

19 TITLE IV-REMOVAL BY CERTAIN DEFENDANTS

20 -SEC. 401. Any defendant in a criminal action or in a

21 civil or criminal contempt action in a State or local court

22 may remove said action to the district court of the United

23 States for the district embracing the place wherein it is pend-

24 ing if the defendant is a person described in either subsection

25 (i) or (i) of section 202 (d) and if any one of the circuin-
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1 SEC. 504. The Conurdssion on Civil Rights shall have

2 the authority and duty to receive and investigate or have

3 investigated written complaints from or on behalf of any

4 person injured in his person or property or deprived of his

5 life (i) because of race or color, while lawfully exercising,

6 attempting to exercise, or advocating, or assisting another

7 in the exercise of, any right, privilege or immunity granted,

8 secured, or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

9 United States, or for having so exercised, attempted, advo-

10 cated or assisted or (ii) by any act, the purpose or design

11 of which is to intimidate him or any other person from seek-

12 ing or advocating equality of persons or opportunity free

13 from discrimination based on race or color.

14 SEC. 505. (a) The Commission on Civil Rights may

15 request and the Department of Justice shall make available

16 any investigative reports that the Department of Justice

17 has that are relevant to the complaint and investigation.

18 (b) The Commission may request and the Attorney

19 General is authorized to direct that additional investigation

20 of matters relevant to the complaint be conducted by the

21 Federal Bureau of Investigation.

22 (c) The Commission shall supply copies of all of its

23 investigative reports to the Attorney General.

21 Sc. 506. If, after such investigation, the Commission
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1 shall determine that probable cause exists for crediting the

2 complaint, it shall direct the Board to conduct a hearing

3 thereon as provided in section 507; if, however, the Commis-

4 sion shall determine that probable cause does not exist or that

5 no substantial damage has occurred, it shall dismiss the

6 complaint.

7 Sxc. 507. (a) Any hearing may be conducted by the

8 Board or any member of the Board designated by the

9 Chairman.

10 (b) In the event the Board determines that because of

11 the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it is not

12 in the interest of justice for it or a member to conduct a hear-

13 ing, it may designate an agent or employee of the Board or a

14 person not associated with the Board to conduct the hearing

15 provided any such agent, employee or other person so desig-

106 nated shall be a member of the bar of the highest court of

17 one of the States of the United States.

18 (c) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

19 shall be reimbursed for services rendered in connection with

20 such hearing as determined by the Board, subject to approval

21 of the Civil Service Commission.

22 (d) The Board or any member or hearing officer may

23 administer oaths or affirmations.

24 (e) The Board shall have the same powers of investi-

25 gation and subpoena as those granted the National Labor
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I Relations Board in 29 U.S.C. 161 (1) and (2).

2 (f) Afull roord shall be made and kept of all hear-

3 inp oude-

4 8m. 508. (a) After hearing, the Board member or

5 hearing o& oadtctg the hearing shall make findings

6 of fact based upon the record.

7 (b) After a hearing conducted by the Board, it shall,

8 if it finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred

9 to in section 504, make a monetary award of indemnifi-

10 cation to compensate such complainant for such injury.

11 (c) After a hearing conducted by a member of the

12 Board or hearing officer, he shall, if he finds that any com-

13 plainant has suffered injury referred to in section 504, make

14 a recommendation of an award of indemnification. All such

15 recommendations shall be reviewed by the Board. Upon

16 review, the Board shall review the findings of fact and shall

17 affirm, reject, or modify findings and such recommendations

18 and enter or deny an award.

19 (d) All awards made hereunder shall include reasonable

20 attorney's fees.

21 SC. 509. (a) In the event that the investigation of

22 the complaint or the hearing thereon indicates the person or

23 pers-ons responsible for the injury for which an award is

24 sought, such person or persons shall be notified and shall

k n
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SEc. 510. The United states may, on the motion of the

Attorney General, intervene at any state of the hearing or

appeal.

SEC. 511. (a) The complainant or any intervenor may

obtain a review of the final decision of the Board in the

United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which the

injury occurred or the person seeking review resides.

563

have a reasonable opportunity to intervene in the heaing

and to be fully heard.

(b) In the event that such investigton or hearing

indicates that the injury resulted in whole or in pat from

action taken under color of law, the political subdivision

and/or the State under whose authority such action was

taken shall be notified and shall have a reasonable oppor-

tunity to intervene in the heming and to be fully heard.

(c) Notice under this section may be by personal service

or by registered mail.

(d) Notice to a State or political subdivision may be

given to the chief executive or principal legal officer of such

State or political subdivision.

(e) The Board shall, if necessary to seure a full hear-

ing for any intervenor, continue the hearing from time to

time.
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1 (b) Such review shall be made on the basis of the

2 record before the Board, and the findings of the Board with

3 ,respect t9. questions of fact, if suppooe by substantial evi-

4 dence qo the record considered as a whole, shall be con-

5 elusive.

6 Swc. 512. (a) In any instance in which the injury or

7 death for which an award is made results in whole or in part

8 from qftio#q taken uidfr color of law, or from action whether

9 or no tak A under color of law which in any way impedes

10 or infringes upon the exercise or advocacy of aniy right,

11 privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or protected by the

12 Constitution or laws of the United States, the United States

13 shall have a cause of action for recovery of the amount of

14 such Award against the person or persons responsible for the

15 injury for which the award is made.

16 (b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted

17 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law, the

18 politit-al subdivision and/or the State under whose authority

19 such action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable

20 with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

21 (c) In any case brought under this section against any-

22 one notified under section 509, the findings of fact as made,

23 modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to section 508

24 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima facie evidence
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1 of the facts determined by the findings, and the award of

2 indemnification shall be admissible and shall constitute prima

3 facie evidece of the damages suffered by the Complainant.:

4 (d) The district courts of the United States shall have

5 jurisdiction to hear cases brought under this section.

6 SEC. 513. (a) In the event the person injured dies, a

7 complaint may be filed by any representative of his estate,

8 or by his or her spouse, child, or delendent and the Board

9 shall determine to whom any award shall be mad.

10 (b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of the

11 person injured to file a complaint, it may be fifed by his or

12 her spouse, child, dependent, or counsel.

13 SEC. 514. All complaints must be filed within six

14 months of the injury for which an award is sought, except

15 that where the injury results in death, the complaint may be

16 filed within twelve months of death.

17 SEC. 515. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the

18 right to 'pursue any action or remedy granted him under any

19 other law of the United States or any State, provided that

20 in the event that any person receives in any other action an

21 award of damages for which an award of indemnification has

22 been made tinder this title, the United States shall have a lien

23 against such award in the amount of the award of indemnifi-

24 cation. In the event such other award is made prior to the

25 award of indemnification, the amount of such other award
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1 shall be considered by the Board in determining whether to

2 make an award and, if s, t6e amount of the award.

3 TITLE VI-AMENDMENT TO TITLE VII OF 1964

4 ACT

5 8Sc. 601. Title VII of Public Law 88-352 (the Civil

6 Rights Act of 1964) is amended as follows:

7 (a) Add a new paragraph to section 701 (a) as fol-

8 lows: "The tem 'governmental unit' means a State or a

9 pola subiviuW iwae or aa awy of one or more

10 taW or pW N Mbdwisioa"

11 (b) Amendso much of section 701 (b) as appears be-

12 fore the word "Prog'idea" to read as foflows: "The term

13 '6emwiyl ' means: (1) a pass engaged in an industry

14 aLo~tg oemete" who hus tN ty-five or more employees

15 for each working day in each of tweuty or more calendar

1O weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any

17 agent of such a persn, but such term does not include (i)

18 the United Stte, a copomion wholly owned by the Gov-

19 nmet of the United State or a Indian tribe, (i) a bona

20 fide membernhip club (other than a labor organization)

21 which is exempt from taxation under section 501 (c) of the

22 Internal Revenme Code of 1954; (2) a governmental unit

23 and any ageit of such govenmental unit;"

24 (c) Add the words "or governmental unit" following

25 the word "person" wherever it appears in section 701 (c).

Z66
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1 (d) Delete the phrase "or an agency of a State or

2 political subdivision of a State," from section 701 (c).

3 (e) Add a comma and the following language after the

4 word "charge" on line 9 of section 706 (e) : "unless the

5 respondent is a State."

6 (f) Insert the words "or governmental twit" in section

7 707 (a) following the word "persons" on lines 2 and 12

8 of such subsection.

9 (g) Insert the words "for or in the name of the United

10 States" following the word "action" on line 6 of section

11 707 (a).

12 (h) Insert the words "or governmental twit" following

13 the word "person" on line 4 of section 709 (a) on lines 1

14 and (5) of section 710(e) and on lines 2 and 7 of section

15 713 (b).

16 TITLE VII-MISCELLANEOUS

17 SEc. 701. (a) The term "State" as used herein shall

18 include the District of Columbia.

19 (b) The term "because of race or color" shall mean

20 because of hostility to the race or color of any person, or

21 because of his association with persons of a different race

22 or color or his advocacy of equality of persons of different

23 races or colors.

24 (c) The term "hearing officer" shall mean an agent or

25 employee of the Indemnification Board or a person not

I A," ." ,_% , , - I . , I -
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1 otherwise associated with the Board who is designated by

2 the Board to conduct a hearing.

3 (d) The term "action taken under color of law" shall

4 include the knowing refusal or failure to act where action

5 could or may have prevented injury.

6 (e) The term "injury to property" shall include any

7 financial or economic loss.

8 (f) The term "judicial district" shall mean a division

9 thereof where the judici district is divided into divisions.

10 SEc. 702. (a) There are hereby authorized to be ap-

11 propriated such mms as may be necessary to carry out

12 the provisions of this Act, including payment of awards

13 under title V.

14 (b) If any provision of this Act or the application

15 thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the

16 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision to

17 other persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances

18 shall not be affected thereby.
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89rH CONGRESS2 H.R . 13991

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARcH 24,1966

Mr. HALiKUN introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mitte on the Judiciary

A BILL
To guarantee equal justice under law.

1 Be it enacted by 04 Senate and Houe of Repreaenta-

2 ties of tde United States of America in Coren anmed,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Law En-

4 forcement Act of 1966".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SFx. 101. Section 1861 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:

63-420 0-66----37
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1 "S 1861. QUalMcat ns of Federa Jurors

2 "Any person who Is qualified to vote within the judicial

8 district is competent to serve s grand or petit juror."

4 S. 102. Section 1863 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following subsection:

6 "(d) The district judge shall excuse or exclude from

7 jury service any person called as a juror who is-

8 "(1) exempt under section 1862; or

9 "(2) unable to speak or understand the English
10 l ; or

11 "(3) unable to read or write the English language,

12 unless such person has completed the sixth grade in an

13 English language school; or

14 6(4) incapable by reason of mental or physical

15 infirmity from rendering efficient jury service."

16 8w. 108. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

17 is amended to read as follows:

18 " 1864. Method of selecting Juron

19 "(a) The names of all persons qualified to vote within

20 the judicial district shall be obtained by the clerk of the

21 court or his deputy.

22 "(b) From the names obtained under subsection (a),

23 the clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall place not less

24 than three hundred names in a jury box, wheel, or similar

25 device. The names to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or
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1 similar device shall be obtained through random selection

2 so as to be without discrimination on the grounds of race,

3 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

4 social status. The chief judge of the district shall direct the

5 clerk of the court, or his deputy, in the manner of selection,

6 and the chief judge shall seek the assistance and approval

7 of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

8 the manner of selection. The Administrative Office of the

9 United States Courts may call upon the Director of the

10 Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance.

11 "(c) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall pub-

12 licly draw by chance from the jury box, wheel, or similar

13 device, the names of jurors for service on grand and petit

14 juries.

15 "(d) Names once drawn for jury service shall not be

16 subject to a redrawing until all other names, obtained under

17 subsection (a), have been drawn.

18 "(e) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall periodi-

19 cally, but no less than once a year, revise the list of names

20 obtained under subsection (a).

21 "(f) The clerk of the court, or his deputy, shall keep

22 records of the names obtained under subsection (a); the

23 names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar

24 device; the name, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

25 the jury box, wheel, or similar device; the names of those
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1 performing jury service and the dates thereof; and such addi-

2 tional appropriate records as the chief judge of the district

3 may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of

4 not less than four years.

5 "(g) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the

6 chief judge of a district under this section may be delegated

7 by him to another judge of the district, except that, where

8 part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned

9 to one particular judge and he customarily holds court there,

10 as to such part of the district he shall perform the functions

11 and fulfill the duties conferred upon the chief judge of the

12 district in this section.

13 "(h) The judicial conferences of the United States and

14 the circuits shall annually review the operations of juror

15 selection and recordkeeping in order to assure uniformity,

16 efficiency, and compliance with the provisions of this Act.

17 If the chief judge of a circuit determines that the jury selec-

18 tion procedures or recordkeeping requirements set forth in

19 this section are not being fully implemented within a district

20 of the circuit, he shall take charge of the supervision of

21 such procedures or requirements, including the designation

22 of a new clerk or deputy clerks, until such time as he is

23 satisfied that the procedures and requirements will be fully

24 implemented. If a circuit justice of the United States deter-

25 mines that the chief judge of the circuit is not effectively
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1 supervising the juror selection procedures and recordkeeping

2 requirements, either directly or through the chief judge of

3 the district, the circuit justice shall designate another circuit

4 or district judge within the circuit to take charge of the

5 supervision until such time as he is fully satisfied that the

6 procedures and requirements will be fully implemented.

7 "(i) A person shall be considered qualified to vote

8 under this section and under section 1861 if he is currently

9 registered to vote, placed on a list of eligible voters, or

10 otherwise found qualified to vote in any election held or to

11 be held within the judicial district."

12 SEC. 104. Section 1865 of title 28, United States Code,

13 is amended to read as follows:

14 "§1865. Apportionment within district

15 "(a) In accordance with the procedures and require-

16 ments of section 1864, grand and petit jurors shall from time

17 to time be selected from such parts of the district as the chief

18 judgc of the district directs so as to be most favorable to an im-

19 partial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense or unduly

20 burden the citizens of any part of the district with jury serv-

21 ice. To this end, the chief judge may direct the maintenance

22 of separate jury boxes, wheels, or similar devices for some

23 oi all the places for holding court in the district.

24 "(b) Grand and petit jurors summoned for service at

25 one place for holding court in a district may, if public con-

5 '3
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1 venience so requires and the jurors will not be unduly bur-

2 dened thereby, be directed to serve at another place in the

3 same di trict."

4 SBc. 105. Section 1866 of title 28, United States Code,

5 isN repealed and the subsequent sections are renumbered

6 accordingly.

7 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

8 SEC. 107. Section 1443 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended by adding "(a)" prior to "Any of the following

10 civil actions", and by adding the following:

11 "(3) If the recordkeeping requirements of sec-

12 tion 108 of this title are not fulfilled; or

13 "(4) If the procedures for selecting the grand or

14 petit juries under which the defendant was indicted or

15 is to be tried were or are not in conformity with the

16 procedures for selecting Federal juries, unless it is estab-

17 wished that the procedures for selecting and the actual

18 selection of the juries in the State or local court assure

19 the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race,

20 color, or sex.

21 "(b) Upon timely application, the Attorney General

22 may intervene for presentation of evidence and for argu-

23 ment in actions brought under subparagraphs (3) and (4)

24 of this section."

25 SW. 107. Each State or local court shall keep records of
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1 the names of all persons on the jury list for aid court; names

2 of those persons placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar de-

3 vice; questionnaires, applications, or documents of any sort

4 used in the selection of jurors; the names and race of the

5 persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar device

6 the names of those performing jury service and the dates

7 thereof; and such additional appropriate records as the judge

8 or judges of said court may direct. Stch records shall be

9 retained for a period of not less than four years.

10 SWC. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

11 able cause to believe that the procedures for selecting or the

12 selection of juries in a State or loal court discriminate on

13 the grounds of race, color, or sex, he may bring a civil action

14 in the appropriate district court of the United States by filing

15 with it a complaint (1) signed by him (or in his absence

16 the Acting Attorney General), (2) setting forth facts per-

17 taining to such discriminatory procedures or selection, and

18 (3) requesting such preventive relief, including an applica-

19 tion for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining

20 order, or other order against the person or persons responsible

21 for such discriminatory procedures or selection, as he deems

22 necessary to insure the selection of juries on a nondiscrimina-

23 tory basis.

24 SEC. 109. The provisions of sections 1974 (a), (b),
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1 (c), and (d) of title 42, United States Code, shall apply

2 with respect to jury records required to be maintained under

3 section 108.

4 TITLE I1-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

5 SEc. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "9241. Violations of rights of dtizens

8 "(a) a. Whoever, acting under color of law or other-

9 wiee, injures, oppresses, threatens, or intimidates another-

10 "(1) on account of such other's race or color, and

11 "(i) for the purpose, or with the rewonably

12 foreseeable effect of interrupting or denying his free

13 exercise of any right or privilege secured or pro-

14 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United

15 States, or

16 "(ii) bemuse of his having exercised any such

17 right or privilege, or

18 "(2) on account or because of such other's efforts

19 or attempts to petition for, or secure recognition of the

20 right to enjoyment of such rights or privileges free from

21 discrimination on amount of race or color

22 shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this chapter.

23 "(b) If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,

24 threaten, or intimidate another in the free exercise or enjoy-

25 ment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Con-
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1 stitution or laws of the United States, or because of his

2 having so exercised the same; or

3 "If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway

4 or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

5 hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or priv-

6 ilege so secured-

7 They shall be punished as provided in section 245 of this

8 chapter."

9 SEC. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

10 is amended to read as follows:

11 "§242. Deprivations of rights under color of law; Con-

12 spiracy

13 "(a) Whoever, acting under color of law, knowingly

14 deprives or has reasonable grounds to believe that he is

15 depriving another of any rights, privileges, or immunities

16 secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

17 United States, or knowingly subjects or has reasonable

18 grounds to believe he is subjecting another to different pun-

19 ishments, pains, or penalties, on account of such other's

20 race or color, or on account of such other's attempts to

21 petition for or secure recognition of the right to enjoyment

22 of such rights, privileges, or immunities free from discrim-

23 ination on account of race or color, shall be punished as

24 provided in section 245 of this chapter.
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1 "(b) Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise,

2 conspires to commit acts proscribed by section 241 (a) or

3 242 (a), shall be punished as provided in section 245."

4 SC. 203. Chapter 13 of title 18, United States Code,

5 is amended by adding the following section:

6 "§ 245. Penalties

7 "(a) Whoever is guilty of an act proscribed by sections

8 241 and 242 of this chapter shall be fined not more than

9 $1.000 or imprisoned for not more than one year or both.

10 "(b) Whoever in the commission of any such act uses

11 a dangerous or deadly weapon, or acts with intent to maim,

12 disfigure, or incapacitate another or with intent to do bodily

13 harm, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

14 for not less .than one year nor more than ten years or both.

15 "(c) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

16 section 241 or 242 which has resulted in the death of any

17 person shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

18 for not less than one year nor more than thirty years or both.

19 "(d) Whoever is convicted of any crime prohibited by

20 this chapter having been convicted previously thereunder

21 shall not have his sentence suspended or probation granted,

22 and he shall receive a mandatory sentence of not less than

23 one-third of the maximum prison term allowable."
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1 TITLE III-CIVIL RIGHTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

2 SEC. 301. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

3 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

4 engage in any act or practice which would deprive another

5 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

6 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

7 on account of such other's race or color, such other person

8 in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name

9 of the United States may institute a civil action or other

10 proper proceeding for temporary or permanent preventive

11 or mandatory relief, including application for temporary

12 restraining order or preliminary injunction, permanent in-

13 junction, or order requiring posting of a bond to secure com-

14 pliance with orders of the court.

15 SC. 302. Whenever there are reasonable grounds to

16 believe that any person is about to engage or continue to

17 engage in any act or practice which would deny or hinder

18 another in the exercise of such other's right to speak, as-

19 semble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the par-

20 pose of securing recognition of or protection for equal

21 enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from

22 discrimination of race or color, such other person in his own

23 right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of the
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1 United States may institute a civil action or other proceed-

2 ing for temporary or permanent preventive or mandatory

3 relief, including application for temporary restraining order

4 or preliminary injunction, permanent injunction, or order

5 requiri:.g posting of a bond to secure compliance with

6 orders of the court.

7 SEc. 303. The district courts of the United States shall

8 have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted under this title

9 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

10 party bringing the action shall have exhausted administra-

11 tive or other remedies that may be provided by law. The

12 United States shall be liable as would be a private person

13 for costs in such proceedings.

14 TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

15 SEc. 401. Section 1985 (3) of title 42, United States

16 Code, is amended by adding the following sentence at the

17 end thereof: "If, as a result of such conspiracy, a person is

18 injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

19 and an award of damages is made, which results in whole

20 or in part from action taken under color of law, the political

21 subdivision and/or the Stite, under whose authority such

22 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with the

23 person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of life."

80A
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1 SEC. 402. Section 1986 of title 42, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "91986. Refusal or neglect to prevent injury or loss of life

4 "Every person who, having knowledge that any wrongs

5 mentioned in section 1985 (3) of this title are about to be

6 committed, and having power to prevent or aid in pre-

7 venting the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do

8 so, shall be liable to the party injured or his legal representa-

9 tive at law or in equity for such injuries or loss of life

10 sustained therefrom and for court costs and reasonable coun-

11 sel fees. If, as a result of such refusal or neglect, a person

12 is injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

13 and an award of damages is made which results in whole or

14 in part from action taken under color of law, the political

15 subdivision and/or the State under whose authority such

16 action was taken shall be jointly and severally liable with

17 the person or persons responsible for such injury or loss of

18 life. No action under the provisions of this section shall

19 be sustained which is not commenced within one year after

20 the cause of action has accrued."
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89iH CONGRESS

2H. K. 14111

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MANc 29,1966

Mr. RYAN introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To assure the fair selection of jurors and enforce the equal

right to jury service, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of RepresentW

2 tives of the United States of America in Congrea ambled,

3 SHORT TITLE

4 Ssc'IoN 1. This Act may be cited as the "Jury Selec-

5 tion Act of 1966".

6 PBOxIBITION OF JURY DISQUALIFICATION BY REASON OF

7 RACE OR COLOR

8 SEc. 2. No citizen may be disqualified from service as

9 a grand or petit juror in any court of the United States or of

10 any State on account of race or color.

- f 7 7.
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1 TITLE I--STATE COURTS

2 DEFINITIONS

3 SE. 3. As used in this title-

4 (1) "Jury court" shall mean a court of any State in

5 which factfinding is or may be done by jury;

6 (2) "Jury officers" shall mean all persons, including

7 judges, having supervisory authority over, or responsibility

8 in whole or in part for, the compilation of venire lists,

9 selection of veniremen, or impaneling of jurors in or for

10 any jury C,'1rt;

11 (3) "Special jury, commissioner" shall mean the Fed-

12 eral officer appointed under part 2 of this title;

is (4) "County" shall mean county or parish; and

14 (5) "Shall" is directive; "may" is permissive.

15 EXEMPTION OF COUNTIES OR COURTS BY THE ATTORNEY

16 GENERAL

17 SEC. 4. The Attorney General may, by publication in

18 the Federal Register, withdraw certification of any par-

19 ticular county or court under sections 101 or 202, if he

20 is satisfied that, within the five years preceding such with-

21 drawal, disqualifications of veniremen or jurors on account

22 of race or color therein have been few in number and have

23 been promptly and effectively corrected by the State judicial

24 system, that their continuing effect has been eliminated, and

25 that there is no reasonable probability of their recurring in
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1 the future: Provided, That the Attorney General shall have

2 no power, prior to or otherwise than by publishing such

3 withdrawal, to stay or mitigate any provision of this title.

4 PART 1-REcows REQUIRED To BE KEPT BY STATE

5 COURTS

6 CRITERIA OF APPLICATION

7 SEC. 101. The Attorney General shall certify and pub-

8 lish in the Federal Register a list of every county in which:

9 (1) more than 10 per ceatum of the persons re-

10 siding therein are nonwhite; and

11 (2) (A) racial segregation in any public or private

12 establishment or facility or other place was required

13 by the State, or any agency or political subdivision

14 thereof, within five years preceding January 1, 1967; or

15 (B) determinations, either individually or as a

16 part of a larger political unit, at the time of such certi-

17 fication, require compliance with section 4 (a) of the

18 Voting Rights Act of 1965 (79 Stat. 438).

19 The publication of such certification shall constitute no-

20 tice to every jury officer of the county of the binding effect

21 of this title upon him and the jury court which he serves.

22 APPOINTMENT OF STATE RECtRDKEBPING OFFICERS

23 SEC. 102. (a) Within thirty days after the publication

24 of certification pursuant to section 101, each jury court in

25 the county shall appoint one or more supervisors to collect,
26 compile, maintain, and exhibit the information specified in

k
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1 the forms prepared pursuant to section 103, and shall direct

2 the jury offers to cooperate with the supervisors in these

3 tasks. Such supervisors shall regularly obtain the forms and

4 shall answer them fully from their personal observation, or

5 by attachment of sworn statements from the jury officers.

6 The supervisors shall complete, file, and exhibit the forms

7 according to the regulations made by the Attorney General

8 pursuant to sections 103 and 501, filing the original with

9 the Attorney General and retaining one or more copies which

10 shall, at all reasonable times, be open for public inspection

11 and duplication. These records shall be compiled, kept,

12 and exhibited for five years succeeding the year in which the

13 jury court initiates compliance with this title.

14 (b) The supervisors shall also keep and exhibit, in the

15 same manner and for the same period, the records of jury

16 selection regularly made by the jury court, including all

17 extant records of jury selection for the past fifteen years.

18 RECORDS OF JURY SELECTION

19 SEC. 103. The Administrative Office of the United

20 States Courts shall distribute, upon request of a supervisor

21 appointed under section 102, forms designed to elicit com-

22 prehensive specific information concerning the process of

23 jury selection and racial composition of juries in courts bound

24 by this part. Such forms shall include an enumeration, by

25 name, rae, and occupation of persons (A) selected for the

5805
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1 venire lists, and (B) persons called for jury duty, and (C)

2 persons impaneled or rejected for jury service, including

3 dates of service or manner of rejection or challenge, and such

4 other information bearing on the composition of juries as

5 the Attorney General shall designate.

6 STATES REIMBURSED FOB EXPENSES INCURRED BY

7 COMPLIANOB

8 SEC. 104. The Treasurer of the United States is hereby

9 authorized to pay, upon submission by any supervisor or

10 other authorized representative of a court bound by this part,

11 reasonable expenditures necessitated by compliance there-

12 with. Any refusal to pay such a claim may be questioned

13 only by an action in the Court of Claims.

14 CRITERIA OF NOlfCOMPLIANCE

15 SEc. 105. (a) Neither the necessity of compliance with

16 State law or county ordinance, nor the failure of any person

17 to comply or cooperate in complying with this title, shall

18 excuse any court bound thereby for substantial failure to

19 comply with this title, for the purpose of a determination

20 under section 202 (2) (A). -

21 (b) A jury court shall be deemed to have failed sub-

22 stantially to have complied with this pax whenever its rec-

23 ords are so deficient as to preclude the making of a deter-

24 mination as to certifiability under section 202 (2) (A).
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1 PART 2-APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL JURY

2 Co~MIo 2S

3 COMPILATION OF VENIRE LISTS

4 SEC. 201. (a) Pursuant to the request of a special jury

5 commissioner, or of a court of the United States in an action

6 under section 304, the Bureau of the Census shall compile

7 a tentative venire list adequate to the needs of the specified

8 jurisdiction: Provided, That the Bureau may prepare such

9 a list for any jury court in the United States upon the request

10 of the Attorney General, or of the officers of that court. The

11 names of tentative veniremen shall be obtained under a samn-

12 piling plan designed to provide a representative cross-section

13 of the jurisdiction without exclusion on the basis of race,

14 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, national origin,

15 or economic or social status.

16 (b) Upon certification of a county pursuant to section

17 202, the Civil Service Commission shall appoint one or more

18 special jury commissioners, as it shall deem appropriate, to

19 serve the jury courts of the county. The special jury coin-

20 missioners shall compile a venire list sufficient to the needs

21 of each court by canvassing, through questionnaire, direct ex-

22 amination, or otherwise, tentative veniremen and accepting

23 those found qualified under State law: Provided, That, in

24 counties certified under section 202, State qualifications re-

25 lating to ownership of property, payment of taxes, registra-
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1 tion or voting in any election, or sex, shall not be enforced

2 to disqualify any person from jury service: And provided

3 further, That literacy or superior education or intelligence

4 requirements shall be deemed satisfied by the completion of

5 the sixth primary grade in any English-language public

6 school in, or any private school accredited by, any State or

7 territory or the District of Columbia. Special jury commis-

8 sioners shall excuse otherwise qualified veniremen, at their

9 request, from jury duty by reason of verified hardship, but,

10 where any substantial number or class or persons excused

11 for hardship would be able to serve if compensated in ac-

12 cordance with section 1871 of title 28 of the United States

13 Code, the special jury commissioner is authorized and di-

14 rected to make available such compensation. Upon com-

15 piling the venire lists, the special jury commissioner shall

16 give notice of their availability by registered mail to each

17 judge of a jury court in the county.

18 (c) Within twenty days after receipt of such notice, the

19 jury officers shall proceed to select all jurors by lot from the

20 venire list so provided. No juror shall be excused or ex-

21 cluded by jury officers except for prejudice. Special jury

22 commissioners shall be entitled to observe and supervise the

23 application of their venire lists in any court for which they

24 were prepared, and to reasonable access to the current records
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1 of jury selection for such courts. The proceedings of any

2 jury court otherwise conducted shall be null and void: Pro-

3 vided, That the verdicts of juries impaneled prior to twenty

4 days after the mailing of such notification shall not be affected

5 by this section: And provided further, That this section shall

6 not operate to place any person twice in jeopardy.

7 CRITERIA OF APPLICATION

8 SEC. 202. The Attorney General shall certify and pub-

9 lish in the Federal Register a list of every county:,

10 (1) in which more than 10 per centum of the resi-

11 dents are nonwhite; and

12 (2) (A) within which the per centum of nonwhite

13 residents of jury age is greater than one and one-half

14 times the per centum of veniremen who are nonwhite:

15 Provided, That the determination of racial composition

16 of the population shall be made on the basis of estimates

17 submitted by the Bureau of the Census, and the deter-

18 mination of the racial composition of the juries or venire

19 lists may be based on evidence for any twelve months in

20 the previous two years; or

21 (B) encompassing the jurisdiction of any court

22 which, within five years previous to such certification,

23 was determined by a final judgment of a court of the

24 United States or of the State, to have disqualified jurors

25 or veniremen on account of their race or color; or
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1 (C) bound under part 1, but one or more courts of

2 which have substantially failed to comply therewith; or

3 (D) subject to a determination pursuant to section

4 4 (b) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (79 Stat. 438)

5 which, after the passage of that Act, either individually

6 or as part of a larger political unit, discontinued or for-

7 bade the selection of jurors primarily from voter registra-

8 tion lists.

9 The publication of such certification shall constitute notice to

10 every jury officer of the county of the binding effect of this

11 part upon him and the jury court which he serves.

12 ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW OF NEW JURY QUALIFICATIONS

13 SBc. 203. Any jury qualification or standard, practice,

14 or procedure different from that in force before the effective

15 dae of this title, shall have no effect in any county bound

16 by this part, unless it has been submitted by the chief legal

17 officer of the county to the Attorney General and the Attor-

18 ney General has failed within sixty days after such sub-

19 mission to certify that it has the purpose or will have the

20 effect of denying or abridging the equal right to jury service.

21 WITHDRAWAL OF SPECIAL JURY COMMISSIONERS

22 SEc. 204. (a) The Civil Service Commission shall

23 maintain special jury commissioners in the county for a

24 period of three years. This period may be extended to a

590.
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1 total not exceeding ten years upon annual certification of

2 the Attorney General, or, in the absence of such cortifica-

3 tion, finding by a court of the United States, that their

4 continued presence is needed to assure compliance with

5 section 2.

6 (b) After the withdrawal of the special jury commis-

7 sioners, the provisions of part 1 shall be binding upon

8 each jury court within their previous jurisdiction for a

9 period of five years. Substantial failure to comply with that

10 part, or the existence of a statistical discrepancy described

11 in section 202 (2) (A), shall be certified and published in

12 the 'Federal Register by the Attorney General. Such cer-

13 tification shall effect, and such publication shall give notice

14 of, the reapplication of this part to the county, and the jury

15 officers thereof.

16 RECORDKMEPING BY SPECIAL JURY COMMISSIONERS

17 SEC. 205. During their terms of service, the special

18 jury commissioners shall obtain the forms issued pursuant

19 to section 103 and shall make, keep, and exhibit the infor-

20 mation required by the forms, filing the original with the

21 Attorney General and reporting therein such other inform,

22 tion as he may specify.
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1 PART 3-JUDICIAL REMEDIES AND ENFORCEMENT

2 JUDICIAL ENFORCEMENT

3 SEC. 301. (a) Any person mentioned in section 304

4 may initiate in any United Staes district court having

5 jurisdiction over the defendant an action to enforce any

6 duty imposed by, or regulation issued pursuant to, this title.

7 The district court shall enforce, without reference to section

8 2283 of title 28, United States Code, any such duty or

9 regulation, upon receiving proof of its binding application

10 to the defendant: Provided, That in the absence of any

11 certification required or authorized by this title, the court

12 shall issue findings to the same effect. The court shall

13 retain jurisdiction for five years after enforcing such duty

14 or regulation, granting such further relief as may be neces-

15 sary to enforce the provisions of this title or to otherwise

16 assure ompliance with section 2.

17 (b) A pattern or practice of systematic disqualification

is of grand or petit jurors on account of race or color shall

19 be grounds for removal within section 1443 of title 28,
90 United States Code. A rebuttable presumption of such
21 pattern or practice justifying removal, or affirmative relief

22 within section 304, shall be raised by proof of substantial
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1 statistical disparity between eligible persons of any race or

2 color in such jurisdiction and persons of that race or color

3 actually serving on juries therein. A conclusive presump-

4 tion of discrimination justifying removal shall be raised by

5 proof that a court bound thereby has substantially failed

6 to comply with part 2.

7 JUDICIAL REVIEW

8 Sc. 302. In an action initiated against the United

9 States by the county or State embracing the jurisdiction of

10 any court bound by parts 1 or 2, the United States District

11 Court for the District of Columbia may restrain the applica-

12 tion to such court of any provision of those parts, or any

13 certification or regulation made pursuant thereto, upon

14 finding-

15 (1) that the provision, certification or regulation,

16 or the application thereof, is for any reason invalid; or

17 (2) that the factual certification affecting that court

18 is inconsistent with the preponderance of the evidence;

19 or

20 (3) that, within five years preceding the filing of

21 the action any disqualifications of veniremen or jurors

22 on account of their race or color in the jury court have

23 been few in number and have been promptly and effec-

24 tively corrected by the State judicial system, and that

25 their continuing effect has been eliminated, and that
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1 there is no reasonable probability of their recurring in

2 the future.

3 Except as otherwise specifically provided in this title, no

4 other court shall have jurisdiction to issue any judgment or

5 order interfering with or hindering the application, execu-

6 tion, enforcement, or effect of parts 1 or 2.

7 (b) Actions pursuant to this section or section 301 (a)

8 shall be heard and determined by a court of three judges in

9 accordance with the provisions of section 2284 of title 28,

10 United States Code, and any appeal shall lie to the Supreme

11 Court. The initiation of such an action shall establish the

12 United States District Court for the District of Columbia

13 as a court with jurisdiction over the affected jury court

14 within section 301 (a).

15 DEFENDANT'S CHALLENGE TO JURIES IMPANELED UNDER

16 PABT 2

17 SEC. 303. Any defendant criminally arraigned in a jury

18 court bound by part 2 may initiate an action to invalidate

19 the jury in his case, immediately after it is impaneled. Such

20 an action shall be initiated against the jury court and the

21 Attorney General, in the United States district court for the

22 district embracing the jury court, and 'such initiation shall

23 operate to stay State proceedings: Provided, That, where the

24 action appears frivolous, it shall be expeditiously dismissed.
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I Upon proper proof, the district court shall issue a declaratory

2 judgment that the composition of the jury has abridged the

3 plaintiff's rights under the Constitution. After the judgment

has become final, the invalid jury shall be dismissed and the

trial resumed with a jury in the selection of which the jury

6 officers shall cooperate with the special jury commissioner.

7 No challenge to any jury impaneled consonantly to this title

8 shall otherwise be heard.

9 INDEPENDENT CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST JURY

10 EXCLUSION

11 SEC. 304. The rights created by section 2 may be en-

12 forced independently of, or jointly with, any other action

13 created by this or any other Act in any United States district

14 court having jurisdiction over one or more of the defendants.

15 Such actions may be initiated (1) by the Attorney General,

16 or (2) by any person residing within the jurisdiction of a

17 jury court which systematically disqualifies citizens of his

18 race or color as grand or petit jurors, or (3) by any

19 party to jury proceedings in such a jury court. Without re-

20 gard to section 2283 of title 28, United States Code, all

21 ordinary and extraordinary remedies within the powers of

22 the courts of the United States, including the assignment of
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1 special jury commissioners, shrll be granted when necessary,

2 to enforce section 2.

3 ENFORCEMENT OF PROCESS

4 SEC. 305. Any person or agency authorized by this title

5 to issue subpenas or other process may enforce such process

6 by an action in any United States district court having juris-

7 diction over the defendant.

8 PAirr 4-CIMINAL ENFORCEMENT

9 FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH TITLE

10 SEC. 401. Any supervisor or jury officer bound thereby

11 who shall knowingly fail or refuse to comply with any re-

12 quirement of this title shall be fined not more than $1,000

13 or imprisoned for not longer than one year, or both.

14 FALSE RECORDS OR TESTIMONY; DESTRUCTION OF RECORDS

15 SEC. 402. Any person, whether or not their lawful or

16 proper custodian, who knowingly destroys, mutilates, con-

17 ceals. alters, or falsifies, or falsely presents, any record,

18 document, or statement required or authorized by this title,

19 or any subpena or order pursuant thereto, to be made, filed,

20 kept, exhibited, or presented, shall be fined not less than

21 &500 nor more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than

22 one year, or both.

.A-
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1 INTERFERENCE WITH TITLE, ITS ADMINISTRATORS, OR

2 JURYMEN

3 SEC. 403. Any person, whether acting under color of

4 .aw or otherwise, who, by act or threat of physical or eco-

5 nomic coercion, intentionally--

6 (1) hinders the operation or effect of any provision

7 of this title, or of any decree, certification, regulation,

8 finding, or court order issued pursuant thereto, or intim-

9 idates any person in or for performing or urging or

10 aiding the performance of any act required or author-

11 ized thereby; or

12 (2) intimidates any person in or for serving as a

13 venireman or juror pursuant to this title or doing or

14 urging or aiding the doing of any act toward or in fur-

15 therance of such service

16 shall be imprisoned for not more than one year or fined not

17 less than $500 nor more than $1,000, or both. If the act or

18 threat was carried out with a deadly weapon, or was in-

19 tended to cause death or serious bodily harm, he shall be im-

20 prisoned for not less than one nor more than ten years. If

21 the act or threat results in death, lie shall be imprisoned for

22 any term of years not less than twenty.

23 CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY OR ATTEMPT

24 SEC. 404. Any person, whether acting under color of

25 law or otherwise, who conspires or attempts to commit any
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1 crime mentioned in this part, shall be punished as if he had

2 committed that crime.

3 PREVENTIVE RELIEF; MANDATORY DAMAGES

4 SEC. 405. (a) Whenever there are reasonable grounds

5 to believe that any person has engaged or is about to engage

6 in criminal conduct forbidden by this part, the United States

7 district court having jurisdiction over- the defendant or his

8 co-conspirators, pursuant to a civil action instituted by the

9 person threatened or aggrieved, or by the Attorney General.

10 may grant preventive relief, including permanent or tempo-

11 rary injunction, restraining order, order for the posting of a

12 compliance bond, or other order.

13 (b) Whenever any person is proved to have engaged in

14 such criminal conduct, preventive relief, adequate damages,

15 and reasonable court and appellate costs shall (and punitive

16 damages may) be granted to the person aggrieved thereby

17 or his heirs.

18 (c) In any action under subsection (b), the damages

19 (exclusive of punitive damages) foran act or threat of phys-

20 ical coercion shall be: $1,000 for apprehension or minor in-

21 jury; $10,000 for maiming or other serious bodily injury;

22 $25.000 for death; or such higher amotmt as the jun. shall

23 fix: Provided, That, where the record indicates the damages

24 specified herein to be excessive, they shall be reduced accord-

25 ingly by the court determining liability.
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1 PART 5--MISCELLANY

2 ATTORNEY GENERAL TO MAKE REGULATIONS

3 SEC. 501. Such regulations as the Attorney General shall

4 issue and publish in the Federal Register regulations imple-

5 menting the provisions and policies of parts 1 and 2 and

6 governing compliance therewith, shall be binding upon every

7 jury court bound by those parts.

8 JUDICIAL COGNIZANCE OF CERTIFICATIONS

9 SEC. 502. Except as provided in section 302, every

10 certification made pursuant to this title shall be conclusive

11 upon every court and agency of the United States and of

12 every State. No inference may be drawn from the with-

13 drawal of any certification or frown the failure or refusal

14 of any officer or employee of the United States to make

15 any certification or regulation required or authorized by

16 this title.

17 GENERAL SURVEY OF CONDITIONS; ATTORNEY GENERAL

18 MAY SPECIFY INVESTIGATION OF PARTICULAR AREAS

19 SE. 503. The Bureau of the Census, in cooperation

20 with the Administrative Office of the United States Courts,

21 shall conduct a survey and make a report to the President

22 and the Congress within two years following the effective
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1 date of this tille concerning racial, economic, and other

2 demnognrphie factors detennining the ruaial comiosition of

3 juries in it various States, including studies in depth of

4 the pist and prelset ieficts ill areas or courts deignated

b i- the Attorney (leaerml.

6; J 'IRY COM M l8$()NERS

S7•. 5(4. Special jry VolIIIllissioners tilld other persons

S deted necessary to carrv out the provisions and purposes

9 of this title shall he appointed. eomlpenited, and sepanited

1t) without regart to the provisions of tiny statute adninistered

1byv the Civil Service (' oummissiol and service under this part.

12 shall not be considewd employment for the purposes of any

13.1 State' administered bv the Civil Service Conmnmission. ex-

14 cept for the provisions of section 9 of the Act of August 2.

15 19,9. as anded (.5 1'.S.C. I 18i) . prohibiting partisan

16 iiiticall activity" iPridcd. That tilt' Colnmission is author-

17 ized. after consulting the head of the appropriate department

18 or agency. to designate suitable irsons in the official service

19 of the 'nited Statss with their consent. to serve in these

20 positions. Special jury comnis-sioners are empowered to

21 subpela persons to testify and present documents under

-oath
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I TITLE TI-FEDERAL COURTS

2 JURY SELRCTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

3 SEC. 601. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

4 is amended to read as follows:

5 "f 1864. Duties, compensation, and methods of selecting

6 and drawing jurors

7 "(a) JuRY COMMISSiO.-A jury commission shall be

8 established in each judicial district, consisting of the clerk

9 of the court or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the

10 clerk and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the

11 district court. The jury commissioner shall be a citizen of

12 the United States of good standing, a resident of the dis-

13 trict, and, at the time of his appointment, shall not be a

14 member of the same political party as the clerk of the court

15 or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If

16 more than one jury commissioner is appointed, each may

17 be designated to serve in one or more of the places where

18 court is held, and the clerk and the jury commissioner so

19 designated shall constitute the jury commission for that

20 part of the district. In the event that a jury commissioner

21 is unable for any reason to perform his duties, another

22 jury commissioner may be appointed, as provided herein,

23 to act in his place until he is able to resume his duties.

24 "(b) JURY SELETION.-

25 "(i) In the performance of its duties, the jury
6.3-420 0- - 66- -. )'!)
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1 xommisaion shall act under the direction and supervision

2 of the child judge of the district.

3 "(i i) The names of persons who may be called for

4 gnd or petit jury service shall be obtained under a

5 sampling plan prepared by the jury commission with

6 the approval of the chief judge and designed to provide

7 a representative cross section of the population of the

8 judicial district without exclusion on the basis of race,

9 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

10 social status. The plan for obtaining such names and the

11 method for carrying out such plan shall be prepared in

12 consultation with and approved by the Director of the

13 Administrative Office of the United States Courts, who

14 may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the Census

15 for advice and assistance.

16 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

17 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than three

18 hundred qualified persons, publicly drawn by chance,

19 shall be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device.

20 "(iv) The names of jurors for service on grand and

21 petit juries shall be publicly drawn by chance from the

22 jury box, wheel, or similar device.

23 "(v) In determining whether persons whose names

24 are to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device

25 are qualified as jurors under section 1861 of title 28, as

Ann
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1 amended, the jury commission may use such questiou-

2 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the ap-

3 proval of the Director of the Administrative Office of

4 the United States Courts, may deem appropriate, in-

5 eluding the administration of oaths. The questionnaires

6 may be filled out by the individual or by another on his

7 behalf. With the approval of the chief judge, the jury

8 commission may designate deputy clerks and other em-

9 ployece in the office of the clerk of the court to assist the

0 oonmission in the performance of its duties, and to per-

form under its direction such of the detailed duties of the

12 commission as in the opinion of the chief judge could be

13 assigned to them.

14 "(c) RE)mos.-The jury commission shall keep reo-

15 ords of the names obtained under subsection (b) (ii) of

16 this section, the names of persons placed in the jury box,

17 wheel, or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned

18 by said persons, the names and race of the persons drawn

19 from the jury box, wheel, or similar device, the names of

20 these performing jury service, and the dates thereof and

21 such additional appropriate records as the chief judge may

22 direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of not

23 less than four years.

24 "(d) ENFORCEMENT BY COURT OF APPEAL.--On

25 application of any citizen residing in, or litigant in, any

603
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1 judicial district or of the Attorney General of the United

2 States, alleging that the jury selection procedures or record-

3 keeping requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c)

4 of this section are not being fully implemented, the United

5 States court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which said

6 judicial district is located shall, upon a showing thereof,

7 appoint jury commissioners responsible to said court of ap-

8 peals and direct such jury commissioners in the selection of

9 juries and the keeping of records in accordance with sub-

10 sections (b) and (c) of this section. Where evidence is

11 required for a determination by the court of appeals, the

12 court may hear the evidence itself or appoint a master to

13 act for it in accordance with law.

14 "(e) RETURN OF JURY SUPERViSION.-The court

15 of appeals may, on its own motion or on application of the

16 chief judge of the judicial district, approve the return of

17 supervision and control of the jury selection procedures to

18 the chief judge and to the jury commission for said judicial

19 district at any time when the court of appeals finds that

20 there is reasonable cause to believe that the jury selection

21 procedures and recordkeeping requirements prescribed in

22 subsections (b) and (c) of this section will be fully

23 implemented.

24 "(f) COMPENSATION.-Each jury commissioner ap-

604
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1 pointed on a part-time basis shall be compensated for his

2 services at the rate of $25 per day for each day in which

3 he actually and necessarily is engaged in the performance

4 of his official duties, to be paid upon certificate of the chief

5 judge of the district.

6 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a full-time basis

7 shall receive a salary to be fixed from time to time by the

8 Judicial Conference of the United States at a rate which, in

9 the opinion of the Judicial Conference, corresponds to that

10 provided by the Classification Act of 1949, as amended, for

11 positions in the executive branch with comparable responsi-

12 bilities.

13 "Each jury commissioner shall receive his traveling

14 and subsistence expenses within the limitations prescribed

15 for clerks of district courts while absent from his designated

16 post of duty on official business.

17 "(g) DELFGATIO.-Any of the powers or duties con-

18 ferred upon the chief judge under this section may be dele-

19 gated by him to another judge of the district: Provided,

20 however, That where part of a district by agreement or order

21 of court is assigned to one particular judge and he cus-

22 tomarily holds court there, as to such part of the district

605
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1 he shall perform the functions and fulfill the duties conferred

2 upon the chief judge in this section."

3 Sm. 602. Section 1861 (2) setting forth qualifications

4 of Federal jurors is amended by striking out the words

5 "read" and "write".

6 Smc. 603. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

7 lowing sentence to subsection (b): "If the district judge

8 determines that the ability to read or write English is reason-

9 ably required in order for jurors to perform their duties in

10 any particular case or cases, he shall be empowered to ex-

11 clude those who cannot read or write English, except that

12 no person shall be excluded on this ground who has com-

13 pleted the sixth grade in an English language school."

14 SEc. 604. Section 1871 is amended by striking the

15 words "$10.00 per day" and inserting in their place "$15.00

16 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by strik-

17 ing the words "$14.00 for each day" and inserting in their

18 place "$20.00 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater

19 for each day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of

20 $10.00 per day shall be allowed" and inserting in their place

21 "subsistence allowance given to Federal employees shall be

22 allowed"; and by striking the words "jury fees in excess of

606
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1 $10.00 per diem" and inserting in their place "jury fees in

2 excess of $15.00 per diem".

3 TITLE III-GENERAL PROVISIONS

4 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

5 SEC. 701. There are hereby authorized to be appropri-

6 ated such sums as are necessary to carry out the provisions

7 of this Act.

8 SEPARABILITY PROVISION

9 SEC. 702. If any provision of this Act or the application

10 thereof to ay person or circumstances is held invalid, the

11 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision to

12 other persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances

13 shall not be affected thereby.

607
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IN TiE, HOUSE OF REPRSENTATIVES

ir. Ii rni of (Califoria ititr tl ud the folhl ing bill; which was referred
it the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To assure the fair selection of jurors and enforce the equal

right to jry serve, and for other purposes.

1 le it cuacald by the Senate (and lou of Representa-

2 ti,,s of tie Uniitcd Saites of A.emerica in Congress assembled,

{ SIIORT TITLE

4 Sk:CFTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Jury Selec-

5 tion Act of 196(;1".

TITLE I-STATE COURTS

7 't:NOUuIlrOlN OF JURY DISQUALIFICATION BY REASON OF

S RACE OR COLOR

9 SF:(. 2. No citizen may be disqualified from service as

10 a grand or petit juror in any comut of the I'nited States or of

11 any St-ue on account of race or color.
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I TITLE I-STATH COURTS

2 J)I.AIIN ITJONS

.3 3ic.:. As uised ill this title-

4 (1I) itw' 1-u111t '' shall Iiiueal 21 v olrt oif -myV Stat ill

5 which fidcthiladiliis or. may b (]()Ie by j

6 (2) ".11rv- officers" Shall mean all persons, including

7 judgerts, liiviluig sjlp,jiVsEjIX- 1a utlioitNv O ()I- 0rtliJsiIii

8 ill NvIlolt- or3 ~ il:It fol*, the ((ll,1llitiul (if 1-t-nirt lists.

9 selection of A-t-nireneut'l, or- iuipilliig of jurlors ill orI for

10 111N. *jury court

11 ()"iSpeiad jm-Y* commiiissioner" shall mieani the Fed-

12 end~ oJfficer appo1Hinlted miider partt 2 of this title;

1:1 (4) ''( oluitv' shall Ilean counitY or parish; andl(

14 (5~) "Shll'' is dlirec(tive( "a is permllissivet.

15) EXEMPTION OFi COUNTIES (OR ('(J"RTS BIY Till-. ATTOCNIEW

16 (H:NI:JeRAL

17 104'c. t. The Attorney C('nt-ral imay, biy p)I~bicfltion ill

18 the(- F(ede'ral Register. witlllra w certifica tionJ of anyv par-

19 tivilar (comityV or (oImft l1iI(1r sections 1041 or 20)2, if lhe

20 is sa.tisfied( tha,.t, withlin Ihe five years preceding stidi wvith-

21 (il~l hs1~hf~t~~sof venlirenlell or jurors onl account

22 of nice or color therein have been few inl number and have

23 heICll jiroinjthY and1 effectively corrected iiy the StaIte jiidiciih

25 that there is no reasonable probability of their recurr~ing in
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1 the future: Provided, That the Attorney General shall have

2 11 power, prior to or otherwise than by publishing such

3 withdrawal, to stay or mitigate any provision of this title.

4 P.T 1-K-]:Voi1 ].QUIE!) To BE KEPT BY STATE

5 COURTS

6 CRITERIA OF APPLICATION

7 S.(% 101. The Attorney General shall certify and pul-

8. lisli in the Federal Register a list of every county in which:

9 (1) mre than 10 per centumn of the persons re-

10 siding therein are nonwhite; and

it (2) (A) racial segregation in any public or private

12 &,stilbisliment or facility or other place was required

13 iy 1he state, fir 11y 1geicy or political subdivision

14 .thereof, within five years preceding January 1, 1967; or

15 (B) dett'rninationS, either individually or as a.

16 part of a larger political init, at the time of such certi-

17 fiction, require Conpliance with section 4 (a) of the

18 Voting Rights Act of 1965 (79 Stat. 438).

19 The publication of sudil Certifica tion shall constitute no-
20 1ice to tev jury offer of the out of the binding effect

21 of this title upon hin and the jury court which le serves.

22 API'OINTMENT OI) STATE ?EOI)KEIEPIN(1 OFFIC(E.FiS

23 SEt". 14)2. (a) Withiin thirty days after the pIblicatioil

24 of certification purluant to section 101, each jury court ill

25 the county shall appoint one or more supervisors to collect,

26 compile, maintain, and exhibit the information specified in
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I the forms prepared pursuant to section 103 and shall direct

2 the jury officers to cooperate with the supervisors in these

3 tasks. Sich supervisors shall regularly obtain the forms and

4 shall answer them fully from their personal observation, or

5 by attachment of sworn statements from the jury officers.

6 The supervisors shall complete, file, and exhibit the forms

7 according to the regulations made by the Attorney General

8 pursuant to sections 103 and 501, filing the original with

9 the A ttorney General and retaining one or more copies which

10 shall, at all reasonable times, be open for public inspection

11 and duplication. These records shall be compiled, kept,

12 and exhibited for five years succeeding the year in which the

13 jury court initiates compliance with this title.

14 (b) The supervisors shall also keep and exhibit, in the

15 same manner and for the same period, the records of jury

16 selection regularly made by the jury court, including all

17 extant records of jury selection for the past fifteen years.

18 RECORDS OF JURY SELECTION

19 SEC. 103. The Admiistrative Office of the United

20 States Courts shall distribute, upon request of a supervisor

21 appointed under section 102, forms designed to elicit com-

22 prehensive specific information concerning the process of

23 jtry selection and racial composition of juries in courts bound

24 by this part. Such forms shall include an enumeration, by

25 name, race, and occupation of persons (A) selected for the

611
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1 venire lists, and (11) persons called for jury ditty, and (C)

2 persons inpancled or rejected for jury service, including

3 dates of service or manner of rejection or challenge, and such

4 other information bearing on the composition of juries as

5 tlie Attorney Genrll l shall designate.

6 STATES REIMIII ) I,'Olt I. 1'INSITs INI'IWR.) BY

7 COM PLIANCE

8 ASI.. 104. The Treisurer of the United States is hereby

9 authorized to pay, upon submission by any supervisor or

10 other authorized representative of a court bouid by this part,

11 reasonable expenditures necessitated by compliance there-

12 with. Any refusal to pay -ueh a claim may be questioned

13 only by an action in the Court of Claims.

14 CRITERIA OF NONCOMPLIANCE

15 &,c. 10.5. (a) Neither the niecessity of compliance with

16 State law or county ordinance, nor the failure of any person

17 to comply or ('oolnlite in Coinplyiig with this title, shall

18 excuse any court bound thereby for substaittial failure to

19 comply with this title, for the purple of a determination

20 under section 202 (2) (A).

21 (b) A jury court shall be deemed to have failed sub-

22 stantiahly to have complied with this part whenever its rec-

2 ords are so deficient as to preclude the making of a deter-.

24 ruination as to certifiability under section 202(2) (A).

612
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1 PART 2-A 11I1'OUNTIM ENT OF SPECIAL ,JURY

2 (o " II Is xFUIs

3 COMILJA'N'ON OF1"MENIU LISTS

4 201c . (a ) J1Iinmi i t toi t'e I't(jI (1 o f a specil I priY

5 'ommIissione'r, or of a emtiri of the I iiited States ill an act ion

:1ide'(t)t I h I r.ai tilt. of Il ( c. I -~ 11 ' ilI

7 111taieveie itwhq-v't theed j(0( ' tOw .1ccific'I

8 jinrisdi('tiioll Jrovidc~d, Thant tile Iireaii miay prepanre stui

9 11 list for ally july~ ctiiu ill the 1Iulited Sti t(s 11ljl Ill te '.,nt

10 (if thle A attorney' General, or of tile officers oif t1atc 1 nt The

] I naliq's of teuitatlivo. X-4 r.114 .14.11 'lu;111lo I 1. 1 il -11 mul iii.l :1 %;l11l-

12 jpling pilan de(signied to provlide a I('Islit.'S iti Ct' (1(sS-s('(i0Iou

14 ((uhfr, s~x, political or* religions afliliatioji, natlioall origiii.

15or econoni or* social stat.-I..

16 (bi) I' pon rll ltfcat l'i of a coul~l uut 'su'l tlit toi Nectio411

17 24 )2, theliv'il' Service( ('.ommiis,4411i shall appijoint (lint or lolt'

18 special jilry comsioes as it shall deti apprjiopriate. to

19 5('l'vc thet jillY (oults oft tlht (i)IIYt. Thflt ccieial jIuI, .Y 11

"0 Imiision1cI.. '11,111 hof.1o1e1 a . cjliec 11I Illbc~riuirit Ow the imee

21 of each(. 111 I),,('t ,asiulg hr. ith j4~t(lt~ f' lfh

22 ;aliIition,. 01'Oht. WiC teiitafivt'e '.f'IiI andi of-flitiII'

23 tJIl(' on jl.i' i!e vtt :w I,;'ud h l

24 ('oliltit's cet'ified tuid(' section 202 State (jtw:ItitolIIS c-

25 laItiuug to) (wi'shi of pi. ij'ert v. pa 1I'iito(i tam".. reit'i''-a-



c~ a~ ~eo

1 tion or i'oting in any election, gr sex, shall Azot be enforced

2 to disqualify any person froni jury service: An~d provided

31 further, That literacy or superior education or inteligence

4 requii-elncuts sli11 be deemaed satiie4 by the completion of

5 the sixthli jruury grade in any English-language, public
6 sehtm)i in, or any private mehool accredited by, any State or

7 territory or the lDi-srict of Coluhiii. lIpeiaul jury tviWuis-
8 siir shall excise othecrwise itiaified Yenirenuen, at their

9 re'que~st, fromia jitry duity lay rentmu of verified *lhardsh ip, bot,
10 where anay kmubstial number or class or persoxas exemd

11 for hardlshaip would be able to Pera'e if coxupewsted i ac-

12 cordauct, with vetion 1871 of titlv' 28 of thr United States
13 ('ode, the speciml jowy cwumism4oner is ;ithorjzcd dud (fir
14 rected to ,uakc itvale,~~ cetw aiwh. ITp~mm ewav
13 piling the veuire huts, the spciWx jury ivowujssio~tvr shall
165 give u"$ke of, their ,avail"Wiity lby i Cgistcrt4 xw1fil to eAICh;
17 judge of itry court ji the caay

18 (F~)' Within twezaly sAY# aftr Xneivef* kaidA w14ice, the

19 jury lfienr W1,04 pa'oeee4 to $L~kT~t All jpror hy. Wo frwi tlJ.
.! e5iT' list ProvI~~idedl. No juror sbJ4illk rIm-m coln or ex-

21 eluded by jury officers; except for prejudice. ~PPciml jur-Y

Scoawauis6sio~wrs s14141l be entitle to t.hmrve and siperv'se the

2 mre w)ep~rmd, and to reasonsab m" f;u o the clircut record&

*.1
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1 of jury selectiou for such courts. The proceedings of any

2 jury court otherwise conducted shall be null and void: Pro-

3 video Thet the verdicts of juries imneled prior to twenty

4 days after the aingof such notificaton shl not be affected

5 by this section: And prided further, That this section shall

6 not operatetop ypersontwicy

7 CRITERL& OF &PPUCATION

8 8 .202. The A ey enr U certifyy an pub-

9 lish the Fed Registe alfist loeve y

10 1i peofthe

11 dents nonwhi

12 (Ap Mfinonwhite

13 residen of ju ris one and one-hal

14 tmesth rcenn who a nonwhi

15 roieThat ete of ora corn on

16 of population de on e bsis of iates

17 submi by the Bureau of the Census, a the deter-

18 mination of them ju

lit may be based on evidence for any twelve'1elths in

20 the previous two years; or

21 (B) encompassing the jurisdiction of any court

which, within five years previous to such certification,

23 twas determined by a final judgment of a court of the

A United States or of the State, to have disqualified jurors

or veiremnen on account of their race or color; or
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1 (C) hound under pal 1, but one or more courts of

2 which have substantially failed to comply "herewith; or

3 (D) subject to a determination pursuant to section

4 4 (b) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (79 Stat. 438)

5 which, after the passage of that Act, either individually

6 or as part of 11 larger political ilit, discontinued or for-

7 bade the selection of jurors primarily from voter registra-

8 tion lists.

9 The publication of such certification shall constitute notice to

10 every jury officer of the county of the binding effect of this

11 part upon him and the jury court which he serves.

12 ADMINTSTRATTVE REVIEW OF NEW JURY QUALIFICATIONS

13 SEC. 203. Any jury qualification or standard, practice,

14 or procedure different from that in force before the effective

15 date of this title, shall have no effect in any county bound

16 by this part, unless it has been submitted by the chief legal

17 officer of the county to the Attoniey General and the Attor-

18 ney General haq failed within sixty days after such sub-

19 mission to certify that it has the purpose or will have the

20 effect of denying or abridging the equal right to jury service.

21 WITHDRAWAL OF SPJ1XiIAL JURY COMMISSIONERS

22 SEc. 204. (a) The Civil Service Commission .shall

23 maintain special jury commissioners in the county for a

24 period of three years. This period may be extended to a

I~ ~
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J total not exceeding ten years upon animal certification of

2 the Attorney General, or, in the absence of such certifica-

3 tion, finding by a court of the united States, that their

4 continued presence is needed to assure compliance with

5 section 2.

6 (i) After tile withdiraval of the special jury conmlis-
7 si(oe.s, the provisions of plart 1 shall b)e biding oi,(n

8 each jury court within their previos jurisdiction for a

9 period of five years. Substantial failure to comply with that

10 part, or the existence of a statistical discrepancy described

11 in section 202 (2) (A), shall ie certified and pui)lished in

12 the Federal Register by the Attorney General. Such cer-

13 tification shall effect, anti such publication shall give notice

14 of, the reapl)lication of this part to the county, and tile jury

15 officers thereof.

16 RECORI)KEEPING BY SPECIAL JURY COMMISSIONERS

17 SEC. 205. During their terms of service, the special

is jury commissioners shall obtain the fonns issued pursualt

to section 103 and shall make, keel), and exhibit the infor-

mation required by the forms, filing the original with the

21 Attorney General and reporting therein such other infornia-

22 tion as he may specify.

63t-420 0-6- --.. 40
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I PART 3-JUDIJ)CIAt REMEDIES AND ENFORCEMENT

2 JUDICIAL ENFORCEMENT

3 SEC. 301. (a) Any person mentioned in section 304

4 may initiate in any I'nited States district court having

5 jurisdiction ove'r the defendant an action to enforce any

6 duty imposed by, or regulation issued pursuant to, this title.

7 The district court shall enforce, without reference to section

8 22, '8:' of title 28, United States Code, any such duty or

9 regulation, upon receiving proof of its binding application

10 to Ithe defendant: PIovided, That in the absence of any

11 certification required' or authorized by this title, the court

12 shall issue findings to the same effect. The court shall

13 retain jurisdition for five years after enforcing such dity

14 or regulation, granting such further relief as may be neces-

15 sary to enforce the provisions of this title or to otherwise

16 assure compliance with section 2.

17 () A pattern or practice of systematic disqualification

is of grand'or petit jurors on account of race or color slhll

19 be grounds for reni-oval within section 1443 of title 28,

20 United States Code. . rebuttable presumption of such

21 pattern o practice justifying removal, or affirmative relief

22 within section 304, shall be raised by proof of substantial
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1 statistical disparity between cligile' W'"r"sis of any race or

2 color in such jurisdi.tioi m(d lersois of that race or color

3 actually serving on juries therein. A conclusive presump-

4 tion (f discrimination justifyiing removal shall be raised by

5 proof that a court bound thereby has stubstaitiilly failed

6 to comply with pait 2.

JUDICIAL REVIEW ,

8 SEc. 302. In au action initiated against t1io United

9 States by the county or State embracijig the jiiri.dictio11 of

10 aiy court bound by parts 1 or 2, th' 1 ijtcd States Jistrict

11 Court for the District of Coluanibiat may re-tti u tie applica-

12 tion to such court of any provision of those pIrt, or any

13 certification or regulation miade pursulnt thereto, upon

14 finding-

15 (1) that tile provisioll, certjfication r1 regulation,

16 or the application thereof, is for any reasoji invalid; or

17 (2) that the factual certificatiou affecting that court

18 is inconsistent with the pWeponderance of the evidence;

19 or

20 (3) that, within five years preceding tile fililkg of

21 the action any disqualifications of venirenien or jurors

22 on account of their race or color in tile jury court have

23 been few in number and have been promptly and effec-

24 tively corrected by the State judicial system, and that

their contiuiig effect has bcen eliminated, id that
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1 there is no reasonable probability of their recurring in

2 the future.

3 Except as otherwise specifitally provided in this title. no

4 other coint shall halve jurisdiiction to issue any judgment or

5 order interfering with or bindering the application, execu-

6 tion, enforceinent, or effect of parts 1 or 2.

7 (b) Actions pursuaint to this section or section 301 (a)

8 shall be heard and determined by a court of three judges in

9 accordance with the provisions of section 2284 of title 28,

10 United States Code, and any appeal shall lie to the Supreme

11 Court. The initiation of such an action shall establish the

12 United States districtt Court for the District of Columbia

1:1 as a votrl with jurisdiction over the affected jury court

14 within stwtioi 301 (a)

15 DEFENI)ANT'S ('HALIENGE iN) JURIES IMPANELED UNDER

16 PART 2

17 Swc. 303. Any defendant crininally arraigned in a jury

18 court bound by part 2 may initiate an action to invalidate

19 the jury in his case, immediately after it is impaneled. Such

20 an action shall be initiated against the jury court and the

21 Attorney General, in the United States district court for the

22 district embracing the jury court, and such initiation shall

23 operate, to stay State procedings: Provided, That, where the

24 action appears frivolous, it shall be expeditiously dismissed.

UJOV
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I I'1.I. proper lprnmf, div (listrict co.o1 .,ihi lI i.sile it d .II ralf'ory

2 jildgilVIItii. t ti the 4',,11l)OSitiill Of tile jILry hIs Abridged the

3 jtlaintitT's rights miider tle (C'onstitution. A after lie jiidgniient

4 has ie 'ofe hial tile il'ii(I jiii .lui IIh (si.'ll lii.-.wd mid i(e

5 trijl restinned with a jilrY ill tle selectiOll of wviihh thle jill.

6 otli(ers hall cooperate vith the special jury (Oil ilissiir.

7 No challenge to any jury impunek'd consoliuiltly to this title

8 shall otherwise be heard.

9 IDEPENI)ENT CAUSE, )1' ACTION AGAINST JJURY

10 EXCLUSION

11 SEC. 304. The rights created by section 2 may be en-

12 forced independently of, or jointly with, any other action

13 createded by this or any other Act in aiy United States district

14 court haviuig jiirisdictiot over one or mare of tle dtfeidmits.

15 Suelh actions ittay lie iiitiated (I) Iy (lit Attoroney liberal.

16 or (2) by any lrson residing within the jurisdiction if 1.

17 jury court which systematically disqualifies citizens of his

18 race or color as grand or petit jurors, or (3) by any

19 party to jury proceediiigs in slwh a jury court. Without re-

20 grard to section 2283 of title 28, United States Code, all

21 ordinary and extraordinary remedies within the powers of

22 the courts of the United States, including the assignment of

62 1
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1 special jury conuiiissioners, shall be granted when necessary

2 to enforce section 2.

3 ENFORCEMENT OF PROCESS

4 SI:( :o)5. Any person or agency authorized by this title

5 to issiie subipenas or other process may enforce such process

6 by an action in any United States district court having juris-

7 diction over the defendant.

8 PART 4---CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT

9 'FAIL IKE TO COMPLY WITH TITLE

10 Sif. 401. Any imipervisor or jury officer bound thereby

11 who shall knowingly fail or refuse to comply with any re-

12 quirement of this title shall be fined not more than $1,000

13 or im)irisoned for not longer than one year, or both.

14 FA',-I AKUNI)DS OR TESTIMONY; DESTRUCTION OF RECORDS

15 SFul. 402. Any person, whether or not their lawful or

16) proper cus,,todian, who knowingly destroys, mutilates, con-

7 ceals, alters, or falsifies, or falsely presents, any record,

18 document, or statement required or authorized by this title,

19 or any sudpena or order pursuant thereto, to be made, filed,

20 kept, exhibited, or presented, shall be fined not less than

21 $500 nor more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than

one year, or both.
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1 INTERFERENCE WITlt TITLE, ITS ADMINISTRATORS, OR

2 JURYMEN

3 ks'. 403. Any person, whether acting under color of

4 law or o.therwise, who, by act or threat of physical or eco-

5 nowic coercion, iatentionally-

6 (1) hinders the operation or effect of any provision

7 of this title, or of any decree, certification, regulation,

8 finding, or court order issued pursuant thereto, or intim-

9 idates any person in or for performing or urging or

10 aiding the performance of any act required or author-

11 ized thereby; or

12 (2) intimidates any person in or for serving as a

13 venireman or juror pursuant to this title br doing or

14 urging or aiding the doing of any awt toward or in fur-

15 therane of such service

16 shall be imprisoned for not more than one year or fined not

17 less than $500 nor more than $1,000, or both. If the act or

18 threat was carried out with a deadly weapon, or was in-

19 tended to cause death or serious bodily harm, he shall be in-

20 prisoned for not less than one nor more than ten years. If

21 the act or threat results in death, he shall be imprisoned for

22 any term of years not less than twenty.

23 CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY OR ATTEMPT

24 SEC. 404. Any person, whether acting under color of

25 law or otherwise, who conspires or attempts to commit any
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1 (111m111 itit ojed ill tlis pa ii, Shall lbe pii-iiedi as if lIe( ha1d

3 PRE VENT! VE; ICEL EF; MA NDATIORY DAMAGES

4 Si.:'. 40)5. (a ) Wheiiever there are*( reasonable grounds

5 to believe t hat anyi pel-si ha ('iignil o (i s a bout 14o en1gage

7 (listl-iet e-otirt ha 1vilig jilii(licti( iiiii tli(' (1heteI It or hi

8 (Ei-(onsiiiaitiirs, plirstia it to a 1 cii actioni iuistitiite'd bY tile

9 person tllreateie( or aggrie'vedl. or by the A attorney' Genueral.

10 111111' (1,41iit prvitv £-dicj, iaaciaitii plrI1iiiiceit ori temlpo-

1 rar iiijIliitioii. restrlliiig oirder, order for tie positing Elf a

12 comlihance bond, or other Eorder.

13 (b) Whenever any per nis proved 14 a e iemra ged ill

14 Slich crnimina~l coiidiiet, jirelveiitiie relief, adequate (lailila1ges,

IA reasouahhe. court and appjellate costs Sha11l (aind pilunitive

it; damages miay) he gr-anted to the person aggrieved thereby

17 or his heirs.

is (c) Ill flliV actioni lituder sutiseetionl (bi) , the( d11aliare.s

19 exclusivee of pmnil0tive duiuii14iges) for anl act or threat (if phys.-

24) iea eerek i shallj Ilie: ~1,) Ofor . pplreelsion or ilnilor ill-

21 jinv ; 81,40for iiiiiiitiiiig or. other serious Iojill in j - '

22 425.000H for death: o r sich higher amount as. the j .v hl

23 fix: fProridh'd. That, where fte record indicates the dam11ages

24 spieeifio'd herein to hie exessive. theY~ shall bie reduced aceordI

2illl by~hVh thme voiiirt defel-iiiiiig liability.
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1 PART 5---ISCELLANY

2 ATTORNEY GENERAL TO MAKE REGULATIONS

3 SEC. 501. Such regulations as the Attorney Gcneral shall

4 issue and publish in the Federal Register regulations imple-

5 eecnting the provisions and policies of parts 1 and 2 and

6 governing compliance therewith, shall be binding upon every

7 jury court bound by those parts.

8 JUDICIAL COGNIZAXCE OF CE RTIFICATIONS

9 SIc. 502. Except as provided in section "02, every

10 certification inade pursuant to this title shall be conclusive

11 upon every court and agency of the United States and of

12 every State. No inference may be drawn from the with-

13 drawal of any certification or from the failure or refusal

14 of any officer or employee of the United States to make

15 any certification or regulation required or authorized by

16 this title.

17 GENERAL SURVEY OF CONDITIONS; ATTORNEY GENERAL

18 MAY SPECIFY INVESTIGATION OF PARTICULAR AREAS

19 SEC. 503. The Bureau of the Census, in cooperation

20 with the Administrative Office of the United States Courts,

21 shall conduct a survey and make a report to the President

do" and the Congress within two years following the effective

625
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1 date of this title concerning racial, economic, and other

2 demographic factors determining the racial composition of

3 juries in the various States, including studies in depth of

4 the past and present practices in areas or courts designated

5 by the Attorney General.

6 JURY COMMISSIONERS

7 SEC. 504. Special jury commissioners and other persons

8 deemed necessary to carry out the provisions and purposes

9 of this title shall be appointed, compenvted, and separated

10 without regard to the provisions of any statute administered

11 by the Civil Service Commission and service under this part

12 shall not be considered employment for the purposes of any

13 statute administered by the Civil Service Commission, ex-

14 cept for the provisions of section 9 of the Act of August 2,

15 1939, as amended (5 U.S.C. 118i), prohibiting partisan

16 political activity: Provided, That the Commission is author-

17 ized, after consulting the head of the appropriate department

18 or agency, to designate suitable persons in the official service

19 of the United States, with their consent, to serve in these

20 positions. Special jury commissioners are empowered to

21 subpena persons to testify and present documents under

22 oath.

626
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1 TITLE II-FEDERAL COURTS

2 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

3 SEC. 601. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

4 is amended to read as follows:

5 "51864. Duties, compensation, and methods of selecting

6 and drawing jurors

7 "(a) JuY CoMMIsoN..-A jury commission shall he

8 established in each judicial district, consisting of the clerk

9 of the court or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for tle

10 clerk and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the

11 district court. The jury commissioner shall be a citizen of

12 the United States of good standing, a resident of the dis-

13 trict, and, at the time of his appointment, shall not be a

14 member of the same political party a the clerk of the court

15 or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If

16 more than one jury commissioner is appointed, each may'

17 be designated to serve in one or more of the places where

18 court is held, and the clerk and the jury commissioner so

19 designated shall constitute the jury commission for that

20 part of the district. In the event that a jury commissioner

21 is unable for any reason to perform his duties, another

22 jury commissioner may be appointed, as provided herein,

23 to act in his place until he is able to resume hds duties.

24 "(b) JURY Su mIoN.-

25 "(i) In the performance of its duties, the jury
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1 commission shall act under the direction and supervision

2 of the chief judge of the district.

3 "(i i) The names of persons who may be called for

4 grand or petit jury service shall be obtained under a

5 sampling plan prepared by the jury commission with

6 the approval of the chief judge and designed to provide

7 a representative cross section of the population of the

8 judicial district without exclusion on the basis of race,

9 color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or

10 social status. The plan for obtaining such names and the

11 method for carrying out such plan shall be prepared in

12 consultation with and approved by the Director of the

13 Administrative Office of the United States Courts, who

14 may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the Census

15 for advice and assistance.

16 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

17 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than three

18 hundred qualified persons, publicly drawn by chance,

19 shall be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device.

20 "(iv) The names of jurors for service on grand and

21 petit juries shall be publicly drawn by chance from the

22 jury box, wheel, or similar device.

23 "(v) In determining whether persons whose names

24 are to be placed in the jumy box, wheel, or similar device

25 are qualified as jurors under section 1861 of title 28, as

628
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1 amended, the jury commission may use such question-

2 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the ap-

3 proval of the Director of the Administrative Oflke of

4 the United States Courts, may deem appropriate, in-

5 eluding the administration of oaths. The questionnaires

6 may be filled out by the individual or by another on his

7 behalf. With the approval of.the chief judge, the jury

8 commission may designate deputy clerks and other ean-

9 ployees in the office of the clerk of the court to assist the

10 commission in the performance of its duties, and to per-

11 fonn under its direction such of the detailed duties of the

12 commission as in the opinion of the chief judge could be

13 assigned to then).

1.4 " (c) Rcoaws.-Th e july commission shall keep ree-

15 ords of the names obtained under subsection (h) (ii) of

16 this section, the naies of persons placed in the jury box,

17 wheel, or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned

18 by -id persons, the names and race of the persons drawn

19 front thie jmmy box, wheel, or similar device, the iamites of

2(0 Jie-e pemf,,im i lj')" ir'. ;,i,,l Iw14 Ie . Ihwl'Cie ,l ;and

21 such additional appropriate record as tihe chief judge nmay

22 (direct. S1.h recod'll be retained for a period of not

2:1 less tlhan four years.

21 "(d) E]NFOIR('A",MEI.,NT BY COURT OF APPEAL.-On

25 application of any citizen residing in, or litigant in, any
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judicial district or of the Attorney General of the United

2 States, alleging that the jury selection procedures or record-

3 keeping requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c)

4 of this section are not being fully implemented, the United

5 States court of appeals for the judicial circit in which maid

6 judicial district is located shall, upon i showing thereof,

7 tpp)int jury connissioners responsible to maid court of ap-

8 l .and direct such jury conmiissioners in the selection (of

9 juries and the keeping of records in ticcordan'ce with sub-

10 sectios (b) and (c) of this sectioi. Where evidence is

11 required for a (l'tl'erittioI by the court of appeals, the

12 court may hear the evidence itself or all)oint a waster to

13 11.t for it in 11cor'inie, with lw.

14 "(e) lI,-'. OI " .YlTI: St)i rlhI n'l .- The court

M of appeals waV, oll its OWI Iotii (or onl alioli iov i of the

16 chief judge of the judicial di triet, lpirove the I'ttill' (f

17 sulp-ei'isimi iId control of the jly stlecTlion lriot'(|ll'('.s to

18 the chief judge and to the jiiry eoniiiission for maid judicial

19 district at iy tine whaei the 'loit of appeil. finds imt

20 Ibricc i. I*Cat ilalu ; Ieh illtc it) I belic%' 1 h' I th e j.1 sleclill

21 rlotedure.s and recordkeelting requirenients prescribed in

22 .alietii (I)) il,( (c) of thi.sm section will Ile filly

23 illiilll eiile(.

24 "(r) ('o.wi'l'N.XTlOX.-Enelh jury collmissOlier alp-

Alan
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1 pointed on a part-time basis shall be compensated for his

2 services at the rate of $25 per day for each day in which

3 he actually and necessarily is engaged in the performance

4 of his official duties, to be paid upon certificate of the chief

5 judge of the district.

6 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a full-time basis

7 shall receive a salary to be fixed from time to time by the

8 Judicial Conference of the United States at a rate which, in

9 the opinion of the Judicial Conference, corresponds to that

10 provided by the Classification Act of 1949, as amended, for

11 positions in the executive branch with comparable responsi-

12 bilities.

13 "Each jury commissioner shall receive his traveling

14 and subsi3tence expenses within the limitations prescribed

15 for clerks of district courts while absent from his designated

16 post of duty on official business.

17 "(g) DELEGATION.-Any of the powers or duties con-

18 ferred upon the chief judge under this section may be dele-

19 gated by him to another judge of the district: Provided,

20 however, That where part of a district by agreement or order

21 of court is assigned to one particular judge and iie cus-

22 tomariy holds court there, as to such part of the district

681
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1 he shall perform the functions and fulfill the duties conferred

2 upon the chief judge in this section."

3 SEC. 602. Section 1861 (2) setting forth qualifications

4 of Federal jurors is amended by striking out the words

5 "read" and "write".

6 SEc. 603. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

7 lowing sentence to subsection (b): "If the district judge

8 determines that the ability to read or write English is reason-

9 ably required in order for jurors to perform their duties in

10 any particular case or cases, he shall be empowered to ex-

11 clude those who cannot read or write English, except that

12 no person shall be excluded on this ground who has coin-

13 pleted the sixth grade in an English language school."

14 Sre. 604. Section 1871 is amended by striking the

15 words "$10.00 wr day" and inserting in their place "$15.00

16 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by strik-

17 ing the words "$14.00 for each day" and inserting in their

18 place "$20.00 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater

19 for each day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of

20 $10.00 per day shall be allowed" and inserting in their place

21 "subsistence allowance given to Federal employees shall be

22 allowed"; and by striking the words "jury fees in excess of

632
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1 $10(.00) per diemu" and inisertinig ill their place '"jury fees ill

2 e'xcess oif $15.00( per (diemil.

3 TITLE 111-U EjNERAL PR1'OVISIONS

4 At"VIIOW61ZAION OF APPl'OPMUA11lONS

5 Si.:c(. 7m1. There are hierebyv allllorizedl to lic poIi

6 ated stieh siils as aIre ICCs Vto (JIn i m' it th e p~rovisionsI

7 of this Act.

8 SE'PAJAIIllIAITY NWISION

9 '11. 70 2. If aniy plI)isi1 (it' this A ct Ill* t he apjphiut 1im i

10 their'of to ally pe-sl 411. 1lciin J11114c s l( is i hil. (hei

11 1eila itider~ oif the A ct at ld flie a ppicahim) fit' ic pri vi ~nim toI

12 (ithie. t-rjerjiis i1()t silijia l.v11 sit ua ed oll (o (otlir ci lclia lico.s

13 shall ntot be affected ther'eby.

63-420 0-66-41
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80rzE CONGRESS

2 H. K. 14113

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

'MARCH 29,1966
Mr. Ri.sN1'K introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-

mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To assure the fair selection of jurors and enforce the equal right.

to jury service, and for other pinrposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of Anerica in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Jury Selection Act of

4 1966".

5 Sc. 2. No citizen may Ie disqualified from service

6 as a grand or petit juror in any court of the United States

7 or of any State on account of race or color.

8 Sxe. 3. DrFJFNITION.-As used in this Act-

9 (1) "Jury court" shall mean a court of any State in

10 which factfinding is or may be done by jury;

11 (2) "Jury officers" shall mean all persons, including

634
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1 judges, having supervisory authority over, or responsibility

2 in whole or in part for, the compilation of venire lists,

3 selection of veniremen, or impaneling of jurors in or for any

4 jury court;

5 (3) "Juror" or "venireman," unless otherwise specified,

6 shall not include a grand juror;

7 (4) "Special jury commissioner" shall mean the Fed-

8 eral officer appointed under title II of this Act;

9 (5) "County" shall mean county or parish; and

10 (6) "Shldl" is directive While "may" is permissive.

.11 Sic. 4. EXEMiTIO'()N OF ('4)tNTIIS OR Cot'IT BY 'Tll,

12 AT'WUT)IN GEI]NEIt.'IJ 4I,.-Tl A t l(y (hellal' timay, by plih-

13 li(.atioll ill tile Ie(enl Register, withdraw certification of

14 any particular county or court umder sections 101 or 202, if

15 lie is satisfied that, within the five years preceding such

16 withdrawal, disqualifications of veniremnen or jurors on

17 account of race or color therein have been few in number

18 and have been promptly anl effectively corrected by the

19 State judicial system, a,,d that their continuing efect has

20 been eliminated and that there is no reasonable probability

21 of their recurring in the future: Prorided, That tihe Attorney

22 General shall have no power, prior to or otherwise than by

23 publishing su,'h withdrawal, to stay or litigate any provision

24 of this Act.

635
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1 TITLE I-RE('RDS REQUIRE) TO BE KEPT BY

2 STATE COURTS

3 8rc. 101. ('nITECIA OF' A PLICATiO'.-The Attorney

4 General shall ertil'y id l blish ill the Fedceral Register a

5 list of ev ery .'oiity ill which-

6 (1) more than 10 per centum of the persons

7 residillg thertii are nonwhite; and

8 (2) (. ) rat'ial t'-gregation in ally public or private

9 (staiddislillivi(t .' k.I(.ility or Etlhr ilave was required by

10 the State or a ny agel(y or political subdivision thereof,

11 within five yvearls iecedimg the effective date of this

12 Act; or

13 (B) dettrmiiiatiOis, either individually or as a

14 part of a larger political imit at the tine of such certifi-

15 cation require compliance with setiom 4 (a) of Seventy-

16 ninth Statuteg at Large, page 437 (Voting Rights Act

17 of 1965) The ilmldieation of such certification shdl

18 constitute notice to every jttry officer of the comty of the

19 binding effect of this title uponi him aud the jury court

20 which he serve:.

21 SEC. 102. APPoIxTMi.X'r 01' STATE. [tE(I(hKEI1WIKN...(;

22 OFFICES.-(a) Within thirty days after the publication

23 of certification prsuant to section 1, each jury court in

24 the comity shlil al)oiiit onle o r more ,,lrvisors to collect,
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1 compile, maintain, and exhibit the information specified in

2 the forms prepared pursuant to section 103 and shall direct

3 tile jury officers to cooperate with the survivors in these tasks.

4 Such supervisors shall regularly obtain the fon. and shall

5 answer them fully from their personal observation, or by

6 attachment of sworn statements from the jury officers. Tile

7 supervisors shall complete, file, and exhibit the forms accord-

8 ing to the regulations made by the Attorney General pursu-

9 ant to sections 103 and 501, filing the original with the At-

10 torney General and retaining one or more copies which shall,

11 at all reasonable times, be open for public inspection and ap-

12 plication. These records shall be coniPied, kept, and exhib-

13 ited for five years succeeding the year in which the certifi-

14 cation become effective.

15 (b) The supervisors shall also keel) and exhibit, in the

16 same manner and for the same period, the records of jury se-

17 lection regularly made by tile jury court, including all extant

18 past records of jury selections made within the past fifteen

19 years.

20 S,(. 103. R]xm, l s oF .I'H" SEJY( "TJon.-T'sh Ad-

21 miinistrIative Office of tile Un1ited Slates ( courts shall distri)-

22 ute, upon request of a supervisor appointed under section

23 102, forms designed to elicit comprehensive specific infor-

24 mation concerning the process of jury selection and racial

25 composition of juries in courts bound by this title. Such

63P
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1 forms shall include all enumeration, by nane, race, and occu-

2 pation of persons (A) selected for the venire lists, and (B)

3 whose names are otherwise called for jury duty, and (C)

4 impaneled or rejected for jury service, including dates of

5 service or manner of rejection or challenge, and such other in-

6 formation bearing on the composition of juries as the Attor-

7 ney Genend shall designate.

8 Sic. 104. STATES REIMBURSED FOR EXImIENSs Is-

9 CUR II )i Commm i.-The Treasurer of the Unmited

10 States is hereby authorized to pay, upon submission by any

11 supervisor or other authorized representative of a court

12 bound by this title, reasonabIle expenditures necessitated by

13 c.ompliance therewith. Any refusal to pay such a claim

14 may be fjlestiol(ld only by ll a(ctioII in the Court of Claims.

15 SEC. 105. CITEIA O1 NONCOMPLIANCE.- (a)

16 Neither the necessity of compliailco with State law or county

17 ordinance, nor the failure of any person to comply or co-

18 operate in complying with this Act, shall excuse any court

19 bound thereby for substantial failure to comply with this

20 Act.

21 (b) A jury court shall be deemed to have failed sub-

22 stantiaily to have complied with this title whenever its

23 records are so deficient as to preclude the making of a de-

24 termination as to certifiability under section 202 (2) (A).
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1 TITLE I-A PIOINTMENT OF. SEl(IAh1i JURY

2 COMMISSIONERS

3 SEc. 201. FE-DERAL OFFICERS TO COMPILE VENINEI

4 LIs'rs.-p(Jii certification of a county lIrsitant to section

5 202, the Civil Service Comilsion shall appoint oe. or

6 more special jury commissioners, as it shall deem appro-

7 priate, to serve the jury courts of the county. The special

8 ju'y commissioners shall compile a list of tentative venire-

9 men by random selection from the comprehensive lists sup-

10 plied to then pursuant to section 502. They shall provide

11 venire lists sufficient to the needs of the various jury courts

12 by canvassing, through q(ie.tionmaire, direct examination,

13 or otherwise, tentative venirewen and accepting those found

14 qualified under State law: Prwid,.d, That, in counties cer-

15 tied under section 202, State qualificatioms relating to own-

16 ership of property, payment of taxes, or registration or vot-

17 ing in any election, shall not be used to disqualify any per-

18 son from jury service: And prodidcl further, That literacy

19 or superior education or intelligence requirements shall be

20 deemed satisfied by the completion of the sixth primary

21 grade in any English language public school in, or any pri-

22 vate school accredited by, any State or territory or the

23 District of Columbia, special jury commissioners shall excuse

24 othenvise qualified veniremnen, at their request, from jury

25 duty by verified reasons of hardship, 'but, where any sub-
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sialiitial numb111her 411. osf perhlls Wolld thereby li exclsed,

2 the special ju,'y eoInllli. ioner-s shall make available compen-

s3 jatui jj(m('ttdir t(o seiion 1871 of title 28 of the United

4 States (lode. I 'l,n oT',Iinilig tile veir' list, the special

5 july c . i.ssioner shall give notice of its availability by

registered mail to each jildge of a jury court in the county.

7 (b) Within twenty days after receipt of such notice,

8 the jimry officers shall proceed to select all jurors by lot from

9 the velhre list so pi'ovided. No juror shall be excused or

10 exchlde(d by jury officers except for prejudice. Special jury

11 conmmi.ioners shall be entitled to observe and supervise the

12 aiqdiialintii of their venire lists in any court for which they

13 were piepair'd, and to reasonable access to the current ree-

14 od s oif jry selection for such courts. The proceedinigs of

15 aimy jmry court otherwise conducted shall be null and void:

16 Pr1,icded, That the verdicts of juries impaneled prior to

17 twenty days after the mail: g of such notification shall not

18 be affected lv this section: And furlier provided, That this

19 section shall niot opeiate to place, any person twice in

20 jeopardy.

21 Sic. 202. (R'ITE RIA OF APPLICATION.-The Attorney

22 Geiem'd shall certify and publish in the Federal Register a

23 list of every county-

24 (1) in which more titan 10 per cent4in of the resi-

25 dents are noniwhite; and
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1 (2) (A) within which the per centum of eligible

2 jwnwhite residents is greater than one and one-half

3 times the per cetuin of venirenien who are nonwhite:

4 Providcd, That the determination of racial composition

5 of the population shall be made on the basis of estimates

6 submitted by the Bureau of the Census, and the deter-

7 nination of the racial composition of the venire lists may

8 be based on evidence for any twelve months in the

9 previous two years; or

10 (2) (B) encompassing the jurisdiction of any court

11 which, within five years previous to such certification,

12 was determined by a final judgniit of a court of the

13 United States or of the State, to have disqualified jurors

14 or veniremen on account of their ne or color; or

15 (2) (C) bound under title I, but one or more courts

16 of which have substantially failed to comply therewith;

17 or

18 (2) (D) subject to a determination pursuant to

19 section 4 (b) of Seventy-ninth Statute at Large, page

20 437 (Voting Rights Act of 1965), which, after the

21 passage of that Act, either individually or as part of a

22 larger political unit, discontinued the selection of jurors

23 from voter registration lists. The publication of such

24 certification shall constitute notice to every jury officer
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1 of the county of the binding effect of this title upon him

2 and the jury oourt which he serve&

3 SBc. 203. ADMINISTRATIVE REViw OF NEW JuBY

4 QUALIFIcATIoN.-Any jury qualification or standard, prac-

5 tice, or procedure different from that in force before the ef-

6 fective date of this Act, shall have no effect in any county

7 bound by this title, unless it has been submitted by the chief

8 legal officer of the county to the Attorney General and the

9 Attorney General has failed within sixty days after such

10 submission to certify that it has the purpose or will have the

11 effect of denying or abridging the equal right to jury service.

12 SEC. 204. WITHDRAWAL OF SPECIAL JuiY CoMMIS-

13 SIONEB.- (a) The Civil Service Commission shall main-

14 tain special jury commissioners in the county for a period of

15 three years. This period may be extended to a total not ex-

16 ceeding ten years upon annual certification of the Attorney

17 General, or finding by a court of the United States, that

18 their continued presence is needed to assure compliance

19 with section 2.

20 (b) After the withdrawal of the special jury commis-

21 sioners, the provisions of title I shall be binding upon each

22 jury court within the county for a period of five years. Sub-

23 stantial failure to comply with that title, or the existence of

642
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I a statistical discrepancy described in section 202 (2) (A),

2 shall be certified and published in the Federal Register by the

3 Attorney General. Such certificatiou shall effect, and such

4 publication shall give notice of, :le rea)plic ltion of this title

5 to the county.

6 SEC. 205. RECOww'l-.EPI.Ut BY SPECIAL .JunY Co3-

7 miSSIoxiaS.-During their terms of service, the special jury

8 commissioners shall obtain the forms issued pursuant to see-

9 tion 103 and shall make, keep, and exhibit the information

10 required by the forms, filing the original with the Attorney

11 General and reporting therein such other information as he

12 may specify.

13 TITLE III-JUDICIAL REMEDIES AND

14 ENFORCEMENT

15 SEC. 301. JuDIcIAL ENFORCEMENT OF TIMil ACT.-

16 (a) Any person mentioned in section 304 may initiate in

17 any United States district court having jurisdiction over the

18 defendant an action to enforce any duty imposed by, or regu-

19 lation, subpoena, or other process issued pursuant to this Act

20 or to void any judgment pursuant to section 201 (b). The

21 district court shall enforce, without reference to section 2283

22 of title 28 of the United States Code, any such duty, regula-

23 tion, subpena, or other process, upon receiving proof of its

24 binding application to the defendant. Where requested by

25 the plantiff to do so, the court shall retain jurisdiction for five
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1 years after the judge ,ent, granting such further relief as may

2 be neees cry to enforce the prov'isiois of this Act or otherwise

3 assilVC .oml)liance with section 2.

4 (b) A pattern or practice of systematic disqualification

5 of grand or petit jurors on accomit of race or color shall be

n grounds for reiovil within section 1443 of title 28 of the

7 United States Code. A rebuttable presumption of such pat-

8 tern rl practice jiistifyiiig remo,1al, or al;n1tia-'t e relief with-

9 in section 304, shall be ru;sed by proof of substantial statisti-

10 cal disparity between eligible persons of any race or color

11 in such jurisdiction and persons of that race or color actually

12 serving on juries therein. A conclusive presumption of dis-

13 crimination jiustifying reimmo-al shall be raised by proof that

14 a court bound thereby has substantially failed to comply

15 with title 11.

16 Si.. 302. JUDICIAL REVIEW OF TIfIE ACT.-In an ac-

17 tion initiated against tile United States by the county or

18 State embracing the jurisdiction of any court bound by title

19 1 or II, the United States District Court for the District of

20 Colunibia may restrain the application to such court of any

21 provision of those titles, or any certification or regulation

22 made pursuant thereto, upon finding-

23 (1) that the provision, certification, or regulation,

24 or the al)plcation thereof, is for any reason invalid; or

25 (2) that the factual certification affecting that court

644
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1 is inconsistent with the preponderance of the evidence;

2 or

3 (3) that, within five years preceding the filing of

4 the action, any violations of section 2 in the jury court

5 have been few in number and have been promptly and

6 effectively corrected by the State judicial system, and

7 that their continuing effect has been eliminated, and

8 that there is no reasonable probability of their recurring

9 in the future. Except as otherwise specifically provided

10 in this Act, no other court shall have jurisdiction to

11 issue any judgment or order interfering with or hindering

12 the application, execution, enforcement, or effect of

13 title I or II.

14 (b) Actions pursuant to this section shall be heard

15 and determined by a court of three judges in accordance

16 with the provisions of section 2284 of title 28 of the United

17 States Code and any appeal shall lie to the Supreme Court.

18 The initiation of such an action shall establish the United

19 States District Court for the District of Columbia as a court

20 with jurisdiction over the affected jury court within section

21 301 (a).

22 SEC. 303. DEFENDANT'S CHALLENGE TO JURIES IN

23 JURY COURTS BOUND BY THE ACT.-Any defendant crim-

24 inally arraigned in a jury court bound by title II may initiate

25 an action to invalidate the jury in h:2 case, immediately

W4
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1 after it is hnpaneled. Such an action shall be initiated

2 against the jury court, with notification to the Attorney

3 General, in the United States district court for the district

4 embracing the jurisdiction of the jury court, and such initil-

5 tion shall operate to stay State proceedings: Provided, That,

6 where the actioil appears frivolous, it shall be expeditiously

7 dismissed. Upon proper proof, the district court shall issue

8 a declaratory judgment that the composition of the jury has

9 abridged the plaintiff's rights tinder the Constitution.

10 After the judgment has become final, the invalid jury

11 shall be dismissed and the trial resumed with a jury in the

12 selection of which the jury officers shall cooperate with the

13 special jury commissioners. No challenge to any jury or

14 juror impaneled consoiilntly to this Act shall otherwise be

15 heard.

16 SWc. 304. INDEPENDENT CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST

17 JuRY ExcLusio.-The rights created by section 2 may be

18 forced independently of, or jointly with, any other action

19 created by this or any other Act in any United States

20 district court having jurisdiction over one or more of the

21 defendants. Such actions nmy be initiated (i) by the Attor-

22 ney General, or (ii) by any person residing within the

23 jurisdiction of a jury court which disqualifies citizens of his

24 race or color as grand or petit jurors on that account, or

25 (iii) by any party to jury proceedings in such a jury court.
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I Without regard to section 22S3 of title 28 of the U"nited

2 States Code, all ordinary and extraordinary remedies withiii

3 the powers of the courts of the United States, incitding the

4 assignment of special jury coniniissioiers, shall be granted

5 when neces.sary to enforce section 2.

6 TITLE IV-CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT

7 SEc. 401. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH TiE ACT.-

8 Any supervisor or jury officer bound thereby who shall

9 knowingly fail or refuse to comply with any requirement

10 of this Act shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned

11 for not longer than one year, or both.

12 SEC. 402. FALSE RECORDS OF TESTIMONY; DESTRUC-

13 TION OF RECoRDS.-Any person, whether or not their law-

14 ful or proper custodian, who knowingly destroys, niutilates,

15 conceals, alters or falsifies, or falsely presents, any record,

16 docuuient, or statement required or authorized by this Act,

17 or any subpena or order pursuant thereto, to be made, liled,

18 kept, exhibited, or presented, shall be fined not less than

19 $500 nor more than $1,000, or imprisoned for not niore

20 than one year, or both.

21 SEC. 403. INTERFERENCE WITlf AcT, 1'r. DMlNIS-

22 Ti1ATORS OR JURYM..-Any person, whether acting under

23 color of law or otherwise, who, by act or threat of physical

24 or economic coercion, intentionally-

25 (1) hinders the operation or effect of any provision

647
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1 of this A o, ,,r of any (le.ree, ,.rtifi'atioi. regihtion,

2 tiiidling or ('4(111. order is.i. d pI( rsil laltl tIl to, or inliii-

3 idates any person iii or for iperf,'nini or urging or aid-

4 ig the perfornciuee of any zait retired or authorized

5 thereby; or

6 (2) intimidates any person in or for serving as -i

7 v~enireial or jmror pil'.iallnt to this Act or doing or

8 urging or aiding the doing of any act toward or in fur-

9 theranee of such service-

10 shall be imprisoned for not more than one year or filled not

11 less than $500 nor more than $1,000. or both. If the act

12 or threat was carried out with a deadly weapon, or was

13 inltnde(l to ('11is, 44..ithl or s.riollS b.do(aily rli e shall be

14 iuiprisotied f r iiot, ]es th ll one nor miore t]im elln years.

15 If the act Jr" t]irei( results iii death, lie shall be imprisoned

16 for ally tel'v of years iot less than twenty.

17 SEc. 404. ('C. MINAL ('ONSPIACY olt ATTE MPT.-AIly

18 person , whether acting tider color of law or otherwise, who

19 con.,j;i ',, or attempts to commuit any critne nintioned in this

20 titk., shall be punished as if lie had connitted that crime.

21 S1. 405. I'll is.:.NTIVE ]EL.F; MANDATORY DAI-

22 AGS.- (a) Whenever there are reasonable grounds to be-

23 lieve that any ll.ers'o has engaged or is about to engage in

24 criminal condiiet forbidden by this title, the United States

25 district court having jurisdiction over the defendant, pursuant
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1 to a civil action instituted by the person threatened or ag-

2 grieved. or liy the Attorney General, may grant preventive

3 relic-f. itchidinig perninnewt or temporary injunction, restrain-

4 ing oider, order for the posting of a conipliance bond, or

5 other order.

6 (,) Wheniever any person is proved to have engaged

7 in .,td. (rinilliai conduct, preventive relief, adequate dam-

8 ages and reasonable court and alliellate costs shall (and

9 punitive daiag(s may) be granted to the person aggrieved

10 thereby or his heirs.

11 (e) In any action under (b), the daniages (exclusive

12 of punitive damages) for ant act or threat of physical coer-

13 cion shall be: $1,000 for apprehension or minor injury;

14 $.0,000 for nmimniing or other serious bodily injury; $25,000

15 for death; or such higher amount as the jury shall fix:

16 P'rorided, That, where the record indicates the damages

17 specified herein to be excessive, they shall be reduced ac-

18 cordingly by the court determining liability.

19 TITLE V-MISCELLANY

20 Sic. 501. ATTORNEY GENERAL To MAKE REGULA-

21 TioNs.-The Attorney General shall issue and publish in

22 the Fedend Register regulations implementing the provi-

23 sions and policies of titles I and II and governing com-

24 pliance therewith.

63-420 0-66--42
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1 SEC. 502. ButREAU OF THE CENSUS To COMPILE TEN-

2 TATIVE VEN'lln LsTs.-The Bureau of the Census shall,

3 pursuant to thiq Act. or to the reasonable request of any jury

4 officer or the Attorney General, prepare a list substantially

5 comphreensive of every person residing within a particular

6 State collrt jurisdiction who is not rendered clearly ineligible

7 for service in the jury courts thereof by the age and resi-

8 dence provisions of State law. Such lists may be derived

9 from comparisons of Federal, State, local, or private lists

10 or other information, or, where more convenient, from a

11 special census of the jurisdiction. The Bureau shall receive

12 the cooperation of every department and agency of the

13 Uniited States and may, where necessary, investigate, sub-

14 pena persons to testify and present lists and other informna-

15 tion under oath, notwithstanding any provision of State law

16 to the contrary.

17 SEc. 503. JuRoR COMPENSATION INC1REASED.-ec-

18 tion 1871 of title 28 of the United States Code is amended

19 by striking the words "$10 per day" and inserting in their

20 place "$15 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and

21 by striking the words "$14 for each day" and inserting in

22 their place "$20 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater

23 for each day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of $10

24 per day shall be allowed" and inserting in their place "sub-

650
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1 sistence allowance given to Federal employees shall be

2 allowed"; and by striking the words "jury fees in excess of

3 $10 per diem" and inserting in their place "jury fees in ex-

4 cess of $15 per diem."

5 SEc. 504. JUDICIAL COGNIZANCE OF CERTIFICA-

6 TIONS.-Except as provided in section 302, every certifica-

7 tion made pursuant to this Act shall be conclusive upon every

8 court and agency of the United States and of every State.

9 No inference may he drawn from the failure or refusal of any

10 officer or employee of the United States to make nny certifi-

11 cation or regulation required or authorized by this Act.

12 SEc. 5)5. GEINEAL SuITviVIY (iF CoNmw'rboNs; 'T'rm-

13 NFY G.NEIIAI, MAY SrnCI'FY INVI.lSTI(GATION OF PAMIl('-

14 ULAR AaIuis.-ThIe Bureuii of the Cenisus, in (ooipelatioil

15 with the Administrative Office of the United States Coirts,

16 shall conduct a surTey and inake a report to the President

17 and the Congress within two yeais of the effective date of this

18 Act conceding racial, economic, anld other deniograplhie fac-

19 tors determining the racial composition of juries in the va-

20 rious States, including studies in depth of the pa-st and lpres-

21 ent practices in areas or courts designated by the Attorney

22 General.

23 Sic. 506. Special jury comniissioners and other pirsonis

24 deemed necessary to carry out the provisions and purposes

25 of this Act shall be appointed, conipensated, and Separated
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1 without regard to the provisions of any statute administered

2 by the Civil Service Commission and service under this title

3 shall not be considered emlploynent for the purposes of any

4 statute administered by tile Civil Service Commission, ex-

5 cept for the provisions of section 9 of the Act of August 2,

6 1939, as amended (5 U.S.C. 1181) prohibiting partisan

7 political activity: Provided, That the Commission is author-

8 ized, after consulting the head of the appropriate depart-

9 nett or agency, to designate suitable persons in the official

10 service of the United States, with their collsent, to serve in

11 these positions. Special jury commissioners are empowered

12 to subpena, persons to testify al present documents under

13 oath.

14 SEc. 507. There are hereby authorized to be appropri-

15 ateds such sums as are necessary to carry out the provisions

16 of this Act.

17 SEc. 508. If any provision of this Act or the application

18 thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the

19 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision to

20 other persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances

21 shall not he affected thereby.

j
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89T CONGRESS H. RL 14369

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

APRIL 6, 1966

Mr. HEzLSosxi introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

: A BILL
Providing for jury selection in Federal and State courts, prose-

cution and removal to Federl courts, civil preventive relief,

civil indemnification, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Protection

4 Act of 1966."

5 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

6 STATE COURTS

7 JURY SEI,ECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SECTION 101. Section 1864 of title 28, United States

9 Code, is amended to read as follows:

, . " ,, 0 _ - I , W1. . -7 ttAl'
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1 "11864. Duties, compensation and methods of selecting and

2 drawing jurors

3 "(a) JuRY CoMMiSSIO.-A jury commission shall be

4 established in each judicial district, consisting of the clerk of

5 the court or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk,

6 and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the dis-

7 trict court. The jury conunissioner shall be a citizen of the

8 United States of good stailding, a resident of the district,

9 and, at the time of his appointment, shall not be a member

10 of the same political party as the clerk of the court or a duly

11 qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If more than

12 one jury commissioner is appointed, each may be designated

13 to serve in one or more of the places where court is held, and

14 the clerk and the jury commissioner so designated shall con-

15 stitute the jury commission for that pail of the district. In

16 the event that a jury commissioner is unable for any reason

17 to perform his duties, another jury commissioner may be

18 appointed, as provided herein, to act in his place until lie is

19 able to resume his duties.

20 "(b) JuRY SELECTION.-

21 "(i) In the performance of its duties, the jury com-

22 mission shall act under the direction and supervision of

23 the chief judge of the district.

24 "(ii) The names of persons who may be called for

25 grand or petit jury service shall he obtained under a
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1 sampling plan prepared by the jury commission with

2 the approval of tihe chief judge and designed to provide

3 a reireselltative cross section of the population of the

4 judicial district without exclusion on the basis of race,

5 color, sex, political or religious affiliation or economic

6 or social status. The plan for obtaining such names and

7 the method for carrying out such plan shall be prepared

8 in consultation with and approved by the Director of

9 the Administrative Office of the United States Courts,

10 who may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the

11 Census for advice and assistance.

12 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

13 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than three

14 hmdred qualified persons. lmblicly drawn by chance,

15 shall be placed in the jury Ibox, wheel, or similar device.

16 "(iv) The names of jurors for service on grand and

17 petit juries shall be pulhlicly drawn by chance from the

18 jury box, wheel, or similar device.

19 " (v) In determining whether persons whose names

20 are to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device

21 are qualified as. jurors under section 1861 of title 29, as

22 amended, the jury commission may use such question-

23 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the ap-

24 proval of the )ircctor of the Administntive Office of the

25 United States Courts, may deem appropriate, including
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1 the administration of oaths. The questionnaires may be

2 filled out by the individual or by another on his behalf.

3 With the approval of the chief judge, the jury commis-

4 sion may designate deputy clerks and other employees

5 in the office of the clerk of the court to assist the coin-

6 mission in the performance of its duties, and to perform

7 under its direction such of the detailed duties of the com-

8 mission as in the opinion of the chief judge could be

9 assigned to them.

10 "(c) Rcoiws.-The jury commission shall keep rec-

11 ords of the names obtained under sulsection (b) (ii) of this

12 section, the names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel,

13 or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned by said

14 persons, the names, race, and sex of the persons drawn from

15 the jury box, wheel, or similar device, the names of those

16 performing jury service and the dates thereof, and such

17 additional appropriate records as the chief judge may direct.

18 Such records shall be retaitied for a period of not less than

19 four years.

20 " (d) ENFORCEMENT Ity COITi4 OF A I'.ALs.-On ap-

21 plication of any citizen residiiig in, or litigant in, any judicial

22 district or of the Attorney General of the United States,

23 alleging that the jury selection procedures or recordkeeping

24 requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of this

25 section are not being fully iinmdemnetted, the United States
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1 court of appeals for' the judicial circuit in which said judicial

2 district is located shall, upon a showing thereof, appoint jury

3 commissioners responsible to said court of appeals and direct

4 such jury commi.n.sioiters in the selection of juries and the

5 keeping of records in accordance with such subsections (b)

6 and (c) of this section. Where evidence is required for a

7 determination by the court of appeals, the (urt may hear

8 the evidence itself or appoint a master to act for it in accord-

9 ance with law.

10 "(e) RETURN OF JuRY SupEuvsioS.-The court of

11 appeals may, on its own motion or on application of the chief

12 judge of the judicial district, direct the return of supervision

13 and control of the jury selection procedures to the chief

14 judge and to the jury commission for said judicial district at

15 any time when the court of appeals finds that there is reason-

16 able cause to believe that the jury selection procedures and

17 recordkeepi ii g requirements prescribed in subsections (b)

18 aiid (e) of this section will be fully implemented.

19 "(f) Co-31PENSATIO.-Each jury cominissiojier ap-

20 poiited on a part-time basis shall be compensated for his

21 services at the rate of $25 p~er (lay for each day in which lie

22 actually and necessarily is engaged in the performance of his

23 official duties, to be paid upon certificate of the chief judge

24 of the district.

25 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a full-time basis
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1 shall receive a salary to be fixed from time to time by the

2 Judicial Conference of the United States at a rate which,

3 in the opinion of the Judicial Conference, corresponds to that

4 provided by the Classification Act of 1949, as amended, for

5 positions in the executive branch with comparable responsi-

6 bilities.

7 "Each jury commissioner shall receive his traveling and

8 subsistence expenses within the limitations prescribed for

9 clerks of district courts while absent from his designated post

10 of duty on official business.

11 "(g) DELFGATION.r.-Any of the powers or duties con-

12 ferred upon the chief judge under this section may be dele-

13 gated by him to another judge of the district: Provided,

14 however, That where part of a district by agreement or order

15 of court is assigned to one particular judge and he customar-

16 ily holds court there, is to such pal of the district. lie shall

17 perform the functions and fulfill the duties conferred upon

18 the chief judge in this section.",

19 SE. 102. Section 1861 (2) setting forth qualifications

20 of Federal jurors is a ended boy striking out the words "read"

21 and "write."

22 SEC,. 103. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

2 lowing sentence to subsection (h) : "If the district judge de-

24 termines that the ability to read or write Englis-h i.z reasonal,ly

25 required in order for jurors to perform their dutiecs in any
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1 particular case or cases, he shall be empowered to exclude

2 those who cannot read or write English, except that no per-

3 son shall be excluded on this ground who has completed the

4 sixth grade in an English language school."

5 6Sc. 104. Section 1871 is anended by striking the

6 words "$10 per day" and inserting in their place "$15 per

7 day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by striking

8 the words "$14 for each day" and inserting in their place

9 "$20 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater for each

10 day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of $10 per day

11 shall be allowed" and inserting in their place "subsistence

12 allowance given to Federal employees shall be allowed";

13 and by striking the w 6rds "jury fees in excess of $10 per

14 diem" and inse.rting in their pace "jury fees in excess of $15

15 per diem".

16 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

17 SFc. 105. RECOim.-Each State or local court shall

18 keel) records of the names of all persons on the jury list for

19 said court, names of those persons placed in the jury box,

20 wheel, o.r similar device, questionnaires, ap)lications, or docu-

21 ments of any sort used in the selection of jurors, the names,

22 race, and sex of the pesos drawn from the jury box, wheel,

23 or similar device, the names of those performing jury service

24 and the dates thereof, and such additional appropriate records
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1 as the judge or judges of said court may direct. Such records

2 shall be retained for a period of not less than four years.

3 Sc. 106. JuRY DISCIMINATION.- (a) On application

4 of any citizen residing within the area of, or any litigant in,

5 any State or local court, or of the Attorney General of the

6 United States, alleging that persons have been systematically

7 excluded from grand or petit juries on grounds of race or

8 color or sex in such State or local court or that the record-

9 keeping requirements of section 105 are not being fully

10 implemented, the Federal district court for the district in

11 which said State or local court is located shall, upon a show-

12 ing thereof, direct the Director of the Administrative Office

13 of the United States Courts, directly or through subordinate

14 officials, to assume responsibility for the selection and ad-

15 ministration of juries in that State or local court, and the

16 Director shall administer and supervise the selection of juries

17 in accordance with the procedures set forth in subsections

18 (b) and (c) of section 101. The Direcior may, if prac-

19 tical, use the Federal list or part thereof of jurors for the area

20 in which said State or local court is located. The Director

21 shall act without regard to State and local laws anid regu-

22 lations applicable to jury selection aid service in said

23 State or local court and all judges therein shall apply Fed-

24 eral law governing jury selection and service. The Director

25 may, in accordance with civil service laws, appoint and

hi N
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1 fix the compensation of such officers, attorneys, and em-

2 ployees, and make such expenditures, as may be necessary

3 to carry out his duties under this section. Tihe Director

4 may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the Census

5 for advice and assistance in carrying out his duties.

6 (b) Any final judgment of any Federal or State court

7 within five years prior to the filing of the application in

8 the district court and whether prior to or after the effective

9 date of this Act, determining that there has been systematic

10 exclusion from jury service on grounds of race or color or sex

11 in any State or local court, shall establish such exclusion

12 unless the State or local court, through its clerk or other

13 appropriate official, satisfies the district court that such exclu-

14 sion no longer exists.

15 (c) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

16 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race

17 or color within the area of any State or local court bears

18 to the total population of that area exceeds by one4hird or

19 more the ratio which the number of persons of that race or

20 color serving on grand and petit juries bears to the total

21 number of persons serving on such juries, this shall be

22 deemed to establish systematic exclusion on grounds of race

23 or color: Provided, however, That in case all or part of the

24 two-year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the
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1 State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

2 official, shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

3 such exclusion no longer exists.

4 (d) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

5 years within the area of any State or local court less than

6 one-third of the persons serving on grand and petit juries

7 are of a given sex, it shall be presumed to be systematic

8 exclusion of persons of that sex unless it is shown by the

9 clerk of the court or other appropriate official that the dis-

10 proportionate ratio is due to the fact that a larger number

11 of the persons of that sex have been excused by the court

12 for cause: Provided, That nothing herein shall be construed

13 to require or permit the limitation of either sex to one-third

14 quotas in regard to jury selection: And provided further,

15 That in case all or part of the two-year period antedates the

16 effective date of this title, the State or local court, through

17 its clerk or other appropriate official, shall be given the

18 opportunity to demonstrate that such exclusion no longer

19 exists.

20 SEc. 107. The State or local court may make applica-

21 tion for reinstatement of State procedures to the United

22 State District Court for the District of Columbia which may

23 approve the reinstatement of said procedures if it finds that

24 there is no longer reasonable cause to believe that persons
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1 will be excluded front jury service by reason of race or color

2 or sex, or that there will be continued failure to keep records.

3 SEc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

4 able cause to believe that any change in the qualifications,

5 standards, or limitations on the right to a jury trial, oper-

6 ation of the jury system, or the selection of, or challenges to,

7 individual jury members or panel, for any case or class of

8 cases in any State or local court different from those in

9 force and effect on January 1, 1966, will have the purpose

10 or effect of circumventing this title, he may bring an action

11 in the Federal district court for the district in which such

12 State or local court is located to enjoin such change in quail-

13 ifications, standards, limitations, operation, selection, or chal-

14 lenge and the district court may grant such temporary or

15 final relief as may be necessary to prevent such circunmven-

16 tion of this title.

17 GENERAL

18 SEc. 109. Sections 106 (c) and 202 (f) (ii) shall not

19 apply in any area unless a racial or color minority constitutes

20 at least 10 per centum of the total l)opulation of the area.

21 Siiw. 110. Any person who willfully fails to comply with

22 the recordkecping requirements of this title shall be fined not

23 more than $1,000 or impris oncd not more than one year, or
24 both.
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1 Si~c. 111. The provisions of title 42, United States

2 Code, sections 1974 (a), (b), (c), and (d) shall apply

3 with respect to jury records required to be maintained

4 under this title.

5 SEC. 112. This title shall become effective ninety days

6 after the date of its enactment.

7 TITLE II-PROSECUTION. IN AND REMOVAL TO

8 FEDERAL COURTS

9 FEDERAl1 TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

10 Sc. 201. Thojistrict courts of the United States shall

11 have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts of the

12 States, of all prosecutions for offenses (whether felonies,

13 misdemeanors, or other offenses) defined by the laws of the

14 State or of any subdivision of the State where acts or omis-

15 sions constituting the charged offense occur, whenever prose-

16 cution of such offenses in a Federal district court is necessary

17 and proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

18 Suc. 202. (a) Objection to the jurisdiction of the dis-

19 trict court conferred by section 201 shall be entertained only

20 if made before trial and in the manner authorized by the

21 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the time of

22 the objection. If such objection is not made before trial, the

23 jurisdiction of the district court shall not thereafter be ques-

24 tioned in any manner or by any court.

25 (b) In the event of a properly presented objection to
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1 the jurisdiction of the district court under section 201, the

2 question whether the prosecution of the charged offense in a

3 Federal district is necessary and proper to assure equal pro-

4 tection of the laws shall be promptly decided by the district

5 court sitting without jury, and its decision sustaining or over-

6 ruling the objection shall be reviewable by interlocutory

., appeal to the court of appeals within ten days after the

8 entry of the order.

9 (c) If any one of the circumstances specified in sub-

10 section (d) of this section and any one of the circumstances

11 specified in subsection (e) of this section are established by

12 a preponderance of the evidence, the district court shall find

13 that prosecution of the charged offense in a Federal district

14 court is necessary and proper to assure equal protection of

15 the laws.

16 (d) The circumstances first referred to in subsection

17 (c) of this section are that the victim of the offense is:

18 (i) A member of a racial or color group subject to

19 the discrimination set forth in subsection (e) of this see-

20 tion; or

21 (ii) A person who, by words or action, was ad-

22 vocating or supporting at or near the time of the offense

23 the exercise or enjoyment by any member or members

24 of such group of equal protection of the laws.

2.5 (e) The circumstances second referred to in subsection

-4 2110 -
-66) - 43
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1 (c) of this section are: that in any comty or other political

2 subdivision, where, under applicable State law the offense

3 might be tried, the members of any racial or color group

4 are-

5 (i) systematically excluded from actual service on

6 grand or petit juries in the State or local courts, whether

7 their absence be caused by exclusion from the venires, or

8 by excuses or challenges peremptory or for cause, or

9 otherwise;

10 (ii) systematically denied in any manner the fran-

11 chise in elections at which any prosecuting official or

12 ,judge in the county or other political subdivision, or any

13 official who appoints any such prosecuting official or

14 judge, is elected;

15 (iii) systematically segregated in, or discriminated

16 against in any manner in connection with the services

17 or facilities of, State or local jails, prisons, police stations,

18 courts, or other public buildings related to the adnainis-

19 tration of justice; .

20 (iv) systematically subjected to harsher punish-

21 inent upon conviction of crime than those to which per-

22 sons generally convicted of crime are subjected; or

23 (v) systematically subjected to more onerous terms

24 or conditions of bail or conditional release than those to

25 which defendants generally are subjected.
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1 (f) (i) Any final judgment of any Federal or State

2 court within five years prior to the commencement of the

3 prosecution under section 201 determining that there has

4 been, on grounds of race or color, systematic exclusion from

5 jury service in the State or locad courts of the county or

6 other political subdivision, or systematic denial of the fran-

7 chise in any election in the county or other State politicad

8 subdivision shall establish the circumsttuce described in

9 subsection 202 (e) (i) or (ii), as the case may be, unless

10 the defendant satisfies the court that the circumstances de-

ll scribed in said subsection (i) or (ii) no longer exist.

12 (ii) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

13 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race or

14 color within the county or other political subdivision bears

15 to the total population of said county or other political sub-

16 division exceeds by one-third or more the ratio which the

17 number of persons of that race or color serving on grand and

18 petit juries bears to the total number of pCrsonIs serving on

19 such juries, or the ratio which the number of persons of that

20 race or color registered to vote bears to the total number of

21 persons registered to vote, this shall be deemed to establish

22 the circumstances described in subsection 202 (e) (i) or

23 (ii) : Provided, however, That in case all or part of the two-

24 year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the
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1 defendant shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

2 such exclusion from juries or franchise no longer exists.

3 SEc. 203. (a) Prosecutions under the jurisdiction con-

4 ferred by section 201 shall be commenced by indictment by

5 a Federal grand jury in all cases in which the Constitution

6 requires that prosecution be by indictment; in other cases,

7 prosecution may be by indictment or by information.

8 (b) The district court shall not proceed in the exer-

9 cise of jurisdiction conferred by section 201 unless, at or

10 prior to final arraignment in the district court, there is filed

11 with the district court a certificate of the Attorney Gencral

12 of the United States that prosecution of the cause by the

13 United States in a Federal district court would fulfill the re-

14 sponsibility of the United States Government to assure

15 equal protection of the laws. Upon the filing of such a cer-

16 tificate, the jurisdiction given by section 201 shall become

17 exclusive of the courts of any State, and the prosecution shall

18 thereafter be conducted exclusively by the Attorney General

19 of the United States or his designate. Upon the filing of

20 the certificate, no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

21 of any offense charged against the defendant prosecution

22 for which would constitute jeopardy in respect of the offense

23 described in the certificate. The certificate of the Attorney

24 General shall not be subject to review by any court.

25 (c) If the certificate of the Attorney General described
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1 in subsection (b) of this section is not filed at or prior to

2 final arraignment in the district court, the district court shall

3 dismiss the prosecution without prejudice.

4 (d) Notwithstanding the certificate of the Attorney

5 General described in subsection (b) of this section has not

6 yet been filed and no judicial finding has yet been made sus-

7 taining the jurisdiction of a Federal court under section 201

8 of this Act, Federal judicial, executive, administrative, and

9 law enforcement officers and agencies, including but not

10 limited to Federal judges, commissioners, marshals, grand

11 juries, prosecuting attorneys, and the Federal Bureau of In-

12 vestigation may exercise all powers given them by the laws

13 of the United States in order to prevent and investigate any

14 offense within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 and to

15 apprehend and prosecute the offender or offenders. In any

16 case where such powers by the general laws of the United

17 States are restricted to felonies, the same powers may be

18 exercised in cases involving misdemeanors or other offenses

19 within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201. The author-

20 ity given Federal executive, administrative, and law enforce-

21 ment officers and agencies under this subsection shall be ex-

22 ercised subject to the direction of the Attorney General of

23 the United States, but if the delay of their exercise until a

24 direction of the Attorney General is received is impracticable
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1 in order effectively to prevent or investigate any offense

2 within the jurisdiction given by section 201 of this Act or

3 to apprehend or prosecute the offender or offenders, they

4 may be exercised without direction of the Attorney General.

5 The Attorney General is authorized to issue rules and regula-

6 tions for the implementation of this subsection.

7 REMOVAL BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

8 SEC. 204. (a) Where a prosecution has been com-

9 menced in any court of a State in respect of any offense with-

10 in the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 of this Act,

11 the United States may at any time before jeopardy attaches

12 remove the prosecution for trial to the district court for the

13 district embracing the place wherein the prosecution is

14 peInding.

15 (h) Such removal shall be instituted by the filing in the

16 district court of the certificate of tie Attorney General do-

17 scribed in section 203 (b) of this Act, which certificate shall

18 identify the prosecution to he removed. The filing of this

19 certific itc, together with the filing of a copy thereof with

20 the judge or clerk of the State court in which the prosecution

21 is pending (which filing may precede or follow or be con-

22 tcniponineoIws with the filing of the certificate in the district

23 court) shall effect the removal, and the jurisdiction of the

24 State court shall thereupon terminate and all State court

25 procee(liltgs thereafter shall be null and void for all purposes
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1 unless aid until tlic case is reinmided. Following removal

2 under this section:

3 (i) the jurisdiction conferred by subsection (a) of

4 this section shall be exclusive of the courts of any

5 State, and the prosecution shall be conducted exclu-

6 sively by the Attorney General or his designate;

7 (ii) no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

8 of any offense charged against the defendant, prosecu-

9 tion for which would constitute jeopardy in respect to

10 the offense described in the certificate.; and

11 (iii) the certificate of the Attorney General shall

12 not be subject to review by any court.

13 (c) Where the offense charged is one required by the

14 Constitution to be prosecuted by indictment and no such

15 indictment was returned prior to removal, indictment by a

16 Federal grand jury shall be required within a reasonable time

17 or the proceeding shall be remanded to the State court.

18 S'-c. 205. (a) The Federal Rules of Criminal Proce-

19 dure shall apply to proceedings under sections 201 through

20 204.

21 (b) Any person convicted in proceedings under sections

22 201 through 204 shall be sentenced to the fine, term of im-

23 prisonment, or both, prescribed by the State law applicable

24 to the offense of which he is convicted. For all other pur-
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I poses of imposition or execution of sentence, including but

2 not limited to the paynciit of file, custody, probation, parole,

3 and pardon, he shall be treated as a person convicted and

4 sentenced under the criminal laws of the United States.

5 (c) Sections 201 through 205, inclusive, shall become

6 inoperative on and after January 1, 1975.

7 INVESTIGATION OF JURY EXCLUSION

8 SEc. 206. (a) The United Statks Commission on Civil

9 Rights shall investigate the service on grand and petit juries

10 by members of racial or color groups in the State and local

11 courts of any county or other political subdivision in which

12 it believes that there may be disparate treatment of mem-

13 bers of different racial or color groups.

14 (b) Before publishing the results of any such investi-

15 gation, the Comnission shall furnish a copy of its proposed

16 findings to the State or local court, the jury commissioners,

17 and any other officials responsible for jury selection in tho

18 county or other political subdivision concerned and slall give

19 them an opportunity to controvert aniy of the proposed find-

20 ings. Upon consideration of their responses and such con-

21 sultation with the affected commissioners and officials as

22 may be indicated, the Commission imay revise its proposed

23 findings. If any of those proposed findings remain contro-

24 verted, the Commission shall cause a public hearing to be

25 held in the country or other political subdivision concerned to
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I consider the remaining issues of fact. Such hearing may be

2 held by the Commission or by a person or persons designated

3 by it who may but need not be a member or members of

4 the Commission or its staff; the person or persons thus desig-

5 nated shall have all the powers the Conunission would have

6 in regard to the conduct of such a hearing. If any such

7 hearing is not held by the Commission itself, the person or

8 persons conducting it shall prepare a report which shall be

9 forwarded to the Commission together with such comments

10 thereon as local officials may make and with the record of

11 the hearing. The Commission shall thereafter publish its

12 findings and a detailed summary of the data on which those

13 findings are based. Judicial notice of the findings of the

14 Commission and the data contained in its detailed sununary

15 shall be taken in any judicial proceeding in any court.

16 (c) In any action or proceeding under this Act, the

17 Commission's findings and summary of data under subsec-

18 tion (b) of this section shall constitute evidence of the facts

19 presented therein and, except to the extent that the party

20 controverting those facts satisfies the court, by evidence on

21 the record as a whole, that particular findings or data are not

22 correct, the courts shall accept the Conmmnission's findings

23 and data as adequately probative of all the facts contained

24 therein and shall make its findings in accordance therewith.
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2 shall have all the powers granted it under all other statutes;

3 and the powers conferred on it by this section are in addition

4 to its powers under such other statutes.

5 FEDERAL OFFENSES

6 SEC. 207. Title 18, United States Code, section 241,

7 is amended to read as follows:

8 "(a) Whoever, whether acting tinder color of law or

9 otherwise-

10 "(1) willfully injures, oppresses, threatens, or in-

11 timidates any person in the free exercise or enjoyment

12 of any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured,

13 or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

14 States, or because of his having so exercised the same;

15 or

16 "(2) intentionally commits an assault or an assault

17 and battery upon any person exercising, attempting to

18 exercise, or advocating the exercise of, any right, priv-

19 ilege, or immunity secured or protected against discrimi-

20 nation on the grounds of race or color by the Constitution

21 or laws of the United States; or

22 "(3) intentionally commits an assault or an assault

23 and battery upon any person using directly or indirectly,

24 the facilities of interstate commerce, or traveling therein,
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1 or upon any person where the assailant uses, directly or

2 indirectly, any facility of interstate commerce, or any-

3 thing that has moved in interstate commerce, in the

4 commission of the assault or assault and battery, when

5 the purpose or reasonably foreseeable effect of such

6 assault or assault and battery is to prevent any person

7 or class of persons from exercising or advocating equal

8 rights or opportunities free from discrimination on the

9 grounds of race or color, or to intimidate any person or

10 class of persons in the exercise or advocacy of such

11 rights or opportunities; shall upon conviction thereof, be

12 fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more

13 than one year, or both; except that if in the course of the

14 act or acts for which he is convicted he inflicts death or

15 grave bodily injury, he shall be fined not more than

16 $10,000 and imprisoned for not more than twenty years,

17 or both.

18 "(b) If two or more persons go in disguise on the

19 highway or on the premises of another, with intent to pre-

20 vent or hinder the free exercise or enjoyment of any right,

21 privilege, or inumnity covered by subsection (a) of this

22 section, they shall, upon conviction, be subject to the penal-

23 ties in subsection (a) of this section."
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1 TITLE Ill-CIVIL PREVENTIVE RELIEF

2 SEc. 301. Whenever any person has engaged or there

3 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

4 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any

5 other person because of race or color, of any right, privilege,

6 or immunity, granted, secured, or protected by the Constitu-

7 tion or laws of the United States, such other person' in his

8 own right or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

9 United States, may institute a civil action or other proper

10 proceeding for preventive relief, including an application for

11 a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order,

12 order requiring the posting of a bond to secure compliance

13 with any order of the court, or other order.

14 Slc. 302. Whenever any person has engaged or there

15 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

16 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any

17 other person of, or hinder him in the exercise of, the right

18 to speak, assemble, petition, or otherwise express himself

19 for the purpose of advocating equality of persons or oppor-

20 tumity free from discrimination because of race or color,

21 such other person in his own right, or the Attorney Gen-

22 eral for or in the name of the United States, may institute

23 a civil action or other proceeding for preventive relief, in-

24 cluding an application for a permanent or temporary in-

2.5 junction, restraining order, order requiring the posting of
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1 bond to secure compliance with any order of the court, or

2 other order; provided that such other person above men-

3 tioned is a person described in subsection 202 (d) (i) or

4 (ii) and any one of the circumstances specified in section

5 202 (e) is established by a preponderance of the evidence.

6 The provisions of section 202 (f) shall be applicable in

7 proceedings under this section.

8 SEC. 303. In any proceeding under this section the

9 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

10 person. The district courts of the United States shall have

11 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title and

12 shall exercise the same without regard to whether the party

13 aggrieved shall have exhausted any administrative or other

14 remedies that may be provided by law.

15 TITLE IV-REMOVAL BY CERTAIN DEFENDANTS

16 SEC. 401. Any defendant in a criminal action or in a

17 civil or criminal contempt action in a State or local court

18 may remove said action to the district court of the United

19 States for the district embracing the place wherein it is pend-

20 ing if the defendant is a person described in either subsection

21 (i) or (ii) of section 202 (d) and if any one of the circum-

22 stances specified in section 202 (e) is established by a pre-

23 ponderance of the evidence. The provisions of section 202

24 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings under this section.

25 SEC. 402. Any defendant in any action or proceeding
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1 (civil, criminal, or otherwise) in a State or local court may

2 remove said action or proceeding to the district court of the

3 United States for the district embracing the place wherein

4 it is pending if the action or proceeding is maintained for or

5 on account of any act or omission in the exercise of the

6 freedoms of speech, of the press, of assembly or of petition

7 guaranteed by the Constitution or laws of the United States

8 for the purpose of advocating or supporting racial equality

9 or of protesting the denial of racial equality; or any act or

10 omission protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

11 States against abridgment or interference by reason of race

12 or color.

13 Sc. 403. The procedures set forth in sections 1446

14 and 1447 of title 28 shall be applicable to removal and re-

15 mand under this section, except that any order of remand

16 shall be reviewable by appeal or otherwise.

17 TITLE V--CIVIL INDEMNIFICATION

18 SEC. 501. (a) There is hereby established within the

19 United States Commission on Civil Rights an Indemnifica-

20 tion Board, hereafter referred to as the Board. The Board

21 shall be composed of three members, appointed by the

22 President with the advice and consent of the Senate. The

23 President shall designate one member as Chairman. No

24 more than two members of the Board may be of the same

25 political party.
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(b) The term of office of each member of the Board

shall be five years, beginning with the effective date of this

Act, except of those members first appointed, one shall

serve for five years, one for three years, and one for one

year. Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring

prior to the expiration of the term for which his predecessor

was appointed shall be appointed for the remainder of such

term.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

(c) The Chairman shall be compensated at the rate

of $25,000 per annum, and the other members at a rate

of $24,000 per annum.

(d) Two members shall constitute a quorum for the

transaction of business.

Su..c. 502. The Board may, in accordance with civil serv-

ice laws, appoint and fix the compensation of such officers.

attorneys and employees, and make such expenditures, as

may be necessary to carry out its functions.

Sic. 503. The Board shall make such rules and regula-

tions as shall be necessary and proper to carry out its

functions.

Sn~c. 504. The Commission on Civil Rights shall have

the authority and duty to receive and investigate or have

investigated written complaints from or on behalf of any

person injured in his person or property or deprived of his

life (i) because of race or color, while lawfully exercising,

b

h
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1 attempting to exercise, or advocating, or assisting another

2 in the exercise of, any right, privilege or immunity granted,

3 secured, or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

4 United States, or for having so exercised, attempted, advo-

5 cated or assisted or (ii) by any act, the purpose or design

6 of which is to intimidate him or any other person from seek-

7 ing or advocating equality of persons or opportunity free

8 from discrimination based on race or color.

9 SEC. 505. (a) The Commission on Civil Rights may

10 request and the Department of Justice shall make available

U.1 any investigative reports that the Department of Justice

12 has that are relevant to the complaint and investigation.

13 (b) The Commission may request and the Attorney

14 General is authorized to direct that additional investigation

15 of matter relevant to the complaint be conducted by the

16 Federal Bureau of Investigation.

17 (c) The Commission shall supply copies of all of its

18 investigative reports to the Attorey General.

19 SEc. 506. If, after such investigation, the Commission

20 shall determine that probable cause exists for crediting the

21 complaint, it shall direct the Board to conduct a hearing

22 thereon as provided in section 507; if, however, the Commis-

23 sion shall determine that probable cause does not exist or that

24 no substantial damage has occurred, it shall dismiss the

25 complaint.
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1 SEC. 507. (a) Any hearing may be conducted by the

2 Board or any member of the Board designated by the

3 Chairman.

4 (b) In the event the Board determines that because of

5 the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it is not

6 in the interest of justice for it or a member to conduct a hear-

7 ing, it may designate an agent or emnployce of the Board or a

8 person not associated with the Board to conduct the hearing

9 provided any such agent, employee or other person so desig-

10 nated shall be a member of the bar of the highest court of

11 one of the States of the United States.

12 (c) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

13 shall be reimbursed for services rendered in connection with

14 such hearing as determined by the Board, subject to approval

15 of the Civil Service Commission.

16 (d) The Board or any member or hearing officer may

17 administer oaths or affirmations.

18 (e) The Board shall have the same powers of investi-

19 gation and subpena as those granted the National Labor

20 Relations Board in 29 U.S.C. 161 (1) and (2).

21 (f) A full record shall be made and kept of all hear-

22 ings conducted.

23 SEC. 508. (a) After hearing, the Board member or

24 hearing officer conducting the hearing shall make findings

25 of fact based upon the record.
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1 (b) After a hearing conductCd by the Board, it shall,

2 if it finds that any complaint has sifflred injury referred

3 to in section 504, niake a nonctary award of indemnifi-

4 cation to compensate such complainant for such injury.

5 (c) After a hearing conducted by a member of tho

6 Board or hearing officer, lie shall, if lie finds that any (min-

7 plainant has suffered injury referred to in section 504, make

8 a recommendation of an award of indemnification. All such

9 recommendations shall be reviewed by the Board. Upon

10 review, the Board shall review the findings of fact and shall

11 a.ffinn, reject, or modify findings and such reconiiendations

12 and enter or deniy an award.

13 (d) All awards made hereunder shall include rea.onaJ)le

14 attorney's foes.

15 Sc. 509. (a) In the event that the investigation of

16 the cominplaint or the hearing thereon indicates the person or

17 person responsible for the injury for which an award is

18 sought, such person or persons shall be notified and shall

19 have a reasonable opportunity to intervene in the hearing

20 and to be fully heard.

21 (b) In the event that such investigation or hearing

22 indicates that the injury resulted in whole or in part from

23 action takeni under color of law, the political subdivision

24 and/or the State under whose authority such action was

~;~& - -~
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1 taken shall be notified and shall have a reasonable oppor-

2 tunity to intervene in the hearing and to be fully heard.

3 (c) Notice under this section may be by personal service

4 or by registered mail.

5 (d) Notice to a State or political subdivision may be

6 given to the chief executive or prinoipal legal officer of such

7 State or political subdivision.

8 (e) The Board shall, if necessary to secure a full hear-

9 ing for any intervenor, continue the hearing from time to

10 time.

11 Swc. 510. The United States may, on the motion of the

12 Attorney General, intervene at any state of the hearing or

13 appeal.

14 SEc. 511. (a) The complainant or any intervenor may

15 obtain a review of the final decision of the Board in the

16 United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

17 or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which the

18 injury occurred or the person seeking review resides.

19 (b) Such review shall be made on the basis of the

20 record before the Board, and the findings of the Board with

21 respect to questions of fact, if supported by substantial evi-

22 dence on the record considered as a whole, shall be con-

23 elusive.

24 Sikc. 512. (a) In any instance in which the injury or
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1 death for which an award is made results in whole or in part

2 from action taken under color of law, or from action whether

3 or not taken under color of law which in any way impedes

4 or infriniges upon the exercise or advocacy of any right,

5 privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or protected by the

6 (Constitution or laws of the United States, the United States

7 shall have a cause of action for recovery of the amount of

8 such awaj:d against the person or persons responsible for the

9 injury for which the award is made.

10 (b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted

11 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law, the

12 political subdivision and/or the State under whose authority

13 such action was tak-en shall be jointly &nd severally liable

14 with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

15 (c) In any case brought under this section against any-

16 one notified under section 509, the findings of fact as made,

17 modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to section 508

18 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima facie evidence

19 of the facts determined by the findings, and the award of

20 indemnification shall be admissible and shall constitute prima

21 facie evidence of the damages suffered by the complainant.

22 (d) The district courts of the United States shall have

23 jurisdiction to hear cases brought under this section.
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1 Swc. 513. (a) In the event the person injured dies, a

2 complaint may be filed by any representative of his estate,

3 or by his or her spouse, child, or dependent and the Board

4 shall determine to whom any award shall be made.

5 (b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of the

6 person injured to file a complaint, it may be filed by his or

7 her spouse, child, dependent, or counsel.

8 SEC. 514. All complaints must be filed within six

9 months of the injury for which an award is sought, except

10 that where the injury results in death, the complaint may be

11 filed within twelve months of death.

12 SEC. 515. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the

13 right to pursue any action or remedy granted him under any

14 other law of the United States or ajiy State, provided that

15 in the event that any person receives in any other action an

16 award of damages for which an award of indemnification has

17 been made under this title, the United States shall have a lien

18 against such award in the amount of the award of indemnifi-

19 cation. In the event such other award is made prior to the

20 award of indemnification, the amount of such other award

21 shall be considered by the Board in determining whether to

22 make an award and, if so, the amount of the award.
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1 TITLE VI-AMENDMENT TO TITLE VII OF 1964

2 ACT

3 Stc. 601. Title VII of Public Law 88-352 (the Civil

4 Rights Act of 1964) is amended as follows:

5 (a) Add a new paragraph to section 701 (a) as fol-

6 lows: "The term 'governmental unit' means a State or a

7 political subdivision thereof or aii agency of one or more

8 States or political subdivisions."

9 (b) Amend so much of section 701 (b) as appears be-

10 fore the word "Provided" to read as follows: "The term

11 'employer' means: (1) a person engaged in an industry

12 affecting commerce who has twenty-five or more employees

13 for each working day in each of twenty or more calendar

14 weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any

15 agent of such a person, but such term does not include (i)

16 the United States, a corporation wholly owned by the Gov-

17 ernment of the United States, or an Indian tribe, (ii) a bona

18 fide membership club (other than a labor organization)

19 which is exempt front taxation tnder section 501 (c) of the

20 Internal Revenue Code of 1954; (2) a governmental unit

21 and any agent of such governmental unit;"

22 (c) Add the words "or governmental unit" following

23 the word "person" wherever it appears in section 701 (c).

24 (d) Delete the phrase "or an agency of a State or

25 political subdivision of a State," from section 701 (c).
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1 (e) Add a conia and the following language after the

2 word "charge" on line 9 of section 706 (e) : "unless the

3 respondent is a State."

4 (f) Insert the words "or governmental unit" in section

5 707 (a) following the word "persons" on lines 2 and 12

6 of such subsection.

7 (g) Insert the words "for or in the name of the United

8 States" following the word "action" on line 6 of section

9 707 (a).

10 (h) Insert the words "Of governmental unit" following

11 the word "person" on line 4 of section 709 (a) on lines 1

12 and (5) of section 710 (c) and on lines 2 and 7 of section

13 713 (b).

14 TITLE VII-MISCELLANEOUS

15 SEc. 701. (a) The team "State" as used herein shall

16 include the District of Columbi,

17 (b) The term "because of race or color" shall mean

18 because of hostility to the race or color of any person, or

19 because of his association with persons of a different race

20 or color or his advocacy of equality of persons of different

21 nlces or colors.

22 (c) The term "hearing officer" shall mean an agent or

23 employee of the Indemnification Board or a person not

24 otherwise associated with the Board who is designated by

25 the Board to conduct a hearing.
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1 (d) The term "action taken under color of law" shall

2 include the knowing refusal or failure to act where action

3 could or iay have prevented injury.

4 (e) The term "injury to property" shall include any

5 financial or economic loss.

6 (f) The term "judicial district" shall inean a division

7 thereof where the judicial district is divided into divisions.

8 ,pC. 702. (a) There are hereby authorized to be a-p-

9 propriated such sunis as may be necessary to carry out

10 the provisions of this Act, including payment of awards

11 under title V.

12 (b) If any provision of this Act or the application

13 thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the

14 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision to

15 other persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances

16 shall not be affected thereby.
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89rru CONGRESS
21) SrssioN H R. 14765

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 2, 1966

Mr. CELLER introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee oil the Judiciary

A BILL
To assure nondiscrimination in Federal and State jury selection

and service, to facilitate the desegregation of public educa-
tion and other public facilities, to provide judicial relief
against discriminatory housing practices, to prescribe pen-
alties for certain acts of violence or intimidation, and for
other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Civil Rights Act of

4 1966".

5 TITLE I

6 Sic. 101. The analysis and sections 1861 and 1863

7 through 1869 of chapter 121 (if title 28, lUnited States

8 Code, are ainended to read as follows:
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"CHAPTER 121-JURIES; TRIAL BY JURY

"see-
"1861. Declaration of policy.
"1862. Discrimination prohibited.
"1803. Jury commission.
"1864. Master jury wheel.
"1865. Drawing of names from the master jury wheel.
"1866. Qualifications for jury service.
"1867. Challenging compliance with selection procedures.
"1868. Maintenance and inspection of records.
"1869. Exclusion from jury service.
"1870. Definitions.
"1871. Fees.
"1872. Exemptions.
"1873. Challenges.
"1874. Issues of fact in Supreme Court.
"1875. Admiralty and maritime cases.
"1876. Actions on bonds and specialties.

2 "§ 1861. Declaration of policy

3 "It is the policy of the United States that all qualified

4 persons shall have the opportunity to serve on grand and

5 petit juries in the district courts of the United States and

6 shall have an obligation to serve as jurors when summoned

7 for that purpose.

8 "§1862. Discrimination prohibited

9 "No person or class of persons shall be denied the right

10 to serve on grand and petit juries in the district courts of

11 the United States on account of race, color, religion, sex,

12 national origin, or economic status.

13 "§ 1863. Jury commission

14 "(a) There shall be a jumry commission for each district
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1 court of the United States composed of the clerk of tile court

2 and a citizen appointed by the court as a jury commissioner:

3 Provided, That the court may establish a separate jury con-

4 mission for one or more divisions of tile judicial district by

5 appointing an additional citizen as a jury commissioner to

6 serve with the clerk for such division or divisions. The jury

7 commissioner shall during his tenure in office reside in the

8 judicial district or division for which appointed, shall not

9 belong to the same political party as the clerk serving with

10 him, and shall receive $16 per day for each day necessarily

11 employed in the pelonnance of his duties.

12 "(b) In the performance of its duties, the jury com-

13 mission shall act under the direction and supervision of the

14 chief judge of the district.

15 "§ 1864. Master jury wheel

16 "(a) Each jury commission shall maintain a master jury

17 wheel and shall place in the master wheel names selected

18 at random from the voter registration lists of persons residing

19 in the judicial district or division it serves: Provided, That

20 the judicial council of the circuit, with such advice as the

21 chief judge of the district may offer, shall prescribe some

22 other source or sources of names for the master wheel in
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1 addition to the voter registration lists where necessary, in

2 the judgment of the council, to protect the rights secured

3 by section 1862 of this title.

4 "(b) The jury commission shall place in the master

5 wheel the names of at least 1 per centumn of the total number

6 of persons listed on the voter registration lists for the district

7 or division (or, if sources in addition to voter registration

8 lists have been prescribed puxsuant to subsection (a), at

9 least 1 per centum of the total number of persons of voting

10 age residing in the district or division according to the most

11 recent decennial census): Provided, That in no event shall

12 the jury commission place in the master wheel the names of

13 fewer than two thousand persons.

14 "(c) The chief judge of the district shall prescribe,

15 by rule, definite and certain procedures to be followed by the

16 jury commission in making the random selection of names

17 required by subsections (a) and (b) of this section.

18 "(d) State, local, and Federal officials having custody,

19 possession, or control of voter registration lists or other a-

20 propriate records shall make such lists and records available

21 to the jury commission for inspection, reproduction, and copy-

22 ing at all reasonable times as the commission may deem neces-

23 sary and proper for the performance of its duties under this

24 title. The district courts shall have jurisdiction upon appli-

-, *14~ --
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1 cation by the Attorney General to compel compliance with

2 this subsection by appropriate process.

3 "(e) The master jury wheel shall contain names of per-

4 sons residing ini all cotuities, parishes, or similar political sub-

5 divisions within the judicial district or division.

6 "(f) The jury commission shall in accordance with this

7 section (1) from time to time, as necessary, place additional

8 naiut-4 in the master wheel and (2) between November 15

9 and December 31 of each even-numbered year empty and

10 refill the master wheel.

11 "§ 1865. Drawing of names from the master jury wheel

12 "(a) From time to time as necessary the jury com-

13 mission shall publicly draw from the master jury wheel

14 the names of as many persons as may be required for jury

15 service, prepare an alphabetical list of the names drawn,

16 which list shall not be disclosed to any person except pur-

17 suant to sections 1867 and 1868 of this title and summon

18 by certified mail the persons whose names are drawn. Each

19 person whose name is drawn, unless he claims exemption

20 front jury service pursuant to section 1872 of this title and

21 subsection (b) of this section, shall appear before the clerk

22 and fill out a juror qualification form to be prescribed by

23 the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

24 consultation with the Attorney General. The form shall
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1 elicit his name, address, age, sex, education, race, religion,

2 occupation, and citizenship and whether he has any physical

3 or mental infirmity, is able to read, write, speak, and under-

4 stand the English language, and has been convicted in any

5 State or Federal court of record of a crime punishable by

6 imprisonment for more than one year and has not had his

7 civil rights restored by pardon or amnesty. The clerk shall

8 examine the form to determine whether it is filled out corn-

9 pletely and responsively and shall call any omissions or

10 apparent errors to the attention of such person who shall

11 make such corrections or additions as may be necessary.

12 If any person summoned is unable to fill out the form, the

13 clerk shall do it for him and indicate on the form the fact

14 that he has done so and the reason. Except as provided

15 in subsection (b) of this section, any person summoned

16 who fails to appear as directed shall be ordered by the

17 court forthwith to appear and show cause for his failure

18 to comply with the summons. Any person who fails to

19 appear pursuant to such order or who fails to show good

20 cause for noncompliance with the summons may be fined not

21 more than $100 or imprisoned not more than three days,

22 or both.

23 "(b) Any person sitmnmoned who is exempt from *try

24 service pursuant to section 1872 of this title may state the

25 basis for his exemption in the space provided on the sum-
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1 mons and return the stunrnions duly signed to the clerk by

2 mail. Any person who willfully misrepresents his exemp-

3 tion from jury service on a summons may be fined not more

4 than $100 or imprisoned not more than three days, or both.

5 "§ 1866. Qualifications for jury service

6 "(a) The jury commission shall determine solely on the

7 basis of information provided on the juror qualification form

8 or the returned summons whether a person is qualified for

9 or exempt from jury service: Provided, That such deter-

10 mination shall be made by the court if other objective evi-

11 dence obtained by the jury commission indicates that a per-

12 son is not qualified pursuant to subparagraphs (1), (3), or

13 (4) of subsection (b) hereof. The jury commission shall

14 enter such determination in the space provided on the juror
15 qualification form and the alphabetical list of names drawn

16 from the master jury wheel. If a person did not appear in

17 response to a summons, such fact shall be noted on said list.

18 Whenever a person is determined to be not qualified for jury

19 service, the jury commission shall note on the space pro-

20 vided on the juror qualification form the specific ground of

21 disqualification.

22 "(b) In making such determination the jury commis-

23 sion shall deem any person qualified to serve on grand and

24 petit juries in the district court unless he-

25 "(1) is not a citizen of the United States twenty-
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one years old who has resided for a period of one year

within the judicial district;

"(2) is unable to read, write, speak, and under-

stand the English language;

"(3) is incapable, by reason of mental or physical

infirmity, to render efficient jury service; or

"(4) has been convicted in a State or Federal cou't

of record of a crime punishable by imprisonment for

more than one year and his civil rights have not been re-

stored by pardon or amnesty.

"(o) The jury commission shall maintain a qualified

juror wheel and shall place in such wheel names of persons

determined to be qualified as jurors. From time to time,

the jury commission shall publicly draw from the qualified

juror wheel such number of names of persons as may be re-

quired for assignment to grand and petit jury panels. Tho

jury commission or the clerk shall prepare a separate list

of names of persons assigned to each grand and petit jury

panel.

"§ 1867. Challenging compliance with selection procedures

"(a) In criminal cases, prior to the introduction of evi-

deace at trial, the defendant may move to dismiss the indict-

ment or stay the proceedings against him on the ground of

failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866 of this

title. The defendant shall be entitled to present in support
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1 of such motion the testimony of the jury commission together

2 with other evidence and, where there is some evidence that

3 there has been a failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865,

4 or 1866, any relevant records and papers used by the jut,

5 commission in the )erformance of its duties which are not

6 public or otherwise available. If the court determines that

7 there has been a failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865,

8 or 1866, the court shall dismiss the indictment or stay the

9 proceedings pending the selection of a petit jury in con-

10 fortity with this title.

11 "(b) In civil cases, prior to the introduction of evidence

12 at trial, any party ,may move to stay the proceedings on the

13 ground of failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865, or

14 1866 of this title. The moving party shall be entitled to

15 present in suI)port of such motion the testimony of the jury

16 commission together with other evidence and, where there

17 is some evidence that there has been a failure to comply

18 with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866, any relevant records

19 and papers used by the jury commission in the performance

20 of its duties which are not public or otherwise available.

21 If the court determines that there has been a failure to con-

22 ply with sections 18(4, 1865, or 1866, the court shall stay

23 the proceedings pending the selection of a jury in conformity

24 with this title.

(3-420 0 ; -15
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1 "(c) The procedures prescribed by this section shall

2 be the exclusive means by which a peron accused of a

3 Federal crime or a party in a civil case may challenge any

4 jury in his case on the ground that such jury was not

5 selected in conformity with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866

6 of this title. Nothing in this section shall preclude any per-

7 sons or the United States from pursuing any other remedy,

8 civil or criminal, which may be available for the vindication

9 or enforcement of any law prohibiting discrimination on ac-

10 count of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or eco-

11 nomic status in the selection of persons for service on grand

12 or petit juries.

13 "(d) The contents of any records or papers produced

14 pursuant to subsections (a) or (b) of this section shall not

15 be disclosed, except as may be necessary in the preparation

16 or presentation of the case, until after the master jury wheel

17 has been emptied and refilled pursuant to section 1864 (f)

18 of this title and all persons selected to serve as jurors before

19 the master wheel was emptied have completed such service:

20 Provided, That the parties in a case shall be allowed to in-

21 spect, reproduce and copy such records or papers at all

22. reasonable times during the pendency of the case. Any per-

23 son who discloses the contents of any record or paper in

24 violation of this subsection may be fined not more than

25 $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.
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1 "§ 1868. Maintenance and inspection of records

2 "After the master jury wheel is emptied and refilled

3 pursuant to section 1864 (f) of this title, and after all per-

4 sons selected to serve as jurors before the master wheel was

5 emptied have completed such service, all of the records and

6 papers conilpiled and maintained by the jury conaiiission

7 before the master wheel was emptied shall be preserved by

8 the commission in the custody of the clerk for four years or

9 for such longer period as may be ordered by a court and

10 shall be available for public inspection.

11 " 1869. Exclusion from jury service

12 "(a) Except as provided in section 1872 of this title,

13 no person or class of persons shall be excluded, excused or

14 exempt from service as jurors: Provided, That any person

15 summoned for jury service may be (1) excused by the court

16 for not more than six months at a time upon a showing of

17 unusually severe hardship or (2) excluded by the court

18 upon (i) peremptory challenge as provided by law or (ii)

19 a finding that such person may be unable to render impartial

20 jury service or that his service as a juror would disrupt the

21 proceedings. Whenever a person is excused or excluded

22 from jury service, the jury commission shall note in the

23 space provided on his juror qualification form the specific

24 ground of excuse or exclusion.

25 "(b) In any two-year period, no person shall be re-
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1 quired to (1) serve as a petit juror for more than thirty

2 calendar days, except when necessary to complete service in

3 a particular case, or (2) serve on more than one grand

4 jury, or (3) serve as both a grand and petit juror.

5 "11870. Definitions

6 "For purposes of this chapter-

7 " (a) 'clerk' and 'clerk of the court' shall mean the

8 clerk of tile U'nited States district court or any deputy

9 clerk.

10 "(b) 'voter registration lists' shall mean the offi-

11 cial records maintained by State or local election offi-

12 cials of pe-rsons registered to vote in the most recent

13 general election for candidates for Federal office or, in

14 the ease of a State which does not require registration

15 as a prerequisite to voting, such other official lists of

16 persons qualified to vote in such election. The term

17 shall also include the list of eligible voters maintained

18 by any Federal examiner pursuant to the Voting Rights

19 Act of 1965 where the names on such list have not

20 been included on the lists maintained by the appropriate

21 State or local officials.

22 "(c) 'division' shall mean one or more divisions

23 of a judicial district established by statute, and, in

24 judicial districts where no divisions are established by

25 statute, shall mean such counties, parishes, or similar
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1 political subdivisions surrounding the places where court

2 is held as the chief judge of the district shall determine.

3 "(d) 'district court of the United States', 'district

4 court', and 'court' shall mean courts constituted under

5 chapter 5 of title 28, United States Code: Provided,

6 That for purposes of sections 1861, 1862, 1867, and

7 1869 of this chapter, these ternis shall include the Dis-

8 trict of Cohubia Court of General Sessions and the

9 Juvenile Court of the District of Columbia."

10 FEES

11 SEc. 102. (a) Section 1871 of title 28, United States

12 Code, is amended by substituting "$20" for "$10" and

13 "$25" for "$14" in the second paragraph, "$16" for "$10"

14 in the third paragraph and "$20" for "$10" in the fourth

15 paragraph.

16 (b) Section 1821 of title 28, United States Code, is

17 amended by substituting "$20" for "$4", "10 cents" for

18 "8 cents" and "$16" for "$8".

19 AMEM)MEINT AND REPEAL

20 SEC. 103. (a) Sections 1862, 1870, 1872, 1873, and

21 1874 of title 28, United States Code. are renumbered as see-

22 tions 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, and 1876, respectively, of

23 that title.

24 (b) Sections 13-701, 11-2301 through 2305 (except

25 the last paragraph of section 11-2302), 11-2307 through
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1 2312 and 7-213a of the District of Clmindia. Code are

2 repealed.

3 (c) Except for th last paragraph of subsection (a),

4 section 11-2306 of the District of Columbia Code is re-

5 pealed and a new subsection (b) is added to the section

6 as follows: " (b) The jury commission for the district court

7 for the District of Columbia shall draw front the qualified

8 jury wheel from time to time as may be required the nancs

9 of persons to serve as jurors in the District of Columbia

10 Court of General Sessions and thu Juvenile Court of the

11 District of Columbia and such persons shall be assigned

12 to jury panels in the General Sessions and Juvenile courts

13 as those courts shall direct."

14 (d) Section 16-1312 of tho District of Cohmbia Code

15 is amended by substituting "section 1866 of title 28, United

16 States Code" for "section 11-2301" in subsection (a) (1)

17 and by substituting "chapter 121 of title 28, United States

18 Code," for "chapter 23 of title 11" in subsection (c).

19 (e) Section 22-1414 of the District of Columbia Code

20 is amended by inserting th, words "or wheel' immediately

21 following the word "box" each time it appears therein.

22 EFFECTIVE DATB

23 SEc. 104. Sections 101 and 103 of this title shall be-

24 come effective one hundred and twenty days after the date

25 of enatmezit: Provided, That such sections shall not apply
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1 in any case in which an indictment has been returned or

2 petit jury impaneled prior to such effective date.

3 TITLE II

4 DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED

5 SEC. 201. No person or class of persons shall be denied

6 the right to serve on grand and petit juries in any State court

7 on account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or

8 economic status.

9 SUITS BY TIE ATTORNEY GENERAL

10 Swe. 202. (a) Whenever there are reasonable grounds

11 to believe that any person has engaged or is about

12 to engage in any act or practice which would deny

13 or abridge any right secured by section 201 of this title, the

14 Attorney General may institute for the United States, or in

15 the name of the United States, a civil action or other proper

16 proceeding for preventive relief, including an application for

17 an injunction, restraining order, or other order against a

18 State, any political subdivision thereof, or any official of such

19 State or political subdivision. In any proceeding hereunder,

20 the 'United States shall be liable for costs the same as a

21 private person.

22 (b) The district courts of the United States shall have

23 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title
24 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether any

25 aggrieved party shall have exhausted any administrative or
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1 other remedies that may be provided by law. Any action

2 pursuant to this section shall be in every way expedited.

3 APPROPRIATE REiI El.

4 Sm. 203. Af in any proceeding instituted purstunit to

5 this title or any other law authlorizinig proceedings for in-

6 jWictive relief, tht' district court finds that aly right secured

7 by section 2(01 htas been dellied or abridged, it may, iti

8 addition to ay other relief, enter an order, effective for

9 sNInli period of time its mntay be appropriate-

10 (a) Prohibiting or suspending the use of anly quali-

11 fication for jury service or any basis for excuse, exemp-

12 tion, or exclusion from jury service wNhich-

13 (1) violates or has been applied in violation

14 of section 201 of this title, or

15 (2) is susceptible to being applied in violation

16 of section 201 of this title because it vests in jury

17 officials undue discretion to determine whether niy

18 person has satisfied such qualification or whether

19 a basis exists for exeusinig, exempting, or excluding

20 any person front jury service;

21 (b) Re(fuiring the use of objective criteria to de-

22 termine whether any person has satisfied any quilificl-

23 tion for jury service or whether a basis exists for ex-
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1 cusing, exempting, or excluding aiiy person from jury

2 service;

3 (c) Requiring maintenance of such records or ad-

4 ditional records as may be necessary to permit a deter-

5 mination tlereafter whether any right secured by sec-

6 tion 201 has been denied or abridged; or

7 (d) Appointing a master to perform such duties

8 of the jil'y .fial5 as as may be necessary to a..ure that

9 the rights secured by section 201 of this title are not

10 denied or abridged.

11 DISCOVERY OF EVIDENCE

12 SEc. 204. in any proceeding instituted lursuant to

13 section 202 of this title or section 1983 of title 42 of the

14 United States Code, or in any criminal proceeding in any

15 State court prior to the introduction of any evidence at

16 trial, or in any habeas corpus, coram nobis, or other collateral

17 proceeding in any court with respect to a judgment of con-

18 viction entered after the effective date of this title, wherein

19 it is asserted that any right secured by section 201 of this

20 title has been denied or abridged-

21 (a) The appropriate State or local officials shall

22 furnish a written statement of jury selection information
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1 subscribed to under oath which shall contain a detailed

2 description of the following:

3 (1) the nature and location of the sources from

4 which names were obtained for inclusion in the

5 wheel, box, or similar device;

6 (2) the methods used and the procedures

7 followed in selecting names from the sources referred

8 to in subdivision (1) of this subsection for inclu-

9 sion in the wheel, box, or similar device;

10 (3) the methods used for selecting names of

11 prospective jurors from the wheel, box, or similar

12 device for testing or otherwise demonstrating their

13 qualifications for jury service;

14 (4) the qualifications, tests, standards, criteria,

15 and procedures used in determining whether pros-

16 pective jurors are qualified to serve as jurors; and

17 (5) the methods used for summoning or other-

18 wise calling persons for jury service and assigning

19 such person to grand and petit jury panels.

20 (b) The statement of jury selection information shall

21 be filed with the clerk of the court in which the proceed-

22 ing is pending, find a copy thereof shall be served upon

23 the attorney for the complaining party. The statement

24 of jury selection infomration shall constitute evidence on

25 the question whether any right secured by section 201 of
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1 this title has been denied or abridged: Provided, that the

2 complaining party shall be entitled to cross-examine any

3 person having knowledge of relevant facts concerning

4 the information to be contained in such statement and to

5 present in addition the testimony of the jury officials,

6 together with any other evidence, and, where there is

7 some evidence of a denial or abridgement of a right

8 secured by section 201 of this title, any relevant records

9 and papers used by jury officials in the performance of

10 their duties which are not. public or otherwise available.

11 (c) If the court determines (1) that there is prob-

12 able cause to believe that any right secured by section

13 201 of this title has been denied or abridged and (2)

14 that the records and papers maintained by the State are

15 not sufficient to permit a determination whether such

16 denial or abridgment has occurred, it shall be the re-

17 sponsibility of the appropriate State or local officials

18 to produce additional evidence demonstrating that such

19 denial or abridgement did not occur. When such evi-

20 dence is not otherwise available, the State shall use such

21 process of the court as may be necessary in order to

22 produce the evidence, including the right to subpena

23 witnesses.

24 (d) The court may direct that the contents of any

25 records or papers produced pursuant to subsection (b)
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1 of this section shall not be disclosed (except as may be

2 necessary in the preparation and presentation of the

3 case) during such period of time as such records and

4 papers are not available for public inspection l under

5 State law: Providcd, That parties to the proceeding shall

6 lie allowed to inspect, relroduce. and copy such rc.or'ds

7 and papers at all reasonable times during the penden'y

8 of the case, and that disclosure of the contents of such

9 records and papers by the Attorney General and his

10 relresentatives shall he governed by subsection (b) of

11 section 205 of this title. Any person who discloses the

12 contents of any records or papers in violation of this

13 subsection may be fined not more than $1,000, or ir-

14 prisoned not more than one year, or both.

15 PRESERVATION AND INSPECTION OF RECORDS

16 SEC. 205. (a) The jury officials in all State courts

17 shall preserve the records and papers prepared or obtained

18 in the performance of their duties for four years after the

19 completion of service by all persons whose consideration for

20 service as jurors was the subject of such records and papers.

21 Any person. whether or not a jury official, who willfully

22 steals. destroys, conceals, mutilates, or alters any record or

23 paper required by this subsection to be preserved shall be

24 fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than

25 one year, or both.
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1 (b) Any record or paper required by subsection (a)

2 of this section to be preserved shall, upon demand in writing

3 by the Attorney General or his representative directed to

4 the person having custody. possession, or control of such

5 record or paper, be ilade available for inspection, reproduc-

6 tioul, antd copying by the Attoricy General or lIs representa-

7 tive. During such period of time as such records and papers

8 are not available for public inspection under State law,

9 unless otherwise ordered by a court of the United States,

10 neither the Attorney General nor any employee of the

11 Department of Justice, nor any other representative of the

12 Attorney General, shall disclose the contents of any record

13 or paper produced pursuant to this title except to Congress

14 and any committee thereof, governmental agencies, and in

15 the preparation and presentation of any case or proceeding

16 before any court or grand jury. The United States district

17 court for the district in which a record or paper so demanded

18 is located, shall have jurisdiction by appropriate process to

19 compel the production of such record or paIper.

20 DEFINITIONS

21 Src. 206. For purposes of this title,--

22 (a) "State court" shall mean any court of any State,

23 county, parish, city, town, municipality or other political

24 subdivision of any State;
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1 (b) "jury official" shall mean any person or group

2 of persons, including judicial officers, who select, sum-

3 mon, or inpanel persons to serve as grand or petit jurors

4 in any State court;

5 (c) "wheel, box, or similar device" shall include

6 a file, list, or other compilation of names of persons pre-

7 pared by a jury official;

8 (d) "political subdivision" shall mean any county,

9 parish, city, town, municipality, or other territorial sub-

10 division of a State.

11 EFFECT ON EXISTING LAWS

12 SEC. 207. The remedies provided in this title shall not

13 preclude any person, the United States, or any State or local

14 agency from pursuing any othcr remedy, civil or criminal,

15 which may be available for the vindication or enforcement of

16 any law prohibiting discrimination on account of race, color,

17 religion, sex, national origin, or economic status in the selec-

18 tion of persons for service on grand or petit juries in any

19 State court.

20 EFFECTIVE DATB

21 SEC. 208. This title shall become effective one hundred

22 and twenty days after the date of its enactment: Provided,

23 That the provisions of this title shall not apply in any case in

24 which an indictment has been returned or a petit jury im-

25 paneled prior to such effective date.
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1 TITLE I II

2 SEC. 301. Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (78

3 Stat. 246; 42 U.S.C. 2000b-2000b--3), is amended to read

4 as follows:

5 "TITLE 111-NONDISCRIMINATION IN PUBLIC

6 EDUCATION AND OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES

7 "m8.:c. 301. The Attorney General may institute, in the

8 name of the United States, a civil action or other proceed-

9 ing for preventive relief, including an application for a per-

10 maneait or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other

11 order. whenever he has ri.a.soible grounds to believe that-

12 " (a) Any person acting under color of law ha-s

13 denied, or attempted or tireatened to deny, any other

14 person, of] account (of his rave or color, the equal pro-

15 tection of the lay.s with respect to any public school or

16 public college, or any public facility which is owned,

17 operated, or managed by or on behalf of any State. or

18 subdivision thereof, or

19 "(b) Any person, whether acting under color of

20 Jaw or otherwise, has intimidated, threatened, coerced

21 or interfered with, or has attempted or threatens to in-

22 timidate, threaten, coerce, or interfere with any other

23 person in the exercise or enjoyment of any right to, or on

24 account of his having exercised or enjoyed any right to,
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1 or on account of hisa.lvingaided or encouraged any other

2 person in the exercise or enjoyment of any right to

3 equal protection of the laws with respect t any public

4 school or public college, or any public faculty which is

owned, operaed, or managed by or on behalf of any

State of subdivision thereof.

7 "SEc. 302. In any proceeding under section 301 the

s United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

9 citizen.

10 "Sw. 303. As used in this title, 'public school' and

11 'public college' shall have the same meanings as in section

12 401 (c) of title IV of this Act.

13 "Swc. 304. The district courts of the United States shall

14 have and shall exercise jurisdiction of proceedings instituted

15 pursuant to this title.

16 "Src. 305. Nothing in this title shall affect adversely

17 the right of any person to sue for or obtain relief in any court

18 against discrimination in public education or any public

19 facility."

20 8&~c. 302. Sections 407 through 410 of the Civil Rights

21 Act of 1964 (78 Stat. 248-249; 42 U.S.C. 2000o-6-200Oo-

22 9) are hereby repealed.
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1 TITLE IV

2 POLICY

3 8EC. 401. It is the policy of the United States to pre-

4 vent, and the right of every per.1ws to be protectedd against,

5 discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or national

6 origin in the purchua r lease, financing, use and

7 occupanucy o ousing throughout the Na 11
8

9 EV. 402. iFo ur ses this tt

10 (a) "pqso~u mel es on r Aiore ijdiNiduals, co o

11 tions, partnerships *ons, bor rgatn~ations, le I

11u nt-stock: conpanie

13 trujsts, uikn1corpi. okg~i' 1 7u 9. trustees, trustees

14 nikruptt~j rec 6rs, and fipociar

15 (b) "dWelling" inclu 1) ay building or strue re,

16 or I .tion there, wether ico struc-

17 tion, w *ch is in, or is de-,-ig-i-'d, intended, or a iged for,

18 residential u.~ by one or more individual r families and

19 (2) anY vacant land t " e for sale or l, r the

20 construction or lotion of any such building, structure or,

21 portion thereof.

(3-420 0-66----46
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1 (c) "discriminatory housing practice" means an act

2 that is tudhavfid under section 403 or 404.

3 I'REVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN TilE SALE Ol 1ENTAI,

4 OF HOUSING

5 Sre. 403. It shall be unlawful for the owner lessee, sub-

6 lessee, assignee, or manager of, or other person having the
7 authority to sell, rent, lease, or manage, a dwelling, or for

8 any person who is a real estate broker or salesman, or em-

9 ployee or agent of a real estate broker or salesman-

10 (a) To refuse to sell, rent, or lease, refuse to inego-

11 tiate for the sale, rental, or lease of, or otherwise make

12 unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any person because of

13 race, color, religion, or national origin.

14 (b) To diserirninate against any person in the

15 terms, conditions, or privileges of sale, rental, or lease of

16 a dwelling, or in the provision of services or facilities in

17 connection tferewith, because of race, color, religion, or

18 national origin.

19 (c) To print or publish or'cause to be printed or

20 published any notice, stateijieit, or advertisement, with

21 respect to the sale, rental, or lease of a dwelling that

22 indicates any preference, limitation, or discrimination

23 based--on rice, color, religion, or national origin, or an

24 intention to make any sudi preference, limitation, or

25 discrimination.
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1 (d) To represent to any pcrson because of race,

2 color, religion, or national origin tlinat arty dwelling is

3 not available for inspection, sile, rental, or lease when

4 such dwelling is in fact so available.

5 (e) To deny to any ersonI beciaise of race, color,

6 religion, or national origin, or becatise of the race, color,

7 religion, or national origin of the )ersoll lie represents

8 or may represent, access to or pait'iciation in aijy itilti-

9 ple-listing service, or other service or facilities related

10 to the business of selling or relting dlVlings.

11 PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN TIlE FINANCING OF

12 HOUSING

13 SEC. 404. It shall be unlawful for any bank, savings

14 and loan institution, credit union, insurance company, or

15 other person that makes mortgage or other loans for the

16 purchase, construction, improvement, or repair or mnainte-

17 nance of dwellings to deny such a loan to a person applying

18 therefor, or discriminate against him in the fixing of the

19 down)aynent, interest rate, duration, or other terms or

20 conditions of such a loan, because of the race, color, religion,

21 or national origin of such person, or of any member, stock-

22 holder, director, officer, or employee of such person, or of the

23 prospective occupants, lessees, or tenants of the dwelling

24 or dwellings in relation to which the application for a loan

25 is made.
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INTERFEIRENV', COERCION, OR I NTI31IDATI()N

2 SI'. 405. No person shall intimidate, threaten, ('VItt',

3 or interfere with any pelsoll ill the exerci.,e or elijoyilcit of.

4 or oil accolult of his having exrcit'd or enjoyed, oir on

5 accolit of his ]iamiig aided or encouraged any other person

6 ill the exercise or eljoymlnt of allly right graite(l b) section

7 403 or 404.

8 ENFORCEMENT BY PRIVATE I'PE'ONS

9 SF.c. 406. (a) The rights granted by scetionis 40:, 404,

10 and 405 may be enforced by civil actions ill appropriate

11 United States district courts without regard to the amount

12 ill controvensy and ill appropriate State or local ctom'ts of

13 general jurisdiction. A 6 ii action shall lie comnmenced

14 within six months after the alleged discriminatory housing

15 practice or violation of section 405 occurred.

16 (b) Upon application by the plaintill and in such Vir-

17 cuimstances as the court miay deeim just, a Court of tile

18 Ijnited States in which a civil action under this section has

19 been brought nmay appoint a-n attorney for tile plaintiff and

20 lia1y authorize tile conmnencemient of a civil action without

21 the payment of fees, costs, or security. A comt of a State

22 or subdivision thereof may do likewise to the extent not

23 inconsistent with the law or procedures of the State or sub-

24 division.
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1 (c) Tihe (,ort may grimt suil re-lif a, it (lenIs appro-

2 j)riate, including a 1)('Illaaiieit or temporary injunctioll, re-

3 straining order, or other order, and nay award damages

4 to the plaintiff, including diamages for hllitiliation and mental

5 ]mail and suffering, ad1 ul) to $0() punitive damages.

63 (d) 'lie (mitrt may allow a lrevailig plaintiff a reason-

7 aile attorney's fee as part of tle (,costs.

8 ENFORCE31ENT BY TIIE ATTORNIYl (ENEIAI,

9 SEC. 407. (a) Wheever tile Attorney General has

10 reasonable cause to believe that ialy person or group of

11 persons is engaged in a pattern om practice of resistance to

12 tie full enjoyment of any of time rights granted by this title

13 lie may bring a civil action in any appropriate United States

14 district court by filing with it a complaint setting forth the

15 facts pertaining to such pattern or practice an(l requesting

16 such preventive relief, including an application for a penifa-

17 nent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other

18 order against the person or persons responsible for such

19 pattern or practice, as he deems necessary to insure the

20 full enjoyment of the rights granted by this title.

21 (b) Whenever an action uIder section 406 has been

22 conmmmnC(l, in any court of the United States, thje Attoriev

23 (lencral nmav intervene for or in tIe iname of time UTnite,

24 States if he certificq that the action is of general Imblic
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1 ilkitJrtae. III sliteh fletioli tile United States shall J)e en-

2 titled to the same relief as if it had instituted the action.

3 ASSBTANC, IY TIlE SERETARY OF II()-SINO AND URBAN

4 DEVELOPMENT

5 Si:c. 408. 'i'l4 Secretary of 4 coming and Urban Devel-

6 11,1i1et sil.ul--

7 (a) miake stilies with respect to the nature and

8 extent (if discrimiinla iry liousing practices in represent-

9 ative comnniities, urban, suburban, and rural, through-

10 out the United States;

11 (b) publish and disseminate reports, recommenda-

12 tions, and information derived from such studies;

13 (e) 6omperate with and render technical assistance

14 to Federal, State, local, and other public or private

15 agencies, organizations, aild institutions which are fornun-

16 hatiig or carrying on programs to prevent or eliminate

17 discriminatory housing practices;

18 (d) cooperate with and render such technical and

19 other assistance to the Community Relations Service as

20 may be appropriate to further its activities in preventing

21 or eliminating discriminatory housing practices; and

22 (e) administer the programs and activities relating

23 to housing and urban development in a manner affirm-

24 atively to further the policies of this title.
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1 EFFECT ON STATS LAWS

2 St.!. 409. Nothing in this title shall be construed to in-

3 validate or limit any law of a Sate or political subdivision of

4 a State, or of any other jurisdiction in which this title shall

5 be effective, that grants, guarantees, or protects the same

6 rights as are granted by this title; but any law that pur-

7 Polts to require or permit any nation that wouhIl he a dis-

8 criminatory housing pnctico under this title shall to that

9 extent be invalid.

10 CONTEMPT OF COURT

11 Sic. 410. All cases of criminal contempt arising under

12 the provisions of this title shall be governed by section 151

13 of the Civil ]lights Act of 1957 (42 U.S.C. 1995).

14 EXISTING AUTHORITY

15 Six. 411. Nothing in this title shall be construed to

16 deny, impair, or otherwise affect any right or authority of

17 the United States or any agency or officer thereof under

18 existing law to institute or intervene in any civil action or

19 to bring any criminal prosecution.

20 TITLE V

21 INTERFERENCE WITH RIGHTS

22 SEC. 501. Whoever, whether or not acting under color

23 of law, by force or threat of force-

24 (a) injures, intimidates, or interferes with, or
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1 aIttenwts to injure, itimidate, or interfere with any

2 person Iecause of his rave, culor, religion, or national

3 origin while he is engaging or seeking to engage in

4 (1) voting or qualifyiuig to vote in any pri-

5 i1ary, special, or general election;

6 (2) enrolling in or attending any pilidic

7 school or pi ldhe college;

8 (3) partiilting ill or elljoying alil%" bJenefit,

9 Service. privilege, prograil, facility, or activity pro-

10 vidled or a(hninistered by tile I'nited States or by

11 any State or subdivision thereof;

12 (4) applying for or enjoying employment, or

13 iny prerequisites thereof, by any private employer

14 or agency of the I nited Staes or any State or sub-

15 division thereof, or of joining or using the services

16 or advantages of any labor organization or using the

17 services of any employment agency;

18 (5) selling, purchasing, renting, leasing, oc-

19 cupying, or contracting or negotiating for the .sale.

20 rental, lease or occupation of any dwelling;

21 (6) serving, or attending upon any court in

22 connection with posible service, as a grand or petit

23 juror in any court of tile United States or of any"

24 State;
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1 (7) using any vehicle, terminal, or facility of

2 any conanon carrier by motor, rail, water or air;

3 (8) participating in or enjoying the benefits of

4 any program or activity receiving Federal financial

5 assistance; or

6 (9) enjoying the goods, services, facilities,

7 privileges, advantages, or accommodations of any

8 inn, howl, notel, or other establishment which pro-

9 vides lodging to transient guests, or of aty restau-

10 rant, cafeteria, lunchroom, lunch counter, soda foun-

11 tain, or other facility principally engaged in selling

12 food for consumption on the premises, or of any

13 gasoline station, or of any motion picture house,

14 theater, concert hall, sports arena, stadium, or any

15 other place of exhibition or entertainment, ir of

16 any other establishment which serves the public and

17 which is located within the premises of any of the

18 aforesaid establishments or within the premises of

19 which is physically located any of the aforesaid

20 establishments; or

21 (b) injures, intimidates, or interferes with, or at-

22 tempts to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any per-

23 son (1) to discourage such person or any other person

24 or any class of persons from participating or seeking to
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1 participate in any such benefits or activities without dis-

2 eximination on account of race, color, religion, or national

3 origin, or (2) because he has so participated or sought

to so participate, or urged or aided others to so partici-

5 pate, or engaged ini speech or peaceful assembly oppos-

6 ing any denial of the opportunity to so participate; or

7 (c) injures, intimidates, interferes with, or attempts

8 to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any public offi-

9 cial or other person to discourage him from affording

10 another person or any class of persons equal treatment

11 in participating or seeking to participate in any of such

12 benefits or activities without discrimination on account

13 or race, color, religion, or national origin, or because he

14 has afforded another person or class of persons equal

15 treatment in so participating or seeking.to so paxtici-

16 pate-

17 Shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more

18 than one year, or both; and if bodily injury results shall be

19 fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than

20 ten years, or both; and if death results shall be subject to im-

21 prisonment for any term of years or for life.
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1 AMBNDMBNTS

2 SEc. 502. (a) Section 241 of title 18, United States

3 Code, is amended by striking out the final paragraph thereof

4 and substituting tie following:

5 "They shall be lined not more than $10,000 or in-

6 poisoned not niore than ten years, or both; and if death de-

7 suits, they shall be subject to imprisonment for aniy ten of

8 years or for life."

9 (b) Section 242 of title 18, United States Code, is

10 anicuded by striking out the period at the end thereof and

11 adding the following: "; and if death results shall be subject

12 to imprisownent for any termn of years or for life."

13 (c) Subsections (a) and (o) of section 12 of the Voting

14 Rights Act of 1965 (79 Stat. 443, 444) are amended by

15 striking out the words "or (b)" following the words

16 "11 (a)."

17 TITLE VI-ISCELLANEOUS

18 AUTtIORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS

19 SEc. 601. There are hereby authorized to be appro-

20 priated such sums as are necessary to carry out the provisions

21 of this Act.
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SEPARABILITY

2 SEC. 602. If any provision of this Act or the applica-

3 tion thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid,

4 the remainder of the Act and the application of the provision

5 to other persons not similarly situated or to other circum-

6 stances shall not be affected thereby.
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941 CONGRESS

) H. R. 14770

IN THE ttOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAy 2, 1966

Mr. (;1 ILBRT introduced the following bill; which was referred to the ('om-
wittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
Providing for jury selection in Federal and State courts, prose-

cution and removal to Federal courts, civil preventive relief,
civil indemnification, civil rights procedures, amendment of
the school desegregation laws, and prohibition of racial dis-
crimination in housing, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Enforce-

4 ment Act of 1966".
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TrrLL I. Jury Selectiwi in Federal aud §tate Courts.
TITLE II. Prosecution in and Removal to Federal Courts.
TITLE 111. Preventive Relief.
TITLE IV. Removal by Certain Defendants.
TrrIL V. Civil Indemnification.
TrrLz VI. Removal of State or Local Police Officials for Gross Viola-

tions of Civil Rights.
TITLE VII. Amendment to Title VII of 1964 Act.
Tim: VIII. Amendments to Voting Rights Act of 1965.
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Tna X1. Public School Desegregation Procedure and Prohibition of

Dual School Systems, Gerrymandering and other Methods of
Promoting Segregation.

IITLE XII. Prohibition of Housing Discrimination.
TITLE XIII. Miscellaneous.

1 TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

2 STATE COURTS

3 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

4 SEC. 101. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended to read as follows:

6 "§ 1864. Duties, compensation and methods of selecting

7 and drawing jurors

8 "(a) JURY COMMISSION.-A jury commission shall

9 be established in each judicial district, consisting of the clerk

1o of the court or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the

11 clerk and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the

12 district court. The jury commissioner shall be a citizen of

13 the United States of good standing. a resident of the district.

14 and, at the time of his appointment, shall not be a member

15 of the same political party as the clerk of the court or a duly
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1 qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If more than

2 one jury commissioner is appointed, each may be designated

3 to serve in one or more of the places where court is held, and

4 the clerk and the jury commissioner so designated shall

5 constitute the jury commission for that part of the district.

6 In the event that a jury commissioner is unable for any

7 reason to perform his duties, another jury commissioner may

8 be appointed, as provided herein, to act in his place until he

9 is able to resume his duties.

10 "(b) JURY SELECTION.-

11 "(i) In the performance of its duties, the jury

12 commission shall act under the direction and supervision

13 of the chief judge of the district.

14 "(ii) The names of persons who may be called for

15 grand or petit jury service shall he obtained under a

16 sampling plan prepared by the jury commission with the

17 approval of the chief judge and designed to provide a

18 representative cross-section of the population of the judi-

19 cial district without exclusion on the basis of race, color,

20 sex, political or religious affiliation or economic or social

21 status. The plan for obtaining such names and the

22 method for carrying out such plan shall be prepared in

23 consultation with and approved by the Director of the

24 Administrative Office of the United States Courts, who
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1 may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the Census

2 for advice and assistance.

3 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

4 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than three

5 hundred qualified persons, publicly drawn by chance,

6 shall be placed in the jury box, wheel or similar device.

7 "(iv) The names of jurors for service on grand and

8 petit juries shall be publicly drawn by chance from the

9 jury box, wheel or similar device.

10 "(v) In determining whether persons whose names

11 are to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device

12 are qualified as jurors under section 1861 of title 28, as

13 amended, the jury commission may use such question-

14 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the ap-

15 proval of the Director of the Administrative Office of

16 the United States Courts, may deem appropriate, in-

17 eluding the administration of oaths. The questionnaires

18 may be filled out by the individual or by another on his

19 behalf. With the approval of the chief judge, the jury

20 commission may designate deputy clerks and other em-

21 ployees in the office of the clerk of the court to assist

22 the commission in the performance of its duties, and to

2 perform under its direction such of the detailed duties

24 of the commission as in the opinion of the chief judge

25 could be assigned to them.
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1 "(c) RF cDs.-The jury commission shall keep

2 records of the names obtained under subsection (b) (ii) of

3 this section, the names of persons placed in the jury box,

4 wheel or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned

5 by said persons, the names and race of the persons drawn

6 from the jury box, wheel or similar device, the names of

7 those performing jury service, and the dates thereof, and

8 such additional appropriate records as the chief judge may

9 direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of not

10 less than four years.

11 " (d) ENFORCEMENT BY COURT OF APPEALS.-On ap-

12 plication of any citizen residing in, or litigant in, any judi-

13 cial district or of the Attorney General of the United States,

14 alleging that the jury selection procedures or recordkeeping

15 requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of this

16 section are not being fully implemented, the United States

17 court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which said judicial

18 district is located shall, upon a showing thereof, appoint jury

19 commissioners responsible to said court of appeals and direct

20 such jury commissioners in the selection of juries and the

21 keeping of records in accordance with such subsections (b)

22 and (c) of this section. Where evidence is required for a

23 determination by the court of appeals, the court may hear the

24 evidence itself or appoint a master to act for it in accordance

25 with law.

63-420 0-(;--- --47
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1 "(e) RETURN OF JURY Sup niSlo.-The court of ap-

2 peals may on its own motion, or on application of the chief

3 judge of the judicial district, direct the return of supervision

4 and control of the jury selection procedures to the chief

5 judge and to the jury commission for said judicial district at

6 any time when the court of appeals finds that there is reason-

7 able cause to believe that the jury selection procedures and

8 recordkeeping requirements pres ribed in subsections (b)

9 and (c) of this section will be fully implemented.

10 "(f) C0MPENSATIONN.-Each jury commissioner ap-

11 pointed on a part-time basis shall be compensated for his

12 services at the rate of $25 per day for each day in which he

13 actually and necessarily is engaged in the performance of his

14 official duties. to be paid upon certificate of the chief judge

15 of the district.

16 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a full-time basis

17 shall receive a salary to be fixed from time to time by the

18 Judicial Conference of the United States at a rate which,

19 in the opinion of the Judicial Conference, corresponds to

20 that provided by the Classification Act of 1949, as amended,

21 for positions in the executive branch with comparable re-

22 sponsibilities.

23 "Each jury commissioner shall receive his traveling and

24 sul,,isteiice expenses within the limitations prescribed for
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1 clerks of district courts while absent from his designated post

2 of duty on official business.

3 "(g) DELEGATIO.-Any of the powers or duties con-

4 ferred upon the chief judge under this section may be dele-

5 gated by him to another judge of the district: Provided, how-

6 ever, That where part of a district by agreement or order of

7 court is assigned to one particular judge and he customarily

8 holds court there, as to such part of the district he shall per-

9 forin the functions and fulfill the duties conferred upon the

10 chief judge in this section."

11 SEC. 102. Section 1861 (2) setting forth qualifications

12 of Federal jurors is amended by striking out the words

13 "read" and "write."

14 SEC. 103. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

15 lowing sentence to subsection (b) : "If the district judge de-

16 termines that the ability to read or write English is reason-

17 ,ly 3- required in order for jurors to perform their duties in

18 any particular cqse or cases, he shall he empowered to ex-

19 (lude those who cannot rea(d or write English, except that no

20 plerson shall be excluded on this ground who hns completed

21 the sixth grade in an English language school."

22 SEC. 104. Section 1871 is amended by striking the

23 word "810 per day" and inserting in their place "$15

24 per day or loss of pay. whichever is greater"; and by striking
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1 the words "$14 for each day" and inserting in their place

2 "820 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater for each

3 day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of $10 per day

4 shall be allowed" and inserting in their place "subsistence

5 allowance given to Federal employees shall be allowed":

6 and by striking the words "jury fees in excess of $10 per

7 diem" and inserting in their place "jury fees in excess of $15

8 per diem".

9 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

10 SEC. 105. REcoRD.-Each State or local court shall

11 keep records of the names of all person on the jury list for

12 said court, names of those persons placed in the jury box,

13 wheel or similar device, questionnaires, applications, or docu-

14 ments of any sort used in the selection of jurors, the names

15 and race of the persons drawn from the jury box, wheel

16 or similar device, the names of those performing jury service

17 and the date thereof and such additional appropriate records

18 as the judge or judges or said court may direct. Such

19 records shall be retained for a period of not less than four

20 years.

21 JURY DISCRIMINATION

22 tFic. 106. (a) On application of any citizen residing

23 within the area of, or any litigant in, any State or local

24 court, or of the Attorney General of the United States,

25 alleging that persons have been systematically excluded from
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1 grand or petit juries on grounds of race or color in such State

2 or local court or that the recordkecping requirements of

3 section 105 are not being fully implemented, the Federal

4 district court fox the district in which said State or local

5 court is located shall, upon a showing thereof, direct the

6 Director of the Administrative Office of the United States

7 Courts, directly or through subordinate officials, to assume

8 responsibility for the selection and administration of juries

9 in that State or local court and the Director shall administer

10 and supervise the selection of juries in accordance with the

11 procedures set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of section

12 101. Review of the decisions of the Federal district court

13 shall be had in accordance with subsection (d) of section 101

14 as conformed to the procedures of this section. Tiie Director

15 may, if practical, use the Federal list or part thereof of jurors

16 for the area in which said State or local court is located. The

17 Director shall act without regard to State and local laws

18 and regulations applicable to jury selection and service in

19 said State or local court and all judges therein shall apply

20 Federal law governing jury selection and service. The

21 Director, may, in accordance with civil service laws, appoint

22 and fix the compensation of such officers, attorneys and em-

23 ployees, and make such expenditures, as may b}e necessary

24 to carry out his duties under this section. The directorr mray
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1 call upon the Director of the Bureau of the Census for advke

2 and assistance in carrying out his duties.

3 (b) Any final judgment of any Federal or Stale court

4 within five years prior to the filing of the application in the

5 district court and whether prior to or after the effective date

6 of this Act, determining that there has been systematic ex-

7 clusion from jury service on grounds of race or color in any

8 State or local court, shall establish such exclusion unless the

9 State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

10 official, satisfies- the district cotrt that such exclusion no

11 longer exists.

12 (c) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

13 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race or

14 color within the area of any State or local court bears to

15 the total population of that area exceeds by one-third or

16 more the ratio which the number of persons of that race or

17 color serving on grand and petit juries bears to the total

18 number of persons serving on such juries, this shall he

19 (kemed to establish systematic exclusion on grounds of race

20 or color: Provided, however, That in case all or part of the

21 two-year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the

22 State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

23 official, shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

24 such exclusion no longer exists.

25 SEC. 107. The State or local court may make applica-

7 -4
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1 tion for reinstatement of State procedures to the United

2 States District Court for the District of Colunibia which may

3 approve the reinstatement of said procedures if it finds that

4 there is no longer reasonable cause to believe that persons

5 will be excluded from jury service by reason of race or color,

6 or that there will be continued failure to keep records.

7 SF.r. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

8 able cause to believe that any change in the qualifications,

9 standards, or limitations on the right to a jiry trial, operation

10 of the jury system, the selection of, or challenges to, indi-

11 vidual jury nienibers or panel, or the operation in any way

12 of the court system, for any case or class of cases in any

13 State or local court different from those in force and effect on

14 January 1, 1966, will have the purpose or effect of circum-

15 venting this Act, he is hereby directed to bring an action in

16 the Federal district court for the district in which such State

17 or local court is located to enjoin such change in qualifica-

18 tions, standards, limitations, operation, selection, or chal-

19 lenge and the district court shall grant such temporary and

20 final relief as is necessary to prevent such circumvention of

21 this Act.

22 GENERAL

23 SE. 109. Sections 106(c) and 202(f) (ii) shall not

24 apply in any area unless a racial or color minority consti-
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1 tutes at least 10 per centum of the total population of the

2 area.

3 SEC. 110. Any person who willfully fails to comply with

4 the recordkeeping requirements of this title shall be fined not

5 more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year,

6 or both.

7 Sic. 111. The provisions'of subsections (a), (b), (c),

8 and (d) of section 1974 of title 42, United States Code,

9 shall apply with respect to jury records required to be main-

10 tained under this title.

11 SEc. 112. This title shall become effective ninety days

12 after the date of its enactment.

13 TITLE II-PROSECUTION IN AND REM OVAL To FEDERAL

14 COURTS

15 FEDERAL TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

16 Silc. 201. The district courts of the United States shall

17 have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts of the

18 States, of all prosecutions for offenses (whether felonies,

19 misdemeanors, or other offenses) defined by the laws of the

20 State or of any subdivision of the State where acts or omis-

21 sions constituting the charged offense occur, whenever prose-

22 cution of such offenses in a Federal district court is necessary

23 and proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

24 SEc. 202. (a) Objection to the jurisdiction of the dis-

25 trict court conferred by section 201 shall be entertained only
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1 if ziade before trial and in the manner authorized by the

2 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the time of

3 the objection. If such objection is not made before trial,

4 the jurisdiction of the district court shall not thereafter be

5 questioned in any manner or by any court.

6 (b) In the event of a properly presented objection to

7 the jurisdiction of the district court under section 201, the

8 question whether the prosecution of the charged offense

9 in a Federal district is neccssary and proper to assure equal

10 protection of the laws shall be promptly decided by the

11 district court sitting without jury, and its decision sustaining

12 or overruling the objection shall be reviewable by inter-

13 locutory appeal to the court of appeals within teil days

14 after the entry of the order.

15 (c) If any one of the circumstances specified in sub-

16 section (d) of this section and any one of the circumstances

17 specified in subsection (e) of this section are established

18 by a preponderance of the evidence, the districtt court shall

19 find that prosecution of the charged ollense in a Federal

20 district court is necessary and proper to assure equal pro-

21 tection of the laws.

22 (d) The circumstances first referred to in subsection

23 (c) of this section are that the victim of the offense is:

24 (i) A member of a racial or color group subject
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1 to the discrimination set forth in subsection (e) of this

2 section; or

3 (ii) A person who, by words or action, was ad-

4 vocating or supporting at or near the time of the offense

5 the exercise or enjoynient by any member or members

6 of such group of equal protection of the laws.

7 (e) The circumstances second referred to in subsection

8 (c) of this section are that in any county or other political

9 subdivision, where, under applicablc State law the offense

10 might be tried, the members of amy racial or color group

11 are-

12 (i) systematically excluded from actual service on

13 grand or petit juries in the State or local courts, whether

14 their absence be caused by exclusion from the venires,

15 or by excuses or challenges peremptory or for cause, or

16 otherwise;

17 (ii) systematically denied in any manner the

18 franchise in elections at which any prosecuting official

19 or judge in the county or other. political subdivision, or

20 any official who appoints any such prosecuting official

21 or judge, is elected;

22 (iii) systematically segregated in, or discriminated

23 against in any manner in connection with the services

24 or facilities of, State or locd jails, prisons, police sta-
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1 tions, courts or other public buildings related to the

2 airninistration of justice;

3 (iv) systematically subjected to harsher punish-

4 ment upon conviction of crime than those to which

5 persons generally convicted of crime are subjected; or

6 (v) systematically subjected to more onerous terms

7 or conditions of bail or conditional release than those to

8 which defendants generally are subjected.

9 (f) (i) Any final judgment of any Federal or State

10 court within five years prior to the commencement of the

11 prosecution under section 201 detcrmiiing that there has

12 been, on grounds of race or color, systematic exclusion from

13 jury service in the State or local courts of the county or

14 other political subdivision, or systematic denial of the fran-

15 chise in any election in the county or other State political

16 subdivision shall establish the circumstance described in

17 subsection 202 (e) (i) or (ii), as the ease may be, unless

18 the defendant satisfies the court that the circumstances

19 described in said subsection (i) or (ii) no longer exist.

20 (ii) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

21 years the ratio which tie number of persons of any race or

22 color within the county or other political subdivision hears to

23 the total population of said coumity or other political sub-

24 division exceeds by one-third or more the ratio which the
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1 number of persons of that race or color serving on grand

2 and petit juries bears to the total number of persons serving

3 on such juries, or the ratio which the nmuniber of persons of

4 that race or color registered to vote bears to the total number

5 of pers,,ons registered to vote, this shall be deemed to estab-

6 lish the circumstances described in subsection 202 (e) (i) or

7 (ii) : Provided, hotwcer, That in case all or part of the two-

8 year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the de-

9 fendait shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

10 such exclusion from juries or franchise no longer exists.

11 Si;.c. 203. (a) Prosecutions under the jurisdiction con-

12 ferred by section 201 shall be comn eced by indictment by a

13 Federal grand jury in all cases in which the Constitution

14 requires that prosecution ibe by indictment; in other cases,

15 prosecution may be by indictment or by information. When

16 the statement of twenty persons is filed as set forth in sub-

17 section (b) below, the Attorney General sliml forthwith

18 commence prosecution.

19 (b) The district court shall not proceed in the exercise

20 of jurisdiction conferred by section 201 unless, at or prior

21 to final arrangement, in the district court, there is filed with

22 the district court a certificate of the Attorney General of

23 the United States or a statement by twenty persons who

24 liv within the county or similar political subdivision and are

25 members of the groups described in section 202 (d) (i) or

740
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1 (ii) , that proseclition of the cause by the United States in a

2 Federal district court would fulfill the responsibility of the

3 United States (hoverntment to assure equal protection of the

4 laws. Upon the filing of such a certificate or statement, the

5 jurisdictiOn given by section 2()1 shall become cxclusivc of

6 the co urts of any State, and the prosecution shall thtercatter

7 be conducted exclusively by the Attorney General oif the

8 United States or his designate. Upon the filing of the ccr-

9 tificate or statement, no State court shall have or retail

10 jurisdiction of any offense charged against the defendant

11 prosecution for which would constitute jeopardy iII respect

12 of the offense described in the certificate o)r statement. 'h'le

13 certificate of the Attorney General or the statenivat of

14 twenty persons shall not be subject to review by fill, cmrt.

15 (c) If the certificate of the Attorney Gencral or the

16 statement of twentV persons described in subsectioji (bh)

17 of this section is not filed at or prior to final arraiguinciut

18 in the district court, the district court slhall dismiss the prose-

19 ciftion without prejudice.

20 (d) Notwithstanding the certificate of the Attorn'evy

21 General or the statement of twenty persons descrilwd ill

22 subsection (b) of this section has not yet been filed and

23 no judicial finding has yet been made sustaining the juiri,-

24 diction of a Federal court tider section 201 of this Act.
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1 Federal judicial, executive, administrative, and law enforce-

2 ment officers and agencies, including but not limited to

3 Federal judges, Conunissioners, marshals, grand juries, pros-

4 ecuting attornevs, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation

5 may exercise all powers given them Iby time lws of the

Un listed States in o'der to present and ivestigate any

7 ollnste wvidtin the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 anl(d

8 toi aiprehitml and prosecute the offender or offenders. In

9 any case where such powers by the general laws of the

10 1 united States are restricted to felonies, the .,1qlIe powers may

1i be exercised in cases involving misdemeanors or other of-

12 feinses within tihe jurisdiction conferred by section 201. The

13 authiority given Federal executive, administrative, and law

14 enforcement officers and agencies under this subsection shall

15 be exercised subject to the direction of tile Attorney General

IG o)f tile I lited States, but if the delay of their exercise mintil

17 a direction of the Attorney generall is received is impirac-

IS ticable in order effectively to lrevent or investigate any of-

19 femse within the jurisdiction given-by section 201 of this

20 Act or to apprehend or prosecute tihe offender or offenders,

21 they may be exercised without direction of the Attorney

22 General. The Attorney General is authorized to issue rules

2.' and reguhitimi.s for the imljienientation of this subsection.
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1 REMOVAL BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

2 SEc. 204. (a) Where a prosecution has been col-

3 menced in aniy court of a State in respect of any offcnv

4 within the jurisdiction conferred loy section 201 of this A('t,

5 tile United Stntes may lit filly time Ii(wfere jeopady attacle"

6 remove tile ipl)(ition for trial to the district coiull for tile

7 district eniihc ing tile place wherein the prosec.itio,1 is

8 pending.

9 (b) Such removal shall Ihe instituted by the filing ill

10 tile district court of tile certificate of tile Attorney (s'lenval

11 or tile stattemelnt of twenty persomll described ill secti'iu

12 2(.., (b) of thi.s Act, which certificate or statellelt s lall

13 identify the pirosecutioln to !re removed. The filing of this

14 certificate or .4tateellnt, together with tile filing of a copy

15 thlereof witl tile judge or clerk of tie State court ill whih

16 tile )los('(ltiol is pending (Nwhich filing 11111y' olr(('41h ('

17 follow (Ir lie c'ltt'll)(ireitllCl'. Witil tile filiiig of tile certifi-

18 cate ill the (listrict court) shall effect the rllloval. and tilt.

19 jurisdiction of tile State court shall tler'uplon terllillat-e lit(]

20 all State court pIWweedillgS thereafter shall ]le ill all|d void

21 for ill] ]lll'])fses lilll and until the case is r('nlallded. ]Fo.

22 lowing removal tinder this section:

23 (i) tile jilli.dictioll conferred Ily section (a ) of
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1 this section shall be exclusive of the courts of any State,

2 Zi,d tle ]ioiwtlitiin shalhl be conducted excltisively by

3 the Atorney generall or his designate;

4 (ii) no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

5 (of any offense charged against the defendant, trosecu-

G ti,,u, fo. whi(h Notild censtitute jeopardy in respect ,f

7 the offense described in the certificate; and

8 (iii) the certificate of the Attorney General or the

9 stitteitlit of twenty persons shall not be subject to

10 I'eview by ainy court.

11 (c) Where the offense charged is one required by the

12 (C'js.tilitthm to ibe prosecuted by indictment and no such

13 iinli.t Iti~lt was returned lior to renloval, indictment by a

14 1F(ederal grand jiiry s lll ibe required within a reasonable

15 tiu ,ir the liweeding -shall be renianded to the State Collrt.

I G .-'. 2(;5. (a) The Federal euh's of ('rim,,inal Pro-

17 (11ue' ,1all alily to) l'mcecdings under sections 2)1 through

18 204-.

19 (b) Allv pelsoll ctluvicted in proceedings under sections

20 24)1 1Inrough 21)4 shall be sentiteied to the finte, terin of im-

21 iP1 ,044l4n,111t, Or hoth, prescrilbed ly the State law applicable

'22 to the (Il.ei.e of which he is convicted. For all other pur-

23 poses(if inposition or execution of sentence, including hNit

24 no.t limited to the payment of fine, custody, probation, parole,
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1 and pardon, he shall be treated as a person colvicted and

2 sentenced under the criminal laws of the United States.

3 INVESTIGATION OF JURY EXCLUSION

4 SEC. 206. (a) The United States Comnmission on Civil

5 Rights shall investigate the service on grand and pctit jiiics

6 by members of racial or color groups il the State aind loc.l

7 courts of any county OF other Political sbdiviSion in whidl

8 it believes that there 1,1ay be disparate treatment of iulibel's

9 of different racial or color groups.

10 (b) Before publishing the results of any' -such investi-

11 gation, the Comission .shall fl,'nish a copy of itk propm-ed

12 findings to the State or local court, the jury conmis.ioner,;

13 amd any other officials respon.silile for jury .selection in the

14 county or other political subdivision concerned and shall

15 give thein an Opportunity to controvert ally of tile- l1r(,lJIchd

16 findingS. Upo con.,deratiol of their respon,-s and mIlch

17 con sltation with the affected colani.ssioiers and oticial, :!.4

18 may be indicated, the Commnission may revise its pIro-ocd

19 findinrs. If any of those piriposed findings rI'illhlii (olll'o-

20 averted, the Comnmllissioni shall callse a] pmbli ' hearing. to I!v

21 -held inl the county or other political divisionsn ou'l'rll'd

22 to consider the remaining issues of fact. Smh hearing may

23 be held by the Commission or by a person or persons desig-

24 mated by it who may but need not be a. member or members

63-420 0-66 48
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1 o~f Ill( tlilmlisi or it.. staiff the personl or piersons thus

2 (I'ilatdsliill halve the i.esthle Comumaission would

:1 havi ' ll 1*t'oi rd to) the Vfilidlict of Snell ai heini g. If fily

4 11ich l1(';1ingr is nt held by Ilthe (Commiission itself, thle

( '~ I rjit. prsoiii c(h~ictig it --hall prepar~Ie 11 r('port which

6 A1.1ll lie for-war-ded to) th ( Comision together with stich

7 coumiiitt thervoui as local olhicinil imy make and wvill the

8 rt'ii 'id of tilt- ]hiicar. 'I'll(e C.ommiissioni shall thiereaifter

9 jillliit, iiidiiigs% aiid a dt-'ail'( slimillry (f (lie (ati oil

11) w~Iiithi thlos i(hiig ;Irv' biased. .iihlal Iiotit'e of tile 1111(1-

MW i'0ig!1

14 (c') lit lilt% actioui or proeeinguner thuis tct. thle

iJ(Ii) (it this St'ctioll shall colist itilte evidence uif thit facts pre-

14 trov('rtillg those facts satisfies thet court, by evidence oil the

1 9 record11 a% it whole, that particular thudings or data are not

24) c'oin '(t. the courts shall acept thle Commission 's flidinigs

21 Atid datin axs adeu~iatt'ly probiative of All the facts contained

22 tliereiii and1( shll malike its findings ill accordance therewith.

23(d ) Ill p)roceed~ings under this section, tile ('oimis-

21 -tili shaill have all tilet p)owers grait1tedl it iiidtiall other'
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1 statutes; 11d the powers Conferred oll it J tlis i,. .tiiil O'.

2 in addition to its powers under such ,tobr statimv.

3 FEIUAi, OFFEYNSEI.

4 Swc. 207. (a) Whoever, whther or wi't actilag inlehr

5 Color of law, by force or threat of force-

6 (1) inj '.-, ijltimidates, o1r" interl'f'cs willi or .1-

7 ten ipts to injiurc. ilithiidalle, or ilitelfer with mY,, l '.r.i,'i

8 because of his ra11ce, color, rl.igioll, or 11641'i1al or-i'ill
9 while lie is cilgag-ig or seekiag to c,,ga,-

10 (A) vol ug or qualifying to vot' ii l ill%- pri-

11 mlay, sIt'cial, or gientrall lcht,(lioll;

12 (B) eiiollilig ill or attending any lulllic school

13 or public college;

14 (C) pirticipatinig ill or ('ljoying allY iullefit,

15 service, privilege, program, facility. or acti vity ai,-

16 vided or am(hinistered by the lited Sta te, cr I\"

17 any State or sitld(ivision thereof:

18 (D) aplying for or enjoying employment. or

19 anyr prerequisites thereof, by any private eloplI1 cir

20 or agency of the l.,ited States or aiay Stat, or

21 subdivision thereof, or of joining or using the serv-

22 ices or advantages of any labor orgaizaitio, or

23 using the service of any employment agency;
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1 (E) selling, purchasing, renting, leasing, occu-

2 pying, or coutracting o1 negotiating for the sale,

3 rental, lease, or occupation of any dwelling;

4 (F) serving, or attending upon any court in

5 connection with possible service, as a grand or

6 petit juror in any court of the United States or of

7 any State;

8 (0) using any vehicle, terminal, or facility

9 of any common carrier by motor, rail, water, or air;

10 (1t) participating in or enjoying the belnefits

11 of any program or activity receiving Federal finan-

12 cial assistance; or

13 (I) enjoying the goods, services, facilities,

14 privileges, advantages, or accommodations of any

15 inn, hotel, motel, or other establishment which pro-

16 rides lodging to transient guests, or of any restau-

17 rant, c-afeteria, lunchroom, lunch counter, soda

18 fountain, or other facility principally enlgagetd in

19 selling food for consumption on the premise.s, or

20 of any gasoline station, or of any motion picture

21 house, theater, concert hall, sports arena, staditun,

22 or any other place of exhibition or entertainment,

23 or of any other establishment which serves the

24 public and which is located within the premises of
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1 any of the aforesaid establishineuts or within the

2 premises of which is physically located any of the

3 aforesaid establishment; or

4 (2) Injures, intiuidates, or interferes with, Ir Iat-

5 teipts to injure, itinidatc, ()r ititen'hre witll aiY

6 pierson-

7 (A) to discourage suclh pe'rsoln or any (ot her

8 person or any class of pelrsois front participating or

9 seeking to participate in any such lIeneits or activi-

10 ties without discrimiiination on accomlit of race, (0olor,

11 religion, or national origin, or

12 (B) because hi has so participated or sought

13 to so particilate, or mrged or aided others to so par-

14 ticipate, or engaged in speech or peaceful assembly

15 opposing any denial of the opportmity to so par-

16 ticipate; or

17 (3) injures, intimidates, interferes with, or attempts

18 to injure, intimidate, or interfere wili any public official

19 or other person to discourage him from affordiing a Iother

20 person or any class of persons equal treatment in lar-

21 ticipating or seeking to participate in aoiv of such Ienefits

22 or activities without discrimination on account of race.

23 color, religion, or national origin, or1, beeau se he has
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1 afforded another person or class of persons equal treat-

2 ment in so participating or seeking to so larticipate

3 shall be fined jiot more than $1, )() fir imprisoned nit nore

4 than one year, or both ; and if bodily injury rc :lts .,hall be

5 fined not more than $10),000( or ilprisoned itot mo0rt te111

t; ten .vIa'.s, or 1)0th: and if (lthtl resi.dis shall be sltlhjct./ to

7 imuprisonment for any term of years or for life.

8 (b) (1) Section 241 of title 18, I united States (ode. k

9 amended by striking ot the final paragra pih thereof and

10 slbstitutingr the following"

11 -They shall he fined it more tian $10,(0) ir im-

12 prisoned not more than ten years. or both: and if death re-

13 slilts. tirey" shall ie subject to imlrisOnmnttt for any term of

14 %cars or for life."

15 (2) Section 242 of title 18, United States ('ode, is

16 aninhided bIV ..triking omit the ltpriod at the end tiercof and

17 adding the following: :and if death results shall lie subject

18 to inllrisonment for any term of years or for life."

19 TITLE II-PR EVENTIVE RELIEF

20 S(. 301. Whenever any person has engaged or there

21 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

22 to engage in any act or practice whiwh would deprive any

23 other person, because of nce or color, of any right, privilege,

24 or inmnmtity, granted, secured, or protected by the Constitu-

25 tion or laws of the United States, such other person in his
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1 own right or the Attorney General for or iii die ntame of the

2 United States, waly inistitutte a civil action or other proper~

3 protceedliugi for pirevenitive relief, including an1 aicaiUtion

4 foir a periua tett mr temuipoiary iiijuiietioi. restraiiihg order.

5 fil'i 1-eyjiiriillt flt. pi.stiig(of n it 41d to seiiil' (4)hiijIliaiICe

6 with 111i%. m-ider of the( ((iil, or. Whe(r orderT.

8 are~ r(eas(Jiabhlt grom1ils to bel'ie've that ally Ipenr4111 is alhJ4II1t

9 to ellgzlae inl anyE act m-1 p~racti~e wh'ichi w4P(l depriveb all

10 other pierson of, ow hindlier hjimi ini the exercise (of, the right

11 to speak, assemblhe, petition, or otherwise 'xjie,'s himitself

12 for the purpose of adIvocatin1g equality of pers~ons or oppor-

13 tunity free frmni disciimIItimi b~ecause of race or color,

14 mich other p~ersoni in is own right, or the Attorney fleneral

15 for or int the nmue of the I hnit('d States, uniav institute a civil

1~ (; ctionl or other proceedings for p)revenitive relief. iiichuidilig

-17 ill fjjpi(-it4)J1 forj Il perlIIIIII('hit or tefuljOrr' i1ijulImiO

18 res'tralillillg(irdb, 4pj(tj Prd(,q iji'ili the( postingo of Im11 to,

19 *44cure11 compliance with mwa order 4of the court, mr (oler

20 order: 1111ic , ht suchl w~hier lpe"s'l" a111i've nientiotied is

21 a person described in subsection 202 (d) (i) or (ii) anid

22 aiiiy oneC of the ciremnstalnees specified in seetioji 202 (e) is

23 established byV a1 jWrjiondefhice of the e~videncee. 'Iflle povi-

24 sioits of sectimii 202 (f) shall be apIpliable in1 pVrl(edinlgs

25 nuder this section.
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SE(:103:. In any proceeding under this section the

UnIited States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

person . The (distui't courts of the United States shall have

jirisiii 1(11i l of procetdiings instituted pursuant to this title

~ililI ,ill ('Nl'iSC tOe Slli witholt re-gArd to Wlhler tie

I,;ii'? aiggcrie le,,liill hiilve ('lxi.Iistd 1111%ii ldliiilistlitive or

'itlhcr Iiilli-dihs tilat ilay be provided i)y lw.
ITLl i V-UEMOVA L 1" tEiTAIN DEFENDANTS

Si:w. 401 Any (defendant iii hi criminal action or in a

vivil or criiiniial conteipt action in it State or local court

111V r' ilOVe sai(I actiolln to tile district court of the United

States for the district viniraciiig the place wherein it is

pendhing if the defendant is a personal described in either

subsection (i) or (ii) of section 202 (d) and if any one of

tile circiuiistances specified in section 202 (e) is established

by a lreloideranice of the evidence. The provisions of sec-

tion 202 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings under this

section.

Si-C. 402. Any defendant in any action or proceeding

(civil, criminal or otherwise) in a State or local court may

remove said action or proceeding to the district court of the

I'nited States for the district embracing the place wherein it

is pending if the action or proceeding is maintained for or on

aecoinit of any act or omission in the exercise of the freedoms

of szpeech, of the press, of asscnly or of petition guaranteed I
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1 by the Constitution or laws of the Unjited States for the

2 purpose of advocating or supporting racial equality or of pro-

3 testing the denial of racial equality; or any act or omission

4 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

5 against abridgment or interference by reason of race or

6 color.

7 SEC. 403. The procedures set forth in sections 1446 and

8 1447 of title 28 shall be applicable to reinoval and i'emnand

9 under this section, except that aniy order of renmnd shall be

10 reviewable by appeal or otherwise.

11 TITLE V-CIVIL INDEMNIFICATION

12 SEC. 501. (a) There is hereby estabhislied within the

13 United States Commission on Civil Riglits an Jndemnifica-

14 tion Board, hereafter referred to as the Board. The Board

13 shall be composed of three members, appointed by the Presi-

16 dent with the advice and consent of the Senate. TIhe Presi-

17 dent shall designate one member as Chairman. No more

18 than two members of the Board may be of the same political

19 party.

20 (b) The tenn of office (if each minemher of the ]Board

21 shall be five years, beginning with the effective date of this

22 Act, except of those members first appointed, one shall serve

23 for five years, one for three years, and one for one year. Any

24 member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the
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1 expiration of the ten for which his predecessor was ap-

2 pointed shall be appointed for the remaitider of such tern.

3 (c) The Chainnan shall be coinlcinisated at the rate of

4 $25,I O) per annum, and the other members at a nite ol

5 $24,000 lw-r annum.

6 (d) Two members shall constitute a quormn for the

7 tranmsd1tion Qf business.

8 SJt. 502. The Board may, in accordance with civil scrv-

9 ice laws, appoint and fix the compensation of such officers,

10 attorneys, and employees, and make such expenditures, as

11 may be necessary to carry out its functions.

12 SE-,C. 503. The Board shall make such rules and regula-

13 tions as shall be necessary and proper to carry out its

14 functions.

15 SEC. 504. The (onmission on Civil Rights shall have

16 the authority and duty to receive and investigate or have

17 investigated written complaints from or on behalf of ally

18 person ijired in his person or prolJeiry or deprived of his

19 life (i) because of race or color, while lawfully exercising.

20 attcnpting to exercise, or advocating, or assisting another

21 in the exercise of, ain% right, privilege, or immunity granted,

22 secured, or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

23 United States, or for having so exercised, attempted, ad-

24 vocat(',. or assisted, or (ii) by any act, the purpose or design

25 of whit , is to intimidate him or any other person from
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I seekijig or advoi.ting equality of persons or opportunity

2 free from discrimination based on race or color.

3 8E.v€'. 505. (a) The Commission on Civil Rights may re-

4 quest and the Department of Justice shall make available any

5 investigative reports that the departmentt of Justice has that

6 are relevant .to tlhe complaint and investigation.

7 (b) The Commission may request and the Attorney

8 (Iennl is authorized to direct that additional investigation

9 of matters relevant to tihe complaint be conducted by the

10 Federal Bmeau of Investigation.

11 (e) The Commission shall supply copies of all of its

12 investigative reports to the Attorney General.

13 SEc. 506. If, after such investigation, the Commission

14 shall determine that probaike cause exists for crediting the

15 Conudlaint, it shall direct the Board to conduct a hearing

16 thereon as provided in section 507; if, however, the Com-

17 mission shall determine that probable cause does not exist or

18 that no substantial damage has occurred, it shall dismiss the

19 complaint.

20 Sic. 507. (a) Any hearing may be conducted by the

21 Board or any member of the Board designated by tihe Chair-

22 man.

23 (b) In the event the Board determines that because of

24 the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it is not

25 in the interest of justice for it or a member to conduct a hear-
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1 ing. it Ily designate ai agent or employee of the Board or A

2 lr.,io nt associated with the Board to conduct the hearing,

3 provided any stich agent, emloyce or other person so desig-

4 nated shall be a miiember of the bar of the highest court

5 of one of the States of the Uniled States.

6 (,:) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

7 shall be reimbursed for services rendered in connection with

-such licarig as determined by the Board, subject to approval

9 of the Civil Service Commission.

10 (d) The Board or any incmiber or hearing officer

11 may administer oaths or affirniations.

12 (e) The Board shall have the same powers of investi-

13 gation and sublicna as those granted the National Labor

14 Relations Board in subsections (1) and (2) of section 161

13 of title 29, United States Code.

16 (f) A full record shall be made and kept of all hear-

17 imgs conducted.

18 Si-c. 508. (a) After hearing, the Board, member or

19 hearing officer conducting the hewu'ing shall make findings

20 of fact based upon the record.

21 (b) After a hearing conducted by the Board, it shall.

22 if it finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred

23 to in section 504, make a monetary award of indemnification

24 to compensate such complainant for such injury.

25 (c) After a hearing conducted by a member of the
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1 Board or hearing officer, he shall, if he finds that any corn-

2 plainant has suffered injury referred to in section 504, inke

3 a recommendation of an award of indemnification. All such

4 recommendations shall be reviewed by the Board. Upon

5 review, the Board shall review the findings of fact and shall

6 affirm, reject, or modify findings and such recommendations

7 and enter or deny an award.

8 (d) All awards uiwde hereunder shall include reason-

9 able attorney's fees.

10 Smc. 50). (a) In the event that the investigation of

11 the complaint or the hearing thereon indicates the person

12 or persons responsible for the injury for which an award is

13 sought, such person or persons shall be notified and shall

14 have a reasonable opl)ortunity to intervene in the hearing

15 and to be fully heard.

16 (b) In the event that such investigation or hearing

17 indicates that the injury resulted in whole or in part from

18 action taken under color of law, the political subdivision

19 and/or the State under whose authority su(ch action was

20 taken shall be notified and shall have a reasonable o)lpor-

21 unity to intervene in the hearing and to be fully heard.

22 (c) Notice under this section may be by personal

23 service or by registered mail.

24 (d) Notice to a State or political subdivision may be
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I given to the chief executive or principal legal olicer of

2 such State or political subdivision.

8 (e) The Board shall, if necessary to secure a full hearitigP%

4 for any intervenor, continue the hearing from time to tie.

5 Sac. 510. The United States may, on the motion of

6 the Attorney General, intervene at any stage of the hearing

7 or appeal.

8 Si4. 511. (a) The conilaiiant or any intervenor may

9 obtain a review of the final decision of the Board in the

10 United States Court of Appeals for the districtt of Columbia

U or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which the

12 injury occurred or the person seeking review resides.

13 (b) Such review shall be made on the basis of the

14 record before the Board, and the findings of the Board with

15 respect to questions of fact, if supported by substantial evi-

16 dence on the record considered as a whole, shall be con-

17 elusive.

I 8 SEc. 512. (a) lit any instance in which the injury or
19 death for which an award is made results in whole or in

20 part from action taken umder color of law, or front action

21 whether or not taken under color of law which in any way

22 impedes or infringes upon the exercise or advocacy of any
23 right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or protected

24 by the Constitution or laws of the United States, the United

25 States shall have a cause of action for recovery of the amount

4 ~ .
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I of such award against the person or persons responsible for

2 the injury for which the award is made.

3 (b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted

4 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law,

5 the political subdivision and/or the State under whose

6 authority such action was taken shall be jointly and severally

7 liable with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

8 (c) In amiy case brought under this section against any-

9 one notified under section 509, the findings of fact as made,

10 modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to section 508

11 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima facie evidence

12 of the facts determined by the findings, and the award of

13 indemnification shall be admissible and shall constitute prima

14 facie evidence of the damages suffered by the complainant.

13 (d) The district courts of the United States shall have

16 jurisdiction to hear cases brought under this section.

17 SEC. 513. (a) In the event time person injured dies, a

18 complaint may be filed by any representative of his estate,

19 or by his or her spouse, child, or dependent and the Board

20 shall determine to whom any award shall be made.

21 (b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of the

22 person injured to file a complaint, it mmay be filed by his or

2 her spouse, child, dependent, or counsel.

24 SFrc. 514. All complaints must be filed within six

25 months of the injury for which an award is sought, except
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I that where the injury results in death, the complaint may

2 be filed within twelve months of death.

3 SEC. 515. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the

4 right to pursue any action or remedy granted him under any

5 other law of the United States or any State: Provided, That

6 in the event that any person receives in any other action an

7 award of damages for which an award of indemnification has

8 been made under this title, the United States shall have a

9 lien against such award in the amount of the award of

10 indeninification. In the event such other award is made

11 prior to the award of indemnification, the amount of such

12 other award shall be considered by the Board in determining

13 whether to make an award and, if so, the amount of the

14 award.

15 TITLE VI-REMOVAL OF STATE OR LOCAL POLICE

16 OFFICIALS FOR GROSS VIOLATIONS OF CIVIL RIGHTS

17 SEC. 601. (a) Whenever any sheriff, constable, or other

18 State or local police officer misuses or abuses his offiial

19 powers in disregard of his constitutional duty and inten-

20 tional causes grave bodily injury or death to another or

21 others because of their race or color, or whenever such

22 officer having the authority or responsibility to do so will-

°23 fully neglects to prevent such acts of violence by public

24 officials or private individuals, written complaint under oath

25 may be filed with the Civil Service Commission by or on
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1 behalf of the person or persons so injured or on behalf of

2 the deceased, or by twenty persons described by section 202

3 (d) (i) who live in the county or like political subdivision

4 where the injury occurred, requesting the suspension or

5 removal of said officer from office or such other relief as may

6 be necessary to effectuate the policies of this title. The

7 complaint shall al.o set forth in detail the acts or omissions

8 charged to said officer which form the basis for the requested

9 relief.

10 (b) Whenever a complaint is filed as provided in suh-

11 section (a) of this section, the Civil Service Commission

12 may, in its discretion, permit the Attorney General to inter-

13 vcne in such proceeding if lie certifies that the prosecution

14 of the complaint is of general public importance.

15 (c) The Attorney General may file a complaint under

16 this title if lie certifies to the Civil Service Conmnission that

17 the filing and prosecution of the complaint is of general

18 public importance.

19 SEc. 602. (a) Whenever a complaint has been filed as

20 provided in section 601, the Civil Service Commission shall

21 notify the officer named in the complaint of the natic of

22 the charge, and shall investigate the charge and if after such

23 preliminary investigation the Commission shall determine

24 that prol)al)le catise exists for crediting the complaint, the

25 Commission shall cause to be served upon said officer (here-

G3-420 O-643----49
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1 after referred to as the "respondent") a copy of the con-

2 plaint and a notice of hearing before the Conunission at a

3 place and time therein fixed not less than fifteen days after

4 service of such complaint and notice.

5 (t) The respondent shall have the right to file at verified

6 answer to such complaint and to appear at such hearing in

7 person or otherwise, with or without counsel, to present

8 evidence and to examine and cross-examine witnesses.

9 (c) The Connission shall have the power reasonably

10 and fairly to amend any complaint, and the respondent shall

11 have like power to amend his answer.

12 (d) All testimony shall be taken under oath.

13 (e) If, upon the lreponderance of the evidence the

14 Commission shall find that the respondent has engaged in

15 the acts or omissions described in section 601, the Com-

16 mission shall state its findings of fact and shall issue and

17 cause to be served on the respondent such order as may be

18 appropriate which may include orders (1) suspending re-

19 spondent from office for such period of time as the Commis-

20 sion may deem necessary, (2) removing respondent fr'om

21 office, and (3) disqualifying respondent from holding said

22 or any other office for such period of time not exceeding ten

23 years as in the judgment of the Commission may be neces-

24 sary to effectuate the policies of this title.

25 (f) If the Commission shall find that suspension or re-
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1 moval from office is not warinted, but that acts of violence

2 have occurred or there are reasonable grounds to believe

3 that such acts are likely to occur, the Commission may refer

4 the entire record of the proceeding to the Attorney (lenend

5 with a recommendation that tihe Attorney General institute

6 action under title III of this Act.

7 (g) In any action instituted by the Attorney General

8 lursllint to subsection (f) of this section, the Attorney Gen-

9 eral may file in the district court of the United States for the

10 district in which the respondent resides the certified tran-

11 script of the record of the proceedings before the Commis-

12 sion and the court after causing notice thereof to be served

13 upon the respondent shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding

14 and shall have power to grant such relief as it deems just and

15 proper upon the record set forth in the transcript. The

16 court, however, may on its own motion or upon application

17 by either party, take additional evidence before entering an

18 order granting or denying the relief requested.

19 Sw. 603. (a) (1) The Conmmission shall have power to

20 petition the United States court of appeals for the judicial

21 circuit wherein the respondent resides, or if the court of

22 appeals is in vacation, any district court within the circuit,

23 for the enforcement of any order issued pursuamnt to section

24 602 (e). The Commission shall certify and file in the court

25 to which petition is male a transcript of the entire record in
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1 the proceeding, including the pleadings and testimony upon

2 which such order was entered and the findings and the order

3 of the Conunission.

4 (2) Upon such filing the court shall caus-e notice thereof

5 to be Served upon suich respondent al(] therepon the court

6 sliall have jiisdietion of the proceeding and of the question

7 detennined therein and shall have power to grant such

8 temporary relief as it deems just and proper and to make and

9 enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set

10 forth in such transcript a decree enforcing, modifying, and

11 enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part

12 the order of the Commission.

13 (3) No objection that has not been urged before the

14 Commission, shall be considered by the court, iuless the

15 failure or neglect. to urge such objection shall be excused be-

16 cause of extraordinary circumstances.

17 (4) The findings of the Commission with respect to

18 questions of fact if SUpported by substantial evidence on the

19 record considered as a. whole shall be conclusive.

20 (5) If either party shall apply to the court for leave to

21 adduce additional evidence and shall show to the satisfaction

22 of the court that such additional evidence is material and

23 that there were reasonable groiinds for the failure to ad-

24 (iCe such evidence in the hearing before the Commission, the
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1 court may order such additional evidence to be taken before

2 the Commission, and to be made a part of thIe transcript.

3 (6) The Conmi,,ssion may modify its findings as to the

4 facts, or nmike snew findings, by reason of additional evidence

5 so take and filed, and it shall file such modified or new find-

6 ings, which findings with respect to questions of fact if sup-

7 ported by substantial evidence on the record considered as a

8 whole shall be conclusive, and its recommendations, if any,

9 for the modification or setting aside of its original order.

10 (7) The jurisdiction of the court shall be exclusive and

11 its judgment and decree shall be fimal, except that tile same

12 shall be subject to review by the appropriate United States

13 court of appeals, if application was made to the district court

14 as hereinabove provided, and by the Supreme Court of the

15 United States as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United

16 States Code.

17 (b) Any person aggrieved by a final order of the ('om-

18 mission may obtain a review of such order in any United

19 States court of appeals for the judicial circuit wherein such

20 person resides or the Court of Appeals for the District of

21 Columabia, by filing in such court a written petition praying

22 that the order of the Commission be modified or set aside. A

23 copy of such petition shall be forthwith served upon the

24 Commission which shall file in the court a transcript of the,
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1 entire record in the proceeding, including the pleadings and

2 testimony upon which the order complained of was entered

3 and the findings and order of the Commission. Upon such

4 filing, the court shall proceed in the same manner as in the

5 case of an application by the Commission tider subsection

6 (a), and shall have tls. same excusive jurisdiction to grant

7 to the petitioners or to the Connission such temporary

8 relief as it deems just and prolr, and in like manner to

9 make and enter a decree enforcing, modifyiig, and enforcing

10 as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part the order

11 of the Commission.

12 (e) The con neement of proceedings under this see-

13 tion shall not, unless specifically ordered by the court, oper-

14 ate as a stay of the Commission's order.

15 (d) Upon the filing of any petition under this section,

1G it shall be the duty of the chief judge of the court of appeals

17 to assign the case for hearing at the earliest practicable date

18 and to cause the case to be in every way expedited.

19 Sc. 604. If after preliminary investigation or during

20 the hearing, the Conmission shall find that a complaint filed

21 under this title lacks probable cause, it shall dismiss the

212 complaint and no appeal shall lie from said order of

23 dismissal.

24 SEC. 605. In any action commenced pursuant to this

'~-A -*~~ - -.
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1 title, the Commission or the court, in its discretion, may

2 allow the prevailing party, other then the United States,

3 a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs, amid the

4 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

5 person.

6 TITL, VII-AMENDMENT To TITLE VII OF 1964 ACT

7 Sn.c. 701. Title VII of Public Latw 88-352 (the Civil

8 Rights Act of 1964) is amended as follows:

9 (a) Add a new paragraph to section 701 (a) as fol-

10 lows:

11 "The term 'governmental unit' mnauis a State or a

12 political subdivision thereof or ani agency of one or more

13 States or political subdivisions."

14 (b) Amend so much of section 701 (b) ais appears

15 before the word "Pro ddcd" to read as follows: "The terni

16 'employer' means: (1) a person engaged in an industry

17 affecting connerce who has twenty-five or more employees

18 for each working day in each of twenty or more calendar

19 weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and dny

20 agent of such a person, but such term does not include (i)

21 the United States, a corporation wholly owned by the

22 Government of the United States, or an Indian tribe. (ii)

23 a bona fide membership club (other than a labor organiza-

24 tion) which is exempt from taxation under section 1501 (c)
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1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954; (2) a governmental

2 unit and any agent of such governmental unit:"

3 (c) Add the words "or governmental unit" following

4 the word "person" wherever it appears in section 701 (c).

5 (d) )elete the phrase "or an agency of a State or

6 political subdivision of a State," from section 701 (c).

7 (e) Add a comma, and the following language after

8 the word "charge" on line 9 of section 706 (e) : "unless

9 the respondent is a State."

10 (f) Insert the words "or governmental unit" in section

11 707 (a) following the word "persons" on lines 2 and 12 of

12 such subsection.

13 (g) Insert the vords "for or in the name of the United

14 States" following the word "action" on line 6 of section

15 707 (a).

16 (h) Insert the words "or governmental unit" follow-

17 ing the word "person" on line 4 of section 709 (a) on lines

18 1 and 5 of section 710 (c) and on lines 2 and 7 of section

19 713 (b).

20 TITLE VIII-AMENI)MENTS TO VOTING RIGHTS

21 ACT OF 1965

22 SEC. 801. Section 14 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965

23 is amended by adding the following subsection:

24 "(e) The phrase 'voting qualification or prerequisite to

25 voting, or standard, practice, or procedure with respect to
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1 voting' shall include (1) any reapportionment, realinement,

2 or redistricting of any election district, (2) any prerequisite

3 or qualification for being (or primary or other process for

4 choosing) a candidate iii any election, including any pri-

5 mary, special, or general election or election for party office,
1

6 and (3) all time limitations for voter registration, qualifica-

7 tion as a candidate, dates of holding any election (as defined

8 in '(2)' above), and any oider time limitation with respect

9 to the election process."

10 SEC. 802. Section 6 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965

11 (79 Stat. 437) is amended to read as follows:

12 "SEc. 6. Whenever (a) a court has authorized the

13 appointment of examiners pursuant to the provisions of sec-

14 tion 3 (a), (b) unless a declaratory judgment has been

15 rendered under section 4 (a), the Attorney General certifies

16 with respect to any political subdivision named in, or in-

17 cluded within the scope of, determinations made under section

18 4 (b) that (1) he has received complaints in writing from

19 twenty or more residents of such political subdivision alleging

20 that they have been denied the right to vote under color of

21 law on account of race or color, and that lie believes such

22 complaints to be meritorious, or (2) that in his judgment

23 (considering, among other factors, whether the ratio of

24 nonwhite persons to white persons registered to vote within

25 such subdivision appears to him to be reasonably attributable
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1 to violations of the fifteenth amendment or whether substantial

2 evidence exists that bona fide efforts are being made within

3 such subdivision to comply with the fifteenth amendment),

4 the appointment of examiners is otherwise necessary to en-

5 force the guarantees of the fifteenth aniendnient, or (c)

6 unless a declaratory judgiient has beein rendered under see-

7 tion 4 (a), complaints under oath have been filed with the

8 Civil Service Commission from twenty or more residents of

9 such political subdivision alleging that they have been or

10 are being denied the right to vote on account of race or color,

11 the Civil Service Commission shall appoint as many exam-

12 iners for such subdivision as it may deem appropriate to

13 prepare and maintain lists of persons eligible to vote in

14 Federal, State, and local elections. Whenever five or more

15 such complaints are filed with the Commission front any

16 incorporated municipality or similar area. of compact popu-

17 lation, an examiner shall be placed in such area. Whenever

18 forty or more such complaints are filed from any such polit-

19 ical subdivision or ten or more from any such area, then if

20 requested in such complaints, examiners shall conduct door-

21 to-door registration. As used in this section 'have been or

22 are being denied the right to vote on account of race or

23 color' includes harassment, intimidation, unreasonable regis-

24 tration hours, locations, or other registration conditions and"

25 registration periods limited other than to forty-five days prior
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1 to an election. Such examiners, hearing officers provided

2 for hi section 9 (a), and other persons deemed necessary

3 by the Commission to carry out the provisions and purposes

4 of this Act shall be appointed, compensated, and separated

5 without regard to the provisions of any statute administered

6 by the Civil Service Commission, and service under this Act

7 shall not be considered employnent for the purposes of any

8 statute administered by the Civil Service Commission, except

9 the provisions of section 9 of the Act of August 2, 1939, as

10 amended (5 U.S.C. 118i), prohibiting partisan political

11 activity: Provided, That the Commnis ion is authorized, after

12 consulting the head of the aplropriate department or agency,

13 to designate suitqble persons in the official service of the

14 United States, with their consent, to serve in these positions.

15 Examiners and hearing officers shall have the power to

16 administer oaths."

17 TITLE IX-FEDERAL BONI) CHARTERS

18 S.c. 901. The Federal Deposit Insranee Corporation

19 is hereby authorized to issue, suspend, or revoke charters

20 to corporations to issue bail, appearance, appeal, or other

21 bonds that may be incident to proceedings coming within

22 the provisions of this Act. Such corponitions, to the extent

23 using powers granted by su1ch charters, shall he ;Fbject to.

24 mi plrvision and to regulations issued boy the Federal )eposit

25 Insurance Corporation.
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1 TITLE X---CIVIL RIGHTS PROCEDURE

2 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

3 Six'. lWt. (a) The Congress has over the last century

4 adopted legislation declaring, protecting, and granting vari-

5 ous civil rights to citizens. It is the sense of Congress that

6 some citizens seeking to avail themselves of these declared

7 rights have heen subjected to lengthy and expensive criminal

8 prosecutions instituted to deter them from attempting to

9 obtain their civil rights. It is further the sense of Congress

10 that the proper means to correct this unlawful activity is to

11 vest appropriate jurisdiction in the district courts of tile

12 United States.

13 (b) It is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress

14 and the purpose of this title to promote the general welfare

15 by preventing reprisals against those who seek to end dis-

16 crimination on account of race, color, religion, or national

17 origin prohibited by the Constitution or laws of the United

18 States.

19 REMOVAL OP CAITS.S

20 S1,i'. 1002. (a) Section 1443 of title 28 of the United

21 States Code is amended by substituting a semicolon for time

22 period at the end of subsection (2) and by adding at the end

2- thereof the following new subsections:

24 "(3) For any exercise, or attempted exercise, of any

25 right granted, secured, or protected by the Civil Rights Act
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1 of 1964, or of any other right granted, secured, or protected

2 by the Constitution or laws of the United States against the

3 denial of equal protection of tile laws on account of race.

4 color, religion, or national origin; or

5 "(4) For all exercise, or attempted exercise, of any

6 right to freedom of speech or of the press or of the people

7 to peaceably assemble secured by the Constitution or laws

8 of the United States when committed in furtherance of any

9 right of the nature described in subsection (3) of this see-

10 tion."

11 (b) Subsection (d) of section 1447 of title 28 of the

12 United States Code is amended to read as follows:

13 "(d) An order remanding a case to the State court from

14 which it was removed is not reviewable on appeal or other-

15 wise, except that an order remanding a case to he State

16 court from which it was removed pursuant to section 1443

17 of this title shall be appealable as a final decision under sec-

18 tion 1291 and an order denying remand of a case removed

19 piirsuant to section 1443 shall be appealable as an injune-

20 tion of proceedings in the State court under paragraph (1)

21 of subsection (a) of section 1292."

22 INJUNCTION OF STATE PROCEEDINGS

23 SEC. 1003. Section 1979 of the Revised Statutes (42

24 U.S.C. 1983) is amended by inserting "(a)" at the begin-
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1 ning of the section and by adding at the end thereof the

2 following new subsections:

3 "(b) Such redress shall include the grant of an injunc-

4 tion to stay a proceeding in a State court where such pro-

5 ceding was instituted for:

6 "(1) Any exercise, or attempted exercise, of any right

7 granted, secured, or protected by the Civil Rights Act of

8 1964, or of any other right granted, secured, or protected by

9 the Constitution or laws of the United States against the

10 denial of equal protection of the laws on account of race, color,

11 religion, or national origin; or

12 "(2) Any exercise, or attempted exercise, of any right

13 to freedom of speech or of the press or of the people to peace-

14 ably assemble secured by the Constitution or laws of the

15 United States, when committed in furtherance of any right

16 of the nature described in subparagraph (1) of this sub-

17 section; and where:

18 "(i) An issue determinative of the proceeding in favor

19 of the party seeking the injunction has been decided in favor

20 of his contention in a final decision in another proceeding

21 arising out of a like factual situation;

22 "(ii) the statute, ordinance, administrative regulation,

23 or other authority for the proceeding has been declared un-

24 constitutional in a final decision in another proceeding;

25 "(iii) The statute, ordinance, administrative regulation,
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1 or other authority for the proceeding is, on its face, an uncon-

2 stitutional abridgment of the rights to freedom of speech or

3 of the press or of the people to peaceably assemble; or

4 "(iv) The proceeding was instituted for the purpose of

5 discouraging the parties or others from exercising rights of

6 freedom of speech or of the press or of the people to peace-

7 ably assemble.

8 "(c) In an action seeking an injunction under subsec-

9 tion (b) the court shall not deny or defer relief on the ground

10 that a defense or remedy in the State courts is available."

11 TITLE XI-PUBLIC SCHOOL DESEGREGATION PROCEDURE-

12 AND PROIIII31TION OF DUAL SCIIOOL SYSTEMS, GERRY-

13 WANDERING, AND OTIIlR 31ETIODS OF PROMOTING SEG-

14 REGATION

15 SEC. 1101. Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

16 (78 Stat. 246; 42 U.S.C. 2000b-2000b-3) is amended to

17 read as follows:

18 "TITLE III-NONDISCRIMINATION IN PUBLIC

19 EDUCATION AND OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES

20 "SEC. 301. The Attorney General may institute, in the

21 name of the United States, a civil action or other proceeding

22 for preventive relief, including an application for a perma-

23 nent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other

24 order, whenever he has reasonable grounds to believe that:

25 "(a) Any person acting under color of law has denied,
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1 or attempted or threatened to deny, any other person, on

2 account of his race or color, the equal protection of the laws

3 with respect to any public school or public college, or any

4 public facility which is owned, operated, or managed by or

5 on behalf of any State or subdivision thereof, or

6 "(h) Any person, whether acting under color of law or

7 otherwise, has intimidated, threatened, coerced, or interfered

8 with, or has attempted or threatens to intimidate, threaten,

9 coerce, or interfere with any other person in the exercise or

10 enjoyment of any right to, or on account of his having exer-

11 cised or enjoyed any right to, or on account of his having

12 aided or encouraged any other person in the exercise or

13 enjoyment of any right to equal protection of the laws with

14 respect to any public school or public college, or any public

15 facility which is owned, operated, or managed by or on be-

16 half of any State or subdivision thereof.

17 "SEC. 302. In any proceeding tinder section 301 the

18 United States shall he liable for costs the came as a private

19 citizen.

20 "SEc. 303. As used in thi.s title, 'public school' and

21 'public college' shall have the same meanings as in section

401 (e) of title IV of this Act.

23 "SE"c. 304. The di,-trict courts of the United States shall

24 have and shall exercise jurisdiction of proceedings instituted

25 pursuant to this t;tle.
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1 "SEc. 305. Nothing in this title shall affect adversely

2 the right of any person to sue for or obtain relief in any

3 court against discrimination in public education or any pub-

4 lic facility."

5 SiC. 1102. The following new section is added to title

6 IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (78 Stat. 246):

7 "SEC. 411. Nothing in this title, title III, or title VI

8 shall be construed to-

9 "(a) permit assignment of pupils from the same

10 geographical area to different schools wherever such

11 assignment results in racial imbalance;

12 "(b) permit drawing or continuing in force of

13 school district lines or other methods of pupi! assignment

14 to achieve or perpetuate racial imbalance, unless such

15 lines or other methods are affirmatively shown by the

16 school board to be (1) reasonable, fair, and rational and

17 (2) not based upon race or color."

18 TITLE XII-PROHIIBITION OF HOUSING

19 DISCRIMINATON

20 POLICY

21 Sic. 1201. It is the policy of the United States to pre-

22 vent, and the right of every person to be protected( against,

23 discrimination on account of race. color, religion, or national

24 origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use, and

25 occupancy of housing throughout the Nation.

63-420 0- G6-- 50
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1 DEFI NITIONS

2 SEc. 1202. For purposes of this title--

3 (a) "person" includes one or more individuals, cor-

4 porations, partnerships, associations, labor organizations,

5 legal representatives, mutual companies, joint-stock con-

6 panics, trusts. unincorporated organizations, trustees,

7 trustees in ankriptcv, receivers, ad fiduciaries.

8 (h) "dwelling" includes (1) any building or strue-

9 ture, or portion thereof, whether in existence or under

10 construction, which is in, or is designed, intended, or

11 arranged for, residential use by one or more individuals

12 or families and (2) any vacant land that is offered for

13 .de or lease for the construction or location of any such

14 building, structure or portion thereof.

15 (c) "discriminatory housing practice" means an

16 act that is unlawful under sections 1203 or 1204.

17 PIJEVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN TIE SALE OR RENTAL

18 OF TIOTJSING

19 Sic. 1203. It shall be unlawful for the owner, lessee,

20 sublessee, assignee, or manager of, or other person having the

21 authority to sell, rent, lease, or manage, a dwelling, or for

22 any person who is a real estate broker or salesman, or em-

23 ployee or agent of a real estate broker or salesman-

24 (a) to refuse to sell. rent, or lease, refuse to nego-

25 tiate for the sale, rental, or lease of, or otherwise make
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1 unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any person because

2 of race, color, religion, or national origin;

3 (b) to discriminate against any person in the terms,

4 conditions, or privileges of sale, rental, or lease of a

5 dwelling, or in the provision of services or facilities in

6 connection therewith, because of race, color, religion.

7 or national origin;

8 (c) to print or publish or cause to be printed or

9 published any notice, statement, or advertisement, with

10 respect to the sale, rental, or lease of a dwelling that

11 indicates any preference, limitation, or discrimination

12 based on race, color, religion, or national origin, or an

13 intention to make any such preference, limitation, or

14 discrimination;

15 (d) to represent to any person because of race,

16 color, religion, or national origin that any dwelling is

17 not available for inspection, sale, rental, or lease when

18 such dwelling is in fact so available;

19 (e) to deny to any person because of race, color,

20 religion, or national origin, or because of the race, color,

21 religion, or national origin of the person he represents

22 or may represent, access to or participation in any multi-

23 pie-listing service or other service or facilities related

24 to the business. of selling or renting dwellings.
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1 PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN TIlE FINANCING OF

2 IIOUSING

3 SEC. 1204. It shall be unlawful for any bank, savings and

4 loan institution, credit union, insurance company, or other

5 person that makes mortgage or other loans for the purchase,

6 construction, improvement, or repair or maintenance of

7 dwellings to deny such a loan to a person applying therefor,

8 or discriminate against him in the fixing of the downpay-

9 meant, interest rate, duration, oi other terns or conditions of

10 such a loan, because of the race, color, religion, or national

11 origin of such person, or of any member, stockholder, di-

12 rector, officer, or employee of such person, or of the prospec-

13 tive occupants, lessees, or tenants of the dwelling or dwell-

14 ings in relation to which the application for a loan is made.

15 INTERFERENCE, COERCION, OR INTIMIDATION

16 SEC. 1205. No person shall intimidate, threaten, coerce,

17 or interfere with any person in the exercise or enjoyment of,

18 or on account of his having exercised or enjoyed, or on

19 account of his having aided or encouraged any other person

20 in the exercise or enjoyment of any right granted by section

21 1203 or 1204.

22 ENFORCEMENT BY PRIVATE PERSONS

23 SEC. 1206. (a) The rights granted by sections 1203,

24 1204, and 1205 may be enforced by civil actions in appropri-

25 ate United States district courts without regard to the amount
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1 in controversy and in appropriate State or local courts of

2 general jurisdiction. A civil action shall be commenced

3 within six months after the alleged discriminatory housing

4 practice or violation of section 1205 occurred.

5 (b) Upon application by the plaintiff and in such cir-

6 cumstances as the court may deem just, a court of the United

7 States in which a civil action under this section has been

8 brought may appoint an attorney for the plaintiff and may

9 authorize the commencement of a civil action without the

10 payment of fees, costs, or security. A court of a State or

11 subdivision thereof may do likewise to the extent not incon-

12 sistent with the law or procedures of the State or subdivision.

13 (c) The court may grant such relief as it deems appro-

14 priate, including a permanent or temporary injunction, re-

15 straining order, or other order, and may award damages to

16 the plaintiff, including damages for humiliation and mental

17 pain and suffering, and up to $500 punitive damages.

18 (d) The court shall allow a prevailing plaintiff a reason-

19 able attorney's fee as part of the costs.

20 ENFORCEMENT BY TIE ATTORNEY GENERAL

21 SEc. 1207. (a) Whenever'the Attorney General has

22 reasonable cause to believe that any person or group of

23 persons is engaged in a pattern or practice of resistance to the

24 full enjoyment of any of the rights granted by this title

25 he may bring a civil action in any appropriate United States
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1 district court by filing with it a complaint setting forth the

2 facts pertaining to such pattern or practice and requesting

3 such preventive relief, including an application for a per-

4 manent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other

5 order against the person or persons responsible for such pat-

6 tern or practice, as he deems necessary to insure the full en-

7 joyment of the rights granted by this title.

8 (b) Whenever an action under section 1206 has been

9 commenced in any court of the United States, the Attorney

10 General may intervene for or in the name of the United

11 States if he certifies that the action is of general public

12 importance. In such action the United States shall be

13 entitled to the same relief as if it had instituted the action.

14 ENFORCEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND

15 URBAN DEVELOPMENT

16 SEC. 1208. No person violating sections 1201, 1203.

17 1204, or 1205 of this title shall be entitled to benefits of any

18 Federal program directly or indirectly concerning the sale,

19 rental, construction, management, or financing of housing.

20 SEC. 1209. The Secretary of Housing and Urban De-

21 velopment shall issue regulations to enforce section 1208.

22 Such reglations shall include: (1) a specification of the

23 agency programs covered, (2) the agency procedures for

24 enforcement, (3) the length and degree of the sanctions im-

25 posed for noncompliance in accordance with section 1208,
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1 and (4) sufficiently broad placement of responsibility to

2 secure prompt and effective compliance upon institutions,

3 agencies, or other economic organizations dealing with

4 housing.

5 Snc. 1210. The Secretary of Housing and Urban De-

6 velopment shall-

7 (a) make studies with respect to the nature and

8 extent of discriminatory housing practices in representa-

9 tive communities, urban, suburban, and rural, through-

10 out the United States;

11 (b) publish and disseminate reports, recommenda-

12 tions, and information derived from such studies;

13 (c) cooperate with and render technical assistance

14 to Federal, State, local, and other public or private

15 agencies, organizations, and institutions which are formu-

16 lating or carrying on programs to prevent or eliminate

17 discriminatory housing practices;

18 (d) cooperate with and render such technical and

19 other assistance to the Community Relations Service as

20 may be appropriate to further its activities in preventing

21 or eliminating discriminatory housing practices; and

22 (e) administer the programs and activities relating

23 to housing and urban development in a manner affirma-

24 tively to further the ,olicies of this title,
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1 EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

2 SEC. 1211. Nothing in this title shall be construed to

3 invalidate or limit any law of a State or political subdi-

4 vision of a State, or of any other jurisdiction in which this

5 title shall be effective, that grants, guarantees, or protects the

6 same rights as are granted by this title; but any law that

7 purports to require or permit any action that would be a

8 discriminatory housing practice under this title shall to that

9 extent be invalid.

10 CONTEMPT OF COURT

11 SEc. 1212. All cases of criminal contempt arising under

12 the provisions of this title shall be governed by section 151

13 of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 (42 U.S.C. 1995).

14 EXISTING AUTHORITY

15 SEC. 1213. Nothing in this title shall be construed to

16, deny, impair, or otherwise affect any right or authority of

17 the United States or any agency or officer thereof under exist-

18 ing law to institute or intervene in any civil action or to

19 bring any criminal prosecution.

20 TITLE XIII-MISCELLANEOUS

21 SEC. 1301. (a) The term "State" as used herein shall

22 include the District of Columbia.

23 (b) The term "because of race or color" shall mean

24 because of hostility to the race or color of any person, or

2 because of his association with persons of a different race or
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1 color or his advocacy of equality of persons of different races

2 or colors.

3 (c) The term "hearing officer" shall mean an agent or

4 employee of the Indemnification Board or a person not

5 otherwise associated with the Board who is designated by

6 the Board to conduct a hearing.

7 (d) The term "action taken under color of law" shall

8 include the knowing refusal or failure to act where action

9 could or may have prevented injury.

10 (e) The term "injury to property" shall include any

11 financial or economic loss.

12 (f) The terni "judicial district" shall mean a division

13 thereof where the judicial district is divided into divisions.

14 SEC. 1302. (a) There are hereby authorized to be ap-

15 propriated such sums as may be necessary to carry out the

16 provisions of this Act, including payment of awards under

17 title V.

18 (b) If any provision of this Act or the application

19 thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the

20 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision to

21 other persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances

22 shall not be affected thereby.
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 2, 1966
Mr. R~w of New York introduced the following bill; which was referred to the

Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To confer jurisdiction upon the district courts of the United

States over certain classes of removed cases and to provide
injunctive relief in certain cases, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the e'cnate and House of Represcita-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congres assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Civil Rights Procedure

4 Act".

5 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

6 SEC. 2. (a) The Congress has over the last century

7 adopted legislation declaring, protecting, and granting vari-

8 ous civil rights to citizens. It is the sense of Congress that

9 some citizens seeking to avail themselves of these declared

10 rights have been subjected to lengthy and expensive criminal
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1 prosecuttions instituted to deter them from attempting to ob-

2 tain their civil rights. It is further the sense of Congress

3 that the proper means to correct this unlawful activity is to

4 vest appropriate jurisdiction in the district courts of the

5 United States.

6 (b) It is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress

7 and the purpose of this legislation to promote the general

8 welfare by preventing reprisals against those who seek so

9 end discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or na-

10 tional origin prohibited by the Constitution or laws of the

11 United States.

12 REMOVAL OF CAUSES

13 SEC. 3. (a) Section 1443 of title 28 of the United States

14 Code is amended by substituting a semicolon for the period

15 at the end of subsection (2) and by adding at the end thereof

16 the following new subsections:

17 "(3) For any exercise, or attempted exercise, of any

18 right granted, secured, or protected by the Civil Rights Act of

19 1964, or of any other right granted, secured, or protected

20 by the Constitution or laws of the United States against the

21 denial of equal protection of the laws on account of race,

22 color, religion, or national origin; or

23 "(4) For any exercise, or attempted exercise, of any

24 right to freedom of speech or of the press or of the people

2 to peaceably assemble secured by the Constitution or laws
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1 of the United States when committed in furtherance of any

2 right of the nature described in subsection (3) of this see-

3 tion."

4 (b) Subsection (d) of section 1447 of title 28 of the

5 United States Code is amended to read as follows:

6 "(d) An order remanding a case to the State court from

7 which it was removed is not reviewable on appeal or other-

8 wise, except that an order remanding a case to the State

9 court from which it was removed pursuant to section 1443 of

10 this title shall be appealable as a final decision under section

11 1291 and an order denying remand of a case removed pur-

12 suant to section 1443 shall be appealable as an injunction of

13 proceedings in the State court under paragraph (1) of sub-

14 section (a) of section 1292."

15 INJUNCTION OF STATE PROCEEDINGS

16 SEC. 4. Section 1979 of the Revised Statutes (42

17 U.S.C. 1983) is amended by inserting "(a)" at the be-

18 ginning of the section and by adding at the end thereof the

19 following new subsections:

20 "(b) Such redress shall include the grant of an injunc-

21 tion to stay a proceeding in a State court where such pro-

22 ceeding was instituted for-

23 "(1) any exercise, or attempted exercise, of any

24 right granted, secured, or protected by the Civil Rights

25 Act of 1964, or of any other right granted, secured, or
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1 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

2 States against the denial of equal protection of the laws

3 on account of race, color, religion, or national origin; or

4 "(2) any exercise, or attempted exercise, of any

5 right to freedom of speech or of the press or of the

6 people to peaceably assemble secured by the Constitu-

7 tion or laws of the United States, when committed

8 in furtherance of any right of the nature described in

9 subparagraph (1) of this subsection;

10 and where--

11 "(i) An issue determinative of the proceeding in

12 favor of the party seeking the injunction has been de-

13 cided in favor of his contention in a final decision in

14 another proceeding arising out of a like factual situation;

15 "(ii) The statute, ordinance, administrative regula-

16 tion, or other authority for the proceeding has been de-

17 cared unconstitutional in a final decision in another

18 proceeding;

19 "(iii) The statute, ordinance, administrative regu-

20 lation, or other authority for the proceeding is, on its

21 face, an unconstitutional abridgment of the rights to

22 freedom of speech or of the press or of the people to

23 peaceably assemble; or

24 "(iv) The proceeding was instituted for the pur-

25 pose of discouraging the parties or others from exercis-
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I ing rights of freedom of speech or of the press or of the

2 people to peaceably assemble.

3 "(c) In an aeton seeking an injunction under sub-

4 section (b) the court shall not deny or defer relief on the

5 ground that a defense or remedy in the State courts is

6 available."
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2i'~l CSNI1'ssi
211NGREssi He.Re 14836

IN T1114. 11OU-SE OF R EPR E.'S 1M A1 IV]Eis

M1.t 31,1966
311. ('iuir:,.. ' inltnio d filie followvill?, bill ; whiichi wais referred to) file ('oiii-

A BIL
The' Civil Righ1ts P~rotec'tion1 %(.t oIf 1966~.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Ja'presenta-

2 lies of the United States (of Amcricw in ( i1'o~pcsx aseib/cd,

3 That this Act may he cited as "The C ivil Rights Protection

4 Act of 19)66".

5 TITLE I-JURY SELPEC'ION IN FEI)E1"RIj .%ND

6 STf~kJ1J COUHjTS11%

7 .1UIPY 81-l3I.( TIN IN FElIEAL CMV('4) ~S

8 Slw. 10( ) ISectin I 86i of( I ith 2,8, 1 'iltd Sla tes ( %Ie,

9 is :mmei1ded to revall as follows:
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1 "§1864. Duties, compensation, and methods of selecting

2). and drawing jurors

3 '(a) 4'Junl*'M Colo loN.-A jIiNr t Olilllllssloli Shall IIc

4 eSta-ll)iSbedl indll julil1 ldiStr-ict, cot1IiSiilig 4of tile Clerk

5 of the court ow a dily qutalified delptty clerk acting for the

6 clerk and~ one or more jiiry (oimulissitniers, alitpoilited by tile

7 li~strict, coin-t. Th'e( jtiiy eolill issioiiler shall lbe a) titizeui 4of

8 thle 1 uiiittd States oif good11 Stanilthig a president of Ole (listrief,

9 '1114l,, at it'e till it' 4of his S f ilii I (il t, shall 114 bo le a 1ii t'biitr

.10 4)f tie Sa ilt' jIiiitit'ah pir ly as the cle'rk o)f the coo iii 4 a

11 (11i13y ijuta hufed depityv e l ic tiuigr for the( clerk. 11' illot'

12 thi (o-ii O J 3' evillllIiissitil('I' is a 1pj oiiited, each Iiiav bet' desig-

15 shtitlh t'Ollstitlit(' te jPliX C'41lI1llissifliI fi thait panrt 41f Owe dis-

16 tflet. Ill the( twt'iit that a julry nl)I Iiissionec is iiiiable for

17 any rt'asoliu to p('rftii his du~ties~, another jury colll~ilissiolle

18 Miay be appominte'd, as pr"ovided hereinl, to act ill lis place

19 ini lie is Ale to resume his (duties.

20 "(b) JuuY SELEXETIO.N.-

21 "' (i ) Ini the performance of it~s (duties, the jury cown-

22 niijssion shall act llui(1(r the direction (wi1( suiiervisitl1 of

23 tile Chief jiudge o)f tile district.

24 "(ii) The naines of pel'sonfs wh~o mayfl be called for

25 gran1ld to' petit juryN service shall lie obtainetd under a
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1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

j 3

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

63-420 0- -66-51

sal)Jlitig p)hil pl'elred lv tlhe jury (o.kittl.liiol with

tille l.'ovalt I h l 'hie'f jtIlgc ail(I dusigleId to provide

a relp'1cillative c'ros-S et'(ioll ot1 hit' tl jiilit iou of the

judicial district wilhoult txc']siot ol tihe Jaiis of r'a1ce,

color, sex, political or religio. s affiliation or ecotioltic 01.

social st' tis. 'Thi(, phiil for obt'' uIttiig sil'll :il11c4 lid

the tttt'thlod forl-l ilig (llt sll.h ]hIl l be prepared

ill colilta-ftion wvilli and aJipprov('( Iy tl' l)irector (f the

Adillilli.trillive ()fice of the Uniiteld States (o1ir s, who

lay (-ll] uloi tilie )ircctor of the Bllleall oif the Census

for advice anid assistance.

"(iii) ]Froiit the nitaites obtained under sibse('tion

(ii) of this slbsectio.I, the nalies f not less llan 300

qutahi iicd Iersoll.s, plblicy Lawilen bY chance, shall be

iilvcled ill the jiury Iox, w\ltccl or suimilir device.

(iv) The lalmes of jul'ors for service oil grand and

petit juries shall )e Ili1icly (l1iwn by challe, from tile

jiury box, wheel or similar device.

"(N-) InI determining whether pe(rs ons whose e names

are to be plae(l in tile jury box, whue], or similar device

are (jiiaified as jurors inder sectioi 1861 of title 28, as

amended, the jury commtiiiission iyf, lic Slchl qu estion-

rnires and other nieans ns the chief judge, with the ap-

prov.i] of the )ircctor of the Admnintrative Office of

the U7nited States Courts, may deem appropriate, ilchid-
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1 ing the adninistratihl of oatls. Tle questionnaires may

2 be filled out ,y tile individual or by another on his be-

3 half. With thie api'roval of the chief judge, the jury

4 C(l1nllissioJI iay designate det)y clerks and other ei-

5 idLces ill the ofice of tile clerk of the court to assist

6 the coillllissioll ill the l)(erforla('ce of its (iltis, alld to

7 perform under its direction such of the detailed duties

8 of the commission as iin the opinion of the chief judge

9 could be assigned to them.

10 (c) REcomRs.-The jury commission shall keep records

11 of the names obtained under subsection (b) (ii) of this sec-

12 tion, the names of persons placed in the jury box, wheel or

13 similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned by said

14 person, the names and race of the persons drawn from the

15 jury box, wheel or similar device, the names of those per-

16 forming jury service, and the dates thereof and such addi-

17 tional appropriate records as the chief judge may direct.

18 Such records shall be retained for a period of not less than

19 four years.

20 (d) ENFORCEMENT BY COURT OF AJ'PEAS.-On ap-

21 l)ication of any citizen residing in, or litigant in, any judicial

22 district or of the Atto.rncy General of tile United States,

23 alleging that the jury selection l)ioC(ir-'(hIes or reeordlkeeinpg

24 requirements set forth in subsections (h) and (c) of this

25 section are not Ieiiig filly inillemtented, the UTnited St.tes

794
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1 couri of appeals for the judicial circuit in which said judicial

2 district is located, shall, upon a showing thereof, appoint jury

3 ctoII'lissionPIrs r'esji osible to said court of appeals and direct

4 such jury commissioners in the selection of juries and the

5 keeping of records in accordance with such subsections (b)

6 and (c) of this section. Where evidence is required for a

7 determination by the Court of Appealq, the court may hear

s ilio evidence itself or appoint a master to act for it in accord-

9 ance with law.

10 (e) R:TUiRN OF JURY SI9ltEjnVsSI0x.-The Comt of

.11 Appleals ilay, Oil its own motion (or on app)lication of the chief
12 .IItdge of the judicial (listrie't, aljrov'e the rctmrn of sipervi-

I. sion and control of the jury sclctioii lmeet)rcs to the chief

14 jiulge and )to the jury commission for said judicial district at

15 any time when the Court of Appeals finds that there is rea-

16 sonable cause to believe that the jill' selection )rocedures

17 and recordkecping requirements prescribed in subsections

18 (b) and (e) of this section will be fully implemented.

19 (f) (o(i I rIvro.-,aih jury 'oilliissioner ap-

20 Pointed on a part-tinc basis shall be conpen.ated for his

21 services t ti( rate of S25 per da.v for vach dyi in which lie

22 actmlly aud teccssaris v egag ed in tle ilrfforulnve of his

23 oflici.l duties, to ibe lpiid 111o01 certificate of the clief judge

24 of the district.

25 Each jury comiissioiter alhijoiiited on a full-time b1 is
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I shiall 1ri~e a C~ sa I;, I (0 lot e i ti 11 lime Ito I out' 11%,tfile

2 1 od(icia Il ( 'u rclicet 44, ille I lifet d St a I es at ai ralt. Wh~ichi, ill

3 the' opili(iCf dw~~ .liidicial ( 41litfurtmac. tt11er'sjitiils to that

4 i idI ,Y III(. ( I shuIiu Act 4I 1 949, as ameni'ide'd. for

7 1itci jI Jr1- ('(l isio~tllt'r shll recetiv'e his traveling andI

8 sil, tciiee\j c MS~ ithi l te liita tinIs prert'ibeid for.

9 clerk,;e (ihI distdc coil ii while. ;abst-it from Ill Idehtsigniated po(st

10 of ditty% oil official biisiiiess.

11 (g) IDlLE.:;A'1O.N.-Anyi of thei 1ItwerVs or (lils ('oiH-

12 ft1)1)11 uijecnte (.hief jiudge. tiltudel t is tion Iiay lie dede-

1.3 ga,,tetl b im ~t to anohiler jiidgt' of flte (litihct1 Pi'ovidcd,

14 lmi-tc(cE'. Tha t where pait oft a dlj.t Vi(t Iv a -eeiiet or order

15 tif courti is a1suglt'd to) 40 c pal jiiia i jitre antd lite eiistoluiarily'

Il( holdstf cotiui there'. ;1., to siich par i f the district lie' Shalll per-

17 formn thie hiiictiois amid Iuihtull the thtiis conferred liijoii tile

18 thieitf jiudge ill this setiul.

19 Siuc. 102. Secti 1 861 (2) sci ting Itith iimlihca tious

20 of Federtal jmrors is amended by strikingr out tile words "read"

21 and "write."

22Suv. 1I :;. Sect ion 18603 is amnedt bi adding the fol-

23 IoNint sntnc to siit'to (b) :"If the (district judge

24 detterineis thiat thet ability to readi or Avrite lldgsh is rea-

25 so~lvr' iil ii, irder fm-e juu-ors to perform their dis iii
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I ally i1arhticihlar case or cases, lis hall ie (-i Iajowertd to ex-

2 ' II slt' ilh st' Who I'O I o 1 F'{';l ,i' W\ it(' iixglislh, 1'1111 ha

0 1101 10, bll ..II; ,114. e.\'lhIoI ( 1 iS ! )IIII(I "'h10 h .f s 01ow-

4 pht'(l Ilit' sixthi grail,' i i ,ll a it LiI lhi hit ''ila' "c school."

Si. ] (04. StcTlimil 1 1 is anieiided by strikillg thtile ol'ds

" 1(0.00 per day" an(1 ills('-t ilg il. their plate "$15.00 per

7 day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by striking

8 the words ",$14.00 for each day" anid insertinig in their place

9 "820.00 Per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater for each

10 ; and by striking the words "subsistence of $10.00 per

11 day shall Ibe allowed" aid inserting in their place "subsistence

12 allowance given to) Federal employees shall be allowed";

13 and lby striking the words "juiry fees in excess of $10.00 per

14 (ieli" and ill.(-rtiiig ill th(ir place "jury fees in excess of

15 $15.00 per diem".

I6 ,TCRY SELEICTION IN STATE COURTS

17 SE,'. 1%)5. ]4mOiS.-]ach State or local court shall

18 k('41p relor(ls of the names of all persons oii the jury list for

19 said court, names of those persons placed in the jury box,

2) wheel oir similar device, questionnaires, alplications, or docti-

21 ments of any sort used in fhe selection of jurors, fhe names

22 and race of the persons drawn from the jury box, wheel or

23 similar deiece, the names of those performing jury service,

24 and the dates thereof ald such additional appropriate records
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1 as the judge or judges of maid court may direct. Such records

2 shall be retained for a period of not less than four years.

3 S.C. 106t. .JUNY J)S'R IM.NATlON.-

4 (a ) ()Ii application n (of aily citizens reshilhig within the

5 area of. 01. aly litigaiit in, auiy State or local court, or of

6 the Att(O,'llev (til'al of tile I liited States. alleging , that

7 persons have been systematically exclded from grand or

8 petit *ijrics, mi ,r,,mlii of rne or color iin sulch State or local

9 court or that the recordkcejiig rehiuireIienits of section 105

10 are not ei ,r fully implemelnted, the Federal district court

11 for the district ill which said State or local (0111t is located

12 shall. u1poln a slowilig lhercof, direct the Director of tile

13 %-d1.inist ':otiv Offic of tl 1T,11jitc StaIs (1ourt, directly

14 or tliroih si,,,diilatie o,(icials. to assiImI reslol isibilitv f,,r

15 (le slc.t io a umd ah!,i,ihstration of jaiics ill iht State or

16 local cour1't :111u tl 1w)irectior shall adnmiiiister and supervise

17 the seh'tioll of Ji,'1is ill ac(ordaitce witl the procedures

is set fo ,th in sillisctiois (I) and (c) of section 101. The

19 D)irector miy. if piactial. ise thw .1l('deal list or part thereof

20 of jurors for the area in which sai. State or local court, is

21 located. The D)irector sliall act without regard to State and

22 local laws and regulations applicable to jury selection and

23 service in said State or lo.-al court and all judges therein

24 slall apply Federal law gov( 1ing jury selection and service.

.5 The l)irector may, ill atcordance with civil service laws.
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1 appoint and fix the compensation of such officers, attorneys

2 and employees, and make such expenditures, as may be

3 necessary to carry out his duties under this section. The

4 Director may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the

5 Census for advice and assistance in carrying out his duties.

6 (b) Any final judgment of any Federal or State court

7 within five years prior to the filing of the application in the

8 district court and whether prior to or after the effective date

9 of this Act, determining that there has been systematic

10 exclusion from jury service on grounds of race or color in

11 any State or local court, shall establish such exclusion unless

12 the State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

13 official, satisfies the district court that such exclusion no

14 longer exists.

15 (c) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

16 years the ratio which the nuniber of persons of any race

17 or color within the area of any State or local court bears

18 to the total population of that area exceeds by one-third

19 or more the ratio which the number of persons of that race

20 or color serving on grand and petit juries bears to the total

21 number of persons serving on such juries, this shall be

22 deemed to establish systematic exclusion on grounds of race

23 or color: Provided, however, That in case all or part of the

24 two-year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the
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1 State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

2 official, shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

3 such exclusion no longer exists.

4 Sc. 107. The State or local court may make applica-

5 tion for reinstatement of State procedures to the United

6 States District Court for the District of Columbia which may

7 approve the reinstatement of said procedures if it finds that

8 there is no longer reasonable cause to believe that persons

9 will be excluded from jury service by reason of race or color,

10 or that theru will be continued failure to keep records.

11 SEC. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

12 able cause to believe that any change in the qualifications,

13 standards, or limitations on the right to a jury trial, opera-

14 tion of the jury system, or the selection of, or challenges

15 to, individual jury members or panel, for any case or class

16 of cases in any State or local court different from those in

17 force and effect on January 1, 1966, will have the purpose

18 or effect of circumventing this title, he may bring an action

19 in the Federal district court for the district in which such

20 State or local court is located to enjoin such change in quali-

21 fications, standards, limitations, operation, selection, or chal-

22 lenge and the district court may grant such temporary or

23 final relief as may be necessary to prevent such circum-

24 vention of this title.

8OM
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1 GENERAL

2 SEC. 109. Sections 106 (c) and 202 (f) (ii) shall not

3 apply in any area unless a racial or color minority consti-

4 tutes at least 10 Percent of the total population of the area.

5 SEC. 110. Any person who willfully fails to comply with

6 the record keeping requirements of this title shall be fined

7 not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year,

8 or both.

9 SEC. 111. The provisions of title 42, United States Code,

10 section 1974 (a), (b), (c), and (d), shall apply with re-

11 spect to jury records required to be maintained under this

12 title.

13 Sic. 112. This title Rhmll become effective ninety days

14 after the date of its enactment.

15 TITLE I1-PROSECUTION IN AND REMOVAL TO

16 FEDERAL COURTS

17 FEDERAL TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

18 SEC. 201. The district courts of the United States shall

19 have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts of the

20 States, of all prosecutions for offenses (whether felonies, mis-

21 demeanors or other offenses) defined by the laws of the State

22 or of any subdivision of the State where acts or omissions

23 constituting the charged offense occur, whenever prosecution

ft . 8 0 1
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1 of such offenses in a Federal district court is necessary and

2 proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

3 SEc. 202. (a) Objection to the jurisdiction of the district

4 court conferred by section 201 shall be entertained only if

6 made before trial and in the mailer authorized by the Fed-

6 eral Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the time of the

7 objection. If such objection is not made before trial, the

8 jurisdiction of the district court shall not thereafter be ques-

9 tioned in any manner or by any court.

10 (b) In the event of a properly presented objection to

11 the jurisdiction of the district court under section 201, the

12 question whether the prosecution of the charged offense in

13 a Federal district is necessary and proper to assure equal

14 protection of the laws shall be promptly decided by the dis-

15 trit court sitting without jury, and its decision sustaining or

16 overruling the objection shall be reviewable by interlocutory

17 appeal to the court of appeals within ten days after the entry

18 of the order.

19 (c) If any one of the circumstances specified in subsec-

20 tion (d) of this section and any one of ,the circumstances

21 specified in subsection (e) of this section are established by

22 a preponderance of the evidence, the district court shall find

23 that prosecution of the charged offense in a Federal district

24 court is necessary and proper to assure equal protection of

2 the laws.

-. - ~ - ~ - -
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1 (d) The circumstances first referred to in subsection

2 (c) of this section are that the victim of the offense is-

3 (i) A member of a racial or color group subject

4 to the discrimination set forth in subsection (e) of this

5 section; or

6 (ii) A person who, by words or action, was advo-

7 eating or supporting at or near the time of the offense

8 the exercise or enjoyment by any member or members

9 of such group of equal protection of the laws.

10 (e) The circumstances second referred to in subsection

11 (c) of this section are: that in any county or other political

12 subdivision, where, under applicable State law the offense

13 might be tried, the members of any racial or color group are-.

14 (i) Systematically excluded from actual service

15 on grand or petit juries in the State or local courts,

16 whether their absence be caused by exclusion from the

17 venires, or by excuses or challenges preemptory or for

18 cause, or otherwise; or

19 (ii) Systenatically denied in any manner the

20 franchise in elections at which any prosecuting official

21 or judge in the county or other political subdivision, or

22 any official who appoints any such prosecuting official

23 or judge, is elected; or

24 (iii) Systematically segregated in, or discriminated

25 against in any manner in connection with the serv-

803
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1 ices or facilities of, State or local jails, prisons, police

2 stations, court or other public buildings related to the

3 administration of justice; or

4 (iv) Systematically subjected to harsher ptish-

5 ment upon conviction of crime than those to which per-

6 sons generally convicted of crime are subjected; or

7 (v) Systematically subjected to more onerous

8 terms or conditions of bail or conditional release than

9 those to which defendants generally are subjected.

10 (f) (i) Any final judgment of any Federal or State court

1.. within five years prior to the commencement of the prosecu-

12 tion under section 201 determining that there has been, on

13 grounds of race or color, systematic exclusion from jury

14 service in the State or local courts of the county or other

15 political subdivision, or systematic denial of the franchise in

16 any election in the county or other State political subdivision

17 shall establish the circumstance described in subsection 202

18 (e) (i) or (ii), as the case may be, unless the defendant

19 satisfies the court that the circumstances described in said

20 subsection (i) or (ii) no longer exist.

21 (ii) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

22 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race

23 or color within the county or other political subdivision

24 bears to the total population of said county or political

25 subdivision exceeds by one-third or more the ratio which the

85M
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1 niniber of persons of that race or color serving on grand

2 and petit juries bears to the total number of persons serving

3 on such juries, or the ratio which the number of persons of

4 that race or color registered to vote bears to the total num-

5 ber of persons registered to vote, this shall be deemed to

6 establish the circumstances described in subsection 202 (e)

7 (i) or (ii) Prorid,,d, ho,,e,'cr, That-in case all or part of

8 the two-year period antedates the effective date of this

9 Act, the defendant shall be given the opportunity to dem-

10 onstrate that such exchiision from juries or franchise no

11 longer exists.

12 SEc. 203. (a) Prosecutions under the jurisdiction con-

13 ferred by section 201 shall be commenced by indictment by

14 a Federal grand jury in all cases in which the Constitution

15 requires that prosecution be by indictment; in other cases,

16 prosecution may be by indictment or by information.

17 (b) The district court shall not proceed in the exer-

18 cise of jurisdiction conferred by section 201 unless, at or

19 prior to final arraignment in the district court, there is

20 filed with th district court a certificate of the Attorney

21 General of the United States that prosecution of the cause

22 by the United States in a Federal district court would fulfill

23 the responsibility of the United States Government to assure

24 equal protection of the laws. Upon the filing of such a

-5 certificate, the jurisdiction given by section 201 shall become

805
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1 exclusive of the courts of any State, and the prosecution

2 shall thereafter be conducted exclusively by the Attorney

3 General of the United States or his designate. Upon the

4 filing of the certificate, no State court shall have or retain

5 jurisdiction of any offense charged against the defendant

6 prosecution for which would constitute jeopardy in respect

7 of the offense described in the certificate. The certificate

8 of the Attorney General shall iiot be subject to review by

9 any court.

10 (o) If the certificate of the Attorney General described

11 in subsection (b) of this section is not filed at or prior to

12 final arraignment, in the district court the district court shall

13 dismiss the prosecution without prejudice.

14 (d) Notwithstanding the certificate of the Attorney Gen-

15 eral described in subsection (b) of this section has not yet

16 been filed aid no judicial finding has yet been made sus-

17 taining the jurisdiction of a Federal court under section 201

18 of tlis Act, Federal judicial, executive, administrative and

19 law enforcement officers and agencies, including but not lim-

20 ited to Federal judges, commissioners, marshals, grand juries,

21 prosecuting attorneys, and the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
22  tion may exercise all powers given them by the laws of the

23 United States in order to prevent and investigate any of-

24 fense within the jurisdiction ecrJ-, red bY section 201 and

25 to apprehend and prosecute the offender or offenders. In any

~) 4
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1 case where such powers by the general laws of the United

2 States are restricted to felonies, the same powers may be

3 exercised in cases involving misdemeanors or other ofTenses

4 within the jurisdiction conferred by Section 201. The au-

5 thority given federal executive, a&ninistrative and law en-

6 forcement officers and agencies under this subsection shall be

7 exercised subject to the direction of the Attorney General

8 of the United States, but if the delay of their exercise titil

9 a direction of the Attorney General is received is impracti-

10 cable in order effectively to prevent or investigate any offense

11 within the jurisdiction given by Section 201 of this Act or

12 to apprehend or prosecute the offender or offenders, they mas

13 be exercised without direction of the Attorney General. The

14 Attorney General is authorized to issue rules and regulations

15 for the implementation of this subsection.

16 REMOVAL BY TIlE ATTORNEY GENERAL

17 SEC. 204. (a) Where a prosecution has been corn-

18 menced in any court of a State in respect of any offense

19 within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 of this Act.

20 the United States may at any time before jeopardy attaches

21 remove the prosecution for trial to the district co1 for the

22 district embracing the place wherein the prosecution i.;

23 pending.

24 (b) Such removal shall be instituted by the filing in

807
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1 the district court of the certificate of the Attorney General

2 described in section 203(b) of this Act, which certificate

3 shall identify the prosecution to be removed. The filing

4 of this certificate, together with the filing of a copy thereof

5 with the judge or clerk of the State court in which the

6 prosecution is pending ( vhich tiling may precede or follow

7 or be contemporaneous with the filing of the (certificate in

8 the district court) shall effect the removal, and the juris-

9 diction of the State court shall thereupon terminate and all

10 State court proceedings thereafter shall be mill and void

11 for all pmrposes unless and until the case is remanded. Fol-

12 lowing removal under this section:

13 (i) The jurisdiction conferred by subsection (a) of

14 this section shall be exclusive of the courts of any State,

15 and the prosecution shall be conducted exclusively by the

16 Attorney General or his designate; and

17 (ii) No State court shall have or retain jurisdiction of

18 any offense charged against the defendant, prosecution for

19 which would constitute jeopardy in respect of the offense

20 described in the certificate.

21 (iii) The certificate of the Attorney (eneral shall not

22 be subject to review by any court .

2:, (c) Where the offense charged is one required by the

24 Constitution to be prosecuted by indictment and no such

23 indictment was returned prior to removal, indictment by a
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1 Federal grand jury shall be required within a reasonable

2 time or the proceeding shall be remanded to the State court.

3 Sitc. 205. (a) The Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

4 shall apply to proceedings under sections 201 through 2.04.

5 (b) Any person convicted in proceedings under sec-

6 tions 201 through 204 shall be sentenced to the fiic, term

7 of imprisonment, or both, prescribed by the State law ap-

8 plicable to the offense of which he is convicted. For all

9 other purposes of imposition or execution of sentence, in-

10 eluding but not limited to the payment of fine, custody,

11 probation, parole, and pardon, he shall be treated as a person

12 convicted and sentenced under the criminal laws of the

13 United States.

14 (c) Sections 201 through 205, inclusive, shall become

15 inoperative on and after January 1, 1975.

16 INVESTIGATION OF JURY EXCLUSION

17 SEm. 206. (a) The United States Commission on Civil

18 Rights shall investigate the service on grand and petit juries

19 by members of racial or color groups in the State and local

20 courts of any county or other political subdivision in which

21 it believes hat there may be disparate treatment of members

22 of different racial or color groups.

23 (b) Before publishing the results of any such investiga-

24 tion, the Commission shall furnish a copy of its proposed

25 findings to the State or local court, the jury commissioners,

- 809
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1 and any other officials responsible for jury selection in the

2 county or other political subdivision concerned and shall give

3 them an opportunity to controvert any of the proposed find-

4 ings. Upon consideration of their responses and such con-

5 sultation with the affected commissioners and officials as may

6 be indicated, the Conunission miiay revise its proposed find-

7 ings. If any of those proposed findings remain controverted,

8 the Commission shall cause a public hearing to be held in the

9 county or other political subdivision concerned to consider

10 the remaining issues of fact. Such hearing may be held by

11 the Commission or by a person or persons designated by it

12 who may but need not be a member or members of the Com-

13 mission or its staff; the person or persons thus designated

14 shall have all the powers the Commission would have in

15 regard to the conduct of such a hearing. If any such hearing

16 is not held by the Commission itself, the person or persons

17 conducting it shall prepare a report which shall be forwarded

18 to the Commission together with such comments thereon as

19 local officials may make and with, the record of the hearing.

20 The Commission shall, thereafter publish its findings and a

21 detailed summary of the data on whioh those findings are

22 based. Judicial notice of the findings of the Commission and

23 the data contained in its detailed summary shall be taken in

24 any judicial proceeding in any owt..

25 (c) In any action or proceeding under this Act, the
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1 Commission's findings and summary of data under subsection

2 (b) of this section shall constitute evidence of the facts pre-

3 sented therein and, except to the extent that the party con-

4 troverting those facts satisfies the court, by evidence on the

5 record as a whole, that particular findings or data are not

6 correct, the co all accept the Commis 's findings and

7 data as aquately probative of aa th fats con therein

8 and make its in aro herewith.

9 (d) b oceedings der s on, the Commis "on

10 11 have. all the powe na~di der/ otier statu

11 d he cof o y this estion arx in additio

12 its POW under -sfat

13 14 ERA

14 Smc. 20 . Title 18, t9Code, so tion 241 is

15 am ed to read ollws9:

16 "( Whoever, whe eting under color law or

17 otherwise-

18 e sses, thr or in-

19 timidates any person in the free exercise or en yient of

20 any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or

21 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

22 States, or because of his having so exercised the same ;.or

23 (2) Intentionally commits an assult or an assault

24 and battery upon any person exercising, attempting to

U1
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1 exercise, or advocating the exercise of, any right, privi-

2 lege, or inhmunity secured or protected against discrimi-

3 nation on the grounds of race or color by the (-oinstitu-

4 tion or laws of the United States; or

5 " (3) Intentionally commits an assault or an assault

6 and battery upon any person using, directly, or indirectly,

7 tHe facilities of interstate commerce, or traveling there-

8 in. or upon any person where the assailant uses. directly

9 or indirectly, any facility of interstate commerce, or any-

10 thing that has moved in interstate commerce, in the com-

11 mission of the assault or assault and battery,, when the

12 purpose or reasonably foreseeable effect of such assault

13 or assault and battery is to prevent any person or class of

14 persons from exercising or advocating equal rights or

1; fOl)PoJrtimitics free from discrimination on the grounds of

16 nce or color, or to intimidate any person or class of

17 persons in the exercise or advocacy of such rights or

ls opportunities , shall upon conviction thereof, be fined

19 not more than $1,0H0 or imprisoned for not more than

20 one year, or both, except that if in the course of the act

21 or acts for which he is convicted lie inflicts death or

22 grave bodily injury, he shall be fined not more than

23 $10,000 and imprisoned for not more than twenty years,

24 or both.

25 "(b) If two or more persons go in disguise on the high-
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1 way or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or

2 hinder the free exercise or enjoyment of any right, privilege,

3 or inunuity covered by subsection (a) of this section, they

4 shall, upon conviction. Ie subject to the penalties in sub-

5 section (a) of this section."

6 TITLE Ill-CIVIL PREVENTIVE RELIEF

7 SEC. 301. Whenever any person has engaged or there

8 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about to

9 engage in any act or practice which would deprive any other

10 person because of race or color, of any right, privilege, or im-

11 nmunity, granted, secured, or protecte(l by the Constitution or

12 laws of the United States, such other person in his own right

13 or the Attorney General for or in the name of the United

14 states, mnay' institute a civil action or other proper proceeding

15 for preventive relief, including an application for a pemlanent

16 or temporary injunction, restraining order, order requiring

j7 tie posting of a bond to secure compliance with any order

II of the .ourt, or other order.

19 Si.-c. 302. Whenever any person has engaged or the('re

20 are reasonable grouid,, to believe that any person is about

21 to englge in aniy act or practice which would (ldeprive any

22 other person of. or hinder him in the exercise of. the right

23 to speak. assemble. petition. or otherwise express himself

24 for fl purpose of advocating equality of persons or oppor-

25 tmiity free from discrimination because of race or color, such
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1 other person in his own right, or the Attorney General for

2 or in the name of the U'nited States, may institute a civil

3 action or other proceeding for preventive relief, including an

4 application for a permanent or temporary injunction, restrain-

5 ing order, order requiring the posting of bond to secure coti-

6 plianee with any order of the court, or other order; provided

7 that such other person above nientioned is a person described

8 in subsection 202 (d) (i) or (ii) and any one of the cir-

9 cunistances specified in section 202 (e) is established by a

10 preponderance of the evidence. The provisions of section

11 202 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings under this section.

12 SEC. 303. In any proceeding under this section the

13 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

14 person. The district courts of the United States shall have

15 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title

16 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

17 party aggrieved shall have exhausted any administrative or

18 other remedies that may be provided by law.

19 TITLE IV-REMOVAL BY CERTAIN DEFENDANTS

20 SEc. 401. Any defendant in a criminal action or in a

21 civil or criminal contempt action in a State or local court

22 may remove said action to the district court of the United

23 States for the district embracing the place wherein it is

24 pending if the defendant is a person described in either

25 subsection (i) or (ii) of section 202 (d) and if any one

814
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1 of the circumstances specified in section 202 (e) is established

2 by a preponderance of the evidence. The provisions of

3 section .202 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings under this

4 section.

5 Sji.c. 402. Any defendant in any action or proceeding

6 (civil, criminal, or otherwise) in a State or local court may

7 remove said action or proceeding to the district court of tile

8 United States for the district embracing the place wherein

9 it is pending if the action or proceeding is maintained for

10 or on account of any act or omission in the exercise of the

11 freedoms of speech, of the press, of assembly or of petition

12 guaniteed by the Constitution or laws of the United States

13 for the purpose of advocating or supporting racial equality

14 or of protesting the denial of racial equality; or any act or

15 omission protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

16 States against abridgment or interference by reason of race

17 or color.

18 Sec. 403. Thie procedures set forth in swetions 1446

19 and 1447 of title 28 shall be applicabh- to removal and

20 remand under this section, except that any order of remand

21 shall be reviewable by appeal or otherwise.

22 TITLE V-CIVIL INI)EMNIFI('ATION

23 SEc'. 501. (a) There is Ihereby establi.ied within the

24 IUnited States Colisi,,, m Civil Righis an Iinhmifica-

815
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I tion Board, lherafter referred to as the Boatrd. The Board

2 :h1ll Ite coillo..t-d of three memnlers, appointed by the Presi-

de tInt with the advice and (onsent (f the Senate. T ite Pre.i-

4 dit ,;(li deigllate one( Imemblier its (. iniran. No llore than

t t' WII itmeItlI's (If the BOard Inay ihe if til' sallite politicall party.

6 (I1) ''l( termi (f offil'e i)f etc'h miethr of the Board

7 shIall lbe, five years, ginningg with the effective date of this

8 Alt. (AXei)t of those ilIltiers first appiointed, one shall serve

9 for five eIrs, olle for three. years, and oIe for one year. Aiy

10 Iit'lilht'r appointed to fill a va(aiieY occurring prior to the ex-

11 piiation of the terli for which his predecessor was appointed

12 slall lie appointed for the reImaziinde'r of s-uch terill.

13 (e') 'Te Ch'liiiria shall Ie coliiieilsated at the rate of

14 $25,(0)0)) per ailullln, and the other nenbers at a rate of

1. .424,00() per anniu11.

16 (d) Two members shall cOnstitute a filloliiii for the

17 rl-i l(isa i l of blisilless.

1 Si.-'c. -)()2. The Bo Iar!d Imla', in! accordan'e with civil serv-

19 ice laws. appoint adli fix tile compi'll.lt1i I of such officers,

20 aItttl'll , and employees, and imalke such eX)elditures as

21 1lay Iw e s]uiry to (arry out its fiiuctionls.

22 'cw. 50:. Te Board shall take such rules and regu-

2,. h ti. a. shall Ie necessary anl rolpr to carry o. it.

24 fulnction.s.

25 Sj;.'c. 5)4. The Conmi.s.,ion on Civil Rights shall have
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I the authority and ditty to receive ald investigate or have in-

2 vestigtated written coiplaits from or on behalf of any per-

3 son injured in his person or property or deprived of his life

4 (i) because of race or color, while lawfully exercising, at-

I tempting to exercise, or advocating, or assisting another in

6 the exercise of, any right, privil ge. or immunity granted.

7 slcured, ot 1rttcctC(l by the Costitution or laws of the

8 U united States, or for having so exercised, attempted, advo-

9 cated, or assisted or (ii) by anyi act, the putrlse or design

l0 of which is to intimidate him or any other person from seek-

11 ing or advocating equality of persons or opportunity free

12 from discrimination based onl race or color.

13 5. 505. (a) The Conmmission on Civil Rights may

14 request and the Department of Justice shall make available

15 any investigative reports that the Department of Justice has

16 that are relevant to the complaint and investigation.

17 (b) The Commission may request and the Attorney Gen-

18 eral is authorized to direct that additional investigation of

19 matters relevant to the complaint be conducted by the Fed-

20 cral Bureau of Investigation.

21 (c) Thte Comnmission shall supply copies of all of its in-

22 vestirative reports to the Attorney General.

23 S.:. 506. If, after such investigation. the Connission

24 shall determine that pro!,alfhe cause exists for crediting the

2 contiplaint, it shall (irect the Board to conduct a hearing

817
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1 tlhewI'n as provided in section 507; if, however, the Comns-

2 sioii shall determine tiat probable cause does not exist or

3 that no substantial damage has occurred, it shall dismiss the

4 complaint.

5 Src. 507. (a) Any hearing may be conducted by the

6 Board or any niibeiiJw(r of the Board designated by the Chair-

7 man.

8 (b) In the event the Board determines that because of

9 the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it is not

10 in the interest of justice for it or a member to conduct a

11 hearing, it may designate an agent or employee of the Board

12 or a person not associated with the Board to conduct the hear-

13 ing: Provided, That any such agent, employee or other per-

14 son so designated shall be a member of the bar of the highest

15 court of one of the States of tile United States.

16 (e) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

17 shall be reimbursed for services rendered in connection with

18 such hearing as determined by the Board, subject to approval

19 of tile Civil Service Commission.

20 (d) The Board or any memin)er or hearing officer may

21 administer oaths or affinuations.

22 (e) The Board shall have the same power of investi-

23 gation and subpena as those granted the National Labor

24 Relations Board in 29 IT.S.C. 161 (I) and (2).
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1 (f) A full record shall be made and kept of all hear-

2 ings conducted.

3 SEC. 508. (a) After hearing, the Board, inenber or

4 hearing officer conducting the hearing shall make findings of

5 fact based upon the record.

6 (b) After a hearing conducted by the Board, it shall.

7 if it finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred

8 to in section 504, make a monetary award of indenuiifia-

9 tion to compensate such complainant for such injury.

10 (c) After a hearing conducted by a member of the

11 Board or hearing officer, he shall, if he finds that any

12 complainant has suffered injury referred to in section 504,

13 make a recommendation of an award of indemnification.

14 All such recommendations shall be reviewed by the Board.

15 Upon review, the Board shall review the findings of fact

16 and shall affirm, reject, or modify findings and such recom-

17 mendations and enter or deny an award.

18 (d) All awards made hereunder shall include reason-

19 able attorney's fees.

20 SEc. 509. (a) In the event that the investigation of

21 the complaint or the hearing thereon indicates the person or

22 persons responsible for the injury for which an award is

23 sought, such person or persons shall be notified and shall

819
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1 have a. reasonable opportunitv to intervene in the hearing

2 and ti e fully heard.

3} (1) l!1 fe ('Vqltl tllt. s l ,(,h invesigalioin or hearing

4 indicates Ihat the injury resulted in whole or ill part from

5 action taken under colir o f tiw lhe l)olitical stiidivisiojt

6 and/1or the State under whose aithority sich action i wats

7 taken shall !b e notified ad slut have a reasonalde opl)lir-

8 tiitv to iitervene iii the hearing aid to he filly heard.

(! (c) Notice under this section may he bv personal serv-

10 ice or hy registered mail.

11 (d) Notice to a State or political selbdivision may he

12 given to the chief executive or principal legal officer of

13 such State or political subdivision.

14 (W The Board shall, if neev4-'sry to secure a full hear-

15 ing for any intervenor, continue the hearing from time to

I) time.

17 S.c('. 51 (). The I united States mlmmlV, on the motion of the

18 Attorney General. intervene at any stage of the hearing or

39 appeal.

20 SIw. 511. (a) The compululainant or any intervenor may

21 obtain a review of the final decision of the Board in the

22 Iulnited States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

23 or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which

24 the injury occurred or the person seeking review resides.

25 (ho) Such review shall he made on the basis of the
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1 record before the Board, and the findings of the Board with

2 respect to questions of fact, if supported by substantial evi-

3 dence on the record considered as a whole, shall be

4 conclusive.

5 Sc'. ( 12. (a) In any instance in which the injury or

6 death for which an award is made results in whole or in

7 part from action taken under color of law. or from action

8 whether or not taken under color of law' whli in ainy way

9 impedes or infringes upon the exercise or advocacy of any

10 right, privilege, or inummity granted, secured, or protected

11 by the Constitution or laws of the United States, the United

12 States shall have a cause of action for recovery of the amount

13 of such award against the person or persons responsible for

14 the injury for which the award is made.

15 (b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted

16 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law,

17 the political subdivision and/or the State under whose au-

18 thority such action was taken shall be jointly and severally

19 liable with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

20 (c) In any case brought under this section against

21 anyone notified under section 509, the findings of fact as

22 made, modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to

23 section 508 shall, be admissible and shall constitute prima

24 facie evidence of the facts determined by the findings, and

25 the award of indemnification shall be admissible and shall

821
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1 constitute prina facie evidence of the damages suffered by

2 the conplainanit.

3 (d) TIhe district courts of the United States shall have

4 jurisdicti onl to IeaIr cast-, bIroight tuider this section.

5 Si.:c. 513. (a) In the event the person injured dies, a

6 complaint iay be filed by any rpresciitative of his estate,

7 (or by his or her spouse, child, or depeidenit; and the Board

8 shall determine to whom any award shall be made.

9 (b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of the

10 person injured to file a complaint, it may be filed by his or

11 her spouse, child, dependent, or counsel.

12 S.c. 514. All complaints miust be filed within six months

13 of the injury for which an award is sought, except that where

14 the injury results in death, the comphint may be filed within

15 twelve months of death.

16 Si'c. 515. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the

17 right to pursue any action or remedy granted him under any

18 other law of the United States or any State: Provided, That,

19 in the event that any person receives in any other action an

20 award of damages for which an award of indemnification has

21 been made under this title, the United States shall have a

22 lien against such award in the amount of the award of in-

23 deinnification. In the event such other award is made prior

24 to the award of indemnification, the amount of such other

25 award shall be considered by the Board in determining

822
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whether to make an award and, if so, the amount of the

award.

TITLE VI-REMOVAL OF ST.TE 0R IA('(.kI

POLICE' OFFICIALS FIOR (ROS, 'IOLATI)NS

OF CIVIL RIGHTS

SEC. 6)1. (a) Whenever any sheritt, (oIstalle, or other

State or local poJlice officer misuses or abuses his official pow-

ers in disregard of his constitutional duty and intentionally

causess grave bodily injury or death to another or others

because of their race or color, or whenever such officer having

the authority or responsibility to do so willfully neglects to

prevent such acts of violence by public officials or private in-

dividuals, written complaint under oat-h may be filed vith

the Civil Service Commission b~y or on behalf of the person

or persons so injinred or on behalf of the deceased requesting

the suspension or removal of said officer from office or such

other relief as may be nccesmiry to effectuate the policies

of this title. The complaint shall also set forth in detail the

acts or omissions charged to said officer which form the basis

for fhe requested relief.

(b) Whenever a complaint is filed as provided in sub-

section (a) of this section, the Civil Service Commission

may, in its discretion, permit the Attorney General to inter-

vene in such proceeding if he certifies that the prosecution

of the complaint is of general public importance.

|
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1 (c) The Attorney General nmy file a complaint under

2 this title if he ('ertifie, to the Civil Service ('oreission that

3 the filing aid proseriltion of the conildaiint is of general pub-

4 liC imnportaunce.

5 SEW. 602. (a) Whenever it coml)aint has been filed as

6 provided in section 601, the Civil Service Commission shall

7 notify the officer nanied in the complaint of the nature of the

8 charge. and shall investigate the charge, and if after such

9 preliminary investigation tile Commnission 6Ilall deternine

10 that probable cause exists for crediting the complaint, the

11 Conmmission shall cause to be served upon sitid officer (here-

12 after referred to as the respondentnt) a copy of the con-

13 plaint and a notice of hearing before the Commission at a

14 place and time therein fixed not less than fifteen days after

15 service of such complaint and notice.

16 (b) The respondent shall have the right to file a verified

17 answer to such complaint and to appear at such hearing in

18 person or otherwise, with or without counsel, to present evi-

19 dence and to examine and cross-examine witnesses.

20 (c) The Commission shall have the power reasonably

21 and fairly to amend any complaint, and the respondent shall

22 have like power to amend his answer.

23 (d) All testimony shall be taken under oath.

24 (e) If, upon the preponderance of the evidence, the

25 Commission shall find that the respondent has engaged in

824
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1 the acts or omissions charged in the complaint, the Com-

2 mission shall state its findings of fact and shall issue and

3 cause to be served on the respondent such order as may be

4 appropriate which may hlude orders (1) suspending re-

5 spondent from office for such period of time as the Con-

6 mission may deem necessary; (2) removing respondent

7 from office; and (3) disqualifying respondent front holding

8 said or any other office for such period of time not exceed-

9 ing ten years as in the judginent of the Commission may

10 be necessary to effectuate the policies of this title.

11 (f) If the Commission shall find that suspension or

12 removal from office is not warranted, but that acts of violence

13 have occurred or there are reasonable grounds to believe

14 that such acts are likely to occur, the Commission may refer

15 the entire record of the proceeding to the Attorney General

16 with a recommendation that the Attorney General institute

17 action under title III of this Act.

18 (g) In any action instituted by the Attorney General

19 pursuant to subsection (f) of this section, the Attorney

20 General may file in the district court of the United States

21 for the district in which the respondent resides the certified

22 tran. cript of the record of the proceedings before time Corn-

23,," mission and the court after causing notice thereof to be served

24 upon the respondent shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding

25 and shall have power to grant such relief as it deems just

63-420 0-66-----53
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1 mid proper upon the record set forth in the transcript. The

2 court, however, may on its own motion or upon application

3 by either party, take additional evidence before entering an

4 order granting or denying the relief requested.

5 Six. 6:;. (a) (1) The Commission shall have power

6 to petition the United States court of appeals for the judi-

.7 vial cirlit wwherein the respondent resides, or if the court of

8 appeals is in vacation, any district court within the circuit,

9 for the eliforcemnent of any order issued pursuant to section

10 ,'02 (e) .The Cona mission shall certify and file in the court

11 to whithi Petition is made a transcript of the entire record in

12 the proceeding, including the pleadings and testimony upon

13 which such order was entered and the findings and the order

14 of the CJommission.

15 (2) l'pon such filing the court shall cause notice there-

16 of to be served upon such respondent and thereupon the

17 comt shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the

18 question determined therein and shall have power to grant

19 such temporary relief as it. deems just and proper and to

20 make an(d enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceed-

21
ings set forth in such transcript a decree enforcing, modify-

22 ing. and enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole
23

or in part the order of the Conunission.

24 (3) No objection that has not been urged before the

2 Commission. shall be considered by the court, unless the

826
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1 failure or neglect to urge such objection shall- be excused

2 because of extraordinary circumstances.

3 (4) The findings of the Commission with respect to

4 questions of fact if supported by substantial evidence on the

5 record considered as a whole shall be conclusive.

6 (5) If either party shall apply to the court for leave

7 to adduce additional evidence and shall show to the satis-

8 faction of the court that such additional evidence is material

9 and that there were reasonable grounds for the failure to

10 adduce such evidence in the hearing before the Commission,

11 the court may order such additional evidence to be taken

12 before the Commission, and to be made a part of the tran-

13 script.

14 (6) The Commission may modify its findings as to

15 the facts, or make new findings, by reason of additional

16 evidence so taken and filed, and it shall file such modified

17 or new findings, which findings with respect to questions

18 of fact if supported by substa~itial evidence on the record

19 considered as a whole shall be conclusive, and its recom-

20 mendations, if any, for the modification or setting aside of

21 its original order.

22 (7) The jurisdiction of the court shall be exclusive and

23 its judgment and decree shall be final, except that the same

24 shall be subject to review by the appropriate United Stats

25 Court of Appeals, if application was made to the district
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1 court as hercinabove provided, and by the Supreme Court

2 of the United States as provided in title 28, United States

3 Code, section 1254.

4 (b) Any person aggrieved by a final order of the Corn-

5 mission may obtain a review of such order in any United

6 States court of appeals for the judicial circuit wherein such

7 person resides or the Court of Appeals for the District of

8 Columnbia, by filing in seh court a written petition praying

9 that the order of the Commission be modified or set aside.

10 A copy of such petition shall be forthwith served upon the

11 Commission, which shall tile in the court a transcript of the

12 entire record in the proceeding, including the pleadings and

13 t.tiiaoliy ,,)On1 which the order eoiIiiied of was entered

14 and the findings and order of the Commission. Upon such

15 filing, the court shall proceed in the same manner as in

16 the case of an application by the Commission under subsec-

17 tion (a), and shall have the same exclusive jurisdiction to

18 grant to the petitioners or to the Commission such temporary

19 relief as it deems just and proper, and in like manner to

20 make and enter a decree enforcing, modifying, and enforcing

21 as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part the order

22 of the Commission.

23 (c) The commencement of proceedings under this see-

24 tion shall not, tuless specifically ordered by the court, operate

25 as a. stay of the Commission's order.
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1 (d) Upon the filing of any petition under this section, it

2 shall be the duty of the chief judge of the court of appeals

3 to assign the case for hearing at the earliest practicable date

4 and to cause the case to )e in every way expedited.

5 SEc. 604. If after preliminary investigation or during

6 the hearing, the Commission shall find that a complaint filed

7 under this title lacks probable cause, it shall dismiss the corn-

8 plaint; and no appeal shall lie from said order of dismissal.

9 SEc. 605. In any action commeinieed pursuant to this

Jo title, tile Coiniiss;e n or t'he (oult. in its discrttion, Ilay allow

ii the prevailing party, other than the United States, a reason-

12 able attorney's fee as part of the costs, and the United States

13 shall be liable for costs the saime as a, private person.

14 TITLE VII-AMENI)MENT TO TITLE VII OF 1964

15 ACT

16 SEC. 701. Title VII of Public Law 88-352 (the Civil

17 Rights Act of 1964) is amended as follows:

18 (a) Add a new paragraph to section 701 (a) as fol-

19 lows: "The term 'governmental unit' means a State or a

20 political subdivision thereof or an agency of one or more

21 States or political subdivisions."

22 (b) Amend so much of section 701 (b) as appears be-

23 fore the word "Provided" to read as follows:

24 "The term 'employer' means: (1) a person engaged in

25 an industry affecting commerce who has twenty-five or more
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1 employees for each working day in each of twenty or more

2 calendar weeks hi the current or preceding calendar year,

3 and any agent of such a person, but such tenn does not in-

4 lude (i) the United States, a corpoiation wholly owned by

5 the Government of die United States, or an Indian tribe,

6 (ii) a bona fide menibership club (other than a labor or-

7 ganization) which is exempt from taxation under section

8 501 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954; (2) a gov-

9 ernmental unit and any agent of such governmental unit:"

10 (c) Add the words "or governmental unit" following

11 the word "person" wherever it appears in section 701 (c).

12 (d) Delete the phrase "or an agency of a State or

13 political subdivision of a State," from section 701 (c).

14 (e) Add a comma and the following language after the

15 word "clnirge" on line 9 of section 706 (e) : "unless the

16 respondent is a State."

17 (f) Insert the words "or governmental unit" in section

18 707 (a) following the word "persons" on lines 2 and 12 of

19 such subsection.

20 (g) Insert the words "for or in the name of the United
21 States" following the word "action" on line 6 of section

22 707 (a).

(h) Insert the words "or governmental unit" following
24 the word "person" on line 4 of section 709 (a) on lines
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1 1 and 5 of section 710 (c) and on lines 2 and 7 of section

2 713 (b).

3 TITLE VIII-FAIR HOUSING

4 POLICY

5 SEC. 801. It is the policy of the United States to pre-

6 vent, and the right of every person to be protected against,

7 discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or national

8 origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use, and

9 occupancy of housing throughout the Nation.

10 DEFINITIONS

11 SEC. 802. For purposes of this ,titl--

12 (a) "Person" includes one or more individuals, corpora-

13 tions, partnerships, associations, labor organizations, legal

14 representatives, mutual companies, joint-stock companies,

15 trusts, unincorporated organizations, trustees, trustees in

16 bankruptcy, receivers, and fiduciaries.

17 (b) "Dwelling" includes (1) any building or structure,

18 or portion thereof, whether in existence or under construction,

19 which is in, or is designed, intended, or arranged for, resi-

20 dential use by one or more individuals or families and (2)

21 any vacant land that is offered for sale or lease for the con-

22 struction or location of any such building, structure, or portion

23 thereof.

CIVIL RIGHTS, 196 6 831
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1 (c) "Discriminatory housing practice" means an act that

2 is unlawful under section 803 or 804.

3 PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE SALE O RENTAL

4 OF HOUSING

5 SEc. 803. It shall be unlawful for the owner, lessee, sub-

6 lessee, assignee, or manager of, or other person having the

7 authority to sell, rent, lease, or manage, a dwelling, or for

8 any person who is a real estate broker or salesman, or

9 employee or agent of a real estate broker or salesman-

10 (a) To refuse to sell, rent, or lease, refuse to negotiate

11 for the sale, rental, or lease of, or otherwise make unavail-

12 able or deny, a dwelling to any person because of race, color,

13 religion, or national origin.

14 (b) To discriminate against any person i the terms,

15 conditions, or privileges of sale, rental, or lease of a dwelling,

16 or in the provision of services or facilities in connection

17 therewith, because of race, color, religion, or national origin.

18 (c) To print or publish or cause to be printed or pub-

19 lished any notice, statement, or advertisement, with respect

20 to the sale, rental, or lease of a dwelling that indicates any

21 preference, limitation, or discrimination based on race, color,

22 religion, or national origin, or an intention to make any such

23 preference, limitation, or discrimination.

24 (d) To represent to any person because of race, color,
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i religion, or national origin that any dwelling is not available

2 for inspection, sale, rental, or lease when such dwelling is

3 in fact so available.

4 (e) To deny to any person because of race, color,

5 religion, or national origin, or because of the race, color,

6 religion, or national origin of the person he represents or

7 may represent, access to or participation in any multiple-

8 listing service or other service or facilities related to the

9 business of selling or renting dwellings.

10 PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE FINANCING OF

11 IIOUSING

12 SEC. 804. It shall be unlawful for any bank, savings

13 and loan institution, credit union, insurance company, or

14 other person that makes mortgage or other loans for the

15 purchase, construction, improvement, or repair or mainte-

16 nance of dwellings to deny such a loan to a person applying

17 therefor, or discriminate against him in the fixing of the

18 downpayment, interest rate, duration, or other terms or con-

19 ditions of such a loan, because of the race, color, religion,

20 or national origin or such person, or of any member, stock-

21 holder, director, officer, or employee of such person, or of

22 the prospective occupants, lessees, or tenants of the dwelling

23 or dwellings in relation to which the application for a loan

24 is made.
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1 I NTERFFRIENCE, COERCION. OR INTIIMIDATION

2 Sic. 805. No person shall intimidate, threaten, coerce,

3 or interfere with any person in the exercise or enjoyment of,

4 or on account of his having exercised or enjoyed, or on ac-

5 count of his having aided or encouraged ay other person

6 in the exercise or enjoyment of any right granted by section

7 403 or 404.

8 ENiORCEMENT BY PRIVATE PERSONS

9 Sill'. 806. (a) The rights granted by sections 403, 404.

10 and 405 may be enforced by civil actions in appropriate

11 United States district courts without regard to the amount

12 in controversy and in appropriate State or local courts of

13 general jurisdiction. A civil action shall be comneneed

14 within six nionths after the alleged discriminatory housing

15 practice or violation of section 405 owcurred.

16 (b) Upon application by the plaintiff and in such cir-

17 cunistances as the court may deem just, a c)urt of the United

18 States in which a civil action under this section has been

19 bright imay apl)point an attorney for the plaintiff and may

2 authorize the colinenceinieit of a civil action without the

21 payment of fees, costs, or security. A court of a State or

22 subdivision thereof imay do likewise to the extent not incon-

23 sistent with the law or procedures of the State or subdivision.

24 (c) The court may grant such relief as it deems appro-

25 priate, including a permanent or temlrary injunction, re-
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1 straining order, ot other order, alid Iliayl awIArd (dll csreS

2 to the plaintiff, inchiding danjages for 1ltaiiiliation and nIeintal

3 pain and stiffering, and up to $500 punitive damages.

4 (d) The court may allow a prevailing plaintiff a reason-

5 able attorny's fee as part of the costs.

6 ENIORCRMENT BY TIlE ATTO'IINEY GENEReAL

7 Si.x. 807. (a) Wheiever the Attorney General has rca-

8 ..inale cause to believe that any person or group of persolns

9 is engaged in a pattern or practice of resistance to the full

10 enjoyment of any of the righlts granted by this title lie may

11 bring a civil action in ally appropriate united States district

12 court by filing with it a coiiplaiit. :-ctting forth the facts per-

13 training to such pattern or p-fictice anid repicstihig st'h1 )rC-

14 ventive relief, including an application for a pernianent or

15 tenl)orary injunction, restraining order, or ,,ther order against

16 the person or persons responsible for such pattern or I)ractice,

17 as he deems necessary to insure the full enjoynlent of the

18 rights granted by this title.

19 (b) Whenever an action tinder sectioi 406 has been

20 commenced in any court of the United States, the Attorney

21 General may intervene for or in the name of the United

22 States if he certifies that the action is of general public iii-

23 portanee. In such action the Tnited States shall be entitled

24 to the same relief as if it had instituted the action.
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1 A&S1TANCE BY T1i-'; SECi'ETAU¥ 01 IIOF USING AND

2 !J.CUAN )IEVEi,0VMENT

3 Stic. 808. The Secretary of Housing and Urban Je-

4 %eloliclt shall-

5 (a) make studies with respect to the nature and extent

6 of discriminatory housing practices in representative con-

7 unnities, urban, suburban, and rural, throughout the United

8 States;

9 (b) publish and disseminate reports, recommendations,

10 and information derived from such studies;

11 (c) cooperate with and render technical assistance to

12 Federal, State, local, and other public or private agencies,

13 organizations, and institutions which are formulating or carry-

14 ing on programs to prevent or eliminate discriminatory hous-

15 ing practices;

16 (d) cooperate with and render such technical and other

17 assistance to the Cornmunity Relations Service as may be al

18 I)ropriate to further its activities in preventing or elimiuat-

19 ing discriminatory housing practices; and

20 (e) administer the programs and activities relating to

21 housing and urban development in a manner affinnatively to

22 further the policies of this title.

23 EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

24 SEc. 809. Nothing in this title shall be construed to hi-

2.5 validate or limit 1any law of a State or political subdivision of
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1 a State, or of any other jurisdiction in while this title shall be

2 effective, that grants, gluat'llltees, or protectss the samie rights

3 as are granted by this title; bitt anly law that lpurjorts to) re-

4 quire or permit aiy action that would Ibe a (liscrIimlmtory

5 housing practice under this title shall to that. extent be in-

6 valid.

7 ('ONTE IPT OF COLUT

8 Sjc. 810. All leases of eriminal co1tcnTipt arisiig uIlldcr

9 the provisions of this title shall be go-ernled by section 151

10 of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 (42 IT.S.C. 1995).

11 EXISTING AUTIIORITY

12 SEC. 811. Nothing in this title shall be construed to

13 deny, impair, or otherwise affect any right or authority of

14 the United States or any agency or officer thereof under exist-

15 ing law to institute or intervene in any civil action or to

16 bring any criminal prosecution.

17 TITLE IX-MISCELLANEOUS

18 SEc. 901. (a) The term "State" as used herein shall in-

19 elude the District of Colmlbia.

20 (b) The term becausee of rare or color" .shall Inca i

21 because of hostility to the race or color of any lperson, Or

22 because of his association with persons of a (lilerent race

23 or color or his advocacy of equality of persons of (lilherent

24 races or colors.

25 (c) The ternl hearingg officer" shall iicant aiII agclit or
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I employee of the Iudemiificatiop Board or a person not other-

2 wise associated with the Board who is designated by the

3 Board to conduct a hearing.

4 (d) The ten "action taken under color of law" shall

5 include the knowing refusal or failure to act where action

6 could or may have prevented injury.

7 (e) The term "injury to property" shall include anmy fi-

8 nan1cial or economic loss.
9 (f) The terni "judicial district" shall mn. a division

10 thereof Arhere the judicial district is divided into divisions.

11 Sto-c. 902. (a.) There are hereby authorized to be ap-

12 propriated such sums as may be necessary to carry out the

1-3 provisions of this Act, including payment of awards under

14 title V.

15 (b) If a1y provision of this Act or the application there-

16 of to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remain-

17 der of tie Act and the application of the provision to other

18 persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances shall

19 not be affected thereby.
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OmCONGRES K ]R. 14865

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAT 4,196

Mr. ADwmo introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
Providing for jury selection in Federal and State courts, prose-

cution and removal to Federal courts, civil preventive relief,

civil indemnification, and for other purposes.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Protection

4 Act of 1966."

5 TITLE I--JURY SELECTION IN- FEDERAL AN'D STATE

6 COURTS

7 .flY Y SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

8 SEC. 101. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

9 is amended to read as follows:
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1 "91864. Duties, compensation and methods of selecting

2 and drawing jurors

3 "(a) JuRY CoMMwwoO.-A jury commission shall

4 be established in each judicial district, consisting of the clerk

5 of the court or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the

6 clerk and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the

7 district court. The jury commissioner shall be a citizen of

8 the United States of good standing, a resident of the district,

9 and, at the time of his appointment, shall not be a member

10 of the same political party as the clerk of the court or a duly

11 qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If more than

12 one jury commissioner is appointed, each may be designated

13 to serve in one or more of the places where court is held, and

14 the clerk and the jury commissioner so designated shall

15 constitute the jury commission for that part of the district.

16 In the event that a jury commissioner is unable for any

17 reason to perform his duties, another jury commissioner may

18 be appointed, as provided herein, to act in his place until lie

19 is able to resume his duties.

20 "(b) JURY SELECTION.-

21 "(i) In the performance of its duties, the jury

22 commission shall act under the direction and supervision

23 of the chief judge of the district.

24 "(ii) The names of persons who may be called for

25 grand or petit jury service shall be obtained under a
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1 sampling plan prepared by the jury commission with the

2 approval of the chief judge and designed to provide a

3 representative cross-section of the population of the judi-

4 cial district without exclusion on the basis of race, color,

5 sex, political or religious affiliation or economic or social

6 status. The plan for obtaining such names and the

7 method for carrying out such plan shall be prepared in

8 consultation with and approved by the Director of the

9 Administrative Office of the United States Courts, who

10 may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the Census

11 for advice and assistance.

12 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

13 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than three

14 hundred qualified persons, publicly drawn by chance,

15 shall be placed in the jury box, wheel or similar device.

16 "(iv) The names of jurors for service on grand and

17 petit juries shall be publicly drawn by chance from the

18 jury box, wheel or similar device.

19 "(v) In deterniining whether persons whose names

20 are to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device

21 are qualified as jurors under section 1861 of title 28, as

22 amended, the jury commission may use such question-

23 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the ap-

24 proval of the Director of the Administrative Office of

25 the United States Courts, may deem appropriate, in-
63-420 0-66-----54
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1 eluding the administration of oaths. The questionnaires

2 may be filled out by the individual or by another on his

3 behalf. With the approval of the chief judge, the jury

4 commission may designate deputy clerks and other em-

5 ployees in the office of the clerk of the court to assist

6 the commission in the performance of its duties, and to

7 perform under its direction such of the detailed duties

8 of the commission as in the opinion of the chief judge

9 could be assigned to them.

10 "(c) REcon.-The jury commission shall keep

11 records of the names obtained under subsection (b) (ii) of

12 this section, the names of persons placed in the jury box,

13 wheel or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned

14 by said persons, the names and race of the persons drawn

15 from the jury box, wheel or imiiar device, the names of

16 those performing jury service, and the dates thereof, and

17 such additional appropriate records as the chief judge may

18 direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of not

19 less than four years.

20 "(d) ENFORCFMENT BY COURT OF APPEALS.-On alp-

21 plication of any citizen residing in, or litigant in, any judi-

22 cial district or of the Attorney General of the United States,

23 alleging that the jury selection procedures or recordkeeping

24 requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of this

25 section are not being fully implemented, the United States
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1 court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which said judicial

2 district is located shall, upon a showing thereof, appoint jury

3 commissioners responsible to said court of appeals and direct

4 such jury commissioners in the selection of juries and the

5 keeping of records in accordance with such subsections (b)

6 and (c) of this section. Where evidence is required for a

7 determination by the court of appeals, the court may hear the

8 evidence itself or appoint a master to act for it in accordance

9 with law.

10 "(e) RI,'rURn OF JURY Su, ERVvsior.-The court of ap-

11 peals may on its own motion or on application of the chief

12 judge of the judicial district, direct the return of supervision

13 and control of the jury selection procedures to the chief

14 judge and to the jury commission for said judicial district at

15 any time when the court of appeals finds that there is reason-

16 able cause to believe that the jury selection procedures and

17 recordkeeping requirements prescribed in subsections (b)

18 and (c) of this section will be fully implemented.

19 "(f) COMPENSATION.-Each jury commissioner ap-

20 pointed on a part-time basis shall be compensated for his

21 services at the nte of $25 per day for each day in which he

22 actually and necessarily is engaged in the performance of his

23 official duties, to he paid upon certificate of the chief judge

24 of the district.

25 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a full-time basis

843
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I shall receive a salary to be fixed from time to time by the

2 Judicial Conference of the United States at a rate which,

3 in the opinion of the Judicial Conference, corresponds to

4 that provided by the Classification Act of 1949, as amended,

5 for positions in the executive branch with comparable re-

6 spotisililities.

7 "Each jury commissioner shall receive his traveling and

8 subsistence expenses within the limitations prescribed for

9 lerks of di(tricts courts while absent from his designated post

.10 of duly on official business.

11 " (g) DMLaoA'rTox.-Any of tie powers or duties con-

12 ferred upon the chief judge under this section may be dee-

13 gated by him to another judge of the district: Providcd, ho,,-

14 ever, That where part of a district by agreement or order of

15 court is assigned to one particular judge and lie customarily

16 holds court there, as to such part of the district lie slhall per-

17 forum lie functions and fulfill the duties conferred uponl the

18 elief judge ill this section."

19 14-r. 102. Section 1861 (2) setting forth qualifications

2) of Federal jurors is amended by striking out the words

21 "read" aid "write."

-C.. 103. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

lowing s ntence to sub.section (b) : "If the district judge de-

24 termines that the ahility to read or write English is reason-

25 ably required in order for jurors to perform their duties in
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1 any particular case or cases, he shall be empowered to ex-

2 clude those who cannot read or write English, except that no

3 person shall be excluded on this ground who has completed

4 the sixth grade in an English language school."

5 SEC. 104. Section 1871 is amended by striking the

6 words "$10 per day" and inserting in their place "$15

7 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by striking

8 the words "$14 for each day" and inserting in their place

9 "$20 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater for each

10 day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of $10 per day

11 shall be allowed" and inserting in their place "subsistence

12 allowance given to Federal employees shall be allowed";

13 and by striking the words "jury fees in excess of $10 per

14 diem" and inserting in their place "jury fees in excess of $15

15 per diem".

16 JURY SELFAION IN STATE COURTS

17 SEC. 105. Rcoiws.-Each State or local court shall

18 keep records of the names of all persons on the jury list for

19 said court, names of those persons placed in the jury box,

20 wheel or similiar device, questionnaires, applications, or docu-

21 ments of any sort used in the selection of jurors, the names

22 and race of the persons drawn from the jury box, wheel

23 or similar device, the names of those performing jury service

24 and the date thereof and such additional appropriate records

25 as the judge or judges or said court may direct. Such
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Records shall be retained for a period of not less than four

2 years.

3 JURY DIS(HIMINATION

4 Sc. 106. (a) On application of any citizen residing

5 within the area of, or any litigant in, any State or local

6 court, or of the Attorney General of the United States,

7 alleging that persons have been systematically excluded from

8 grand or petit juries oil grounds of aie or color in such

9 State or local court or that the recordkeeping requirements of

10 section 105 are not being fully implemented, the Federal

11 district court for the district in which maid State or local

12 court is located shall, upon a showing thereof, direct the

13 Director of the Administrative Ofce of the United States

14 Courts, directly or through subordinate officials, to assume

15 responsibility for the seleetion and administration of juries

16 in that State or local court and the Director shall administer

17 and supervise the selection of juries in accordance with the

18 procedures set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of section

19 101. The Director may, if practical, use the Federal list or

20 part thereof of jurors for the area in which said State or local

21 court is located. The Director shall act without regard to

22 State and local laws and regulations applicable to jury selec-

23 tion and service in mid State or local court Fad all judges

24 therein shall apply Federal law governing jury selection and

25 service. The Director may, in accordance with civil service

846A
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1 laws, appoint and fix the compensation of such officers, at-

2 torneys and employees, and make such expenditures, as may

3 be necessary to carry out his duties under this section. The

4 Director may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the

5 CensGus for advice and assistance in carrying out his duties.

6 (b) Any finial judgment of any Federal or Stat court

7 within five years prior to the filing of the application in the

8 district court and whether prior to or after the effective date

9 of this Act, detenining that there has been systematic ex-

10 clusion from jury service on grounds of race or color in any

11 State or local court, shall establish such exclusion unless the

12 State or local court, fluogh its clerk or other appropriate

13 official, satisfies the district court that such exclusion no

14 longer exists.

15 (c) Whenevcr it is shown that over a period of two

16 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race or

17 color within the area of any State or local court bears to

18 the total population of that area exceeds by one-third or

19 more the ratio which the number of persons of that race or

20 color serving on grand and petit juries bears to the total

21 number of persons serving on such juries, this shall be

22 deemed to establish systematic exclusion on grounds of race

23 or color: Provided, however, That in case all or part of the

24 two-year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the
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1 State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

2 official, sh;l be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

3 such exclusion no longer exists.

4 Siwc. 107. The State or local court may make applica-

5 tion for reinstatement of State procedures to the United

6 States District Court for the District of Columbia which may

7 approve the reinstatement of said procedures if it finds that

8 there is no longer reasonable cause to believe that persons

9 will be excluded from jury service by reason of race or color,

10 or that there will be continued failure to keep records.

11 SFX'. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

12 able cause to believe that any change in the qualifications,

13 standards, or limitations on the right to a jury trial, operation

14 of the jury system, or the selection of, or challenges to,

15 individual jury members or panel, for any case or class of

16 cases in any State or local court different from those in force

17 and effect on January 1, 1966, will have the purpose or

18 effect of circumventing this title, he may bring an action in

19 the Federal district court for the district in which such State

20 or local court is located to enjoin such change in qualifica-

21 tions, standards, limitations, operation, selection, or chal-

22 lenge and the district court may grant such temporary or

23 final relief as may be necessary to prevent such circumven-

24 tion of this title.
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1 GENERAL

2 SEC. 109. Sections 106(c) and 202 (f) (ii) shall not

3 apply in any area unless a racial or color minority consti-

4 tutes at least 10 per centum of the total population of the

5 area.

6 SEC. 110. Any person who willfully fails to comply with

7 the recordkeeping requirements of this title shall be fined not

8 more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year,

9 or both.

10 SEC. 111. The provisions of subsections (a), (b), (c),

11 and (d) of section 1974 of title 42, United States Code,

12 hall apply with respect to jury records required to be main-

13 tained under this title.

14 SFc. 112. This title shall become effective ninety days

15 after the date of its enactment.

16 TITLE 11-PROSECUTION IN AND REMOVAL TO FEDERAL

17 COURTS

18 FEDERAL TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

19 SEc. 201. The district courts of the United States shall

20 have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts of the

21 States, of all prosecutions for offenses (whether felonies,

22 misdemeanors, or other offenses) defined by the laws of the

23 State or of any subdivision of the State where acts or omis-

24 sons constituting the charged offense occur, whenever prose-
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1 cution of such offenses in a Federal district court is necessary

2 and proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

3 SEc. 202. (a) Objection to the jurisdiction of the dis-

4 triet court conferred by section 201 shall be entertained only

5 if made before trial and in the manner authorized by the

6 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the time of

7 the objection. If such objection is not made before trial,

8 the jurisdiction of the district court shall not thereafter be

9 questioned in any manner or by any court.

10 (b) In the event of a properly presented objection to

11 the jurisdiction of the district court under section 201, the

12 question whether the prosecution of the charged offense

13 in a Federal district is necessary and proper to assure equal

14 protection of the laws shall be promptly decided by the

15 district court sitting without jury, and its decision sustaining

16 or overruling the objection shall be reviewable by inter-

17 locutory appeal to the court of appeals within ten days

18 after the entry of the order.

19 (c) If any one of the circumstances specified in sub-

20 section (d), of this section and any one of the circumstances

21 specified in subsection (e) of this section are established

22 by a preponderance of the evidence, the district court shall

23 find that prosecution of the charged offense in a Federal

24 district court is necessary and proper to assure equal pro-

25 tection of the laws.
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1 (d) The circumstances first referred to in subsection

2 (c) of this section are that the victim of the offense is:

3 (i) A member of a racial or color group subject

4 to the discrimination set forth in subsection (e) of this

5 section; or

6 (ii) A person who, by words or action, was ad-

7 vocating or supporting at or near the time of the offense

8 the exercise or enjoyment by any member or members

9 of such group of equal protection of the laws.

10 (e) The circumstances second referred to in subsection

11 (c) of this section are that in any county or other political

12 subdivision, where, under applicable State law the offense

13 might be tried, the members of any racial or color group

14 are-

15 (i) systematically excluded from actual service on

16 grand or petit juries in the State or local courts, whether

17 their absence be caused by exclusion from the venires,

18 or by excuses or challenges peremptory or for cause, or

19 otherwise;

20 (ii) systematically denied in any manner the

21 franchise in elections at which any prosecuting official

22 or judge in the county or other political subdivision, or

23 any official who appoints any such prosecuting official

24 or judge, is elected;

25 (iWl) systematically segregated in, or discriminated
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J against in any manner in connection with the services

2 or facilities of, State or local jails, prisons, police sta-

3 tions, courts or other public buildings related to the

4 administration of justice;

5 (iv) systematically subjected to harsher punish-

6 ment upon conviction of crime than those to which

7 persons generally convicted of crime are subjected; or

8 (v) systematically subjected to more onerous terms

9 or conditions of bail or conditional release than those to

10 which defendants generally are subjected.

11 (f) (i) Any final judgment of any Federal or State

12 court within five years prior to the commencement of the

13 prosecution under section 201 determining that there has

14 been, on grounds of race or color, systematic exclusion from

15 jury service in the State or local courts of the county or

16 other political subdivision, or systematic denial of the fran-

17 chise in any election in the county or other State political

18 subdivision shall establish the circumstance described in

19 subsection 202 (e) (i) or (ii), as the case may be, unless

20 the defendant satisfies the court that the circumstances

21 described in said subsection (i) or (ii) no longer exist.

22 (ii) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

23 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race or

24 color within the county or other political subdivision bears to

2 the total population of said county or other political sub-
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1 division exceeds by one-third or more the ratio which the

2 number of persons of that race or color serving on grand

3 and petit juries bears to the total number of persons serving

4 on such juries, or the ratio which the number of persons of

5 that race or color registered to vote bears to the total number

6 of persons registered to vote, this shall be deemed to estab-

7 lish the circumstances described in subsection 202 (e) (i) or

8 (ii) : Provided, however, That in case all or part of the two-

9 year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the de-

10 fendant shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

11 such exclusion from juries or franchise no longer exists.

12 SEc. 203. (a) Prosecutions under the jurisdiction con-

13 ferred by section 201 shall be commenced by indictment by a

14 Federal grand jury in all cases in which the Constitution

15 requires that prosecution be by indictment; in other cases,

16 prosecution may be by indictment or by information.

17 (b) The district court shall not proceed in the exercise

18 of jurisdiction conferred by section 201 unless, at or prior

19 to final arraignment, in the district court, there is filed with

20 the district court a certificate of the Attorney General of the

21 United States that prosecution of the cause by the United

22 States in a Federal district court would fulfill the responsi-

23 bility of the United States Government to assure equal pro-

24 tection of the laws. Upon the filing of such a certificate, the

25 jurisdiction given by section 201 shall become exclusive of
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1 the courts of any State, and the prosecution shall thereafter

2 be conducted exclusively by the Attorney General of the

8 United States or his designate. Upon the filing of the cer-

4 tificate, no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction of any

5 offense charged against the defendant prosecution for which

6 would constitute jeopardy in respect of the offense described

7 in the certificate. The certificate of the Attorney General

8 shall not be subject to review by any court.

9 (c) If the certificate of the Attorney General described

10 in subsection (b) of this section is not filed at or prior to final

11 arraignment in the district court, the district court shall dis-

12 miss the prosecution without prejudice.

13 (d) Notwithstanding the certificate of the Attorney

14 General described in subsection (b) of this section has not

15 yet been filed and no judicial finding has yet been made sus-

16 gaining the jurisdiction of a Federal court under section 201

17 of this Act, Federal judicial, executive, administrative, and

18 law enforcement officers and agencies, including but not

19 limited to Federal judges, commissioners, marshals, grand

20 juries, prosecuting attoreys, and the Federal Bureau of In-

21 vestigation may exercise all powers given them by the laws

22 of the United States in order to prevent and investigate any

23 offense within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 and

24 to apprehend and prosecute the offender or offenders. In

25 any case where such powers by the general laws of the
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1 United States are restricted to felonies, the same powers may

2 be exercised in cases involving misdemeanors or other of-

3 senses within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201. The

4 authority given Federal executive, administrative, and law

5 enforcement officers and agencies under this subsection shall

6 be exercised subject to the direction of the Attorney General

7 of the United States, but if the delay of their exercise until

8 a direction of the Attorney General is received is imprac-

9 ticable in order effectively to prevent or investigate any of-

10 fense within the jurisdiction given by section 201 of this

11 Act'or to apprehend or prosecute the offender or offenders,

12 they may be exercised without direction of the Attorney

13 General. The Attorney General is authorized to issue rules

14 and regulations for the implementation of this subsection.

15 REMOVAL BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

16 SEC. 204. (a) Where a prosecution has been com-

17 menced in any court of a State in respect of any offense within

18 the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 of this Act, the

19 United States may at any time before jeopardy attaches

20 remove the prosecution for trial to the district court for the

21 district embracing the place wherein the prosecution is

22 pending.

23 (b) Such removal shall be instituted by the filing in

24 the district court of the certificate of the Attorney General
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1 described in section 203 (b) of this Act, which certificate

2 shall identify the prosecution to be removed. The filing of

3 this certificate, together with the filing of a copy thereof with

4 the judge or clerk of the State court in which the prosecu-

5 tion is pending (which filing may precede or follow or be

6 contemporaneous with the filing of the certificate in the

7 district court) shall effect the removal, and the jurisdiction

8 of the State court shall thereupon terminate and all State

9 court proceedings thereafter shall be null and void for all pur-

10 poses unless and until the case is remanded. Following re-

11 moval under this section:

12 (i) the jurisdiction conferred by subsection (a) of

13 this section shall be exclusive of the courts of any State,

14 and the prosecution shall be conducted exclusively by the

15 Attorney General or his designate;

16 (ii) no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

17 of any offense charged against the defendant, prosecu-

18 tion for which would constitute jeopardy- in respect of

19 the offense described in the certificate; and

20 (iii) the certificate of the Attorney General shall

21 not be subject to review by any court.

22 (c) Where the offense charged is one required by the

23 Constitution to be prosecuted by indictment and no such

24 indictment was returned prior to removal, indictment by a
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1 Federal grand jury shall be required within a reasonable

2 time or the proceeding shall be remanded to the State court.

3 SEc. 205. (a) The Federal Rules of Criminal Pro-

4 cedure shall apply to proceedings under sections 201 through

5 204.

6 (b) Any person convicted in proceedings under sections

7 201 through 204 shall be sentenced to the fine, term of im-

8 prisonment, or both, prescribed by the State law applicable

9 to the offense of which he is convicted. For all other pur-

10 poses of imposition or execution of sentence, including but

11 not limited to the payment of fine, custody, probation, parole,

12 and pardon, he shall be treated as a person convicted and

13 sentenced under the criminal laws of the United States.

14 (c) Sections 201 through 205, inclusive, shall become

15 inoperative on and after January 1, 1975.

16 INVESTIGATION" OF JURY EXCLUSION

17 SEC. 206. (a) The United States Commission on Civil

18 Rights shall investigate the service on grand and petit juries

19 Iy members of racial or color groups in the State and local

20 courts of any county or other political subdivision in which

21 it believes that there may be disparate treatment of members

22 of different racial or color groups.

23 (b) Before publishing the results of any such investi-

24 gation, the Commission shall furnish a, copy of its proposed
63-420 O-66--55
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1 findings to the State or local court, the jury commissioners

2 and any other officials responsible for jury selection in the

3 county or other political subdivision concerned and shall

4 give them an opportunity to controvert any of the proposed

5 findings. Upon consideration of their responses and such

6 consultation with the affected commissioners and officials as

7 may be indicated, the Commission may revise its proposed

8 findings. If any of those proposed findings remain oontro-

9 vested, the Commission shall cause a public hearing to be

10 held in the county or other political subdivision concerned

11 to consider the remaining issues of fact. Such hearing may

12 be held by the Commission or by a person or persons desig-

13 nated by it who may but need not be a member or members

14 of the Commission or its staff; the person or persons thus

15 designated shall have all the powers the Couiunission would

16 have in regard to the conduct of such a hearing. If any

17 such hearing is not held by the Commission itself, the

18 person or persons conducting it shall prepare a report which

19 shall be forwarded to the Connission together with such

20 comments thereon as local officials may make and with the

21 record of the hearing. The Commission shall thereafter

22 publish its findings and a detailed summary of the data on

23 which those findings are based. Judicial notice of tihe find-

24 ings of the Commission and the data contained in its de-
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1 tailed summary shall be taken in any judicial proceeding

2 in any court.

3 (c) In any action or proceeding under this Act, the

4 Commission's findings and summary of data under subsection

5 (b) of this section shall constitute eidence of the facts pre-

6 sented therein and, except to the extent that the party con-

7 troverting those facts satisfies the court, by evidence on the

8 record as a whole, that particular findings or data are not

9 correct, the courts shall accept the Commission's findings

10 and data as adequately probative of all the facts contained

11 therein and shall make its findings in accordance therewith.

12 (d) In proceedings under this section, the Commis-

13 sion shall have all the powers granted it under all other

14 statutes; and the powers conferred on it by this section are

15 in addition to its powers under such other statutes.

16 FEDERAL OFFENSES

17 SEC. 207. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

18 is amended to read as follows:

19 "(a) Whoever, whether acting under color of law or

20 otherise-

21 "(1) willfully injures, oppresses, threatens, or in-

22 timidates any person in the free exercise or enjoyment of

23 any right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or
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1 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

2 States, or because of his having so exercised the same;

3 "(2) intentionally commits an assault or an assault

4 and battery upon any person exercising, attempting to

5 exercise, or advocating the exercise of, any right, priv-

6 ilege, or immunity secured or protected against discrimi-

7 nation on the grounds of race or color by the Constitu-

8 tion or laws of the United States; or

9 "(3) intentionally commits an assault or an assault

10 and battery upon any person using, directly or indirectly,

11 the facilities of interstate commerce, or traveling therein,

12 or upon any person where the assailant uses, directly

13 or indirectly, any facility of interstate commerce, or

14 anything that has moved in interstate commerce, in

15 the commission of the assault or assault and battery,

16 when the purpose or reasonably foreseeable effect of

17 such assault or assault and battery is to prevent any

18 person or class of persons from exercising or advocat,-

19 ing equal rights or opportunities free from discrimina-

20 tion on the groAds of race or color, or to intimidate

21 any person or class of persons in the exercise or ad-

22 vocacy of such rights or opportunities; shall upon con-

23 viction thereof be fined not more than $1,000 or im-

24 prisoned for not more than one year, or both; except that

25 if in the course of the act or acts for which be is convicted
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1 he inflicts death or grave bodily injury, he shall be fined

2 not more than $10,000 and imprisoned for not more than

3 twenty years, or both. '

4 "(b) If two or more persons go in disguise on the

5 highway or on the premises of another, with intent to pre-

6 vent or hinder the free exercise or enjoyment of any right,

7 privilege, or immunity covered by subsection (a) of this

8 section, they shall, upon convion, be subject to the penal-

9 ties in subsection (a) of this section."

10 TITLE Ill-P wENTE RELIEF

11 SEc. 301. Whenever any person has engaged or there

12 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

13 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any

14 other person, because of race or color, of any right, privilege,

15 or immunity, granted, secured, or protected by the Constitu-

16 tion or laws of the United States, such other person in his

17 own right or the Attorney General for or in the name of the

18 United States, may institute a civil action or other proper

19 proceeding for preventive relief, includig an application

20 for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order,

21 order requiring the posting of a bond to secure compliance

22 with any order of the court, or other order.

23 SF.c. 302. Whenever any person has engaged or there

24 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

25 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any
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1 other person of, or hinder him in the exercise of, the right

2 to speak, assemble, petition, or otherwise express himself

3 for the purpose of advocating equality of persons or oppor-

4 tunity free from disciiion because of race or color,

5 such other person in his own right, or the Attorney General

6 for or in the name of the United States, may institute a civil

7 action or other proceeding for preventive relief, including

8 an application for a permanent or temporary injunction,

9 restraining order, order requiring the posting of bond to

10 secure compliance with any order of the court, or other

11 order: Provided, That such other person above mentioned is

12 a person described in subsection 202 (d) (i) or (ii) and

13 any one of the circumstances specified in section 202 (e) is

14 established by a preponderance of the evidence. The provi-

15 sions of section 202 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings

16 under this section.

17 SC. 303. In any proceeding under this section the

18 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

19 person. The district courts of the United States shall have

20 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title

21 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether the

22 1jwrty aggrieved shall have exhausted any administrative or

23 other remedies that may be provided by law.
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TITLE IV-REMOVAL BY CEr-MAI.N DEFENDANTS

2 Si3c. 401. Any defendant in a criminal action or in a

3 civil or criminal contempt action in a State or local court

4 may remove said action to the district court of the United

5 States for the district embracing the place wherein it is

6 pending if tie defendant is a person described in either

7 subsection (i) or* (ii) of section 202 (d) and if any one of

8 the circumstances specified in section 202 (e) is established

9 by a preponderance of the evidence. The provisions of sec-

10 tion 202 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings under this

11 section.

12 813c. 402. Any defendant in any action or proceeding

13 (civil, criminal or otherwise) in a State or local court may

14 remove said action or proceeding to the district court of the

15 United States for the district embracing the place wherein it

16 is pending if the action or proceeding is maintained for or on

17 account of any act or omission in the exercise of the freedoms

18 of speech, of the press, of assembly or of petition guaranteed

19 by the Constitution or laws of the United States for the

20 purpose of advocating or supporting racial equality or of pro-

21 testing the denial of racial equality; or any act or omission

22 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States
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1 against abridgement or interference by reason of race or

2 color.

3 SEc. 403. The procedures set forth in sections 1446 and

4 1447 of title 28 shall be applicable to removal and remand

5 under this section, except that any order of remand shall be

6 reviewable by appeal or otherwise.

7 TITLE V--CML INDEMNIFICATION

8 SEC. 501. (a) There is hereby established within the

9 United States Commission on Civil Rights an Indemnifica-

10 tion Board, hereafter referred to as the Board. The Board

11 shall be composed of three members, appointed by the Presi-

12 dent with the advice and consent of the Senate. The Presi-

13 dent sholl designate one member as Chairman. No more

14 than two members of the Board may be of the same political

15 party.

16 (b) The term of office of each member of the Board

17 shall be five years, beginning with the effective date of this

18 Act, except of those members first appointed, one shall serve

19 for five years, one for three years, and one for one year. Any

20 member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the

21 expiration of the term for which his predecessor was ap-

22 pointed shall be appointed for the remainder of such term.
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1 (c) The Chairman shall be compensated at the rate of

2 $25,000 per annum, and the other members at a rate of

3 $24,000 per annum.

4 (d) Two members shall constitute a quorum for the

5 transaction of business.

6 SEC. 502. The Board mfy, in accordance with civil serv-

7 ice laws, appoint and fix the compensation of such officers,

8 attorneys, and employees, and make such expenditures, as

9 may be necessary to cany out its functions.

10 SEC. 503. The Board shall make such rules and regula-

11 tions as shall be necessary and proper to carry out its

12 functions.

13 SEC. 504. The Commission on Civil Rights shall have

14 the authority and duty to receive and investigate or have

15 investigated written complaints from or on behalf of any

16 person injured in his person or property or deprived of his

17 life (i) because of race or color, while lawfully exercising,

18 attempting to exercise, or advocating, or assisting another

19 in the exercise of, any right, privilege, or immunity granted.

20 secured, or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

21 United States, or for having so exercised, attempted, ad-

22 vocated, or assisted, or (ii) by any act, the purpose or design
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1 of which is to intimidate him or any other person from

2 seeking or advocating equality of persons or opportunity

3 free from discrimination based on race or color.

4 SEC. 505. (a) The Commission on Civil Rights may re-

5 quest and the Department of Justice shall make available any

6 investigative reports that the Department of Justice has that

7 are relevant to the complaint and investigation.

8 (b) The Commission may request and the Attorney

9 General is authorized to direct that additional investigation

10 of matters relevant to the complaint be conducted by the

11 Federal Bureau of Investigation.

12 (c) The Commission shall supply copies of all of its

13 investigative reports to the Attorney General.

14 SEC. 506. If, after such investigation, the Commission

15 shall determine that probable cause exists for crediting the

16 complaint, it shall direct the Board to conduct a hearing

17 thereon as provided in section 507; if, however, the Commis-

18 sion shall determine that probable cause does not exist or

19 that no substantial damage has occurred, it shall dismiss the

20 complaint.

21 SEC. 507. (a) Any hearing may be conducted by the

22 Board or any member of the Board designated by the Chair-

2 3 man.

24 (b) In the event the Board determines that because of

25 the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it is not
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1 in the interest of justice for it or a member to conduct a hear-

2 ing, it may designate an agent or employee of the Board or a

3 person not associated with the Board to conduct the hearing,

4 provided any such agent, employee or other person so desig-

5 nated shall be a member of the bar of the highest court

6 of one of the States of the United States.

7 (c) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

8 shall be reimbursed for services rendered in connection with

9 such hearing as determined by the Board, subject to approval

10 of the Civil Service Commission.

11 (d) The Board or any member or hearing officer

12 may administer oaths or affirmations.

13 (e) The Board shall have the same powers of investi-

14 gation and subpena as those granted the National Labor

15 Relations Board in subsections (1) and (2) of section 161

16 of title 29, United States Code.

17 (f) A full record shall be made and kept of all hear-

18 ings conducted.

19 SEC. 508. (a) After hearing, the Board, member or

20 hearing officer conducting the hearing shall make findings

21 of fact based upon the record.

22 (b) After a hearing conducted by the Board, it shall,

23 if it finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred

24 to in section 504, make a monetary award of indemnification

25 to compensate such complainant for such injury.
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1 (c) After a hearing conducted by a member of the

2 Board or hearing officer, he shall, if he finds that any corn-

3 plainat has suffered injury referred to in section 504, make

4 a recommendation of an award of indemnification. All such

5 recommendations shall be reviewed by the Board. Upon

6 review, the Board shall review the findings of fact and shall

7 affirm, reject, or modify findings and such recommendations

8 and enter or deny an award.

9 (d) All awards made hereunder shall include reason-

10 able attorney's fees.

11 Sre. 509. (a) In the event that the investigation of

12 the complaint or the hearing thereon indicates the person

13 or persons responsible for the injury for which an award is

14 sought, such person or persons shall be notified and shall

15 have a reasonable opportunity to intervene in the hearing

16 and to be fully heard.

17 (b) In the event that such investigation or hearing

18 indicates that the injury resulted in whole or in part from

19 action taken under color of law, the politicial subdivision

20 and/or the State under whose authority such action was

21 taken shall be notified and shall have a reasonable oppor-

22 tunity to intervene in the hearing and to be fully heard.

23 (c) Notice under this section may be by personal

24 service or by registered mail.
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1 (d) Notice to a State or political subdivision may be

2 given to the chief executive or principal legal officer of

3 such State or political subdivision.

4 (e) The Board shall, if necessary to secure a full hearing

5 for any intervenor, continue the hearing from time to time.

6 SFw. 510. The United States may, on the motion of

7 the Attorney General, intervene at any stage of the hearing

8 or appeal.

9 SEC. 511. (a) The complainant or any intervenor may

10 obtain a review of the final decision of the Board in the

11 United States Court of Appeals for tlte District of Columbia

12 or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which the

13 injury occurred or the person seeking review resides.

14 (b) Such review shall be made on the basis of the

15 record before the Board, and the findings of the Board with

16 respect to questions of fact, if supported by substantial evi-

17 dence on the record considered as a whole, shall be con-

18 elusive.

19 SEe. 512. (a) In any instance in which the injury or

20 death for which an award is made results in whole or in

21 part from action taken under color of law, or from action

22 whether or not taken under color of law which in any way

23 impedes or infringes upon the exercise or advocacy of any

24 right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or protected
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1 by the Constitution or laws of the UnJited States, the United

2 States shall have a cause of action for recovery of the ainount

3 of such award against the person or persons responsible for

4 the injury for which the award is made.

5 (b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted

6 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law,

7 the political subdivision and/or the State under whose

8 authority such action was taken shall be jointly and severally

9 liable with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

10 (c) In any case brought under this section against any-

11 one notified under section 509, the findings of fact as made,

12 modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to section 508

13 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima facie evidence

14 of the facts determined by the findings, and the award of

15 indemnification shall be admissible and shall constitute prima

16 facie evidence of the damages suffered by the complainant.

17 (d) The district courts of the United States shall have

18 jurisdiction to hear cases brought under this section.

19 Swe. 513. (a) In the event the person injured dies, a

20 complaint may be filed by any representative of his estate,

21 or by his or her spouse, child, or dependent and the Board

22 shall determine to whom any award shall be made.

23 (b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of the

24 person injured to file a complaint, it may be filed by his or

25 her spouse, child, dependent, or counsel.
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1 SEC. 514. All complaints must be filed within six

2 months of the injury for which an award is sought, except

3 that where the injury results in death, the complaint may

4 be filed within twelve months of death.

5 SEC. 515. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the

6 right to pursue any action or remedy granted him under any

7 other law of the United States or any State: Provided, That

8 in the event that any person receives in any other action an

9 award of damages for which an a-ward of indemnlification has

10 been made under this title, the United States shall have a

11 lien against such award in the amount of the award of

12 indemnification. In the event such other award is made

13 prior to the award of indemnification, the amount of such

14 other award shall be considered by the Board in determining

15 whether to make an award and, if so, the amount of the

16 award.

17 TITLE VI-EMVAL OF STATE Ol LOCAL POLICE

18 OFFICIALS FOR GRoss VIOLATIONS OF CIVIL RIGIITS

19 SEC. 601. (a) Whenever any sheriff, constable, or other

20 State or local police officer misuses or abuses his official

21 powers in disregard of his constitutional duty and inten-

22 tionally causes grave bodily injury or death to another or

23 others because of their race or color, or whenever such

24 officer having the authority or responsibility to do so will-

25 fully neglects to prevent such acts of violence by public
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1 officials or private individuals, written complaint under oath

2 may be filed with the Civil Service Commission by or on

3 behalf of the person or persons so injured or on behalf of

4 the deceased requesting the suspension or removal of said

5 officer from office or such other relief as may be necessary

6 to effectuate the policies of this title. The complaint shall

7 also set forth in detail the acts or omissions charged to said

8 officer which form the basis for the requested relief.

9 (b) Whenever a complaint is filed as provided in sub-

10 section (a) of this section, the Civil Service Commission

11 may, in its discretion, permit the Attontey General to inter-

12 vene in such proceeding if he certifies that the prosecution

13 of the complaint is of general public importance.

14 (c) The Attorney General may file a complaint under

15 this title if he certifies to the Civil Service Connission that

16 the filing and prosecution of the complaint is of general

17 public importance.

18 SEC. 602. (a) Whenever a complaint has been filed as

19 provided in section 601, the Civil Service Conmmission shall

20 notify the officer named in the complaint of the nature of

21 the charge, and shall investigate the charge and if after such

22 preliminary investigation the Commission shall determine
23 that probable cause exists for crediting the complaint, the

24 Commission shall cause to be served upon said officer (here-

25 after referred to as the "respondent") a copy of the com-

- ~
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1 plaint and a notice of hearing before the Commission at a

2 place and time therein fixed not less than fifteen days after

3 service of such complaint and notice.

4 (b) The respondent shall have the right to file a verified

5 answer to such complaint and to appear at such hearing in

6 person or otherwise, with or without counsel, to present

7 evidence and to examine and cross-examine witnesses.

8 (c) The Commission shall have the power reasonably

9 and fairly to amend any complaint, and the respondent shall

10 have like power to anend his answer.

11 '(d) All testimony shall be taken under oath.

12 (e) If, upon the preponderance of the evidence the

13 Commission shall find that the respondent has engaged in

14 the acts or omissions charged in the complaint, the Com-

15 mission shall state its findings of fact and shall issue and

16 cause to be served on the respondent such order as may be

17 appropriate which may include orders (1) suspending re-

18 spondent from office for such period of time as the Commis-

19 sion may deem necessary, (2) removing respondent from

20 office, and (3) disqualifying respondent from holding said

21 or any other office for such period of time not exceeding ten

22 (10) years as in the judgment of the Commission may be

23 necessary to effectuate the policies of this title.

24 (f) If the Commission shall find that suspension or re-

25 moval from office is not warranted, but that acts of violence

63-420 0-66-56
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1 have occurred or there are reasonable grounds to believe

2 that such acts are likely to occur, the Commission may refer

3 the entire record of the proceeding to the Attorney General

4 with a recommendation that the Attorney General institute

5 action under title III of this Act.

6 (g) In any action instituted by the Attorney General

7 pursuant to subsection (f) of this section, the Attorney Gen-

8 eral may file in the district court of the United States for the

9 district in which the respondent resides the certified tran-

10 script of the record of the proceedings before the Commis-

11 sion and the court after causing notice thereof to be served

12 upon the respondent shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding

13 and shall have power to grant such relief as it deems just and

14 proper upon the record set forth in the transcript. The

15 court, however, may on its own motion or upon application

16 by either party, take additional evidence before entering an

17 order granting or denying the relief requested.

18 SEC. 603. (a) (1) The Commission shall have power to

19 petition the United States court of appeals for the judicial

20 circuit wli'xein the respondent resides, or if the court of

21 appeals is in vacation, any district court within the circuit,

22 for the enforcement of any order issued pursuant to section

23 602 (e). The Commission shall certify and file in the court

24 to which petition is made a transcript of the entire Yecord in

25 the proceeding, including the pleadings and tetimony upon
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1 which such order was entered and the findings and the order

2 of the Commission.

3 (2) Upon such filing the court. shall cause notice thereof

4 to be served upon such respondent and thereupon the court

5 shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the question

6 determined therein and shall have power to grant such

7 temporary relief as it deems just and proper and to make and

8 enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set

9 fi4th in such transcript a decree enforcing, modifying, and

J'0 enforting as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part

11 the order of the Commission.

12 (3) No objection that has not been urged before the

A3 Commission, shall be considered by the court, unless the

14 failure or neglect to urge such objection shail be excused be-

15 cause of extraordinary circumstances.

16 (4) The findings of the Commission with respect to

17 questions of fact if supported by substantial evidence on the

18 record considered as a whole shall be conclusive.

19 (5) If either party shall apply to the court for leave to

20 adduce additional evidence and shall show to the satisfaction

21 of the court that such additional evidence is material and

22 that there i-.erc reasonahic grounds for the failure to ad-

23 diiee such evidence in the hearing before the Commission, the

24 court may order such additional evidence to be taken before

25 the Commission, and to be made a part of the transcript.
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1 (6) The Commission may modify its findings as to the

2 facts, or make new findings, by reason of additional evidence

3 so taken and filed, and it shall file such modified or new find-

4 ings, which findings with respect to questions of fact if sup-

5 ported by substantial evidence on the record considered as a

6 whole shall be conclusive, and its recommendations, if any,

7 for the modification or setting aside of its original order.

8 (7) The jurisdiction of the court shall be exclusive and

9 its judgment and decree shall be final, except that the sane

10 shall be subject to review by the appropriate United States

11 court of appeals, if application was made to the district court

12 as hereinabove provided, and by the Supreme Court of the

13 United States as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United

14 States Code.

15 (b) Any person aggrieved by a final order of the Com-

16 mission may obtain a review of such order in any United

17 States court of appeals for the judicial circuit wherein such

18 person resides or the Court of Appeals for the District of

19 Columbia, by filing in such court a written petition praying

20 that the order of the Commission be modified or set aside. A

21 copy of such petition shall be forthwith served upon the

22 Commission which shall file in the court a transcript of the

23 entire record in the proceeding, including the pleadings and

24 testimony upon which the order complained of was entered
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1 and the findings and order of the Commission. Upon such

2 filing, the court shall proceed in the same manner as in the

3 case of an application by the Conmiission under subsection

4 (a), and shall have the same exclusive jurisdiction to grant

5 to the petitioners or to the Connission such temporary re-

6 lief as it deems just and proper, and in like manner to make

7 and enter a decree enforcing, modifying, and enforcing as so

8 modified, or setting aside in whole or in part the order of

9 the Commission.

10 (c) The commencement of proceedings under this sec-

11 tion shall not, unless specifically ordered by the court, oper-

12 ate as a stay of the Commission's order.

13 (d) Upon the filing of any petition under this section,

14 it shall be the duty of the chief judge of the court of appeals

15 to assign the case for hearing at the earliest practicable date

16 and to cause the case to be in every way expedited.

17 81.c. 604. If after preliminary investigation or during

18 the hearing, the Commission shall find that a complaint filed

19 under this title lacks probable cause, it shall dismiss the

20 complaint and no appeal shall lie from said order of

21 dismissal.

22 S.c. 605. In any action commenced pursuant to this

23 title, the Commission or the court, in its discretion, may

24 allow the prevailing party, other than the United States,
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I a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs, and the

2 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

3 person.

4 TITLE VII-AMENDMENT TO TITLE VII OF 1964 Acr

5 Swc. 701. Title VII of Public Law 88-352 (the Civil

6 Rights Act of 1964) is amended as follows:

7 (a) Add a new paragraph to section 701 (a) as fol-

S lows:

9 "The term 'governmental unit' means a State or a

10 political subdivision thereof or an agency of one or more

11 States or political subdivisions."

12 (b) Amend so much of section 701 (b) as appears

13 before the word "Provided" to read as follows: "The term

14 'employer' means: (1) a person engaged in an industry

15 affecting commerce who has twenty-five or more employees

16 for each working day in each of twenty or more calendar

17 weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any

18 agent of such a person, but such term does not include (i)

19 the United States, a corporation wholly owned by the

20 Government of the United States, or an Indian tribe, (ii)

21 a bona fide membership club (other than a labor organiza-

22 tion) which is exempt from taxation under section 501 (c)

23 of the Internal Revenue (ode of 19.54; (2) a governmental

24 unit and any agent of such governmental unit:"
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1 (e) Add the words "or governmental unit" following

2 the word "person" wherever it appears in section 701 (c).

3 (d) Delete the phrase "or an agency of a. State or

4 political subdivision of a Stmte," from section 701 (c).

5 (e) Add a conuna and the following language after

6 the word "charge" on line 9 of section 706 (e) : "unless

7 the respondent is a State."

8 (f) Insert the words "or governmental unit" in section

9 707 (a) following the word "persons" on lines 2 and 12 of

10 such subsection.

11 (g) Insert the vords "for or in the name of the United

12 States" following the word "action" on line 6 of section

13 707 (a).

14 (h) Insert the words "or governmental unit" follow-

15 ing the word "person" on line 4 of section 709 (a) on fines

16 1 and 5 of section 710 (e) and on lines 2 and 7 of section

17 713 (b).

18 TTrTITE VI I-Misc L A.xEors

19 SFc. 801. (a) The term "State" as used herein shall

20 include the District of Columbia.

21 (b) The term "because of race or color" shall mean

22 because of hostility to the race or color of an' person, or

23 because of his association with pen.'ons of a different race
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1 or color or his advocacy of equality of persons of different

2 races or colors.

3 (c) Tie term "hearing officer" shall mean an agent or

4 employee of the Indemnification Board or a person not

5 otherwise associated with the Board who is designated by

6 the Board to conduct a hearing.

7 (d) The term "action taken under color of law" shall

8 include the knowing refusal or failure to act where action

9 could or may have prevented injury.

10 (e) The term "injury to property" shall include any

11 financial or economic loss.

12 (f) The term "judicial district" shall mean a division

13 thereof where the judicial district is divided into divisions.

14 SEC. 802. (a) There are hereby authorized to be ap-

15 propriated such sums as may be necessary to carry out the

16 provisions of this Act, including payment of awards under

17 titlo V.

18 (b) If any provision of this Act or the application

19 thereof to any person or circiunstawe is held invalid, the

20 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision to

21 other persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances

22 shall not be affected thereby.
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W9m CONGRESS
2DSxox H.e . 14971

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 10, 1966
Mr. Ry.wN introxhlwed the following bill; which was referred to tile Coln-

mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To provide against discrimination in housing.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 POLICY

4 SECTION 1. It is the policy of the United States to pre-

5 vent, and the right of every person to be protected against,

6 discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or national

7 origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use, and

8 occupacy of hoi; ing throughout the Nation.

9 DEFINTTIONS

10 SEC. 2. For purposes of this Act-

11 (a) "person" includes one or more individuals, corpora-
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1 tions, partnerships, associations, labor organizations, legal

2 representatives, mutual companies, joint-stock companies,

3 trusts, unincorporated organizations, tnstees, trustees in

4 bankruptcy, receivers, and fiduciaries.

5 (b) "dwelling" includes (1) any building or structure,

6 or portion thereof, whether in existence or under construe,-

7 tion, which is in, or is designed, intended, or arranged for,

8 residential use by one or more individuals or families and

9 (') any vacant land that is offered for sale or lease for the

10 construction or loma-tion of any such building, structure, or

11 portion thereof.

12 (c) "discriminatory housing practice" means an act

13 that is unlawful under section 3 or 4.

14 PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN TIHE SALE OR RENTAL

15 OF HOUSING

16 Sic. 3. It shall be unlawful for the owner lessee, sub-

17 lessee, assignee, or manager of, or other person having the

1 authority to sell, rent, lease, or manage, a dwelling, or for

19 tny person who is a real estate broker or salesman, or em-

20 ployee or agent of a real estate broker or salesman-

21 (a) To refuse to sell, rent, or lease, refuse to nego-

22 tiate for the sale, rental, or lease of, or otherwise make
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1 unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any person because of

2 race, color, religion, or national origin.

3 (b) To discriminate against any person in the

4 terms, conditions, or privileges of sale, rental, or lease of

5 a dwelling, or in the provision of services or facilities in

6 connection therewith, because of race, color, religion, or

7 national origin.

8 (c) To print or publish or cause to be printed or

9 published any notice, statement, or advertisement, with

10 respect to the sale, rental, or lease of a dwelling that

11 indicates any preference, limitation, or discrimninhtion

12 based on race, color, religion, or national origin, or an

13 intention to make any such preference, limitutioo,. or

14 discrimination.

15 (d) To represent to any person beuse of race,

16 color, religion, or national origin that any dwelling is

17 not available for inslief.tion, side, rental, or lease when

18 such dwelling is iii fact so) available.

19 (e) roi deny i,, any person Jbecaiise of race, color,

20 religion, or nationiJl oirigin, fir becaiise of the race, color,

21 religion, or national origin of the person he represents

22 or may represent, actess to or participation in any
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1 multiple-listing service or other service or facilities

2 related to the business of selling or renting dwellings.

3 PREVENTION OF I)ISCRIMINATION IN TME FINANCING OF

4 UOISING

5 8EC. 4. It shall be unlawful for any bank, savings

6 and loan institution, credit union, insurance company, or

7 other person that nifakes mortgage or other loans for the

8 purchase, constnution, improvement, or repair or mainte-

9 nance of dwellings to deny such a loan to a person applying

10 therefor, or discriminate against him in the fixing of the

11 downpayinent, interest rate, duration, or other terms or

12 conditions of such a loan, because of the race, color, religion,

13 or national origin of such person, or of any member, stock-

14 holder, director, officer, or employee of such person, or of

15 the prospective occupants, lessees, or tenants of the dwelling

16 or dwellings in relation to which the application for a loan

17 is ni.ade.

Is INTII'FEREN('E, ((Wi'[ON, (J1g INTIMIl)ATION

19 SF,(. 5. No person, sliall intiidate, threaten, coer('e,

20 (r interfere with any i ersoj in the exercise or enijoymient of,

21 or on -(coult of his hiavini exercised or enjoyed, or on

22 account of his having aided or encouraged any other person
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1 in the exer ' e or enjoyment of any right granted by section

2 3 or 4.

3 ENFOlU('EMENT BY PRIVATE PERSONS

4 i1c. (. (a) The rights grated by sections 3, 4, and 5

5 illa-v be enforced by civil actions ill alpropiate liited

6 States district courts without regard to the amount in colltro-

7 very and in appropriate State or local courts of general jui-

8 diction. A civil action shall be co.mmenced within six months

9 after the alleged di.scrilililltor hu.lsing JIractice or viola-

10 tiol of section 5 ocaire'd.

11 (b) I pon application by the plhlitifr and ill such (i'-

12 .Innlstaiae. as tie (0olirtuiay deemi junst, a ('ai't of the

13 lTIited States ill whicl a (ivil actioli tIh(r this setion has

14 been brought ninay appoint ji attorney for the plaintiff and

15 mayll authorize the commencement of a civil action without

J6 the payment of fees, costs, or se city. A court of a State

17 or smlbdivision thereof may do likewise to the extent not

18 incons stent with the law or procedures (if tle State or sutb-

19 division.

20 (e) The comt miiay grant such relief as it deems appro-

21 priate, including a permfanent or temporary injunction, re-
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1 .5triilhll.. (irdr,' oher .rder, and 1( n11y award damages

2 to tiW plaiitilf, ildililig damages for huniliation and mental

3pill 1111( 1 siffciilg. 1111(l 1lp to $.I)() liitive damages.

4 (d) The cirt nay allow a prevailing plaintifT a reas n-

5 -1hle 1ttoiiel V's f'e 11: jart Of the COSt.".

6 ENF()i('CI.3ENT BY TIlE ATTORNEY GENERAL

7 Sic. '. (a) Whenever the Attorney General has rea-

8 .0oiaiibl cause to believe that aiiy person or group of wrsons

9 is engaged in a patterns or practice of resist.ance to the full

10 (,.jo,.im1ent oif -my 4of the rights granted by this Act he nIay

11 brhg a civil action in any appropriate I"||ited States district

12 co11rt by fililg with it a complaint setting forth the facts

13 pertaining to such liatternt or practice and reqiuesting such

14 preventive relief, including an application for a permanent

15 or temlporary injunction, restraining order, or other order

16 against the person or persons reslosble for such pattern or

17 practice, as he deems necessary to insure the full enjoyment

18 if the rights granted by this Act.

19 (J)) Whenever an actil undeltr section 6 hals been

20 coim'enced ill ani v u't if the 17iiited States, the Attorley

21 General may intervene for or ill the name (if the United

22 States if Ihe certifies that the acti4II is 4)f ge'le'al public
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titled to the

ASSISTANCE

In such action the United States shall be en-

same relief as if it had iniitituted the action.

BY TIlE SECRETARY OF 1IOU'SING AND URBAN

DEVELOPMENT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

SFx. 8. The Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-

opment shall-

(a) make studies with respect to the nature and

extent of discriminatory housing practices in represent-

ative communities, urban, suburban, and rural, through-

out the United States;

(1I) publish and dissemiinate reports, recommenda-

tions, and information derived from such studies;

(e) cooperate with and render technical assistance

to Federal, State, local, and other public or private

agencies, organizations, and institutions which are fonm-

lating or carrying on programs to prevent or eliminate

discriminatory housing practices;

(d) cooperate with and render such technical and

other assistance to the Community Relations Service as

may be apjro private to further its activities in preventing

or eliminating discrininatory housing practices; and

(e) administer the programs and activities relating
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1 to housing and urban development in a, manner affirm-

2 atively to further the policies of this Act.

3 EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

4 S'.9. Notbiiig ill this Act shall1 he (istnied( to ill-

6a state, m* 41f ally~ o)ther- jiir-isdititionl ill which tli Act sh111l

7 he ('lit'ive, hiiit gnmits, g1 rmitevs, o1. pvtet the samie

8 r-ights as ire giilted by this Act ; bu~t any law that pur-

9 pi~rts to r-eqjiire orf piermiit 11113, actioni that WvoiId be -1 (us-

1) (illtfo ti Im~hiisiiig pj-ie I11l. this Acet shiaihl to) tihat

iiextelit bie igivahid.

12 ('ONTIM PT OF (A)UWI'

1I Sjq(' 10. Allj cases of (iilIiil11 cojitdIjit 111i iiigr t1ii&-l

14 the provisions of tis Act shall be gover-ned by section 151

1.5 of thje Civil Rtighits Act of 1957 (42 U.S.C. 1995).

16 EXISTINO AITJIOUI1TY

17 Siw"(. 11. 'Nothiwg ill this Act shall be coustmied to

18 dels', Impair, or otherwisc lTc~t anly itght or author-ity of

19 the Uited States or aniy agency or officer thereof under

20 ('xistiii laIw to) iistittte or' intervene ii ill (icvil actioni 1W

21 to bringp any crniiml prosecution.

T
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Srx CN H. R. 14972

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 10,1966

Mr. Rmwx introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
inittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To protect against violence and intimidation in the exercise of

civil rights.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 TITLE I

4 INTERFERENCE WITH RIGHTS

5 SEc. 101. Whoeyer, whether or not acting under color

6 of law, by force or threat of force-

7 (a) injures, intimidates, or interferes with, or

8 attempts to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any

9 person because of his race, color, religion, or national

10 origin while he is engaging or seeking to engage in, or

11 seeking to encourage or assist others in engaging in-

63-420 0-66--57
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1 (1) voting or qualifying to vote in any pri-

2 mary, special, or general election;

3 (2) enrolling in or attending any public

4 school or public college;

5 (3) participating in or enjoying any benefit,

6 service, privilege, program, facility, or activity pro-

7 vided or administered by the United States or by

8 any State or subdivision thereof;

9 (4) applying for or enjoying employment, or

10 any prerequisites thereof, by any private employer

11 or agency of the United States or any State or sub-

12 division thereof, or of joining or using the services

13 or advantages of any labor organization or using the

14 services of any employment agency;

15 (5) selling, purchasing, renting, leasing, oc-

16 copying, or contracting or negotiating for the sale,

17 rental, lease or occupation of any dwelling;

18 (6) serving, or attending upon any court in

19 connection with possible service, as a grand or petit

20 juror in any court of the United States or of any

21 State;

22 (7) using any vehicle, terminal, or facility of

23 any common carrier by motor, rail, water, or air;

24 (8) participating in or enjoying the benefits of
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1 any program or activity receiving Federal financial

2 assistance; or

3 (9) enjoying the goods, services, facilities,

4 privileges, advantages, or accommodations of any

5 inn, hotel, motel, or other establishment which pro-

6 vides lodging to transient guests, or of any restau-

7 rat, cafeteria, lunchroom, lunch counter, soda foun-

8 tain, or other facility principally engaged in selling

9 food for consumption on the premises, or of any

10 gasoline station, or of any motion picture house,

11 theater, concert hall, sports arena, stadium, or any

12 other place of exhibition or entertainment, or of

13 any other establishment which serves the public and

14 which is located within the premises of any of the

15 aforesaid establishments or within the premises of

16 which is physically located any of the aforesaid

17 establishments; or

18 (b) injures, intimidates, or interferes with, or at-

19 tempts to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any per-

20 son (1) to discourage such person or any other person

21 or any class of persons from participating or seeking to

22 participate in any such benefits or activities without diq-

23 crimination on account of race, color, religion, or national

24 origin, or (2) because he has so participated or sought
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1 to so participate, or urged or aided others to so partici-

2 pate, or engaged in speech or peaceful assembly oppos-

3 ing any denial of the opportunity to so participate; or

4 (c) injures, intimidates, interferes with, or attempts

5 to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any public offi-

6 cial or other person to discourage him from affording

7 another person or any class of persons equal treatment

8 in participating or seeking to participate in any of such

9 benefits or activities without discrimination on account

10 or race, color, religion, or national origin, or because he

11 has afforded another person or class of persons equal

12 treatment in so participating or seeking to so partici-

13 pate-

14 shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more

15 than one year, or both; and if bodily injury results shall be

16 fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than

17 ten years, or both; and if death results shall be subject to im-

18 prisonment for any term of years or for life.

19 TITLE I-CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR CERTAIN

20 CIVIL RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

21 SEC. 201. Section 241 of title 18, United States Code,

22 is amended by meeting the period at the end thereof and

23 inserting the following: "; and if personal injury results

24 they shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not

25 more than twenty years, or both; and if death results they

t~ ~ ~ ~ ~'P -
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1 shall be subject to imprisonment for any term of years or

2 for life."

3 SEC. 202. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,

4 is amended by deleting the period at the end thereof and

5 inserting the following: "; and if personal injury results

6 shall be subject to imprisonment for not more than twenty

7 years or a fine of not more than $10,000, or both; and if

8 death results shall be subject to imprisonment for any term

9 of years or for life."

10 TITLE I-1-CIVIL INDEMNIFICATION

11 SEC. 301. (a) There is hereby established within the

12 United States Commission on Civil Rights an Indemnifica-

13 tion Board, hereafter referred to as the Board. The Board

14 shall be composed of three members, appointed by the Presi-

15 dent, with the advice and consent of the Senate. The Presi-

16 dent shall designate one member as Chairman. No more

17 than two members of the Board may be of the same political

18 party.

19 (h) The term of office of each member of the Board

20 shll be five years, beginning with the effective date of this

21 Act, except of those members first appointed, one shall

22 serve for five years, one for three years, and one for one

23 year. Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring

24 prior to the expiration of the term for which his predecessor
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1 was appointed shall be appointed for the remainder of such

2 term.

3 (c) The Chairman shall be compensated at the rate of

4 $25,000 per annum, and the other members at a rate of

5 $24,000 per annum.

6 (d) Two members shall constitute a quorum :or the

7 transaction of business.

8 SC. 302. The Board may, in accordance with civil

9 service laws, appoint and fix the compensation of such

10 officers, attorneys, and employees, and make such expendi-

11 tures, as may be necessary to carry out its functions.

12 SEC. 303. The Board shall make such rules and regula-

13 tions as shall be necessary and proper to carry out its

14 functions.

15 SEC. 304. The Commission on Civil Rights shall have

16 the authority and duty to receive and investigate or have

17 investigated written complaints from or on behalf of any

18 person injured in his person or property or deprived of

19 his life (i) because of race, color, religion, or national origin,

20 while lawfully exercising, attempting to exercise, or advocat-

21 ing, or assisting another in the exercise of, any right, privi-

22 lege, or immunity granted, secured, or protected by the

23 Constitution or laws of the United States, or for having so

24 exercised, attempted, advocated, or assisted or (ii) by any

894A
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I act, the purpose or design of which is to intimidate him or any

2 other person from seeking or advocating equality of persons

3 or opportunity free from discrimination based on race, color,

4 religion, or national origin.

5 SEC. 305. (a) The Commission on Civil Rights may

6 request and the Department of Justice shall make avail-

7 able any investigative reports that the Department of Jus-

8 tice has that are relevant to the complaint and investiga-

9 tion.

10 (b) The Commission many request and the Attorney

11 General is authorized to direct that additional investigation

12 of matters relevant to the complaint be conducted by the

13 Federal Bureau of Investigation.

14 (c) The Commission shall supply copies of all of

15 its investigative reports to the Attorney General.

16 SEc. 306. If,- after such investigation, the Commis-

17 sion shall determine that probable cause exists for credit-

18 ing the complaint, it shall direct the Board to conduct a

19 hearing thereon as provided in section 307; if, however,

20 the Commission shall determine that probable cause does

21 not exist or that no substantial damage has occurred, it shall

22 dismiss the co-aplaint.

23 Smc.. 307. (a) Any hearing may be.conducted by the
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1 Board or any member of the Board designated by the

2 Chairman.

3 (b) In the event the Board determines that because

4 of the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it

5 is not in the interest of justice for it or a member to conduct

6 a hearing, it may designate an agent or employee of the

7 Board or a person mnot associated with the Board to conduct

8 the hearing, provided any such agent, emplo) ee, or other

9 person so designated shall be a member of the bar of the

10 highest court of one of the States of the United States.

11 (c) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

12 shall be reimbursed for services rendered in connection with

13 such hearing as determined by the Board, subject to approval

14 of the Civil Service Commission.

15 (d) The Board or any member or hearing officer may

16 administer oaths or affinnations.

17 (e) The Board shall have the same power of investiga-

is tion and suhpena as those granted the National Labor

19 Relations Board in section 161, subsections (1) and (2)

20 of title 29. United States Code.

21 (f) A full record shall be made and kept of all hearings

22 conducted.

23 Swc. 308. (a) After hearing, the Board, member, or

2 hearing officer conducting the hearing shall make findings
25 of fact based upon the record.

eon
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1 (b) After a hearing conducted by the Board, it shall,

2 if it finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred

3 to in section 304, make a monetary award of indemnifica-

4 tion to compensate such complainant for such injury.

5 (c) After a hearing conducted by a member of the

6 Board or hearing officer, he shall, if lie finds that any com-

7 plainant has suffered injury referred to in section 304, make

8 a recommendation of an award of indmeniification. All such

9 recommendations shall be reviewed by the Board. Upon

10 review, the Board shall review the findings of fact and shall

11 affirm, reject, or niodify findings and such recommendations

12 and enter or deny an award.

13 (d) All awards made hereunder shall include reason-

14 able attorney's fees.

15 SEC. 309. (a) In the event that the investigation of the

16 complaint or the hearing thereof indicates the person or

17 persons responsible for the injury for which an award is

18 sought, such person or persons shall he notified and shall

19 have a reasonable opportunity to intervene in the hearing

20 and to be fully heard.

21 (b) In the event that such investigation or hearing

22 indicates that the injury resulted in whole or in part from

23 action taken under color of law. the political subdivision

24 and/or the State under whose authority such action was
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1 taken shall be notified and shall have a reasonable oppor-

2 tunity to intervene in the hearing and to be fully heard.

3 (c) Notice under this section may be by personal serv-

4 icc or by registered mail.

5 (d) Notice to a State or political subdivision may be

6 given to the chief executive or principal legal officer of such

7 State or political subdivision.

8 (e) The Board shall, if necessary to secure a full hear-

9 ing for any intervenor, continue the hearing from time to

10 time.

11 SEC. 310. The United States way, on the motion of the

12 Attorney General, intervene at any stage of the hearing or

13 appeal.

14 SEc. 311. (a) The coinplainant or any intervenor may

15 obtain a review of the final decision of the Board in the

16 United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

17 or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which the

18 injury occurred or the person seeking review resides.

19 (b) Such review shall be made on the basis of the

20 record before the Board, and the findings of the Board with

21 respect to questions of fict, if supported by substantial evi-

.22 deuce on the record considered as a. whole, shall be eon-

23 elusive.

24 SEC. 312. (a) In any instance in which the injury or

25 death for which an award is made results in whole or ir.
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1 part from action taken under color of law, or from action

2 whether or not taken under color of law which in any way

3 impedes or infringes upon the exercise or advocacy of any

4 right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or protected

5 by the Coistitution or laws of the United Ntates, the United

6 States shall have a cause of action for recovery of the

7 amount of such award against the person or persons respon-

8 sible for the injury for which ie award is made.

9 (b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted

10 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law,

11 the political subdivision and/or the State under whose

12 authority such action was taken shall be jointly and severally

13 liable with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

14 (c) In any case brought under this section against

15 anyone notified tinder section 309, the findings. of fact as

16 uiiade. modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to

17 section 308 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima

18 fneie evidence of the facts determined by the findings, and

19 the award of indemnification shall be admissible and shall

20 constitute prima facie evidence of the damages suffered by

21 the complainant.

22 (d) The district courts of the United States shall have

23 jurisdiction to hear cases brought under this section.

24 SEC. 313. (a) In the event the person injured dies, a

25 complaint may be filed by any representative of his estate,
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1 or by his or her spouse, child, or dependent and the Board

2 shall determine to whom any award shall be made.

3 (b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of the

4 person injured to file a complaint, it may be filed by his or

5 her spouse, child, dependent, or counsel.

6 SEC. 314. All complaints must be filed within six months

7 of the injury for which an award is sought, except that where

8 the injury results in death, the complaint may be filed within

9 twelve months of death.

10 SEC. 315. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the

11 right to pursue any action or remedy granted him under any

12 other law of the United States or any State: Provided, That

13 in the event that any person receives in any other action an

14 award of damages for which an award of indemnification has

15 been made under this title, the United Sta-tes shall have a

16 lien against such award in the amount of the award of in-

17 demnification. In the event such other award is made prior

18 to the award of indemnification, the amount of such other

19 award shall be considered by the Board in determining

20 whether to make an award and, if so, the amount of the

21 award.
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S PM CONGRESS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 11,1966

Mr. Run introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To assure nondiscrimination in Federal and State jury selection

and service, to facilitate the desegregation of public educa-
tion and other public facilities, to provide judicial relief
against discriminatory housing practices, to prescribe pen-
alties for certain acts of violence or intimidation, and for
other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Civil Rights Act of

4 1966".

5 TITLE I

6 SEC. 101. The analysis and sections 1861 and 1863

7 through 1869 of chapter 121 of title 28, United States

8 Code, are amended to read as follows:
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1 "(€~~3A = l-JU33; TRIAL BY JURY

"1861. Declaration of policy.
"1868. Discrimi#ation prohibit.cL
"1868. Jury o nm.ioo.
"11884. Matter jry wheel.
"1865. Drawing of names from the master Jury wheel.
"1886. Qualifications for jury service.
"1867. Challenging compliance with selection procedures.
"1888 Maintenance and inspection of records.
"1889. Exclusion from Jury service.
"1870. Definitions.
"1871. Fe..
"1879. Exemption&
"I8n& Challenges.
"1874. Isues of fact in Supreme Court.
"1875. Admiralty and maritime casm
"1876. Actions on bonds and specWties.

2 "91861. Declaration of policy

3 "It is the policy of the United States that all qualified

4 persons shall have the opportunity to serve on grand and

5 petit juries in the district courts of the United States and

6 shall have an obligation to serve as jurors when summoned

7 for that purpose.

8 "9186. Discrimination prohibited

9 "No person or class of persons shall be denied the right

10 to serve on grand and petit juries in the district courts of

ni the United States on account of race, color, religion, sex,

32 national origin, or economic status.

13 1868. Jury commision

14 "(a) There shall be a jury commission for each district
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1 court of the United States composed of the clerk of the court

2 and a citizen appointed by the court as a jury commissioner:

3 Provided, That the court may establish a separate jury corn-

4 mission for one or more divisions of the judicial district by

5 appointing an additional citizen as a jury commissioner to

6 serve with the clerk for such division or divisions. The jury

7 commissioner shall during his tenure in office reside in the

8 judicial district or division for which appointed, shall not

9 belong to the same political party as the clerk serving with

10 him, and shall receive $16 per day for each day necessarily

11 employed in the performance of his duties.

12 "(b) In the performance of its duties, the jury com-

13 mission shall act under the direction and supervision of the

14 chief judge of the district.

15 "1864. Master jury wheel

16 "(a) Each jury commission shall maintain a master jury

17 wheel and shall place in the, master wheel names selected

18 at random from the voter registration lists of persons residing

19 in the judicial district or division it serves: Provided, That

20 the judicial council of the circuit, with such advice as the

21 chief judge of the district may offer, shall prescribe some

22 other source or sources of names for the master wheel in
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1 addition to the voter registration lists where necessary, in

2 the judgment of the council, to protect the rights secured

3 by section 1862 of this title.

4 "(b) The jury commission shall place in the master

5 wheel the names of at least 1 per centum of the total number

6 of persons listed on the voter registration lists for the district

7 or division (or, if sources in addition to voter registration

8 lists have been prescribed pursuant to subsection (a), at

9 least 1 per centum of the total number of persons of voting

10 age residing in the district or division according to the most

11 recent decennial census): Protided, That in no event shall

12 the jury commission place in the master wheel the names of

13 fewer than two thousand persons.

14 "(c) The chief judge of the district shall prescribe,

15 by rule, definite and certain procedures to be followed by the

16 jury commission in making the random selection of names

17 required by subsections (a) and (b) of this section.

18 "(d) State, local, and Federal officials having custody,

19 possession, or control of voter registration lists or other ap-

-0 propriate records shall make such lists and records available

21 to the jury commission for inspection, reproduction, and copy-

22 ing at all reasonable times as the commission may deem neces-

23 sary and proper for the performance of its duties under this

24 title. The district courts shall have jurisdiction upon appli-
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1 cation by the Attorney General to compel compliance with

2 this subsection by appropriate process.

3 "(e) The master jury wheel shall contain names of per-

4 sons residing in all counties, parishes, or similar political sub-

5 divisions within the judicial district or division.

6 "(f) The jury commission shall in accordance with this

7 section (1) from time to time, as necessary, place additional

8 names in the master wheel and (2) between November 15

9 and December 31 of each even-numbered year empty and

10 refill the master wheel.

U "j 1865. Drawing of names from the master jury wheel

12 "(a) From time to time as necessary the jury com-

13 mission shall publicly draw from the master jury wheel

14 the names of as many persons as may be required for jury

15 service, prepare an alphabetical list of the names drawn,

16 which list shall not be disclosed to any person except pur-

17 suant to sections 1867 and 1868 of this title and summon

18 by certified mail the persons whose names are drawn. Each

19 person whose name is drawn, unless he claims exemption

20 from jury service pursuant to section 1872 of this title and

21 subsection (b) of this section, shall appear before the clerk

22 and fill out a juror qualification form to be prescribed by

23 the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

24 consultation with the Attorney General. The form shall

63-420 0-66-5S
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1 elicit his name, address, age, sex, education, race, religion,

2 occupation, and citizenship and whether he has any physical

3 or mental infirmity, is able to read, write, speak, and under-

4 stand the English language, and has been convicted in any

5 State or Federal court of record of a crime punishable by

6 imprisonment for more than one year and has not had his

7 civil rights restored by pardon or amnesty. The clerk shall

8 examine the form to determine whether it is filled out corn-

9 pletely and responsively and shall call any omissions or

10 apparent errors to the attention of such person who shall

11 make such corrections or additions as may be necessary.

12 If any person summoned is unable to fill out the form, the

13 clerk shall do it for him and indicate on the form the fact

14 that he has done so and the reason. Except as provided

15 in subsection (b) of this section, any person summoned

16 -who fails to appear as directed shall be ordered by the

17 court forthwith to appear and show cause for his failure

18 to comply with the summons. Any person who fails to

19 appear pursuant to such order or who fails to show good

20 cause for noncompliance with the summons may be fined not

21 more than $100 or imprisoned not more than three days,

22 or both.

28 "(b) Any person summoned who is exempt from Jury

24 service pursuant to section 1872 of this title may state the

25 basis for his exemption in the space provided on the sum-

906~
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1 nmons and return the summons duly signed to the clerk by

2 mail. Any person who willfully misrepresents his exemp-

3 tion from jury service on a summons may be fined not more

4 than $100 or imprisoned not more than three days, or both.

5 "1 1866. Qualifications for jury service

6 "(a) The jury commission shall determine solely on the

7 basis of information provided on the juror qualification form

8 or the returned summons whether a person is qualified for

9 or exempt froar jury service: Provided, That such deter-

10 mination shall be made by the court if other objective evi-

11 dence obtained by the jtuy commission indicates that a per-

12 son is not qualified pursuant to subparagraphs (1), (3), or

13 (4) of subsection (b) hereof. The jury conunission shall

14 enter such determination in the space provided on the juror

15 qualification form and the alphabetical list of names drawn

16 from the master jury wheel. If a person did not appear in

17 response to a summons, such fact shall be noted on said list.

18 Whenever a person is determined to be not qualified for jury

19 service, the jury commission shall note on the space pro-

20 vided on the juror qualification form the specific ground of

21 disqualification.

22 "(b) In making such determination the jury commis-

23 sion shall deem any person qualified to serve on grand and

24 petit juries in the district court unless he--

25 "(1) is not a citizf "i of the Urited States twenty-
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one years old who has resided for a period of one year

within the judicial district;

"(2) is unable to read, write, speak, and under-

stand the English language;

"(3) is incapable, by reason of mental or physical

infirmity, to render efficient jury service; or

"(4) has been convicted in a State or Federal cou

1

2

a

4

5

6

.7

8

9

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

of record of a crime pnishle by imprisonment for

more than one year and his civil rights have not been re-

stored by pardon or amnesty.

"(0) The jury commission shall maintain a qualified

juror wheel and shall place in such wheel names of persons

determined to be qualified as jurors. From me to time,

the jury commission shall publicly draw from the qualified

juror wheel such number of names of persons as may be re-

quired for assignment to grand and petit jury panel. The

jury commission or the clerk shall prepare a separate list

of names of persons assigned to each grand and petit jury

panel.

f 1867. Challenng compliane with seetm procedure
"(a) In criminal cases, prior to the introduction of evi-

dence at trial, the defendant may move to dismiss the indict-

ment or stay the proceedings against him on the ground of

failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865, or 186 of thim

title. The ddendant shall be entitled to present in support

908~
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1 of such motion the testimony of the jury commission together

2 with other evidence and, where there is some evidence that

3 there has been a failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865.

4 or 1866, any relevant records and papers used by the jury

5 commission in the performance of its duties which are not

6 public or otherwise available. If the court determines that

7 there has been a fa . coiup sections 1864, 1865,

8 or 1866, court shall dismiss the indict t or stay the

9 proce ings pending the se~iib..a petit ju in con-

11 ()I i case Kthe introdirtip of evid ce

12 at trial, any party W to sta tl 1 proct dings on e
A3 g,-ound a e 18!4, 1865, r

14 1866 of iis title. The m shall be entitled o

15 resent in\1n(( of cii eati tet of the j ry

16 mission together o or ev ence a where ere

17 is e evidence t there as bem.,K failure comply

18 with se l s 1864, 186.5, or 1866, any rel nt records

19 and papers use the jury commissi the ormance

20 of its duties which are not public or other ailable.

21 If the court determines that there has been a failure to com-

22 ply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866, the court shall -%tay

23 the proceedings pending the selection of a jury in conformity

24 with this title.
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1 "(c) The procedures prescribed by this section shall

2 be the exclusive means by which a person accused of a

3 Federal crime or a party in a civil case may challenge any

4 jury in his case on the ground that such jury was not

5 selected in conformity with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866

6 of this title. Nothing in this section shall preclude any per-

7 sons or the United States from pursuing any other remedy,

8 civil or criminal, which may be available for the vindication

9 or enforcement of any law prohibiting discrimination on ac-

10 count of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or eco-

11 nomic status in the selection of persons for service on grand

12 or petit juries.

13 "(d) The contents of any records or papers produced

14 pursuant to subsections (a) or (b) of this section shall not

15 be disclosed, except as may be necessary in the preparation

16 or presentation of the case, until after the master jury wheel

17 has been emptied and refilled pursuant to section 1864 (f)

18 of this title and all persons selected to serve as jurors before

19 the master wheel was emptied have completed such service:

20 Provided, That the parties in a case shall be allowed to in-

21 spect, reproduce and copy such records or papers at all

22 reasonable times during the pendency of the case. Any per-

23 son who discloses the contents of any record or paper in

24 violation of this subsection may be fined not more than

25 $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

- -4 0 " ,, ,t '' 4 , - . , -. ' ''? , rl 01 ; ,+P ", - '
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1 "51868. Maintenance and inspection of records

2 "After the master jury wheel is emptied and refilled

3 pursuant to section 1864 (f) of this title, and after all per-

4 sons selected to serve as jurors before the master wheel was

5 emptied have completed such service, all of the records and

6 papers compiled and maintained by the jury commission

7 before the master wheel was emptied shall be preserved by

8 the commission in the custody of the clerk for four years or

9 for such longer period as may be ordered by a court and

10 shall be available for public inspection.

11 "1869. Exclusion from jury service

12 "(a) Except as provided in section 1872 of this title,

13 no person or class of persons shall be excluded, excused or

14 exempt from service as jurors: Provided, That any person

15 summoned for jury service may be (1) excused by the court

16 for not more than six months at a time upon a showing of

17 unusually severe hardship or (2) excluded by the court

18 upon (i) peremptory challenge as provided by law or (ii)

19 a finding that such person may be unable to render impartial

20 jury service or that his service as a juror would disrupt the

21 proceedings. Whenever a person is excused or excluded

22 from jury service, the jury commission shall note in the

23 space provided on his juror qualification form the specific

24 ground of excuse or exclusion.

25 "(b) In any two-year period, no person shall be re-

911
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1 quired to (1) serve as a petit juror for more than thirty

2 calendar days, except when necessary to complete service in

3 a particular case, or (2) serve on more than one grand

4 jury, or (3) serve as both a grand and petit juror.

5 "S 1870. Definitions

6 "For purposes of this chapter-

7 "(a) 'clerk' and 'clerk of the court' shall mean the

8 clerk of the United States district court or any deputy

9 clerk.

10 "(b) 'voter registration lists' shall mean the offi-

11 cial records maintained by State or local election offi-

12 cials of persons registered to vote in the most recent

13 general election for candidates for Federal office or, in

14 the case of a State which does not require registration

15 as a prerequisite to voting, such other official lists of

16 persons qualified to vote in such election. The term

17 shall also include the list of eligible voters maintained

18 by any Federal examiner pursuant to the Voting Rights

19 Act of 1965 where the- names on such list have not

20 been included on the lists maintained by the appropriate

21 State or local officials.

22 "(c) 'division' shall mean one or more divisions

23 of a judicial district established by statute, and, in

24 judicial districts where no divisions are established by

25 statute, shall mean such counties, parishes,- or similar

* *.., /
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1 political subdivisions surrounding the places where court

2 is held as the chief judge of the district shall determine.

3 "(d) 'district court of the United States', 'district

4 court', and 'court' shall mean courts constituted under

5 chapter 5 of title 28, United States Code: Provided,

6 That for purposes of sections 1861, 1862, 1867, and

7 1869 of this chapter, these terms shall include the Dis-

8 trict of Columbia Court of General Sessions and the

9 Juvenile Court of the District of Columbia."

10 FEE8

11 S c. 102. (a) Section 1871 of title 28, United States

12 Code, is amended by substituting "$20" for "$10" and

13 "$25" for "$14" in the second paragraph, "$16" for "10"

14 in the third paragraph and "$20" for "$10" in the fourth

15 paragraph.

16 (b) Section 1821 of title 28, United States Code, is

17 amended by substituting "$20" for "$4", "10 cents" for

18 "8 cents" and "$16" for "$8".

19 AMENDMENT AND REPEAL

20 SEC. 103. (a) Sections 1862, 1870, 1872, 1873, and

21 1874 of title 28, United States Code, are renumbered as sec-

22 tions 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, and 1870, respectively, of

23 that title.

24 (b) Sections 13-701, 11-2301 through 2305 (except

25 the last paragraph of section 11-2302), 11-2307 through

913
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1 2312 and 7-213a of the District of Columbia Code are

2 repealed.

3 (c) Except for the last paragraph of subsection (a),

4 section 11-2306 of the District of Columbia Code is re-

5 pealed and a new subsection (b) is added to the section

6 as follows: "(b) The jury commission for the district court

7 for the District of Columbia shall draw from the qualified

8 jury wheel from time to time as may be required the names

9 of persons to serve as jurors in the District of Columbia

10 Court of General Sessions and the Juvenile Court of the

11 District of Colunbia and such persons shall be assigned

12 to jury panels in the General Sessions and Juvenile courts

13 as those courts shall direct."

14 (d) Section 16-1312 of the District of Columbia Code

15 is amended by substituting "section 1866 of title 28, United

16 States Code" for "section 11-2301" in subsection (a) (1)

17 and by substituting "chapter 121 of title 28, United States

18 Code," for "chapter 23 of title 11" in subsection (c).

19 (e) Section 22-1414 of the District of Columbia Code

20 is amended by inserting the words "or wheel" immediately

21 following the word "box" each time it appears therein.

EFFECTIVE DATB

23 SEC. 104. Sections 101 and 103 of this title shall be-

24 come effective one hundred and twenty days after the date

23 of enactment: Provided, That such sections shall not apply

914
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1 in any case in which an indictment has been returned or

2 petit jury impaneled prior to such effective date.

3 TITLE II

4 DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED

5 SEC. 201. No person or class of persons shall be denied

6 the right to serve on grand and petit juries in any State court

7 on account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or

8 economic status.

9 SUITS BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

10 SEC. 202. (a) Whenever there are reasonable grounds

11 to believe that any person has engaged or is about

12 to engage in any act or practice which would deny

13 or abridge any right secured by section 201 of this title, the

14 Attorney General may institute for the United States, or in

15 the name of the United States, a civil action or other proper

16 proceeding for preventive relief, including an application for

17 an injunction, restraining order, or other order against'a

18 State, any political subdivision thereof, or any official of such

19 State or political subdivision. In any proceeding hereundct,

20 the United States shall be liable for costs the same as a

21 private person.

22 (b) The district courts of the United States shall have

23 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title

24 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether any

25 aggrieved party shall have exhausted any administrative or

915
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1 other remedies that may be provided by law. Any action

2 pursuant to this section shall be in every way expedited.

3 APPROPRIATE BELIEF

4 SFC. 203. If in any proceeding instituted pursuant to

5 this title or any other law authorizing proceedings for in-

6 junctive relief, the district court finds that any right secured

7 by section 201 has been denied or abridged, it may, in

8 addition to any other relief, enter an order, effective for

9 such period of time as may be appropriate-

10. (a) Prohibiting or suspending the use of any quali-

11 fixation for jury service or any basis for excuse, exemp-

12 tion, or exclusion from jury service which-

13 (1) violates or has been applied in violation

14 of section 201 of this title, or

15 (2) is susceptible to being applied in violation

16 of section 201 of this title because it vests in jury

17 officials undue discretion to determine whether any

18 person has satisfied such qualification or whether

19 a basis exists for excusing, exempting, or excluding

20 any person from jury service;

21 (b) Requiring the use of objective criteria to de-

22 tennine whether any person has satisfied any qualifica-

23 tion for jury service or whether a basis exists for ex-
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1 cusing, exempting, or excluding any person from jury

2 service;

3 (c) Requiring maintenance of such records or ad-

4 ditional records as may be necessary to permit a deter-

5 mination thereafter whether any right secured by sec-

6 tion 201 has been denied or abridged; or

7 (d) Appointing a master to perform such duties

8 of the jury officials as may be necessary to assure that

9 the rights secured by section 201 of this title are not

10 denied or abridged.

11 DI80OVERY OF EVIDENCE

12 Swc. 204. In any proceeding instituted pursuant to

13 section 202 of this title or section 1983 of title 42 of the

14 United States Code, or in any criminal proceeding in any

15 State court prior to the introduction. of any evidence at

16 trial, or in any habeas corpus, coram nobis, or other collateral

17 proceeding in any court with respect to a judgment of con-

18 viction entered after the effective date of this title, wherein

19 it is asserted that any right secured by section 201 of this

20 title has been denied or abridged-

21 (a) Thb appropriate State or local officials shall

22 furnish a written statement of jury selection information

917
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1 subscribed to under oath which shall contain a detailed

2 description of the following:

3 (1) the nature and location of the sources from

4 which names were obtained for inclusion in the

5 wheel, box, or similar device;

6 (2) the methods used and the procedures

7 followed in selecting names from the sources referred

8 to in subdivision (1) of this subsection for inclu-

9 sion in the wheel, box, or similar device;

10 (3) the methods used for selecting names of

11 prospective jurors from the wheel, box, or similar

12 device for testing or otherwise demonstrating their

13 qualifications for jury service;

14 (4) the qualifications, tests, standards, criteria,

15 and procedures used in determining whether pros-

16 pective jurors are qualified to serve as jurors; and

17 (5) the methods used for summoning or other-

18 wise calling persons for jury service and assigning

19 such person to grand and petit jury panels.

20 (b) The statement of jury selection information shall

21 be filed with the clerk of the court in which the proceed-

22 ing is pending, and a copy thereof shall be served upon

23 the attorney for the complaining party. The statement

24 of jury selection information shall constitute evidence on

25 the question whether any right secured by section 201 of

918
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1 this title has been denied or abridged: Provided, that the

2 complaining party shall be entitled to cross-examine any

3 person having knowledge of relevant facts concerning

4 the information to be contained in such statement and to

5 present in addition the testimony of the jury officials,

6 together with any other evidence, and, where there is

7 some evidence of a denial or abridgement of a right

8 secured by section 201 of this title, any relevant records

9 and papers used by jury officials in the performance of

10 their duties which are not public or otherwise available.

11 (c) If the court determines (1) that there is prob-

12 able cause to believe that any right secured by section

13 .201 of this title has been denied or abridged and (2)

14 that the records and papers maintained by the State are

15 not sufficient to permit a determination whether such

16 denial or abridgment has occurred, it shall be the re-

17 sponsibility of the appropriate State or local officials

18 to produce additional evidence demonstrating that such

19 denial or abridgement did not occur. When such evi-

20 dence is not otherwise available, the State shall use such

21 process of the court as may be necessary in order to

22 produce the evidence, including the right to subpena

23 witnesses.

24 (d) The court may direct that the contents of any

25 records or papers produced pursuant to subsection (b)
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1 of this section shall not be disclosed (except as may be

2 necessary in the preparation and presentation of the

3 case) during such period of time as such records and

4 papers are not available for public inspection under

5 State law: Procided, That parties to the proceeding shall

6 he allowed to inspect, reproduce, and copy such records

7 and papers at all reasonable times during the pendeney

8 of the case, and that disclosure of the contents of such

9 records and papers by the Attorney General and his

10 representatives shall be governed by subsection (b) of

11 section 205 of this title. Any person who discloses the

12 contents of any records or papers in violation of this

13 subsection may be fined not more than $1,000, or im-

14 prisoned not more than one year, or both.

15 PRESERVATION AND INSPECTON OF RECORDS

16 SEc. 205. (a) The jury officials in all State courts

17 shall preserve the records and papers prepared or obtained

18 in the performance of their duties for four years after the

19 completion of service by all persons whose consideration for

20 service as jurors was the subject of such records and papers.

21 Any person, whether or not a jury official, who willfully

22 steals, destroys, conceals, mutilates, or alters any record or

23 paper required by this subsection to be preserved shall be

24 fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than

one year, or both.
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1 (b) Any record or paper required by subsection (a)

2 of this section to be preserved shall, upon demand in writing

3 by the Attorney General or his representative directed to

4 the person having custody, possession, or control of such

5 record or paper, be made available for inspection, reproduc-

6 tion, and copying by the Attorney General or his representa-

7 tive. During such period of time as such records and papers

8 are not available for public inspection under State law,

9 unless otherwise ordered by a court of the United States,

10 neither the Attorney General nor any employee of the

11 Department of Justice, nor any other representative of the

12 Attorney General, shall disclose the contents of any record

13 or paper produced pursuant to this title except to Congress

14 and any committee thereof, governmental agencies, and in

15 the preparation and presentation of any case or proceeding

16 before any court or grand jury. The United States district

17 court for the district in which a record or paper so demanded

18 is located, shall have jurisdiction by appropriate process to

19 compel the production of such record or paper.

20 DEINITIONS

21 SEC. 206. For purposes of this title-

22 (a) "State court" shall mean any court of any State,

23 county, parish, city, town, municipality or other political

24 subdivision of any State;

&3-420 O-66--59
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1 (b) "jury official" shall mean any person or group

2 of persons, including judicial officers, who select, sum-

3 mon, or impanel persons to serve as grand or petit jurors

4 in any State court;

5 (c) "wheel, box, or similar device" shall include

6 a file, list, or other compilation of names of persons pre-

7 pared by a jury official;

8 (d) "political subdivision" shall mean any county,

9 parish, city, town, municipality, or other territorial sub-

10 division of a State.

11 EFFECT ON EXISTING LAWS

12 SEC. 207. The remedies provided in this title shall not

13 preclude any person, the United States, or any State or local

14 agency from pursuing any other remedy, civil or criminal,

15 which may be available for the vindication or enforcement of

16 any law prohibiting discrimination on account of race, color,

17 religion, sex, national origin, or economic status in the selec-

18 tion of persons for service on grand or petit juries in any

19 State court.

20 EFFECTIVE DATER

21 SEC. 208. This title shall become effective one hundred

22 and twenty days after the date of its enactment: Provided,

23 That the provisions of this title shall not apply in any case in

24 which an indictment has been returned or a petit jury im-

25 paneled prior to such effective date.
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1 TITLE Ill

2 Sie. 301. Title Ill of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (78

3 Stat. 246; 42 U.S.C. 2000b-2000b-3), is amended to read

4 as follows:

5 "TITLE III-NONDISCRIMINATION IN PUBLIC

6 EDUCATION AND OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES

7 "SwJ. 301. The Attorney General may institute, in the

8 name of the United States, a civil action or other proceed-

9 ing for preventive relief, including an application for a per-

10 maneat or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other

11 order, whenever he has reasonable grounds to believe that--

12 "(a) Any person acting under color of law has

13 denied, or attempted or threatened to deny, any other

14 person, on account of his race or color, the equal pro-

15 tection of the laws with respect to any public school or

16 public college, or any public facility which is owned,

17 operated, or managed by or on behalf of any State or

18 subdivision thereof, or

19 "(b) Any person, whether acting under color of

20 law or otherwise, has intimidated, threatened, coerced

21 or interfered with, or has attempted or threatens to in-

22 timidate, threaten, coerce, or interfere with any other

23 person in the exercise or enjoyment of any right to, or on

24 account of his having exercised or enjoyed any right to,
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1 or on account of his having aided or encouraged any other

2 person in the exercise or enjoyment of any right to

3 equal protection of the laws with respect to any public

4 school or public college, or any public facility which is

5 owned, operated, or managed by or on behalf of any

6 State of subdivision thereof.

7 "Smo. 302. In any proceeding under section 301 the

8 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

9 citizen.

10 "SmC. 303. As used in this title, 'public school' and

11 'public college' shall have the same meanings as in section

12 401 (e) of title IV of this Act.

13 "SEc. 304. The district courts of the United States shall

14 have and shall exercise jurisdiction of proceedings instituted

15 pursuant to this title.

16 "Smc. 305. Nothing in this title shall affect adversely

17 the right of any person to sue for or obtain relief in any court

18 against discrimination in public education or any public

19 facility."

20 SEC. 302. Sections 407 through 410 of the Civil Rights

21 Act of 1964 (78 Stat. 248-249; 42 U.S.C. 2000o-6-200o-

22 9) are hereby repealed.
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1 TITLE IV

2 POLICY

3 SEc. 401. It is the policy of the United States to pre-

4 vent, and the right of every person to be protected against,

5 discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or national

6 origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use and

7 occupancy of housing throughout the Nation.

8 DEFINITIONS

9 SEC. 402. For purposes of this title-

10 (a) "person" includes one or more individuals, corpo-

11 rations, partnerships, associations, labor organizations, legal

12 representatives, mutual companies, joint-stock companies,

13 trusts, unincorporated organizations, trustees, tnstees in

14 bankruptcy, receivers, and fiduciaries.

15 (b) "dwelling" includes (1) any building or structure,

16 or portion thereof, whether in existence or under construc-

17 tion, which is in, or is designed, intended, or arranged for,

18 residential use by one or more individuals or families and

19 (2) any vacant land that is offered for sale or lease for the

20 construction or location of any such building, structure or

21 portion thereof.
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1 (c) "discriminatory housing practice" means an act

2 that is unlawful under section 403 or 404.

3 PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE SALE O RENTAL

4 OF HOUSING

5 SEc. 403. It shall be unlawful for the owner lessee, sub-

6 lessee, assignee, or manager of, or other person having the

7 authority to sell, rent, lease, or manage, a dwelling, or for

8 any person who is a real estate broker or salesman, or em-

9 ployee or agent of a real estate broker or salesman-

10 (a) To refuse to sell, rent, or lease, refuse to nego-

11 tiate for the sale, rental, or lease of, or otherwise make

12 unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any person because of

13 race, color, religion, or national origin.

14 (b) To discrilninate against any person in the

15 tens, conditions, or privileges of sale, rental, or lease of

16 a dwelling, or in the provision of services or facilities in

17 connection therewith, because of race, color, religion, or

18 national origin.

19 (c) To print or publish or cause to be printed or

20 published any notice, statement, or advertisement, with

21 respect to the sale, rental, or lease of a dwelling that

22 indicates any preference, limitation, or discrimination

23 based on race, color, religion, or national origin, or an

24 intention to make any such preference, limitation, or

25 discrimination.
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1 (d) To represent to any person because of race,

2 color, religion, or national origin that any dwelling is

3 not available for inspection, sale, rental, or lease when

4 such dwelling is in fact so available.

5 (e) To deny to any person because of race, color,

6 religion, or national origin, or because of the race, color,

7 religion, or national origin of the person lie represents

8 or may represent, access to or participation in any multi-

9 pie-listing service or other service or facilities related

10 to the business of selling or renting dwellings.

11 PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN TIlE FINANCING OF

12 HOUSING

13 SF. 404. It shall be unlawful for any bank, savings

14 and loan institution, credit union, insurance company, or

15 other person that makes mortgage or other loans for the

16 purchase, construction, improvement, or relmir or mainte-

17 nance of dwellings to deny such a loan to a person applying

18 therefor, or discriminate against him in the fixing of the

19 downpayinent, interest rate, duration, or other terms or

20 conditions of such a loan, because of the race, color, religion,

21 or national origin of such person, or of any member, stock-

22 holder, director, officer, or employee of such person, or of the

23 prospective occupants, lessees, or tenants of the dwelling

24 or dwellings in relation to which the application for a loan

25 is made.
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1 INTERFEBENCE, COERCION, OR INTIMIDATION

2 Sc. 405. No person shall intimidate, threaten, coerce,

3 or interfere with any person in the exercise or enjoyment of,

4 or on account of his having exercised or enjoyed, or on

5 account of his having aided or encouraged any other person

6 in the exercise or enjoyment of any right granted by section

7 403 or 404.

8 ENFORCEMENT BY PRIVATE PERSONS

9 SEc. 406. (a) The rights granted by sections 403, 404,

10 and 405 may be enforced by civil actions in appropriate

11 United States district courts without regard to the amount

12 in controversy and in appropriate State or local courts of

13 general jurisdiction. A civil action shall be comienced

14 within six months after the alleged discriminatory housing

15 practice or violation of section 405 occurred.

16 (b) Upon application by the plaintiff and in such cir-

17 cumstances as the court numy deem just, a court of the

18 Uited States in which a civil action under this section has

19 been brought may appoint an attorney for the plaintiff and

20 may authorize the commencement of a civil action without

21 the payment of fees, costs, or security. A court of a State

22 or subdivision thereof may do likewise to the extent not

23 inconsistent with the law or procedures of the State or sub-

24 division.
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1 (c) The court may grant such relief as it deems appro-

2 priate, including a permanent or temporary injunction, re-

3 straining order, or other order, and may award damages

4 to the plaintiff, including damages for humiliation and mental

5 pain and suffering, and up to $500 punitive damages.

6 (d) The court may allow a prevailing plaintiff a reason-

7 able attorney's fee as part of the costs.

8 ENFORCEMENT BY TIE ATTORNEY GENERAL

9 Sc. 407. (a) Whenever the Attorney General has

10 reasonable cause to believe that any person or group of

11 persons is engaged in a pattern or practice of resistance to

12 the full enjoyment of any of the rights granted by this title

13 he may bring a civil action in any appropriate United States

14 district court by filing with it a complaint setting forth the

15 facts pertaining to such pattern or practice and requesting

16 such preventive relief, including an application for a perma-

17 nent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other

18 order against the person or persons responsible for such

19 pattern or practice, as he deems necessary to insure the

20 full enjoyment of the rights granted by this title.

21 (h) Whenever an action under section 400 has been

22 cominenied in any court of the United States, the Attorney

23 General may intervene for or in the name of the United

24 States if he certifies that the action is of general public
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1 importance. In such action the United States shall be en-

2 titled to the same relief as if it had instituted the action.

3 A. ISTANCE BY TIlE SECRETARY OF MUSING AND URBAN

4 DBVEIOPMEiT

5 Sc. 408. The Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-

6 opment shall-

7 (a) make stAdies with respect to the nature and

8 extent of discriminatory housing practices in represent-

9 active communities, urban, suburban, and rural, through-

10 out the United States;

11 (b) publish and disseminate reports, recomnienda-

12 tions, and information derived from such studies;

13 (c) cooperate with and render technical assistance

14 to Federal, State, local, and other public or private

15 agencies, organizations, and institutions which are formu-

16 laing or carrying on programs to prevent or eliminate

17 discriminatory housing practices;

18 (d) cooperate with and render such technical and

19 other assistance to the Cominuity Relations Service as

20 may be appropriate to further its activities in preventing

21 or eliminating discriminatory housing practices; and

22 (e) administer the programs and activities relating

23 to housing and urban development in a manner affirm-

24 atively to further the policies of this title.
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1 EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

2 Sic. 409. Nothing in this title shall be construed to in-

3 validate or limit any law of a State or political subdivision of

4 a State, or of any other jurisdiction in which this title shall

5 be effective, that grants, guarantees, or protects the same

6 rights as are granted by this tide; but any law that pur-

7 ports to require or permit any action that would be a dis-

8 criminatory housing practice under this title shall to that

9 extent be invalid.

10 CONTEMPT OF COURT

11 SC. 410. All cases of criminal contempt arising under

12 the provisions of this title shall be governed by section 151

13 of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 (42 U.S.C. 1995).

14 1 EXISTING AUTHORITY

15 SEC. 411. Nothing in this tide shall be construed to

16 deny, impair, or otherwise affect any right or authority of

17 the United States or any agency or officer thereof under

18 existing law to institute or intervene in any civil action or

19 to bring any criminal prosecution.

20 1 TITLE V

21 INTERFERENCE WITH RIGHTS

22 Smi. 501. Whoever, whether or not acting under color

23 of law, by force or threat of froe-

24 (a) injures, intimidates, or interferes with, or
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1 attempts to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any

2 person because of his race, color, religion, or national

3 origin while he is engaging or seeking to engage in

4 (1) voting or qualifying to vote in any pri-

5 mary, special, or general election;

6 (2) enrolling in or attending any public

7 school or public college;

8 (3) participating in or enjoying any benefit,

9 service, privilege, program, facility, or activity pro-

10 vided or administered by the United States or by

11 any State or subdivision thereof;

12 (4) applying for or enjoying employment, or

13 any prerequisites thereof, by any private employer

14 or agency of the United States or any State or sub-

15 division thereof, or of joining or using the services

16 or advantages of aiy labor organization or using the

17 services of any employment agency;

18 (5) selling, purchasing, renting, leasing, oc-

19 cupying, or contracting or negotiating for the sale.

20 rental, lease or occupa.tion of any dwelling;

21 (6) serving, or attending upon any court in

22 connection with possible service, as a grand or petit

23 juror in any court of the United States or of any

24 State;

C" -r I ~ *-
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1 (7) using any vehicle, terminal, or facility of

2 any common carrier by motor, rail, water or air;

3 (8) participating in or enjoying the benefits of

4 any program or activity receiving Federal financial

5 assistance; or

6 (9) enjoying the goods, services, facilities,

7 privileges, advantages, or accommodations of any

8 inn, hotel, motel, or other establishment which pro-

9 vides lodging to transient guests, or of any restau-

10 rant, cafeteria, lunchroom, lunch couter, soda foun-

11 tain, or other facility principally engaged in selling

12 food for consumption on the premises, or of any

13 gasoline station, or of any motion picture house,

14 theater, concert hall, sports arena, stadium, or any

15 other place of exhibition or entertainment, or of

16 any other establishment which serves the public and

17 which is located within the premises of any of the

18 aforesaid establishments or within the premises of

19 which is physically located any of the aforesaid

20 establishments; or

21 (b) injures, intimidates, or interferes with, or at-

2 tempts to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any per-

23 son (1) to discourage such person or any other person

24 or any class of persons from participating or seeking to
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1 participate in any such benefits or activities without dis-

2 imuination on account of nao, color, religion, or national

a origin, or (2) because he ham so pricipated or sought

4 to so participate, or urged, or aided pdmn to so partici-

5 pate, or engaged in speech or pealul assembly oppoo-

* ing any denial, of the opportunity, to so participate; or

9(e) injures, intimidates, interest with, or attempts

8 to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any public offi-

* cial or other person. to discourage him from affording

10 another person or any class of pemons equal treatment

11 in ptcipating or seeking to prticipat. in any of such

, benefits or activities without disriminaton on account

is or me, oolor, religion, or national orign, or because he

14 has afforded another person or, cha of persons equal

15 treatment in so particpting or seeking to so rtici-

17 Shall be fined not more than.$1,000 or imprisoned not more

18 than one year, or both; and if bodily injury results shall be

19 fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned, not more than

20 ten years, or both; and if death results hall be subject to im-

21 prionment for any term of years or for life.
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1 AXCEMUNIM

2 Smw. 502. (a) Section 241 of tide 18, United States

3 Code, is amended by striking out the final paragraph thereof

4 and substituting the following:

5 "They shall be fined not more than $10,000 or im-

6 prisoned not more than ten years, or both; and if death de-

7 suits, they shall be subject to imprisonment for any term of

8 years or for life."

9 (b) Section 242 of title 18, United States Code, is

10 amended by striking out the period at the end thereof and

11 adding the following: "; and if death results shall be subject

12 to imprisonment for any term of years or for life."

13 (c) Subsections (a) and (c) of section 12 of the Voting

14 Rights Act of 1965 (79 Stat. 443, 444) are amended by

15 striking out the words "or (b)" following the words

16 "11 (a)."

17 TITLE VI-MISCELLANEOUS

18 AUTHORIZATION FOB APPROPRIATIONS

19 8c. 601. There are hereby authorized to be appro-

20 printed such sums as are necessary to carry out the provisions

21 of this Act.
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1 SEPARA TY

2 Sm. 602. If any provision of this Act or the applica-

3 tion thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid,

4 the remainder of the Act and the application of the provision

5 to other persons not similarly situae or to other circum-

6 stances shall not be affected thereby.
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H.R.CONGRESS is I; 15064

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 16, 196
Mr. RoYBAL introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Coin-

mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To assure nondiscrimination in Federal and State jury selection

and service, to facilitate the desegregation of public educa-
tion and other public facilities, to provide judicial relief
against discriminatory housing practices, to prescribe pen-
alties for certain acts of violence or intimidation, and for
other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Coinqres assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Civil Rights Act of

4 1966".

5 TITLE I

6 SEc. 101. The analysis and sections 1861 and 1863

7 through 1869 of chapter 121 of title 28, United States

8 Code, are amended to read as follows:

63-420 0-66- 60
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CHAPTER 1Z1-4URiHB* z2TWL BT JURY.

"1861. Declaration of policy.
"1862. Discrimination prohibited.
"1863. Jury commission.
"1884. MnAf" jury wke"1865i. tnwzig of names from: the master jury wheel"'"

"1888. Qualifications for jury service.
"1867. Challenging compliance with selection procedures.-
"1868. Maintenance and inspection of records.
"18. Exchsion from jury mrvice.
"1870. Definitions.
"1871. Fees.
"1872. Exemptions.
"'1878. Challenges.
"1874. Issues of fact in Supreme Court.
"1875. Admiralty and maritinp qise.,
"1876. Actions on bonds and specialties.

2 "11861. Declaration of poliCy

3 "It is the policy of the United States that all qualified

4 persons shall have the opportunity to serve on grand and

5 petit juries in the district courts of the United States and

6 shall have an obligation to serve as jurors when sumimioned

7 for that purpose.

8 "9 1862. Discrimination prohibited

9 "No person or class of persons shall be denied the right

10 to serve on grand and petit juries in the district couris of

11 the United States on account of race, color, religion, sex,

12 national origin, or economic status.

13 " 1863. Jury commission

14 "(a) There shall be' a jury commissiofi for each district

P.- WTI p %O ; - "V. P"q'4T*-' - k ' ' ' -1 V -," ' ' 1, - T
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1 court dthe United Ltates.cupowed ofthe.clerk of the court

2 and a citizen appointed by the court as a jury commissioner:

3 Provided, That the court may establish a separate jury com-

4 mission for one or more divisions of the judicial district by

5 appointing an additional ciizen as a jury commissioner to

6 serve with the clerk for such division or divisions. The jury

7 commissioner shall during his tenure in office reside in the

8 judicial district or division for which appointed, shall not

9 belong to the same political party as the clerk serving with

10 him, and shall receive $16 per day for each day necessarily

11 employed in the perfonuance of his duties.

1 "(b) In the performance of its duties, the jury com-

13 mission shall act under the direction and supervision of the

14 chief judge of the district.

15 "91864. Master jury wheel

16 "(a) Each jury commission shall maintain a master jury

17 wheel and shall place in the .master wheel names selected

18 at random from the voter registration lists of persons residing

19 in the judicial district or division it serves: Provided, That

20 the judicial council of the circuit, with such advice as the

21 chief judge of the district may offer shall prescribe some

22 other. source or sources of names for the mster wheel in

93k
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1 addition to the voter registration lists where necessary, in

2 the judgment of the council, to protect the rights secured

3 by section 1862 of this title.

4 "(b) The jury commission shall place in the master

5 wheel the nanes of at least 1 per centum of the total number

6 of persons listed on the voter registration lists for the district

7 or division (or, if sources in addition to voter registration

8 lists have been prescribed pursuant to subsection (a), at

9 least 1 per centum of the total number of persons of voting

10 age residing in the district or division according to the most

11 recent decennial census): Provided, That in no event shall

12 the jury commission place in the master wheel the names of

13 fewer than two thousand persons.

14 "(c) The chief judge of the district shall prescribe,

15 by rule, definite and certain procedures to be followed by the

16 jury commission in making the random selection of names

17 required by subsections (a) and (b) of this section.

18 "(d) State, local, and Federal officials having custody,

19 possession, or control of voter registration lists or other ap-

20 propriate records shaUl make such lists and records available

21 to the jury commission for inspection, reproduction, and copy-

22 ing at all reasonable times as the commission may deem neces-

23 sary and proper for the performance of its duties under this

24 title. The district courts shall have jurisdiction upon appli-

2<'
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I cation by the Attorney General to compel compliance with

2 this subsection by appropriate process.

3 "(e) The master jury wheel shall contain names of per-

4 sons residing in all counties, parishes, or similar political sub-

5 divisions within the judicial district or division.

6 "(f) The jury commission shall in accordance with this

7 section (1) from time to time, as necessary, place additional

8 names in the master wheel and (2) between November 15

9 and December 31 of each even-numbered year empty and

10 refill the master wheel.

11 "51865. Drawing of names from the master jury wheel

12 "(a) From time to time as necessary the jury com-

13 mission shall publicly draw from the master jury wheel

14 the names of as many persons as may be required for jury

15 service, prepare an alphabetical list of the names drawn,

16 which list shall not be disclosed to any person except pur-

17 srnant to sections 1867 and 1868 of this title and summon

18 by certified mail the persons whose names are drawn. Each

19 person whose name is drawn, unless he claims exemption

20 from jury service pursuant to section 1872 of this title and

21 subsection (b) of this section, shall appear before the clerk

22 and fill out a juror qualification form to be prescribed by

23 the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

24 consultation with the Attorney General. The form shall
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a

I 'elicit his nane;. address, age -sex, education, race, religion,

2 occupation, and citizenship and whetherlhe hasany physical

3 or mental infirmity, is atie to read, write, speak, and under-

4 stand the English language, and has been oouvicted, in any

5 State or Federal oouft .reeord-f a erine-pmiable by

6, imprisonment for more- than one yeas and, has not had his

7 civil rights restored by pardon or amnesty., The elerk shall

8 examine the form to determine whether it is filled. out com-

.9 pletely and responsively- and shall, cal any, omissions or

10 apparent errors to the attention of such person, who, shall

11 make such corrections or additions as may, be necessary.

12 If any person aumnmoned is: able to fill out the form, the

13. clerk shall, do it for, kimnand.indicate on the form the fact

14. that he has done so and the reason. Exdept as provided

15 in subsection (b) .-o this section, any person summoned

16. who fails to appear -as directed shall be ordered, by the

17 court forthwith to appear and show causefor his failure

18 to comply with the summons. Any person who, fails to

1. appear pursuant -to such order;ior -who fails to show good

20 cause for noacompliaee with the summons may be fined not

21 more than $100 or imprisoned not more thanithrme days;

22 orboth. i I.-

23 "(1) Amy parson summoned who is exempt, from -jury

24 service pumut to section 1872 of this title may state the

25 basis for his exemption in the space provided on the sum-

9LM
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1 mons and turn the mmons duly signed to the clerk by

2 mail. Any peion who 1willy misrepresents; his exemp-

3 tion froi jury servic4;on a summons may be fined, not more

4 than $100 or imprisoned not more than three days, or both.

5 " 186 . Qualifications for jury menace ,

6 "(a) The jury commission shall determine solely on the

7 basis of informationprovided on the juwor qualification form

8 or the returned summons whether x person is qualified for

9 or exempt from jury. service: Provided, That such deter-

10 minion shall be madeby-the court if other objective ei-

11 deuce obtained by the jury, commission indicates that a per-

12 son is -not-qualified pursuant- to subparagraphs (1),, (3), or

13 (4) of! subsecon. (b) hereof. -The jury commission shall

14 enter suck dewrmuinaion in the space provided on the- juror

15 qualification form -and the, alphabetical list of names drawn

16 from the master jury wheel. If a person did not appear in

17 response to a summons, such fact shall be-noted on said list.

18 Whenever a person is determined to: be not qualified for jury

19 service, the jury commission shall note on the spaOe pro-

20 vided On_ the juror, qualification form the specific: ground of

21 di afifi don

2 "(b) In making such determination the jury commis-

23 sion shall deem any person qualified t serve on grand and

24 petit juries in the district eurtntmless he-*--;

25 "(1) is not a citizen of the United States twenty-
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one years old who has resided for a period of one year

within the judicial district;

"(2) is unable to read, write, speak, and under-

stand the English language;

"(3) is incapable, by reason of mental or physical

infirmity, to render efficient jury service; or'

"(4) has been convicted in a State or Federal court

of-record of a crime punishable by imprisonment for

more than one year and his civil rights have not been re-

stored by pardon cr amnesty.

"(o) The jury commission shall maintain a qualified

juror wheel and shall place in such wheel names of persons

determined to be qualified as jurors. From time to time,

the jury commission shall publicly draw from the qualified

juror wheel such number of names of persons as may be re-

quired for assignment to grand and petit jury panels. The

jury commission or the clerk shall prepare a separate list

of names of persons assigned to each grand and petit jury

panel.

"91867. Challenging compajance with selection procedures

"(a) In criminal cases, prior to the introduction of evi-

dence at trial, the defendant may move to dismiss the indict-

ment or stay the proceedings against him on the ground of

failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866 of this

title. The defendant shall be entitled to present in support
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1 of such motion the testimony of the jury commission together

2 with other evidence and, where there is some evidence that

3 there has been a failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865,

4 or 1866, any relevant records and papers used by the jury

5 commission in the performance of its duties which are not

6 public or otherwise available. If the court determines that

7 there has been a failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865,

8 or 1866, the court shall dismiss the indictment oir stay the

9 proceedings pending the selection of a petit jury in con-

10 formity with this title.

11 "(b) In civil cases, prior to the introduction of evidence

12 at trial, any party may move to stay the proceedings on the

13 ground of failure to comply with sections 1864, 1865, or

14 1866 of this title. The moving party shall be entitled to

15 present in support of such motion the testimony of the jury

16 commission together with other evidence and, where there

17 is some evidence that there has been a failure to comply

8 with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866, any relevant records

19 and papers used by the jury commission in the performance

20 of its duties which are not public or otherwise available.

21 If the court determines that there has been a failure to com-

22 ply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866, the court shall stay

23 the proceedings pending the selection of a jury in conformity

24 with this tile.
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I "(o),-The.pocdtwex lincribedt by- this section shall

2 lie the ecdusive meats, by which a! person. accused of a

3 Fedeml crime ora party in a civil case. may challenge any

4 jurf in his ease ont the-,ground that sichjary was not

5 N.lected in confomity with sectionss MCA4, 1865, or 1866

(; of this title; Nothing in this section shallpreclude any per-

7 sons or the United States from pursuing anyother remedy,

8 civil or criniinal,,which may-be available for, the-vindication

9 or. frm.mntsof-any law prohibiting dWrimination on ac-

10 Coit of race, color, religitn, sex, national origin, or eco-

11 noiic status in the selection of. petsons fr service on grand

12- or petit juries. .

13 , (A) The content of any. records or papers produced

14 purl.'umit to s~iisectionk, (a) or (b) of this sec4tion-shall not

1. .le dixclosd, except as may be necessary in the preparation

16 or presentation of the case, until after the master jury wheel

17 .has l ,eii emptied and refilled pursuant to. section 1864 (f)

1B' of this title and all persons selected to: serve as jurors before

19. the inaster wheel was emptied have completed such service:

20 P'rov'ided, That the parties *in a Case shall be allowed .to in-

21 slpet reproduce and -copy such records or papers at all

22 ieavonaly1e times during the pendency of the case. Any per-

23 soni who discloses the contents of any record or paper in

24 violation of this subsection may be fined not more than

25 $1 ,OO or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

- 946
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1 "86& Maintenance and pts of .neords

2 "After .the; master jury wkee. is emptied and refilled

3 pursuaut to- section 1864 (f) of this title, sad after all per-

4 sons selected -to serve as jurors before the master wheel was

5 emptied have completed such service, all of the records and

6 papers compiled aud nuintaincd. by the jury, commission

7 before the master wheel was emptied shall be preserved by

8 the conumission in the. custody of the clerk for four years or

9 for such longer period as nay be ordered by a court and

10 shall be. available for public inspection.

11 "1869.Exduson frqm Jury service.

12 "(a) Except as provided in section 1872 of this title,

13 no person or class of persons shall be excluded, excused or

14 -exempt from service as jurors: Provided, That any person

15 summoned for jury service may be (1). excused by the court

16 for not more than six months at a time upon a showing of

17 unusually severe hardship or. ;(2) excluded by the court

18 upon (i) peremptory challenge as provided by law or (ii)

19 a finding that such person may be unable to render impartial

20 jury service or that his service as a juror .would disrupt the

21 proceedings. Whenever a person is excused or excluded

4 from jury service, the jury eCofumission shall note in the

23 space provided on. his juror qualification form the specific

24 ground of excuse or exclusion.

25 "(b) In any two-year period, no person shall be re-
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1 quired to (1) serve as a petit juror for more than thirty

2 calendar days, except when necessary to complete service in

3 a particular case, or (2) serve on more than one grand

4 jury, or (3) serve as both a grand and petit juror.

5 "g 1870. Definitions

6 "For purposes of this chapter-

7 "(a) 'clerk' and 'clerk of the court' shall mean the

8 clerk of the United States district court or any deputy

9 clerk.

10 "(b) 'voter registration lists' shall mean the offi-

11 cial records maintained by State or local election offi-

12 cials of persons registered to vote in the most recent

13 general election for candidates for Federal office or, in

14 the case of a State which does not require registration

15 as a prerequisite to voting, such other official lists of

16 persons qualified to vote in such election. The term

17 shall also include the list of eligible voters maintained

18 by any Federal examiner pursuant to the Voting Rights

19 Act of 1965 where the names on such list have not

20 been included on the lists maintained by the appropriate

21 State or local officials.

22 "(c) 'division' shall mean one or more divisions

23 of a judicial district established by statute, and, in

24 judicial districts where no divisions are established by

25 statute, shall mean such counties, parishes, or similar
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1 political subdivisions surrounding the places where court

2 is held as the chief judge of the district shall determine.

3 "(d) 'district court of the United States', 'district

4 court', and 'court' shall mean courts constituted under

5 chapter 5 of title 28, United States Code: Provided,

6 That for purposes of sections 1861, 1862, 1867, and

7 1869 of this chapter, these terms shall include the Dis-

8 trict of Columbia Court of General Sessions and the

9 Juvenile Court of the District of Columbia."

10 FEM

11 SEC. 102. (a) Section 1871 of title 28, United States

12 Code, is amended by substituting "$20" for "$10" and

13 "$25" for "$14" in the second paragraph, "$16" for "$10"

14 in the third paragraph and "$20" for "$10" in the fourth

15 paragraph.

16 (b) Section 1821 of title 28, United States Code, is

17 amended by substituting "$20" for "$4", "10 cents" for

18 "8 cents" and "$16" for "8".

19 AMENDMENT AND REPEAL

20 SEC. 103. (a) Sections 1862, 1870, 1872, 1873, and

21 1874 of title 28, United States Code, are renumbered as see-

22 tions 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, and 1876, respectively, of

23 that title.

24 (b) Sections 13-701, 11-2301 though 2305 (except

25 the last paragraph of section 11-2302), 11-2307 through
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1 2312 and 7-213a of the District, of Columbia Code are

2 repealed. . . , .

a (o) Except for the last paragraph of subsection (a),

4 section 11-2306; of. the-Distric -of, Columbia Code is re-

5 pealed, ad. ,new subsection, (b); is added to the section

6 as follows: "(b , The jury ommiMion for the district court

7 for the-,Distict of. Columbia shal draw from. the qualified

8 jury wheel from time to time as may be. required the names

9 of persons, to serve as jurors in. the District of Columbia

10 Court of General Sessions and 'the Juvenile Court of the

11 District of Columbia and uch: persons shall, be assigned

12 to jury panels in the General Sessions andJuvenile courts

13 .as thosecourts shall diree" • ..

14 (d) Section: 16-1812 of the District of Colunbia Code

15 is amended by substituting "section 1866 of title 28, United

16 States Code" for "section 11-2301" in subsection (a) (1)

17 and by substituting "chapter 121 of title 28, United States

18 Code," for "chapter 23 of title 11" ia: iubsection ' (c).

19 (e) Section 22-1414 of the District of Columbia Code

20 is amended by inserting the words "ot wheel"' immediately

21 following the word "box" each time it appears 'therein.

22 ERF7F(IVB DAT "

23 SEC. 104. Sections 101 and 103 of this title shall be-

24 come effective one hundred and twenty days after the date

25 of enactment: Provided, That such sections shall not apply
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1 in any case in which an indictment hIas been retumed or

2 petit jury hinpaneled prior to such effective date,,..

3 ,, I_, .TITLE111

4 .DISCRIMJ 1A7IO M B 'IIIITED,

5 SF.,. 201. No person or class of persons shall be denied

6 the right to serve on grand Mil it jI ies in aiy State eomirt

7 on account of race, color, religion, sex# national origin, or

8 economio.tatus. 4 . ,...

9 SUITS BY TIE ATOIYiC G NRAL

10 SEC.. 202. (a) Whenever there are reasonable grounds

11 to believe tlt any peoa has engaged or is about

12 to engage in mny act or -practice, which would deny

13 or abridge any right secured by section 201, of this title, the

14 Attorney General may institute for the. United States, or in

15 the name of, the United States, a civil action or other proper

16 proceeding for preventive relief, iuchtding an application for

17 an injunction, restraining order, or other order agaiit a

18 State, any political subdivision thereof, or any official of such

19 State or political subdivision. In any proceeding hereunder,

20 the United States shall, be liable for costs the same as a

21 private person.

22 (b) The district courts of the United States shall have

23 jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title

24 and shall exercise the same without regard to whether any

25 aggrieved party shall have exhausted any administrative or
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1 other remedies that may be provided by law. Any action

2 pursuant to this section shall be in every way expedited.

3 APPROPRIATE BELIEF

4 Sw. 203. If in any proceeding instituted pursuant to

5 this title or any other law authorizing proceedings for in-

6 junctive relief, the district court finds that any right secured

7 by section 201 has been denied or abridged, it may, in

8 addition to any other relief, enter an order, effective for

9 such period of time as may be appropriate-

10 (a) Prohibiting or suspending the use of any quali-

11 fication for jury service or any basis for excuse, exemnp-

12 tion, or exclusion from jury service which-

13 (1) violates or has been applied in violation

14 of section 201 of this title, or

15 (2) is susceptible to being applied in violation

16 of section 201 of this title because it vests in jury

17 officials undue discretion to detenine whether any

18 person has satisfied such qualification or whether

19 a basis exists for excusing,, exempting, or excluding

20 any person from jury service;

21 (b) Requiring the use of objective criteria to de-

22 tennine whether any person has satisfied any qualifica-

23 tion for jury service or whether a basis exists for ex-
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1 (iisiJ,,, exr'zaptiaig, oir excluding iay person from jury

2 service;

3 (e) Requiring maintenance of such records or ad-

4 ditional records as may be necessary to pernait a deter-

5 uination thereafter whether any right secured by see-

6 tion 201 has been denied or abridged; or

7 (d) Appointing a master to perform stich duties

8 of the jury officials as may be necessary toa as..ure fhm

9 the rights secIured by section 201 of this title are not

10 denied or abridged.

11 DISCOVERY OF EVIDENCE

12 SEc. 204. In any proceeding instituted pursuant to

13 section 202 of this title or section 1983 of title 42 of the

14 United States Code, or in any criminal proceeding in any

15 State court prior to the introduction of any evidence at

1G trial, or in any habeas corpus, coram nobis, or other collateral

17 proceeding in any court with respect to a judgment of con-

18 viction entered after the effective date of this title, wherein

1t, it is asserted that any right secured by section 201 of this

20 title has been denied or abridged-

21 (a) The appropriate State or local officials shall

22 furnish a written statement of jury selection infonnation

63420 0-66-----6U1
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1 subscribed to under oath which shall contain a detailed

2 description of the following:

3 (1) the nature and location of the sources from

4 which names were obtained for inclusion in the

5 wheel, box, or similar device;

6 (2) the methods used and the procedures

7 followed in selecting names from the sources referred

8 to in subdivision (1) of this subsection for inclu-

9 sion in the wheel, box, or similar device;

10 (3) the methods used for selecting names of

11 prospective jurors from the wheel, box, or similar

12 device for testing or otherwise demonstrating their

13 qualifications for jury service;

14 (4) the qualifications, tests, standards, criteria,

15 and procedures used in determining whether pros-

16 pective jurors are qualified to serve as jurors; and

17 (5) the methods used for sununoning or other-

18 wise calling persons for jury service and assigning

19 such person to grand and petit jury panels.

20 (b) The statement of jury selection information shall

21 be filed with the clerk of the court in which the proceed-

22 ing is pending, and a copy thereof shall be served upon

23 the attorney for the complaining party. The statement

24 of jury selection information shall constitute evidence on

25 the question whether any right secured by section 201 of

954
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1 this title has beet denied or abridged: Provided, that the

2 complaining paity shall be entitled to cross-examine any

3 person having knowledge of relevant facts concerning

4 the information to be contained in such statement and to

5 present in addition the testimony of the jury officials,

6 together with any other evidence, and, where there is

7 some evidence of a denial or abridgement of a right.

8 secred by section 201 of this title, any relevant records

9 and papers used by jury officials in the performance of

10 their duties which are not public or otherwise available.

11 (c) If the court determines (1) that there is prob-

12 able cause to believe that any right secured by section

13 201 of this title has been denied or abridged and (2)

14 that the records and papers maintained by the State art!

15 not sufficient to permit a determination whether such

16 denial or abridgment has occurred, it shall be the re-

17 sponsibility of the appropriate State or loc0l officials

18 to produce additional evidence demonstrating that such

19 denial or abridgement did not occur. When such evi-

20 denoe is not otherwise available, the State shall use such

21 process of the court as may be necessary in order to

22 produce the evidence, including the right to sbpena

23 witnesses.

24 (d) The court may direct that the contents of any

25 records or papers produced pursuant to subsection (b)
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1 of this section shall not be disclosed (except as may be

2 necessary in the prelu'ation anid presentation of the

3 case) during such period of tine as such records and

4 papers are not available for public inspection uinder

5 State law: Provided, That parties to the proceeding shall

6 1) allowd to iljiet, reprod'c e. aql4l copy si'h records

7 and papels at all reasonable times during the pendency

8 of the case, and that disclosure of the contents of such

9 records and papers by the Attorney General and his

10 representatives shall be governed by subsection (b) of

11 section 205 of this title. Any person who discloses the

12 contents of any records or papers in violation of this

13 subsection may be fined not more than $1,000, or im-

14 prisoned not more than one year, or both.

]5 PRESERVATION AND INSPECTION OF ]RECORDS

16 SIc. 205. (a) The jury officials in all State courts

17 shall preserve the records and papers prepared or obtained

18 in the performance of their duties for four years after the

19 completion of service by all persons whose consideration for

20 service as jurors was the subject of such records and paliers.

21 Any person. whether or not a jury official, who willfully

22 steals, destroys, conceals, mutilates, or alters any record or

23 paper required by this subsection to be preserved shall he

24 fined not more than $1.000 or imprisoned not more than

25 one year, or both.
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1 (b) Any record or paper required by subsection (a)

2 of this section to be preserved shall, upon demand in writing

3 by the Attorney General or his representative directed to

4 the person having custody, possession, or control of such

5 record or paper, be made available for inspection, reproduc-

6 tion, and copying by the Attorney General or his representa-

7 tive. During such period of time as such records and papers

8 are not available for public inspection tinder State law,

9 less otherwise ordered by a court of the United States,

10 neither the Attorney General nor any employee of the

11 Department of Justice, nor any other representative of the

12 Attorney General, shall disclose the contents of any record

13 or paper produced pursuant to this title except to Congress

14 and any committee thereof, governmental agencies, and in

15 the 'preparation and presentation of any case or proceeding

16 before any court or grand jury. The United States district

17 court for the district in which a record or paper so demanded

18 is located, shall have jurisdiction ))y appropriate process to

19 compel the production of such record or paper.

20 DEFINITIONS

21 SfEw. 206. For purposes of this title-

22 (a) "State court" shall mean any court of any State.

23 county, parish, city, town, municipality or other political

24 divisionn of any State:
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1 (b) "jury official" shall mean any person or group

2 of persons, including judicial officers, who select, stun-

a mon, or impanel persons to serve as grand or petit jurors

4 in any State court;

5 (c) "wheel, box, or similar device" shall include

6 a file, list, or other compilation of ames of persons pre-

7 pared by a jury official;

8 (d) "political subdivision" shall mean any county,

9 parish, city, town, municipality, or other territorial sub-

10 division of a State.

11 EFFE CT ON EXISTING LAWS

12 SFC. 207. The remedies provided in this title shall not

13 preclude any person, the United States, or any State or local

14 agency from pursuing any other remedy, civil or criminal,

15 which may be available for the vindication or enforcement of

16 any law prohibiting discrimination on account of race, color,

17 religion, sex, national origin, or economic status in the selec-

18 tion of persons for service on grand or petit juries in any

19 State court.

20 EFFECTIVE DATE

21 SEC. 208. This title shall become effective one hundred

22 and twenty days after the date of its enactment: Provided,

23 That the provisions of this title shall not apply in anY' case in

24 which an indictment has been returned or a petit jury im-

25 paneled prior to such effective date.
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1 TITLE III

2 SMc. 301. Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (78

3 Stat. 246; 412 U.S.C. 2000b-2000b-3), is amended to read

4 as follows:

5 "TITLE 111-NONDISCRIMINATION IN PUBLIC

6 EDUCATION AND OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES

7 "Sm. 301. The Attorney General may institute, in the

8 name of the United States, a civil action or other proceed-

9 ing for preventive relief, including an application for a per-

10 nmanent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other

11 order, whenever he has reasonable grounds to believe that-

12 "(a) Any person acting under color of law has

13 denied, or attempted or threatened to deny, any other

14 person, on account of his race or color, the equal pro-

15 tection of the laws with respect to any public school or

16 public college, or any public facility which is owned,

17 operated, or managed by or on behalf of any State or

18 subdivision thereof, or

19 "(b) Any person, whether acting under color of

20 law or otherwise, has intimidated, threatened, coerced

21 or interfered with, or has attempted or threatens to in-

22 timidate, threaten, coerce, or interfere with any other

23 person in the exercise or enjoyment of any right to, or on

24 account of his having exercised or enjoyed any right to,
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1 or on account of his having aided or encouraged any other

2 person in the exercise or enjoyment of any right to

3 equal protection of the laws with respect to any public

4 school or public college, or any public facility which is

5 owned, operated, or managed by or on behalf of any

6 State of subdivision thereof.

7 "8'c. 302. In any proceeding under section 301 the

8 1Unitcd States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

9 Citizen.

10 "Sc. 303. As used in this title, 'public school' and

11 'public college' shall have the same meanings as in section

12 401 (c) of title IV of this Act.

13 "SEc. 304. The district courts of the United States shall

14 iave and shall exercise jurisdiction of proceedings instituted

15 pursuant to this title.

16 "SEC. 305. Nothing in this title shall affect adversely

17 the right of any person to sue for or obtain relief in any court

18 a.iinst discrimination in public education or any public

19 facility."

20 SE'. 302. Sections 407 through 410 of the Civil Rights

21 Act of 1964 (78 Stat. 248-249; 42 U.S.C. 20(00-6--2000o-

22 9) are hereby repealed.
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1 TITLE IV

2 POLICY

3 SEC. 401. It is the policy of the United States to pre-

4 vent, and the right of every person to be protected against,

5 discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or national

6 origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use and

7 occupancy of housing throughout the Nation.

8 DEFINITIONS

9 SEc. 402. For purposes of this title-

10 (a) "person" includes one or more individuals, corpo-

11 rations, partnerships, associations, labor organizations, legal

12 representatives, mutual companies, joint-stock companies,

13 trusts, unincorporated organization., trustees, trustees in

14 bankruptcy, receivers, and fiduciaries.

15 (b) "dwelling" includes (1) any building or structure,

16 or portion thereof, whether in existence or under construc-

17 tion, which is in, or is designed, intended, or arranged for,

18 residential use by one or more individuals or families and

19 (2) any vacant land that is offered for sale or lease for the

20 construction or location of any such building, structure or

21 portion thereof.
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1 (o) discriminatoryy housing practice" means an act

2 that is unlawful under section 403 or 404.

3 IREViNTION Ok DISCRIMINATION IN TUE SALE OR RENTAL

4 OF HOUSING

5 Sze. 403. It shall be unlawful for the owner lessee, sub-

6 lessee, assignee, or manager of, or other person having the

7 authority to sell, rent, lease, or manage, a dwelling, or for

8 any person who is a real estate broker or salesnmn, or em-

9 ployee or agent of a real estate broker or salesman-

10 (a) To refuse to sell, rent, or lease, refuse to nego-

n1 tiate for the sale, rental, or lease of, or otherwise make

12 unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any person because of

13 race, color, religion, or national origin.

14 (b) To discriminate against any person in the

15 terms, conditions, or privileges of sale, rental, or lease of

16 a dwelling, or in the provision of services or facilities in

17 connection therewith, because of race, color, religion, or

18 national origin.

19 (c) To print or pubWish or cause to be printed or

20 published any notice, statement, or advertisement, with

21 respect to the sale, rental, or lease of a dwelling that

22 indicates any preference, limitation, or discrimination

23 based on race, color, religion, or natioml origin, or an

24 intention to make any sueh preference, limitation, or

25 discrimination.

. "n
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1 (d) To represent to any person because of race,

2 color, religion, or national origin that any dwelling is

3 not available for inspection, sale, rental, or lease when

4 such dwelling is in fact so available.

5 (o) To deny to any person because of race, color,

6 religion, or national origin, or because of the race, color,

7 religion, or national origin of the person lie represents

8 or may represent, access to or participation in any multi-

9 ple-listing service or other service or facilities related

10 to the business of selling or renting dwellings.

11 PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN TIIE FINANCING OF

12 HOUSING

13 SEC. 404. It shall be unlawful for any bank, savings

14 and loan institution, credit union, insurance company, or

15 other person that makes mortgage or other loans for the

16 purchase, construction, improvement, or repair or mainte-

17 nance of dwellings to deny such a loan to a person applying

18 therefor, or discriminate against him in the fixing of the

19 downpaymnent, interest rate, dmition, or other terns or

20 conditions of such a loan, because of the race, color, religion,

21 or national origin of such person, or of any member, stock-

22 holder, director, officer, or employee of such person, or of the

23 prospective occupants, lessees, or tenants of the dwelling

24 or dwellings in relation to which the application for a loan

25 is made.
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1 INTERFERENCE, COEIRCION, OR INTIMIDATION

2 SEC. 405. No person shall intimidate, threaten, coerce,

3 or interfere with any person in the exercise or enjoyment of,

4 or on account of his having exercised or enjoyed, or on

5 account of his having aided or encouraged any other person

6 in the exercise or enjoyment of any right granted by section

7 403 or 404.

8 ENFORCEMENT BY PRIVATE PERSONS

9 SEc. 406. (a) The rights gnited by sections 403, 404,

10 and 405 may be enforced by civil actions in appropriate

11 United States district courts without regard to the anmomit

12 in controvensy and in apl ro)riate State or local courts of

13 general jurisdiction. A civil action shall be commenced

14 within six months after the alleged discriminatory housing

15 practice or violation of section 405 occurred.

16 (b) I'pon application by the plaintiff and in such cir-

17 ctminstalices as the court may deem just, a court of the

18 lUnited States in which a civil action under this section has

19 been brought may alppoint an attorney for the plaintiff and

20 may authorize the commencement of a civil action without

21 the payment of fees, costs, or security. A court of a State

22 or subdivision thereof may do likewise to the extent not

23 inconsistent with the law or procedures of the State or sub-

24 division.
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1 (c) The court may grant such relief as it deems appro-

2 priate, including a permanent or temporary injunction, re-

3 straining order, or other order, and may award damages

4 to the plaintiff, including damages for humiliation and mental

5 pain and suffering, and up to $500 punitive damages.

6 (d) The court may allow a prevailing plaintiff a reason-

7 able attorney's fee as part of the costs.

8 ENFORCEMENT BY TIIE ATTORNEY GENERAL

9 SFC. 407. (a) Whenever the Attorney General has

10 reasonable cause to believe that any person or group of

11 persons is engaged in a pattern or practice of resistance to

12 the full enjoyment of any of the rights granted by this title

13 he may bring a civil action in any appropriate United States

14 district court by filing with it a complaint setting forth the

15 facts pertaining to such pattern or practice and requesting

16 such preventive relief, including an application for a pennla-

17 nent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other

18 order against the person or persons responsible for such

19 pattern or practice, as lie deenis necessary to insure the

20 full enjoyment of the rights granted by this title.

21 (i) Wlhenever an action tinder section 406 has been

22 connIc(d in any court of the United State,;. the Attorney

23 (]cnilral nay intervene for or in the name of the IiniteI

24 States if le certifies that the action is of general Iulih
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1 importance. In such action the United States shall be en-

2 titled to the same relief as if it had instituted the action.

3 ASSISTANCE BY TIlE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN

4 DEVELOPMENT

5 Sre. 408. The Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-

6 opinent shall-

7 (a) make studies with respect to the nature and

8 extent of discriminatory housing practices in represent-

9 ative communities, urban, suburban, and rural, through-

10 out the United States;

11 (b) publish and disseminate reports, recommenda-

12 tions, and infonuation derived from such studies;

13 (e) cooperate with and render technical assistance

14 to Federal, State, local, and other public or private

15 agencies, organizations, and institutions which are fonnu-

16 rating or carrying on programs to prevent or eliminate

17 discriminatory housing practices;

18 (d) cooperate with and render such technical and

19 other assistance to the Conmnity Relations Service as

20 ,may be appropriate to further its activities in preventing

21 or eliminating discriminatory housing practices; and

22 (e) administer tihe programs and activities relating

23 to housing and urbam development in a manner aflfir-

24 ntively to further the policies of this title.
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I EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

2 SE('. 409. Nothing in this title shall be construed to in-

3 validate or limit any law of a State or political subdivision of

4 a State, or of any other jurisdiction in which this title shall

5 be effective, that grants, guarantees, or protects the same

6 rights as are granted by this title; but any law that pur-

7 ports to require or permit any action that would be a dis-

8 criminatory housing practice under this title shall to that

9 extent be invalid.

10 CONTEMPT OF COURT

11 Sic. 410. All cases of criminal contempt arising tinder

12 the provisions of this title shall be governed by section 151

13 of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 (42 U.S.C. 1995).

14 EXISTING AUTHORITY

15 SEC. 411. Nothing in this title shall be construed to

16 deny, impair, or otherwise affect any right or authority of

17 the 'nited States or any agency or officer thereof under

18 existing law to institute or intervene in any civil action or

19 to bring any criminal prosecution.

20 TITLE V

21 INTERFERENCE WITH RIGHTS

22 SEC. 501. Whoever, whether or not acting tinder color

23 of law, by force or threat of force-

24 (a) injurcs, intimidates, or interferes with, or
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1 attempts to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any

2 person because of his race, color, religion, or national

3 origin while he is engaging or seeking to engage in

4 (1) voting or qualifying to vote in any pri-

5 mary, special, or general election;

6 (2) enrolling in or attending any public

7 school or public college;

8 (3) participating in or enjoying any benefit,

9 service, privilege, program, facility, or activity pro-

10 vided or administered by the United States or hi

11 any State or subdivision thereof;

12 (4) applying for or enjoying employment, or

13 any prerequisites thereof, by any private employer

14 or agency of the 17nited States or any State or sub-

15 division thereof, or of joining or using the services

16 or advantages of any labor organization or using the

17 services of any employment agency;

18 (5) selling, purchasing, renting, leasing, oc-

19 cupiing, or contracting or negotiating for the sale.

20 rental. lease or occupation of any dwelling;

21 (6) serving, or attending upon any court in

22 connection with possible service, as a grand or petit

23 juror in any court of the United States or of any

24 State:
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1 (7) using any vehicle, terminal, or facility of

2 any common carrier by motor, rail, water or air;

3 (8) participating in or enjoying the benefits of

4 any program or activity receiving Federal financial

5 assistance; or

6 (9) enjoying the goods, services, facilities,

7 privileges, advantages, or accommodations of any

8 inn, hotel, motel, or other establishment which pro-

9 vides lodging to transient guests, or of any restau-

10 rant, cafeteria, lunchroom, lunch counter, soda foun-

11 tain, or other facility principally engaged in selling

12 food for consumption on the premises, or of any

13 gasoline station, or of any motion picture house,

14 theater, concert hall, sports arena, stadium, or any

15 other place of exhibition or entertainment, or of

16 any other establishment which serves the public and

17 which is located within the premises of any of the

18 aforesaid establishments or within the premises of

19 which is physically located any of the aforesaid

20 establishments; or

21 (b) injuxes, intimidates, or interferes with, or at-

22 tempts to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any per-

23 son (1) to discourage such person or any other person

24 or any class of persons from participating or seeking to

W-1-420 0- 4;-..-.62
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1 participate in any such benefits or activities without dis-

2 crimination on account of race, color, religion, or national

3 origin, or .(2) because he has so participated or sought

4 to so participate, or urged or aided others to so partici-

5 pate, or engaged in speech or peaceful assembly oppos-

6 ing any denial of the opportunity to so participate; or

7 (c) injures, intimidates, interferes with, or attempts

8 to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any public offi-

9 cial or other person to discourage him from affording

10 another person or any class of persons equal treatment

11 in paticipating or seeking to participate in any of such

12 benefits or activities without discrimination on account

13 or race, color, religion, or national origin, or because he

14 has afforded another person or class of persons equal

15 treatment in so participating or seeking to so partici-

16 pate-

17 Shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more

18 than one year, or both; and if bodily injury results shall be

ig fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than

20 ten years, or both; and if death results shall be subject to ira-

21 prisonment for any term of years or for life.
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1 AMCB"MBNTS

2 Shc. 502. (a) Section 241 of tide 18, United States

3 Code, is amended by striking out the final paragraph thereof

4 and substituting the following:

5 "They shall be fined not more than $10,000 or im-

6 prisoned not more than ten years, or both; and if death de-

7 suits, they .hall be subject to imprisonment for any tenn of

8 years or for life."

9 (b) Section 242 of title 18, United States Code, is

10 amended by striking out the period at the end thereof and

11 adding the following: "; and if death results shall be subject

12 to imprisonment for any term of years or for life."

13 (c) Subsections (a) and (c) of section 12 of the Voting

14 Rights Act of 1965 (79 Stat. 443, 444) are amended by

15 striking out the words "or (b)" following the words

16 "11 (a)."

17 TITLE VI-MISCELLANEOUS

18 AUTH1ORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS

19 SEc. 601. There are hereby authorized to be appro-

20 priated such sunis as are necessary to carry out the provisions

21 of this Act.
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1 SEPARABILITY

2 SEC. 602. If any provision of this Act or the applica-

3 tion thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid,

4 the remainder of the Act and the application of the provision

5 to other persons not similarly situated or to other circum-

6 stances shall not be affected thereby.
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2 YONHo R. 15128

IN TH[E IIOUSE OF REPRESINTATIVES

M.Y 18,1966

Mr. Emv.ms of California introdiied the following bill; which was referred
to the Conunittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
Providiiig for fair jury selection in State courts, a1l( for other

purposes.

1 Be it enacted bl the Senate ad IHouse of Rprcsenta-

2 tires of the United Stales of America in Contqress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Fair Jury Selection Act".

4 PANT I--GENErAL

5 SECTION 1. No citizen shall he excluded or disqualified

6 from service as a grand or petit juror because of race or color,

7 religion, sex, national origin, or economic status.

8 SEC. 2. As used in this Act-

9 (1) "Jury court" shall mean a court of any State or

10 political subdivision thereof in which factfindiig is or may

11 be donc by jmry;
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1 (2) "Jury officers" shall mean all persons, including

2 judges, having supervisory authority over, or responsibility

3 in whole or in part for, the compilation of grand or petit

4 venire lists, selection of grand or petit veniremen, or calling

5 or impaneling of grand or petit jurors in or for any grand

6 jury or jury court;

7 (3) "Special jury commissioner" shall mean the Federal

8 officer appointed under part II of this title to serve any grand

9 jury or jury court;

10 (4) "County" shall mean county or parish; and

11 (5) "Shall" is directive; "may" is pennissive.

12 Spc. 3. The Attorney General shall issue and publish

13 in the Federal Register regulations (1) implementing the

14 provisions of parts I and III and governing compliance

15 therewith, and (2) for the dirr.-tion of the special jary

16 commissioners.

17 SC. 4. The Bureau of the Census, in cooperation with

18 the Administrative Office of the United States Courts, shall

19 conduct a survey and make a report to the President and

20 the Congress within two years of the effective date of this

21 Act concerning racial, economic, and other demographic

22 factors affecting the raciall composition of grand or petit

23 juries in the various States, including studies in depth of

24 the past and present practices in areas or comts designated

25 by the Attorney General.
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1 PART I-RECORS REQUiRED To BE KEPT BY STATE

2 COURTS

3 Sic. 5. The Administntive Office of the United States

4 Courts shall prepare and distribute forms designed to elicit

5 comprehensive specific information concerning the process

6 of selection and racial composition of grand and petit juries.

7 Such forms shall make provision for an enumeration, by

8 nwne, race, and occupation, of persons (A) selected for

9 the grand and petit jury venire lists, and persons (B) whose

10 names are called for grand or petit jury duty, and persons

11 (C) who are impaneled, excused, or rejected for grand

12 or petit jury service, inchlding 4ates of service and reasons

13 for service and reasons for excuse, exclusion, or challenge,

14 and such other information bearing on the composition of

15 grand or petit juries as the Attorney General shall direct.

16 SEC. 6. (a) The jury officers in a county more than

17 10 per centum of the residents of which were nonwhite

18 as of the most recent decennial census shall obtain for each

19 term or session of each grand jury and jury court the forms

20 made available pursuant to section 5 and complete them

21 consistently with the regulations made by the Attorney

22 General pursuant to section 3. Each county shall retain

23 the completed forms relating to any particular term or ses-

24 sion for five years after their completion, maintaiiiing at
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1 least one copy open at all reasonable times for public inspec-

2 tion and duplication.

3 (b) Each county shall for the same period maintain

4 open for public inspection and duplication all records of

5 grand and petit jury selection including all extant records

6 for the past fifteen years.

7 (c) Upon the request of the Attorney General pub-

8 listed in the Federal Register, the jury officers in any par-

9 ticular State or county shall return duplicates of the forms

10 and records required by subsections (a) and (b) to the

11 Department of Justice.

12 SEC. 7. The Treasurer of the ITnited States is hereby

13 authorized to pay, upon submission by any authorized repre-

14 sentative of a county, grand jury, or jury court bound by

15 this part, reasonable expenditures necessitated by compliance

16 therewith. Any refusal to pay such a claim may be qics-

17 tioned only by an action in the Court of Claims.

18 SEC. 8. (a) Neither the necessity of compliance with

19 State or local law, nor the failure of any person to comply

20 or cooperate in complying with this title shall excuse any

21 county, grand jury, or jury court bound thereby for sub-

22 stantial failure to comply with this title.

23 (b) A county, grand jury, or jury court shall be deemed

24 to have failed substantially to have complied with this part

25 whenever its records are so deficient as to preclude tle
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1 llLking of a determination as to certiliability under section

2 11.

3 PART III-AiPPOINTMI.NT OF' SJ'ECIAL JURY

4 COM M ISSiONllas

5 SJAc. 9. Upon certification of a county pursuant to section

6 11, the Administrative Office of the United States Courts

7 shall appoint one or more special jury coiniissioliers, as it

8 shall deein appropriate to serve the teeds of the county.

9 The special jury commissioners shall colpile venire lists

10 sufficient to the needs of each graiid jury or jury court of

11 the county by canvassiiig, through questionnaire, direct ex-

12 amination or otherwise, the tentative venireenl listed pur-

13 suant to section 12 and accepting those found qualified under

lI State or local laN, : Procidcd, That in counties certified under

15 section 11, State or local qualifications relating to ownership

16 of property, payment of taxes, registration or voting in any

17 election, or sex, shall not be enforced to disqualify any- per-

18 son from jury service: And provided further, That literacy

19 or superior education or intelligence requirements shall be

20 deemed satisfied by the completion of the sixth primary

21 grade in any English language public school in, or any pri-

22 vate school accredited by, any State or territory or the Dis-

23 trict of Columbia. Special jury coninissioners shall excuse

24 otherwise qualified veniremen front jury duty because of
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verified hardslhip fr physical disailily, lot where any stlI-

2 st'nilial tiuiua.r or O.lass tif licr us exc-sed foir hardshi I,

3 would Ie ale to) serve if couaulieuisated in accOrdaeMo with

4 sectimil I1S71 (if title 28 oif tile tlifted States 0(1od, the special

5 jury omlliliuissimliers arte authorized aid directed to ma1ike

6 available suich collpelisa tiOji. Upon Ollcopililm the venire

7 lists, the special jury commissioner shall give notice of their

8 availability by registered mail to each presiding officer or

9 judge of a grand jury or jury court in the county.

10 SFC. 10. Within twenty days after receipt of notice

11 under section 9 the jury officers shall proceed to select all

12 grand or petit jurors by lot from the grand or petit jury

13 venire lists so provided. No grand or petit veniremen or

14 juror shall be excluded or excused by any jury officer:

15 Provided, That the presiding officer or judge of the grand

16 jury or jury court may exclude grand or petit jurors for

17 prejudice or on the basis of a newly developed physical

18 disability or hardship. Special jury colinussioners shall be

19 entitled to observe and supervise the application of their

20 venire lists in any grand jury or jury court for which the

21 lists were prepared, and to reasonlable access to tile current

22 records of jutry selection for such grand juries or jury courts.

23 The proceedings of any grand jury or jury court otherwise

24 convened or constituted shall be null and void: Provided.

25 That the verdicts of petit juries inpaneled prior to twenty
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1 days after the mailing of 4uch notice shall not bo affected

2 by this section: And provided further, That this section

3 shall not operate to place any person twice in jeopardy.

4 CRITERIA OF APPLICATION

5 SLc. 11. (a) Upon receiving proof thereof, the At-

6 torney General shall certify with respect to juries, and pub-

7 lish by State or county in the Federal Register, a list of every

8 county--

9 (1) in which more than 10 per centum of the resi-

10 dents are nonwhite; and

11 (2) (A) within which the per centum of nonwhite

12 residents of jury age is more than one and one-half times

13 the per centum of veniremen who are nonwhite: Pro-

14 vided, That the determination of the racial composition

15 of the population shall be made on the basis of estimates

16 submitted by the Bureau of the Census, and the de-

17 termination of the racial composition of the venire lists

18 may be based on evidence for any twelve months in the

19 previous two years; or

20 (B) wherein there has been a substantial failure to

21 comply with any requirement of part II; or

22 (C) which encompasses the jurisdiction of any

23 grand jury or jury court which within five years previ-

2A ous to such certification, was determined by a final
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1 jiuldginet of a, colrt of the Viiited States or of the State

2 to ha e disqualiied or excluded potential grand or petit

3 jurors or veili'eien on accoit of their race or o)lor; or

4 (1)) within which, or within any State as to which,

5 there has been within five years pr('vios to such cer-

6 tification a final judgment of voting discriniiiiation pur-

7 suant to chapter 20 of title 42 of the United States Code:

8 Prori~lch, That such judgments shall be considered only

9 with reference to counties which, at the time of the

10 judgilneit, selected jurors wholly or primarily from vot-

11 ing rolls.

12 (b) The publication of certification pirs.,uant to sill)-

13 sectionl (a) shall constitute ulitice to every jury officer

14 within the listed area of the binding effect of this part on

15 him and the grand jury or jury court which he serves.

16 (e) The Attorney (leneral may. iy publication in the

17 Federal Register, withdraw 'certification of any particular

18 county or court under this section if lie is satisfied that,

19 within the previous five yers (I'iscrealmncies between the

20 per centum of noimhite residents of the jurisdictionm and the

21 per centum of nonwhite grauild jurors or VInlireliel was due

22 to the equal application of limliscrilliinatory qualifications

23 or to random variation: Proi(d,d. That tie Attoiney Gen-

24 oral shall have no power, prior to or otherwise than by
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1 publishing such withdrawal, to stay o1 mitigate any pro-

2 vision of this Act.

3 Siic. 12. Pursuant to the re(iest of a special jury comi-

4 missioner, or of a court of the I'nzited States in fashioning

5 remedies under section 17, the Admiinistrative Office of the

6 United States Courts with the advice and assistance of

7 the Bureau of the Census sh',.ll compile a tentative grand or

8 petit jury venire list adequate to the needs of the specified

9 jurisdiction: Provided, That the Administrative Office may

10 prepare such a list for any grand jumy or jury court in the

11 United States upon the request of its officers or of the At-

12 torney General. The names of tentative graiid or petit jury

13 veniremen shaU be obtained under a plan designed to pro-

14 vide a representative cross section of the jurisdiction without

15 exclusion on the basis of race, color, sex, political or religious

16 affiliation, national origin, or economic or social status.

17 ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW OF NEW JURY QUALIFICATIONS

18 SEC. 13. (a) Any grand or. petit jury qualification or

19 standard, practice, or procedure, enacted by the State or any

20 political subdivision thereof, different from that in force at

21 the effective date of this Act, shall have no effect in any

22 county bound by this part, unless it has been submitted by

23 the chief legal officer of the county to the Attoniey General
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1 mid the Attorney General has failed within ninety days after

2 such submission to certify that it has the purpose or will

3 have the effect of denying or abridging the equal right to

4 grand or petit jury service.

5 (b) The Administrative Office of the United States

6 Courts shall maintain special jury commissioners in the

7 county for a period of three years. This period may be

8 extended to a total not exceeding ten years upon annual

9 certification of the Attorney General, or finding by a court

10 of the United States, that their continued presence is needed

11 to assure compliance with section 1: Provided, That after

12 the withdrawal of special jury commissioners, the county

13 shah be subject to recertification according to the provisions

14 of section 11.

15 SEC. 14. Special jury commissioners and other persons

16 deemed necessary to carry out the provisions and purposes

17 of this Act shall be appointed, compensated, and separated

18 without regard to the provisions of any statute administered

19 by the Civil Service Commission and service under this title

20 shall not be considered employment for the purposes of any

21 statute administered by the Civil Service Commission, except

22 for the provisions of section 9 of the Act of August 2, 1939, as

23 amended (5 U.S.C. 118i), prohibiting partisan political

24 activity: Provided, That the Commission is authorized, after

25 consulting the head of the appropriate department or agency,
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1 to designate suitable lrsons ill the official service of tile

2 lIiitcd States, with their toiisent, to serVC in these positions.

3 Special jury conIIIIissioners are empowered to subpoena per-

4 sons to testify and present doctundnts under oath.

5 PART IV-JUDICIAL RENMEDIJEs AND ENFORCEMENT

6 SEc. 15. (a) The rights created by section 1 may be-

7 enforced independently of, or jointly with, any other action

8 created by this or any other Act in any United States dis-

9 trict court having jurisdiction over one or more of the de-

10 fondants. Such actions may be initiated (i) by the Attorney

11 General, or (ii) by any person residing within the jurisdic-

12 tion of, or (iii) by any litigant in any State court. Without

13 regard to section 2283 of title 28 of the United States Code,

14 all ordinary and extraordinary remedies within the powers

15 of the courts of the United States, including the assignment

16 of special jury commissioners, shall be granted when neces-

17 sary to enforce section 1.

18 (b) Any person mentioned in section 15 (a) may ini-

19 tiate in auly United States district court having jurisdiction

20 over the defendant all action to enforce any duty or civil

21 sanction imposed by, or regulation issued pursuant to, this

22 Act. The district court shall enforce, without reference to

23 section 2283 of title 28 of the United States Code, any such

24 duty, sanction, or regulation, upon receiving proof of its

25 bindinig application to the defendant: Provided, That in the
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1 all"cuce of aniy vC'etilica 1011 required or aut horized by this

2 A\('.I lit' (Oi4rt slall iss,e fidliigs to the saNw effect. The

3 r.,iirt sh1all o(,taill jIri-lt| 1i'tr fley.ears after ' i fivii..

4 sIl.! ilii lI qregI'ialtlioDii, graniitiiig sitlil further relief as mlay

5 I1c .1.1u.-,'ary t rc flit, priovisioins of this Act or to otler-

6 wise assln', ,ollljhiauice with St'etiol 1.

7 (c) A\ pattern or practice of systematic exchision or dis-

8 (11alifi(catiol of graild or petit jurors on account of race or

9 clor shall he grounds for reimoval within section 1443 of

10 fith' 28 of tl' I'ited States Codt'. A conclusive prestilp-

11 till of d1isriniihiatioii julstifyiig reolOVal shall be raised l)y

12 p1rooMf that a cou't b4Ioun!d thereby has substaiLtially and con-

13 til;lilly faihd to ('4)Iilly with part IMl.

14 .JI'I)I('IAI, REVIEW OF Till. ACT

.5 S!.-c. I (). The Stat( Ior political subdivision thereof cmii-
16 brracing the juridsiditio|l (if a grand jury or jury court loimmid

17 Iby par t 11 I av ilitiate an action in the United States.I)is-

18 trict ("oIurt for the I)istrict of C(olumbhiia to restrain the appli-

19 cat ion to Such raild julry or jlry court of illy provision of

20 that 1a1't, or alii vertification or regulation nade l)lrstian't

21 llu'reto. Stich rlief Shall le grated upon fildilldg-

22 (1) ithat the provision, certification, or regulation.

2:1 or the application thereof. is for any reason invalid; or

24 (2) that the factual certification affecting the county
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1 is inconsistent with the preponderance of the evidence;

2 or

3 (3) that, within the previous five years, any dis-

4 crepaniy between the per ccntun of nonwhite residents

5 of the jurisdiction and the per centum of nonwhite grand

6 jurors or veniremen was (Me to the equal application

7 of nondiscriminatory qualifleat:.-ms or to randomI varia-

8 tion. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this

9 Act, no other court shall have jurisdiction to issue any

10 judgment or order interfering with or hindering the

11 application, execution, enforcement, or effect of part 1I1.

12 FAILURE TO COMPLY WITI TIIE ACT

13 Siw. 17. Any county official or jmy officer bo1m(d there-

14 by who shall knowingly fail or refuse to comply with any

15 requirement of this title shall be fined not more than $1,000

16 or imprisoned for not longer than one year, or both.

17 FALSE RECORDS OR TESTIMONY; DESTRUCTION OF 111ECOBRDS

18 SEC. 18. Any person, whether or not their lawful or

19 proper custodian, who knowingly destroys, mutilates, ('on-

20 cealfs, alters, or falsinues, or falsely presents, any record, doc-

21 unient, or statement required or authorized by this Act or

22 any request, subpena, or order pursuant thereto, shall lie

23 fined not less than $500 nor more than $1,000, or impris-

24 oned for not more than one year, or both.

61-420 O-6C---63
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Sic. 19. Any person or agency authorized by this Act

to issue subpenas or other process may enforce such process

by an action in any United States district court having

jurisdiction over the defendant.

SEC. 20. Except as provided in section 16, every certi-

fication made pursuant to this Act shall be conclusive upon

every court and agency of the United States and every

State. No inference may be drawn from the withdrawal

of any certification or the failure or refusal of any officer

or employee of the United States to make any certification

or regulation required or authorized by this title.
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~H.KR. 15171

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 19,1966

Mr. Nix introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
Providing for jury selection in Federal and State courts, prose-

cution and removal to Federal courts, civil preventive relief,

civil indemnification, civil rights procedures, amendment of

the school desegregation laws, and prohibition of racial dis-

crimination in housing, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Rights Enforce-

4 ment Act of 1966".
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

TITLE I. Jury Selection in Federal and State Courts.
TITLE II. P.rosecition in and Removal to Federal Courts.
Tri: III. 1Pre'entive Relief.
TITLE IV. Removal by Certain Defendants.
TITLE V. Civil Inade,,anification.
TITLE VI. Removal of State or Local Police Officials for Gross Viola-

tions of Civil Rights.
TITLE VII. Amendment to Title VII of 1964 Act.
TItLe VIII. Aniendments to Voting Rights Act of 1965.
TITLE IX. Federal Bond Charters.
TirLE X. Civil Rights Procedure.
TITLE XI. Public School Desegregation Procedure and Prohibition of

Dual School Systems, Gerrymandering and other Methods of
Promoting Segregation.

IThrLE XII. Prohibition of Housing Discrimination.
TITLE XIII. Miscellaneous.

1 TITLE I--JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND

2 STATE COURTS

3 JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL COURTS

4 SEC. 101. Section 1864 of title 28, United States Code,

5 is amended to read as follows:

6 "§ 1864. Duties, compensation and methods of selecting

7 and drawing jurors

8 "(a) JURY CoMMISSION.-A jury commission shall

9 be established in each judicial district, consisting o f the clerk

10 of the court or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the

11 clerk and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the

12 district court. The jury commissioner shall be a citizen of

13 the United States of good standing, a resident of the distiet,

14 and, at the time of his appointment, shall not be a member

15 of the .same political party as the clerk of the court or a duly
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1 qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. If more than

2 one jury commissioner is appointed, each may be designated

3 to serve in one or more of the places where court is held, and

4 the clerk and the jury commissioner so designated shall

5 constitute the jury commission for that part of the district.

6 In the event that a jury commissioner is unable for any

7 reason to perform his duties, another jury commissioner may

8 be appointed, as provided herein, to act in his place until he

9 is able to resume his duties.

10 "(b) JURY SELECTION.-

11 "(i) In the performance of its duties, the jury

12 commission shall act under the direction and supervision

13 of the chief judge of the district.

14 "(ii) The names of persons who may be called for

15 grand or petit jury service shall be obtained under a

16 sampling plan prepared by the jury commission with the

17 approval of the chief judge and designed to provide a

18 representative cross-section of the population of the judi-

19 cial district without exclusion on the basis of race, color,

20 sex, political or religious affiliation or economic or social

21 status. The plan for obtaining such names and the

22 method for carrying out such plan shall be prepared in

23 consultation with and approved by the Director of the

24 Administrative Office of the United States Courts,. who
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1 may call upon the Director of the Bureau of the Census

2 for advice and assistance.

3 "(iii) From the names obtained under subsection

4 (ii) of this subsection, the names of not less than three

5 hundred qualified persons, publicly drawn by chance,

6 shall be placed in the jury box, wheel or similar device.

7 "(iv) The names of jurors for service on grand and

8 petit juries shall be publicly drawn by chance from the

9 jury box, wheel or similar device.

10 "(v) In determining whether persons whose names

11 are to be placed in the jury box, wheel, or similar device

12 are qualified as jurors under section 1861 of title 28, as

13 amended, the jury commission may use such question-

14 naires and other means as the chief judge, with the ap-

15 proval of the Director of the Administrative Office of

16 the United States Courts, may deem appropriate, in-

17 cluding the administration of oaths. The questionnaires

18 may be filled out by the individual or by another on his

19 behalf. With the approval of the chief judge, the jury

20 commission may designate deputy clerks and other em-

21 ployees in the office of the clerk of the court to assist

22 the commission in the performance of its duties, and to

23 perform under its direction such of the detailed duties

24 of the commission as in the opinion of the chief judge

25 could be assigned to them.
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1 "(c) RECORDS.-The jury commission shall keep

2 records of the names obtained under subsection (b) (ii) of

3 this section, the names of persons placed in the jury box,

4 wheel or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned

5 by said persons, the names and race of the persons drawn

6 from the jury box, wheel or similar device, the names of

7 those performing jury service, and the dates thereof, and

8 such additional appropriate records as the chief judge may

9 direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of not

10 less than four years.

11 "(d) ENFORCEMENT BY COURT OF APPEALS.--On ap-

12 plication of any citizen residing in, or litigant in, any judi-

13 cial district or of the Attorney General of the United States,

14 alleging that the jury selection procedures or recordkeeping

15 requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of this

16 section are not being fully implemented, the United States

17 court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which said judicial

18 district is located shall, upon a showing thereof, appoint jury

19 commissioners responsible to said court of appeals and direct

20 such jury commissioners in the selection of juries and the

21 keeping of records in accordance with such subsections (b)

22 and (c) of this section. Where evidence is required for a

23 determination by the court of appeals, the court may hear the

24 evidence itself or appoint a master to act for it in accordance

25 with law.
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1 "(e) RETURN OF JURY Su1-ErVSmION.-The court of ap-

2 peals may on its own motion, or on application of the chief

3 judge of the judicial district, direct the return of supervision

4 and control of the jury selection procedures to the chief

5 .judge and to the jury commission for said judicial district at

6 any time when the court of appeals finds that there is reason-

7 able cause to believe that the jury selection procedures and

8 recordkeeping requirements prescribed in subsections (b)

9 and (c) of this section will be fully implemented.

10 "(f) CtE'IPENSATION.-Each jury commissioner ap-

11 pointed on a part-tine basis shall be compensated for his

12 services at the rate of $25 per day for each day in which he

13 actually and necessarily is engaged in the performance of his

14 official duties, to he paid upon certificate of the chief judge

15 of the district.

16 "Each jury commissioner appointed on a full-time basis

17 shall receive a salary to be fixed from time to time by the

18 Judicial Conference of the United States at a rate which,

19 in the opinion of the Judicial Conference, corresponds to

20 that provided by the Classification Act of 1949, as amended,

21 for positions in the executive branch with comparable re-

22 sponsibilities.

23 "Each jury commissioner shall receive his traveling and

24 ,oul-sistence expenses within the limitations prescribed for
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1 clerks of district courts while absent from his designated post

2 of duty on official business.

3 "(g) DELEGATION.-Any of the powers or duties con-

4 ferred uron the chief judge under this section may be dele-

5 gated by him to another judge of the district: Provided, how-

6 ever, That where part of a district by agreement or order of

7 court is assigned to one particular judge and he customarily

8 holds court there, as to such part of the district he shall per-

9 form the functions and fulfill the duties conferred upon the

10 chief judje in this section."

11 SEc. 102. Section 1861 (2) setting forth qualifications

12 of Federal jurors is amended by striking out the words

13 "read" and "write."

14 SEc. 103. Section 1863 is amended by adding the fol-

15 lowing sentence to subsection (b) : "If the district judge de-

16 termines that the ability to read or write English is reason-

17 ably required in order for jurors to perform their duties in

18 any particular case or cases, he shall be empowered to ex-

19 lude those who cannot read or write English, except that no

20 person shall be excluded on this ground who has completed

21 the sixth grade in an English language school."

22 SEc. 104. Section 1871 is amended by striking the

23 words "$10 per day" and inserting in their place "$15

24 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by striking
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1 the words "$14 for each day" and inserting in their place

2 "$20 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater for each

3 day"; and by striking the words "subsistence of $10 per day

4 shall be allowed" and inserting in their place "subsistence

5 allowance given to Federal employees shall be allowed";

6 and by striking the words "jury fees in excess of $10 per

7 diem" and inserting in their place "jury fees in excess of $15

8 per diem".

9 JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

10 SEC. 105. RECORDS.-Each State or local court shall

11 keep records of the names of all person on the jury list for

12 said court, names of those persons placed in the jury box,

13 wheel or similar device, questionnaires, applications, or docu-

14 ments of any sort used in the selection of jurors, the names

15 and race of the persons drawn from the jury box, wheel

16 or similar device, the names of those performing jury service

17 and the date thereof and such additional appropriate records

18 as the judge or judges or said court may direct. Such

19 records shall be retained for a period of not less than four

20 years.

21 JURY DISCRIMINATION

22 SC. 106. (a) On application of any citizen residing

23 within the area of, or any litigant in, any State or local

24 court, or of the Attorney General of the United States,

25 alleging that persons have been systematically excluded from
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1 grand or petit juries on grounds of race or color in such State

2 or local court or that the recordkeeping requirements of

3 section 105 are not being filfy implemented, the Federal

4 district court for the district in which said State or local

5 court is located shall, upon a showing thereof, direct the

6 Director of the Administrative Office of the United States

7 Courts, directly or through subordinate officials, to assume

8 responsibility for the selection and administration of juries

9 in that State or local court and the Director shall administer

10 and supervise the selection of juries in accordance with the

11 procedures set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of section

12 101. Review of the decisions of the Federal district court

13 shall be had in accordance with subsection (d) of section 101

14 as conformed to the procedures of this section. The Director

15 may, if practical, use the Federal list or part thereof of jurors

16 for the area in which said State or local court is located. The

17 Director shall act without regard to State and local laws

18 and regulations applicable to jury selection and service in

19 said State or local court and all judges therein shall apply

20 Federal law governing jury selection and service. The

21 Director, may, in accordance with civil service laws, appoint

22 and fix the compensation of such officers, attorneys and ema-

23 ployees, and make such expenditures, as may be necessary

24 to carry out his duties under this section. The Director may
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1 call upon the Director of the Bureau of the Census for advice

2 and assistance in carrying out his duties.

3 (b) Any final judgment of any Federal or State court

4 within five years prior to the filing of the application in the

5 district court and whether prior to or after the effective date

6 of this Act, detennining that there has been systematic ex-

7 clusion from jury service on grounds of race or color in any

8 State or local court, shall establish such exclusion unless the

9 State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

10 official, matisfies the district cotrt that such exclusion no

11 longer exists.

12 (c) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

13 years. the ratio which the number of persons of any race or

14 color within the area of any Stato or local court bears to

15 the total population of that area exceeds by one-third or

16 more the ratio which the number of persons of that race or

17 color serving on grand and petit juries bears to the total

18 number of persons serving on such juries, this shall be

19 deemed to establish systematic exclusion on grounds of race

20 or color: ProviIed, hor, er, That in case all or part of the

21 two-year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the

22 State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate

M official, shall be given the opportunity to demonstrate that

24 such exclusion no longer exists.

25 SC. 107. The State or local court may make applica-
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1 tion for reinstatement of State procedures to the United

2 States District Court for the District of Colunbia which may

3 approve the reinstatement of said proce(ulres if it finds that

4 there is no longer reasonable cause to believe that persons

5 will be excluded from jury service by reason of race or color,

6 or that there will be continiiCd failure to keep records.

7 Stx'. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reason-

8 able cause to believe that any change in the qualifications,

9 standards, or limitations on the right to a jutry trial, operation

10 of the jury system, the selection of, or challenges to, indi-

11 vidual jury members or panel, or the operation in any way

12 of the court system, for any case or class of cases in any

13 State or loeal court different from those in force and effect on

14 January 1, 1966, will have the purpose or effect of circum-

15 venting this Act, he is hereby directed to bring an action in

16 the Federal district court for the district in which such State

17 or local court is located to enjoin such change in qualifica-

18 tions, standards, limitations, operation, selection, or chal-

19 lenge and the district court shall grant such temporary and

20 final relief as is necessary to prevent such circumvention of

21 this Act.

22 GENERAL

23 Sc. 109. Sections 106(c) and 202(f) (ii) shall not

24 apply in any area. unless a racial or color minority conti-
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1 tutes at least 10 per centum of the total population of the

2 area.

3 SEC. 110. Any person who willfully fails to comply with

4 the recordkeepiIg requirements of this title shall Le fined not

5 more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than oiiZ year,

6 or both.

7 SEC. 111. The provisions of subsections (a), (1, , (e),

8 and (d) of section 1974 of title 42, United States Code,

9 shall apply with respect to jury records required to be main-

10 tained under this title.

11 Sm.c. 112. This title shall become effec#:ve ninety days

12 after the date of its enactment.

13 TITLE II-PROSECUTION IN' AND REMOVAL To FEDERAL

14 COURTS

15 FEDERAL TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

16 SEC. 201. The district courts of the United States shall

17 have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts of the

18 States, of all prosecutions for offenses (whether felonies,

19 misdemeanors, or other offenses) defined by the laws of the

20 State or of any subdivision of the State where acts or omis-

21 sions constituting the charged offense occur, whenever prose-

22 cution of such offenses in a Federal district court is necessary

23 and proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

24 SFc. 202. (a) Ohjection to the jurisdiction of the dis-

25 trict co1 conferred by section 201 shall be entertained only
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1 if made before trial and in the manner authorized by the

2 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the time of

3 the objection. If such objection is not made before trial,

4 the jurisdiction of the district court shall not thereafter be

5 questioned in any manner or by any court.

6 (b) In the event of a properly presented objection to

7 the jurisdiction of the district court under section 201, the

8 question whether the prosecution of the charged offense

9 in a Federal district is necessary and proper to assure equal

10 protection of the laws shall be promptly decided by the

11 district court sitting without jury, and its decision sustaining

12 or overruling the objection shall be reviewable by inter-

13 locutory appeal to the cou't of appeals within ten days

14 after the entry of the order.

15 (c) If any one of the circumstances specified in sub-

16 section (d) of this section and any one of the circumstances

17 specified in subsection (e) of this section are established

18 by a preponderance of the evidence, the district court shall

19 find that prosecution of the charged offense in a Federal

20 district court is necessary and proper to assure equal pro-

21 teetion of the laws.

22 (d) The circumstances first referred to in subsection

23 (c) of this section are that the victim of the offense is:

24 (i) A member of a racial or color group subject
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1 to the discrimination set forth in subsection (e) of this

2 section; or

3 (ii) A person who, by words or action, was ad-

4 vocating or supporting at or near the time of the offense

5 the exercise or enjoynwit by any member or members

6 of such group of equal protection of the laws.

7 (e) The circumstances second referred to in subsection

8 (c) of this section are that in any county or other political

9 subdivision, where, under applicable State law the offense

10 night be tried, the menlibrs of any racial or color group

11 are-

12 (i) systematically excluded from actual service on

13 grand or petit juries in the State or local courts, whether

14 their absence be caused by exclusion from the venires,

15 or by excuses or challenges peremptory or for cause, or

16 otherwise; ....

17 (ii) systematically denied in any manner the

18 franchise in elections at which any prosecuting official

19 or judge in the county or other political subdivision, or

20 any official who appoints any such prosecuting official

21 or judge, is elected;

22 (iii) systematically segregated in, or discriminated

23 against in any manner in connection with the services

24 or facilities of, State or local jails, prisons, police sta-
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1 tions, courts or other public buildings related to the

2 administration of justice;

3 (iv) systematically subjected to harsher punish-

4 ient upon conviction of crime than those to whioi

5 persons generally convicted of crime are subjected; or

6 (v) systematically subjected to more onerous terms

7 or conditions of bail or conditional release than those to

8 which defendants generally are subjected.

9 (f) (i) Any final judgment of any Federal or State

1.0 court within five years prior to the conmiencenent of the

11 prosecution under section 201 determining that there has

12 been, on grounds of race or color, systematic exclusion from

13 jury service in the State or local courts of the county or

14 other political subdivision, or syteniatic denial of the fran-

15 chise in any election in the county or other State political

16 subdivision shall establish the circumstance described in

17 subsection 202 (e) (i) or (ii), as the case may be, unless

18 the defendant satisfies the court that the circumstances

19 described in said subsection (i) or (ii) no longer exist.

20 (ii) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two

21 years the ratio which the number of persons of any race or

22 color within the county or other political subdivision bears to

23 the total population of said county or other political sub-

24 division exceeds by one-third or more the ratio which the

63 -420o 0o --6 .. ,4
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1 number of persons of that race or color serving on grand

2 and petit juries bears to the total mmiuier of persons serving

3 on smch juries, or the ratio wlich the jiuiber of persois of

4 that race or color registered to vote bears to the total number

5 of persons registered to vote, this shall be deemed to estab-

6 lish the circumstances described in subsection 202 (c) (i) or

7 (ii) : Provided, however, That in case all or part oA' the two-

8 year period antedates the effective date of this Act, the de-

9 fendant shall be given the opportunity to (lemonstrate that

10 such exclusion from juries or franchise no longer exists.

11 8E4. 203. (a) Prosecutions under the jurisdiction con-

12 ferred by section 201 shall be commenced by indictment by a

13 Federal grand jury in all eases in which the Constitution

14 require(s that pro.ecltioli l)e Jy indi(-timi nt ; in other cases,

15 prosecution may be by indictment or by information. When

16 the statement of twenty persons is filed as set forth in sub-

17 section (b) below, the Attorney General shall forthwith

18 commence prosecution.

19 (h) The district court shall nQt proceed in the exercise

20 of jurisdiction conferred by section 201 unless, at or prior

21 to final arrangement, in the district court, there is filed with

22 the district court a certificate of the Attorney General of

23 the 171ited States or a stite(,i.(t by twemity persons who

24 liv within the county or similar political subdivision and are

2 members of the groups described in section 202 (d) (i) or
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1 (ii), that prosecution of the cause by the United States in a

2 Federal district court would fulfill the responsibility of the

3 United States Governiment to assure equal protection of the

4 laws. Upon tile filing of such a certificate or statement, the

5 jurisdiction given by section 201 shall become exclusive of

6 the courts of any State, amd the lrosecution shall thereafter

7 be conducted exclusively by the Attorney General of the

8 United States or his designate. Upon the filing of the cer-

9 tificate or statement, no State court shall have or retail

10 jurisdiction of any offense charged against the defendant

11 prosecution for which would constitute jeopardy in re.,pect

12 of the offense described in the certificate or statement. '1'lhe

13 certificate of the Attorney General or the statenieitt of

14 twenty persons shall not be subject to review by any court.

15 (c) If the certificate of the Attorney General or the

16 statement of twenty persons described in subsection (b)

17 of this section is not filed at or prior to final arraigtmellt

1 in the district court, the district court shall dismiss the prose-

19 oution without prejudice.

20 (d) Notwithstanding the certificate of the Attoriey

21 General or the statement of twenty persons described in

22 subsection (b) of this section has not yet been filed and

23 no judicial finding has yet been made sustaining the juiris-

24 diction of a Federal court mider section 201 of this Act.
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1 Federal judicial, executive, administrative, and law enforce-

2 ment officers and agencies, including but not limited to

3 Federal judges, commissioners, marshals, grand juries, pros-

4 ecuting attorneys, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation

5 may exercise all powers given them by the laws of the

6 United States in order to prevent and investigate any

7 offense within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 and

8 to anprehend and prosecute the offender or offenders. In

9 any case where such powers by the general laws of the

10 United States are restricted to felonies, the same powers may

11 be exercised in cases involving misdemetinors or other of-

12 senses within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201. The

13 authority given Federal executive, administrative, and law

14 enforcement officers and agencies under this subsection shall

15 be exercised subject to the direction of the Attorney General

16 of the United States, but if the delay of their exercise until

17 a direction of the Attorney General is received is imprac-

18 ticable in order effectively to prevent or investigate any of-

19 fense within the jurisdiction given by section 201 of this

20 Act or to apprehend or prosecute the offender or offender.-,

21 they may be exercised without direction of the Attorney

22 General. The Attorney General is authorized to issue rules

23 and regulations for the implementation of this subsection.
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REMOVAL BY TILE ATTORNEY GENERAL

2 SEC. 204. (a) Where a prosecution has been corn-

3 menced in any court of a State in respect of any offense

4 within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 of this Act,

5 the United States may at any time before jeopardy attaches

6 remove the prosecution for trial to the district court for the

7 district embracing the place wherein the prosecution is

8 pending.

9 (b) Such removal shall be instituted by the filing in

10 the district court of the certificate of the Attorney General

11 or the statement of twenty persons described in section

12 203 (b) of this Act, which certificate or statement shall

13 identify the prosecution to be remove(]. The filing of this

14 certificate or statement, together with the filing of a copy

15 thereof with the judge or clerk of the State court in which

16 the prosecution is pending (which filing may precede or

17 follow or be contemporaneous with the filing of the certifi-

18 cate in the district court) shall effect the removal, and the

19 jurisdiction of the State court shall thereupon terninate and

20 all State court proceedings thereafter shall be null and void

21 for all purposes unless and until the case is remanded. Fol-

22 lowing removal under this section:

23 (i) the jurisdiction conferred by subsection (a) of
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1 this section shall be exclusive of the courts of any State,

2 and the prosecution shall be conducted exclusively by

3 the Attorney General or his designate;

4 (ii) no State court shall have or retain jurisdiction

5 of any offense charged against the defendant, prosccu-

6 tion for which would constitute jeopardy in respect of

7 the offense described in the certificate; and

8 (iii) the certificate of the Attoney General or the

9 statement of twenty persons shall not be subject to

10 review by any court.

11 (c) Where the offense charged is one required by the

12 Constitution to be prosecuted by indictment and no such

13 indictment was returned prior to removal, indictment by a

14 Fedenil gmand jury .hall be rluired within a reasonable

15 time or tie proceeding shall be remanded to the State court.

16 8ix. 205. (a) The Federal Rules of Criminal Pro-

17 eedurt, shall apply to proceedings under sections 201 through

18 204.

19 (b) Any person convicted in proceedings under sectons

20 2ol tlhrogh 204 shall be w-ntenced to the fine, tenn of im-

21 pi)i(ment, or both, prescribed by .the State law applicable

2 to the offense of which he is convicted. For all other pur-

23 poses of iulwrition or execution of sentence, including but

24 not limited to the payment of fine, custody, probation, parole,
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1 and pardon, he shall be treated as a person convicted and

2 sentenced under the criminal laws of the United States.

3 INVESTIGATION OF JURY EXCLUSION

4 SEc. 206. (a) The United States Commission on Civil

5 Rights shall investigate the service on grand and petit juries

6 by nienibers of na co or gro the State and local

7 courts of county or other political subdi' on in which

8 it be * es that there n be dispii treatment o embers

9 of iflerent i or coltr groups.

10 (b) Beeut of pfiY. such iniv. ti-

11 gation, the Coumnis'" 6sf furnis a ppy of its propo d

12 findings theit~ f1 Lrt, ihsuyalnnissionc

13 and any \ther offihs respoiptible or jury selection in t e

14 county or d r pofiti4 s .s n con ed and s all

15 gi c thein an oppo y t ontro ert 79Afthe pro osed

16 findixi s. Upon ratio of their responses id such

17 consulate with the affected commissioners a officials as

18 way be indicate , e Commission re vise woposed

19 findings. If any of those proposed liiadings r contro-

20 verted, the Contu0,ission shall cause ii public helring to le

21 field in the county or other political subdivision concerned

22 to consider the remaining issues of fact. Such hearing may

23 be held by the Commission or by a person or persons desig-

24 nated by it who may but need not be a member or -nenibers
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1 of thle (onluission or its stair; the person or persons thus

2 designated shall have the powers the Commission would

3 have in regard to the conduct of suioli a hearing. If any

4 such hearing is not held by the Commission itself, the

5 person or persons conducting it shall prepare a report which

6 shall be forwarded to the Counission together with such

7 comnienlts thereon as loval officials may make and with the

8 record of thie hearing. The Comnission shall thereafter

9 ptilish its finliulgs and a detailed summary of the data on

10 which those findings are based. Judicial notice of the find-

11 ings of the Commission and the data contained in its de-

12 tailed summary shall be taken in any judicial proceeding

13 in any court.

14 (c) In any action or proceeding under this Act, the

15 Commission's findings and suzniary of data under subsection

16 (b) of this section shall constitute evidence of the facts pre-

17 seated therein and, except to the extent that the party con-

18 troverting those facts satisfies the court, by evidence on the

19 record as a whole, that particular findings or data are not

20 correct, the courts shall accept the Commission's findings

21 and data as adequately probative of all the facts contained

22 therein and shall make its findings in accordance therewith.

23 (d) In proceedings under this section, the Commis-

24 sion shall have all the powers granted it under all other
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1 statutes; and the powers conferred on it by this section are

2 in addition to its powers under such other statutes.

3 FEDERAL OFFENSES

4 SEc. 207. (a) Whoever, whether or not acting under

5 color of law, by force or threat of force-

6 (1) injures, intimidates, or interferes with or at-

7 tempts to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any person

8 because of his race, color, religion, or national origin

9 while he is engaging or seeking to engage in-

10 (A) voting or qualifying to vote in any pri-

11 mary, special, or general election;

12 (B) enrolling in or attending any public school

13 or public college;

14 (C) participating in or enjoying any benefit,

15 service, privilege, program, facility, or activity pro-

16 vided or administered by the United States or by

17 any State or subdivision thereof;

18 (D) applying for or enjoying employment, or

19 any prerequisites thereof, by any private employer

20 or agency of the United States or any State or

21 subdivision thereof, or of joining or using the serv-

22 ices or advantages of any labor organization or

23 using the service of any employment agency;
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1 (E) selling, purchasing, renting, leasing, occu-

2 pying, or contracting or negotiating for the sale

3 rental, lease, or occupation of any dwelling;

4 (F) serving, or attending upon any court in

5 connection with possible service, as a grand or

6 petit juror in any court of the United States or of

7 any State;

8 (G) using any vehicle, terminal, or facility

9 of any common carrier by motor, rail, water, or air;

10 (H) participating in or enjoying the benefits

11 of any program or activity receiving Federal finan-

12 cial assistance; or

13 (I) enjoying the goods, services, facilities,

14 privileges, advantages, or acconmnodations of any

15 inn, hotel, motel, or other establishment which pro-

16 vides lodging to transient guests, or of any restau-

17 rant, cafeteria, lunchroom, lunch counter, soda

18 fountain, or other facility principally engaged in

19 selling food for consumption on the premises, or

20 of any gasoline station, or of any motion picture

21 house, theater, concert hall, sports arena, stadium,

22 or any other place of exhibition or entertainment,

23 or of any other establishment which serves the

24 public and which is located within the premises of
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1 any of the aforesaid establishments or within the

2 premises of which is physically located any of the

3 aforesaid establishment; or

4 (2) Injures, intimidates, or interferes with, or at-

5 tempts to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any

6 person-

7 (A) to discourage such person or any other

8 person or any class of persons from participating or

9 seeking to participate in any such benefits or activi-

10 ties without discrimination on account of race, color,

11 religion, or national origin, or

12 (B) because he has so participated or sought

13 to so participate, or urged or aided others to so par-

14 ticipate, or engaged in speech or peaceful assembly

15 opposing any denial of the opportunity to so par-

16 ticipate; or

17 (3) injures, intimidates, interferes with, or attempts

18 to injure, intimidate, or interfere with any public official

19 or other person to discourage him from affording another

20 person or any class of persons equal treatment in par-

21 ticipating or seeking to participate in any of siwli benefits

22 or activities without discrimination on accomt of race,

23 color, religion, or national origin, or because lie ha.q
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1 afforded another person or class of persons equal treat-

2 meant in so participating or seeking to so participate

3 shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more

4 than one year, or both; and if bodily injury results shall be

5 fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than

6 ten years, or both; and if death results shall be subject to

7 imprisonment for any term of years or for life.

8 (b) (1) Section 241 of title 18, United States Code, is

9 amended by striking out the final paragraph thereof and

10 substituting the following:

11 "They shall be fined not more than $10,000 or ia-

12 prisoned not more than ten years, or both; and if death re-

13 sult-s, they shall be subject to imprisonment for any term of

14 years or for life."

15 (2) Section 242 of title 18, United States Code, is

16 amended by striking out the period at the end thereof and

17 adding the following: "; and if death results shall be subject

18 to imprisonment for any term of years or for life."

19 TITLE 111-PREVENTIVE RELIEF

20 Si.c. 301. Whenever any person has engaged or there

21 are reasonable grounds to believe that any person is about

22 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any

23 other person, because of race or color, of any right, privilege,

24 or immunity, granted, secured, or protected by the Constitu-

25" tion or laws of the United States, such other person in his
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1 own right or the Attorney (trnend for or in the namie of the

2 United States, may institute a civil action or other proper

3 proceeding for preventive relief, including an application

4 for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order,

5 order requiring the posting of a bond to secure conipliance

6 with any order of the court, or other order.

7 Suwc. 302. Whenever any person has engaged or there

8 are reasonable grounds to believe that any )erson is about

9 to engage in any act or practice which would deprive any

10 other person of, or hinder him in the exercise of, the right

11 to speak, assemble, petition, or otherwise express himself

12 for the purpose of advocating equality of persons or oppor-

13 tunity free from discrimination because of race or color,

14 such other person in his own right, or the Attorney General

15 for or in the name of the United States, may institute a civil

16 action or other proceeding for preventive relief, including

17 an application for a permanent or temporary injunction,

18 restraining order, order requiring the posting of bond to

19 secure compliance with any order of the court, or other

20 order: Provided, That such other person above mentioned is

21 a person described in subsection 202 (d) (i) or (ii) and

22 any one of the circumstances specified in section 202 (e) is

23 established by a preponderance of the evidence. The provi-

24 sions of section 202 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings

25 under this section.
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1 8l,:('. 303. In any proceeding under this section the

2 united States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

3 person. The district courts of the United States shall have

4 jrisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title

3 aml shall excrvise the samell' without regard to whether the

6 lparly aggrieved shall have exhausted any administrative or

7 toher remliedies that may be provided by law.

8 TITLE IV-REMOVAL BY CERTAIN DEFENDANTS

9 Sl,. 401. Any defedant in a criminal action or in a

10 vivil or criminal contempt action in a State or local court

11 may remove said action to the district court of the United

12 States for the district embracing the place wherein it is

13 pending if the defendant is a person described in either

14 subsection (i) or (ii) of section 202 (d) and if any one of

15 the circumstances specified in section 202 (e) is established

16 by a preponderance of the evidence. The provisions of sec-

17 tion 202 (f) shall be applicable in proceedings under this

18 section.

19 SEc. 402. Any defendant in any action or proceeding

20 (civil, criminad or otherwise) in a State or local court may

21 remove said action or proceeding to the district court of the

22 United States for the district embracing the place wherein it

23 is pending if the action or proceeding is maintained for or on

24 account of any act or omission in the exercise of the freedoms

25 of speech, of the press, of assembly or of petition guaranteed
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1 by the Constitution or laws of the United States for the

2 purpose of advocating or supporting racial equality or of pro-

3 testing the denial of racial equality; or any act or omission

4 protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States

5 against abridgment or interference by reason of race or

6 color.

7 SEC. 403. The procedures set forth in sections 1446 and

8 1447 of title 28.shall be applicable to removal and remand

9 under this section, except that any order of remand shall be

10 reviewable by appeal or otherwise.

11 TITLE V-CIVIL INDEMNIFICATION

12 SEC. 501. (a) There is hereby established within the

13 United States Commission on Civil Rights an Indeninifica-

14 tion Board, hereafter referred to as the Board. The Board

15 shall be composed of three members, appointed by the Presi-

16 dent with the advice and consent of the Senate. The Presi-

17 dent shall designate one member as Chairman. No more

18 than two members of the Board may be of the same political

19 party.

20 (b) The term of office of each member of the Board

21 shall be five years, beginning with the effective date of this

22 Act, except of those members first appointed, one shall serve

23 for five years, one for three years, and one for one year. Any

24 member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the
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1 expiration of the tern for which his predecessor was ap-

2 pointed shall be appointed for the remainder of such term.

3 ((.) The Chairman shall be compensated at the rate of

4 $25,00 per annum, and the other members at a rate of

5 $24,000 per annum.

6 (d) Two members shall constitute a quorum for the

7 trajisaction of business.

8 Sc. 502. The Board may, in accordance with civil seTv-

9 ice laws, appoint and fix the compensation of such officers,

10 attorneys, and employees, and make such expenditures, as

11 nay be necessary to carry out its functions.

12 SFc. 503. The Board shall make such rules and regula-

13 tions as shall be necessary and proper to carry out its

14 functions.

15 Swc. 504. The Commission on Civil Rights shall have

16 the authority and duty to receive and investigate or have

17 investigated written complaints from or on behalf of any

18 person injured in his person or property or deprived of his

19 life (i) because of race or color, while lawfully exercising,

20 attempting to exercise, or advocating, or assisting another

21 in the exercise of, any right, privilege, or immunity granted,

22 secured, or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

23 United States, or for having so exercised, attempted, ad-

24 vocated, or assisted, or (ii) by any act, the purpose or design

25 of which is to intimidate him or any other person from
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I seeking or advocting equality of persons or opportunity

2 free from discrimination based on race or color.

3 SE.C. 505. (a) The Conmission on Civil Rights may 'e-

4 quest and the Department of Justice shall make available any

5 investigative reports that the Department of Juitice has that

6 are relevant .to the complaint and investigation.

7 (b) The Commission may request and tLe Attorney

8 General is authorized to direct that additional investigation

9 of matters relevant to the complaint be conductved by the

10 Federal Bureau of Investigation.

11 (c) The Commission shall supply copies of all of its

12 investigative reports to the Attorney General.

13 , SEc. 506. If, fter such investigation, the Conunission

14 shall determine that )robable cause exists for crediting the

15 complaint, it shall direct the Board to conduct a hearing

16 thereon as provided in section 507; if, however, the Com-

17 mission shall determine that probable cause does not exist or

18 that no substantial damage has occurred, it shall dismiss the

19 complaint.

20 SEc. 507. (a) Any hearing may be conducted by the

21 Board or any member of the Board designated by the Chair-

22 man.

23 (b) In the event the Board determines that because of

24 ,the number of complaints or for other valid reasons it is not

25 in the interest of justice for it or a member to conduct a hear-

6:-420 0-- G--65
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1 ing, it may designate anl agent or employee of the Board or a

2 person not associated with the Board to conduct the hearing,

3 provided any stich agent, employee or other person so desig-

4 nated shall be a member of the bar of the highest court

5 of oiie of the States of the United States.

6 (c) Any person not an agent or employee of the Board

7 shall Ie reimbiursed for services rendered in connection with

8 stlu- hearing as detennined by the Board, subject to approval

9 oif the Civil Service Commission.

10 (d) The Board or any member or hearing officer

11 may administer oaths or affirmations.

12 (e) The Board shall have the same powers of investi-

13 gation and subpena as those granted the National Labor

14 Relations Board in subsections (1) and (2) of section 161

15 of title 29, United States Code.

16 (f) A full record shall be made and kept of all hear-

17 ings conducted.

18 SEc. 508. (a) After hearing, the Board, member or

19 hearing officer conducting the hearing shall make findings

20 of fact based upon the record.

21 (b) After a hearing conducted by the Board, it shall.

22 if it finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred

23 to in section 504, make a monetary award of indemnification

24 to compenstate such complainant for such injury.

25 (c) After a hearing conducted by a member of the
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1 Board or hearing officer, lie shall, if he finds that any con-

2 plainant has suffered injury referred to in section 504, mak

3 a recommendation of an award of indemnification. All such

4 recommendations shall be reviewed by the Board. Upon

5 review, the Board shall review the findings of fact and shall

6 affinn, reject, or modify findings and such recommendations

7 and enter or deny an award.

8 (d) All awards made hereunder shall include reason-

9 able attorney's fees.

10 SEC. 509. (a) In the event that the investigation of

11 the complaint or the hearing thereon indicates the person

12 or persons responsible for the injury for which an award is

13 sought, such person or persons shall be notified and shall

14 have a reasonable opportunity to intervene in the hearing

15 and to be fully heard.

16 (b) In the event that such investigation or hearing

17 indicates that the injury resulted in whole or in part from

18 action taken under color of law, the political subdivision

19 and/or the State under whose authority such action was

20 taken shall be notified and shall have a reasonable oppor-

21 tunity to intervene in the hearing and to be fully heard.

22 (c) Notice under this section may be by personal

23 service or by registered mail.

24 (d) Notice to a State or political subdivision may be
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given to the chief executive or principal legal officer of

2 such State or political subdivision.

8 (e) The Board shall, if necessary to secure a full hearing

4 for any intervenor, continue the hearing from time to time.

5 SEC. 510. The United States may, on the motion of

6 the Attorney General, intervene at any stage of the hearing

7 cr appeal.

8 SEC. 511. (a) The complainant or any intervenor may

9 obtain a review of the final decision of the Board in the

10 United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

11 or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which the

12 injury occurred or the person seeking review resides.

13 (b) Such re.-view shall be made on the basis of the

14 record before the Board, and the findings of the Board with

15 respect to questions of fact, if supported by substantial evi-
16 dence on the record considered as a whole, shall be con-

17 clusive.

18 SEC. 512. (a) In any instance in which the injury of

19 death for which an award is made results in whole or in
20 part from action taken under color of law, or from action
21 whether or not taken under color of law which in any way

22 impedes or infringes upon the exercise or advocacy of any
23 right, privilege, or immunity granted, secured, or protected

24 by the Constitution or laws of the United States, the United

25 States shall have a cause of action for recovery of the amount
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1 of such award against the person or persons responsible for

2 the injury for which the award is made.

3 (b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted

4 in whole or in part from action taken under color of law,

5 the political subdivision and/or the State under whose

6 authority such action was taken shall be jointly and severally

7 liable with the person or persons responsible for such injury.

8 (c) In any case brought under this section against any-

9 one notified under section 509, the findings of fact as made,

10 modified, or approved, by the Board pursuant to section 508

11 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima facie evidence

12 of the facts determined by the findings, and the award of

13 indemnification shall be admissible and shall constitute prima

14 facie evidence of the damages suffered by the complainant.

15 (d) The district courts of the United States shall have

16 jurisdiction to hear cases brought under this section.

17 SEC. 513. (a) In the event the person injured dies, a

18 complaint may be filed by an-r representative of his estate,

19 or by his or her spouse, child, or dependent and the Board

20 shall determine to whom any award shall be made.

21 (b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of time

22 person injured to file a complaint, it may be filed by his or

23 her spouse, child, dependent, or counsel.

24 SEC. 514. All complaints must be filed within six

25 months of the injury for which an award is sought, except
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1 that where the injury results in death, the complaint may

2 be filed within twelve months of death.

3 SEc. 515. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the

4 right to pursue any action or remedy granted him under any

5 other law of the United States or any State: Provided, That

6 in the event that any person receives in any other action an

7 award of damages for which an award of indemnification has

8 been made under this title, the United States shall have a

9 lien against such award in the amount of the award of

10 indemnification. In the event such other award is made

11 prior to the award of indemnification, the amount of such

12 other award shall be considered by the Board in determiniing

13 whether to make an award and, if so, the amount of the

14 award.

15 TITLE VI-REOVAL OF STATE OR LOCAL I'OLICE

16 OFFICIALS FOR GROSS VIOLATIONS OF CIVIL RIGIITS

17 SEC. 601. (a) Whenever any sheriff, constable, or other

18 State or local police officer misuses or abuses his official

19 powers in disregard of his constitutional duty and inten-

20 tional causes grave bodily injury or death to another or

21 others because of their race or color, or whenever such

22 officer having the authority or responsibility to do so will-

23 fully neglects to prevent such acts of violence by public

24 officials or private individuals, written complaint under oath

25 may be filed with the Civil Service Commission by or on
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I behalf of the person or persons so injured or on behalf of

2 the deceased, or by twenty persons described by section 202

3 (d) (i) who live in the county or like political subdivision

4 where the injury occurred, requesting the suspension or

5 removal of said officer from office or such other relief as may

6 be necessary to effectuate the policies of this title. The

7 complaint shall also set forth in detail the acts or omissions

8 charged to said officer which form the basis for the requested

9 relief.

10 (b) Whenever a complaint is filed as provided in sub-

11 section (a) of this section, the Civil Service Commission

12 may, in its discretion, permit the Attorney General to inter-

13 vene in such proceeding if he certifies that the proseciition

14 of the complaint is of general public importance.

15 (c) The Attorney General may file a complaint under

16 this title if he certifies to the Civil Service Commission that

17 the filing and prosecution of the complaint is of general

18 public importance.

19 SEc. 602. (a) Whenever a complaint has been filed as

20 provided in section 601, the Civil Service Commission shall

21 notify the officer named in the complaint of the nature of

22 the charge, and shal investigate the charge and if after such

23 preliminary investigation the Commission shall determine

24 that probable cause exists for crediting the complaint, the

25 Commission shall cfaise to be served upon said officer (here-
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1 after referred to as the "respondent") a copy of the coni-

2 plaint and a notice of hearing before the Conuission at a

3 place and time therein fixed not less than fifteen days after

4 service of such complaint and notice.

5 (b) The respondent shall have the right to file a verified

6 answer to such complaint and to appear at such hearing in

7 person or otherwise, with or without counsel, to present

8 evidence and to examine and cross-examine witnesses.

9 (c) The Conunission shall have the power reasonably

10 and fairly to amend any complaint, and the respondent shall

11 have like power to amend his answer.

12 (d) All testimony shall be taken under oath..

13 (e) If, upon the preponderance of the evidence the

14 Conunission shall find that the respondent has engaged in

15 the acts or omissions described in section 601, the Com-

16 mission shall state its findings of fact and shall issue and

17 cause to be served on the respondent such order as may be

18 appropriate which may include orders (1) suspending re-

19 spondent from office for such period.of time as the Commis-

20 sion may deem necessary, (2) removing respondent from

21 office, and (3) disqualifying respondent from holding said

22 or any other office for such period of time not exceeding ten

23 years as in the judgment of the Commission may be neces-

24 sary to effectuate the policies of this title.

25 (f) If the Commission shall find that suspension or re-
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I inoval from office is not warranted, but that acts of violence

2 have occurred or there are reasonable grounds to believe

3 that such acts are likely to occur, the Cotniiss..io? may refer

4 the entire record of the proceeding to the Attorney General

.5 with a recommendation that the Attorney General institute

6 action under title III of this Act.

7 (g) In any action instituted by the Attorney General

8 pursuant to subsection (f) of this section, the Attorney Gen-

9 eral may file in the district court of the United States for the

10 district in which the respondent resides the certified tran-

11 script of the record of the proceedings before the Commis-

12 sion and the court after causing notice thereof to be served

13 upon the rcspon(lent shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding

14 and shall have power to grant such relief as it deems just and

15 proper upon the record set forth in the transcript. The

16 court, however, may on its own motion or upon application

17 by either party, take additional evidence before entering an

18 order granting or denying the relief requested.

19 S.x. 603. (a) (1) The Commission shall have power to

20 petition the United States court of appeals for the judicial

21 circuit wherein the respondent resides, or if the court of

22 appeals is in vacation, any district court within the circuit,

23 for the enforcement of any order issued pursuant to section

24 602 (e). The Commission shall certify and file in the court

25 to which petition is made a transcript of the entire record in
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1 the proceeding, including the pleadings and testimony upon

2 which such order was entered and the findings and the order

3 of the Commission.

4 (2) Upon such filing the court shall cause notice thereof

5 to be served upon such respondent and(1 thereiljon the court

6 shall bave jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the question

7 determined therein and shall have power to grant such

8 temporary relief as it deems just and proper and to make and

9 enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set

10 forth in sueih transcript a decree enforcing, modifying, and

11 enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part

12 the order of the Commission.

13 (3) No objection that has not been urged before the

14 Commission, shall be considered by the court, unless the

15 failure or neglect to urge such objection shall be excused be-

16 cause of extraordinary circumstances.

17 (4) The findings of the Commission with respect to

18 questions of fact if supported by substantial evidence on the

19 record considered as a whole shall be conclusive.

20 (5) If either party shall apply to the court for leave to

21 adduce additional evidence and shall show to the satisfaction

22 of the court that such additional evidence is material and

23 that there were reasonable grounds for the failure to ad-

24 duce such evidence in the hearing before the Commission, the
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1 court may order such additional evidence to be taken before

2 the Commission, and to be made a part of the transcript.

3 (6) The Commission may modify its findings as to the

4 fats, or nmke new findings, by reason of additional evidence

5 so taken and filed, and it. shall file such modified or new find-

6 ings, which findings with respect to questions of fact if sup-

7 ported by substantial evidence on the record cow,.idered as a

8 whole shall be conclusive, and its reconimendations, if any,

9 for the modification or setting aside of its original order.

10 (7) The jurisdiction of the court shall be exclusive and

11 its judgment and decree shall be final, except that the same

12 shall be subject to review by the appropriate United States

13 court of appeals, if application vas made to the district court

14 as hereinabove provided, and by the Supremie Court of the

15 United States as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United

16 States Code.

17 (b) Any person aggrieved by a final order of the Cora-

18 mission may obtain a review of such order in any United

19 States court of appeals for the judicial circuit wherein such

20 person resides or the Court of Appeals for the District of

21 Columbia, by filing in such court a written petition praying

22 that the order of the Com* mission be modified or set aside. A

23 copy of such petition shall be forthwith served upon the

24 Conmission which shall file in the court a transcript of the,
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1 entire record in the proceeding, including the pleadings and

2 testimony upon which the order complained of was entered

3 and the findings and order of the Commission. Upon such

4 filing, the court shall proceed in the same manner as in the

5 case of an application by the Commission under subsection

6 (a), and shall have the same exclusive jurisdiction to grant

7 to the petitioners or to the Commission such temporary

8 relief as it deems just and proper, and in like manner to

9 make and enter a decree enforcing, modifying, and enforcing

10 as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part the order

11 of the Commission.

12 (c) The commencement of proceedings under this sec-

13 tion shall not, unless specifically ordered by the court, opor-

14 ate as a stay of the Commission's order.

15 (d) Upon the filing of any petition under this section,

16 it shall be the duty of the chief judge of the court of appeals

17 to assign the case for hearing at the earliest practicable date

18 and to cause the case to be in every way expedited.

19 SEc. 604. If after preliminary. .investigation or during

20 the hearing, the Commission shall find that a complaint filed

21 under this title lacks probable cause, it shall dismiss the

22 complaint and no appeal shall lie front said order of

23 dismissal.

24 SEC. 605. In any action commenced pursuant to this
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1 title, the Commission or the court, in its discretion, may

2 allow the prevailing party, other than the United States,

3 a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs, and the

4 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

5 person.

6 TITLE VII-AMENDMENT TO TITLE VII OF 1964 ACT

7 S:c. 701. Title VII of Public Law 88-352 (the Civil

8 Rights Act of 1964) is amended as follows:

9 (a) Add a new paragraph to section 701 (a) as fol-

10 lows:

11 "The term 'governmental unit' means a State or a

12 political subdivision thereof or an agency of one or more

13 States or political subdivisions."

14 (b) Amend so much of section 701 (b) as appears

15 before the word "Provided" to read as follows: "The term

16 'employer' means: (1) a person engaged in an industry

17 affecting commerce who has twenty-five or more employees

18 for each working day in each of twenty or more cdendar

19 weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any

20 agent of such a person, but such term does not include (i)

21 the United States, a corporation wholly owned by the

22 Government of the United States, or an Indian tribe, (ii)

23 a bona fide membership club (other than a labor organiza-

24 tion) which is exempt from taxation under section 501 (c)
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1 of the Ierital Revenue Code of 1954; (2) a governmental

2 unit and any agent of such governmental unit:"

3 (c) Add the words "or governmental unit" following

4 the word "person" wherever it appears in section 701 (c).

5 (d) Delete the phrase "or an agency of a State or

6 political subdivision of a State," from section 701 (c).

7 (e) Add a comma and the following language after

8 the word "charge" on line 9 of section 706(e) : "unless

9 the respondent is a State."

10 (f) Insert the words "or governmental unit" in Qection

11 707 (a) following the word "persons" on lines 2 and 12 of

12 such subsection.

13 (g) Insert the words "for or in the name of the United

14 States" following the word "action" on line 6 of section

15 707 (a).

16 (h) Insert the words "or governmental unit" follow-

17 ing tie word "person" on line 4 of scw'tion 709 (a) on lines

18 1 and 5 of section 710 (c) and on lines 2 and 7 of section

19 713 (b).

20 TITLE VIII-AMENDMENTS TO VOTING RIGHTS

21 ACT OF 1965

22 SEC. 801. Section 14 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965

23 is amended by adding the following subsection:

24 "(e) The phrase 'voting qualification or prerequisite to

voting, or standard, practice, or procedure with respect to
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1 voting' shall include (1) any reapportionment, realinement,

2 or redistricting of any election district, (2) any prerequisite

3 or qualification for being (or primary or other process for

4 choosing) a candidate in any election, including any pri-

5 mary, special, or general election or election for party office,

6 and (3) all time limitations for voter registration, qualifica-

7 tion as a candidate, dates of holding any election (as defined

8 in '(2)' above), and any other time limitation with respect

9 to the election process."

10 SEC. 802. Section 6 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965

11 (79 Stat. 437) is amended to read as follows:

12 "SFc. 6. Whenever (a) a court has authorized the

13 appointment of examiners pursuant to the provisions of sec-

14 tion 3 (a), (b) unless a declaratory judgment has been

15 rendered under section 4 (a), the Attorney General certifies

16 with respect to any political subdivision named in, or in-

17 eluded within the scope of, determinations made under section

18 4 (b) that (1) he has received complaints in writing from

19 twenty or more residents of such political subdivision alleging

20 that they have been denied the right to vote under color of

21 law 3n account of race or color, and that he believes such

22 complaints to be meritorious, or (2) that in his judgment

23 (considering, among other factors, whether the ratio of

24 nonwhite persons to white persons registered to vote within

25 such subdivision appears to him to be reasonably attributable
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1 to violations of the fifteenth amendment or whether substantial

2 evidence exists that bona fide efforts are being made within

3 such subdivision to comply with the fifteenth amendment),

4 the appointment of examiners is otherwise necessary to en-

5 force the guarantees of the fifteenth amendment, or (c)

6 unless a declaratory judgment has been rendered under see-

7 tion 4 (a), complaints under oath have been filed with the

8 Civil Service Commission from twenty or more residents of

9 such political subdivision alleging that they haye been or

10 are being denied the right to vote on account of race or color,

11 the Civil Service Commission shall appoint as many exam-

12 iners for such subdivision as it may deem appropriate to

13 prepare and maintain lists of persons eligible to vote in

14 Federal, State, and local elections. Whenever five or more

15 such complaints are filed with the Commission from any

16 incorporated municipality or similar area of compact popu-

17 lation, an examiner shall be placed in such area. Whenever

18 forty or more such complaints are filed from any such polit-

19 ical subdivision or ten or more from any such area, then if

20 requested in such complaints, examiners shall conduct door-

21 to-door registration. As used in this section 'have been or

22 are being denied the right to vote on account of race or

23 color' includes harassment, intimidation, unreasonable regis-

24 tration hours, locations, or other registration conditions and

25 registration periods limited other than to forty-five days prior
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1 to an election. Such examiners, hearing officers provided

2 for in section 9 (a), and other persons deemed necessary

3 by the Commission to carry out the provisions and purposes

4 of this Act shall be appointed, compensated, and separated

5 without regard to the provisions of any statute administered

6 by the Civil Service Commission, and service under this Act

7 shall not be considered employment for the purposes of any

8 statute administered by the Civil Service Commission, except

9 the provisions of section 9 of the Act of August 2, 1939, as

10 amended (5 U.S.C. 118i), prohibiting partisan political

11 activity: Provided, That the Commission is authorized, after

12 consulting the head of the appropriate department or agency,

13 to designate suitable persons in the official service of the

14 United States, with their consent, to serve in these positions.

15 Examiners and hearing officers shall have the power to

16 administer oaths."

17 TITLE IX-FEDERAL BOND CHARTERS

18 SEC. 901. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

19 is hereby authorized to issue, suspend, or revoke charters

20 to corporations to issue bail, appearance, appeal, or other

21 bonds that may be incident to proceedings coming within

22 the provisions of this Act. Such corporations, to the extent

23 using powers granted by such charters, shall be subject to

24 supervision and to regulations issued by the Federal Deposit

25 Insurance Corporation.

(;3-420 O- 66-- -- 66
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1 TITLE X-CIVIL RIGHTS PROCEDURE

2 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

3 SEC. 1001. (a) The Congress has over the last century

4 adopted legislation declaring, protecting, and granting vari-

5 ous civil rights to citizens. It is the sense of Congress that

o some citizens seeking to avail themselves of these declared

7 rights have been subjected to lengthy and expensive criminal

8 prosecutions instituted to deter them from attempting to

9 obtain their civil rights. It is further the sense of Congress

10 that the proper means to correct this unlawful activity is to

11 vest appropriate jurisdiction in the district courts of the

12 United States.

13 (b) It is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress

14 and the purpose of this title to promote the general welfare

15 by preventing reprisals against those who seek to end dis-

16 crimination on account of race, color, religion, or national

17 origin prohibited by the Constitution or laws of the United

18 States.

19 REMOVAL OF CAUSES

20 SEc. 1002. (a) Siection 1443 of title 28 of the United

21 States Code is amended by substituting a semicolon for the

22 period at the end of subsection (2) and by adding at the end

23 thereof the following new subsections:

24 "(3) For any exercise, or a~empted exercise, of any

25 right granted, secured, or protected by the Civil Rights Act

* N "W I 1j"1 **k-p. * - -J". ' - * *',
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1 of 1964, or of any other right granted, secured, or protected

2 !b" the Constitution or laws of the United States against the

3 denial of equal protection of the laws on account of race.

4 color, religion, or national origin; or

5 "(4) For an exercise, or attempted exercise, of any

6 right to freedom of speech or of the press or of the people

7 to peaceably assemble secured by the Constitution or laws

8 of the United States when committed in furtherance of any

9 right of the nature described in subsection (3) of this sec-

10 tion."

11 (b) Subsection (d) of section 1447 of title 28 of the

12 United States Code is amended to read as follows:

13 "(d) An order remanding a case to the State court from

14 which it was removed is not reviewable on appeal or other-

15 wise, except that an order remanding a case to the State

16 court from which it was removed pursuant to section 1443

17 of this title shall be appealable as a final decision under sec-

18 tion 1291 and an order denying remand of a case removed

19 lirsimnt to section 1443 shall be appealable as an injunc-

20 tion of proceedings in the State court under paragraph (I)

21 of subsection (a) of section 1292."

22 INJUNCTION OF STATE PROCEEDINGS

23 SEC. 1003. Section 1979 of the Revised Statutes (42

24 U.S.C. 1983) is amended by inserting "(a)" at the begin-
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ning of the section and by adding at the end thereof the

following new subsections:

(b) Such redress shall include the grant of all injunc-

tion to stay it proceeding in a State court where such pro-

ceeding was instituted for:

"(1) Any exercise, or attempted exercise, of any right

granted, secured, or protected by the Civil Rights Act of

1964, or of any other right granted, secured, or protected by

the Constitution or laws of the United States against the

denial of equal protection of the laws on account of race, color,

religion, or national origin; or

"(2) Any exercise, or attempted exercise, of any right

to freedom of speech or of the press or of the people to peace-

ably assemble secured by the Constitution or laws of the

United States, when committed in furtherance of any right

of the nature described in subparagraph (1) of this sub-

section; and where:

"(i) An issue determinative of the proceeding in favor

of the party seeking the injunction has been decided in favor

of his contention in a final decision in another proceeding

arising out of a like factual situation;

"(ii) the statute, ordinance, administrative regulation,

or other authority for the proceeding has been declared un-

constitutional in a final decision in another proceeding;

"(iii) The statute, ordinance, administrative regulation,
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1 or other authority for the proceeding is, on its face, an uncon-

2 stitutional abridgment of the rights to freedom of speech or

3 of the press or of the people to peaceably assemble; or

4 "(iv) The proceeding was instituted for the purposC of

5 discouraging the parties or others from exercising rights of

6 freedom of speech or of the press or of the people to peace-

7 ably assemble.

8 "(c) In an action seeking an injunction under subsec-

9 tion (b) the court shall not deny or defer relief on the ground

10 that a defense or remedy in the State courts is available."

11 TITLE XI-PUBLIC ,SCHOOL DESEGREGATION PROCEDURE-

12 AND PROHIBITION OF DUAL SCHOOL SYSTEMS, GERBY-

13 MANDERING, AND OTHER METHODS OF PROMOTING SEG-

14 REGATION

15 SEc. 1101. Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

16 (78 Stat. 246; 42 U.S.C. 2000b-2000b-3) is amended to

17 read as follows:

18 "TITLE 1I1-NONDISCRIMINATION IN PUBLIC

19 EDUCATION AND OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES

20 "SEc. 301. The Attorney General may institute, in the

21 name of the United States, a civil action or other proceeding

22 for preventive relief, including an application for a perma-

23 nent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other

24 order, whenever he has reasonable grounds to believe that:

25 "(a) Any person acting under color of law has denied,
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1 or attempted or threatened to deny, any other person, on

2 account of his race or color, the equal protection of the laws

3 with respect to any public school or public college, or any

4 public facility which is owned, operated, or managed by or

5 on behalf of any State or subdivision thereof, or

6 "(b) Any person, whether acting under color of law or

7 otherwise, has intimidated, threatened, coerced, or interfered

8 with, or has attempted or threatens to intimidate, threaten,

9 coerce, or interfere with any other person in the exercise or

10 enjoyment of any right to, or on account of his having exer-

11 cised or enjoyed any right to, or on account of his having

12 aided or encouraged any other person in the exercise or

13 enjoyment of any right to equal protection of the laws with

14 respect to any public school or public college, or any public

15 facility which is owned, operated, or managed by or on be-

16 half of any State or subdivision thereof.

17 "SEc. 302. In any proceeding under section 301 the

18 United States shall be liable for costs the same as a private

19 citizen.

20 "SEc. 303. ks used in this title, 'public school' and

21 'public college' shall have the same meanings as in section

22 401 (e) of title IV of this Act.

23 "Sw. 304. The 'district courts of the United States shall

24 have and shall exercise jurisdiction of proceedings instituted

25 pursuant to this title.
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1 "SEC. 305. Nothing in this title shall affect adversely

2 the right of aty person to sue for or obtain relief in any

3 court against discrimination ill public education or any pub-

4 lie facility."

5 SEC. 1102. The following new section is added to title

6 IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (78 Stat. 246) :

7 "SEc. 411. Nothing in this title, title III, or title VI

8 shall be construed to-

9 "(a) permit assignment of pupils from the same

10 geographical area to different schools wherever such

11 assignment results in racial imbalance;

12 "(b) permit drawing or continuing in force of

13 school district lines or other methods of pupil assignment

14 to achieve or perpetuate racial imbalance, unless such

15 lines or other methods are affirmatively shown by the

16 school board to be (1) reasonable, fair, and rational and

17 (2) not based upon race or color."

18 TITLE XII-PROIIIBITION OF IIOUSIN(O

19 DISCRIfINATON

20 POLICY

21 SEC. 1201. It is the policy of the United States to pre-

22 vit, 'nd the right of every person to be protected against,

23 discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or national

24 origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use, and

25 occupancy of housing throughout the Nation.
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1 DEFINITIONS

2 SEC. 1202. For purposes of this title--

3 (a) "person" includes one or more individtials, vor-

4 porations, partnerships, associations, labor organizations,

5 legal representatives, mutual companies, joint-stock coni.-

6 panics, trusts, unincorporated oIrganization,. tnrstes,

7 tnstees in bankruptcy, receivers, and fiduciaries.

8 (b) "dwelling" includes (I) any building or stritc-

9 ture, or portion thereof, whether in existence or under

10 construction, which is in, or is designed. intended, or

11 arranged for, residential use by one or more individuals

12 or families and (2) any vacant land that is offered for

13 sale or lease for the construction or location of any such

14 building, structure or portion thereof.

15 (c) "discriminatory housing practice" means an

16 act that is unlawful under sections 1203 or 1204.

17 PiEVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE SAILE OR RENTAL

1s OF USING

19 SEc. 1203. It shall be unlawful for the owner, lessee,

20 sublessee, assignee, or manager of, or other person having the

21 authority to sell, rent, lease, or manage, a dwelling, or for

22 any person who is a real estate broker or salesman, or em-

23 ployce or agent of a real estate broker or salesman-

24 (a) to refuse to sell, rent, or lease, refuse to nego-

25 tiate for the sale, rental, or lea.;e of, or otherwise make
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1 unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any person because

2 of ra.e, color, religion, or national origin;

3 (b) to discriminate against any person in the terms,

4 conditions, or privileges of sale, rental, or lease of a

5 dwelling, or in the provision of services or facilities in

6 connection therewith, because of race, color, religion.

7 or national origin;

8 (c) to print or publish or cause to be printed or

9 published any notice, statement, or advertisement, with

10 respect to the sale, rental, or lease of a dwelling that

11 indicates any preference, limitation, or discrimination

12 based on race, color, religion, or national origin, or an

13 intention to make any such preference, limitation, or

14 discrimination;

15 (d) to represent to any person because of race,

16 color, religion, or national origin that any dwelling is

17 not available for inspection, sale, rental, or lease when

18 such dwelling is in fact so available;

19 (e) to deny to any person because of race, color,

20 religion, or national origin, or because of the race, color,

21 religion, or national origin of the person he represents

22 or may represent, access to or participation in any nnilti-

23 pie-listing service or other service or facilities related

24 to the business of selling or renting dwellinrs.
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1 PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN TIlE FINANCING OF

2 IIOUSING

3 Si.c. 1204. It shall be unlawful for any bank, savings and

4 loan institution, credit union, insurance company, or other

5 person that makes mortgage or other loans for the purchase,

6 construction, improvement, or repair or maintenance of

7 dwellings to deny such a lo1n to a person applying theirefor,

8 or discriminate against him in the fixing of the downpay-

9 ment, interest rate, duration, or other terns or conditions of

10 such a loan, because of the race, color, religion, or national

11 origin of such person, or of any member, stockholder, di-

12 rector, officer, or employee of such person, or of the prospec-

13 tive occupants, lessees, or tenants of the dwelling or dwell-

14 ings in relation to which the application for a loan is made.

15 INTERFERENCE, COERCION, OR INTIMIDATION

16 SEC. 1205. No person shall intimidate, threaten, coerce,

17 or interfere with any person in the exercise or enjoyment of,

18 or on account of his having exercised or enjoyed, or on

19 account of his having aided or encouraged any other person

20 in the exercise or enjoyment of any right granted by section

21 1203 or 1204.

22 ENFORCEMENT BY PRIVATE PERSONS

23 SEC. 1206. (a) The rights granted by sections 1203,

24 1204, and 1205 may be enforced by civil actions in appropri-

25 ate United States district courts without regard to the amount

~4F ~ - -
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2 general jurisdiction. A civil action shall be conunenced

3 within six months after the alleged discriminatory housing

4 practice or violation of section 1205 occurred.

5 (b) Upon application by the plaintiff and in such cir-

6 cumstances as the court may deem just, a court of the United

7 States in which a civil action under this section has been

8 brought may appoint an attorney for the plaintiff and may

9 authorize the commencement of a civil action without the

10 payment of fees, costs, or security. A court of a State or

11 subdivision thereof may do likewise to the extent not incon-

12 sistent with the law .or procedures of the State or subdivision.

13 (c) The court may grant such relief as it deems appro-

14 priate, including a permanent or temporary injunction, re-

15 straining order, or other order, and may award damages to

16 the plaintiff, including damages for humiliation and mental

17 pain and suffering, and up to $500 punitive damages.

18 (d) The court shall allow a prevailing plaintiff a reason-

19 able attorney's fee as part of the costs.

20 ENFORCEMENT BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

21 SEc. 1207. (a) Whenever the Attorney General has

22 reasonable cause to believe that aiy person or group of

23 persons is engaged in a pattern or practice of resistance to the

24 full enjoyment of any of the rights granted by thigh title

25 he may bring a civil action in any appropriate United States
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I district court by filing with it a complaint setting forth the

2 facts pertaining to such patten or practice and requesting

3 such preventive relief, including an application for a per-

4 manent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other

5 order against the person or persons responsible for such pat-

6 tern or practice, as he deems necessary to insure the full en-

7 joyment of the rights granted by this title.

8 (b) Whenever an action under section 1206 has been

9 commenced in any court of the United States, the Attorney

10 General may intervene for or in the name of the United

11 States if he certifies that the action is of general public

12 importance. In such action the United States shall be

13 entitled to the same relief as if it had instituted the action.

14 ENFORCEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND

15 URBAN DEVELOPMENT

16 SEC. 1208. No person violating sections 1201, 1203.

17 1204, or 1205 of this title shall be entitled to benefits of any

18 Federal program directly or indirectly concerning die sale,

19 rental, construction, management, or Iiiazicing of housing.

20 SEC. 1209. The Secretary of Housing aid Urban De-

21 velopment shall issue regulations to enforce section 1208.

22 Such regulations shall include: (1) a specification of the

23 agency programs covered, (2) the agency procedures for

24 enforcement, (3) the length and degree of the sanctions im-

25 posed for noncompliance in accordance with section 1208,
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1 and (4) sufficiently broad placement of responsibility to

2 secure prompt and effective compliance upon institutions,

3 agencies, or other economic organizations dealing with

4 housing.

5 S Fc. 1210. The Secretary of Housing and Urban De-

6 velopment shall-

7 (a) make studies with respect to the nature and

8 extent of discriminatory housing practices in representa-

9 tire conimunities, urban, suburban, and rural, through-

10 out the United States;

11 (b) publish and disseminate reports, reconunenda-

12 tions, and information derived from such studies;

13 (c) cooperate with and render technical assistance

14 to Federal, State, local, and other public or private

1" agencies, organizations, and institutions which are formu-

16 rating or carrying on programs to prevent or eliminate

17 discriminatory housing practices;

18 (d) cooperate with and render such technical and

19 other assistance to the Community Relations Service as

20 may le appropriate to further its activities in preventing

21 or eliminating discriminatory housing practices; and

22 (e) administer the programs and activities relating

9.,3 to housing and urban development in a manner afiirma,

24 tively to further the policies of this title.
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1 EFFECT ON STATE LAWS

2 SEC. 1211. Nothing in this title shall be construed to

3 invalidate or limit any law of a State or political subdi-

4 vision of a State, or of any other jurisdiction in which this

5 title shall be effective, that grants, guarantees, or protects the

6 same rights as are granted by this title; but any law that

7 purports to require or permit any action that would be a

8 discriminatory housing practice under this title shall to that

9 extent be invalid.

10 CONTEMPT OF COURT

11 SEC. 1212. All cases of criminal contempt arising under

12 the provisions of this title shall be governed by section 151

13 of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 (42 U.S.C. 1995).

14 EXISTING AUTHORITY

15 Sc. 1213. Nothing in this title shall be construed to

16 deny, impair, or otherwise affect any right or authority of

17 the United States or any agency or officer thereof under exist-

18 ing law to institute or intervene'in any civil action or to

19 bring any criminal prosecution.

20 TITLE XIII-MISCELLANEOUS

21 SEC. 1301. (a) The term "State" as used herein shall

22 include the District of Columbia.

23 (b) The term "because of race or color" shall mean

24 because of hostility to the race or color of any person, or

25 because of his association with persons of a different race or
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1 color or his advocacy of equality of persons of different races

2 or colors.

3 (c) The term "hearing officer" shall mean an agent or

4 employee of the Indemnification Board or a person not

5 otherwise associated with the Board who is designated by

6 the Board to conduct a hearing.

7 (d) The term "action taken under color of law" shall

8 include the knowing refusal or failure to act where action

9 could or may have prevented injury.

10 (e) The term "injury to property" shall include any

11 financial or economic loss.

12 (f) The term "judicial district" shall mean a division

13 thereof where the judicial district is divided into divisions.

14 SEC. 1302. (a) There are hereby authorized to be ap-

15 propriated such sums as may be necessary to carry out the

16 provisions of this Act, including payment of awards under

17 title V.

18 (b) If any provision of this Act or the application

19 thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the

20 remainder of the Act and the application of the provision to

21 other persons not similarly situated or to other circumstances

22 shall not be affected thereby.
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The CHAIRMAN. I have scheduled hearings on this legislation be-
ginning today, and continuing tomorrow; then on May 10, 11, and 12,
again on May 17, 18, and 19. If there is need for additional hearings,
a reasonable opportunity will be afforded.

These hearings will be conducted as they have been in the past,
affording an ample opportunity to those who can lend instructive evi-
dence and counsel.

I intend to do all and sundry to expedite these hearings, and will
not permit any unnecessary delay or procrastination for dilatory pur-
poses.

Our first witness this morning is the very distinguished Attorney
General of the United States, who is no stranger here, a very dedicated
public official, for whom I am sure we all have an abiding affection,
because of the splendid work he has done as the Attorney General of
the United States, and I am pleased to call on Attorney General
Katzenbach.

Mr. Katzenbach will make his statement without any interruption,
and after he has concluded, members will question.

I also shall place into the record at this point the President's mes-
sage which he delivered to the Congress last week, as well as a letter
from the Attorney General to the Speaker of the House on the same
subject, dated April 28, 1966.

(The documents referred to follow:)
THE WHITZ HOUSE.

To the Congress of the United States:
Last year I came before the Congress in an hour of crisis to recommend new

and powerful guarantees of the right to vote.
Americans faced again the ancient questions:
Who shall take part in the process of democracy?
Shall it be only those born with white skins?
If a man's color should not be the sole criterion for determining his right to

vote, how shall we make sure that Negroes are not denied the ballot?
I asked the Congress, on that March night in 1965, to trike down all restric-

tions to voting in all elections--Federal, State and local-, ich have been used
to deny Negroes the right to vote.

Less than five months after I spoke, the Congress perfected and passed our
Voting Rights Act of 1905.

I said then that the challenge of voting discrimination had been nothing less
than a test of our faith In democracy. Congress met that test. The Voting
Rights Act of 1965 reaffirmed the equality of man and government by all the
people.

The fruits of the Voting Rights Act and of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 are
already Impressively apparent.

Discrimination In places of public accommodatfon-perhaps the most unbear-
able Insult to Negro citizens--has been made unlawful. The mandate of that
law has spread faster and more effectively than its most optimistic supporters
believed possible.

Discrimination in employment is now illegal. Opportunities closed to Negroes
in the past have begun to open.

The discriminatory use of Federal funds has been prohibited. The effect of
that prohibition-strengthened by new federal procedures--is now being felt in
schools, hospitals, welfare programs and in many other areas once blighted by
racial bias.

The Community Relations Service has helped to bring new understanding to
areas where community tensions have threatened to disrupt peaceful progress.
Now that the Service has been integrated with other civil rights facilities in the
Department of Justice and is being enlarged, we expect it to be even more effec-
tive.
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In the five states where voter discrimination was once most severe, Negro
registration has Increased by 50o. Voter Registration by local officials and
federal examiners appointed under the Act has exceeded 330,000.

At the time of the 1964 national election, less than 25% of the Negro citizens
of voting age in those five states were registered to vote. We expect that by
the time of the next elections in these states the figure will reach 50%. It is
already over 40%.

This achievement serves to renew our faith in the ultimate triumph of a
Government in which all free men can participate. It strengthens our resolve
to extend the franchise to all who are eligible.

For a democracy cannot be fully realized, when in these five states more
than a million eligible Negroes remain unregistered. The challenge to them-
and to those in government and private life who labor with them for their just
share in the electoral process-is as critically important as the legislative need
to enact today's civil rights laws. The statutes now on the books have given
Negro Americans the key to freedom. Now it must be used.

I

Once more this year I am asking the Congress to join in an attack on the
discrimination that still afflicts our land.

Four times In nine years the representatives of the people have labored through
days and nights-through weeks and months-toward the passage of civil rights
legislation.

I was part of each of those efforts. I know the fatigue and the triumph that
accompanied them. Thus I do not ask tor new laws lightly.

Yet discrimination, racial practices still exist in many American communities.
They deny the Negro his rights as a citizen. They must be ended.

I ask the ,Congress:
First, to reform our federal criminal statutes to provide Negroes and all who

labor or speak for racial justice the protection of stronger and more effective
criminal laws against interference with the exercise of long established rights.

Second, to establish detailed procedures of jury selection in federal courts
so that discrimination may be banished-and to create forceful guarantees that
state court juries also will be selected without discrimination of any kind.

Third, to broaden the Attorney General's authority to bring suit for the de-
segregation of schools and public facilities-enabling him to commit the govern-
ment's legal resources where they are most critically needed.

Fourth, to declare a national policy against racial discrimination in the sale
or rental of housing, and to create effective remedies against that discrimination
in every part of America. II

Perhaps the most evident threat to civil rights in 1966 is the danger that
recently secured rights may be violently denied by a relatively few racial
fanatics.

Citizens who honor the law and who tolerate orderly change-a majority in
every part of the country-have been shocked by attacks on innocent men and
women who sought no more than Justice for all Americans.

The effect of that violence extends far beyond individual victims. Every
assault or murder that goes unpunished reinforces the legacy of violence-the
knowledge that it is dangerous for a Negro to assert his rights, or even for
others to stand up for those rights.

Our federal system assumes that local law enforcement will extend protection
to all. Yet the speed with which the fanatics strike has made the work of pre-
vention extremely difficult-even for zealous local police authorities. In some
areas, local authorities have been slow or even unwilling to act against the
most brazen violence.

So it is that new measures are essential if rights guaranteed by the United
States Constitution to every citizen are to be protected.

Laws enacted a century ago to contain racial terror and Klan violence are now
clearly inadequate. One of the most important of these statutes requires proof
not simply of an act violating a person's civil rights. It also requires the often-
difficult showing of specific intent to do so and proof of a conspiracy.

63 -420-66 - 1-7
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Further, no matter how brutal the crime and no matter what the motive of
the criminal it is possible that the courts will conclude that some degree of
involvement by local officials may well be required by these ancient statutes.

And, finally, though offenses may range from threats to murders, only a single
set of penalties is provided, and those may be inadequate to suit the gravity of
the crime.

Law enforcement authority so restricted cannot be effective. And if that
authority is lacking, so is Justice. What gain is there for either conscience or
country if we proudly affirm human rights and then permit those rights to be
swept aside by lawless fanatics?

Accordingly, today I propose the enactment of legislation to make our au-
thority against civil rights violence clear and sure. The legislation I offer is
designed to prohibit any interferenwe with the exercise of fundamental rights by
threats or force, by any perso*-whether as an individual or in a group and
whether privately or officially.

The measure enumerates these rights, including voting, education, housing,
employment, jury service, and travel. And it provides for graduated penalties,
permitting our courts to make appropriate responses to differing degrees of
interference or intimidation.

Further, we shall ask for an expansion of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
specifically to permit it to increase its effective role In the enforcement of civil
rights laws.

At times in the recent past, as many as one-third of the Bureau's agents have
been assigned to the Investigation of civil rights matters. The number of civil
rights complaints the Bureau investigated in the last fiscal year was 143 percent
more than the figure for 1961. These responsibilities place a heavy burden on
the Bureau's field staff.

On the advice of Attorney General Katzenbach and FBI Director Hoover, I
recommend that Congress authorize an appropriation providing for another 100
FBI agents and additional supporting personnel--to strengthen our capacity to
deal with civil rights crimes.

In every city and town and rural community, law-abiding men and women
must look for protection primarily to improved local law enforcement. But the
federal government has its responsibilities to see that federal rights are secured
and their transgressors brought to justice.

We shall meet these responsibilities.

III

The fabric of law enforcement extends from the police patrol to trial and cor-
rection. Racial discrimination in any part of this fabric can spoil the rest.

It is necessary that we improve our investigative resources. It is necessary
that we strengthen federal authority against interference with basic rights and
Impose meaningful sanctions on those who violate them.

Yet if we go only this far-and permit racial discrimination to corrupt the
selection of juries-we shall leave at the center of our legal system a potential
for injustice that mocks our hopes for a great and just society.

Trial by a frely selected jury of one's peers is not a new right. It has its
roots in the Magna Carta. Blackstone described it as the "grand bulwark" of
man's liberties.

Yet we have been reminded in recent months that in many areas the exclu-
sion of minority groups from Jury service remains systematic and complete.

Denying jury service to any group deprives it of one of the oldest and most
precious privileges and duties of free men. It is not only the excluded group
which suffers. Courts are denied the Justice that flows from impartial juries
selected from a cross section of the community. The people's confidence in justice
is eroded.

Jury discrimination takes many forms, open and subtle, intentional and inad-
vertent:

Many jury officials may (ompile their basic list of potential jurors from mem-
bership lists, clubs and civic organizations that tend to exclude minority groups.

Some state laws require jury officials to make highly subjective judgments of
a juror's "integrity, good character and sound Judgment."

Even when the list of 0'naliiied Jurors has been fairly compiled, officials in
many nreas are 1till free o exclude a particular class of citizens arbitrarily
when they make assignments to particular juries.

1 0 PA - 0 M1%4,*" W.f"Jv , O-
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None of today's civil rights laws gives sufficient protection against these prac-
tices.

An 1875 statute makes it a Federal crime for officials in either Federal or
State courts to exclude Jurors because of their race. But criminal sanctions op-
erate only upon individuals-not upon an entire system.

What is required Is not the punishment of individuals. It is the restoration
of integrity in the system itself.

The time has come for new legislation redeeming the promise made to every
American: a fair trial by a jury of his peers.

I recommend legislation stating explicitly for all our courts that the right
to serve on grand or petit Juries shall not be denied on the basis of race or color,
religion, sex, national origin, or economic status.

For Federal courts, the legislation will carefully prescribe each step of the
Jury selection process.

In state courts, the Attorney General and private citizens will be empowered
to sue wherever discrimination in jury selection exists. Federal courts will have
broad authority to grant relief.

IV

Ten years after the Supreme Court of the United States declared racial segrega-
tion in public schools to be unconstitutional, the Congress found it necessary
to give new force to the Court's decision.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 provided that all programs receiving Federal
financial assistanc---including public education-must be administered on a
non-discriminatory basis. The Act called for the withdrawal of funds where
discrimination remained. It also gave the Attorney General authority to file
and intervene in suits to desegregate schools.

Enforcement of the 1964 Act has brought more progress in real integration in
one year than in all the preceding nine years.

While there are still far too few Negro children in desegregated classrooms,
the number has mutliplied several times. It must and will grow substantially
again in the fall.

In providing financial assistance, this Administration has insisted on an end
to discrimination. But whether or not our assistance is accepted, the require-
ments of the Constitution must still be met. Segregated schools are still illegal.
The law of the land must be and will be upheld.

Thus the Department of Justice has insisted, in more than 40 school suits
under the 1964 Act, that whether or not school boards receive financial assistance,
desegregation must proceed.

Despite marked gains of the last two years, the fact remains that today-
twelve years after the Supreme Court's decision on segregation in schools-only
one in thirteen Negro school children in the South attends classes with white
children.

Two amendments to the 1964 Act are needed to strengthen the campaign
against racial discrimination in the schools.

One would enlarge the Attorney General's initiative under the Civil Rights
Act of 1M64.

That Act authorized the Attorney General to file suits to help communities
where severe local pressure and the poverty of aggrieved citizens made private
suits impossible. Yet this authorization was qualified by the requirement that
the Attorney General first receive a complaint from a parent unable to sue on
his own before the government's legal resources could be brought to bear.

Although the Attorney General can move directly against discrimination in
voting, in employment or in public accommodations, with respect to school dis-
crimination he must lirst receive a complaint before acting. In communities
where the atmosphere of intimidation and ignorance of the law's protection Is
most severe, tihe filing of a complaint is most unlikely.

Thus where the nacd of the Attorney General's intervention is the grcatcst,
his help is least likely to beco e available.

Accordingly, I propose that the Act be amended to allow tle Attortiul General
to file suit directly, without waiting for a complaint, against discrimination in
public schools or public facilities.

The second amendment would give the Attorney General the tools to deal with
interference against voluntary school desegregation-the same tools that lie now
has when school desegregation comes under a court order.
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The Civil Rights Act of 1900 included provisions to protect court-ordered de-
segregation from interference. These provisions were reasonably adequitte when
the desegregation of difficult areas was begun under court order.

But today, principally because of wide acceptance of the Office of Education's
desegregation standards, many school districts are desegregating for the first
time without the direct compulsion of court orders.

This is a hopeful sign-and one that imposes a new obligation on the govern-
ment. We must provide adequate assurances against interference to parents and
children eager to desegregate schools, and to people siding with and encourag-
ing them in the exercise of their rights.

The criminal legislation I have already described dealing with intimidation
would apply to any violent obstruction of school desegregation. But I also
recommend civil injunctive procedures against violence, threats of violence or
any other interference with school desegregation.

V

The day has long since passed when problems of race in America could be
identified with only one section of the country. The social and economic toll
exacted by discrimination in employment, for example, is felt in all sections.

The Federal government has worked strenuously to bring leadership to a
national effort against such discrimination through the President's Committee
on Equal Employment Opportunity, Plans for Progress with industry, and es-
tablishment of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission under the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.

Other specific legislative steps can now be taken to bolster this effort. The
first year's experience of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission sug-
gests that it should be endowed with enforcement power and that its coverage
should be broadened.

Proposals focussing on these purposes are already before the Congress. I
urge that these needs be givcn the fullest legislative consideration, and that the
Senate complete action on the Bill passed by the House of Representatives yes-
terday.

Freedom from discrimination is not enough. There must be freedom from the
disadvantage that 200 years of discrimination helped create. There must be
freedom of opportunity, freedom to work.

We look to those at the White House Civil Rights Conference this June and
to private employers across America to help us find new ways to match the Na-
tion's promise of Civil Rights by the fact of civil results--in full and equal em-
ployment opportunity. VI

We undertake to expand and reform the civil rights laws this year with the
clear understanding that legal reforms can be counted only a small part of a
national program for the Negro American.

We know that the more important challenges of racial inequality today are
emphatically national.

Negro ghettos indict our cities North and South, from coast to coast. Hope
of cutting back the severe unemployment rate among Negroes is tied directly
to the expansion of our national economy. And the ultimate need in human
terms--of a more generous idea of brotherhood and a more responsible concep-
tion of equality-are part of the unfinished business in every state.

The time has passed when we could realistically deal effectively with racial
problems by the passage of what could be strictly defined as civil rights laws.

In fact the most disturbing current measures of the impact of discrimination
are economic facts that cover the entire nation:

Non-white Americans constitute only 11 percent of the national labor force,
but they make up 20 percent of the unemployed. They take home less than 7
percent of the total personal income of all Americans.

One-fifth of the entire population lives in poverty. One-half of non-white
Americans live in poverty.

In Junior high schools across the country, 12 percent of white children are in
school grades below their age level--compared to 30 percent of Negro children.

Poor housing, unemployment and poverty, while they affect racial minorities
particularly, will not be defeated by new civil rights laws. Thus, the programs
that Congress has adopted go far beyond the vindication of civil rights.
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The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1905 will enrich the quality
of our public schools.

The Housing Act of 1965 will provide part of the decent low and middle-
income housing our cities desperately need. Beyond this, adoption of the Dem-
onstration Cities Act this year will launch a major attack on the blight of urban
ghettos.

Amendments to the Manpower Development and Training Act adopted in
1965 will help unskilled Negroes, as well as whites, prepare for a role In the
economies of today and tomorrow.

The Economic Opportunity Act of 1965-the Anti-Poverty Act-is reaching
out with new hope for the disadvantaged-for those preschool children, teen-
agers, and older men and women who have never before had cause to hope.

We do not call any of these "civil rights programs." Nevertheless, they are
crucial, and perhaps decisive elements in the Negro American's long struggle
for a fair chance in life.

It is self-evident that the problems we are struggling with form a complicated
chain of discrimination and lost opportunities. Employment is often dependent
on education, education on neighborhood schools and housing, housing on in-
come, and income on employment. We have learned by now the folly of looking
for any single crucial link in the chain that binds the ghetto.

All the links--poverty, lack of education, underemployment and now dis-
crimination in housing-must be attacked together. If we are to include the
Negro in our society, we must do more than give him the education he needs
to obtain a job and a fair chance for useful work.

We must give the Negro the right to live in freedom among his fellow
Americans.

I ask the Congress to enact the first effective federal law against discrimina-
tion in the sale and rental of ho sng.

The time has come for the Congress to declare resoundingly that discrimina-
tion in housing and all the evils it breeds are a denial of Justice and a threat
to the development of our growing urban areas.

The time has come to combat unreasoning restrictions on any family's free-
dom to live in the home and the neighborhood of its choice.

This year marks the hundredth anniversary of the first statute enacted by the
Congress in an attempt to deal with discrimination in housing. It reads:

"All citizens of the United States shall have the same right, in every State
and territory, as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease,
sell. hold and convey real and personal property."

For 100 years this law has reflected an ideal favoring equality of housing op-
portunity. Acting under this statute and the Fourteenth Amendment, the Su-
preme Court has invalidated state and local laws prohibiting the sale of houses
to Negroes. It has prohibited the enforcement of racially restrictive covenants.
It has struck down state legislation imposing undue burdens upon minority
groups with respect to real estate transactions.

There is nothing novel about the Congressional concern with housing that I
now ask you to expand. Programs enacted by Congress have, for more than
three decades, stimulated the development of private housing, and directly
financed hundreds of thousands of public housing units.

The historic Housing Act of 1949 proclaimed a national goal for the first
time: "a decent home and suitable living environment for every American
family."

The great boom In housing construction since the Second World War is. in
large part, attributable to Congressional action to carry out this objective.

Yet not enough has been done to guarantee that all Americans shall benefit
from the expanding housing market Congress has made possible.

Executive Order No. 11063. signed by President Kennedy on November 20,
1962. prohibited housing discrimination where Federal Housing Administration
and Veterans Administration insurance programs are involved. That Execu-
tive Order clearly expressed the commitment of the 6iiecutive branch to the
battle against housing discrimination. I

But that Order, and all the amendments that could validly be addd to It, are
inevitably restricted to those elements of the housing problem which are under
direct executive authority.

Our responsibility is to deal with discrimination directly at the point of sale
or refusal, as well as indirectly through financing. Our need is to reach dis-
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crimination practiced by financial institutions operating outside the FHA and
VA insurance programs, and not otherwise regulated by the government.

Our task is to end discrimination in all housing, old and new-not simply in
the new housing covered by the Executive Order.

I propose legislation that is constitutional in design, comprehensive in scope
and firm in enforcement. It will cover the sale, rental and financing of all dwell-
ing units. It will prohibit discriminating, on either raeiql or religious .grounds,
by owners, brokers and lending corporations in their housing cornmitmenits.

Under this legislation, private Individuals could sue in either state or federal
courts to block discrimination.

The Attorney General would be empowered to sue directly for al)propriate
relief, wherever he has reasonable cause to believe that a pattern of discrimina-
tLion exists.

The legislation would direct the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
to make factual studies, and to give technical assistance to the Community Rela-
tions Service and all other public and private organizations working to eliminate
discriminatory housing patterns.

The bill I am submitting to the Congress this year would leave in effect the
many state laws that have preceded the Federal government in the field of fair
housing. We would hope to enact a law that will not only open the fight against
discrimination where there are no state laws against it, but also strengthen the
enforcement efforts of states which have fair housing programs now.

The ghettos of our major cities-North and South. from coast to coast-repre-
sent fully as severe a denial of freedom and the fruits of American citizenship as
more obvious injustices. As long as the color of a man's skin determines his
choice of housing, no investment in the physical rebuilding of our cities will free
the men and women living there.

The fair housing law I propose this year is an essential part of our attempt to
rejuvenate and liberate America's growing urban areas-and more importantly,
to expand the liberty of all the people living in them.

A nation that aspires to greatness cannot be a divided nation-with whites
and Negroes entrenched behind barriers of mutual suspicion and fear.

It cannot tolerate:
overcrowded ghetto schools, producing new thousands of ill-trained citizens

for whom the whole community must be responsible.
rising health hazards and crime rates In the ghettos' ugly streets and homes.
the failure of expensive social programs, such as urban renewal, where there

is no way out an(d up for Negro residents.
The truly insufferable cost of imprisoning the Negro in the slums is borne by

our national conscience.
When we restrict the Negro's freedom, inescapably we restrict a part of our

own.
Negro Americans comprise 22% of the enlisted men in our Army combat units

in Viet Nam-and '22% of those who have lost their lives in battle there. We
fall victim to a profound hypocrisy when we say that we cannot buy or rent
dwellings among citizens they fight to save.

VII

No civil rights act. however historic, will be final. We would look in vain for
one definitive solution to an injustice as old as the nation itself-an injustice
that leaves no section of the country and no level of American life unstained.
This Administration has pledged that as long as racial discrimination denies
opportunity and equal rights in America, we will honor our Constitutional and
moral responsibility to restore the balance of Justice.

Yet no amount of legislation, no degree of commitment on the part of the
national government, can by itself bring equal opportunity and achievement to
Negro Americans. It must be joined by a massive effort on the part of the States
and local governments, of industry. and of all citizens, white and Negro.

Tiundreds of thousands of Negro Americans in every part of the country are
monkina that effort now. They know that the responsibilities of citizenship follow
inp,'itably from the achievement of civil rights and economic opportunity.

They know that an obligation lies before them. to take full advantage of the
limmroved education and training that is now becoming available to them-in the
public schools, In vocational training, in the universities.
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They know that It Is their task to lead others in the quest for achievement
and social justice-to inspire them with confidence, with perseverance, with the
mutual forbearance on which our democracy depends.

VIII

We are engaged In a great adventure--as great as that of the last century,
when our fathers marched to the western frontier. Our frontier today is of
human beings, not of land.

If we are able to open that frontier, to free each child to become the best that
is in him to become, our reward--both spiritual and material-will exceed any
that we gained a century ago through territorial expansion.

Whether we shall succeed Is an issue that rests in the heart of every American.
It rests in the determination of Negro Americans to use the opportunities for
orderly progress that are now becoming-at last-a reality in their lives. It rests
in our common willingness to expand those opportunities in the years ahead.

That Issue can and will be decided in only one way. For we have not come
this far to fail within sight of our goal.

LYNDON B. JoHNSON.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
Washingtopt, D.C., April 28, 1966.

The SPEAKER,
Houe of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR M. SPEAKER: Enclosed for your consideration and appropriate reference
is a proposed "Civil Rights Act of 1966." This bill contains six titles which are
designed to implement the major facets of the P.'esident's Civil Rights Message-
reform of the federal jury system, elimination of discrimination in State juries,
facilitation of desegregation of public schools and facilities, judicial relief from
discrimination in housing, and provision for penalties for certain acts of violence
or Intimidation.

TITLE I-FEDERAL J URIES

The present statutes reflect the will of Congress that federal juries be composed
of a cross-section of the community. But these laws do not provide sufficient
guidance to jury commissions across the nation as to how they shall carry out
this Congressional purpose. The result has been the use of varying sources of
names of prospective jurors, differing systems of selection and diverse tests of
qualification. While this uncertain system appears not to have operated uncon-
stitutionally, in some districts Negro representation on juries has been substan-
tially less than the proportion of Negroes In the community, and other classes
have sometimes been inadequately represented on juries. In any event, the
system used in many districts is an imperfect means of insuring that the will of
Congress is carried out. and ca.'ried out uniformly.

Title I of the "Civil Rights Act of 1966" Is drawn to eliminate uncertainty and
make clear beyond dispute that each judicial district or division is fulfilling its
constitutional and statutory obligations in selection and assignment of jurors.
It sets forth the sources from which potential jurors are to be drawn and the
procedures to be followed in selecting jurors and testing their qualifications.

Title I declares it to be the policy of the United States that all qualified per-
sons shall have the opportunity to serve on grand and petit juries in federal
courts and shall have an obligation to serve when summoned. It prohibits dis-
crimination in the selection of federal jurors on account of race, color, religion,
sex, national origin, or economic status.

The bill requires that the names of prospective jurors be taken at random
from the voter registration rolls, which are defined to include lists of eligible
voters prepared by federal examiners under the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
The voter rolls are considered to be the best universally available source of
names substantially reflecting a full and fair cross-section of the community.
Where, however, the judical council of the circuit determines that use of the
voter rolls as the excusive source of names would not be consistent with the
prohibition of discriminatory selection, the council would be required to pre-
scribe other sources of names in addition to the voter rolls. It is anticipated
that It will be necessary to prescribe additional sources of names for use in
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some districts where Negroes are at present not fairly represented on the voting
rolls.

The qualifications for Jury service prescribed by existing law are retained, but
it is provided that all persons found In accordance with objective criteria to
possess such qualifications are to be deemed qualified as jurors. Under the
present law, the statutory qualifications may have been regarded as establish-
Ing the minimum to be required, leaving the courts and jury commissions free
to Impose more stringent qualifications. The bill makes clear that the qualifica-
tions set a ceiling, that requirements beyond those listed may not be imposed.

Title I also provides a ready means for challenging jury selection In criminal
and civil cases on grounds that the procedures established by the bill have
not been followed. This challenge procedure is made available prospectively,
and should be a major guarantee of the equal rights which are the objective of
the legislation.

TITLE I---STATE JURIES

Title II of the "Civil Rights Act of 1966" is based on the power of Congress
to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment by "appropriate legislation" and is de-
signed to eliminate unconstitutional discrimination In the selection of grand
and petit juries in State courts. This title provides that no persons shall be
denied the right to serve on State juries on account of race, color, religion, sex,
national origin, or economic status. In areas in which such discrimination is
not practiced, existing jury selection procedures would not be upset. Where
discrimination still exists, this title provides the means to eliminate it.

Title II has two principal features. First, It authorizes the Attorney General
to bring civil actions in the federal courts for injunctive relief against dis-
criminatory practices in State court Jury selection. Under existing law, the
Attorney General has no authority to initiate jury discrimination suits but
may only intervene (under Title IX of the Civil Rights Act of 1964) in private
suits. The authority vested in hi muby this title would be similar to the authority
the Attorney General now has to seek injunetions against discrimination in
voting, public accommodations and employment and, under Title III of this bill,
against discrimination in public schools and facilities.

Upon a finding of discrimination, the court is expressly authorized to grant
specified kinds of effective relief, including a decree which would, (1) prohibit
the use of any qualification or ground of exclusion, exemption or excuse which
has been administered in a discriminatory manner or which lends itself to such
abuse; (2) require the use of objective criteria in determining qualifications,
exclusion, exemptions, or excuses; (3) require maintenance of such records as
may be necessary to show, in the future, whether discrimination is being
practiced; and (4) appoint a master to perform the duties of the State jury
officials. In addition, the court may grant other appropriate relief under gen-
eral equitable principles.

The second principal feature of this title deals with the need for disclosure
and development of information relevant to the question whether discrimination
results from the system for selecting jurors. This objective is accomplished by
a challenge procedure which may be used by the Attorney General in a suit
under this title, private litigants residing in the area who seek to enforce the
prohibition against discrimination by a civil action under 42 U.S.C. 1983, or a
defendant in a criminal case or convicted person attacking collaterally a criminal
conviction.

Upon the filing of an allegation of discrimination, appropriate State officials
are required to furnish a "written statement of jury selection information."
This statement is to describe in detail the procedures followed by the State jury
officials in selecting jurors--including the sources of names of prospective jurors,
the criteria used In determining qualifications for jury service, and the methods
used for summoning Jurors and assigning them to Jury panels. The complain-
ing party may cross-examine jury officials and Introduce any other relevant evi-
dence that may be available in support of the challenge. If, at that point, there
is some evidence of discrimination, the complaining party is given access to any
other relevant records of jury selection which are not otherwise publicly avail-
able and these may be introduced in support of the challenge. If the court then
determines that there is probable cause to believe that discrimination has oc-
curred, it is the responsibility of the State to produce additional evidence demon-
strating that the alleged discrimination did not occur.

This provision meets twin considerations. It affords interested parties and
the court access to the relevant records of Jury selection needed to permit a fair
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determination whether discrimination has occurred or may occur. In addition,
it assures that records may be kept confidential except as necessary to the court
proceeding. Use of this challenge procedure in collateral attacks upon criminal
convictions is available only with respect to Judgments of conviction entered
after the effective date of the title.

TITLE Ill-PUBLI SCHOOLS AND FACILITIE

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 authorizes the Attorney General to bring suit to
desegregate a public facility (Title III) or public educational institution (Title
IV) on written complaint of an aggrieved person. Further, before the Attorney
General may sue, he must determine that the complainant is unable to institute
and maintain a suit.

The requirement that there be a written complaint and that the complainant
be unable to bring suit has proven to be an obstacle to the 1964 statutory ob-
jective of furthering "the orderly achievement of desegregation." The require-
ment is impractical, since deprived Negroes are often unfamiliar with the re-
quirement that the complaint be in writing or that a complaint must be filed
with the Attorney General at all. And in some places intimidation or fear of
reprisals prevents persons seeking to exercise their rights from filing a com-
plaint. Thus, It Is often true that these restrictions prevent the Attorney Gen-
eral from acting In the very areas where there is the greatest need.

Title III would remedy this by authorizing the Attorney General, on his own
initiative, to bring a civil action for injunctive relief whenever he has reasonable
cause to believe that a person Is being denied his right to the equal protection of
the laws with respect to a public school or other public facility. It would also
authorize him to seek injunctions against interference with such rights by public
officials or private individuals. As noted above, similar discretionary authority
is now possessed by the Attorney General with respect to the protection of voting,
public accommodation, and employment rights.

TITLE IV-HOUSING

It is the purpose of Title IV to eliminate discrimination in residential housing
on account of race, color, religion or national origin. To that end, it would pro-
hibit discrimination by property owners, real estate brokers, and others engaged
in the sale, rental or financing of housing. The bill would reach not only dis-
criminatory practices in the sale, rental or financing of housing but also such acts
as mobs blocking a minority-group family from moving into a neighborhood or
mulitple-listing associations excluding, or refusing their services to, persons who
sell or rent housing in a nondiscriminatory manner. The title would also prohibit
coercion, intimidation or interference with the right of a person to obtain housing
and its financing without discrimination or to aid others In exercising such rights.

A person alleging a violation could bring an action in a Federal district court
or a State or local court for injunctive relief and for damages. In the court's
discretion, he could also be awarded up to $500 punitive damages. The attorney
General would be empowered to initiate suits in Federal courts to eliminate a
"pattern or practice" of discrimination, and to intervene in a private suit brought
In a Federal court.

The legislation would also expressly authorize the Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development to make and publish studies of housing discrimination,
formulate proposed codes or standards of conduct for fair housing, and cooperate
with and render assistance to the Community Relations Service and other govern-
mental and private agencies engaged in eliminating discrimination in housing.

This title specifically provides that nothing in it shall be construed to validate
or limit any State or local laws which grant, guarantee, or protect the same rights
as are granted by it. On the other hand, the title also provides that any law
which purports to require or permit action which would be a discriminatory hous-
ing practice under this title shall to that extent be Invalid.

TITLE V-INTERFERENCE WITH RIGHTS

Title V is a criminal statute designed to deter and punish interference by force
of threat of force with activities protected by Federal law or the Constitution.
This title would strengthen the government's capability to meet the problem of
civil rights violence. Each area of protected activity is specifically described.
They are voting, public accommodations, public education, public services and
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facilities. employment. housing, Jury service, use of common carriers, and par-
ticiiation in federally assisted programs.

The statute would protect Negroes and members of other minority groups from
violence directed at them while they are engaging in, or because they have par-
ticipated in. such activities, and from violence which is intended to discourage
the victims from engaging in such activities. In this regard, the title would also
punish violence directed against a person who has not been involved in civil
rights activity but who is selected as a victim in order to intimidate others.

Title V would also protect civil rights workers and others who urge or aid
participation in these activities, as well as those who engage in any form of
speech or peaceful assembly opposing denial of the opportunity to particiate in
such activities. Persons who have duties to perform with respect to the pro-
tected activities--such as public school officials, restaurant owners, and em-
ployers-would also be protected.

The title would prohibit forcible interference with any of the specified ac-
tivities by private individuals acting alone as well as by public officers or other
persons acting under color of law.

Unlike 18 U.S.C. 241 and 242, which are general in their terms, Title V is
specific and would stand by itself, requiring no reference to the Fourteenth
Amendment (or any other law) to determine what conduct Is prohibited. Thus,
in a prosecution brought under this statute the Government would not have to
prove a "specific intent" on the part of the defendant, as Is presently required
by the courts in prosecutions under 18 U.S.C. 241 and 242.

The prescribed penalties are graduated in accordance with the seriousness of
the results of violations, ranging from misdemeanor penalties to life imprison-
ment.

Title V also amends the penalty provisions of sections 241 and 242 of Title
18, United States Code, to provide a similarly graduated penalty structure.

TITLE VI-MISCELLANEOUS

Title VI authorizes the necessary appropriations and contains the customary
separability provision.

I urge the early and favorable consideration of this Important legislation.
The Bureau of the Budget has advised that enactment of this legislation would

be in accord with the Program of the President.
Sincerely,

(8) NICHOLAS DEB. KATZENBACH,
Attorney General.

The CHAIRMAN. "N'. McCulloch.
Mr. McCULLOCI. Mr. Chairman, I have no formal statement to make

today.
M r. Chairman. I am pleased that you set forth the number of

day's hearings that would be had in this matter, and I may say that
I, too, am not interested in any unnecessary delays. Yet, Mr. Chair-
man, and members of the committee, I think that all proper time
should be taken to explore the questions that arise in this legislation
and fully to hear all interested witnesses.

I might say in that connection that our colleague, Mr. Mathias, to-
gether with several other of our colleagues who introduced legislation,
several weeks ago, want full time to be heard. Mr. Mathias has been
ill and has just returned home from the hospital, and he will not be
able to be here this week.

I am pleased, therefore, with the chairman's statement that there
will not, on the other hand, be unnecessary haste in going to the very
heart. of the problem.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE PETER W. RODINO, JR., IN SUPPORT OF
H.R. 14765

Once again this Committee has before it a civil rights bill that is designed to
assure equal treatment of all citizens before the law. And once again we will
demonstrate our alertness to the cause of human Justice and civil equality by
striking down nequities in the fabric of American society.
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Since the historic Civil Rights Act of 1964 and 1965 we have been progressing
In a logical, orderly, and constitutional manner to Improve the administration
of Justice, insure the Integrity of the ballot box, further the drive for equal
educational and employment opportunities, and protect all citizens against
Interference in the enjoyment of long established constitutional guarantees of
individual liberty.

Specifically, the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966 will secure the right of
citizens to serve on Federal and State juries without discrimination on account
of race, color, sex, religion, national origin, or economic status. The Attorney
General has testified to the effect that there has been . . . gross systematic
exclusion of members of the Negro race from jury duty . . .", and that "either
by law or practice, women, persons of low economic status, and persons of
identifiable national origin have sometimes been excluded from jury service."
Jury discrimination obviously violates the sense of the Federal Constitution,
and warps a fundamental tenet of our entire legal system that is based on the
principle of trial by one's peers.

I fully support legislation to end jury discrimination, and to give the Attorney
General adequate authority to enforce, through the courts, this basic right of
the American judicial system.

Regrettably, violence in our society remains a stark reality as highlighted by
the assassination of a beloved President and the numerous killings of white and
Negro citizens attempting to act in accord with our vaunted principle of equal
rights. Rightfully, violence has become an issue of national remorse and
concern. The Civil Rights Act of 1966 promises vigorous Federal protection from
Intimidation, the threat of force, violence, and terror directed against persons
exercising constitutional rights, duties, and privileges of American citizenship.

In 1954 we were bombarded with dire predictions of impending doom and
gloom if school desegregation was allowed to become our national policy; and
again in 1964 one heard ominous whisperings of inevitable chaos if the public
accommodations section of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed. The
American people, true to their heritage of openness and fairness, have already
cast aside those false prophecies, and I predict that the Civil Rights Act of
1966 will be judged by future Americans as a necessary and correct step In
assuring equal treatment for all our citizens.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Katzenbach.

STATEMENT OF ATTORNEY GENERAL NICHOLAS deB. KATZEN-
BACH; ACCOMPANIED BY STEPHEN POLLAK, FIRST ASSISTANT,
CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION; AND ALAN MARIA

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee, I apologize for the length of the statement, but I be-
lieve that since the legislation that is proposed here is important, and
has its complexities, that it will probably promote the understanding
of the committee of this proposal if I read it in its entirety.

I am accompanied here this morning by Stephen Pollak, who is the
first assistant in the Civil Rights Division, and by Alan Marer. Mr.
John Doar would have been here, if lie were not othcrwise engaged.

It is a privilege to come before this committee, as you embark on the
consideration of the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966, H.R. 14765,
and to urge its prompt enactment.

During the past 3 years this committee has been almost continuously
in the eye of the storm. Yet it has confronted directly a series of
measures raising profound issues of both social upheaval and social
adjustment.

It has done so with wisdom, insight, and with a substantial fusion
of purpose and action on both sides of the aisle. The whole Nation
has been the beneficiary of your work, and you have played an indis-
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pensable role in the process of peaceful and timely change without
which there might be deep rifts in our public order.

The President reminded us in his Howard University address last
year that the inequities suffered by Negroes are not isolated infirmi-
ties. "They are," he said, "a seamless web. They cause each other.
They reinforce each other. Most of the Negro community is buried
under a blanket of history and circumstance. It is not a solution to
lift one corner of that blanket * * * we must raise the entire cover
if we are to liberate our fellow citizens."

It is possible to report measurable and meaningful progress since
the passage of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and 1965. The over-
whelming conscience of the Nation has been truly aroused.

We have made heartening progress toward achieving the integrity
of the ballot since the enactment of the voting rights bill last August.

And, Mr. Chairman, I suggest that the elections in Alabama yester-
day were proof of the wisdom of this committee in proposing that
legislation.

In the five States affected by this act the number of Negroes regis-
tered has increased by 50 percent-350,000 newly registered voters; in
these States 43 percent of the total number of eligible Negroes are
registered, and Ican assure you that this will further improve by this
fall.

More than two-thirds of these new voters have been enrolled by local
officials. In the 11 States of the South registration now exceeds 50
percent of total eligible Negroes.

The impact has not only been a statistical one; there have been en-
vironmental changes also. The terms of political debate and attitudes
in the South are changing.

In school desegration the rate is progressively accelertting. In this
past year over 1,500 school districts reported either specific headway
or at least acquiescence in the principles of the law and the guidC ies
formulated by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Only 80 districts in the 17 Southern and Border States refused to
comply.

In the 11 states of the South only 6 pereent-180,000 out of about 3
million-of Negro children attend desegrated schools, but this marks
more progress in 1 year than in all previous years. Again, this next
fall we see a greater mobilization of effort and accomplishment. The
passage of title III of the bill would further insure this result.

The experience we have had in very recent weeks in so difficult an
area as Lowndes County, Ala., is reassuring.

In employment, experience is short. But in the 9 months since title
VII went into effect, the work of the Equal Opportunity Commission
has moved forward rapidly.

In public accommodations compliane has been marked though con-
siderable momentum had already voluntarily been set in motion prior
to the passage of the 1964 act. But once Con gress set uniform require-
ments and the Department of Justice had the power to file suits, the
rate of progress rose sharply.

Equally significant, there has been a nimtually reinforcing effect be-
tween the assaults our Government is making on the malignancies of
poverty, the greatly intensified efforts to lift all levels of educational
quality and opportunity, and the civil rights legislation.

W 6 4-~
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Why, then, a Civil Rights Act of 1966?
The answer is that there continue to be dee p-seated, interconnected,

and complex problems of racial injustice which are immediate, ap-
parent, and not susceptible to effective treatment without action by
Congre now.

Title V is, of course, a response to the shameful catalog of racial
killings--sometimes Klan sponsored-most of which have so far gone
unpunished.

The responsibility for maintaining order and security is primarily
one for State and local government. Title V does not diminish this
responsibility. What it does is give to the Federal Government a
capacity to deal with Klansmen and other fanatics when the local au-
thorities are unwilling or unable to do so, or when Federal action is
appropriate to vindicate federally protected rights.

Titles I and I1 seek to end discrimination in our jury system.
Title III will give us tools we need if we are to complete the de-

segregation of schools and public facilities.
beyond this, however, we have the plain fact of a further blight

on the social climate which relentlessly obstructs progress toward
human equality all across the country. This is the inequity in housing
everywhere which sharply retards all our efforts in civil rights, edu-
cation employment, and recreation. The ending of compulsory resi-
dential segregation has become a national necessity.

This is the purpose of title 1V.
Residential segregation strikes at dignity and freedom in a manner

often more subtle and less resounding than acts of terror, exclusion
from the polling booth, or barricades at the school door. Yet the iso-
lations and tensions produced by housing segregation are serious rup-
tures in our national life and undercut all the other efforts toward
human and economic betterment. Law must lead and law must pro-
tect in this vital area as it has in voting, public accommodations, school
and employment.

Freedom in the choice of housin is a large principle of modern
civilized society which cannot be reduced now to the technicalities of
administrative improvisations or judicial interpretation. It requires
a concerted voice and the enlarged effort that will unquestionalbly
result from congressional action.

Let me turn then, Mr. Chairman, directly to the bill.

TITLES I AND il--JURY REFOM

I can think of nothing more fundamental to our legal system than
the right to have an impartial trial of the facts in every criminal and
civil case. To assure impartiality in cases triable by jury, the Federal
Constitution requires that no invidious discrimination be made in the
selection of jurors in State and Federal courts.

Unfortunately however, this command of the fundamental law had
not always been obeyed. Let me describe, first, the scope and nature
of the problem of jury discrimination in the State courts.

In the last century there have been scores of court opinions dealing
with claims of jury discrimination in State courts, including at least
35 decisions by the U.S. Supreme court alone. In just the very recent
past, there have been judicial findings of jury discrimination in State
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courts in Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missis-
,Vppi, and North Carolina.
A striking example of unconstitutional jury exclusion is set forth in

it decision of a three-judge Federal court in Alabama, handed down on
February 7 of this year, in the case of White v. Crook. Despite the
fact that Negroes comprised 72 percent of the adult male population
of Lowndes County, Ala., they made up just slightly more than I per-
vent of the names on the jury rolls and, as the court found, "No Negro
had ever served on a civil or criminal petit jury" there.

The district court found that the jury commissioners of Lowndes
County had "pursued a course of conduct in the administration of
their oIlive which was designed to discriminate and had the effect of
discriminating in the selection of jurors on racial grounds."

The result, the court said, was gross systematic exclusion of mem-
bers of the Negro race from jury duty in Lowndes County.

Tie full scope of the jury discrimination problem is not revealed,
however, by focusing exclusively on exclusion of Negroes. Either by
law or practice , women, persons of low economic status, and persons
of identifiable national origins have sometimes been excluded from
jury service.

fegal challenges to jury discrimination should not be left exclusively
to individual defendants in criminal cases or to private citizens, often
hardly able to afford it, who might bring civil actions. In this con-
nectiomi, tihe United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit
observed that (United States ex. rel. Goldsby v. Harpole. 263 F. 2d
71, 8 2. ( .4. 5. 11)59 ) ) •

The very prejudice which causes the dominant race to exclude members of
what It may assunie to be an inferior race from jury service operates with
w itipliled Intensity against one who resists such exclusion. Conscientious south-
era lawyers often reason that the prejudicial effects on 'heir client of raising
the Issue far outweigh any practical protection in the particular case.

Once a claim of unlawful exclusion has been raise l, the information
nessary to sustain the challenge may not be accessible to the com-
plainant or. in fact, the records prepared in the course of selecting
jierors may not have been retained by jury officials.

Even when available the records may be so voluminous and the di-
Pr,,nsions of the investigation so great'that only the rarest of private
Ili igants have the time and resources to prepare the case.T rhe Federal Government presently has no authority to act inde-
pe'ndently to bring civil actions for relief against unconstitutional
discrimination in State jury selection procedures. The Department
of Justice is authorized by title IX of the 1964 Civil Rights Act to
intervene in jury discrimination suits brought by private litigants
under 42 U.S.C. 1983. The Department has intervened recently in
six such suits, including the Lowndes County suit that I have de-
scribedl, and has participated as an amicus curiae in five other recent
jury discrimination cases. But the Department's authority to act in
this rea is unduly limited.

Tie problem of jury selection in the Federal court system is some-
wlmit different. Varjing selection systems are used, and the results
in . ,,me cases create the appearance of unfairness. At a minimum
the" lack desirable uniformity in the opportunities for service afforded
to a 1l segments of the community.
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One of the most widely used metlods of securing source list of
names is the so-called keyman system. Over 40 Federal judicial dis-
tricts rely exclusively on this system under which the Federal jury
officials ask various individuals in the district to submit names of
persons who, in the opinion of the individuals contacted would be
suitable for jury service, and persons suggested for jury duty under
this system are frequently members of the social and economic classes
to which the keymen themselves belong.

Recent informal samplings taken by the Department of Justice in
six States of the South show a substantial disparity between the per-
centage of the adult Negro population and the percentage of Negroes
on jury panels or jury lists.

In none of the districts surveyed in Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, or Texas did the percentage of Negroes on
Federal jury panels equal the percentage of age-eligible Negroes in
the population of the district.

Nor is the Federal jury problem confined to the underrepresenta-
tion of Negroes or other racial or national origin minorities. There
is also reason to believe that in some places persons of relatively low
economic status are underrepresented, while wealthier persons con-
stitute a greater percentage of jurors than is warranted by their per-
centage of the population.

Exclusion of any person from jury service in any court in this
country on account of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, or
economic status is inconsistent with our principles.

As the Supreme Court has said-
The American tradition of trial by jury . . necessarily contemplates an

impartial jury drawn from a cross section of the community . . . Jury com-
petence is an individual rather than a group or class matter.

Thiel v. Union Pacific Railroad 328 U.S. 217, 220 (1946). To
disregard this principle, the court has said, "is to open the door to
class distinctions and discriminations which are abhorrent to the
democratic ideals of trial by jury."

FEDERAL JURIES

The basic objective of title I is to assure that Federal grand and
petit jurors are drawn from a full cross section of the community.
This title contains four key features designed to accomplish this
ob*ctive.First, it provides that no person or class of persons shall be denied

the right to serve on grand or petit juries in Federal courts on ac-
count of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic status.

Second, it designated voter registration rolls as the exclusive sources
from which names of prospective jurors must be drawn, subject to an
exception where, in the judgment of the judicial council of the circuit,
use of the voter rolls would not result in obtaining an adequate cross
section.

Third, it specifies definite requirements for the selection of names
from the basic sources and detailed mandatory procedures for each
subsequent step in the selection process.

Fourth, it provides a challenge mechanism for determining whether
jury officials have followed the prescribed procedures.
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Section 1864 requires the jury commission in each district to main-
tain a master jury wheel for the district-or separate wheels for di-
visions or places of holding court-and to place in the master wheel
names of potential jurors selected at random from the official voter
registration lists.

These voter rolls currently reflect a fair cross section of the com-
munity in most areas, and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 provides
the means to end in the near future such racial discrimination in the
voter registration process which has not yet been eliminated.

We have, however, also made provision for the current period of
transition during which some areas are moving from large-scale ex-
clusion of Negroes from the electorate to full participation by Negroes
in elections.

The key provision is section 1864(a). It provides that in areas in
which Negroes and/or other groups are still not fairly represented
on the voter rolls--whether because of the lingering effects -f past dis-
crimination, intimidation, the mores of a segregated society, or other
factors-the judicial council of the circuit would be required to desig-
nate other sources of names to supplement the voting lists so that the
pool of potential jurors will fairly reflect the population of the dis-
trict. The sitting appellate court judges comprise the judicial council.

The next step in the selection process is to draw names from the
master wheel and summon by mail the persons whose names are
drawn. A person summoned, must appear before the clerk, and fill
out a juror qualification from which will elicit his name, address, age,
sex, religion, education, race, occupation, and citizenship, as well as
other information necessary to determine whether he is qualified to
serve as a juror.

This title retains the qualifications prescribed by present law. One
of these qualifications is that a juror must be able to read, write, speak,
and understand the English language. The determination whether a
person is able to meet this qualification is to be based solely on the
juror qualification form.

A person who is able to fill out the form substantially, who stated
on the form that he is able to read, write, and speak and understand
the English language, and who satisfies the remaining qualifications,
must be found qualified to serve.

Imposition of higher qualifications not set forth in the statute in
an effort to obtain so-called blue ribbon juries would not be permis-
sible under this title.

The names of all persons determined to be qualified are then to be
placed in a qualified juror wheel. As jurors are needed, the jury com-
mission is to draw names from the wheel and assign persons to par-
ticular grand or petit jury panels.

Section 1867 establishes a special procedure in both criminal and
civil cases for determining whether the provisions governing selec-
tion procedures--section 1864, 1865 and 1866--have been complied
with. If the court determines that there has been a failure to comply
with these procedural provisions, it is required, as appropriate, to dis-
miss the indictment or stay the proceedings pending the selection of a
petit jury in conformity with this title.

Persons challenging the selection system must be given access to
confidential jury records if there is "some evidence" of noncompliance
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with the procedural requirements. This is intended to impose only a
modest burden on the challenger, however, and he need not, for ex-
ample, make a prima facie case of noncompliance, as that concept has
developed in jury discrimination cases under the 14th amendment.

There need only be enough evidence to cause a reasonable man to
believe that further investigation is necessary before the allegation
can be disposed of, and moreover, in order to prevail on the challenge,
it is not necessary for the challenger to show prejudice in his particu-
lar case, only some significant failure to comply with the prescribed
procedures.

This challenge provision and mechanism is intended to be a self-
executing enforcement provision. The possibility of the filing of a
challenge motion and disclosure of jury records should go far to insure
that propr procedures are followed.

Final y, under present law entire classes of persons can be excluded
from jury service on hardship grounds. Under the bill, excuses may
only be granted on an individual basis and then only for 6 months at a
time in cases of unusually severe hardship.

Since the bill substantially increases juror fees and mileage pay-
ments, eliminating so much of the economic hardship now entailed in
jury service, such service should impose no undue burden on most wage
earners and members of other low-income groups.

STATE JURIES

Title II of the bill is designed to eliminate all forms of unconstitu-
tional discrimination in the selection of jurors in State courts. This
title contains three basic provisions.

First it prohibits discrimination in State jury selection processes on
account of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, or economic status.

Second, it authorizes the Attorney General to enforce the prohibi-
tion by civil injunctive proceedings against State jury officials.

Third, it provides a discovery mechanism to facilitate determina-
tions of whether unlawful discrimination has occurred in the jury
selection process.

Although the terms of prohibition on discrimination contained in
section 201 are identical to the corresponding section in Title I: Gov-
ernment, Federal Juries, the effect of the prohibition of discrimination
on account of sex and economic status will be somewhat different.
Under the Federal jury system embodied in title I, all jurors would be
selected at random from the voter rolls and no exemptions, excuses, or
exclusions based solely on sex or economic status would be authorized.

Under title II two types of State laws regulating jury service by
women would be nullified. First, those in Alabama, Mississippi, and
South Carolina which totally exclude women from jury service.

Second, those in Florida, Louisiana, and New Hampshire which ex-
clude women unless they affirmatively volunteer for jury service by
taking steps-not required of men-to sign up for jury service.

The laws in the second category place a heavier burden on women
who want to serve, than on men, and undoubtedly exclude many women
who do not know that they must volunteer.

Similarly, the ban on economic discrimination in title III would not
outlaw every State procedure which may have some incidental eco-
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nomic impact. State laws imposing direct economic qualifications for
jury service, such as New York State's $250 property qualification,
would be nullified by title II.

State laws prescribing the tax rolls as the exclusive source of names
of *urors would also be nullified unless the tax base is so broad as to
include practically every adult in the community.

Other State laws which may be affected by title II, depending upon
how they are construed and administered in practice, include those
which prescribe direct economic qualifications, but only in the alterna-
tive; and those which call for tax lists or other selective sources of
names as an alternative to other unobjectionable sources.

Title II would authorize the Attorney General to institute in a
Federal court a civil action for preventive relief whenever he has rea-
sonable grounds to believe that State jury officials are violating the
prohibition against discrimination. This provision is similar to stat-
utes authorizing the Attorney General to sue to prevent violations of
Federal rights with respect to voting, public accommodations, and
employment, and under title III of the bill, with respect to schools and
public facilities.

Of course, litigants in both civil and criminal cases in the State
courts could continue to challenge the composition of juries--includ-
ing possible violations of section 201-under existing l)rocedures.

The third important provision of title I is tile special discovery
proc-edure contained in section 204. The discovery machinery, to be
available in addition to that afforded under the Federal rules or appli-
cal)le State law, would he set in motion whenever it is asserted in an
appropriate case that discrimination had occurred in the jury selection
process.

Upon making of such an assertion, the appropriate State or local
officials are required to furnish a sworn written statement of jury
selection information containing a detailed description of the sources
of names of potential jurors and of all standards and procedures em-
ployed in each step of the jury selection process.

The written statement of fury selection information constitutes evi-
dence on the issue of discrimination. In addition, the complaining
party may cross-examine the State jury officials and any other persons
having knowledge of revelant facts and may also present any other
available relevant evidence.

If, at that point, the court determines that there is some evidence of
discrimination, the complaining party is to be given access to any
relevant records and papers relating to the jury selection process which
may otherwise be unavailable to him under State law.

The purpose and meaning of the some-evidence. requirements here
is substantially the same as the some-evidence requirement under title
I. If the court then determines that there is reasonable cause to believe
that discrimination has occurred and that the records and papers of
the jury officials are inadequate to permit a determination of this
issue, it becomes the responsibility of the appropriate State officials
to produce additional evidence demonstrating then that discrimina-
t ion did not occur.

Title II provides the means of assuring that State juries are selected
in conformity with the Constitution while, at the same time. leaving
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those State and local courts which have always met their responsibil-
ities free to follow their traditional procedures.

TITLE IRI-PUBIC SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC FACILITIES

Under titles III and IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 the Attorney
General is authorized to initiate civil proceedings to desegregate public
schools and facilities. But this authority has proved deficient for three
principal reasons.

First, the Attorney General may sue only after a written complaint
has been received from an aggrieved person, and many Negroes are
not familiar with the complaint requirement or do not know how to
go about complying with it.

Second, even when a complaint has been filed, the Attorney General
may sue only if lie determines that local residents or other interested
groups will be unable to bear the burden of litigation themselves-a
time-consuming and difficult judgment to make.

Third, school desegregation has generated an increase of violence
and intimidation aimed at Negr6es: seeking to assert their constitu-
tional rights. Thus the requirement of a written complaint as a pre-
requisite to a suit by the Federal Government, and intimidation of
Negroes have proved to be mutually reinforcing obstacles to the
orderly progress of desegregation, the expressed statutory purposes
of titles III and IV.

Title III of the bill is designed to insure that such unlawful
intimidation does not affect the power of the Federal Government to
bring suits to desegregate schools and public facilities.

It would repeal both the written complaint requirement and the
requirement of a determination that local residents are unable to sue
on their own behalf. It would also authorize civil proceedings by
the Attorney General to enjoin interference by private individuals or
public officials with desegregation of public schools and facilities.
Title V of this bill would impose criminal penalties for such
interference.

TITLE IV-HOUSING

In the Civil Rights Act of 1866, Congress declared:
All citizens of the United States shall have the same right, in every State

and Territory, as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease,
sell, hold, and convey real and personal property.

Again, in the National Housing Act of 1949, Congress made an even
broader commitment by pledging the Nation to the goal of a decent
home and a suitable living environment for every American family.

Yet today, 100 years after the Civil Rights Act and 17 years after
the Housing Act, we find, in the words of the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, that--
housing... seems to be the one commodity in the American market that is not
freely available on equal terms to everyone who can afford to pay.

Title IV of the President's bill is designed to help achieve equality
in the marketplace.

The past 20 years have provided the country with millions upon
millions of new dwelling units and have vastly changed the character
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of our urban residential areas Suburbia has come into being around
the boundaries of our cities and continues to spread.

Except for our Negro citizens, virtually all Americans have had an
equal opportunity to share in these developments in our national life.
The Negro's choice in housing, unlike that of his fellow citizens, is not
limited merely by this means.

It is limited by his color. By and large, desirable new housing in
our cities and suburbs is foreclosed to him, and, ironically, because of
its scarcity, what housing is left available to him frequently costs him
more, judged by any fair standard, than comparable housing open to
whites.

The result is apparent to all: impacted Negro ghettos that are
surrounded and contained by white suburbia. The problem has arisen
in metropolitan communities everywhere in the country.

Segregated housing is deeply corrosive both for the individual and
for his community. It isolates racial minorities from the public life
of the community. It means inferior public education, recreation,
health, sanitation, and transportation services and facilities.

It means denial of access to training and employment and business
opportunities. It prevents the inhabitants of the ghettos from lib-
erating themselves, and it prevents the Federal, State, and local gov-
ernments and private groups and institutions from fulfilling their
responsibility and desire to help in this liberation.

Through the years, there has been considerable State and private
response to discrimination in housing. Seventeen States, the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and a large number of
municipalities have enacted a variety of fair housing laws.

Volunteer efforts by private citizens also have been organized in
many communities, such as Neighbors, Inc., here in the District of
Columbia.

In addition, there has been a series of actions by the Federal Gov-
emnment.

In the judicial branch, the Supreme Court acted decisively as early
as 1948 when it held racially restrictive covenants to be unenforcible
in either the State or Federal courts.

In the executive branch, President Kennedy's *Executive Order
11063 of November 20, 1962? established the President's Committee on
Equal Housing Opportunity and forbade discrimination in new
FHA- or VA-insured housing.

By now it should be plain that a patchwork of State and local laws
is not enough. The work of private volunteer groups is not enough.
Court decisions are not enough. The limited authority now available
to the executive branch is not enough.

The time has now surely come for decisive action by the legislative
branch of the Federal Government. Durable remedies for so endemic
and deep-seated a condition as housing segregation should be based on
the prescription and sanction of Congress. This is all the more so
as the issue is national in scope and as it penetrates into so many other
sectors of public policy such as the rebuilding and physical improve-
ment of our cities.

The extent to which the decisions of individual homeowners reduce
the availability of housing to racial minorities is hard to estimate.
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But I believe it is accurate to say that individual homeowners do not
control the pattern of housing in communities of any size. The main
components of the housing industry are builders, landlords, real
estate brokers, and those who provide mortgage money. These are
the groups which maintain housing patterns based on race.

I do not mean to suggest that the enforcement of segregation in
housing is necessarily motivated by racial bias. More often the con-
duct of those in the housing business reflects the misconception that
neighborhoods must remain racially separate to maintain real estate
values.

While there exist studies which indicate that segregated housing
does not depress real estate values, many in the real estate business
fear to take the chance. I have no doubt that they simply feel
trapped by custom and the possibility of competitive loss. The fact
is, however, that their policies and practices are what perpetuate
segregated housing.

At present a particular builder or landlord who resists selling or
renting to a Negro most often does so not out of personal bigotry but
out of fear that his prospective white tenants or purchasers will move
to housing limited to whites and that, because similar housing is un-
available to Negroes, what he has to offer will attract only Negroes.
If all those in the housing industry are bound by a universal law
against discrimination, there will be no economic peril to any one
of them. All would be in a position to sell without discrimination.
Indeed, experenced developers have stated that they would welcome
such a law.

Therefore, I think it would be a mistake to regard the most signif-
icant aspect of a Federal fair housing measure as its sanctions against
builders, landlords, lenders, or brokers. What is more significant,
rather, is that they can utilize this law as a shield to protect them
when they do what is right.

The same protection would be given an individual homeowner
who privately has no reservation about selling his home to a Negro
but who may be inhibited by the fears he could generate among the
neighbors he is leaving. A uniform statute would outlaw segregation
in all neighborhoods.

There is a close parallel here with the impact of the public accom-
modations title of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Restaurant or motel
owners, willing to desegregate, failed to do -o because of economic
fears. Once the act was passed-and all of their competitors had to
serve Negroes-many quickly complied.

Title IV applies to all housing and prohibits discrimination on
account of race, color, religion or national origin by property owners,
tract developers, real estate brokers, lending institutions and all others
engaged in the sale, rental, or financing of housing.

It also prohibits coercion or intimidation intended to interfere with
the right of a person to obtain housing without discrimnaton-for
example, the coercion of a mob attempting to prevent a Negro family
from moving into a neighborhood.

And it prohibits retaliatory action by real estate boards or associa-
tions against real estate agents who have refused to discriminate
against Negroes or other persons of minority g.roups.
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Title IV provides a judicial remedy. An individual aggrieved by
a discriminatory housing practice would be enabled to bring an action
in either a Federal district court or a State or local court for in jutctive
relief and for any damages he may have sustained. In the cort's dis-
cret ion, he could also be awarded up to $500 exemplary damages.

The title empowers the Attorney General to initiate suits in Federal
courts to eliminate a "pattern or practice" of discrimination, and to
intervene in private suits brought in Federal courts.

Title IV is based primarily on the commerce clause of the Constitu-
tion and on the 14th amendment. I have no doubts whatsoever as to
its constit-utionalitv.

As one of tie ,Justices of the Supreme Court said in the very recent
('u4 4t case--to which I shall return shortly-the 14th amendment in-
cludes a "positive grant. of legislative power, authorizing Congress to
exercise its discretion in fashioning remedies to achieve civil and po-
litical equality for all citizens."

I have pointedd out. already how segregated living is both a source
and an enforcer of involuntarv second-class citizenship. To the ex-
tent that this blight on our democracy impedes States and localities
from carrying out their obligations under the 14th amendment to pro-
mote equal access and equal opportunity in all public aspects of coni-
munity life. the 14th amendment authorizes removal of this impedi-
ment.

That there is official and governmental involvement in the real es-
tate and construction industries needs little demonstration. A)art
from zoning and building codes, there are the obvious facts of regula-
tions covering credit., mortgages, interest, rates, and banking l)ract ices.
and there is the universal licensing of real estate agents.

But there are more basic considerations.
Are we to tell our Negro citizens that the Congress which has guar-

anteed them access to desegregated public schools and to swimming
pools and to golf courses is powerless to guarantee them the basic right
to choose a place to live? I would find this hard to explain, for I
would not be able to understand it myself.

To me it is clear that the 14th amendment gives Congress the power
to address itself to the vindication of what is, in substance, the free-
dora to live.

Congress can and must make the legislative judgment that without
equal housing opportunity there cannot be full equality under law.
Congress can and must determine that thalenforcement of involuntary
segrvgation through discriminatory housing practices is inconsistent
with the words, spirit, and purpose of the 14th amendment.

These are the human terms in which the Constitution speaks and
cries out for quick response. There are also economic terms. The
Congress is charged with the protection and promotion of interstate
conmmnerce in all its forms.

I cannot doubt that housing is embraced umder this congrssional
power. The construction of homes and apartment buildings, the pro-
duction and sale of 1,iidint materials and home furnislings, the
financing of construction and purchases all take place in or through
t he channels of interstate commerce.

When the total problem is considered, it requires no great leap of
the imagination to conclude that interstate commerce is significantly
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affected by the sale even of single dwellings, multil)ied many times in
each community.

It was almost 30 years ago that the Supreme Court faced and re-
solved this problem in l1ickard v. Filburn. In that ease the court
hel that the Agricultural Adjustment Act could validly apply to a
farmer who sowed only 23 acres of wheat, almost all of which was
eonsutmed on his farm.

The housing industry last year rel)resented $27.6 billion of new pri-
vate investment. This expenditure on residential housing is consid-
erably more than the $22.9 billion which all American agriculture con-
tributed to the gross national product in 1965.

Simply consider in practical terms how housing is financed, built,
and sold.

Take the case of a real estate developer in California who wants to
construct a subdivision on land in Arizona. lie and a group of as-
sociates raise money froin banks in New York, from insurance com-
panies in Connecticut, from pension funds in Chicago. They go to
Arizona to purchase the hand: hire a contractor from Texas to build
the homes: he leases construction equipment in Colorado, orders lum-
ber from Oregon, millwork from Michigan, steel products from Penn-
sylvania, appliances from Ohio, furnishings from North Carolina.
Meanwhile the developer is advertising for buyers from all over the
Nation in national magazines and in newspapers from coast to coast.
Buyers are found; they in turn secure mortgages from banks and in-
surance companies throughout the country. One might almost say
that everything in each of those homes--from the land to tle home-
owner-"mioved"' in interst ate commerce,- but certajilyv the "housing"
as a marketable commodity, wats created, financed. and sold in and
through the channels of interstate commerce.

Of course, like Mr. Filburn's wheat, not every home has all of these
connections with interstate commerce. But most housing has some
of these. For example, of the total of almost 15 million single-family
occupant-owned dwellings that carried mortgages in 1960, 21/ million
were mortgaged to out-of-State lenders. More than half the home
mortgages held by insurance companies were held by companies out-
side the. homeowner's State. What is more, in many of our largest
cities with the most serious housing problems, the local real estate
markets are themselves in interstate commerce, seeking owners and
tenants from multistate metropolitan areas or through national list-
ings. Such cities as Kansas City, New York, Chicago. St. Louis, Cin-
cinnati, Omaha, Philadelphia, have "bedroom areas" crossing into
other States.

There thus can be no doubt that anything which significantly affects
the housing industry also affects interstate commerce. Discriminatory
housing practices produce such an effect. They restrict the amount and
type of new housing: discourage the repair and rehabilitation of ex-
isting housing, remove incentives to the purchase of new furniture and
appliances, and frustrate the efforts of people to move from job to job
and from State to State.

Clearly the people, the money, the materials, the entrepreneurial tal-
ent, which move in and to the housing market are not confined within
single States. Rather they are well within the range of congressional
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regulation, and within this range Congress' judgment as to what prob-
lems need solving and how they should be solved is necessarily broad.
Title IV identifies a national problem. It suggests an effective
solution.

TITLE V-NEW CRIMINAL LEGISLATION

The vast majority of Americans have welcomed the efforts of Ameri-
can Negroes to assume their rightful position of equality in all aspects
of our public life. Other Americans, although finding these develop-
ments difficult to approve, have accepted them in a spirit which does
credit to our principles of majority rule and respect for law. But
unfortunately, our society includes a small minority of lawless ele-
ments who have reacted with violence to these efforts. IVe know, too,
that unpunished acts of racial violence can effectively deter the fre
exercise of Federal rights and frustrate the national commitment to
equality in public life.

It is a historic and, I believe, sound principle of federalism that the
keeping of the peace is, for the most part, a matter of State and not
Federal concern. This system works, even where racial strife exists,
in those places where public opinion supports law and order and local
law-enforcement officials carry out their Federal constitutional duties
to provide protection to citizens without regard to race or color and
proceed against wrongdoers.

The fact is, however, that in some places local officials either have
been unable or unwilling to prosecute crimes of racial violence or to
obtain convictions in such cases even where the facts appeared to war-
rant conviction.

But the need for effective Federal criminal legislation in the civil
rights area does not arise solely from a malfunctioning of State or
local administration of the criminal law. Particularly in recent years,
crimes of racial violence typically have been directed to denying posi-
tive Federal rights and thus reflect a purpose to flout the will of the
Congress as well as to express age-old racial animosities. Alexander
Hamilton seems to have had both of these considerations in mind when
he observed in No. 81 of "The Federalist" that "the prevalence of a
local spirit" would require that Federal courts be vested with "the
jurisdiction of national causes."

The principal Federal criminal sanctions against crimes of racial
violence on the books todav are sections 241 and 242 of the Federal
Criminal Code. In Marci, the Supreme Court decided two cases-
Un;ted States v. Price and United States v. Guest-involving the con-
struction of these statutes as they were applied in indictments for
consl)iracies involving killings in Neshoba County, Miss., and on a
highway in Georgia. The Court's decision in Price-where private in-
dividuals and public officials were indicated--establishes that when
public officials or private individuals acting in concert with public offi-
cials interfere with the exercise of the 14th amendment rights, section
.41 is violated. In the Giest case, however, only private individuals
had been indicated. The Court in Guest sustained a branch of the in-
dictment charging a private conspiracy to interfere with the right to
travel interstate-a distinctly "Federal" right not dependent upon the
14th amendment.

'SW
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But that portion of the indictment which charged a conspiracy of
private persons to interfere with 14th amendment rights-in that case,
the right to use the highways and other State facilities without dis-
crimination on account of race or color-appears to have been upheld
because of certain allegations of official involvement in the conspiracy
(even though no public officials had been indicted). The opinion
leaves in doubt the question whether Congress in section 241 reached
purely private interference with 14th amendment rights.

The really important fact about the Gue8t decision, however, is that
six Justices declared that Congress has the power, under section 5 of
the 14th amendment, to reach such private misconduct if it chooses to
do so.

Before turning to an explanation of title V of the bill-which
embodies among other things a responsible answer to the Guest case-
let me mention another defect in the present law.

Section 241 is worded in general terms. As Justice Holmes once
said of section 241, it protects Federal rights "in the lump." Because
it is not always clear just what rights are secured or protected by the
14th amendment, the Supreme Court has read in the requirement that
the Government prove a "specific intent" on the part of the defendant
to deprive his victim of a particular 14th amendment right. As
Justice Brennan said, commenting on this "specific intent" require-
ment in his concerning opinion in the Guest case:

Since the limitation of the statute's effectiveness derives from Congress'
failure to define-with any measure of specificity-the rights encompassed, the
remedy is for Congress to write a law without this defect * ** . If Congress de-
sires to give the statute more definite scope, it may find ways of doing so.

Specific statement of the protected fields of activity has a further
value: the prohibition should be better understood by would-be vio-
lators. Such a statute would have a greater deterrent effect.

Title V of tile bill is intended to achieve four main objectives.
First, it would make it a crime for private individuals forcibly to

interfere, directly or indirectly, with participation in activities pro-
tected by Federal laws, including the 14th amendment-whether or
not "State action" is involved. It would also protect these activities
against interference by public officials.

Second, it would specify the different kinds of activity which are
protected-thus giving unmistakable warning to lawless persons that
if they interfere with any of these activities, they must answer to the
Federal Government.

Third, it would protect civil rights workers, Negroes, and peaceful
demonstrators seeking equality.

Fourth, it would provide a graduated scale of penalties depending
upon whether bodily injury or death results from the interference.

Title V prohibits injury, intimidation of interference based on race,
color, religion, or national origin that occurs while the victim is ac-
tually engaging in protected activity-for example, a person assaulted
while he is eating in a restaurant or working on a job. It gives the
same protection to persons seeking to engage in protected activities-
for example, going to the polls to vote, taking steps to enroll a child in
school, or inspecting a home for possible purchase. Title V also pro-
hibits interference that occurs either before or after a person engages
in protected conduct but which is related to that conduct.
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This woul include, for example, rel)risals taken against a person
a week or even months after an election because he voted, or three ten-
ing a person with violence to discourage him or others from voting.
Title V would also cover interference with persons )erforJning duties
in connection with protected activities-for example, a public schooll
official in plementin a desegregation plan.

Title V would not require proof of a "specific intent" such as is
required under 18 U.S.C. 241 by the decision in Screws v. United
States, 325, U.S. 91 (1945). This is so because, unlike section 241,
title V specifically describes the prohibited conduct and stands by
itself. No reference to the 14th amendment or any other law would be
required in order to determine what conduct is prohibited.

I think it should be recognized, however, that the Federal Govern-
ment has no special concern with incidents involving violence simply
because they happen to occur at or near the time that a person was
engaged in a federally protected activity. For this reason, section
501(a)-which prohibits interference that occurs while a person is
actually engaging or seeking to engage in protected activity-applies
only to racially motivated conduct. Similarly, under section 501 (b)
and (c)-which cover reprisals and attempts to deter protected ac-
tivity-the jury would have to find that the defendant's purpose was
to deter persons from engaging in protected activity or punish persons
.who have done so.

Title V covers one situation in which the victim of the interference
need not himself have had anything to do with any kind of civil
rights activity. This is the case where there is an indiscriminate
attack on a Negro simply because he is a Negro-a terrorist act in
the truest sense-and for the purpose of discouraging Negroes gen-
erally from engaging in activities described in subsection 501 (a) (1)-
(9) or civil rights workers from assisting NegToes to participate in
such activities. Such incidents are not uncommon and are effective
in discouraging Negroes from seeking equality and those who would
help them. Any law that fails to deal with the pattern of indiscrimi-
nate violence would be seriously deficient.

Finally, you will recall that title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
prohibits discrimination only by private employers with a substantial
number of employees and that governmental employers are not cov-
ered at all; that under title II of that act, places of public accommoda-
tion are defined to include only those establishments whose operations
have certain specified relationships with interstate commerce; and
that the Federal statutes prohibiting discrimination in transportation
reach only interstate carriers.

Violence directed at a person seeking service in a restaurant not
covered by the 1964 act will intimidate persons who might want to
seek service in covered restaurants. It is therefore necessary to punish
the former in order a(lequately to protect the latter. The same holds
true with respect to employment and transportation. For these rea-
sons, title V of this bill would reach racially motivated forcible inter-
ference with employment, regardless of the size and regardless of the
public or private character of the employer; with service in all of
the described types of places of public accommodation, whether or
not they fall within the limits of tlhe 1964 act; and with common car-
rier transportation whether interstate or intrastate.
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CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, I hope that this discussion has established the con-
pelling warrants for each section of the bill. I believe that each of
the titles is necessary, timely, and constitutional. The President iii
his message made it abundantly clear that he does not lightly ask for
new laws.

The President also stressed that "the day has long since passed when
problems of race in America could be identified with only one section
of the country." "We know," lie staid, "that the more important cial-
lenges of racial inequality are emphatically national."

It is one of the merits of this act, I believe, that it strikes both at
con(litions of special circumstance and at national needs. Title III
seeks to improve legal remedies in school desegregation to make them
comparable to those in voting, public accomnModation, and employ-
ment rights.

But the effects of titles I, II, and IV are national and are not con-
ceived as ttacks on problems specifically Southern or regional.

I grant-as the President has-that the fifth major civil rights
law in 9 years demands much of this committee and the Congress it-
self. But the issue presented is the pervasive one in our democratic
system today.

Moreover, we are compensating for decades of neglect and depriva-
tion. The Negro asks not for special privilege or unusual favor but
for what is rightfully his: the dignity and the opportunity for a full
and participating citizenship.

Let me suggest also that it often happens that great measures of
social and political transformation follow each other in rapid succes-
sion and with cumulative force. Thirty years ago, as the chairmnala
will well recall, th-"e was a whole series of bills whiv.i -:ave life and
viror to our regulatory system.

Almost 20 years ago the national consciousness was focused inten-
sively on our world responsibilities; in but a few years time the Greek-
Turlish aid program, the Marshall plan, NATO, and mutual security
were enacted by the Congress.

More recently, we have had an interrelated and rapid sequence of
laws adopted in the critical field of education.

A true effectiveness of national effort often depends on what the
scientist would call "critical mass." Several steps taken in close pro-
gression have much greater combined impact than a series of episodic
thrusts. The moment for "critical mass" in civil rights has arrived.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to say personally that your statement is
timely, it is factual, lucid, and most helpful. We are very grateful
for it.

Now the Chair would like to establish some ground rules here. The
members of the subcommittee have prior rights to address questions
to you, and then members of the Judiciary Committee who are not
members of the subcommittee will have that right likewise, but only
after the members of the subcommittee have completed their ques-
tions; and the members of the Judiciary Committee who are iot mnom-
bers of the subcommittee will please identify themselves while asking
questions.
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I would like to ask you, Mr. Attorney General, under the pending
proposal, would Federal jurors still be required to be literate.

Will you comment on the need to retain the requirement of literacy?
I think there are two places that is mentioned, page 8, lines 3 and 4,

and on page 6, lines 3 and 4.
Attorney General KAiTZENBACty. The requirement for literacy has

been in the law for some time, Mr. Chairman, and this seems to me in
general a reasonable requirement for jury service. There are many
juries, many cases that could be presented to a jury without the neces-sity of requirement of literacy, but that is rather difficult to predict in
advance, and since you are taking names out of a panel, it would seem
to us that literacy, at least a minimal literacy which we require there
was not an unreasonable condition to impose for jury service.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think your provisions are sufficient to test
literacyI

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think so, Mr. Chairman. The
form has to be made out. in the presence of the jury commissioner, by
the person involved, and I think if you have the ability to fill out a
simple form, to read the instructions and fill out a simple form or fill
it out after obtaining some explanation from the clerk, you are suf-
ficiently literate to serve on a jury.

The CHAIRMANq. Now under existing law, there are certain classes
or groups of persons that may be excused or excluded from jury serv-
ices. For example, attorne y, doctors, farmers, pharmacists. What
discretion, if any, does the Federal court retain now under your pro-
posal to exclude certain types of citizens?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, we have abolished the blanket
exclu-sion of groups that have-groups of that kind, except for the
groups which are presently specified in Fedcral law, which includes
policemen, firemen, and public officials.

Other people may be excused, but only excused by the court. for a
period of 6 months'on personal grounds. The court, would thus have
a power to excuse an attorney who was engaged actively in practice.
It would have the power to excuse a doctor who had an important
practice.

It would not have the. power to excuse all doctors, and I see no rea-
son why a certain number of doctors should not serve, particularly
those who have retired, and are not presently actively engaged.

And of course, that is true, Mr. Chairman, with respect to many
members of the bar, not actively engaged in the practice of law. They
may be engaged in other pursuits, although they are members of the
bar.

The CHAIRMAN. Now what evidence, if any, is there of discrimina-
tion on the basis of religion? You mentioned religion as one of the
reasons for improper exclusion. Is there any evidence to indicate that
religion has been used deliberately to exclude?

Attorney General KATZENBAC H. There is a Maryland case, Mr.
Chairman, excluding athiests from service on a jury. That would be
one religious or nonreligious test.

In addition to that, in some of the juries that have been challenged
and looks were taken at the panel it has been suggestive of, although
mjiot proven, that there was religious discrimination.
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That is, simply a discrepancy in the number of persons from what
the census estimate would be the total number of persons that is quite
great.

Now I would like to emphasize throughout that most Federal sys-
tens, most State courts, use a keyman system, and it is quite possible
that you can get these kinds of discrepancies in a cross section,
without having any affirmative purpose of discriminating against an),one whatsoever; simply when the keyman comes up with names, it
may simply have the effect of giving you more again of a blue ribbon
type of jury.

Now if you find that in a particular area, for example, the blue
collar workers compose a large percentage, we will say, of the Catholic
population, or the Protestant population, or something, of that dis-
trict, it may be that by the exclusion of that group, you are also getting
discrepant figures as far as religion is concerned.

The CHAIRMAN. You feel that we should include the word "reli-
gion."

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think so. I don't it is a major
problem, Mr. Chairman.

I see no reason not to have it in there.
The CHAIMPAN. Is the information that is to be elicited on the juror

qualification form which is set forth on page 6 intended to be exclusive?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. We think that those exceptions,

apart from the individual excuses and the challenge procedures, are
all that are needed. Going beyond this, Mr. Chairman, ought to be
done on an individual basis, or as a result of the challenge process.

The CHAIRMAN. Wha. about the length-what about the question
of the length of residence or prior jury service?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, we deal with-the length of
residence in the existing law is a year. This should be reflected on
the form.

And then there is a provision here as far as jury service is con-
cerned, which does excuse, if you have served 30 days on any jury
except where more is necessary, you are excused from further jury
service for a period of 2 years.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there any need, do you think, to provide in the
bill that the Federal prosecutor challenge the Federal jury selection
procedure? On page 8, where the challenges occur, I don't see any
mention that the Federal prosecutor can challenge.

Attorney General KATZENBACII. No, sir, the only challenges that
the Federal prosecutor has are simply his peremptory challenges and
those for cause in the trial of the case. That is right.

The Cl1RAmR3AN. Do you think he should have greater power than
that ?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir; I see no reason for it. You
are dealing here with the Federal court system. The responsibility
I mean, the method of doing this is expressed by the statute, and re-
sponsibility is given to the chief judge, to prescribe it, to see that it is
enforced. I see no need to give the Department of Justice any further
authority in this.

The CHAIRN.AN. Now, if in this bill you emphasize pluralistic
jurors, do you think there will 1e a tendency for hung juries, because
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of the difficulties that may exist between the two classes in getting a
consensus juiy?

Attorney General KATZENRACH. No, sir, it is always the prosecu-
tion's job in a criminal case to get all 12 jurors, and that is not always
easy, but I would expect people, irrespective of their race or color or
religion to give, in general, fair, impartial verdicts, and I see no rea-
son to be concerned about it.

I would say quite candidly, Mr. Chairman, on another point, the
effect of this kind of jury system as far as the Federal courts are con-
cerned, is to do away with blue ribbon juries, or juries that end to be
blue ribbon juries.

My guess would be, and I think it would be shared by most people,
that that would increase the burden on the prosecution.

It is sometimes easier to convict with a white collar jury than it is
with a blue collar jury. But I think that is what our jury system
contemplated, and I don't approve of juries selected with a higher
economic status.

The CHImMAN. Tell us a little bit more about the prohibition
against discrimination on the ground of sex. You have indicated that
some of the States have laws which permit the woman to claim
exemption from jury duty.

They would not be permitted to claim this exemption, would they?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir; they would be permitted

to claim an exemption. We would not touch that in the State laws.
I would take it this way: There are by and large three categories.
One, that three States have, which says women can't serve on juries.
Now the Alabama law to that effect has been declared unconstitutional
by the Federal court.

That is shared by two other States.
The second kind of laws-for example, I believe the kind of law

that Florida has--and that says women are eligible to serve, but they
have to volunteer for service, that would also be changed by this, and
for the reason that we feel that that is not a burden put on men, and
because we think-that jury service is a privilege of citizenship, that
you ought to be able to enjoy.

The third category says that in some States, that women can be
exempted from jury service, even if they give no reason. That is, if
they simply ask for an exemption from jury services. That law
would not be touched. If the women have that right, they can con-
tinue to have it.

The CHAIRMAN. There are 16 jurisdictions that permit women to
claim exemption from jury service, solely because they are women.
They are Alaska. Arkansas, District of Columbia, Georgia, Kansas,
Maryland-and Maryland jury law varies from county to county.

Of the 23 counties, 4 permit women to claim exemption on the basis
of sex alone, and 19 counties apply the law equally to men and women.

Also Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada, New York, North Dakota, Rhode
Island, Tennessee, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin.

Eight States specifically exempt women, but not men, on the basis
of their responsibility in connection with child care or other family
matters. These are Connecticut, Massachusetts, kebraska, NortK
Carolina, Oklahoma, Utah, Wyoming.
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Two States include women on the jury only when courthouse facil-
ities permit, Rhode Island and Nebraska.

I don't know what that means. [Laughter.]
Two States specifically provide that women are not required to

serve in trials involving certain crimes. These are Massaclnusetts and
Nebraska.

Twenty-one States apply the law equally to men and women. These
are Arizona, California, Colorado, Delaware, H awaii, Idaho, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maine, Michigan, Montana, New Jersey,
New Mexico, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and lWest Vir-
ginia.

Now we have a jigsaw puzzle here, and don't you think we should
anticipate some difficulty in that regard from those different States?

Attorney General KATZENBIACII. I would think not, Mr. Chairman,
and hope not, because most of those laws that you described there
would not be effected.

Now as I said, clearly, the ones that exclude women from jury are
affected, and that is proper. I think it is unconstitutional to exclude
women from juries.

Secondly, laws that put a special burden on women to serve on juries,
that is, require them to volunteer for jury service, would be affected.
Those that permit the courts or permit by statute exemptions of women
who don't then wish to serve on juries, whatever the reason may be,
are not affected by this, any more than we in the State system, we
don't tell you a State, if it was-if it wants to, can't exempt doctors,
can't exempt nurses, can't exempt lawyers.

They can exempt groups of that kind. We have not attempted to
interfere with the States in that regard, so that I think most of these
laws would not be affected. The only law where the automatic ex-
emption is given if it is requested that would be affected would be
that of the District of Columbia.

The CHIRuxMAN. Now in reference to title II, on the question of
State juries, you do not have any criminal penalties against any im-
proper action of the State jury officials who wilfully refuse to obey
the mandate of the statute. Would you deliberately omit criminal
penalties, and if so, why?

Attorney General KATZENBACu. It is omitted, sir, because it is al-
ready in the law, in section 243 of the criminal code.

I might add, Mr. Chairman, the criminal penalty against jury of-
ficials of this kind is not an effective way of revising the system, and
we are trying to deal here with the system, and we are trying to deal
with it as far as the State juries are concerned, to remove the pos-
sibilities of bias and prejudice, to give an opportunity to everyone to
serve, but apart from that, not to put the States in a straitjacket to
give them a maxinumn of flexibility, as long as they don't discriminate
on the grounds that we have listed.

In other words we say we put the Federal system, and I think that
is proper, and we prescribe a system for doing it.

We don't attempt to prescribe a system for selecting juries to the
States.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to place in the record at this point
the recent decision and decree in White v. Crook, rendered by a three-
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judge court, which sets forth remedies almost identical to those pro-
posed for State juries in title II of H.R. 14765.

I think it is very pertinant. '
(The document referred to follows:)

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE MIDDLE
DISTRICT OF ALABAMA, NORTHERN DIVISION

Civil Action No. 2263-N

Gardenia White, Jesse W. Favor, John Hulett, Lillian C. McGill, Wile Mae
Strickland, The Episcopal Society for Cultural and Racial Unity, a corporation,
The Rtev. John B. Morris, The Rev. Henri A. Stines, The Rev. Albert R.
Dreisbach, Jr., and The Rev. Malcolm Boyd, for themselves, Jointly and sev-
erally, and for all others similarly situated; plaintiff8, United States of
America, by Nicholas deB. Katzenbach, Attorney General of the UniLed States;
plaintiff-tntervenor,

IV.

Bruce Crook, Henry Barganier, and J. H. Jackson, as members of the Jury
Commission of Lowndes County, Alabama, and Carlton Perdue, as County
Solicitor of Lowndes County, Alabama, Harrell Hammonds, as Judge of Pro.
bate of Lowndes County, Alabama, C. F. Ryals, as Sheriff of Lowndes County,
Alabama, T. Werth Thagard, as Judge of the Second Judicial Circuit of Ala-
bama (Lowndes County), Arthur E. Gamble, Jr., as Solicitor of the Second
Judicial Circuit of Alabama (Lowndes County), M. E. Marlette, as Clerk of
the Second Judicial Circuit of Alabama (Lowndes County), and Mrs. Kelly
Coleman, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Lowndes County, Alabama, and Clerk
of the Jury Commission of Lowndes County, Alabama, Defendant8.

WRIT O INJUNCTION

TO THE DEFENDANTS BRUCE CROOK, HENRY BARGANIER, and J. H.
JACKSON, individually and as members of the Jury commission of Lowudes
County, Alabama, and MRS. KELLY COLEMAN, individually and as clerk of
the jury commission of Lowndes County, Alabama, and each of them:

TAKE NOTICE that you and each of you, your agents, officers, employees,
successors in office, and all persons in active concert with you, be and you are
hereby ORDERED and ENJOINED as more particularly set out in the Memor-
andum Opinion and Order and in the Decree of this Court mad? and filed herein
on this date, copies of which are herewith served upon you.

WITNESS my hand and the seal of this Court on this the 7th day of Febru-
ary, 1966.

R. C. DoBsoN,
Clerk of the U.S. District Court for the Middle Di8trict of Alabama.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE MIDDLE DIS-
TRICT OF ALABAMA, NORTHERN DIVISION

Civil Action No. 2263-N

Gardenia White, et al., Plaintiffs, United States of America, by Nicholas deB.
Katzenbach, Attorney General of the United States, Plaintiff-Intervenor,

V.

Bruce Crook. Henry Barganier, and J. H. Jackson, as members of the Jury Com-
mission of Lowndes County, Alabama, et al., Defcndant. .

NOTICE

To: fIon. George C. Wallace, Governor, State of Alabama, Montgomery, Ala.;
lIou. Richmond M. Flowers, Attorney General, State of Alabama, Montgomery,
Ala.
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TAKE NOTICE that this Court has on this date entered Its Memoranduni
Opinion and Order and its Decree, copies of which are served upon each of you
herewith, in the above-captioned cause.

WITNESS my hand and the seal of this Court on this the 7th (lay of February,

R. C. DoBsoN,
Clerk of the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Alabama.

IN TIlE UNITED) STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR TIlE MIDDl)LE I)IS-

TRICT OF ALABAMA, NORTHERN DIVISION

Civil Action No. 2263-N

Gardenia White, Jesse W. Favor, John Hulett, Lillian S. McGill, Willie Mae
Strickland, the Episcopal Society for Cultural and Racial Unity, a corporation,
the Rev. John B. Morris, the Rev. llenri A. Stines, the Rev. Albert R. Dreis-
bach, Jr., and the Rev. Malcolm Boyd, for themselves, Jointly and severally,
and for all others similarly situated, Plaintiffs, United States of America, by
Nicholas deB. Katzenbach, Attorney General of the United States, Plaintiff-
Intervenor,

V.

Bruce Crook, Henry Barganier, and J. H. Jackson, as members of the Jury Comi-
mission of Lowndes County, Alabama, and Carlton Perdue, as County Solicitor
of Lowndes County, Alabama, Harrell Hammonds, as Judge of Probate of
Lowndes County, Alabama, C. F. Ryals, as Sheriff of Lowndes County, Ala-
bama, W. E. Harrell, Jr., as Foreman of the Grand Jury of Lowndes County,
Alabama, T. Werth Thagard, as Judge of the Second Judicial Circuit of Ala-
bama (Lowndes County), Arthur E. Gamble, Jr., as Solicitor of thc Second
Judicial Circuit of Alabama (Lowndes County), M. E. Marlette, as Clerk of
the Second Judicial Circuit of Alabama (Lowndes County), and Mrs. Kelly
Coleman, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Lowundes County, Alabama, and Clerk
of the Jury Commission of Lowndes County, Alabama, Defendants.

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER

This action was instituted as a class action by male and female residents of
Lowndes County, Alabama, against the individual members of the jury commis-
sion of Lowndes County, Alabama. Subsequently, the plaintiffs amended by
adding as defendants other officials of Lowndes County and the State of Ala-
bama, who, according to the amended complaint, performed certain functions in
connection with the jury selection and Jury use in Lowndes County, Alabama.
By the complaint as amended, plaintiffs allege that the defendants have syste-
matically excluded Negro male citizens and female citizens of both races from
jury service in Lowndes County, Alabama. Because of the challenge to the Ala-
bama statue which totally excludes women from jury service, a three-judge dis-
trict court was designated and convened, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 2281, 2284,
to try this case. Subsequently, the United States moved for leave to Intervene
pursuant to § 902 of the Civil Right Act of 1964; this motion was based upon a
complaint in intervention anl a certification by the Attorney General of the
United States that, in his judgment, this case was of general importance.

This case was submitted on the issues made up by the pleadings and proof,
and, upon consideration of the evidence, consisting of the oral testimony of sev-
eral witnesses, together with the exhibits thereto, this Court now proceeds to
make and enter in this memorandum opinion, as authorized by Rule 52, Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure, the appropriate findings of fact and conclusions of law.

The plaintiffs, male and female Negro citizens and residents of Lowndes
County, Alabama, seek of the defendants, through this Court, as provided under
the Constitution and laws of the United States, injunctive relief to remedy al-
leged conduct of the defendants (including the denial to the plaintiffs of the equal
protection of the laws on account of race or color) in violation of the Four-
teenth Amendment to the Constitution and 42 U.S.C. § 1981. The plaintiffs bring
this action in their own behalf and on behalf of others similarly situated,
pursuant to Rule 23(a) (3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The plain-
tiff-intervenor is the United States of America; its standing to intervene is es-

63-420 0------69
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tablished by 42 U.S.C. $ 2000h-2 and by Rule 24(b) of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure. The defendants are the members and clerk of the jury coin-
mission of Lowndes County, Alabama; the judge for the Second JuLicil Circuit
of Alabama. which includes IAowndes County; the probate judge and the sheriff
of Lowndes County; the solicitor and the clerk of the Second Judicial Circuit of
Alabama. which includes Lowndes County; the foreman of the grand jury of
Lowndes County; and the solicitor of Lowndes County.

By leave of this Court, upon an appropriate petition, the Alabama Circuit
Judges Association filed its brief as aiticus curiae. The brief filed on behalf of
the Alabama Circuit Judges Association concerns itself with the relief sought by
the plaintiffs and the plaintiff-intervenor against the defendant circuit judge; the
Association emphasizes in Its brief that it does not oppose any relief sought
other than that sought against the circuit judge for the Second Judicial Circuit
of Alabama, which Includes Lowndes County.

The procedure for the selection of jurors in Alabama is controlled by statute.'
Each county In Alabama has a jury commission composed of three members
appointed by the Governor.' These commissioners, In order to be qualified,
must be electors of the county, reputed for their fairness, Impartiality, integrity
and good judgment; the coming issioners so appointed serve for the tenure of the
Governor who appoints them.' The jury commissioners are required to place oil
the jury roll "the names of all male citizens of the county who are generally
reputed to be honest and intelligent men and are esteemed in the community
for their integrity, good character and sound Judgment." ' The clerk of the jury
commission is required by law to "obtain the name of every male citizen of the
county over twenty-one and under sixty-five years of age and their occupation,
place of residence, and place of business . . . ." The jury commission Is re-
quired to maintain a jury roll containing the name of "every male citizen living
in the County who possessed the qualifications herein prescribed and who is not
exempted by law from serving on juries." As a part of the procedural require-
ments the names of the lwrsons on the jury roll must also be printed on separate
cards, which are placed in a jury box. It is the duty of the commission to see
that the name of each person possessing the qualifications to serve as a juror
and not exempted by law from jury duty "is placed on the jury roll and in the
jury box."' The Alabama law further requires the jury commission and its
clerk to scan the registration lists, the list returned to the tax assessor, any city
directories and telephone directories, and any and every other source of in-
formation, and to visit every precinct in the county at least once a year."

When Jurors are required for a court session, the presiding judge draws from
the jury box the names of the individuals to serve as Jurors during the term in
question. These Jurors may be either petit Jurors or grand Jurors as the situ-
ation requires. The names so drawn are sent to the clerk of the court, and the
clerk prepares a venire: the venire containing these names Is sent to the sheriff
who summons the persons listed to appear and serve.' The presiding judge has
the authority to pass upon claims for exemptions, excuses and qualifications of
those individuals who have been summoned to appear and serve as Jurors.'0

Either party in civil and criminal cases has a right to examine Jurors as to their
qualifications, interests, or any bias that would affect the trial of the case. In
civil actions each party has a certain number of preemptory challenges, and in
criminal cases the struck jury method is the exclusive means of selecting juries.

The 1960 census reflects that the total population of Lowndes County was
15.417 and that Negm-oes comprised 80.7% of the total county population and
72.0% of the adult maie p,;pulation. The white males between the ages of 21
to 65 totaled 738, and the nonwhite males between the ages of 21 to 65 totaled

I These statutes are codified in the Code of Alabama. Recompiled 1958. Title 30. All
statutory references to the qualifieations of and to the procedure for the selection of Jurors
in Alabama as set forth In this opinion will be to Title 30. Code of Alabama, Recompiled
195S.

2 With some exceptions provided by local Acts or Acts of local application.
' Sections 8. 9 and 10.
4 Section 21.
a Section 18.
$ Section 21. To the extent that this section uses the word "every" it Is a permissive

as opposed to a mandatory requirement. Fike# v. State, 263 Ala. 89.
SSection t24.
' Section 24.
'Section 30.
in Sections 4 and 5.
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1,798. The white females between the ages 21 to 6,5 totaled 789, and the non-
white females between the ages of 21 to 65 totaled 1,278." The evidence in this
case reflects that before each term of court the presiding judge of the Second
Judicial Circuit would draw at random from the jury box a sufficient number
of cards (usually 110) to provide jurors for the next term of court to be con-
ducted in Lowndes County. When the number of cards In the jury box became
depleted to the extent that the judge could not make a complete draw, he noti-
fied the clerk of the jury commission, who informed the commisioners that the
box required refilling. At times the jury commissioners refilled the box or
added names on their own initiative; when they filled the jury box, they would
put approximately 250 names in it. The testimony reflected that the judge found
It necessary to suggest that the jury box be refilled "probably once a year."
The Lowndes County jury commissioners, in selecting persons they considered to
be qualified for jury service, used as their primary source the Lowndes County
voting lists on which no Negroes were named. The other source (personal
knowledge) accounted for the names of seven Negroes listed on the Lowndes
County jury roll in the twelve-year period from 1953 until this action was
commenced. From 1953 to the time this suit was instituted, Negroes comprised
little more than 1% of the persons selected by the commissioners as eligible and
qualified for jury service in Lowndes County, Alabama.

There was no conflict In the evidence to the effect that there were a substan-
tial number of Negro citizens residing in Lowndes County who were qualified
for jury service under Alabama law. As a matter of fact, it was stipulated
between counsel that there were qualified Negroes in Lowndes County whose
names had not been placed on the jury rolls or in the jury box by the jury com-
mission. The actual procedure followed by the jury commission of Lowndes
County, Alabama, in replenishing the jury box was for the commission to bor-
row the qualified voter list from the county probate judge, to meet, and during
the course of the meeting have one of the commissioners read the names of all
males on the qualified voter list, most of whom were known to one or more of
the commissioners. As the list was read, the persons whose names appeared
thereon were either summarily approved or rejected as prospective jurors. Dis-
cussion of the qualifications was generally unnecessary. It is especially sig-
nificant that there were no Negroes registered to vote in Lowndes County prior
to March 1, 1965. Literacy was not considered by the commissioners as an
absolute prerequisite in order for a person to be deemed by them qualified for
jury service. As a matter of fact, the jury commissioners have not used any
method for testing a person's ability to read and write. As the names were read
from the qualified voter list, those approved by the commissioners were recorded
on jury cards.. The cards were placed in the jury box for use by the presiding
judge. The extent to which the qualified voter lists were used by the com-
missioners is revealed by comparing the contemporaneous voting list with the
venire lists from 1953 to the time this case was tried. This analysis reflects
that 98.0% of the names on the venires of prospective jurors appeared on the
contemporaneous votng lists. It is especially significant that there were no
Negroes registered to vote in Lowndes County prior to March 1, 1965; the voting
lists for Lowndes County, Alabama, during this time included the names of
approximately 1,200 white male citizens. Thus, no Negroes' names appeared
on the jury commissioners' primary source for finding and selecting prospective
jurors. The evidence further reflected that the commissioners made some efforts
to secure the names of persons considered qualified as potential jurors whose
names were not on the qualified voter lists. These efforts resulted in the names
of seven Negroes being placed in the jury box from 1953 until August 25, 1965,
the date this action was commenced. During this period-approximately twelve
years-these seven Negroes were drawn for jury service a total of nineteen
times. After the complaint In this action was filed, the jury commission met
to replenish the jury box and at that time the names of 18 Negroes were placed
in the box. The evidence reflected that the jury commissioners considered this
to be a sufficient number to satisfy the requirements of the law. No Negro has
ever served on a civil or criminal petit jury in Lowndes County, Alabama.

In addition to the above procedure, which resulted, in the opinion of this
Court, in an extremely aggrevated case of systematic exclusion by reason of

11 United States Bureau of Census. United States Census of Population : 1960. General
Population Characteristics. Alabama.
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race, the commissioners followed a procedure which restricted the number of
qualified white persons whose names were placed in the jury box. An analysis
of the jury records as offered and received in evidence in this case reflects that
a very limited number of persons has constituted the core of the county Jury
system in Lowndes County, Alabama, and that the names of this extremely
limited group have been repeatedly circulated through the jury box. As a
matter of fact, the names of only 670 persons have been on cards in the box
since 1953. Of these 670 individuals, 211 have had their names in the box six
or more times, and some as many as fifteen or sixteen times. These 211 per-
sons collectively account for 66.5% of the total of 2,748 names, including re-
pears that have appeared on the venire lists in Lowndes County, Alabama,
from 1953 to the present time. Fifty-seven of these persons were called for
Jury service three successive terms. Seven of them were called for jury service
four successive terms.

The procedures as outlined above, adopted and followed by the jury commis-
sioners In Lowndes County, Alabama, since 1953, have resulted in Jury serv-
ice in that county being limited to a small number of adult, white male citizens,
with Negro male citizens and female citizens of both races being systematically
excluded either by practice or, in the case of the women, by statute.

1. THE SYSTEMATIC EXCLUSION OF NEGROES BY RACE

In this civil action the plaintiffs assert the right of Negroes, collectively, to
be free from racial discrimination in jury selection procedures. They invoke
the constitutional principle that systematic exclusion for the purposeful dis-
crimination against Negroes in selecting persons qualified for jury service in-
volves arbitrary state action directly contrary to, and in violation of, the Equal
Protection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. The rule
of law that Negroes may not systematically be excluded from the opportunity
to serve on civil and criminal juries, grand and petit, in the state and federal
courts has several basic aspects. The qualified Negro citizen has a right not
to be denied participation in the democratic institution by which all citizens
become most directly involved in the administration of justice. When Negroes
are excluded from Jury service because of their color, the action of the state "is
practically a brand upon them, affixed by the law, an assertion of their in-
feriority.. .. " Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303. As the Supreme Court
stated in Strauder v. West Virginia:

"The very idea of a jury Is that it is a body of men composed of the peers or
equals of the person whose rights it is selected or summoned to determine .... "

State laws governing the qualifications of voters are also subject to the limi-
tations of the Equal Protection Clause. Carrington v. Rash, 1965, 380 U.S. 89.

The evidence in this case as above outlined, without any serious dispute,
clearly reflects wide disproportions between the number of qualified Negro
citizens in Lowndes County and the number of names of Negroes placed on
the jury roll and in the jury box by the defendant jury commissioners and the
defendant Jury commission clerk. This proof, without more, requires an in-
ference of systematic exclusion on racial grounds; this inference, in the absence
of some satisfactory explanation, is sufficient to show that the male plaintiffs
and the members of the class they represent have been denied the constitutional
rights they assert. Reece v. Georgia, 350 U.S. 85; Hernandcz v. Texas, 347
U.S. 475; Brown v. Allen, 344 U.S. 443; Patton v. Mississippi, 332 U.S. 463;
Norris v. Alabama, 294 U.S. 587; United States ex rel. Seals v. Wiman, 304 F.
2d 53; United States ex rel. (Jold8by V. Harpole, 263 F. 2d 71. See also the
recent opinion and order of the United States District Court for the Middle
District of Alabama in William P. Mitchell, et al., Plaintiffs, United States of
America, Plaintiff and Amicus Curiae v. Edgar Johnson, et al., Defendants,
Civil Action No. 649-E, January 18, 1966 ,---- F. Supp .-----

Not only did the defendant jury commissioners and the defendant jury com-
mission clerk fail to offer some satisfactory explanation to rebut this inference,
but their testimony clearly reflected that they pursued a course of conduct In
the administration of their office which was designed to discriminate and had
the effect of discriminating in the selection of jurors in Lowndes County, Ala-

bama, on racial grounds. Moreover, the establishment and use of a relatively
small number of white male citizens' names in the jury box as a "recirculating

Jury pool" not only made possible the exclusion of qualified Negroes from jury

duty in a county in the Black Belt section of Alabama where the total Negro
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population is 30.7% of the total county population, but also resulted in magnify
ing the power vested in the relatively small group of Lowndes County whit
citizens as opposed to the absolute lack of power growing out of the right t
serve as grand and/or petit jurors by members of the Negro race.

It must be concluded, therefore, that in their action, conduct, and procedure.
followed, the defendant commissioners and the defendant jury clerk in Lownde,
County, Alabama, not only failed to adhere to the laws of the State of Alabama
relating to the selection of qualified jurors, but clearly violated the Equal Pro-
tection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment which wake un-
lawful the systematic exclusion of Negroes from jury service because of their
race. This Court has the power and duty, therefore, to fashion a decree grant-
ing such relief as will ensure the nondiscriminatory functioning of the jury sys-
tem in Lowndes County, Alabama. It is recognized that the mere failure on
the part of the jury commission to adhere to the Alabama statutes does not in
and of itself constitute any violation of the plaintiffs' federally-guaranteed con-
stitutional rights. However, the purpose of the Alabama statutes is to ensure
at least a reasonable approximation to the requirements that jury venires in-
cllide all qualified persons and, hence, represent a cross-section (If the coni-
munity, with no significant groups being excluded without justifiable reasons;
therefore, the procedures outlined by the Alabama statutes can and do serve
in this case as a standard by which the actions of the jury commissioners may
be judged. Their failure to adhere, to any substantial degree, to the require-
ments of Alabama law in their selection procedures explains to some extent the
imbalance in the jury rolls in Lowndes County, Alabama. Had the clerk of the
jury commission obtained the names of all male citizens in the county between
the ages of 21 to 65, as required by the Alabama statute, together with their occu-
pations, residences and Places of business, and turned this information over to
the members of the jury commission, the commission, by using this list and other
information collected from the voter registration rolls, tile city directories and
the telephone directories, and by visiting the precincts in the county as they
are required by the Alabama statutes to do, could very easily have made a roll
containing the names of citizens of Lowndes County which would have met the
Alabama statutory requirements. The sole purpose of these requirements is to
ensure that the jury commissioners will have as complete a list as possible of
names, compiled on an objective basis, from which to select qualified jurors.
The commissioners in this case, all white, relied almost entirely on tile qualified
voter list of Lowndes County, on which there were no Negroes listed prior to
March 1, 1965. This means, very simply, that the jury commissioners of Lowndes
County have failed to perform the duty required of them by the law of Alabama
which requires that they familiarize themselves vith the qualifications of eligible
citizens of the county without regard to race, and that their failure to comply
with these statutes, among other things hereinabove set forth, has resulted in
gross systematic exclusion of members of the Negro race from jury duty in
Lowndes County. CasscU v. Texas, 339 U.S. 282; Hill v. Texas, 316 U.S. 400;
Smith v. Tcxas, 311 U.S. 128.

Unconstitutional jury selection minethods are usually brought before courts prior
to trial in order to quash a particular panel or venire in a particular case. This
case is one of the first civil actions brought to remedy systematic exclusion (If

Negroes from jury service generally."2 There is no question that under 42 U.S.C.
§ 1983 these male plaintiffs under the evidence ill this case are entitled to the
relief they seek and are entitled to have the defendants adopt procedures that
will ensure that they and all other qualified members of their (lass in Lowndes
County, Alabama, serve on juries.

II. STATUTORY EXCLUSION OF WOMEN FROM JURY SERVICE IN ALABAMA

As stated earlier in this opinion, jury service oi the part of the citizens of the
United States is considered under our law in this country as one of the basic
rights and obligations of citizenship. The women plaintiffs oi behalf of thein-

12 See William P. Mitchell, et at., Plaintiffs, United Stu tc of America, I'luintiff and
Ainicus Curiae v. Edgar Johnson, et at., Defendants, MD Ala., Civil Action No. 649-E,
January 18, 1966. - F. Supp. -.

13 An action such as the plaintiffs have brought here was suggested by Mr. Justi('
Jackson In his dissent In Casscll v. Tcexa., supra, as a "direct and effective" wean,; to
eliminate unconstitutional discrimination,
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selves and other women similarly situated contend very forcefully that the Ala-
bama statute that bars their exercise of this basic right is unconstitutional.1'
This attack on Alabama's complete exclusion of women from jury service is based
on the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The argument
that the Fourteenth Amendment was not historically intended to require the
states to make women eligible for jury service reflects a misconception of the
function of the Constitution and this Court's obligation in interpreting It. The
Constitution of the United States must be read as embodying general principles
meant to govern society and the Institutions of government as they evolve
through time. It Is therefore this Court's function to apply the Constitution as
a living document to the legal cases and controversies of contemporary society.
When such an application to the facts in this case is made, the conclusion is
inescapable that the complete exclusion of women from jury service in Alabama
is arbitrary.

Jury service is a form of participation in the processes of government, a re-
sponsibility and a right that should be shared by all citizens, regardless (if sex.
The Alabama statute that denies women the right to serve on juries in the State
of Alabama therefore violates that provision of the Fourteenth Amendment to
the Constitution of the United States that forbids any state to "deny to any per-
son within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the law." The plain effect of
this constitutional provision Is to prohibit prejudicial disparities before the law.
This means prejudicial disparities for all citizens--including women. See F'ay
v. Neo York, 332 U.S. 261; Hoyt v. Florida, 368 U.S. 57; see also Hernando v.
Tcras, supra.

The courts have not heretofore been called on to decide a case presenting the
constitutional validity of a state's complete exclusion of women from service as
jurors. Hoyt v. Florida, supra, and Fay v. New York, supra, were concerned with
systems of Jury selection under which service by women was voluntary. Sig-
nificantly, In Hoyt v. Florida, supra, the Supreme Court's opinion concluded as
follows:

"Finding no substantial evidence whatever in this record that Florida has
arbitrarily undertaken to exclude women from jury service, a showing which it
was incumbent on appellant to make . . ., we must sustain the judgment of the
Supreme Court of Florida. . . ." 368 U.S. 57, 69.

Further, the Chief Justice and Justices Black and Douglas assigned as their
sole reason for concurring that. "We cannot say from this record that Florida
is not making a good faith effort to have women perform jury duty without dis-
crimination on the ground of sex." 368 U.S. at 69. Moreover, the Hoyt and Fay
cases presented challenges from a viewpoint entirely different from the present
case. In those cases the parties defendant challenged the composition of the
juries because of the systematic exclusion of women. In this case it is the women
themselves who assert their right to serve as jurors, or, more accurately, their
right not to be excluded from jury service solely because of their sex.

Women are allowed to serve on juries in the federal courts and in the courts
of forty-seven states. Only in three-Alabama. Mississippi and South ('arolina--
are women completely excluded from jury service. The time must come when
a state's complete exclusion of women from jury service is recoJgnized as so arbi-
trary and unreasonable as to be unconstitutional. As to Alabama, we can see
no reason for not recognizing that fact at the present time.

Even though this Court finds and holds that the exclusion of women front jury
service in Alabama by a statutory provision is arbitrary in view of modern
political, social and economic conditions, this Court is fully aware that the
Alabama statute has been regarded and relied upon as constitutional by all alike.

14 Title :,0, § 21, Code of Alabama, Recomlpled 1958. is the Alabama statute that restricts

Jury service to male cltizeis. That statute in pertinent part states as follows: "§ 21.

Qualificationa of persons on jury roll.-The jury commission shall p01ce on the jury roll

andi in the jury box the names of all male citizens of the county . . . " Only three

states--Alabama, Mississippi and South Carolina-totally bar women from jury service.

All others either treat women and men on the same basis or provide some form of volun-

tary service for women. The' prohibition against women serving on juries in Alabama does

not apply to federal Juries by reason of the Civil Rights Act of 1957, 28 U.S.C. 11861-
that Act deleting that portion of the law that disqualified persons for service on federal

Juries who are incompetent to serve on a grand or petit Jury by the law of the state in

which the federal district court is held.
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This Court believes public policy Is best served by holding that that part of the.,
decision In this case to the effect that Alabama's prohibition of Jury service for
women is unconstitutional should be prospective In Its application, and, for that
reason, should have no retroactive effect. See generally. Linkl'tter v. Walker,
:81 U.S. 618, and Tehan, Sheriff. etc. v. United tatcs ex rel. Shott. January 19.
1966 [34 LW 44)95], - U.S. - . However, to eliminate any possible ni!sunder-
standing, this Court specifically declares that, for the future, commencing not
later than a time designated, women have a right not to be excluded as a class
from jury service in Alabama courts.

I1. BELIEF

The relief to be afforded in this case will involve not only the issuance of a
ohlbitory injunction, but an injunction requiring immediate affirmative action

'y the jury commissioners by their emptying the Lowndes County jury box and
abandoning the present Lowndes County jury roll without any further use of
either, and by their compiling a jury roll and refilling the jury box in strict
accordance with the law of Alabama and the constitutional principles herein set
forth,' This Court recognizes that it does not sit to enforce the law of the
State of Alabama, but where the constitutional guaranties as set forth by the
Constitution of the United States have been violated to the extent that the
defendants have violated them in this case, it is appropriate, in fashioning relief
from these violations, for the Court, to the extent possible, to let its decree
recognize the validity of the law of the State of Alabama as much as is prac-
ticable and consistent with the object of eliminating discrimination in the
Lowndes County jury selection system. In remedying the wrong found by this
Court to exist concerning the exclusion of Negroes from jury service in Lowndes
County, Alabama, the defendants are cautioned that if they apply Alabama's
qualifications for Jury servhce-lrlicularly that qualification relating to good
character and sound judgment and that qualification concerning the requirement
that prospective jurors be able to read English-these qualification requirements
must be imposed fairly and objectively and administered to all regardless of
race, in a nondiscriminatory manner. This Court recognizes the practical
difficulties which will be faced by the jury commission in putting into the jury
box the name of every qualified juror on a complrehensive list to be prepared by
the jury commission clerk, and further recognizes that the law of Alabama, as
stated in Fikcs v. State, supra, does not require, literally, that every qualified
person's name be placed on the rolls or in the box. However, the law does re-
quire that the jury commissioners not place so few names in the jury box as
not to ol)tain a full cross-section of the county. In this connection, there should
be no less than 1(N) names placed in the jury box in Lowndes County, Alabama.
at each refilling.

Failure on the part of the defendant jury commissioners and the defen(lant
jury commission clerk to comply immediately and in good faith with the require-
inents of this opinion and order will necessitate the appointment by this Court
(if a master or panel of masters to recompile the jury roll and to empty and
refill the Lowndes County jury box. This action, if it becomes necessary, would
be only for the purpose of having the requirements of the law fulfilled. Since
the defendant jury comnmissioners and the (lefendant jury commission clerk are
already charged with this duty-by both the Alabanm law and the requirements
of the United States Constitution-such action by this Court should not be
necessary.

As to that part of this Cmrt's r( Ter relating to jury service in Alabama for
wonien, we believe there should be some reasonml)le delay in its going into
effect. Even though It i clear-and we do here unequivocally declare-that
women in Alabama have a constitutional right not to be arbitrarily excluded
front jury service, it is the feeling of the members of this Court that the several
practical problems, including a (letermimlation of whether service is to be com-
vulsory or voluntary and the availability of physical facilities. require that tMe
State of Alabama be given a reasonable time to comply with that part of this

15The uqe of mandatory injunctions, where necessary to afford relief. as in this case.
has been approved by the United Stat s Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circult in Alabama
v. United States (1962), 304 F. 2d 583.
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Court's decree.16 In this connection, since the next regular session of the Alabama
Legislature is not scheduled until January, 1967, the defendants should be al-
lowed until June 1, 1967, considered by this Court to be a reasonable period prior
to the time the defendants should be required to include women as jurors.

IV. THE DEFENDANTS OTHER THAN THE MEMBERS OF THE JURY COMMISSION AND

JURY COMMISSION CLERK

As stated earlier in this memorandum opinion, the complaint was amended
to add defendants County Solicitor Perdue, Probate Judge Hammonds, Sheriff
Ryals, Grand Jury Foreman Harrell, Circuit Judge Thagard, Circuit Solicitor
Gamble and Circul Clerk Marlette. The evident purpose of the amended com-
plaint was to secure a restraining order prohibiting these designated officials
from proceeding with a term of court for criminal cases which was then pending.
This Court, by formal order made and entered in this case on September 27,
19K5, denied the motion for a temporary restraining order. There was no evi-
dence presented In this case that reflected any misconduct on the part of these
defendants. More particularly, there was no evidence that any of these de-
fendants have engaged in any acts or practices designed to have or having the
effect of systematically excluding Negroes from jury service in Lowndes Counly
Alabama, by reason of their race. As a matter of fact, there is no specific relief
requested against any of these defendants except Circuit Judge Thagard. As to
Circuit Judge Thagard the evidence taken upon the trial of this case retleet,
that he draws names from the jury box when necessary prior to holding a term
of court in Lowndes County, Alabama, and gives the names to the clerk, who
makes up the jury venire. When the jury box has an insufficient number of
cards in it, the judge notifies the clerk, who, in turn, noifles the jury conmis-
sioners that the box needs refilling. There is ,o evidence whatsoever that any
discrimination has been practiced by Judge Thagard either in his duty of draw-
ing the names of Jurors from the box or of excusing jurors from service by rea-
son of their race or color after they report. This Court concludes, therefore, that
this action should he dismissed as to the defendants County Solicitor Perdue,
Probate Judge Hammonds, Sheriff Ryals. Grand Jury Foreman Harrell, Circuit
Judge Thagard, Circuit Solicitor Gamble and Circuit Clerk Marlette. This
order of dismissal will be without prejudice to any one or all of them being
brought back in the case if, subsequent to the issuance of the decree in this case,
it becomes necessary or appropriate to do so in order to effectuate the decree or
to preserve the jurisdiction of this Court.

Jurisdiction of all phases of this case is expressly reserved. A formal order
will be entered in accordance with the foregoing opinion.

Done, this the 7th day of February, 1966.
/S/ RICHARD T. RIvES,

U.S. Circuit Judge.
/s/ CLARENCE W. ALLGOOD,

U.S. District Judge.
/S/ FRANK M. JOHNSON, JR.,

U.S. District Judge.

IN TIlE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE MIDDLE
DISTRICT OF ALABAMA, NORTHERN DIVISION

CIVIL ACTION NO. 2263-N

Gardenia White, Jesse W. Favor, John Hulett, Lillian S. McGill, Willie Mae
Strickland, The Episcopal Society for Cultral and Racial Unity, a corporation,
The Rev. John B. Morris, The Rev. Henri A. tines, The Rev. Albert R. Dreis-
bach, Jr., and The Rev. Malcolm Boyd, for themselves, jointly and severally,
and for all others similarly situated, Plaintiffs.

United States of America, by Nicholas deB. Katzenbach, Attorney General of
the United States, Plaintiff-Intervenor,

is It is not uncommon for courts, when declaring constitutional rights not previously
recognized and declared, to delay for a reasonable time. In consideration of practical
problems incident to an implementation of those rights, the actual exercise of the newly
declared rights. Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483, and 349 U.S. 294; Reynolds
v. Sims, 208 F. Supp. 431. aff'd 377 U.S. 533.

r #"'d ';' o,. 9 r'gW"9' ez"' , j " - '- "
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V8.

Bruce Crook, Henry Barganier, and J. H. Jackson, as members of the Jury Com-
mission of Lowndes County, Alabama, and Carlton Perdue, as County Solicitor
of Lowndes County, Alabama, Harrell Hammonds, as Judge of Probate of
Lowndes County, Alabama, C. F. Ryals, as Sheriff of Lowndes County, Ala-
bama, W. E. Harrell, Jr., as Foreman of the Grand Jury of Lowndes County,
Alabama, T. Werth Thagard, as Judge of the Second Judicial Circuit of Ala-
bama (Lowndes County), Arthur E. Gamble, Jr., as Solicitor of the Second
Judicial Circuit of Alabama (Lowndes County), M. E. Marlette, as Clerk of
the Second Judicial Circuit of Alabama (lowndes County), and Mrs. Kelly
Coleman, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Lowndes County, Alabama, and Clerk
of the Jury Commission of Lowndes County, Alabama, Defendant.

DECREE

Pursuant to the findings of fact and conclusions of law entered this date:
1. To the extent that the statutes and laws of Alabama exclude women from

jury service in Alabama, is is ADJUDGED and DECREED that said statutes
and laws deny to women the equal protection of the laws in violation of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, and it is OR-
I)ERED that said statutes and laws shall be of no effect on and after June 1, 1961.

2. It is ODERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that the jury roll and jury
box of Lowndes County, Alabama, as that roll and box are presently cinstituted,
are illegal and violative of the constitutional rights of the plaintiffs and all others
similarly situated.

3. It is ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that the defendants Bruci
('rook, Henry Barganier, and J. H. Jackson, individually and as members of the
jury commission of Lowndes County, Alabama, and Mrs. Kelly Coleman, in-
dividually and as clerk of the jury commission of Lowndes County, Alabama.
their agents, officers, employees, successors in office, and all persons in active
concert with them, be and each is hereby enjoined from engaging in any act or
practice which involves or results in discrimination by reason of race or color
in the selection of jurors for jury service in Lowndes County, Alabama. It is
further ORDERED that:

(a) The Jury box shall be emptied forthwith. The jury box shall be re-
filled before the Spring Term of Court, 196!, to be held and conducted in
Lowndes County, Alabama, and thereafer by the following procedures.

(b) On or before 30 days from the date of this decree Mrs. Kelly Coleman
as clerk of the jury commission of Lowndes County, Alabama, or her suc-
cessor in office, shall examine the current Qualified Voters' List of Lowndes
County, Alabama, the current Tax Assessor's List of Lowndes County, Ala-
bama, and the list compiled by federal examiners in Lowndes County, Ala-
bama, pursuant to the Voting Rights Act of 1965, Public Law 89-110, filed
with the Probate Judge of Lowndes County, Alabama, on or before the date
of this decree, and shall compile a comprehensive alphabetical list there-
from to be known henceforth as the "Clerk's Comprehensive List," showing
the names and addresses of all listed.

(c) The jury commissioners shall, commencing not later than 30 days
from the date of this decree, meet regularly to pass on the qualifications of
persons named on the Comprehensive List.

(d) The jury commissioners shall select for the jury roll and jury box
from the names so considered not less than 1000 persons who meet the
qualifications prescribed by law and no other.

(e) At least once every two years the jury commissioners and the clerk
of the Jury commission shall empty the jury box and refill it according to
the procedures set forth in this decree, including the compilation of a new
Clerk's Comprehensive List.

4. It is further ORDERED that the defendant jury commissioners and the
defendant clerk of the jury commission submit for inspection by the attorneys
or agents of the plaintiff-intervenor within fourteen days following each meet-
ing of the Lowndes County Jury Commission at which names of prospective
Jurors are selected, a report reflecting compliance with this part c&' the decree
of this Court. This report shall include:

(a) A copy of the Clerk's Comprehensive List, marked by said defendants
to show (i) the race of each person on the list, and (11) the names of the
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persons considered by the Jury commissioners pursuant to paragraph No.
3(c) of this decree.

(b) A separate listing of those persons on the Clerk's Comprehensive List
who were considered by the Jury commissioners and found by them to be
unqualified for Jury service; this listing shall also show the person's race
and shall give a detailed and specific description of the reason or reasons
why each person was found to be unqualified.

5. It is further ORDERED that the said defendants shall henceforth keep or
cause to be kept the complete Jury roll books for public inspection, and shall
make all such records available at any reasonable time for inspection and copy-
Ing by agents of the United States.

6. It is further ORDERED that this cause be and the same is hereby dismissed
as to the defendants Carlton Perdue as County Solicitor of Lowndes County,
Alabama; Harrell Hammonds as Judge of Probate of Lowndes County, Ala-
bama; C. F. Ryals as Sheriff of Lowndes County, Alabama; W. E. larrell, Jr.,
as Foreman of the Grand Jury of Lowndes County, Alabama; T. Werth Thagard
as the Judge of the Second Judicial Circuit of Alabama, which includes Lowndes
County, Alabama; Arthur E. Gamble, Jr., and M. E. Mariette, as Solicitor and
Clerk, respectively, of the Second Judicial Circuit of Alabama, which includes
Lowndes County, Alabama. It is ORDERED that as to these defendants no
costs in this case are to be taxed.

This Court retains Jurisdiction of this cause as to all matters.
The costs incurred in this proceeding to date are hereby taxed against the

defendants Bruce Crook, Henry Barganier and J. H. Jacksan as members of the
Jury Commission of Lowndes County, Alabama.

Done, this the 7th day of February, 1966.
/s/ RICHARD T. RIvEs,

U.S. Circuit Judge,
/s/ CLARNcE W. ALLGOOD,

U.S. District Judge.
/S/ FRANK M. JOHNSON, JR.,

U.S. Distritct Judge.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you please supply the committee with in-
formation indicating the extent- of suits brought by the Department
of Justice under title 3 and 4 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMXAN. I would like to have that.
(The document referred to follows:)

FEDERAL GovERNMENT LITIGATION TO DESEGREGATE PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC
FACILITIES UNDEa TITLES III, IV, AND IX OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964,
AND AS Amicus CuaLAz

1. PUBLIC SCHOOL LITIGATION

A. Suits brought by the United States under Title IV
1. Alabama

United State# v. Hale CountyV Board of Education No. 3980-66 (S.D. Ala.).
2/7/66-Complaint filed by United States. Case currently pending in dis-

trict court.
United States v. Lowndes CountyV Board of Education, No. 2328-N (M.D. Ala.).

1/11/66--Complaint filed by United States.
2/10/06-Consent decree entered providing for a plan of desegregation.

United States v. Wilcox County Board of Education, No. 3934-65 (S.D. Ala.).
11/2/66-Complaint filed by United States. Case currently pending in dis-

trict court.
2. Arkansas

United States v. Junction .City School District, et al., No. 10995 (W.D. Ark.).
2/7/66--Complaint filed by United States. Case currently pending in dis-

trict court.
3. Louisiana

United States v. Louisiana State Board of Education, No. 3186 (E.D. La.).
4/8/65--Complaint filed by United States.
5/7/65--Permanent injunction entered enjoining defendants from segregat-

Ing state trade schools.
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United States v. St. Barnard Parish School Board, et al., No. 16323 (E.D. La.)
2/16/66---Complaint filed by United States. Case currently pending In dis-

trict court.

4. Mississippi
United States v. Aberdeen Municipal Separate School District, No. EC 65(14

(N.D. Miss.).
8/26/65--Complaint filed by United States.
9/10/65--Preliminary injunction entered providing for desegregation of

specified grades.
United States v. Carroll County Board of Education, No. GC 6541 (N.D. Miss.).

8/26/65-Complaint filed by United States.
9/2/65-Preliminary injunction entered enjoining defendant from further

discrimiiation. Case currently pending before district court on govern-
ment's request for additional relief.

United States v. Natchez special Municipal Separate School District, et al.,
N. 1120 (W) (S.). Miss.).

9/7/65--Complaint filed by United States.
10/2/65-Preliminary injunction entered enjoining plaintiffs from further

discrimination. Case currently pending in district court on government's
request for additional relief.

United States v. North Pike County Consolidated School District, No. 3807
No. 1120 (W) (S.D. Miss.).

8/25/65--Complaint filed by United States.
9/25/65--Order of district court entering desegregation plan.

5. South Carolina
United States v. School District No. 1, Lexington Cou,.ty, South Carolina, et

al., No. 66-96 (E.D. S.C.).
2/7/66-Complaint filed by United States. Case currently pending in dis-

trict court.
6. Tennessee

United States v. Campbell County Board of Education, No. 5187 (E.D. Tenn.).
1/4/65--Complaint filed by United States.
2/3/65--Permanent injunction entered requiring desegregation of school

system.
B. Suits in which the United States intervened under title IX

1. Alabama
Armstrong v. Board of Education of the City of Birmingham, No. 9678 (N.D.

Ala.).
4/7/66-Motion to intervene filed by United States.
5/6/66--Motion to Intervene granted. Case currently pending in district

court.
Bennett v. Madison County Board of Education, No. 63-613 (N.D. Ala.).

4/12/66--Motion to intervene filed by United States.
5/6/66--Motion to intervene granted. Case currently pending in district

court.
Boykins v. Board of Education of City of Fairfield, No. 65-499 (N.D. Ala.).

7/30/65--Motion to intervene filed by United States.
9/7/65-Order of district court entering desegregation plan. Case currently

pending on appeal in the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit on govern-
ment's appeal seeking additional relief.

Brown v. Board of Education of City of Bessemer, No. 65-366 (N.D. Ala.?.
6/16/65--Motion to intervene filed by United States.
6/30/65--Order of district court entering desegregation plan.

Case currently pending on appeal in the Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit on Government's appeal seeking additional relief.

Hereford v. Huntsvile Board of Education, No. 63-109 (N.D. Ala.).
4/12/66--Motion to intervene filed by United States.
5/6/66-Motion to intervene granted. Case currently pending in district

court.
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Hutton v. Kuykendall, No. 65-580 (N.D. Ala.) (Greene County).
1/11/66-Motion to intervene tiled by United States.

Case currently pending in district court.
Miller v. Board of Education of Gadsden, No. 63-574 (N.D. Ala.).

4/12/66-Motion to intervene tiled by United States.
5/6/66-Motion to Intervene granted. Case currently pending in district

court.
Stout v. Jefferson County Board of Education, No. 65-396 (N.D. Ala.).

7/12/65--Motion to intervene filed by United States.
8/27/65--Order of district court entering desegregation plan.

Case currently ,*nding on appeal to the Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit on government's appeal seeking additional relief.
2. Arkansas

McGhee v. Nashrille-Childrcs, Arkansas Special School District, No. W62 (NI).
Ark.).

2/7/66-Motion to intervene filed by United States.
3/3/66--Consent decree entered providing for institution of desegregation

plan.
3/25/66--Amended complaint filed by government against additional school

districts.
Smith v. Board of Education of Morrilton School District, No. 2, No. 18234

(E.D. Ark.).
1/25/66-Motion to intervene in the Court of Appealsfiled by United States.

Case currently awaiting decision in Court of Appeals for the Eighth
Circuit.
3. Georgia

,Stell v. Savannah-Chatham Board of Education, No. 1316 (S.D. Ga.).
11/9/65-Motion to intervene filed by United States., ,
4/1/66--District court's decision entered adopting defendants intervenor's

plan. Case currently on appeal in the Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit.

Turner v. Coolsby, No. 1226 (S.D. Ga.) (Taliaferro County).
1/12/66-Motion to intervene filed by United States.
4/3/66--Motion to intervene granted. Case currently pending in district

court.
4. Louisiana

Banks v. St. James Parish School Board, No. 16173 (E.D. La.).
1/11/66-Motion to intervene filed by United States.
1/18/66-Desegregation order entered.

Banks v. Claiborne Parish School Board, No. 11304 (W.D. La.).
2/7/6A-6-Motion to Intervene in the Court of Appeals filed by United States.

Case currently pending in Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.
Hall v. St. Hlckna Parish School Board, No. 1068 (E.D. La.).

6/27/65-Motion to intervene filed by United States.
4/26/66--rder of district court entering desegregation plan.

Jenkins v. City of Bogalusa School Board, No. 15798 (E.D. La.).
8/11/65--Motion to intervene filed by United States.
8/12/65-Order of district court entering desegregation plan.

Johnson v. Jackson Parish School Board, No. 11130 (W.D. La.).
2/7/66---Motion to intervene in the Court of Appeals, filed by United States.

Case currently pending in Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.
Jones v. Caddo Parish School Board, No. 11055 (W.D. La.).

7/19/65-Motion to intervene filed by United States.
8/3/65--District court's order denying the motion to intervene.
8/19/65-Order of district court entering desegregation plan. Case currently

on appeal in the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit on government's
appeal seeking additional relief.

Lemon v. Bos.ier Parish School Board, No. 10687 (W.D. La.).
1/4/65-Motion to intervene filed by United States.
8/20/65-Order of district court entering desegregation plan. Case currently

pending on appeal in the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit on govern-
ment's appeal seeking additional relief.

Smith, ct al. v. Concordia Parish School Board, et al., No. 11577 (W.D. La.).
1/24/66--Motion to intervene filed by United States. Case currently pend-

ing in district court.
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lallhy. et at. v. Rapides Parish S hool Board, et al., No. 10946 (W.T). La.).
8/6/65 -Motion to intervene in Court of Appeals filed by United States.
8/23/65-Court of Appeals remanded case to district court.
4/13/66--Order of district court entering revised desegregation plan.

5. Missrissippi

Anderson, ct al. v. Canton Municipal Separate School District, et al., No.
3700(5) (c) (S.D. Miss.).

6/12/65-Motion to intervene filed by United States.
8/5/65--Order of district court entering desegregation plan.

Baird, ct al. v. Benton County Board of Educution, et al., No. WC 4;513 (N.II.
Miss.).

7/21/65-Motion of United States to intervene granted.
8/6/65--Order of district court entering desegregation plan. Request by

United States for additional relief pending in district court.
Barnhardt, ct al. v. The meridian Separate School District, ct at., No. 13W0

(S.D. Miss.).
6/12/65-Motion to intervene tiled by United States.
8/5/65--Order of district court entering desegregation plan.

Case currently pending in district court on plaintiff's request for addi-
tional relief.

Carthan, et at. v. Mi8sissippi State Board of Education, ct al., No. 3S14 (S.1).
Miss. ).

10/2/6,5-Motion to intervene tiled by United States.
10/13/65--Tenporary restraining order enjoining enforcement of statute

(statute has since been repealed).
-Coffey v. State Educational Finaee Comminsion, No. 3i.x; (S.D. Miss.).

challenge e to state tuition grant statute.)
3/14/66--Motion to Intervene tiled by United States. ('ase currently wiIld-

hig in district court.
singlcton v. Jackson Separate School Board District, No. 3379 (S.l). Miss.).

6/9/135-Motion to intervene in the Court of Appeals tiled by United States.
1/26/66-Judgment of Court of Appeals for the Fifth ('ircuit ordering entry

of desegregation plan.

6. North Carolina
Coppcdge, et al. v. The Franklin County Board of Education, 't al., No. C-179.6

iE.D. N.C.).
1/11/66-Motion to intervene tiled by United States. Case currently pend-

ing in district court.
ttawkin , ct at. v. The North Carolina ,state Board of Edwuwation, et at.. No.

('-2067 (W.D. N.C.). (Tuition grant.)
1/11/66--Motion to intervene filed by United States.
4/4/66--Judgnent filed holding tuition statute um.onst it liti0n111.

7. south Carolina
Brown, et al. v. South Carolina state Board of Educatiqn, No. AC-16v55 (E.l).

S.C.).
10/'/6'5 Motion to intervene filed by United Statc,;.
3/9/65, 3/12/65-Temporary restraining order granted.

Case currently pending in district court.
Miller, et al. v. School District No. 2, Clarendon County. South Carolina, ct al.,

No. 8752 (E.I) S.C.).
2/7/646-Mlotion to intervene filed by United States.
4/21/66-I)istrict court's judgment entered ordering school board to submit

a desegregation plan.
8. Ten wssce

Fayne v. County Board of Education of Tipton County, Tenncsse, et a., No.
C-65-274 (W.D. Tenn.).

1/11/66-Motion to intervene filed by United States.
Case current ly pending in district court.

MoFerren., et al. v. Fayette County Board of Education, No. C-651-136 (W.i.
Tenn.).

8/9/6-1-Motion to intervene tiled by t'nited States.
Case currently pending in district court.
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Robinson v. Shelby County Board of Education, No. 4916 (W.D. Tenn.).
5/5/66-Motion to intervene filed by United States.

Case currently pending in district court.

9. Tee"
Adams v. Mathews, et al., No. 3095 (E.D. Texas) (Gregg County).

8/18/65--Motion to intervene filed by United States.
9/30/65-Order of district court accelerating pate of previous desegregation

plan.
10. Virginia

Beckett v. The School Board of the City of Norfolk, No. 2214 (E.D. Va.).
2/15/66--Motion to intervene filed by United States.
3/17/66--Consent decree entered providing desegregation plan.

C. Suits in which the United States Participated as Amicus Curiae

1. Alabama
Carr v. Montgomery Board of Education, No. 2072-N (M.D. Ala.).

5/18/64-District court granted motion of United States to participate as
amicus curiae.

5/22/66--Order of district court entering desegregation plan.
Harris v. Bullock County Board of Education, No. 2073-N (M.D. Ala.).

5/18/64--Order granting United States permission to participate as amicup
curiae.

8/5/64-Order of district court entering desegregation plan.
3/12/66--Supplemental consent decree entered.

Lee v. Macon County Board of Education, No. 604-E (M.D. Ala.).
7/16/63--Order designating the United States as amics curiae.
2/3/64, 4/28/64, 7/13/64, 8/27/65-Orders of district court entering desegre-

gation plan.
3/11/66-Consent decree entering desegregation plan.

2. Florida
Steele v. Board of Public Instruction of Leon County, Florida, No. 854 (N.D.

Fla.).
5/2/66--Motion to participate as amicue curiae in the Court of Appeals for

the T'ifth Circuit filed by United States.
Case currently pending in court of appeals.

3. Mississippi
Blackwell v. The Issaquena County Board of Education, No. 1096 (S.D. Miss.).

2/24/66--Motion to intervene filed by United States.
3/4/66-Order granting United States permission to participate as amicus

curiae.
Case currently pending in district court.

Hudson v. Lake County School Board, No. 33W2 (S.D. Miss.).
6/12/65-Motion to intervene filed by United States.
6/28/65-Court granted United States permission to participate as amicu#

curiae.
8/5/65-Order of district court entering desegregation plan.
2/19/66-Order of court of appeals granting further relief.

Iason v. Biloxi Municipal Separate School District, No. 2696 (S.D. Miss.).
6/12/65-Motion to Intervene filed by United States.
6/28/65-District court granted United States permission to participate as

amicus curiae.
8/5/65--Order of district court entering desegregation plan.

D. Suit brought against the United States
1. MissIssippi

Lee v. United States, No. 2034 (S.D. Miss.) (Forrest County).
10/8/65--Complaint filed seeking to enjoin United States from suspending

federal financial assistance to the Forrest County School Board.
12/10/65-Counter claim filed by United States seeking desegregation of

county school system.
Case currently pending in district court.

r *
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11. PUBLIC fACInTY LITIGATION

A. Suite brought by the United States under Title III
1. Louisiana

United States v. The City of Shreveport, No. 11600 (W.D. La.). (Public
recreation facilities.)

12/9/65-Complaint filed by United States.
Case currently pending in district court.
2. Mississippi

United States v. City of Laurel, No. 2054 (S.D. Miss.). (Swimming pool and
park.)

1/24/66-Complaint filed by United States.
case currently pending in district court.

B. Kuits in which the United States intervened under Title IX
1. Alabama

Berel v. Mallory, No. 3714-65 (S.D. Ala.) (Dallas County). (Court Room.)
10/1/65--Motion to intervene filed by United States.
4/27/66-Order of district court prohibiting segregation in the courtroom.

r. Suits in which the United States participated as amicus curiae
1. Georgia

Evans v. Newton, No. 61 (M.1). Ga.) (Bibb County). (Park.)
9/16/65--Amincus Curiae brief filed in Supreme Court by United States.
1/17/66-Supreme Court's decision holding segregation in park unlawful.

2. Maryland
Williams v. Rescue Fire Comnpany, No. 16658 (D. Md.) (Dorchester County).

( Swimming pool and arena.)
2/16/66--Am icts Curiae brief filed by United States.
5/12/66--District court judgment entered holding that facilities must be
desegregated.

The CHAIRMAN. Now section 406 of the bill on housing authorizes
private suits in the State as well as Federal courts. Are you aware of
any other act aside from the Federal Employers Liability Act which
contains this type of dual jurisdiction.

The ATORNEY GENERAL. The OPA Act, Mr. Chairman, would be
another example.

The ChAIRIMAN. OPA. 'Well, that is in limbo, now.
Attorney General KATZENJ.ACII. Yes, sir, but it did provide a simi-

lar jurisdiction in the State courts.
The CHAIRIMAN. Well, would the fact that you have this dual juris-

diction complicate the situation?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I don't think so, Mr. chairman .

The purpose of it was simply to give access to more courts, and that
is what it does, merely by authorizing it.

Now I think if the State wants to close its doors to those suits, they
have got a pretty interesting question. They may be able to do it;
but if it is not unwilling to take these suits, why all we want to do,
really, is authorize such a suit to be brought.

I don't think it would result in confusion. As I said in my state-
ment, I think when you are dealing with an area like housing, it is
like public accommodations, really. What you are trying to do is to
make the law on this subject clear, and I think you will get wide-
spread voluntary compliance by all the important ingredients in the
housing area, all the important factors in it, if the law is here, and
it is really quite parallel to public accommodations.

'We authorized suits on public accommodations, and we brought,
oh, some 26, some 40 cases, Iguess. Time fact of the matter is if every-
body refused to comply with public accommodations, we would have
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to hire a lot more lawyers. But people in this country I think, ac-
cept the law when Congress has declared it, and they abide by it.

So I don't expect fair housing, the accomplishments of this legisla-
tion to depend on hundreds and thousands of private suits being
brought; I expect it to accomplish its purpose because real estate
agents, bankers, builders, the important factors in the housing mar-
ket, comply with the law, and cease discriminating, and you are giv-
ing them an opportunity to do that, without suffering financial eco-
noinic loss themselves.

On the public accommodations, restaurant owner after restaurant
owner said before the law, "Yes, we are perfectly happy to serve Ne-
groes, but if we serve Negroes here, we will lose our white clientele
unless everybody else is in tie sane boat." And I think the same situa-
tion exists in liousilig, because of the quite unfounded fears that some-
how or other, desegregated housing is going to affect the value of
apartment houses and buildings, and so forth, and that all the experi-
ence in desegregated housing has been to the contrary.

The ('H1AIRIMAN. Now in the Fair Housing Act of the District of
Columbia, there is a prohibition against, blockbusting representations.
In your opinion, does title IV of tie bill prohibit making representa-
tions about blcxkbuit ing?

Attorney General KATZENACH. No, I would think that you would
have difficulties prohibiting representations in that respect. Some
first amendment protection is there.

I suppose that unless somehow or other this relates to the provisions
at page 28, section 405 here, threatening, coercing and intimidating,
so that if you had coercive efforts of this kind, I think they would be
prohibited.

The Cinow.%N. I would like just a restatement, as succinctly as
possible, of the constitutional basis whereby Congress is empowered to
penalize private violence.

Attorney General KATZENBACM. Title V?
The CHAIR-MAN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACR. Well, in the two cases decided

about a month ago by the Supreme Court, the issue, or one issue pre-
sented to the court, was whether or not the existing statutes went
that far, enacted as they were under the 14th amendment and under
section .5, or whether the 14th amendment only requires State action.
The court on that suggested that the existing laws perhaps only went
to situations of violence in which there was some involvement of State
action, but six Justices of the Supreme Court expressly said that they
had nio question that section 5 of the 14th amendment could reach
purely private action of that kind, and the other three justices, I be-
ieve, expressed no opinion on that.

The CHAIRMAN. You are referring to two cases.
Attorney General KATZEN.ACH. I am referring to Price and Guest.

Primarily, I am really basing it on Guest. rather than on Price. and
the fact that if you will run through the maze of opinions there, you
come out quite clearly with the fact that six just ices agree that purely
private actions can be reached under section 5 of the 14th amendment,
where that action is designed to interfere with Federal guaranteed
rights.

The CIIAIRM.tN. I shall place in the record at this point these two
decisions.

(The doctunents referred to follow:)
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

Nos. 59 AND 60.-OCTOBER TERM, 1965.

United States, Appellant, On Appeals From the United

Ut States District Court for
Cecil y. f the Southern District of

eilRay Price et al. MsispiIMississippi.

[March 28, 1966.]

nI. JUSTICE FORTAS delivered the opinion of the
('ourt.

These are direct appeals from the dismissal in part of
two indictments returned by the United States Grand
Jury for the Southern District of Mississippi. The in-
dictmeuits allege assaults by the accused persons upon
the rights of the asserted victims to due process of law
under the Fourteenth Amendment. The indictment in
No. 59 charges 18 personsI with violations of 18 U. S. C.

241 (1964 ed.). In No. 60, the same 18 persons are
charged with offenses based upon 18 U. S. C. § 242
(1964 ed.). These are among the so-called civil rights
statutes which have come to us from Reconstruction
(lays, the period in our history which also produced the
Thirteenth. Fourteenth. and Fifteenth Amendments to
the Constitution.

The sole question presented in these appeals is whether
the specified statutes make criminal the conduct for
which the individuals were indicted. It is an issue of
construction, not of constitutional power. We have no
doubt of "the power of Congress to enforce by appro-

I One of the defendants charged in the two indictments, Jamnes E.
Jordan, is not a party to the pre.ent appeal. His ca ;e was trazis-
ferred under Rule 20, Fed. Rules Crim. Proc., to the United States
District Court for the Middle District of Georgia.

(;:'-4201 t( i;t; 7I
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priate criminal sanction every right guaranteed by the
Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment."
United States v. Williams, 341 U. S. 70, 72.2

The events upon which the charges are based, as
alleged in the indictments, are as follows: On June 21,
1964, Cecil Ray Price, the Deputy Sheriff of Neshoba
County, Mississippi, detained Michael Henry Schwerner,
James Earl Chaney and Andrew Goodman in the Ne-
shoba County jail located in Philadelphia, Mississippi.
He released them in the dark of that night. He then
proceeded by automobile on Highway 19 to intercept his
erstwhile wards. He removed the three men from their
automobile, placed them in an official automobile of the
Neshoba County Sheriff's office, and transported them to
a place on an unpaved road.

These acts, it is alleged, were part of a plan and con-
spiracy whereby the three men were intercepted by the
18 defendants, including Deputy Sheriff Price, Sheriff
Rainey and Patrolman Willis of the Philadelphia, Mis-
sissippi, Police Department. The purpose and intent of
the release from custody and the interception, according
to the charge, were to "punish" the three men. The
defendants, it is alleged, "did wilfully assault, shoot and

!-Cf. Mr. Justice Holmes in United States v. Mosley, 238 U. S.
'383, 386 (a federal voting rights case under an earlier version of
§ 241): "It is not open to question that this statute is constitu-
tional . . . ." The source of congressional power in this case is, of
course, § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, which reads: "The Con-
gress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the
provisions of this article."

There are three "Williams" cases arising from the same events.
The first, with no bearing on the present appeal is United States v.
Williams, 341 U. S. 58, involving a prosecution for perjury. The
second, United States v. Williams, 341 U. S. 70, was a prosecution
for violation of § 241; it will be referred to hereinafter as Williams I.
The third, Williams v. United States, 341 U. S. 97, was a prosecution
for violation of § 242; it will be referred to as Williams 11.
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kill" each of the three. And, the charge continues, the
bodies of the three victims were transported by one of
the defendants from the rendezvous on the unpaved road
to the vicinity of the construction site of an earthen dam
approximately five miles southwest of Philadelphia,
Mississippi.

These are federal and not state indictments. They do
not charge as crimes the alleged assaults or murders.
The indictments are framed to fit the stated federal
statutes, and the question before us is whether the
attempt of the draftsman for the Grand Jury in Missis-
sippi has been successful: whether the indictments
charge offenses against the various defendants which may
be prosecuted under the designated federal statutes.

We shall deal first with the indictment in No. 60, based
on § 242 of the Criminal Code, and then with the indict-
ment in No. 59, under § 241. We do this for ease of
exposition and because § 242 was enacted by the Con-
gress about four years prior to § 241.1 Section 242 was
enacted in 1866; § 241 in 1870.

I. No. 60.
Section 242 defines a misdemeanor, punishable by fine

of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not more
than one year, or both. So far as here significant, it
provides punishment for "Whoever, under color of law,
statute, ordinance, regulation, or custom wilfully sub-
jects any inhabitant of any State ... to the depriva-
tion of any rights, privileges or immunities secured or
protected by the Constitution or laws of the United
States .

3 In the interests of clarity, we shall use the present designation
of the statutes throughout this discussion. Reference is made to
the Appendix to Mr. Justice Frankfurter's opinion in Williams I, 341
U. S., at 83, which contains a table showing major changes in the
statutes through the years.
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The indictment in No. 60 contains four counts, each
of which names as defendants the three officials and 15
nonofficial persons. The First Count charges, on the
basis of allegations substantially as set forth above,
that all of the defendants conspired "to wilfully subject"
Schwerner, Chaney and Goodman "to the deprivation
of their right, privilege and immunity secured and pro-
tected by the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitu-
tion of the United States not to be summarily punished
without due process of law by persons acting under color
of the laws of the State of Mississippi." This is said
to constitute a conspiracy to violate § 242, and therefore
an offense under 18 U. S. C. § 371. The latter section,
the general conspiracy statute, makes it a crime to con-
spire to commit any offense against the United States.
The penalty for violation is the same as for direct viola-
tion of § 242-that is, it would be a misdemeanor.

On a motion to dismiss, the District Court sustained
this First Count as to all defendants. As to the sheriff,
deputy sheriff and patrolman, the court recognized that
each was clearly alleged to have been acting "under
color of law" as required by § 242." As to the private
persons, the District Court held that "[L]t is immaterial
to the consl)iracy that these private individuals were
not acting under color of law" because the count charges
that they were conspiring with persons who were so
acting. See tUnited States v. Rabinowich, 238 U. S.
78. 87.

"If . . . the offense, the commission of which is the object of
the conspiracy, is a misdemeanor only, the )unishment for such con-
spiracy shall not exceed the maximum punishment provided for such
misdemeanor." 18 U. S. C. § 371 (1964 ed.).
5 This is settled by our decisions in Screws v. United State8, 325

U. S. 91, 107-113, and Williams II, 341 U. S., at 99-100.
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The court necessarily was satisfied that the indict-
ment, in alleging the arrest, detention, release, intercep-
tion and killing of Schwerner, Chaney and Goodman,
adequately stated as the purpose of the conspiracy, a vio-
lation of § 242, and that this section could be violated by
"wilfully subject[ing] the victims to the deprivation of
their right, privilege and immunity" under the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

No appeal was taken by the defendants from the deci-
sion of the trial court with respect to the First Count and
it is not before us for adjudication.

The Second, Third and Fourth Counts of the indict-
ment in No. 60 charge all of the defendants, not with
conspiracy, but with substantive violations of § 242.
Each of these counts charges that the defendants, acting
"under color of the laws of the State of Mississippi," "did
wilfully assault, shoot and kill" Schwerner, Chaney and
Goodman, respectively, "for the purpose and with the
intent" of punishing each of the three and that the de-
fendants "did thereby wilfully deprive" each "of rights,
privileges and immunities secured and protected by the
Constitution and the laws of the United States"-namely,
due process of law.

The District Court held these counts of the indict-
ment valid as to the sheriff, deputy sheriff and patrol-
man. But it dismissed them as against the nonofficial
defendants because the counts do not charge that the
latter were "officers in fact, or de facto in anything
allegedly done by them 'under color of law.'"

We note that by sustaining these counts against the
three officers, the court again necessarily concluded that
an offense under § 242 is properly stated by allega-
tions of willful deprivation, under color of law, of life
and liberty without due process of law. We agree. No
other result would be permissible under the decisions of
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this Court. Screws v. United States, 325 U. S. 91;
Williams 11.'

But we cannot agree that the Second, Third or Fourth
Counts may be dismissed as against the nonofficial de-
fendants. Section 242 applies only where a person in-
dicted has acted "under color" of law. Private persons,
jointly engaged with state officials in the prohibited
action, are acting "under color" of law for purposes of
the statute. To act "under color" of law does not require
that the accused be an officer of the State. It is enough
that he is a wilfull participant in joint activity with the
State or its agents.7

6 ,*.. where police take matters in their own hands, seize victims,
beat and pound them until they confess, there cannot be the slightest
doubt that the police have deprived the victim of a right under the
Constitution. It is the right of the accused to be tried by a legally
constituted court, not by a kangaroo court." Williams II, 341
U. S., at 101.

7 "Under color" of law meaiis the same thing in § 242 that it does
in the civil counterpart to § 242, 42 U. S. C. § 1983. Monroe v.
Pape, 365 U. S. 167, 185 (majority opinion), 212 (Frankfurter, J.,
dissenting). In cases under § 1983, "under color" of law has consis-
tently been treated as the same thing as the "state action" required
under the Fourteenth Amendment. See, e. g., Smith v. Allwright,
321 U. 8. 649; Terry v. Adams, 345 U. S. 461; Simkin8 v. Moses
H. Cone Memorial Hospital, 323 F. 2d 959 (C. A. 4th Cir.), cert.
denied, 376 U. S. 938; Smith v. Hohuay Inn, 336 F. 2d 630 (C. A.
6th Cir.); Hampton v. City of Jacksonville, 304 F. 2d 320 (C. A.
5th Cir.), cert. denied, 371 U. S. 911: Boman v. Birmingham Transit
Co., 280 F. 2d 531 (C. A. 5th Cir.); Kerr v. Enoch Pratt Free
Library, 149 F. 2d 212 (C. A. 4th Cir.), cert. denied, 326 U. 5. 721.

The contrary view in a § 242 context was expressed by the dis-
senters n Screws, 325 U. S., at 147-149, and was rejected then,
later in William. II, and finally"-in a § 1983 case-in Monroe v.
Pape, supra. Cf. Peterson v. City of Greenville, 373 U. S. 244, 250
(concurring opinion of HAL A, J.). Recent decisions of this Court
which have given form to the "state action" doctrine make it clear
that the indictments in this case allege conduct on the part of the
"private" defendants which constitutes "state action," and hence

- -
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In the present case, according to the indictment, the
brutal joint adventure was made possible by state deten-
tion and calculated release of the prisoners by an officer
of the State. This action, clearly attributable to the
State, was part of the monstrous design described by the
indictment. State officers participated in every phase
of the alleged venture: the release from jail, the inter-
ception, assault and murder. It was a joint activity,
from start to finish. Those who took advantage of par-
ticipation by state officers in accom.plishment of the foul
purpose alleged must suffer the consequences of that
participation. In effect, if the allegations are true, they
were participants in official lawlessness, acting in wilfull
concert with state officers and hence under color of law.

Appellees urge that the decision of the District Court
was based upon a construction of the indictment to the
effect that it did not charge the private individuals with
acting "under color" of law. Consequently, they urge
us to affirm in No. 60. In any event, they submit, since
the trial court's decision was based on the inadequacy
of the indictment and not on construction of the statute,

action "under color" of law within § 242. In Burton v. Wilmington
Parking Authority, 365 U. S. 715, we held that there is "state
action" whenever the "State has so far insinuated itself into a
position of interdependence [with the otherwise 'private' person
whose conduct is said to violate the Fourteenth Amendment] ...
that it must be recognized as a joint participant in the challenged
activity, which, on that account, cannot be considered to have been
so 'purely private' as to fall without the scope of the Fourteenth
Amendment." 365 U. S., at 725. Cf. Pennsylvania v. Board of
Trusts, 353 U. S. 230; Evans v. Newton, - U. S. -; Peterson
v. City of Greenville, 373 U. S. 244; Lombard v. Louisiana, 373
U. S. 267; Robinson v. Florida, 378 U. S. 153; Griffin v. Maryland,
378 U. S. 130; American Communications A8#n. v. Douda, 339 U. S.
382, 401; Public Utilities Comm'n v. Pollak, 343 U. S. 451; Smith v.
Allwright, 321 U. S. 649; Terry v. Adams, 345 U. S. 461; William,
II, 341 U. S., at 99-100.
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we have no jurisdiction to review it on direct appeal.
United States v. Swift & Co., 318 U. S. 442. We do not
agree. Each count of the indictment specifically alleges
that all of the defendants were acting "under color of the
laws of the State of Mississippi." The fault lies not in
the indictment, but in the District Court's view that the
statute requires that each, offender be an official or that
he act in an official capacity. We have jurisdiction to
consider this statutory question on direct appeal and, as
we have shown, the trial court's determination of it is in
error. Since each of the private individuals is indictable
as a principal acting under color of law, we need nt con-
sider whether he might be held to answer as an "aider
or abettor" under 18 U. S. C. § 2 (1964 ed.), despite
omission to include such a charge in the indictment.

Accordingly, we reverse the dismissal of the Second,
Third and Fourth Counts of the indictment in No. 60
and remand for trial.

II. No. 59.

No. 59 charges each of the 18 defendants with a
felony-a violation of § 241. This indictment is in one
count. It charges that the defendants "conspired to-
gether.. . to injure, oppress, threaten and intimidate"
Schwerner, Chaney and Goodman "in the free exercise
and enjoyment of the right and privilege secured to them
by the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States not to be deprived of life or liberty
wtihout due process of law by persons acting under color
of the laws of Mississippi." The indictment alleges that
it was the purpose of the conspiracy that Deputy Sheriff
Price would release Schwerner, Chaney and Goodman
from custody in the Neshoba County jail at such time
that Price and the other 17 defendants "could and would
intercept" them "and threaten, assault and kill them."
The penalty under § 241 is a fine of not more than $5,000,
or imprisonment for not more than 10 years, or both.
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Section 241 is a conspiracy statute. It reads as follows:
"If. two or more persons conspire W injure, op-

press, threaten, or intimidate any citizen in the free
exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege se-
cured to him by the Constitution or laws of the
United States, or because of his having so exercised
the same; or

"If two or more persons go in disguise on the high-
way, or on the premises of another, with intent to
prevent or hinder ree exercise enjoyment of
any right or vilege so secured-

"They all be fined not-ore than $5, or
impriso not more an te ye .or both.

The D *rict Cour ismi tie indie nent as to a
defenda . In e ect, altho gh . 24tnludes "ights or
privileg secured ytu n or ofthe
United States" without ific ion h ita nte
Court eld tha oes in e ri pr" dby
the Fo rteenth men n . -
It w be relRed th inNoin District Court

held th § 242 in lude th deni 2Lof Fi ih Amend-
ment ri ts-the e right involve in the
indictme under § 241. clud rights privi-
leges secur by the stitution r 4a o e Uni
States. Nei er is qu li cited. ach ineles,
presumably, a of the Constitution and laws the
United States. he reader of the two secti , versed
only in the English la e it ma bewi g
that the two sections could be so differently read../

But the District Court purported to read the statutes
with the gloss of Williams I. In that case, the only
case in which this Court has squarely confronted the
point at issue, the Court did in fact sustain dismissal
of an indictment under § 241. But it did not, as the
District Court incorrectly assumed, hold that § 241 is
inapplicable to Fourteenth Amendment rights. The
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Court divided equally on the issue. Four Justices, in an
opinion by Mr. Justice Frankfurter, were of the view
that § 241 "only covers conduct which interferes with
rights arising from the substantive powers of the Federal
Government"-rights "which Congress can beyond doubt
constitutionally secure against interference by private
individuals." 341 U. S., at 73, 77. Four other Justices, in
an opinion by MR. JUSTICE DOUGLAS, found no support
for Mr. Justice Frankfurter's view in the language of
the section, its legislative history, or its judicial inter-
pretation up to that time. They read the statute as
plainly covering conspiracies to injure others in the exer-
cise of Fourteenth Amendment rights. They could see
no obstacle to using it to punish deprivations of such
rights. Dismissal of the indictment was affirmed because
MR. JUSTICE BLACK voted with those who joined Mr.
Justice Frankfurter. He did so, however, for an entirely
different reason-that the prosecution was barred by
res judicata-and he expressed no view on the issue
whether "§ 241, as applied, is too vague and uncertain in
scope to be consistent with the Fifth Amendment."
William I thus left the proper construction of § 241, as
regards its applicability to protect Fourteenth Amend-
ment rights, an open question.

In view of the detailed opinions in Williams I, it would
be supererogation to track the arguments in all of their
intricacy. On the basis of an extensive re-examination
of the question, we conclude that the District Court
erred; that § 241 must be read as it is written-to reach
conspiracies "to injure . . . any citizen in the free exer-
cise or enjoyment of any right or privilege secured to him
by the Constitution or laws of the United States . .
that this language includes rights or privileges protected
by the Fourteenth Amendment; that whatever the ult,-
mate coverage of the section may be, it extends to con-
spiracies otherwise within the scope of the section,
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participated in by officials alone or in collaboration with
private persons; and that the indictment in No. 59
properly charges such a conspiracy in violation of § 241.
We shall confine ourselves to a review of the major
considerations which induce our conclusion.

1. There is no doubt that the indictment in No. 59
sets forth a conspiracy within the ambit of the Four-
teenth Amendment. Like the indictment in No. 60,
supra, it alleges that the defendants acted "under color
of law" and that the conspiracy included action by the
State through its law enforcement officers to punish the
alleged victims without due process of law in violation of
the Fourteenth Amendment's direct admonition to the
States.

The indictment specifically alleges that the sheriff,
deputy sheriff and a patrolman participated in the con-
spiracy; that it was a part of the "plan and purpose of
the conspiracy" that Deputy Sheriff Price, "while hav-
ing [the three victims] ... in his custody in the Neshoba
County Jail . . . would release them from custody at
such time that he [and others of the defendants] . . .
could and would intercept [the three victims] . . . and
threaten, assault, shoot and kill them."

This is an allegation of state action which, beyond
dispute, brings the conspiracy within the ambit of the
Fourteenth Amendment. It is an allegation of official,
state participation in murder, accomplished by and
through its officers with the participation of others. It
is an allegation that the State, without the semblance of
due process of law as required of it by the Fourteenth
Amendment, used its sovereign power and office to re-
lease the victims from jail so that they were not charged
and tried as required by law, but instead could be
intercepted and killed. If the Fourteenth Amendment
forbids denial of counsel, it clearly denounces denial of
any trial at all.
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As we have consistently held "The Fourteenth Amend-
ment protects the individual against state action, not
against wrongs done by individuals." Williams I, 341
U. S., at 92 (opinion of DOUGLAS, J.). In the present
case, the participation by law enforcement officers, as
alleged in the indictment, is clearly state action, as we
have discussed, and it is therefore with the scope of the
Fourteenth Amendment.

2. The argument, however, of Mr. Justice Frank-
furter's opinion in Williams I, upon which the District
Court rests its decision, cuts beneath this. It does not
deny that the accused conduct is within the scope of the
Fourteenth Amendment, but it contends that in enacting
§ 241, the Congress intended to include only the rights
and privileges conferred on the citizen by reason of the
"substantive" powers of the Federal Government-that
is, by reason of federal power operating directly upon the
citizen and not merely by means of prohibitions of
state action. As the opinion below puts it, "the Con-
gress had in mind the federal rights and privileges which
appertain to citizens as such and not the general rights
extended to all persons by the Fourteenth Amendment."
We do not agree.

The language of § 241 is plain and unlimited. As we
have discussed, its language embraces all of the rights
and privileges secured to citizens by all of the Constitu-
tion and all of the laws of the United States. There is
no indication in the language that the sweep of the sec-
tion is confined to rights that are conferred by or "flow
from" the Federal Government, as distinguished from
those secured or confirmed or guaranteed by the Consti-
tution. We agree with the observation of Mr. Justice
Holmes in United States v. Mosley, 238 U. S. 383, 387-
388, that

"the source of this section in the doings of the Ku
Klux Klan and the like is obvious and acts of
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violence obviously were in the mind of Congress.
Naturally Congress put forth all its powers ...
[T]his section dealt with Federal rights and with all
Federal rights, and protected them in the lump ....
[It should not be construed so] as to deprive citi-
zens of the United States of the general protection
which on its face § 19 [now § 241] most reasonably
affords." 8

We believe, with Mr. Justice Holmes, that the history
of the events from which § 241 emerged illuminates the
purpose and means of the statute with an unmistakable
light. We think that history leaves no doubt that, if we
are to give § 241 the scope that its origins dictate, we
must accord it a sweep as broad as its language. We
are not at liberty to seek ingenious analytical instruments
for excluding from its general language the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment--particularly since
th? violent denial of legal process was one of the reasons
motivating enactment of the section.'

Section 241 was enacted as part of what came to be
known as the Enforcement Act of 1870, 16 Stat. 140.10

8 See also Mr. Justice Rutledge, concurring, in Screws v. United
States, 325 U. S. 91, 120.

1 It would be strange, indeed, were this Court to revert to a con-
struction of the Forteenth Amendment which would once again nar-
row its historical purpose-which remains vital and pertinent to
today's problems. As is well known, for many years after Recon-
struction, the Fourteenth Amendment was almost a dead letter as
far as the civil rights of Negroes were concerned. Its sole office was
to impede state regulation of railroads or other corporations. De-
spite subsequent statements to the contrary, nothing in the records
of the congressional debates or the Joint Committee on Recon-
struction indicate any uncertainty that its objective was the protec-
tion of civil rights. See Stampp, The Era of Reconstruction,
136-137 (1965).

10 The official title is "An Act to enforce the Right of Citizens
of the United States to vote in the several. States of this Union,
and for other Purposes."
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The Act was passed on May 31, 1870, a bare two months
after ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment. In addi-
tion to the new § 241, it included a re-enactment of a
provision of the Civil Rights Act of 1866 which is now
§ 242. The intended breadth of § 241 is emphasized by
contrast with the narrowness of § 242 as it then was."
Section 242 forbade the deprivation, "under color of
law," of "any right secured or protected by this act."
The rights protected by the Act were narrow and spe-
cific: "to make and enforce contracts, to sue, be parties,
give evidence, and to the full and equal benefit of all
laws and proceedings for the security of person and prop-
erty as is enjoyed by white citizens [and to] be subject
to like punishment, pains, penalties, taxes, licenses, and
exactions of every kind, and none other." Act of April
9, 1866, 14 Stat. 27. Between 1866 and 1870 there was
much agitated criticism in the Congress and in the
Nation because of the continued denial of rights to
Negroes, sometimes accompanied by violent assaults.
In response to the demands for more stringent legisla-
tion Congress enacted the Enforcement Act of 1870.
Congress had before it and re-enacted § 242 which was
explicitly limited as we have described. At the same
time, it included § 241 in the Act using broad language
to cover not just the rights enumerated in § 242, but all
rights and privileges under the Constitution and laws of
the United States.

11Ie substantial difference in coverage of the two sections as
they were in the Act of 1870 preclude. the argument that 1241
should be narrowly construed to exclude Fourteenth Amendment
rights because otherwise it would have been duplicative of §242
taken in conjunction with the general conspiracy statute, 18 U. S. C.
1371. If, as we hold, § 241 was intended to cover all Fourteenth
Amendment rights, it was far broader in 1870 than was 1 242. For
other reasons for rejecting the duplication argument, see the opinion
of MR. Jus'cz DouGLAs in WiUam. I, 341 U. S., at 88, n. 2.
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It was not until the statutory revision of 1874 that
the specific enumeration of protected rights was elimi-
nated from § 242. The section was then broadened to
include as wide a range of rights as § 241 already did:
"any rights, privileges, or immunities, secured or pro-
tected by the Constitution and laws of the United
States." The substantial change thus effected was made
with the customary stout assertions of the codifiers
that they had merely clarified and reorganized without
changing substance." Section 241 was left essentially
unchanged, and neither in the 1874 revision nor in any
subsequent re-enactment has there been the slightest
indication of a congressional intent to narrow or limit
the original broad scope of § 241. It is clear, therefore,
that § 241, from original enactment through subsequent
codifications, was intended to deal, as Mr. Justice
Holmes put it, with conspiracies to interfere with "Fed-
eral rights and with all Federal rights." We find no
basis whatsoever for a judgment of Solomon which would
give to the statute less than its words command."'

The purpose and scope of the 1866 and 1870 enact-
ments must be viewed against the events and passions
of the time."' The Civil War had ended in April 1865.
Relations between Negroes and whites were increasingly
turbulent."" Congress had taken control of the entire
governmental process in former Confederate States.

2See 17 Stat. 74; 17 Stat. 579; S. Misc. Doe. No. 101, 40th
Cong., 2d Sess.; H. Misc. Doe. No. 31, 40th Cong., 3d Sess.; S. Misc.
Doe. No. 3, 42d Cong., 2d Ses.; 2 Cong. Rec. 646, 648, 1029, 1210,
1461.

" The opinion of MR. JusTIcz Douoms in William. I, 341 U. S.,
at 88, disposes of the argument that the words of 5241 themselves
suggest the narrow meaning which the opinion of Mr. Justice
Frankfurter found in the section.

"See generally, Stampp, The Era of Reconstruction (1965);
Nevins, The Emergence of Modern America (1927).

."'See H. R. Rep. No. 16, 39 Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 12 ff.
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It had declared the governments in 10 "unreconstructed"
States to be illegal and had set up federal military admin-
istrations in their place. Congress refused to seat repre-
sentatives from these States until they had adopted
constitutions guaranteeing Negro suffrage, and had rati-
field the Fourteenth Amendment. Constitutional con-
ventions were called in 1868. Six of the 10 States
fulfilled Congress' requirements in 1868, the other four
by 1870.

For a few years "radical" Republicans dominated the
governments of the Southern States and Negroes played
a substantial political role. But countermeasures were
swift and violent. The Ku Klux Klan was organized
by southern whites in 1866 and a similar organization
appeared with the romantic title of the Knights of the
White CamelLia. In 1868 a wave of murders and assaults
was launched including assassinations designed to keep
Negroes from the poll&"' The States themselves were
helpless, despite the resort by some of them to extreme
measures such as making it legal to hunt down and shoot
any disguised man."

Within the Congress pressures mounted in the period
between the end of the war and 1870 for drastic measures.
A few months after the ratification of the Thirteenth
Amendment on December 6, 1865, Congress, on April 9,
1866, enacted the Civil Rights Act of 1866, which, as we
have described, included § 242 in its originally narrow
form. On June 13, 1866, the Fourteenth Amendment
was proposed, and it was ratified the next month. In
February 1869 the Fifteenth Amendment was proposed,
and it was ratified io February 1870. On May 31, 1870,
the Enforcement Act of 1870 was enacted.

I' Cf. Nevins, op. cit. aupra, at 351.
1 Se, id., at 352; Morison, Oxford History of the American

People, 722-723 (1W).
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In this context, it is hardly conceivable that Congress
intended § 241 to apply only to a narrow and relatively
unimportant category of rights." We cannot doubt that
the purpose and effect of § 241 was to reach assaults upon
rights under the entire Constitution, including the Thir-
teenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, and not
merely under part of it.

This is fully attested by the only statement explana-
tory of § 241 in the recorded congressional proceedings
relative to its enactment. We refer to the speech of
Senator Pool of North Carolina who introduced the pro-
visions as an amendment to the Enforcement Act of 1870.
The Senator's remarks are printed in full in the Appendix
to this opinion." He urged that the section was needed
in order to punish invasions of the newly adopted Four-
teenth and Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution.
He acknowledged that the States as such were beyond
the reach of the punitive process, and that the legis-
lation must therefore operate upon individuals. He made
it clear that "It matters not whether these individuals
be officers or whether they are acting upon their own
responsibility." We find no evidence whatever that Sen-
ator Pool intended that § 241 should not cover violations
of Fourteenth Amendment rights, or that it should not
include state action or actions by state officials.

" See, for example, United States v. Waddell, 112 U. S. 76 (right
to perfect a homestead claim); United States v. Clasic, 313 U. S.
299 (right to vote in federal elections); Logan v. United States, 144
U. S. 263 (right to be secure from unauthorized violence while in
federal custody); In re Quarles, 158 U. S. 532 (right to inform on
violations of federal law). Cf. also United States v. Cruikshank,
92 U. S. 542, 552; Hague v. CIO, 307 U. 5. 496, 512-513 (opinion
of Roberts, J.); Collin. v. Hardyman, 341 U. S. 651, 660.

"9 We include these remarks only to show that the Senator clearly
intended § 241 to cover Fourteenth Amendment Rights.

63-420 0--66-4.71
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We conclude, therefore, that it is incumbent upon us
to read § 241 with full credit to its language. Nothing
in the prior decisions of this Court or of other courts
which have considered the matter stands in the way of
that conclusion."

The present application of the statutes at issue does
not raise fundamental questions of federal-state rela-
tionships. We are here concerned with allegations which
squarely and indisputably involve state action in direct
violation of the mandate of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment-that no State shall deprive any person of life or
liberty without due process of law. This is a direct,
traditional concern of the Federal Government. It is
an area in which the federal interest has existed for at
least a century, and in which federal participation has
intensified as part of a renewed emphasis upon civil
rights. Even as recently as 1951, when Williams I was
decided, the federal role in the establishment and vindi-
cation of fundamental rights--such as the freedom to
travel, nondiscriminatory access to public areas and non-
discriminatory educational facilities-was neither as per-
vasive nor as intense as it is today. Today, a decision
interpreting a federal law in accordance with its histori-
cal design, to punish denials by state action of consti-
tutional rights of the person can hardly be regarded as
adversely affecting "the wise adjustment between state
responsibility and national control . . ." Williams I,
341 U. S., at 73 (opinion of Frankfurter, J.). In

" This Court has rejected the argument, that the constitutionality
of § 241 may be affected by undue vagueness of coverage. The
Court held with reference to § 242 that any deficiency is cured by
the requirement that specific intent be proved. crew8 v. United
States, 325 U. S. 91. There is no basis for distinction between the
two statutes in this respect. See Wiliams I, 341 U. S., at 93-95
(Dou~~s, J.).
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any event, the problem, being statutory and not con-
stitutional, is ultimately, as it was in the beginning,
susceptible of congressional disposition.

Reversed and remanded.

MR. JUSTICE BLACK concurs in the judgment and
opinion of the Court except insofar as the opinion relies
upon United States v. Williams, 341 U. S. 58; United
State. v. Williams, 341 U. S. 70; and Williams v. United
States, 341 U. S. 97.
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Remarks of Senator Pool of North Carolina on spon-
soring Sections 5, 6 and 7 of the Enforcement Act of
1870 (Cong. Globe, 41st Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 3611-3613):

Mr. PoOL. Mr. President, the question involved in
the proposition now before the Senate is one in which
my section of the Union is particularly interested; al-
though since the ratification of the fifteenth amendment,
which we are now about to enforce by appropriate legis-
lation, other sections of the country have become more
or less interested in the same question. It is entering
upon a new phase of reconstruction; that is, to enforce
by appropriate legislation those great principles upon
which the reconstruction policy of Congress was based.

I said upon a former occasion on this floor that the
reconstruction policy of Congress had been progressive,
and that it was necessary that it should be progressive
still. The mere act of establishing governments in the
recently insurgent States was one thing; the great prin-
ciples upon which Congress proposed to proceed in estab-
lishing those governments was quite another thing,
involving principles which lie at the very foundation of
all that has been done, and which are intimately con-
nected with all the results that must follow from that
and from the legislation of Congress connected with the
whole subject.

Mr. President, the first thing that was done was the
passage of the thirteenth amendment, by which slavery
in the United States was abolished. By that four mil-
lions of people were taken out from under the protecting
hand of interested masters and turned loose to take care
of themselves. They were turned loose and put upon
their own resources in communities which were imbued
with prejudices against them as a race, communities
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which for the most part had for years past-indeed from
the very time when those who are now in existence were
born-been taught and had instilled into them a preju-
dice against the equality which has been attempted to
be established for the colored citizens of the United
States.

Mr. President, the condition which that thirteenth
amendment imposed on the late insurrectionary States
was one which demanded the serious consideration and
attention of this Government. The equality which by
the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth amendments
has been attempted to be secured for the colored men,
has not only subjected them to the operation of the
prejudices which had theretofore existed, but it has raised
against them still stronger prejudices and stronger feel-
ings in order to fight down the equality by which it is
claimed they are to control the legislation of that section
of the country. They were turned loose among those
people, weak, ignorant, and poor. Those among the
white citizens there who have sought to maintain the
rights which you have thrown upon that class of people,
have to endure every species of proscription, of oppo-
sition, and of vituperation in order to carry out the
policy of Congress, in order to lift up and to uphold the
rights which you have conferred upon that class. It is
for that reason not only necessary for the freedmen, but
it is necessary for the white people of that section that
there should be stringent and effective legislation on the
part of Congress in regard to these measures of
reconstruction.

We have heard on former occasions on the floor of the
Senate that there were organizations which committed
outrages, which went through communities for the pur-
poses, of intimidating and coercing classes of citizens in
the exercise of their rights. We have been told here
that perhaps it might be well that retaliation should be
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resorted to on the part of those who are oppressed. Sir,
the time will come when retaliation will be resorted to
unless th Government of the United States interposes
to command and to maintain the peace; when there will
be retaliation and civil war; when there will be bloodshed
and tumult in various communities and sections. It is
not only necessary for the freedom, but it is important to
the white people of the southern section, that by plain
and stringent laws the United States should interpose
and preserve the peace and quiet of the community.

The fifteenth amendment to the Constitution of the
United States provides that the right of citizens of the
United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States, or by any State on account of race,
color, or previous condition of servitude. It speaks of
"the right of chizens to vote." It has been said that
voting is a privilege; but this amendment recognizes it
as a right in the citizen; and this right is not to "be
denied or abridged by the United States, or by any
State." What are we to understand by that? Can indi-
viduals abridge it with impunity? Is there no power in
this Government to prevent individuals or associations
of individuals from abridging or contravening that pro-
vision of the Constitution? If that be so, legislation is
unnecessary. If our legislation is to apply only to the
States, it is perfectly clear that it is totally unnecessary,
inasmuch as we cannot pass a criminal law as applicable
to a State; nor can we indict a State officer as an officer.
It must apply to individuals. A State might attempt to
contravene that provision of the Constitution by passing
some positive enactment by which it would be contra-
vened, but the Supreme Court would hold such enact-
ment to be unconstitutional, and in that way the State
would be restrained. But the wo:d "deny" is used.
There are various ways in which a State may prevent
the full operation of this constitutional amendment. It
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cannot--because the courts would prevent it-by posi-
tive legislation, but by acts of omission it may p. ctically
deny the right. The legislation of Congress must be to
supply acts of omission on the part of the States. If
a State shall not enforce its laws by which private indi-
viduals shall be prevented by force from contravening
the rights of the citizen under the amendment, it is in
my judgment the duty of the United States Government
to supply that omission, and by its own laws and by its
own courts to go into the States for the purpose of giv-
ing the amendment vitality there.

The word "deny" is used not only in this fifteenth
amendment, but I perceive in the fourteenth amendment
it is also used. When the fourteenth amendment was
passed there was in existence what is known as the civil
rights bill, a pat of which has been copied in the Senate
bill now pending. The civil rights bill recognized all
persons born or naturalized in the United States as citi-
zens, and provided that they should have certain rights
which were enumerated. They are, "to make and en-
force contracts, to sue, be made parties, give evidence,
to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold and convey real and
personal property," and to "the full and equal benefit of
all laws and proceedings for the security of person and
property."

The civil rights bill was to be enforced by making it
criminal for any officer, under color of any State law, "to
subject, or cause to be subjected, any citizen to the depri-
vation of any of the rights secured and protected" by the
act. If an officer of any State were indicted for subject-
ing a citizen to the deprivation of any of those rights he
was not to be indicted as an officer; it was as an indi-
vidual. And so, under the fourteenth amendment to the
Constitution, "no State shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citi-
zens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive
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any person of life, liberty, or property without due
process of law, nor deny to any person within its juris-
diction the equal protection of the laws." There the
word "deny" is used again; it is used in contradistinc-
tion to the first clause, which says, "No State shall make
or enforce any law" which shall do so and so. That
would be a positive act which would contravene the right
of a citizen; but to say it shall not deny to any person
the equal protection of the law it seems to me opens up
a different branch of the subject. It shall not deny by
acts of omission, by a failure to prevent its own citizens
from depriving by force any of their fellow-citizens of
these rights. It is only when a State omits to carry
into effect the provisions of the civil rights act, and to
secure the citizens in their rights, that the provisions of
the fifth section of the fourteenth amendment would be
called into operation, which is, "that Congress shall
enforce by appropriate legislation the provisions of this
article."

There is no legislation that could reach a State to
prevent its passing a law. It can only reach the indi-
vidual citizens of the State in the enfGrcement of law.
You have, therefore, in any appropriate legislation, to
act on the citizen, not on the State. If you pass an act
by which you make it an indictable offense for an officer
to execute any law of a State by which he trespasses upon
any of these rights of the citizen it operates upon him
as a citizen, and not as an officer. Why can you not
just as well extend it to any other citizen of the country?

It is, in my judgment, incumbent upon Congress to
pass the most stringent legislation- on this subject. I
believe that we have a perfect right under the Constitu-
tion oi the United States, not only under these three
amendments, but under the general scope and features
and spirit of the Constitution itself, to go into any of
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these States for the purpose of protecting and securing
liberty. I admit that when you go there for the pur-
pose of restraining liberty, you can go only under dele-
gated powers in express terms; but to go into the States
for the purpose of twcuring and protecting the liberty of
the citizen and the rights and immunities of American
citizenship is in accordance with the spirit and whole
object of the formation of the Union and the national
Government.

There are, Mr. President, various ways in which the
right secured by the fifteenth amendment may be
abridged by citizens in a State. If a State should under-
take by positive enactment, as I have said, to abridge the
right of suffrage, the courts of the country would pre-
vent it; and I find that in section two of the bill which
has been proposed as a substitute by the Judiciary Com-
mittee of the Senate provision is made for cases where
officers charged with registration or officers charged with
the assessment of taxes and with making the proper
entries in connection therewith, shall refuse the right to
register or to pay taxes to a citizen. I believe the lan-
guage of the Senate bill is sufficiently large and compre-
hensive to embrace any other class of officers that might
be charged with any act that was necessary to enable a
citizen to perform any prerequisite to voting. But, sir,
individuals may prevent the exercise of the right of
suffrage; individuals may prevent the enjoyment of
other rights which are conferred upon the citizen by the
fourteenth amendment, a"well as trespass upon the right
conferred by the fifteenth. Not only citizens, but organ-izations of citizens, conspiracies, may be and are, as we
are told, in some of the States formed for that purpose.
I see in the fourth section of the Senate bill a provision
for cases where citizens by threats, intimidation, bribery,
or otherwise prevent, delay, or hinder the exercise of this
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right; but there is nothing here that strikes at organiza-
tions of individuals, at conspiracies for that purpose. I
believe that any bill will be defective which does not
make it a highly penal offense for men to conspire to-
gether, to organize themselves into bodies, for the express
purpose of contravening the right conferred by the
fifteenth amendment.

But, sir, there is a great, important omission in this
bill as well as in that of the House. It seems not to have
struck those who drew either of the two bills that the
prevention of the exercise of the right of suffrage was not
the only or the main trouble that we have upon our
hands. Suppose there shall be an organization of indi-
viduals, or, if you please, a single individual, who shall
take it upon himself to compel his fellow citizens to
vote in a particular way. Suppose he threatens to dis-
charge them from employment, to bring upon them the
outrages which are being perpetrated by the Kuklux
organizations, so as not to prevent their voting, but to
compel them to vote in accordance with the dictates of
the party who brings this coercion upon them. It seems
to me it is necessary that we should legislate against
that. That is a more threatening view of the subject
than the mere preventing of registration or of entering
men's names upon the assessment books for taxation or
of depositing the ballot in the box. I think the bill can-
not be perfected to meet the emergencies of the occasion
unless there be a section which meets that view of the
case.

The Senator from Indiana [Mr. Morton] asks whether
I have drawn an amendment to that effect. I have, but
I cannot offer it at this time, for the simple reason that
there is an amendment to an amendment pending.

Mr. MoRToN. Let it be read for information.
Mr. POOL. It has been printed, and I send it to the

desk to be read for information.
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The Chief Clerk read the amendment intended to be
proposed by Mr. Pool, as follows:

"Insert after section four of the Senate bill the
following sections:

"SEc. 5. And be it further enacted, That it shall be
unlawful for any person, with intent to hinder or in-
fluence the exercise of the right of suffrage, as aforesaid,
to coerce or intemidate, or attempt to coerce or intimi-
date any of the legally qualified voters in any State or
Territory. Any person violating the provisions of this
section shall be held guilty of a misdemeanor, and on
conviction thereof shall be fined or imprisoned, or both,
in the discretion of the court: the fine not to exceed
$1,000, and the imprisonment not to exceed one year.

SEc. 6. And be it further enacted, That if two or more
persons shall band or conspire together, or go in disguise
upon the public highway, or upon the premises of an-
other, with intent to violate any provision of this act,
or to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any citizen
with intent to prevent or hinder his free exercise and
enjoyment of any right or privilege granted or secured
to him by the Constitution or laws of the United States,
such person shall be held guilty of felony, and on con-
viction thereof shall be fined and. imprisoned; the fine
not to exceed $5,000 and the imprisonment not to exceed
ten years; and shall, moreover, be thereafter ineligible
to and disabled from holding any office or place of honor,
profit, or trust created by the Constitution or laws of the
United States.

SEc. 7. And be it further enacted, That if in the act
of violating any provision in either of the two preceding
sections, any other felony, crime, or misdemeanor shall
be committed, the offender may be indicted or prose-
cuted for the same in the courts of the United States,
as hereinafter provided, for violations of this act, and
on conviction thereof shall be punished for the same

IM
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with such punishments as are attached to like felonies,
crimes, and misdemeanors by the laws of the State in
which the offense may be committed.

"Strike out section twelve and substitute therefor the
following:

"And be it further enacted, That the President of the
United States, or such person as he may empower for
that purpose, may employ in any State such part of the
land and naval forces of the United States, or of the
militia, as he may deem necessary to enforce the com-
plete execution of this act; and with such forces may
pursue, arrest, and hold for trial all persons charged with
the violation of any of the provisions of this act, and
enforce the attendance of witnesses upon the examina-
tion or trial of such persons."

Mr. POOL. The Senator from Indiana asked if I had
an amendment prepared which met the view of the case
I was presenting in regard to the compelling of citizens
to vote in a particular way. The first section of the
amendment which I have offered uses this language:

"That it shall be unlawful for any person with intent
to hinder or influence the exercise of the right of suffrage
as aforesaid, to coerce or intimidate or attempt to coerce
or intimidate any of the legally qualified voters in any
State or Territory."

But, Mr. President, there is another view which seems
to have been lost sight of entirely by those who have
drawn both the House bill and the bill now pending be-
fore the Senate, and from which we apprehend very
much danger. It is this: the oppression of citizens be-
cause of having voted in a particular way, or having voted
at all. It may often happen, as it has happened up to
this time already, that upon the close of an election
colored persons will be discharged from employment by
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their employers. They may be subjected to outrages
of various kinds because they have participated in an
election, and cast their votes in a particular way. That
is not done for the purpose of punishment so much as
for the purpose of deterring them from voting in any
succeeding election, or from voting in a way that those
who perpetrate these outrages do not desire them to do.
I find that branch of the subject is entirely left out of
view in the bill.

There is another feature of my amendment which I
deem of some importance. It is this:

"That if in the act of violating any provision in either
of the two preceding sections any other felony, crime,
or misdemeanor shall be committed, the offender may
be indicted or prosecuted for the same in the courts of
the United States."

I think the most effective mode of preventing this
intimidation and these attempts at coercion, as well as
the outrages which grow out of these attempts, would
be found in making any offense committed in the effort
to violate them indictable before the courts of the United
States. As was said before, in the discussion of the
Georgia question in the Senate, the juries in the com-
munities where these outrages are committed are often
composed of men who are engaged in them, or of their
friends, or of those who connive at them, or of persons
who are intimidated by them, and in many instances
they dare not bring in a true bill when there is an at-
tempt to indict, or if a true bill be found, they dare not
go for conviction on the final trial. It is for that reason
that I believe it will be better, it will be the only effec-
tive remedy, to take such offenders before the courts of
the United States, and there have them tried by a jury
which is not imbued with the prejudices and interests of
those who perpetrate the crimes.
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These are the pi incipal features of the amendment
which I have drawn in the effort to perfect this bill; and
there is another one to which I will call the attention of
the Senate. It is that in regard to calling out the mili-
tary forces of the United States. I find that in the civil
rights bill, as in the bill which has been introduced by
the Senate Judiciary Cominittee, the President is author-
ized, either by himself or by such person as he may em-
power for that purpose, to use the military forces of the
United States to enforce the act. There in both in-
stances it stops. It has been objected to here that the
expression, "or such Guher person as he may empower for
that purpose," should not be in the bill; that it may be
subject to abuse. I think it would have no good effect
to keel) that language in. The President may send his
officers and he may empower whomsoever he pleases to
take charge of his forces without any such provision.

But there is a use for these forces which seems not to
have been averted to in either the civil rights bill or in
the bill that is now pending before the Senate. It is the
holding of these offenders for examination and trial after
they are arrested. Their confederates, if they are put in
the common prison of the State, will in nine cases out
of ten release them. But more important still is it to
use these forces to compel the attendance of witnesses;
for a subterfuge resorted to is to keep witnesses away
from the trial. In many instances witnesses are more
or less implicated in the commission of the offense. In
other cases the witnesses are intimidated and cannot be
obtained upon the trial. So in the amendment which I
have prepared I have proposed that these forces may
be used to enforce the attendance of witnesses both upon
the examination and the trial. My purpose in intro-
ducing this was to perfect the Senate bill. I think, as I
said yesterday, that that bill is liable to less objection
than the House bill. I think it is more efficacious in its
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provisions. I think it is better that the Senate should
direct its attention to perfecting that bill, in order that
it may be made, when perfected, a substitute for the bill
that came from the House.

That much being said upon the purpose of perfecting
the bill and making it efficacious, I have very little more
to say. I did not intend when I rose to say much upon
the general power, which has been questioned here, to
pass any law at all. I think it is better to do nothing
than to do that which will not have the proper effect.
To do that which will not accomplish the purpose would
be worse than doing nothing at all. That the United
States Government has the right to go into the States
and enforce the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments is,
in my judgment, perfectly clear, by appropriate legisla-
tion that shall bear upon individuals. I cannot see that
it would be possible for appropriate legislation to be re-
sorted to except as applicable to individuals who violate
or attempt to violate these provisions. Certainly we
cannot legislate here against States. As I said a few
moments ago, it is upon individuals that we must press
our legislation. It matters not whether those individuals
be officers or whether they are acting upon their own
responsibility; whether they are acting singly or in
organizations. If there is to be appropriate legislation
at all, it must be that which applies to individuals.

I believe that the United States has the right, and that
it is an incumbent duty upon it, to go into the States to
enforce the rights of the citizens against all who attempt
to infringe upon those rights when they are recognized
and secured by the Constitution of the country. If we
do not possess that right the danger to the liberty of the
citizen is great indeed in many parts of this Union. I
think this question will come time and again as years
pass by, perhaps before another year, in different forms
before the Senate. It is well that we should deal with it
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Wsow and deal with it squarely, and I hope that the
Senate will not hesitate in doing so.

Mr. President, the liberty of a citizen of the United
States, the prerogatives, the rights, and the immunities
of American citizenship, should not be and cannot be
safely left to the mere caprice of States either in the
passage of laws or in the withholding of that protection
which any emergency may require. If a State by omis-
sion neglects to give to every citizen within its borders
a free, fair, and full exercise and enjoyment of his rights
it is the duty of the United States Government to go into
the State, and by its strong arm to see that he does have
the full and free enjoyment of those rights.

Upon that ground the Republican party must stand
in carrying into effect the reconstruction policy, or the
whole fabric of reconstruction, with all the principles
connected with it, amounts to nothing at all; and in the
end it will topple and fall unless it can be enforced by
the appropriate legislation, the power to enact which has
been provided in each one of the great charters of liberty
which that party has put forth in its amendments to the
Constitution. Unless the right to enforce it by appro-
priate legislation is enforced stringently and to the point,
it is clear to my mind that there will be no efficacy what-
ever in what has been done up to this time to carry out
and to establish that policy.

I did not rise, sir, for the purpose of arguing the ques-
tion very much in detail. I did not rise for the purpose
of making any appeals to the Senate; but more for the
purpose of asserting here and arguing for a moment the
general doctrine of the right of the United States to inter-
vene against individuals in the States who attempt to
contravene the amendment to the Constitution which we
are now endeavoring to enforce, and for the purpose of
calling attention to the defects in the bill and offering a
remedy for them.
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SUPEME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

No. 65.--OcoB TERM, 1965.

United States, Appellant, On Appeal From the United
I States District Court for

Here-.~t ues eta]. the MidIdle District of
Georgia.

[March 28, 1966.]

Ma. JUSTICE STEwART delivered the opinion of the
Court.

The si): defendants in this case were indicted by a
United States grand jury in the Middle District of
Georgia fcir criminal conspiracy in violation of 18 U. S. C.
§ 241. That section provides in relevant part:

"If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,
threaten, or intimidate any citizen in the free exer-
cise or enjoyment of any rig.t or privilege secured
to him by the Constitution or laws of the United
States or because of his having so exercised the
same;

"Th ey shall be fined not more than $50 or
imprisoned not more than ten years, or both."

In five numbered paragraphs, the indictment alleged a
single conspiracy by the defendants to deprive Negro
citizens of the free exercise and enjoyment of several
specified rights secured by the Constitution and laws of
the United States." The defendants moved to dismiss

I The indictment, filed on October 16, 1964, was as follows:

"THE GRAND JURY CHARGES:
"Commencinig on or about January 1, 1964, and continuing to

the date of this indictment, HERBERT GUEST, JAMES SPER-
GEON LACKEY, CECIL WILLIAM MYERS, DENVER WILLIS
PHILLIPS, JOSEPH HOWARD SIMS, and GEORGE HAMPTON
TURNER, didJ, within the Mide1e District of Georgia, Athens Di-
vision, conspire together, with uach other, and with other persons

6:3-420 0-6---72
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the indictment on the ground that it did not charge an
offense under the laws of the* United States. The Dis-
trict Court sustained the motion and dismissed the

to the Grand Jury unknown, to injure, oppress, threaten, and intimi-
date Negro citizens of the United States in the vicinity of Athens,
Georgia, in the free exercise and enjoyment by said Negro citizens of
the following rights and privileges secured to them by the Constitu-
tion and the laws of the United States:

"1. The right to the full and equal enjoyment of the goods, serv-
ices, facilities, privileges, advantages, and accommodations of motion
picture theaters, restaurants, and other places of public
accommodation;

"2. The right to the equal utilization, without discrimination upon
the basis of race, of public facilities in the vicinity of Athens, Georgia,
owned, operated or managed by or on behalf of the State of Georgia
or any subdivision thereof;

"3. The right to the full and equal use on the same terms as white
citizens of the public streets and highways in the vicinity of Athens,
Georgia;

"4. The right to travel freely to and from the State of Georgia
and to use highway facilities and other instrumentalities of interstate
commerce within the State of Georgia;

"5. Other rights exercised and enjoyed by white citizens in the
vicinity of Athens, Georgia.

"It was a part of the plan and purpose of the conspiracy that its
objects be achieved by various means, including the following:

"1. By shooting Negroes;
"2. By beating Negroes;
"3. By killing Negroes;
"4. By damaging and destroying property of Negroes;
"5. By pursuing Negroes in automobiles and threatening them with

guns;
"6. By making telephone calls to Negroes to threaten their lives,

property, and persons, and by making such threats in person;
"7. By going in disguise on the highway and on the premises of

other persons;
"8. By causing the arrest of Negroes by means of false reports

that such Negroes had committed criminal acts; and
"9. By burning croses at night in public view.
"All in violation of Section 241, Title 18, United States Coda."
The only additional indication in the record concerning the factual

details of the conduct with which the defendants were charged is
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indictment as to all defendants and all numbered para-
graphs of the indictment. 246 F. Supp. 475.

The United States appealed directly to this Court
under the Criminal Appeals Act, 18 U. S. C. § 3731.' We
postponed decision of the question of our jurisdiction to
the hearing on the merits. 381 U. S. 932. It is now
apparent that this Court does not have jurisdiction to
decide one of the issues sought to be raised on this direct
appeal. As to the other issues, however, our appellate
jurisdiction is clear, and for the reasons that follow, we
reverse the judgment of the District Court. As in
United States v. Price, - U. S. -, decided today, we
deal here with issues of statutory construction, not with
issues of constitutional power.

I.
The first numbered paragraph of the indictment, re-

flecting a portion of the language of § 201 (a) of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, 42 U. S. C. § 2000a (a) (1964 ed.),
alleged that the petitioners conspired to injure, oppress,
threaten, and intimidate Negro citizens in the free exer-
cise and enjoyment of:

"The right to the full and equal enjoyment of the
goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and
accommodations of motion picture theaters, restau-
rants, and other places of public accommodation."'

the statement of the District Court that: "It is common knowledge
that two of the defendants, Sims arid Myers, have already been
prosecuted in the Superior Court of Madison County, Georgia for
the murder of Lemuel A. Penn and by a jury found not guilty."
248 F. Supp. 475, 487.

2 This appeal concerns only the first four numbered paragraphs
of the indictment. The Government conceded in the District Court
that the fifth paragraph added nothing to the indictment, and no
question is raised here as to the dismissal of that paragraph.

3 Section 201 (a) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U. S. C.
§2000a (a) (1964 ed.), provides:

"All persons shall be entitled to the full and equal enjoyment of
the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and accommo-
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The District Court held that this paragraph of the
indictment failed to state an offense against rights se-
cured by the Constitution or laws of the United States.
The court found a fatal flaw in the failure of the para-
graph to include an allegation that the acts of the
defendants were motivated by racial discrimination, an
allegation the court thought essential to charge an inter-
ference with rights secured by Title II of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964.' The court went on to say that, in any
event, 18 U. S. C. § 241 is not an available sanction to
protect rights secured by that title because § 207 (b)

dations of any place of public accommodation, as defined in this
section, without discrimination or segregation on the ground of race,
color, religion, or national origin."

The criteria for coverage of motion picture theaters by the Act
are stated in §§201 (b)(3) and 201 (c)(3), 42 U. S. C. §§2000a
(b)(3) and 2000a (c)(3) (1964 ed.); the criteria for coverage of
restaurants are stated in §§201 (b)(2) and 201 (c)(2), 42 U. S. C.
§12000a (b)(2) and 2000a (c)(2) (1964 ed.). No issue is raised
here as to the failure of the indictment to allege specifically that
the Act is applicable to the places of public accommodation described
in this paragraph of the indictment.

' The District Court said: "The Government contends that the
rights enumerated in paragraph 1 stem from Title 2 of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, and thus automatically come within the purview
of § 241. The Government conceded on oral argument that para-
graph one would add nothing to the indictment absent the Act.
It is not clear how the rights mentioned in paragraph one can be
said to come from the Act because § 201 (a), upon which the drafts-
man doubtless relied, lists the essential element 'without discrimina-
tion or segregation on the ground of race, color, religion, or national
origin.' This element is omitted from paragraph one of the indict-
ment, and does not appear in the charging part of the indictment.
The Supreme Court said in Cruikahank, supra, 92 U. S. at page 556,
where deprivation of right to vote was involved,
"'We may suspect that "race" was the cause of the hostility; but
it is not so averred. This is material to a description of the sub-
stance of the offense and cannot be supplied by implication. Every-
thing essential must be charged positively, not inferentially. The
defect here is not in form, but in substance." 246 F. Supp. 475, 484.
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of the 1964 Act, 42 U. S. C. § 2000a-6 (b) (1964 ed.),
specifies that the remedies provided in Title II itself are
to be the exclusive means of enforcing the rights the title
secures.$

A direct appeal to this Court is available to the United
States under the Criminal Appeals Act, 18 U. S. C. § 3731,
from "a decision or judgment ...dismissing any indict-
ment ...or any count thereof, where such decision or
judgment is based upon the . . . construction of the
statute upon which the indictment . . . is founded."
In the present case, however, the District Court's judg-
ment as to the first paragraph of the indictment was
based, at least alternatively, upon its determination that
this paragraph was defective as a matter of pleading.
Settled principles of review under the Criminal Appeals
Act therefore preclude our review of the District Court's
judgment on this branch of the indictment. In United
States v. Borden Co., 308 U. S. 188, Chief Justice Hughes,
speaking for a unanimous Court, set out these principles
with characteristic clarity:

"The established principles governing our review
are these: (1) Appeal does not lie from a judgment
which rests on the mere deficiencies of the indict-

$Section 207 (b) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U. S. C.
§2000a- (b) (1964 ed.), states:

"The r--medies provided in this title shall be the exclusive means
of enforcing the rights based on this title, but nothing in this title
shall preclude any individual or any State or local agency from
asserting any right based on any other Federal or State law not
inconsistent with this title, including any statute or ordinance requir-
ing nondiscrimination in public establishments or accommodations,
or from pursuing any remedy, civil or criminal, which may be avail-
able for the vindication or enforcement of such right."

Relying on this provision and its legislative history, the District
Court said: "It seems crystal clear that the Congress in enacting
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 did not intend to subject anyone to
any possible criminal penalties except those specifically provided for
in the Act itself." 246 F. Supp., at 485.
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ment as a pleading, as distinguished from a construc-
tion of the statute which underlies the indictment.
(2) Nor will an appeal lie in a case where the Dis-
trict Court has considered the construction of the
statute but has also rested its decision upon the
independent ground of a defect in pleading which
is not subject to our examination. In that case we
cannot disturb the judgment and the question of
construction becomes abstract. (3) This Court
must accept the construction given to the indict-
ment by the District Court as that is a matter we
are not authorized to review...." 308 U. S., at
193.

See also United States v. Swift & Co., 318 U. S. 442, 444.
The result is not changed by the circumstance that we

have jurisdiction over this appeal as to the other para-
graphs of the indictment. United States v. Borden,
supra, involved an indictment comparable to the present
one for the purposes of jurisdiction under the Criminal
Appeals Act. In Borden, the District Court had held all
four counts of the indictment invalid as a matter of oon-
struction of the Sherman Act, but had also held the third
count defective as a matter of pleading. The Court ac-
cepted jurisdiction on direct appeal as to the first, second,
and fourth counts of the indictment, but it dismissed the
appeal as to the third count for want of jurisdiction.
"rhe Government's appeal does not open the whole
case." 308 U. S. 188, 193.

It is hardly necessary to add that our ruling as to the
Court's lack of jurisdiction now to review this aspect of
the case implies no opinion whatsoever as to the correct-
ness either of the District Court's appraisal of this para-
graph of the indictment as a matter of pleading or of the
court's view of the preclusive effect of 1207 (b) of the
Civil Rights Act of 196.
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II.
The second numbered paragraph of the indictment

alleged that the defendants conspired to injure, oppress,
threaten, and intimidate Negro citizens of the United
States in the free exercise and enjoyment of:

"The right to the equal utilization, without dis-
crimination upon the basis of race, of public facilities
in the vicinity of Athens, Georgia, owned, operated,
or managed by or in behalf of the State of Georgia
or any subdivision thereof."

Correctly characterizing this paragraph as embracing
rights protected by the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment, the District Court held as a
matter of statutory construction that 18 U. S. C. § 241
does not encompass any Fourteenth Amendment rights,
and further held as a matter of constitutional law that
"any broader construction of 1 241 . . . would render it
void for indefiniteness." 246 F. Supp., at 486. In so
holding, the District Court was in error, as our opinion
in United States v. Price, - U. S. -, decided today,
makes abundantly clear.

To be sure, Price involves rights under the Due Process
Clause, whereas the present case invQlves rights under the
Equal Protection Clause. But no possible reason sug-
gests itself for concluding that § 241-if it protects Four-
teenth Amendment rights-protects rights secured by the
one Clause but not those secured by the other. We have
made clear in Price that when § 241 speaks of "any
right or privilege secured... by the Constitution or
laws of the United States," it means precisely that.

Moreover, inclusion of Fourteenth Amendment rights
within the compass of 18 U. S. C. §241 does not ren-
der the statute unconstitutionally vague. Since the
gravamen of the offense is conspiracy, the requirement
that the offender must act with a specific intent to inter-
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fere with the federal rights in question is satisfied.
crew# v. United States, 325 U. S. 91; Williams v. United

States, 341 U. S. 70, 93-95 (dissenting opinion). And
the rights under the Equal Protection Clause described
by this paragraph of the indictment have been so
firmly and precisely established by a consistent line of
decisions in this Court," that the lack of specification of
these rights in the language of 1241 itself can raise no
serious constitutional question on the ground of vague-
ness or indefiniteness.

Unlike the indictment in Price, however, the indict-
ment in the present case names no person alleged to have
acted in any way under the color of state law. The argu-
ment is therefore made that, since there exist no Equal
Protection Clause rights against wholly private action,
the judgment of the District Court on this branch of the
case must be affirmed. On its face, the argument is
unexceptionable. The Equal Protection Clause speaks
to the State or to those acting under the color of its
authority.!

In this connection, we emphasize that § 241 by its
clear language incorporates no more than the Equal Pro-
tection Clause itself; the statute does not purport to give
substantive, as opposed to remedial, implementation to
any rights secured by that Clause., Since we therefore

* See, e. g., Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U. S. 483 (schools);
New Orleane City Park Improvement Assn. v. Detiege, 358 U. S. 54,
Wright v. Georgia, 373 U. S. 284, Watson v. Memphis, 373 U. S. 526,
City of New Orleans v. Barthe, 376 U. 8. 189 (parks and play-
grounds); Holme v. City of Atlanta, 350 U. S. 879 (golf course);
Mayor and City Couneil of Baltimore City v. Dawson, 350 U. 8.
877 (beach); Muir v. Louiwii Park Theatrical Ann, 347 U. S.
971 (auditorium); Johnson v. Virginia, 373 U. 8. 61 (courthouse);
Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 U. S. 715 (parking
garage); Turner v. City of Memphis, 369 U. s. 350 (airport).

I "No 8tte shall ... deny to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws."

aSee p. 1, aupr..
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deal here only with the bare terms of the Equal Protec-
tion Clause itself, nothing said in this opinion goes to
the question of what kinds of other and broader legisla-
tion Congress might constitutionally enact under § 5 of
the Fourteenth Amendment to implement that Clause or
any other provision of the Amendment.'

It is a commonplace that rights under the Equal Pro-
tection Clause itself arise only where there has been in-
volvement of the State or of one acting under the color of
its authority. The Equal Protection Clause "doer not...
add any thing to the rights which one citizen has under
the Constitution against another." United State. v.
Cruikshank, 92 U. S. 542, 554-555. As MR. Jusrcz
DoUGLAS more recently put it, "The Fourteenth Amend-
ment protects the individual against state action, not
against wrongs done by individuals." United States v.
Williams, 341 U. S. 70, 92 (dissenting opinion). This
has been the view of the Court from the beginning.
United States v. Cruikshank, supra; United State. v.
Harris, 106 U. S. 629; Civil Rights Case., 109 U. S. 3;
Hodges v. United States, 203 U. S. 1; United State. v.
Powell, 212 U. S. 564. It remains the Court's view
today. See, e. g., Evans v. Newton, - U. S.--;
United States v. Price, - U. S.

This is not to say, however, that the involvement of
the State need be either exclusive or direct. In a variety
of situations the Court has found state action of a nature
sufficient to create rights under the Equal Protection
Clause even though the participation of the State was pe-
ripheral, or its action was only one of several co-operative
forces leading to the constitutional violation. See, e. g.,
Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1; Pennsylvania v. Board

'Thus, contrary to the suggestion in MR. JUSTICE BRENINAN'S
separate opinion, nothing said in this opinion has the slightest bear-
ing on the validity or construction of Title III or Title IV of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U. S. C. §§ 2000b, 2000c (1964 ed.).
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of Truete, 353 U. S. 230; Burton v. Wilmington Parking
Authority, 365 U. S. 715; Peterson v. City of Grefnville,
373 U. S. 244; Lombard v. Lou ina, 373 U. S. 267;
Griffin v. Maryland, 378 U. S. 130; Robinson v. Florida,
378 U. S. 153; Evans v. Newton, supra.

This case, however, requires no determination of the
threshold level that state action must attain in order to
create rights under the Equal Protection Clause. ' This is
so because, contrary to the argument of the litigants, the
indictment in fact contains an express allegation of state
involvement sufficient at least to require the denial of a
motion to dismiss. One of the means of accomplishing
the object of the conspiracy, according to the indictment,
was "By causing the arrest of Negroes by means of false
reports that such Negroes had committed criminal
acts." ,0 In Bell v. Maryland, 378 U. S. 226. three mem-
bers of the Court expressed the view that a private busi-
nessman's invocation of state police and judicial action to
carry out- his own policy of racial discrimination was suf-
ficient to create Equal Protection Clause rights in those
against whom the racial discrimination was directed."
Three other members of the Court strongly disagreed
with that view, t and three expressed no opinion on the
question. The allegation of the extent of official involve-
ment in the present case is not clear. It may charge no
more than co-operative private and state action similar to
that involved in Bell, but it may go considerably further.
For example, the allegation is broad enough to cover a
charge of active connivance by agents of the State in the
making of the "false reports," or other conduct amount-
ing to official discrimination clearly sufficient to consti-
tute denial of rights protected by the Equal Protection

10 See note I, supra.
11378 U. 8. 226, at 242 (separate opinion of MR. JUSTICE DOUo-

LAS); id., at 286 (separate opinion of Mr. Justice Goldberg).
2 Id., at 318 (dissenting opinion.of MR. Jusenc BLAC).
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Clause. Although it is possible that a bill of particu-
lars, or the proofs if the case goes to trial, would dis-
close no co-operative action of that kind by officials of
the State, the allegation is enough to prevent dismissal
of this branch of the indictment.

III.
The fourth numbered paragraph of the indictment

alleged that the defendants conspired to injure, oppress,
threaten, and intimidate Negro citizens of the United
States in the free exercise and enjoyment of:

"The right to travel freely to and from the State
of Georgia and to use highway facilities and other
instrumentalities of interstate commerce within the
State of Georgia." 1

The District Court was in error in dismissing the in-
dictment as to this paragraph. The constitutional right
to travel from one State to another, and necessarily to
use the highways and other instrumentalities of inter-
state commerce in doing so, occupies a position funda-
mental to the concept of our Federal Union. It is a
right that has been firmly established and repeatedly
recognized. In Crandall v. Nevada, 6 Wall. 35, invali-
dating a Nevada tax on every person leaving the State
by common carrier, the Court took as its guide the state-

'$ The third numbered paragraph alleged that the defendants con-
spired to injure, oppress, threaten, and intimidate Negro citizens
of the United States in the free exercise and enjoyment of:

"The right to the full and equal use on the same terms as white
citizens of the public streets and highways in the vicinity of Athens,
Georgia."

Insofar as the third paragraph refers to the use of local public
facilities, it is covered by the discussion of the second numbered
paragraph of the indictment in Part II of this opinion. Insofar as
the third paragraph refers to the use of streets or highways in inter-
state commerce, it is covered by the present discussion of the fourth
numbered paragraph of the indictment.
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meant of Chief Justice Taney in the Passenger Cas, 7
How. 283, 492:

"For all the great purposes for which the Fed-
eral government was formed, we are one people, with
one common country. We are all citizens of the
United States; and, as members of the same com-
munity, must have the right to pass and repass
through every part of it without interruption, as
freely as in our own States." See 6 Wall., at 48-49.

Although the Articles of Confederation provided that
"the people of each State shall have free ingress and
regress to and from any other State," "° that right finds
no explicit mention in the Constitution. The reason, it
has been suggested, is that a right so elementary was
conceived from the beginning to be a necessary concomi-
tant of the stronger Union the Constitution created. 5

In any event, freedom to travel throughout the United
States has long been recognized as a basic right under
the Constitution. See Wiliian v. Fears, 179 U. S. 270,
274; Twining v. New Jersey, 211 U. S. 78, 97; Edwards
v. California, 314 U. S. 160, 177 (concurring opinion),
181 (concurring opinion); New York v. O'NeiU, 359 U. S.
1, 6-8; 12-16 (dissenting opinion).

In Edwards v. California, 314 U. S. 160, invalidating
a California law which impeded the free interstate pas-
sage of the indigent, the Court based its reaffirmation
of the federal right of interstate travel upon the Com-
merce Clause. This ground of decision was consistent
with precedents firmly establishing that the federal com-
merce power surely encompasses the movement in inter-
state commerce of persons as well as commodities. Glou-

14 Art. IV, Articles of Confederation.
1s See Chafee, Three Human Rights in the Constitution 185

(1956).
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center Fej Co. v. Pennsylvania, 114 U. S. 196, 203;
Covington & Cincinnati Bridge Co. v. Kentucky, 154
U. S. 204, 218-219; Hoke v. United States, 227 U. S.
308, 320; United States v. Hill, 248 IT. S. 420, 423. It
is also well settled in our decisions that the federal com-
merce power authorizes Congress to legislate for the
protection of individuals from violations of civil rights
that impinge on their free movement in interstate com-
merce. Mitchell v. United States, 313 U. S. 80; Hender-
son v. United States, 339 U. S. 816; Boynton v. Virginia,
364 U. S. 454; Atlanta Motel v. United States, 379 U. S.
241; Katzenbach v. McClung, 379 U. S. 294.

Although there have been recurring differences in
emphasis within the Court as to the source of the con-
stitutional right of interstate travel, there is no need
here to canvass those differences further." All have
agreed that the right exists. Its explicit recognition as
one of the federal rights protected by what is now 18
U. S. C. §241 goes back at least as far as 1904. United
States v. Moore, 129 F. 630, 633. We reaffirm it now."

14 The District Court relied heavily on United States v. Wheeler,
254 U. S. 281, in dismissing this branch of the indictment. That
case involved an alleged conspiracy to compel residents of Arizona
to move out of that State. The right of interstate travel was, there-
fore, not directly involved. Whatever continuing validity Wheeler
may have as restricted to its own facts, the dicta in the Wheeler
opinion relied on by the District Court in the present case have
been discredited in subsequent decisions. Cf. Edwards v. Calfornia,
314 U. S. 160, 177, 180 (DouGLAs, J., concurring); Widliams v.
United Stage., 341 U. 8. 70, 80.

1T As emphasized in MR. JusTicz HARAN's separate opinion, § 241
protects only against rights secured by other federal laws or by the
Constitution itself. The right to interstate travel is a right that
the Constitution itself guarantees, as the cases cited ii the text make
clear. Although these cases in fact involved governmental interfer-
ence with the right of free interstate travel, their reasoning fully
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This does not mean, of course, that every criminal oon-
spiracy affecting an individual's right of free interstate
passage is within tMe sanction of 18 U. S. C. § 241. A
specific intent to interfere with the federal right must
be proved, and at a trial the defendants are entitled to
a jury instruction phrased in those terms. Screws v.
United States, 325 U. S. 91,106-107. Thus, for example,
a conspiracy to rob an interstate traveler would not, of
itself, violate § 241. But if the predominant purpose of
the conspiracy is to impede or prevent the exercise of
the right of interstate travel, or to oppress a person
because of his exercise of that right, then, whether or not
motivated by racial discrimination, the conspiracy be-
comes a proper object of the federal law under which
the indictment in this case was brought. Accordingly,
it was error to grant the motion to dismiss on this branch
of the indictment.

For these reasons, the judgment of the District Court
is reversed and the case is remanded to that court for
further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

It is so ordered.

supports the conclusion that the constitutional right of interstate
travel is a right secured against interference from any source what-
ever, whether governmental or private. In this connection, it is
important to reiterate that the right to travel freely from State to
State finds constitutional protection that is quite independent of the
Fourteenth Amendment.

We are not concerned here with the extent to which interstate
travel may be regulated or controlled by the exercise of a State's
police power acting within the confines of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. See Edwards v. California, 314 U. 8. 160, 184 (concurring
opinion); New York v. O'Neill, 369 U. 8. 1, -8. Nor is there any
issue here as to the permissible extent of, federal interference with
the right within the confines of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment. Cf. Zeme v. Rusk, 381 U. 8. 1; Apt Aeker v. Secretary
of State, 378 U. S. 500; Kent v. Dulles. 357 U. S. 116.
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SUPRM COUR OF THE UNITED RTATS

No. 65.-OmoBE TERM, 1965.

United States, Appellant, On Appeal From the United
U d SStates District Court for
V. the Middle District of

Herbert Guett et a.l. JGeorgia.

(March 28, 1966.]

MR. JUSTICE Cu.x, with whom MR. JUSTICE BLAcK
and MR. JUSTICE FOR-AS join, concurring.

I join the opinion of ,.he Court in this case but believe
it worthwhile to comnient on its Part II in which the
Court discusses that portion of the indictment charging
the appellees with conspiring to injure, oppress, threaten
and intimidate Negro citizens of the United States in the
free exercise and enjoyment of:

"The right to equal utilization, without discrim-
ination upon the basis of race, of public facilities
in the vicinity of Athens, Georgia, owned, operated,
or managed by or on behalf of -the State of Georgia
or any subdivision thereof."

The appellees contend that the indictment is invalid
since 18 U. S. C. § 241, under which it was returned, pro-
tects only against interference with the exercise of the
right to equal utilization of State facilities, which is not
a right "secured" by the Fourteenth Amendment in the
absence of state action. With respect to this contention
the Court upholds the indictment on the ground that it
alleges the conspiracy was accomplished, in part, "by
causing the arrest of Negroes by means of false reports
that such Negroes had committed criminal acts." The
Court reasons that this allegation of the indictment
might well cover active connivance by agents of the
State in the making of these false reports or in carrying
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on other conduct amounting to official discrimination.
By so construing the indictment, it finds the language
sufficient to cover a denial of rights protected by the
Equal Protection Clause. The Court thus removes from
the case any necessity for a "determination of the
threshold level that State action must attain in order to
create rights under the Equal Protection Clause." A
study of the language in the indictment clearly shows
that the Court's construction is not a capricious one, and
I therefore agree with that construction, as well as the
conclusion that follows.

The Court carves out of its opinion the question of the
power of Congress, under § 5 of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, to enact legislation implementing the Equal Pro-
tection Clause or any other provision of the Fourteenth
Amendment. The Court's interpretation of the indict-
ment clearly avoids the question whether Congress, by
appropriate legislation, has the power to punish private
conspiracies that interfere with Fourteenth Amendment
rights, such as the right to utilize public facilities. My
Brother BRNNAN, however, says that the Court's dispo-
sition constitutes an acceptance of appellees' aforesaid
contention as to § 241. Some of his language further
suggests that the Court indicates sub silentio that Con-
gress does not have the power to outlaw such conspiracies.
Although the Court specifically rejects any such con-
notation, ante, p. -, it is, I believe, both appropriate
and necessary under the circumstances here to say that
there now can be no doubt that the specific language of
§ 5 empowers the Congress to enact laws punishing all
conspiracies-with or without state action-that interfere
with Fourteenth Amendment rights.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

No. 65.-OcoBFma TERM, 1965.

United States, Appellant, On Appeal From the United
V. • States District Court for

Herbert Guest et al. jthe Middle District of
Georgia.

[March 28, 1966.]

MR. JUSTICE H4ULMN, concurring in part and dissenting
in part.

I join Parts I and II of the Court's opinion, but I
cannot subscribe to Part III in its full sweep. To the
extent that it is there held that 18 U. S. C. § 241 (1964
ed.) reaches conspiracies, embracing only the action of
private persons, to obstruct or otherwise interfere with
the right of citizens freely to engage in interstate travel,
I am constrained to dissent. On the other hand, I agree
that § 241 does embrace state interference with such in-
terstate travel, and I therefore consider that this aspect
of the indictment is sustainable on the reasoning of Part
II of the Court's opinion.

This right to travel must be found in the Constitution
itself. This is so because § 241 covers only conspiracies
to interfere with any citizen in the "free exercise or
enjoyment" of a right or privilege "secured to him by the
Constitution or laws of the United States," and no "right
to travel" can be found in § 241 or in any other law of
the United States. My disagreement with this phase
of the Court's opinion lies in this: While past cases do
indeed establish that there is a constitutional "right to
travel" between States free from unreasonable govern-

I The action of three of the Justices who join the Court's opinion
in nonetheless cursorily pronouncing themselves on the far-reaching
constitutional questions deliberately not reached in Part II seems
to me, to say the very least, extraordinary.

63-420 O-66--73
I-.,
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mental interference, today's decision is the first to hold
that such movement is also protected against private
interference, and, depending on the constitutional source
of the right, I think it either unwise or impermissible so
to read the Constitution.

Preliminarily, nothing in the Constitution expressly
secures the right to travel. In contrast the Articles of
Confederation provided in Art. IV:

"The better to secure and perpetuate mutual friend-
ship and intercourse among the people of the differ-
ent States in this Union, the free inhabitants of each
of these States... shall be entitled to all privileges
and immunities of free citizens in the several States;
and the people of each State shall have free ingress
and regress to and from any other State, and shall en-
joy therein all the privileges of trade and commerce,
subject to the same duties, impositions and restric-
tions as the inhabitants thereof respectively ... "

This right to "free ingress and regress" was eliminated
from the draft of the Constitution without discussion
even though the main objective of the Convention was
to create a stronger union. It has been assumed that
the clause was dropped because it was so obviously an
essential part of our federal structure Tsat it was neces-
sarily subsumed under more general clauses of the Con-
stitution. See United States v. Wheeler, 254 U. S. 281,
294. I propose to examine the several asserted constitu-
tional bases for the right to travel, and the scope of its
protection in relation to each source.

I.
Because of the close proximity of the right of ingress

and regress to the Privileges and Immunities Clause of
1he Articles of Confederation it has long been declared
that the right is a privilege and immunity of national
citizenship under the Constitution. In the influential
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opinion of Mr. Justice Washington on circuit, Corfeld
v. Coryel, 4 Wash. C. C. 371 (1825), the court ad-
dressed itself to the question--"what are the privileges
and immunities of citizens in the several states?" Id.,
at 380. Corfield was concerned with a New Jersey stat-
ute restricting to state citizens the right to rake for
oysters, a statute which the court upheld. In analyzing
the Privileges and Immunities Clause of the Constitution,
Art. IV, §2, the court stated that it confined "these ex-
pressions to those privileges and immunities which are,
in their nature, fundamental," and listed among them
"The right of a citizen of one state to pass through, or
to reside in any other state, for purposes of trade, agri-
culture, professional pursuits, or otherwise .... " Id.,
at 380-381.

The dictum in Corfield was cited with approval in the
first opinion of this Court to deal directly with the right
of free movement, CrandaU v. Nevada, 6 Wall. 35, which
struck down a Nevada statute taxing persons leaving the
State. It is first noteworthy that in his concurring opin-
ion Mr. Justice Clifford asserted that he would hold the
statute void exclusively on commerce grounds for he
was clear "that the State legislature cannot impose any
such burden upon commerce among the several States."
6 Wall., at 49. The majority opinion of Mr. Justice
Miller, however, eschewed reliance on the Commerce
Clause and the Import-Export Clause and looked rather
to the nature of the federal union:

"The people of these United States constitute one
nation .... This government has necessarily a
capital established by law .... That government
has a right to call to this point any or all of its citi-
zens to aid in its service. . . . The government,
also, has its offices of secondary importance in all
other parts of the country. On the sea-coasts and
on the rivers it has its ports of entry. In the inte-
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rior it has its land offices, its revenue offices, and its
sub-treasuries. In all these It demands the services
of its citizens, and is entitled to bring them to those
points from all quarters of the nation, and no power
can exist in a State to obstruct this right that would
not enable it to defeat the purposes for which the
government was established." 6 Wall., at 43-44.

Accompanying this need of the Federal Government, the
Court found a correlative right of the citizen to move
unimpeded throughout the land:

"He has the right to come to the seat of government
to assert any claim he may have upon that govern-
ment, or to transact any business he may have with
it. To seek its protection, to share its offices, to
engage in administering its functions. He has a
right to free access to its sea-ports, through which
all the operations of foreign trade and commerce are
conducted, to the sub-treasuries, the land offices, the
revenue offices, and the courts of justice in the sev-
eral States, and this right is in its nature independent
of the will of any State over whose soil he must pass
in the exercise of it." 6 Wall., at 44.

The focus of that opinion, very clearly, was thus on
impediments by the States on free movement by citizens.
This is emphasized subsequently when Mr. Justice Miller
asserts that this approach is "neither novel nor unsup-
ported by authority," because it is, fundamentally, a
question of the exercise of a State's taxing power to ob-
struct the functions of the Federal Government: "[T]he
right of the States in this mode to impede or embarrass
the constitutional operatives of that government, or the
rights which its citizens h)ld under it, has been uniformly
denied." 6 Wall., at 44--5.
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Later casm, alluding to privileges and immunities, have
in dicta included the right to free movement. See Paul
v. Virginia, 8 Wall. 168, 180; Willian v. Fears, 179 U. S.
270, 274; Twining v. New Jersey, 211 U. S. 78.

Although the right to travel thus has respectable prece-
dent to support its status as a privilege and immunity of
national citizenship, it is important to note that those
cases all dealt with the right of travel simply as affected
by oppressive state action. Only one prior case in this
Court, United States v. Wheeler, 254 U. S. 281, was
argued precisely in terms of a right to free movement
as against interference by private individuals. There
the Government alleged a conspiracy under the prede-
cessor of 1241 against the perpetrators of the notorious
Bisbee Deportations." The case was argued straightfor-
wardly in terms of whether the right to free ingress and
egress, admitted by both parties to be a right of national
citizenship, was constitutionally guaranteed against pri-
vate conspiracies. The Brief for the Defendants in
Error, whose counsel was Charles Evans Hughes, later
Chief Justice of the United States, gives as one of its
main points: "So far as there is a right pertaining to
Federal citizenship to have free ingress or egress with
respect to the several States, the right is essentially one
of pro action against the action of the States themselves
and of those acting under their authority." Brief, at p. i.
The Court, with one dissent, accepted this interpretation
of the right of unrestricted interstate movement, observ-
ing that Crandall v. Nevada, supra, was inapplicable be-
cause, inter alia, it dealt with state action. 254 U. S., at
299. More recent cases discussing or applying the right
to interstate travel have always been in the context of

2For a discussion of the deportations, see The President's Media-
tion Comm'n, Report on the Bisbee Deportations (November 6,
1917).
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oppressive state action. See, e. g., Edward# v. Cali-
fornia, 314 U. S. 160, and other cases discussed, infra.'

It is accordingly apparent that the right to unimpeded
interstate travel, regarded as a privilege and immunity of
national citizenship, was historically seen as a method of
breaking down state provincialism, and facilitating the
creation of a true federal union. In the one case in
which a private conspiracy to obstruct such movement
was heretofore presented to this Court, the predecessor
of the very statute we apply today was held not to
encompass such a right.

II.

A second possible constitutional basis for the right to
move among the States without interference is the Com-
merce Clause. When Mr. Justice Washington articulated
the right in Corfield, it was in the context of a state
statute impeding economic activity by outsiders, and he
cast his statement in economic terms. 4 Wash. C. C., at
380-381. The two concurring Justices in Crandall v. Ne-
mda, supra, rested solely on the commerce argument,
indicating again the close connection between freedom
of commerce and travel as principles of our federal union.
In Edwards v. California, 314 U. S. 160, the Court held
squarely that the right to unimpeded movement of per-
sons is guaranteed against oppressive state legislation
by the Commerce Clause, and declared unconstitutional
a California statute restricting the entry of indigents into
that State.

Application of the Commerce Clause to this area has
the advantage of supplying a longer tradition of case-law

3The Court's reliance on United State. v. Moore, 129 F. 630, is
misplaced. That case held only that it was not a privilege or
immunity to organize labor unions. The reference to "the right
to pass from one state to any other" was purely incidental dictum.
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and more refined principals of adjudication. States do
have rights of taxation and quarantine, see Edwards v.
California, 314 U. S., at 184 (concurring opinion), which
must be weighed against the general right of free move-
ment, and Commerce Clause adjudication has tradition-
ally been the means of reconciling these interests. Yet
this approach to the right to travel, like that found in
the privileges and immunities cases, is concerned with the
interrelation of state and federal power, not-with an
exception to be dealt with in a moment-with private
interference.

The case of In re Deba, 158 U. S. 564, may be thought
to raise some doubts as to this proposition. There the
United States sought to enjoin Debs and members of
his union from continuing to obstruct--by means of a
strike-interstate commerce and the passage of the mails.
The Court held that Congress and the Executive could
certainly act to keep the channels of interstate commerce
open, and that a court of equity had no less power to
enjoin what amounted to a public nuisance. It might
be argued that to the extent Deb8 permits the Federal
Government to obtain an injunction against the private
conspiracy alleged in the present indictment,4 the crim-
inal statute should be applicable.as well on the ground
that the governmental interest in both cases is the same,
namely to vindicate the underlying policy of the Com-
merce Clause. However, § 241 is not directed toward
the vindication of governmental interests; it requires a
private right under federal law. No such right can be
found in Deb8, which stands simply for the proposition
that the Commerce Clause gives the Federal Govern-

,'It is not even clear that an equity court would enjoin a con-
spiracy of the kind alleged here, for traditionally equity will not
enjoin a crime. See Developments in the Law-Injunctions, 78
Harv. L. Rev. 994, 1013-1018 (1965).
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meat standing to sue on a basis similar to that of pri-
vate individuals under nuisance law. The substantive
rights of private persons to enjoin such impediments, of
course, devolve from state not federal law; any seem-
ingly inconsistent discussion in Debs would appear sub-
stantially vitiated by Erie R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304
U. S, 64.

I cannot find in any of this past case law any solid
support for a conclusion that the Commerce Clause em-
braces a right to be free from private interference. And
the Court's opinion here makes no such suggestion.

III.
One other possible source for the right to travel should

be mentioned. Professor Chafee, in his thoughtful study,
"Freedom of Movement,"' finds both the privileges and
immunities approach and the Commerce Clause approach
unsatisfactory. After a thorough review of the history
and cases dealing with the question he concludes that
this "valuable human right," id., at 209, is best seen in
due process terms:

"Already in several decisions the Court has used
the Due Process Clause to safeguard the right of the
members of any race to reside where they please in-
side a state, regardless of ordinances and injunctions.
Why is not this clause equally available to assure
the right to live in any state one desires? And un-
reasonable restraints by the national government on
mobility can be upset by the Due Process Clause
in the Fifth Amendment...,. Thus the 'liberty'
of all human beings which cannot be taken away
without due process of law includes liberty of speech,
press, assembly, religion, and also liberty of move-
ment." Id., at 192-193.

"In Three Human Rights in the Constitution of 1787, at 162
(1956).
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This due process approach to the right to unimpeded
movement has been endorsed by this Court. In Kent
v. DuUee, 357 U. S. 116, the Court asserted that "The
right to travel is a part of the 'liberty' of which the citizen
cannot be deprived without due process of law under the
Fifth Amendment," id., at 125, citing Crandall v. Nevada,
supra, and Edwards v. California, aupra. It is true that
the holding in that case turned essentially on statutory
grounds. However, in Aptheker v. Secretary of State,
378 U. S. 500, the Court, applying this constitutional
doctrine, struck down a federal statute forbidding mem-
bers of Communist organizations to obtain passports.
Both the majority and dissenting opinions affirmed the
principle that the right to travel is an aspect of the liberty
guaranteed by the Due Process Clause.

Viewing the right to travel in due process terms, of
course, would clearly make it inapplicable to the present
case, for due process speaks only to governmental action.

IV.
This survey of the various bases for grounding the

"right to travel" is conclusive only to the extent of show-
ing that there has never been an acknowledged constitu-
tional right to be free from private interference, and that
the right in question has traditionally been seen and ap-
plied, whatever the constitutional underpinning asserted,
only against governmental impediments. The right in-
volved being a3 nebulous as it is, however, it is necessary
to consider it in terms of policy as well as precedent.

As a general proposition it seems to me very dubious
that the Constitution was intended to create certain
rights of private individuals as against other private indi-
viduals., The Constitutional Convention was called to
establish a nation, not to reform the common law. Even
the Bill of Rights, designed to protect personal liberties,
was directed at rights against governmental authority,
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not other individuals. It is true that there are a very
narrow range of rights against individuals which have
been read into the Constitution. In Ex parte Yarbrough,
110 U. S. 651, the Court held that implicit in the Con-
stitution is the right of citizens to be free of private inter-
ference in federal elections. United States v. Clkuw,
313 U. S. 299, extended this coverage to primaries.
Logan v. United States, 144 U. S. 263, applied the prede-
cessor of §241 to a conspiracy to injure someone in the
eustwdy of a United States marshal; the case has been
read as dealing with a privilege and immunity of citizen-
ship, but it would seem to have depended as well on
extrapolations from statutory provisions providing for
supervision of prisoners. The Court in In re Quarles,
158 U. S. 532, extending Logan, supra, declared that
there was a right of federal citizenship to inform federal
officials of violations of federal law. See also United
States v. Cruikshank, 92 U. S. 542, 552, which announced
in dicta a federal right to assemble to petition the Con-
gress for a redress of grievances.

Whatever the validity of these cases on their own
terms, they are hardly persuasive authorities for adding
to the collection of privileges and immunities the right
to be free of private impediments to travel. The cases
just discussed are narrow, and are essentially concerned
with the vindication of important relationships with the
Federal Government-voting in federal elections, in-
volvement in federal law enforcement, communicating
with the Federal Government. The present case stands
on a considerably different footing.

It is arguable that the same considerations which led
the Court on numerous occasions to find a right of free
movement against oppressive state action now justifies
a similar result with respect to private impediments.
Crandal'! v. Nevada, supra, spoke of the need to travel
to the capital, to serve and consult with the offices of gov-
ernment. A basic reason for the formation of this
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Nation was to facilitate commercial intercourse; intellec-
tual, cultural, scientific, social, and political interests are
likewise served by free movement. Surely these inter-
ests can be impeded by private vigilantes as well as by
state action. Although this argument is not without
force, I do not think it is particularly persuasive. There
is a difference in power between States and private
groups so great that analogies between the two tend to
be misleading. If the State obstructs free intercourse
of goods, people, or ideas, the bonds of the union are
threatened; if a private group effectively stops such com-
munication, there is at most a temporary breakdown of
law and order, to be remedied by the exercise of state
authority or by appropriate federal legislation.

To decline to find a constitutional right of the nature
asserted here does not render the Federal Government
helpless. As to interstate commerce by railroads, federal
law already provides remedies for "undue or unreason-
able prejudice," 24 Stat. 380, as amended, 49 U. S. C.
1 3 (1) (1964 ed.), which has been held to apply to racial
discrimination. Henderson v. United States, 339 U. S.
816. A similar statute applies to motor carriers, 49 Stat.
558, as amended, 49 U. S. C. § 316 (d) (1964 ed.), and
to air carriers, 72 Stat. 760, 49 U. S. C. § 1374 (b) (1964
ed.). See Boynton v. Virginia, 364 U. S. 454; Fitzgerald
v. Pan American World Airuays, 229 F. 2d 499. The
Civil Rights Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 243, deals with other
types of obstructions on interstate commerce. Indeed,
under the Court's present holding, it is arguable that any
conspiracy to discriminate in public accommodations
having the effect of impeding interstate commerce
could be reached under § 241, unaided by Title II of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964. Because Congress has wide
authority to legislate in this area, it seems unnecessary-
if prudential grounds are of any relevance, see Baker v.
Carr, 369 U. S. 186, 258-259 (CLnumx, J., concurring)-
to strain to find a dubious constitutional right.
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V.
If I have succeeded in showing anything in this con-

stitutional exercise, it is that until today there was no
federal right to be free from private interference with
interstate transit, and very little reason for creating one.
Although the Court has ostensibly only "discovered"
this private right in the Constitution and then applied
1241 mechanically to punish those who conspire to
threaten it, it should be recognized that what the Court
has in effect done is to use this all-encompassing criminal
statute to fashion federal common-law crimes, forbid-
den to the federal judiciary since the 1812 decision in
United States v. Hudson, 7 Cranch 32. My Brother
DOUGLAS, dissenting in United States v. Ckaic, supra,
noted well the dangers of the indiscriminate application
of the predecessor of 1241: "It is not enough for us to
find in the vague penumbra of a statute some offense
about which Congress could have legislated, and then
to particularize it as a crime because it is highly offen-
sive." 313 U. S., at 331-332. $.

I do not gainsay that the immunities and commerce
provisions of the Constitution leave the way open for the
finding of this "private" constitutional right, since they
do not speak solely in terms of governmental action.
Nevertheless, I think it wrong to sustain a criminal in-
dictment on such an uncertain ground. To do so sub-
jects § 241 to serious challenge on the score of vagueness
and serves in effect to place this Court in the position of
making criminal law under the name of constitutional
interpretation. It is difficult to subdue misgivings about
the potentialities of this decision.

I would sustain this aspect of the indictment only on
the premise that it sufficiently alleges state interference
with interstate travel, and on no other ground.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

No. 65.=-OmBR TERM, 1965.

United States, Appellant, On Appeal From the United
States District Court for

V I the Middle District of
Herbert Guest et al. Georgia.

[March 28, 1966.]

MR. JUSTICE BRENNAN, with whom THE CHIEF Jus-
TcE and MR. JUSTICE DOUGLAS join, concurring in part
and dissenting in part.

I join Part I of the Court's opinion. I reach the same
result as the Court on that branch of the indictment dis-
cussed in Part III of its opinion but for other reasons.
See footnote 3. infra. And I agree with so much of
Part II (page 6 to the top of page 8) as construes 18
U. S. C. § 241 to encompass conspiracies to injure,
oppress, threaten or intimidate citizens in the free exer-
cise or enjoyment of Fourteenth Amendment rights and
holds that, as so construed, § 241 is not void for indefi-
niteness. I do not agree, however, with the remainder
of Part II (page 8 to the top of page 11), which holds, as
I read the opinion, that a conspiracy to interfere with
the exercise of the right to equal utilization of state
facilities is not, within the meaning of § 241, a conspiracy
to interfere with the exercise of a "right ... secured...
by the Constitution" unless discriminatory conduct by
state officers is involved in the alleged conspiracy.

I.
The second numbered paragraph of the indictment

charges that the defendants conspired to injure, oppress,
threaten, and intimidate Negro citizens in the free exer-
cise and enjoyment of "[tihe right to equal utili-
zation, without discrimination upon the basis of race,
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of public facilities ... owned, operated or managed by
or on behalf of the State of Georgia or any subdivision
thereof." Appellees contend that as a matter of statu-
tory construction § 241 does not reach such a conspiracy.
They argue that a private conspiracy to interfere with
the exercise of the right to equal utilization of the state
facilities described in that paragraph is not, within the
meaning of § 241, a conspiracy to interfere with the exer.
cise of a right "secured" by the Fourteenth Amendment
because "there exist no Equal Protection Clause rights
against wholly private action."

The Court deals with this contention by seizing upon
an allegation in the indictment concerning one of the
means employed by the defendants to achieve the object
of the conspiracy. The indictment alleges that the ob-
ject of the conspiracy was to be achieved, in part, "[b]y
causing the arrest of Negroes by means of false reports
that such Negroes had committed criminal acts . ...

The Court reads this allegation as '"road enough to cover
a charge of active connivance by agents of the State in
the making of the 'false reports,' or other conduct
amounting to official discrimination clearly sufficiently to
constitute a denial of rights protected by the Equal Pro-
tection Clause," and the Court holds that this allegation,
so construed, is sufficient to "prevent dismissal of this
branch of the indictment."' 1 I understand this to mean

1As I read the indictment, the allegation regarding the false arrests
relates to all the other paragraphs and not merely, as the Court
suggestU, z ::.;. :.;nd numbered paragraph of the indictment. See
n. 1 in the Court's opinion. Hence, suming that, as maintained
by the Court, the allegation could be construed to encompa dis-
criminatory conduct by state law enforcement officers, it would be
a sufficient basis for preventing the dismissal of each of the other
paragraphs of the indictment. The right to be free from discrimina-
tory conduct by law enforcement officers while using privately owned
places of public accommodation (paragraph one) or while traveling
from State to State (paragraphs three and four), or while doing any-
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that, no matter how compelling the proofs that private
conspirators murdered, assaulted, or intimidated Negroes
in order to prevent their use of state facilities, the prose-
cution under the second numbered paragraph must fail in
the absence of proofs of active connivance of law en-
fo, cement officers with the private conspirators in causing
the false arrests.

Hence, while the order dismissing the second num-
bered paragraph of the indictment is reversed, severe
limitations on the prosecution of that branch of the in-
dictment are implicitly imposed. These limitations could
only stem from an acceptance of appellees' contention
that, because there exist no Equal Protection Clause
rights against wholly private action, a conspiracy of
private persons to interfere with the right to eqi, utili-
zation of state facilities described in the second num-
bered paragraph is not a conspiracy to interfere with a
"right . . . jecured . . . by the Constitution" within
the meaning of § 241. In other words, in the Court's
view the only right referred to in the second numbered
paragraph that is, for purposes of § 241, "secured . . .
by the Constitution" is a right to be free-when seeking
access to state facilities--from discriminatory conduct by
state officers or by persons acting in concert with state
officers.'

thing else, is unquestionably secured by the Equal Protection Clause.
It would therefore be unnecessary to decide whether the right to
travel from State to State is itself a right secured by the Constitu-
tion or whether paragraph one is defective either because of the
absence of an allegation of a racial discriminatory motive or because
of the exclusive remedy provision of Civil Rights Act of 1964,
£ 207 (b), 78 Stat. 245, 42 U. S. C. § 2000a-6 (b) (1964 ed.).

2I see no basis for a reading more consistent with my own view
in the isolated statement in the Court's opinion that "the rights
under the Equal Protection Clause described by this paragraph
[two] of the indictment have been . . . firmly and precisely estab-
lished by a consistent line of decisions in this Court .... "

il
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I cannot agree with that construction of § 241. I am
of the opinion that a conspiracy to interfere with the
right to equal utilization of state facilities described in
the second numbered paragraph of the indictment is a
conspiracy to interfere with a "right ... secured . . .
by the Constitution" within the meaning of I 241-with-
out regard to whether state officers participated in the
alleged conspiracy. I believe that § 241 reaches such a
private conspiracy, not because the Fourteenth Amend-
ment of its own force prohibits such a conspiracy, but
because § 241, as an exercise of congressional power under
§ 5 of that Amendment, prohibits all conspiracies to
interfere with the exercise of a "right . . . secured . . .
by the Constitution" and because the right to equal
utilization of state facilities is a "right . . . secured . . .
by the Constitution" within the meaning of that phrase
as used in §241.

My difference with the Court stems from its construc-
tion of the term "secured" as used in § 241 in the phrase
"a right ... secured.., by the Constitution or laws
of the United States." The Court tacitly construes the
term "secured" so as to restrict the coverage of § 241 to
those rights that are "fully protected" by the Constitu-
tion or another federal law. Unless private interferences
with the exercise of the right in question are prohibited
by the Constitution itself or another federal law, the
right cannot, in the Court's view, be deemed "secured...
by the Constitution or laws of the United States" so as
to make 1241 applicable to a private conspiracy to inter-
fere with the exercise of that right. The Court then

3 Similarly, I believe that § 241 reaches a private conspiracy to
interfere with the right to travel from State to State. I therefore
need not reach the question whether the Constitution of its own
force prohibits private interference with that right; for I construe
§ 241 to prohibit such interferences, and as so construed I am of
the opinion that 1241 is a valid exercise of congressional power.
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premises that neither the Fourteenth Amendment nor
any other federal law 4 prohibits private interferences
with the exercise of the right to equal utilization of state
facilities.

In my view, however, a right can be deemed "se-
cured... by the Constitution or laws of the United
States," within the meaning of § 241, even though only
governmental interferences with the exercise of the right
are prohibited by the Constitution itself (or another fed-
eral law). The term "secured" means "created by, aris-
ing under or dependent upon," Logan v. United State.,
144 U. S. 263, 293, rather than "fully protected." A
right is "secured . . . by the Constitution" within the
meaning of § 241 if it emanates from the Constitution,
if it finds its source in the Constitution. Section 241
must thus be viewed, in this context, as an exercise of
congressional power to amplify prohibitions of the Con-
stitution addressed, as is invariably the case, to gov-
ernment officers; contrary to the view of the Court, I

4 This premise is questionable. Title III of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, 78 Stat. 246, 42 U. S. C. § 2000b (1964 ed.) authorizes the
Attorney General on complaint from an individual that he is "being
denied equal utilization of any public facility which is owned, oper-
ated, or managed by or on behalf of any'State or subdivision," to
commence a civil action "for such relief as may be appropriate" and
against such parties as are "necessary to the grant of effective relief."
Arguably this would authorize relief against private parties not act-
ing in concert with state officers. (This title of the Act does not
have an exclusive remedy similar to § 207 (b) of Title 11, 42 U. S. C.

S2000 (b).)
The Court affirmatively disclaims any intention to deal with

Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in connection with the
second numbered par4raph of the indictment. But, as the District
Judge observed in his opinion, the Government maintained that the
right described in that paragraph was "secured" by the Fourteenth
Amendment and, "additionally," by Title I of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964. 246 F. Supp., at 484. That position was not effectively
abandoned in this Court.

63-420 0-66--74
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think we are dealing here with a statute that seeks to
implement the Constitution, not with the "bare terms"
of the Constitution. Section 241 is not confined to pro-
tecting rights against private conspiracies that the Con-
stitution or another federal law also protects against
private interferences. No such duplicative function was
envisioned in its enactment. See Appendix in United
States v. Price, ante. Nor has this Court construed § 241
in such a restrictive manner in other contexts. Many of
the rights that have been held to be encompassed within
§ 241 are not additionally the subject of protection of
specific federal legislation or of any provision of the
Constitution addressed to private individuals. For ex-
ample, the prohibitions and remedies of § 241 have been
declared to apply, without regard to whether the alleged
violator was a government officer, to interferences with
the right to vote in a federal election, Ex parte Yar-
brough, 110 U. S. 651, or primary, United States v.
Claic, 313 U. S. 299; the right to discuss public affairs
or petition for redress of grievances, United States v.
Cruikshank, 92 U. S. 542, 552, cf. Hage v. CIO, 307
U. S. 496, 512-513 (opinion of Rcberts, J.); Collins v.
Hardyman, 341 U. S. 651, 663 (dissenting opinion); the
right to be protected against violence while in the lawful
custody of a federal officer, Logan v. United States, 144
U. S. 263; and the right to inform of violations of federal
law, In re Quarles and Butler, 158 U. S. 532. The full
import of our decision in United States v. Price, ante,
is to treat the rights purportedly arising from the Four-
teenth Amendment in parity with those rights just enu-
merated. arising from other constitutional provisions.
The reach of § 241 should not vary with the particular
constitutional provision that is the source of the right.
For purposes of applying §241 to a private conspiracy,
the standard used to determine whether, for example, the
right to discuss public affairs or the right to vote in a
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federal election is a "right... secured ... by the
Constitution" is the very same standard to be used to
determine whether the right to equal utilization of state
facilities is a "right . . . secured... by the Constitution."

For me, the right to use state facilities without dis-
crimination on the basis of race is, within the meaning of
§ 241, a right created by, arising under and dependent
upon the Fourteenth Amendment and hence is a right
"secured" by that Amendment. It finds its source in
that Amendment. As recognized in Strauder v. West
Virginia, 100 U. S. 303, 310, "The Fourteenth Amend-
ment makes no attempt to enumerate the rights it de-
signed to protect. It speaks in general terms, and those
are as comprehensive as possible. Its language is pro-
hibitory; but every prohibition implies the existence of
rights . . . . " The Fourteenth Amendment commands
the State to provide the members of all races with equal
access to the public facilities it owns or manages, and
the right of a citizen to use those facilities without dis-
crimination on the basis of race is a basic corollary
of this command. Cf. Brewer v. Hoxie School District
No. 146, 238 F. 2d 91 (C. A. 8th Cir. 1956). What-
ever may the status of the right to equal utilization
of privately owned facilities, see generally Bell v. Mary-
land, 378 U. S. 226, it must be emphasized that we
are here concerned with the right to equal utilization
of public facilities owned or operated by or on behalf of
the State. To deny the existence of this right or its con-
stitutional stature is to deny the history of the last dec-
ade, or to ignore the role of federal power, predicated on
the Fourteenth Amendment, in obtaining nondiscrimina-
tory access to such facilities. It is to do violence to the
common understanding, an understanding that found
expression in Titles III and IV of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, 78 Stat. 246, 42 U. S. C. §§ 2000b, 2000c
(1964 ed.), dealing with state facilities. Those provi-
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sions reflect the view that the Fourteenth Amendment
creates the right to equal utilization of state facilities.
Congress did not preface those titles with a provision
comparable to that in Title II explicitly creating the
right to equal utilization of certain privately owned
facilities; Congress rightly assumed that a specific
legislative declaration of the right was unnecessary, that
the right arose from the Fourteenth Amendment itself.

In reversing the District Court's dismissal of the second
numbered paragraph, I would therefore hold that proof
at the trial of the conspiracy charged to the defendants
in that paragraph will establish a violation of § 241 with-
out regard to whether there are also proofs that state
law enforcement officers actively connived in causing the
arrests of Negroes by means of false reports.

II.
My view as to the scope of § 241 requires that I reach

the question of constitutional power-whether § 241 or
legislation indubitably designed to punish entirely pri-
vate conspiracies to interfere with the exercise of Four-
teenth Amendment rights constitutes a permissible exer-
cise of the power granted to Congress by § 5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment "to enforce, by appropriate
legislation, the provisions of" the Amendment.

A majority of the members of the Court express the
view today that § 5 empowers Congress to enact laws

$"All persons shall be entitled to the full and equal enjoyment
of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and accom-
modations of any place of public accommodation, as defined in this
section, without discrimination or segregation on the ground of race,
color, religion, or national origin." 42 U. S. C. § 2000a (a)
(1964 ed.).

4 Ile majority consists of the Justices joining my Brother CJum's
opinion and the Justices joining this opinion. The opinion of MR.
JusTica STEwART construes § 241 as applied to the second numbered
paragraph to require proof of active participation by state officers
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punishing all conspiracies to interfere with the exercise
of Fourteenth Amendment rights, whether or not state
officers or others acting under the color of state law
are implicated in the conspiracy. Although the Four-
teenth Amendment itself, according to established doc-
trine, "speaks to the State or to those acting under the
color of its authority," legislation protecting rights cre-
ated by that Amendment, such as the right to equal
utilization of state facilities, need not be confined to pun-
ishing conspiracies in which state officers participate.
Rather, 15 authorize Congress to make laws that it
concludes are reasonably necessary to protect a right
created by and arising under that Amendment; and
Congress is thus fully empowered to determine that pun-
ishment of private conspiracies interfering with the ex-
ercise of such a right is necessary to its full protection.
It made that determination in enacting § 241, see the
Appendix in United States v. Price, ante, and, therefore
§ 241 is constitutional legislation as applied to reach the
private conspiracy alleged in the second numbered para-
graph of the indictment.

I acknowledge that some of the decisions of this Court,
most notably an aspect of the Civil Rights Came, 109
U. S. 3, 11, have declared that Congress' power under
§ 5 is confined to the adoption of "appropriate legislation
for correcting the effects of. . .prohibited State laws,
and State acts, and thus to render them effectually null,
void, and innocuous." I do not accept-and a majority
of the Court today reject--this interpretation of § 5.
It reduces the legislative power to enforce the provisions
of the Amendment to that of the judiciary; I and it

in the alleged conspiracy and that opinion does not purport to deal
with this question.

7 Congress, not the judiciary, was viewed as the more likely agency
to implement fully the guarantees of equality, and thus it could be
presumed the primary purpose of the Amendments was to augment
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attributes a far too limited objective to the Amendment's
sponsors." Moreover, the language of 15 of the Four-
teenth Amendment and § 2 of the Fifteenth Amendment
are virtually the same, and we recently held in South
Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U. S. , , that "[t]he
basic test to be applied in a case involving 12 of the
Fifteenth Amendment is the same as in all cases con-
cerning the express powers of Congress with relation to
the reserved powers of the States." The classic formu-
lation of that test by Chief Justice Marshall in McCulloch
v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316, 421, was there adopted:

"Let the end be legitimate, let it be within the
scope of the constitution, and all means which are
appropriate, which are plainly adapted to that
end, which are not prohibited, but consistent with
the letter and spirit of the constitution, are con-
stitutional."

It seems to me that this is also the standard that defines
the scope of congressional authority under § 5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment. Indeed, South Carolina v.
Katzenbach approvingly refers to Ex parte Virginia, 100
U. S. 339, 345-346, a case involving the exercise of
the congressional power under § 5 of the Fourteenth

the power of Congress, not the judiciary. See James, The Framing
of the Fourteenth Amendment, 184 (1956); Harris, The Quest for
Equality, 53-54 (1960); Frantz, Congressional Power to Enforce
the Fourteenth Amendment Against Private Acts, 73 Yale L. J.
1353, 1356 (1964).

8 As the first Mr. Justice Harlan said in dissent in the Civil Rights
Cases, 109 U. S., at 54: "It was perfectly well known that the great
danger to equal enjoyment by citizens of the rights, as citizens, was
to be apprehended not altogether from unfriendly State legislation.
but from the hostile action of corporations and individuals in the
States. And it is to be presumed that it was intended, by that see-
tion [1 5], to clothe Congress with power and authority to meet that
danger." See United States v. Price, ante, p.--, and Appendix.
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Amendment, as adopting the McCulloch v. Maryland
formulation for "each of the Civil War Amendments."

Viewed in its proper perspective, 15 appears as a posi-
tive grant of legislative power, authorizing Congress
to exercise its discretion in fashioning remedies to achieve
civil and political equality for all citizens. No one
would deny that Congress could enact legislation direct-
ing state officials to provide Negroes with equal access
to state schools, parks and other facilities owned or oper-
ated by the State. Nor could it be denied that Con-
gress has the power to punish state officers who, in excess
of their authority and in violation of state law, conspire
to threaten, harass and murder Negroes for attempting
to use these facilities.' And I can find no principle of
federalism nor word of the Constitution that denies Con-
gress power to determine that in order adequately to
protect the right to equal utilization of state facilities,
it is also appropriate to punish other individuals--neither
state officers nor acting in concert with state officers-
who engage in the same brutal conduct for the same
misguided purpose.1"

III.

Section 241 is certainly not model legislation for pun-
ishing private con spiracies to interfere with the exer-
cise of the right of equal utilization of state facilities.

' United States v. Price, ante. See crews v. United States, 325
U. S. 91; Wil//am v. United State., 341 U. S. 97; Monroe v. Pape,
365 U. S. 167.

10 Cf. Atlanta Motel v. United State, 379 U. S. 241, 258, applying
the settled principle expressed in United State v. Darby, 312 U. S.
100, 118, that the power of Congress over interstate commerce "ex-
tends to those activities intrastate which so affect interstate commerce
or the exercise of the power of Congress over it as to make regu-
lation of them appropriate means to the attainment of a legitimate
end .
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It deals in only general language "with Federal rights
and with all Federal rights" and protects them "in the
lump," United States v. Mosely, 238 U. S. 383, 387;
it protects in most general terms "any right or privilege
secured . . . by the Constitution or laws of the United
States." Congress has left it to the courts to mark the
bounds of those words, to determine on a case-by-case
basis whether the right purportedly threatened is a fed-
eral right. That determination may occur after the con-
duct charged has taken place or it may not have been
anticipated in prior decisions; "a penumbra of rights
may be involved, which none can know until decision
has been made and infraction may occur before it is
had." I& Reliance on such wording plainly brings § 241
close to the danger line of being void for vagueness.

But, as the Court holds, a stringent scienter require-
ment saves § 241 from condemnation as a criminal statute
failing to provide adequate notice of the proscribed con-
duct.12 The gravamen of the offense is conspiracy; and
therefore, like a statute making certain conduct criminal
only if it is done "willfully," 1 241 regjuires proof of a spe-
cific intent for conviction. We have construed § 241 to
require proof that the persons charged conspired to act
in defiance, or in reckless disregard, of an announced rule
making the federal right specific and definite. United
States v. Williams, 341 U. S. 70,93-95 (opinion of Douo-
LAS, J.); Screws v. United States, 325 U. S. 91, 101-107
(opinion of DoUGLAS, J.) (involving the predecessor to

I IMr. Justice Rutledge in Screw v.. United Stat., 325 U. S.,
at 130.

12 Ante, pp. 7-8. See generally, Boyce Motor Line., Inc. v. United
State., 342 U. S. 337,342; American Communication. Ann. v. Doude,
339 U. 8. 382, 412-413; United State. v. Ragen, 314 U. 8. 513, 524;
Gorin v. United State., 312 U. S. 19, 27-28; Hygrade Provision Co.
v. Sherman, 266 U. 8. 497, 501-=; Omaechevarria v. Idaho, 246
U.S. 343,348.
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18 U. S. C. §242). Since this case reaches us on the
pleadings, there is no occasion to decide now whether the
Government will be able on trial to sustain the burden
of proving the requisite specific intent vis-a-vis the right
to travel freely from State to State or the right to equal
utilization of state facilities. Compare James v. United
States, 366 U. S. 213,221-222 (opinion of WARREN, C. J.).
In any event, we may well agree that the necessity to
discharge that burden can imperil the effectiveness of
§ 241 where, as is often the case, the pertinent consti-
tutional right must be implied from a grant of congres-
sional power or a prohibition upon the exercise of gov-
ernmental power. But since the limitation on the
statute's effectiveness derives from Congress' failure to
define-with any measure of specificity-the rights en-
compassed, the remedy is for Congress to write a law
without this defect. To paraphrase my Brother Douo-
Us' observation in Screws v. United States, 325 U. S.,
at 105, addressed to a companion statute with the same
shortcoming, if Congress desires to give the statute more
definite scope, it may find ways of doing so.
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The CHAIRMAN. I want to say, Mr. Attorney General, that you have
given us a rather heavy burden. You probaTy recognized that your-
self, but I am sure that we will carry that burden with care, wisdom,
and strength. I think that we will We successful in carrying it.

Attorney General KATZENBAi. 'Mr. Chairman, I recognized that it
is a heavy burden, and I recognize also that this committee has carried
a heavy burden in the past, and it has carried it with distinction on
both sides of the aisle.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rogers.
Mr. RoGnts. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, the question I propound is for the purpose

of clarification of certain sections, since we will be compelled to defend
them on the floor of the House once this is reported. I think the first
change that you make in selection of Federal jurors in title I, is set.
forth in section 1864, dealing with the master jury wheel.

As I understand the present law, the jury conunission is authorized
to select competent jurors to serve, and to place their names in the
jury wheel.

You intend by this section (b) to say that the commission shall place
in the master wheels the names of at least 1 percent of the total number
of persons listed on the voter registration lists for the district or divi-
sion and in no event less than 2,000 names shall be placed into that
jury wheel.

Now as an example, my State, Colorado, constitutes one judicial dis-
trict. There are no divisions. Now do I interpret this to say with a
voter registration of 800,000 people, that 1 percent would be 8,000, and
the make a selection of at least I percent of the register voters.

Can and will the chief judge in a district prescribe rules that will
make it necessary for the jury commission to select the names from
the registered voters in the 63 separate counties of the State?

Would they have to select at least some voters from each of the
counties of the State?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, that would not in and of itself
be required, Congressman. The only requirement is that the selection
has to be a random selection there from those lists so that it would be
possible on a random selection not to have people in from any particu-
lar county. Now where they are taking the--well, the provision, I
stand corrected on.

It says the master jury list shall contain names of persons residing
in all counties, parishes, or similar subdivisions within the judicial
district or division, but there is no requirement of any particular
number or any particular proportion in that, you see.

It is to be taken from those jury lists, and one of the systems is you
take every name, well, you put a piece of cardboard over the names,
and it has certain holes cut out, and you just take those names.

You can take it from every fourth page, and the third name down,
or any other completely random sort of system.

Now under the present law, there really is no provision of this kind.
Mr. RoGERS. Well, that is right.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. You see, under the present law,

all that is required is that 300 qualified jurors be stuck in a wheel.
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It does not tell you how to get qualified jurors, and that is somethin
that is worked out within each district, the system of putting the 3C
names into the wheel.

Now there are some districts that have a two-wheel system, such a
we prescribe here, have a master wheel, with a lot of names to put in
names of prescribed, names are taken out for that, their qualification,
are then checked, they are then put into the jury wheel, as needed.

Mr. RoGEms. The objective of the question is to see what the replon-
sibility of this commission may be, and whether or not we spell it ouf
specifically here. As you know in most States, there is a registration
list of those qualified to vote. That list is usually left with the county
clerk and recorder and the election commission, and when the jury
commission gets ready to make the selection, what obligation is he
under to go to all, as in my State, all of the 63 counties and get at
least someone from every county, or can it merely go to the city and
county of Denver, where the court sits, and select 2,000 names?

Attorney General KATZ=NBACI. Well, let me first put it this way.
One each district, within each district, the selection of the jurors on
the master wheel can come from the area covered by the divisions of
that district, or if they are not formal divisions, from the areas around
where the court sits, in fact.

Mr. RoGERS. That leaves-
Attorney General KATZENBACH. So that a court sitting in the south-

ern end of Colorado-I don't know how many places the Federal
court sits in Colorado.

Mr. ROGERs. The court is authorized to sit in about five or six differ-
ent places within the State of Colorado.

But as a matter of practice, you don't get very many of those judges
away from the home base at Denver, and I would say nine-tenths
of the cases that are tried are tried in the city and county of Denver.

Now what I am trying to find out is what if a man in the southern
part of the State is charged with a crime, and brought to Denver for
trial is he entitled to have some of the people from his home county on
this jury list, or can the jury commissioner merely go to the elections
commissioner, at the city and county of Denver, anT say, 'Look, give
me 2,000 names, or give me your complete voter registration list, and
I will make the selection."

That is what I am trying to figure out. What the duty and respon-
sibility of this commission may be, and how far must they go, to see
that the venire is representative of the entire district.

Attorney General KATzFACH. Because there is also the considera-
tion of traveling, costs of travel and the travel time involved with
jurors, where the court in fact sits in a number of different places to
try cases, where that, in fact, occurs, we provide here that the jurors
need only be taken from that locality that is covered by where the
court sits.

Now I would suppose-perhaps it is not as clear as it should be in
the law-that if there are several divisions but the court never sits in
any save one, if that is the proposition, then I would think that in those
circumstances, the jury list should be selected on a statewide basis,
despite the difficulties of time and trouble.

It is not specified that way, Congressman.

, ., , :, , - o ,,?, : ,i . ° .,
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It may require clarification.
Mr. RoomES. In other words, you feel that under section 1864(c)

which provides that "The chief judge of the district shall prescribe, by
rules, definite and certain procedures to be followed by the jury com-
mission in making the random selection of nantes required by subsec-
tion (a) and (b) of this section," the commission may consider regis-

tration voting lists of all 68 counties or only 1 county, or 10 counties.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, he has tco take all the ones

within the division for which he is sitting at this point. I would think
that was clear.

Now beyond that if, although authorized to sit in several places,
there is in fact no term of court ever held an where else, then I would
think that it would be appropriate for the jg in those circumstances
torescribe it on a broader basiaf

Otherwise, the people are not again having an opportunity to serve.
Mr. RooFMs. Well, now, turning to title II-
Mr. McCuL ocH. Would the gentleman yield for one question thereI
Mr. RooGs. Yes, sir.
Mr. MOCULLOCH. I wonder if some of the questions just asked could

not be answered by article 6 of the Constitution-and I quote--"in
all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy
and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein
the crime shall have been committed."

If the jury is not selected within the district, then we run afoul of
the basic constitutional provisions.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is clear, Congressman. The
difficulty, I think, is where you have one State, one district, and several
divisions, but I would think we had prescribed here that you had to
have people from every county where there was a sitting court.

In other words, ordinarily, you have your separate divisions, a
person in the South is tried down in that locality.

That is normally the practice, and they don't just continue to sit in
one place. Now it may be that there is a special problem in Colorado,
where they have just a single district, that they don't want to sit in
the other divisions.

Mr. Rooizs. Well, we have only the one district, and as I point out,
as a practical situation, they very seldom ever go to any of the other
places to try the cases. Now could a man who may reside in a remote
part of the State raise the question that the names of qualified voters
from his area, or county, were not even put in the master wheel?

Would that be cause for error, if such names were not included.
Attorney General KAzEKMACH. I don't honestly think that situa-

tion can arise.
Mr. RoG ms. We have one county that has probably less than a hun-

dred qualified registered voters, compared with my county, where you
have over 260 000 Now it is vely easy for the jury commissioners not
to run up to Lake County and Summit County, to get the registered
voters up there.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. It does seem to me, Congressman,
that it says they have got to get it, whether they want to or not.

Mr. RooGas. That is what I want to know. Have they got to in-
clude that county?
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Attorney General KATZnBmCH. They have got some in there in
their master list from that county. Maybe only one from that county
with a hundred, but one.

Mr. Roonts. That answers my question. Thank you.
Now the next thing I want to discuss is title II, wherein it states:

"No person or clam of persons shall be denied the right to serve on
grand and petit juries in any State court, on account of race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, or economic status."

I assume that we can agree that race, color, religion, sex, and na-
tional origin is fully covered or the authority for such is fully covered
by the 14th amendment to the Constitution of tLe United States.

What I would like to ask you is what do yor understand to be the
meaning of this term, economic status I Do& i. man have to have a
job, or can he be on welfare, or just what does that mean.

Attorney General KTZENBACH. I think it would mean that you
could not exclude people because they did not pay taxes, and could not
exclude people who failed to own a certain amount of property, or
some other provisions of that kind. I think all those people would be
entitled to sit on a jury.

Mr. RoGEas. Well now, the constitutionality of that prohibition is
based on what provision?

Attorney General KATANBACH. Based on the equal protection
clause, and on article 5, Congress can make legislation. It in fact
follows the fact, really, the suggestion of the Supreme Court in this
regard, where they said it was contrary to our traditions to exclude
on this kind of a basis, and where they suggested that the difficulty
was that Congress had not prescribed as explicitly as it might just who
should and who should not be exempted, and for what.

Mr. Ro;ERS. Now this is going into the question of qualifications of
jurors in a State, as distinguished from qualifications in a Federal
court..

Attorney General KA-rZENBACH. That is right.
Mr. Rodtsi. And in order to do that, you cite the 14th amendment

and the 5th section!
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Section 5 of the 14th amendment.

I would think this would be quite appropriate.
Mr. RoGEms. Well, is it a question of an economic status ? Is that

one of the rights protected under the 14th amendment?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would think the Court had ruled

that out quite clearly in the Virginia poll tax case, Mr. Congress-
man. I think the Harper case would be very strong authority for
that.

Mr. RoGE~s. You think that the decision in the poll tax case recently
is ample authority and justification for the constitutionality of this,
which would prohibit a State from using economic status as a qualifi-
cation for jury service!

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir. And it follows other
cases that have suggested the same thing more explicitly with respectto juries.Mr. RoGES. Well now, if a State requires that jurors must be able

to read and write the English language, that is not a discrimination
prohibited in title II. In other words, a State could pass such a law
and enforce it?
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Mr. RoGERS. And can you envision any difficulties that we may en-

counter because the 1965 Voting Rights Act authorizes certain people
to register and vote who cannot read or write the English language?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir.
Mr. RoorER. Then if--
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I mean, the fact that you are a

vot,..r does not automatically qualify you to be a juror. It is simply
that that is where you take your master list from. Now in addition
to that, you have to establish some literacy, both in the Federal and
State requires it in the State system, but I don't see-perhaps I don't
understand the question.

I don't see the difficulties involved in having a master wheel which
may include some people who are not eligible. It may include some
people for other reasons.

Mr. RoGEms. Of course you are talking about a master wheel in the
Federal court?

Attorney General KATZF2BACH. Yes.
Mr. RoGERs. Now I am talking about the qualifications of jurors in

State court.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. There is no requirement that they

take them off voting lists. They can if they want to.
Mr. ROGERS. I beg your pardon? No requirement of what?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. No requirement they take them

from voting lists. They can just select them any system they want
to, as long as it is not prohibited by section 201.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we will leave juries a moment. On the
housing proposition, suppose you have some of these homes for the
aged which are conducted by philanthropic or religious bodies, Cath-
olic homes, or Jewish homes.

Homes for the aged, fraternal order homes. How will that jibe
with these housing provisions?

Attorney General KATENBACn. I think then on the housing pro-
visions, only one of the instances there that gives me any difficulty, and
I think it might be exempted, would be the religious one. As far as
the others are concerned, they are not discriminating in violation of
this.

If members of a certain group, actors equity, or whatever you want,
if members of a certain group are eligible to come into and only mem-
bers of that group, the only one that would give me any difficulty would
be the religious home, andI think probably there should be an exemp-
tion as long as it is philanthropic.

The CHAIRMAN. There should be an exemption for these religious
homes.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think there should be.
Mr. RoDINO. Mr. Attorney General, what about the case of an ethnic

home for the aged?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. If it is-
Mr. RoDiNo. There are homes for Serbians you mi ht say, aged

Serbians, or aged Italians. What do you do in a case or that kind?
Attorney Gnei'al KATZENBACH. I have no objection to specifying it

in that kind of a situation.
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There I would think they are including, they want really-there the,
were not excluding somebody else because of his ethnic origin, they
were just including everybody who was a Serbian. [Laughter.]

Mr. Rovizo. Well, I doubt that many non-Serbians would get intc
such a home.

Attorney General KATZENBACii. But would an Italian going to that
be excluded because he was an Italian, or would it be simply because he
was not a Serbian?

Mr. RoDINo. I don't know. It could be just because he was not
Serbian.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think if the Congress is troubled
by that, that there is no reason not to write an exemption, as long as
it is philanthropic, and not run for profit.

Mr. RoDiNo. Mr. Attorney General-
Mr. CAmw. Wouid the gentleman yield on that point?
Mr. RoDxNo. Let me just-
Mr. CRAMm. Would the gentleman yield?
The CHAIRMANV. Mr. Cramer.
Mr. RODINO. Go ahead.
Mr. CRAMER. What does its being run for profit have to do with the

nature of the people occupying it, or the limitations placed upon it?
If it is agreed to be a Lithuanian home, run for profit or not for profit,
what does that have to do with it? It either discriminates or does not.
I don't see what profit has to do with it.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. My reason that I would be con-
cerned with on that is that you would get a series of commercial ven-
tures which did noL have the integrity of the kind of ventures that
Congressman Rodino was talking abut. There would be various ways
of trying to, as we have had to some extent, on the public accommoda-
tions; with some fairly phoney so-called clubs, so that we have had
to bring suit in some instances.

Mr. C AMER. I am not saying it is not perfectly legitimate. If there
is a way that the problem that I am talking about can be avoided, per-
haps the profit motive would come in. The reason I asked that is that
I thought the profit motive added an incentive in that situation.

I don't think in fact many of these are run for profit, but there are
some that are. I did not think you wanted to express any opinion
against the profit motive.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, there is nothing wrong with
the profit motive.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Attorney General, going back to the selection of
jurors, and the drawing of names from the master jury wheel, I would
like to ask why there is a need that the form elicit not only the name
and address and age and sex and education, but also the race, religion,
and occupation.

Just why is this necessary for juror qualification?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. The reason that it is necessary,

Congressman, is because if you are saying that you can't discriminate
on this kind of a basis, then you want some kind of record to see
whether or not there has been discrimination on that kind of basis.

Now I might say, if you are troubled by it, that if there is nothing
in the law that said that if a person fails to fill out his religion or his

~,*
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sex or his national origin on there, just fails to put that in, that he is
thus excluded from jury duty but it does give you a record, and it is
helpful, if you have to get into that, if you are trying to test whether
or not there has been discrimination, to have that kind of a record,
but if any particular person has a reluctance to write that down, there
is nothing m the law that requires him to, and he is not forbidden to
serve on the jury merely by failing to fill that out.

Mr. RooIio. But the jury commission nonetheless has this infor-
mation before it on which it makes the determination as to whether
or not that person is primarily qualified.

Attorney GeneralKATZEMAOcH. Since that is not a qualification for
serving on the ury, they can't disqualify him because that is blank.

Mr. IoD'io. gut if they find that the person is of a certain race, and
of course this is a fact that will be evident when the person answers
the question, or a certain religion, this could be a basis for disqualifica-
tion on the part of the jury commissioner without having noted it as
the reason for the actual disqualification.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, he has to note the reason. I
don't really follow the question, Congressman, because if he says he is
too physically infirm to serve on the jury, that is what he writes on
that, but really, he is doing this because the person was a Catholic or
a Jew or a Protestant, or something, I think your jury commissioner
has violated the law.

Mr. RODINO. What I am talking about is this--if a person says he
is a Catholic, and notes that he is Catholic, and the person who is
making the judgment as to whether he is qualified does not note that
he is isqualifying him because he is a Catholic, but for some other
reason, I can't see the use of having this information on here I think
it just helps discrimination, rather than eliminates discrimination.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I most respectfully disagree with
you. I think that if you look at it, why is he going to be disqualified I

He is going to be disqualified because he is physically infirm, and
can't do it, he is mentally incompetent, or he is unable to fill out the
form.

That is the only reason the commissioner can disqualify somebody
on that list. Now it would be extremely helpful, I would think, to
have a record of the fact that this person-have the religion in there,
and then if you ever got into these records, you would notice that he
found every Catholic to be physically infirm.

But if you did not have that, you could not do it.
Mr. RODINO. In other words, you feel that the information is useful?
Attorney General KATZFBACH. I think it is useful at that point;

yes.
The CHADtMAN. That is a quorum call, Mr. Attorney General. We

have to terminate our proceeding this morning, and I hope that the
Attorney General can be back tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.

Attorney General KATrzNBACH. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I will be
hajepy to.

rhe CHAnIMAN. Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 am., Thursday, May 5,1966.)
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THURSDAY, XAY 5, 1966

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE No. 5 OF THE

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Wa8hington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to adjournment, in room
2141, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Emanuel Celler (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Celler, Rodino, Rogers, Donohue, Cor-
man, McCulloch, Cramer, MacGregor.

Also present: Representatives Conyers, Gilbert, Tenzer, McClory;
also present: William R. Foley, general counsel; Benjamin L. Zelenko,
counsel; and Martin Hoffmann, associate counsel.

The CTIAn.3AN. We will come to order.
The Chairman wishes to state that the Voting Rights Act of 1965

has borne good fruits. Witness the good results of the voting in
Alabama.

STATEMENT OF ATTORNEY GEN A NICHOLAS deB. KATZEN-
BACH, ACCOMPANIED BY STEPHEN POLLAK, FIRST ASSISTANT,
CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION, AND ALAN MARER-Resumed

Attorney General KATZE=NBACH. Yes. A large number of people
who never voted before registered and voted freely and comfortably.
And my present information is that the problems on that are rela-
tively isolated.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rogers, I think you were interrogating.
Mr. RoGERS. Yes, sir.
Mr. Attorney General, directing your attention to what is known as

title IV, dealing with housing, you base the Federal jurisdiction on
interstate commerce. And as you point out in your statement, it may
be possible for any number of things to take place in the construc-
tion of a house, that is, the lmnber may come from one State and the
financing may come from another, and the workers from another, and
so forth. Now, at what point, if any, would the Federal Govern-
ment's jurisdiction in housing end? You are familiar with the doc-
trine that when goods in interstate commerce come to complete rest,
interstate commerce ends. Is there any way that you can remove the
interstate commerce feature from the housing section of the
legislation?"

Attorney General KATZENBACH. The short answer to that is "No,
Congressman, there is not."
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But I would also like to just make it clear that I did not intend to
base title IV exclusively on the commerce clause. I think it could be
baRed exclusively on the commerce clause, but I would be reluctant
to do so, because I think it is equally justifiable as an implementation
of section V of the 14th amendment.

I might add a point that has been called to my attention here, Con-
gressman. In the Mclung case which upheld the 1964 act in the
Supreme Court this language appears on page 302 of the opinion:

Nor are the cases holding that interstate commerce ends when goods come to
rest In the State of deposition apposite here. That line of cases has been ap-
plied with reference to State taxation or regulation, but not in the field of Fed-
eral regulation.

Mr. CORMAN. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. Roozms. Yes.
Mr. CORMAN. I recall that when we started hearings in 1964 there

was considerable discussion as to whether we ought to rely solely on
the interstate commerce clause or on the 14th amendment plus inter-
state, and I assume that is precisely what we are doing with respect
to the housing provisions of this bill.

Attorney General KATziNcACH. That is correct, Congressman. I
think as a general proposition in defending the constitutionality of
any bill before Congress obviously the Members of Congress should
be satisfied that it is constitutional. But it makes very little differ-
ence, if they satisfy themselves on different grounds that it is con-
stitutional.

In addition to that, I think that it is a mistake to confine the De-
partment of Justice, in defending the constitutionality of a bill, to
express legislative theory in the act itself.

Now, you will recall that was done in the Civil Rights Act of 1866,
where it was based exclusively on the 14th amendment. And the court
said that because of that, in terms of that act at that time, they held
sections of it unconstitutional, which was an indication that they might
have upheld on the commerce clause basis.

Mr. Roaes. Of course, the objective of my question is to get your
view of them so that we will be in a better position to defend the bill
when it is reported from the committee.

Attorney General KAizAiNBACI. Yes, indeed, Congressman. And
of course, these arguments as you will recall and as I recall were made
at great length with respect to the 1964 act which was upheld 9 to 0
by the Supreme Court.

Mr. RoGEms. Now, the next question relates to housing, and par-
ticularly to section 409--

Nothing iv this title shall be construed to Invalidate or limit any law of a
State or political subdivision of a State, or of any other Jurisdiction in which
this title shall be effective, that grants, guarantees, or protects the same rights
as are guaranteed by this title: but any law that purports to permit any action
that would be discriminatory housing practice under this title shall to that
extent be invalid.

Now, by that you mean if, as an example, the State my friend on
the left ado pted some legislation last election which deals with the
housing problem, this bill would invalidate their law to that extent?

Attorney General KATZENBACJT. As I recollect-Mr. Corman would
know better than I-but as I recollect, the effect of proposition 14 in
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California was to prohibit the State or municipalities from legislathig
in this particular field. While the constitutionality of that is, I
think, presently being contested, I would say the effect of this on that
law would simply be to have the Federal law operative in the State
of California, and leave what the State of California were to do to
its own laws and legislature.

Mr. CORMAN. Would the gentleman yield for a comment at this
point?

Mr. ROiERS. Yes.
Mr. CoRmAN. The specific act passed by the legislature provided a

particular kind of enforcement procedure relying very heavily on the
law. That was a specific remedy in California. Now, the State of
California has long prohibited by case law the enforcement of cove-
nants or other kinds of discriminatory measures in deeds. The
thing which the constitutional amendment did was to set aside that
particular remedy and put some restrictions on future kinds of reme-
dies that the State or jurisdiction within the State might adopt. It
was substantially different from the thing which we are discussing in
this bill.

Mr. RoGEis. Now, applying that language of section 409 to my own
State, which has adopted a very extensive antidiscrimination housing
practice, do I understand the intention of section 409 that it is not
to interfere with my State law in any manner whatsoever, and that
complaints can continue to be filed as they are now filed with the
Antidiscrimination Commission of the State of Colorado?

Attorney Geperal KATZENBACH. That is correct, Congressman.
This merely superimposes or puts side by side that with the Federal
law on the subject. And one reason for this is that in many instances
such as that in Colorado there are administrative remedies which will
cover many if not all of the situations covered by this act, and there
is no desire to interfere with those at all?

Mr. RoGERS. Section 406(e) of this bill provides for punitive dam-
ages up to $500. If the Colorado State law provides a method whereby
damages may also be collected, you would have a remedy in both cases;
would that be correct?

Attorney General KATZEX.BACH. Yes; I think that is correct. I
think if it was in violation of this law and a violation of Colorado law,
and lie was able to join the two together, that he would be entitled to
get whatever damages under the Federal law, and/or whatever dum-
ages under the State law.

Mr. ]ROGERS. Now, directing your attention to title V of the bill, and
particularly your statement on page 27, wherein you say that title V
would not require proof of a specific intent such as is required in 18
U.S.C. 241, the bill states that "Whoever, whether or not acting under
color of law, by force or threat of force." Now, must there be some
action of actual physical force or threat of force before this title V
comes in operations

Attorney General KATZENBACI. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. What about threats of economic interference f
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Threats of economic interference

are not covered in title V. They are covered in existing law with re-
spect to some of the same things that are covered in title V.
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Mr. RosEns. Now, if an organization like the Ku Klux Klan should
attempt to interfere with any person because of race, color, religion or
national origin, would it be necessary for them to use force before dhey
would be considered to violate the sections of this law, or would the
mere fact that they may belong to that organization be sufficient within
itself to bring about prosecution?

Attorney General KATZNMBAOEI. The former would have to be either
force or threat of force, and merely membership in that organization
would not be relevant to that point. Membership in that organization
might be relevant to establisli that the action was racially motivated.

1r. Roomia. Would the same be true with membership in a Black
Muslim organization which is supposed to be against the white race?
Would some definite action by tlm be required before this section 5
would come into play I I I

Attorney General KATzENMoCH. Yes, the same would be true, thislegislation is color blind in that respect, it applies equally to whites
and Neiroes in terms of what is protected, and in terms of what ispunshAle.

Mr. RooEns. Now, directing your attention to page 82, which is
section 601(a) 4, where it says:

Applying for or enjoying employment, or any prerequiqltes thereof, by any
private employer or agency in the United States or any state or subdivision
thereof, or of using the services or advantages of any labor organization or using
the services of any employment agency. I

Now, under the answers that you have heretofore given, before an
individual could be guilty of that particular violation, there would
have to be force, attempts to use force, for instance, to prevent an indi-
vidual from joining a labor union before it would violate this law?

Attorney General KATZzNBAcH. Yes Congressman, it would be.
May I point out that there is a typographical error in that paragraph.
The word is "perquisites," not "prerequisites."

Mr. CRA=R. We will agree to that change.
Mr. RoGss. Then the question is, if you went to a labor union and

said, "I want to join I have all the necessary qualifications," anA the
business agent said "Wo, we won't take you in, that is not a violation
of this particular section, is it ? Or is it?

Attorney General KATZEBMAOH. No it is not a violation of this
particular section. It is a violation of title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, which provides for civil remedies in that regard. Now
if he went further than this and said, "If you come around again f
tim going to knock your head off," then he would be getting closer to
thi3•

Mr. Roamts. Or if he said something like that to intimidate, or
threaten, or use force ?

Attorney General KATZENiACH. Yes.
Mr. RoGzRs. I think that will be all.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Corman.
Mr. CORHAN. Mr. Attorney General, I notice in the preamble of

the Constitution that one of the reasons we formed this Union was
to provide for domestic tranquility. I know there has been con-
siderable discussion during the hearings of. 1963 and 1964 on the
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Civil Rights Act as to what we might anticipate if we involved our-
selves in this area of the Federal Government desegregating public
accommodations privately owned. We are all aware of the history
that led up to those proposals. I wonder if you could comment for
us as to what the experience has been in those communities before
and after passage of that actI

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Before the passage of that act, as
I think all the members of the subcommittee will recall, there were
many demonstrations, there were many sit-ins in restaurants, racial
tensions ran very high indeed in many communities. But since the
enactment the demonstrations in this regard have been really very
few. There have been a few communities where there was resistance,
but this has been resolved by the bringing of a lawsuit.

There was in general very good compliance with the public accom-
modations features of the 1964 act, and I think it did a good deal
to improve domestic tranquility.

I don't want to overstate that point. I think that the compliance
among the larger motels and restaurants was fast, quick, and really
complete, with the exception of Mr. McClung and others who wanted
to raise the constitutional question, and did, and lost.

In some rural communities I have no doubt that in practice a good
deal of segregated facilities continue. But even here it is not becom-
ing a major issue, and I think even here where it is tested there is
compliance.

Mr. CORMAN. I thought one of our objectives was to remove dis-
putes from the streets to the courthouse.

Attorney General KATZENBiACH. Yes.
Mr. CORJMAN. Would you think that we have succeeded tolerably

well in that objective?
Attorney General KATZEBACH. I think we have succeeded extremely

well in that objective, Congressman, even though I think in the whole
field of race relations obviously a great deal more has to be accom-
plished, not merely by the Federal Government and by State govern-
ments, but by private industry and employees and people everywhere.
One piece of legislation does not in itself solve the race problems of
a century. But with respect to improving domestic tranquility, to
easing tensions, and to taking disputes off the streets, that act was
indispensable and successful.

Mr. CORMAN. I was thinking particularly of the area of discrimina-
tion to which we addressed ourselves, which was that of certain kinds
of public accommodations.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. CoPxA i. Now, we have had some 12 years of experience of

attempting to desegregate some facilities which are publicly owned
and publicly controlled. And many observers would be disheartened
by the speed with which we have done that. And it has seemed to me
that we have been able to move up much more rapidly and with less
friction in tension in desegregating those things that were privately
owned. There was apparently a more rapid compliance on the part
of those businesses to which the act directed itself. Is that a reason-
able observationI

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
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Mr. CORMANv. Because it seems to me that we are going to discuss
from this point on in title IV what our problems are when we are
dealing with something that is privately owned as distinguished from
something that is publicly owned. But our experience in this case is
that there may be more willing and rapid compliance as to those who
compete for commerce than those who compete for votes.

There have been some proposals before the Congress concerning
removal statutes to remove certain kinds of cases from the State and
Federal courts. I wonder if you would care to comment at this point
as to what coi'sideratio were given, and whether or not you think it
is necessary that we in'c'lde anr.emoval provisions in the 1966 act.

Attorney General KATZE.SBACii. I believe, Congressman, that many
of the problems which were aimed at by various removal statute pro-
posals are dealt with in section V simply by giving direct authority
to the Federal Government to prosecute'for a Federal crime, at least
on the prosecution side, if you will, trying to deal with terrorist ac-
tivity. I think with the enactment of title V here there would be no
need for that.

Now, with respect to the possibilities of prosecution, of people who
are being prosecuted for racial reasons, the possibility is there of re-
moval of this trial to a Federal court.

There are provisions in existing law in that regard. Just how broad
these provisions are, I am not prepared to say, because that is a matter
which is presently in litigation in the Supreme Court in the Peacock
case which will be decided, I assume, this term. The Government is
in that ease as an niicus. And our brief took a broad view of the
removal-of the interpretation of the existing removal provisions.
Indeed, in some respects-we argued, at least-I don't know what the
court will decide, but we argued at least for rather broader removal
provisions than I believe any of the statutes that have been proposed
to this committee.
. So it may be that the removal provisions here in that regard that
have been put to this committee narrower-are narrower than and
broader than what the existing law is, although I don't think that is
the intent of the proponents.

Mr. CORmAN. There has been considerable discussion about the pos-
sibility of governments, both State and Federal, assuming some obli-
gation to tie victims of criminal conduct, and indemnification obliga-
tions generally that deal with criminal activity, and more specifically
in civil rights. Would you care to comment on the Department's
attitude as to this specific area of criminal activityI

Attorney General KATZEN"ACT. I am interested in the possibility of
indemnification for victims of criminal activity. And I am sympa-
thetic to proposals of that kind, although it is extremely difficult to
get estimates as to what the cost of this would turn out to be. There
are some problems with respect to the possibilities of fraudulent claims
of one kind or another, and there has been some suggestion by some
commentators that this would be an inducement to rather than a deter-
rent to crime. But after all those arguments have been made, I would
be inclined to be sympathetic with them.

I would have some reluctance, in a period of considerable crime
throughout the country, where people are innocent victims of a variety
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of kinds of criminal assaults and criminal activities, to single out one
particular group for indemnification. I would have no objections,
where the municipality involved had failed to perform its duties, or
where its people had participated in this, to making a municipality
liable for that. If you try to make the State liable for that to a private
party, you obviously run into the 11th amendment. And that createsdifficulties.

I would not be sanguine in such community about the capacity to
recover a verdict from a jury in that situation. I would be inclined
to doubt that it might occur.

I guess that is a sort of a sumnmary of my views on that. I know
that there are proposals that have been inae in that regard. I have
some particular difficulties with some of them.

For example, I get a little bothered by saying that someone who is
injured when arguing for various civil rights should be indemnified,
but somebody who is arguing against civil rights also protected by
the first amendment is not indemnified if lie is injured. I think that
raises some constitutional question.

There are difficulties with it, but I am not unsympathetic.
Mr. CORMAs. Thank you. I have no more questions. But I would

just like to say in conclusion that I agree with your analysis of the
constitutionality of this bill. And in consideration of you and the
Senator from Illinois, I would hope the Illinois homebuilders could
find something more edible than bricks with which to make chimneys.

The CH -ArAN. Any further questions?
Mr. McCulloch?
Mr. McCuLwcH. I notice in your statement of yesterday which

was so ably presented, the statements that titles I and II seek to end
discrimination in our jury system.
, Does the Department of Justice have any substantial evidence of

jury discrimination by reason of race, color, religion, sex, national
origin, or economic status, for instance, in my home State of Ohio ?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir; I don't believe that we do
in Ohio. Within the Federal system I have no evidence anywhere of
discrimination which is unconstitutional, and which has been engaged
in by the Federal Jury Commission.

At the same time the systems which have been variously adopted
of selecting juries do indicate, in the cases that we have, and on the
basis of what I confess to be an inadequate survey, because we don't
have all the records available, so that it is based largely on samples
of juries in various districts-we have found that the proportion, for
example, of Negroes-and this is primarily what we were looking at-
is very substantially less than the proportion of Negroes within that
district. I have assumed-and I believe that this is because of the
method of selection not because of a desire to exclude Negroes from
those juries within the Federal system-that it is not intended, and
I think if it is not intended it would not in my judgment be in and
of itself unconstitutional, it would in my judgment indicate some in-
adequate supervision of the jury system. And our problem in that
respect is complicated by the fact that a number of Federal judges
have taken the view that they do not have the power to supervise the
jury commissioner. I disagree with that view. But there is no way
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that I can persuade those Federal judges who disagree with me to
undertake that responsibility.

Mr. MCCULLOCH. I agree with the Attorney General's statement
about that.

So generally, the proposed legislation would uniformly make over
the selection of juries in the Federal system regardless of whether
there was evidence of discrimination on account of race, color, religion,
sex, national origin or economic status in any district or court.

Attorney Generai KATZENBACH. Yes, it would, Congressman.
Mr. McCuILLocH. Let me ask you this question, Mr. Attorney Gen-

eral: In view of your statement-with which I said I am in agree-
ment-that there has been authority in the Federal courts to enter
orders and provide for the selection of jurors without discrimination,
why hasn't that been done in many of the districts in the country where
there is alleged to be discrimination for the reasons set forth in 9,
10,11 and 12 of page 2 of the chairman's bill ?

Attorney General KATZNBAC H. You are referring to the Federal
system?

Mr. McCuLUOcH. I am referring now only to the Federal courts.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, I think in the past when this

problem has been considered as it was by the judicial conferencee in
1960, they faced this kind of a problem. While a number of places
did use voter records, I think it was recognized at that time that to use
voter records in part of the United States would have the effect of
discriminating rather than the opposite. So for that reason they
adopted a keyman system to avoid using something which was auto-
matic, and which had a built-in discrimination within it.

Our thought here has been twofold. And I think it is important
for this committee to realize that our theory on this involves the fact
that we believe that jury service is a right and a privilege of citizens
of the United States. Because of the system of testing juries today,
what has to be shown is either that a jury itself was unconstitutional,
which is a difficult burden, or that because of the method of selection
it was somehow prejudiced to a particular defendant. That is a quite
different point. A jury could be selected in the ways in which I indi-
cate, and could have quite a disproportion, and still it would not be
possible to show that that particular jury had not prejudce against
this particular defendant. We, have attempted to go beyond that and
give a positive affirmation with respect to the jury service as a duty,
as a rig t, as a privilege of citizens of the United States.

Mr. McCLocrH. Again with that I agree substantially, if not
wholly.

Now, in view of the known discrimination that has existed in some
Federal district courts, has the Judicial Conference made any recom-
mendations other than in 1960 and in one other instance, as I recall
which would seek in substantial part to end the discrimination of
which we complain hereI

Attorney General KATmNAcH. No, sir; the Judicial Conference
has not. And as I say, I think until the Voting Rights Act and the
successful implementation of the Voting Rights Act it would have been
difficult for them to have done so. We have discussed our proposals
here, and our bill with a great number of judges, including those that
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sit on that committee. And while there have not spoken as a conference
on it, I have not run into objections rom judges to this sort of thing.

We have an interest in it, because we are the prosecuting arm. It
is not always difficult to implement it. And sometimes you find a
jury commissioner in a district where a judge believes he can't exercise
supervision using lists that clearly-I think this one district, for ex-
ample, that we discovered that they were using PTA lists, and thus
discriminating against all bachelors and all people without children
in school.

Mr. McCuuLocH. You have concluded that bachelors therefore are
not eligible to be members of the Parent-Teachers' AssociationI

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I concluded that very few are.
Mr. McCULocii. I find that I can't quite agree with the Attorney

General about the inability of the Judicial Conference or the Supreme
Court to have sought to remedy the discrimination of which we com-
plain by reason of the fact that there were so many people not on the
voters list. As a matter of fact, as this legislation recognizes, Mr.
Attorney General, there are many places in the United States in which
there is no voting registration list, and in which there is no voter list
a month or two after an election. I think it is worthwhile to say that
at this time, because you know the voting procedures are not identical
in all places in this country, that there are tens of thousands of pre-
cincts in this country where there is no voting registration of any
kind. The potential voter comes in and establishes his identity. And
after establishing that identity he votes. The record lasts only a few
weeks or a few months thereafter, and is destroyed as a matter of
necessity and economy of space.

So we have had this problem in various parts of the United States
for a long time. That was one of the reasons why I asked this very
first question, did the Department of Justice find discrimination in
all Federal district courts in the United States?

It is my opinion-and I join with the answer, I don't even need to
say that it is an opinion-that there has been no discrimination in
some of those districts in the United States by reason of these facts set
forth on the four or five lines of the chairman's bill that I have indi-
cated. The keyman selection of jurors has been reasonably satis-
factory to all segments of the population during that entire time.

I would like to say this. I am sure that statement is justified by
the expected answer that I will get to this question. You notice I say
the expected answer. Did the Department of Justice in the last 25
years recommend to the Judicial Conference or to any other body to
which it could make recommendations that there be a uniform sys-
tem of jury selection in the United States which was free from dis-
crimination?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir; not to the best of my
knowledge. But we did recommend, and this committee did in fact
pass, a law which would have made it clear that the judges had the
caacity to su rise the commissioners.

But I would take issue with you, Congressman, with respect to the
keyman system. I think that the keyman system virtually as it op-
erates anywhere has some built-in bias. It is extremely difficult to
have a keyman system that does not tend to upgrade your juries over
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what a cross section of the population would be. I think you tend to
get almost inevitably more white-collar people than blue-collar people.

Mr. McCuLLOCH. I agree with that statement, because the keyman
enters into getting a jury in either a civil or criminal case. It is hard
to discharge the technical duties that fall upon juries in these dif-
ficult times.

I may be belaboring this point a bit, but we have long had the key-
man system in Ohio. lam jealous of the good work that we do in Ohio
in this and other fields, and I am jealous of the excellent reputation
that we have in both the State and Federal court by that type of selec-
tion. Until this time I am convinced-and able lawyers and laymen
with whom I have conversed are convinced-that that was the best
system there has been to date in the selection of jurors.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Many people feel that the keyman
System is a good system for the selection of jurors. I think it would
be fair to say, Congressman, that many of the same people who feel
-that way feel that it is desirable to upgrade the jury from what a
cross section of the population would be. I think the two tend to go
hand in hand. And of course, as you are aware, this legislation would
not affect the use of the keyman system by the State judicial system
within Ohio.

Mr. RooERs. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. McCuLLOCH. Yes.
Mr. ROoERS. There is a practice in many States that when the jury.

panel is exhausted-and even in the Federal court in my State--you
send the sheriff out to get somebody off the street, or you send the
deputy U.S. marshal out to get somebody off the street to come in and
serve as a juror. Would this legislation prohibit that practice?

Attorney General KATZENBACI. Yes, sir. In the event-in the Fed-
eral system it would.

Mr. RooERs. It wouldI
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Then if they run out of the panel in trying a case, you

would have to wait until the jury commission gets together to put
another group in there and draw them before you finish the case?

Attorney General KATZxENBACH. I don't think it is quite that dif-
ficult, Congressman, because of the two-wheel system that we use there,
you already have the master grand jury wheel. And you ought to be
able to keep enough names in the other wheel of qualified people so
as to avoid that contingency. This happens very rarely in the Fed-
eral system. It has happened from time to time in an extremely
populous district like the southern district of New York. But it would
be our view that-

Mr. ROGERS. What about the State system?
Attorney General KATZE=NBACH. States could do that, yes, sir, it

would not interfere with their doing that.
Mr. MCCULLOCH. I might say, Mr. Rogers, within our experience it

has worked very well.
I wonder if at all times we are keeping in mind that in the selection

of the jury the paramount interest is to the litigants and not to the
people who are selected as jurors ? Are we keeping that in mind here?,
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Attorney General K&TZENBACI. I would hope that we were keeping
both in mind, and I think it is possible to keep both in mind. I see
no reason-

Mr. McCULcH. Isn't the paramount interest the persons in the
trial of the case, the litigants ?

Attorney General KATZENBACI. The paramount interest in the trial
of the case is clearly the litigants. And if there is anything-what I
cannot see is how you can conceivably* get in a conflict on that situation.
I don't see how the litigants can find the conflict in having a fair cross
section of the population decide that case. After all, in a civil case
they can waive it and let the judge decide if they want it.

Mr. McCULOCH. I am afraid we are in disagreement in that field
Mr. Attorney General. There are some cases that are so difficult and
so complicated that to call it, if you wish, a blue ribbon jury, that
they are probably about the only kind of a jury that can weigh the
evidence, even look at the evidence, and read it intelligently, so that the
final verdict will be in accordance with law and fact. It is not a
cross section of the people of this Nation that necessarily make the
most competent njury i my opinion.

Attorney General iAT=E:NBAcR. I guess we are slightly in disagree-
ment on that, Congressman. I dont know whether you are talking of
a criminal or a civil case. But I think in a criminal case you are
entitled to be tried by a fair cross section of the population. And the
Federal decisions don't permit the selection in any kind of a case of
the sort of jury you describe, they simply don't permit it.

The CnI4RInMAN. Would the gentleman yieldP
We have a great many patent cases in New York State, which are

very difficult cases to try. Much depends upon the knowledge and the
patience and the wisdom of the judge in explaining to the jury what
it all means. Even then in ver complicated technical patent casesjuries seem to be able to comprhend thp difficulties in matters which
do not enter into their daily experience whatsoever.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think, Mr. Chairman, that we
always have to ask the question, which litigants, plaintiff or defendant.
I think that a fair cross section comes closer to satisfying all litigants
in all cases than any other device that you could come up with.

Mr. McCuuwcH. Well of course, I have indicated that there is a
difference of opinion in that matter. And I trust that as long as the
Attorney General remains the Attorney General, that in the trial of
all antitrust cases that the essence of capability will not be too im-
portant in the selection of the jury, provided I am not a litigant, and
that the cases-

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Congressman. I said yesterday that
I thought most prosecutors would prefer to have a blue ribbon jury,
I acknowledge that. I am trying to think of the defendant, I don't
think they would agree with that.

The CHAI MAN. We have abolished blue ribbon juries in New York.
We used to have them. In other words, most of the blue ribbon panel
was taken from the suburbs, Westchester County, and those primarily
from the urban areas, in and around the borough of Manhattan and
the Bronx, it was thought that they were not intelligent up there.
But after the abolition of the blue ribbon jury system, justice was just
meted out as well as it was before.
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Mr. MoCuLL*c. In any event, you know, there is the built-in pro-
vision for the selection of at least a part of the jury as a blue ribbon
jury with peremptory challenges, isn't that correctI

Sure, it is limited but suppose you get one or two or three people
who thoroughly understand the case. In my opinion you are apt to
have a better result in the overall litigation.

Attorney General KAITZENBACH. [think, Mr. McCulloch, that is the
merit. I think you have made the argument there for the merits of a
cross section as well as it can be stated.

Mr. CRAMER. Would the gentleman yield for one brief question?
Mr. McCuLLocJ. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. Then, as I understand it, if the economic status re-

mains in the bill as proposed, cases such as antitrust and cases that
require considerable ability and knowledge, there would be no pos-
sibility of a challenge for cause based upon economic status?

Attorney General KAIZ VN-ACH. I don't think that you could chal-
lenge for cause on economic status today, Congressman. I do not think
you could say-I think you could make a peremptory challenge, and
a peremptory challenge is a peremptory challenge, you do not have
to give

Mr. CRAMER. You can challenge them on education, can you not?
Attorney General KA=ZENCH. No.
Mr. CRAMER. A lack of information or knowledge relating to the

business or what have you?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. On the difficult cases?
Attorney General KATZENBACI. No, sir.
Mr. RODINO. Do you not have to show prejudice and bias?
Mr. CRAMER. By using economic status in an attempt to show preju-

dice and bias.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. If yOu can show that a person is

froinc to b; able to render impartial service you can do it. But I don't
thiniC you are going to show that by asking how much his income was
last year, in fact I do not think the judge would permit the question.

Mr. CRAMER. It is a composite of factors. They could be challenged
on the basis of whether they could render impartial judgment?

Attorney General KATZENBACI. Yes sir; and we do not touch that.
You do not want a juror that cannot be impartial. So that is not at
issue.

Mr. McCuLLOCH. Did I understand you, Mr. Attorney General, to
say that this legislation would not nullify the selection of juries in
State courts, for instance, by a system such as Ohio now has?

Attorney General KATzENBACH. Yes; you could use the keyman
system such as I believe Ohio uses, and it would not nullify that, it
would only go to the key-the keyman would have to be told
that they could not discriminate on the grounds expressed in this
leg islation.

1fr. MCCULLOCH. Of course, I believe that the Ohio jury commis-
sioners have not discriminated in Ohio.

But on the other hajid, your legislation iAould bind the Federal
courts in Ohio or in Oklahoma or in every State in the Union to pro-
ceed strictly in accordance with this legislation ?
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Attorney General IKTZINBACH. Yes, it would be a uniform system
for all Federal courts, unless the chief judge were to find that the use
of the voter list was impossible.

Mr. McCrLLOCH. Could you give us an example, Mr. Attorney
General of other sources for jurors' names, if you had no voter regis-
tration list, as we could not have in some parts of Ohio I Would you
have the Rotary Club membership, and the XYZ Club membership,
and the church membership, and the telephone directory, or what
would you suggest? I

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, of course, there are other
ways of doing this. As far as this operation would be concerned,
we require that the books be refilled every 2 years in the even years
between-what is it, December, November or something-November
and December. So that date was picked, because you always have a
list of voters from the years of Federal elections, so at least you have
a list of the people who actually voted. And I think you have that
at these times in every State and in every county. So that I do not
see any difficulty in filling the master jury wheel freshly with that
device.

Now, there are, of course, other things that could be used. We in
the process of drafting this went over this at great length with the
Census Bureau as to what other lists were available to see whether
there was any other list that would give a cross section of this kind.
In many jurisdictions they supplement the keyman by a phone direc-
tory, by a city directory. As I said. they even use PTA lists, and
church membership lists, and all kinds of'things. But I don't know
of any list other than voting which does not have some built-in biases.
Only some people can afford to have telephones. And it does rather
hurt the rural juror, and so forth.

We just simply were not able to find another large list or combina-
tions of lists that would be as good as the voter list if you adopt the
proposition that you are looking for a fair cross section.

Mr. McCuLLocH. As I recall, the bill provides for the selection of a
given number of names for the master jury wheel; is that right?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Minimum, yes.
Mr. McCuLocH. A minimum of 2.000?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. A minimum of 1 percent of the

population of the district or division, as the case may be, and a mini-
mum of 2,000 names if 1 percent is not 2,000. Now, that would be very
gravely in excess of 2,000 names in the chairman's district, for ex-
ample. I have forgotten what the high on this ranges up to, about
200,000-about 60,000 in the southern district of New- York would go
into the master wheel. And, of course, we use a lot more juries in that
area. So I think it is fairly in proportion to the litigation that we
use a juryMr. I c CuLtoi. Do I properly conclude, Mr. Attorney General,

that if I were a new jury commissioner confronted with this legisla-
tion, and asked you as the Attorney General of the United States, or
the U.S. district attorney, for your instructions as to just what lists
I should use, that there will be in due course a uniform set of lists
which will meet the approval of the Justice Department and which
would in their opinion be the lists that are contemplated by this
legislation .
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Attorney General KTZENBACH. The chief judge, sir, not the Justice
Department. But the lists exist, provisions are contained in the le is-
lation to obtain the list from the requisite voting authorities. And
it is up to the chief judge to prescribe a random selection from that
list, taking into account all the counties which are within the district.
And if there were additional lists needed in our exception here, if that
list was not enough, that would be done by the circuit court, by the
judicial council for that district.

Mr. MICCuLLOCH. And can the same general practice be followed
after this legislation is enacted as is followed now if the wheels be-
come exhausted of competent persons?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir. If the master list becomes
exhausted it is to be refilled in the same way. And there is a compul-
sory refilling of 2 years, which I think is a very desirable feature. We
found in some instances the same jury wheel and list had been used
for 8, 9, or 10 years, not taking into account that other people were
becoming eligible for jury service, and so forth.

Mr. McCrLuoc. That is a partial answer to the question, but it is
only a partial answer, because you again get back to your districts or
your political subdivisions where there is no registration, and there is
no mandatory reason for keeping the names of the voters who voted
in the last presidential or congressional election for more than a mini-
mum number of days. Thus, there is no source from the voters' list,
or there would be no source from the voters' list.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. But Congressman, that is only true
if, having gotten the list to fill the jury wheel, the court goes ahead
and destroys the list it just has.

Mr. McCULLocit. I tried to say that if the list were exhausted in
the basic jury wheel, and then there were cases undisposed of, where
do you get your prospective jurors? Or can you go out, as our col-
league Mr. Rogers mentioned, and find a jury from the street? Be-
cause I repeat, where there has been no corruption in the voting pro-
cess-and Ohio is one of those States that meets that definition-and
there is no registration, there is no obligation to hold the names of
those who voted either at the congressional or the presidential election
for a period of 2 years, or any substantial part thereof.

Attorney General KATZENBACI. I will try to see if I can answer
your question, Congressman.I assume that you would initially fill the books with a list of all
the people who are either remgistered to vote, or in those counties
which don't keep that, a list that all of the people who actually vote
would be available so I think the likelihood of such list being avail-
able is very great. since they are required to keep those lists by the
1960 Civil Rights Act in any event for 22 months, that you would have
such a li~t.

Mr. McCu-ocmr- They are required to keep those voting lists in
every precinct in the United States pursuant to the voting rights
legislation of 1960, I believe?

Attorney General KATZENBACIF. Yes, 22 months after a Federal
eletion-that is my recollection-they are required to keep those lists.

But in any event-what I was trying to say before is that if the
court gets a list of all the people, if we can assume an initial list, the
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first time you fill the box, you have got a list of all the registered
voters or all the people who are actually voters, and the court has that
list, has physical possession of that list. Now, it fills the master iury
box wheel from a random selection from that list. If the master jury
wheel is then exhausted, the master jury wheel would be filled by an-
other random selection from that list. If it was exhausted again, this
process would continue to be done.

Now, to run out of jurors off that list would, I think, require that
every person eligible to serve as a juror who was a registered voter
or who had in fact voted had in fact served on a jury.

I would think that the statistical odds against the occurrence of that
would be very, very great that every registered voter or every person
that voted within any district was in fact ineligible for service or had
served.

Mr. McCuu..ocn. Then it is contemplated that the jury commis-
sioner will have access to the names of every person registered to
vote in a presidential election, or who voted in one, in order to select
the voter list'?

Attorney General KATZENBACII. Yes.
Mr. MCCULLoICI. All right. In the northern district of Ohio I sup-

pose there are somewhere from 3 to 4 million people eligible to vote.
And the district court will have to assemble that number of names in
one form or another in order that they be accessible to the jury com-
missioners.

Attorney General KATZENBACIr. That is correct;-yes, sir.
Mr. MCCULLOCII. AUd that will be necessary in every judicial dis-

trict in the United States?
Attorney General KATZENBACAL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cramer?
Mr. CRAMER. Mr. Attorney General, I have a few questions relat-

ing to some aspects of the proposed legislation. I am seeking informa-
tion and also trying to determine what effect some of these proposals
will have on existing law and how it modifies existing law. And, as
I am sure you know, although I didn't feel it was as good a job of
draftmanship as we could have made it, I supported the Voting Rights
Act last year.

I woud like to ask a couple of questions relating to title III, "non-
discrimination in public education and other public facilities", which
I assume we have to consider somewhat in conjunction with the 1964
Civil Rights Act.

In that connection I note that there is a change in the 1964 act
relating to the Attorney General bringing the suit. Present law
provides-and I am referring to page 23, lines 7 through 11, of the
proposed bill:

"The Attorney General may institute, in the name of the United
States, civil action." The present law under section 301 (a) of the 1964
act provides that lie can do so when lie receives a complaint in writing
So the complaint will no longer be necessary; is that correct?

Attorney General KATZENBAcH. That is correct.
Mr. CRAMER. How do you expect to exercise your discretion in de-

termining whether to and when not to bring a suit under this proposed
bill?
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would believe here that if we
found people who had attempted to apply, or there had been intimida-
tion against people who had attempted to apply to transfer their
children to school, that that would be appropriate for the exercise of
this discretion. I think perhaps the shorter way of saying it, Con-
gressman, is that unless I believe or unless the Attorney General be-
lieves that he can establish the fact that this school district has pre-
served an unconstitutional discrimination, unless he feels he can prove
that, there is not much point in bringing suit. And we have yet, I
might say, to lose a case to speak of.

Mr. CRAMER. I understand. This gives you complete discretion,
does it not, to select the cases and the places where suit shall be
brought.; whereas under the present law a complaining party has some-
thing to say about it through filing a complaint?

Attorney General KATZEKBACH. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CRAMER. Yes.
The CHAunMAN. I am reading from Survey of School Desegregation

in the Southern and Border States ordered by the U.S. Commission
of Civil Rights, February 1966. Mr. Attorney General, in connection
with the questions asked by the gentleman from Florida, we have this
significant situation. And I am reading from page 34:

Negro school administrators and teachers frequently have an interest in
maintaining the dual school system.

In other words, in a number of instances they do not want desegre-
ation. One of the reasons given is that the Negro teachers would

ose their jobs.
Now, in a case of that sort, where there is no disposition on the part

of the Negro population to desegregate, what would be your sugges-
tions as to whether you should or should not bring an act ion ?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. My judgment would be that if
there is-if you have a free choice system, which has presently been
held to be a constitutional system, and they are exercising a free
choice fairly, squarely, and in the exercise of that free choice there
are no Negro children who want to go to a white school, and no white
children who want to go to a Negro school, then I think I would have
a heck of a time proving that there was any unconstitutional segrega-
tion within that school district. And I would not-

The CIIATRMAN. Would you go beyond that and find out why there
is a disposition on the part of the Negro parents not to send their chil-
dren to white schools. Would you try to find out by questioning
whether there is any threat of intimidation or reprisal of one sort or
another if desegregation occurs.

Attorney General KATENBAC. If there was any reason to believe
that this was such, yes, sir, of course we would. And my guess would
be that such a completely segregated free-choice system would be im-
probable without at least some discouragement of applications.

Of course, you have also got your initial assignment to schools.
And that has been our experience; we have had complaints within this
area, and then people have withdrawn complaints within this area,
and as a result of investigation we found out that they were at least
discouraged from filing those complaints. And, of course, the very
filing of a complaint to some extent exposes the complainant, and
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even if we keep that, as we can, until trial or until the proof of our
case, keep that information confidential. But the exercise of this
discretion here we are proposing is merely to give the Attorney Gen-
eral really the same discition that he has in other aspects of the Civil
Rights Act. We do not have to be dependent on these complaints in
other regards. And so we simply in that sense are making it uniform
here.

Here it is a limitation upon the Attorney General's authority.
* The CHmuN. But would the fact that Negro teachers would

lose their jobs, would that be sufficient reason to you not to proceedI
Attorney General KATZENACH. No, sir. There might be reasons

why in your decree you would prevent the firing of Megro teachers,
if at in itself was racially motivated.

Mr. CRAMER. But the point is, you in your discretion make that deter-
mination under this new language?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, Congressman. And you
know, I cannot think of a suit brought by the United States which does
not involve the discretion of the Attorney General in bringing it.

Mr. CRAMER. Yes, but the discretion is in carrying out the specific
proscribed and described prohibitions as proposedin enacting the law
by Congress?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is right.
Mr. CRAMER. That in effect gives us the authority to determine

when, in relation to schools, "desegregation" exists, and in relation to
public facilities, when "equal protection" is involved. That is a very
broad discretionary authority, is it not?

Attorney General KATzImBcH. No, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. Let me ask you this: I would like to bring out the

specifics as to how you intend to exercise your discretion. Of course,
this is a very difficult approach that we are forced into on this legisla-
tion, because there may be another Attorney General, and there prob-
ably will be some time In the future. So, Without describing specifical-
ly what you have power to do, if it is not tied into complaints file,
it appears to me that you have extremely broad discretion.

Attorney General KAIZENBACH. The desegregation is defined in the
act which this amends.
Mr. CRAMER. Yes. Your proposal is to strike a portion of the lan-

guage relating to suits brought by the Attorney General. Now I
want to read that language you propose striking from the present
law, section 407, on suits by the Attorney General relating to deseg-
regation in public education, title V. The language you propose strik-
ing is section 407(a) and all the way-well, the entire section 407?

Attorney General KATznBAOH. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. What does that section say in 407 (a) (2) ? It says in

the first place, after getting a complaint. You want to strike that.
Attorney General KAnENBACH. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. It says:
"Secondly, after giving notice of such complaint to the appropriate school board

or college authorities, and after certifying he is satisfied such board or author-
ity has a reasonable time to adjust the conditions alleged in such complaint, to
institute for this in the name of the United States a civil action.

So the thrust of the 1964 act was that the local college authorities
or school authorities should be notified of a complaint, and given the
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opportunity to correct the situation. That is being stricken, is that
not correct?

Attorney General KATZN.BACH. That is correct.
Mr. CRAMER. Why don't you think that that should continue to

prevail ?
. Attorney General KATZrENBACH. I will give you one example, Con-

gressman, of why I do not.
We went down to a school district in one State where we had 21

complaints to give them an opportunity to adjust those complaints.
They did adjust those complaints. They adjusted-those complaints
by going around to each one of the parents and telling each one of the
parents that they were the only one that was complaining and would,
they withdraw their complaint. So this adjustment was to have on
misrepresenttation some 21 or 22 complaints withdrawn.

-Mr. CRAlffER. I understand that. But under your proposal now,
even if that were to o' cur, you could still bring a suit because you do
not have to have a complaint?

Attorney General KAIZENBACH. That is right, and the suit should
be brought.

Mr. CRAMR.. I am not saying it should or should not; that is not
the point. The point I am making is that not requiring a complaint,
and not requiring that the party not be able financially to bring the
suit, that too is being stricken.

Attorney General KArZENBACH. Yes; it is.
Mr. CRAMER. You are also striking--and the bill would give you

complete authority to bring a suit, even in the case you mentioned-
you are striking any necessity of advising the-school board or the
college of the fact that you believe that there is discrimination in
existence. Now, how do you justify that? We are talking about
Federal-State relationships. I am sure that you want, do you not,
to get voluntary compliance wherever possible I

Attorney General KAWENBACI. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. So why do you not think it would be wise to maintain

that language? We are talking about public official to public official,
are we not. the school board to Attorney GeneralI

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is right.
I think there is one additional ingredient in this which is perhaps

important to call to your attention, on pressman.
This is the fact that HEW has forms which go out to all school

districts which do not certify that they are already completely deseg-
regated and completely in compliance. Where there is a free choice
system, and where they have maintained in the past a segregated sys-
tem, they seek to come into compliance with the requirements under
the HEW formula if they are to be entitled to Federal moneys under
titles 1 and 3 of the Federal Education Act.

Now, insofar as the school district is willing to sign such a form,
and is in fact complying with such a form, I would suppose that the
Attorney General could not have, could not possibly have reasonable
ground to believe, which is what this law requires.

So let's remove all those school districts that have already in public
official-to-public official discussions agreed to do their utmost to comply
with this, filed a plan acceptable to HEW, or in compliance with that
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plan, and if they are not, then there are steps that can be taken there
administratively to deal with it.

So now we are dealing with what ? We are dealing with districts
who are unwilling to either say they are in compliance with the Con-
stitution, or unwilling to file an acceptable plan with HEW. So those
are the only districts we are talking about. Within t 1ose districts I
have to have further evidence which would allow me to have reasonable
grounds to believe that they were in violation for the reasons expressly
stated in this provision.

Mr. CRA.MER. So that, in effect, although there is nothing in this
proposed bill that would require you to, or suggest that you do so, you
expect to consult with and follow the regulations put out by HEW, is
that correct, relating to school desegregation? That is what I under-
stand your answer to be.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Let me try again, Congressman.
My point was that if they are in complete compliance with HEW
regulations, I would not believe I would have reasonable grounds.

N ow, I do not say you can turn that over to say that if they are
not in compliance with HEW regulations I automatically do have
reasonable grounds. I don't think one statement follows as a matter
of logic from the other.

Mr. CRAxYR. You do have authority to disagree if you see fit with
HEW's application of its standards?

Attorney General KATZENBACU. I have authority to disagree with
that. And if I can persuade a court in this regard, then it would be
a part of the decree. What we have actually urged, as I am sure you
are familiar with, is that the courts adopt in their decrees the same
standards as HEW has adopted.

Mr. CRAxmR. Then it would follow, would it not, that you would
not necessarily be bound if HEW does accept a plan?

Attorney General KATZENBACI. It would follow as a matter of law
that I would not be bound by HEW accepting a plan; that is correct.

Mr. CRAIER. Now, HEW has-
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Nor am I today if I receive com-

plaints, Congresman.
Mr. CRA.%ER. Yes; I understand that. I am not trying to be argu-

mentative, I just want to find out what the thrust of this proposal is
and how it affects existing law. We just passed this law on July 2,
1964. The section stricken has this language-and I am very familiar
with this, as I offered it on the floor of thelHouse as an amendment, it
was adopted and accepted unanimously, even with approval of the
chairman-
Provided, That nothing herein shall empower any official or court of the United
States to Issue any order seeking to achieve a racial balance in any school by
requiring the transportation of pupils or students from one school to another, or
one school district to another. In order to achieve such racial balance, or other-
wise enlarge the existing power of the court to insure the compliance with the
constitutional standards.

Your proposed draft would strike' that language, would it not?
Attorney General KATZENBACU. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. Do you believe that statement of policy on the part of

the Congress should be reversed?
Attorney General KATZEINBAcIr. No, sir.
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Mr. CiuMER. Do you believe that you should have authority to get
into that question of racial balance?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir.
Mr. CRimm. Then why do you strike the language?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Because I cannot read that lan-

guage to have any meaning whatsoever, Congressman.
As I read that language in there, there being nothing in the bill

which does authorize what is forbidden there, if the court were to
decide that this were required-and I do not predict that this will
occur, but if the court were to decide that the Consitution required
this, then that provision would in and of itself be unconstitutional, and
I fail to see exactly what its operative control is.

Mr. CRAMER. It is your opinion, is it not, that racial imbalance or
the bussing of students, de facto segregation, has not been outlawed
by the court?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is correct.
Mr. CRAinE . Then why would you object to the Congress saying, to

make certain that HEW and your office understands that is the thrust
and intention, why would you object to including the language, re-
stating it in existing law?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, just simply as a matter, I
suppose, of esthetics, if nothing more, I would object to the inclusion of
language in a law passed by the Congress of the United States which
can have no conceivable operative effect. I say that on esthetic grounds
rather than on substantive grounds.

Mr. CRAMER. You have suggested that you would be influenced, at
least-and I do not think that is a misinterpretation of your testi-
mony-by the regulations proposed by HEW, and their acceptance or
rejection of a school district's activities as complying with "desegre-
gation," is that correct ?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, I think that is a fair state-
ment.

Mr. CRAMER. I think it has been fairly widely interpreted, the latest
regulations of HEW that with the percentages required in HEW's
regulations, that it, in effect, does require the bussing of students.
Then what would you do in that instance?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, Congressman, it has been al-
ready interpreted in some areas by some people in that regard. That
is not an accurate, or correct, or fair reading of HEW's regulations,
and it does not require percentages. There is no way in which those
guidelines can be read to state that they require percentages if they
are read in that way. But the guidelines say-and it is quite clear
from the guidelines what they say, and even clearer as explained at
the time by the Commissioner of Education, and as explained subse-
quently by the Secretary-that although guidelines say in that regard
is that we would expect these results to be achieved. If they are not
achieved we are going to relook at this school district to see i4, in fact,.
the free choice system is operating fairly. That is all they say.

The CIIAIlMAX. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CRAxEli. I know what the Chairman is going to point out. be-

cause I just pointed it out myself. There is a definition of desegre-
gation.
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The CHmAziN. I want to get the legislative history clear. I think
it would be well to get the legislative history.

Mr. CAMxm. That was my next question. So I yield to the Chair-
man.

The CtuiRImu. The Attorney General states that the definition con-
tained in that section 401(b) of the act of 1964, namely, "desegregation
means the assigning of students in the public schools, and within such
schools without regard to their race, co or, religion, or national origin,
but desegregation shall not mean the assignment of students to public
schools in order to overcome racial imbalance," is unaffected by the
legislation we are now considering, am I correct in that I

Attorney General IATzENBACJ. Yes, that provih;ion remains in.
The CHw.MAN. It remains as is?
Attorney General KATZFNACH. It remains in the law, yes, sir.
Mr. CRAxFR. I was going to point that out myself, that that also

is mv amendment on the floor of the House.
And my next question is, then, why do you agree to leave that defini-

tion in under desegregation being defined, but want to take it out un-
der section 407(a), which specifically spells out the question of the
power of the court to issue an order relating to racial imbalance?
Why not agree to keep both in?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. If you want the definition in two
places, I have no objection to the definition behig in two places.

Mr. CmmF That is the answer I was hoping I would get, mainly
because this is a subject that I think has been substantially misunder-
stood. If HEW does not intend to cover bussing, or to cover de facto
segregation, it appears to me that that is one of the most misunderstood
drafts of proposed regulations ever put out, because it is being inter-
preted in many places, as I am sure you know, to mean that. I hope
that perhaps this colloquy, including your answer to my last question,
will help clarify this question for the future.

Attorney General KAZENBAC. They were only intended to insure
that the free choice system were operating freely.

Of course, Congressman, if we should have other decisions, if you
had a court decision which said that a free choice system was not good
and could not be used, then I suppose HEW would have to amend its
regulations in accordance with that.

Mr. CRArm. I understand that. And then they would have to pass
on this legislation, probably, to do so.

In title 3, the new draftsmanship relates on lines 14 and 15:
"On account of his race or color the equal protection of the law."

The present law reads, section 407(a)(2) , "relating to colleges and
schools by reason of race, color, religion, or national origin.y Why
do you beieve religion and national origin should no longer be pro-
tecte on a constitutional basis relating to desegregation of schools and
public facilities That is the fact, is it not, of the new language in
your bill ?

The CATRMAW. Why can't we put it in ?
Mr. C Ln-%x. That is why I am asking, I want to find out why they

left it out. I can only read what he suLmitted, which differs from what
is now in the law. So I am asking, why did you leave it out?

Attorney General KATZENTBACH. I cannot answer the question. It
was not lett out with any intention of changing the law in this respect.
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I think our problems have been so concentrated in that area that in
terms of redrafting this we simply-

The CHAIRMAN. There is no reason why you could not put it in there,
is there?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, there is no reason why.
Mr. CRA-F.Z. Likewise, relating to public facilities the present law

reads under title 3, section 301 (a), "On account of race, color, religion
or national origin."

This new title 3 includes both education and public facilities. So
again you are eliminating it. And you have no objection to it being
reinstituted?

Attorney General KATZENBACn. That is right.
Mr. ROGERS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CRAMER. I also note that sex is out of this, it is in the jury sec-

tion, and it is in FPC, but it is out of this.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. It has never been in this section.
Mr. CRAXER. There is no sex appeal to that aspect relating to public

facilities and housing?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Congressman Corman, I think,

pointed out on floor debates that occasional segregation by sexes is
customary in his State.

Mr. CRAMER. You are not trying to do away with the YICA and
the YWCA, and that sort of thing, I take it?

One other question relating to this title. In section 303, page 24. you
say:

As used In this title, a public school and public college shall have the snne
meaning as 401 (c) of title IV.

Meaning the present law; is that correct?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. And the present law reads, section 401 (c):
"Public school" means elementary, secondary institution, and public college

means any Institution of higher education or any technical or vocational school
above the secondary school level, provided that such public school or public col-
lege is operated by a State, subdivision of a State, or governmental agency within
the State, or-

And this is what I am principally interested in-
or operated wholly or predominantly from or through the use of governmental
funds, or property derived from a governmental source.

As revised, if that private college is operated wholly or predomi-
nantly through the use of Government funds or property or funds or
property derived from a governmental source, it too would be cov-
ered. would it not?

Attorney General KATZFiANACH. Yes, it would, Congressman.
Mr. CRAMER. I would like to turn now briefly to title IV relating to

housing. Again we don't have sex in that section, race, color, religion,
or national origin, page 25, lines 5 and 6.

Now, as I understand it, the definitions used relating to dwellings,
for instance, includes-

Any building or structure or portion thereof, whether in existence or under
construction, which is in or designed or intended or arranged -for introduction
or use by one or more individuals.
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And then also this entire title, is it not, is subject not only to tf
$500 civil punitive damages plus such other such damages relating t
"humiliation and mental pain and suffering," but it is also subject t
the criminal penalties of title V on page 31, is it not? You have bot.
civil and criminal penalties?

Attorney General KATzrzNBACH. Title V only applies if it is some
bod who is using force.

Ir. CRAMER. "Injure, intimidate or interfere with"; is that correct
the top of page 32?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir, by force.
Mr. CRiAmR. "By force or threat of force."
Attorney General KATZENBACIL Yes.
Mr. CRAxm. So the criminal section does apply as it relates to force

or threat of force and interfering with?
Attorney General KAITZENBACII. Yes.
Mr. CRAlil Now, in the present law relating to public accomino-

dations-and again I want to try to discuss what effect it has on pres-
ent law-for instance, the present law says, section 201 (e) :

The provisions of this title shall not apply to a private club or other establish-
ment not in fact open to the public, except to the extent that the facilities of such
establishment are made available to customers on person of the establishment
within subsection (b).

Which has nothing to do with this question. So that in effect under
the language of this proposed title IV clubs would be included, would
they not ? We are not talking about housing as compared to public
accommodations.

Attorney General KAITZENBACH. Yes, I think in at least one instance,
that is, if the club discriminated with respect to the use of those facil-
ities by nonmembers of the club, then I think it would be covered.

Mr. CPEnA. Your definition of dwelling would clearly cover a club,
would it not, on page 25?

Attorney General KATzamCH. "Intended for residential use."
Mr. CRAMER. "Any building or structure, or portion thereof, in-

tended or intended, or arranged for, residence or use by one or more
individuals or families." Certainly a building for rental purposes is
for more than one family.

Attorney General KATZENBACI. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. And therefore, if there were discrimination under sec-

tion 401, a club would be covered. In other words, if he was denied,
if a person were denied, "the right to use, purchase"-I am reading
on line 6-"purchase, rental, lease, finance or use, and occupancy"-
I am referring now to use and occupancy. It clearly covers it, does it
not, and prevents discrimination in use and occupancy relating to
race, color, religion, or national origin?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. I think the club that opens
up its facilities to nonmembers could not discriminate on these
grounds. That would be my view of what the language says and what
was intended.

Mr. CRLAtER. Then a club could be considered by the language even
though it were specifically excluded in the public accommodations act
presently in existence?
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Attorney General K TZEMiCH. I think if there is--
Mr. CRAMER. What happened to Mrs. Murphy's Boarding House?
Attorney General KATENBACH. They are still operating.
Mr. CmM ER. On title II-
Attorney General KAr.&ENBACH. She is still in business, Congress-

man.
Mr. CRAMER. I do not know, you have put clubs here, and I am

afraid you have put Mrs. Murphy's Boarding House in.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I do not think clubs are in it, but

I would be happy to clarify that point.
Mr. CRAMER. You would not object to the same language or similar

language being put in this as it is in the present law relating to clubsI
Attorney General KATZENBACH. No.
Mr. CRAMER. But as to Mrs. Murphy, section 201(b) (1), title II,

"public accommodate ions :"
Any inn, hotel, motel or other establishment which provides lodging to tran-

sient guests, other than establishments located within a building which contains
not more than five rooms for rent or hire, and which is actually occupied by
the proprietor-

Is excluded; correct ? There is no such exclusion in a definition of
dwelling in section 402(b) of your proposed housing title IV; is that
correct?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is right, Congressman; yes.
Mr. CRAMER. The reason I ask the question is that it seems pretty

clear that that subject was well exhausted, was it not, in a discussion
of this matter in 1964? The Congress clearly determined that it did
not intend to have Mrs. Murphy affected? But under the definition
in title IV, and the definition of dwelling, she would be a building de-
signed, intended, and arranged for residential use by one or more indi-
vidual families, would she not ?

Attorney General KATmENtBCH. Yes, I think so, Congressman.
Mr. CUMIR. And what bothers me, I happen to represent a district

where there are a lot of senior citizens, and many of them buy homes--
or there are perhaps widows, with a few extra rooms for rental pur-
poses to make a little income. Ad this is the important social secu-
rity bill. And she wants not only to rent a couple of rooms for an
additional income, but she also wants some companionship. And she
might want to be a little bit selective as to who her companions are
going to be. Now, as this is drafted, she has no choice, isn't that
correct ?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. She has a choice as long as she
does not discriminate on these particular grounds.

Mr. CRA=mR. But not as it related to race, color, religion or national
origin, if she wants a Methodist with her, or a Christian Scientist with
her, or someone of her own nationality, this would exclude her dis-
criminating in that respect. would it not?

Attorney General KAizEMCH. She could make the choices if she
didn't make them on this particular basis, she could make choices on
the basis--

Mr. CRANME. Exactly. But you are looking into her mind. Let's
look into the mind of the person she turns down. He is the fellow
who under this title, lie or she, has an absolute right to bring a suit,
and with the Federal Government providing the attorney and cost.
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. With the Federal Government prc
viding the attorneys

Mr. CRAMER. She has a right to bring the suit absolutely, as th
party aggrieved, with an appointed lawyer, is that correctI

Attorney General KATZENBAcH. The court appoints the lawyer.
Mr. CRAxF.S. The principal question I am asking is, the party wh(

believes he or she is aggrieved-I am not looking 'n the mind of the
party that did it-the-widow, the social security widow in the home
that wants to have companionship, I am looking at the person she
turns down, that person, as this bill is drafted, has a right to bring
suit, a civil action, and claim the damages of $500 plus other damages,
and the court has power to appoint an attorney in order to provide
reasonable attorneys fees, is that not correct?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is correct.
Mr. CRAMER. Do you think that is right?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Do I think it is right? Yes.
Mr. CRAMEJI. Do you not think there should be some property rights

and some individual discretion somewhere?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Let me make two points on that

if I may, Congressman. The issue here is somewhat different, even if
you arrive at the same conclusion, it is somewhat different than the
issue which was raised under public accommodations. The issue is
somewhat different because there you are talking about transients,
people whom you did not know, who came and knocked on your door,
as to whose background, as to what kind of people they were, and
so forth, you would have no opportunity to make an investigation of.
So there is that factual difference between the two situations. So they
are not totally comparable. And the effort here was not to abandon
,what I think is sound in that regard.

I think in addition to that there was a feeling by many Members
of Congress that with respect to rooming houses dealing with transients
for a short period of time, that this typically put people in a sometimes
closer social relationship than exists in many other aspects. Some
of that argumentation is valid here.

I do not think it would greatly affect or impede what is attempted
to be accomplished in this act if Mrs. Murphy s type exemption were
inserted into this act. And since I think that the basic problem that
we are trying to strike out here could be accomplished with or without
that kind of exemption, I would have no problems with exemptions
of that kind as the committee and this Congress might wish to direct.

Mr. CRAMER. All right. I appreciate that very candid answer, be-
cause I think it is a very real problem. And certainly some property
rights should be weighed in considering how race, color, religion, or
national origin would be protected at the same time, would it not?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir. I would not think of it in
terms of property rights myself, I would think of it in really how
close the relationships in this sort of situations are.

Mr. CRAMF Do you think there should be any type of exemption
relating to the sale of vacant land under your definition of dwelling,
subclause 2, vacant land which is offered for sale?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, I have difficulty in distinguish-
ing between vacant land and home, because I think the purchase of the
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vacant land is normally to construct a home in this situation. So I
would think it ought to be handled in the same way.

Mr. CRAxMFP. If Mrs. Murphy.only had a vacant lot next door she
would be under it in relation to the vacant lot?

Attorney General KATZE.NBACII. Yes, I believe so.
Mr. CrAMFR. Do you really believe that the Congress should go

so far?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, I do.
Mr. CRA; R. As in the commerce clause application. And let's as-

sume that you are correct in saying that it would be a constitutional
question. I am not necessarily satMfied myself, but let's assume that
that is a correct statement, do you think as a matter of policy that the
Congress should go so far as to include vacant land on which nothing
is grown, there is no house, in this proscription?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, I do, Congressman. It is in-
tended to be vacant land, to be secured for residential purposes. I do
not know that it says that in the definition. But-yes, it does say that
in the definition. And I would say so. And I would think this is
of major importance as a matter of policy. Because after all, the
developers have to purchase land to build developments, and very
often these are composed of vacant land. I think that is an important.
inclusion within this. And I think-to repeat, I think it is based as
much on the 14th amendment as it is on the commerce clause.

Mr. C F x. How could you justify proscribing the right to sell
a piece of vacant land on a constitutional basis, te definition being
keyed to what the purchaser intends to do with it ? In other words,
you can sell a piece of vacant land, apparently, if the buyer does not
intend to put a house on it, is that right, or the place of residence ?

Attorney General KAZrMEUCH. Yes.
Mr. CRAm7. How did you justify that distinction on a constitu-

tional basis ?
Attorney General K TZ-rzzmmW. Well, I don't see any difficulty

with it really if you are talking about some-it is really just some-
thing you or I or anybody else can see visually here, that if you have
rot land way out in the country, and nobody intends to build any
ouse, and it is to be used for agricultural purposes, and it is bought

by a farmer who is going around and-looking for more lnd for-w at
I think it is not covered here If it is sold by a developer who hasbeen advertising this, that, and the other thing for residential pur-

poses, I think it ought to be covered. I don't think the factual de-
termination implied in this definition here is a very tough one, frankly,
I think it is pretty easy.

Mr. CRA.. Let me pursue very briefly some other differences as
compared to present law, and perhaps what the thrust of this is. -

'Eour section 404 relates to prevention of discrimination in the fi-
nancing of houses ?

Attorney General KATzENBAca. Yes.Mr. CR~R. Now, knowing how HEW, in issuing its regulations,
has interpreted the law, could this possibly be construed as requiring
a financial institution to have a mixed portfolio, that is, some who are
included in race, color, religion, or national origin ?

Attorney General KATZzNaACH. No. sir. That defies my imagina-
tion.
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Mr. CRAMER. In other words, can a regulatory agency go to these
financial institutions, and on the mere basis that there are no Negro
sales who have loans from that institution try to bring enforcement
under section 404?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. On the mere basis?
Mr. CWA-tn.I . On the basis that there are no Negro financings in

existence?
Attorney General KATZEKBACIL On that basis alone, no, sir.
Mr. CPtiiFm. But that could possibly give a basis for the Federal

agency looking into the matter further, could it not?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, it could.
Mr. CRAwm. So the effect could be the requirement that portfolios

be integrated in effect, financi
Attorney General K ACH %No, I don - k that follows.
Mr. CnuxEl. A a* ooking to the differences be -een existing law

and your propo , page 28, "enforcement by priva ersons," sec-
tion 406. "The rights PrantI)- e sly enumerate -"may be
enforced by c* 1l action. thel in su tion (d), "u on appli-
cation by th plaintiff." e resent law un er section 20 a) o-
vides thfat e actio brou ht " .b .hearty a i',rtieved )2sr°

read this, nyone cId be a 1 Ien th not the artyaggrieve someone co ac in b s half, as is is
drafted, compared to the n statusu y ",.
grieve be excluded? o
Attor y Gene ct wasV ded) ongr man

be ause e were able cif wa lu soagr you
read it. Now, if o her e ca rea !n that way, put it in.

Mr. M oR. YO WOW' et o i includedI
Attorn General MK A z CH. Wl not ct to it ing

included. I think ia unnece don't objec to it.
Mr. Cu It was notunn i 1 A matter f fact,

your Dep ent, as I re cr end som anguage
Attorney U. r s
Mr. ( mRmE. t's get to an .t.
The CHxxsxA at line is that on, what page?
Mr. Cmxm 406, page 28, lines 9 to 15 nd line 16, de-

scribing the plaintiff. e present law, section (a) ribes the
party entitled to relief as . A tr,

neural indicated that he wo d have no objection g
this party, so that you do not have a third party coming in and suing,
unless he is the party aggrieved.

The C HARMAN. And the party aggrieved is the one who has the
cause of action f

Mr. CnUrx . Correct.
Attorney Cleneral KATZNBACI. I assume that he can bring his

action on behalf of himself if he is aggrieved, and also on behalf of
a class, as he would ordinarily be entitled to do under civil rights.

Mr. CPuAmRJ. Again looking at the language you proposed com-
pared to the present law, page 29, "enforcement by private citizens
the right to- reasonable attorneys' fees, lines 6 and-7 "The court
may alow prevailing plaintiff a reasonable attorney fee as part of the
costs." The present language in present law is "section 204 (b) the pre-
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vailing party," meaning the defendant or plaintiff. And I know you
recall how much that was discussed in committee, and otherwise be-
fore the language was finally used, and it was determined that both
parties shoud have a right to reasonable-and the prevailing party
should have a right to attorneys' fees. Would you object to the inclu-
sion of that languageI

Attorney General KATZENBACLT. No, I do not support, but I do not
object to it. If that is the judgment of the committee, I don't feel
strongly about it.

Mr. CRAMER. I was wondering why it was drafted in that manner.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, it was drafted in that manner

because I think putting the thing on both sides has some tendency to
discouragce suits that mioht otherwise be brought, and are not frivolous
cases. IR it is Congress judgment that they want to award it on both
sides, I do not have any feelings about it.

Mr. CRUMER. Of course, the court has power to make a determina-
tion?

Attorney General KATZENBACII. Yes.

Mr. CRAMrFIR. Likewise in section 407, when you have power of en-
forcement as well as under this housing proposal, "whenever the At-
torney General has reasonable cause to believe that any person or
groups of persons engaged in a pattern or practice of resistance," you
retain the requirement of pattern or practice when you as Attorney
General bring the suit, is that correct?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. So it is not contemplated that you as the Attorney

General would bring a suit in an individual case of an individual
homeowner in an individual community, such as I previously de-
scribed?

Attorney Gereral KATZENBACH. No, not unless we are talking here
about a big subdivision, conceivably a large owner of several apart-
ment houses, that kind of situation. I would regard that as having
an impact of a pattern or practice, not just talking about individual
homeowners.

Mr. CRAinL You have a right also under your draftsmanship to
intervene when "it is of genera, public importance," similar language
to the present law, is that correct

Attorney General KATZBNBACH Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. Now, the question I want to ask relating to that. how-

ever, is on page 30, lines 1 and 2 "in such action the United States
shall be entitled to the same relief as if it had instituted the action."
That is new langage, is it not, as compared to the present law? It
is not contained in the present accommodations law, for instance.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. It parallels the language of section
902 of the present law with respect to intervention on equal protection
of the laws.

Mr. C A,. Does that mean, then that there can be two judg-
ments relating to damages, one to the lPederal Government and one to
the plaintiff?

Attorney General KAYEmmcu. No, sir, I do not think the Federal
Government would be entitled to damages in any event.

Mr. CRAME. What do you mean by equal remedies, the same relief?
What is meant by relief?
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. Injunctive relief.
Mr. CRAKnE. Let's get to the contempt of court, section 410. And

of course, that was a very heatedly debated subject, relating to crim-
inal contempt as a means of carrying out this, it is based, is it not,
on section 410?

Attorney General IATZENBACH. Yes, sir. And we are--I can antic-
ipate you in the dilemma of not knowing whether Congress wanted
to follow the 1964 precedent or the 1965 precedent.

Mr. CRA MER. Precisely.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. And as far as I am concerned, the

Congress can follow whichever one of their own precedents they wish
to follow in this. I had to pose it one way or other, Congressman, and
you could have asked your question either way.

• Mr. CRAMEM. So as far as you are concerned, that is an issue you
would just as soon stay out of.

Attorney General KATZFNBACH. That is an issue-either one, either
the way it was done in the 1964 act, or the way it was done in the 1960.

Mr. CRA 3Fx. You would not object to Congress protecting the right
of trial by jury in a criminal protective proceeding?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would object to that expression
of it, because it is an issue that we have in the courts. But I would
not object to what they did in these instances by legislation.

Mr. CRAmER. What bothers me is that the 1964 act, I believe, pro-
vides for the trial by jury in criminal contempt cases where the fine is
in excess of $300.

Attorney General KATZEKBACH. Yes.
Mr. CRimR. And the fine that you propose is $500, punitive dam-

ages, on page 29. Now, what is going to be the effect of that? Is
the court going to be inclined to awardiless than that amount if there
is a possible criminal contempt result?

Attorney General KATZENAmCH. No, I think there is a misunder-
standing there on this, Congressman. The $500 that is referred to
here is damages, it has nothing to do with contempt. It is not a fine.

Mr. CPAMuL So there is no inconsistency as it relates to those two
figures ?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir.
Mr. CRAME. Still, though, the courts will have the discretion that

it has under present law in determining in effect whether there should
be a jury by fixing the amount of the damages for criminal contempt?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. CPRA m. Mr. Chairman, I hope the chair feels that my ques-

tions have been constructive. May I ask if the Attorney General will
be asked to return this afternoon?

The CHWmmAr. We have not been given the right to sit in the
afternoons.

Mr. CiiAxEm. Or tomorrow ? I just wanted to know whether we
are going to have an opportunity to pursue some further brief ques-
tions.

Mr. MCCULLOCH. The caseload is particularly heavy for the mi-
nority members of this committee, Mr. Chairman. We have a num-
ber of subcommittees in operation on various days of the week, and
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for that reason the elected minority leadership of the House, as well
as the ranking member of this committee, have not allowed this sub-
committee to sit during the time the House is in session in the after-
noon. It is just too much of a burden.

I would rather suggest, Mr. Chairman, if it is convenient to the
Attorney Geperal, that he return next Tuesday morning at a time that
is agreeable to the Attorney General and the committee.

The CIAl MAN. Will the Attorney General be able to come at 9
o'clock Tuesilay morning?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, I am available to this com-
mittee any time day or night that it wishes me to be here.

The CIIA1 ,MAx. The Chair wishes to make this statement. The
Chair wants to give everybody an opportunity to be heard on this very
important bill. It has many ramifications. And therefore, the
Chair is going to rle that hereafter hearings will begin at 9 o'clock
in the morning instead of the usual hour. And so we will ask you
respectfully to be back at 9 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the committee recessed, to reconvene, Tues-
(lday, May 10, 1966. at. 9 a.m.)
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TUESDAY, XAY 10, 1966

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SuacoMmi-rEE No. 5 OF THE ComMirrIE ON THE JuDIcARr,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2141

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Emanuel Celler (chairman oi
the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Celler, Rogers, Corman, McCulloch,
Cramer, and MacGregor.

Also present: Mr. Hungate.
Also present: William R. Foley, general counsel, Benjamin L.

Zelenko, counsel, Martin R. Hoffmann, associate counsel.
The CHAIRMA-N. The committee will come to order.
The Chair wishes to make a statement. I make the statement as

to the so-called Mrs. Murphy's boardinghouse. The Chair will not
give up so easily. I as chairman want to go all the way, not part of
the way. The greatest blight in the Nation is caused by rotten and
rotting housing. If we are to strike down the ghettos, and raze slums,
we can't do it with halfway measures. You can't dig a well with a
needle. The boardinghouse is a multiple dwelling, and multiple
dwellings should no longer house discrimination on race or color.

In principle, a five-tenant apartment house is no different than a
five-boarder rooming house. A boarder and a tenant are the same.
I want the bill as it was introduced and shall fight for it every inch of
the way. Mrs. Murphy's boardinghouse, so-called, must go.

We are now on the third day of hearhigs, and Mr. Katzenbach, the
Attorney General, is here for the continuing of questioning.

STATEMENT OF ATTORNEY GENERAL NICHOLAS deB. KATZEN-
BACH; ACCOMPANIED BY 6=1PHEN POLLAK, FIRST ASSISTANT,
CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION; AND ALAN MARER

The CjiAmRMiN. I would like to ask you, Mr. Attorney General, the
following. Can you give the committee some estimate of the number
of personnel and the amount of money that may be required to under-
take to enforce title V of the bill?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I don't think that the enforcement
of title V of the bill will result in mat increases in costs, Mr. Chair-
man. We have asked for another hundred agents, as far as the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation is concerned, and I think that would be
helpfuL The reason I-don't think it will result in great increases in
the need for personnel is that I think these incidents are relatively
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rare, and we presently, under the existing law, investigate most of
them under sections 241 and 242 anyhow.

The difficulty is just that we aren't always able to make a case under
those provisions of the law in order to try them, but we have inves-
tigated the matter; they would normally be investigated in any event.

The CHOAnM. Do you think the prosecution or a number of cases
will chasten certain groups in certain sections in the South?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes; I would hope that this would
have a deterrent effect, as I think the general progress that we have
been making in the South, the vote, and so forth, has had a deterrent
effect. I don't believe that the kind of conduct that title V is aimed
at is tolerated by decent people in any State in the country, and I think
we are here just dealing with a few extremists, who turn to violent
means from time to time. There is an impact of fear from that. It
is an important matter, but I don't think that it happens with great
frequency, nor will it.

The CHRMAN. When you say that title IV of the bill limits the
ability of the landlords to discriminate, suppose, for example, he limits
the tenants in an apartment building on the basis, say, of the number
of children one has, or financial ability, or any other nonracial or
nonreligious factor.

Attorney General KATZFNBACH. No; it doesn't limit his ability to
choose his tenants on any nonracial, nonreligious, nonethnic factor.

The CIHIA MAN. Would title IV of the administration bill eliminate
the need for additional State fair housing laws?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No; title IV would not supersede
any existing State laws, or any future State laws, and I think that
State laws, city ordinances, or mechanisms of enforcement of open
housing are desirable and should be encouraged.

The CHAUtmAw. Where there is inconsistency, the Federal statute
would supersede it? .

Attorney General KATzNBACHr. Yes; the Federal statute would con-
tinue to operate alongside the State law. If the State law gave reme-
dies unavailable under the Federal law, those remedies could be pur-
sued under the State law.

The CHAIMAN. And you would say that the State law could con-
ceivably be made stronger than the Federal statute?

Attorney General KATZF.NBACH. Well, it might have. Yes, it could
conceivably. I don't think it would in its coverage. I think the cover-
age of the Federal law is broad, but it might have remedies, and, for
example, administrative remedies, which could be pursued under State
law, which are not provided here, which conceivably could in a par-
ticular instance be thought to be more effective.

The CHAIRMAN. What would happen to exemptions that you have
under the State law that you do not have under the Federal law!

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, then, in that event, you would
have to pursue the Federal law. The exemptions under State law
would continue to exist, but only under State law, and the exemptions
would not exist under Federal law.

The CHAMMAN. Well, by saying that, do you mean, then, that the
exemptions under State law would have to go, wouldn't they?
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Attorney General KATZINBACI. They don't really have to go. Tli-
exemptions would no longer exist, because the Federal law woulh
apply within those areas. You wouldn't expand your State remedie,,
into areas exempted by the State law, but you wou!(l have Federa
remedies within those areas.

The CHAIRMAN. Does the term "pattern or practice" as used in title
IV, page 29, line 11, which refers to enforcement by the Attorney Gen
eral, mean the same as in the existing voting rights, public accomnno-
dations, and fair employment law?

Attorney General KATZENBACII. Yes; they are intended to near
exactly the same as they do under title II and title VII of the 1964 act.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you mind restating for the historical recort
exactly what is meant, then, by "pattern or practice"?

Attorney General KATZEN.-BACII. Well, i think I can give you ex-
amples of what I would think pattern or practice might be. This
would be where a number of real estate brokers were engaged in sell-
ing to whites only. It would be where a number of apartment house
owners, or where a single apartment house owner, owning a number
of apartments, was engaged in discrimination. It would be where or
could be where a developer, single developer with many develop-
ments or with one large development was engaged in discriminating.
That would be the sort of thing that would apply, would be a pattern
or practice of discrimination.

In other words, it is intended not to include the single isolated oc-
casion, but to include occasions in which a number of people are in-
volved, or in which a good deal of available housing is involved.

The CHAIRM3A.N. Suppose a large bank in a community would not
make loans because of race or religion. Would that in itself estab-
lish a pattern or practice I

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, I think it could, Mr. Chair-
man, if that bank was very large, in the mortgage business within that
particular community, and that could happen, then I would think
that would be a pattern or practice; yes.

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to place in the record a list of States
which have State fair housing laws, where discrimination in hous-
ing is prohibited. They are quite impressive as to the number of
States, and in the State fair housing laws. covering discrimination in
private housing. The first list covers public housing. The second list
covers private housing. I notice in tihe second list the States of Coll-
necticut, Indiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota. New Jersey,
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, District of Columbia. In
other words, they are the States with the greatest centers of popula-
tion. This, in my opinion, principle of fair housing without discrimi-
nation seems to be estal)lished already in the centers of l)olulation,
particularly in the States that I have mentioned. You agree with
that, do you not?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would agree.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, it seems also that all the States listed under

the second category provide for criminal penalties for violation, and
all the States listed in that second list except the last one, Michigan,
cover real estate brokers. That data will be placed in the record.

63-420-66-----T7
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(The document referred to follows:)

SUMMARY OF FAM HOUSING LAws

A. STATE FAIR HOUSING LAWS

1. Alaska 13. New Jersey
2. California 14. New York
3. Colorado 15. Ohio
4. Connecticut 16. Oregon
5. Illinois 17. Pennsylvania
6. Indiana 18. Rhode Island
7. Maine 19. Washington
8. Massachusetts 20. Wisconsin
9. Michigan District of Columbia

10. Minnesota Puerto Rico
11. Montana Virgin Islands
12. New Hampshire

B. STATE FAIR HOUSING LAWS COVERING DISCRIMINATION IN PRIVATE HOUSING

1. Alaska 10. New Jersey
2. Colorado 11. New York
3. Connecticut 12. Ohio
4. Indiana 13. Oregon
5. Maine (rental housing only) 14. Pennsylvania
6. Massachusetts 15. Rhode Island
7. Michigan 16. Wisconsin
8. Minnesota District of Columbia
9. New Hampshire (rental housing Puerto Rico

only) Virgin Islands
1 Derived from Library of Congress materials.
All States listed under B provide criminal penalties for violations.
All States listed under B except Alaska and Michigan cover real estate brokers.

The CHAI3AN. NOW, we have, in New York State, provisions which
are called private housing exemptions under the State fair housing
laws, including, for example, the following: "The rental of a housing
accommodation in a building which contains housing accommodations
for not more than two families living independently of each other, if
the owner or members of his family reside in one of such housing
accommodations."

I take it that the bill, if we pass it, would eliminate that exemption,
would it not, in the New York State law?

Attorney General Ki z& NcAcu. Yes, it would, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. And we have a similar provision in the Pennsyl-

vania statute, for example, and a similar provision in the Ohio statute.
I will also have that placed in the record.

(The document referred to follows:)

C. PRIVATE HOUSING EXEMPTIONS UNDER STATE FAIR HOUSING LAWS

New York-(Statutory language)--"(T)he rental of a housing accommoda-
tion in a building which contains housing accommodations for not more than
two families living Independently of each other, If the owner or members of his
family reside in one of such housing accommodations."

Pennsylvania- (Statutory language)-"(A) building or structure containing
living quarters occupied or intended to be occupied by no more than two indi-
viduals, two groups, or two families living independently of each other and used
by the owner thereof as a bona fide residence for himself and any members of
his family forming his household."
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Ohio-Exempts "personal residence" which is defined as follows: (Statutory
language)--" 'Personal residence' means a building or structure containing liv-
ing quarters occupied or intended to be occupied by no more than two individuals,
two groups or two families living independently of each other and occupied by
the owner thereof as a bona fide residence for himself and any members of his
family forming his household. If a personal residence is vacated by the owner
It shall continue to be considered owier- cCUllied until occupied by someone other
than the owner or until sold by the owner, whichever occurs first."

The CHILJRMAN. Mr. Attorney General, do you know of any other
Federal statute that goes as far as title IV in limiting the use of pri-
vate propertyI Are there any other types of statutes that do that?

Attorney General KATZENBA'. WAel. in the first place, Mr. (hair-
man, while your question was confined to Federal statutes in this re-
gard, if the issue is one of limiting somebody's rights to dispose of
private property or is cast in those terms, it seenis to me equally rel-
evant to underline what you have just pointed out, and that is that
the 17 States and the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Vir-
gin Islands, and something in excess of 40 cities, already have com-
parable provisions.

Nowv, if you turn to Federal la ws of this kind, I think the first thing
that I would point out would be the public accommodations section
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. I then would point out the Fair Labor
Standards Act, which regulates hours and wages, and nminerous other
details of private business, the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, which
goes so far as to regulate the type of label that can be put on drugs
and cosmetics, on the shelf of the smallest corner drugstore, no matter
how long that has been there; the Federal statute which regulates
public consumption of margarine, and requires its labeling; and then,
of course, again the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which applies to movie
theaters, restaurants, hotels, and so forth.

So I think there is a good deal of Federal precedent for this kind
of thing.

TheC-. ATARA1.%. So this bill is not so revolutionary as some would
think.

Attorney General KATZENBACU. No, it is hard for me to feel Ihat a
bill is revolutionary if 17 States, including many of those with the
largest populations in the country, have already"dealt with it in the
same way. The States of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey,
and others.

The CTAIRMAN. Now getting back to the jury system, a part of the
jury system includes challenges for cause and peremptoy challenges.
.s I understand it. challenges for cause require an explanation and a

judicial determination, but a peremptory challenge requires neither
reason nor review.

Now does title I, section 1862, or title II, section 201-one, the Fed-
eral jury; one, the State jury-affect the peremptory challenge or
the Ahalenge for cause procedure in the Federal or State courts.?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No. It does not.
The CHAIRMAN. You still can challenge peremptorily without giv-

ing or assigning any reason.
Attorney General KATZEBACM. That is correct.
The CHAIMRXA. Now, those peremptory challenges have been used,

have they not, in the South, on the basis of race or color?
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Attorney General KATZENBACIT. I am sure they have been used in
the South and in the North on that basis.

The C.mAitRAN. I read you from the case of Sva;n v. Alabama:
To subject prosecutor's challenge in any particular case to the demands and

traditional standards of the equal protection clause would entail a radical
change in the nature and operation of the challenge. The challenge, pro tanto,
would no longer be peremptory, each and every challenge being open to exand-
nation, either at the time or at a hearing or afterward. The prosecutor's judg-
ment underlying each challenge would be subject to scrutiny for reasonableness
and sincerity. And a great many uses of the challenge would be banned.

The minority opinion in that case called attention to the fact that
these challenges were actually used on the basis of race, but the Court.,
nonetheless, field that despite that the peremptory challenges could
be used, no matter what may have been in the mind of the challenger
when he made the challenge. That still remains in the law, if we
pass this statute.

Attorney General KATZENBACJ[. Yes, it does, Mr. Chairman. A
i)ereml)tory challenge is just tlat-)ereml)tory.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Attorney General, in title V, which pro-
scribes various interferences with enumerated rights, is the threat of
physical injury auL essential element of the prohibited acts? Must
there be violence, actual contact?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, there has to be force, or the
threat of force, but I think that would apply both to threat of physical
injury to an individual, or the actual threat or use of force to property
interest. If lie savs, "I am going to bomb your home" or "burn your
garage" or something of that kind, I would think that that would be
included within the meaning of "by force or threat of force."

The CwIM R3,Is. Mr. Attorney General. I am reading now from the
Survey of School Desegregation of the Southern and Border States,
1965-66 by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. The heading is
"Fear and Intimidation, Harassment":

A substantial factor in the reluctance of Negro parents and children to select
white schools is fear. Many Negro parents in Webster and Calhoun County.
Mississippi, and Americus and Sumter County, Georgia, and in Anniston. Ala-
bama, expressed such fear. Anniston Negro parents were unable to cite any
specific Instance of intimidation, but referred to television and newspaper ac-
counts of trouble In connection with the school desegregation elsewhere. Fre-
quently, however, the fear was based on actuial incidents of harassment and
Intimidation of Negro parents and pupils.

Now, would you be inclined to start a suit if, for example. there were
television and newspaper accounts of trouble, not necessarily in a par-
ticular spot, but not too far away?

Attorney General KATZENAC1. Well. as far as starting a suit under
title III is concerned, I think that would be the sort of ground that
would justify the Attorney General bringing suit, if he had the facts at
the same time to establish that the school was in fact discriminating.
That is, they would have to have had some applications, or some activity
on the part of the school board or school superintendents which would
have kept it from being desegregated. At least, if the free choice
system has been held to comply with the constitutional requirements,
the statute doesn't go beyond that, doesn't eliminate free choice system.
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The CHAIRA.N. For example, the particular place had a large
number of Negro children, and few of them attended an integrate
school, that would be a very important factor in your determinatior
too, would it not?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, it would be important, M'
Chairman, but the Attorney General wouldn't bring a. suit any inor
than a private party could, merely because of statistics involved in thi.
You would have to show that there were people who, in fact, wer
being denied a free choice under the system.

Now, any free choice system has a starting point on it, so you woul
te in a completely segregated system, you would be starting from a
assignment that was completely segregated, and you would show tha
and then you would have to show that there were Ne groes who wante
to attend white schools within that area, and had been denied tha
choice, or had they themselves been discouraged by the school author
it ies from exercising that choice freely. You still have to prove you
case. There is nothing, and your case could not be proved on purel,
a statistical basis.

The CHAIRMAN. Wfhat would you do under the following circum
stance--and I am reading again from page 36 of this report-

Two Negro families In Webster County told staff attorneys they had selecte
formerly all-white schools for three children scheduled to enter the first gradi

September 1965. In each instance, it was related, within hours after the form
had arrived at the office of the superintendent, the families were visited by
white citizen of the county, who wondered whether a "mistake"-

Quote, "mistake"-
could not have been made. Both families stated that as a result of these visits
they altered their "choice" and selected a Negro school. Nevertheless, the,,
asserted, within a short time, they were told by their white landlords to move
out of their houses.

Thus a Negro parent related to staff attorneys how he decided not to sen
his two eligible children to the white school, because he feared eviction from his
farm. He also said that he had heard a county law enforcement official say that
Negroes had better not attend white schools.

What do you do under those circumstances?
Attorney General KATZENBACII. Well, under section 301 (b), assum-

ing those facts to be true, you would deal directly with the intimida-
tion involved. The language there permits you to sue directly those
who are intimidating others who are seeking to exercise their free
choice, and I would think the way in which you would deal with that
situation, assuming those facts to be accurate, would be to deal with
the intimidation directly, and thus, through doing that, hope to create
the conditions whereby free choice could be exercised.

The CHArR3A-. Now going back to title I, does title I authorize any
arrangement by which jurors need not have to travel great distances
to court?

Attorney General KATZEN- ICH. It does by its provision that you
can have separate jury panels for separate divisions of the court, and
it goes even further than that, and it says, well, you don't have separate
divisions, but where the court sits in other places, throughout the
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State, and it is authorized to do so, and I think, in fact, does so, then
you could draw your jury panels from the surrounding environs of
that place, and this would eliminate the need to travel great distances.

Now, if the court only sits at one place, and there aren t separate
divisions, or it doesn't sit in those divisions, then I suppose the distances
traveled would be greater.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the constitutional basis for the Congress to
outlaw discrimination on account of economic status in selection of
State court juries ?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, the constitutional basis for
that is the section 1) of the 14th amendment, and the power of the
Congress to enact appropriate legislation. I don't think you could
argue that it is appropriate for the State to deny the opportunity to
serve on the jury to anyone on an arbitrary or discriminatory basis.
And I think that economic status is within the legislative power of
Congress to prescribe.

As I think I stated in prior testimony, I think the Harper case in
particular supports that. Theire, the Court held, even without legisla-
tion explicitly enacted by Congress, that you couldn't deny a person
the right to vote on the basis of economic status, and thus knocked out
the poll tax.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, would it knock out property owner require-
ments?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
The C IAIRM AN. Under existing State lawI
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, I would think that it would.
Now, as far as jury service is concerned, I think it is within the power

of Congress to so prescribe, whether or not the Court would come to
that conclusion in and on its own. I say that for the reason that
usually, in reviewing these matters in courts, the question has been
whether or not the jury was so selected as to have a bias of some kind
against particular defendants. The theory here, in part, with respect
to jury legislation, is that every citizen has a right and a duty for jury
service, and can't be discriminated against in that regard. So that I
would think that it was comparable to the poll tax decision. There,
the Court said that you couldn't dilute a vote on account of economic
status, and to quote in part from what the Court said, it said the 14th
amendment denies the State the right to dilute a citizen's vote on
account of his economic status:

Wealth, like race, creed, or color. is not germane to one's ability to participate
intelligently in the electoral process. Lines drawn on the basis of wealth or
property, like those of race, are traditionally disfavored. To introduce wealth
or payment of a fee as a measure of a voter's qualifications is to introduce a
capricious or irrelevant factor-

and I believe exactly the same words could be used to apply to the
capacity to serve on a jury.

The (t'AIRMAIN. Now,'to determine the economic status of an appli-
cant-put it that way--would it be meet and proper on the form
that is used in the selection of Federal juries to ask a man what his
income is ?

Attorney General KArZENRACH. I should think not.
The CHAIRMAN. How would you find out, then, whether or not tiere

is any economic discrimination? Do you leave it to the man hiinrlf
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to protest in the event that lie is not selected, or do you leave it to the
defense counsel?

Attorney General KATzEkzACii. Well, as far as the Federal jury is
concerned, it has been selected, if this lproce(lure is followed, on a com-
pletely random basis, from voter lists, so that we start with a list that
Is purged, as far as that is concerned, from the very outset.

Xow, we do ask occupation, and I suppose that would be saying
something about economic status, but you start from that purged'list,
and giving the jury commissioner verylittle discretion in ternis of who
he can exempt from jury service in this, and requiring hini to state
the reasons for it, a person has to be too ill to do it, or mentally in-
capacitated, or convicted of a prior crime, or unable to fill out a rela-
tively simple form; so as far as the Federal system is concerned, I
think that the statute itself does away with any possibility of eco-
nomic status being used.

The CHAIRMAN. Section 205 on page 20 and following-205(a),
page 20, requires State jury officials to preserve their records and their
papers for 4 years after the completion of service of jurors. Isn't that
a burdensome and onerous record-keeplint reqnireiment-4 years ?

Attorney General KATZEN aACI. Well, r would point out, fr. Chair-
man, in the first place, that it doesn't require them to keep any records
other than what they keep themselves. At least, at this stage of the
proceedings, the only records they are required to keep are whatever
they keep under their own law.

Idon-t think the period of 4 years is an onerous time to keep and
store those records. They keep them for longer than that under the
voting rights legislation, and the only conceivable difficulty that has
occurred to me there-and I don't think it is a real one, but it may
exist-is, the 4 years, as we intended it here, runs really from the time
you fill a new box and then you keep your records until such time as
you fill it again, and then you have to keep it for 4 years, the old box.Now, if you have a system-which is difficult for me to conceive,
but if you have a system-where you never fill a box anew, then it
would be hard to find a period from which you measure the 4 years,
as this is drafted.

It may be that, as a technical matter, something should be done to
deal with that, but I must say I think States should be encouraged to
empty their jury boxes every so often and fill them up again anew, so
that I am not too enthusiastic about tolerating a system such as we
discovered in Lowndes, where they had had the same bunch of jurors
for the last 13 or 14 years.

The ChARMAN. Now turn to page 15 title II, section 201. The bill
prohibits discrimination on account oi race, color, religion, sex, na-
tional origin, and economic status. Would you say that that section
would prohibit so-called "blue-ribbon" juries?

Attorney General KATZENBACI. No, sir, I don't think it prohibits
blue-ribbon juries in terms of its actual words; yet in terms of its
operation, I think it would make it much more difficult to have so-
called blue-ribbon juries. I say this for the two reasons: one, they can
put reasonable educational standards with respect to juries, and this
would move in the direction of encouraging blue-ribbon juries; on the

s - n
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other hand, they can't discriminate, having done that, on the other
grounds expressed in section 201, which would tend to open up the
panel somewhat more; so my answer would be, it doesn't -

Tle ChAIMAN. Well, the ban on discrimination on account of eco-
nomic status would help, too, wouldn't it?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes; that would move in the direc-
tion of eliminating, but there is still, the State has reasonable educa-
tional requirements, and requires these with respect to all people serv-
ing on juries, and then having put those in, does not discriminate on
account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic status.
Then the system would not be touched.

To the extent the blue-ribbon juries are now selected by both educa-
tional requirements and requirements of economic status, then a part
of that system would be interferred with.

The CHAIRMAN. Do the disclosures required in title II override any
State laws or practices permitting more liberal access to jury informa-
tion and records?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir; these are intended to be
minimum requirements. If the State makes more information avail-
able, then that would continue to be available.

The CHAIRMA. Now, under 204 of the act, on page 17, could the
State officials be required to identify the race of the various persons
on the State jury lists or in the jury boxes or wheels? Would they be
required to identify the race?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Only under certain circumstances,
as if they kept these records and there was some evidence of discrimi-
nation, then they could be required to produce those records which
would show the race.

In addition, if you had gone through sufficiently in the proceedings
so that the court was persuaded there was some evidence of this, of
discrimination, then it would seem to me possible that the Federal
court could require the State jury commissioner to identify jurors on
the basis of race.

It would not require them to keep records of that kind. There is
nothing in it, there is no reeordkeeping requirement, so if they don't
presently keep that, or don't presently have that information, then
there will be nothing here that would require them to have it.

The CH ARMrA. Now changing to another title, I have been asked
repeatedly since the introduction of this bill why the situation on
housing could not have been covered by Executive order rather than
by statute. What is your reaction to that?

Attorney General*KATZENBAC. Well, to go beyond the existing
Executive order, which covers housing that is either" directly financed
or the financing of which is directly guaranteed by the Federal Gov-
ernment to go beyond that, in the first place, does raise some ques-
tions as to how far the Executive authority goes. To do anything
meaningful within this area, you would have to, it seems to me, cover
all of the federally chartered savings banks. You would have to
cover all national banks also, and then I think you would have to go
beyond that and probably cover everything that was insured by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Each time you take one of those bites, you create a different regula-
tion for the nationally chartered banks for the nationally chartered
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savings and loan banks, than you do for the State banks with whom
they are in direct competition. So that you would be attempting, I
would think, to try to take the biggest bite that you could on this.

Although the existing laws make reference only to various banking
factors and there is nothing in the history of those laws that would
indicate that this type of coverage by Executive order was con-
templated, and indeed, nothing that I can think of that really makes
it a precedent, still you can make a respectable argument for the cov-
erage.

As I say, it is a difficult legal question, I am not saying that it would
be unlawful for that to be done. I am saying that it raises some dif-
ficult legal questions. Assuming that it was done, you could then add
to the approximately 20 percent of the housing that is now covered.
You could build that figure up to something better than 60 percent.
You still would not be covering all of the housing today that is
financed by insurance companies. You still would not be covering all
financed by pension funds, and by people who are not insured in the
Federal deposit insurance scheme, or nationally chartered banks.

Now, what the effect of this would be on the banking industry, I
don't know. I don't know whether in some areas this would mean that
banks would withdraw from the FDIC in order to be freed from these
provisions. I can envision certain States setting up their own in-
surance schemes, and having banks withdraw.

I can imagine banks withdrawing from a nationally chartered sys-
tem to a State-chartered systeni, if, by so doing. they could get out fiom
under this kind of provision, at least in certain areas of the country,
or places where they felt there was a good deal of prejudice, and that
might be North or South, depending on the particular community;
I can imagine thus unintentionally creating quite a change in the
banking system, which is extremely difficult to predict at thins point.

But even if you assumed that you have the legal authority to do it
in the first place, that you are not going to disturb the baking in-
dustry, that there would be no harm in the rather major exemptions
that would continue to exist with respect to insurance companies,
pension funds, and institutions which aren't covered by this-even
then, you can't set up an effective system by Executive order. The
question is: How on earth are you going to administer that kind of a
system ?V The only way you can administer it is through the banks, and the
only way you can administer it through the banks is to put the burden
on the banks themselves to police t ie discrimination that goes on.
They would have to carry this burden, and I would think the only
effective way you could do it would be to say, well, if some builder
has discriminated, then you are going to call his mortgage. Despite
%ny financial conditions on it, you are going to make that mortgage
due, or his financing due, because he has discriminated.

Now, I think that is really quite a burden to put on private groups,
to police a law of this kind. I think the policing of this ought tobe
an preferably should be left to either the people discriminated
against or to the Government. I have no problems with the banks not
discriminating in their own loans, but I have problems in terms of
making the banks police the real estate industry, police the building
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ind stry, police all the apartment rentals, and everything else within
a community. That is a big job.

For all those reasons, I believe that legislation is necessary to really
do an effective job.

The CHAIRMAN. And to do an effective job, must you not have some
sanctions, even criminal sanctions, and you couldn't do that by an
Executive order.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is correct. You can't create
sanctions, other than tie sort of sanctions making a loan callable, or
that kind of thing, which would really be on the basis of nonbanking
factors. There is some question as to whether it is appropriate to
call a loan or mortgage on a totally nonbanking factor. I think that
raises a difficult question, as to whether those who regulate banks in
terms of banking factors can, in addition to that, require them to call
loans or not to lend money on nonbanking factors. I think that goes
to the legal question, which I said was difficult.

Mr. CORMAN. Mr. Chairman.
Pardon me, Mr. Attorney General. Have you had any specific

instances under the existing Executive order where that has been a
useful tool in breaking down the barriers to integrated housing? In
other words, has it been a useful tool ?

Attorney General KATZENBACII. Yes, it has under the existing
Executive order, because there, it is policed by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, and they are able to control with-
in that area, I think, quite well, Congressman, but they are covering
only 20 percent of the housing when they do that.

Mr. CoR R3fA N. I take it also this is because of the fact that they
are involved before or during the period of construction, so that they
can set up some regulations at that point.

Attorney General KATZENBIRACH. Yes.
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Would title IV catch, for example, a newspaper

that advertises apartments on the basis of race or religion?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I see, on page 26, line 19.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. But it prohibits various

people from so advertising. It doesn't actually punish the newspaper
for carrying the ad.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there any evidence that real estate values do not
decline after Negroes move into a previously all-white neighborhood ?

Attorney General KATZENBACIT. Yes, Mr. Chairman, there is a good
deal of evidence with respect to that. Now, let me be quite clear about
it. If you get into a block-busting situation, which is attempting to
play upon fears and panic, you can have a momentary or even quite
quick decline in real estate values. In other words, if you have a pre-
viously all-white block, or community, or development and a Negro
family moves in there, and then people are concerned, and the un-
scrupulous play upon that concern; you can get a number of people
who may have most of their life savings involved in this panic, and
try to sell their property, and there can be a momentary and quite
fast drop in those property values which results from that in of
sale. In the areas, the studies that have been done, and there are some,
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with respect to what happens to values within an area that is inte-
grated, or you don't have this panic selling, the evidence is that not
only do the property values go up, but on the control studies that
have been done in a few communities the evidence is that the values
in the integrated community went up master than the values in similar
all-white communities.

The CHAUIMAN. Would that be the fact that the white landlords
possibly charge Negroes more rent, or whatI

Attorney General KATZENB&CH. No; I think that it is simply be-
cause of the fact that this was a stable, integrated neighborhood.
There were more people anxious to live in that neighborhood, with a
rising Negro middle class, than in other neighborhoods. I did collect
some material on this, because it is-

The CHAIR.MA. Yes, I would like to have something in the record.
Attorney General K'CATZENBACII. It is important, and I wonder

whether I could simply submit fcr the record about eight exhibits
which tend to establish what I have been stating.

The CHAIRMAN. I think it would be very, very helpful to have those
documents in the record. How many cities did you say?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. These are eight different studies
that have been

The CHARMAN. Eight studies.
Attorney General KATZENBACi. Eight studies that have been done

in various different parts of the country.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you give me an idea where these studies were

conducted, what cities were involved?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, I have got New Haven,

Conn.; Washington D C.; California; one, I believe in Philadelphia.
The CHAIRMAN. an you tell us who conducted them?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, they have been done by var%

ious different people. Some are university studies that were spon-
sored, some have been done by the Housing and Home Finance
Agency, in cooperation with some local people. One of these is a
statement of Mr. Eichler, for example, who is one of the largest home-
builders in California and, since 1955, has had open occupancy in his
developments. One in Washington here is done by an urban sociolo-
gist, Sherwood Ross. and so forth.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the will be accepted for the record.
(The matter referred to follows:)

EXHrIT No. 1

Laurenti, Property Val#ue and Race-Studies in Seven Cities (University of
California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1960) 47, 50-52.

EXHIBIT No. 2

Race and Property, University Batension Series on Public Issues, John H.
Denton, Editor. University of California, Berkeley (Diablo Press, Berkeley,
California 1964) 106,113.

EXHIBT No. 3

Equal Opportunity in Housing, A Series of Case Studies, Housing and Home
Finance Agency, Office of Program Policy and Intergroup Relations Service
(1964) 1. .
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BIHBIT No. 4

Palmore and Howe, Rcaidential Integration and Property Values, Social Prob-
ems (Summer 1962) 52, G,3-"

EXHIIT NO. 5

Statement of Edwarl Efhler, one of the largest home bailders in California,
3n the results of operating on an "open occupancy" basti since 1955. (Quoted
in Pearl and Terner, Fair llout ig Luws: Hlalfway Mark, 54 Georyctown Law
ro ,rnal 156, 168n. n.66).

EXHIBIT NO. 6

Study by Sherwood Ross, Urban sociologist and Conslltant on Racial Affairs,
Wasihington, D.C., reported in The Washington Post, Jauuary 27, 1966, aid press
release dated January 26, 1966.

EXHIBIT NO. 7

"Special Report, Neighbors, Inc., The ,Story of an Elf.ort to Build an Integrated
Community," The Erenitig Star, January 13, 1965, patpe 1, columns 1 & 2, and page
A-6, columns 1 through 7.

EXHIBIT NO. 8

"100 Negro Families Find Housing in White Areas" The Washington Post,
January 7, 1965.

KATZENBACH-ExIIIBIT NO. 1

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The major statistical finding of the present steady is that during the time period
and for the cases studied the entry of noljwhite into previously all-white
neighborhoods was much more often associated with price improvement or sta-
bility than with prices weakening. A corollary and possibly more significant
finding is that no single or uniform pattern (of nonwhite influence on property
prices could be detected. Rather, what happens to prices when nonwhites enter
a neighborhood seems to depend on a variety of circumstances which, on balance,
may influence prices upward or downward or leave them unaffected.'

These conclusions are at variance with the belief that nonwhite entry always
provokes a fall in property values. Instances of sudden decline have been ob-
served. But so have cases of rising valu,, and, as noted, these have appeared
in the data of the present study much more frequently than the cases of decline.

INFLUENCING FACTORS

To set these conclusions in proper liglht, and before looking at them in more
detail, it is first necessary to examine briefly the factors that may influence
prices when nonwhites move into a neighborhood as well as special factors
affecting this study.

The major variables interacting In these local situations appear to be: (1)
strength of whites' desire to move otit; (2) strength of nonwhites' desire to
move in: (3) willingness of whites to purchase property in racially mixed
neighborhoods: (4) housing choices oien to whites; (5) housing choices open to
nonwhites; (6) absolute and relative purchasing power of nonwhites; (7) ab-
solute and relative levels of house prices; (8) state of general *

HOUSING MARKET CONDITIONS SINCE 1940

Housing market conditions previiiling during the time period covered by the
present study were generally such as to minimize the vulnerability of local
markets to price dislocations associated with racial changes. This should be
borne in mind in assessing the significance of the factual data and the con-
clusions based on them.

The reference to prices in this paracraph. it will be understood, iR to neighborhood
price movements which can be connected with the racial factor and which are measured
relative to price movements in all-white areas.
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In general, the period was characterized by strong demand for housing and
by rising real estate prices. The housing demand of nonwhites in northern and
western cities was undoubtedly stronger than ever before, both because of im-
proved economic condition and the nonwhite's heavy In-migration to those cities.
At the same time, racial restrictions on residence continued to be fairly tight
In most cities, resulting in the concentration of nonwhite house purchases in
relatively few "open" areas. Finally, there seems reason to believe that along
with the general movement toward racial equality of rights and the improving
economic position of minority groups, white populations have become more
"sophisticated" toward neighborhood racial change than in the past. While in-
stances of violent resistance to nonwhite entry or panic flight from "invaded"
neighborhoods have not been lacking, they appear to have been less frequent
than in some past periods. More often than not, in recent years, racial transition
of neighborhood occupancy has been a peaceful process.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Price behavior in San Francisco, Oakland, and Philadelphia
Basic information for the present original study came from these three cities.

Price data over the period 1943-1955 were gathered for house sales in single-
family, largely owner-occupied, residential neighborhoods.

A total of 5,417 individual sales prices was collected from 20 formerly all-
white neighborhoods which underwent some degree of nonwhite entry during the
time of observation. Another 4,495 sales prices were gathered from 19 closely
comparable neighborhoods which remained all-white over the same period.
Neighborhoods were deliberately selected to give as much diversity as possible
in price class, degree of nonwhite occupancy, and other factors.

The movement of house prices in the neighborhoods entered by nonwhites (test
areas) was compared with price movements in matching all-white neighborhoods
(control areas). For each pair of neighborhoods, two types of price comparisons
were made:

(a) The relationship of test prices to control prices before and after nonawhite
entry. On the assumption that the relationship between test and control prices
during the time when both areas were all-white is the normal one, it becomes
significant to see whether that relationship continued in essentially the same
fashion after nonwhite entry began in the test area. For this purpose, the
percent ratio of average test prices to average control prices for the last four
quarters of the observation period is compared with the corresponding ratio for
the entire period preceding nonwhite entry.

(b) The relative change in test versus control prices from the average pre-
entry level to the last four quarters of the observation period. In order to
adjust for differing durations of the observation period, the percent change so
obtained is divided by the number of quarters from the entry date to the end
of the period. The result is a figure expressing the average rate of increase or
decrease in price, per quarter, for the period following the date of nonwhite
entry. For the control areas the figure Is computed for the same time interval
so that the test figure may be directly compared with it.

Studying these comparisons yielded the following principal conclusions on
price behavior:

1. In 41 percent of the comparisons, test prices stayed within 5 percent of
control prices over the observation period. This is taken as indicating no signifi-
cant difference in price behavior.

2. In 44 percent of the comparisons, test prices ended relatively higher than
control prices, by margins ranging from over 5 to 26 percent.

S. In the remaining 15 percent of the comparisons, test prices ended the observa-
tion period relatively lower than control prices, by margins ranging from over
5 to 9 percent.

4. From the date of first nonwhite entry to the end of the observation period.
59 percent of the comparisons showed larger percentage increases per quarter
for test prices than for control prices. The remaining 41 percent showed larger
ficant difference in price behavior.

5. Neither the price class of the test neighborhood nor its percentage of non-
white occupancy showed any regular relationship to observed price movements.
All ranges of price and nonwhite occupancy displayed both superior and inferior
test price behavior, as compared with control prices.
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Four of the twenty test neighborhoods had nonwhites living In them before
the period for which adequate price data could be gathered. In these cases no
"before-and-after entry" comparisons could be made. The price performance
of these areas--compared with that in five control areas-was Judged by using
the first four quarters of available price data as a measurement base. The
findings for these four test areas were found to be generally consistent with
those for the sixteen for which pre-entry price data exist.

The findings for all areas place In doubt existing beliefs concerning the harm-
ful effects of nonwhite occupancy on property values. Were such beliefs rooted
in fact, the statistical evidence of this study would have shown downward shifts
In test neighborhood price levels, relative to control prices, following changes
in the racial pattern. Few such shifts took place in the areas studied, and
where they did occur they were moderate.

Two broad conclusions stand out: first, price changes which can be connected
with the fact of nonwhite entry are not uniform, as often alleged, but diverse.
Depending on circumstances, racial change in a neighborhood may be depressing
or it may be stimulating to real estate prices and in varying degrees. Scoond,
considering all of the evidence, the odds are about four to one that house prices
in a neighborhood entered by nonwhites will keep up with or exceed prices in a
comparable all-white area. These conclusions are chiefly based on observations
of real estate markets in a period of generally rising prices. This period, more-
over, was characterized by unusually strong demand for housing, * *

KATZENBAcjr-ExHiBrr No. 2

* * greatest problems is its choice of neighborhoods. The neighborhood is
often thought to be the determinant of many other aspects of life: schools, friends,
recreation, and other social outlets. A whole complex of personal and environ-
mental experiences, one generally believes, is determined once and for all by
neighborhood. Once established, most Americans expect their neighborhoods to
remain as originally assumed-if not more so.

But America is dynamic; and fear of change Is contrary to this dynamism,
which Is based on a general belief In the progress of the individual. Mobility
Is an inherent part of progress. Presently, the main group seeking change in the
United States and indeed In the world is the nonwhite community. This change
will have its economic as well as its social repercussions. From the economic
point of view. change in our neighborhoods often raises the fear of instability
caused by the "newcomer." Fear is compounded by the possible loss of social
status, prestige, and neighborhood friends. A host of other doubts arise as the
most "outside" of all groups, nonwhites (and particularly Negroes), seek to enter
a neighborhood.

In spite of mounting evidence proving that these fears are not valid, many
lending institutions still follow old policies of making loans on properties to non-
whites only in those areas where nonwhites reside. In recent years, with the
Increase of state and local laws designed to eliminate discrimination in housing,
more of them have been willing to lend to qualified nonwhite buyers. They do
not preclude areas for which nonwhites qualify economically, although many
are still reluctant to make the first such loan in an area. Their explanation.
when queried, is usually that it is now illegal to discriminate. Thus laws have
enabled them to make qualified loans without fear, by placing the responsibility
for practices of nondiscrimination on the legislatures and courts.

The Myth of Declining Value.-In recent years, fewer lenders have cited de-
clining values, supposedly caused by the entry of nonwhites into a residential
area, as a reason for turning down a loan applicant. Numerous studies of the
impact of race on property values have altered the view that such declines are
inevitable, or even that they take place.' Old concepts about neighborhood homo-
geneity, the relationship of changes in value to housing supply, the price mecha-
nism as a controlling factor in family mobility, the significance of panic-selling
and block-busting techniques, and property maintenance habits of nonwhite fami-
lies are being revised and are no longer supported by responsible literature in the
field. One of the other papers in this volume reviews recent findings on the rela-
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tionship of property values and race and concludes that the factor of race alone
does not adversely affect values. Fear of offending clients or other businessmen
has become the more frequently used Justification for refusing to finance the first
nonwhite entry into neighborhoods.

OUTSIDE INFLUrICES IN MOT MAOE LENDIO PRACTICES

Two other developments have increasingly influenced change in mortgage in-
vestment policy toward nonwhite borrowers: (1) an increase in the number and
size of mortgage lending institutions owned and operated by nonwhites and 2)
changes in local, state and federal laws concerning racial discrimination in
housing.

Negro-Owned-and-Operated Lending Institution,.-Before World War II, in-
stitutions owned and operated by Negroes represented relatively little accumu-
lated capital. For the most part, this was held by small life insurance companies
and a few Negro-owned banks and savings and loan associations.

After World War II, some of the larger Negro-owned-and-operated insurance
companies began to invest in larger residential subdivisions for Negroes. Most
of these investments were in the South where there were relatively larger num-
bers of middle-income Negroes. Yet total national investments of these institu-
tions were inadequate to meet the demand for mortgage funis by nonwhites.

In more recent years, the growth of Negro-owned insurance companies has
been substantial, and their investments in home mortgages have increased ac-
cordingly. In 1921 the National Negro Insurance Association was organized with
an initial representation of 13 companies. At the 43rd annual session, the associ-
ation (now called the National Insurance Association) listed for the year ending
December 31, 1962, a total of 45 companies with assets of $343,155.674. These
companies reported mortgage loans on real estate totaling $94,356,101. The
Golden State Mutual Life Insurance of Los Angeles, for example, has developed
assets of more than $22 million without acquiring other financial institutions or
merging with them, and in spite of the strong competition for the nonwhite sav-
Ings and 0 0 *.

KATZENBACH-EXH1iLHT No. 3

The case studies presented here a sampling of situations where nonwhites have
been able to exercise freedom of residential choice. The developers in these
studies are representative of those who have sold, rented or leased their housing
on an open-occupancy basis. These builders have lost neither business nor
reputation by dealing with Negroes. On the contrary, their operations in exist-
Ing market conditions were successful.

The examples were drawn from diverse types of areas--in city centers on the
west coast, in rapidly growing suburban and fringe areas of the east and
midwest, on vacant "passed over" sites near some older Negro residences, in a
large urban renewal area in Chicago adjacent to a predominantly Negro private
development, and outside a small city with specialized employment. Increasing
educational and employment opportunities among Negroes, coupled with in-
creased exurban location of industry and commerce, are resulting in expanded
home market potentials among these families. These factors and the growth
of urban populations make inevitable the movement of Negroes into residential
areas previously closed to them, in cities and in suburbs, as well as into newly
developed areas. The Executive Order on Equal Opportunity in Housing, and
an increasing number of state and local ordinances outlawing discrimination in
housing will facilitate this trend.

The studies suggest that there are ways in which builders and their sales
firms, selling on an open-occupancy basis, can enjoy success in the face of these
new market facts. They also point to practices which may lead to failure.

The experience reported in these studies should provide useful guidelines to
the housing industry in the years ahead.

Demand for dwellings by nonwhite families throughout metropolitan are-is
will certainly grow as employment opportunities expand to outlying areas mzid
as income increases. We can expect that the movement of minority families iuto)
better homes and better neighborhoods will accelerate. This will not haplen
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all at once. Minority families, like others when they move, like to choose their
own time, their own houses, and their own locations.

Availability of a large volume of housing to nonwhites--big enough to provide
freedom of choice from among a full range of prices, designs, and locations is
Important not only to them but to the building industry and to each community.

This will mean that the transition to integrated neighborhoods will be based
on individual voluntary family decisions rather than on involuntary pressures
of restricted ghetto patterns. In turn, this new free movement will facilitate
the acceptance of these newcomers in the neighborhoods. It will also mean that
communities will find It easier to deal with development and redevelopment
needs. And it means that many builders will have the opportunity of expanded
markets.

Prior to President Kennedy's Executive Order on Equal Opportunity in Hous-
ing of November 1962, many developers were successfully selling or renting units
to nonwhite households. Since issuance of this Order, the number of such de-
veloiers has increased throughout the Nation.

The case studies presented within this text describe the experiences of several
developers who are operating on an open-occupancy basis. While the limited
numbler of cases prevents generalization, it Is gratifying to note that in no case
did a developer or builder handling units with an open-occupancy policy suffer
an economic loss. In many instances, developers found their market widened
and project sales insured by a first come first served policy.

It is our hope that the presentation of a variety of experiences of open-oc-
cupane. developers will encourage others to engage in the practice with confi-
dence.

RORERT C. WEAVER,
Administrator, Housing and Home Finance Agency.

[Reproduced, for internal use only, from Social Problems, Summer 1962]

KATZENBACH-ExIBIT No. 4

RESIDENTIAL INTEGRATION AND PROPERTY VALUES

(By Erdman Palmore and John Howe, Yale University)

There is a widespread fear among white home owners that when Negroes move
into white neighborhoods property values fall. A recent survey of whites in
interracial neighborhoods shows that 40 percent thought their property value had
decreased since Negroes had moved in.' Many realtors share this belief, although
many others have challenged it since the 1940's." In contrast, the systematic
studies carried out in California, Oregon, Kansas, Illinois, Michigan, and Penn-
sylvania all agree that nonwhite entry was usually associated with rising rather
than falling prices."

However, as far as we know there has been no such systematic study in
New England prior to the present study. This study measures the effects of
Negro entry on property values in nine neighborhoods of a New England city:
New Haven, Connecticut. It also describes the degree of Negro influx, the
rate of turnover, and compares the occupational class of the Negroes with that
of their white neighbors.

THE NEIGHBORHOODS

We restricted our study to those neighborhoods which were primarily residen-
tial, in which no Negro family had lived prior to 150. and into which one or
more Negro family had moved between 1960 and 1960. The Housing Committee

128 percent thought it had remained the same. 8 percent thought it had increased, and
25 percent had no opinion. Henry 0. Stetler. "Racial Integration in Private Residential
Neighbrhoods in Connecticut" (Connecticut Commission on Civil Rights, Hartford, Conn.,
1957).

' Luigi Laurenti, Property Values and Race, Berkeley: University of California Press,
1960. pp. 8-27." Ibid., pp. 53-55.
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of the Greater New Haven Human Relations Council provided an initial list of
Negro families and their neighborhoods which they thought would qualify.
This list was supplemented by the New IlaVen Relocation Agency, by Negro
community leaders, and by some of the Negroes on our initial list. Each Negro
family was then checked for date of entry and whether there had been any
Negro family living within a three block radius prior to this date of entry.

We found nine neighborhoods into which Negroes first moved between 1950
and 1960. They were distributed among four towns in the greater New Haven
area. Most of the houses in these neighborhoods were single-family, owner oc-
cupied, middle and upper class. Two or three neighborhoods were relatively new
projects, but most had been built a decade or more ago.

TABLE 1.-Property value increase, Negro influx, turnover, and occupational class

Percent Number Number
Neighborhood increase in Negro years Turnover 3 Negro class 4 White class

value & families elapsed I

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

A ................. 0 1 5 19 2.0 4.4
B ----------------- 3 1 1 14 1.0 3.6
C ----------------- 4 1 5 9 1.0 2.0
D ----------------- 5 4 10 20 2.5 4.0
E ----------------- 5 1 11 11 1.0 3.2
F ----------------- 8 2 4 12 1.0 2.4
( ------------------ 13 1 4 8 3.0 4.4

S------------------ 15 3 5 17 2.0 4.2
I------------------- 15 1 4 28 1.0 2.0

Averages 3_ 5 1.7 5.3 17 1.8 3.4

Percent annual increase in property values.
2 Number of years elapsed since first Negro entry.
3Average number of years between sales per property.
4 1 is highest class, 7 is lowest class.
i Average for column I is the median; all the other averages are means.

INCREASE IN PROPERTY VALUES

Our method for estimating the trend in property values for each neighborhood
since Negro entry is as follows. First, we compiled a list of the ten houses closest
to the first Negro entering the neighborhood. We then checked these addresses in
the Town Clerk's office which keeps a record of all property deeds and sales. If
there were less than five sales among these addresses since the period beginning
two years before Negro entry, we added more addresses of close neighbors until
we had records of from five to ten sales on which to base the trend.

We examined the records of 165 properties and found 61 sales among them.
The deeds do not usually state the exact sale price, but they do state the amount
of mortgage involved, back taxes paid, and have tax stamps affixed at the rate of
55 cents for every 500 dollars cash paid. Adding all these Items gives a close esti-
mate of the actual sale price. It is true that some sellers may affix slightly more
tax stamps than needed In the hope of making their property appear to be worth
more than it is. However, this error should not affect o',er-all trends such as
those we were estimating because the error should occur as frequently at the
beginning as at the end of the time periods involved.

Next we divided the sales price by the assessed valuation made by the Town As-
sesor in the year prior to Negro entry. This ratio of price to assessed valuation
controls for diversity of type and size of house sold and yet reveals over-all price
trends.4 Then we plotted these ratios on a scattergram by year of sale and fitted
a trend line. Finally we computed from this trend line the average annual per-
cent price change for each neighborhood.

There are at least three advantages to this method. Fi:-st, it is based on actual
market prices rather than on appraised values. Any kind of appraised value is

4 This is the ratio used by Laurenti, op. cit.

63-420- 6-78
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necessarily based on the subjective standards of the appraiser which may obscure
the very trends this study seeks to measure. Second, it is based on all the sales of
houses close to the Negro rather than those sales which happen to be listed in a
multiple listing agency or certain real estate agents Third, it is based on the
property values of close neighbors rather than on those who may live several
blocks away.

Column 1 of Table 1 presents the average annual percent increase in property
values for each of the nine neighborhoods. We see that in no case was there a
decrease in property values. Neighborhood A shows no increase, but all the
others show increases ranging from 3 to 15 percent per year.

How does this compare to the trend in home prices for New Haven as a whole?
Data supplied by the New Haven Real Estate Board indicates that home property
values in New Haven have been rising at about 3 percent per year during the last
10 years. Thus our study shows that 8 out of our 9 interracial neighborhoods
have kept up with or surpassed the general trend of increasing prices. The
median annual increase for these neighborhoods is five percent, which is well
above the average increase for New Haven as a whole.4 Apparently then, New
Haven is shuilar in this respect to all the other cities studied.

Many people find it hard to believe that property values usually go up after
Negro entry. They point to the obvious fact that some whites do not want to
live in integrated neighborhoods and therefore conclude that Negro entry should
reduce the demand for houses in that neighborhood, which should reduce their
price. What they fail to consider is the probability that Negro entry will open
up a new market for those houses, the market of potential Negro buyers. In
most cases, this new Negro demand apparently equals or exceeds the loss in de-
mand from the white home owners.'

DEGREE OF NEGRO INFLUX AND RATE OF TURNOVER

Another fear of white home owners is that the entrance of one Negro in their
neighborhood will shortly be followed by an 'invasion" of large numbers of
Negroes until their neighborhood becomes predominantly Negro. Column 2
shows that this has not occurred in any of the neighborhoods studied. In most
of the neighborhoods, no Negro families have followed the initial Negro entrant.
The largest number of Negro families to enter any one neighborhood is four and
this has occurred over a ten year period. On the average, less than two families
(1.7) have entered over a period of more than five years. Thus it is clear that
all these neighborhoods have remained predominantly white and that there has
been only a low degree of Negro influx.

Regardless of the degree of Negro influx, some might expect that many of the
w1J 4e homeowners would decide that they no longer want to live in the neighbor-
b..a0 since Negroes came in and thus would sell their houses and move out.
!U10 i would result in a high rate of turnover. W'e measured the amount of turn-
over in each neighborhood by multiplying the number of properties we examined
times the number of yes since Negro carry and dividing by the number of sales
that occurred. This gives the average number of years between sales for each
property. Looking at Column 4 we see that this rate of turnover ranged from a
low of 8 to a high of 28 with an over-all average of 1T years between sales.
How does this compare with turnover in other New Haven middle and upper
class neighborhoods? The New Haven Real Estate Board estimated that the
average middle and upper class home is roughly held from 10 to 15 years be-
tween sales. Thus it seems that these neighborhoods have roughly average or
below average rates of turnover. Apparently few white homeowners decide to
sell out because of the Negro entry.

'Laurenti used multiple listing files and Individual real estate offices which yielded
leas than 50 percent of all area sales.

Ss'ing the one-tailed binomial test of significance, these higher rates of Inerease have
a v of less than .04.
aThis seems to be true despite the fact shown in the next section that few Negroes

actually bought homes in these neighborhoods. The mere existence of this new Negro
market apparently helps keep prices up. regardless of whether any additional Negroes
actually move In or not. This is only a hypothesis. There may be other forces operating
which our data do not reveal.
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OCCUPATIONAL CLASS

'The final fear we will deal with is the fear that the incoming Negroes will be
from the lower classes and thus have inferior educations, occupations, cultural
standards, health and morals. We were able to estimate the class levels of the
Negroes and their white neighbors by rating their occupations as listed in the New
Haven City Directory. We used the Hollingshead Occupational Scale which
ranges from a score of one for the higher executives, proprietors of large con-
cerns, and major professionals, to a score of seven for unskilled employees.
Column 5 presents the average occupational scale score for the Negroes in each
of the neighborhoods and Column 36 presents the average score for their white
neighbors.

In each case the Negroes have a higher occupational class than the whites.$
Thus not only is the fear of Negro entrants being from a lower class groundless,
the exact opposite seems to be true. This is probably due to two factors.
Negroes often have a lower income than whites in the same occupation. Thus,
they may be able to afford homes only in areas where the average white class is
a little below theirs. Secondly, they may find less resistance to their entry when
their class is a little higher than the whites'.

DISCU8sIONi AND SUMLMLAILY

To what extent are these neighborhoods typical of the rest of New Haven or
of neighborhoods in other cities? Certain characteristics of these neighbor-
hoods which limit their representativeness should be borne in mind. First of
all, these are predominantly middle and upper class, owner-occupied neighbor-
hoods. Thus they do not represent the lower class or renter-occupied neighbor-
hoods found around the center of the city. It may well be that the latter type
of neighborhood would experience heavier turnover and more Negro Influx fol-
lowing Negro entry. Secondly, Negroes have been in these neighborhoods, on
the average, only about five years. It is possible that the patterns would be
different if Negroes had been there several times as long. But our data show no
significant differences between the neighborhoods in which Negroes have been
for ten years and the other neighborhoods.

There are several characteristics of New Haven that probably make it un-
representative of many other cities. Obviously one would not expect to find
such patterns in Southern cities. Second, although the Negro population in
New Haven has more than doubled in the last ten years, there still seems to be
a relatively small Negro upper class. This may have limited the amount of
Negro influx in these neighborhoods. Finally,; New Haven may have more
tolerance toward integrated neighborhoods than many cities, perhaps due to
the presence of a university and several colleges, perhaps due to the active
work of several civic organizations promoting tolerance and integration.

On the other hand, all the previous studies in other areas agree in general
with our findings that property values usually rise following Negro entry and
that the class of the Negro entrants is usually higher than that of their white
neighbors. As far as we know the rate of turnover has not been computed in
previous studies. The one finding clearly different from most previous studies
is the low degree of Negro influx in all the neighborhoods we studied. This low
degree of influx may be due to any or all of the above special characteristics of
these neighborhoods.

Thus, bearing in mind the above qualifications, we believe that the nine neigh-
borhoods we studied are typical in most respects of most middle or upper class,
owner occupied, and relatively tolerant neighborhoods.

In summary, our study of the nine New Haven neighborhoods into which
Negroes have entered between 1950 and 1980 shows that: 1) the property
values in all but one of these neighborhoods has increased as much as or more
than average; 2) there has been a low degree of Negro influx; 3) there have
been stable rates of turnover; and 4) the Negroes have higher occupational
class levels than their white neighbors. These findings agree in general with

P Usirg the one-tailed binomial test of significance, p equals .002.
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previous studies In other areas and should help to allay the fears of whites
about the effects of residential integration.

[From the Georgetown Law Journal, Vol. 54, p. 1561

KATZENBACH-ExHIBIT No. 5

* * *to decline. The second is the contention that fair housing laws unlawfully
destroy the basic rights of all property owners.

Although property values were once considered to be most secure in racially
homogeneous neighborhoods, responsible research refutes this contention. One
of the most detailed studiess concerning the effect on property values of Negroes
moving into formerly all white neighborhoods is a five-year investigation of
10,000 real estate tr.nsactions in seven cities across the nation. "The major
statistical finding of the present study," the author states, "is that during the-
time period and for the cases studied the entry of nonwhites into previously all-
white neighborhoods was much more often associated with price improvement
or stability than with price weakening." In comparing the behavior of prices
in several cities, the author concluded that in 85 percent of the cases, the per-
centage increase in prices in areas entered by nonwhites equalled or exceeded
that in comparable till white neighborhoods. In only 15 percent of the cases
were the percentage increases lower than those in all white areas.

Research of this character, at the least, raises considerable doubt that there
Is any relationship between property values and race. It is clear, however, that
in some cases fear o' declining property values resulting in panic sales can be-
come by its own force a self-fulfilling prophesy. As the 1969 report of the United,
States Civil Rights Commission pointed out: "In a real sense, the only thing
people in this situation have to fear is fear itself." According to one of the-
largest home builder: in California who has enjoyed commercial success with
open-occupancy projects, this policy clearly is good business.

[From: Sherwood Ross, Washington, D.C.]

KATZENBACH-EXIUBIT No. 6

JA.NuARY 26, 1966.

WASHINGTON, D.C.-Do home values decline when Negro families move In?
A miammoth new study of 1,323,762 homes in 47 major cities over a 10-year

period by an urban sociologist here says they do not.
"In fact," says Sherwood Ross, a Washington consultant on racial affairs,

"home values are soaring all over the nation, in white, Negro and changing
census tracts. Trying to find a neighborhood that declined is like looking for
a needle in a haystack."

The new study, based on official U.S. Census data, took a long, ha'd look at
1,810 census tracts and noted their changes between 1950 and 1960. It found:

Some 1.793 tracts showed hefty increases In the median value of homes; 2
remained the same and only 15 declined-less than one per cent.

Tracts of Negro homes skyrocketed on an average of 61 per cent over the
decade compared to 35 per cent for white communities. Integrated neighbor-
hoods jumped 15 per cent and changing neighborhoods 42 per cent.

"The swift growth of the Negro middle-class-financially, and culturally" has.
produced the gain, Ross says. "Negro families are pouring every available nickel
and dime into their housing in an effort to catch up with the white families."

Nearly two per cent of the non-white neighborhoods chalked up gains of 100,
per cent or more in home values.

Of the 15 tracts which declined in home values (out of 1,810). four were In
Houston, 5 In Memphis, 2 in St. Louis. and one each In Indianapolis, Richmond,
Springfield, Mass., and Atlanta. Nearly all were in the South, 60 per cent were
in white neighborhoods and the sharpest dip, in one Houston tract, was only 14
per cent.

Most losses were under five per cent. But gains-recorded in 99 per cent of-
all the tracts studied-averaged between 25 and 50 per cent and often rose over
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8%0 per cent. One white tract In Atlanta rose 380 per cent and one Negro tract
there 225%.

6I think this should kill the myth that home values fall when Negroes move
in," Ross says. "White homeowners talked into selling short by crooked real
estate swindlers and panic-peddlers would find their homes rising steadily in
value if they would only hold on to them. No white homeowner in America need
lose a dollar on his house."

'Unless the public unravels the property value myth, bitterness and] acrimony
will keep the races apart in our big cities and borderline warfare will continue."

Previous surveys by urban sociologists for Isolated census tracts in cities here
and there tended to suggest that home values were not dropping but rising dur-
ing integration. This, however, is the first survey to measure all possible tracts
in a large number of cities using impartial Census data.

"Nevertheless," says Ross, "I think the findings, however startling, will be
modest when the effects of the burgeoning prosperity of recent years are repeated
in the 1970 Census."

Ross sifted through Census data for nearly two years to make his study. Last
year, also using Census figures, he reported on the condition of Negroes in 68
urban centers for the National Urban League, a social work organization.

A native Chicagoan. Ross took his B.A. in race relations at the University of
Miami, Florida, in 1955. Afterwards, he worked for newspapers and served four
years as assistant to the director of public relations for Mayor Richard J.
Daley of Chicago. le has written for numerous national magazines and news-
pal)rs.

He resides with his wife, Kathleen, and two sons, Sean, age 3, and Karl, 1, at
114 7th Street S.E., Washington, D.C.

SURVEY SAYs NEGROES LiFT WHITE AREA VALUE

A nation-wide survey shows that prices of owner-occupied housing rise when
Negroes move into white, inner-city neighborhoods.

"This should finally destroy-once and for all-the myth" that Negroes cause
private housing prices to fall, Sherwood Ross, information and research director
of the Washington Urban League, said yesterday in issuing the results of his
survey. Ross made the study on his own initiative and not for thp Urban League.

The survey was based on comparative market value and population statistics
for 1950 and 1960 in U.S. Census tracts in 47 large cities.

Ross said that it is the first Nation-wide survey of privately owned and oc-
cupied houses in center cities. He added that his results were confirmed by
three prior studies of individual cities and by a spotcheck system employed by
the U.S. Census Bureau to verify its own census studies.

The survey was based on every "measurable" census tract, a total of 1,810, in
47 cities with populations of 100,000 or more.

It counted 1.3 million private inner-city homes of which 100,000 were non-
white, mostly Negro. Ross excluded from his survey about 1,200 tracts which
were mainly commercial, industrial or had their boundaries so changed in 10
years that they could not be compared accurately.

The survey showed that while housing prices for predominantly white neigh-
borhoods (85 per cent white or more) increased about 35 per cent in the 10
years, prices in predominantly Negro neighborhoods increased 61 er cent.

But Ross pointed out that the average Negro inner-city homes still remains
much lower-priced than the white inner-city home.

Changing neighborhoods-areas which lost about 10 per cent of their white
populations and gained Negro residents-showed a market-value increase of 42
per cent.

Integrated neighborhoods--areas which remained racially stable over the 10-
year census period-showed an increase of 45 per cent in market value.

Ross pointed out that prices are sky-rocketing in predominantly Negro neigh-
borhoods because there is not enough good housing available and because the in-
creasingly affluent Negro middle class is spending much of Its income to improve
existing housing.
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Study of 47 U.S. cities

Percentage gain
Total Non- In- De-

City homes white Tracts creae Same crease
homes White Chang. Negro Ite-

ing I pse"

Akron ............
Atlanta ........
Austin ----------
Birmingham.....
Bridgeport...
Chattanooga..
Cincinnati-...
Cleveland ........
Columbus ........
Dayton ..........
Denver ........
Duluth .........
Durham .......
Flint ...........
Fort Worth .....
Greensboro ....
Hartford .......
Houston ........
Indianapolis-....
Kalamazoo .....
Kansas City ....
Louisville -..-..
Memphis .......
Milwaukee....
Minneapolis.
Nashville ------.
New Haven ....
New Orleans..
Omaha.......
Paterson, N. .-
Portland, Ohio...
Providence -..
Richmond -------
Rochester --------
Sacramento ....
St. Louis .........
San Jose .......
Spokane .......
San Diego .....
Seattle ........
Springfield,

Mass ..........
Syracuse .......
Tacoma, Wash...
Toledo ..........
Trenton ..........
Utica ............
Wichita ..........

Total-.

26,116
26,418
18, 385
21,184
15,451
14,900
36,781

103.156
22,355
21, 747
11,542
14. 525

958
23,779
26,439

3,707
46,091
36,934

6,924
54,767
26.528
51.323
60,244
70,630
6,253

11,620
24,679
27,427
10.396
10,751
17,424
28,857
41,610
23,316
84,402

1.920
26. 759
33,250
74,284

14.840
23,470
30,133
40,661
17,545
6. M-3

23.469

1, 323, 762 100,547

1.220
5,233
2.165
6,870

331
1.771
1.5746,855
3,449

895
127
41

544
383

3,943
384
19

.5,394
559
247

4,796
3,824

12,280
6k5
517

1,572
90

3,946
2,165

69
65

273
6,694

277
784

5,658
27

237
1,633
2,498

332
21

296
2.423
1.058

71.289

27
49
15
31
18
26
n0

145
29
35
10
29
3

31
31
6
8

37
56
9
5
41
74

109
91
13
i
62
35
16
11
24
51
66
26

103
6

30
.52
74

16
39
31
43
20
12
29

1,810

27
48
15
31
18
26
60

145
29
35
10
29
3

31
31
6
8

.33
9

65
41
68

108
91
13
18
62
35
1611

51
66
26

101
a

30
52
74

16
39
31
43
20
12
29

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1. 0

0
0
0
0
0
4

. ... 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

2 1

.. . .. 0

.. . .. 0

. . . .. 0
. . . . 0

.. . .. 0
.. . .. 0

2 13

46
52
30
25
37
38
27
38
39
29
44
42
11
48
25
44
34
16
33
33
45
35
21

NA
38
60
37
42
35
52
28
20
22
35
33
34
44
32
56
44

27
38
36
34
98
39
21

35
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The percentage gains summarize findings for white cities (46) ; changing (42
cities) ; Negro (2D cities) ; and integrated (14 cities).

KATZENBACH-EXHIBIT No. 7

[From the Evening Star, Jan. 13, 19651

NEIoHBORS, IN.-THE STOBY OF AN EFFORT To Buxw ANV IlNT ATED COMMUNITY

(By Haynes Johnson, Star Staff Writer)

In a quiet residential section of Northwest Washington, a group of citizens
were discussing a mutual problem. It was a time, a woman said, when "Insane,
destructive rumors were doing more to destroy us than anything else."

They talked about those rumors, about friends who asked, "Oh, are you still
living in Washington?" and about the man next door who said despairingly,
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"The neighborhood is gone." They mentioned the schools, and they quoted per-
centages and ratios.

Then someone said: "Each one of you is a missionary. Each one of you is a
real estate agent."

Now, in retrospect, the words sound melodramatic; at the time they were not.
That meeting six years ago was part of the early effort of a group called

"Neighbors, Inc." to stem a tide of fear and panic on the part of homeowners
who saw Negroes moving into their all-white neighborhoods.

Today the fear and panic have been largely quieted. But Neighbors, Inc., still
faces discouraging problems in its effort to maintain a stable-and integrated-
community. The outcome is very much in doubt.

Long before there were slogans about building the Great Society, those resi-
dents of a 250-block area of Northwest Washington were working to achieve one
of the goals set by President Lyndon B. Johnson in his State of the Union ad-
dress.

The goal, as the President expressed it, is "to make the American city a better
and more stimulating place to live."

President Johnson also spoke of the problems of those who live "isolated frrjm
neighbors and nature, confined by blighted cities and bleak suburbs." And he
posed what he called the central problem today in our urban areas, the problem
of protecting and restoring "wan's satisfaction in belonging to a community
where he can find security and significance."

Left unsaid is the real problem, one shared by all metropolitan areas--the
emotional problem of race. As everyone knows, in Washington as in other big
cities, whites have moved out as Negroes have moved in. Isolation and blight
have resulted in some sections.

While this story is limited to one experiment in one section of one city, the
successes and failures of that experiment hold obvious lessons for Washington
and for other communities in their efforts to achieve the goal set by the President.

FOUNDED IN 1958

"Neighbors, Inc.," an inter-racial organization, was founded in the spring of
1958. It was not created solely to accomplish lofty goals. In the beginning
many in the organization were frankly motivated, in part at least, by self-in-
terest. They were concerned with protecting the value of their property.

The members began Neighbors, Inc., with three general assumptions.
First, they believed that an Integrated community Is a desirable community.

Second, they recognized that the pressures created by urban renewal, real estate
speculators and the inbred fears of racial prejudice made it extremely difficult
to create and maintain such a community without special effort. And third,
individually they liked their homes and they did not want to move.

They lived in one of the most attractive areas of Washington, encompassing
about 41, square miles of the Brightwood, Manor Park, Shepherd Park and
Takoma Park areas. Their section bounded roughly by Kennedy Street on the
south, Rock Creek Park on the west, Blair road on the east and the Maryland
line on the north, had excellent schools, community facilities, shopping and trans-
portation. They wanted to stay. But despite their support of integration, few
were willing to stay if they would be the last white family on their block.

From the beginning, Neighbors, Inc., has approached its task realistically.
The goal was a stable, integrated community. If this meant attracting whites
back into the area in competition with Negroes who were looking for homes
there, the merabers were neither sentimental nor apologetic about it.

"'o keep the area integrated, to keep it interesting, this was-and is-the
toughest Job. It demands dedication and labor," one member said.

The members of Neighbors have displayed both those qualities. They have
proven many points; they have shown the way to other communities; they have
become, whether they wanted to or not, a model.

"LIVELY COMMUNITY'

Looking back on what has been accomplished, Marvin Caplan, a former Jour-
nalist, who was the founder and first president of Neighbors, put it this way:

"We have attracted young white families with children back into the area,
and this group and the Negro families together have formed a community--one
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of the liveliest, most stimulating communities I've ever been associated with. I
don't suggest this has been accomplished without problems, or that we have
achieved genuine integration. But we have genuinely created a healthy relation-
ship."

Caplan, who is white and now works for the AFL-CIO in Washington, said
that in the early days Neighbors primarily was on the defensive.

"We were always holding block meetings, running back and forth, trying to
stem panic," he said. "This is still needed, but to a much lesser degree. Now
there's more of t sense of community. Now we're more concerned about street
lights and garbage collections and picking up the leaves.

"In other words, we are fulfilling more of the functions of a citizens' organi-
zation. And, in fact, as you know, Neighbors really grew out of the inadequacy
of the citizens' organizations to meet the situation.

"The citizens' groups achieved good things for the community-a swimming
pool, libraries, playgrounds--but they were mainly physical things."

Neighbors has concentrated on the intangibles, on combatting the attitudes
which produce panic. Through open houses, teas, block meetings, book and
art fairs, community music projects, and printed literature Neighbors has been
able to allay fears and create a new social climate.

But it has taken some tangible steps, too. It maintains a central housing list,
for example. Compiled by checking newspaper real estate ads and by word-of-
mouth information on prospective buyers and sellers, the list enable. the orga-
nization to keep an accurate check on changes in the community. And it also
enables Neighbors to attract new residents and combat panic selling.

While statistics are not necessarily an accurate measure of Neighbors' prog-
ress, at least one figure is significant. At the end of its first year Neighbors
proudly claimed 175 members; today there are more than 1,400, including high
government officials, educators and professional men and women.

But there is another side to the statistical figure. Those 1,400 people are part
of an area of 40,000 persons. And the area itself continues to change from white
to colored.

Since the 1960 census, which showed the Neighbors' area to be about 23 per-
cent Negro and 77 percent white, the Negro population has increased steadily.
Until the next census is completed, however, there is no way to determine the
exact extent of the racial change. It has been estimated, for example, that
Shepherd Park hvs increased from 2 to 20 percent Negro since 1960, with other
areas of Neighbors' showing an even higher percentage increase.

Mrs. Margery T. Ware, the paid executive director of Neighbors, with an office
at 5802 Georgia Ave. NW, concedes that the number of whites brought into the
area in the last six years is a relative handful, and that there has been a net
loss of whites.

"All we've done is a prelude to show that one of the best residential neighbor-
hoods In Washington objectively does have something to sell." she said. "We
have to show that in fact whites will live in an integrated neighborhood."

TWO KEY PROBLEMS

From the beginning. Neighbors has faced two great problems: real estate
agents and the public schools.

Officials of Neighbors maintain that real estate agents won't show houses in
their area to whites. ("That's our roughest area," Mrs. Ware said.) While that
is true in many cases, it is only a part of the story.

Real estate agents are pragmatic. They show a customer what they think
he wants. And they think that most customers--white, of course-do not want
to live in an integrated situation. One real estate man, who handles property in
the Shepherd Park area, explained his position this way.

His firm will show homes to whites, but only after the agents try to determine
if the whites "have the proper philosophical attitude."

"We tell people, 'Look, we have places in the co'mnty and we have places in
the city. How would you feel about living in An integrated neighborhood?' If
they are interested we show them. But we always make It clear."Asked if he took this approach to all prospective white buyers, he replied:
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"We'll, I probably wouldn't, for instance, mention it to a man from Dallas,
Tex. If you generalize about it, you probably could say that the white people
who are interested in looking at Shepherd Park are young, intelligent, with a
good economic and definitely a good educational background. I would say If
I tried to classify them that they tend to be on the intellectual side.

"In other words, the salesman who Is shifted by his company to Washington
would be less inclined to want to look for an integrated situation. Those from
the Northern cities are more Inclined to at least look.

"There has been a change in attitudes about this. Compared to five years
ago, it's a 100 percent. But it's still only a small percentage of the total people
who want to look."

Another change has been in the practice of some real estate speculators in the
area. Panic selling, or "blockbusting," is not as serious a problem as it was
six years ago. But it still occurs. A case last summer was illustrative.

A house on one predominantly white block was sold to a Negro family by a real
estate agency. Immediately after that many of the residents there were con-
tacted by agents of that company, and a second one. They were urged to sell.

Four neighbors on the block drafted a letter and sent it to each family on
the block. Portions of the letter read:

" hese agents have never mentioned the race of our new neighbors. Their
sales pitch, however, always includes the information that that house has Just
been sold, that they can get for us a specific amount for our homes if we sell now,
and they may not be able to do 'as well' for us at a future date. This looks
to us like a deliberate campaign on the part of the real estate agents to change
our neighborhood for their own profit.

"If you were not heretofore considering selling your house, we urge you not
to do so now Just because of the advice of any real estate agent, for several
reasons. First, the average selling price of houses in the Shepherd Park area
has risen 22 percent in the last 10 years, while the increase for Washington as
a whole during the same period was only 6 percent. This large increase In
property values in our neighborhood has taken place during the same period
that integration has been under way, contrary to what many real estate agents
would have us believe. Our homes will probably continue to Increase in value
In the coming years."

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

But when It comes to attracting white people into the area, Invariably the
prospective buyer asks about the public schools.

"That Is brought up very quickly," a real estate agent said. "What they say
Is, 'What's the ratio?' And If the school is one of those that's 75 percent colored,
they often will politely say they're not interested."

The question of the schools is probably the most difficult of all. A truly enor-
mous effort has been made by Neighbors to stress the excellence of the schools in
the area: The point is made repeatedly that the quality of education does not
change: if anything, new programs have been introduced to raise the level of
education.

Test scores are cited, showing that public school students in the Neighbors'
area consistently place well above national averages on both intelligence and
achievement tests. A "Democracy in Action" program at Paul Junior High
School. organized in 1962, gives students an unusual opportunity to study at
first hand the working of the federal and District governments.

Still, for many parents, the ultimate question Is the percentage of Negroes
In the schools.

There are six elementary schools, and a Junior and senior high school in the
Neighbors' area. A comparison between enrollment figures in October 1964
9 nd October 1963 shows:

Brightwood Elementary in 19M3 had 135 white and 580 Negro students: now it
has 105 white, 630 Negro. Keene Elementary in 1.963 listed 73 white. 819 Negro;
now it has 46 white. 874 Negro. Rudolph Elementary in 1963 had 25 white. 8
Negro; now, 9 white, 892 Negro. Shepherd Elementary in 1963 had 315 white,
153 Negro; now, 281 white, 228 Negro. Takoma Elementary In 1963 had 224 white,
277 Negro; now, 200 white, 339 Negro.
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Paul Junior High School in 1963 had 262 white 922 Negro; now, 208 white,
1,000 Negro. Coolidge Senior High In 1968 had 8O white, 920 Negro; now, 279
white, 1,61 Negro.

Two facts are immediately apparent. The Negro ratio Is rising, and so is the
total number of students in the schools. The resulting overcrowding led one
principal to remark, rather bitterly, "There's not a dime of all that foundation
money coming In that gives us smaller classes."

ZMOTIONAL FACTORS

Behind the school statistics lie emotional factors.
One white housewife, who lives on a pleasant tree-lined street in Shepherd

Park near the Carter Barron Amphitheater, expressed a common view. She and
her husband, a doctor, moved into their home a year and a half ago. They are
members of Neighbors. They have two children of pre-school age.

"Our kids will always go to public schools," she said. But later, she comment-
ed, "There are many people in this area who want their children to go to inte-
grated schools. But when the school gets to be all Negro it's a problem. There's
no denying it."

The problem works both ways. One Negro remembers a feeling of extreme
sensitivity when he was one of the few Negroes in his public school. Once, when
he was late for class, he recalls the teacher saying loudly, "Well, Jackson, slam
the door softly so we won't notice you're late."

He has never gotten over that feeling of being singled out, and yet he says:
"Maybe I could adjust better personally than a white child if the position

was reversed. I don't think white children---say they're only two or three in a
class of all Negroes--could adjust as easily as a Negro. White children would
feel more out of place, that they were downgraded. A sort of superiority com-
plex, you know."

Another white housewife, living in the Takoma Park section, told of the experi-
ences of her two sons who are in elementary school. She referred to the "myth"
that children are not conscious of race. Once, she said, her son asked:

"Mommy, who a-.e those people who are dark and it's not from the sun?"

A MOTHER'S STORY

She and her family are happy in the area. There have been no problems in
school and she says the experience of integration has been beneficial She de-
scribed the friendship between her older son and a Negro boy, and said:

"In years to come there are going to be some good things to remember. When
someone asks Gary then 'What is a Negro? he'll say, 'A Negro is Neal, and he's
one smart guy."'

But even she said that If her boys were among the 17 white students In a
school with 1,400 Negroes it "would be time to think of some changes."

A school official, who praised the work of Neighbors, gave this assessment of
the prospects for integration in that area:

" Personally, I'm not under the impression that this thing will hold. It has
been a heroic effort, but I wouldn't take bets on the future. Even the Shepherd
Park School. In five years it may be all Negro, too. Maybe Neighbors will find
the key, but the chances are against It. As long as urban renewal forces people
up here you're going to have a corresponding pressure to leave.

"If we lose this battle, It's going to be sad. The only solution is really opening
the suburbs. But there have been subsidiary values In Neighbors. At least
they're making an effort at making the area into a community.

"I honestly think that Neighbors is doing one of the most important things in
the country today. They are showing that urban living doesn't have to be
faceless."

In addition to schools and real estate, Neighbors faces another complex prob-
lem in the attitude of some Negroes in the area toward what Neighbors is trying
to do. Privately, one hears the complaint from whites that "indifference in the
Negro community is one of the greatest factors working against us."

Such a remark infuriates Negroes who are, understandably, often doubtful
about the motives of whites who want to bring people of their own race back
Into a section. To some Negroes, this implies that whites think whites make
better neighbors--or, conversely, that Negroes are undesirable.
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It is for that reason that one person remarked, "You have to have a very
tough skin to be a Negro in Neighbors."

That kind of subdued racial friction underscores something of a dilemma for
such an (organization as Neighbors. In order to maintain a racial balance,
Initially the emphasis of Neighbors was on attracting white residents. It was
important then to stress that whites were staying in the area; that the neighbor-
hood was not deteriorating; that there were in effect, status " people there.

At the same time there were those-both whites and Negroes-who believed
that the approach was wrong, the more emphasis should have been placed on
the character of the neighborhood-a neighborhood that was and is, a desirable
place to live no matter what the racial composition.

Today, the quality and uniqueness of the neighborhood is stressed more than
in the past. But almost inexorably the racial composition of the area continues
to change.

Now, one hears expressions of the problems of a white minority.
One person who expressed such a view is a white minister in the area whose

congregation has changed from entirely white to about 60 percent Negro. He
said that at first he was opposed to Neighbors.

At that time it seemed to him as if Neighbors dropped all interest in a section
if it "tipped" and became more than .50 percent colored. That no longer is true,
if it ever was.

**'Neighbors. Inc., when it was started frankly had very little status among
white people," he said. "But it has come to have stature now. They've proven
their worth. I would say they have accomplished a great deal. They have shown
that you can have an inter-racial community where people can live together
and they have helped to avert some of the problems that follow in the wake of
a community turning all Negro.

"I would assess their work as very worthy. Their motives are creative. They
are endea voring to work for a stable community.

"They've had a lot of courage and (lone a lot of things. It has been a noble
experiment. But maybe they started too late."

His pessimistic conclusion is not unusual.
-It's something like what Mrs. Kennedy said," another resident remarked.

"It's like Camelot. It may not last for long, but while It does it's marvelous."

HOPE 12 FUTURE

The officers of Neighbors view the outlook differently.
"No one dreamed six years ago that Neighbors, Inc., would do as well as it

has." said Mrs. Ware, the executive director. "Its resources have been meager
when compared with the quarter million dollars the Adams-Morgan project got
in two years from the federal government."

(Neighbors' approximately $25,000-a-year-income is raised from contributions,
foundation grants, and its own community projects.)

She pointed to a number of "encouraging" developments. Among these were
the issuance of an executive order on equal opportunity In housing by President
Kennedy and the creation of five fair housing groups In the last two years in
the Washington metropolitan area. The housing groups, patterning themselves
after Neighbors, have been instrumental in moving more than 100 Negro fam-
ilies into the suburbs.

Probably the most important factor has been a change in attitudes toward
integration.

At this point few venture a firm prediction about the future. Robert C. Good,
a State Department official who is the current president of Neighbors, said in
a statement summarizing the situation:

"If we succeed, similar efforts in other parts of this area will be nourished
by our experience. If we fall, old fears will be confirmed and the cause of resi-
dential integration will be seriously set back."

There is another way of looking at Neighbors, Inc., Mrs. Ware expressed it
best.

"You might say we're like Columbus setting out to do something. Everybody
said he was crazy, but he did do something. Or, it's like the Pilgrims. You
persevere and you achieve something.

"Anyway. whether we fail tomorrow or not, whether we remain integrated or
not, Neighbors has been a success."
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[From the Washington Poet, Jan. 7, 1905J

KATszxBAoH-FxHim No. 8

100 Nzuoo FaMuium FmND Houuza0 xx WHiTz AREAS

(By Robert L Asher, Washington Poet Staff Writer)

More than 100 Negro families have found housing In previously all-white
neighborhoods of Washington and its suburbs during a recent 18-month period,
officials of fair housing groups report.

The families not only moved into apartment buildings but purchased homes
In all price ranges over a widespread area of heretofore white suburban neigh-
borhoods.

A map prepared by the Metropolitan Washington Housing Program of the
American Friends Service Committee, Inc., shows where Negroes had become
suburban homeowners as of Oct. 1.

Program officials reported that "in a very few cases there was minor com-
munity tension and a small number of disgruntled residents" but added that
"these problems disappeared as community leaders--religious and civic--took a
positive stand, and as the new residents became known as individuals and an
neighbors."

VALUES UNCHANGED

They stressed that "in no community involved has there been any drop in
property values."

Merlin A. Myers, director of the Program, also noted that no major turnover
took place in any of the neighborhoods.

"In most cases, both letters and calls to owners and managers, commending
them on the change in policy, were received," he said.

And since October, at least 25 more Negro families have made similar moves,
officials added.

Significant gains recorded by the five fair housing groups working with the
Program staff were in Montgomery County, they pointed out.

Daniel Safran, associate director of the Program, said the progress in Mont-
gomery can be attributed in large part to the work of Suburban Maryland Fair
Housing, Inc., which began seeking homes for Negroes in the County in 1962.

Other notable progress has been made in some areas of Prince Georges County,
he said, where more and more homes are opening up to Negro occupancy.

The map does not indicate a number of changes that have taken place in theDistrict's racial housing pattern aince the city's fair housing regulation went into
effect a year ago.

James C. Slaughter, who handles housing complaints for the District's Council
on Human Relations, reported that 58 apartment cases have been conciliated by
the Council to date, with others still being processed.

Program officials noted that District neighborhoods west of the Rock Creek
area have not opened up much, largely because there is less turnover and less
space than in other areas.

ACCEPTED IN VIRGINIA

In Virginia, previously all-white neighborhoods in areas such as Woodbridge
and Manassas have accepted Negro families in the last few months. But of-
ficials say there is more reluctance in the Old Dominion than in Maryland.

"It should be remembered that the dots on the map in no way represent
'targets,' since we do not work this way," Associate Director James Harvey said.
"These are homes that the groups found were available and which met the needs
of the families."

He pointed out that about four times as many homes as are shown are avail-
able to Negroes, "including some in the now dotless areas." He said the groups'
lists show homes ranging In price from $14,50 to $40,000.

The Program staff, which max be reached by calling 547-1690. refers inquiries
to the appropriate groups for current listings.

"There may be many more Negroes who ha're moved into new areas on their
own," Safran said. "Yet all of us feel much work remains to be done."

1.
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Each dot on the map represents a Negro family known to have moved into a
previously all-white neighborhood. Each triangle represents a formerly all-white
apartment development that has accepted one or more Negro tenants.

The CHAIRMAN. In the criminal contempt provision, section 410,
the bill follows the procedures adopted by Congress in the Acts of 1957
and 1965, rather than those of the 1964 Act. Can you give us a reason
for this preference?

Attorney General KATZEBACH. Well, I believe that it is at least
with rvspect to modest forms of summary punishment for contempt,
thar it is important to the dignity of the court to be able to vindicate
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its own orders in a summary fashion. This was the view taken by
Congress on a number of occasions in the past, so that I prefer the
provisions that we introduced, which allow for at least a modest
punishment in that respect on a summary basis.

I believe it to be constitutional, and I believe it to be important to
the Court to be able to vindicate, at least in this way, its own orders. I
think Congress came to a quite wise balance between the need of the
Court to have respect and to vindicate its own decisions, and for the
right of the individual not to have any major encroachments on his
freedom and liberty without the benefit of trial by jury. So I have
a preference for the provisions that we suggested, and that were en-
acted in the 1965 act, to those that exist in the 1964 act.

The CILIMAN. Would you say that the language "force or threat
of force," in title V, reached damage to property?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, it was so intended, and I be-
lieve that it would.

The CHAIRMA.-N. Give your reasons on that.
Attorney General Kr~izmiac. Well, I think that the language

itself, as it exists there, "force or a threat of force," would not have to
be applied to the person. Now you could arrive at that interpretation
that that was intended, because when you get over to the penalties, you
find that if there is physical damage to the person, the penalty'in-
creases, and I suppose you could read back from the penalties to the
force and the threat of force, and interpret it as meaning only intended
to affect only personal injury. We intended to draft it somewhat
broader than that, and I think the language, except for that possibility
that I have indicated, would so be read. It ought to be read. so that
if I threaten to burn down your house, you know, that is a pretty
forceful act, and a pretty threatening one, and I think that ought to be
covered.

The CHAIRMAN. In a prosecution under 501 (b), involving, for ex-
ample, a reprisal against a Negro for voting, would it be sufficient to
send a case to the jury if the Government showed that the defendant
waS opposed to equal rights for Negroes, and that, lie had reason to
believe that, his victim recently voted, and that's all you had?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, I would think that would be
sufficient. We are trying to avoid the problem of showing there was
a specific intent and that the reason in the mind of the attacker was
that this person had voted, and that he was attempting to deprive
him of the right to vote, in trying to permit that to be shown from the
surrounding circumstances. That a person just had recently voted,
and that this person does not believe in Negroes voting, and that he
attacked this person, would have the inference drawn from that.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, he had a background in the first
instance of expressing opposition to equal rights, and that he believed
that his victim had voted; therefore, if he exercised reprisals, that
would be sufficient, shall we say, intent?

Attorney General KATLENBACH. Yes.
The CHAImmAN. And that could go to a juryI
Attorney General Krmvwicu. I would think so.
The CHAIMAN. Now, suppose you have a case, in which a Negro

is shot, to discourage Negroes generally, from participating in the
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activities described in 501(a), would that be a violation of title V even
if the victim had had nothing to do with civil rights, had no idea of
ever trying to participate in any of these activities?

Attorney General KArLENBACH. Yes, that would be, I think, similar
to the shooting of Colonel Penn, and that would be covered, because
it says here on page 33, lines 23 and 24, if it is to discourage such
person, if the injury is to discourage such person, or any other person
or any class of persons from participating or seeking, and this kind
of indiscriminate Klan activity is certainly intended to discourage a
class of persons from exercising their rights, so that we believe that
it is covered and rightly so.

The CHAIRMAN. Title I, which concerns Federal juries, requires a
person whose name is drawn from the master wheel to come personallyA
to the office of the jury commission to fill out the form. You haven t
provided that this could possibly be done by mail. Is there any reason
why not?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. The reason why this was not done,
it has been found the basis of some of the cases we have actually
brought, where the notification is by mail, and they are to mail back a
form, a great many people don't. do so, and in fact, one of the reasons
that you have gotten as much distortion in some of our Federal juries
as we have gotten is because people selected to mail the form have not
returned it, so we thought this was a method of insuring that they were
impressed with their duties to serve in this way. There is, perhaps--I
can envision some circumstance where there is some inequity in making
a person travel some distance simply to go down there and do that,
when he could do it by mail, but that is the reason that we have had.
I would not have too much objection to putting a dual provision in,
that is, saving that they can do this by mail in the first instance, and
if they don't do it by mail, then they receive a summons, and have to
come down and do it. I think both steps ought to be prescribed, and if
the committee would feel that was the more equitable way of doing
it, that could be done, or alternatively, rather than having *them come
down to the courthouse, I would have no objection to a provision that
allows them to fill out the form in front of a notary public and mail
it in, and let the notary public certify that he had filled out the form
himself.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. M,,cGregor, you haven't asked any questions.
Do you wish to?

Mr. MfAcGREOOIR. I do, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, in your initial appearance on this legislation

before this subcommittee last Wednesday. which was the day follow-
ing the Alabama primary, you expressed pleasure and happiness about
the acomplislments of tie Voting Rights Act of 1965 insofar as
they were reflected in the participation by Negros and others who
heretofore had not voted in Alabama. I presu'rie your happiness and
pleasure did not necessarily extend to the outcome of the Democratic
primary for Governor in Alabama.

Attorney General KATzEBiC. I don't think it is the business of
the Federal Government to be concerned about the outcome of an elec-
tion. I think it is the business of the Federal Government to be con-
cerned that people exercise their Federal rights freely and comforta-
bly.
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Mr. MAcGREGOR. In that connection, Mr. Attorney General, may I
refer you to page 1 of your prepared text which you read on Wed-nesdav last. You indicated at the bottom of the page that in the
five States primarily affected by the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the
number of Negroes registered h1as increased by 50 percent. You in-
dicated that 350,000 were newly registered in those five States. In
your opinion, sir, what proportion of th;s 350,000 were registered as
a direct or indirect result of the Voting Rights Act of 1965?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Oh, I would say virtually all of
them.

Mr. MACGREGOR. You indicated further on the bottom of page 1
of your prepared text that in these States, 43 percent of the total
number of eligible Negroes are registered. I wonder, Mr. Attcrney
General, if you have any figures to indicate what percentage of the
total number of eligible whites arf registered in those five States.

Attorney General KATZE BACH. It would run something better than
70 percent, I would think, Congressman. I am not trying to hedge the
answer. We found that the States with permanent registration, the
rolls are often not purged as they should be purged, so that the number
of whites that are shown registered may be a somewhat higher per-
centage than actually are, but I would think even taking an allowance
for that, it would run at least 70 percent or more.

Mr. MACGREGOR. Turning to a slightly different point, then, on the
same subject, Mr. Attorney General, you indicated some 350,000 newly
registered Negro voters since the enactment of the Voting Rights Act
o 1965. I wonder how many newly registered non-Negro voters there
may have been in the same period.

Attorney General KATZENBACI. I would think something in excess
of 100,000.

Mr. MACGREGOR. The reason I asked the question is because news-
paper accounts would have it that in Alabama, a greater number of
non-Negroes were registered following the enactment of the Voting
Rights Act than Negroes.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I don't think that is quite right.
A larger number of whites were registered in Alabama, and I would
think that it was, oh, something close to the number of new Negro
voters that were registered in Alabama. I think it is a little over-just
depending on memory-I think it was about 115,000 whites were
registered there, and I think about 130,000 or 135,000 Negroes were
registered there. The Negro registration went from 11 percent of
the total population-to measure the weight, if you want to, of the
Negro vote--to a little better than 16 percent, but if all the Negroes
register in Alabama, they cannot have more. than 25 percent. The
fact is that in the State of Alabama, one-quarter of the adult popula-
tion is Negro, three-quarters of the adult population is white.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. What I had reference to, of course, were news-
paper articles indicating that the Voting Rights Act, in addition to
the accomplishing the desired goal of registering more disfranchised
Negroes, had triggered an effort to register whites who were pre-
viously not registered.

Attorney General KATZENBACT. I think that is true, and I must say,
I am a hundred percent for it. I think everyone, whatever their race
or color, should register and should vote.
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Mr. MAcGRMOR. Very well. I am pleased to hear you say that,
because it does seem to me as though the work of the Congress last
year produced results even greater than those that we anticipated iii
terms of moving a greater percentage of eligible people to the regis-
tration tables an to the ballot boxes in elections.

Mr. McCuOCH. Would the gentleman yield for a moment?
Mr. MAcGRa oo. I will be pleased to yield, Mr. McCulloch.
Mr. McCuLucH. I know that I am prone to boast about the great

Ftate of Ohio. I would like to inspire people everywhere to exercise
their privilege of voting. I don't want to make a speech here, but this
country has long been touted as a representative republic, and it isn't
a representative republic unless the people do vote.

Mr. MAcGRwioj. I can see that we in Minnesota, along with Utah,
have traditionally had the highest percentage of voters turn out, and
we will have to look to our laurels for the increasing percentage from
Ohio, and from Alabama.

Mr. Attorney General, I would like to turn to title IV of H.R. 14765,
and turn first te your comments with respect to the fact that some 17
States and the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, and
perhaps 40 of our municipalities, have in fact enacted fair housing or
open occupancy laws.

In my State of Minnesota, we like to think of ourselves as progres-
sive in this area. The statewide law contains certain exemptions to
the coverage of the open occupancy law. Specifically, the Minnesota
law provides exemption for first, the rental of a unit in a two-family
owner-occupied dwelling. Second, the rental of a room or rooms in
an owner-occupied one-family dwelling, and, three, there is an exemp-
tion provided for the sale or rentals of an owner-occupied one-family
private dwelling.

I have not, Mr. Attorney General, examined carefully the ordinances
in the some 40 municipalities or the laws in the 16 other States, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands, but would
you comment, sir, generally, as to whether or not the exemptions pro-
vided in the Minnesota fair housing law are typical of the exemptions
provided in other laws and ordinances?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is an awfully difficult question
to answer. They all vary to some extent. The rental in an owner-
occupied home is quite widel accepted. With respect to the others,
simply less so, I would say. lhe rental of a unit in an owner-occupied
two-family dwelling also has been fairly wide in those States. I would
think that the sale or rental of an owner-occupied one-family house
has much less so, and it seems to me that that may be pretty self-de-
feating in this area. Most people do own their own houses eventually,
and I don't want to be critical of the efforts of your State to solve this
problem-I think you should be proud that it has-but I would think
that was a pretty broad exemption.
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Mr. MAcGREGOR. Is that exemption which you referred to as exemp-
tion No. 3, namely, the exemption for the sale of rental or owner-
occupied one-family private dwelling, is that unique to Minnesota?

Attorney General rTZNCII. No, it is not. It is not unique to
Minnesota. It is shared by some other States. There really isn't a
very uniform pattern on these laws. Some cover rental only; some
cover sales and rental. There are others which exempt the individual
homeowner, as Minnesota does. They don't follow a particularly
consistent pattern, either in terms of their prohibitions or in terms of
their administration of them.

Mr. MAcGREGoR. Mr. Attorney General, what, in your opinion, has
been the reason for the exemptions that have been written into the law
in the 17 States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is-
lands, and the municipal ordinances?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, I think some of it has been
felt to be the difficulties of administering when you reach down to the
individual homeowner, and I suspect that this' kind of legislation-
it has been controversial in State egislatures-that is, it may be here
in Congress, and whenever you get into controversial legislation, there
is always a tendency to try to develop a consensus at some point within
it, and I suspect that these exemptions have been the results of efforts
to get the number of votes necessary to pass the legislation. I can see,
we have a precedent here in the 1964 act, for the so-called Mrs.
Murphy exemption, rental of rooms, that came as a result of a feel-
ing,I think, on the part of some people that Mrs Murphy should not
in the middle of the night have to rent a room in answer to anybody
who rang the doorbell. And I agree with what the chairman said at
the outset.

I don't approve of that exemption, but it is one Congress adopted,
and I think there is a good deal of perfectly sincere feeling on the part
of Members of Congress that. that exemption was proper and neces-
sary, and so it was put into the 1964 act. I suspect these exemptions
all come from that kind of reason. I think it is unfortunate when
they go so far as to, I think, remove large parts of the housing market
from the act.

Mr. MACGREGOR. I wanted to get, Mr. Attorney General, right to
this s peific point of these exemptions or exemptions in existing law
at the State and local level, which do not exist in the bill as proposed,
H.R. 14765, because I do anticipate that this will be the area of great-
est controversy, and I think that the members of this subcommittee
and the members of the full Committee on the Judiciary should be
amply prepared to deal with this subject.

Attorney General KATLENBACH. There are no exemptions in theState of Michigan.
Mr. MACGRoR. Are there other jurisdictions, either at the State

or local level, like Michigan, that have absolutely no exemptions, and,
therefore, would be a precedent for or a proposal similar to H.R.
147651

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Alaska, Puerto Rico Virgin Is-
lands. There may be others in terms of the ordinances. I don't know
about that. If you exempt the individual homeowner, in the sale of
his property, then you build right into the system this then has to per-
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mit the real estate person to comply with that in his listing, and the
banker to comply with that in his mortgaging, and you are taking a
great deal of housing off the market. If you went at it the other way,
and said the exemption was to the individual who didn't use a real
estate agent, who didn't go into the banking business, and so forth, the
exemption would be less serious, but if you allow the individual's ex-
emption in this to then be the tail that wags the whole dog, you have
eliminated a great deal of your housing.

Similarly, in your suburban housing or near-in city housing, there
are a great many duplexes, and I think if you eliminate them, you are
eliminating an important part of the housing market. I feel less
strongly, as I indicated, about the rental of a few rooms in an owner-
occupied house such as the Mrs. Murphy exemption. I don't think
that there is a major part of housing affected by that. While I don't
approve of it, it at least does not have the gutting effect of some of
the other exemptions.

Mr. LAcGREGOR. Mr. Attorney General, again referring to the Min-
nesota law, with which I am most familiar, although there are the
exemptions that I cited, including the exemption of the sale or rental
of an owner-occupied one-family private dwelling, Minnesota law
specifically does cover financial institutions and rental agents, I gather.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. But it would not cover a real estate
broker. If I listed my house for whites only with a real estate broker,
he would sell to whites only.

Mr. MAcGREG R. Apparently, as the law is administered, according
to my understanding, by the State Commission Against Discrimina-
tion, if a real estate broker concurs in and works with a homeowner
who insists on that requirement, he is liable to the sanctions provided
by the law. He is specifically covered, as I understand the desires and
wishes of a homeowner, if he concurs in it. Do you think that is an
unworkable provision?

Attorney General KATZENBACII. What does it mean? The real
estate agency has to bring a Negro family to look at the house, and
have it turned down by the owner, and then he brings a white family,
and the owner says, "That is fine with me." I think there is an awful
lot of connivery possible under that.

Mr. MACGREGOR. Most agents that I know under the law go up and
ask the homeowner to indicate that he will abide by the law as it im-
poses itself on the real estate agent or broker, and may I say, in my
State, we don't have much difficulty to compliance with the law, at
least in the suburban area of Minneapolis that I represent.

Mr. Attorney General, on the same point, I have gone over several
times the text of your original statement here, and particularly, on
page 17, in which you indicate that the main components of the hous-
ing industry are builders, landlords, real estate brokers, and those who
provide mortgage money. Continuing the quote from your prepared
text--"These are the groups which maintain housing patterns based
on race."

You indicated that it was difficult to determine to what extent indi-
vidual homeowners might contribute to these patterns, but I took it
from your original statement that it was these groups that were re-
sponsible primarily for such discrimination in housing as exists. Is
that a fair statement I
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. I think that is a fair state-
ment, because I think there are very few people who sell their houses
without advertising, without listing with a real estate broker, without
using any of these facilities whatsoever, and very few people just sell
their home to a friend.

Mr. MAcGEoOR. In other words, Mr. Attorney General, if we could
effectively reach in the draftsmanship of title IV the main compo-
nents, who in your opinion are responsible for maintaining housing
patterns based on race, we would accomplish substantially the objec-
tive in that part of H.R. 14765 relating to housing?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, if that could be done effec-
tively-

Mr. MAcGREOR. That is why I put "effectively" in my question.
Attorney General KATZEN'BACII. Yes. I think that is true. We felt

that this was the way to do it effectively, and if you can reach those
components effectively under a system that isn't a sham, then you
would be dealing with a major part of the problem, I would concede.

Mr. MAcGRWOR. And we might, Mr. Attorney General, increase the
likelihood of acceptance of Federal form, and facilitate the passage of
this legislation.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would accept your judgment on
that.

Mr. MAcGEGOR. Mr. Attorney General, what are the principal un-
derlying factors that give rise to the problem commonly known as de
facto segregation insofar as it applies to our school system?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, the principal factor is the
existence of all-Negro neighborhoods, and most school assignments
are made on a geographical basis, and if you have all-Negro neigh-
borhoods, then you get de facto segregation of the schools.

Now, the reasons for the all-Negro neighborhoods are varied. One
of the reasons for it is the extent to which discrimination has and does
operate in terms of limiting access of Negroes to housing outside the
central city area, the slum area. Another reason for it is the economic
status of the people involved.

Mr. MACGREGOR. What, in your opinion, would be the result of the
enactment of title IV, nationwide, on the continuing complaint of
de facto segregation?

Attorney General KATZENBACii. I think it would help considerably,
Congressman, but I would not be candid if I was to say that I thought
that the enactment of this law was going to solve all of those prob-
lems. I don't think it is. I think much more needs to be done to break
up the ghetto, and to deal with the problem of de facto segregation
than this. But I think this is one indispensable element of doing it.
You have to free up the housing for the Negroes who are trying to
get out of the ghetto, and who are financially able to get out of the
ghetto. In addition to that, we have got to make many more of them
able to do it.. You have got to pay more attention to local commu-
nities as to the location of schools, where they build schools, and many
other factors. This is not going to accomplish a miracle overnight,
but I think it is indispensable to any solution of that problem.

Mr. MACGREGOR. Well, if you would answer my question which con-
fined itself to the enactment-if you would add to the question the
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full implementation of and enforcement of title IV, not only its en-
actment but its implementation and enforcement over a period of 3
or 4 years, would it not be your opinion that this would eliminate the
main underlying factor of the complaint of de facto school segrega-
tion6

Attorney General KATZENBACH. This could be awfully helpful in
doing it. We still have the problem of economic status to deal with,
many people who simply cannot afford to buy very good housing, and
so it takes a coordinated effort of enforcement and compliance, not
only with this law, but also what can be done under housing programs,
what can be done in the location of schools, what can be done in terms
of getting people additional education and job training, all of these
things are going to be central elements. We can make progress in 3
or 4 or 5 years with respect to breaking up the ghettos, I have no
doubt. I think that is one indispensable part.

Mr. ALAcGRGoRn. It has seemed to me, although, it is not a factor in
my part of the country, but what I read about elections for school
boards in Boston, and elections in certain other parts of the country,
that the action on the housing complaints would to a large measure
undercut the highly explosive issue of the forcing of busing of young-
sters to nonneighborhood schools, and to thereby attempt in that way
to do something about the problem of concentrated housing by minor-
ity groups.

Attorney General KATZENBACiI. I agree with that, Congressman.
I have often said in respect to the busing question, in many ways, the
Negro parents and the white parents are concerned about exactly the
same thing, and rightly concerned. Each is concerned about the best
education possible for their children. The white parents are object-
ing to the busing of their children to schools that they believe are in-
ferior schools, and Nero parents are urging busing of their children
from what they regard as inferior schools to better ones. So I think
that if, to some extent, the housing problem and housing patterns
could be solved, so that you had a better integrated housing pattern,
you would have a better integratedd schooling pattern, as well. I agree
with you. I think it is also important to raise the quality of all schools
in this country.

Mr. MACGRFGOR. Mr. Attorney General, would you turn your at-
tention for a moment to section 407 on page 29 of H.R. 14765; specifi-
cally, to 407(a), the section entitled "Enforcement by the Attorney
General"?

Attorney General KATZENBACIr. Yes.
Mr. MAcGREGOR. The language there as presented in the bill reads-

"whenever the Attorney General has reasonable cause to believe that
any person or group of persons is engaged in a pattern or practice of
resistance to the full enjoyment of any of the rights granted by this
title, he may"-and so forth. Against whom would you anticipate
that you might have to proceed were we to enact 407(a) as drafted?

Attorney General KATZENBACII. I think it could vary. Obviously,
it would be such people as those rental agents, for example, who con-
trol a number of apartments, or a number of accommodations. It
could be against the developer, or a group of developers, it could be
against a real estate board. I suppose it could be against a single
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property owner, if he owned enough property in a particular com-
munity, although I would think that would be rare, except in the
development sense. It could be against a bank, a single bank, who
controlled enough of the financing involved, or it could be against a
group of banks.

Mr. MAcGRGoR. I appreciate the candor of your answer in saying
that it could be against even a private owner, but would it be fair
to say that in all likelihood, he would move against those main com-
ponents maintaining housing patterns based on race, as you presented
and identified those components in your original statementI

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, that is correct, Congressman,
but I think in terms of those main components, and I stick by what I
said in my statement and what I have said here, but we have to find
a way to make this effective of dealing with the single-family dwelling,
whether we find it by dealing with that homeowner or dealing with
others. We have to find a way of including that, or you have just
knocked out most of the suburbs, so you have to deal with that ef-
fectively, and if you have a system which says that the homeowner
is not under this, and he not being under it can control what the real
estate agent does with respect to his home, and so forth, then I think
you have got to act. I think you have got to bring those homes
within the bill and effectively within it.

Mr. MACGREGOR. If we reduce, then, a lot of our conversation to
the bare essentials, you would take a very dim view of writing any
exemptions at all into title IV. Is that correct, Mr. Attorney General?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes; I would, if your ideas on
this, Congressman, are some other method of getting at the single-
family dwelling, then I think that should be explored. If it is a
question of exempting single-family dwellings, I think it would have
a very major impact in terms of destroying the effectiveness of the bill.

Mr. MAcGRwoR. I have no ideas as an individual as to what should
or should not be written into title IV. I do have a great concern as
a member of the subcommittee in writing legislation that will deal
with the problem, that will have a good likelihood of being accepted,
first by the full committee, and then by the House of Representatives,
and passing the Senate, and being enacted into law this year.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. You and I have the same objectives
there, I can assure you, Congressman.

Mr. MAcGRmoGoR. And I know that the many exemptions and excep-
tions written into State laws may well provide for us a pattern which
perhaps we may not deem it so very wise to follow, but which other
practical legislators at a different level have deemed it necessary to
write into the law, in order to get it accepted. I think we have to
deal with some of those practical considerations of acceptance, not
only by the Congress, but since you and I are both interested in com-
pliance with the law, by the American people.

The CHAIRMAN. Will the gentleman yield ?
Mr. MAcGRooR. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Your experience, I am sure, has indicated to you

that oftentimes provisions in a bill may seem initially to be most
salutary and after hearings, indicate that they are not so worth while.

Mr. MAC;TREG o. Such as the 4-year term for Members of the
House?
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The CHAIRMAN. And they are in fact the reverse, and these hear-
ings are most salutary for bringing out points upon which to draw a
conclusion, so when offhand opinions are made, as, for example, on
Mrs. Murphy's boarding house, I want to be sure to kr. -w more about
them before I give my decision, and I feel that this bill is a good bill,
and I want to keep it as intact as possible.

Mr. MAcGmooR. The chairman, of course, expresses the views
which I also hold. I approach this problem, Mr. Attorney General,
with not a closed mind, but an open mind, and with a deep commit-
ment, as the Attorney General also knows, on the part of this Mem-
ber of Congress, to the cause of equal opportunities in every facet of
American life for each and every American citizen. It is in this
spirit that I approach this problem, and ask you to answer the ques-
tions that I have this morning.

Attorney General KATZMBACI1. I appreciate that, Congressman.
Perhaps I could illustrate what I mean on the single-family dwelling.
If you have an exemption which then has your real estate broker
and your others that I have described in here, it puts them in the
position of being able to comply with the wishes of the person exempt,
that is, the person says: "I want to sell my house, but I am not going
to sell it to Negroes, and you sell it for me, but I am not going to
sell it to Negroes, and nobody can make me sell it to a Negro," then
I think you have destroyed a good part of the system.

If, on the other hand, your law was written in such a way that said,
if your home is sold through a real estate broker, if it is financed by
a bank, for the purchaser, and if you take advantage of that, then
you have to aree that you would be perfectly willing to sell to

egroes, it might not be so ineffective, if you follow what I mean.
In other words, if you get it to the point where the individual home-

owners can control the sale, even though he is using all of the other
facilities within the community to make that sale, then I would think
that was a very major exemption, which I Would be most reluctant to
accept, because I think it would seriously affect the act. If you are
saying anybody who sells without going through any of these other
channels is not here, then I think the exemption, and I would support
it, it would be proportionately less. While I agree with what you have
to say about compromises and efforts of consensus to get the legisla-
tion, I think you would agree with me you don't want the Congress to
go through the tortures to have an ineffective piece of legislation at
the end.

Mr. MACGREGOR. I would agree, Mr. Attorney General. Just to go
back to the hypothetical that you raised, Mr. Individual Homeowner
saying to Mr. Real Estate Broker, "I want you to sell my house for
me, but I won't sell it to a Negro, and nothing is going to make me sell
it to a Negro." If such la', as we enact it, reached the real estate
broker who had so colluded with or participated with the homeowner
in that act of discrimination, we could pretty effectively discourage,
could we not, any individual homeowner from getting aid and comfort
from a real estate broker who had discriminated in the violation of the
lawI

Attorney General KATZENBACH. If you could reach that effectively,
maybe it is more effective to say if you are going to list it with a real
estate broker, you cannot put those conditions.
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In other words, you lose your control over whom you are selling to,
if you sell it through a real estate broker, if those are the kind of fac-
tors that you want to take into consideration.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. You think such a provision would be effective in
reaching the objectives that you have in mind ?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think it might be. I would want
to think on it, but if you said, any person, any individual, who lists
with a real estate broker, or uses the services of a real estate broker, or
uses the services of another in the sale of his house, is subject to this,
but not other people, I don't suppose you would be exempting each,
but I would want to look very carefully at the language, because we
have to cover the sale of individual homes. That is the basic-

Mr. MAcGREMOR. Mr. Attorney General, you have emphasized sev-
eral times your feeling that in order to be effective here, we must cover
the sale of individual homes. Do you make any distinction between
the sale of individual homes and the short-term lease or rental of an
individual homeI Distinction based upon your desire to make this
effective ? In other words, do you see it equally important to reach
the situation where, let us say, a Member of Congress has a residence
here and a residence in his home district, and he leases one or the other
for a period of 3 months? Do you think it is equally important to
reach that relatively short-term rental or lease of a private abode as
you do the sale of a private home I

Attorney General KAITZENBACH. No, I don't think it is equally im-
portant. I think that is a fairly small ingredient in the housing
market. I think in principle, there should be no exemptions, but I
think in terms of how important that is, in the housing market, I
think you could put 3-month rentals of private homes, Idoubt that
they are a major ingredient in the housing market. I think, also, I
am inclined to think that in that kind of situation, the rental is almost
always to a friend.

Mr. MACGREGOR. On an individual basis.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. On an individual basis. I think

you have some difficulty getting much interest on the part of your real
estate people in that kind of a rental. Their commission isn't very big
in that kind of a rental.

Mr. MACGRFGOR. Again, I agree with you as far as the principle is
concerned, but I am thinking also about the practical aspects of our
gaining acceptance of this bill without any exceptions or exemptions
of any kind.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I appreciate that.
Mr. MACGREGOR. Am I correct, though, Mr. Attorney General, in

thinking that the passage of title IV of H.R. 14765 would, in effect,
invalidate any of the exclusions that exist at the present time in the
17 States and the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands,
and in the 40 municipalities that you referred to?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. In effect, the loose use of the
word "invalidate," that is, they would not continue to-they would not
affect the Federal law or its enforcement. They would continue to
exist as far as State procedures are concerned.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. It may be a loose use, but I chose the word be-
cause it appears on page 31, section 409, "Nothing in this title shall be
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construed to invalidate any law of the State or political subdivision of
the State."

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, that is why I said you were us-
ing it loosely, because it does not actually invalidate them; they con-
tinue to remain, only as far as the State law is concerned, and en-
forcement of the State law is concerned, they are perfectly valid, but
insofar as the Federal law is concerned, they are not, and you have
your remedies of Federal law, so they are not invalidated, and that is
why I said it was a loose use of the word.

Mr. MAcGREwoR. Maybe I ought to say render inoperative or pre-
empt.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, it does not. That is my point.
Mr. MAcGRwoR. Well, I missed your point, then, Mr. Attorney

General.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. My point is this: You have a State

system that has certain exemptions to it, also has certain enforcement
techniques, and so forth. That continues to operate. Nothing makes
any of those exemptions inoperative, nothing invalidates them as far
as that State law and State system is concerned. As far as sanctions
are concerned, as far as administration is concerned, nothing in-
validates them.

On the other hand, the Federal law also operates, within that area,
and people are not permitted by the Federal law to take advantage
of those State exemptions.

The CHAIRMAN. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. MACGREGOR. In other words-just to clarify this point, and

then I will be delighted to yield, Mr. Chairman-you might have the
situation where in these 17 States the State law covers perhaps 50
percent of the transactions, and the Federal law would cover an addi-
tional 40 percent, so that you might get 90 percent of the field covered.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, and the 50 percent covered by
the State law would continue to be covered, administered, and so forth,
by the State law, as well as by the Federal law; the other 40 percent
would be by the Federal law only.

Mr. MACGREGOR. Thank you.
I will yield to the chairman.
Th1e CHAIRMAN. I am a little concerned about the questions and an-

swers here. And to the effect of section 411 which states:
Nothing in this title shall be construed to deny, impair, or otherwise affect

any right or authority of the United States or any agency or officer thereof
under existing law to institute or intervene in any civil action or to bring any
criminal prosecution.

I understand that means that nothing here shall impair the au-
thority of the United States. What about impairing the authority
of the State? As I said before in my questioning, if there is an incon-
sistency between this law and the State law, would not, this Federal
statute preempt the State law, and cancel out the inconsistency and
make the Federal law prevail ?

Mr. MACGREGOR. I think it determines-clearly, the language on
lines 6 through 9, makes an affirmative answer to the chairman's ques-
tion clear. The language on pages 6 through 9 reads "but any law
that purports to require or permit any action that would be a dis-
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criminatory housing practice under this title shall to that extent be
invalid," so we are invalidating to a certain extent.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir; no, sir. We are only doing
it to this extent. Take your exemption under your Minnesota law.
Minnesota law does not apply to that, Federal law does. You cannot
plead the fact that that is exempted under Minnesota law as a defense
to the Federal law. That is all that means.

Mr. MAcGRoER. If it does not mean invalidate, then I don't under-
stand the meaning of the word.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, Congressman, I don't think
it means invalidate. Perhaps you and I have a different understand-
ingas to the meaning of the word.

Mr. MAcGwwoR. Then would you define the use of the word "invali-
date" on line 9, page 31?

Attorney General KATZENBaCII. By "invalid," they are talking, if
you talk about what it says in any law that purports to require-

Mr. MAcGRmoR. Or permit.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Or permit. Any action. Now, I

don't take it that your Minnesota law, when it simply fails to cover,
exempts out of its provisions, is a law that permits that kind of action.
To the extent that it is construed as a law that pen-mits it, it is invalid,
as far as the Federal law is concerned, and cannot be raised as a de-
fense to a Federal action.

Mr. M cGRoER. In other words, I am a Minnesota resident. I own
a two-family dwelling. My family and I occupy one of the units
in the two-family dwelling. The Minnesota law permits me to
discriminate.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Does not prevent ou.
Mr. MAcGREGoR. In the rental of the other unit. The Federal law,

if this provision is enacted, would not permit me to discriminate, and
the Federal law would render the Minnesota exemption invalid.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. As far as the Federal law was con-
cerned. That is correct.

Mr. ALAcGREGOR. So, too, would the other exemptions that I have
enumerated under Minnesota law be rendered invalid.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. MAcGRFGOR. And so, too, would the exemptions in existing law

in other States be rendered invalid.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Under our understanding of what

"invalid" means, you are correct.
Mr. MAcGREGOR. And I am not so much concerned about your un-

derstanding or mine, but I am concerned about the understanding of
all who would be dealing with section 409, if we enact it as drafted.

Attorney General KATZENBACR. Yes, I am, too, Congressman, and
I think it is most clear that the important way in which I put it
that that is no defense. It does not excuse anything under the Federal
law. Now it does not mean that as far as the State law is concerned,
the authorities of the State agencies are thus increased to include these.
This is the distinction I was trying to make. I would suppose those
exemptions still apply as far as State enforcement procedures are con-
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cerned under State law. It is just that they would not have any im-
pact on Federal enforcement or enforcement under this law. Rat is
the clearest way I can state it.

Mr. MAcGREoOR. I think you and I really have no difference of opin-
ion in interpretation, but your example of using it as defense being
knocked out, if you will, or rendered invalid by the enactment of 409,
I think, is a good one.

I ield to the gentleman from Florida.
r. CRAME. On that same point, line 7, to permit any action that

would be discriminatory housing practice under this title shall to that
extent be invalid.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. Isn't the action that would be involved in the Minne-

sota case the actual refusal for obvious discriminatory purposes to
rent in a two-family housing unit the other unit to a Negro, for in-
stance, or someone because of religion ? That is the action that is re-
ferred to that would be outlawed and become invalid, is it not?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. Yes, as far as Federal law
is concerned. I had rather thought the Minnesota law prohibited cer-
tain forms of discrimination, and then exempted from those and from
its administration certain situations.

Mr. MAcGRE o. The gentleman is correct. It is broad law, but it
does have these specifics.

Attorney General KATZEN1ACH. It does have these specific exemp-
tions. I didn't think there was anything in the Minnesota law that
expressly said, you are permitted to do this7 that, or the other thing;
it just didn't prohibit them. Maybe that is one side of the coin as
against the other. I think here, if you did have a law that required
discrimination, then that would be clearly invalid, anyhow.

Mr. CRAMER. One additional question. What happened to Mrs.
Murphy over the weekend? [Laughter.]

Thursday, I made this statement on page 14:
"1 do not ask you if Mrs. Murphy should be exempted as though she was a

public accommodation," and you said, "I do not think it would greatly affect or
impede what is attempted to be accomplished in this act if Mrs. Murphy's type
of exemption is incorporated into this act, and since I think the basic problem
we are trying to strike out here would be accomplished with or without that
exemption, I would have no problems with such exemptions of that kind as the
committee and this Congress might wish to direct."

What happened over the weekend to cause you to change your mind,
Mr. Attorney General?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I haven't changed my mind. I have
.said exactly the same thing here today that I said then. I think if
you read in there, I have not seen the transcript, Congressman, but I
think you will read that I said that I personally didn't approve of it.

But that I do not think it would have a drastic effect upon the bill.
I think you will find that there; that's my recollection.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, you did say that.
Mr. CRAMER. Well, the record speaks for itself.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I am happy for that, Congress-

man. I have the same view today that I had then.
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The CHmmAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CRAMER. I will be delighted-to. Mr. Chairman, I have one

more question. Then do I understand that this social security widow
in my district, who is below the overt level--social security doesn't
give her $3,0O--would not be able to lease the rooms in her home to
a person of her choice? Desiring to have the type of companionship
she wants ?

Your position now is that those people should not be excluded?
Attorney General KATZEYBACH. Perhaps-I don't think I can state

my position much better than I stated it before, but I will make an
effort to restate it, Congressman. The law as it is presently drafted
does not exempt those people.

Mr. CRAMmR. Right.
Attorney General KATZENBACI. I don't personally think they should

be exempted. I think if a committee or Congress was to put in such
an exemption, it would not greatly affect what we are really aiming at
in this law.

I do not think that it affects a large part of the housing market.
And for that reason, I would not have any great difficulty with a
narrowly defined exemption of the "Mrs. Murphy" type. Ithik if
we should go on and create other exemptions, it increases difficulty,
but if you were to say owner-occupied, five-room houses on a rental
basis, which I think is what your hypothetical is, I do not have great
difficulty with that. It is not a large part of the housing measure.
If I could write and enact this bill all by myself, it would not be in
there.

Mr. CRAMER. What if Mrs. Murphy has the same piece of property
and wants to sell it, not through a real estate agent, to a neighbor,
maybe?

Attorney General KATZENBACI. Oh, flere is no problem with that;
as the bill is drafted, absolutely nothing in this bill that prohibits you
from going and selling your home to a friend. Just nothing.

Mr. CRAMER. Well, that is, unless a Negrro learns it is available and
comes in with an offer of a higher price.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I don't even think-
Mr. CRAMER. Then the owner is subject to a suit by the Negro who

offers the higher price.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, I doubt it. I think if you are

selling this to a friend or to your sister-in-law, or to your brother,
that is a good reason to sell it, and you don't have to sell it to anybody
else.

I think that is a good reason to do it. I don't think most people
sell their houses in that way. I think most I)eople sell their houses,
I know I do, to get what I can get for that house. It is an important
part of what I own in this world.

Mr. CRAMER. Do you still think clubs should be excluded, as I
thought you indicated in my interrogation, as they were in the accom-
modations situation?
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Attorney General KA'TENBACH. I think that I indicated in that,
and again, the record will speak for itself, that I have no strong feel-
ings about clubs, if that could be drafted in such a way as to prevent
it from being a device which evaded the requirements of this.

Mr. CRAMER. Well, I take it you are pretty much tredding on quick-
sand if you take the position of the Congressmen leasing your home on
a se sonal basis to be restricted, to be exempted, and yet if Mr.
Murphy is included, and I want to make sure the record is clear-

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I don't think, Congressman, and
again the record will speak for itself, that I said that I thought that
the Congressman should be exempted in renting his home.

I think I made the same answer to that that I made with respect to
Mrs. Murphy, that I did not think a 3-month rental of this kind and
hypothetical, that the Congressman gave to me, was a major part of
the market. I don't think I jumped up and down and said, "I think
that's a great idea. Let's exempt the Congressmen in the rental of
their homes."

Mr. CRAMxE Mr. Attorney General, where I come from most rentals
are seasonal. I trust that you, in answering the question, took that
into consideration.

Three and four months seasonal rentals is a common practice.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, it is, and I think that is a good

argument against putting it in, and I had not taken that into full con-
sideration, and that was the reason I said I would think about it.

Mr. CRAMER. Congressmen, yes; otherwise, no.
The CHAIRMAN. Would the gentleman from Minnesota yield?
Mr. MAcGREGOR. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I just want to reiterate that, as far as I am con-

cerned, a boardinghouse is a multiple dwelling, and multiple dwellings
should no longer house discrimination on the basis of race or color.
And a five-apartment house, in my opinion is no different in prin-
ciple than a five-boarder roominghouse. A boarder and a tenant are
tlhe same, they are both dwellers, and if we are going to attack this
problem of ghettos, and slums, we want to raze the slums and do away
with ghettos, we have to deal with wholesale measures, not. retail
measures, as it were, and we can't deal with this halfheartedly.

The time has come when we have to push in as far as we can.
As I said before, you have got a problem here. You can't dig a well

with a needle. You have to have something that is very strong, dur-
able, and able to dig that well. The needle won't do it, and if we are
going to attack this terrible blight, I think we have to have a bill
of this sort, we have to keep it intact, and as to whether it is a board-
inghouse or a tenement house, I think they have to be subject to the
same kind of restrictions, one with the other.

Mr. CORMAN. Would the gentleman yield?
I just want to comment to the gentlemen from Florida, there are

vast regions of this country where homes are habitable for the 12
months of the year, and I think it is in those places where people
raise their families, and we do get a problem in rentals and we want
to break down the situation.
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Mr. MACGRIoR. I think, like a number of cities in California and
notwithstanding the temperatures in Minnesota, that I happen to
come from a State where homes are habitable 12 months of the year,
as well.

Attorney General KATZEmNBCH. With central heating. [Laughter.].
The CHAIRMAN. Would the gentleman yieldI
Mr. MAcGR oOR. I yield to the chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Would the gentleman yield !
Mr. CAm . Yes, I yield to the chairman.
The CHAMMAN. Suppose you have under a State statute a concilia-

tory process, and the parties on the question of discrimination agreed,
an dyou disagreed with that conclusion, despite the fact that the State
law permits it. What would you do under those circumstances!

Would you nullify the State process, and bring an action!
Attorney General KATZENBACtr. I would think when the State law

has the conciliatory process, that this bill as it is presently drafted
would still permit the person to sue without going through the State.

The CHAIRMAN. You could, nonetheless, sue under those condi-
tions?

Attorney General KATZENBACII. Yes; you could, as it is written, sue
under that.

The CHAIRMANf. Thank you very much.
Mr. MAcGRE oR. Mr. Attorney General, I have completed my ques-

tions, and I thank you for your attendance here, your testimony last
week, and your willingness to come in any time that the chairman
has called a meeting this week, including the early hour of 9 o'clock.
Some of us on the subcommittee hope to be as diligent in our attend-
ance as you have been.

I thank you, sir.
Attrney General KATMENBACH. Thank you, Congressman.
Mr. McOULcff. Mr. Chairman I would like to ask some questions

before we get away from them on the answers to the Attorney General
to the questions of our colleague from Minnesota.

Did I correctly understand the Attorney General to say that if a State
has a conciliation commission authorized to settle and adjust alleged
discrimination, pursuant to rules and regulations, that an action taken
under this bill would preempt the authority in that field!

Attorney General KATZFNBACH. I was addressing my answer not to
what the Justice Department could do here. I was simply addressing
it to what the rights of the individual discriminated against are. He
is given a right in this to bring a court action himself. There is
nothing in this bill which would require him to wait through a con-
ciliatory period, if such were prescribed by State law.

Mr. McCu LrOCI. I am very glad that the distinction has been made.
But the fact remains that the State court will lose jurisdiction if the
person aggrieved decides that he wishes to use the Federal legislation.

Attorney General KATZENBACII. Yes, that would be true, unless the
Federal judge were which he doesn't have to do, unless lie were de-
cided that he woula stay the action, pending the conciliation efforts
that were going on by the State agencies, which I think he might
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quite properly do, but there would be nothing in the bill that would
require him to do so. That would certainly be within his discretion.

Mr. McCuLiocH. I might say for.the record that out in Ohio, the
conciliation commission proceedings which we provided have worked
reasonably well and I was interested for that reason.

Attorney General KATZENBACIT. I think it is a good point, Congress-
man, and it could be considered as to whether where a State law covers
it, and where a conciliation process is in being, whether this could stay
the action. We have similar provisions in the 1964 act, as you will
recall.

Mr. McCuLL0CH. Yes, and I thought they were founded on sound
logic, which leaves authority at the State level, so long as it is being
properly used.

I would like to refer to another question that arose by reason of the
examination of the chairman. Do you correctly understand that this
legislation would not prevent a State from creating by law or rule of
court, however they act in their respective States, a provision for an
unlimited number of peremptory challenges of a juror?

Does this law not reach that question?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. It doesn't reach the peremptory

challenge question; no.
Mr. McCULLOCit. I think that that matter needs a very great deal

of study. I would judge that. a person wouldn't need to be too shrewd
to determine how some of these things would be seriously affected. At
least for the time being.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think that is correct, Congress-
man. I can envision that we made a study of the State laws and the
existing peremptory challenges, and it is just terribly difficult to deal
with the problem of peremptory challenge.

Now I would modify that conclusion to this extent, and say that if
following enactment of this, the State were to authorize an almost m-
limited number of peremptory challenges, I think that one could ques-
tion that law, really on the constitutional basis, if its operation was
intended to simply permit discrimination on juries.

Mr. MCCULLOCM. There was a recent case that would necessarily
lead to the conclusion, a case in which there was a divided opinion,
four-four-one? Wasn't this one of the very questions that was raised?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. On a strike jury system, yes.
Mr. McCuLmocii. So there was no unanimity in the Court. on whether

or not there might be a constitutional violation in such a matter, was
there?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No; that is correct, but, no, you are
absolutely correct about that. I don't know whetlher-that was a close-
ly divided court, and just frankly, it is just terribly difficult; if you
!ire going to preserve a peremptory system-and I think most lawyers
would support having some peremptory challenges, feeling that they
should-it is just extremely difficult to, can obviously be used to strike
on race or religion, and is used for that purpose, from time to time.

But I would think that the court might well be moved, if the State
legislature would immediately after the enactment of this bill were
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to suddenly increase the number of peremptory challenges very sig-
nificantly, I think that might show some questionable motivation in
this regard, and it might strike down a law that did that.

Mr. MOCULLOCH . Does the Attorney General know whether there
are limitations ii all of the States on peremptory challenges I

Attorney General KATAENBACH. I have a rundown of the State laws
here? but Ican't answer that without going through all 50 States and
looking at the provision.

Mr. MoCuLwCH. Well, that was a difficult question.
Attorney General KATZJNBACH. I think there is a
Mr. McCuoLOCH. Mr. Hoffmann says in effect that there is at least

one State where there is a nearly unlimited challenge. There, you
exercise peremptory challenges until you reach a panel of 12 men.
That's the Alabama law.

Attorney General KA'rZENBACH. That's the strike jury system, I
Lhink, where you just keep on going through the jurors until you find
12 ou agree with.

Th CHAIRMAN. Well, now, suppose other States in addition to
Alabaima take the lid off the number of peremptory challenges. What
are you going to do then? Particularly in view of this dissenting
opinion in the case of Swain v. Alabama? The dissent reads in part. as
follows:

Finally, It Is clear that Negroes were removed from the venire and excluded
from service by the pisecutor's use of the peremptory challenge system In this
case and that they have never served on the Jury in any case in the history of
the county. On these facts, and the inferences reasonably drawn from them, it
seems clear that petitioner has affirmatively proved a pattern of racial discrimi-
nation in which the State is significantly involved.

Now, if that unlimited number of challenges rule is followed by
other States, then you are in difficulty, aren't you?

Attorney General KATzENBACH. Yes; that is correct, Mr. Chair-
man. That under an ordinary peremptory challenging system, if you
increase, and the original panels are selected fairly, as we require them,
it is going to be much harder to use the formal limitations on this
peremptory challenge to accomplish the kind of purpose that you are
talking about, but if there is unlimited peremptory challenges, of
course, that could be, that could be on a strike jury system, and per-
haps that should be forbidden.

There is a reluctance-the effort of this provision was to try to get
fair juries in the States, with as little interference in their system as
we could devise, and still make it effective, but perhaps we should in-
sist on some limitation on peremptory challenges.

Perhaps we should outlaw the strike system.
The CHAMMANv. Do you recommend that we should outlaw the

strike jury system?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think the committee should go

into that, and be satisfied that it may require some amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. If we do not, then in Alabama, this provision as

to juries is useless, because they could still use unlimited peremptory
challenges, if that is the law in Alabama.
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And they could use challenges on the basis of race or religion or color.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, I think that system should

be outlawed. As I say, I think it is going to be much more difficult
to use peremptories in this respect, if, for example, as a result of a
recent case which I mentioned in my testimony, a Lowndes County
case, the box in Lowndes County has since been refilled, and that is
a county which has about 80 percent Negro population; well, the new
box has got, I think, 54 to 60 percent Negroes in the box.

Now it is going to be much more difficult to exercise peremptory
challenges to deal with that, but I do think perhaps the situation of
unlimited peremptory challenges should be dealt with.

Mr. McCULLOCH. Well, Mr. Chairman, I raised the question not be-
cause necessarily that I think we should do anything. I think we
should interfere with the jury system only when the case is clear and
convincing. It may be that we would want to go farther with the
civil rights bill of 1968. If the experience is bad here, we could cor-
rect it in 1968.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would, again, in candor, Mr.
Chairman, when you are dealing with a system of peremptory chal-
lenges, there can be some result in terms of challenges on a racial,
religious, or some other ground.

I don't think if a challenge is peremptory, it can be used in that
way. I will not concede the bill-whether it is Federal or the State

ry system, it is not guaranteeing that if a Negro is on trial there will
Negroes on that particular petit jury.
I don't think there is any way in the world, nor do I think it is

right that you should guarantee that. I think that what you should
guarantee is that there is a fair jury selection system and that it will
come out with a fair cross section, subject to the challenges for cause,
and subject to at least reasonable peremptory challenge.

The CHAIRMAN. You said, I think, that you could possibly chal-
lenge the use of peremptory challenges, where it was used deliberately
to exclude Negroes on the basis of race or color on constitutional
grounds.

How could you, in view of these recent decisions of the Supreme
CourtI

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think in my reading of the de-
cision in the Swain case is not that you can never challenge peremp-
tory challenges, I think in my reading of it, it said in that case, there
wasn't enough evidence that the peremptory challenges had in fact
been used in violation of the 14th amendment.

I don't think it was prohibiting a challenge on that basis, where
the effect of the peremptory Lhallenge system is to constantly exclude
people on the basis of race.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, the dissenting opinion said there was
never a Negro on a jury in that county.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Doesn't that clearly indicate, or could not one

reasonably assume at least that Negroes were challenged peremptorily,
if they had never served on a jury?

63-420 0-6- ---80
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. It did not to the majority, I know,
Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. No; the majority didn't decide that. They felt that
the proof was inadequate with respect to this, and the dissent felt that
from that effect alone, you could draw the inference.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. And, Mr. Chairman, the peremp-
tory challenge is exercised by defense counsel as well as by rosecu-
tion, and there was some feeling, I think, on the majority of the court
that there was an evidence that this result might not have been from
challenges made on the other side.

Mr. CAXMER. Will the gentleman from Ohio yield on that?
As I read the Swain case on page 223 of the United States Reports,

volume 330, the court specifically said, we have decided that it is per-
missible to insulate from inquiry the removal of Negroes from a par-
ticular jury on the assumption that the prosecutor is acting on ac-
ceptable considerations related to the case he is trying, a particular
development involved, and a particular crime charged.

And cites other Supreme Court cases, Saltonstall v. Saltonstall.
Charleston Federal Savings and Loan, which an Alabama court relied
on when it upheld the Alabama strike procedure. There the court
said-
as to the contention that Negroes are systematically excluded from trial juries.
the evidence discloses Negroes are commonly on trial venires, but are always
struck by attorneys in selecting the trial jury.

It has long been held that, where allowed by statute, peremptory challenges
may be used without any assigned or stated cause. Both the Federal and Ala-
bama jurisdictions have statutes providing for peremptory challenges. The fact
that the prosecution peremptorily strikes every Negro from the jury panel in
a case where the defendant is a Negro does not constitute a violation of the
defendent's Constitutional rights.

Now, what does that case law mean? It is on a constitutional
ground. How could we write into this statute, basing it on the Con-
stitution, a greater limitation on what the State can do relating to
peremptory challenges? How would we nullify the specific Alabama
strike system which the court has held constitutional, and which no
case, as I read it, has found that there has actually been adequate proof
to indicate it has been used to eliminate Negroes for discriminatory
purposes?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Congressman, the theory of this
statute, as I have tried to express it, is not simply whether or not this
particular defendant got a fair trial in a particular case, which is what
the Swain case was talking about.

That was what they were dealing with there. We are also dealing
with the rights of people to serve on juries. I think we can proscribe
by Federal law in that regard.

So that I think what is said there, he is talking in a particular case,
and saying the fact, if he has got an authorization to strike people
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peremptorily, he strikes all Negroes on this particular petit jury,
that in and of itself is not a denial of the rights of this.particular
defendant to a fair trial, and that's all that the court is saying in that
case.

So I don't think you can transfer that into where do you get your
constitutional authority from, because we get our constitutionalau-
thority from just exactly where I said we got it, the 14th amendment,
section 5, and you can provide therein for whom, for the right of
people to serve on juries, in this court.

You could also provide for limitations of with respect to peremp-
tory challenges, at least in circumstances where you felt that the per-
emptory challenges were so broad that they constituted a grave
danger of invalidating the rights of people to serve on juries, whether
because of sex or religion or race.

Mr. CRAMER. Let me ask a further question.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I have no question you could ac-

complish this.
Mr. CPRAMER. As you drafted the legislation and presented it to

Congress, the administration legislation, would it be your intention
under section 202, suits b the Attorney General, to bring an action
in Alabama to invalidate the strike jury system ?

You are asking Congress to enact section 202. Would you bring
a suit to do that under this authority?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir; I have no doubt at all
that you could do it, if you could establish that time after time after
time after time the prosecutor with an unlimited right struck every
jury or every woman, or every Catholic, or every Jew, from the jury,
and I would have no hesitation to bring a suit under section 202 if
that were the case.

The CHAIRMAN. And in this case, I think you are right, because as
to the 14th amendment, the court stated: "we think it is readily ap-
parent that the record in this case is not sufficient to demonstrate that
the rule has been violated by peremptory system as it. operates in
Talladega County."

If vou had sufficient evidence, you could-and I think you are
right-Lestablish that there was discrimination in violation of the 14th
amendment.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I believe so, Mr. Chairman; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to conclude the Attorney General's testi-

mony soon.
Mr. CRAMER. I have some other questions. I think also Mr. Mc-

Culloch does.
Mr. McCuLLOCH. I would like to refer to the Attorney General's

statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me. I think we ought to place the Ala-

bama case in the record at this point. This is the case of Swain v.
Alabama.

(Case follows:)
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

No. 64. -OcTOBER TERM, 1964.

Robert Swain, Petitioner, On Writ of Certiorari to the
V. Supreme Court of Alabama.State of Alabama.

[March 8, 1965.]

MR. JUSTICE WHITE delivered the opinion of the Court.

The petitioner, Robert Swain, a Negro, was indicted
and convicted of rape in the Circuit Court of Talladega
County, Alabama, and sentenced to death. His motions
to quash the indictment, to strike the'trial jury venire
and to declare void the petit jury chosen 'in the case, all
based on alleged invidious discrimination in the selection
of jurors, were denied. The Alabama Supreme Court
affirmed the conviction, 275 Ala. 508, 156 So. 2d 368, and
we granted certiorari, 377 U. S. 915.

In support of his claims, petitioner invokes the consti-
tutional principle announced in 1879 in Strauder v. West
Virginia, 100 U. S. 303, where the Court struck down a
state statute qualifying only white people for jury duty.
Such a statute was held to contravene the central pur-
poses of the Fourteenth Amendmentj.'exemption from
unfriendly legislation against [Negroes distinctively as
colored-exemption from legal discriminations, implying
inferiority in civil society, lessening the security of their
enjoyment of the rights which others enjoy. . . " 100
U. S.. at 308. Although a Negro defendant is not entitled
to a jury containing members of his race, a State's pur-
poseful or deliberate denial to Negroes on account of race
of participation as jurors in the administration of justice
violates the Equal Protection Clause. Ex parte Virginia,
100 U. S. 339; Gib8on v. Mis~wsiippi, 162 U. S. 565. This
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principle was further elaborated in Carter v. Texas, 177
U. S. 442, 447, where, in respect to exclusion from grand
juries, the Court said:

"Whenever by any action of a State, whether through
its legislature, through its courts, or through its exec-
utive or administrative officers, all persons of the
African race are excluded, solely because of their race
or color, from serving as grand jurors in the criminal
prosecution of a person of the African race, the equal
protection of the laws is denied ... "

And it has been consistently and repeatedly applied in
many cases coming before this Court.' The principle of
these cases is broadly based.

"For racial discrimination to result in the exclusion
from jury service of otherwise qualified groups not
only violates our Constitution and tr laws enacted
under it but is at war with our basic concepts of a
democratic society and a representative government."
Smith v. Texas, 311 U. S. 128, 130.

Further, "[jiurymen should be selected as individuals, on
the basis of individual qualifications, and not as members
of a race." Ca88ell v. Texas, 339 U. S. 282, 286 (opinion
of Mr. Justice Reed, announcing judgment). Nor is the
constitutional command forbidding intentional exclusion
limited to Negroes. It applies to any identifiable group
in the community which may be the subject of prejudice.
Hernandez v. Texa8, 347 U. S. 475.

1Neal -. Delaware, 103 U. S. 370; Norris v. Alabama, 294 U. S.
587; Hale v. Kentucky, 303 U. 8. 613; Pierre v. Louisiana, 306 U. S.
354; Smith v. Texas, 311 U. S. 128; Hil v. Texas, 311 U. S. 400;
Akins v. Texas, 325 U. S. 398; Patton v. Mississippi, 332 U. S. 463;
Cassell v. Texas, 339 U. S. 282; Ave.y v. Georgia, 345 U. S. 559;
Hernandez v. Texas, 347 U. S. 475; Reece v. Georgia, 350 U. S. 85;
Eubanks v. Louisiana, 356 U. S. 585; Arnold v. North Carolina, 376
U. 8. 773.
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But purposeful discrimination may not be assumed or
merely asserted. Brownfield v. South Carolina, 189 U. S.
426; Tarrance v. Florida, 188 U. S. 519; Smith v. Missis-
sippi, 162 U. S. 592; Bush v. Kentucky, 107 U. S. 110.
It must be proven, Tarrance v. Florida, supra; Martin
v. Texas, 200 U. S. 316, the quantum of proof necessary
being a matter of federal law. Norris v. Alabama, 294
U. S. 587; Smith v. Texas, 311 U. S. 128. It is not the
soundness of these principles, which is unquestioned, but
their scope and application to the issues in this case that
concern us here.

I.

We consider first petitioner's claims concerning the
selection of grand jurors and the petit jury venire. The
evidence was that while Negro males over 21 constitute
26% of all males in the county in this age group, only
10 to 15% of the grand and petit jury panels drawn from
the jury box since 1953 have been Negroes, there having
been only one case in which the percentage was as high
as 23%. In this period of time, Negroes served on 80%
of the grand juries selected, the number ranging from one
to three. There were four-or five Negroes on the grand
jury panel of about 33 in this case, out of which two
served on the grand jury which indicted petitioner. Al-
though there have been an average of six to seven Negroes
on petit jury venires in criminal cases, no Negro has
actually served on a petit jury from about 1950. In this
case there were eight Negroes on the petit jury venire
but none actually served, two being exempt and six being
struck by the prosecutor in the process of selecting the
jury.

It is wholly obvious that Alabama has not totally ex-
cluded a racial group from either grand or petit jury
panels, as was the case in Norris v. Alabama, 294 U. S.
587; Hill v. Texas, 316 U. S. 400; Patton v. Mississippi,
332 U. S. 463; Hernandez v. Texas, 347 U. S. 475; and
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Reece v. Georgia, 350 U. S. 85. Moreover, we do not
consider an average of six to eight Negroes on these
panels as constituting forbidden token inclusion within
the meaning of the cases in this Court. Thomas v. Texas,
212 U. S. 278; Akins v. Texas, 325 U. S. 398; Avery
v. Georgia, 345 U. S. 559. Nor do we consider the evi-
dence in this case to make out a prima facie case of in-
vidious discrimination under the Fourteenth Amendment.

Alabama law requires that the three jury commissioners
in Talladega County place on the jury roll all male citi-
zens in the community over 21 who are reputed to be
honest, intelligent men and are esteemed for their in-
tegrity, good character and sound judgment. Ala. Code,
Tit. 30, §§ 20, 21 (1958). 2  In practice, however, the
commissioners do not place on the roll all such citizens,
either white or colored," A typical jury roll at best con-

' There is a special statute governing jury selection in Talladega
County. Ala. Acts, 1955 Sess., Act No. 475, vol. 2, at 1081. The
provisions pertinent to this case follow the general state statute and
thus all references will be to the latter.

Ala. Code, Tit. 30, § 21 (1958) provides:
"Qualifications of persons on jury roll.-The jury commission shall

place on the jury roll and in the jury box the names of all male
citizens of the county who are generally reputed to be honest and
intelligent men and are esteemed in the community for their integrity,
good character and sound judgment; but no person must be selected
who is under twenty-one or who is an habitual drunkard, or who,
being afflicted with a permanent disease or physical weakness is unfit
to discharge the duties of a juror; or cannot read English or who
has ever been convicted of any offense involving moral turpitude.
If a person cannot read English and has all the other qualifications
prescribed herein and is a freeholder or householder his name may
be placed on the jury roll and in the jury box. No person over the
age of sixty-five years shall be required to serve on a jury or to
remain on the panel of jurors unless he is willing to do so."

'Although the statute aims at an exhaustive jury list, failure to
include the name of every qualified person on the jury roll is not
a ground to quash an indictment or venire, absent fraud or purposeful
discrimination. Fikes v. Alabama, 263 Ala. 89, 81 So. 2d 303 (1955),
rev'd on other grounds, 352 U. S. 191.
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tains about 2,500 names, out of a total male population
over 21, according to the latest census, of 16,406 persons.
Each commissioner, with the clerk's assistance, produces
for the jury list names of persons who in his judgment are
qualified. The sources are city directories, registration
lists, club and church lists, conversations with other per-
sons in the community, both white and colored, and
personal and business acquaintances.

4The commissioners testified that since 1959 they have met once
or twice yearly, for about an hour each meeting, at which time each
commissioner presented a list of persons he deemed qualified for jury
service. Their names were obtained from disparate sources, each
commissioner going about his task in his area of the county in his
own way. The chief commissioner testified that with the assistance
of city directories, and registration lists, he went out into the beats
to which he was assigned and asked persons he knew for suggestions
and information. He also secured names from customers of his paint
store. He averred that he was familiar with Negro and white mem-
bers of the community, talked with both, and used the same method
for determining the qualifications of both Negro and white citizens.
Another commissioner, working a predominantly rural area, testified
that membership lists of Farm Bureau Cooperatives in the area and
the Rural Electric Cooperative were his main sources of names, both
organizations having a substantial number of Negro and white per-
sons. He also relied on the city directory for Talladega City and on
the people he knew through his 40 years of residence and farming in
the area. He noted that he did not rely on predominantly white
social clubs or on Negro churches, adding that he was not familiar
with the relative percentage of Negroes or whites in his beats and could
not identify the persons on the jury list by race. He also stated
that the jury list did not contain the names of all qualified citizens,
a task he deemed impossible. The third commissioner testified that
he used the telephone directory and went out into the various
beats to gather names through local merchants and citizens, both
Negro and white. He also relied on the customers of his business.
He too was unable to identify the persons on the jury list by race.
The clerk stated that she assisted by supplying some additional names
to the commissioners; she compiled these names from various direc-
tories, church rolls, club rolls and from lists sent by the managers of
local plants and industries. She testified that she was acquainted
with more white persons than Negroes but that she did not visit
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Venires drawn from the jury box made up in this man-
ner unquestionably contained a smaller proportion of the
Negro community than of the white community. But a
defendant in a criminal case is not constitutionally en-
titled to demand a proportionate number of his race on
the jury which tries him nor on the venire or jury roll
from which petit jurors are drawn. Virginia v. Rives,
100 U. S. 313, 322-323; Gibson v. Mississippi, 162 U. S.
565; Thomas v. Texas, 212 U. S. 278, 282; Cassell v.
Texas, 339 U. S. 282. Neither the jury roll nor the venire
need be a perfect mirror of the community or accurately
reflect the proportionate strength of every identifiable
group. "Obviously the number of races and nationalities
appearing in the ancestry of our citizens would make it
impossible to meet a requirement of proportional repre-
sentation. Similarly, since there can be no exclusion of
Negroes as a race and no discrimination because of color,
proportional limitation is not permissible." Cassell v.
Texas, 339 U. S. 282, 286-287 (opinion of Mr. Justice
Reed. announcing judgment). We cannot say that pur-
poseful discrimination based on race alone is satisfactorily
proved by showing that an identifiable group in a com-
munity is under-represented by as. much as 10%. See
Thomas v. Texas, 212 U. S. 278, 283; Akins v. Texas, 325
U. S. 398; Cassell v. Texas, 339 U. S. 282. Here the com-
missioners denied that racial considerations entered into
their selections of either their contacts in the community
or the names of prospective jurors. There is no evidence
that the commissioners applied different standards of

the beats or talk with persons in the beats to gather names for the
commission's approval. All the commissioners averred that they did
not watch the color line in obtaining names, did not know the number
of Negroes in their beats, and, accordingly, did not count the number
of whites and colored people in preparing the lists. The record con-
tains no admission by the commissioners that they had relatively few
Negro acquaintances or that they tended primarily to use white
church lists or white club lists.
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qualifications to the Negro community than they did to
the white community. Nor was there any meaningful
attempt to demonstrate that the same proportion of
Negroes qualified under the standards being administered
by the commissioners. It is not clear from the record
that the commissioners even knew how many Negroes
were in their respective areas, or on the jury roll or on
the venires drawn from the jury box. The over-all per-
centage disparity has been small, and reflects no studied
attempt to include or exclude a specified number of
Negroes. Undoubtedly the selection of prospective jurors
was somewhat haphazard and little effort was made
to ensure that all groups in the community were fully
represented. But an imperfect system is not equivalent
to purposeful discrimination based on race.5 We do not
think that the burden of proof was carried by petitioner
in this case.

II.
Petitioner makes a further claim relating to the exer-

cise of peremptory challenges to exclude Negroes from
serving on petit juries.

In Talladega County the petit jury venire drawn in a
criminal case numbers about 35 unless a capital offense
is involved in which case it numbers about 100. Ala.
Code, Tit. 30, §§ 60, 62, 63 (1958). After excuses and
removals for cause, the venire in a capital case is reduced
to about 75. The jury is then "struck"-the defense
striking two veniremen and the prosecution one in alter-
nating turns, until only 12 jurors remain. Ala. Code, Tit.

- "It may be that the jury commissioners did not give the negro
race a full pro rata with the white race in the selection of the grand
and petit jurors in this case. still this would not be evidence of dis-
crimination. If they fairly and honestly endeavored to discharge
their duty, and did not in fact discriminate against the negro race in
the selection of the jury lists, then the Constitution of the United
States has not been violated." Thomas v. Texas, 212 U. S. 278, 283.
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30, § 64 (1958). This essentially is the Alabama struck
jury system, applicable in all criminal cases and available
in civil cases. Ala. Code, Tit. 30, §§ 54, 60 (1958). In
this case, the six Negroes available for jury service were
struck by the prosecutor in the process of selecting the
jury which was to try petitioner.

In the trial court after the jury was selected, petitioner
moved to have the jury declared void on Fourteenth
Amendment grounds. Among other things the motion
alleged:

"(4) That because of the systematic and arbi-
trary method of selecting the names of qualified male
citizens, negro male citizens, by the Jury Commis-
Sion of Talladega County, Alabama, the State can,
and did in this case, readily strike members of the
negro race and that there were only six negroes re-
maining on the final venire in this cause, in violation
of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution
of the United States and also the Constitution of
the State of Alabama . .. .

The main thrust of the motion according to its terms
was the striking of the six Negroes from the petit jury
venire." No evidence was taken, petitioner apparently

6 The issue in regard to striking Negroes was raised in a different
form in the motion to quash the venire. It read in pertinent part:

"4. Defendant avers the existence of a system or practice in the
drawing or organization of juries to serve in Talladega County, Ala-
bama, deliberately designed to discriminate against members of the
Negro race in order to prevent them from serving on juries by either
excluding them from the venire altogether or by keeping the number
included so small that they can be systematically and uniformly
struck from the venire and prevented from serving in the trial of
&ny case."

This claim was repeated in the motion to declare void the petit
jury selected.

"(3) That because of the systematic and arbitrary method of se-
lecting the names of qualified male citizens by the jury commission
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being content to rely on the record which had been made
in connection with the motion to quash the indictment.
We think the motion, seeking as it did to invalidate the
alleged purposeful striking of Negroes from the jury
which was to try petitioner, was properly denied.

In providing for jury trial in criminal cases, Alabama
adheres to the common-law system of trial by an impar-
tial jury of 12 men who must unanimously agree on a
verdict,' the system followed in the federal courts by
virtue of the Sixth Amendment. As part of this system
it provides for challenges for cause and substitutes a sys-
tem of strikes for the common-law method of peremptory
challenge.8 Alabama contends that its system of pe-

of Talladega County, Alabama, it is impossible for qualified members
of the negro race to serve as jurors in this cause or any cause ... "

The above claim as well as the objection to the prosecutor's exer-
cise of his strikes against the six Negroes in this case were repeated
in the motion for a new trial. No further claims were made and no
further evidence was taken on any of these motions.

7 In all prosecutions by indictment the accused has a right to a
speedy public trial by an impartial jury in the county in which the
offense was committed. Ala. Const. of 1901, § 6. See also Ala.
Const. of 1901, §§ 11, 12; Collins v. State, 88 Ala. 212, 7 So. 260
(1890).

8 Alabama has long provided both the defendant and prosecutor
with a substantial number of peremptory challenges. Under the
1867 Code, the defendant was entitled to 21 peremptories in capital
cases and 15 in noncapital felony cases; correspondingly the State
hid 14 peremptories in capital trials and 10 in other felony trials.
1867 Rev. Code §§ 4178, 4179. These numbers were altered in the
1907 Act, the defendant having eight peremptories in a noncapital
felony case and the State four. The numbers in capital cases remained
the same. 1907 Ala. Code § 7275. The struck jury system was
introduced in 1909 as a part of a comprehensive amendment of the
statutes governing the selection and impaneling of juries in the State.
1909 Leg. Acts, Spec. Sees., p. 319. The history and purposes of this
legislation, as set out by the sponsor of the Act, may be found in
John, The Jury Law, 1910-1911 Alabama Bar Assn. Rep. 198:
"The provision for struck juries in criminal cases is found to be much
fairer to the Solicitor and the Attorneys for defendants, and under
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remptory strikes--challenges without cause, without ex-
planation and without judicial scrutiny-affords a suit-
able and necessary method of securing juries which in
fact and in the opinion of the parties are fair and impar-
tial. This system, it is said, in and of itself, provides
justification for striking any group of otherwise qualified
jurors in any given case, whether they be Negroes, Cath-
olics, accountants or those with blue eyes. Based on the
history of this system and its actual use and operation in
this country, we think there is merit in this position.

The peremptory challenge has very old credentials. In
all trials for felonies at common law, the defendant was
allowed to challenge peremptorily 35 jurors,' and the
prosecutor originally had a right to challenge any num-
ber of jurors without cause, a right which was said to
tend to "infinite delays and danger." Coke on Littleton
1566 (14th ed. 1791).' Thus The Ordinance for In-

it a jury can be more easily and quickly obtained, and it would be a
decided step backward to restore the challenge system, with its delay
and chances for errors." Id., at 205.

9 It was thought that peremptory challenges were allowed at com-
mon law in capital felonies only. Thus Blackstone states: "In crimi-
nal cases, or at least in capital ones, there is, in favored vitae, allowed
to the prisoner an arbitrary and capricious species of challenge to a
certain number of jurors, without showing any cause at all; which
is called a peremptory challenge; a provision full of the tenderness
and humanity to prisoners, for which our English laws are justly
famous." 42 Blackstone Commentaries 352-353 (13th ed. 1800)
(hereafter BI. Comm.).

This statement was not far amiss, since most felonies were generally
punishable by death. 4 BI. Comm. 98. But peremptories were allow-
able in trials of felonies that were not capital. Gray v. Reg. 11 Cl.
and Fin. 427 (M. L. 1843). See 1 Thompson, Trials §42 (2d ed.
1912) (hereafter Thompson); Stephen, History of Criminal Law
of England 302 (1883) (hereafter Stephen).

10 The defendant's right remained unaltered until 22 Hen. VIII, c.
14, § 6 (1530); 25 Hen. VIII, c. 3 (1533), when the number was
limited to 20 in all cases except high treason. See generally Profatt,
Trial By Jury § 156 (1877) (hereafter Profatt).
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quests, 33 Edw. 1, c. 2 st. 4 (1305), provided that if "they
that sue for the king will challenge any ... jurors, they
shall assign a cause certain." So persistent was the view
that a proper jury trial required peremptories on both
sides, however, that the statute was construed to allow the
prosecution to direct any juror after examination to
"stand aside" until the entire panel was gone over and
the defendant had exercised his challenges; only if there
was a deficiency of jurors in the box at that point did
the Crown have to show cause in respect to jurors re-
called to make up the required number."' Peremptories
on both sides became the settled law of England, con-
tinuing in the above form until after the separation of
the Colonies.1'

This common law provided the starting point for pe-
remptories in this country. In the federal system, Con-
gress early took a part of the subject in hand in establish-
ing that the defendant was entitled to 35 peremptories in
trials for treason and 20 in trials for other felonies speci-
fied in the 1789 Act as punishable by-death, 1 Stat. 119
(1789). In regard to trials for other offenses without the

"1 Lord Grey's Case, 9 How. St. Tr. 128 (1682); Reg. v. Frost, 9
Car. and Payne 129 (1839); MayweUl v. Reg., 8 El. and BI. 54 (1857);
4 BI. Comm. 353. The number of jurors called was in the discretion
of the court and it is reported that the right to stand aside was exer-
cised liberally. Profatt § 160. All attempts to limit or abolish the
Crown's right were rejected. Reg. v. Frost, supra; O'Coigly'a Ca8e,
26 How. St. Tr. 1191, 1231; Thompson § 51; Busch, Law And Tactics
In Jury Trials, §69 (1949) (hereafter Busch).

1It remains the law of England today, except the number the
defendant may now exercise is seven. See 6 Geo. IV, c. 50, § 29
(1825); 11 and 12 Geo. VI, c. 58, § 35 (Criminal Justice Act of 1948).
The actual use of challenges by either side has been rare, for at least
a century, but the continued availability of the right is considered
important. 1 Stephen 303; Devlin, Trial By Jury, 29-37 (1956)
(hereafter Devlin); Howard, Criminal Justice In England, 362-364
(1931).
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1789 statute, both the defendant and the Government
were thought to have a right of peremptory challenge,
although the source of this right was not wholly clear.'"
In 1865, the Government was given by statute five pe-
remptory challenges in capital and treason cases, the
defendant being entitled to 20, and two in other cases
where the right of the defendant to challenge then existed,
he being entitled to 10. 13 Stat. 500 (1E,85)." Subse-
quent enactments increased the number of challenges the
Government could exercise, the Governmeiit now having
an equal number with the defendant, 20 in capital cases

13 United States v. Richard Jones, 4 Dall. 412, 414 (Cir. Ct. Pa.
1806). Mr. Justice Washington, sitting on circuit, stated:

"The right of challenge was a privilege highly esteemed, and anxiously
guarded, at the common law; and it cannot be doubted, but that at
the common law, a prisoner is entitled, on a capital charge, to chal-
lenge peremptorily, thirty five jurors. If, therefore, the act of Con-
gress has substituted no other rule . . . the common law nle must
be pursued." United States v. Wilson & Porter, I Bald. 78, 82 (Cir.
Ct. Pa. 1830); United States v. Douglass, Fed. Cas. No. 14998, 2
Blatch C. C. 207 (Cir. Ct. S. D. N. Y. 1851). But see United States
v. Cottingham, 2 Blatch C. C. 470 (Cir. Ct. N. D. N. Y. 1852).

In United States v. Marchant, 12 Wheat. 480, this Court indicated
that the Crown's power to stand aside was a part of the common
law inherited from the :jiglish. Federal courts allowed the Govern-
ment to stand aside on the basis of this decision. United States v.
Wilson & Porter, supra; United States v. Douglass, supra. In 1855,
the Court. held in United States v. Shackleford, 11 How. 5C8, that
federal statutes affording the defendant a right of challenge did not
incorporate the Government's right to stand aside. The Govern-
ment could do this only by virtue of the 1840 Act, 5 Stat. 394, em-
powering the federal courts to adopt the state practice in regard
to selection and impaneling of juries.

14 A few years later Congress extended the defendant's right to 10

challenges in all noncapital felony cases and the Government was
entitled to three in such cases; it also extended the right to mis-
demeanors and civil cases, each party being entitled to three. 17
Stat. 282 (1872).
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and six in cases where the crime is punishable by more
than one year imprisonment. 1

The course in the States apparently paralleled that in
the federal system. The defendant's right of challenge
was early conferred by statute, the number often cor-
responding to the English practice, 16 the prosecution was
thought to have retained the Crown's common-law right
to stand aside,'" and by 1870, most, if not all, States had

1,5 See 36 Stat. 1167 (1911) providing that where the offense is
capital or treason, the defendant is entitled to 20 peremptory chal-
lenges and the United States to six; in all other felony trials, the
defendant has 10, the United States six. Federal Rule 24 (b) gave
the Government an equal number of challenges with the defendant,
except in the case of joint defendants.

"(b) Peremptory Challenges. If the offense charged is punish-
able by death, each side is entitled to 20 peremptory challenges. If
the offense charged is punishable by imprisonment for more than one
year, the government is entitled to 6 peremptory challenges and the
defendant or defendants jointly to 10 peremptory challenges. If the
offense charged is punishable by imprisonment for not more than one
year or by fine or both, each side is entitled to 3 peremptory chal-
lenges. If there is more than one defendant, the court may allow
the defendants additional peremptory challenges and permit them to
be exercised separately or jointly." Fed. Rules Crim. Proc. 24 (b).

The Government's right to stand aside was deemed to survive
early statutes giving the Government peremptory challenges. United
States v. Sawyer, 202 U. S. 150.

16 See Waterford & Whitehall Turnpike Co. v. People, 9 Barb. 161
(Sup. Ct. N. Y. 1850); People v. McQuade, 110 N. Y. 284, 293
(1888): State v. Humphreys, I Tenn. 306 (1808); Brown v. State.
62 N. J. L. 666, 678-688 (1898), aff'd, 175 U. S. 172; Hendrick v.
Commonwealth, 5 Leigh 707, 715 (Va. Gen. Ct. 1834); Robinson v.
State, 1 Geo. 563, 571 (1846); State v. Arthur, 13 N. C. 217 (1829);
State v. Benton, 19 N. C: 196 (1836). But cf. State v. George, 1 Del.
Cas. 161 (Ct. Q. Sess. 1797). See also Bishop, Criminal Procedure
§ 941 (1913) (hereafter Bishop); Thompson §42.

17 Waterford & Whitehall Turnpike Co, supra; Commonwealth v.
Eisenhower, 181 Pa. 470 (1897); Jewell v. Commonwealth, 22 Pa. 94
(1853); State v. Arthur, 13 N. C. 217 (1829); Profatt § 162;
Thompson § 49; Bishop §§ 938,939.
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enacted statutes conferring on the prosecution a substan-
tial number of peremptory challenges, the number gener-
ally being at least half, but often equal to, the number
had by the defendant.' Although there has been some
criticism in the twentieth century leveled at peremptory
challenges, on the basis of the delays, expense and elimi-
nation of qualified jurors incident to their use,"o the sys-
tem has survived these attacks. In every State. except
where peremptory strikes are a substitute, peremptory

18 E. g., 1873 N. Y. Laws § 427; 187-t Ill. Rev. Stat., p. 411; Maton
v. People, 15 Ill. 536 (1854) ; Brown v. State, 62 N. J. L. 666, 684-685
(1898), aff'd, 175 U. S. 172; 1869 Mass. Acts, c. 151; 1860 Pa. Laws
427, §§ 36, 37; Warren v. Commonwealth, 37 Pa. 45 (1860); State
v. Brigga, 27 S. C. 80, 2 S. E. 854 (1887); Boon v. State, 1 Geo. 618
(1846); 1851 Calif. Stats., c. 29, p. 248, § 343; 1863-1864 Calif. Stats.,
c. 348, p. 394, § 1; Profatt § 161.

The State's right to stand aside was deemed to survive these
statutes, Warren v. Commonwealth, 37 Pa. 45 (1860); Haines v.
Commonwealth, 100 Pa. 317, 322 (1882); State v. McNinch, 12 S. C.
89 (1879); State v. Benton, 19 N. C. 196, 203 (1836); Thompson
§ 151, although opinion was divided, Sealy v. State, I Geo. 213
(1846); Mathis v. State, 31 Fla. 291, 315 (1893). In many States this
right has been expressly barred by statute. E. g., N. C. Gen. Stat.
§§ 15-163, 164 (1953); 19 Pa. Stat. Ann. §811 (1964); S. C. Code
§ 38-211 (1962.).

19 The charges leveled at peremptory challenges were that they
required summoning a large number of veniremen, that they were
used by defendants to eliminate intelligent and highly qualified jurors,
that the imbalance in number in favor of defendants was unfair, that
the voir dire as a predicate for their exercise was too extensive and
that they generally protracted the selection process. See Proposed
Legislation For Jury Reform in New York, 30 Col. L. Rev. 721, 726
(1930); Missouri Crime Survey 356-357 (1926); Evans, Recommen-
dation For Reform In Criminal Procedure, 24 Ill. L. Rev. 112, 113-
114 (1929); Challenges and the Powers of Judges, 23 Green Bag.
84 (1911); 3 Proc. Am. Law Inst. 501 (1925); Report of Illinois
.Judicial Advisory Council 17-18 (1931); Extracts of Rep. to Third
Ann. Meeting of A. L. I., Defects in Criminal Justice, 11 A. B. A. J.
297, 298 (1925); Smith, Criminal Justice in America: A Reply, 11
A. B. A. J. 797-798 (1925).
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challenges are given by statute to both sides in both crim-
inal and civil cases, the number in criminal cases still be-
ing considerably greater. Under these statutes the prose-
cution generally possesses a substantial number of
challenges. 0

The system of struck juries also has its roots in ancient
common-law heritage. 1 Since striking a jury allowed
both sides a greater number of challenges and an oppor-
tunity to become familiar with the entire venire list, it
was deemed an effective means of obtaining more impar-
tial and better qualified jurors. Accordingly, it was used
in causes of "great nicety" or "when the sheriff [respon-
sible for the jury list] was suspected of partiality." 3 BI.

2 0 Classification of offenses and punishment on which the number
exercisable depends vary among the States, as does the number of
challenges within these categories, and hence meaningful generaliza-
tion in regard to current statutes is not feasible. For an example of
these variations, see Ariz. Rev. Stat., Rules Crim. Proc. 225 (1956);
Conn. Gen. Stat. § 51-242 (1958); Del. Code Ann., Tit. 10, Super. Ct.
Rules Crim. Proc. 24 (b) (1953); Calif. Penal Code § 1070 (1956);
Fla. Stat. 913.08 (1963); Ga. Code Ann. 59-805 (1937); II. Ann.
Stat., c. 38, § 115-4 (e) (1964); Mass. Gen. Laws Ann., c. 234, § 29
(1959); Md. Ann. Code, Rules Proc. 746 (1963); 39 Mo. Ann. Sat.
§§546, 180 (1953); N. J. Stat. Ann. 2A:78-7 (c) and (d) (1952);
N. Y. Crim. Code and Penal Law §§ 370,373 (1964); N. C. Gen. Stat.
§§ 15-163, 164 (1953); Ohio Rev. Code Ann., Tit. 29, §§ 2945.21,
2945.22 (1954); 19 Pa. Stat. Ann. §811 (1964); S. C. Code §38-211
(1962); Tenn. Code Ann. § 40-2510 (1955); Tex. Code Crim. Proc.,
Tit. 8, Arts. 615, 634 (1941); Utah Code Ann. 77-30-15 (1953).

For a listing of the state statutes in effect in 1930 and the variations
in number and classifications among the States, eee A. L. I. Code
of Criminal Procedure, Commentary to § 282, at 855-862 (1930).

2 1 Historically 48 names would be selected from a special jury list
and each side would alternately strike 12 names, the remaining 24
being summoned for the case. Brown v. State, 62 N. J. L. 666,
688-690 (1898), aff'd, 175 U. S. 172; 3 BI. Comm. 357; Forsyth, His-
tory of Trial by Jury 173. Use of the struck jury system was not
confined to criminal cases at common law, as the peremptory challenge
was. Busch § 62; Profatt § 72.
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Comm. 357.-It is available in many States for both civil
and criminal cases. 2 "The Alabama system adheres to
th' common-law form, except that the veniremen are
drawn from the regular jury list, are summoned to court
before striking begins and the striking continues until 12
rather than 24 remain. It was adopted as a fairer system
to the defendant and prosecutor and a more efficacious,
quicker way to obtain an impartial jury satisfactory to
the parties.2

In contrast to the course in England, where both pe-
remptory challenge and challenge for cause have fallen
into disuse, peremptories were and are freely used and
relied upon in this country, )erhaps because juries here
are drawn from a greater cross-section of a heterogeneous
society.24  The voir dire in American trials tends to be
extensive and probing, operating as a predicate for the
exercise of peremptories, and the process of selecting a
jury protracted." The persistence of peremptories and
their extensive use demonstrate the long and widely held
belief that peremptory challenge is a necessary part of
trial by jury. See Lewis v. United State8, 146 U. S. 370,
376. Although thereee is nothing in the Constitution
of the United States which requires the Congress [or the
States] to to grant peremptory challenges," Stilson v.

22See N. J. Stat. Ann. 2A:75-1, 2A:75-2, 2A:75-3; Md. Ann.
Code, Rules Proc. 543 (1963); Busch §62; 31 Am. Jur. §90. Cf.

-.--28 U. S. C. § 1866 (1958 ed.).
2 3 John, The Jury Law, 1910-1911 Alabama Bar Assn. Rep. 198,

905.
24 Devlin, supra, at 20-36. Another reason suggested for the dif-

ference lies in the greater control in England over pretrial publicity.
"[O]ne of the salient reasons why both court and counsel have con-
fidence in the impartiality and integrity of trial jurors is the authority
the courts exercise in preventing the newspapers from prejudging a
pending case." Howard, Criminal Justice in England 363 (1931).

23See Devlin, eupra, at 32-34; Busch §§ 145-154; Bodin, Selecting
a Jury 44-72 (PLI 1954) (hereafter Bodin).
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United States, 250 U. S. 583, 586, nonetheless the chal-
lenge is "one of the most important of the rights secured
to the accused," Pointer v. United States, 151 U. S. 396,
408. The denial or impairment of the right is reversible
error without a showing of prejudice, Lewis v. United
States, 146 U. S. 370; Harrison v. United States, 163 U. S.
140; cf. Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe R. Co. v. Shane, 157
U. S. 348. "For it is, as Blackstone says, an arbitrary and
capricious right; and it must be exercised with full free-
dom, or it fails of its full purpose." Lewis v. United
States, 146 U. S. 370, 378.

The function of the challenge is not only to eliminate'
extremes of partiality on both sides, but to assure the
parties that the jurors before whom they try the case will
decide on the basis of the evidence placed before them,
and not otherwise. In this way the peremptory satisfies
the rule that "to perform its high function in the best
way 'justice must satisfy the appearance of justice.'"
In re Murchison, 349 U. S. 133, 136. Indeed the very
availability of peremptories allows counsel to ascertain
the possibility of bias through probing questions on the
voir dire and facilitates the exercise of challenges for
cause by removing the fear of incurring a juror's hostility
through examination and challenge for cause. Although
historically the incidents of the prosecutor's challenge has
differed from that of the accused, the view in this country
has been that the system should guarantee "not only free-
dom from any bias against the accused, but also front any
prejudice against his prosecution. Between him and the
state the scales are to be evenly held." Hayes v. Mis-
souri, 120 U. S. 68, 70.

The essential nature of the peremptory challenge is
that it is one exercised without a reason stated, without
inquiry and without being subject to the court's control.
State v. Thompson, 68 Ariz. 386, 206 P. 2d 1037 (1949);
Lewis v. United States, 146 U. S. 370, 378. While chal-
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lenges for cause permit rejection of jurors on narrowly spe-
cified, provable and legally cognizable basis of partiality,
the peremptory permits rejection for a real or imagined
partiality that is less easily designated or demonstrable.
Hayes v. Missouri, 120 U. S. 68, 70. It is often exercised
upon the "sudden impressions and unaccountable preju-
dices we are apt to conceive upon the bare looks and ges-
tures of another," Lewis, supra, at 376, upon a juror's
"habits and association," Hayes v. Missouri, 120 U. S.
68, 70, or upon the feeling that "the bare questioning
[a juror's] indifference may sometimes provoke a resent-
ment," Lewis, supra, at 376. It is no less frequently
exercised on grounds normally thought irrelevant to legal
proceedings or official action, namely, the race, religion,
nationality, occupation or affiliations of people summoned
for jury duty.2  For the question a prosecutor or defense
counsel must decide is not whether a juror of a particular
race or nationality is in fact partial, but whether one from
a different group is less likely to be.27 It is well known
that these factors are widely explored during the voir dire,
by both prosecutor and accused, Miles v. United States,
103 U. S. 304; Aldridge v. United States, 283 U. S. 308.'8
This Court has held that the fairness of trial by jury

26 See, e. g., Aldridge v. United States, 283 U. S. 308; Hall v. United

States, 168 F. 2d 161 (D. C. Cir.), cert. denied, 334 U. S. 853; State
v. Higgs, 143 Conn. 138, 120 A. 2d 152 (1956); Gurley v. State.
164 Ark. 397, 262 S. W. 636 (1924); People v. Car Soy, 57 Cal. 102
(1880); People v. Reyes, 5 Cal. 347 (1855); Fendwick v. State, 39
Tex. Crim. 380 (1919); State v. Carson, 131 S. C. 42, 26 S. E. 757
(1924); Wasy v. State, 234 Ind. 52, 123 N. E. 2d 462 (1955) ; People
v. Rozborough, 307 Mich. 575, 12 N. W. 2d 466 (1944), cert. denied,
323 U. S. 749. See generally Busch § 146; 54 A. L. R. 2d 1204; Bodin
61--67.

27 This is especially so under the Alabama strike system, where
all the veniremen are known to the parties before striking begins.

2s See cases cited in n. 26, supra.
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requires no less. Aldridge, stupra.2 Hence veniremen
are not always judged solely as individuals for the pur-
pose of exercising peremptory challenges. Rather they
are challenged in light of tie limited knowledge counsel
has of them, which may include their group affiliations,
in the contat a"c th be t te.:With these considerations in mind, we cannot hold that
the striking of Negroes in a particular case is a denial of
equal protection of the laws. In the quest for an impar-
tial and qualified jury, Negro and white, Protestant and
Catholic, are alike subject to being challenged without
cause. To subject the prosecutor's challenge in any par-
ticular case to the demands and traditional standards of
the Equal Protection Clause would entail a radical change
in the nature and operation of the challenge. The chal-
lenge, pro tanto, would no longer be peremptory, each
and every challenge being open to examination, either at
the time of the challenge or at a hearing afterwards. The
prosecutor's judgment underlying each challenge would
be subject to scrutiny for reasonableness and sincerity.
And a great many uses of the challenge would be banned.

In the light of the purpose of the peremptory system
and the function it serves in a pluralistic society in con-
nection with the institution of jury trial, we cannot hold
that the Constitution requires an examination of the
prosecutor's reasons for the exercise of his challenges in
any given case. The presumption in any particular case
must be that the prosecutor is using the State's chal-

9 Race or religion and beliefs stemming therefrom have at times
constituted grounds of challenge for cause. State v. Sanders, 103
S. C. 216, 88 S. E. 10 (1916); Potter v. State, 86 Tex. Crim. 380, 216
S. W. 886 (1919); McFadden v. Commonwealth, 23 Pa. 12 (1853).
But cf. Johnson v. State, 88 Neb. 565, 130 N. W. 282 (1911); State
v. Giudice, 170 Iowa 731, 153 N. W. 336 (1915); Commonwealth v.
DePalma 268 Pa. 434, 110 A. 756 (1920); Romero v. State, 107
Tex. Crim. 70, 294 S. W. 857 (1927). See generally 54 A. L. R.
2d 1204.

I 4,t
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lenges to obtain a fair and impartial jury to try the case
before the court. The presumption is not overcome and
the prosecutor therefore subjected to examination by
allegations that in the case at hand all Negroes were re-
moved from the jury or that they were removed because
they were Negroes. Any other result, we think, would
establish a rule wholly at odds with the peremptory chal-
lenge system as we know it. Hence the motion to strike
the trial jury was properly denied in this case.

III.
Petitioner, however, presses a broader claim in this

Court.'0 His argument is that not only were the Negroes
removed by the prosecutor in this case but that there
never has been a Negro on a petit jury in either a civil
or criminal case in Talladega County and that in criminal
cases prosecutors have consistently and systematically
exercised their strikes to prevent any and all Negroes
on petit jury venires from serving on the petit jury itself.
This systematic practice, it is claimed, is invidious dis-

30 This claim was not set forth in the motion to quash the venire or
the motion to declare void the petit jury selected, the only motions in
which the Alabama strike system was challenged in the trial court.
However, the decision of the Alabama Supreme Court may be read
to have ruled on the challenge to the exercise of strikes against
Negroes in its broadest form.
"As to the contention that Negroes are systematically excluded from
trial juries, the evidence discloses that Negroes are commonly on trial
venires but are always struck by attorneys in selecting the jury. It
has long been held that, where allowed by statute, peremptory chal-
lenges may be used without any assigned or stated cause. Both
the federal and Alabama jurisdictions have statutes providing for
peremptory challenges. The fact that the prosecution peremptorily
strikes every Negro from the jury panel in a case where the defendant
is a Negro does not constitute a violation of the defendant's constitu-
tional rights. . . ." 275 Ala. 508, 515, 156 So. 2d 368, 375 (citations
omitted). Cf. Saltonstall v. ,dltonstall, 276 U. S. 260, 267-268;
Charleston Federal Savings & Loan Assn. v. Alderson, 324 U. S. 182,
185-186.
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crimination for which the peremptory system is insuffi-
cient justification.

We agree that this claim raises a different issue and
it may well require a different answer. We have decided
that it is permissible to insulate from inquiry the remove al
of Negroes from a particular jury on the assumption that
the prosecutor is acting on acceptable considerations re-
lated to the case he Js trying, the particular defendant
involved and the particular crime charged. But when
the prosecutor in a county, in case after case, whatever
the circumstances, whatever the crime and whoever the
defendant or the victim may be, is responsible for the
removal of Negroes who have been selected as qualified
jurors by the jury commissioners and who have survived
challenges for cause, with the result that no Negroes ever
serve on petit juries, the Fourteenth Amendment claim
takes on added significance. Cf. Yick Wo v. Hopkin8,
118 U. S. 356. In these circumstances, giving even the
widest leeway to the operation of irrational but trial-
related suspicions and antagonisms, it would appear that
the purposes of the peremptory challenge ate being per-
verted. If the State has not seen fit to leave a single
Negro on any jury in a criminal case, the presumption
protecting the prosecutor may well be overcome. Such
proof might support a reasonable inference that Negroes
are excluded from juries for reasons wholly unrelated to
the outcome of the particular case on trial and that the
peremptory system is being used to deny the Negro the
same right and opportunity to participate in the admin-
istration of justice enjoyed by the white population.
These ends the peremptory challenge is not designed to
facilitate or justify.

We need pursue this matter no further, however, for
even if a State's systematic striking of Negroes in the
selection of petit juries raises a prima facie case under the
Fourteenth Amendment, we think it is readily apparent
that the record in this case is not sufficient to demonstrate
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that the rule has been violated by the peremptory system
as it operates in Talladega County. Cf. Glasser v.
United State8, 315 U. S. 60, 87.

The difficulty with the record before us, perhaps flow-
ing from the fact that it was made in connection with the
motion to quash the indictment, is that it does not with
any acceptable degree of clarity, show when, how often,
and under what circumstances the prosecutor alone has
been responsible for striking those Negroes who have ap-
peared on petit jury panels in Talladega County. The
record is absolutely silent as to those instances in which
the prosecution participated in striking Negroes, except
for the indication that the prosecutor struck the Negroes
in this case and except for those occasions when the
defendant himself indicated that he did not want Negroes
on the jury. Apparently in some cases, the prosecution
agreed with the defense to remove Negroes. There is no
evidence, however, of what the prosecution did or did
not do on its own account in any cases other than the
one at bar."1  In one instance the prosecution offered the

3' The prosecutor testified that on occasion he would ask defense
counsel if he wanted-Negroes on the jury; if the defense did not, and
the prosecutor agreed, "what we do then is just to take them off.
Strike them first." The record makes clear that this was not a gen-
eral practice and the matter was not explored further:

'Q. Let me ask you this. You stated that the defendants gen-
erally do not want a negro to serve on a jury that is sworn to try him?

"A. I didn't say that. I didn't-they generally didn't want it.
I said in the past there has been occasion here where- that has
happened.

"Q. Have there been any cases where they did want negroes to
serve on juries in their behalf?

"A. I wouldn't know if there has been. Not to my knowledge,
because I am not representing defendants. I am representing the
State. Do you see what I mean?

"Q. Yes.
"A. In other words, that would be between attorney and client,

privileged, and I wouldn't know what they wanted. You would have
to ask these defense attorneys about that."
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defendant an all-Negro jury but the defendant in that
case did not want a jury with any Negro members. There
was other testimony that in many cases the Negro
defendant preferred an all-white to a mixed jury. One
lawyer, who had represented both white and Negro
defendants in criminal cases, could recall no Negro client
who wanted Negroes on the jury which was to try him.
The prosecutor himself, who had served since 1953, said
that if the Negro defendant wanted Negroes on the jury
it would depend "upon the circumstances and the condi-
tions and the case and what I thought justice demanded
and what [it) was in that particular case," and that strik-
ing is done differently depending on the race of the de-
fendant and the victim of the crime. These statements
do not support an inference that the prosecutor was bent
on striking Negroes, regardless of trial related considera-
tions. The fact remains, of course, that there has not
been a Negro on a jury in Talladega County since about
1950. But the responsibility of the prosecutor is not
illuminated in this record. There is no allegation or
explanation, and hence no opportunity for the State to
rebut, as to when, why and under what circumstances in
cases previous to this one the prosecutor used his strikes,
to remove Negroes. In short, petitioner has not laid the
proper predicate for attacking the peremptory strikes as
they were used in this case. Petitioner has the burden
of proof and he has failed to carry it.

A dissent asserts that a showing that there are qualified
Negroes and that none have served makes out a prima
facie case of purposeful discrimination on the part of the
State and that the continued vitality of Strauder v. West
Virginia, 100 U. S. 303, as well as "a practical accommoda-
tion" between the constitutional right of equal protection
and the statutory right of peremptory challenge, requires
application of such a rule here. Where discrimination is
said to occur in the selection of veniremen by state jury
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commissioners, "proof that Negroes constituted a sub-
stantial segment of the population, that some Negroes
were qualified to serve as jurors, and that none had been
called for jury service over an extended period of time . . .
constitutes] prima facie proof of the systematic exclusion
of Negroes from jury service," Hernandez v. Texas, 347
U. S. 475, 480, as does "proof that no Negro had served on
a criminal court grand or petit jury for a period of thirty
years," Patton v. Mississippi, 332 U. S. 463, 466. (Em-
phasis added.) See also Norrii v. Alabama, 294 U. S.
.587; Harper v. Mississippi, - Miss. . So. 2d -

(1965). Total exclusion of Negroes by the state officers
responsible for selecting names of jurors gives rise to a
fair inference of discrimination on their part, an infer-
ence which is determinative absent sufficient rebuttal evi-
dence. But this rule of proof cannot be woodenly applied
to cases where the discrimination is said to occur during
the process of peremptory challenge of persons called for
jury service. Unlike the selection process, which is wholly
in the hands of state officers, defense counsel participate
in the peremptory challenge system, and indeed gener-
ally have a far greater role than any officer of the State.
It is for this reason that a showing that Negroes have not
served during a specified period of time does not, absent
a sufficient showing of the prosecutor's participation, give
rise to the inference of systematic discrimination on the
part of the State. The ordinary exercise of challenges by
defense counsel does not, of course, imply purposeful dis-
crimination by state officials. This is not to say that a
defendant attacking the prosecutor's use of peremptory
challenges over a period of time need elicit an admission
from the prosecutor that discrimination accounted for his
rejection of Negroes, any more than a defendant attack-
ing jury selection need obtain such an admission from the
jury commissioners. But the defendant must, to pose the
issue, show the prosecutor's systematic use of peremptory

42x'4z4
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challenges against Negroes over a period of time. This
is the teaching of Hernandez v. Texas, 347 U. S. 475;
Norris v. Alabama, 294 U. S. 587; Patton v. Mississippi,
332 U. S. 463. We see no reason, except for blind appli-
cation of a proof standard developed in a context where
there is no question of state responsibility for the alleged
exclusion, why the defendant attacking the prosecutor's
systematic use of challenges against Negroes should not be
required to establish on the record the prosecutor's con-
duct in this regard, especially where the same prosecutor
for many years is said to be responsible for this practice
and is quite available for questioning on this matter."2

Accordingly the judgment is
Affirmed.

MR. JUSTICE HARLAN, concurring.
In joining the opinion of the Court, I deem it appro-

priate to emphasize my understanding that the Court
reserves, and does not decide, the question which in
Part III of its opinion it finds not presented by the record
in this case.

MR. JUSTICE BLACK concurs in the result.

32 We also reject the assertion that the method of selecting venire-
men in Talladega County, with its lower proportion of Negroes on
the venirelist, when considered with the system of peremptory strikes
establishes a prima facie case of discrimination. Absent a showing
of purposeful exclusion of Negroes in the selection of venirempn,
which has not been made, the lower proportion of Negroes on the
venirelist sheds no light whatsoever on the validity of the peremp-
tory strike system or on whether the prosecutor systematically strikes
Negroes in the county. Moreover, the constitutional issue in regard
to the prosecutor's systematic use of strikes against Negroes remains
much the same whatever the number of Negroes on the venirelist.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

No. 64.-OCTOBER TERM, 1964.

Robert Swain, Petitioner, On Writ of Certiorari to theV.S Supreme Court of Alabama.State of Alabama.

[March 8, 1965.1

MR. JUSTICE GOLDBERG, with whom THE CHIEF

JUSTICE and MR. JUSTICE DOUGLAS join, dissenting.

In 1880 this Court, in Strauder v. West Virginia, 100
U. S. 303, one of the first cases applying the Fourteenth
Amendment to racial discrimination, held that under the
Equal Protection Clause, a State cannot systematically
exclude persons from juries solely because of their race
or color. Since Strauder and until today this Court has
consistently applied this constitutional principle. See Ex
parte Virginia, 100 U. S. 339; Neal v. Delaware, 103 U. S.
370; Gibson v. Miss*ssippi, 162 U. S. 565; Carter v. Texas,
177 U. S. 442; Rogers v. Alabama, 192 U. S. 226; Martin
v. Texas, 200 U. S. 316; Norris v. Alabama, 294 U. S. 587;
Hale v. Kentucky, 303 U. S. 613; Pierre v. Louisiana, 306
U. S. 354; Smith v. Texas, 311 U. S. 128; Hill v. Texas,
316 U. S. 400; Akins v. Texas, 325 U. S. 398; Patton v.
Mississippi, 332 U. S. 463; Cassell v. Texas, 339 U. S. 282;
Hernandez v. Texas, 347 U. S. 475; Reece v. Georgia, 350
U. S. 85; Eubanks v. Louisiana, 356 U. S. 585; Arnold v.
North Carolina, 376 U. S. 773.

The rationale upon which these decisions rest was
clearly stated in Norris v. Alabama, supra, at 589:

"There is no controversy as to the constitutional
principle io solved .... Summing up precisely the
effect of earlier decisions, this Court thus stated the
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principle in Carter v. Texas, 177 U. S. 442, 447, in
relation to exclusion from service on grand juries:
'Whenever by any action of a State, whether through
its legislature, through its courts, or through its exec-
utive or administrative officers, all persons of the
African race are excluded, solely because of their race
or color, from serving as grand jurors in the criminal
prosecution of a person of the African race, the equal
protection of the laws is denied to him, contrary to
the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution of
the United States. Strauder v. West Virginia,
100 U. S. 303; Neal v. Delaware, 103 U. S. 370, 397;
Gibson v. Mississippi, 162 U. S. 565.' This state-
ment was repeated in the same terms in Rogers v.
Alabama, 192 U. S. 226, 231, and again in Martin v.
Texas, 200 U. S. 316, 319. The principle is equally
applicable to a similar exclusion of Negroes from
service on petit juries. Strauder v. West Virginia,
supra, Martin v. Texas, supra. And although the
state statute defining the qualifications of jurors may
be fair on its face the constitutional provision affords
protection against action of the State through its
administrative officers in effecting the prohibited
discrimination. Neal v. Delaware, supra; Carter v.
Texas, supra. Compare Virginia v. Rives, 100 U. S.
313, 322, 323; In re Wood, 140 U. S. 278. 285;
Thonas v. Texas, 212 U. S. 278, 282, 283."

This set of principles was recently and explicitly re-
affirmed by this Court in Eubanks v. Louisiana, supra,
and Arnold v. North Carolina, supra.

The reasons underlying the Court's decisions in these
cases were well expressed in Strauder:

"The very idea of a jury is a body of men composed
of the peers or equals of the person whose rights it
is selected or summoned to determine; that is, of his
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neighbors, fellows, associates, persons having the
same legal status in society as that which he holds.
Blackstone, in his Commentaries, says, 'The right of
trial by jury, or the country, is a trial by the peers
of every Englishman, and is the grand bulwark of
his liberties, and is secured to him by the Great
Charter.' It is also guarded by statutory enactments
intended to make impossible what Mr. Bentham
called 'packing juries.' It is well known that preju-
dices often exist against particular classes in the com-
munity, which sway the judgment of jurors, and
which, therefore, operate in some cases to deny to
persons of those classes the full enjoyment of that
protection which others enjoy." 100 U. S., at
308-309.

Moreover,
"[t]he very fact that colored people are singled out
and expressly denied by a statute all right to par-
ticipate in the administration of the law, as jurors,
because of their color, though they are citizens, and
may be in other respects fully qualified, is practically
a brand upon them, affixed by the law, an assertion
of their inferiority, and a stimulant to that race
prejudice which is an impediment to securing to indi-
viduals of the race that equal justice which the law
aims to secure to all others." 100 U. S., at 308.

The principles and reasoning upon which this long line
of decisions rests are sound. The need for their reaffirma-
tion is present. The United States Commission on Civil
Rights in its 1961 Report, Justice, 103, after exhaustive
study of the practice of discrimination in jury selection,
concluded tha* "[t]he ,ractice of racial exclusion from
juries persists today even though it has long stood in-
dicted as a serious violation of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment." It is unthinkable, therefore, that the principles
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of Strauder and the cases following should be in any way
weakened or undermined at this late date particularly
when this Court has made it clear in other areas, where
the course of decision has not been so uniform, that the
States may not discriminate on the basis of race. Com-
pare Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U. S. 537, with Brown v.
Board of Education, 347 U. S. 483; compare Pace v. Ala-
bama, 106 U. S. 583, with McLaughlin v. Florida, 379
U. S. .

Regrettably, however, the Court today while referring
with approval to Strauder and the cases which have fol-
lowed, seriously impairs their authority and creates addi-
tional barriers to the elimination of jury discrimination
practices which have operated in many communities to
nullify the command of the Equal Protection Clause.
This is evident from an analysis of the Court's holding as
applied to the facts which are virtually undisputed.

Petitioner, a 19-year-old Negro, was indicted in Talla-
dega County for the rape of a 17-year-old white girl,
found guilty, and sentenced to death by an all-white jury.
The petitioner established by competent evidence and
without contradiction that not only was there no Negro
on the jury that convicted and sentenced him, but also
that no Negro within the memory of persons now living
has ever served on any petit jury in any civil or criminal
case tried in Talladega County, Alabama. Yet, of the
group designated by Alabama as generally eligible for jury
service in that county, 74% (12,125) were white and 26%
(4,281) were Negro.

Under well-established principles this evidence clearly
makes out "a prima facie case of the denial of the equal
protection which the Constitution guarantees." Norris
v. Alabama, supra, at 591. The case here is at least as
strong as that in Norris where

"proof that Negroes constituted a substantial seg-
ment of the population of the jurisdiction, that some

~%, q ~ ~ k'~4~ *~*~'~+~ -'
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Negroes were qualified to serve as jurors, and that
none had been called for jury service over an ex-
tended period of time, was held to constitute prima
facie proof of the systematic exclusion of Negroes
from jury service. This holding, sometimes called
the 'rule of exclusion,' has been applied in other cases,
and is available in supplying proof of discrimination
against any delineated class." Hernandez v. Texas,
supra, at 480.

It is also at least as strong as the case in Patton v. Mis-
sissippi, supra, where the Court stated:

"It is to be noted at once that the indisputable
fact that no Negro had served on a criminal court
grand or petit jury for a period of thirty years
created a very strong showing that during that period
Negroes were systematically excluded from jury serv-
ice because of race. When such a showing was made,
it became a duty of the State to try to justify such
an e):clusion as having been brought about for some
reason other than racial discrimination." 332 U. S.,
at 466.

It is clear that, unless the State here can "justify such
an exclusion as having been brought about for some rea-
son other than racial discrimination," Patton v. Missis-
sippi, supra, at 466, this conviction "cannot stand."
Id., at 469. Norris v. Alabama, supra, at 596-598;
Arnold v. North Carolina, supra, at 378. "Long con-
tinued omission of Negroes from jury service establishes
a prima facie case of systematic discrimination. The
burden of proof is then upon the State to refute it."
Harper v. Mississippi, - Miss. -, -, - So. 2d -, .

Alabama here does not deny that Negroes as a race are
excluded from serving on juries in Talladega County.
The State seeks to justify this admitted exclusion of

I See also State v. Lowry. - N. C. -, - S. E. 2d

63-420 0- 66 --- S2
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Negroes from jury service by contending that the fact
that no Negro has ever served on a petit jury in Talladega
County has resulted from use of the jury-striking system,
which is a form of peremptory challenge. While recog-
nizing that no Negro has ever served on any petit jury
in Talladega County, that the method of venire selection
was inadequate, that the prosecutor in this case used the
peremptory challenge system to exclude all Negroes as a
class, and that the systematic misuse by the State of a
perelnptory challenge system to exclude all Negroes from
all juries is prohibited by the Fourteenth Amendment,
the Court affirms petitioner's conviction on the ground
that petitioner has "failed to carry" his burden of proof.
The Court holds this because it believes the record is
silent as to whether the State participated in this total
exclusion of all Negroes in previous cases; it would require
petitioner specifically to negative the possibility that total
exclusion of Negroes from jury service in all other cases
was produced solely by the action of defense attorpeys.

I cannot agree that the record is silent as to the State's
involvement in the total exclusion of Negroes from jury
service in Talladega County. The Alabama Supreme
Court found that "Negroes are commonly on trial venires
but are always struck by attorneys in selecting the trial
jury." 275 Ala. 508, 515,156 So. 2d 368,375. In response
to a question concerning the operation of the jury striking
system, the Circuit Solicitor, the state prosecuting attor-
ney, stated:

"Sometimes, it depends on who is involved in a
case. We have been very fortunate in this county,
we have not had any white agains 'dack or black
against white. If we have-where we have a situa-
tion arising in a case such as that, in the cases that we
have had-we have had no capital felonies, but we
strike a jury different from what if it was two white
men involved or two colored men."
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This statement, is seems to me, plainly indicates that, at
the very least, the State-"we"-participates, in Talla-
dega County, in employing the striking or peremptory
challenge system to exclude Negroes from jury service in
cases where white men are involved.

Also, the state prosecuting attorney testified as follows:

"Many times I have asked, Mr. Love for instance, I
would say there are so many colored men on this jury
venire, do you want to use any of them, and he would
say, my client doesn't want them, or we don't see fit
to use them. And then if I didn't see fit to use them,
then we would take them off. We would strike them
first, or take them off.

"If I am trying a case for the State, I will ask them
what is their wish, do they want them [Negro jurors],
and they will as a rule discuss it with their client, and
then they will say, we don't want them. If we are
not going to want them, if he doesn't want them, and
if I don't want them, what we do then is just take
them off. Strike them first."

These quotations show either that the State "many times"
abandons even the facade of the jury striking system and
agrees with the defense to remove all Negroes as a class
from the jury lists even before the striking begins, or that
pursuant to an agreement the State directly participates
in the striking system to remove Negroes from the venire.
Indeed the Court recognizes that apparentlyty in some
cases, the prosecution agreed with the defense to remove
Negroes," ante, at 22. The Court, however, goes on to
state that "[tihe record makes it clear that this was not
a general practice . . . ," ante, at 22, n. 31. With all
deference, it seems clear to me that the record statement
quoted by the Court to support this conclusion, cuts
against rather than in favor of the Court's statement and
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inference that the general practice was not to exclude
Negroes by agreement between the prosecution and de-
fense or by the State acting alone. The prosecutor, in the
statement quoted by the court, denied that he had stated
that Negro defendants "generally didn't want" Negroes to
serve on juries and stated that there had only "been occa-
sions when that has happened." Ante, at 22, n. 31. Since
it is undisputed that no Negro has ever served on a jury in
the history of the county, and a great number of cases
have involved Negroes, the only logical conclusion from
the record statement that only on occasion have Negro de-
fendants desired to exclude Negroes from jury service, is
that in a good many cases Negroes have been excluded by
the state prosecutor, either acting alone or as a partici-
pant in arranging agreements with the defense.2

2 I believe that the record shows that agreement between the State
and the defense to exclude Negroes has occurred "many times." The
Court itself admits that at least "in some cases the prosecution agreed
with the defense to remove Negroes," ante, at 22. It concludes,
however, that this is not sufficient on the ground that "there is no
evidence of what the prosecution did or did not do on its own account
in any cases other than the one at bar." Ibid. (Emphasis added.)
This Court, however, has never held in any case involving racial
discrimination under the Fourteenth Amendment that such discrimi-
nation is unconstitutional only if it is brought about by the State
acting alone. The test which has been applied is whether the State
"to some significant extent . . . has been . . . involved." Burton v.
Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 U. S. 715, 722. See Peterson v.
Greenville, 373 U. S. 244; Lombard v. Louisiana, 373 U. S. 267. "The
vital requirement is State responsibility-that somewhere, somehow,
to some extent, there be an infusion of conduct by officials, panoplied
with State power, into any scheme by which colored citizens are de-
nied . . . rights merely because they are colored." Terry v. Adams,
345 U. S. 461, 473 (separate opinion of Mr. Justice Frankfurter).
The State's agreement with the defense, which the record establishes,
to remove Negroes from jury venires, under the Court's settled deci-
sions meets the "state action" requirement of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. Under the principles of Strauder and the cases following, it
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Moreover, the record shows that in one case, the only
one apparently in the history of the county where the
State offered Negroes an opportunity to sit on a petit jury,
the state prosecutor offered a Negro accused an all Negro
jury where the case involved an alleged crime against
another Negro. The offer was refused but it tends to con-
firm the conclusion that the State joins in systematically
excluding Negroes from jury service because it objects to
any mixing of Negro and white jurors and to a Negro
sitting in a case in which a white man is in any way
involved.

Furthermore, the State concededly is responsible for the
selection of the jury venire. As the Court recognizes,
ante, at 3, the evidence showed that while Negroes rep-
resent 26% of the pGpulation generally available to be
called for jury service in Talladega County, Negroes con-
stituted a lesser proportion, generally estimated from 10%
to 15%, of the average venire. The Albama Supreme
Court noted that under state law "the jury commission is
required to keep a roll containing the names of all male
citizens living in the county who possess the qualifica-
tions prescribed by law and who are not exempted by
law from serving on juries," supra, at 514, 156 So. 2d, at
374, and, in fact, this had not been done in Talladega
County. The Alabama Supreme Court concluded that
the method of jury selection in Talladega County was
"not exhausti- e enough to insure the inclusion of all qual-
ified persons," ibid., and this Court admits it is "imper-
fect," ante, at 7, and that "[v]enires drawn from the jury
box made up in this manner unquestionably contained a
smaller proportion of the Negro community than of the
white community," ante, at 6. It may be, for the rea-

constitutes "action of a State . . . through its . . . administrative
officers" excluding persons "solely because of their race or color" from
serving on juries. Carter v. Texas, supra, at 447.
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sons stated by the Court, that this "haphazard" method
of jury selection standing alone as an alleged constitu-
tional violation does not show unlawful jury discrimina-
tion. However, this method of venire selection cannot
be viewed in isolation and must be considered in connec-
tion with the peremptory challenge system with which it
is inextricably bound. When this is done it is evident
that the maintenance by the State of the disproportion-
ately low number of Negroes on jury panels enables the
prosecutor, alone or in agreement with defense attorneys,
to strike all Negroes from panels without materially im-
pairing the number of peremptory challenges available
for trial strategy purposes.

Finally, it is clear that Negroes were removed from the
venire and excluded from service by the prosecutor's use
of the peremptory challenge system in this case and that
they have never served on the jury in any case in the his-
tory of the county. On these facts, and the inferences rea-
sonably drawn from them, it seems clear that petitioner
has affirmatively proved a pattern of racial discrimination
in which the State is significantly involved, cf. Burton v.
Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 U. .. 715, 722;
Lombard v. Loui jiana, 373 U. S. 267; Peterson v. Green-
ville, 373 U. S. 244, or for which the State is responsible,
cf. Terry v. Adams, 345 U. S. 461, 473. As this Court
held in Strauder, systematic exclusion of Negroes from
jury service constitutes a brand of inferiority affixed upon
them and state involvement in affixing such a brand is
forbidden by the Fourteenth Amendment.

There is, however, a more fundamental defect in the
Court's holding. Even if the Court were correct that
the record is silent as to State involvement in previous
cases in which Negroes have been systematically excluded
from jury service, nevertheless, it is undisputed that no
Negro has ever served on any petit jury in the history of
Talladega County. Under Norris, Patton and the other

0*4 01 P? 4 "
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cases discussed above, it is clear that petitioner by prov-
ing this made out a prima facie case of unlawful jury
exclusion. The burden of proof then shifted to the State
to prove, if it could, that. this exclusion was brought about
for some reason other than racial discrimination in which
the State participates.

This established principle is well illustrated by the re-
cent decision of the Mississippi Supreme Court, Harper v.
Mississippi, supra, in which that court rejected an argu-
inent of the State of Mississippi strikingly similar to the
one advanced here by the State of Alabama and accepted
by this Court. In the Mississippi case a Negro defendant
made out a prima facie case of jury exclusion by showing
that only a token number of Negroes had served on juries
in the county in question. The State attempted to rebut
this prima facie case by contending that the exclusion
resulted from a perfectly neutral system of employing
voting registration lists to select prospective jurors and
the fact that the number of Negroes selected was in pro-
portion to their number on the voting registration lists.
The Mississippi Supreme Court held, however, that this
did not rebut the prima facie case of jury exclusion unless
the State could additionally prove that the dispropor-
tionately low number of Negroes on the voting registra-
tion list was caused by factors other than state-involved
racial discrimination. Similarly, in the instant case, it
seems to me indisputable that Alabama did not rebut
petitioner's prima facie case, which here is based on a
showing of total exclusion, by the contention that it is the
result of a neutral peremptory challenge system unless the
State additionally proved that the peremptory challenge
system is not being used in a way constituting state-
involved discrimination. That it did not do so is
uncontested.

Despite the fact that the petitioner therefore has made
out what is, under the settled decisions of this Court, a
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prima facie case of jury exclusion which the State has not
rebutted, the Court today affirms petitioner's conviction
because, according to the Court, petitioner has "failed to
carry" his burden of proof, ante, at 22. The Court con-
cedes that if this case involved exclusion of Negroes from
jury panels, under Norris and Patton a prima facie case
of unconstitutional jury exclusion would be made out.
However, the Court argues that because this case involves
exclusion from the jury itself and not from the jury
venire, the burden of proof on a defendant should be
greater. This distinction is novel to say the least.

The Court's juy decisions, read together, have never
distinguished between exclusion from the jury panel and
exclusion from the jury itself. Indeed, no such distinc-
tion can be drawn. The very point of all these cases is
to prevent that deliberate and systematic discrimination
against Negroes or any other racial group that would pre-
vent them, not merely from being placed upon the panel,
but from serving on the jury. The Court quotes from
Hernandez v. Texas, supra, to show that the prima facie
rule applies only where no Negro "had been called for
jury service," ante, at 23, but such a view is rejected by
Patton's statement of the rule, for Patton held that a
prima facie case was made out when it was shown that
"no Negro had served on a criminal court grand or petit
jury for a period of thirty years." 332 U. S., at 466.
(Emphasis added.). And, Patton is confirmed by our
very recent cases, Eubanks v. Louisina, supra, and
Arnold v. North Carolina, supra, which also speak only
in terms of jury "service" and jury "duty." "The exclu-
sion of otherwise eligible persons from jury service solely
because of their ancestry or national origin is discrimina-
tion prohibited by the Fourteenth Amendment." Fer-
nandez v. Texas,- supra, at 479. (Emphasis added.).

The rule of exclusion set forth in these cases is a highly
pragmatic one. It is designed to operate in jury cases so
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that once the defendant has made a showing of total ex-
clusion, the burden on going forward with the evidence is
placed upon the State, the party in the better position to
develop the facts as to how the exclusion came about.
The defendant is a party to one proceeding only, 4nd his
access to relevant evidence is obviously limited. The
State is a party to all criminal cases and has greater access
to the evidence, if any, which would tend to negative the
State's involvement in discriminatory jury selection. The
burden of proof rule developed in Norris, Patton, and
other cases, which until today the Court has uniformly
applied, is a simple and workable one designed to effectu-
ate the Constitution's command. This is demonstrated
by our past cases, as well as state cases.3 Because the same
factors-availability of evidence, simplicity, and work-
ability--exist whether exclusion from the jury panel or
exclusion from the jury itself is involved, to apply the
prima facie rule of Norris and Patton to this case is neither
"blind" nor "wooden," but is realistic and sensible.

I agree with the Court that it is a reasonable infer-
ence that the State is involved in unconstitutional dis-
crimination where total exclusion of Negroes from all
venires is established. I believe that it is also a rea-
sonable inference that the State is involved where, al-
though some Negroes are on venires, none has ever served
on a jury, cf. Eubanka v. Louisiana, supra; Arnold v.
North Carolina, supra, and the State in the case at bar
has excluded from jury service the Negroes on the venire
by exercise of its peremptory challenges. The Court in
Patton and in other cases rejected the State's argument,
and held that it would be unreasonable to assume where
Negroes were totally excluded from venires that this came
about because all Negroes were unqualified, unwilling, or

3 See Harper v. Misisippi, 8upra; State v. Lowry, - N. C.-,
- S. E. 2d-.
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unable to serve. It would be similarly unreasonable to
assume where total exclusion from service has been estab-
lished and the prosecutor has used peremptory challenges
to exclude all Negroes from the jury in the given case that
in all previous cases Negroes were excluded solely by
defense attorneys without any state involvement. If the
instant case is really a unique case, as the Court implies,
surely the burden of proof should be on the State to
show it.

Finally, the Court's reasoning on this point completely
overlooks the fact that the total exclusion of Negroes from
juries in Talladega County results from the interlocking
of an inadequate venire selection system, for which the
State concededly is responsible, and the use of peremp-
tory challenges. All of these factors confirm my view
that no good reason exists to fashion a new rule of burden
of proof, which will make it more difficult to put an end
to discriminatory selection of juries on racial grounds and
will thereby impair the constitutional promise of "Equal
Protection of the Laws," made effective by Strauder and
the cases which. follow it. By undermining the doctrine
of the prima facie case while paying lip-service to
Strauder the Court today allies itself with those "that
keep the word of promise to our ear and break it to our
hope."

The Court departs from the long-established burden of
proof rule in this area, and imposes substantial additional
burdens upon Negro defendants such as petitioner,
because of its view of the importance of retaining invio-
late the right of the State to use peremptory challenges.
I believe, however, that the preference granted by the
Court to the State's use of the peremptory challenge is
both unwarranted and unnecessary.

To begin with, the peremptory challenge has long been
recognized primarily as a device to protect defendants.
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As stated by Blackstone in a passage quoted with ap-
proval by this Court:

"In criminal cases, or at least in capital ones, there is,
in favorem vitae, allowed to the prisoner an arbi-
trary and capricious species of challenge to a certain
number of jurors, without showing any cause at all;
which is called a peremptory challenge; a provision
full of that tenderness and humanity to prisoners, for
which our English laws are justly famous. This is
grounded on two reasons:

"1. As every one must be sensible, what sudden
impressions and unaccountable prejudices we are apt
to conceive upon the bare looks and gestures of
another; and how necessary it is that a prisoner
(when put to defend his life) should have a good
opinion of his jury, the want of which might totally
disconcert him; the law wills not that he should be
tried by any one man against whom he has conceived
a prejudice even without being able to assign a reason
for such his dislike.

"2. Because, upon challenges for cause shown, if
the reason assigned proves insufficient to set aside the
juror, perhaps the bare questioning his indifference
may sometimes provoke a resentment; to prevent all
ill consequences from which, the prisoner is still at
liberty, if he pleases, peremptorily to set him aside."
4 Bl. Com. 353. Quoted with approval in Lewis v.
United States, 146 U. S. 370, 376; see also United
States v. Marchant, 12 Wheat. 480, 482.

Indeed in England, as the Court points out, ante, at 10-
11, although the Crown at early common law had an un-
limited number of peremptory challenges, as early as 1305
that right was taken away, and since that time in Eng-
land peremptories may be exercised only by the defendant.
Orfield, Criminal Procedure From Arrest to Appeal, 355
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(1947). Harris, Criminal Law, 443 (20th ed. 1IM0).' It
appears that in modern times peremptories are rarely used
in England, even by defendants. Ibid.

While peremptory challenges are commonly used in
this country both by the prosecution and the defense,
we have long recognized that the right to challenge pe-
remptorily is not a fundamental right, constitutionally
guaranteed, even as applied to a defendant, much less to
the State. Stilson v. United States, 250 U. S. 583. This
Court has sanctioned numerous incursions upon the right
to challenge peremptorily. Defendants may be tried to-
gether even though the exercise by one of his right to
challenge peremptorily may deprive his codefendant of
a juror he desires or may require that codefendant to use
his challenges in a way other than he wishes. United
States v. Marchant, supra. A defendant may be required
to exercise his challenges prior to the State, so that some
may be wasted on jurors whom the State would have chal-
lenged. Pointer v. United States, 151 U. S. 396. Con-
gress may regulate the number of peremptory challenges
available to denfendants by statute and may require co-
defendants to be treated as a single defendant so that each
has only a small portion of the number of peremptories
he would have if tried separately. Stileon v. United
States, 250 U. S. 583. In Stilson this Court stated,

4 The Crown's right to challenge peremptorily was removed in that
year by 33 Edw. 1, Stat. 4, because the King's right to challenge
without showing cause "was mischievous to the subject, tending to
infinite delayes and danger." Coke on Littleton, 156 (14th ed., 1791).
Since 33 Edw. 1, Stat. 4, the Crown can only require jurors whom it
wishes to challenge to stand aside from the panel until the defendant
has exercised all his challenges. Then, if a jury has not been selected,
the jurors, who have been "stood aside" will be used unless the
Crown can challenge them for cause. Orfield, supra, at 356, Harris,
supra, at 443, Bacon's Abridgment 764 (5th ed. 1798). Even this
limited procedure as the Court notes, ante, at 11, n. 12, however, is
rarely used today. Orfield, supra, at 355; Harris, supra, at 443.
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"There. is nothing in the Constitution of the United States
which requires the Congress to grant peremptory chal-
lenges to defendants in criminal cases; trial by an im-
partial jury is all that is secured." 250 U. S., at 586. The
Fourteenth Amendment would impose no greater obliga-
tion upon the States. Today this Court reverses Stilson's
maxim, in effect holding that "There is nothing in the
Constitution of the Unite requires the State
to grant trial by a i partial jury so lon the inviola-
bility of the pe iptory challenge is secured.'

Were it n essary to make a-lute choice ween
the right a defend hye a jr chosen in n-
formity ith the re rem nts od the Foorteenth Ame -

ment a d the ri t to ch len e\pgeiptoroy the Co
stituti n cope the rmer Marbury v
Mi 'on, 1 Cranch 137, yo dubt at when
a cot titution laim pq by i ri'oncons4tutional
one, he fo r t p t o tiheioice is
com led in is situ . 00 ing called for by
this ,is tha whe ,ahere,af Ne q dt prove
that goes co t as sment o te popu
lation, at Negroes are to rve as * rors,
that non or only a n number h I e on ju es
over an ex ided peri ee, prim acie case the
exclusion of goes from juries is then made ; that
the State, under r settled decisions, is the led upon
to show that such ex n has been. t aba for
some reason other *than racial iscrimination,"PA v.
Missiuippt, supra, at 466; and that the State wholly fails
to meet the prima facie case of systematic and purposeful
racial discrimination by showing that it has been accom-.
plished by the use of a peremptory challenge system un-
less the State also shows that it is not involved in the
misuse of such a system to prevent all Negroes from ever

*See Cau" v. Texa, eupra; Harper v. Miauuippi, eupra.
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sitting on any jury. Such a holding would not interfere
with the rights of defendants to use peremptories, nor the
right of the State to use peremptories as they normally
and traditionally have been used.

It would not mean, as the Court's prior decisions, to
which I would adhere, make clear, that Negroes are
entitled to proportionate representation on a jury. Cas-
sell v. Texas, supra, at 286-287 (opinion of Mr. Justice
Reed). Nor would it mean that where systematic exclu-
sion of Negroes from jury service has not been shown,
that a prosecutor's motives are subject to question or
judicial inquiry when he excludes Negroes or any other
group from sitting on a jury in a particular case. Only
where systematic exclusion has been shown, would the
State be called upon to justify its use of peremptories or
to negative the State's involvement in discriminatory jury
selection.

This holding would mean, however, that a conviction
cannot stand where, as here, a Negro defendant, by show-
ing widespread systematic exclusion, makes out a prima
facie case of unconstitutional discrimination which the
State does not rebut. Drawing the line in this fashion,
in my view, achieves a practical accommodation of the
constitutional right and the operation of the peremptory
challenge system without doing violence to either.

I deplore the Court's departure from its holdings in
Strauder and Norris. By affirming petitioner's convic-
tion on this clear record of jury exclusion because of race,
the Court condones the highly discriminatory procedures
used in Talledega County under which Negroes never have
served on any petit jury in that county. By adding to
the present heavy burden of proof required of defendants
in these cases, the Court creates additional barriers to the
elimination of practices which have operated in many
communities throughout the Nation to nullify the com-
mand of the Equal Protection Clause in this important
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area in the administration of justice. See 1961 United
States Commission on Civil Rights Report: Justice,
81-103.

I would be faithful to the teachings of this Court in its
prior jury exclusion cases and the -view, repeatedly ex-
pressed by this Court, that distinctions between citizens
solely because of their race, religion, or ancestry, are
odious to the Fourteenth Amendment. I would reaffirm
and apply here what this Court said in Smith v. Texas,
supra, at 130:

"It is part of the established tradition in the use
of juries as instruments of public justice that the jury
be a body truly representative of the community.
For racial discrimination to result in the exclusion
from jury service of otherwise qualified groups not
only violates our Constitution and the laws enacted
under it but is at war with our basic concepts of a
democratic society and a representative govern-
ment. . . . The fact that the written words of a
state's laws hold out a promise that no such discrimi-
nation will be practiced is not enough. The Four-
teenth Amendment requires that equal protection to
all must be given-not merely promised."

Applying these principles, I would reverse. This, of
ereurse, would "not mean that a guilty defendant would
go free." Patton v. Mississippi, supra, at 469; see Hill
v. Texas, supra, at 406. For, as the Court pointed out in
Patton v. Missisippi,. supra, at 469, the State, if it so
desired. could retry petitioner bya jury "selected as the
Constitution commands."
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Mr. McCuLLOCH. I would like to refer to the Attorney General's
statement which was read on May 4, and again say that it was a very
able and understandable presentation. Referring to page 20, I would
like to be the Devil's advocate for a moment.

I refer to the fifth paragraph of the statement, page 20, which is as
follows:

Are we to tell our Negro citizens that the Congress which has guaranteed them
access to desegregated public schools and to swimming pools and to golf courses
is powerless to guarantee them the basic right to choose a place to live?

I would find this hard to explain, for I would not be able to understand it
myself.

Mr. Attorney General, do you think a public school supported en-
tirely by public money, takes on the same quality in use as does private
property, in its use and disposition under the Constitution? Use
whatever article or amendment you would want to use in answering
the question.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think there are differences of de-
gree, Congressman. The point that I attempted to make in that little
piece of rhetoric there was that I believe the 14th amendment also
would cover the sale or leasing of private propery. There is no ques-
tion, today, that the 14th amendment can reach beyond State action to
the activities of private individuals.

Mr. McCUIXCH. In all fields ? Where there would be discrimina-
tion by reason of race, color, religion, or national origin?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think it is hard to say in all fields.
Mr. M C CLLCH. Can you think of any field under your conclusion

which could not be reached?(Pause.]
Attorney General KATZENBACH. It is hard to think in a vacuum of

that kind.
Mr. MCCULLOCH. Yes, I realize that. We will let that question go.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. My point here is that here you

are dealing to a large extent with people who are licensed by the State,
who are regulated by the State. The State has, in the housing pat-
terns, a major interest. You look at the ghettos that exist, if you look
at the educational problems that exist, if you lo .: at the law enforce-
ment problems that exist, there are major State interests in this re-
gard, and where the activities of private individuals-and this is the
line that I would attempt to draw, in answering that question-where
the activities of private individuals are frustrating the purposes of the
14th amendment, even without State action, and I think what the
Supreme Court, or the majority of the Supreme Court, meant in the
Guest case was that where that was true, where the purposes of the 14th
amendment were being frustrated in some kind of major way by pri-
vate actions, that that could be reached by the Congress of the United
States.

Now they didn't spell out just what that was, what private actions
these were which were frustrating major purposes, but I would sup-
pose that it would be very difficult today, under the 14th amendment,
to attempt to answer your question.

To say that private clubs must admit on a nondiscriminatory basis,
because I don t think at least at this stage, private clubs have that
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kind of importance in the life of the community which private hous-
i1,_, does, which schools do, and which other institutions have.

31r. McCuLLociI Which your private housing does, individually
owned, individually financed, and in"ldividually disposed of?

Attorney General KATZENBACII. Yes, sir, I feel that the cumulation
of those decisions, the pressures of the community, the fact that these
sales are in point of fact effectuated through the use of a lot of other
people, real estate brokers, and otherwise, I think the cumulation of
those is extremely important, within a community, so I do feel that.

Mr. MCCLTLLoCH. Even when made by individual owners or lessees?
Attorney General KATZENBACHI. Yes, sir; I do feel that, even when

thus made, in the context of housing today, I feel that that-
Mr. MCCULLOCI. You, of course, see considerable difference between

the right not to be discriminated against, in the use of public schools,
and in the disposal of real estate, don't you?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Oh, I see differences. I would re-
gard them as differences of degree.

Mr. MCCULOCH1. Yes; differences of degree, which a legislator, of
course, must always take into consideration in fashioning legislation
in out, country. Don'tyou think--

Attorney General KATZENBACII. But if we put it in an individual
sense, Congressman, if you say -Is it really important that one student
is discrim ated against, in one public school ?" I would, you know,
say, "No, that's not a tremendously important matter."

And here we are talking not about-I don't care if you want to say
one person somewhere can do this, but you are talking about a whole
cumulation of decisions, the impact of which is not too unlike the

Mr. MCCULLOCII. Yes; I meant in using the phrase "an individual
owner," not an isolated instance. I was using the isolated or the single
owner, wherever he may be, who desires to sell or lease, or otherwise
use or dispose of his property, contrary to the terms of this legislation.

This class of property is essentially different from a publicly con-
ceived and supported public school, and is entirely different from a
publicly conceived and financed golf course. People have grown to
recognize in this country-at least in most parts of it-that public
activities, financed by the public, authorized by them, are for the use
of the entire public. Independently, we have the concept of private
property, which has been described by the Supreme Court, not recently,
but as an entity, the ownership and use of which may be entirely con-
trolled by States.

Wasn't that the last general holding of the Supreme Court of the
United States? That States alone had the right to define the terms
and conditions under which real estate was owned and disposed of, and
used in their separate jurisdictions?

Isn't there case law to that effect which is still unreversed?
Attorney General KATZENBACHR I don't believe so, Congressman.

I believe that the States have got authority to do all kinds of regula-
t ion in terms of zoning, and so forth and so on, and to interfere with
this, but I don't think there is any suggestion by the Supreme Court
anywhere, that it would, and under no circumstances can the Federal
Government have that, wherever it would be, could be done under
the 14th amendment, or whether it could be done under the interstate
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Commerce Clause. As I said, there is a tremendous amount of inter-
state commerce involved in this, and we talk a lot about this regula-
tion of private property and in this respect.

I don't know, people don't seem to be very concerned about their
dis posal of private property in lots of other respects. It just seems
to be their houses that are so important, even though they are going to
go and move from Minnesota to California or vice versa.

It just sees to be this one pieee.
Mr. MCCULLWCII. Well, of course, Mr. Attorney General, that has

been the general opinion concerning residential property, it is true.
For centuries. We were taught that a man's home is his castle, and
he has jurisdiction and the authority in that field, the like of which
lie has authority or jurisdiction in no other.

Even now, in enforcing that early theory and belief, we go to un-
believable ends in our jurisprudence, don't we, to protect people from
searches and seizures, unlawful searches and seizures. So that, in
my opinion, we have new aspects to this question in the field of public
housing, the like of which we probably have had no real experience
in this country.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Congressman, if I might.
Mr. McluLLocm. Surely.
Attorney General KATZENBACII. If you are talking about some pri-

vate property rights, is that what we are talking about? Or are we
talking about whether or not the Federal Government has the right
to regulate this? Because if you are just saying that it shouldn't be
regulated because a man's home is his castle, and so forth and so on,
it is in fact regulated and regulated and regulated-in a whole variety
of ways. So that the argument is the private property argument.

Mr. MCCuLL0CH. At some levels.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. It seems to me that is one thing.

If it is Federal Government, it is another. I have no question about
the Federal Government's authority to regulate this. If it is an argu-
ment that you shouldn't be regulated at all, then there are 17 States,
including your own State of Ohio, that disagree with you.

Mr. McCuLocH. Well, not necessarily. The mere fact that they
have passed State law, Mr. Attorney General, doesn't mean that they
wish the Federal Government to enter the field. There may be a very
good reason that they entered this field, to prevent the Federal Gov-
ernment from entering it.

That was the reason, as I read history, that many States entered
the field of enforcing civil rights as long as 70 or 80 or 90 years ago.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, then, that being true, accept-
ing that, Congressman, then it has nothing to do with private prop-
erty, it has something to do with State-Federal relationships. I think
it is a mistake to get confused between the private property argument
and the question of who should regulate. We can make arguments
about State's rights, and States regulating this.

I happen to think it is a national problem but you can't make the
State's rights argument in terms of private property. Private prop-
erty is being regulated, and I think the person who has the private
property, if it is regulated, feels his rights of private property and
disposition just as much interfered with, whether it is the munici-
pality, the State or the Federal Government.
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lie feels just as strongly about his private property rights. And
as far as the Federal Government is concerned, we have entered this
field, the Shely against Kraemer recently entered it, as far as the 14th
amendment is concerned, and the Federal Congress, 1866, in a law
that is still on the books, entered this field with respect to giving the
rights to sell and own and dispose of real estate.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cramer.
Mr. CRAMER. Mr. Chairman, I understand that the Chair wishes

to hear some more witnesses this morning. I was, of course, interro-
(rating the Attorney General the other (lay, and I interrogated him
Basically in the field of housing.

I have a couple of questions there, but I haven't had an oppor-
tunity to interrogate relating to the other titles. Now I understand
the program is to have the Attorney General not come back again.

We are going to have a quorum call in the very near future, I ain
sure, because we have a bill up today, and I would like to have a rea-
sonable opportunity to continue my interrogation.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Attorney General, you have been here for 3
days. It is possible at some future time there may be some questions
that will arise as a result of the hearings that we are to have. Would
you be willing to come back at some future time?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I am willing to come back any
time, all that the committee wishes me to come, day or night, any
time.

Mr. CRAMER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I hope that it doesn't mean that
I am cut off from asking questions in chief at this point. I had some
other areas, and I think they should be clarified. We should know
what the Attorney General intends to do, and how he expects to carry
out the provisions of the bill.

At this point, I would like to proceed in relating to a couple of the
principal matters, if I may.

On this question of how the exemptions in the States are to be ef-
fected by this Federal bill, if it becomes law, what happens in the
case, for instance, of California I

Recently, in a referendum voted upon by a 2 to 1 majority of the
people, the following language was approved:

Neither the State or any subdivision or agency thereof shall deny them or
directly or indirectly the right of any person who is willing or desires to sell,
lease, or rent all or any portion of his real property, declines to rent such real
property to such person or persons as he In his absolute discretion chooses.

If this becomes law, what happens to the California referendum?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Absolutely nothing, Congressman.
Mr. CRAm E. The Federal law supersedes it, does it not?
Attorney General KATZENBACCH. Well, a California law, as I under-

stand it, applied only to States and municipalities, and assuming that
to be constitutional, there is nothing in this that says a State has to
enact any legislation.

Mr. CRAER. Does this law prohibit this State from enacting legis-
lation that would, in fact, give an individual an absolute right to dis-
pose of his property ?

Attorney General KATZEN.ACH. Yes; it makes such a legislation in-
valid. Yes, sir.
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Mr. CRAMER. It does. So for all practical purposes, the California
referendum is rendered invalid, so far as carrying it out through legis-
lation is concerned.

Attorney General K.tTzE.vN.Bcr. Yes, that is correct. I thought it
was just a prohibition against such legislation, as I understood it.

Mr. CORMAN. Would the gent lenian yield for a very brief comment?
Mr. CRAMER. After the gentlenians friendly comment relating to

tourists in Florida, I will e delighted to.
Mr. CORMAN. I have studied 14 as best I can. I don't find that they

are requiring discrimination. I think that's the point in issue.
Mr. CRAMER. Well, I think the Attorney General's answer speaks

for itself. In effect, passage of this legislation would prevent Cali-
fornia's Legislature from enacting a law permitting an individual to
discriminate in the sale of his home, or his private property.

Attorney General KATZENBACII. It wouNlIdn't prevent the California
Legislature from standing on its head. I would say that had nothing
to do with the Federal enforcement.

Mr. CRAMER. That is right.
Attorney General KATZEN.BACH. So, it doesn't prevent the legisla-

ture from enacting any law it wants to. It just means that that law
isn't going to be able to he used as a defense of an action under the
Federal law. That's all it means, all it means there or in any other
State.

Mr. CRAMER. But in effect, it renders the State statute invalid, so
far as its thrust is concerned, for all practical purposes. Isn't it true
that a litigant is going to go to a court where his interests are best pro-
tected, meaning, lie gets a free counsel in the Federal court if lie wins
so he is probably going to go to a Federal court. His rights are in-
volved; his case relates to a private sale, so by the Federal method, he
can overcome whatever the State legislature night do.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is correct. Federal law, un-
der the supremacy clause, is supreme.

Mr. CRAMER. Iight, Exactly. So what happens when it relates
to many of these States? It is tne, is it not, that many of the States
provide for a commission proceeding to determine whether in fact
discrimination has taken place? Isn't that correct?

Attorney General KATZENBACi. That is correct.
Mr. CRAMER. Now, there is no such commission proceeding in your

proposalI
Attorney General KATZENBACr. That is correct.
Mr. CRAMER. Why was that not included, particularly in view of

the numerous other Federal laws requiring submission of the problem
to the State or local agencies or the persons who are or may be charged
with discrimination, such as in the 1964 Civil Rights Act, to give them
an opportunity to correct the situation ?

Now, why does your proposal not include some procedure for giv-
ing the parties involved-particularly if they are the type licensed by
States such as real estate boards, and so forth, an opportunity to cor-
rect its own proceeding?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Mr. McCulloch asked that. same
question. I said I thought that was something we might well con-
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sider doing with respect to reference for a limited period of time, a
we have done under other bills.

Mr. CRAmER. There is no provision, is there, that the exhaustion o
administrative remedies under State law must take place before th"
can be properly placed in your proposal?

Attorney General KA'rZENBAC1I. No, there is not.
Mr. CRAMER. So even if a person is before a commission, negotiat.

ing a question, it would not )reclude that party aggrieved from hav-
ing a right to sue in the Federal court ?

Attorney General KATZENBACI[. That is absolutely correct. Anc
the difficulty within this one--with too much in the way of delays-
is that the housing goes down the drain while you are talking about it

Mr. CR.MER. Wel, most of the States, however, did not take tha
position in enacting State laws, (lid they.? They provided for a com-
mission l)roceeding.

Attorney General KATZENB.AWI. No, I think that it is basing my
answering to some extent on their experience after they enacted such
laws.

Mr. CRAiER. It is true that the States of Alaska, Colorado, Con-
necticut, Minnesota, Massachusetts, and Michigan have such provision
for agency-type determinations?

Attorney General KATZENBACII. I believe so. I assume you have
had some reason for thinking that.

Mr. CRAMER. In section 406(a), page 28, you provide that the rights
granted by sections 403 and 404 relating to this housing proposal "may
be enforced by civil actions in the appropriate United States district
court without regard to the amount in controversy," and in appro-
priate courts or local jurisdiction.

In effect, you are giving by this proposal a right of action in a State
court, as well as a right of action in the Federal court.

Attorney General KATZENBAC1I. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. Regardless of what the State exclusions might be.
Attorney General KAIZE'NBACII. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. So for all practical purposes, whatever the State law

is relating to exclusions is wiped out by the right of a court action in
a State court, based upon this Federal law which has no exclusion.

Attorney General KATZE.'BACII. That is absolutely right; yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. So all this talk about the State law being in effect re-

lating to exclusions and having the right of action under the State
law is academic.

Attorney General KATZENBACII. No, sir.
Mr. CRAER. When the party involved has a right of action in the

State court, including the right of attorneys' fees.
Attorney General KATmE.NBCi. No, sir.
Mr. CRAmiER. 'Well, it appears to me it is rather academic, because

I cannot imagine a plaintiff bringing an action in a State court under
State law, when he has a more favorable clause and a broader cause
of action with right of attorneys' fees under the Federal law in a
State court.

Attorney General KATZENBACTI. It is not always true that he would,
and it is not always true that the State law would not be a more ef-
fective remedy.
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Mr. CRAMER. Now, on the top of page 29, in providing a remedy, the
bill proposes:

The court may grant such relief as it deems appropriate, including permanent
or temporary injunction.

I presume that being consistent with your previous answer to my-
self and Mr. McCulloch, you would not be disturbed if a concilatioh-
type-service court remedy were set up there or even without court ac-
tion; that there would be a conciliation service brought into effect to
accomplish this same end, without litigation, necessarily.

Attorney General KATZENBACJ[. I hadn't considered that. I believe
that' Mr. *McCulloch raised the question of whether the State had suell
a conciliation practice, whether or not this action could or should be
deferred while that action went on for a period of time. I said I
thought that should be considered. I hadn't considered the estab-
lishment of a Federal conciliation system in this regard. I hadn't
thought of that, and I am inclined to think it would be more cleanly
and more easily handled in this way. There are provisions which you
are aware of in there with respect to some participation in terms of
analysis and statistics, and looking at it, and being helpful about it,
in terms of the Housing and Urban Development Department, and
in addition, there are provisions which would try to have the com-
munity service in a general way effectuate compliance with the law,
and would do that.

As far as conciliation on a particular dispute is concerned, with
some large Federal conciliation service, I would doubt the wisdom of
that.

The CHAmA?;. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CRAmrm Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Would not a Federal conciliation service in cases

of this sort involve endless delays and present all manner of problems
and difficulties?

Attorney General KATZEN.BACH. I would think that it would involve"
such delays. The provisions on public accommodations which per-
mitted the court to refer to the community relations service were
almost never used by the courts in these circumstances. Only in three
or four cases were they used. The fact of the matter is that by the
time you get to court, I mean, by the time you bring a lawsuit in this,
it probably means your conciliation services have failed anyhow, and
it is really redoing something you have probably done before.

Mr. CRAMER. Where you have a conciliation service already in
existence, it could be used for that purpose, however, could it not?

Attorney General KATZENBACii. The Community Relations Service?
Mr. CRAMER. The Community Relations Service, which is now in

the Department of Justice.
Attorney General KATZENBACir. Yes.
Mr. CRAm.ER. In your answer to the question of whether, relating to

FHA regulations, you indicated that you thought there were some
shortcomings in attempting to carry out those regulations. Isn't it
true that the enforcement for those regulations is already in existence
on title VI, and the nondiscrimination in federally assisted programs
title enacted in 1964?

Attorney General KATZENRACI. Yes, sir. Once again, my refer-
ence-if my recollection serves me correctly-was the difficulty of en-
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forcement, not with respect to Federal-supported programs, but under
a question which the chairman put to me about enforcement with re-
spect to private institutions, savings and loans, national banks, banks
that had insurance, and so forth. I said that raised some problems.
I don't-I think there has been, under the existing executive order,
effective enforcement with respect to FHA and VA loans. I know
some 11 developers have been taken off the list because of the discrimi-
natory practices, and a number of complaints have been received in
FHA in this regard. And it shows 11 builders on an ineligible list, 4
of whom have subsequently been reinstated. It shows about 118 com-
l)Iaints, and it shows about 29 complainants who got their housing.

Mr. CR. mz:n. Well, may we just shift a minute to title II, relating to
State juries ?

Attorney General KATZENBACII. Yes, sir.
Mr. C UAER. Line 12, page 15:

The Attorney General can bring an action whenever there are reasonable
grounds to believe any person has engaged or is about to engage in any act or
practice.

Under title IV, and under section 206(a), and under section 11(h)
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, there was a requirement of a pattern or
practice, for the Attorney General to bring an action.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. Why in this instance, in that this relates largely, does

it not, to State activities
Attorney General KATZE NBACH. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER (continuing). Should there not be a requirement of

pattern or practice rather than a single act?
Attorney General KATZENXWIC[. I think it is a pattern or practice.

I think to make your case, you have got to show that the jury com-
mission, and the State, appropriate State officials, are here discrim-
inating. I cannot imagine that not being a pattern or practice of dis-
crimination. It seems to me inherently built into what they are doing
with respect to juries.

Mr. CRAMER. Why then was the language "any act or practice" in-
stead of "pattern or practice" ?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Because it was more appropriate
language, Congr an, better language. Pattern or practice would
make no sense here to me. It would not follow, could not mean what
it means in the other titles.

Mr. CRAMER. Well, as to the drafting of line 12, you don't have to
have a pattern or practice. You just have to have an act. "Any act."

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Any act of prejudice is-
Mr. CRAMER. Any act or practice.
Attorney GeneraIKATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. So any single act could be the basis of your bringing

an action under section 202 (a), could it not
And further, as-
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Any act which excluded these

people.
Mr. CRAMER. As it relates on line 15 to any qualification for jury

service or any basis for exclusion, exemption or exclusion from jury
service which is susceptible to being applied in violation of section 201,
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in that it gives officials undue discretion. How C" . you intend to apply
that, in making a case against the State? Would it be your inten-
tion to file suits in instances where there are jury requirements or
exemptions that could be susceptible to being applied on a discrimina-
tory manner and giving officials discretion? I cite, for instance,
Florida law, which says that a person can be excluded, if he does not
have integrity and good moral character, and sound judgment

Now. in your opinion, would that give the local authorities too broad
a discretion, and, therefore, be the basis of a suit?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, in the first place, Congress-
man, the section you are reading from is under the section "Appropri-
ate relief." It has to do with what a court can add as appropriate
relief.

Mr. CRAMER. I understand that.
Attorney General KATZENBACII. After there has been a finding of

discrimination. It has nothing to do with me bringing lawsuits. It
has to do with the powers of the court.

Mr. CRAMER. Yes. but you are-
Attorney General KATZENBACIT. And I would suppose that if those

provisions of law that you are talking about in the case that had been
proved had been used, and were the basis for the discrimination in-
volved, and the court had found that the court would have no difficulty
in suspending those provisions or in restricting their application as
appropriate relief. And I would say that irrespective of what we
wrote in this law-

Mr. CRAMER. The basis of your suit could easily be, could it not,
that such an order should issue, because there is in existence State
law that gives the local authorities undue discretion, which is sus-
ceptible to being applied in a discriminatory manner You could
have, under this draftsmanship, the power to bring a suit in that in-
stance, if, in fact, you had reasonable grounds to believe that that
State authority is about to engage in any act which would deny the
rights in section 201. You don't have to have a pattern or practice
at all.

Attorney General KATZENBACII. No, sir. I just have a terrible dif-
ficulty in following that argument.

Mr. CRAMER. Well, what is your answer to the argument f
Attorney General KATZENBACH. My answer to the argument,

shortly is no.
Mr. dRAMER. Then what does line 15 through 20 mean, as it relates

to what is to be prevented in the future?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. It means what it says, as far as

appropriate relief is concerned, but how you can prove what the
court can do as appropriate relief to make the basis of a lawsuit just
defies mv construction of the statute. I think that I have to be able
to establish in this that I have reason to believe that there is going
t o be an act or practice.

Mr. CRAERm. An act, in fact, any act.
Attorney General KATZEXNBAc.yC An act or practice, in violation of

section 201, and T cannot establish that by any references to anything
in .section 203. That is the reason I answer your question flatly "No."

Mr. CRAMER. In carving out the suit an'd the requests for i'ilief,
you obviously include those prayers for relief that are within section
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203, under "appropriate relief," and base that request for relief upon
your cause of action relating to any "act which a peron is about to
engage in," do you not?

Attorney General KATZENBAC1I. You structure your relief and
your prayer for relief in one of two ways. You either can ask simply
for appropriate relief, and that's all you have to ask for, or you call
go ahead after you have won your case, and that would normally be
the way in which you would do it. We might spell out more relief,
but after you have won your case is the time when you get down to
drafting what you think'the appropriate decree is. I think you have
here a catchall, all kinds of things that the court can order as ap-
propriate relief. What the court would order as appropriate relief
would depend very much on what you had established and proved
in the case to be the basis for discrimination.

Mr. CRAMER. Well, do I un(lerstand -
Attorney General KA.TZENBAC(I. And might have nothing whatso-

ever to (to with any provisions of broad law.
M r. CRAM ER. ho" I understand you obtain a pattern or practice

rather than act or practice on line 12, page 15 ?
Attorney General KATZEN.ACI[. I think that the insertion of "pat-

tern or practice" there is meaningless. We followed here the 1957
voting act. We are dealing with State officials, and we believe that
it is appropriate to follow that precedent which Congress enacted in
1957, and similar circumstances, parallel circumstances, which would
permit broad relief, so I don't-you see, I think the use of "pattern or
practice" here could not be used as it is used elsewhere in the statute,
and I think it will have the effect of casting doubt on what "pattern
or practice" means wien you are referring to private actions, which
is what we are referring to elsewhere.

Mr. CRAMER. You are involved here largely with State actions.
Attorney General KATZENBACT. But the State actions, and in the

1965 Voting Rights Act, again Congress .used "an act or practice."
Th'at language has good historical precedence.

Mr. CRMER. Now, relating to the Federal jury system proposed on
page 11, and relating to the peremptory challenges, rule 24(b), of the
Federal Criminal Rules gives the right of peremptory challenge to a
party without intervention of the judge. Language in the Swain
case suggests that in exercising peremptory challenge. the court is
not involved. Yet, section 1869 of the administration bill, on page 11.
lines 17 and 18. reads as follows-"excluded by the court upon (1)
peremptory challenge as provided by law."

Now. are you in effect by including the court giving the court some
discretion in whether a peremptory challenge can be exercised, and
thus diluting the absolute right of the peremptory challenge?

Attorney General KATZENBACrH. No. sir: under the present practice.
when a peremptory challenge is made, the juror is excluded by the
court.

Mr. CRA.MER. All that is meant by "excluding upon a peremptory
challenge" is the administerial action of dismissing?

Attorney General KATZEXNBACH. Yes, sir.
M r. CRA' ER. Now in the present law, there is this provision relating

to right of trial by jury. I am now talking about the basic subject-
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of a man's right to be judged by his peers, which as I understand it,
traditionally has meant those who live in an area in proximity to where
the crime was committed. Section 1865 of title 28 presently says--
grand and petit Juries shall from time to time be selected from such parts of
the district-

I am dealing now on the subject of Federal juries--
from such parts of the district as the court directs, so as to be most favorable
to an Impartial trial, and not to incur unnecessary expense, or unduly burden
the citizens of any part of the district with Jury service. To this end, the court
may direct the maintenance of separate Jury boxes for some or all the places,
for holding court in the district and may appoint a jury commissioner for each.

Now, that clearly gives broad discretion in the judge to protect the
right of a person to be judged by his peers, does it not?

Attorney General KATZE-NMCH. Yes.
Mr. CRAME" . Now, the draftsmanship of the proposal sent to us

is on page 3, line 16 through 22, and on page 4-
the Jury commission shall maintain a master Jury wheel and shall place in the
master wheel names selected at random from the voter registration lists residing
in the judicial district or division.

Now, in a case for instance of the State of Florida, you have a
division or district, one division, that is about 300 miles long-
in the panhandle-running all the way from Pensacola to the
other side, at Tallahassee. It is true, is it not, that having voter reg-
istration lists, in that instance, your registration list would be made
up of some 2,000 people, that is, the names in the panel, in the wheel,
about 2,000 people from that entire area, based upon the number of
registered voters in each county, for instance.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. Is that correct?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. CRAmim. So what happens to the fellow who lives 250 miles

from Tallahassee, in a small county, that has by virtue of this reappor-
tionment of the jury system-which is about what that amounts to-
what happens to his right of being judged by his peers, who live
some 250 miles away, in western Florida, and he is tried in Talla-
hassee? The largest percentage of the voters registered living in
Tallahassee, on the one end, and Pensacola, on the other end of that
district.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I suppose nothing happens to him.
He will get a fair trial under this. and I suppose these will be his peers,
even if they live 250 miles from where he lives. That does not strike
me as, certainly, as unconstitutional or otherwise as unfair provision
that the juror might in some instances live 250 miles away from where
the defendant lives, or where the crime was committed. I just don't
understand why that is so unfair. I can see some burden on traveling
250 miles on the juror, but I would suppose that we have attempted
to take care of that, to some extent, by additional travel allowances,
and by additional jury fees and payments.

The CHAnrMAN. We have that now in the Federal juries, haven't we?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, you have got that.
The CHAIRMAN. For example, in my State, the southern district

goes clear up to Albany, almost some 200-odd miles.
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. And, of course, the provision, I be-
lieve, I am right in saying, Congressman, the provision that you are
reading is really exactly the provision, because of that broad discre-
tion there, we are attempting to do something about in this title; it
gave the judges very little guidance as to how they should select jurors,
so we are really striking at the heart of that.

Mr. CRAmxR. It is true, is it not, does this proposal 1864 repeal 1865
of the present ls w ?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. CRAmER. So that the judicial discretion "not to incur unneces-

sary expenses or unduly burden citizens of any part of the district for
jury service" is repealed?

Attorney General KATZEFNBACH. Yes, that provision is repealed.
The same principles are incorporated within the revision.

Mr. CRAMER But how I The proviso comes into effect at line 19
through 22, and the rest of the section, only if the voter registration
lists are not available. - -

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, it comes in addition to that,
in this respect. We have allowed juries to be selected from divisions,
juries to be selected from the area around the place where the court
regularly sits for trials within that city, and in addition, as far as
these long travel distances are concerned, all that this statute does is
says the judge cannot exclude a juror on that basis, who wants to
serve. It does not say that he may not exclude them, if he feels that
that is a hardship to come thpt distance.

Mr. CRAmF.n. Well, it says each jury commission shall maintain a
master jury wheel, place in the wheel names selected at random from
the voter registration in the district or division.

Attorney General KATZENACH. Right.
Mr. CnEA. So the makeup of the jury wheel has nothing to do

with the question of travel. They have tobe included, no matter what
the distance.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. It has something to do with the
question of travel, because we already cut districts down to divisions,
and you can make up your master wheel in addition from places where
the court regularly sits. It would not be correct to say it has nothing
to do with distance, but in those limitations, it has nothing to do with
distance.

Mr. CRAMmiI Is your understanding of line 19 that where there are
divisions, it shall be made up on a division basis, if there are no divi-
sions on a district basis, or under the proviso I It says in a judicial dis-
trict or division.

Attorney G, neral KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAmFR. Which is to be used ?
Attorney General KATZENBACri. That is covered up in line 3 of the

same page.
Mr. CRAMER. The judge has discretion to use either?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Right.
Mr. CRAFR. So in some instances, you would have jury wheels

made up out of a district, and others out of a division? Now, don't
you think we ought to say one or the other?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir.
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Mr. CRAMER. Why?
Attorney General KATZEX'BCH. Because I think in this respect the

same broad discretion that you were talking about before would be
equally applicable here. If the court wants to make up the list on a
districtwide basis, as he could have done under the previous law, he
ought to be able to do it.

Mr. CRAmER. Don't you think that in exercising our discretion in
protecting the right of'the individual to be tried before his peers, we
should make it a requirement that the jury wheel be filled where you
have voter registration within the division, at least give him that much
of a break?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I hadn't thought of it as being a
particular-"that much of a break," into this situation, and I don't
really know what you mean by that. We have two divisions in New
.Jersey, and you can go from one end of New Jersey to the other on the
turnpike in an hour and a half, and I don't think you are giving a
Newark defendant a break by excluding people from Camden. I
think they would be fair jurors, and be able to decide the case. If
they are close friends of the defendant, they would be excluded for
cause, anyway.

Mr. CRA"MER. Now, the proviso that you have inserted on line 19
through 22, that cones into effect when you don't have voter registra-
tion in making up the number of people to be included in the wheel.
Is that right?

Attorney General K.ATZENBA.%C. In effect, yes, sir.
Mr. CRAimR. So where you don't have voter registrations, the court

has discretion, and it appears to be rather unlimited, except for the
prohibition relating to race, color, religion, sex, and national origin.
so in effect, and other than the discrimination aspects, the court would
retain in those instances where no voter registration list exists, the
same power the court has today, would it not ?

Attorney General KATZENBACI No, sir, I don't believe so. The
provision here, proviso there was not where no voter registration lists
exist, because as I testified before, I think you can always find voter
registration lists, or at least, voting lists, which can be used. I think
this was a power given to the judicial council here, where they be-
lieved that the voter registration was such as to be discriminatory in
itself, and felt that it had to be supplemented, a provision which I
would think would be rarely applied, and I would hope with the 1965
act, there would never be a necessity of applying it.

Mr. CRAMER. Well, if it is, in fact, applied, then you have a dif-
ferent test, under the proviso, than you have in voter registration
areas. Is that correct?

Attorne y General KATZEXB.%r.j. I don't know what you mean by
the word 'test." You have a different system, the voter lists

Mr. CRAMER. Different prescription on what names shall go into
the master wheel.

Attorney General KATZEXBACH. Yes, sir. That is the purpose of it.
Mr. CRAMER. I just have one other question that I would like to

ask, if time will permit.
Relating to the Florida law concerning the selection of juries, in

which it specifically provides that a woman shall serve if she requests
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to serve, yoi will agree, do you not, generally, that there are reasons,
not related in any way to discrimination concerning sex, for a woman
not serving on a jury, if she has family obligations, or what have you I

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. Now, the Florida law is, "provided however,"-section

40.01-"that the name of no female person shall be taken for jury
service until this person register with the clerk of the circuit court
her desire to be placed in the jury list." As I gathered from your
testimony, that, in effect, would be nullified by this title II.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is correct; yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. But I think you went on further to say, did you not,

or suggest, that if the law were amended to say that a female shall
not serve if she objects to such service, without requiring an affirma-
tive act on her part first to qualify, it would not, in your opinion,
be subject to the prescription of title II. Is that correct?

Attorney General KATZE NAH. That is right.
Mr. CAMEit. How (o you come to that conclusion?
Attorney General "A'TZENJACIL Well, I come to that conclusion be-

cause it seems to me here an additional burden is put upon women who
)wish to serve, which men don't have to comply with, and I think
removal of that burden is required by the way in which this statute is
drafted. On the other hand, in terms of exemptions from jury serv-
ice, we have attempted to leave the States here a great broad discre-
tion to exempt groups upon their requests, if they want to be ex-
empted, so if a woman wanted to be exempted, I think that she could
be exempted, if that was what Florida in its wisdom determined to
do.

Mr. CRAMER. Now in your proposal
The CHAIRMAIN. Wait just a minute. Excuse me.
Mr. CRAMER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In this proposed bill, we prohibit discrimination on

the grounds of sex in the selection of State juries Now, would not
the Florida law have to be changed, then?

Attorney General KATZE-NBACH. Yes, but the question, Mr. Chair-
man, was whether or not Florida could provide by law that women,
upon their request, could be excused from juries, and I said yes, they
could, upon their request. It could so provide. I thought that it is
prohibited here to make them request jury service, but that the other
side of the coin, requesting an exemption, Florida could so provide, if
Florida felt that there were differences between the male and female
status in terms of family obligations that made this a wise thing to do,
they could so exempt.

The CHAMMAN. So you say the Florida law would be consistent
with this bill as drafted?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, as the Florida law presently
exists, it would be inconsistent.

The CHAIRMAN. Inconsistent?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. Now that is your opinion, is it not, that if Florida did,

made it a negative responsibility, the female having the right in the
first instance to serve, and the right not to serve, that would bt con-
sistent with your proposed title II, and would be constitutional. Is
that correct ?
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Attorney General KATZENBAC1. Yes, sir.
Mr. Cma t Now, the Florida law also provides that selection of

a jury list, such person selected, selecting officers know or have reason
to believe are law-abiding citizens of a proved integrity, good char-
acter, sound judgment, and intelligence, that would be eliminated,
would it not by title II, for all practical purposes?

Attorney General KATZENBACU. No, I should not think so.
Mr. CR.pwI It would be subject, however, would it not, to the sec-

tion that I read just a few minutes ago relating to the powers of the
court to issue orders, on page 16, sectioii 203, where any qualification
or basis for excuse or exemption, and this is the basis for an exemption,
which is susceptible to being applied in violation of section 201 of this
title because it vests in jur officials undue discretion. Would not the
court have power to in effect nullify this integrity, good character,
sound Judgment, intelligence, as a broad power giving too broad adiscretion-

Attorney General KATZENBAICI. Congressman, if the court found
that those provisions had been used to discriminate, then it could sus-
dend those provisions. I would suggest to you, sir, that whether or
not this statute says that, the court would have that power in any event.

Mr. CFABR. Now, the Florida law also provides that no person
under prosecution as well as Federal proposal, is that someone who
has been convicted of a crime punishable by a greater period than a
year of imprisonment, shall be excluded from jury service. I have
two questions. What would be the effect of this title II on that exemp-
tion, and why isn't a similar exemption proposed for the Federal
juries?

A person not only guilty of a crime, but one under prosecution of
a crime being exempt?

Attorney General KATZENBACii. The Florida law would continue to
be in effect, and such a provision is not in the Federal law, but I would
assume that a judge can excuse and would excuse immediately on that,
because obviously, I would think it would be subject to challenge for
cause.

Mr. CRAR. Well, you would have no objection to writing that into
this title I, would you?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No.
Mr. CnmF. Who is now under prosecution must be excluded?
Attorney General KATZENBACn. It is not in the present law. I think

that is the reason it isn't here. I think people before, people who have
been charged and indicted and so forth, I have no difficulty with ex-
em opting them. We just didn't change the Federal law in that regard,
is the reason it isn't there.

Mr. CP.xER. One other question on State juries. On page 19, I
wonder what happens here relating to the shifting of the burden of
proof on line 18 and 19k if the court determines at the beginning of
the section on line 11 that there is probable cause to believe that the
rights of the individual have been denied, and (2), records and papers
maintained in the State are not sufficient to permit determination, it
then becomes the burden of the State. It shall be, and I quote--
the responsibility of the appropriate State or local officials to produce additional
evidence demonstrating that such denial or abridgement did not occur.
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Does not that have the effect of shifting the burden of proof to the
State, that discrimination did not occur, whereas, ordinarily, the
burden is on the aggrieved, complaining party ?

Attorney General KATZEWBACH. It has the effect of putting the
burden of coming forward with the evidence on the State. The ulti-
mate determination is made by the court, on the basis of all of the
evidence before it.

Mr. CRAMER. Well, but it is placing a burden on the State or local
officials in order to prevent the plaintiff's case from prevailing, of
proving that they are based upon additional evidence, whatever that
might be, that there was not a denial or abridgement. Even though
there are not available records and papers sufficient to prove that there
was in the first instance.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is correct, and I thilk it is
important that that burden be put upon the State, because it cannot
be met by the plaintiff.

Mr. CRAMER. That is a very difficult burden, is it not, in that the
State cannot rely upon records kept I And it is a burden that could
be carried by the plaintiff properly by subpenaing whoever might
have been involved, rather than the State'?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir, I think that is a very, very
much easier burden for the State. They know who is involved. After
all, the integrity of their jury system is being questioned here. I
would think they would be just delighted to come forward and prove
that this was a fair and honest system, and they are in a good position
to do it, a far better position than the plaintiff, who may not know
what in fact has happened on this, and they are in a position to get
this, after all, they have set it up, and if their records are inadequate
to establish this, I would think that in the first place they would want
to have records that really could establish this, and that would show
that this was a fair system, they want to keep those records. I would
think they would be in an excellent position to go forward and get this.
After all, Congressman, this comes after the plaintiff shows probable
cause.

Mr. CRAMER. Just one other question, Mr. Chairman. On page
17, lines 7 through 10, against State juries, the court has the power
to appoint a master to perform duties of jury officials as may be
necessary. This means, for instance, in Florida, the court couldap-
)oint a master to perform the function of the court commission that

has the power to establish jury lists, but I don't see any description
of any kind as to when it is contemplated the court would exercise
such udgment. Do you have any thoughts relating to when you
would expect such masters to be appointed ?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes; I would.
Mr. CRAMER. In what circumstances?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. When in the court's judgment that

was necessary to assure the rights secured under section 201.
Mr. CRAMER. Well, that is-
Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is, I would assume-
Mr. CRAmUR. That is somewhat-I would call it a flippant answer,

but it is quite obvious that it speaks for itself that it relates to "may
be necessary," as being extremely broad discretionary powers. Don't
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you think that there are certain circumstances that possibly should
b; defined, when a master is justified and when one is not?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I don't see any reason to limit
powers that the court presently has, and this would be what they
presently have as a power. I don't know why in attempting to ef-
fectuate nondiscrimination we should turn around and limit the
power of an equity court as to what it may do.

Mr. Ca. irER. Didn't we limit appointment of masters with the re-
quirement of the pattern or practice in the voting rights section?
The court had to find a pattern or practice of discrimination relating
to voting rights in order to appoint a master. Don't you think some
standards should be established in subsection (d) as to when a master
can be appointed?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. "No, sir; I think that a standard
exists. I think that the Federal judiciary can be counted on to do
that only when in the judge's opinion it is necessary to do it. For
example, if the State or county officials just refuse to do it.

i11e CnAIRMAN.,. That could have been done 20 years ago, but not in
the light of what we know now happened to certain cities.

Attorney General KATZENBACII. I don't know how you could ex-
press it. I really don't know how you could express it much dif-
ferently than this. How could you draft language that would take
into consideration all of the contingencies wlich the court ought to
take into consideration in trying to say it is necessary on these facts
to appoint a master. I think it would be a very difficult thing to do.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Attorney General, I think that will have to be
the end of the testimony today, and I want to say that you have been
very, very gracious in your attitude, and that your answers have been
clear and competent, and forceful, and we are very pleased with your
testimony.

There are the bells, but we have two members, and if they want to
forgo a quorum call, I am willing to sit to hear them. How about
you, Brother Ryan.

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, I am willing to proceed.
Mr. KUPFERMAN. Why don't I go answer and come back?
The CHAIRMA.. All right, and let's hear from Mr. Ryan now. I

am willing to forgo the quorum call.
Thank you very much, Mr. Attorney General.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILIAM F. RYAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, once again, I am privileged to testify
before the Committee on the Judiciary, which has written landmark
legislation to eliminate the evils of segregation and discrimination
from our great Nation.

Throughout my service in Congress, I have been deeply concerned
with the need to enact civil rights legislation which would effectively
end discrimination in this country. It is gratifying for me to realize
how many of my early legislative proposals have now become law.

But the effect of segregation continues-in our courts, in law en-
forcement, in education, in housing, and in employment-to name a
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few of the most dramatic areas. I should also point out that the
ballot box is not yet free although much progress has been made since
enactment of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. In this session of Con-
gress, we have the opportunity to take important steps to eliminate
segregation in each of these areas.

The administration's bill (H.R. 14765) introduced by the distin-
guished chairman, deals with jury selection, the desegregation of
public schools and facilities, discrimination in housing, and violence
designed to intimidate civil rights workers or those who are attempting
to exercise their civil rights.

While I basically agree with, and am sponsoring legislation to carry
out the administration's approach to the problems of public school and
public facilities desegregation (H.R. 11729), discrimination in hous-
ing (H.R. 14971), and violence (H.R. 14972), I would advocate a
very different method of assuring the fair selection of jurors.

Mly own efforts to assure fair selection of jurors goes several years
back. On May 2, 1963, I introduced legislation to prevent the ex-
clusion of minority group members from jury selection. Again I
introduced that legislation on February 24, 1965. And in this session,
I introduced H.R. 14111, which provides a comprehensive plan to as-
sure nondiscriminatory selection of jurors.

In our free society, no right is more precious than the right to a fair
trial. George Washington called the administration of justice "the
firmiest pillar of government." He was quite right.

Yet as civil rights cases have illustrated-and I am thinking of the
unresolved murders of Medar Evers, Leinuel Penn, Jimmy LeeJack-
son, the Reverend James Reeb, Mrs. Viola Liusso, and Jonathan
Daniels-and the three courageous civil rights workers--James
Chaney, Andrew Goodman and Michael Schwerner-in some sections
of the country the temple of good government has no judicial pillar
at all.

In a special report published in October 1965, the Southern Regional
Council analyzed the state of southern justice. Noting that wide-
spread publicity had dramatized the lack of justice in civil rights
cases, the report concluded:

The danger today is not that the public will fail to know about the double
standard of justice, but that the public will think it limited only to civil rights

cases, or will fail to act
As the report makes clear, the failure of justice in well-publicized

civil rights cases is an illustration-not the embodiment-of the break-
down of justice in the South.

That is the problem which the legislation before you today is de-
signed to remedy. The Southern Regional Council pointed out that
in this dual system of justice, "much of the problem is the selection of
jurors. In almost no courts are jurors picked by thoroughly objective
means to insure a true cross-section of the community."

Since few counties keep records of jury venires, it is difficult to assess
the exact amount of segregation on southern juries. But the available
evidence indicates that integrated juries are about as rare as integrated
polling places were a year ago.

In labama, for example, where about 30 percent of the voting age
population is Negro, the council estimates that there are 5 or 6 Negroes
oi a typical jury panel of 110. In Arkansas, where about 20 percent

63-420-66---84
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of the voting age population is Negro, the council estimates that there
are no more than 4 Negroes on a typical double panel of 50.

In an area where accurate statistics are available, the council pointed
out that the 28 court clerks and the 109 jury commissioners attached
to the Federal courts of the 11 States of the Old Confederacy are
solidly white--all appointed by the 65 white district judges.

In short, there is a clear case of segregation in southern juries, and
the effect of that segregation is to produce a dual system of justice.
Negroes are kept off of juries and kept in jail.

I here can be no question that segregated juries are unconstitutional.
The 14th amendment guarantee of "equal protection of the laws" makes
this clear. Furthermore, of course, the 14th amendment goes on to
say that "the Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate
legislation," its provisions.

The question before this committee, then, is what type of legislation
will most effectively solve this problem. Broadly, there are two main
paths open-that of judicial enforcement and that of administrative
enforcement. Judicial enforcement could mean a case-by-case deter-
mination of a pattern and practice of discrimination in jury selection
in each county. Administrative enforcement would mean an objective,
swift, and accurate triggering of a mechanism for remedying jury dis-
crimination whenever certai conditions exist.

In deciding which approach to take, we need look no further than
the experience with voting rights. No one knows better than the mem-
bers of this committee the reasons for the failure of the early voting
rights laws of 1957 and 1960, and the reasons why last year's act was
passed. A case-by-case, county-by-county method of litigation simply
did not work.

Chief Justict. ,Warren summarized the experience of the earlier laws
in an introduction to the Supreme Court's unanimous opinion uphold-
ing the Voting Rights Act of 1965 in South Carolina v. Katzenback,
on March 7,1966:

The previous legislation has proved Ineffective for a number of reasons *

He wrote:
Voting suits are unusually onerous to prepare. sometimes requiring as many as

6.000 man-hours spent combing through registration records in preparation for
trial. Litigation has been exceedingly slow, in part because of the ample oppor-
tunities for delay affort:ng voting officials and others involved in the proceedings.
Even when favorable decisions have finally been obtained, some of the States
affected have merely switched to discriminatory devices not covered by the Fed-
eral decrees or have enacted difficult new tests designed to prolong the existing
disparity between white and Negro registration. Aternatively, certain local
officials have defied and evaded court orders or have simply closed their registra-
tion offices to freeze the voting rolls.

The House report on the bill made the same point:
Four years (to press a voting suit) is too long * *

It said:
The burden is too heavy, the wrong to our citizens Is too serious, the damage

to our national conscience is too great not to adopt more effective measures than
exist today. Such is the essential Justification for the pending bill.

In short, the early laws did not work because they required indi-
vidual suits in each of the counties charged with discrimination. The
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same situation exists in proceedings dealing with jury selection. Suits
are expensive to bring; they allow for endless delaying tactics; and
there is no quarantee that the district judge will be more helpful than
the local jury commissioner.

Yet the administration bill, H.R. 14765, is patterned after the early
voting acts.

I am most concerned about the administration's proposed plan to
desegregate State juries. The Attorney General would bring suits
in Federal district courts for injunctive relief against discriminatory
jury selection practices. These cases are likely to be slow, painful, and
expensive.

Although there is a recordkeeping requirement, and the records are
to be made available to the Attorney General, it is not clear what
records must be kept.

Only in the course of a proceeding may a local official be required
to provide a "written statement of jury selection on information."
And even then it is not clear what information this statement would
include.

The administration's bill, then, contains the same flaws which make
the early voting rights laws unworkable. Eventually, a stronger, ad-
ministrative jury selection bill will have to be formulated and passed
by Congress.. Why not save ourselves-and the citizens of the South-
the intervening years of agony. We should pass a solid, quick, ad-
ministrative bill this sesion.

In order to avoid the delays and difficulties inherent in a case-by-
case approach, I have proposed a jury bill-H.R. 14111-which uses
an automatic administrative trigger similar to that employed in the
Voting Rights Act of 1965.

The bill requires that records be kept of the racial composition of
all State jury venires in every State which has a nonwhite population
of more than 10 percent and which either, required racial segregation
by law within the past 5 years or is subject to the Voting Rights Act
of 1965. These records must be public and copies must U submitted
to the Attorney General.

If the recordkeeping requirement is not complied with by any court,
then the Attorney General must certify that court to the Civil Service
Commission, which will appoint one or more special Federal jury
commissioners to function on behalf of the court.

Special Federal jury commissioners will also be appointed by the
Civil Service Commission upon certification of the Attorney General
that a certain disparity exists between the number of Negroes in a
county and the number of the county's jury list. The disparity ratio
is 11/2 to I between the percentage of Negroes in the county, and the
percentage of Negroes on the county's jury list.

In addition, the Attorney General is required to certify for the as-
signment of special Federal jury commissioners any county vhich
discontinued or forbade the use of voter registration lists as a basis
for jury venires after the enactment of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

Special Federal jury commissions will also be assigned to any county
in which a Federal court has found within the past 5 years that jurors
have been disqualified on account of race or color.

I have enumerated the four conditions under which special Federal
jury commissioners will be assigned automatically.
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The bill also provides that the Attorney General or any resident of
a judicial district or any party to a jury proceeding may bring ail
action in the U:S. district court for the enforcement of the act.

Federal jury commissioners will compile venire lists with the as-
sistance of the Census Bureau which would be empowered to use a
sampling technique to insure a venire which is a representative cross-
section of the jurisdiction without regard to race, color, sex, political
or religious affiliation, national origin, or economic or social status.

The venire lists compiled by the special Federal jury commissioners
would be the basis for the selection by lot of jurors by State courts.
The special Federal jury commissioners would be entitled to supervise
this process.

The bill provides a mechanism whereby a county may move in Fed-
eral court to be relieved of its requirements.

A question has been raised regarding the potential use of perenp-
tory challenge to discriminate in the selection of State juries. As I
thought about it, it occurred to me that a simple approach would be
to require that in State courts the number of peremptory challenges
not exceed the number permitted under the Federal rules of procedure
for similar cases.

I shall now discuss the method of desegregating Federal juries un-
der the administration's bill. Jury lists would be derived from voter
rolls except where the judicial council of the circuit determines that
the use of voter rolls would not end discrimination. In such districts,
the council would be required to prescribe other sources of names.

Although I do not think that this approach to the problem of Fed-
eral jury discrimination would be a total failure, I am afraid that it
wouldprove largely irrelevant to the problem of segregation in the
Deep South. In rural areas of Mississippi, Georgia, and Alabama,
the Voter Registration Act of 1965 has still only succeeded in regis-
tering a simalI percentage of the population. So in those areas the
judicial council would have to produce some other source of names.
But it is difficult to believe that any list of names in that area would
be truly a cross-section of the population.

Under my bill, H.R. 14111, the desegregation of Federal juries
would be achieved as follows. First, the bill would set up jury coin-
missions in each Federal district court which would be appointed by
the district court. With the approval of the Director of the Adminis-
trative Office of the United States Courts, the jury commission would
esablish an area sampling plan to provide names for a master jury
wheel drum. This would provide a representative cross-section of the
population of the Federal district without exclusion on the basis of
race, color, sex, religious or political affiliation, or economic or social
status.

Both the Attorney General and private citizens would be given
power to file noncompliance actions in the U.S. Court of Appeals.
If the action were upheld, the court would be empowered to appoint
jury commissioners responsible to it and direct them in the selection
of juries and the keeping of records.

The need for Federal legislation to protect against violence and
intimidation in the exercise of civil rights has been evident for many,
many years. The old Reconstruction statutes, sections 241 and 242
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of title 18 of the United States Code, simply will not carry the full
load. The Supreme Court has now made very clear the need for
more specific Federal legislation in this area.

On May 2 1963, I introduced a bill which was designed to protect
civil rights by providing criminal and civil remedies for unlawful
official violence and for other purposes. I introduced this bill again,
as H.R. 5427, on February 24, 1965.

The approach taken by the administration's new bill, I am satis-
fied, is warranted by both the conditions in the South and the recent
Supreme Court decisions. Consequently, I have used a similar ap-
proach to title V in the administration's bill in title I of my bill,
H.R. 14972.

Title I of my bill is designed to deter and punish interference by
force or threat of. force with activities protected by Federal law or
the Constitution. This title would strengthen the Government's ca-
pability to meet the problem of civil rights violence. Each area of
)rotected activity is specifically described. They are: voting, public

accommodations, public education, public services and facilities, em-
ploynent, housing, jury service, use of common carriers, and participa-
tion in federally assisted programs.

The statute would protect-Negroes and members of other minority
groups from violence directed at. them while they are engaging in, or
because they have participated in, such activities, and from violence
which is intended to discourage the victims from engaging in such
activities. In this regard, the title would also punish violence directed
against a person who has not been involved in civil rights activity but
who is selected as a victim in order to intimidate others.

Title I would also protect civil rights workers and others who urge
or aid participation in these activities, as well as those who engage
in any form of speech or peaceful assembly opposing denial of the
opportunity to participate in such activities-such as public school
officials, restaurant owners, and employers. '

The title would prohibit forcible interference with any of the speci-
fled activities by private individuals acting alone as well as by pubic
officers or other persons acting under color of law.

The prescribed penalties are graduated in accordance with the seri-
ousness of the results of violations, ranging from misdemeanor penal-
tieq to life imprisonment.

In se; tiiig new penalties for sections 241 and 242, title 18, United
States Code, title II of my bill is more rigid than the administration's
bill.

In title III of my bill, however, I have offered a departure from
the administration's bill. It is one which I consider quite important.
Following the model of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights,
I have proposed that the Federal Government provide civil indemnifi-
cation of persons whose person or property is injured while lawfully
exercising, or urging others to exercise, civil rights.

A Civil Tndemnification Board would be established under the
U.S. Commission in Civil Rights. It would have investigatory and
subpena powers similar to those of the National Labor Relations
Board.

One of my other bills, H.R. 5427, which I introduced on May 2, 1.M',
and again on February 24, 1965, also deserves the attention of this
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committee. That bill would amend section 242 of title 18 of the United
States Code so as to make a crime of official violence and official neglect.

In this and past Congresses, I introduced a bill similar to those
which I have described, which was designed to provide protection
against lynchings. H.R. 11730 broadened the definition of "lynching"
to include all instances when-
two or more persons knowingly in concert commit or attempt to commit violence
upon any person or persons on his or their property because of their race 0 * *.

The bill would punish lynchings by a $10,000 fine and/or up to 20
years imprisonment. It would also punish any State or local officer
who neglected to make all efforts to apprehend the members of the
lynch rnob. And it contains an indemnification provision which would
provide fr)m $2,000 to $10,000 for injury or death.

I also endorse the concept of the administration's title III, which
would amend title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 so as to give
the Attorney General power to initiate suits to desegregate public
schools and public facilities, without the requirement of a written
complaint.

The administration's bill closely follows my own bill, H.R. 11729,
which I introduced in this and past Congresses. My bill, however, has
the advantage of being broader, and is not confined to public schools
and public facilities.

Finally, I fully sympathize with the administration's view that
tough Federal legislation should be passed to end discrimination in
housing. Until we can put an end to the economic and racial ghettos
of this country, we will never be able to end de facto segregation of
our schools, or de facto segregation of jobs, aspirations, cultures, and
lives.

I am proud to note that New York has an antidiscrimination-in-
housing law. It is an important law, and it has had some effect. But
no one would pretend that it has ended discrimination in housing in
New York. One reason why much discrimination persists in New
York is that it has proved very difficult to administer and enforce it
with full vigor.

While I support and sponsor the administration's fair housing pro-
posal, I should note that it does not provide for an enforcement
agency. Individuals may bring suit: the Attorney General may in-
tervene; the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development may con-
duct studies; and the Attorney General may find a pattern of dis-
crimination. But there is no agency which would have power to en-
force this critical new law.

My original bill, "the act against discrimination," which I drafted
and introduced in each Congress until the Civil Rights Act of 1964
adopted a different approach, would have given the Civil Rights Com-
mission jurisdiction over a wide range of discriminatory practices and
the power to issue court-enforceable cease-and-desist orders. Dis-
crimination in housing would have been included.

I sincerely hope that in its wisdom this committee will be able to
provide for a suitable agency to enforce the law for desegregation inhousing.

We rave not reached the end of the road in our struggle to gain
equal rights for all Americans. Nor is the end in sight. We must con-
tinue to struggle for freedom and liberty.
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As legislators, let us strive to do the best we can. We molded and
enacted the civil rights bill in 1964. We enacted the Voting Rights
Act of 1965.

If we provide a strong administrative method of jury selection, a
specific and forceful criminal law against violence and a tough bill
to desegregate housing with the help of a vigorous Federal agency,
then we will have passed another milestone on the road to freedom.

The CiR.mi.N. Mr. Ryan, you have five bills, as I understand it,
haven't you?

Mr. R-AN. What, sir?
The CH AIRMAN.. They are all related to different subjects on civil

rights?
Mr. RYAN. I am sorry. The bells interrupted my hearing.
The CHAIRMAN. You have five bills on civil rights. Isn't that cor-

rect i
Mr. RYA.N. Yes, sir. Probably more.
The CHAIRMAN . I beg your pardon?
Mr. RYAN. Probably more. There are seven.
The CHAIRMAN. Probably more. Well, are you going to speak on

every one of these bills? And if so, couldn't you summarize what you
are going to indicate?

fr. RYA.N. Mr. CLairman, basically my testimony this morning
concerns the question of the jury selection process, violence and dis-
crimination in housing. My other bills also treat with vital questions
of civil rights. My emphasis today has been on the approach to the
question of the fair selection of juries. Whether it is to be the case-
by-case approach, as the administration suggests, or whether there
is to be an automatic trigger involved, as my bill would suggest: with
the coming into play of certain conditions, the Attorney General may
certify to the Civil Service Commission for the appointment of Fed-
eral jury commissioners. I think that is really the issue.

I support the housing provisions of the administration's bill. I
support the provisions which expand the authority of the Attorney
General to intervene in public facilities and public school suits. I
support the violence provisions with strengthening. I have intro-
duced legislation dealing with those questions in the past, so the prin-
cipal point I want to make to the committee and the distinguished
chairman this morning is that I would prefer, instead of the case-by-
case approach to the question of discrimination in jury selection,
that we set up a procedure whereby the Attorney General, in those
counties where the population is more than 10 percent Negro, may
certify to the Federal Civil Service Commission for the appointment
of Federal jury commissioners.

This would take place if the recordkeeping requirement of the bill
was not met; it would take place, secon dly, if the Attorney General
certified a disparity between the number of Negroes in the county and
the number of Negroes on the jury list, that the ratio was greater than
11/2 to l it would take place if the Attorney General certified that any
county lorbade or discontinued the use of jury lists after the Voting
Rights Act of 1965, and it would take place where the Federal court
found within the past 5 years that jurors were disqualified because of
race or color.
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This is in connection with State courts. It provides for a sampling
procedure. Also tle bill would set up a sampling procedure rather
than the use of the voting lists in the Federal courts, so that the
sampling technique was used there.

Those are the principal points of difference, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Those are the points in H.R. 14111.
M[r. RYAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMMAN. They emphasize an administrative procedure rather

than the case-by-case approach.
3Mr. RYAN%. That is correct, 31r. Chairman. In other words, it is

my belief that by an administrative proceeding, a triggering device,
we would be able to deal with the problem much more swiftly and
expeditiously, and would not run the risk of having a situation develop
similar to that in the early voting laws legislation, where case-by-case
procedures simply did not meet the objectives.

The CHAIMA N. I take it you want to place your entire statement
in the record.

Mr. RY..AN. If I may, Mr. Chairman.
May I make one other point, which came to my attention during

the testimony this morning, when the question was raised concerning
the potential use of the peremptory challenge as a means to dis-
criminate in the selection of State juries. It occurred to me as I was
thinking about it, listening to the testimony, that it might be resolved
by requiring by legislation that in no State court could there be a
larger number, a greater number of peremptory challenges in any case
than the Federal rules provide in a similar Federal case. This might
solve that problem. r suggest that to the committee for its con-
sideration.

The CHAIRM-3AN. You did hear the Attorney General say, however,
that where the peremptory challenges were unlimited as in Alabama,
they might be reached by a legal proceeding.

MJr. RYAN.. Yes, by a
The CHAIRMAN. By a proceeding which would establish a violation

of the 14th amendment.
fr. RY..,N. Yes, sir. The point I make is that perhaps we could

legislate here so that no State may provide a greater number of
peremptory challenges in any case than is provided under the Federal
rules for a Federal case of a similar nature, and this might solve it.

The CHAIRM3AN. I see. That would make it simpler.
Is there anything else ?
Mfr. RYAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Ryan. Mfr. Kupferman promises

to be back, but I am afraid we will have to hear him in the morning.
Thank you very much, and I am sorry I kept you, Mr. Ryan.Mr. RYA-.-. Thank you. I am delighted to have the opportunity to

address myself to this question, and I strongly urge upon the commit-
tee the administrative aprroach to the problem of selecting fair and
impartial juries without discrimination.

The CHAI'MAN. We will adjourn until tomorrow morning at 9
o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 12:30 n.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 9 a.m., Wednesday, May 11, 1966.)
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 11 , 1968

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SuBcoMMITrT. No. 5 OF THE COMmITIEE ON THE J JUDICIARY,

Wahington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2141

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Emanuel Celler (chairman oi
the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Celler, Rogers, Donohue, Kastenmeier,
McCulloch, Cramer, and MacGregor.

Also present: Mr. Conyers.
Also present: William R. Foley, general counsel; Benjamin L.

Zele'Lko counsel, and Martin R. Hoffmnann, associate counsel.
The H.AIRMAN. The meeting will come to order.
We have as our first witness the distinguished gentleman from

Michigan, Mr. Conyers.
Mr. CoNTERs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am not going to testify

today. I thought my office had advised the committee. I hope this
does not cause an adournment of the meeting.

The CHAIRMAN. You say you are not ready to testify?
Mr. CoNmrm. No, sir.
The CHARaMAN. The trouble is, we have a schedule today for Mem-

bers of the House and tomorrow we hear Mr. Weaver and Mr. Han-
nah-Mr. Weaver, Secretary of the Cabilet; and Mr. Hannah of the
Civil Rights Commission, and we hoped to have something like eight
Members of the House this morning.

Could you not possibly testify, S1r. Conyers?
Mr. CONYERS. No, sir. I am very sorry; I do not have my-
The CHAIRMAN. I want to help you all I can, but that makes it very

difficult for us to try to fit you in some sort of a slot here. You wirl
have to wait, because we will not be able to hear you until we hear
these other witnesses

Mr. CONYERS. I would-
The CHRMAN. They are all scheduled and they come from distant

parts.
Mr. CoNYERs. This a very rare dilemma, Mr. Chairman, because

normally I would have a great deal to say, and I will. But it is not
ready at this time. I regret very much that I am-

The CIRAIR:&N. We will try to accommodate you, but you under-
stand the exigencies under which we are working here now.

Mr. CoNTERs. I certainly do.
Mr. CP EAR. We have a lot of witnesses who want to testify.
The CHAIRMA.N. Very well.
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I will start the meeting and suspend until members come.
The Chair wishes to p ace into the record a statement by Representa-

tive Diggs of Michigan, a statement by Representative Krebs of New

Th;e statements follow:)

STATEMENT OF HONORABLE PAUL J. KREBS REPRESENTATION FROM THE STATE
or NEW JERSEY, MAY 10, 1966

Mr. Chairman, I am grateful for the opportunity of appearing before your
subcommittee in support of civil rights legislation. I Introduced H.R. 13626
last March in an effort to provide protection against the brave victims of dis-
crimination and their supporters who risked and in some instances lost their lives.

The unjust arrests, failings, trials and convictions experienced in recent civil
rights activities are the direct sponsors of the legislation being deliberated today.

While I am not an attorney, I am nonetheless struck by the need for strengthen-
ing the procedures of protecting against State interference with activities guar-
anteed by the Fourteenth Amendment and by federal civil rights statutes. I am
therefore in strong agreement with the message on civil rights submitted by
President Johnson.

His proposal goes beyond that which I envisaged in my own bill, and I am
happy to publicly support his measure. It is a proposal that would go a long
way toward prohibiting racial discrimination in federal and state jury selections
and in protecting those who seek to exercise their civil rights.

We in Congress have been instrumental in ensuring the right of all qualified
citizens to participate in our country's political life and to use our communities'
public facilities. I think it Is now commendable that we proceed to ensure the
ability to participate more fully in the things many of us take for granted.

We can help America's minorities to participate more fully by surrounding
them with more effective protection In the buying of housing for their families
and in gaining the Jobs necessary to maintain a living standard equal to their
fellow Americans.

I heartily agree with the President that "the time has come for the Congress
to declare resoundingly that discrimination in housing and all the evils it breeds
are a denial of Justice and a threat to the development of our growing urban
areas."

To accomplish this end I tended to support any reasonable proposal this com-
mittee recommends and I also Intend to Introduce legislation that would pro-
vide Incentives for low-income and middle income taxpayers in improving their
housing. We must ensure not only that people have a right to purchase ade-
quate housing but also the means for their upkeep.

As the President so well said It. "no civil rights act, however historic, will
be final." Injustice will undoubtedly continue even after enactment of this
year's civil rights program. But the challenge is for us to tackle the problem
here and now. We must accept that challenge.

STATEMENT OF HO. ORBLE CHARLES C. DIGOS. .R.. U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM
THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

The as yet unpunished killings of William L. Moore. Medgar Evers. the four
young girls who died in a Birmingham church, the Philadelphia, Mississippi. trio,
Colonel Lemuel Penn. Jimmie Lee Jackson. Reverend James Reeb. Jonathan

Daniels. Vernon Dahmer and others are recent widely publicized manifestations
of the violence directed against persons because of their race or their pursuit
of racial Justice. But their deaths are only a part of the story of the reign of
terror that has been organized and intensified to deny fundamental rights since
the Supreme Court spoke out against racial segregation in the Brown case.
Thousands of persons have been the victims of this terror. Many incidents
have been unpublicized: some have been unreported.

There Is ample documentation of this massive invasion of personal security to
show the need. for national concern and national action. You have read about
most of these denials of rights in the public press, so there is no need here to
refer to the eldence. By way of example I cite that Birmingham has had 20
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bombings since 1957, including the one that took the lives of four young children
attending Sunday school and that Misssslippi statistics show the burning of 35
churches and the bombing of 31 homes and other buildings in one four-month
period. This tragic history of violence is on the record for all to see.

Few of these acts of violence have resulted in prosecutions; in those that have,
a minimal number of convictions have been obtained, and the punishment has
hardly ever been proportionate to the crime. The reasons for this state of affairs
are many. State and local officials and local juries have refused to enforce State
laws against violence. The election of state and local officials hostile to the
rights of minorities has resulted from the disenfranchisement of Negroes. Fed-
eral statutes and Federal authority are inadequate and the use of such laws that
do exist has likewise been inadequate. Put another way, the essential cause of
continued unpunished violence has been a complete breakdown of law and order
based on an acceptance of an unconstitutional system of "Justice" administered
in the spirit of white supremacy. The Negro and those who seek Justice for him
are confronted in general in the South with hostile white police, hostile white
prosecutors, hostile white judges and hostile white Juries. The institutions of
law (with few exceptions) follow a policy of lily-white employment, accept the
philosophy of white supremacy, and operate under a double standard of justice
based on the race of parties involved. Bluntly put, these institutions of law are
the fellow-travelers of anti-Negro violence and can hardly be expected to mete
out Justice to the violent.

All this runs directly counter to the guarantees of the 14th Amendment and
other provisions of the Constitution. But it will continue nonetheless unless new
tools are forged for law enforcement in the areas of violent resistance to racial
equality. Although law enforcement is an extremely sensitive area of federal-
state relationships and one where legislation is difficult to perfect and enact, the
need for federal action is too great and immediate and the risks in the failure
of law enforcement too dangerous to leave the present situation unaltered.

I cannot agree with those who maintain that unpunished murders are "the
price you pay for tl"- Jury system." I believe that this is the price we are paying,
not for the jury system as such, but for our failure to make it function in a
constitutional manner.

The jury selection system as it now operates, both in state and Federal Juris-
dictions, depends on the discretion of some individual, usually a jury com-
missioner or commissioners. In every state and Federal district in the South
these officials are white, and I frankly know of few exceptions to this rule in the
North. In many instances, they are avowed white supremacists.

The most obvious effect of this is the selection of grand and trial juries from
which Negroes and those sympathetic to racial justice are systematically ex-
cluded. The result, in the words of one commentator, is that Juries tend to be
"predominantly male, white, middle-aged, middle-minded and middle-class."

This affects civil justice as fell as criminal justice. As Charles Morgan of
ACLU has noted, the loss of life or a limb of a Negro is worth only a fraction
of that of a white person in a suit for damages.

The failure of the jury system is not the only difficulty In state law enforce-
ment machinery. So far as the protection of civil rights is concerned, law
officers in many areas are either on the side of the criminals or are themselves
the criminals. Where prosecutors attempt to enforce the law honestly they are
often frustrated by the judge hearing the case. And in those cases where both
judge and prosecutor do try to administer justice with an even hand, the Jury
succumbs to the racist pleas of the defense rather than the facts before it.

Prosecutor, Judge and Jury are not the only culprits. State and local investi-
gative authorities appear unwilling or unable to solve any major civil rights
case. In the Mack Charles Parker, Liuszo, Penn, Evers, and the Chaney,
Schwerner, and Goodman lynching cases the bulk of the evidence for possible
prosecutions was produced by Federal investigation.

Where all the hurdles of investigation, prosecution, jury trial and a just ver-
dict are surmounted, inadequate punishment by state courts often frustrates
Justice at the last step.

It Is for these reasons that I will support the legislation sent to Congress by
the President. But for the same reasons I will work for broadening and strength-
ening of the proposed legislation along the line of the bill I have introduced,
H.R. 12807.

I would like to discuss briefly the major differences in my bill and the Ad-
ministration's proposals.
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On the Jury issue I propose a more extensive reform of the state system than
the Administration suggests. Without going into full details, I would like
an automatic "trigger" similar to the one in the Voting Rights Act of last year,
which would authorize the Federal government to take over the selection of
local Juries and apply its standards when it is shown that Negroes do not serve
on Juries in proportion to their percentage in the population.

While I believe that the Administration's changes In existing criminal civil
rights laws go a long way toward meeting the problem of violence toward Negroes
and civil rights workers. I still feel the need of an extension of Federal Juris-
diction. To this end H.R. 12807 would authorize the transfer of state criminal
prosecutions to Federal court In cases Involving Negroes or civil rights advocates
as victims upon a showing of a pattern of racial discrimination in Jury selec-
tion or in the administration of Justice. When murder is committed, it is pref-
erable to prosecute for murder rather than for violation of the victim's civil
rights. In these situations there is ample basis in the 14th Amendment for this
state-Federal transfer of Jurisdiction. This view is supported by the U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights, whose recommendation is the basis of this provision in
the bill.

The Negro or civil rights worker who is victimized by local law enforcement
officers by arrest and prosecution on false or flimsy charges should also have
the right to get his case out of the control of the local court house gang, and my
bill would make it clear that he has this right.

I believe the Attorney General should have a broad grant of authority to file
civil suits to prevent interference with civil rights. H.R. 12807 would give
such a grant of authority in much broader terms than the Attorney General
now seeks. It Is likely that if the Attorney General had possessed this authority
in recent years many of the confrontations between demonstrators and local
authorities and unruly mobs could have been prevented and the rights of free
speech and assembly could have been better protected.

I believe that the time has come to give serious consideration t0 indemnifica-
tion for persons who are injured in the civil rights struggle, along the lines of
damages awarded in workmen's compensation cases. Recently there has been
some discussion of such indemnification for persons who are the victims of crime.
For those who say that any such program of indemnification should cover all
victims of crime, not Just those victimized because of their civil rights activities,
I would say a beginning must be made somewhere, and this is a logical place.
This is a civil rights bill to discourage acts of violence against civil rights work-
ers, both Negro and white. If those who practice such violence knew that the
victims could recover indemnification and that the U.S. government could in turn
sue those responsible for the violence, I feel this would constitute a deterrent
to unlawful conduct.

Another provision in my bill would extend the coverage of the equal employ-
ment opportunity law to state and local government. Such an amendment might
begin a breakthrough in the all-white personnel now administering the law in
large areas of our nation.

There also is a provision in H.R. 12807 authorizing the removal by the Federal
government, through administrative hearings, of local law officers who violate
their constitutional duties by grossly abusing persons in their custody. Such
a law is long overdue. It is bad enough to have officers immune from punishment
for their misdeeds. It is much worse that they are allowed to continue as law
officers. As an example I cite the situation in Neshoba County, Mississippi,
where law officers continue to wield power while under indictment for one of the
foulest deeds of the century. The least we can ask is that they be suspended
from office landing disposition of these charges.

The problems we seek to solve are not simple, and their solution will not he
easy. But there is no reason why we should not try. I believe that these
problems will be solved primarily through the political and legislative processes.
Individual redress may be obtained in specific court cases, but litigation on a
case by case basis is too complicated and too drawn out to provide an across-
the-board cure.

Reform of the institutions of law through political action offers hope, and the
Voting Rights Act of 1965 may accelerate such action. Hopefully a strong civil
rights bill of 1966 will bring further meaningful reform through the legislative
approach. For this reason I hope that the Congress will act expeditiously to
speed the pending legislation to passage. It is my further hope that when en-
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acted, the Civil Rights Act of 1966 wJll in essence contain the principal provisions
of H.R. 12807.

The CHA IAN. The Chair wishes to read a statement in the
record as follows:

I am encouraged by the decision of the California State Supreme Court yes-
terday which held the so-called Proposition No. 14 unconstitutional. The de-
cision holds that the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, through the
equal protection clause, secures the right to acquire and possess property with-
out racial or religious discrimination.

Proposition No. 14 was a referendum to amend the Constitution of the State
of California. It was intended to void that State's Fair Housing Law. It was
approved by the electorate of that State in November 1964.

The effect of this California Supreme Court decision, in my opinion, is rather
electrifying. It supports the principles of Title IV of my civil rights bill which
proscribes discrimination in the sale, rental or financing of residential housing
on account of race, color, religion or national origin. It makes it clear that
Title IV is not unconstitutional, notwithstanaing contrary claims by critics of
the Federal Fair Housing proposal. Beyond cavil and contentious argument, the
housing provisions of the pending bill are perfectly proper, fair, reasonable and
constitutional.

I think it is better to suspend and reassemble.
Mr. MAcGjEGoR. I would be pleased to follow whatever the chair-

man wishes to follow for the schedule.
The CHAImbAN. Reassemble when witnesses appear.
Mr. RoGERs. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAMER. Mr. Chairman, I agree with that suggestion. I think

it would be well to comment, before we recess, on the California
case. As I understand it, the California case involves State action
under the 14th amendment. Therefore, a determination by the court
relating to State action would not have any bearing on the subject
matter of disposition of property by individual, private ownership.
The 14th amendment traditionally involves State action; and the
California decision was a State action case, and the proposals before
us by the administration go beyond State action and involve individ-
uals.

Therefore, as I see the case decision, it would have no substantial
bearing on the deliberations before us or in consideration of the bill
before us, which involves individual action, individual ownership,
separate from and exclusive of State action. However, I think it is
a very interesting decision, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAX. I do not want to argue with the gentleman, but, of
course, I look at this case from a different angle than the gentleman
from Florida does. I think he is looking at it from the wrong end of
the telescope.

Mr. CIIAmm. Well, Mr. Chairman, as far as I am concerned, there
is only one end of the telescope you look into, and that's the one that
the court looked into when it made its decision. I think the chairman
would agree that this case involves State action, period.

The CHAIxAN. That is correct, but-
Mr. CRAm.. And the bill involves individual ownership, so there

is a clear distinction.
The CHAIRxAN. That is correct, but correlating this decision of

the California court with the other decisions of the Supreme Court,
I am quite convinced that this California decision points the way to-
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ward declaring the provisions of the bill before us on housing to be
constitutional.

The Supreme Court has gone far in its interpretation of the various
factors of the 14th amendment, as the gentleman knows. However,
let us recess at this time.

(Whereupon, a recess was taken from 9:37 to 10:05 a.m.)
Mr. Rooras (presiding). The subcommittee will come to order, and

our next witness is the honored member of our own full committee,
the Honorable Jacob H. Gilbert, from New York, who has a statement
and is ready, willing, and able to testify and set forth his own thoughts
concerning the Civil Rights Act of 1966, H.R. 14770, which he has
introduced.

Proceed in your own manner, Mr. Gilbert.
Mr. GxLumrr. Thank you very much, Mr. Rogers.

STATEMENT OF HON. IACOB H. GILBERT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. GruBmFT. I say it is a pleasure to be here this morning and
appear before Subcommittee No. 5 of the House Judiciary Coin-
mittee, of which I am a member, before such a distinguished group of
Members of the U.S. Congress.

Mr. Chairman, I am here to testify in behalf of my bill, H.R. 14770,
which is entitled, "The Civil Rights enforcement Act of 1966." Much,
if not all, of the testimony before you and the committee the last
several days has concerned jury selection and discrimination in
housing.

These subjects are, indeed, of great importance; however, I am con-
vinced that without a free and untrammeled right to vote, whatever
we do in terms of freeing the jury selection process from discrimina-
tion will be totally un one by unsympathetic policemen, sheriffs,
judges, prosecutors, and State legislatures, all ofcials who are sub-
ject to the electoral process.

For this reason, I will first address myself this morning to plugging
existing loopholes in the 1965 Voting Rights Act which threaten to
largely subvert that historical piece of legislation.

Secondly, I will discuss badly needed amendments to title IV of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964-amendments that would do away with the
so-called freedom of choice plans in the Southern States that would
prevent flagrant cases of gerrymandering of school districts anywhere
in the country. Neither of these education proposals would disturb
the concept of the neighborhood school.

The third and final point that I will make is the great need for
truly effective teeth in the administration's housing proposal.

The proposed amendments to the Voting Rights Act are found in
sections 801 and 802 of my bill. Section 801 amends section 14 of
the Voting Rights Act, which is the section that sets forth the defini-
tions by precisely defining the phrase, "Voting qualification or pre-
requisite to voting, or standard, practice, or procedure with respect
to voting," to include all aspects of the electoral process.

My bill thereby brings into play the provisions of section 5 of the
Voting Rights Act requiring the submission of any such changes in
State law to the Attorney General before they may go into effect. I
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point out that this provision is retroactive to November 1, 1964, in
the six Southern States covered by the Voting Rights Act, and will
suspend the operation of any such laws that those States may have
enacted, until these laws have been approved by the Attorney General.

Section 802 of my bill amends section 6 of the Voting Rights Act
of 1965 by adding an additional method of obtaining Federal regis-
trars in the six States covered by the act. This method is the filing
with the Civil Service Commission of 20 complaints under oath, as
distinguished from the 20 complaints in writing filed with the At-
torney General that now have only an advisory effect.

Moreover, my bill provides for house-to-house registration upon the
filing of double that amount of complaints under oath. Also, 5 com-
plaints under oath filed from a municipality, or similar area of com-
pact population, will bring in a Federal registrar, and 10 complaints
will require the Civil Service Commission to conduct house-to-house
registration.

My bill also fills a void in the present law by precisely defining the
phrase, "have been or are being denied the right to vote on account of
race or color," to include harassment, intimidation, unreasonable regis-
tration hours, location, or other registration conditions, and registra-
tion periods limited to other than 45 days prior to election.

Secondly, my bill prohibits the present "freedom of choice" plans
now widely used throughout the South to stave off any meaningful
school integration by disallowing assignment of pupils from the same
geographical area to different schools wherever such assignment re-
sults in racial imbalance. My bill strikes at gerrymandering of school
districts for racial segregation purposes by requiring a school board
to show that its assignment plan is a reasonable, fair, and rational
one, and not based upon race or color. The concept of the neighbor-
hood school is not touched by the proposed amendment.

Finally, my bill adopts the housing provision of the administration
bill, but adds an enforcement section in addition to the provision for
enforcement by private persons and by a pattern of practice suit by
the Attorney General.

The added enforcement provision first prohibits any person violat-
ing the nondiscrimination provision of the housing title from receiving
any benefits of any type from any Federal program concerning hous-
ing. Then, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development is
directed to issue regulations enforcing this prohibition.

In effect, these additional provisions constitute a statutory exten-
sion of the present housing Executive orders to the full limitation of
present Federal involvements in housing. The coupling of these latter
provisions with the other enforcement sections of the housing title
should insure rapid and full compliance with section 1201 of my
bill, which states:

It is the policy of the United States to prevent, and the right of every person to
be protected against, discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or na-
tional origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use, and occupancy of
housing throughout the Nation.

I thank you.
Mr. ROGERs. Mr. Gilbert, on page 3 of your statement you say:

"Secondly, my bill prohibits the present 'freedom of choice' "-
Mr. GILERT. I didn't hear the chairman.
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Mr. ROGERS. On page 3 you say your bill prohibits the present
"freedom of choice" plan.

Is that not a matter within the jurisdiction of the Education and
Labor Committee?

Mr. GILBERT. Well, I think where we have areas of discrimination,
this committee certainly has the prerogatives to deal with that ques-
tion.

Mr. ROGERS. Well now, you say: "now widely used throughout the
South to stave off any meaningful school integration by disallowing
assignment of pupils" and so forth.

M [r. GILBERT. Yes.
Mr. RoG-ERs. What about de facto school segregation situations that

exist up North where-
Mr. GILBERT. Well, this bill would certainly apply throughout the

country. It is not limited to the South, aid it certainly would apply
to northern areas as well.

Mr. Romis. Thank you, sir.
Questions?
Mr. MacGregor?
Mr. MACGREGOR. I have just one or two questions, Mr. Chairman.
With reference, Mr. Gilbert, to the second paragaph on page 2 of

your statement referring to section 80-2 of your bill, do I understand
that the change that you propose, namely, that 20 complaints under
oath be filed with the Civil Service Commission rather than with the
Attorney General would require actio., then to be taken pursuant to
those complaints?

M1r. GILBERT. Yes sir
Mkr. .MAcGRFGOR. In other words, it makes action mandatory rather

than discretionary ?
Mr. GILBERT. That is correct, Mr. MIacGregor.
Mr. M.LtcAEc.oR. As I recall, we considered the proposed discretion-

ary action in 1965. Some of us favored at that time a mandatory ap-
p.'oach rather than a discretionary one. You feel, I gather, that prac-
ti-e or experience has indicated that mandatory provision would I e
bmeficial in accomplislhing the result?

Mr. GILBERT. Yes sir. I believe that it should be a mandatory pro-
vision which would cause a more effective method of registration to be
conducted.

Mr. M.AcGREGOR. Are you moved to propose this because of a feeling
that the discretionary provision has not resulted in the appointment of
Federal registrars where Federal registrars might very well need tobe appointed, in order to accomplish the results intended

Mr. GILBERT. I would not appoint it for any one specific reason, Mr.
MacGregor, other than to state I think it would be more effective under
the provisions that I offer in my bill.

Mr. MACGREGOR. I agree with the gentleman.
Mr. GILBERT. Thank you, sir.
Mr. MACGREGOR. And I thank you for your thoughtful presentation

here, Mr. Gilbert, and for the obvious efforts that have gone into the
specific points that you have made and which you incorporated in the
legislation which you offered.

Mr. GILBERT. Thank you very much, Mr. MacGregor.
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Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, Mfr. Gilbert. We are looking forward to
seeing lo work hard on the full conunittee.

Mr. L=ERT. Thank you.
Mr. ROGERS. Our next witness is the Honorable Theodore R. Kup-

ferman, from the State of New York, who I understand has replaced
a former member of this committee, who is now mayor of New York
City.

Mr. K-;FEJLMN. Thank you, 3r. Chairman. I have no prepared
statement.

M1r. RoGERS. You may proceed in your own manner.

STATEMENT OF HON. THEODORE R. KUPFERMAN, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

M1r. KUPFERMAN. I appreciate the refrence to my predecessor, John
V. Lindiay.

I myself am a cosponsor with 18 other Republicans of a specific bill
we call the Civil Rights Law Enforcement Act of 1966. I was sworn
in on February 23; just 2 weeks later I was very pleased to join with
Congressman Mathias, who played the leading role in the drafting
of this bill, and the other members of the Republican Party in the
House of Representatives in the preparation of this bill.

The bill itself, which runs H.R. 13323 through H.R. 13342, of which
my copy is H.R. 13332, is discussed and analyzed-and that is one
reason I did not bring a prepared statement-at'page 4847 of the
Coigressional Record of March 7, 1966, in a statement by Congressman
Mathlias, and there are also analyses to some extent by myself and also
by Congressman Morse of Massachusetts, and by Congressman Reid
of Newi'ork.

I think that I would commend that to you for the purpose of our
bill.

As I see the bill, what we were trying to do was to enforce and pre-
vent nullification of the previous laws that your committee was in-
strumental in having enacted with respect to civil rights, covering
jury selection in Federal-State courts, and we use, for example, in
connection with jury selection and assuming that the Voting Rights
Act of 1965 is properly enforced, we use that as the basis for jury
selection.

We also in our title II cover civil rights crimes and we have in
title III civil relief, and in title IV we have something that these other
bills do not have. Incidentally, Congressman Gilbert was very good
to do the analysis of his bill as against the other proposals -nd e also
had that in the Congressional Record, as well as his statement.

I found it on May 3 at page 9231 and I have had an opportunity of
looking at some of Mr. McCulloch's material and he mentions the
fact that our bill is the only one that covers Indemnity, which we have
in our title IV. And I really do think that it ought to be in the ad-
ministration bill, because I think one way to prevent nullification of
the acts presently in force, is to see to it that the locality or the State
is held responsible when its officials do what they ought not to do or
dc not do what they should be doing. That is something we have
that these other bills do not have.

6"20-66----85
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We do not have two aspects of the administration bill. One is the
public education aspect and the other is the houshig aspect. And the
reason for that is that we thought these could be taken care of by
the administration itself and on an administrative and executive level.

For example, in the area of public assistance and public education,
there is no reason why the Health, Education, and Welfare Depart-
ment could not be doing its job in the school area a little bit better
in terms of enforcing what ought to be done in order to prevent segre-
gation in the schools.

As far as the housing aspect is concerned, I think Senator Javits
has delineated that point very well, when in the Congressional Rec-
ord of May 3, 1966, commencOng at page 9055 and sequence, he makes
it very clear that if this administration did its job in enforcing the
Executive order which previously had been issued under President
Kennedy-you recall the stroke of the pen-that if this administra-
tion were doing its job there, they could to a large extent cover what
ought to be done to prevent discrimination in the housing area.

While I do not object at all to the proposals in the administration
bill to cover public education and to cover housing, it does seem to
me that including them in this bill may have the effect of making it
very difficult to get it through the Congress and so, I think that the
administration should have done what it could on its own in this area
in the first instance.

The CHAIRMAN. I would say you are a poor poker player if you say
that, because you show your cards to your adversary before you start
playing. In other words, if what you say should be followed by us,
why, we have nothing, for example, to compromise with.

Since usually legislation is give-and-take and the result of accom-
modations, why, maybe it is good to make the bill strong, so that we
are in a better bargaining position, if nothing else.

That is not my personal view. I believe that the bill as written is
a good bill and we should have it, and I am not worried about dif-
ficulties. I only face those difficulties when they are imminent. In
other words, we do not cross that bridge until we come to it and we
do not anticipate any trouble. We are going to do our best to get this
bill through as is, and you would not object to that, would you

Mr. KUrgFERMAIN. I yield ro your superior judgment on that, Mr.
Celler. I might also point out with reference to the poker pl'iying
that I am not a gambler. so maybe that's what prevents me from hav-
ing that type of approach, but I was thinking in terms of what could
have been done and should have been done previous to this time, but
I certainly do not quarrel with the bill that the administration has
proposed on any score other than the fact that there might have been
a way to do it, which could have gotten through a lot easier.

That is the only point I raise on the overall question.
The CuAUMAN. Do you think we could do this by Executive order

as effectively?
Mr. KU RMA N. I think in large measure, as Senator Javits has

pointed out in his statement; in fact, he reprints his letter to the Presi-
dent in the Congressional Record of May 3. He thinks that about 80
percent of what would have been involved in the housing area could
have been covered by Executive order, and constitutionally so, by
covering the various lending agencies, the Federal Deposit Insurance
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Corporation, Federal Savings and Loan, Federal Home Loan Bank
System and so on, and I yield to his superior judgment on that score.

The CII~w.N . I do not yield to his superior judgment in that re-
gard, because an Executive order could not provide certain sanctions
which the bill that we have before us does provide.

For example, criminal sanctions. We provide for civil suits to be
brought and for injunctions and so forth.

Mr. KUPFERMAN. I have always found monetary sanctions quitehelpful.h s I was saying, I do not object to the administration bill to take

care of these points. I do have some questions that we might raise
with respect to it.

Incidentally, I might say that in connection with the jury service
aspect, I realize that in New York State they had a property qualifi-
cation for jury service. It had never been enforced because I checked
with the jury clerk, and when I found that it was still carried on the
books, I got in touch with Majority Leader Brydges of the New York
State Senate and with Speaker Travia in the assembly to ask, while
the legislature is still in session in New York, that this technical pro-
vision which does not seem to be enforced at all in the State of New
York be repealed, and I am hopeful that will be done, if possible,
at this session, because I do not think that New York State should
in any way be considered, even on paper, backward in this area.

That is one aspect I just wanted to mention on that score.
Now, as far as the bill of the administration itself is concerned, I

would suggest that we follow the approach of the Sharkey-Brown-
Isaacs law in New York City, which became law some 10 years ago,
and the Metcalf-Baker law of the State of New York, which does
have one exception in the housing field, and that exception has strictly
to do with owner occupation in the rental area, and I do feel that you
do not have to impose on an owner's personal feeling, strictly with
reference to rental in a one- or two-family house, which I do not be-
lieve has anything to do with the area of discrimination at all. It is
a question of personal choice.

There are many white people who do not want other white people
living with them, and there could be many people of color who do not
want of people of color living with them, and I do not believe this is a
question of discrimination. So, I would be willing to accept as an
amendment to the administration bill, which I, in general, support,
a specific provision eliminating solely for rental purposes that area
that has to do with owner occupation.

I might point out one other thing that perturbs me in the adminis-
tration bill, because I do not believe it has anything really to do with
civil rights and is very unrealistic otherwise. That is at page 11, lines
15, 16, and 17, which has to do with jury excuse, excuse for nonservice
on a jury, and it provides there that any person summoned for jury
service may be excused by the court for not more than 6 months at a
time upon a showing of unusually severe hardship, and I think that
is too great a limitation on the power of the court.

I myself served as a law secretary to the presiding justice of the
appellate division in the New York City area, the Honorable David
W. Peck, some 15 years ago, and at that time they revised the jury
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rules, which actually were worked on by the present presiding justice,
Honorable Bernard Botein, and we found it was necessary to be more
flexible insofar as a jurors service might be concerned than to limit
it in this way.

I listened to Attorney General Katzenbach and I note that at page
11 of his statement he says you take care of the problem simply by
eliminating some of the economic hardship, you pay more for jury
service and so on. Actually, when a person is engaged in a specific
line of work, 6 months may not be a sufficient time for him to have as a
postponement, and it ought not to be solely for unusually severe hard-
ship. I put quotations around the word "unusually."

1 don't think this has any relationship to civil rights at all. I think
this is a question of court administration and I do not think the limi-
tation should be as severe as it is in this paragraph. I would ask you
about that strictly from a judicial point of view without regard to the
specifics before you.

I think that concludes my statement and I appreciate the fact that
you had me here today.

Mr. ROGERS. I note that in your bill and Mr. Mathias' bill, it
provides:

Whoever, acting under color of law or otherwise, injures, oppresses, threatens,
or Intimidates another. * * *

M r. KUPFERMAN. Page 8 and the line pleaseI
AMr. RoGFms. Title II, it is "Federal Civil Rights Claims."
Mr. KUPFERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Now, you put it: "However, acting under color of law
* *7" Of course, that is the old section of 241?
Mr. KUPFEIIMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Roouis. And it is just a restatement of "under color of law."
Now, due to the fact that since this bill was introduced, the Supreme

Court has gone further to say that it could apply, to what we call the
p~riv ate acts of violence; you would have noxobjection to including
that?

Mr. KUPFER3MAN. No, sir. And I might also state that I have no
pride in the language in our bill as such, that what we are trying to do
here is to accomplish a result which is to see that the civil rights laws
are properly enforced and whatever language you think would accom-
plish, the result which I have tried to indicate, I would certainly
accept.

M-r. ROGERS. You would agree that if in addition to covering "acting
under color of law", that if-we had the private acts covered so as to
make them a crime, then that would improve the present situation?

Mr. KuPFFIrMAN. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Now, on page 12, the question of indemnity is raised.

Would that be under some notion that the county or State is respon-
sible for actions taken by its officials I Must it be some county official?

Mr. KUPFERJNMA. I do not think you could apply it to private acts;
it should apply to those acting under color of law.

Mr. ROGERS. In other words, it would have to be under the color
of law?

Mr. KurF FJIAN. That's right, I think the State ought to be respon-
sible for its public officials in this area.

Mr. ROGERS. Before you could hold the county, city or municipal
subdivision liable?
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Mr. KUPFERMAN. That's right, sir.
Mr. RoGES. And in order to do it, you would also have to prove

a conspiracy according to your proposal, if as a result of such a con-
spiracy a person is injured, and so forth?

Mr. KUPFERMA.. Well, I refer back to section 1985, subdivision (3)
of title 42 of the United States Code, and it is referenced back to that
aspect that we are talking about here.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, sir.A ny uestions?

Mr.astenmeier?
M1r. KASTEN MEIER. Mr. Chairman, I want to compliment the gentle-

man for the presentation and for his advocacy of civil rights.
As I understand it, the bill that you introduced on March 7, if it

were today you would include some additional areas in it than were
included in the bill at that time, for example, housing?

Mr. KUPFERMAN. My point was not that I would include it; I did
not think it was necessary to include it. I have no objection to it
being included. My point was that it could have been done, in my
opinion, and still can be done by Executive order to a large extent, and1
the thing that perturbed me was that it might be in the administration
bill and as a result thereof could affect the possibility of passage
through the Congress and then if it were defeated, there might have
been some legal implications as to whether the administration did have
the power to act by Executive order.

And that is the only point I raise. I do not object at all to the over-
all provisions in the housing area except for the one suggestion I made,
which was that there be some limit along the lines the progressive
States have had, like New York State, which is that when there is an
owner in occupancy in a one- or two-family dwelling, that in that
specific situation that the law not apply for rental purposes.

'%r. KASTENMEIER. Not apply for sale or rental purposes?
Mr. KUPFERMAN. For rental purposes. No, I do not think I would

say for sale purposes. Then the owner will not be in occupancy. I
am thinking strictly of the right of an individual, which I do not link
has anything to do with the civil rights aspect or the question of
discrimination, to make his own determination as to who lives in the
house with him. But when he is selling his house, I do not think that
would apply. I am talking strictly about owner occupation for rental
purposes.Mr. KAsFtNMEIER. Do I understand, then, that while you do not

oppose it except for that caveat, that you would not go beyond your
bill of March 7 in any other particular?

Mr. KUPFEmm,%N. Well, again, I made the statement with reference
to the public education area, that I also thought that the administra-
tion could handle a good deal of that through the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, and the way funds were adminis-
tered, but I do not object to the bill itself.

I think there is another way that a good deal of this could haye
been done and avoided the problem of trying to get it through the
Congress, because I cannot see how anybody could really object to the
provisions of the bill that I introduced with Congressman Mathias
and the other 18 Republicans, because what we are saying really is,
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you have now got civil rights laws but they ought to apply. And the
purpose of our bill was to see to it that these laws were enforced and
that is why we call ours the Civil Rights Law Enforcement Act of 1966
rather than simply the Civil Rights Act of 1966. This is because
we believe that a great deal of what is necessary is already available
in law and what we want to do is to be sure that this is enforced.

Mr. KASTE.N EIER. May I say we have the same interest, although
I think it is also clear that the existing law of the courts and of the
Executive orders, present the state of what needs to be accomplished,
and I do think that these several bills that we are examining-includ-
ing the administration bills, of course-are a step in the right direc-
tion.

Thank you.
fr. KUPFERMAN. I want to make it clear I do not object to the ad-

ministration bill as such. I am merely talking in terms of possibly a
better way to have donc it and that would be my position.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kupferman, your bill, and that of our distin-
guished colleague, Mr. Mathias, on page 12 has a title called "Title IV,
Indemnity," and then on page 13, section 1986. Do you have it before
you there?

Mr. KtrPFERMAN. Yes.
The CH.URNAN. In section 1986 you provide as follows: The head-

inw is "Refusal or Neglect To Prevent Injury or ss of Life."
TEvery person who, having knowledge that any wrongs mentioned

in section 1985(3)"--that is the preceding section--"of this title are
about to be committed, and having power to prevent or aid in prevent-
ing the commission of same, neglects or refuses to do so, shall be
liable * * *" and so forth.

You mean thereby, for example, to hold that private citizens who
may just be a witness to some infraction or some wrong done under
section 401 shall be liable? For example, suppose a person standing
on the sidewalk minding his own business just views a situation and
he does nothing? Will he be involved in this section 1986? He is
included in the term "every person," and he might or might not have
power to prevent or at least he might have the power to aid in pre-
venting.

Would you embrace such a bystander within the realm of those who
might be subjected to damage liability I

Mfr. KUPFERLAN. The key word there, Mr. Celler, is the word
"power," and there is no intention by this paragraph to go beyond the
normal law at the present time in the field of torts, which is a ques-
tion of what the obligation is of the bystander who can act and who
does not act, and this language, in my opinion. is using the standard
language now in the field of torts as to what the obligations are of a
person.

If you were about to be hit by a car, for example, and there was
someone who was standing there who could do something in order to
prevent that from happening, had the power to do it and refused to do
it, they might very well be liable in the general tort area. And what
we are trying to do here is to embrace this same approach.

I do not Mean for it to go any further than that.
The CHAIMAN. You would put an affirmative duty on a bystander

standing on the sidewalk who is watching these proceedings to inter-
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vene. He may get a bloody nose if he did it; nonetheless, if lie does
not do it, he would be liable for damages

Mr. KuPia . I do not think it means that at all. As I have
said, it is a question of what his obligation would be in the general
tort area and if his obligation in the general tort area when that car
was bearing down on you was to warn you, so you might get out of the
way, and he allows you to be hit by the car. In the same situation
there would be an obligation here.

I read into this the general law of torts.
Mr. MAcGREGOR. Will the distinguished chairman yieldI
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MAcGRFGOR. I note, Mr. Kupferman, that the language of

your bill is very close to, if not verbatim, with section 1986 of title
42 in existing law. That particular section taken from the act passed
by Congress April 20,1871, reads, and I quote:

Every person who, having knowledge that any of the wrongs conspired to be
done and mentioned in section 1985 of this title are about to be committed, and
having power to prevent or aid in preventing the commission of the same, neglects
or refuses so to do; if such wrongful act be committed, it shall be liable if the
party injured or his legal representative for all damages caused by wrongful
act, which such person by reasonable diligence could have prevented.

It appears to me
Mr. KUPFMUA.. The gentleman is absolutely correct, but again

we have the problem of what does it mean? What I was trying to
state was my understanding of it, was to apply the general law of
torts in this area the way it would otherwise be applied.

The CTIAMAN. I was curious whether or not there has been any
instruction on that language by the courts.

Mr. KUPFERMIAN. Not that I recall on this specific language, but
there are cases in the tort field as to what the obligation is.

For example, there is a case that went to the Court of Appeals of
the State of New York on the obligation of the city of New York in
connection with a young man that was killed in Brooklyn, who had
informed on a very well-known gangster, Willie Sutton, and the
court of appeals of the State saic-that the city had an obligation,
when they knew he had been threatened, to protect him. It was a
very close decision, but that again is in the field of the obligation of
the city. It was a tort obligation, and it is in that sense that I read
this paragraph, which may have an ancient derivation, but there is
still a question of what it means.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. My point, Mr. Kupferman, was, there is nothing
new or novel in your inclusion-

Mr. UcPFERMAN. You are correct.
r. MACGREGOR (continuing). of this section in your bill and that

of our distinguished colleague, Mr. Mathias, and the other Repub-
licans who joined with you in the sponsorship of this legislation.

Mr. KuPFF mAx. Thank you.
The CHAMzA;. Nothing further, Mr. MacGregor?
Mr. MfAcGREGOR. Mr. Kupferman. I was pleased with your answers

to the distinguished gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Kastenmeier.
So that the record may be complete and those reading the report

may have the full benefit of the wisdom of your comments, I would
like to quote briefly from the September 1964 publication of the Hous-
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ing and Home Finance Agenc, entitled "Fair Housing Laws," in
which it describes present law in the State of New York.

At page 137 of that HHFA document there appears the language:
New York in its comprehensive law against discrimination prohibits discriml-

nation in the sale, lease, or rental of all housing, except the rental of a unit in
an owner-occupied two-family dwelling and the rental of rooms in a dwelling
by the occupant thereof.

I gather your answers indicate, Mr. Kupferman, that you feel that
the existing New York State law in the field of discrimination in
housing, with the exception that I have just quoted, is a very good law
and a workable, effective measure against discrimination in the field of
fair housing?

Mr. KrPFERMAN. Well, I thank the gentleman for having been so
lucid in his statement as to the New York State law. There are sug-
gestions afoot for New York State to eliminate any exceptions, but I
think that the country cannot as a whole be asked to go faster than the
State of New York, which is one of the leading States in this area,
has gone. As you may recall, the State of New York was the first
State to have an FEPC law, the Ives-Quinn law, back under Gov-
ernor Dewey. And I think New York State has been a leader in this
field and I would not expect the United States to go faster than New
York State did, although New York State may very well eliminate
in the near future this exception, and at that point I would then sug-
gest that the Federal Government might also look to the same end.

ut at this point, I think the New York State provision is a sound one
to follow.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. I gather you would agree it is a general philos-
ophy the Federal Government might learn from the States in this
fiel and in othersI

Mr. KUPFERMAT. Yes, sir.
Mr. MACGREGOR. I yield to the gentleman from Wisconsin.
Mr. KASTENMFIER. Just a question: Do I understand, then, if we

enacted title IV with your amendment-
Mr. KUPFFim4M . You mean Litle IV in the administration bill?

There is a title IV in the bill I have.
Mr. KASTENmEm. Title IV in the administration bill with your

amendment, that is to say, the New York law; that it would not
change the situation in New York State?

Mr. KuPERMAN. No, it would not, which raises another interesting
point if I might bring it up with you, and that is something that

eard discussed here yesterday. And that is the fact that in some
States, because they do approach this matter from a very fair and ob-
jective point of view, as I believe New York State does in this area,
we might have the question of overlapping jurisdiction.

This came up not too long ago in connection with the Equal Op-
portunity Act and Congressman Goodell of New York asked and got
a concession from those who would be enforcing it that they would not
come into a picture when the local jurisdiction was doing its Job
properly, and I think that he set the record straight from a congres-
sional legislative history point of view on that score. And you might
very well, as a suggestion, try to get some similar concessions without
changing anything in the law itself, from the Department of Justice
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in terms of their interest, because it seems to me that wherever you
can have a local area do its job, that they ought to, in the first in-
stance, be allowed to do it, and so in New York State I would hope
that we would not try to impinge on the very good organization we
have at the New York City level and on the New York State level ir
the lob they are doing.

Mr. KASTENMEIEI. Do I understand your desire to be that title IV
in the administration bill not affect the State of New York?

Mr. Kuw-hnAN. No; I would not want to prevent that, because I
do not think that you could apply this law to some States and not to
others. But I think you could, from a matter simply of legislative
history to the extent that it was necessary, ask those who will be en-
forcing this kw for their statement that they will not interfere when
a locally is doing its job.

I do not tLink you can handle it in any other way and still let
proper, uniform operation. This is what Congressman Goodell id
in the Equal Opportunity Act, and it seems to me to be a very good
way to handle it.

Mr. RooFyis. Mr. MacGregor, are you through?
Mr. MAcGIo. Yes.
Mr. RoGFms. Thank you so much. We appreciate your testimony.
Mr. KuPERAN. It was very good of you to have me. It is the first

time I have testified as a Congressman, that is, before any committee.
Thank you.
Mr. MAcGRGOR. You have done it very well indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. Congratulations; you have done a very good job.
Mr. RoGEs. Is the Honorable James Harvey present ? Or the

Honorable Phillip Burton of California?
The CIIAIMAN. Mr. Chairman, I think they have been given an

opportunity to be heard and, therefore, if they wish to say something,
they will have to submit their statements for the record.

Counsel will make manifest to those gentleman that they had their
opportunity to be heard and they were not present and, therefore, they
will have to submit statements for the record.

The meeting will now adjourn, to reassemble tomorrow morning
at 9 o'clock, when we shall hear from Mr. Weaver and from Mr.
Hannah-Mr. Hannah of the Civil Rights Commission and Mr.
Weaver from HUD.

(Whereupon, at 10:45 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 9 a.m. the following day, Thursday, May 12,1966.)
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THURSDAY, MAY 12, 1968

HousE oF REPRESENTATIVE,
SUBCOMMITTEE NO. 5 OF THE

Coxmrr ON THE JUDICIARY,
Wa8 ington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9:10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2141
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Emanuel Celler (chairman oi
the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Celler, Rogers, Donohue, Corman, Cramer,
and MacGregor.

Also present: Representatives Conyers and Hungate.
Also present: William R. Foley, general counsel; Benjamin L.

Zelenko counsel; and Martin R. Hoffmann, associate counsel.
The CHAIRMAN. The meeting will come to order.
Our first witness this morning is the distinguished Secretary of the

Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Honorable Rob-
ert C. Weaver.

Mr. Weaver, we will be very glad to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT C. WEAVER, SECRETARY OF
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Secretary WEvFx. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-
tee, I appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf of H.R. 14765,
the Civil-Rights Act of 1966.

Substantial progress has been made in recent years toward eliminat-
ing discrimination from American life, particularly in the fields of
voting, public accommodations, public facilities, and in the use of
Federal funds. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights
Act enacted last year are impressive milestones, marking historic
stages in a long and difficult journey toward achieving civic equality.
But, we have not reached our destination, and tOe legislation before
your committee points the direction of this continuing journey.

The Civil Rights Act of 1966 has four principal goals:
Titles I and II establish detailed procedures to eliminate discrimi-

nation in the selection of Federal and State juries, thereby strengthen-
inG the administration of justice at its very source.

iTitle III will broaden the authority of the Attorney General to
bring suit for the desegregation of schools and public facilities, there-
by speeding the task which was begun 12 years ago when the Supreme
Court decided the school segregation case.

Title V of the bill will reform our Federal criminal statutes to pro-
vide those who labor for racial justice better protection against the
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more violent forms of interference with the exercise of long-established
rights.

Attorney General Katzenbach has testified in detail concerning the
need for and desirability of these several titles. I share his views and
urge prompt enactment of this important legislation.

My testimony, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, will
be directed to title IV of the bill, dealing with discrimination in the
sale and rental of housing.

Title IV would prohibit discrimination in the sale or rental of
dwellings. This prohibition covers existing housing as well as new
and applies to activities of real estate agents and brokers as well as 01
owners.

Discrimination in the financing of housing would also be prohibited.
Lending activities which are covered include those for the construc-
tion, purchase, improvement or repair of housing, regardless of
whether the-lender or loan is aided under Federal housing programs.

In addition, the title would make it unlawful to interfere with,
threaten, or intimidate any person seeking to exercise his right to rent,
or purchase, or finance the purchase of, housing.

Enforcement of the rights tnder the title would be primarily by
private civil actions. The Attorney General could intervene in the
private suits brought by others when the litigation is of general public
importance. The Attorney General could also himself institute a civil
action for preventive relief when he has reasonable cause to believe
that there is a "pattern or practice" of resistance to rights under the
title.

In addition, the provisions of title IV would require the Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development to-

(1) Make studies of the nature and extent of discriminatory
housing practices in representative communities throughout the
United States;

(2) Publish reports, recommendations, and information de-
rived from these studies;

(3) Cooperate with and render technical assistance to Federal,
State, and local, and other public or private agencies and institu-
tions carrying on programs to prevent or eliminate discrimina-
tory housing practices; and

(4) Administer the programs and activities relating to housing
and urban development in a manner furthering the policies of
title IV.

Federal action to combat discrimination in housing is not new. In
the Civil Rights Act of 1866 Congress declared:

All citizens of the United States shall have the same right, in every State and
Territory. as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease, sell,
hold, and convey real and personal property.

In 1917, the Supreme Court declared racial zoning unconstitutional.
In 1948. the Supreme Court held that racial restrictive covenants Zov-
erning the sale of housing could not be enforced in either State or Fed-
eral courts. In the Housing Act of 1949, the Congress established a
national goal of "a decent home and a suitable living environment for
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every American family"--a goal which can, in fact, be attained only
if widespread discrimination in housing is eliminated.

In 1962, the Executive order on equal opportunity in housing was
issued. This order established the President's Committee on Equal
Opportunity in Housing. It directed all Federal departments and
agencies to take appropriate action to prevent discrimination in the
sale, rental, or use of residential property and related facilities owned
by the Government or provided, after the date of the order, with
Federal financial assistance.

The order was directed primarily at newly constructed housing
financed with mortgages thereafter insured or guaranteed by the Fed-
eral Housing Administration or the Veterans' Administration. It also
covered newly constructed low-rent public housing, residential prop-
erty in federally assisted urban renewal areas, college housing, senior
citizens housing and some rural housing, but only where there was
Federal aid under a contract entered into after the date of the order.

The Executive order on housing also directed Federal departments
and agencies "to use their good offices and take other appropriate ac-
tion permitted by law" to promote the abandonment of discrimina-
tory practices in housing and related facilities federally aided before
the order was issued. Although many efforts were made by the Presi-
dent's Committee and our Department to exercise our "good offices,"
the results were minimal.

The larger tract developers and the owners of multifamily projects
generally resisted what they considered to be a retroactive reform,
applying only to those who had received earlier Federal aid. They
insisted that the adoption of an open-occupancy policy was not prac-
tical unless competing developers and owners also adopted nondis-
criminatory practices.

The most recent important Federal prohibition against discrimina-
tion in housing is contained in title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Title VI requires that no person be discriminated against because of
race, color, or national origin in any program or activity receiving
Federal financial assistance.

The title applies to all newly constructed housing provided in urban
renewal areas on land conveyed by the local public agency to redevel-
opers after January 3, 1965. It also covers all newly constructed
housing units financed with Federal assistance under the college hous-
ing, and senior citizens direct loan programs. In the case of federally
aided, low-rent public housing, the title covers all units, both new
and existing.

However, title VI does not apply to the FHA mortgage insurance
rogram or to the VA mortgage guarantee program; nor to housing
nanced with funds benefiting from the operations of the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation or the Federal Savings and Loan In-
surance Corporation. The Congress specifically excepted contracts
of insurance and guarantee from the coverage of the regulatory pro-
visions of title VI.

The legal reach of these earlier Federal actions to reduce discrimina-
tion in housing is quite limited.
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Title VI of the 1964 act governs federally aided, low-rent public
housing existing as well as now. But the 600,000 or so completed pub-
lic housing units constitute only about I percent of our total housing

Ile 1962 Executive order extends to privately owned housing, but

primarily reaches FHA- and VA-aided housing, and then only if it
was federally aided after the date of the order. About 750,000 housing
units, mostly of recent construction, are in this category.

Along with some 200,000 units federally acquired because of defaults
in mortgage repayments, some 20,000 dwellings for the elderly recently
built with the aid of direct Federal loans, and other minor categories,
we find that about 1.6 million private and public dwelling units are
covered by Federal nondiscrimination requirements. These are less
than 3 percent of our total housing supply.

Nor are we rapidly increasing the percentage of all dwelling units
covered by Federal nondiscrimination requirements. Low-rent public
housing may account for perhaps 2 percent of all new construction in
a given year; and the FHA and the VA last Tear assisted in financing
only 17 percent of the approximately 1.5 million private housing units
started in that year.

Since total new construction in any I year adds perhaps 2.5 percent
to the total supply, of which only one-nifth is covered by our present
nondiscrimination requirements, it follows that the rate at which we
are now increasing nondiscrimination coverage of the total housing
supjply is only one-half of 1 percent annually.

N or do these figures fully show the inadequacies of our present Fed-
eral requirements designed to help eliminate discrimination in hous-
ing. The figures reveal the limited, possible scope of the present Fed-
eral requirements. Their practical, effective scope is even narrower.

The extension of legal coverage to new private housing projects may
prohibit discrimination in the sale or rental of all the dwellings in
those projects, but the practical effect may be slight when the projects
themselves are hidden away in a large suburban area which is other-
wise unavailable to nonwhites.

Similarly, the extension of legal coverage to several hundred thou-
sand units of existing, low-rent public housing does not mean that
these dwelling units can be made immediately available without dis-
crimination. Vacancies must first occur.

It has been my purpose so far to summarize title IV of H.R. 14765,
emphasizing the broad scope of its housing coverage.

May I go off the record a moment, Mr. Chairman I
(Di'scussion off the record.)
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you have come to the conclusion,

beyond peradventure of doubt, that the Executive order of 1962 was
in-adequate to meet the situation.

Secretary WFAVER. I don't think there is any question about that,
both from the scope of the order and the results we have been able to
achieve to date.

The CIZAIRNA. I want to place at this point in the record the order,
so we can see exactly what it is.

(President's Executive Order 11063 follows:)
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PIwSIDENT's EXECUTIVE Omzan 11063-EQuAL OPPoRTuxITY ix HOUSING

WHEREAS the granting of Federal assistance for the provision, rehabilita-
tion, or operation of housing and related facilities from which Americans are
excluded because of their race, color, creed, or national origin Is unfair, unjust,
and inconsistent with the public policy of the United States as manifested in Its
Constitution and laws; and

WHEREIS the Congress In the Housing Act of 1949 has declared that the
general welfare and security of the Nation and the health and living standards
of its people require the realization as soon as feasible of the goal of a descent
home and a suitable living environment for every American family; and

WHEREAS discriminatory policies and practices based upon race, color, creed,
or national origin now operate to deny many Americana the benefits of housing
financed through Federal assistance and as a consequence prevent such assist-
ance from providing them with an alternative to substandard, unsafe, unsani-
tary, and overcrowded housing; and

WHEREAS such discriminatory policies and practices result in segregated
patterns of housing and necessarily produce other forms of discrimination and
segregation which deprive many Americans of equal opportunity in the exercise
of their unalienable rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; and

WHEREAS the executive branch of the Government, in faithfully executing
the laws of the United States which authorize Federal financial assistance,
directly or indirectly, for the provision, rehabilitation, and operation of housing
and related facilities, is charged with an obligation and duty to assure that those
laws are fairly administered and that benefits thereunder are made available to
all Americans without regard to their race, color, creed, or national origin;

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested In me as President of
the United States by the Constitution and laws of the United States, It is
ordered as follows:

PAr I-PREVENTION OF DISCIMINATION

SECTION 101. I hereby direct all departments and agencies in the executive
branch of the Federal Government, insofar as their functions relate to the pro-
vision, rehabilitation, or operation of housing and related facilities, to take all
action necessary and appropriate to prevent discrimination because of race, color,
creed, or national origin-

(a) In the sale, leasing, rental, or other disposition of residential prop-
erty and related facilities (including land to be developed for residential
use), or in the use or occupancy thereof, if such property and related
facilities are--

(I) owned or operated by the Federal Government, or
(ii) provided In whole or in part with the aid of loans, advances.

grants, or contributions hereafter agreed to be made by the Federal
Government, or

(ill) provided in whole or in part by loans hereafter insured, guar-
anteed, or otherwise secured by the credit of the Federal Govern-
ment, or

(iv) provided by the development or the redevelopment of real
property purchased, leased, or otherwise obtained from a State or local
public agency receiving Federal financial assistance for slum clearance
or urban renewal with respect to such real property under a loan or grant
contract hereafter entered Into; and

(b) in the lending practices with respect to residential property and
related facilities (including land to be developed for residential use) of
lending Institutions, insofar as such practices relate to loans hereinafter
Insured or guaranteed by the Federal Government.

SEC. 102. I hereby direct the Housing and Home Finance Agency and all other
executive departments and agencies to use their good offices and to take other
appropriate action permitted by law, Including the Institution of appropriate
litigation, if required, to promote the abandonment of discriminatory practices
with respect to residential property and related facilities heretofore provided
with Federal financial assistance of the types referred to in Section (a) (ii),
(ii), and (iv).
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pANT U-IMEM WTATION BY DIIABTMENTS AND AGENCIES

SEC. 201. Each executive department and agency subject to this order Is di-
rected to submit to the President's Committee on Equal Opportunity in Housing
established pursuant to Part IV of this order (hereinafter sometimes referred to
as the Committee), within thirty days from the date of this order, a report out-
lining all current programs administered by it which are affected by this order.

SEC. 202. Each such department and agency shall be primarily responsible
for obtaining compliance with the purposes of this order as the order applies
to programs administered by it; and is directed to cooperate with the Committee,
to furnish It, in accordance with law, such information and assistance as it may
request in the performance of its functions, and to report to it at such intervals
as the Committee may require.

SEC. 203. Each such department and agency shall, within thirty days from
the date of this order, issue such rules and regulations, adopt such procedures
and policies, and make such exemptions and exceptions as may be consistent
with law and necessary or appropriate to effectuate the purposes of this order.
Each such department and agency shall consult with the Committee in order
to achieve such consistency and uniformity as may be feasible.

PAr M---NFOCZMZNT

SEC. 301. The Committee, any subcommittee thereof, and any officer or em-
ployee designated by any executive department or agency subject to this order
may hold such hearings, public or private, as the Committee, department, or
agency may deem advisable for compliance, enforcement, or educational pur-
poses.

SEC. 302. If any executive department or agency subject to this order con-
cludes that any person or firm (including but not limited to any individual.
partnership, association, trust, or corporation) or any State or local public
agency has violated any rule, regulation, or procedure issued or adopted pur-
suant to this order, or any nondiscrimination provision included in any agree-
ment or contract pursuant to any such rule, regulation, or procedure, It shall
endeavor to end and remedy such violation by informal means, including con-
ference, conciliation, and persuasion unless similar efforts made by another Fed-
eral department or agency have been unsuccessful. In conformity with rules,
regulations, procedures, or policies issued or adopted by it pursuant to Section
203 hereof, a department or agency may take such action as may be appropri-
ate under its governing laws, including, but not limited to, the following:

It may-
(a) cancel or terminate in whole or in part any agreement or contract

with such person, firm, or State or local public agency providing for a loan,
grant, contribution, or other Federal aid, or for the payment of a commis-
sion or fee;

(b) refrain from extending any further aid under any program adminis-
tered by it and affected by this order until it is satisfied that the affected
person, firm, or State or local public agency will comply with the rules.
regulations, and procedures Issued or adopted pursuant to this order, and
any nondiscrimination provisions included in any agreement or contract;

(c) refuse to approve a lending institution or any other lender as a bene-
ficiary under any program administered by it which is affected by this order
or revoke such approval If previously given.

SEC. 303. In appropriate cases executive departments and agencies shall refer
to the Attorney General violations of any rules, regulations, or procedures is-
sued or adopted pursuant to this order, or violations of any nondiscrimination
provisions Included in any agreement or contract, for such civil or criminal ac-
tion as he may deem appropriate. The Attorney General is authorized to furnish
legal advice concerning this order to the Committee and to any department or
agency requesting such advice.

SEC. 304. Any executive department or agency affected by this order may also
invoke the sanctions provided in Section 302 where any person or firm, includ-
ing a lender, has violated the rules, regulations, or procedures issued or adopted
pursuant to this order, or the nondiscrimination provisions included in any
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agreement or contract, with respect to any program affected by this order ad-
ministered by any other executive department or agency.

PART IV-ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
IN HOUSING

SEC. 401. There is hereby established the President's Committee on Equal
Opportunity in Housing which shall be composed of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury; the Secretary of Defense; the Attorney General; the Secretary of Agricul-
ture; the Housing and Home Finance Administrator; the Administrator of
Veterans Affairs; the Chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board; a
member of the staff of the Executive Office of the President to be assigned to
the Committee by direction of the President, and such other members as the
President shall from time to time appoint from the public. The member assigned
by the President from the staff of the Executive Office shall serve as the Chair-
man and Executive Director of the Committee. Each department or agency
head may designate an alternate to represent him in his absence.

SEC. 402. Each department or agency subject to this order shall, to the extent
authorized by law (including 1 214 of the Act of May 3, 1945, 59 Stat. 134 (31
U.S.C. 691)), furnish assistance to and defray the necessary expenses of the
Committee.

PART V-POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY IN HOUSING

SEC. 501. The Committee shall meet upon the call of the Chairman and at
such other times as may be provided by its rules. It shall: (a) adopt rules to
govern its deliberations and activities; (b) recommend general policies and pro-
cedures to implement this order; (c) consider reports as to progress under this
order; (d) consider any matters which may be presented to it by any of its
members; and (e) make such reports to the President as he may require or the
Committee shall deem appropriate. A report to the President shall be made at
least once annually and shall include references to the actions taken and results
achieved by departments and agencies subject to this order. The Committee
may provide for the establishment of subcommittees whose members shall be
appointed by the Chairman.

SEC. 502. (a) The Committee shall take such steps as it deems necessary and
appropriate to promote the coordination of the activities of departments and
agencies under this order. In so doing, the Committee shall consider the over-
all objectives of Federal legislation relating to housing and the right of every
individual to participate without discrimination because of race, color, creed, or
national origin in the ultimate benefits of the Federal programs subject to this
order.

(b) The Committee may confer with representatives of any department or
agency, State or local public agency, civic industry, or labor group, or any other
group directly or Indirectly affected by this order; examine the relevant rules,
regulations, procedures, policies, and practices of any department or agency
subject to this order and make such recommendations as may be necessary or
desirable to achieve the purposes of this order.

(c) The Committee shall encourage educational programs by civic, educa-
tional, religious, industry, labor, and other nongovernmental groups to eliminate
the basic causes of discrimination in housing and related facilities provided with
Federal assistance.

SEC. 503. The Committee shall have an executive committee consisting of the
Committee's Chairman and two other members designated by him from among
the public members. The Chairman of the Committee shall also serve as Chair-
man of the Executive Committee. Between meetings of the Committee, the
Executive Committee shall be primarily responsible for carrying out the functions
of the Committee and may act for the Committee to the extent authorized by it.

PART VI-MISCLLANEOUS

SEC. 601. As used In this order, the term "departments and agcucies" includes
any wholly-owned or mixed-ownership Government corporation, and the term

63-420-66-----86
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"State" includes the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
and the territories of the United States.

SEC. 602. This order shall become effective immediately.
JOHN FITGERALD KENNEDY.

THE WHITE HousE,
November 20, 1962.

Secretary WrAvrai. It has also been my purpose to describe the nar-
row scope, both at law and in practice, of our present Federal re-
quirements in the field of housing discrimination.

But I do not wish to leave the impression with your committee that
the sole difficulty with our present tools for combating discrimination
is their very short reach. Equally important is the fact that these
tools are too blunt to do the job for whici. they were designated, even
within the very limited areas that they do reach.

For example, our present controls make a legally defensible distinc-
tion between lenders who do, and those who do not, receive the direct
benefits of Federal mortgage insurance or guarantees. However, this
has the practical effect of regulating most heavily the mortgage bank-
ing segment of the residential lending industry, that being the seg-
ment which relies the most on FHA mortgage insurance and on the
secondary mortgage funds made available by the Federal National
Mortgage Association.

The savings and loan segment of the residential lending industry
receives important Federal assistance in the form of insurance of
share accounts by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion and of loans provided by the Federal Home Loan Banks, of
which there were abut $6 billion outstanding at the end of 1965. Yet
savings and loan associations are largely unaffected by the 1962 Ex-
ecutive order.

The mortgage banking segment of the residential lending industry
has, with considerable justification, complained of this result. Mean-
while, the savings and loan segment has urged, if controls similar to
those contained in the Executive order are extended to them-on the
basis of insurance of accounts by the Federal Savings and Loan In-
surance Corporation-that they also be extended to yet other segments
of the lending industry. These would include commercial banks and
all those savings banks that benefit from the insurance of deposits by
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Savings and loan associations, commercial banks, and mutual sav-
ings banks represent the major source of conventional mortgage loans,
and most of the country's housing is financed through them. As of
January 1, 1966, they held, in the ag gate, residential mortgage
loans of more than $174 billion. The Executive order, however, only
covers the small proportion of the housing that these institutions fi-
nance where the mortgage is insured or guaranteed by the Federal
Government.

If nondiscrimination requirements were to be extended on the basis
of Federal assistance provided by the Federal Savings an Loan In-
surance Corporation and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
even then conventional lending by insurance companies, pension
funds, investment trusts and nonfinancial corporations, and individ-
uals would still not be covered, perpetuating troublesome distinctions
among competing types of lenders.
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Even more serious practical problems arise from the uneven appli-
cation of our present requirements as among different builders, dif-
ferent neighborhoods, and different sections of metropolitan areas.
The theoretical availability to all citizens, regardless of their race, of
a new FHA-aided housing project may, as I stated in another con-
nection, be of no practical effect when that project is hidden away
in a large section of a city or a large suburban area which is otherwise
segregated. But, if the project does attract a few Negro families, the
very fact that it is the only project in the area open without regard
the race may result in its attracting many more Negroes, while pro-
spective white tenants or purchasers find housing elsewhere.

As the Attorney General has testified, the particular landlord or
homebuilders who resist renting or selling to a Negro family may often
do so not out of personal bigotry, but out of fear that his project will,
because he is among the first not to discriminate, attract only one
segment of the market. The fears of landlords and builders in this
respect are not entirely unfounded under a system which provides
open occupancy in selected projects while maintaining barriers in most
others. It is the very pressure of segregation that often directs dis-
proportionate numbers of Negro families to those housing projects and
those neighborhoods which accept them.

This is the same phenomenon that often leads to widespread sales
of homes by white families whose objection is not to having some
Nero neighbors, but rather to living in a Negro ghetto.

The advantage of comprehensive nondiscrimination coverage thus
lies not only in the greater coverage as such, but also in the avoidance
of elements of unfairness and of serious market distortions.

The enactment of title IV, with its broad coverage, would do more
than remove defects in the present Federal laws relating to housing
discrimination. It would, in effect, declare, as national policy, that
denying a man a fair opportunity to provide a decent home for him-
self and his family is morally and legally wrong.

At present, millions of Negro and other minority group families
are trapped in racial ghettos from which they cannot escape because
housing is, as has been well stated, "the one commodity in the Ameri-
can market that is not freely available on equal terms to everyone
who can afford to a

The existence ofthe racial ghetto is the most serious problem affect-
ing our large cities. To save our cities from spreading slums and
blight, three steps are required: (1) the elimination of all forms of
discrimination in housing; (2) the provision of additional housing
for families of low and moderate income in all areas of our central
cities and suburban areas; and (3) the revitalization of the central
city itself.

The 1960 census clearly showed the extent of the sharp differences
in the quality and the crowding of housing occupied by white house-
holds and nonwhite households. About 13 percent of the housing occu-
pied by white households was found to be substandard. This, itself,
is a challenge to us as a nation; but 44 percent of the housing occupied
by nonwhite households was substandard, and this is a national dis-
grace.

~iw~ ~ - -
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Dwelling units with more than one person per room accounted for
about 9 percent of the total for white households, but the percentage
for nonwhite households was 27 percent, or three times as high.

The fact that the average income of Negro families is far below
that of white families is a primary cause of these differences. How-
ever, another major factor is racial discrimination in the sale, rental,
and financing of housing. By artifically limiting the supply, discrimi-
nation increases the cost of housing available to minority groups.

Seriously substandard housing available to Negroes all too often
costs more than good housing available to others. Studies have shown
that Negro families occupying decent housing are forced to pay a far
higher percentage of their limited incomes than white families in the
same income group.

As our urban communities grow ever outward into the surrounding
countryside, larger and larger portions of our central cities are turn-
ing into racially segregates slums, thereby multiplying the demands
on municipal budgets, while at the same time diminishing municipal
tax revenues. Thus, the problems of our minorities become the prob-
lems of our cities.

The President has proposed, and the Congress has enacted, new pro-
grams for the provision of housing for low- and moderate-income fam-
ilies and for urban renewal. With established programs and imagina-
tive new proposals, we are striving to help our cities rebuild their slum
and blighted areas. I share the President's great hopes and high
expectations that this country can build cities in which people can
come together to lead the good life. But it cannot be done so long
as the ghettos of our major cities exist to deny freedom and the fruits
of American citizenship to millions of Americans.

The widespread denial of access to housing and the creation of large
racial ghettos bring with them a denial of good schools and a diminu-
tion of educational opportunities, both formal and informal. Inferior
housing and inferior education go hand in hand, and together they
foster and reinforce inferior employment opportunities and inferior
incomes.

Neither poverty nor bad housing is an end result of these forces, but
both are parts of a cycle of intertwined causes and effects, strengthen-
ing each other like the strands of a rope which binds and chokes mil-
lions of American families.

The Nation as a whole suffers when so many of its people are pre-
vented from making the contribution they are able to make to the
country's social and economic well-being.

I believe that enactment of title IV of this bill would benefit all seg-
ments of our society. I believe enactment of title IV would-

(1) Help over 20 million American Negroes and other minori-
ties attain the same freedom to choose the home in which they
wish to live as is available to any other Americans;

(2) Make available to Negroes and other minorities the only
major commodity which is not now available to all Americans
on the basis of ability to pay;

(3) Greatly simplify the housing relocation process in all Fed-
eral and local government programs by making more sale and
rental housing available to relocatees;
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(4) Stabilize neighborhoods and help eliminate panic selling;
(5) Free builders, investors, lending institutions, real estate

brokers and agents of the fear of economic loss if they are among
the first to support open-occupancy housing in their own localities
or neighborhoods;

(6) Open up a new housing market for the urban nonwhite
middle class which, in increasing numbers, has the income needed
to pay for good housing; and

(7) Help rid us of one of the basic obstacles to revitalizing our
cities.

The task of eliminating discrimination in housing requires the con-
certed effort of all levels of Government and private groups and in-
dividuals. History teaches us that this task cannot be left to voluntary
effort alone.

The enactment of this legislation will not only establish a national
policy against discrimination in the sale and rental of housing, but
will represent a great-step forward in the Government's efforts to guar-
antee to every American all the civil rights to which he is entitled
under our form of government.

The CHAIRMAN. That was a very splendid statement, Mr. Weaver.
I would like to ask you a few questions. I take it you agree with me
that this question of slums, ghettos, which you are trying to get at and
prevent, is a huge problem. IWe have used every weapon available to
aid us in the process; is that correct?

Secretary WEAVER. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I do not think there is
any question that it is a tremendous problem.

The CHAIRMAN. You feel that this bill will go a great way toward
that end?

Secretary WEAVER. I think this bill is a necessary tool and I do
nok- think we can do the job without accomplishing that which this
bill hopes to accomplish.

The CHAmmAN. You believe, therefore, that it would be deleterious,
to say the least, to make exceptions to these provisions that we have in
the bill?

Secretary WEAVER. I think there is a great danger in weakening the
bill and making it less effective to do a job that I think is far overdue.

The CHARMAN. There has been some controversy in the last few
days with reference to exceptions which I think would weaken the bill
and I would like to ask you: Do you see any difference in principle
between a boarder in a boardinghouse and a tenant in an apartment
house as far as race is concerned?

Secretary WAvm Well, I think here there are great dangers in
carrying this difference, which is minimal, to the point that you get
such an exception as to make an operation of this sort ineffectual. I
think that there are psychological differences. I think as far as the
impact on the housing market is concerned, that making the differ-
ences and making the exceptions weakens the law and presents prob-
lems which I think are unfortunate.

The whole question of the relationship between certain types of
roomers and tenants, I think, has sometimes been exaggerated. I
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would favor not having the exceptions, from a practical operational
point of view, from the efficacy of doing the job that needs to be done.

The CHAMAx. Therefore, you would deplore, I take it, our mak-
ing an exception to this bill, for the so-called five-boarder boarding-
house I

Secretary WAvzR. I would say that any exception weakens the bill
and obviously the exception of the roominghouse is the one which is
for many people the most palatable one. I think it is an unfortunate
one.

The CHMRMAX. My experience as chairman of this committee is,
once we open the door to exemptions, a little bit, why, the door gets
opened a great deal more to all kinds of exemptions.

On that basis alone I personally would oppose this exemption, let
alone for many other reasons that I am opposed to it.

Secretary WvER. I would say I am very much impressed by that
point of view. I think that once you begin to get exceptions, you get
the most likely ones, and by the time you get through, you get so many
that by the time you get through you might not have much left.

The CHAImmN. We understand that the title of this bill is based in
p art upon the power of the Congress under the Constitution to regu-
lat commerce.

Can you give the committee some information as to the interstate
commerce aspects of the residential housing industry I

Secretary WEAvm. On the surface, I think it would appear that
this would be difficult to do if you look at the physical properties
which, with the exception of trailers, do not move, but actually the
occupants do, and it is largely in this aspect of the problem that we
get the compelling figures.

Not only do the occupants move, but materials move and money
moves, but just getting back to the people-we made an analysis of
what had happened in the 5 years from 1955 to 1960, for example, and
we found that some 14 million persons moved from one State to an-
other, and this has been true in every I of the 50 States. And we are
probably the most mobile people in the history of mankind, and our
mobility is increasing.

I would be very happy to submit for the record a table which would
indicate the extent of this movement State by State, sir.

The CHAMMAN. We will be glad to receive that information for the
record.

(Table follows:)
Question: Mr. Secretary, as you may know, there is some question as to

whether the commerce clause of the Constitution would give to the Federal
Government authority to enact legislation pertaining to the sale or transfer of
residential properties. Can you give us some data that shows the interstate
movement of people who purchase or rent housing?

Answer: Residential properties, of course, are stationary, and with the excep-
tion of mobile homes and trailers, relatively few are moved from one place to
another. However, transactions involving residential properties are between
people, those who buy and those who sell. The United States population has
evidenced a great deal of mobility. For example, between the years 1955 and
1960 some 14.1 million persons moved from one State to another, all of whom
must find a place to live by purchase or rental of property in their new State of
residence. I would like to submit for the record a table showing the gross move-
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meant of population between States between the years 1955 and 1960 showing the
number of In-migrants and out-migrants for each of the 50 States.

Gros movement of population between State# (1955-60)

state I Gross I

Alabama .....---.--.-.......................-..... ..... .
Alaska .......................................................
Arizona......................................................
Arkansas.....................................................
California. ----------------------------------------------------
Colorado ------------------------------------------------------
Connecticut ..................................................
Delaware .....................................................
District of Columbia. .........................................
Florida .......................................................
Georgia. ....................................
Hawaii .......................................................
Idaho .........................................................
Illinois--........-----------.............................
Indiana --------- ------ ------------
Iow a ----------------------------------------------------------
Kansas ...-........-................--..--...-........
Kentucky ....................................................
LouisianA.. ...... ..................................
Maine .........................................................
M aryland .....................................................
Massachusetts ................................................
Michigan .....................................................
M innesota ----------------------------------------------
Mississijpi -- --------------- ---------

M ontana ......................................................
N ebraska ......................................................
Nevada ......................................................
New Hampshire ..............................................
N ew Jersey ---------------------------------------------------
N ew M exico --------------------------------------------------
Now York ....................................................
North Carolina ...............................................
North Dakota ...............................................
O hio ..........................................................
Oklahoma. ...................................
Oregon .......................................................
Pennsylvania ................................................
Rhode Island .................................................
South Carolina ............................................
South Dakota .............................................
Tennessee ....................................................
Texas. ......... .. .. .. ..----.. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Utah ................. . ........-.......................... ..
V erm ont ------------------------------------------------------
V irginia ------------------------------------------------------
Washington .................................
West Virginia ---------------------------------.---------
Wisonsig ---------------------------------------------------
Wyoming................................................

U.S. total.......................................

Source: Bureau of the Census.

The CHAmmAi. Are there any other aspects that you can think of
with reference to the interstate commerce characteristics of the hous-
ing industry I

Secretary WEvm. As I mentioned before, the other two compo-
nents in the housing area after the people, who I always put first,
would be the materials and the money. Here there are figures which
are rather significant aain.

In 1963, we found that some 29,000 tons of wallboard were trans-
ported by the American railroads from one State to another. This

472,866
150,136
46%8%4
371,748

2,754,056
802,851
374, 905
101,134
304,513

1, 859,078
635,005
179, 508
181, 7581,385,7855
688,430
394,318
525,207
481,131
402, 726

7158,854
606,841
614,713
842,542
427,148
346,890
718,746
152,930

136,6 6
122,694
888,762
322616

1,578,167
620,879
121,261

1,206,495
515,703
400,352

1, 076, 938
156,607
380,564
143,519
56,8 36

1,392897
173,509
75,141

869,502
821,415
321,265
427,087
118,620

Outmlgrantsmigrants

210.506
s0, s33

812,597
152, 853

1, 938,130
281,000
208,366

59,057
111,170

1,157,9
296,252
94, 768
86,184

616,036
317,454
148,970
222,659
186,765
198,081
66,541

346,187
275,100
338,645
198,621
137,900
326,402
67,971

111,358
78,894
65,448

500,243
182,658
587,669
272,172
42,094

572,387
2"21,155
197,878
3%,343

0,550
167,847
52.784

253.217
682,421

89.522
33,268

45K 398
325,230
n043

198, 75
58,074

28,2, 974 14,141.487 14,141,487

262, 270
69,303

150 2S7
218,895
815,926
221,861
169, 39
42,077

193,343
381,141
338,753

84,740
95,574

740, '49
368,976
245,348
32,548
2K436
204, C45
90, 013

259,654
339,613
503,897
228,525
208,990
392,343

84,959
172,811

57, 762
57, 246

388,519
139,958
990,488
348,707
79,167

634,108
294,548
202,474
678, 95
86,057

212, 717
90, 735

333,619
710,476
84.047
41,873

413,104
2 , 185
229,222
22, 328
62,446
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does not include that wallboard that might have been transported by
trucks, and also about 109,000 tons of lumber and shingles were trans-
ported, again only by the railroads, from one State to another.

We have tables on this by various types of materials which I would
be happy to submit for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. We will be glad to receive it.
(Table follows:)

Question: I appreciate that many home buyers may be persons who have
recently migrated from another State. However, could you give me some data
which shows that the construction of real estate properties is a result of inter-
state commerce?

Answer: The construction of residential buildings involves a number of ma-
terials, many of which are imported from states other than the state in which
the property is situated. Many of the building materials that are moved from
one state to another are handled by the American railroads. For example, in
1963, 29,000 tons of wallboard were transported by the American railroads from
one state to another, a large part of which went into the construction of resi-
dential properties. Similarly, about 109,000 tons of lumber shingles were trans-
ported by the railroads from one state to another. I am submitting for the
record a table showing the interstate railroad movement of commodities that
were used in residential construction during the year 1963.

1963 Interstate Railroad Movement of Commodities Used in
Residential Construction

Commodity: Tons
Cement, portland ------------------------------------- 92, 119
Brick, building tile ------------------------------------ 17,533
Plaster, stucco wall ------------------------------------- 1, 902
Wallboard ------------------------------------------- 28,505
Insulating materials ------------------------------------ 2,807
Building woodwork, millwork------------------------------ 577
Furnaces ---------------------------------------------- 276
Bathroom fixtures --------------------------------------- 371
Stoves, ranges, parts ------------------------------------- 318
Floor covering ---------------------------------------- 1,363
Veneer plywood -------------------------------------- 41,379
Lumber, shingles, lath --------------------------------- 108,581

Source: Interstate Commerce Commission "Carload Waybill Statistics, 1963; State to
State Distribution."

Secretary WEAVER. But also perhaps one of the most striking as-
pects of the interstate nature of residential construction is in the flow
of money and we have made a slight analysis of this.

In 1964, of the total mortgage holdings among mutual savings banks
for which data were readily available, of some $39 billion, some $15
billion or 39 percent were on properties located outside of the States
in which the savings banks were located.

This is an increasing tendency, because we found that the percent
of funds, mortgages, out of the State where the institutions were lo-
cated was 34.8 percent in 1960, 36.2 percent in 1962, and 39.3 percent in
1964.

In other words, about two-fifths of these funds are utilized outside
of the States in which the institutions are located.

Then we have another table relating to the savings and loan associa-
tions. We compared the purchases and sales in 1964 of such participa-
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tion loans according to the Federal home loan bank district. This is
the way the statistics are assembled, and these tables show that there
is a sizable flow of mortgage funds from one geographic region of the
United States to another, and we have, for example, the heaviest
sales-which means the heaviest mortgage activity-in San Francisco
and Greensboro districts, and the heaviest purchases-thats the in-
vestment-were located in New York and Chicago districts.

Then we have a third set of data which relate to State-by-State
comparison of nonfarm mortgage loans which are owned by the life
insurance companies in various areas, 9tate by State, and all of the
insurance that these companies have.

This again shows that where 11 percent of the life insurance in
force is on persons residing in the State of New York, only 6.7 per-
cent of the nonfarm mortgage loans owned by the life insurance
companies were located on properties in the State of New York. And,
on the other hand, while only 5 percent of the life insurance in force
covers persons residing in the State of Texas, over 10 percent of the
mortgage loans held by the insurance companies are on properties
located in Texas.

Again, we would be happy to submit tables which would indicate
the actual impact of this State by State.

The CHAIRMAN. You might submit any other additional data you
think might help along these lines, which would indicate the inter-
state connerce characteristics of housing.

Question: Mr. Secretary, most residential properties are financed in part with
a mortgage loan. Can you furnish any data which would show the interstate
character of such mortgage credit?

Answer: I have three sets of data that clearly indicate sizeable interstate
movement of mortgage loans. First a table showing the mortgage holdings of
mutual savings banks broken down by location of property. Thus, in the year
1964 of total mortgage holdings of $39 billion, some $15 billion, or 39 percent,
were on properties located outside of the state in which the mutual savings bank
is located.

Second is a table showing the home mortgage participation loans made by
insured savings and loan associations. For this purpose.we comlred the
purchases and sales in 1964 of such participation loans accordingly to Federal
home loan bank district. As will be noted, there is a sizeable flow of mortgage
funds from one geographical region of the United States to another, with the
heaviest sales by the savings and loan associations located In the San Francisco
and Greensboro districts. On the other hand, the heaviest purchases of partici-
pation loans were made by associations located In the New York and Chicago
districts.

A third set of data compares by states the nonfarm mortgage loans owned by,
and the life insurance in force of, all United States life insurance companies.
As will be noted, whereas 11 percent of the life Insurance in force occurs in the
State of New York, only 6.7 percent of the nonfarm mortgage loans owned are
located In that State. On the other band. whereas only 5 percent of the life
insurance in force occurs in the State of Texas, over 10 percent of the mortgage
loans held by the insurance companies are on properties located in Texas.

These three tabulations clearly show that there Is considerable interstate
movement of mortgage loan funds to finance residential property transactions.

(Tables follow:)
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Mortgage holding. of mutual savings bank. by location of property, selected
dates, 1960-64

(Dollars In millions)

Within
Total mort- State where Percent out

Year gage hold- savings Out of State of State
Ings bank is

located

1960 ------------------------------------------ 5 $2,213 $17,013 $9,110 34.8
1962 ------------------------------------------- 31,583 20,145 11,438 36.2
1964 ------------------------------------------- 39,135 23,741 15,394 39.3

Source: National Association of Mutual Savings Banks. "National Fact Book: Mutual Savings Bank
Lug," 1965

Home mortgage participation loans made by insured savings and loan associa-
tios--comparison. of pro'chase. and sales it 1964 according to Federal home
loan bank district

[Dollars in millions]

Sales of participation loans Purchases of participation
loans

Federal home loan bank district

Amount Percent Amount Percent

Boston ---------------------------------------- $13.8 1.0 85.2 6.0
New York ------------------------------------ 88.5 6.3 204.6 14.4
Pit tsburgh-- .... ..... ..... ............. 30.3 2.1 94.0 6.
(;reemnboro ----------------------------------- 129.7 9.2 19& 6 13.8
Cincinnati ------------------------------------ 32. 2.3 105.7 7.4
Indianapolis ---------------------------------- 23.6 1.7 32.2 2.3
Chicago --------------------------------------- 54.0 & 8 201.9 14.2
Des Moines---------------------------------- 25.9 1.8 100.1 7.1
Little Rock ------------------------------------ 92. 2 6.5 107.9 7.6
Toreka --------------------------------------- 3 9 2.5 99.7 7.0
San Francisco -------------------------------- &3 .2 59.0 122.4 8.6
Spokane ------------------------------------ 53.4 3.8 70. 5 5.0

Total ----------------------------------- ' 1,41&3 100.0 11,419.8 100.0

I Owing to sales to institutions other than insured savings and loan associations and because of differences
in timing of reporting of participation activity the total amount of sales do not equal the total amount of
purchases.

Source: Federal Home Loan Bank Board, "Participation Loan Transaetiona"
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All li/e insurawe companies nonfarm mortgage loafw owned andI life insurance
in forces: comparison by States

United States ...........................

Alabama. .------------------------------------
Alaska ----------------------------------------
Arizona ---------------------------------------
A rkansas --------------------------------------
C alifornia --------------------------------------
Colorado --------------------------------------
Connecticut -----------------------------------
Delaware .....................................
District of Columbia ..........................
F lorida. ......................................
Georgia .......................................
H aw aii -----------------------------------------
Idaho .........................................
Illinois -----------------------------------------
Indiana .......................................
Iowa ..........................................
Kansas ---------------------------------------
Kentucky .....................................
Louisiana............................
Maine .........................................
Maryland .....................................
M assachusetts ----------------------------------
M ichigan. ......................................
Minnesota ....................................M ilssissippi -------------------------------------Missouri. .....................................

Montana ......................................
Nebraska -----------------------------
Nevada .......................................
New Hampshire ------------------------------
New Jersey ...................................
New Mexico ----------------------------------
N ew Y ork .. ..................................
North Carolina ...............................
North Dakota .................................
Ohio ..........................................
Oklahoma .....................................
Oregon ........................................
Pennsylvania ----------------------------------
Rhode Island ---------------------------------
South Carolina ...............................
South Dakota .................................
Tennessee .....................................
Texas .........................................
Utah ..........................................
Vermont ......................................
Virginia .......................................
Washington ...................................Weot Virginia ----------------------------------
Wisconsin ----------------------- ---- --- IWisomin...............................W yoming ----------------- -

S1963.
'1964.

Life Insurance in force Nonfarm mi

Amount Percent Amount
(billions) (millions)

800.0

11.9
.7

5.3
4.3

80.5
&515.23
&0
5.720.3

16.8
4.0
2.2

524
21.3
10.4
8.2
9.0

11.9
3.314.1

24.1
37.8
13. 2
4.9

19.0
2.3
5.7
1.4
2.7

34.2
3.3

80.0
15.5
2.0

45.7
8.7
7.0

52.6
3.9
7.9
2.2

12.8
39.4
4.0
1.4

16.5
11.2
5.8

16.1
1.3

100.0

15
.1
.7
.5

10. 1
1. 1
1.9
.4
.7

2.5
2.1
.5
.36.6

2.7
1.8
1.0
1.1
1.5
.4

1.8
3.0
4.7
1.7
.6

2.4
.3
.7
.2
.3

4.3
.4

11.1
1.9
.3

5.71.1
.9
6.6
.5

1.0
.8

1.6
4.9
.5
.2

2.1
1.4
.7

2.0
.2

545,739. 2

921. 2
31.5

563.8
24. 4

6,429.6
873.9
413.4175.9
539.1

1,763.9
1,272.5

201.8
120.7

2, 189.2
1, 139.4

456.0
511.9
541.0
971.4
39.1

1, 137.7
313.0

1,759.8
685.5
365.4

1,092.9
95.9

377.7
86.1 1
17.0 .

1,194.6
276.3

3,073.7
943.1

44.1
2,140.6

733.8
483.3

1,572.4
36.8

447.1
63.0

1,040.5
4,642.7

312.2
10.6 .

1,490.7
1,006.9

190.1
534.2
96.0

)rtgages owned

Percent

100.0

Z0.1

.5
14.1
1.9
.9
.4

1.2
3.9
2.8
.4
.3

4.8
25
1.0
1.1
1.22. 1
.1

2.5
.7

8.8
1.5
.8

2.4
.2
.8
.2

2.6
.6

6.7
2.1
.1

4.7
1.6
1.1
3.4
.1

1.0
.1

2.3
10.2

.7
......... ....

2.4
2.4
.41.2
.2

Source: Institute of Life Insurance "Lie Insurance Fact Book, 1965".
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The CHAiR AN. In your opinion, what has been the impact of ex-
emptions of owner occupied one-family and two-family dwellings
under the fair housing laws of some States, like my own State of New
York, or the State of Ohio, the State of Pennsylvania? I-ave these
exemptions, in fact, insulated, for example, suburban areas from the
major thrust of the State fair housing legislation?

Secretary WEAVER. Well, I think, as we brought out earlier, Mr.
Chairman, any exemption reduces the efficacy of a law of this type. I
think the whole genius of the present approach lies in the fact that it
is a comprehensive approach and that it is one that covers the total
area, the total universe that we are attempting to deal with.

Now, obviously, if you are going for a comprehensive approach such
as this proposed legislation does, you weaken it as you make it less
comprehensive.

Also, in certain areas where you have a large amount of existing
housing and where you have a small amount of new construction, the
individual sales assume a great deal more importance than would be
true in an area which is being newly developed largely by tract devel-
opments or by projects, and so forth.

So I would say that certainly the lack of comprehensiveness is a
weakness to any type of nondiscriminatory approach, but becomes
even more significant where you have a bill which tends to be a com-
prehensive bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Along these lines, Mr. Secretary, does your Depart-
ment have any information concerning the impact that housing dis-
crimination has had on the off-base housing of members of our Armed
Forces?

Secretary WEAVER. We do not have systematic data on this, but as
a member of the President's Committee on Equal Opportunity in
Housing and also in my former capacity as the Administrator of the
Housing and Home Finance Agency until the new Department was
established, I have frequent case histories of complaints and of actual
situations where this has occurred.

As you know, on the Army bases themselves discrimination is pro-
hibited. However, this does not follow for housing in and around these
installations.

We have had a score of instances where particular cases have come
to our attention. We have been able in several cases under the Execu-
tive order to assist the complainant in finding housing and in opening
housing which would not otherwise be available to the individual and
the family.

I think there is no question, and the Department of Defense can
document this better than I, but there is no question that in many in-
stances the present patterns put a great, great burden and exert a great
hardship upon men in the uniform.

One of the simplest situations is where these people have to prob-
ably travel all the way across town to get to their place of employment.
whereas their white counterparts are living in that neighborhood
which has access to the plant.

Also, in some instances sometimes they cannot even find any ade-
quate housing within a reasonable distance from their place of employ-
ment, whereas the white officers and the white servicemen have no diffi-
cultv in so doing.

(See report of Department of Defense set out at p. 1752 et seq.)
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The CIR In .N. Mr. Secretary, a question has arisen in the course
of these hearings as to the definitions in title IV. I refer to page 25
in the bill before you, as to the definition of "dwelling"-lines 15 to 21.

Under the definition of the bill, "dwelling" includes vacant land
that is offered for sale or lease for residential purposes.

In your opinion, is the inclusion of vacant an within the definition
of dwelling essential, and if so, why?

Secretary WFvitW. Well, I would give a categorical yes as an answer
to that, and I would support it for the following reason: It is absolute-
ly impossible to separate the land from the dwelling; even where you
have mobile homes this is impossible. And I might say parentheti-
cally that one of the reasons why this is the situation is because of the
situation with our trailer parks, which are now even uncovered by
State law. That again goes back to your earlier question. We have
many instances where members of the Armed Forces who do live in
trailers, if they are nonwhite, find that they cannot get a decent trailer
park location for their mobile homes.

In addition to that, clearly, the idea of where you are going to build
has a great deal to do with all of the patterns of occupancy, and if you
wait until after the house is built to attempt to do somehing to make
it accessible to all elements in the population, you are letting the horse
get out of the barn before you attempt to give him some direction.
So, I think this is absolutely necessary and completely desirable.

The CHAIRMAN. Have members of the Armed Forces been compei.ed
to change their patterns of off-base living because of this difficulty?

Secretary WEAVER. The members of the Armed Forces have found
themselves at a great disadvantage if they are nonwhite and if they
depend upon trailers. Some of them have had to give up their trailers
when they did not want to, others have had to place their trailers in
places with unsatisfactory facilities and still others have had to move
their trailers far distant from the point of their employment, where
there may be a trailer camp which would.be much more accessible
to their work.

The CH1IRMAN. Has it become a serious problem as to the number
of trailers?

Secretary WF wE. This, I could not tell you because we have not
had systematic data, but we have had enough reports of this to indi-
cate there is a problem here. Its magnitude I could not tell you, but
I think particularly with our servicemen if there is only one case, I
think it is a serious case.

The CHxwnr. Does the inclusion of vacant land in the definition
of dwelling present, in your views, any particular problems of en-
forcement?

Secretary WEAvEP. No; I do not see any difference here, for ex-
ample, from the question of the structure itself, its financing or the
other details.

However, on this, again, I would defer to the Attorney General,
who I think has looked at this very carefully and it is my understand-
ing he feels there is no problem and I would certainly accept his
point of view on this.

The CHAIRM-MAN. Now, in title IV there is an absence of any so-called
antiblockbusting provision. That is a provision that proscribes ac-
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tivities that induce or provoke the sale or lease of residential property
by arousing some sort of a fear of change in the racial, religious, or
ethnic complexion of the neighborhood.

For example, I understand that the cities of Wichita, Kanm, also
Detroit, Mich., Buffalo, N.Y., Washington, D.C., St. Louis, Mo.,
Shaker Heights and Toledo, Ohio, among others have such antiblock-
busting ordinances. Would you care to comment on that?

Secretary WL&vmr I think the reason for this, again, and the real
necessity for this at many of the local levels is because you have a
segmented approach to this problem. You do not have complete
coverage and panic selling is a result of a lack of a comprehensive
approach.

If all property is covered, and if you have the comprehensive type
of thing that we are talking about here, the need for antiblockbusting
legislation becomes much less than it would be under those other cir-
cumstances, and this attempts to get at the root cause which leads
to the blockbusting rather than to attempt to prohibit something which
economically would be less feasible under an effective bill of this type.

The CHAMRMAN. Now, title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 pro-
hibits discrimination in federally assisted programs. As you know,
the Federal programs operating on the basis of contract of insurance
or guarantee were specifically excluded from that title VI. This
means that the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurane Corporation are not covered by that title.

In your opinion, would title IV of the administration bill absolutely
require that these agencies impose sanctions on financial institutions
that discriminate, contrary to the provisions of section 404 of title
IV in the extension of housing loans

Secretary WEAVER. I would hesitate to answer this categorically
because I think this draws a legal interpretation. As I said earlier,
I am not a lawyer and I am talking to lawyers about law, and I think
the Attorney General would be able to answer that much more com-
petently than I.

Again, these are agencies which are not under the Department of
Housing and Urban Development and, consequently, I would have
to check them out as carefully as I could, but itis my guess and under-
standing that there would not be this conflict. But this I would not
be able to say categorically.

The CHAIRMAN. Questions, Mr. Rogers I
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Secretary, in answer to a question asked by the

chairman, in effect you said that the Executive Order heretofore issued
was not broad enough to cover and meet the problem. I assume that
you would take the position that we should enact legislation covering
all of the problem rather than covering it by Executive Order?

Secretary WzAvER. Yes, sir; I think mainly for the reasons thathave been presented before. Two reasons:

In the first place, there is a question of some legal problems which
arise here, which I only know of by having heard them discussed. I
am not competent to give an opinion on that.

Secondly, however, there is the practical administrative problem,
and that is the fact that no matter how far the Executive order may
go, it is not going to cover the whole field and we are still going to
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have the problems. We figure it would cover at best about 60 percent
of the dwellings and then there would be the other 40 percent, not
only the inequities that would be there in the industry, but-more
important than that-the escape hatch that that would offer.

Mr. ROGERS. Now, what I want to know is, if a State has a fair
housing law with certain exemptions do you see any possible conflict
between the provisions as provided in this bill and such State law
which would cause difficulty in administering the Federal law I

Secretary WF vER. Let me say that I think this is again a legal ques-
tion and my very competent lawyers have advised me that there is
none. In other words, I think that this bill, if it is passed in its present
form, its provisions would prevail over inconsistent provisions of
State and local laws. But, again, I am no authority in this area, so
I would simply give that as an opinion rather than asa.-

The CHAmxAN. Would the gentleman yieldI
Mr. Rooms. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. This to my mind is rather important, Mr. Weaver,

because it refers to your jurisdiction.
If you turn to page 30 of the bill, you will find that certain duties

are imposed on you.
Secretary WFWvm. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Section 408 says the Secretary of Housing and

Urban Development shall-and you get down to (e) on line 22:
Administer the programs and activities relating to housing and urban develop-

ment in a manner affirmatively to further the policies of this title.
What would you do if you find violations?
Secretary WEAVER. I think there are several types of violations that

would be involved here.
In the first place, insofar as the housing activities which are under

the Department of Housing and Urban Development, we would im-
mediately issue, of course, the necessary regulations to be consistent
with the word, the spirit, and intent of this act.

We would also administer the various programs that fell under
our jurisdiction in a way to carry out the purposes and the require-
ments of this act. W e would check, not waiting for complaints to
come in, but would check in the general operation to be sure that our
activities were consistent with the provisions of the section.

The CHYRMAN. Be more specific; what else would you do?
Secretary WF.AvFR. In the event there were several-I think this

came out in the Attorney General's testimony. If there were several
alternative proposals that came in for a given development, as far as
housing is concerned, I think the one that would lend to open oc-
cupancy patterns of some permanence and the other would perpetuate
the existing patterns, we would certainly give preference to the one
that would lend itself to open occupancy patterns.

The CHAIRMNAN. Let's go further. You find after an investigation
a certain bank is discriminating in its financing. What would you do
with that bank?

Secretary WEAVER. Well, we would probably not have any contrac-
tual relationship with that bank, but we would have a relationship
with FHA insurance, which may be the basis of the mortgages whic i
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that, bank was underwriting, and if that bank continued in violation
of the law, that bank would no longer be able to do business with us.

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose the FHA, say, does not cooperate with
you ?

Secretary WEAVERt. Beg your pardon?
The CHAIR MAN. Suppose FHA doesn't cooperate with you.
Secretary WAVER. With me? [Laughter.]
Secretary WEAVER. FHA is part of the Department. W$e would

have a new Assistant Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. What I had in mind was some bank that discrimi-

nates that would be covered by these broad provisions. What would
you do with those banks?

Secretary WEAVER. In those instances we would have no direct re-
lationship with those banks unless they were participating under our
programs.

Now, the types of regulations that would be developed under this
law, I could not say at this time. I think the first things that would
happen with those banks would be that they would come under the
action which the Attorney General is authorized to take here.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you strike them off the list?
Secretary IVEAv, R. Suppose there were a consistent pattern of this

discrimination. I can well envision that the Attorney General will
call this matter to my attention and request that we assist him in
bringing the bank into line, and this might be a type of leverage we
could put on that particular institution, and this would be something
that would be developed as time went on.

The CHAnLmAN. Would discrimination be deemed by you to be a
default in the insured mortgage, with reference to the terms of the
insured mortg age?

Secretary WiA&%ER. I do not think that. I think the insured mort-
gage is already in existence and the bank is not the only one involved
with that; in addition, there is the person who took out the mortgage.
I think the only way you could deal with a bank in this regard would
be its future activities as far as its relations with the Department are
concerned.

I don't think you could get a mortgage that is supposed to last over
25 or 30 years without doing irreparable harm to the person who has
taken out the mortgage.

The CHAIrMAN. You mean you could not declare under regula-
tions a default under those circumstances?

Secretary WEAVER. Yes, you could, but I do not know whether you
would be penalizing the right person, that is my point.

The CHAIRMIAN. If the bank deliberately entered into a pattern or
practice of this kind of discrimination, why shouldn't the bank suffer
some sanctions?

Secretary WFVER. I am worried about the person who gave the
mortgage, and let us say the interest rate changes. First, he has a
mortgage at 5 percent-a 30-year mortgage with 20 years to run and
when the discrimination by the banks is uncovered-any other mort-
gage he can get is at 5.5 or 5.75 percent, then it is that person who is
penalized much more than the financial institution would be by can-
celing that particular mortgage.
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The CHAUMN. Is there any remedy that you could think of by
which the bank would suffer rather than the mortgagee?

Secretary WzALvsn. Yes I think a possible remedy here would be,
and one that we have used in connection with FHA mortgages in the
past-that is, that the institution would no longer be permitted to
participate in the insurance program and by that way the burden
would e placed upon the financial institution, which is the party
which has made the violation, rather than on somebody who has
already entered into a contract and will suffer by the abrogation of
the contract.

The CHAIRMAN. I have just been handed a note which seems to say
the following:

The Farmers Home Administration, Department of Agriculture required that
mortgages closed after December 14, 1962, contain a nondiscrimination covenant,
violation of which "shall constitute a default under theinortgage."

Secretary WvE. I do not know what the basis of that is, but I
do know that when you begin to foreclose these mortgages, that you
are not usually penalizing the financial institution, particularly when
you get a mortgage which is made at a relatively low rate of interest
which is of a benefit to the person who has taken out the mortgage to
keep it, and it is a benefit to the financial institution to get rid of it
and the foreclosure of some of these mortgages would be help
instead of hurting the institution; you would help the institution and
huit the individual who was in no way involved in what would be a
violation of the law.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you say then, the only sanction that you
could think of is to strike that bank off the list that might be in-
volved in these FHA mortgages?

Secretary WEAvEI. Off the top of my head, I think this would be
the most equitable and the most effective.

The CHAJIMAN. Why can we not go a little further than that and
invoke a more drastic sanction, since we have agreed before to use all
the weapons at our command to prevent discrimination ? In our at-
tack on this gigantic problem, should we not provide that the bank
shall have committed a violation of its charter and have the burden
of proof to show that they did not discriminate and if the bank cannot
sustain the burden of proof, then the charter might be revoked?

Secretary WEAvER. This would not fall within my jurisdiction.
This would fall within the jurisdiction of the agency that issues the
charter. I was restricting myself to what I could do and what my
department could do.

The CHAIMAN. We are asking your opinion.
In other words, do you think that the remedy that you just out-

lined is sufficient to prevent discrimination by these financial
institutions?

Secretary WEAVER. I think it would be a rather effective remedy.
Mr. CORMAN. Would the chairman yield for a question on this

point?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. CORMAN. It seems to me if you have a loan that is already

made, the house exists, built since 1962, for there to be any discrimina-
tion it must be by the person who is the mortgagee. And so, if you

63-420--66-87
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foreclose that mortgage, declare it in default, it would have to be be-
cause of some action on his part, not the bank's. And actually, the
kind of discrimination you are trying to get at that the bank would
be exercising would be on potential loans, so I do not think there is
this dilemma.

IVe are not going to harm an innocent mortgagee. There would not
be any discrimination as to his house, if lie did not do it. Is that not
correct ?

Secretary WEAVER. This was exactly the basis of my reaction, I
think you are hitting the wrong person from the point of view of
any wrongdoing. And you do not get any benefits.

Mr. CORMAN. You are talking about a specific mortgage being de-
faulted because of racial discrimination, right ? And that house was
already occupied by that borrower and there is not going to be any
racial discrimination unless lie exercises it in the sale or rental of his
house. Would that be a fact ?

Secretary WEAVER. I think what was involved here was that there
would have been a form of violation of this law in that sale which
seems to me, as you suggest, would have had to have been an action
not on the part of the bank if the bank made the mortgage.

Now, where the bank would discriminate would be usually where
it would refuse to make a mortgage on a sale that was a possible sale,
but once the sale has been made, unless the owner had refused to sell
to a minority person, and this would be a discriminatory action on
t ie part of the seller and not of the lender, I (1 not see how the bank
would be involved in this, as you suggest, unless at the time of the
sale where you had a seller willing and ready to sell to anyone and the
bank refuses to offer the mortgage to that person.

This is where I think we are trying to get at it as far as the bank
is concerned. So I agree completely, nothing would be gained by this.

Mr. CORMAN. But it seems to me you have a better way to get to
the bank by ceasing to do business with them if they undertake a
practice or pattern of discrimination.

Secretary WEAVER. This would be the only action we could take,
and I think it would be a very effective one.

Mr. CORMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rogers?
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Secretary, on page 11 of your statement you out-

line that the census of 1960 shows that 13 percent of housing occupied
by white householders was found to be substandard. At the same
time 44 percent of the housing occupied by nonwhite householders
were substandard.

I think that we will agree that a lot of this substandard housing
is due probably to violation of city ordinances in relation to plumbing,
water, and other facilities.

Is there any method whereby under this proposal you would be able
to get at such a situation as that ?

Secretary IVEAVER. Yes, indirectly. I think that one of the things,
and I have done quite a bit of research in this field before coming to
Washington, and others have done much more-one of the things
that becomes crystal clear is that there are several elements in bad
housing which exists for the nonwhite population.
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The first is the fact that incomes are low and if you do not have
enough money, you cannot get housing.

We also know that in our p resent segmented housing markets, under
the present situation of enforced segregation in residences and dis-
crimination in housing, that the housing dollar in the black hand does
not buy as much housing as the housing dollar in the white hand.

This means that many times nonwhites are paying prices for houses
both purchase and particularly for rental housing, which would, ii
they had access to the total market, enable them to buy standard hous-
ing and they are getting substandard housing. And the reason they
are doing it is because they are so limited and with a limited supply
the buyer loses his leverage.

So, this is how it operates.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Secretary, in response to the questions asked by

the chairman concerning the burden on interstate commerce, that could
you supply information about discrimination in housing so that we
will have full evidence before this committee relating to the burden
such discrimination places on interstate commerce?

Secretary WEAVER. We will supply all of the data that we can, sir,
and there will be some-I do not know whether it will be complete, but
we will certainly have additional data that will be pertinent to these
questions.

Mr. ROGERS. We would appreciate it if you would, bvc,'use part of
the burden in connection with this legislation is to slow definitely
that such practices do place a burden on interstate commerce.

Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I have no further questions, Mr. Chair-
man.

(Information follows:)

THE EFFECTS OF HOUSING DISCRIMINATION UPON INTERSTATE COMMERCE

The tremendous growth of the American economy during the past two centuries
can be attributed to such factors as a plentiful supply of natural resources, an
industrious population, adequate financial capital, imaginative business entre-
preneurship that successfully exploited technological innovations to increase the
productivity of land, labor and capital resources and an absence of governmental
barriers to Interstate commerce. Unlike the situation prevailing in Europe or
Asia, where the industrial revolution of the past 150 years was accompanied by
an elaborate structure of nationalistic barriers to movements of population, goods
and currency, the United States has grown as a single, unified economy.

Within the United States people are free to move across State lines without
having to present a visa or a passport to border guards. Shipment of raw mate-
rials and finished goods may be made from one region of the country to another
without being subject to any interstate tariffs. Finance capital can be transferred
across state lines with no fear of exchange controls on the repatriation of the
capital or the receipt of earnings thereon. A single national currency system
precludes the possibilities of foreign exchange losses which sometimes arise when
one currency has to be converted into another. National systems of interstate
highways, railroads, air and sea transportation, free of customs inspection, assure
rapid movement of goods across State boundaries, and lead to reduced transpor-
tation costs.

Freedom from interstate barriers has enable sizable internal migrations of the
United States population from year to year in response to emerging economic
forces that attract workers from one area to another. In recent years there
have been four notable internal population migration patterns that frequently
involve population shifts across State borders.
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First, scientific and technical progress with respect to farm mechanization,
chemical fertilization, insect control, and post-harvest processing has enabled
fewer and fewer farmers to provide a rapidly increasing volume of food and
fiber. There has resulted a sizable movement of population from the farm to the
city. The number of people employed in agriculture in the United States has
probably declined since 1860 while the total population has meanwhile increased
about sixfold.

Second, scientific, technological and industrial innovations and the develop-
ment of many new products have contributed not only to a movement from farms
to cities, but also major regional population shifts. Workers seeking new Job
opportunities have been attracted from East to West; from South to North; and
increasingly, in recent years, to portions of the South and Southeast. These
regional migrations, like the migration from the farm to the city, have their
root causes in major changes In the patterns of industry and commerce.

Third, within major regions, there have been important shifts In the relative
rate of growth as between smaller towns and cities and larger urban centers.
Larger urban centers have grown at a more rapid rate than smaller towns and
cities because the more complex forms of science-oriented industries and the
more complex patterns of financial, commercial and governmental activities tend
to center In large urban centers. For example, electronic, pharmaceutical and
similar science-oriented industries gravitate toward major cities having major
scientific, university and cultural facilities.

Fourth, within our cities, large and small, there are major economic forces
which result in a shift of population from the center of cities to the suburbs.
The ease with which electric power can be transmitted, the ease with which
high-value but light-weight modern products and product components can be
shipped over highways, and improvements In communication make possible the
dispersion of industrial plants to the suburban fringes of rapidly growing metro-
politan areas.

These four distinct, but interrelated, forces have made Americans the most
mobile of all peoDle. About one American family in five moves his home every
year, many of them across State lines. Between 1955 and 1960, 14.1 million
persons migrated from one State to another. No doubt very many of them moved
for purely personal reasons. By and large, however, major migrations occur
because of major economic forces, such as those described above. In the case
of each of at least seven States, moves into or out of the State during this five-
year period Involved over a million people. This Is shown by the following
figures:

State Gross Immigrants Outmigrants

California --------------------------------------------------- 754 056 1,938,130 815,926
Florida ------------------------------------------------------ , 539, 078 1, 157, 937 381,141
Illinois ------------------------------------------------------ 1, 355 755 615. 036 740,719
New York --------------------------------------------------- 1,578,157 587,669 990,488
Ohio --------------------------------------------------------- 1,206,495 572, 387 634,108
Pennsylvania -----. ...---------------------------------------- 1,076,938 398, 343 678, 595
Texas -------------------------------------------------------- 1, 392, 897 682,421 710,476

A high proportion of these people moved in search of, or In response to, better
employment opportunities.

Although the United States Is free of any "de jure" barriers to interstate
commerce, it Is nonetheless, subject to "de facto" barriers that seriously impede,
if not reduce, Interstate commerce, e.g., impediments to the free movement of
,-ertain minority groups across State borders. Such "de facto" barriers result
from the widespread housing discrimination against Negroes and other non-
white groups. This discrimination extends to the sale and rental of housing and
to credit for the construction, purchase, improvement or repair of homes.

These forms of discrimination severely limit the supply of housing available
to minority groups and thereby greatly increase its cost to them. Negro families
occupying decent housing are often forced to pay a far higher percentage of
their limited Incomes than white families In the same income group; and fre-
quently Negro families pay far more for seriously substandard housing than
white families do for good housing. Also, it is often true that the only housing
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available to a Negro family in a community is in a racially segregated, slum or
blighted area.

It may be noted at this point that surveys show a very significant rise In
income of the Negro population during the last few years. It is known that
Negro consumers' funds are available to purchase moderate-priced housing
which cannot be purchased or rented because of racial discrimination. This
situation has an impact on interstate commerce because if there were an open
housing market the effective economic demand for dwellings and for the thou-
sands of types of materials and components that go into a housing unit would be
increased.

White professionals and technicians will generally move from one region to
another when offered Jobs that much better utilize their skills, training and
education. They have reasonable assurance that they will find housing accom-
modations within their means that enable them to raise their families and to
enjoy the amenities of life corresponding to their level of income. Negro profes-
sionals and technicians have no such assurance.

Instead, faced with "de facto" exclusion from most middle class neighborhoods,
both in the cities and in the suburbs, Negro professionals, skilled workers, and
technicians are often loath to move from one region to another since they have
dim prospects of finding housing accommodations that befit their level of in-
come. Rather than relocate in an overcrowded slum area in an out-of-State city
in pursuit of a better job, many Negro professionals and technicians prefer not
to move, and hence they do not seek or accept the better Job opportunity. Thus,
in a period of critical shortages in a number of professional and technical skills,
the "de facto" barrier to the interstate movement of Negro families resulting
from housing discrimination interferes with labor mobility. The result is less
national production or more costly services than would otherwise be attainable
if these "de facto" impediments to population movement did not prevail.

Housing discrimination also impedes the interstate movement of the far greater
number of low-income, unskilled or semi-skilled Negro workers. In recent years
there has been a tremendous expansion of factories, shopping centers and service
establishments in the suburban areas of the Nation, creating a large number of
job opportunities. Many of these jobs go unfilled because of labor shortages in
the suburban areas. Yet within the nearby cities (which are frequently in an
adjoining State), particularly in the Negro sections, there exist large pockets of
unemployed labor. Many of the unemployed have migrated hundreds of miles
from rural areas to the city in search of a job that remains a few suburban miles
out of reach. The dweller in the central city slum is often cut off from the
suburban job opportunity because the area where he can live is not served by
public transportation extending into the area where the jobs are to be found.

The housing discrimination which impedes the interstate movement of work-
ers, which causes out-of-State jobs to go unfilled, and which adds to the welfare
and fiscal burdens of our central cities results in a far lower level of national
production and commerce than would otherwise be attainable.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Corman?
Mr. CORMAN. Mr. Secretary, is it not a fact that the greatest burden

of segregation falls on children of school age or at least a very severe
burden?

Secretary WAEAVER. Oh, I would believe that first if you look at it
from the general problem of bad housing, which comes as a conse-
quence in large measure from the limitations in the housing market,
that it is the youth that probably suffer the most, because they are in
areas without the evidence of hope. They are in areas which are di-
lapidated; they are in areas which are neglected; they are in areas
where the public facilities are usually--and the public services are of
the least quality, the lowest quality.

And it is reflected, of course, in their schools. It is reflected in the
fact that they are living in an enforced ghetto area which all of that
implies, so that from society's point of view over the long run, I think
it is the youth and the citizens of tomorrow who are the ones that
should cause us the greatest concern and who actually suffer the most
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from the poit of the total society, as well as from the point of view
of themselves.

Mr. CORMAN. Thank you.
Is it not true that probably the ideal for a family with children is

the single-family dwelling?
Secretary WEAv R. Well, there is a lot of thought in that regard.

I must say that sometimes I am not in complete agreement with it,
but it certainly is the American norm and the American ideal. I
would assume that for most families I would say, yes.

I can think of instances, being an apartment liver like myself, I
cannot go along with that completely.

Mr. CORMAN. Is it not a fact that people with large families and
modest incomes, that they, generally speaking, are limited to homes
that are older, aside from race, so far as just their economic bracket is
concerned?

Secretary WEAVER. There is no question that for low- and moderate-
income families of large size, the existing secondhand home market is
about the only hope they can get to find enough space to live in decency
if they have large families.

Mr. CORMAN. Am I to conclude that of all the exemptions-we will
concede that neither of us want to make any-probably the worst
exemption would be the existing single-family residence?

Secretary WEAVER. I do not like to make a comparative scale of the
undesirable. I would simply say categorically that I think if we are
going to have a comprehensive bill, we have to have it comprehensive
and any time you make an exemption, you erode into that.

I would say that certainly from the point of view of the housing
situation where we have the great paucity of adequate housing for
low- and moderate-income families of large size, that it would be most
unfortunate if this great reservoir of possible supply, which is the
existing market, were to be excluded uider this law, r think it would
weaken it materially.

The CHADMAN. May I interrupt just a moment?
Mr. CORmAN. Certainly, Mr. Chairman.
The ChAMMAN. Suppose you have a situation like this, to get back

to my other question which I asked you before: Will you put forth
regulations, for example, which woula state that all financial institu-
tions coming within four-square of the act shall, whenever they make
agreements with builders to build houses or dwellings, that those
builders shall provide in their pronouncements or their advertisements
that there will be no discrimination in the sale or the rental of these
houses, and if they fail to do that or refuse to do that, or fail to abide
by that regulation, what would you do under those circumstances?

Secretary WEAVER. Well, we have now certain regulations under
the Executfive order, to wit, that a builder has to enter into an agree-
ment at the time that he gets an FHA-insured loan, and the VA does
the same thing, we operate under the same principles-that he will not
discriminate.

Assuming that he does, and we have a ready, willing and able buyer,
and we have a hearing. We check it out, and we establish the act
that he has discriminated. le has two choices: He can either make a
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property available to that person or to other nonwhite persons--and
to other nonwhite persons who are qualified, or else he is put on an
ineligible list and he does not do any business with us.

Now, this does not become as effective now as it would under com-
rehensive coverage, because very often he can go to some source of

finance which is not covered by the nondiscrimimation, the open-oc-
cupancy requirements.

So that this is an inconvenience to him.
If this were universal and if it had the sort of comprehensive cov-

erage we are talking about here, then this becomes very, very ef-
fective.

The CIIAIRMA. Excuse me.
Mr. CoRM3AN. Mr. Secretary, apparently in implementing the 1962

Executive order, FHA prohibited persons and firms receiving its bene-
fits from discriminating, and then according to the Civil Rights Com-
mission's 1963 report, not affected by its action was one- or two-family
owner-occupied housing.

I am wondering how we arrived at that, if that is still the regula-
tion.

Secretary WEAVER. Yes. There are two reasons for that:
In the first place, remember we are dealing in the present time of the

Executive order, not with a comprehensive, but with a small sector of
the total market.

Secondly. our forms of enforcement are only the administrative
action which we can take. There are no forms such as provided in here
where you can get an injunctive action or where you can get immediate
action.

When you get a single-family house coming in under our regula-
tions, unless it is a part of a development, you have the house, you have
the buyer, you have the charge of discrimination, you have to investi-
gate it, you have to have hearings, and then you hafve to have findings.
By the time this is all over, either the house is sold or the buyer is no
longer interested and you accomplish nothing but an academic vic-
torl.

Whereas, if this is a part of a development, whereas you may not
get that house, there are other houses, so you can change the pattern.
But where you have the remedies that are provided here through the
court, you can get much more immediate action and you can protect
the rights of that person to that particular house, which you cannot
do under administrative action.

This is why we did it.
Mr. CoRMrx. Then those who are urging Executive action instead

of legislative action would continue to allow this broad area of existing
single-family dwellings to escape from the law; is that it?

Secretary WAvF.I. I would not say that. I think that the executive
action alone is going to make it very difficult to make the single-family
individual case effective under an antidiscrimination approach. I
think that you have to have more rapid relief before all of the docu-
ments are sealed, signed, and delivered to be effective here. I would
think that we need both, which would be provided under this act.

Mr. CoRMAN. You point out in your testimony that in the 1964 act
we considered and rejected the theory of covering mortgage guaran-
tees under title VI.
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Do you think that beclouds the Executive's authority to cover by
Executive order in view of the legislative historyI

Secretary WAVER. Well, not being a lawyer, I can only say I have
been advised that there are some legal questions involved in extending
the Executive order to all types of Federal insurance of share accounts
and deposits.

Mr. CORMAN. You point out in your statement, page 10, that the
advantage of comprehensive nondiscrimination lies not only in greater
coverage, but avoids developments of unfairness.

It would seem to me that whatever we do in the way of bringing in
exemptions is lending itself to unfairness in the market.

Secretary WAvER. I would think that that would be true, and the
only justification, it seems to me, would be one of two things: Either
that you have a peculiar institutional situation on the one hand, or
that you have an administrative problem on the other hand, which
coupled with the peculiar situation is not worth the effort. But cer-
tainly you are dealing differently with people in the same market.
And this, I think, is a sort of a natural in the nondiscrimination law.

Mr. CORMAN. Mr. Secretary, we are doing some things in rebuild-
ing central cities and changing the kinds of people who live in them,
and I take it that that means that people who live in central cities now
probably are going to be living some place else as a result of urban
redevelopment, changing from lower density slums to high-rise units,
not necessarily suitable for families.

Can you give us an estimate as to how many people are probably
going to be relocated in these programs in our major cities over the
next 10 years?

Secretary WAvER. Yes, we can give you those estimates, but I
might say that we are also changing in many respects the thrust of
urban renewal. (Insert attached.)

We have in recent years increasingly put emphasis upon rehabilita-
tion rather than complete demolition. We have cut down materially
the plans for economic dislocation in the sense of tearing down an
area with low-income people and moderate-income people and rebuild-
ing it for high-income occupancy. So that I think that the trend is
away from that initial thrust of the program and several reasons are
involved:

The first is that in 1961, for the first time, we established a moderate-
income housing program which has proven to be quite successful, the
221(d) (3) below market rate programs. We have also developed a
whole series of new tools to assist in rehabilitation.

We have stressed the utilization of the rehabilitation tools rather
than the demolition tools, so that I believe that this will be minimized
and certainly it will when the new demonstration cities program gets
underway, ;ecause this is a program which does not involve economic
dislocation.

ESTIMATES AS TO RELOCATIONS IN URBAN RENEWAL AND OTHER URBAN DEVELOP-
MENT PROGRAMS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Experience with the urban renewal program indicates a complexity of variable
elements which influence the number of families and individuals who will be
subject to relocation during a stated period of time. It is apparent though that
the movement toward rehabilitation and code enforcement will affect the volume
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of displacement. Operations in the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment alone extend to at least 9 programs in addition to urban renewal which will,
in varying degrees, require the relocation of people and relocation payments to
them.1 The estimated total for all these programs, including urban renewal,
during the fiscal years 1966 through 1972 are as follows:

1966 1967 196s 1969 1970 191 1972

All progrms:
Families .................. 24, 995 31,101 37, 212 43.029 45,376 48,676 35,025
Individuals ------------- 12,865 14,920 18,370 21,416 22, 538 24, 278 26,182
Businesses -------------- 8,148 12,365 12,227 13,150 13,527 14,019 14,670

Urban renewal:
Families ---------------- 20,375 23,050 22,675 23,290 23,825 24,700 25,600
Individuals ------------- 10,685 11,020 11,330 11,645 11,900 12,350 12,800
Businesses --------------- 7,740 11,420 10,560 10, 9W 11,160 11,400 11,700

It should be noted that there are several other Federal programs, including
the highway program, that involve displacement and which are not included in
the above-stated tables.

It goes into the slums and blighted areas; it rehabilitates it; it
rebuilds them not only physically with all of the facilities that they
need, but also socially, and from a point of view of human beings, and
this is an idea of rehabilitating an existing area.

So this is the direction we are moving in this program, away from
the earlier manifestations, but there is still some hangover left from
the other programs.

Mr. CORMAN. Would it be fair to say that desegregation might be
a part of the objectives of this rehabilitation work I

Secretary WEAvER. Well, certainly one of the objectives is to have
open access to the market on a much wider scale than before, and this
would be one of the things that certainly would be a consideration of
doing this, because I do not believe that you can affect just one section
of the city without affecting other sections of the city and ultimately
without other sections of the whole metropolitan area. Even if we
were to continue as well to some degree catching up with the disloca-
tion in the past, and there are other programs that dislocate more
people than does urban renewal, the highway program, for example.

If we are going to find places to relocate these people, we are going
to have to open the market wider than it is now on a racial basis, be-
cause so many of the displacees are minority group people.

Mr. CORMAN. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cramer?
M1r. CRAM 3ER. Mr. Secretary, I have two or three areas of interroga-

tion I would like to follow in order to help clarify the record.
There are several bills before the committee which include provi-

sions directing you to issue regulations to enforce an additional statu-
tory provision denying benefits of any Federal housing program to
any person violating the provisions of titles of the acts providing
nondiscrimination in the housing.

To what extent would such a proposal give you an aud iority to
promulgate regulations that you do not presently have under Execu-
tive order?

'The 9 programs other than urban renewal are: demolition grant, code enforcement,
neighborbood facilities, open space, public housing, mass transit, basic water and sewer,
public facility loans and advance acquisition of land.
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Secretary WEAVER. I would have to give you a written answer 011
that. There are so many grave legal problems involved here and I
could not answer it off the top of my head. I would be happy to sub-
mit something for the record on it.

(Information follows:)
I assume that you are referring in particular to the bill introduced by Con-

gressman Gilbert, H.R. 14770. Under Sections 1208 and 1209 of this bill the
Secretary is directed to issue regulations insuring that no person violating the
nondiscriminatory provisions of the Bill would receive the "benefits of any Fed-
eral program directly or indirectly concerning the sale, rental, construction,
management, or financing of housing." The bill provides that such regulations
shall include-

(1) a specification of the agency programs covered,
(2) the agency procedures for enforcement,
(3) the length and degree of the sanctions imposed for noncompliance in

accordance with section 1208, and
(4) sufficiently broad placement of responsibility to secure prompt and

effective compliance upon institutions, agencies, or other economic organiza-
tions dealing with housing.

These provisions would authorize the Secretary of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development to Issue regulations affecting other departments and
agencies. Under Executive Order 11063 on Equal Opportunity in Housing, on
the other hand, the Secretary is directed to exercise regulatory authority only
with respect to the various programs which he administers.

Mr. CRA-MER. Do you feel, absent any express provision in the law,
you would have power to promulgate rules and regulations under title
IV of the administration bill?

Would your agency, in your opinion, have power, even though it is
not specifically spelled out in section 403, to issue regulations?

Secretary WEAVER. This, again, we could issue regulations always,
of course; as to what the regulations would entail and what they
would cover, this again is something I do not think I could answer
off the top of my head.

We would have to check this out; and I think, too, a great deal of
the extent to which what we could issue and what we can issue now
is a legal question we will have to research as to what we could, under
the law, would depend not only upon the language, but also from the
legislative history.

Mr. CRAMER. Well, I see nothing in section 408 that specifically
authorizes the issuance of regulations by your Department. I assume
there was a reason for not including that power?Secretary WEAVER. I assume that we have general authority for

that, and my general counsel tells me that I am right. We have that
general authority.

Mr. CRAMER. So, without specifically including that power, you
would feel that the passage of this title would give you authority to
issue regulations?

Secretary WEAVER. I think we would have that authority.
Mr. CnAM.ER. Let us assume a State ,ank in its portfolio of loans

has not made a loan to a minority member, as defined
The CHAIRM AX. Will the gentleman yield? I think under general

law the executive departments are empowered generally.
Mr. CRA.MER. I wanted to make sure the record was clear.
The CHAIRMAN. And also to issue regulations under the general

stat te.
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Mr. CRAMER. I understand that. I wanted to make sure the record
was clear whether or not section 408 carries with it powers to issue
rules and regulations.

Let us assume that a State-chartered bank has a portfolio that does
not include loans made to any of the minority groups who are to be
protected, based upon race, religion, color, national origin. Let me
ask, No. 1: Would you, in fact, if this were passe(l, issue a regulation
or request information from all banks as to what their portfolio in-
cludes relating to these specific prohibited groups?

Secretary WEvVER. No, not in that manner. I think, for example,
the law does say that we would make studies as to the extent and
nature of discrimination. It might well be that this might be one
of the areas of studies we would make, but we would not just issue
an order of this type, ad hoc.

Mr. CRAMER. Section 404 specifically says it shall be unlawful for
any bank, savings and loan institution, credit union, insurance com-
pany, or other persons that make mortgages, and so forth to deny such
a loan to a person applying therefor, or discriminate, and so forth.

Do you think that gives you authority to request of banks in mak-
ing this study information as to how many of the groups that are to
be protected, how many loans there are in the portfolios of those
banks?

Secretary WEAVER. I do not think that section does, but the section
sets forth what I am supposed to do.

Mr. CRAMER. 408 on page 30; is that right ?
Secretary WEAVER. I think here it says "shall make studies with re-

spect to the nature and extent of discriminatory housing practices in
representative communities, urban, suburban and rural, throughout
the United States."

Mr. CRAMER. Yes.
Secretary WEAVER. Here it seems to me that we have the authority

to make studies of a general nature. I do not think it is restricted
here, but this would be in a pattern of a study analysis rather than a
pattern of an administrative operation.

Mr. CRAMER. Well, we have had experience in the field of educa-
tion, for instance; where the Department has sent out questionnaires
to individual pupils, asking, as some have suggested, questions not
related to the legislation that was passed-a broad, general interroga-
tion.

Would it be your intention to send out in making these studies
questionnaires to the different financing institutions, including real
estate boards, for instance?

Secretary WAVER. I could not answer that now. I think that we
would certainly, in carrying out the responsibilities that are set forth
in section 408 (a) make inquiries and make studies.

Now, I cannot tell you now in detail the nature of those studies but
I can assure you, however, that if there is not authority in the law for
doing certain types of studies, we will not do them. But I cannot
interpret this at this early period in making any categorical commit-
ment.

Mr. CRAMER. I will yield to you, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Weaver, if you wish to have counsel with you
to advise you, even in these questions, you have a right to have coun-
sel with you. Is your counsel here?

Secretary WEAvER. Yu. I am not sure that he has had an oppor-
tunity to delve into this. Remember the bill has just come out and
we have had some other responsibilities, but I will be happy to get him
up here. I was trying to protect him.

(At this point Secretary Weaver was oined by Robert Sauer, Direc-
tor, Equal Opportunity tandards and Regulation, and Ashley Foard,
Acting Director, Office of General Counsel, Department of Rousing
and Urban Development.)

Mr. CRAmFm. That is a proper indication, Mr. Secretary. We, too,
have not had a chance to find out what the full thrust might be. We
.,ve also just gotten the bills.

Let me ask it this way: Were you consulted with regards to what
your function should be, your Department, under this title?

Secretary 1VVFjvE. Yes, we worked with the Department of Justice
on this.

Mr. CRAMER. Did you recommend then the power set forth in sec-
tion 408 regarding the power relating to your Department?

Secretary WF vT. This was joint y set up between us and the
Department of Justice.

Mr. CRAMFm. Will you tell me how you plan to do this work, mak-
ing the studies, publishing and disseminating reports and so forth?

Secretary WEAVER. I think i f you look at this, and I am subject to
consultation with my General Counsel if he does not agree with me.
If you look at section 408 (a), it says make studies with respect to the
nature and extent of discriminatory housing practices, and so forth
and so forth, and I think this means we will do a research program
to find out what the patterns are as far as discrimination in housing
is concerned, what the elements are that contributed to those patterns
and what the incidence of those patterns may be and what the trends
may be in the general overall field of racial discrimination in housing.

Mr. CRAME'. Do you think this would empower an individual, this
title, to complain to your Department, as well as the Attorney General
if that party aggrieved was claiming he had been wronged ?

Secretary WEAVER. If it were a program which was administered
by our Department, yes. If it were not, no.

Mr. CRAmER. If a complaint came to -33u, how would you handle it?
A complaint that this bank X, he did not think gave him the same
consideration as others in requesting a loan.

Secretary WEAVER. We would refer that to the Attorney General,
unless there were a program of our Department involved in it. If it
were FHA mortgage insurance, then we would be involved.

Mr. Ct.mER. If an individual under the act believes he has a cause
of action, would you encourage that individual to take such action
through your Department when such a complaint is made to you ?

Secretary WEAVER. I would encourage him to get any benefits that
are provided for in the law, as I do in every law.

Mr. CRAMER. You indicate, of course, that the basic thrust of this
is to the individual seller and buyer, and as I understand your testi-
mony, you think that is essential. Is that correct!

Secretary W&FvER. I am not sure I understand your question.
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Mr. CRAM.R. Individual homeowner selling that would be covered
by title IV I

Secretary WFvEI. Yes, he would be. I do not think that is, as
you say, the thrust. I think this is a necessary element. I think that
the larger developers and the larger units of real estate are vitally im-
portant and just as important, in some instances will be more im-
portant than the individual, but I think you have to have both
covered.

Mr. CRAMFR. In view of the fact that a great number of State fair
housing laws presently exempt various classes of housing which I am
sure you are familiar with, many have been spread on the record here,
Minnesota and such.

Secretary WEAVER. Yes.
Mr. CRAxmR. Do present FHA and VA regulations promulgated

pursuant to the Executive order include any such equivalent
exemptions V

Secretary WEAVER. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. Would you indicate some examples of what they are?
Secretary WEAVER. Single-family housing.
Mr. CRAMEi. Is it true of the 1964 FILA regulations, that they

exempt one- and two-family owner-occupied housing?
Secretary WEAVER. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. But I understand your testimony is, you do not

think that this title IV should have such exemptions?
Secretary WEAVER. That's right.
Mr. CRAMER. Why?
Secretary WEAVER. Two reasons: In the first place, this is a com-

prehensive plan; the other is a segmented approach. In the second
place, this has remedies through action in the court which are of such
immediacy as to make that effective.

Where you have administrative remedies such as we have under the
Executive order, having hearings, having appeals, et cetera, by the
time you get the situation solved, the one-family house has already
been sold and the transaction is already completed.

Whereas, if we are working with multiple-family or in tracts, if
that house is sold or that transaction is completed, there are hundreds
of others left and you can do something to change the pattern.

Here the process of a restraining order from the Court, you can
protect the individual concerned with that particular house while
you are doing the investigation and establishing the facts.

Mr. CRAMER. I am very interested in your concept as to how that
order of the Court would affect the sale of this individual home to abu2"er.Is it your idea that the Court would issue an immediate temporary

injunction to prevent the sale?
Secretary WEAVER. I do not know, but there is the possibility of

more immediate action by the judicial route than by the administra-
tive route. As to what the Court would do, I think it would depend
upon several things, possibly from the facts in the case, I would as-
sume.

Mr. CRAMER. It is quite possible, then, under rule 65(b), that an
ex parte hearing could result and an automatic temporary injunction
issue?
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Secretary WEAVER. I could not answer that.
Mr. CRAMER. A temporary restraining order.
Now the 1964 act exempted Mrs. Murphy, establishment located

within a building which contains not more than five rooms for rent or
hire, which is actually occupied by the proprietor of such an establish-
ment as his residence.

Are you with or against Mrs. Murphy insofar as being in or out of
this proposed title?

Secretary WEAVER. I would not like Mrs. Murphy discriminated
against; e]would like to have her included among all the others.[Laughter.]
Mr. CRAMER. Do you think that the Congress was wrong, then,

in writing in the Mrs. Murphy provision in the 1964 act?
Secretary WEAVER. Well, No. 1, this was done in a different con-

text and with a different type of problem, and secondly, I do not think
this is a matter of right or wrong. I think it is a matter of efficacy
or lack of efficacy, and I think in this particular law that a compre-
hensive law in the field of housing trying to do away with discrimina-
tion in housing is much more comprehensive and much more effective
if it has no loopholes in it and no exceptions to it.

Mr. CRAMER. Including the exception written into the 1964 act re-
lating to private clubs? Those that have housing facilities?

Secretary WEAVER. I think that one of the areas here that worries
me particularly is that the private clubs are usually-not usually,
but very often used as a subterfuge, and they are not quite so private.
They may be clubs, but they are not quite so private, and I think this
is a very dangerous loophole, because it can be, as it has been alused,
to really vitiate the whole approach.

Mr. URAtER. So you would object to an exception as was written in
the 1964 law exempting private clubs?

Secretary WEAVER. I would rather speak of it not in the context
oi the 1964 law, but in the context of the law before us. I would say
that I think that this would be unfortunate.

Mr. CRAMER. Let's examine what the results of Mrs. Murphy might
be if your recommendation were followed.

Mrs. Murphy has a place that serves transient guests. Mrs. Murphy
has two extra rooms that she rents out. Mrs. Murphy at present is
not covered.

Now, Mrs. Murphy would be covered under this proposal of title
IV?

Secretary WE.VER. I think there is-
Mr. CRAW.MR. That is a little bit inconsistent, is it not?
Secretary WEAVER. Mr. Congressman, I think there is a question

here of the temporary leases and short-term contracts.
Mr. CR.AMER. That is a very interesting observation. Can you

show me where it is in the proposed bill?
Well. a definition. Mr. Counsel. The definition is on page 25-

"Dwelling Coverage."
Secretary WEAVER. We think it would probably exclude transient

occupancy.
Mr. Ci XER. Now, where I Dwelling is defined as including any

building or structure or portion thereof, whether in existence or under
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construction, which is intended, designed or arranged for residential
use by one or more families.

Secret WzAVER. I think it would follow w from the interpretation
that wouldhave to be given to the term "dwelling" as distinguished
from a hotel room or something of that kind. And then the term
"residential use," I think, might e involved here.

Mr. CRAMmE. Well, it is intended for residential use by one or more
individuals. Only one party lives there and is a resident, rents it
out to other people who may be there for a week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks,
what-have-you. Mrs. Murphy would be covered under those circum-
stances.

Secretary WEAVER. Well, I do not know. I think this is some-
thing that I could not answer.

Mr. CRAmm The prohibition is in section 403:
It shall be unlawful-

Page 26-
for the owner, lessee, sublessee, assignee, or manager of, or other person having
the authority to sell, rent, lease or manage a dwelling, or for any person whose
real estate broker or salesman, or employee or agent of a real estate broker or
salesman, to refuse to sell, rent or lease.

And so forth.
So, it appears to me that any facility that is a dwelling and also a

rental unit would be covered. Perhaps your counsel could comment
on it?

Mr. FOARD. It certainly is not spelled out in the law, but we think
that the term "dwelling" would have to be interpreted and defined in
some way.

The CHAMIRAN. Will the gentleman yield ?
Mr. CRAMER. Yes; I yield.
The CHAIRMAN. Why shouldn't that be covered? Isn't a boarder

a dweller? And this language seems clear enough to me that Mrs.
Murphy's boardinghouse is included in section 402. because the boarder
uses the boardinghouse as a residence and he is a dweller in that par-
ticular establishment and therefore is included, and he should be
included.

Secretary WvavR. I think the question that we were trying to turn
our attention to was not whether it was a roomer or boarder. but
whether or not this is a transient or whether it were a person of a more
perlnanent occupancy tenure. I think this is the only issue that would
be involved here.

Mr. CRA\IMER. Mr. Secretary, the practical aspect of this thing, it
perhaps has a thrust broader than necessary to accomplish the basic
objectives as I see it, and the experiences I have had in miy district
with retirees, widows who have a couple of extra rooms in their home
that they rent out, they need it for income and they need companion-
ship.

Now, (to you believe that that type of situation should be covered I
Secretary WEAVER. Well, let me-
Mr. CRAM-ER.R. It is under the present title.
Secretary WEAVER. Let me say this: I think that there are some

real dangers and possibilities of abuses if it is not covered. I think
that there are some arguments that can be made as to the peculiar
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nature of certain of these relationships, but I think on the whole and
looking at it in total, that the possibilities of using the peculiar rela-
tionship of a few cases will lead to abuses and loopholes which may
weaken the act materially.

I do not know how you can define in law the particular case that you
were talking about.

Mr. CRAMER. Do you not think the poor social security widow who
needs the income, needs companionship, and has a few extra rooms,
does she not have certain rights that likewise, if possible, we should try
to protect, at the same time trying to carry out the objectives of the
preventing racial discrimination?

Secretary WEAVER. Yes, but again, I have not yet seen a statute
drawn up in such a way that this particular individual is, No. 1, identi-
fied from the person who has a roominghouse where many poor people
have to live, who has a very personal relationship with her tenants,
and I think that this is the problem that is involved here, plus the
faet, that you weaken the law when you begin to make exceptions.

M[r. CRA-MER. The State of Minnesota, as has been pointed out previ-
ously, has certain exceptions: rental of a unit in a two-family, owner-
occupied dwelling, rental of a room or rooms in an owner-occupied,
one-family dwelling, sale or rental of an owner-occupied one-family
apartment dwelling.

The State of Minnesota had no difficulty, evidently, in spelling out
what they thought were reasonable exceptions. Many other States
have similar exceptions. I gather you feel those exceptions should not
be made in the bill before us?

Secretary WEAVER. Your belief is accurate and I would say the rea-
son for tha t is that this whole matter of legislation in this and other
fields is an evolutionary matter and the earlier legislation in the field
becomes pqrfected as time goes on and as experiences develop, and I
think we rre now at a point where we have to make a real thrust at
this and I think the real thrust would not be done with the exception
of one-family house or two-family house.

Mr. CR"MER. Let us assume in a situation I have previously dis-
cussed, and that is the bank that is on the surface discriminating; there
has been a complaint thev are, in fact, discriminating. The portfolio
indicates no inclusion of minority groups of loans made. There is a
charge made by the State.

Would that bank be instructed to accept applications from every-
one regardless of race, color, creed, or religion ? The bank continues,
you instruct the State to take action. The State does not take action.
Do you think that would trigger the withholding of Federal funds
to that State in any program?

Secretary WEAVER. I do not believe that it would. Again, I am
talking off the top of wy head. I think in the first place, that such ac-
tion, if it were taken, would be the final action and not the initial ac-
tion taken.

I think there are other forms of relief and other forms of activity
that are available which would be taken before that were taken, if
that were taken.

Mr. CRAMER. Do you think that would give you authority to bring
into play title VI of the 1964 act, nondiscrimination in federally as-
sisted programs?
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Secretary WWvER. No.
Mr. CRwimm You have some thought, though, that you might, un-

der those circumstances or similar circumstances, have the authority
to withhold Federal assistance to a State that does not cooperate I?

Secretary WFv=i. Well, I would like to-I would like to check
this out, but as a practical matter, let me say, as I said before, that
withholding of funds to thA State is not an immediate action. It is
the last resort and I think there are other-both administrative and
other--actions that would be taken certainly short of that.

Now, if you had a consistent and a stubborn situation where every
other activity had been not effective, then it would seem to me that
this might be the action that would be taken, but I certainly do not
think you would take that as the initial action in a situation like this,
because the law does provide certain other remedies that could be used.

Mr. CRAMER. The reason I asked the question, very intentionally-
in title VI there were intentionally put into that act certain protections
to the States and certain opportunities to give them a chance to con-
form, for instance, until the department or agency has advised the
appropriate person or persons of the failure to comply with the re-
quirement to determine that the compliance cannot be secured by
voluntary means.

Then, the agency or department has the right to a hearing. Now,
what would be the procedure, and it is not set out at all in this section
408 what the procedure should be--what would be your procedure in
administering this title?

Secretary tvm. I would have to read that amendment very care-
fully.

Mr. CXAMER. That is in the present law relating to title VI: With-
holding of Funds. Would you contemplate using the same procedure
under section 408 in administering this act?

I raise the question because I asked the Attorney General previously
as to whether he felt a conciliatory action, some type of conciliation and
negotiation with the aggrieving party or agency should not precede
Attorney General action based upon a pattern of practice in section
408, which is precisely what we wrote into title VI?

Secretary VEAvim I cannot speak to the Attorney General's action
on this. I think here under the 408 it would be section E, administer
the program and activities relating to housing and urban develop-
ment in a manner affirmatively to further the policies of this title.

This is affirmative action. Ithink it involves, as I said earlier, that
we would be sure that our regulations were in conformance with this.
We would be sure that our administrative action insofar as how we
made selections and what we would do and where we would do it and
so forth, would be in accordance with the spirit and the letter of this
law.

I do not see in here that the affirmative administration would mean
that we would initially cut off funds, but I would not like to say that
this would not be a possibility if we had a stubborn situation and
nothing would develop.

But here again, the regulations would have to be developed and they
would be developed by us in consultation with the Attoriey General
as to what legal authority we might. have in this regard.

6.3-420-66-88
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Mr. CRAMER. In your opinion, you would have authority to recom-
mend either your agency or others take affirmative action in withhold-
ing of Federal assistance or Federal guarantee of loans? If dis-
crimination were shown, that is?

Secretary WEAVER. Well, as far as recommending to other agencies
is concerned, I do not think we have any authority to do that at all.

Mr. FOARD. No; there is no authority in here with respect to that.
The authority under title VI to withhold funds is limited to our

programs and it can be applied only to the specific programs involved
in the violation.

We could withhold funds under our own program administratively
in the event of a violation, but that would apply only to violations
in connection with our programs.

Mr. CRAMER. If this came to your attention, the example I men-
tioned of a bank-no minority groups included in the portfolio, as a
matter of long-standing practice-an action brought by the Attorney
General would not necessarily have to be a condition precedent to
your action. Would you then recommend to the Home Loan Bank
board that they take such action as they deem appropriate inasmuch
asyou have found this condition to exist I

Secretary WEAVER. If we found this condition to exist, we would
certainly, No. 1, share that information with the Home Loan Bank
Board, and we would assume they would take whatever actions they
should take. We would simply transmit this to them.

Mr. CRAMER. Under 408(c) you would have that authority, would
you not, cooperate with, render technical assistance ot other Federal,
State, local, public or private agencies-and so forth?

Secretary WAVER. I do not think so. I think that says in effect
that we are to render technical assistance wherever we have it in order
to help people to do what they want to do.

I think this is a matter of our lending our technical knowhow, if
we have any, to assist all of the other agencies and parts of Govern-
ment which are faced with these problems, to solve them.

Mr. CRAMER. Let me ask just one other question on this specific
point. If these facts were brought to your attention, would you fol-
low the procedure presently set out in title VI, permitting the agency
that is administering this loan program, in this instance the bank and
the State comptroller, an opportunity to be heard?

Secretary WEAVM. I do not think we would probably be involved
in this with the State bank or the State comptroller.

I think this would be between him and the Attorney General. The
only place where we are involved in this administratively as far as
taking action is concerned relates to programs which are under our
Department. They are spelled out in section 408 (e).

Mr. CRAMER. Let's take an urban renewal agency, then, adminis-
tered by local urban renewal commission, under the authority of the
State, the State agencies, Governor and so forth. Would you give
them an opportunity to be heard before you recommend the with-
holding of funds or taking such other action!

Secretary WEAVER. Under title VI that is already covered, and I
think we are required under title VI to do that, yes.
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Mr. CRAua. Do you think that the title we have under considera-
tion would permit you to do so without a hearing?

Secretary WzAVER. Well, I do not know whether it would or would
not, but I do not think we would do so-

Mr. CRAMER. This is relating specifically to housing: Is it not true
that title IV would give you the authority to withhold and take action
necessary, as provided for in title VI of the existing law ?

Secretary WEAVER. I would doubt very seriously if we would with-
hold funds in any instance without some sort of a hearing, as an
administrative principle which we have followed in comparable
situations.

Mr. CRAMER. How often have you had occasion to use title VI
relating to federally assisted programs in the present law?

Secretary WAVIER. -Well, what part of it, do you mean withholding
funds?

Mr. CRAMER. Withholding funds, or suggesting a violation has oc-
curred and hearings have been held?

Secretary WEAVER. Not too frequently. I can check that out.
Mr. CRAMER. Why not? Has there not been a violation of the re-

ciients or the agencies that administer automatically confirmed, orwhat?
Secretary WEAVER. No, we have a system under title VI-
Mr. SAUER.. Under title VI the compliance program is initiated orig-

inally by the request for an assurance or statement of compliance
from the recipient, whatever that may be. It may be the local hous-
ing authority or local public agency administering urban renewal,
or a college or anyone else, any other institution.

Now, those assurances have been received. The regulations were
effective in January 1965, and we are at the stage now where we are
requiring compliance reports from the various recipients of Federal
funds.

1We have processed numerous complaints, but we have never had
occasion as yet to actually withhold funds from any recipient.

Mr. CrAiMER. You have had complaints; have you held hearings
pursuant to title VI?

Mr. SAUER. We have never found it necessary to reach that stage,
because the complaints were resolved amicably.

Mr. R OGERS (presiding). Just for the record, identify yourself.
Mr. SAUER. My name is Robert Saner. I am director of the equal

opportunity standards and regulation staff of the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development.

Mr. FOAD. I am Ashley Foard, acting director, office of the General
Counsel.

Mr. CR.mER. The agency conforms or you do not make the money
available to them in the first instance? That is practically how it
works in the school program.

Secretary WEAVER. What we do in our programs, when the agencies
comue in for new funds, they have to make an agreement to follow the
requirements of title VI. ANnd this is put in as a part of their con-
tractual requirements with us.

In the case of urban renewal, there is an agreement requiring that
the land be so utilized over a period of time for a particuJar purpose
a.mi ina notdis(.riminatory manner.
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We then follow up to see that these commitments are being car-
ried out. We are now in the stage of following up. If we get a com-
plaint we investigate the complaint.

If the complaint is not amicably satisfied we will have hearings,
and if the facts then warrant, we will go ahead and take whatever
administrative action we can take, including withholding funds if
necessary.

We have not as yet withheld them.
Mr. CRAMER. In fact, no hearings have as yet been held?
Secretary WEAVER. Not yet.
Mr. CRAMER. That is what disturbs me with the education program

in the withholding of funds, the experience has been in a number of
areas where if the local school board did not conform with the regula-
tions, and refused to state so, they withheld the funds rather than
holding a hearing. To what extent could you conform? Is this mov-
in too fast in the area andso forth?

I think the Congress wrote into it the procedure, so that local agen-
cies would have a chance to be heard. I would hope that in administer-
ing this title, likewise hearings would be held.

Secretary WEAVER. All I can say to that is, this has been the admin-
istrative technique we have used to date and I think we would con-
tinue it, provided it was consistent with the law.

Mr. URAMER. Do you feel that the Executive order in existence
might have been more effective had its scope been broadened?

Secretary WEAVER. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. Then there are areas where the Executive could have

issued regulations to cover a substantial portion of areas not now
covered and that would be covered under this title?

Secretary WEAVER. The difficulty there is that the definition of
"substantial prportion," as I said earlier in my testimony. We are
convinced that i the most inclusive order, Executive order, that any-
one has yet proposed that looks as though it were in the realm of pos-
sible legality, had been issued, only about 60 percent of the market
would be covered and a 40-percent escape hatch vitiates the effective-
ness of that type of approach.

Mr. CRAINER. The reason I asked the question-one reason. I was
rather interested in the statement as I read it from the distinguished
Senator from New York, Senator Javits, who is, of course, extremely
friendly to these programs, to the effect he felt if the Executive had
gone as far as it could go under present law. But the larger portion
of the problem would have been resolved.

Why has that not been done? He said 80 percent of it, as I recall.
Why has that not been done ?

Secretary WEAvER. I disagree, No. 1, with his figlires, aild No. 2.
with his analysis.

The reason that it has not been done is because-two reasons; In
the first place, there are legal problems which I think even my good
friend, Senator Javits, would recognize and does recognize as to how
far one can go in this area by Executive action. There is io ques-
tion. He says 80 percent; I say 60 percent.

I think the 80 percent is a figure that we issued before we had done
our research as carefully as we have done now, so maybe he would
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accept the 60 percent now. But be that as it may, you still have a sub-
stantial escape hatch which makes for a very, very unhappy situation
both administratively and also from a point of view of equity. And
you are going to be effective in 1966 in this field, I think, only if you
have to have a broad approach and not a segmented approach. And
the only broad approach that I know that you can get to be compre-
hensive is going to be through a legislative device.

Mr. CRAMER. Be it 70 or 80 percent, whatever the percentage is,
there are substantial areas that are not covered now that could be
covered by Executive order. My question is: If this is such a great
need and you are asking the Congress to take this step, why has not
the Executive been willing to take the necessary steps to carry out
the full thrust of Executive powers to accomplish the same end?

Secretary WEAVER. There are two reasons: There is a difference of
opinion among legal authority as to how far the Executive can go.
As I said earlier, if the degree which is the farthest that anyone can
contemplate were used, you would still only have 60 percent cover-
age. I do not think 60 percent coverage will do today.

I think you have to have complete coverage and this is why the only
way you can get that is by the legislative route, and this is why the
legislative route is the necessary route.

Mr. CRAMER. Assuming that regulations were adopted to cover all
the programs that you could, it is true also, is it not, that there is
presently in existence in title 42 of the United States Code not only
the section you cited relating to property rights of citizens, all citizens
of the United States shall have the same right in every State and
territory as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, lease, sell,
or hold personal property.

But there is a civil action already in existence to take care of that,
section 1983 of title 42, United States Code. Every person who under
color of any statute, order, regulation, custom, or usage of any State
or territory subjects or causes to be subjected any citizen of the United
States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the depriva-
tion of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitu-
tion-and so forth.

That would cover any program under your jurisdiction.
Let me ask you this question: If legal action is so necessary, what

legal action has your Department recommended to the Attorney Gen-
eral under existing lawI

Secretary WEAVER. I am not sure I follow you.
Mr. CRA . Under this statute.
Mr. FoARD. To my knowledge we have not made any recommeada-

tions for action under that statute at all.
Secretary WrFVEJ. Let me point out two things: First, I think 'hat

the matter of the legal interpretation, the legal coverage are matters
that fall under the jurisdiction of the Attorney General, and I ftel
that he should be the person to reply to those.

I do want to point out something that falls within my area of con-
petence. That is the fact that when you begin to get into those areas
where you are attempting to secure equal opportunity through finan-
cial institutions, you have the problem of how this is to be administered
if it is under Executive action and if this is going to be administered,
including those institutions which have insurance for their deposits.

b ~ ~ -,
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You are placing upon the private banks the responsibility for ad-
ministering this particular proposal and I think this is absolutely
unrealistic. I do not think you are going to get results. I do not
think they can do it and I do not think this is a viable means of getting
enforcement.

Mr. CRAMER. I think the recommendations, for instance, of the
Commission on Civil Rights, and the legislation previously passed by
the Congress, has at all times suggest 4 that mediation, conciliation,
discussion of these problems, and an effort to solve them on the basis
of sitting down and working out the problem, if possible, has been
followed, has it not?

That has been the pattern of the recommendations, and the actual
statutes enacted. Now, why would you object to providing similar
machinery in this new aI)proach ta a new subject?

Secretary WEAVER. I woL1ld have to see what the machinery was
before I could answer this. I think there would be the question of
the nature of the machinery rather thal the ideological question of
whether machinery of that, type should be utilized.

In our own approaches we have utilized conciliatory machinery and
will continue to do so. But I do not think you can rely on that ma-
chinery alone, and I think there are grave dangers in having so much
machinery that you are negotiating and investigating so long that
by the time you get all the facts in, the development is completed or
the house is completed and the apartment is completed and nobody
gets anything but an academic victory.

Mr. CRA.MER. I am referring to the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights on housing, hearings that were held and recommendations that
were made, 19 , and Senator Javits testified at that time to this ef-
fect relating to the State commission against discrimination:

In New York we felt very strongly, said publicly, and indeed our views pre-
vailed, that the process of mediation and conciliation and technical assistance
then backed up by civil injunction power of the Courts was the right way for us
to deal with the problem, which involved so much emotion and had such deep
social Implications, and that criminal law, in fact, was the wrong way.

Now, where is the conciliation and mediation possible under this
title? That is what I am getting at.

Secretary VE AVER. Which title?
Mr. CRAM ER. IV. That is what I am getting at.
Mr. ROGERS. If the gentleman will yield, we have crone a long way

since 1959, and I think citing a man's statement ba 4 that far is not
pertinent today.

Mr. CRAMER. New York law still provides the same procedure and
Congress wrote the similar procedure into the 1964 act.

Secretary WEAvER. I might note since I am from New York, that
the New York law to which the Senator referred to in that hearing
has been changed since he made that statement. It has been strength-
ened a great deal and it has gotten a much more effective instrumen-
tality in its present form than it w.-s at the time that that testimony
was given, so this, I think. demonstratess the fact that we are moving
and that the things that might have seemed possible and desirable and
feasible in 1959 are not now sufficient to meet the needs of 1966.

Mr. CRA. M.R. The 1964 act so spoke. Why should not this have a
conciliation, mediation tool?
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Secretary WEAVER. I think it does have it to some degree. As I
recall the testimony of Attorney General Katzenbach, lie spoke of the
utilization of the Community Relations Service, and by section 408(d)
I am authorized to cooperate and render such technical and other
assistance to the Community Rehations Service, which obviously ii-
plies that the Community Relations Service will be utilized in this.

And also under 408(c) I am tol( to cooperate and render assistance
to all of the people who are involved in carrying out this prograin,
which means that there will be negotiations and there will be the type
of ativitv short of a withholding of funds in carrying out this pro-
grain. Certainly ly implication, it seems to me it is there.

MIr. CRAIMER. 'liat is what I an concerlled about basically, and I
think iy questions lead to that conclusion. I think some of your
answers justify the concern that the effect of passage of this title
would be as follows: the authority given your Departnlent under this
title, could easily result in in end run around the safegulard procedures
set out under title VI of the existing law.

And having helped draft that and including the nccessary concilia-
tion-notices to the States, rights to hearing, right to review of those
hearings, other safeguards written in, I do not want to see them
negated as protection and resulting in accoml)ishing this objective
through consultant ion with the administering agencies.

Mr. FOARID. Congressman Cramer, as to private parties, in view of
the rights given to parties for injunctive relief and damages here, there
could be conciliatory arrangements between the private individuals,
between the plaintiff" and the defendant here which would be on top of
the Government conciliatory services as to public actions.

Secretary WEAVER. I would like to point out another thing. That
is, if you look at 408(e), this relates to the program of our Depart-
ment. These are primarily concerned not with States, but either-
mostly with private individuals under the mortgage insurance pro-
gram, to some degree with local governments, to the public housing
and through the urban renewal, aiid insofar as the public housing and
urban renewal activities aie concerned, they are already covered by
title VI of the 1964 Act in which you have tie conciliation protection
which you are concerned with. So that as far as our relations with pub-
lic agencies are concerned, we are already covered by the title VI in
1964. There would be no problem there.

Mr. CR.F-,%. It is true, is it not, under section 408, your power to
make studies goes far beyond what your present statutory authority
is relating to specific programs? Your study power is much broader
than that, any area of discriminatoryl housing practices"?

Secretary W EAVER. I think there is nothing in our present authority
that would prevent us from making studies of any nature, this simply
directs us to make studies of this nature. This does not give us any
authority that, we did not have before. It simply gives us an injunc-
tion to use the authority in a specific area which we already have.

Mr. CmIfF R. I hope you don't
Secretary WEAVER. there is nothing in our present law that pre- V

vents us from making studies of this type. The problem is--and we
have already done so, I might. say.

Mr. CRAMtER. I hope you do not use it as a basis for fishing expedi-
tions and requiring a lot of information not necessarily related to this
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subject matter, as some other agencies have used that authority in
the past. People in business today are already overloaded with paper-work requiredby the Federal Government and already are subject to
interrogations of all sorts.

And I would hope that this section 408, power to make studies, will
be used with discrimination.

Secretary WEAVFm I would like to say two things in that connec-
tion: The first thing is, as I said before, this does not give us the
power-this gives us the direction to do this. We already have the
power.

Secondly, I do not think that we have harassed the industry or in-
dividuals to date in any of our studies. And finally, I must point out
for the record, however, that the guy who is the guiltiest guy is the
guy who is going to say that he is being harassed.

Mr. CR.AmEt. One more question: Mr. Secretary, under title IV of
the bill, section 407, the Attorney General's povi er to bring action
against a pattern or practice, would you comnient on what your role
would be in either preparing or suggesting casas to the Attorney
General?

Secretary WAvFx. I think we would have several roles here and
I will have the General Counsel elaborate on it.

In the first place, the one that you suggested earlier, where an in-
dividual would complain to us of any situation which would be out-
side of the purview of our Department where we could not take any
administrative action, where we would not have any administrative
requirements.

Secondly, where we have exhausted our administrative activity in
a program that related to our own agency, or where there is a situation
which obviously requires quicker action perhaps than could be taken
by Gur .gcncy we would in every instance, I think, refer such matters
to the Attorney General. I think we would also keep the Attorney
General informed as to what complaints and what situations were
before us.

Mr. Foard, do you want to elaborate on that?
fr. FOARD. I think that covers it. It would be basically a matter

of us giving information to ihe Attorney General, as we would with
respect to other laws which come to our attention. It is just that here
inasmuch as we would be participating in these operations with re-
spect to our ovm programs, more information of this nature would
now come to our attention.

I think we would follow what the Attorney General wanted us to
do and what he requested.

Mr. CRA\[. The point I am making is that it is not contemplated
that it is necessary for there to be a complaint before you would make
such a recommendation to the Attorney General. If you came across
information that might indicate a pattern of practice from your sec-
tion 408 studies, that, too, could be a basis for your recommendation,
could it not?

Secretary WFAvEA.. Well, yes; I think obviously the intent here is,
as I read the proposed legislation, for us to conduct studies to indicate
the general trends and the general situation. We would certainly
share these with the Attorney General and this would be a part of the
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fact-finding activity which would be the basis on which he would de-
velop his programs and at the same time they would also be the basis
on which we would develop our programs.

Mr. CRAMER. So the Federal Government itself would be in a posi-
tion to make investigations, studies, and so forth, based upon which
the Attorney General could then bring a suit. He does not need a com-
plaint of an individual, group of individuals, or otherwise?

Secretary WEAVER. I think as I remember the statute, proposed stat-
ute, that it says that where there is a pattern of discrimination the
Attorney General can act, and as I recall his testimony he described
what a pattern was and I think it may be pertinent as someone said
earlier, this is the direction which New York State has been moving.

Mr. CRAMER. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RoGEis. Mr. MacGregor?
Mr. MAcGREGOR. Mr. Secretary, I left the room for a moment or two

to answer a telephone call from Mr. William McCulloch from Ohio,
who unfortunately is detained on business of long standing in Cincin-
nati, and wishes me to express to you his regret that he is not here
personally to discuss these issues with you this morning.

ir. Secretary, often those of us who are desirous mutually of reach-
ing the same goals have trouble with communicating properly with
one another. I have carefully read your formal statement here this
morning and I have noted your use of the word "ghetto" several times
on pages 10 and 12 of your statement.

In the interest. of understanding one another exactly, would you tell
me what you feel that term to include as you use it in your testimony
here I

Secretary WEAVER. I use the term "ghetto" here to describe a situa-
tion in th' housing market where a large segment of the population,
an identifiable segment, is generally restricted to well-defined areas
of occupancy and does not have free access to the total housing market.
This is an involuntary form of residential segregation to which I refer.

Mr. MAC(REGOR. The word "ghetto," of course, has come into very
popular and frequent modern usage and I suspect it is a much broader
term than the original use of the term to describe the Jewish quarter
of ancient Rorr, .

Secretary Ii rAVRl?. It is a modification of this, of the same family,
but a different type of city.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. Your use of the word here then today, Mr. Secre-
tary, does not necessarily include any classification of housing as to be-
" g standard, substandard, rat-infested, or otherwise, but refers to the
fact that it is segregated by race?

Secretary WiDAVER. Yes; but unfortunately as time has gone on, the
features of the ghetto have changed. I think that the word has two
connotations. First, it has the connotation of this segmented market
and of this enforced segregation which creates a ghe ,to, then the mod-
ern ghetto, the American ghetto, which becomes an area which is
occupied almost exclusively by minority groups to which most of the
members are restricted either to that or a similar type of neighbor-
hood, and in which you have high incidence of substandard housing,
in which you have high incidence of slums and which you have all
the social and difficult problems that are associated with bad housing.
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Mr. MAc GI G oo. Let me explore that for a moment because in your
testimony you give examples of several housing projects one or more
of whicli may be free and open to members of all races and the great
majority of which may be segregated.

You indicated in your formal statement that this process tends to
not only drive up the prices available to the Negro and other nonwhite
families but tends to concentrate Negro families into one or more of
those housing projects.

Is this the case in Long Island, for example, where if I am correct,
Levittown and other major developments have been free and open to
members of all races since their original construction?

Secretary WEAVER. I regret to say that was not true of Levittown,
it was not open originally, it was only opened many years after it had
)een established, it was a cause celibre of the instance of residential

segregation and nonwhite exclusion and it was probably a decade after
it had )beeii built and occupied that a token number of nonwhite fain-
ilies were admitted.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. When was tokenism eliminated in Levittown?
Secretary WAVER. Anywhere from 5 to 10 years after the develop-

ment was completed.
Mr. MicGREGOR. And in that 5 or 6 years has that housing project

deteriorated so as to become substandard in any way?

Secretary WVEAVF.R. No: the number of nonwhites, for what reason
I can not tell you, I do not know, has been very small. There was a
little bit of flap when they first were introduced and as a result I
inirlt say of the New York State law primarily. but after they were
I think things have moved on without any difficult and certainly has
had no adverse effect upon property values.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. This is what I specifically wanted to bring out
because I did not want, Mr. Secretary, to be left here in the record any
implication that mel ly because some housing projects are free and
open to Negroes that they became ghettos.

Secretary WF.VER. No; what I think I was trying to say, and I was
trying to capsule it, was this: That in a housing situation where most
of the desirable areas, certainly most of the newly constructed areas
are not, open to nonwhites, if you open one or two there is a pent-up
demand and then you get a large number of nonwhites moving in be-
cause they do not have the freedom of choice, they have just a little
bit of freedom of choice, and instead of distributing themselves around
where they would have the type of impact they had on Levittown
which would be minimal, you get an inundation and this is what
causes the fear among the existing older residents that there is going
to be inundation, this is what permits you to have blockbusting, this
is what permits vou to have panic selling, and this is what causes rapid
change in the racial composition of the neighborhood with a concen-
tration of nonwhites. This did not happen in Levittown, largely be-
cause Levittown is out from the beaten path and is in an area which
is quite removed from any concentration. If Levittown had been in
the heart of Manhattan this would have been a different situat ion in all
probability.

Mr. ,[.tcGm:Eor. But tile ,develoimie1t that you describe where
there is a rapid influx of Negroes. for example. into a housing project.
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-does not necessarily produce a ghetto in the sense that the housing be-
comes unattractive or even substandard?

Seeetary WEAVER. No; it does produce very often-if it is one in
a unique situation-it does produce a rapid transition, first from all
white to racially mixed, then to practically all nonwhite, as a mat-
ter of fact., over the short run property values go up because one of the
reasons that the whites leave is because both they on their own and
because of the real estate blockbusters who come in and buy up prop-
erties at a low price because of fear and sell them at an infated price,
or else if they are just interested in a commission, say "Look, you paid
$12,000. it was worth $14,000 last week, but now we can get $17,000
fromn a house-hungry nonwhite family." So this is the process that
goes on, and the result is that, No. 1, you get this rapid transition in
racial occupancy, No. 2, the nonwhite family, because it is restricted,
pays much more than the price at which property would be sold to a
white family and more than it is worth over the long run, and you get
an artificial movement of people away from one or two areas.

Now, if the coverage were universal this would be impossible.
Mr. MAcGREc.oR. So we may conclude this point, your use of the

word "ghetto" here in your testimony and in answers to questions
Mr. Secretary, describes a situation of racial segregation and not of
qualityy of housing?

Secret ar3 WEAVER. Yes; but actually it does both because when I
speak of the ghetto I am speaking of these large concentrations and
I am speaking of areas which become neglected, I am speaking of
areas which become overcrowded because of the whole economics of
the segregated market.

It is the segregated market that creates the bad housing, but it is
the ghetto that leads to the segregated market or what is the reflection
of the segregated market.

The CIIAIR3IAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MACGREGOR. Yes, of course.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course the term "ghetto" comes out of Europe.

It means the "pale of settlement." and these pales of settlement existed
in most of the countries like Russia and Poland and Austria and
Rumania. It meant that there was a certain geographical area where
the Jews had to live, where they were compelled to live. And Harlem
is the ghetto, or the Bedford "Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn is the
ghetto. not in the sense that the Government compelled people to live
there but economic conditions compelled them to live there. And the
general situation is they cannot live elsewhere with the whites so they
are compelled to live in the segregated area, in that sense and in thatsense only is the word "ghetto" really applicable to any Harlem or
Stuyvesant Heights or Watts in Los Angeles.

Secretary WEAVER. You are perfectly right. What has happened
and I was'partly responsible for this, has been the application of a
word to a modern situation which differs from the original situation
in which the connotation of the word represented government action
as you so rightly point out, as contrasted to market action.

Mr. MACGREGOR. T appreciate the chairman's development of this
point. While the chairman was briefly absent from the room I started
my question from the fact that ghetto'" was formerly a proper noun.
It was .pelled with a capital and started in the Ghetto in Rome.

* S
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Mr. Secretary, referring to the regulations you and your Depart-
ment promulgated pursuant to President Kenned y's Executive order
of late 1962, will you please detail for me and for the record the exist-
ing exception or exceptions that are written into current regulations?

Secretary WEAVER. I think I can say that a quick way: it is any
one- or two-family dwelling which has been occupied by the owner.

Mr. MAcGRE OR. Owner-occupied, single-family dwellings, first;
and, second, owner-occupied two-family dwellings.

Secretary WEAVER. Yes.
Mr. CORMAN. Will the gentleman yield at that point?
Mr. MAcGREGOR. In a moment I will, Mr. Corman.
Does this cover just sale or do the exceptions also cover rental?
Secretary WEAVER. Both.
Mr. MACGRFGOR. So that at the resent regulations promulgated

by the Department of Housing and Urban Development, pursuant to
President Kennedy's Executive order of late 1962. except or exempt
from the coverage of the nondiscrimination provision single-family
owner-occupied dwellings and double-family owner-occupied dwell-
ings, and runs to both sales and rentals of those housing units?

Secretary WAVER. Yes, sir.
Mr. MACGREGOR. I will yield to the gentleman from California.
Mr. CORMAN. You have excluded the part of the answer that I was

concerned with, because I think in a prior opinion in the record ref-
erence was made to single-family residences two or three times with-
out the additional qualification of its being owner occupied.

Secretary WEAvER. You are right.
Mr. CORMAN. As I understand it, single-family residences that are

not owner occupied are covered by the order.

Secretary WEAVER. Let me put it this way. As soon as an FHA-
insured single- or two-family dwelling becomes owner occupied it is
exempt and remains exempt.

Mr. MACGREGOR. I appreciate the gentleman from California stat-
ing the point I was trying to clarify and the Secretary clarified very
well. 

c

Mr. Secretary. what are the reasons for the exceptions or exemptions
that you have iust outlined?

Secretary EAVER. As I tried to explain earlier, and I think it is
in the record, but I will be happy to say it again, the main reason is
because this is a segmented approach rather than the comprehensive
approach that we are talking about.

Secondly, that the Executive order obviously has to be enforced by
administrative actions and the administrative actions involved here
are usually very time consuming; you have a complaint; to investi-
gate the complaint you have to then get the parties together and then
you have to try to resolve it. By the time you do that on an individual
single-family or small two-family owner-occupied dwelling the whole
process is done, the sale has been made, and all you can do is to either-
we have no penalties in our Executive order-I mean we cannot
penalize the owner for doing it, all you can do is to make a finding
that he should not have done it, and hie is then out of the market until
he sells again, but that particular unit is out of the market, whereas,
if you have the subdivision which may be made up of single-family
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or two-family houses but they are not owner occupied, which is being
developed by a developer and if you get the fact that 221 A streetis in this situation and although the sale would be consummated or

the lease may be consummated there are other sales or leases in that
development which you can then effect a change in the pattern by
saying that a willing and able other buyer, or that same buyer, who
came up with the original complaint, is accommodated in another
unit rather than in that particular unit if it has already gotten off of
the market, either as a rental unit or as a sales unit. This was why
this was done here, the remedies are not only administrative but also
judicial and therefore it is more applicable here and also this is com-
prehensive.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. With respect to the exceptions as tl.cy exist in
current regulations promulgated by your Department, then, there was
no legal reason or no lack of authority which necessitated the excep-
tion?

Secretary WEAVER. Definitely, this was an administrative action
which was taken.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. Based upn judgment
Secretary WEAVER. Base on judgment ani based upon the efficacy

of doing this this way as contrasted to eliminating them, concentrating
in the areas where more productive results would occur.

Mr. MACGREGOR. Was the judgment decision then based exclusively
on administrative considerations, or were there also considerations
of propriety or the balance of individual rights?

secretary WEAVER. I would say that the first concern was the ad-
ministrative problem and I would say that it was predominantly an
administrative decision. The other was-we were conscious of but I
do not think the other was the determining factor.

Mr. M AcGREGOR. In other words, you were conscious of strong dif-
ferences of opinion among the American body politic as to whether or
not regulation should go that far and, secondly, whether or not you
would gain compliance, I expect, with the regulations if you did make
them as broad as title IV is now drafted.

Secretary WEAVER. I would say as I said earlier, primarily we
looked at this from the point of view of what can we do most effec-
tively with the instrumentality that we have or the leverage we have
and we came out to the decision that we could concentrate most on the
multitmit rather than on the individual unit. When I say, "multiunit"
I do not mean structure, I mean as far as ownership is concerned.

Mr. MA CGREGOR. And as far as a housing project is concerned?
Secretary WMAVER. Then I think that once this decision had been

made the other things were not the determining factor.
Mr. MACGREGOR. Mr. Secretary, you and Mr. Cramer talked per-

centages a while ago and Senator Javits' 80 percent, your original 80
percent, and your revised 60 percent. In that connection, what per-
centagae of the overall housing market is now covered by your Execu-
tive order and the regulations that you have promulgnated?

Secretary WEAVER. In 1965 about 17 percent of newly constructed
units were assisted by FHA and VA financing.

Mr. MAcGREoR. l7es.

V
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Secretary WEAVER. However, less than 3 percent of the existing
nonfarm housing supply is covered by Federal nondiscrimination re-
quirements.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. I believe that is in your statement.
Secretary WEAvER. Yes, it is less than 3 percent of the total housing

market.
Mr. MAcGREGOR. Right, that is what I wanted to p in down because

we had to talk about percentages some time later than the time you
talked about percentages in your opening statement.

How would that 3 percent be, to what extent would that 3 percent
be expanded if you were to eliminate the exceptions or exemptions
that are contained in your present regulations?

Secretary WEAVER. I Would have to do some lightning calculation.
I would be happy to supply that for the record.

(The information follows:)
First, it should be noted that the Veterans Administration and the Federal

Housing Administration, by regulation, exempt from coverage of the nondis-
crimination requirements of Executive Order 11063 all one- and two-family
owner-occupied dwellings. Accordingly, if such one- and two-family existing
dwellings financed with FHA-iusured and VA-guaranteed loans had been subject
to the Order, an additional 2 percent of the total nonfarm Inventory would have-
been subject to the Order. Thus, approximately 5 percent of the total nonfarm
housing supply would be covered instead of the 3 percent figure which was used
earlier. Furthermore, in addition, about 1 percent of the existing nonfarm
housing supply sold with FHA and VA financing each year would become subject,
to the Order.

Mr. MLAcGGoR. Without prejudice to your later supplying it,
could you give us a rough idea for us here, with the understanding
that nobody is oing to hold you to your rough estimate?

Secretary W-AvEI. I would guess it would go from the present.
3 percent to somewhere about 5 and 10 percent.

Mr. MfAcGRoR. That, of course, would cover virtually all new-
housing.

Secretary WVAVER. It would cover practically all new housing,.
,yes, but the new housing is only about less than 3 percent of the total
in any year.

Mr. MACGREGOR. I thank you, Mr. Secretary. That concludes my-
questions, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMANi. The Chair wants to announce that we have a delega-
tion from the Minnie Howard Elementary School present, particu-
larly the seventh grade, headed by Chuck Corman, who is the son of our
distinguished member from California. We welcome the students of
the school.

Are there any other questions?
Mr. MACGRFGOR. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CORMAN. Just if I may on one point, Mr. Secretary, because

I suspect as we proceed we are going to hear some discussion about
whether we ought to follow the practice of some of the States and
eliminate some of the problems in this bill.

Is it fair to say that the fewer exceptions you have the greater is
the voluntary compliance because of the fact that all elements of the
market are playing the game by the same rules?

Secretary WEAVER. Yes, I think this is the basic thrust of this ap-
proach. As I said earlier, the thing that has to be constantly recog-
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nized is that this is a comprehensive approach and that we know
that in the past theee are many persons, and I alluded to this in my
testimony, who do not have strong feelings against having open oc-
cupancy and -I am speaking of people in the housing industry, but
who are hesitant to go out and to be the first one or to be one among
few, lest two things happen, and this has happened, and this hap-
peiied in a city which I shall not identify, but where in an urban de-
velopment area a large corporation initiated open occupancy before
it was required to do so under law, and its competitors, private de-
velopers, began to pull occupants and purchasers away from this by
saying, "Look, if you live there you will-be living in an area which will
one of these days become all Negro, but if you move into our area you
will move into ail area which w whatever fears you may
have already."

In other words, ti s just built in to SUlpport, fear approach
which is so dominant ere.

In addition, tha'gives security to t rson who may vant to do
this, may be hes it to do it bu now e ias moral and he legal
authority and the "Og eal of NatioI Ap-
proval" on do' ig what I04,ants toleo.al o

Finally, o course, tlere is the fact It1tJ# way get volu tary
compliance s to have a fil ltimat lylln ol-
untary soti reforeyouarevolu'l twee the ont here it co nes
up and san tons are applied. thp

This is e way V ss lia n viade in t~i field i the past d
other field too, mi mum _ildiwbor, 4n -... Ring else ve
have had.

The CH MAN. other oods, Mr. Weair., this bill will act a
shield rath than a s -ord for the pu
of prosecute g those It i would 14welconi by
many, many builders who will say ave t live und it, there fore,
we should no (iscrimina t is iat h pene r of
instances. It opened I refei Public Accom-
nuodations of th 1964 Civ Ac. We'did not hay to brain
too many actions t et compliance wit i that act, there a geerl
feeling of acceptance Do you not think there wu a general
feeling of a ce o s bill once we estalls

Secretary 1 EAER. I thin e will be wide feeling
of acceptance than many people have an idea of. The already
several elements in the'building industry which have co e out for
comprehensive coverage. They. are merely willing to abide by it if
others have to abide by it, too. This is universal.
The CHAIRMAN. The best illustration of that is in the Public Ac-

commodations Act. There is general acceptance of that through'the
Nation now. Of course, there are sporadic instances of vio action.
When we passed the Public Accommodations Act, there was a hue and
cry, but I would say that on balance there has been a general acceptance
of the public accommodations provisions of our laws.

Secretary WAvER. I would agree, and I would also like to reiterate
what you have suggested, and I think all of those of us who have had
anything to do with the development of this legislation and those in
the administration who are testifying in its behalf, look at it not as
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a punitive action, but as an action to encourage compliance and encour-
age results rather than to penalize somebody who does not perform.

This is a necessary requirement but certainly not the objective of this
legislation, to penalize anybody. It is to encourage people to do what
we think needs to be done, which I think the Nation knows needs to be
done, and then to give them a justification for taking this on a volun-
tary basis.

TheC HAIRMAN We thank you very much, Mr. Weaver, and your
counsel, you have been very, very helpful this morning on this matter.

Our next witness is John A. Hannah, Chairman of the Commission
on Civil Rights. He is represented this morning by Mr. William Tay-
lor. We have a problem. We are not permitted to stay in session
while the House is in session. We might be able to finish your state-
ment and then I think you will have to come back at the next session of
the committee, which will be next Tuesday at 9 o'clock.

Which do you prefer, to withhold reading your statement, or do
you want to have it read now?

M[r. TAYLOR. I am at your pleasure. Whatever you would prefer,
I would be glad to come back at the next session.

The CHAIRM ANN. I think it would be better then. We only have
5 minutes. I think it would be better to come back Tuesday, and then
we can start with your statement.

Would Mr. Hannah be able to come back on Tuesday, do you think?
Mr. TAYLOR. I can check that, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Not that I do not want you. But if Mr. Hannah

could possibly be here on Tuesday I think it would be well to have
him here with you also.

Will you try to arrange that, if possible I
Mr. TAYLOR. I will fiid out whether that is possible.
The CHAIMAN. The committee will now adjourn until Tuesday at

9 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m. the committee was recessed, to reconvene

at 9 a.m. Tuesday, May 17,1966.)
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TUESDAY, MAY 17, 1966

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATiVES,
SUCOMMIrEE N0..5 OF TilE

COMMI'IrEE ON TilE JUDICIARY.
Wa 3hington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 "10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 1241,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Emanuel Celler (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Celler, Rogers, Donohue, Kasteinmeier,
and McCulloch.

Also present: Representatives McClory, Hutchinson; William R.
Foley, general counsel, Benjamin L. Zelenko, counsel, and John W.
Dean III, associate counsel.

The Cu1AIrn. N. The meeting will come to order. Mr. Donohue.

STATEMENT OF HON. HAROLD D. DONOHUE, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. DONOHUE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it has
been a most personally satisfactory experience and duty for me to have
participated, under the dedicated leadership of our distinguished
chairman and with the diligent cooperation of committee colleagues
in the achievement of a most impressive record, over the past decade.
of legislative accomplishment in the challenging field of civil rights.

Consistently, through the committee comments and urgings of
recommendations for approval of the various civil rights measures
already enacted, it was stated as a committee consensus that whenever
more comprehensive or definitive legislation was required, this commit-
tee would promptly study the further and particular needs and offer
additional and appropriate legislative proposals.

The past and current history of our attempted advances in the area
of insuring the fullest exercise of civil rights by every citizen clearly
reveals that the hour has now come for this Congress, as urged by the
President, to legislatively implement its previous pledges that the
promises of equal opportunity for each citizen, as outlined in our
Constitution, shall be more realistically fulfilled through and by Fed-
eral Government direction and authority.

Mr. Chairman, the immediate inspiration for the introduction of my
own bill, H.R. 12086, to provide additional protection for civil rights
guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States and other pur-
poses, presently being considered, with similar and related bills, by
your distinguished committee, arose out of the universal observation
from human experience that unfortunate incidents of marked and
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heavy violence inevitably develop from certain peaceful activities.
In response to the fact of this human experience and to forestall any

expansion of the circumstances and tempt'ations of racial violence and
discrimination, which no worthy citizen desires, I earnestly hope this
committee and this Congress will verv soon demonstrate a renewed
legislative disposition to make available to each and every American
throughout this country effectively strengthened Federal legal instru-
ments to encourage the freest exercise of constitutionally guaranteed
rights an(i to designate appropriate penalties for violations of these
rights.

MJr. Chairman, while I, in deference to the great number of witnesses
waiting to testify and the great burdens upon this conilittee, have
concentrated principally on one aspect of our current civil rights
challenge I do not, by any means, intend to confine my interest to this
one aspect. but do most earnestly urge you to include, in your final bill,
l)ro1isiolns designed to expe(ditiously eliminate racial discrimination,
not only in the area of interference with the right of peaceful march
and assembly and security from violence in lawful demonstrations of
public opinion, but also in the equally vital areas of housing, public
accommodations, employment and education. These basic areas are
the foundation stones of our ple(lged and guaranteed American way of
life.

Mr. Chairman, may I also emphasize that the central issues you are
reviewing here are not confined to any one regional area of this Nation;
these issues are truly and factually existent in every North, South,
West, and East section of the country. They are not problems affect-
ing just one race; they are a test and a challenge to all Americans
deserving the distinction of that name. Americans everywhere in
this country must face up to the stark truth that it is hypocritical and
contradictory, as well as self-defeating in our struggle against com-
munism, to pretend to aspire for world leadership until and unless we
remove every provocation for the occurrence of racial strife in the
streets of our cities and every racial discrimination practice from the
foundation activities of our civilized society.

I well know that this distinguished committee will diligently review
all the individual legislative proposals before you, and I am equally
certain that out of them you will finally forge a persuasive recom-
men(lation that, when enacted, will substantially further the reality
of America as the home of the free and the land of the just.

The CHAIRMAN. At our last session we were about to hear from Mr.
William L. Taylor, Staff Director of the Civil Rights Commission.

Are you ready, Mr. Taylor i
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. TAYLOR, STAFF DIRECTOR, U.S. COM-
MISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS; ACCOMPANIED BY HOWARD A.
GLICKSTEIN, GENERAL COUNSEL; AND MARTIN R SLOANE,
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman. I am William Taylor, Staff Director
of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. I am sorry that Dr. Hannah,
our Chairman, could not be here today. I did speak with him after
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the session last week and lie has a commitment in Michigan that "h
could not avoid, but he did ask me to say that he has reviewed th
statement that I am about to present very carefully and that he is i
full agreement with the positions we take in that statement.

I would like to introduce on my right, Mr. Howard Glickstein, whc
is the General Counsel of the Counission, and on my left, Mr. Martir
Sloane, who is special assistant to the Staff Director.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before your committee toda
in support of legislation to afford protection for tie rights of Americai
citizens.

I have a prepared statement which I would like to submuiit for the
record and I will try to condense it orally somewhat.

The CHAIRMAN. bo you care to sunimarize your statement or reac
it all .

Mr. TAYLOR. I would like to go through most of it. however, I
will omit portions.

The Commission is here today to support the objectives of H.R.
14765, to provide more effective'and impartial means of administer-
ing justice, to better secure the right to equal educational opportunity
and to equal access to public facilities, and to remove racial discrimina-
tion as a barrier to obtaininri housing.

We have amendments and changes to suggest in the text of the bill,
but they reflect a desire to make the legislation more effective, not any
fundamental disagreement with its purposes.

Titles I, II, and V of this bill are key elements in establishing a
system of administering justice which will protect the physical security
of American citizens and assure that they receive equal justice under
law.

I will discuss first titles I and II. The importance of equal oppor-
tunity to participate in jury service can hardly be overemphasized.
The jury provisions of this bill are all part of an effort to end a dual
standard in the administration of justice and to protect American
citizens in exercising their constitutional rights.

As was said in the 1961 report of the Commission on Justice-
Jury service Is the only avenue of direct participation in the administration

of justice open to the ordinary citizen.

It is also the only guarantee that accused persons will be tried by
impartial juries, from the composition of which their peers have not
been arbitrarily excluded.

Impartiality in juries is not only a matter of the state of mind of
each individual juror. In our society it results from interaction of
the views of people of differing background, race, and religion. What
seems fair and equitable to one group may seem irresponsible or
oppressive to another. The arbitrary exclusion of any group from
jury service results in a distorted view of what is considered to be just
or reasonable in our society.

In the South the exclusion of Negroes from juries may be used, in
the words of Commissioner Erwin N. Griswold, "to perpetuate a sys-
tem of social control." Crimes or civil wrongs of certain types, com-
mitted against Negroes or whites believed to sympathize improperly
with Negroes cease to be crimes at all.
I Titles I and II of this bill not only protect the right of Negro cit-

izens to serve on juries, but are a necessary part of the Federal effort
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to end racial violence, in that they increase the likelihood that persons
committing such violence will be punished for their crimes.

With respect to title I, the Coiiinission noted in its 1961 report the
undesirable custom, in some Federal jurisdictions, of following local
jury selection practices. The administration's bill to assure that the
Federal grand and petit jurors be drawn from a broad cross section
of the population of each judicial district or division would alter this
custom. It would make the Federal jury system both uniform and a
model for State practice. Its enactment would insure that juries
would be drawn from every part of our society.

One important provision of title I is that which would raise the fee
to be paid persons called for jury service. A recent case in the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the SecondICircuit, United States v. Bowe, de-
cided April 28, 1966, noted that prospective jurors are sometimes ex-
cused from service because it would cause a financial hardship. The
raising of jury fees, together with the new standards for excusing
prospective jurors from duty, will insure that the poor are neither
unfairly burdened by nor excused from such service.

A number of proposed amendinents of a technical nature to title I
and to other titles of the bill are embodied in a staff memorandum,
which with the permission of the committee I will submit for the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection that will be included.
(Staff memorandum follows:)

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

STAFF MEMORANDLUM

Subject: Recommendation for Technical Amendments to H.R. 14765.

Title I-Federal Jupies
There are two areas in Title I where technical improvements should be made:
Summoning of Jurors.-The Administration's Bill amends and renumbers the

sections of the present law which would not be changed, but omits the provision
now numbered as Title 28 U.S.C. § 1S67, without adding a substitute provision.
Present section 1867 provides for the summoning of prospective jurors at the
time they are required to serve. This appears to be a drafting oversight and
should be remedied.

Testing of jurors.-The Administration's Bill requires prospective jurors to
appear personally before the clerk to fill out a Juror qualitication form. This
would require prospective jurors to make a special trip to the Federal district
court, often some distance from their homes, without any compensation. We
recommend that the Bill be amended to permit the juror qualification form to
be returned by mail and. If necessary, completed on his behalf by someone other
than the juror. This would mean that the literacy test portion of the form
would have to be administered by the clerk after the prospective juror had been
summoned to the court for actual Jury duty, and that all persons summoned
would be compensated whether or not they were able to serve.
Title V-Interference With Rights

The Commissiop recommends that Section 502(e) of the Administration's
Bill be uiiminated for additional reasons to those stated by Mr. Taylor. This
section repeals several of the criminal provisions of the Voting Rights Act of
1965. IL a prosecution for interference with voting under Title V of the pro-
lo.sed hill, the Government is required to establish a racial motive on the part
of the defendant. However, In a prosecution under those provisions of the Vot-
ing R!Xhts Act of 1965 which this bill would repeal, racial motive need not be
established. It need only be proven that the defendant deprived persons of
rights secured by that Act. Section 501(a) (1) of the proposed bill, however,
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should be retained, since It provides more severe punishment where It can be
established that the interference is on account of race.

Mr. TAYLOR. With respect to the State jury selection, dealt with
under title II, the Commission found in 1961 that "lTle practice of
excluding Negroes from juries on account of their race still persists
in a few States. The burden of combating such racial exclusion from
juries now rests entirely on private persons--almost invariably de-
fendants in criminal trials."

Therefore, the Commission recommended "that Congress consider
the advisability of empowering the Attorney General to bring civil
proceedings to prevent the exclusion of persons from jury service on
account of race, color, or national origin." H.R. 14765 accomplishes
this and goes further in its coverage of discrimination based on reli-
gion, sex, and economic status. The Commission endorses those
additions.

While I believe the enforcement provisions of title II are appro-
priate, I also believe they can be strengthened.

-Section 201 creates a eight which it vests in potential jurors. Under
section 204 the Attorney General and private litigants may enforce
that right in injunctive proceedings. Criminal defendants are also
empowered to enforce the law's provisions. We reconnend that
plaintiffs and defendants in civil litigation in State courts also be per-
mitted to enforce the provisions of section 201, just as they are per-
mitted to do under section 1867(b) of title I in Federal cases.

Sections 204 and 205 provide suitable discovery proceedings and
impose the requirement of preserving jury records. A further pro-
vision should be added requiring the recording of racial data.

Establishing the race of each name upon relevant jury records would
be an impossible requirement for most private litigants. The Attor-
ney General, when he was here, outlined for you the extreme con-
ditions of jury exclusion in Lowndes County, Ala., found by the
district, court on February 7 of this year.

In that case the Department of Justice expanded extraordinary
effort to sift through the thousands of names of persons appearing on
jury records and to establish the race of each person on those records
which was not indicated on the records. Similarly, in Mississippi,
where voter rolls serve as a basis for jury selection, State law prohibits
recording the race of registered voters.

We recommend that whenever a prospective juror is called to demon-
strate his qualifications for jury service, the State should be required to
record his race, color, religion, sex, and national origin. This is
necessary in order to make the discovery procedures and recordkeep-
ing requirements of section 204 and 205 meaningful. It is noteworthy
that the relevant provisions of title I, section 1865(a) impose a similar
requirement on Federal jury procedures.

Finally, I believe title II would be improved by facilitating proof
of jury discrimination. Consideration should be oriven to provisions
such as those contained in the pending Fraser bill ( I.R. 12818) creat-
ing a rebuttable presumption of jury discrimination where there is a
recent court decree finding such discrimination of any protected class
over a period of time.

I will now discuss title V.
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Assuring that juries are selected in a fair and nondiscriminatory
manner is one important prerequisite to deterring and punishing racial
violence. But Federal criminal remedies must also be stremlgthened if
this goal is to be accomplished.
We must develop effective legislative and executive measures to

remedl the intoleral)le vondition, found in parts of the Dee) South
of vio ence and intimidation which goes unpunished and undeterred.

Among the most notorious examples are the murders of the three
civil rights workers in Neshoba County, Miss., of Lemuel Penn and
Viola Liuzzo on the highwavs of Georgia and Alabama, of tihe Rev-
erend James Reeb in Selna, Ala., and of Jonathan Daniels in Ilayne-
ville, Ala. These outrages have received extensive news coverage,
in part perhal)s because they involved persons who were not inhabit-
ants of tile Deep South.

But there hive been ninnerous other acts of violence in sonc areas
of the Deep South which have g, ne aid clitinmie to go unnoticed by
the national news media. Twelty-six Negro and white civil rights
workers were murdered between the sit-in demonstrations in 1960 and
the spring of 1965. In addition to these murders, during tie same
period, there have been numerous shootings, beatings, bombings, and
church burnings. In Mississippi alone, for examp , . there were 150
incidents of serious racial violence reported from 1961 to the middle
of 1964. Such incidents are still occurring.

I would commend to the committee's attention a report which was
just issued last week by the Southern Regional Council, called "The
Continuing Crisis," May 1966, which sets forth some of the incidents
of violence that have been reported from September of last year until,
I believe, February of this year and they are numerous.

Now the problein is magnified by the fact that the assailants are
rarely brought to justice. In 1964"and 1965 the Commission investi-
gated racial violence in several Mississippi counties. In two of these
counties, Adams and Madison, in our law enforcement report in 1965
the Commission found that:

"From September 1963 to September 1964, in Adams County and
the surrounding area, four Negroes were whipped and a white civil
rights worker assaulted, one Negro was shot and seriously injured,
and at least one Negro was murdered. There were also cross burnings
on several occasions and arson attempts on two Negro homes, as well
as destruction by fire of four Negro churches and a Negro cafe. A
climax was reached on the night of September 26, 1964, when the
homes of the mayor of Natchez and a prominent Negro contractor
were bombed. Law enforcement authorities failed to solve any of
these cases."

The results in Madison County were similar:
"Civil rights workers have been active in Canton, the county seat,

since 1962. The violence which occurred in 1964 was primarily di-
rected at them, at their headquarters, the 'Freedom House,' and at
local churches. In Madison County from June 1963 to Septemiber
1964 five Negroes were wounded bygunshot and the Freedom House
was )ombed twice and shot at on three occasions. Three other build-
ings in the Negro community were bombed, and four Negro churches
were destroyed by fire. There were also several assaults on Negroes
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and white civil rights workers. In only two cases were the persons
responsible for this violence arrested and prosecuted, and in both ill-
stances the defendants pleaded no contest and received inininil fines."

The Commission found that the investir,1tio1Is of tle.-e illci(ents bV
the responsible law enforcement officials were perfumctory or nol-
existent and that in some cases officials treated civil rights %or-elr, 's as
suspects rather than the victims of the violence.

In effect, the Commission found tliat so far as INegroes and their
supporters are concerned, the administration of justice IrIes broken
down in the South. To quote Commissioner Griswold, these persons
march in the streets "not because tie law is not clear, but because
it has not been followed."

Since the time of tie (olmmission's investigation, liw enforcement
has improved in some parts of the soutlil. In niny l leaves political
leaders and community lea(lers lhave spoken out clearly against
violence and have directed law enforcement officials to provide pro-
tection for people and ideas they do not like.

But racial violence continues, even when it does not receive lead-
lines, and it is evident that in many areas the responsible State and
local officials are still not completely willing or completely able to
carry out their duties.

In this situation, there is a clear Federal responsibility for pro-
tecting the rights of citizens to be secure against violence and in-
timidation. Congress, in the last century, enacted laws to fulfill
this responsibility, but these laws have not proved effective.

Title V, unlike previous Federal criminal statutes, does not require
the Federal Government to prove that the assailant specifically in-
tended to deprive the victim of a specific constitutional right. In-
stead, the Government. need only prove that the assailant. intended
illegal violence which had the effect of depriving the victim of a
Federal right.

The statute would also cover acts by l)I'ivate individuals, whether
or not they conspired together and regardless of whether local gov-
ernmental officials were also involved. It also wold provide for
penalties which are graduated in accordance with the seriousness
of the crime, rather than the penalties we lave right now.

Of great importance is section 501 (b) (1) which strengthens existing
law by covering random acts of violence against persons who have
not attempted to exercise any of the rights enumerated in section
501(a), when such violence is intended to (liscourage other pensois
from exercising these rights. Our investigations in Mississip i in
1964 and 1965 revealed that. much of the violence that occurreli was
aimed at persons selected at random and that such violence intimi-
dated the Negro community as effectively as if directed at a person
who was actually engaged'in civil rights activities. Therefore, we
think it is very important that. the law cover these random acts of
violence.

As this committee knows, the Commission's law enforcement report
recommended that the FBI make on-the-scene arrests when civil rights
violations are committed in their presence. One objection that has
been raised against this proposal is that because of the vagueness of
the civil rights statute FBI agents would be required to make com-
plicated determinations about the intent of tle assailants. Title V,
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by making specific the conduct that is prohibited, should remove
this obstacle to on-the-scene arrests.

We recommend in addition that Congress give serious considera-
tion to amending title V in the following respects:

1. Section 501(a) should include an additional subsection making
criminal any interference with a permn using any road or highway
in interstate commerce. Section 501 (a) would not reach, for example,
the murder of Lemuel Penn in Georgia last year while he was driving
through the State, returning from duty with the National Guard.
Section 501 (a) (7) is limited to travel by conunon carrier.

While 18 U.S.C. 241 has been interpreted to make criminal any
interference with interstate travel, that section requires the Govern-
mcnt, in a prosecution to establish the existence of a conspiracy. By
covering interstate travel in this legislation, the Government would
be protecting against interference with persons who are using the
highways, even where there is not a conspiracy.

The ('AIR-MAN. In this suggested amendment you ask for an addi-
tional section. Would that mean that while somebody is on the high-
way and is pursuing his civil rights or pursuing his rights under a
congressional enactment held constitutional, that this new provisioncould be invokedI

Give me an example.
Mr. TAmoR. Well, the Penn case, Mr. Chairman, would be one

example, a person simply using the roads for travel in interstate
commerce.

If he were violently interfered with for racial reasons-
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose it has nothing to do with civil rights,

it is a highway robberyI
Mr. TATLOR. The qualifying sentence to all of this language is

"because of race, religion, color, or national origin." In other words,
this statute would not cover a crime, if it was violence unconnected
with race, religion, and so on. We are not proposing that you go
beyond racially prompted crimes.

fr. ZFLX.NKO. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAIN. Mr. Zelenko.
Mr. ZFLENKO. Mr. Taylor, why would not the Pen, case be covered

by section 501 (b) (1) of the bill ?Mr. TAi-YOR. We would read (b) broadly enough, I hope, to cover
cases like Penn.

Mr. ZELENKO. Couldn't the Penn murder be found to be designed
to discourage others to attempt to exercise their rights? Wouldn't
it come within the language of section 501 (b) of the bill?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, it probably would. Our proposed amendment
would simply use the commerce power as well as section 501(b) to
assure that other kinds of crimes of this description would not fall
within any loophole.

There would also be, perhaps, a question about the requirements
of proof and if you had a section which made it'a crime to kill some-
body for racial reasons who is using a highway, the proof would be
simplified somewhat.

The CHAIRMAN. Proceed with your statement, Mr. Tay!or.
Mr. TAYLOR. Secondly, we propose a companion provision to sec-

tion 242 of title 18 of the United States Code which would enumerate
due process rights. This would supplement the coverage of equal pro-
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tection rights provided by title V of the bill. This addition would
eliminate the need for establishing the specific intent to deprive tle
victim of his constitutional rights which is now retluired to be proven
in all section 242 prosecutions.

This was suggested in the 1961 report of the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights on "Justice." Such a provision would, for example,
punish any law enforcement officer who inflicted bodily injury upon
a prisoner in the course of eliciting a confe.sion to a crime.

irdly, we think a section should be include(] which would forbid
private conduct designed to preclude a fair trial. Such a statute
would reach lynching by providing punishmeiit for private individuals
who, acting alone or in a group not including law enforcement oifi-
cials, for example, killed a person who was in custody awaiting trial
for a crime.

Fourth, we think title V should be amended to prohibit acts of
economic as well as physical coercion. Title V as now written applies
only to acts of -'force or threat of force." In fact the bill would narrow
existing law by repealing criminal provisions in the Voting Rights
Act which make intimidation and coercion by State registration of-
ficials and private persons, by any means including threat of firing or
eviction, a crime.

Economic coercion, as this committee recognized in connection with
the Voting Rights Act of 1965, is a serious impediment to the exercise
of Federal rights and should be brought within the coverage of this
bill, and I am quite sure that the narrowing of remedies against such
coercion was inadvertent.

Along with the criminal remedies which are provided by title V,
additional civil protection is needed to effectuate the exercise of
Federal rights.

Our Commission supports the proposal in title III to permit the
Attorney General to bring civil actions against public officials to
desegregate public schools and other public facilities without the
necessity for a signed complaint from private parties who are unable
to bring suit.

, e particularly urge the enactment of section 301 (b) of title ILL,
which would authorize the Attorney General to institute civil actions
against persons, whether or not they're public officials, who intimidate,
threaten, coerce, or interfere with persons attending or helping others
to attend public schools or any other public facility.

The Conunission has found that fear, intimidation, and harassment
of Negro parents are still substantial deterrents to desegregation of
public schools in the South. Recently we issued a report on school
desegregation in the southern and 'border States, and we found
numerous instances of intimidation, harassment, and violent attacks on
children and parents of children who attempted to attend formerly
all-white schools.

For example, in one county in Georgia, bottles, stones, toilet paper
and paint were thrown at the home of a family whose daughter was
one of the first four Negro children to attend the county high school
which had formerly been all white. The family of another of these
four children lived under such attacks for a year. These families con-
tinued to send their children to the desegregated schools, but many
others gave up.
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All throughout the counties we visited iu, Georgia and Mississippi
we found similar instances.

In another Georgia county, all of the Negro children who selected
white schools under a desegregation plan approved by the Office of
Education changed their choice. The father of one Negro student
said that. within 48 hours of submitting the choice form designating a
white school, he was told by his employer, who also was his landlord,
that he would lose his job and home if his child attended a white
school.

In a county in Mississippi, two families who had chosen white
'hools and had altered their choice were nevertheless evicted by their
white landlords. This confirmed the belief of other Negro families
in that county that they could not afford to send their children to the
white schools.

Such acts of intimidation and harassment have been an important
factor in the continued restriction of school desegregation in the Deep
South to token numbers of children. As you know, it was only about
5 or 6 percent last year. It was this finding that led the Conunission
to recommend legislation similar to that embodied in title III.

If this bill is enacted, the Attorney General will have the power
under this bill and other legislation previously enacted to bring civil
suits for injunctive relief in the areas of voting, housing, jury selec-
tion, schools, public accommodations, and employment. We think this
sanction should also be available against interference with the advo-
cacy of racial equality. Title III should be expanded to give the
Attorney General this additional authority.

We would also recommend that Congress amend 42 U.S.C. 1983, to
permit suits by private persons for injunctive relief against persons
seeking to interfere with the exercise of rights set forth in title V of
the administration's bill.

Section 1983 as presently written is applicable only to interference
with title V rights when such interference is under color of law. The
decision of the Supreme Court in the Penn ease suggests that Congress
has the power to permit suits by individuals or injunctive relief
against private persons seeking to interfere with the exercise of these
rights. That power, we believe, should be utilized.

In addition to these changes, we would also suggest a few additional
amendments to the bill to improve existing civil remedies. Most of
these proposals have been recommended in the past by the U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights.

1. We would suggest that the administration's bill be amended to
give persons who suffer physical injury or property loss as the result
of exercising any of the specific rights protected by the criminal pro-
visions of title V of the administration's bill, or as the result of urging
or aiding. others to exercise such rights. a right of action for money
damages in Federal court against those responsible for the injury or
loss. This would provide a more effective remedy for assuring com.-
pensation to those who are injured by racial violence than is available
under existing law. The present code, sections 1983 and 1985, are
inadequate because they are limited to actions against persons acting
under color of law, or pursuant to conspiracies to deprive individuals
of protected rights.

In other words, we think the civil provisions should be broadened
to reflect what is in this bill.
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2. In addition, 42 U.S.C. 1983 should be amended to include a
provision that any county, city or other local governmental entity that
employs officers who deprive persons of rights protected by section
1983 should be jointly liable with the officers to persons who suffer
injury or loss from such officer's misconduct.

This amendment., recommended by the Commission on Civil Rights
in 1961 and again in 1965, would not only assure the recovery of suf-
ficient funds to compensate for the loss, but would encourage local
governmental entities to recognize their responsibility for tle mis-
conduct of their employees. This is a good part of the problem in some
parts of the South.

Several States, either by statute or judicial decision, already make
local governments liable for the wrongful acts of their agents. But
Federal remedies for violation of Federal rights should not be de-
pendent on State law. We regard these remedies as minimal steps
which should not preclude a serious study of proposals to establish
Federal administrative machinery to indemnify the victims of civil
rights crimes.

The CIMIUMA.. Let me ask you this: You propose this amendment
to impose a tort liability on local and municipal governments. Would
you care to comment on the legality of proposing such a liability by
Federal statute on a State or local body ?

Mr. TAYLOR. I assume, Mr. Chairman, that you are raising a ques-
tion here of the sovereignty of the States

The CHI TAMAx . That is right.
Mr. TAYi). I think there is clearly no such problem with respect to

local governments.
The CHAIRMAN. Why do you make a difference between a local

government and State government; a local government takes on part
of the sovereignty of the State and it in that sense is part of the
sovereignty.

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, but-
The CHAIRMAN. I do not argue against it. I am asking you if you

can give us some constitutional grounds for such provision.
Air. TAYLOR. The reason I make the distinction, Mr. Chairman, is

the immunity of the sovereignty from suit. That inhibition has been
limited to the State itself, and we do not reach the State itself in this
proposal. I would be glad to furnish the committee with a memoran-
dum of the law on this subject.

We did come to the conclusion that it would be constitutional to im-
pose such liability before we recommended it.

The CHAmRMAN. I would like to receive that. It will be accepted in
the record.

(Memorandum follows:)

U.S. CoMMIssioN ON Civir, RiGHTs

STAFF MEMORANDUM.

Constitutionality of proposed amendment to 42 U.S.C. 5 1983 to make munici-
palitics jointly liable with their officials to pay damages to persons deprived of
thcir civil rights.

Under the eleventh amendment, "the judicial power of the United States shall
not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted
against one of the United States by citizens of another State." Although by its
ternis, the eleventh amendment seems only applicable to suits by citizens of one
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State against another State, it has been construed to bar suits by a State's own
citizens. Hans v. Louisiana, 134 U.S. 1 (1890). But the question is not whether
this amendment prevents the Congress from enforcing the fourteenth amend-
ment of the Constitution by giving a private citizen a right of action in Federal
courts against a State arising from the discriminatory acts of State officials and
employees. Rather, the question is whether a municipality may be made liable
for the discriminatory acts of its officials. The courts have clearly held that the
eleventh amendment is not applicable to municipalities. In Lincoln County v.
Luning, 133 U.S. 529 (1890), the Supreme Court held that a municipality could
be sued on its bonds by a private citizen in the Federal courts. The Court said
that:

"While the county is territorially a part of the State, yet politically it is also
a corporation created by and with such powers as are given to It by the State.
In this respect, it is a part of the State only in that remote sense in which any
city. town or other municipal corporation may be said to be part of the State."
(133 U.S. at 530.)

The holding of the Lin coln case was reaffirmed in Chicot County v. Sherwood,
148 U.S. 529 (1S93) ; Kennecott Copper Corporation v. state Tax Commission,
327 U.S. 537, 579 (1946), and more recently in Grifin v. County School Board of
Prince Edward County, 377 U.S. 218, 233 (1964), where the Court stated that
"it has long been established that actions against a county can be maintained
in the United States courts in order to vindicate federally created rights." In
that case, the Supreme Court held that the district court could require the county
school supervisors to levy taxes to raise funds adequate to reopen and maintain
without racial discrimination a public school system in Prince Edward County.
See also, Cooper v. Westchcstcr County, 42 F. Supp. 1 (S.D.N.Y. 1941) (suit
against county for patent infringement) ; Anwrican Hospital Sup. Carp. v. York
County Distribution District, 1=3 F. Supp. 187 (M.D. Pa. 1954) (suit on a con-
tract for supplies) ; Grady County, Georgia v. Dickerson, 257 F. 2d 369 (5th Cir.
19, 8) (suit against county for negligence in allowing bridge to become
disrepaired).

These cases dealt with claims of immunity of local governments from suit
under the eleventh amendment. In the exercise of their governmental functions,
local governments also enjoy traditional common law immunity from liability,
which is recognized in many jurisdictions, 38 Am Jur. Municipal Corporations
1572 (1941). This immunity is a matter of State law and it would not override
liability imposed by Congress under its power to enforce the provisions of the
fourteenth amendment. Thus, in the area of maritime liability, the Supreme
Court has held that where the city of New York was sued in admiralty for dam-
age caused by its marine fire department to a private vessel, the city was liable
under Federal law even though under New York law it enjoyed governmental
immunity. Workman v. N.Y., 179 U.S. 552, 562 (1900). The Court stated that
if the rule were otherwise a municipal corporation could also violate the patent
and copyright laws with impunity or regulations enacted under the commerce
clause (179 U.S. at 558). See also, United States v. City of New York, 82 F. 2d
242 (2d Cir. 1936), where in a suit by the United States under the Revenue Act
of 1928 to enforce a lien on the property of a delinquent taxpayer held by the
city. the court held that the provisions of the Revenue Act overrode immunity
from tort under local laws; Frame v. City of New York. 34 F. Supp. 194 (S.D.N.Y.
1940) (in suit for benefits under the Jones Act, State statutory provisions on
suits against municipal corporations held inapplicable).

It should be noted that the Supreme Court has found that Congress, in pass-
ing the Act of April 20. 1871 (now 42 U.S.C. 1 1983), did not intend to make
municipalities liable for the acts of their employees in depriving citizens of their
civil rights, although an amendment proposing to do so was passed by the Senate
and vigorously debated in the House. Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (1961).
Since It was clear that the proposed amendment was not adopted, the Supreme
Court in Monroe said that it need not reach the constitutional question of
whether Congress could have imposed such liability, although it noted that the
arguments advanced for such authority were "powerful" (365 U.S. at 190). We
believe that Congress would be acting in accordance with the Constitution if it
selected this means to enforce the fourteenth amendment.

Mr. TAYLoR. What I was referring to earlier, I believe it is the hold-
ing of courts that the 11th admendment does not reach local govern-
ments, and this came up most recently in the Prince Edward case in
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Virginia where the effort of litigation was to compel local government
to reopen the schools, and the Court did not have difficulty in com-
pelling this action on the part of local government. It was not
inhibited by the 11th amendment.

The CAIRMAN. All right, proceed.
fr. TAYLOR. Our third recommendation is the administration's bill

should also be amended to permit private persons to obtain injunctive
relief notwithstanding the inti-injunction prohibitions of title 28,
United States Code, section 2283, wherever State prosecutions are
brought against persons for properly exercising first amendment rights
directed at obtaining equal treatment for all citizens regardless of race,
color, religion, or national origin. Such a proposal was made by the
U.S. Conunission on Civil Rights in its law enforcement report in
1965.

We also believe, and we think this is very important, that equal
treatment under law will become a reality sooner if law enforcement
and administration of justice become the work of all people, without
regard to race. Negroes are still barred in many localities from
becoming law enforcement officers and court officials.

We urge that title VII of the Civil Riglhts Act of 1964 be amended
to cover discrimination in public employment in State and local
governments and agencies. It seems to me quite anomalous that under
title VII, as now written, obligations are imposed upon private em-
ployers and unions that are not imposed upon government.

Now as to title IV, "Equal Opportunity in Housiig":
By outlawing discrimination in the rental, sale, financing, use and

occupancy of housing, this title would establish a national policy of
great importance. We believe that its enactment is appropriate and
indeed necessary to the full realization of equal opportunity under law.

Commission studies over the course of years have provided ample
support for its conclusion that "housing seems to be the one
commodity on the American market that is not freely available on
equal terms to everyone who can afford to pay." This limitation on
the availability of housing to nonwhites is not simply the result of an
accumulation of individual decisions bv individual homeowners and
tenants who happened to agreed to discriminate or to segregate
themselves.

On the contrary, we have witnessed during the past 30 years the
development of large new communities in metropolitan areas made
possible by Federal assistance and constructed under Federal policies
which encouraged the creation and maintenance of racially homoge-
neous areas. Indeed until well after World War II discrimination
against Neg-oes was a condition of FHA assistance. Prior to the
issuance by President Kennedy of Executive Order No. 11063, none
of the Federal agencies concerned with the extension of housing and
mortgage credit took significant action to assure that the institutions
they. assisted-builders, mortgage lenders and realtors-made their
service available to all persons on equal terms.

As a result of these policies, the increasing numbers of Negroes and
members of other minority groups who have migrated to urban areas,
have found themselves confined largely to deteriorating areas of the
central city. With little new housing available to them, they have
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paid exorbitant prices for housing that is overcrowded and often
unsound.

In addition, other Federal policies, such as highway construction
and urban renewal, have frequently aggravated rather than remedied
this situation. In Cleveland, the Commission heard testimony from
a Negro witness who was uprooted by hi ghway construction from a
$22,000 home he owned in a predominantly white section of the city.
Unable to find a home in the same area because of discrimination and
unaided by the government which had displaced him, he was com-
pelled to move back to the slum area he had left 10 years earlier.

In these circumstances, it is difficult to understand the assertion
that the Federal Government lacks the authority, much less the respon-
sibility, for correcting injustice which it has done so much to create
and perpetuate.

The assumption of authority to guarantee to all citizens free access
to housing within their means is, we believe, essential to the fulfillment
of other rights. It has been suggested that access to housing is in
large measure an economic matter and there is a good measure of
truth in this assertion. But jobs are increasingly being dispersed
from the central city into smaller cities and suburban areas. Negroes
barred from obtaining housing in these areas are often effectively
excluded from access to better paying jobs. They are also hindered
in their efforts to obtain better education and are increasingly rele-
gated to segregated and inferior schools. So, in establishing a right
to nondiscriminatory access to housing, this bill will a]so help open
the doors to economic and educational opportunity.

While we support the major provisions of the administration's bill,
we believe that the bill should be amended to make the remedies more
effective. Title IV as presently written relies exclusively upon the
initiation of lawsuits by the aggrieved party or the Attorney General.
We have learned from the necessity for revision of the Civil Rights
Act of 1957 and the amendments to title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, recently passed by the House, that reliance upon individual
lawsuits is not an efficacious way of guaranteeing civil rights. Secur-
ing the right to equal opportunity in housing is at least as complex
as guaranteeing the right to vote or the right to a job and surely
much more difficult than guaranteeing equal access to public
accommodations.

The power of the Attorney General to bring suits in cases involving
a pattern of violation of the law suffers from the same deficiencies
which have led to the provision of administrative machinery to im-
plement the rights guaranteed in other fields.

Our already overburdened courts provide little hope for prompt
enforcement, and the Attorney General's office already has major
responsibility for suits in other important areas. Thus, we propose
that Congress vest in a Federal agency administrative authority to
investigate and make prompt determinations of fact in cases involv-
ing violations of title WV, and to issue cease-and-desist orders which
would be enforceable in the courts.

We also believe that the bill should be amended to make more effe.-
tive use of another sanction, the conditioning of Federal financial
assistance upon action to afford equal housing opportunity.
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Several years ago, the Commission examined in some detail the role
of the Federal Government in relation to housing finance. We con-
eluded then, and we believe it is equally true today, that "the Federal
Government is the Atlas of the Nation*s honm "finance community,
supporting the entire structure with its resources, its prestige, and its
blessings." Through programs of FHA mortgage insurance and VA
loan guarantees, the Federal Government insures private lending in-
stitutions against loss and facilitates the entire housing market. The
Federal Government also grants charters and insures accounts of
lending institutions that are responsible for a major portion of the
Nation s home financing.

It has been estimated that the combination of federally under-
written loans and conventional loans made by federally supervised
lending institutions accounts for more than 80 percent of all home
loans. Surely this massive Federal involvement in the housing mar-
ket should be brought into play in making equal hosing opportunity
a fact of American life.

To some extent, of course, the sanction of fired withdrawal is al-
ready provided by law. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
and Executive Order 11063, issued by President Keniedy, both address
themselves to preventing housing dlscrhnination by means of the lev-
erage of Federal assistance. Both title VI and the Executive order,
however, are limited in terms of their coverage.

Title VII excludes FHA and VA insurance and guarantee programs
from the ambit of coverage. The Executive order, while it covers
new housing provided through FILA and VA assistance, does not deal
meaningfully with housing provided under assistance agreements
executed prior to the date of the order.

Thus, for example, there are well over 300,000 multifamily units
built prior to the order, but still assisted by FtA mortgage insurance,
which are not subject to any Federal requirement of nondiscrimina-
tion. Moreover, neither title VI nor the Executive order relates at
all to Federal assistance by way of Federal chartering or insurance
of accounts in federally supervised lending institutions.

The CHAIRMAN. Before you leave that point, you would withdraw
the federal charters of banks and savings and loan associations and
the benefits of the FDIC when such institutions discriminate on the
basis of race or color?

Would you not thereby visit harm on a great many innocent people?
Would it be worth the while in the interest of civil rights to withdraw
those charters I

Mr. TAYLOR. I would doubt very seriously, Mr. Chairman, that it
would ever become necessary to actually lift the charter of an insured
institution.

The CHAIRMAN. But you will give the power to do it I
Mr. TAYLo . Yes, sir; that power, of course, exists now and is

exercised by the appropriate Federal regulatory agencies to assure that
the banks that they regulate are operated in a sound and effective
manner, and we would simply add to the list of things that are )res-
ently regulated a policy of nondiscrimination.

The CHAIRMAN. Would this involve, say, a national bank, for
example?
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Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir; it would.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any instance where a national bank

charter has been canceled because of any of its activities other than
fraud or things of that sort ?.

Mr. SLOANE. Mr. Chairman, I do not believe so. Of course, national
bank charters have, in the past, been withdrawn for failure to comply
with existing laws and regulations and the point here would be that
this would be an additional requirement that the banks would have
to comply with.

The CHAIRMAN. What would happen if you withdraw a national
bank's charter ?You would disrupt a whole community, would you not,
if it couldn't supply the financial needs of the community I

Aside from your helping, of course, in the civil rights movement,
I am wondering if whether or not you are using a battering ram here
instead of using something that is not so lethal a weapon.

Mr. TAYLOR. The major point I would make, Mr. Chairman, is that
the use of Federal regulatory policy for purposes which are fair and
just and are intended to protect all potential customers and depositors
has been exercised in many cases in the past and because the weapon
is so strong, because the sanction is so strong, you rarely ever get to
that point, because the banks and the regulated savings and loan
associations are careful and scrupulous to carry out Federal policy
once it is clearly understood.

I think once this policy was set down, it would be followed by the
banks and the regulated savings and loan associations.

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Chairman, would you yield for a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. Now, do I understand that what you have in mind,

what you set forth on page 12 of your statement, is that Congress
amend section 1983 of title 42 to permit suits by private persons
for injunctive relief against persons seeking to interfere with the
rights set forth in title V of the administration bill.

Do you intend by the suggested language that you have given to the
chairman that private individuals may sue a bank and say, your
charter should be cancelled because you have denied rights under
the civil rights law; is that what you have in mind f

Mr. TAYLOR. No, Mr. Rogers, that dealt with a point under title V.
Under title IV now individuals would have the right to sue to enjoin
housing discrimination; under a provision that we propose, individ-
uals would have rights to sue to enjoin violation of any Federal right,
but we are not talking here about suits by individuals against banks
to compel the lifting of their charters. Just as you do not have
successful suits right now under title VI by individuals against the
Federal Government to compel the witlidrawal of funds.

I think that the more effective remedy by an individual is to sue to
stop the discrimination and not to sue indirectly to lift the charter of
a bank, because it does not stop the discrimination.

What we are talking about here is establishing Federal policy under
which the regulatory agencies, the FDIC and the Home Loan Bank
Board would themselves police this policy and require banks to adopt
a nondiscrimination policy and to include in their agreements which
are executed with builders a provision that the builder will not dis-
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criminate on the basis of race, religion or national origin in the sale or
rental of homes for which the financing is provided. This would be
enforced by the Federal agencies involved.

They would police it, and they would begin proceedings if proceed-
ings ever became necessary, to lift the issuance of the charter. But
I would seriously doubt that it would ever become necessary to lift a
charter.

Mr. ROGERS. You say you have serious doubts that it would become
necessary. The question is: Should we give the authority in this
legislation to permit it to be lifted, if they do discriminate

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, we would recommend that such authority be
given, because we think that this would be a fair and equitable way
to achieve national policy just as national policy is now being imple-
mented in the funding in this field.

Mr. RoGFRS. But you would confine it to the Federal agencies
themselves?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir; we would not-
Mr. RoGERs. You would not expand it to permit individuals to

institute these suits in their individual capacity under a Federal statute
that we would pass?

Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct. We are not proposing any individual
suit to accomplish the same purpose. The individual suit would be to
get somebody to stop discriminating, not to lift the charter of a bank.

Mr. RooFEs. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. You provide on page 19 the following: That the

banks would see to it that the builder will not discriminate on the
basis of race, religion, national origin in sale or rental of houses for
which the financing is provided.

Do you mean to imply by that that the bank or financial institution
would have to police this matter? That they would have to go into
the highways and byways of all these real estate operations to see
whether or not there is discrimination I

Mr. TAYLOR. No; the first thing they would have to do would be.
to include in their agreements a nondiscrimination clause.

The CHAmmN. Let's assume that. Now what then?
Mr. TAYLOR. It would be the responsibility of the Federal agency

to either respond to complaints or itself to police. I do not think
that what we propose here is placing an obligation on banks to hire.
their own investigatory-

The CHAIRMAN. That is what you say, do you not?
Mr. TAYLOR. I do not think so.
The CHAIRMAN. Whenever such institutions either discriminate in

their practice or fail to require loan agreements, executed with the
builders, that the builder will not discriminate on the basis of race,.
religion, or national origin.

Why put it in there if they do not follow it up? That is a part
of the contract. Either side sees to it that the terms of the contract
are complied with.

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, this would-
The CHAIRMAN. Why do you put it in if nobody follows it up?
Mr. TAYLOR. Because we think that by putting it in, that builders

would tend to honor their obligations. In other words, we think the
provision would be in large measure self-executing, but beyond that,,
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it is an agreement really for the benefit of third persons and I am
sure that if it is violated, it will be brought to the attention of the
bank and of the appropriate Federal agencies by the injured 1)aities
and once it is, then there would be an effective iueans for fol owing
up. But we do not propose to put the obligation on the bank.

Mr. McCuLwcH. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a question
here. Mr. Taylor you just said that this would be a contract for
the benefit of a third party. 1Would the nondiscrimination clause give
him authority to sue the bank or building and loan association where
they were party to and perhaps even actively warned against dis-
crimination that later was )racticed by the builder?

Mr. TAYLOR. NO; I think this would give him the authority to bring
suit against the builder as title IV does anyway, to get the builder
to honor his part of the contract. Bitt I do not think that it would
give any authority against the bank, conlpelling the invocation of
sanctions against the bank.

it least that is not what we had in mind.
Mr. McCuLL(wii. I am wondering if whether this provision does

not have the same effect upon people, in requiring them to say, "I
have not sinned and I (1o not intend to sin," as was visited upon the
people who protested so loudly against taking a non-Communist oath,
or making a non-Communist declaration ?

I think there is a great similarity in the two provisions.
M',%r. TyiLOR. Mr. McCulloch, I really do not think so. I think this

is much more similar to the agreement that the Federal Government
asks for in hundreds of defense couitrcts that ve imake every (1.ty,
that a person shall not discriminate, an employer shall not discrim-
inate because of race.

Mr. McCwcji. I think there is only a difference in degree. That
is my present opinion.

The CHAIRMAN. It might interest you to know on the question of
policing, the Attorney General had this to say in his testimony:

I think the policing of this nondiscrimination in housing should be left to
either the people discriminated against or the Government, but I have a good
deal of problems in terms of making the banks police the real estate industry,
police the building industry, police all the apartment rentals and everything
else within the community.

He said that before this committee on May 10. I imagine you
agree with him on that score I

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. We do not believe that the proposal that we are
making would require the banks to police the building industry or the
real estate industry, but we do think that it is appropriate for the
banks themselves to live up to a policy of nondiscrimination, which
is very important, because regardless of the progress we have made
there are still banks which refuse to extend credit to people because
they are Negroes, or to builders who propose to build open occupancy
projects. And we also think it is appropriate for them to include in
their agreements with the real estate industry or with the builders,
a nondiscrimination provision.

That does not mean that they have to hire a force to police this,
but it should be in the agreements when they examine them.

The CTAIRMAN. All you do in the agreement is restate the law.
The law is that they cannot discriminate if we pass this bill. All
they do is restate what the law is.
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Mr. TAYLOR. And we would also bring into play other adminis-
trative procedures that could be invoked by the Federal regulatory
agencies.

These agencies, I think, do have a responsibility to administer the
law and to see that the lending institutions with which they deal are
not discriminating and are not permitting discrimination by refusing
to include these provisions in their agreements.

The CHAIRMNIAN. Proceed with your statement.
Mr. MCCULLoCH. I should lile to ask a question or two, I think.
Do I correctly conclude that this part of your testimony would

result in the creation of a new Federal regulatory agency?
Mr. TAYLOR. Not necessarily, Mr. McCulloch. You mean our pro-

posal that there be an agency which has power to issue cease-and-
desist orders?

Mr. McCTLLoCH. The licenses, yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. These would be the existing Federal agencies which

presently regulate banks and have the power to revoke licenses or
charters.

Mr. MCCULLOCH. Do they have authority to revoke charters now
by pure Executive order and without judicial process?

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, it is my understanding that they have the power
to take administrative action to revoke charters, which I would believe
would be subject to judicial review in all cases.

Mr. MCCULLOCH. Would they make their orders without any public
hearings or testimony on the alleged violation ?Mr. TAYLOR. I am not familiar with all of the procedures of the

agencies involved, but I would believe that in most cases, if not all
cases they hold public hearings. And the other thing I would
point-

Mr. McCuLLOCH. Would that be under the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act?

Mr. TAYLOR. In most cases I believe that is correct.
Mr. McCuLLOCH. What would be the rule of evidence on judicial

review on that kind ofproceeding?
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, Ido not know that it would be judicial review-

completely de novo-
Mr. McCtLIuocH. Well, you say you think it would be completely

de novo?
Mr. TAYLOR. I say I do not know that it would be. I think the

evidence would be entitled to some
Mr. MCCULLOCH. It is my opinion that it is not de novo and it is

only upon the evidence that is submitted to the reviewing court. Is
that not right, Mr. Counsel?

Mr. FOLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. TAYLOR. That evidence would certainly be entitled to great

weight.
One of the things I would point out with respect to our proposal is

that we are proposing that the legislation be amended by amending
title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and therefore we would pro-
vide that all of the procedures, all of the due process that was built into
the 1964 law for protecting a person who is charged with discrimi-
nation be built into anything we do right here.
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Mr. McCrt.Locit. I am very glad to hear you say that. Of course,
you know this is an emotional field, the like of which banks and build-
ing and loan associations have never been in before. If there is an
order for revocation of charter, it could mean disaster in the financial
community under conditions which we have experienced in this coun-
try and which are not impossible now.

I think your proposal demands a great deal of study.
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, the only thing I would add here to what I have

already said, Mr. McCulloch, is that we have had similar experience
with contracts, Federal contracts for defense purposes, and I would
suggest that if we were to revoke one of those contracts with a key
defense plant, we would similarly be faced with a situation which
would create difficulty-

Mr. McCuLuocn. Well, of course, fortunately counsel reminds me
that the Government is a party to those contracts.

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, I would suggest that if our proposal is enacted,
there would be many more institutions, and I would think the great
preponderance of institutions, with very few exceptions, that would
adopt and follow a policy such as those that are followed in your
community, Mr. McCulloch.

Mr. McCLLoCH. Thank you.
Mr. TAYLOR. So, what w. are proposing here, and I do not want to

neglect the other aspect of it is that the breadth of coverage that is now
in title IV should be supported by legislation requiring the withdrawal
of FHA mortgage insurance and VA loan guarantees from builders or
apartment house owners who discriminate on the basis of race, religion,
or national origin in the sale or rental of any property covered by an
FHA or VA mortgage or loan.

This legislation would reach discrimination not presently covered
by the Executive order. We also recommend legislation requiring
federally chartered or insured banks and savings and loan associations,
as a condition to continued chartering or insurance, to follow non-
discrimination policies in mortgage lending and to include in loan
agreements executed with builders, a provision that the builder will not
discriminate on the basis of race. religion, or national origin, in the
sale or rental of the homes for which the financing is provided. As
we say, we would do this by a proposed amendment of title VI.

Finally, we think it important to recognize that even if this legis-
lation isenacted and is effectively implemented, it will be of benefit
primarily to those who have the means to afford middle-income hous-
ing. Adequate housing within the reach of people with low incomes
is available only in limited quantity outside the central city. The
problem is compounded by the unavailability of land for low-income
housing outside the central city and the refusal of suburban authorities
to permit. within their jurisdictions the construction of federally
subsidized low-income housing. It will be interesting to see what
hannens with the rent supplement bill in this regard.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development. if it is to
make a contribution to solving the problems of our large cities, must
address itself to the preparation of policy measures designed to pro-
vide better housing opportunities for citizens of all incomes throughout
our metropolitan areas.
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Mr. MCCULLOC11. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a couple of
-questions in this field.

Were you one of the group that was in Cleveland, Ohio, within the
last month or two for he&rigs by the Civil Rights CommissionI

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCiumwc. Did ou find from the evidence up there that

suburban housing or ruma land was unavailable to people who could
pay the price for it ? Now, I am asking a very particular question:
Did you find from the evidence submitted to you that there had been
attempts by responsible people to acquire rural building property in
ACuyahoga or Geauga or Lake Counties, and found it was not available?

Mr. 1AYLoa. We found that over the course of the last 4 or 5 years
some 4,000 or so people, Negroes, had moved from the central city into
the suburban areas and had foud-had been able to locate middle-
income housing. This was primarily in Shaker Heights and in
Cleveland Heights.

Mr. McCuu.ocia. Which are, of course, two of the best residential
sections in the entire State of Ohio? Certainly for middle-class people,
and many upper-class people?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir; there has been this movement. Now, I have
to say that we did not conduct an investigation of barriers against
people who have the means to find housing in the suburbs because
of racial discrimination. We were concerned particularly with the
question of the availability of housing to low-income people outside the
central city anid that is the )oint I am dealing with here.

Mr. MuLLocH. Yes, but I want to particularly pinpoint this
question: If such housing is unavailable, then the next question is,
Did you find that vacant land was unavailable for such housing?

Mi. TAYLOR. For low-income housing?
Mr. McCULmcH. Yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, it is unavailable in some degree in the sense that

zoning restrictions and minimum-sized lots make it so.
MIr. McCuLLmCH. In the rural areas? Does that show in your

hearing record?
Mr. TAYLOR. I cannot say that we have a complete-
Mr. MCCULLOCI. I want to be very persistant about this, because I

do not think your hearing record will show that. I am guessing now
because I know in many places in Ohio rural vacant land is available
for low-income housing for those who can buy the vacant land. I
would call housing that costs from $10,000 to $15,000 low-ineome
housing, would you not?

.M1r. TAYLOR. I would guess I would.
,Mr. McCuLwCH. That is what I am trying to develop for the

record. I want to find out if there is denendable evidence which
justifies the conclusions that you have reached.

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, one piece of evidence which I think tends to
justify this conclusion is the fact that, as you know, sir, Cleveland has
a metropolitan housing authority. It is one of the areas in the
country where the housing authority jurisdiction extends throughout
the suburbs as wells as the central city, and it has as its head a pioneer
in public housing, Mr. Bohn,
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Mr. MOCULLOCH. Yes, may I interrupt. He is a great and good
friend of mine and when I was a young State legislator, it was my
pleasure to work with him in establishing that code.

Mr. TAY oR. It has a broad grant of authority. My point about
it is that in all of its years of existence it has never been able to locate
one low-income public housing project outside the corporate limits
of the city of Cleveland, which would indicate to me, and we heard
some testimony on this, that there is great resistance in the suburban
areas in accepting low-income people into their corporate limits.

Mr. MCCULLOCH. Of course, you know, we are having difficulty with
words, because "suburban areas" may not mean the same thing to you
as it means to me. Cleveland, of course, is fortunate in having a rapid
transit system, so that a suburb 5 or 10 miles away is only a few mn-
utes from downtown Cleveland. But there are rural areas in Lake
County and in Geauga County and the surrounding counties that are
as close to the suburbs as in the Washington area where the people
come to work from what, 15 or 45 miles every day by automobile
transport.

I was trying to establish whether or not it was a fact from your
hearings up there that you found that responsible people were unable
to acquire that rural vacant land for housing projects.

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, I do not know of efforts by low-income people--
or efforts by limited profit corporations to acquire land in rural areas
for the purposes of building low-income housing, but I do feel that
it is some evidence of this problem that in all of the years that it has
been in existence, the Public Housing Authority in Cleveland has not.
been able to locate projects in areas outside the city of Cleveland. I
think this does indicate that there is a problem.

Mr. McCvuiLocH. Did you make any study of the Dayton, Ohio,
public housing ?

Mr. TAYLOR. No, sir; we only dealt with Cuyahoga County and the
Cleveland area.

Mr. McCULLOCH. Did you have any evidence of much discrimina-
tion since Ohio's open housing legislation was passed?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir; we did have testimony of discrimination.
Mr. MCCULLOCH. It was minimal, was it not?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Mr. MCCULLOCH. Less than 40 complaints since Ohio's open hous-

ing legislation has been in effect?
Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct, but I think it is very important here

to add that we heard testimony from witness after witness who was
thwarted in his search for housing by racial discrimination, who said,
"We don't think we are going to be able to get effective relief from
the Ohio Civil Rights Commission, and we have not even brought a
complaint before the Ohio Civil Rights Commission because we are
interested in finding a house and we do not want to get nixed up in
proceedings that may take years and years."

Mr. McCULLOCH. I must say that procedures in Ohio, in any field
that I know, are not that dilatory.

Mr. TAYLOR. All I can say-
Mr. McCuLLOCH. We have a great government in Ohio.
Mr. TAtyLoR. I certainly would not, dispute that, sir. All I am

really saying is that the absence of a great number of complaints in
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the year since this law has been on the books, I am afraid, does not
indicate that the problems are over. I think there was enough evi-
dence to suggest to us that there is a good deal of discrimination, that
the law is not yet effective in preventing discrimination.

Mr. McCUmLOr. Yes, I did not mean by these questions that dis-
crimination has ended. Discrimination has not ended anyplace in the
United States, in many fields, although there has been legislation of
from 5 to 75 or 85 years. But I asked the uestion purely to find out
the intensity of the immediate problem and how we should best attack
it unde" our system, so as to get legislation that may be acceptable
to the people.

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, the problem-I do not want to belabor the point,
but the problem that I am addressing myself to here is evident right
here in the District of Columbia. We have long waiting lists for
public housing here and we have no public housing or low-income
housing. There are low-income areas of Montgomery and Prince
Georges Counties and the Virginia suburbs, but there is not housing
of any quality available for the people who are on the waiting lists
right here in the District of Columbia, and that is a problem which
I am saying this legislation does not particularly address itself to,
so we ought to recognize the limitations.

Mr. McCuLLOCH. That problem is more an economic problem,
though, and a hard, legal constitutional problem, is it not.?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, I think so. It is a problem of income and race
compounded.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, this committee and the Congress have spent
long and arduous hours in 1964 and 1965 fashioning strong and poten-
tially effective legislation to guarantee the civil rights of citizens.
The passage of these laws has led some people to ask whether there
should not soon be an end to the process of attempting to achieve equal
Opportunity through legislation.

The answer, it seems to me, is that we are striving, and must strive,
to close within a very short period of time the gap between our pro-
fessions and our practices.

These gaps have widened during a century of neglect after the pas-
sage of the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments. It is not realistic to
beTieve that the consequences of discrimination and deprivation can
be dealt with easily or in a single step. The challenge to Congress,
to all officials of Government, and to the Nation is to find means within
the orderly processes of law to secure in fact the opportunity we have
so long pledged.

The legislation before you represents an effort to remedy some of
the our most basic problems, the denial of the right to physical se-
curity-a right fundamental to the exercise of all other rights, con-
tinued obstacles to equal educational opportunity-and the obstacles
to obtaining decent housing faced by citizens because of their race.

The legislation does not in all of these areas provide final or com-
plete solutions. But, we think it is an important beginning and we
urge its prompt enactment.

The ChAnRMAN. Thank vou.
You propose the bill be amended so as to require that data concern-

ing race, color, religion, sex, and national origin be recorded.
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Now, would not the recording of such data aid in circumventing the
purpose of this legislation I I would like to get your views on it.

Mr. TAYLOR. You are referring now-I did not get the page refer-
ence title II on page 4 .

The CAiAmmA. Yes; title II. On the top of page 4 of your state-
ment you recommend amendment to section 204 and section 205: a
further provision should be added requiring the reporting of racial
data.

Mr. TAYLOR. First, I point out this is done in title I of the legisla-
tion, so this would make title II consonant with title I.

Secondly, the discrimination that is going on right now in jul
selection is going on without the recording of racial data. I think
that

The CHAuKLN. I would just like to get your views, since an argu-
ment has been made against our tabulating these facts

Now, what are your views as to whether or nAt that data would aid
in balking or circumventing the purposes of this legislation?

Mr. TAtYLOR. I believe that it would not and that it would not help
in circumventing the legislation, and that instead, the recording of
, acial data would ease the burden of proof on somebody who wanted
to show racial discrimination. Without that racial data he is going
to have a very difficult time in being able to make an analysis of the
large numbers of people who have been called for jury service.

This will be an aid to the person who believes he has been discrimi-
nated against, rather than an aid to the person who wants to
discriminate.

The CHARMANv. Because of the past history of discrimination in
the selection of State juries, would the recording of data that you
propose have an intimidating effect on the State or local level?

Mr. TAYLOR. No, sir; I do not believe it would have that effect.
The CHAIRMAN. Why?
Mr. TAYLOR. The trouble right now is that Negoe are not called

for jury service. I believe that if under this bill a system is estab-
lished for selecting jurors that is nondiscriminatory and Negro citizens
are called down and somebody makes a notation of their race, that that
will not have any intimidating effect, that in many cases people are
glad to serve and will not be intimidated by the fact that they are
called down and asked to fill out a form.

The CHAIR.M.IAN. I have your reaction.
On pao(e 12 of your statement-
Mr. fcCuLLocii. Mr. Chairman, could I interrupt to ask one ques-

tion in view of the series of penetrating questions that you have asked?
In view of the chairman s questions and your answers on the gen-

eral questions of the chairman, would your answer be the same in
States that have unlimited challenges of witnesses, peremptory chal-
lenges of witnesses?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, I think so, if I get the purport of the question.
You do not need the recording of racial data, Mr. McCulloch, to

peremptorily challenge somebody, because you do not like his race or
religion. He is there before you and you can make such a challenge
right now.- r. CCULLO. An d your answer would be the same if there was

no limitation on peremptory challenge?
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Mr. TAYLOR. Yes sir; I think that unlimited peremptory challenges
are a problem which are not dealt with, but I do not see the relevance
of recording racial data to that problem.

Mr. MCCULLOCH. That is in my opinion a built-in basis for discrimi-
nation by reason of race.

.Mr. TAYLOR. I think the basis is there right now, and I would come
back to the-

Mr. McCuLLHoc. Well, it may not be known.
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, in most cases where we are dealing with race,

which is the primary problem here, when the individual is before you,
then you can make your determination. You can make the iudgment
about race without having a piece of paper before you. I think what-
ever problem there is here-

Mr. McCuLLoci. Not necessarily.
Mr. TAYLOR. Not in all cases, but this is true in most cases. But I

think that whatever small problem may be here is far outweighed by
the assistance this will be to somebody who believes he has been the
victim of discrimination, and I would point out again that this is in
title I of the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. On page 12 of your statement-
Mr. DONOHUz. Mr. Chairman, carrying Mr. McCulloch's thought

further, are you in favor of doing away with the peremptory
challenge?

Mr. TAYLOR. No, fr. Donohue, I do not think I am prepared to say
that. I think peremptory challenges are an important part to thejudicial system.

Mr. DooHe. Well, having in mind that when one makes such a
challenge, he does not have to assign any reason, and if we have an
unlimited number of peremptory challenges, would that not have the
effect of bringing about discrimination in the selection of jurors?

Mr. TAYLOR. It can be used for that purpose. Now, I do not know
how many States have unlimited numbers of peremptory challenges.
Perhaps we could look into that. I would think that limitations on
the numbers of peremptory challenges would be some safeguard.

Mr. DONOHuE. Not in certain States where discrimination has pre-
vailed. It has been practiced, but would it prevent those States from
enacting legislation that would grant both parties to an action, the
State and also the defendant, unlimited niunber of peremptory chal-
lenges to accomplish the same thing that they have been practicing
down through the years?

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, I think that you are correct, that there is nothing
in this legislation, or nothing that I know of in this legislation which
would effectively deter a State which wanted to use this as a device
to get around this, except that perhaps if that were clearly a practice
that resulted in discrimination, and the Attorney General brought
a suit, perhaps this could be dealt with in fashioning objective criteria.

Mr. DONOHuE. Going back to the thought that I have expressed,
when you make your peremptory challenge, you do not have to
assign any reason.

Mr. TAYLoR. That is right.
Mr. DONOHUE. Now, how are you going to determine that your

challenging is because of a person's race, color, or religion?
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Mr. TAYLOR. There would be no way to determine it except in prac-
tice, if it were used by a prosecutor in a particular county, for example,
to strike all Negroes. Over a long period of time you could say this
particular prosecutor has used it for racial purposes.

But there is no way to do this in any individual challenge. And,
as I say, I do not know what the answer is to this one.

Mr. McCvtLOCu. Could I ask one more question, Mr. Chairman
and make one more statement?

This provision presents very many difficult questions. You know,
if the names of these prospective jurors list their religion, their na-
tional origins and their color, I repeat I much fear that we are giving
to lawyers who try cases-not only in criminal cases but in civil cases
as well-the very instruments of discrimination which we all dislike
so much.

1 would be glad to have you think further on this and we may want
to talk with you as a committee.

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, I would be glad to discuss this one further. The
only general observation, I think, Mr. McCulloch, is that for years
many of us have believed that the recording of racial data on emi-
ployment forms, on all kinds of forms, was perhaps a way to facilitate
discrimination, but I think we are coming to a realization that dis-
crinination goes on with or without the record of racial data on
forms and that now we need to know this information to be able to
deal with discrimination.

U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS.
Wasaington, D.C., May 2J, 1966.

Hon. Ex Au.M CELLER,
Chairman,
House Judiciary Conm ittee,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN CELLEr: in my testimony before your Subcommittee I pro-
posed that H.R. 14765 be amended to include a provision requiring the state
to record the race, color, religion, sex and national origin of all prospective
jurors, whenver a prospective juror is called to demonstrate his qualifications
for jury service. It was noted that H.R. 14765 imposes a similar requirement
on Federal jury procedures. Section 1805(a) of that Bill requires the juror
qualification form to elicit the prospective jurors' sex, race, religion, and citizen-
ship.

Several questions were raised by members of your Subcommittee regarding
this proposed amendment, which I would like to answer in this letter.

It was suggested that the listing of sex. race. religion or national origin
would only Increase rather than eliminate discrimination against such groups
In the selection of juries. The answer is that the county or its officials who
wish to discriminate against such groups do not need to inquire of such a
person whether he is male, Negro or Puerto Rican. In many cases one need
only look at the individual to ascertain this fact and in many others the local
officials know the individual and whether he is a member of such a group.

The Supreme Court of North Carolina and the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Virginia have both recognized the importance of
keeping such records. The Supreme Court of North Carolina in reversing a
conviction because of systematic exclusion of Negroes from juries said:

Of course, the designation of race, just as sex or religious denomination,
may in certain records serve a useful and necessary purpose, and the com-
pilation of such information cannot be outlawed per se. But the promo-
tion of a distinction purely on the basis of race is not justified. Hanire v.
Virginia State Board of Election.v, 230 F. Supp. 154; (ED. Va. 194). affd.
85 S.Ct. 157. It would be well for county commissioners and clerks of
superior court to maintain for reference purposes statistical data with
respect to the racial and sex composition of jury lists and juries which
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serve in the courts, so that the information may be readily available when
motions such as the one under consideration are interposed. North Carolina
v. Lowry, 139, S.E. 2nd 870 (1965).

The U.S. District Court for the eastern District of Virginia, in holding uncon-
stitutional certain Virginia statutes requiring designation of persons by race,
said:

Of course, the designation of race, just as sex or religious denomination,
may in certain records serve a useful purpose, and the procurement and
compilation of such information by State authorities cannot be outlawed
per se. For example, the securing and chronicling of racial data for
identification or statistical use violates no constitutional privilege. If
the purpose is legitimate, the reason justifiable, then no infringement
results. Harem v. Virginia State Board of Elections, 230 F. Supp. 156
(E.D. Va., 1964), affd. 85 S.Cht. 157.

The recognition of the necessity for keeping such records was shown by the
recent reversal by Secretary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz of his department's
practice of prohibiting racial identification on employment records. The racial
records, Mr. Witz said, would be used as a "statistical tool" to show where
"concentrated action"' was required. (N.Y. Times, May 19, 1966). The Com-
mission, in order to fulfill its statutory mandate to appraise Federal laws and
policies and the operations bf- the Federal Government in the civil rights area,
long has had to request Federal departments and agencies to collect and main-
tain racial data. It is frequently impossible to determine whether the program
Is operating in a nondiscriminatory manner without such data.

Finally, a question was raised as to whether a record keeping requirement
such as the one proposed would encourage state legislatures to amend their
statutes to increase the number of peremptory challenges which the state
might use. But a requirement that states keep records of race, sex, religion,
and national origin would not materially aid the county or its officials in using
peremptory challenges to disqualify particular classes of people if they were so
inclined. The absence of a record keeping requirement would not prevent a
county or its court officials from discriminating against individuals whose race
and sex is apparent. The existence of such a requirement would, on the other
hand, greatly facilitate the proof of such discrimination.

The difficulty of proving such discrimination was illustrated in a recent
Supreme Court case in which a prosecutor in an Alabama County had stricken
all six Negroes on the venire list in the process of selecting the jury. Evidence
also showed that in 15 years no Negro had ever served on a jury, that 26% of
the population of the county in question was Negro, and that there were many
Negroes in the county who were qualified to serve on juries. The court held that
no denial of equal protection of the laws had been shown. Strain v. Alabamta,
13 L ed 759 (1195). The court did suggest that proof of :n abuse of the
challenge to exclude all Negroes from juries would be a violation of the 14th
amendment. But the court indicated that the defendant had a heavy burden.
The court said 13 L ed 2d at 774-776) :

[W]hen the prosecutor in a county, in case after case, whatever the clir-
cumstances, whatever the crime and whoever the defendant or the victim
may be, is responsible for the removal of Negroes who have been selected
as qualified jurors )y the jury commissioners and who have survived chal-
lenges for cause, with the result that no Negroes ever serve on petit juries,
the 14th amendment claim takes on added significance. . . . If the state
has not seen fit to leave a single Negro on any jury in a criminal case, the
presumption protecting the prosecutor may well be overcome. . . . [E]ven
if a State's systematic striking of Negroes in the selection of petit juries
raises a prima facie case under the 14th amendment, we think It is readily
apparent that the record in this case is not sufficient to demonstrate that
the rule has been violated by the peremptory system. . . . [T]hc defendant
must, to pose the issuc, show the prosecutor's systematic use of peremptory
challenges against Negroes over a period of time. (Emphasis added)

A requirement that the race of prosective jurors be recorded would make it
possible to determine whether challenges over a period of time constitute a
pattern of discrimination. To facilitate this determination, the State should be
required also to record the names of those challenged peremptorily and whether
they were challenged by the defense or the prosecution.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM L. TAYLOR, Staff Director.
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The CHAIMAN. There is a controversy now raging within the
ranks of the Civil Service Commission on equal job opportunities and
lists are now being made, as I understand it. Objections are made on
the score that this recording of racial data could be used as a handle
with which to whip people on the basis of discrimination.

Mr. TAYLOR. I know that that is a position that is maintained by
some, but in juries, as I say, discrimination has gone on for a long
period of time, without the keeping of racial data, I do believe that
that is not the problem and that absent racial data provisions in title
II (as in title I), it would be very difficult to meet the burden of
proof upon a private individual in a particular county who would
want to bring a lawsuit. His lawyer is going to have a difficult time
showing what the practices have been over the course of the last 2 or
3 years unless he has access to such data.

The CHAIRMAN. I just have one more question: On page 12 of your
statement, just a little below the middle of the page you say, section
1983 as presently written is applicable only with reference to title V
rights when such interference is under color of law.

We think this section should be available to prevent interference with advo-
cacy of racial equality prevailing against interference and advocacy of racial
equality.

What do you mean by advocacy of racial equalityI
Mr. TAYLOR. What Iam talking about here, Mr. Chairman, is where

there is a lawful, peaceful demonstration in favor of, for example,
employing Negroes in a downtown department store. And this is
carried out, this is fully within the bounds of the first amendment.
Ve think that such demonstrations should be protected and the Attor-

ney General should have the power to bring a lawsuit against local
authorities if they are attempting to interfere with such exercises of
free speech.

That is what we are talking about in that section.
Mr. MCrYLI.OCH. Mr. Chairman, are you finished!
The CHAIMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. MCCULLOCH. I should like to inquire if a more direct example

is not protection from interference of northerners who go south to help
inform the people of their rights under the Constitution and under
the laws?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; this would protect the civil rights worker as
well as the Negro.

Mr. McCuLLOc. The missionaries wherever they would be?
Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Mr. MCCULLOCH. Excuse me, I will not interrupt any more.
The CHAMMAN. I think that is all covered by title V, section 501.

That section is written very broadly and I think it would cover that.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir; we believe that that section is, but that is a

criminal remedy provided there and what we are talking about here
is the need for corresponding civil remedies, the possibility of going
in before there is any violence and getting an injunction against
interference.

The C-Hm.ADA. I think in 1963 you made a study as to discimina-
tion in housing with reference to the Armed Forces.

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
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The CHmIxAlN. Would you mind submitting that for the file?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; I have that study here and I will submit it for

the file.
(The 1963 staff report is retained in the committee's file.)

he CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir. We appreciate your
appearance.

Mr. McCuLLOCH. Mr. Chairman, would you permit one further
continent? I look back with satisfaction on that successful fight that
you led in the House in 1957 to secure enactment of title III of the
1957 bill. Inadvertently or purposely, it did not become the law: the
other body refused it at that time.

Mr. TAYLOR. I fully share those views, Mr. McCulloch. There are
a number of members here who were far in advance of their time.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. If there is anything else you want to put in the

record, the record will be held open for that purpose.
Mr. Roy Wilkins is here representing the Leadership Conference on

Civil Rights.
Mr. Wilkins, I understand that you are not going to take very long,

are youI
Mr. WILKizs. I am going to condense my statement, Mr. Chairman,

as much as possible.
The CHAI-N. Right. Thank you. We have a number of Mem-

bers of the House waiting to appear.
You speak fr.. over 50 organizations, do you not, Mr. Wilkins?

STATEMENT OF ROY WILKINS, CHAIRMAN, LEADERSHIP CON-
FERENCE ON CIVIL RIGHTS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NAACP

Mr. WILIUNS. Mr. Chairman, I speak for the Leadership Conference
on Civil Rights which has about 100 national organizations, and I
would like to say for clarification, that more than 60 of these to date
since our meeting on May 5 have adopted officially the statement that
I am about to give.

The CHAIRMAN. I have a paper which includes those names. If you
wish, that will be inserted in the record.

Mr. WILKINS. There are a few additions that came in yesterday.
They were given to the clerk.

The CHAIRMAN. You will make the appropriate changes and it r-ill
be inserted in the record.

(List follows:)
As of May 16, the following organizations in the Leadership Conference on

Civil Rights have given specific endorsement to this statement of Mr. Wilkins:
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America
Amalgamated Meat Cutters & Butcher Workmen
American Civil Liberties Union
American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
American Federation of Teachers
American Jewish Committee
American Jewish Congress
American Newspaper Guild
American Veterans Committee
Americans for Democratic Action
Anti-Defamation League of B'na B'rith
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Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Episcopal Society for Cultural & Racial Unity
Frontiers International
Improved Benevolent & Protective Order of Elks of the World
Industrial Union Department-AFL-CIO
Internal Union of Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers
Iota Phi Lambda, Inc.
Japanese American Citizens League
National Alliance of Postal & Federal Employees
National Assn. for the Advancement of Colored People
National Association of College Women
National Association of Colored Women's Clubs, Inc.
National Association of Negro Business & Professional Women's Clubs, Inc.
National Beauty Culturists League, Inc.
National Catholic Social Action Conference
National Catholic Conference for Interracial Justice
National Council of Catholic Women
National Council of Jewish Women
National Council of Negro Women
National Council of Senior Citizens, Inc.
National Dental Association
National Federation of Settlements and Neighborhood Centers
National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods
National Student Christian Federation
Negro American Labor Council
Northern Student Movement
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Pioneer Women
Protestant Episcopal Church-Division of Christian Citizenship
Retail, Wholesale & Department Store Un.
Southern Christian Leadership Conference
Transport Workers of America
Union of American Hebrew Congregations
Unitarian Universalist Association-Commission on Religion & Race
United Automobile Workers of America
United Church of Christ, Committee for Racial Justice Now
United Church of Christ, Council for Christian Social Action
United Hebrew Trades
United Rubber Workers
United States National Student Association
United States Youth Council
United Steelworkers of America
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
Young Women's Christian Association of the U.S.A.
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
B'nai B'rith Women
Christian Family Movement

Other Organizations:
Executive Committe of the Division of Human Relations & Economic Affairs,

General Board of Christian Social Concern of the Methodist Church
Citizens Crusade Against Poverty

Mr. WILKINS. Mr. Chairman, we support H.R. 14765 and urge
certain vital strengthening amendments.

I think I ought to say, as a preliminary, the need for me and others
to return to testify on another major civil rights bill so soon after
passage of the Civl Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of
1965 is occasioned by the cumulative effect of nearly a century of
neglect of section 5 of the 14th and section 2 of the 15th amendments.
These sections, which authorize Congress to enact appropriate legis-
lation to enforce the amendments, were a dead letter from the 1870!s
until passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1957.

This long period of congressional inaction spawned problems which
could not be resolved in any one or even a number of congressional
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enactments, in the light of the existing political realities. As Congress
responded to pressing needs by passage of civil rights legislation in
1957, 1960, 1964, and1965, experience under this legislation and re-
action and resistence to it have indicated the need fo further legis-
lative action to refine and protect the rights encompassed by these laws.

The first two titles of 11.1?. 14765 concern tlieinselves with reform of
the jury selection system, 1)th Federal and State. The conditions
that make this reform, nece.-ssarv are a prime example of a situation
created by the Nation's neglect'to which I have previously referred.

Despite the adoption of the 14th amendment 9)8 years ago and despite
the Supreme Court's upholding, in Ex parfe J irgmi a in 18S0, the
statute making jury discrimination a criminal act, the practice of
exclusion of Negroes from juries still exists. It exists not on an acci-
dental or limited basis, but as part of widespread, systematic, and con-
centrated State action practiced in contempt of the Constitution and in
total disregard of the civil rights of millions of American citizens
whose skin happens to be colored.

I need not elaborate on the details on where or how this racial ex-
clusion is practiced. I am sure the subcommittee has been well briefed
on this point. I cannot, however, refrain front citing once again the
case of Lowndes County, Ala., which the Attorney General has al-
ready brought to your attention. In this county a Federal court found
that no Negro had ever served on a jury, despite the fact that Negroes
comprised 72 percent of the population from which juries were selected.

Through the years jury exclusion has been a matter of continuing
concern to civil rights organizations, and a substantial number of
cases have been handled by lawyers of the NAACP and the NAACP
legal defense fund, including such landmark ones as Hale v. Ken-
trcky, Hill v. Tezas, and Shepherd v. Florida, to mention only a few.

This experience in the courts has led the leadership conference to
the conclusion that while case-by-case litigation may secure justice in
specific instances it is not an effective means of combating the prob-
lem of jury exclusion with all of its ramifications. We therefore
welcome efforts to reform the system itself to eliminate the curse of
racial discrimination. That the President's program is concerned
with the total jury selection system inspires hope that Congress will
meet the crying need for a complete overhaul of jury selection
procedures.

We are pleased that the bill offered to carry out this program at-
tacks all types of discrimination-on the basis of sex and economic
status as well as race, color, religion, or national origin.

It is significant to us that in those States where women are barred
from jury service--Alabama, Mississippi, and South Carolina-harsh
treatment of Negroes in judicial procedures is often the rule rather
than the exception. We would hope that the inclusion of ladies in the
jury system would add elements of both mercy and justice. This hope
is inspired by our memory of the valiant work that women-and
especially southern churchwomen-performed in the long and ul-
timately rewarding fight against the evil of lynching.

The prohibition of discrimination because of economic status is a
necessary complement to that barring racial discrimination. It would
be of little moment to Negro litigants in areas such as the Mississippi
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Delta if prospective Negro jurors, having overcome the factor of race,
were struck from the list because of a means test.

The unfortunate historical and socioeconomic factors that have
relegated masses of Negroes to lower economic classifications would
then become as effective a barrier to jury service as the jury commis-
sioner's deliberate policy of hand picking "white only" venires.

We are likewise pleased that the provisions of F.R. 14765 apply
universally-to Federal as well as State juries, to practices in the
North as well as those in the South. While our experience in Federal
courts in the South is generally better than in most local courts, we
see in the Federal system many of the deficiencies in jury selection that
prevail in the State system.

In the North, the private prejudices of the persons selecting jury-
men may be more subtle-in some cases even unconscious-but the
ultimate result is often the same: Juries that conform to the selector's
concept of what a jury should be, rather than one composed of a rep-
reentative cross-section of the community.

In some cases-such as my own State of New York-these preju-
dices are reinforced by statutory standards requiring ownership of
property or payment of specified taxes as qualifications. That the bill
before the subcommittee seeks to eliminate these practices indicates
it is not regionally oriented.

Suffice to say, Mr. Chairman, conditions that exist nationwide re-
quire that there be a new, speedy, nondiscriminatory jury selection
system, under which the authority of the individual selector or
selectors is replaced by an automatic system of choosing those who
serve.

Closely associated with the jury system is the prosecution of crimes
against Negroes and against civil rights workers, Negro and white,
because of their pursuit of racial justice. Too often have we seen
such crimes go unpunished, either because of failure of local author-
ities to act, or because juries, selected under the conditions noted above,
are more sympathetic to the criminals than to their obligation to
see that justice is done.

The murders of Medgar Evers. William Moore, James Chaney,
Michael Schwerner and Andrew Goodman, the four young girls in
Birmingham bombed to death in a church, Jimmie Lee Jackson,
Col. Lenmuel Penn, Rev. James Reeb, Jonathan Daniels, Vernon
Dahmer and others, all as yet unpunished, cry out for removing the
trial of racial killers from the control of local courts and juries
which, as President Johnson has said, may tip the scales of justice
one way for whites and another way for Negroes, and placing it
in a for'im more likely to mete out impartial justice.

So long as such crimes go unpunished, none of us, white or colored,
can be assured of the rights guaranteed by the Constitution and by
the great congressional enactments of recent years. Rights exercised
in fear are not rights at all. To us it is both fitting and logical that
Federal rights should as far as possible be protected in Federal courts.

We were therefore gratified to see the response of the Attorney
General, set out in title V of the bill, to the invitation that the Supreme
Court extended in the Gvue8t and Prqce cases. It is a matter of the
most urgent national policy that we protect in full the basic civil
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rights that have far too often been jeopardized by unruly mobs, by
the Klan, by terrorists who strike in the dark, and by other unlawful
elements, some, unfortunately, who wear the badges of officers of
t he law.

We are most hopeful that vigorous enforcement of these provisions
when enacted will serve as a deterrent to those who have often relied
on their locally administered brand of "justice" to protect them from
just punishment for their deeds. We look forward to the day wheni
constitutional rights may be exercised without fear of reprisal.

Having skipped to the last substantive title of the bill, I will now
return in regular sequence to title IIJ, dealing with desegregation
of public facilities and public schools and authorizing the Attorney
General to file suit to require that schools and other facilities be oper-
ated free from discrimination.

Mr. Chairman, it happens that today, May 17, it is 12 years to the
day since the Supreme Court handed *down its decision in Brown v.
11ard of Education in which it held racial segregation in the public
schools to be inherently unequal and hence unconstitutional.

It. is a matter of sadness and regret that next. month thousands of
colored schoolchildren who entered flist grade after that great deci-
sion was rendered )y the Supreme Court. will graduate from high
school without having benefited from that. ruling. Their entire eTe-
inentary-secondary school life will have been spent in a condition of
inherent inequality.

Unless significant changes occur in the immediate future, additional
thousands of children will be totally denied the benefits of the Brown
decision. For, as the President has pointed out in his message to
Congress on this leigslation, only 1 in 13 colored children in the South
attends school with white children. And I must say that many in-
formed sources consider this estimate to be on the optimistic'side.

In the North thousands more colored students spend their entire
school careers in de facto seareation. In other words, Mr. Chairman,
12 years later we are not getting on very well with the job.

We have always felt that the executive branch of Government had a
special obligation to implement the principles enunciated in the
(ouirts school desecration opinion. For this reason we sul)ported
titles II, IV, and VI of the Civil Rights Act of 19(;4. But unfor-
tunately the resistance to the right to enjoy eqwially the use of public
sclhools'and facilities has been so great that t iese provisions of law,
while helpful, have not been able to secure the free exercise of con-
stitutional rights.

Discharge from employment, denial of credit, refusal to renew farm
tenancy agreements and other economic pressures have been exerted
against those seeking rights for themselves or their children. Where
these tactics have proved ineffective intimidations subtle and overt
have been used.

Freedom of choice, for example, has been the battle cry of those who
seek to cling to the status quo. But they have refused to allow the
choice to be free. Studies and reports published and complaints filed
by civil rights organizations, including American Friends Service

committee. SNCC. the Urban League, Southern Regional Council,
the NAACP, the NA.CI Legal I)efense Fund, and others, show

I33-420-C- 1---91
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that time and time again the choice of parents has been thwarted by
the organized opposition.

Principals and teachers have been used to influence the selection of
schools.

The CHAIMAN-. The last report was that in some cases the Negro
teachers might lose their jobs, is that not, soI

31r. WIKiNxs. That is part of it, Mr. Chairman. I think probably
that is the determining factor, but there is another factor. A parent
in Paducah, Ky., said to me that the colored principal called her and
said, b*You went. to my school and now your little girl wants to go
over to the white school. Why don't you send your little girl to the
school where you went?"

There is a personal prestige involved here as well as the matter of
tie loss of the job.

Threats of failures, of nonparticipation in athletic events and other
extracurricular activities, have been utilized. Discharges of colored
teachers, as you mentioned here, Mr. Chairman, has been widespread.
Transportation has been refused to colored children attending de-
segregated schools. They have been psychologically and physically
harassed inside and outside of school while the authorities lave done
nothing.

I might mention here our ow,, organization guaranteed the farm
mortgage of two families in a Southern State who sent their children
to a school under a court order and promptly their mortgage was
foreclosed, or called, and they appealed for help and we guaranteed
this mortgage, because the parents said, "1We were carrying out de-
segregation procedure and th is is the penalty that we have been called
upon to pay, and we do not think it is fair."

This is only one illustration of the type of threats.
There have been many threats, andi I could go on and on for pages

citing those threats in various counties as they have arisen. The
school authority, for example--the chairman of the school board can
exercise great personal prestige and persuasion simply by writing a
note to the parents, no matter what the Federal Government says, "I,
the chairman of the school board"-or -I, the superintendent of
schools, I tell you to send your children to the same school so we will
not, have any unheaval in our county or school district."

This has great persuasion on detached Negro families who have no
recourse to better advice.

In Wilcox County, Ala., the school superintendent has written to the
parents of the Negro students advising the children to return to their
segregated schools, regardless of what the Federal Government does.
In Coosa County, Ala., the loss of welfare benefits were threatened if
requests for school transfers were not withdrawn. In Mitchell County,
Ga., a parent. was severely beaten: in Burke County in the same State,
the home of a child attending a desegregated school was shot into.
In a Maryland community a cross was burned on the lawn of a home
where a student lived. These represent only a sampling of the coercive
tactics used. The cumulative effect of intimidation and threats has
been to discourage many parents from applying for transfer for their
children; many more have withdrawn their children after their
transfer to a "desegregated" school.

The authority of the Attorney General under the 1964 act to file
school desegregation suits is inadequate. It requires a written com-
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plaint to invoke its use. The same conditions that discourage school
transfer applications discourage complaints.

It does little good to say that such complaints are confidential. The
Negro leaders and parents in the community are well known to those
who resort to terror. A new approach is needed under which the
initiative for filing desegregation suits is placed in the Attorney
General.

There is another compelling reason why the Attorney General
should be granted this authority. Title VI of the 1964 act reaches
only those programs and communities that accept Federal funds. The
lith amendment reaches all public schools and facilities.

Some political leaders see the refusal of Federal funds-that is, locei
political leaders-as a method of both avoiding desegregation aud
grabbing racist political headlines. To attain these objectives they are
willing to compromise the future of their State's students, both white
a1d colored, by denying them the Federal assistance needed to bring
their school system into the 20th century..

Already over 200 school districts have failed to even file plans under
the relatively mild guidelines--I would like to underscore that,
because the guidelines issued by HEW which have aroused suc'h a
furor in some sections of this country are really actually relatively
mild guidelines and the objection to them seems to stem not so mud I
from the vigor of their wording or the all-inclusiveness (which they
lack, of course) of their provisions, but simply resolves itself into a
resistance against any suggestion from the Federal Government as
to what ought to be done by the local schools.

Those i-ho defy the Constitution and jeopardize the future of
thousands of young people must be convinced by the Federal Govern-
ment that equal educational opportunity is the national policy,
whether or not Federal funds are involved. This can only be done on
a scale large enough to make it convincing by the Federal Government,
acting through its chief law officer.

We welcome the inclusion in the pending bill of the provisions in
title IV aimed at the ghetto system that disfigures residential areas in
all parts of the country. That is the housing section. The whole
housing market is dominated by practices of discrimination-and this
needs to be underscored. Just the other day in Framingham, Mass.,
in the shadow of Faneuil Hall, in 1966-not 1961, not 1951-a Negro
came, a man, an instructor in a college, went through the old rigma-
role of being turned down and then sending a white couple to a apply
for the same apartment and finding that apartment to be available to
them, but not to him. This happened in M11assachitutts. This dis-
crimination runs all through the housing picture, and it does not mat-
ter whether it is in North Carolina or whether it is in Minnesota, my
old home State, or in our State, Mr. Chairman New York.

We find all over the country the pattern ol the central city with
ever-increasing ghettos surrounded by a ring of completely segregated
suburbs. Because of their confinement to limited areas, minority
group families are forced into doubling up and other expedients that
breed slum conditions, with resulting increases in delinquency, fire
losses, depressed health conditions, and other evils.

No less important is the fact that continued bias in housing is nulli-
fying gains made elsewhere in the fight against inequality. Residen-
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tial segregation means segregation in schools, playgrounds, health
facilities, and all other aspects of our daily lives. It is primarily
responsible for the widesl)read segregation in Northern urban and
suburban public schools. It has even impaired the job opportunities
opened up by fair employment laws.

Finally, it is the most potent source of the intergroup tension that
too often explodes in violence--a fact attested by a long list of names
like Cicero, Levittown and, most recently, Watts.

In connection with Watts, Mr. Chairman, I only want to underscore
one thing for the attention of this subcommittee. That is not the
familiar warning or threat that if we do not do so and so we will have
another Watts--not that. I call the subcommittee's attention to the
McCone report on the Watts riot and to one phrase of the McCone re-
port which I would hope that the subcommittee might transmit to the
full committee and the full committee to the full Congress, the full
House.

The McCone committee observed that if a Watts situation were to
be avoided in the future, corrective measures must be undertaken with
a revolutionary attitude, with a revolutionary attitude-this does not
mean business as usual. This does not mean the usual excuses; this
doesn't mean saying, well, that will disturb some of our institutions.
Revolutionary means disturb the institutions, and it means that in the
case of housing and slum conditions and the urban sores we have been
breeding in this country, that we must approach them with a revohi-
tionary attitude.

Nobody could accuse McCone or the McCone commission of being
radical and wild eyed and far out, because Mr. McCone was the head
of a respected Government agency which many people, despite the
present publicity, might call conservative, conservative in the sense
that it was set up for the purpose of conserving the values that we
hold good.

Title IV of tile present bill is designed to come to grips with this
problem. It would bar discrimination not only by the owners of
housing, but also by their agents and by those who lirovide necessary
financing. Most important, it would apply to all housing. That is as
it should be.

Recent proposals-for example, and the Attorney General's agree-
ment to exclude "Mrs. Murphy's boarding house"-would make un-
necessary compromises with principle. Once Congress recognizes that
housing bias works a harm to the national interest that it has power
to prevent, it should do the job that needs to be done. It should not
leave pockets of bias in the housing market.

Now, Mr. Chairman, there are some who say that this is of no con-
cern of Government, that the sale of housing is a private matter to be
left to the whims and prejudices of the parties involved. This ig-
nores, I submit, the realities of recent years. "

Suburbia as it now exists was made possible largely by FHA and
VA-insured financing. Its residents are served by facilities con-
structed with Federal assistance, commute to work over highways and
are treated in hospitals built with Federal funds. Their children at-
tend schools receiving the benefits of Federal progTams. To say that
it is no concern of the Federal Government that Negroes are (enied
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the right to live in these communities that would not exist except for
this massive Federal assistance is to us bordering on an absurdity.

The time has come to break the vicious circle that confines Negroes
to second-class housing status. This can be done only by a total Fed-
eral program, legislative and executive. The legislative aspect will
commence with the adoption of title V. It will not only be el Iective in
its own right; it will stimulate action by the executive branch to make
housing desegregation a prime a goal of !Federal action.

Mr. Chairman, I could not complete my commiients on the President's
program without reference to his request that the bill sponsored by
Congressman. Hawkins (H.R. 10065) be included as part of the ad-
ministration s program.

It goes without saying that we support this, as we have already gone
on record by testifying and working for its pa.sage by the fIouse.
Since the House of Rel)resentatives ilas already passed this measure,
our full comments will be more properly directed to the Senate. I
could not, however, miss this opportunity to assure you that we will
continue to work for this legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wilkins, is it not rather unusual for Congress
to pass a bill twice? We have already passed the Hawkins bill. You
ask it be included in this bill-

Mr. WILKINS. I said parenthetically, I am sorry, Mr. Chairman,
that since the House has passed the bill, our remarks in this matter
should be addressed to the Senate.

For all the reasons I have noted, we will work for the passage of
H.R. 14765. For the same reasons, however, we will sup port witli all
our resources efforts to make this bill an even better vehicle for the
protection of the rights of those persons who are represented by our
combined organizations, by addition of reasonable, constructive amend-
ments.

At the May 5, meeting of the leadership conference, to which I have
previously referred, there was general agreement that foulr proposals
met this criterion and should be specifically brought to the attention
of the Congress.

It is our belief that the jury selection procedures, particularly as
they relate to State juries, should be strengthened to better assure that
that prohibitions against discrimination will be enforced. IWe are all
only too well familiar with the failure of reliance on case-by-case ju-
dicial procedures to assure the right vote.

Accordingly the Congress .ast year adopted an "automatic trigger"
to suspend State literacy requirtments and to appoint Federal exam-
iners for the election processes. We propose that a similar trigger,
based on statistical evidence of nonparticipation of Negroes in jury
service, be included in the bill, for the purpose of suspending dis-
criminatory State qualifications and appointing a Federal official to
select State juries where discrimination exists.

I will not attempt to spell out the details of such a provision. One
possible approach is the presumptive method contained in Congress-
man Dig s' bill (H.R. 12807) and other House bills, and in S. 2923,
sponsored in the Senate by Senator Douglas, Senator Case, and 19
bipartisan colleagues.

Another would be a certification by the Attorney General that a
given statistical formula of nonparticiIat ion of Negroes in jury service

V. -~ -~r- -
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had been met. We are confident we can work out with the staff of your
coinittee, Mr. Chairman, a more expeditious and effective method of
enforcement than is contained in the present administration proposal.

One of the aberrations of the present system of the administration of
justice in niany areas is its all-white-personnel policy. As commen-
tators have pointed out, it is possible for a colored defendant to be
arrested, jailed, arraigned, indicted, tried, convicted, and confined,
without seeing anything but white faces in the whole process of the
judicial procedures. To at least begin to break down this obstacle
to equal justice, we proposed that the equal employment law (that. is,
title VII of the 1964 act), either as now constituted or as amended by
the Hawkins bill, be amended to cover State and local public einplov'-
ment pract ices.

Next, we would iiroe the Congre s to give most serious considera-
tion to establishing a program of indemnification for persons injured
because of their nce or their efforts to establish racial justice, along
the lines of the Diggs and Douglas-Case bills.

There are those who say that such a program should not be consid-
ered unless applied to all victims of crime. We believe, however, that
there are valid reasons for ie*-,inning this program with indemnifica-
tion for victims of the ci-il rights struggle.

This is a civil rights bill, one of the principal purposes of which is to
deter violence against Negroes and civil rights workers. It is our
belief that the klan, and other nightriders and perpetrators of violence.
would he deterred if they knew their victims could receive an award of
indemnihication and that they, in turn. would be sued by the U.S.
Government for the amount of that award.

The rights here protected are Federal rights, rooted in the Con-
stitution. Therefore, their denial or abridgment by violence is a mat-
ter of Federal concern, unlike the usual crime, which is primarily
within the jurisdiction of local government.

Another reason for Fede-al interest is that the victims of these
crimes are engaged in activities that further the national policy of
equality of opportunity. They are not victimized, as are most per-
sons subjected to criminal assaults, bv chance, but are specifically
chosen because of their efforts to make the Constitution a living reality.
Medgar Ever-.s, the Chaney-Schwerner-Goodman trio, Mrs. Liuzzo,
Reverend Reeb. and others can properly be compared to those who
lose their lives in the service of their country in war, in that they died
to protect and advance our Ameriean ideals.

Finally. we feel there is an obligation to compensate the victims of
racial violence or their kin beause the violence to which they are
subjected results from governmental action or inaction-as you
choo--e-in the true sense.

This violence stems from 100 years of official State action, action
suppre-s'ing the constitutional rights of Negro citizens, and from
nearly the same length of Federal indifference to this systematic denial
of rights. Surely if ever an institution were a creature of government.
it is that of raciallv-motivated violence to suppress legitimate asnira-
tions; of millions of Ne,.ro citizens and their white advocate:. That
the Government should now indemnify for this suppression is cer-
tainly not too much to ask.

The other major chngre we ask in the bill is that administrative
enforcement be included in title IV. This is consistent with our long-
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established policy of supporting administrative enforcement of civil
rights statutes. It is also consistent with the action of the House of
Representatives in adopting the Hawkins bill, providing for adminis-
trative enforcement. of the equal employment opportunity law.

I cite only briefly a few of the advantages of the administrative pro-
cedure may be mentioned. First, it neutralizes the well-known fact
that victims of discrimination are rarely in a position to initiate and
carry through lengthy court proceedings. Under the administrative
process, theburden is largely lifted from the complainant once he in-
vokes the statutory procedure. From that point on, the administ rative
agency takes over responsibility for carrying out the public purpose of
preventing and remedying violations of the law.

Second, the administrative process assures expert treatment in deal-
ing with a difficult and frequently technical area. Expertise is needed
both in evaluating the facts and in shaping the appropriate remedy.
It is needed also in the vital task of continuing supervision of past
offenders.

Third, an administrative agency can deal with whole sectors of a
problem in a unitary fashion. This is difficult for courts acting on a
case-by-case basis, for example. Moreover, the agency can concentrate
its forces at the points most in need of corrective action.

Fourth, the administrative process protects persons against tin-
warranted charges. The agency can quickly screen out those charges
of bias that. arise out of pique. misunderstanding, or vindictiveness.
It is a well-known fact that litigation has been kept at a very low level
under all administrative civil rights laws.

These considerations, fully buttressed by experience, have been per-
suasive with the State legislattures. In State after State, antibias laws
of the old-fashioned type have been amended to provide for adminis-
trative enforcement and most new State laws contain that feature.

At present, of the 18 fair-housing laws in 17 States and the District
of Columbia, all but one are enforced administratively. The corre-
sponding figures for employment are :30 out of '35: for pliblic acconimo-
dat ions. 23 out of 36.

It should be noted that none of the evils so freely predicted for this
type of law have eventuated. Neither hotel owners, employers, nor
housing developers have been harased by over-zealous bureaucrats.
They have not been put out of business by being forced to defend
themselves against floods of complaints. On the other hand, steady.
though unfortunately inadequate, gains have been made toward prac-
tical equality of opportunity.

Administrative enforcement of title IV should supplement rather
than replace the present enforcement features of the bill. In many
States, parties aggrieved by discriminatory practices may make an
election between filing a complaint with the State antibias agency
or bringing their own suitin court. Although experience shows
that the latter alternative is rarely used, its availability is a valu-
able counter to the ever-present danger of bureaucratic sluggishness.

Mr. Chairman, in a conference coordinating the legislative inter-
ests of over 100 separate orranizations, there are many opinions as
to other changes that would improve the proposed legislation; and
each organization retains the right to suggest additional amendments
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to the Congress. But the four changes I have urged represent a firm
consensus within the leadership conference as to what civil rights
groups should support as a minimum.

These suggestions, I emphasize, do not represent a criticism of the
administration's program, nor are they offered in derogation of it.
We believe it would be a national tragedy if Congress failed to enact
the administration bill. Our changes are advanced as a supplement,
in the same manner that the leadership conference in 1904 and 1965
offered suggestions that were adopted by the Congress-suggestions
that went be 'ond the original bill as introduced.

It is our hope that, just as in 1964 and 1965, the voice of public
opinion let Congress know that what we sought was reasonable, just,
and practical. It will again convey to the Congress the sense of nec-
essity and urgency for the stren gthening changes we advocate. We
shall dedicate our efforts to seeing that this message is relayed to the
members of your subcommittee, committee, and the full Congress.

And, Mr. Chairman, in conclusion I would like to say that all this
legislation seeks to achieve is a brand of American justice. Several
members of the subcommittee have mentioned at this occasion and
on many previous occasions, and our President in a speech at Howard
University last June, in his conclusion, touched upon this precious
matter of American justice, and I would like to close by quoting
briefly from that speech.

He asked: "For what is justice? It is to fulfill the fair expectations
of man. American justice," he said, "is a very special thing. We
have pursued it faithfully to the edge of our imperfections and we
have failed to find it for the American Negro."

Our organizations ask this committee and the Congress to adopt this
bill as a step toward finding justice for the American Negro.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to say, Mr. Wilkins, that you and your

colleagues in the Leadership Conference have been of immeasurable
benefit to the members of this committee on prior occasions and we
look forward to your cooperation again, and I am sure we will have
that cooperation.

Mr. WiLixNs. You will, sir.
The CIIAIRIAX. I want to ask the following, Mr. Wilkins: You

refer to the so-called Diggs bill and in that bill, I believe, title V
has established within the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights an indem-
nification board, the purpose of which would be to determine damages
for indemnification for those whose civil rights have been infringed
upon.

Would that mean that the Federal Government would be solely
responsible for the infringement of civil rights and for those who
suffer physical injury as a consequence?

Mr. WILK.is. Mr. Chairman, I think in my testimony I merely
suggested-in fact, I stated, that I was not prepared to go into detail
on the indemnification matter nor low it should be brought about,
and merely suggested that one approach had been made in the Diggs'
bill.

I do not interpret my testimony, and I hope the members of the sub-
committee will not interpret it, as being an all-out endorsement of
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tile Diggs' formula, but merel a suggestion of one way of getting
at this l)robleni.

I realize the difficulties involved and I would like to say for
the members of the committee who are all lawyers, I assume, that I am
not a lawyer, and so I am not able to go into these technical matters
nor answer questions on them, but Joseph Rauh, who is the counsel
for the leadership conference will be testifying before this subcom-
mittee later this week and I ti sure lie wilil be able to deal with this
question. In fact, I know lie will; he is to deal with it in his testimony.

We are suggesting indemnification. Now the method of going about
it, whether it- is the Diggs formula or some variation thereof, or a
wolly new formula, is not a matter I can discuss at this time.

The ClIRM3A.N. Mr. Kastenmeier?
3r. KSTEN-MEIER. Mr. Wilkins, on page 2 you refer to the Congress

leaving responded to the needs and having l)assed legislation in 1957,
1960, 1964, 1965, and l)resilnabl now in 1966. You may not be a
lawyer, Mr. Wilkins, but you are very skilled in legislative matters.

I would ask you, do you not feel that the Congress might well con-
si(ler what we have done in terms of the legislation and whether this
committee ought to merely res )oiid to a(ministrative requests to con-
sider a piece of legislation or whether we have a broader responsibility
.as far as oversight is concerned, to see whether, as a matter of fact,
time legislation-all this legislation you have referred to and the legis-
iation we are now considering today-might-whether we might see
whether this has been implemented by the executive branch, because
we had, in fact, had we not, created a tremendous bureaucracy, and
you raised some of the questions of whether this passed legislation
Ihas been implemented by the administration and how, in fact, it has
o)erated in the field as far as reality is concerned?

Mr. WILKIxS. I think the question is one that must occur to a good
niny persons, but I ask you to remember that it was not until the
enactment of the civil rights bill of 1964 where any noticeable com-
pliance, voluntary compliamce in contrast to the studied lack of com-
pliance with both Executive orders and judicial orders of the past.

It was not until the Congress took legislative action that we had not
only an increase in voluntary compliance and rather noticeable change
in the attitude of the people themselves, who felt that in conforming
to a law of the Congress they were doing the right things, where in
defy ing a Supreme Court order or Supreme Court expression of inter-
pretation of the Constitution they were not committing such a crime.

And I further suggest not only the efficacy of the legislative ap-
proacl ul)on the people at. large and their concept of what is the law
ani what they must do, but I suggest also that the Congress has a duty
uloii observimlg, and it is there to be observed, the violations of the
law and the loopholes and to (levise and to resl)ond to requests for
further legislation, not to wait for the implementation of laws already
on the bx)ks, many of which have been demonstrated to have loopholes
in tliem which no amount of executive diligence could correct.

I submit that this applies to most of the legislation we have here
ider consideration. For example, the title in the 1964 act on school

desegregationn specifically restrains the Attorney General, namely, the
executive branch of ('overml ient-Sl)ecifi ally restrains him "from
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acting in school cases without the filing of complaints by a requisite
number of parents.

Now, no matter ]low long the Congress left. this provision there and
hoped for, prayed for or. otherwise tried to persuade the enforcement
of it, this is the loophole that can only be closed through legislation.

I think it is well to consider whether legislation in certain instances
is the answer or whether further attempts to implementation is the
answer, but we found out. very quickly in 1960 that the 1957 Voting
Rights Act was only a sliver i.nd we found out in 1960 that the amend-
ment thereto did not reach the problem.

We found out in 1964, almost immediately with the passage of that
act, that title I, which dealt with voting rights, was wholly inadequate.
As a matter of fact, it was right after the election of November 1964
that plans were made and language drawn for the Voting Rights Act
of 1965: the deficiencies of the previous legislation were glaring.

Mr. KASTENMEER. Yes; most particularly I would think it would
be of concern to you and certainly to the Leadership Conference
whether, for example, there is a gap between paper compliance in
Washington, title VI, and actual compliance in the field.

The point is, does not the Congress, in fact this committee, have a
responsibility to make inquiries with respect to this condition?

Mr. WVILKIN-S. I think, sir, it would be helpful for this committee or
any appropriate body of the Congress which enacted this legislation
to make inquiry of the agencies concerned about the degree of imple-
mentation, the difficulties of enforcement.

I think that since the President has asked this bill, I assume that lie
drafted it or had it drafted after consultation with the agency heads
and they had outlined to him the difficulties and loopholes and so forth,
but it vould be immensely helpful if the Congress were to call the
heads of appropriate agencies here and ask them point blank what
about the enforcement of this provision? What are you finding?
What kind of, for example, in tit 1e VI-what kind of requests are you
getting? What kind of compli!ince? How many people have sent in
their blanks? What does compliance consist of?

How much investigation have you done of these? Have you vali-
dated the fact that school boards in a certain county in a certain State
are actually in compliance or do you merely have their assertion that
they are in compliance? 

y

This information might be-we are armed with some of it, but obvi-
ously ours is unofficial. Yours would be official.

Mr. KASTEN 'mEI. I appreciate your comments, Mr. Wilkins. It
was not my intent to go far afield here, but because we are concerned-
ought to be, whether when this legislation is enacted whether the Con-
gress is then continuing responsibility for it in terms of what happens
to it.

I submit that it does. That we have a continuing responsibility for
past legislation enacted and while at the present time a proposal in
the subcommittee is being held up on that question, I hope it can be
resolved satisfactorily. I appreciate your comments.

Mr. WVLKINiS. Thank you, Mr. Kastenmneier. I am sure you are as
well aware, as I am, that there is a difference of opinion in the Con-
gress as to whether it should follow up legislation or not, but I aim
on your side.
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Mr. DONoiuE (presiding). Any questions?
Mr. MCCULLOCH. No questions.
Mr. DONOjIJUE. Are there any further questions of Mr. Wilkins?
Mr. MCCLORY. Mr. Chairman, as you know, I am not a member of

this subcommittee. I wonder if I might make one inquiry since Mr.
Wilkins has made a suggestion with regard to administrative proce-
dure here which is not in the legislation. I would like to ask a ques-
tion along the line of better and quicker enforcement. I would like to
ask your opinion with regard to a continuing committee or subcom-
inittee of this Judiciary Committee to consider the effectiveness of
enforcement of existing legislation or the need for additional legisla-
tion. As you indicate and as we realize from the legislation which
has been enacted session after session, it is not just new laws which are
vital but it is a continuing problem which we have, both of consider-
ing new legislation and enforcing of existing legislation.

How would you feel about a continuing committee of the Congress
to study and consider and recommend witi regard to this broad area?

Mr. WILKINS. Well, Mr. Chairman, my response to that would be
that within the traditional practices of the Congress, if this is not
setting a precedent, and I suppose even if it did set a precedent, I
can see no harm in continual interest by this subcommittee or a spe-
cially appointed subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee, continuing
the sort of supervision or inspection of the legislation.

Now, this may set a precedent. I am not sure that Congress does
this, and I am not sure even that there is a necessity for this special
machinery, because theoretically the Congress or a committee has the
right to call a hearing and investigate a matter at any time it feels
it has such cause.

If it did have what it deemed to he sufficient cause for implementa-
tion of existing legislation, it could call witnesses and go into the
matter.

Now, whether it does it through a s )ecial continuing committee, sir,
or whether it does it on its own, I think it would be helpful for at least
the power for it to do it or the threat for it to do it or its promise to do
it, a little kinder word, might have a salutary effect.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman from Illinois
will yield, I think there is adequate precedent for this. For example, re-
cently the poverty program-heavens knows that the Labor and Edu-
cation Committee, that is a poverty committee which conducts literally
oversights in this area, and it is not uncommon in the Congress.

Mr. WILKINS. I know also that the Armed Services Committee of
the Senate is now busy defending its jurisdiction over CIA.

Mr. McCLoRY. Well, the reason I asked the question is that there are
many of us who feel that there has not been adequate diligence with
regard to enforcement of existing civil rights legislation, and we would
like to encourage better enforcement and perhaps a committee of this
Congress or a subcommittee of this committee could inquire into that
to encourage better enforcement and at the same time to consider the
need for supplemental legislation to see that more equal rights in these
various areas are accomplished.

Mr. WILKINs. I would assume that such a committee or such an
inquiry would reveal derelictions in enforcement, not. only in the
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executive branch but wherever it might occur, because since these com-
plaints radiate from many hundreds of communities and come, I
might say, with proper delicacy, I hope, from a great many congres-
sional districts.

There might be some elements there that would warrant the atten-
tion of the committee.

Mr. MCCLORY. Thank you. I do not want to prolong this, but I just
do want to add that there is no magic in these laws particularly if
nothing is done about them after we enact them.

Mr. WILKINS. That is right.
Mr. DoN.oHiT. Thank you very much, Mr. Wilkins.
Our next witness we will hear from is Congressman Frank J. Ilor-

ton from the great State of New York.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK HORTON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. HORTONq. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee. I greatly appreciate the courtesy you have shown in inviting
me to appear here this morning to testify in behalf of H.R. 13340,
the comprehensive civil rights law enforcement bill, which I intro-
duced together with some 22 other Republican members.

Unfortunately one of the Members who has done a yeoman s part
of the effort in this bill. Congressman Mathias, a member of your
committee., has been ill and is not. able to testify. but I have been in-
formed that it is at least hoped that lie will be able to appear before
the committee before the hearings are concluded.

Also included among these Members that have introduced this bill,
the Honorable Ogden Reid, who will testify later this morning be-
fore the committee.

I want to compliment the conmitte for scheduling these hearings
so soon after the introduction of this legislation. I am pleased to
appear in support of a forceful, direct legislative proposal to safe-
auard the integrity of the administration of justice throughout the
length and breadth of our land.

For 2 years or more this (listinzuislied committee under the able
direction and leadership of Mr. Celler, your chairman, and
Mr. McCulloch, has labored long and hard in this cause of civil rights.
During this time the Nation has gone a long way toward tihe goals of
equal justice under law and equal opportunity for all Americans.
Despite this tremendous outpouring of legislation, events particularly
in the area of administration of justice, demonstrate that neither thi's
committee nor the Congress can relax its grip on the oars.

While it was not entirely unreasonable to anticipate that the epochal
measures enacted in 1957, 1960, 1964. and 1965 might prompt. State
and local officials to labor in the vineyard, it was not completely
worked out that way. As a consequence, we are duty bound to reaf-
firm and reassert bv appropriate legislation that oiur "Constitution
is color blind."

The bill, H.R. 13340. which I have introduced would put meaning
and muscle behind countless court opinions deploring discrimination
in jury selection and reaffirming the right of all qualified persons
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under the 14th amendment to serve on juries. The Civil Rights
Law Enforcement Act of 1966, establishes reasonable standards for
determine whether in a particular court's jurisdiction, systematic
exclusion from pries on arbitrary grounds is being practiced, and
provides a remedy where such discrimination is found, commensurate
with the dictates of the 14th amendment.

This bill represents a moderate, but realistic, program for strength-
ening civil rights in the areas I have mentioned. It is a comprehensive
bill which avoids extremes; it seeks to advance the cause of equal
Justice in a reasonable, constructive and constitutional fashion. I

lieve its provisions have broad support throughout the Nation and
deserve the support of Congress.

Generally, my bill will establish an objective and equitable standard
for the selection of juries in Federal and State courts. It will protect
Negroes and civil rights workers from acts of violence perpetrated by
public officials and private individuals. It will strengthen Federal
criminal penalties for those vho deprive individuals of federally pro-
teeted rig its. It will make States and political units jointly liable for
damages resulting from tmlawful violence by public officers.

Let me describe the provisions of 1.11. 13340 in somewhat greater
detail.

Title I deals with jury selection in the Federal and State courts. The
existing Federal law establishing juror qualifications allows ampleopportunity for the exercise of discretion in obtaining persons for jury
service. The existence of such discretion obviously affords for tin aw-
ful discrimination.

Title I of my bill provides an objective standard that not only closes
the existing loopholes, but insures that Federal juries will be drawn
from a truly representative cross section of the population. The
standard embraced by the bill is the list of qualified voters in the judi-
cial district.

In brief, it provides that anyone qualified to vote within the judicial
district is competent to serve as a Federal juror. The administration
bill, I aln pleased to note, adopts the same standard. The principal
merits of this source of potential jurors are several and fairly apparent.
In addition to eliminating the opportunity for subject judgment, it
employs a pool of potentially responsible citizens to serve as jurors.
Further, and I think equally important, it should furnish added in-
ducement to register to vote.

In case after case, there is ample evidence of discrimination in the
selection of juries in many State and local courts on the grounds of
race, color, and sex. In order to prevent this sham on due process
and equal protection of the laws, my bill would establish a presump-
tion of discrimination where State and local procexlures are radically
out of line with this Federal scheme that. I have mentioned.

It would permit a defendant in a State court who alleges discrimi-
nation in the selection of either a grand or petit jury, to petition the
Federal court for review of jury selection procedures. If the courts
find that the selection scheme is discriminatory, the case may be
tried in the Federal courts.

The Attornel General would be authorized to intervene in such pro-
ceedings for purposes of presenting evidence an( oral argument. This
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essential right of a defendant to seek removal to a Federal court in
civil rights actions where the result would be prejudiced by jury dis-
crimination in the State court is, unhappily, absent from the admin-
istration bill.

In both bills the Attorney General is authorized to initiate lawsuits
to enjoin discriminatory State selection procedures. While I have
no doubt that the Attorney General will use the power given him-
in both bills--to seek injuiictive relief wherever he finds discrimina-
tion in jury selection, this method of enforcement is not enough.

The Justice Department cannot and cannot be expected to observe
each and every case in each and every court where jury discrimi-
nation may lurk. The defendant's right to removal is a broader and
more important source of legal initiative against these unconstitutional
practices.

Another title of the bill, title II, is designed to correct the crippling
limitations of existing civil rights criminal statutes, specifically sec-
tions 241 and 242 of title 18, United States Code.

Section 241, relating to private conspiracies to interfere with civil
rights, requires Federal prosecutors to prove that it was the specific
purpose of the alleged act to prevent the free exercise of a federally
protected right. My bill would amend section 241 in two vital par-
ticulars:

First, it would extend section 241 to cover acts of public officials
as well as those of private individuals. Second, it would eliminate
the present insurmountable burden of proof by denying the necessity
to prove that the specific intent of the alleged act was to deny the
free exercise of a federa protected right. The burden required
by the bill is satisfied by showing that the act was for the purpose,
or with the reasonably foreseeable effect of inhibiting the free exer-
cise of a federally protected right.

The administration bill does not alter the degree of proof of in-
tent required in sections 241 and 242, United States Code.

Section 242 proscribes acts of official violence. By virtue of the
ruling in the gcrew8 case, prosecution under this act is at a virtual
standstill, because of the requirement that the Government must
prove that the official knowingly acted to deprive another of his
rights on account of his race or color.

Under the bill, this onerous burden would be modified so that it
would be necessary only to show that the official had reasonable
grounds to believe that he was depriving another of a federally pro-
tected right. As amended, this section would apply to both Negroes
and civil rights workers.

Finally, title II would add a new section to the Federal criminal
code authorizing a graduated scale of penalties to provide a punish-
ment commensurate with the seriousness of the crime.

Title III of the bill, Mr. Chairman, is an old friend. It adopts
the provisions of part III originally proposed in connection with con-
sideration of what eventually became the Civil Rights Act of 1957.

Briefly, it permits either a private person or the Attorney General
to bring lawsuits against those who interfere with federally protected
rights, including the right to speak freely in support of racial equal-
ity. The necessity for enactment of this proposal has, if anything,
been reinforced since it was compromised out of the 1957 act.
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Under the administration bill the Attorney General, but not an
intended victim, may bring such an action. Again, Mr. Chairman,
I feel that limiting the field of initiative to the Attorney General's
office in key civil rights issues would unnecessarily limit the effective-
ness of any new law in this field.

Finally, title IV contains a provision not found in the administra-
tion bill, namely, a provision for civil indemnification of persons in-
jured in the exercise of their civil rights. This title supplements
existing law authorizing civil suits for damages against a public offi-
cial who deprives an individual of federally protected rights. The
bill would make this a meaningful remedy by holding State and local
governments jointly liable with their employees for the payment of
such damages.

The jury, Mr. Chairman, is the cornerstone of our system of justice
that the jury be a body truly representative of the community. This
tradition was already long recognized in England at the time the
Constitution was ado pted.

Blackstone, in his Comientaries, says:
The right of trial by jury, or the country, Is a trial by the j*ers of every

Englishman, and it is the grand bulwark of his liberties * * *."

This grand bulwark of liberty, as Blackstone so aptly described it.
was secured to every American citizen in the Bill of Rights and was
further reinforced by the 14th amendment's prohibitions against de-
nials of due process and the equal protection of the laws.

For these reasons I am supprtiii_ a bill to give vitality to the sixth
amendment's requirement of an impartial jury. This bill would

insure not only the accused's right to trial by a jury selected without
regard to race, but also the right of all persons regardless of race
to sit on juries.

The jury is too fundamental to our system of justice to countenance
its continued perversion. A jury selected by discriminatory proce-
dures is a sham; its judgment, a fraud.

The venerable code of equity commands "for every wrong, a
rentedv."

Mr. Chairman, I urge the necessity of affirmative action on the Civil
Rights Law Enforcement Act upon my colleagues who serve as memn-
bers of this committee. The standards it espouses, and the guarantees
it contains have been owed by the Congress to the American people
for a full century.

Thank you.
Mr. Do NoiuE. Thank you very much, Mr. Horton.
Any questions?
Mr. HORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DoxoiUE. We wll now hear from Congressman Ogden Reid

of the State of New York.

STATEMENT OF HON. OGDEN R. REID, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. REID. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for giving me the
opportunity to testify with regard both to the administration bill. H.R.
14765, the Civil Rights Law Enforcement Act, H.R. 13341, and the
Civil Rights Procedure Act that I have introduced, H.R. 14775.
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First, permit me to say that Mac Mathias extends his conpliments
and is planning to submit a statement this week, and he is hoping to
testify at the pleasure of the committee next week.

Mr. Chairman, I am in strong support of the administration s civil
rights bill. But I believe there are some omissions in this legislation,
and I believe it is important to add to this legislation in three areas:
First, with regard to liberalizing and strengthening the law regarding
removal to Federal courts of State proceedings.

Second, tile establishment of joint liability of States and munici-
palities with their public officials for damages for injuries resulting
from violation of civil rights; and third, enlarging the authority of
the Attorney General to institute actions for injunctive relief to pre-
vent denials of civil rights.

First, Mr. Chairman, I would urge that section 106 of the bill I
introduced along with a number of my colleagues, H.R. 13341, be
added to sections 202, 203, and 204 of the'adninistration bill. Simply.
this would broaden the removal powers to insure fair selection of
State court juries.

Specifically, removal would be authorized if the recordkeepin1-
requirements of section 107 of our bill were not complied with, or, if
tile State court juror selection system does not prevent discrimination
or is not in conformity with procedures for selecting Federal juries.

Not only will equalfjustice be furthered in those States whose jury
selection systems do not afford the full protection required by this
legislation. Equally, those States may be encouraged to reform their
jury systems to guarantee nondiscrimination.

The Federal courts to which these cases would be removed will
be insured of nondiscriminatory juries through other provisions of
this legislation. Further, the Federal jury provisions spelled out in
this legislation are a major safeguard for the States in that they
clearly set forth the standards to which the States must conform.

State juries must have as broad a nondiscriminatory selection sys-
teni as F~ederal courts and removal is the most effectiv-e means, I be-
lieve, to insure that they will. Therefore, this would be an addition
to the provisions presently in the administration bill.

Second, Mr. Chairman, there is, as I understand it, in the adminis-
tration bill, no provision for joint liability of States or municipalities
for damages resulting from violation of ci-il rights.

I woul urge that the committee in its wisdom give considerations to
title IV of H.R. 13341, which provides that if, as a result of depriva-
tion of civil rights, "a person is injured in his person or property or
deprived of his life and an award of damages is made which results
in whole or in part. from action taken under color of law, tlme political
sul)division and/or the State under whose authority such action was
taken shall be jointly and severally liable with tie person or persons
responsible for such injury or loss of ife.

At l)rsent, Mr. Chairman, as you know. there is no meaningful
way for injured parties to collect damages in full from public officials
of States or municipalities. The low salaries of these officials often
makes it impossible for them to pay the in.ilred( party fully and under
existing law the State or political subdivision is not jointly liable.

Third, Mr. Chairman. I would urge consideration of broader injunc-
tive relief, and I refer specifically to section 301 of H.R. 13341, the
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old title III, to permit the Attorney General to bring suit to prevent
".any practice which would deprive another of any right, privilege,
or immunity granted, secured, or protected by the Constitution or
laws of the United States, on account. of such other's race or color."

It would also permit the Attorney General to bring suit to prevent
a practice which would deny or hinder another in the exercise of such
other's right to speak, assemble, petition, or otherwise express himself
for the purpose of securing recognition of or protection for equal
enjoyment of rights, privileges, and opportunities free from discrimi-
nation of race or color."

Our bill, as you know, Mr. Chairman, incorporates the ol title III
that has been proposed for every civil rights act since 1957. Tie ad-
ministration bill, while providing injunctive relief, does so on nar-
rower grounds and I believe it is important, indeed essential, that the
injunctive power of the Attorney General be more broadly incorpo-
rated in the bill.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would call to y'our attention the report of
tie Special Committee on Civil Rights Under Law. The Association of
the Bar of the City of New York, under the distinguished chairnan-
ship of Judge Francis E. Rivers, and I would urge consideration be
given to the connittee's proposed Civil Rights Procedure Act which
provides for broader removal powers and enlargement of the powers
of the Federal courts to enjoin unconstitutional State proceedings.

The report with regard to this matter is quite clear and indicates that
the conunittee studied events in a number of recent cases These re-
ports told of repeated instances in niyn communities iii which thle
efforts of Negroes to exercise civil rights claimed-and in nmany cases
well established-under the Constitution and Federal laws were being
frustrated by the use against them of the process of local and State law
enforcenet.

These processes included arrest, l)ysical coercion by the police,
denial of or onerous conditions on bail, rejection of Federal claims at
trial and on appeal, and delays or harrassnent at various stages of
the proceeding.

It was also apparent-the committee report makes plain-from such
decisions that the ability of those defendants to have their Federal
claims passed upon by a Federal court promptly and decisively was
severely restricted by the out-of-date wording of the applicable Fed-
eral remedial statutes, some of which have come down unchanged from
reconstruction legislation, and in particular by the narrowing inter-
pretations that have been given these statutes by the Supreme Court in
the last decades of the 19th century in civil rights and in other cases.

Specifically, therefore, I would urge the adoption of provisions
which would (1) enlarge the removal jurisdiction of the Federal
courts to permit the removal of State court civil actions or criminal
1)roscutions involving any exercise or attempted exercise of rights
granted or secured by the Civil Rights Act of 1964, or of by the Con-
stitution with regard to equal protection of the laws or of th'e rights of
freedom of the press. freedom of speech or freedom peaceably to assem-
ble when exercised in furtherance of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 or
equal protection rights, and (2) permit Federal district courts to stay
proceedings in a State court action where the prosecution involved such
rights and where the moving party's contention has been upheld in

63-420-66----92
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another proceeding arising out of a like factual situation, the statute,
ordinance or other authority involved has been declared unconstitu-
tional in a final decision in another proceeding, the statute is on its
face an unconstitutional bridgement of freedom of speech, freedom
peaceably to assemble, or freedom of the press or the reason for the
proceeding was to discourage the party or others from exercising such
rights.

The basic reason for these revisions, Mr. Chairman, is that the pres-
ent removal law has been so interpreted as to be limited to those cases
in which the State constitutional or legislative provision involved was
unconstitutional on its face. This has made these Federal provisions
almost valueless in the context of the present civil rights movement,
since it requires great time and much money to contest such cases and
the usual result of a motion for removal is an order remanding the case
to the State courts.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, in summation, I intend to strongly sup-
port the administration bill, the Civil Rights Act of 1966, as amended,
and I believe that now is the time to include new sections in the bill
with regard to the areas I have mentioned: broader removal powers
with regard to State court juries, indemnification provisions establish-
ing joint State or local liability, broader injunctive powers for the
Attorney General to prevent denials of constitutional or other pro-
tected civil rights and a special section consistent with the proposal
of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York on broader
removal powers and enlarged power of Federal courts to enjoin uncon-
stitional State proceedings.

I thank you very much for the privilege of being present.
Mr. DoN.oliuE. Thank you, M1r. Reid.
Are there any questions?
(No response.)
Mr. DONOiuE. Thank you very much, Mr. Reid.
Mr. REID. Thank you very much, Mr. Donohue.
Mr. DoxotT. We have before us the statement by Representative

Patsy Mink, and if there is no objection it will be incorporated into the
record at this point: and the statement from Congressman Jonathan
Bingham of New York will also be incorporated into the record.
There is also a letter from the Southern Christian Leadership Confer-
ence; a statement from the General Board of Christian Social Con-
cerns of the Methodist Church; one from the Dalhart Board of Real-
tors; one from the Council for Christian Social Action of the United
Church of Christ, and these all will be incorporated into the record.

(Statements and letters follow:)
GENERAL BOARD OF CHRISTIAN SOCIAL CONCERNS OF THE

METHODIST CIIRCII,
DIVISION OF HUIA" RELATIONS AND ECONOMIC AFFAIRS,

Washingtonl, D.C.,.lMay 6, 1966.
In re Title IV H.R. 14765.

Hon. EMANUEL CEILER,
Chairman. Honse Jdiciary/ Committee,
Ho,,i.c of Rcprcscitatircs,
Wash ington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CELLER: This is to invite you to bring to the attention of the Judi-
viary Committee and the House (i' Representatives, the official position of The
Methodist Church concerning the aatter of fair housing.
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The General Conference of The Methodist Church, which alone speaks officially
for the denomination, said in 1964:

"The right to choose a home, * should be guaranteed to all regardless of
race, culture, national origin, social class, or religion."

This statement occurs in a section of The Methodist Social Creed entitled
"). Human Rights.-1. Freedom from Discrimination." The entire paragraph
reads as follows:

"We stand for equal rights for all racial, cultural, and religious groups, and
insist that the principles set forth in this creed apply to all alike. The right to
choose a home, enter a school, secure employment, vote, and have access to public
accommodations should be guaranteed to all regardless of race, culture, national
origin, social class, or religion. Neither should any person be denied political,
economic, or legal rights or opportunities because of sex." (See Doctrines and
Discipline of the Methodist Church, 1964. Nashville, Tenn.: The Methodist Pub-
lishing House. Paragraph 1820.)

This same General Conference in 1964 had these further words to say about
fair housing:

"The minimum requirements for justice in the social order include the recog-
nition of equal rights and opportunities for all races in * * * housing * * *"

This statement is found in a section of a special resolution entitled "The
Methodist Church and Race," which reads as follows:

-The fact that Methodist churches and churchmen have often failed to work
for racial justice in the past does not relieve us from a present obligation to end
racial injustice in society as well as in dhe Church. The minimum requirements
for justice in the social order include the recognition of equal rights and oppor-
tunities for all races in voting, law enforcement, education, employment, hous-
ing, public accommodations, and cultural advantages. We support the passage
and enforcement of laws appropriate to every level of government for the estab-
lishment and maintenance of equal rights in each of these areas of our common
life." (See Ibid., Paragraph 1824).

In this same resolution, just quoted, The General Conference of The Methodist
Church further stated as its official position the following:

"Christians must insist that all people have the freedom to reside wherever
their economic means and their personal wishes permit. The local church should
prepare Its members to live in integrated neighborhoods and challenge them to
help in creating fully inclusive communities." (See ibid.)

In line with these official declarations of The Methodist Church, the social
education and action agency of the denomination, the General Board of Christian
Social Concerns, meeting in October 196-5, adopted the following statement en-
titled "Fair Housing Legislation":

"The harsh facts of racial discrimination in the housing market are notorious
in the United States. Many studies and surveys reveal that minority group
members are barred from many housing areas and are forced to pay more for
less when they can buy or rent.

-'Without question, racial discrimination in housing represents a fundamental
violation of Christian convictions and of democratic principles. Race discrimina-
tion In housing represents a denial of Justice and of equal opportunity. It is
morally wrong.

"Therefore, the General Conference of The Methodist Church has issued strong
statements concerning housing discrimination and its cure:

'Christians must insist that all people have the freedom to reside wherever
their economic means and their personal wishes permit.'

'The right to choose a home * * * should be guaranteed to all regardless of
race, culture, national origin, social class, or religion.'

"Note the word 'guaranteed' in the foregoing statement. No rights are guar-
anteed in a constitutional democracy except by law.

"We, therefore, call upon Methodist people in every state and territory to
work for the passage of State and Federal laws which will bring an end to racial
discrimination in the sale and rental of housing. The police power of the States,
in support of the general welfare, provide broad authority for State fair housing
statutes.

"It has long been established that private property rights are limited by the
larger demands of the general welfare when there is conflict between them.
This well-established governmental principle cannot properly be denied appli.a-
tion to the housing market. As of June 1965, nineteen states had already made
this application.
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"The Biblical principle of neighbor-love destroys any attempt to absolutize
the freedom of the housing seller, for this amounts to destroying the freedom
of the housing buyer. Here, equal opportunity and neighbor-love coincide.
Fair housing legislation, balancing the rights of buyers and sellers, appropriate
to all levels of government, should be enacted speedily as part of the long, pain-
ful struggle of the people of the United States to bring to fuller reality the clear
meaning and purpose of our fundamental laws and principles." (See "State-
ments 65." published by the General Board of Christian Social Concerns.)

You will note that many more provisions of the civil rights legislation cur-
rently before your committee find general support in the official policy state-
ments of The Methodist Church here referred to. I have highlighted the
housing issue for the particular reason that it appears to be the most con-
troversial portion of the bill.

Sincerely yours,
GRovER C. BAGBY,

Associate General Secretary.

STATEMENTS 6-5

(Adopted by the General Board of Christian Social Concerns of The Methodist
Church at the 1965 Annual Meeting, Louisville, Kentucky, October 18-20)

FAIR HOUSING LEGISLATION

The harsh facts of racial discrimination in the housing market are notorious
in the United States. Many studies and surveys reveal tiat minority group
members are barred from many housing areas and are forced to pay more for
less when they can buy or rent.

Without question, racial discrimination in housing represents a fundamental
violation of Christian convictions and of democratic principles. Race discrinmi-
nation in housing represents a denial of Justice and of equal opportunity. It
is morally wrong.

Therefore, the General Conference of the Methodist Church has issued strong
statements concerning housing discrimination and its cure:

"Christians must insist that all people have the freedom to reside wherever
their economic means and their personal wishes permit." '

"The right to choose a home * * * should be guaranteed to all regardless
of race, culture, national origin, social class, or religion." 2

Note the word "guaranteed" in the foregoing statement. No rights are
guaranteed in a constitutional democaracy except by law.

We. therefore, call upon Methodist people in every state and territory to work
for the passage of State and Federal laws which will bring an end to racial
discrimination in the sale and rental of housing. The police power of the
State, in support of the general welfare, provide broad authority for State fair
housing statutes.

It has long been established that private property rights are limited by the
larger demands of the general welfare when there is conflict between them.
This well-established governmental principle cannot properly be denied appli-
cation to the housing market. .As of June 1965, nineteen states had already
made this application."

The Bibical principle of neighbor-love destroys any attempt to absolutize the
freedom of the housing seller, for this amounts to destroying the freedom of the
housing buyer. Ilere, equal opportunity and neighbor-love coincide. Fair
housing legislation. balancing the rights of buyers and sellers, appropriate to
all levels of government, should be enacted speedily as part of the long, painful
struggle of the people of the United States to bring to fuller reality the clear
meaning and purpose of our fundamental laws and principles.

I Par. 1824. 1964 Discipline.
:Par. 1820. 1944 Discipline.
s See Fair Housing Laws, Housing and Home Finance Agency, September 1964. U.S.

Government Printing Office. Washington. D.C. (Add the state of Maine to those listed.)
,*Through June (1965) new fair housing laws reaching the private market were enacted
in Indiana. Maine, and Rhode Island . . ." See In The Journal of Intcrgroup Relations.
Volume IV. No. 4. Autumn 1965. Page 221. Published quarterly by the National Asso-
clation of Intergroup Relations.
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THE METHODIST CHURCH AND RACE*

A. PRINCIPLES

16. Christians must Insist that all people have the frctcdom to reside wher-
ever their economic means and their personal wishes permit. The local church
should prepare its uuembers to live in integrated neighborhoods and challenge
them to hell) in creating fully inclusive communities.

THE SOCIAL CREEoD--TIIE M.1rETHODIST CHURVI[

OUR HERITAGE

The interest of The Methodist Church in social welfare springs from the Gospel
and from the labors of John Wesley, who ministered to the physical, intellectual
and social needs of the people to whom he preached the gospel of personal
redemption.

In our historic position we have sought to follow Christ in bringing the whole
of life. with its activities, possessions, and relationships, into conformity with
the will of God.

As Methodists we have an obligation to affirm our position on social and
economic questions.

OUR THEOLOGICAL BASIS

The Methodist Church must view the perplexing times and problem.; which we
face today in the light of the life and teachings of Jesus taught us to love our
neighbors, and seek justice for them as well as for ourselves. To be silent in
the face of need, Injustice, and exploitation is to deny Him.

We believe that God Is Father of all peoples and races, that Jesus Christ i.-
his Son, that all men are brothers, and that each person is of infinite worth as a
child of God.

We believe that "the earth Is the Lord's and the fulne.,s thereof." Our own
capacities and all we possess are gifts of the Creator, and should be held and
used In stewardship to Him.

We believe that God in Christ is seeking to redeem all nien and also society.
This redemption is a continuing necessity.

We believe that the grace of God in Chri.t is available for redemption front
individual and social sin as we seek in penitence and obediene to do His holy
will.

We believe that all persons have supreme value in the sight of God. and ought
to be so regarded by us. We test all institutions and practices by their effect
upon persons. Since Jesus (lied for the redemption of all men. we believe we
should live to help save man from sin and from every Influence which would
harn or destroy him.

OUR DECLARATION OF SOCIAL CONCERN

Applying the foregoing principles. The Methodist Church declares itself as
follows:
A. The family

We see equal rights and justice for all persons; protection of the individual
and the family by high standards morality: Christian education for marriage.
parenthood, and the home; adequate housing; improved niarriage and divorce
laws.

We believe that the church must be vitally concerned with the health and wel-
fare needs of all people, first within the family. and where necessary, through
institutional care with high standards of scientific service and Christian dedica-
tion.

We believe that planned parenthood, practiced with respect for human life fiul-
fills rather than violates the will of God. It is the duty of each married couple
prayerfully and responsibly to seek parenthood, avert it. or defer it, in accord-
ance with the best expression of their Christian love. Families in all parts of
the world should have available to them necessary information and inedical

*A statement adopted by the General Conference of The Methodist Church, May 1964.
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assistance for birth control through public and private programs. This Issue
must be seen in reference to the pressing population problem now before the
whole world.

We believe it is the plain responsibility of the family, as it is also the deep
concern of the community, that the welfare of children whose mothers are em-
ployed outside the home be safeguarded. This responsibility includes provision
for the protection, education, spiritual nurture, and wholesome recreation of
every child; and for religious and educational programs which will secure these
ends.

B. Economic life
1. Christianity and the economic order.-With full acknowledgment of steward-

ship under God and accountability to Him, we stand for the acquisition of pro p-
erty by moral processes and the right to private ownership thereof. We refuse
to identify Christianity with any economic system. We are under obligation to
test each aspect of every economic order by the commands of Christ and judge
Its practices by the Christian gospel. We believe that It is our duty not only to
bring Christ to the individual, but also to bring the increasingly technological
society within which we live more nearly into conformity with the teachings of
Christ. We believe that a free democratic way of life, influenced by Christian
principles, can bring to mankind a society In which liberty is preserved, justice
established, and brotherhood achieved.

We believe in the use of such opportunities for political action as are consistent
with Christian principles. We urge Christians to view political responsibilities
as an opportunity for Christian witness and service.

2. Responsible uae of power.-The Christian point of view demands that con-
centration of power in government, labor, business, and religious organizations
be used responsibly. The task of the Church in this regard is to help people
in positions of power and the organizations which they serve to achieve and
exercise a high level of social responsibility.

3. Poverty and unemployment.-We believe that the economic development
which makes possible material plenty for all imposes upon us great moral respon-
sibility in that the physical and spiritual development of millions of persons
throughout the world is hindered by poverty. We therefore stand for the eradi-
cation of poverty everywhere.

We believe it is our Christian duty to provide opportunities for education and
training for people to earn a living for themselves and their dependents so they
may take advantage of new technology.

Lack of significant employment tends to destroy human self-respect. We be-
lieve that employable workers must be safeguarded from enforced unemployment.

4. Wealth.-We recognize the perils of prosperity. Our Lord has told us that
we cannot serve God and mammon. As Christians we must examine earnestly
before God our personal and business practices, lest we adopt the standards am
assumptions of a materialistic society. Churches and their institutions as well as
individuals own property, invest funds, and employ labor. In these areas prac-
tices and relationships must conform to the highest Christian standards.

5. Working conditions.-We oppose all forms of social, economic, and moral
waste. We urge the protection of the worker from dangerous and unsanitary
working conditions, and from occupational diseases.

We stand for reasonable hours of labor for just wages, for a fair day's work for
a fair day's wages, for just working conditions, for periods of leisure and for
the equitable division of the product of industry.

We believe special protection should be provided for women and children as
well as migrant workers and others especially vulnerable to exploitation.

6. Social benefits for worker.-We stand for public and private programs of
economic security for old age, for adequate Insurance covering sickness and in-
jury to the worker, and for increased protection against those preventable Con-
ditions which produce want.

7. The right to organize for collect'ire bargaining.-We stand for the right of
employees and employers alike to organize for collective bargaining; protection
of both In the exercise of their rights: the responsibility of both to bargain in
good faith; the obligation of both to work for the public good.

S. Town and country life.-We recognize the basic significance of town and
country areas in relation to population supply, natural resources. community life
and Christian culture. We believe farmers, other agricultural workers. and1
those displaced by mechanization should have opportunity to earn a fair int.oilie.
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Methodism, because of its large town and country membership and world-wide

impact, must lead in developing an adequate Christian program in rural areas
everywhere. This should pertain to people in their relationship to God, to the
stewardship of the soil, to the conservation of all natural resources, to f tmily,
church, and community welfare.

9. Urban life.-We believe the inner city to be a mission field crying out for
bold new creative ways of witness. Here is emerging a pagan generation com-
mitted to values that run counter to those of the Christ. Therefore we call our
urban congregations to a deeper Involvement In neighborhood life. We call the
Church to come into the city for Christ's sake, there to touch all forgotten per-
sons with his compassion.

10. Christian vocation.-We believe that every employable person so far as
possible should be engaged In some vocation productive of common good. Every
such vocation should be viewed as a Christian calling by those who pursue it as
well as by those who receive its benefits and our daily work should be regarded
as a sphere of service to God. The creative use of leisure is also a major re-
sponsibility for the Christian.
C. The church and gcneral welfare

The Church is called to be a redeeming community of discerning Christian
love; a fellowship of those who confess their sin, who rejoice in the love of GIId
freely given, and who commit themselves continually to spiritual excellence in
every facet of life.

1. Alcohol problem.We believe that the Christian principle of love for God
and neighbor calls us to abstain from the use of alcoholic beverages and to nini-
ster to those victimized by their use. The use of beverage alcohol imperils the
abundant life to which Christ calls us. This is especially true in an organized
and mechanized society. Individuals and families are destroyed by its use. We
join with men of good conscience who seek to overcome the social, economic, and
moral waste which this indulgence has created. The Church must become a heal-
ing and redemptive fellowship for those who suffer because of beverage alcohol.

2. Crime and rehabilitation.-We stand for the application of the redemptive
principle in treating law offenders and for study and action directed toward the
improvement of laws, correctional facilities, services, and court procedures in
order to facilitate rehabilitation. For this reason we deplore capital punishment.

We do not believe an individual should be excused from his personal respon-
sibility to society, but we recognize that crime, and In particular juvenile delin-
quency on the basis of need. Every individual should provide for his own needs
and share responsibility for the needs of others to' the full extent of his ability.
but we believe that no person In an affluent society should be demoralized
because of unmet need.
D. Humanrights.

1. Freedom from discrirnination.-We stand for equal rights for all racial,
cultural, and religious groups and insist that the principles set forth in this
creed apply to all alike. The right to choose a home, enter a school, secure
employment, vote, and have access to public accommodations should be guar-
anteed to all regardless of race, culture, national origin, social class, or religion.
Neither should any person be denied equal political, economic, or legal rights or
opportunities because of sex.

That the Church should ever refuse access to worship, or membership in its
fellowship to any person because of race, color, or national origin is contrary
to our fundamental Christian convictions.

2. Civil liberties and civil rights.-We stand for freedom of speech, assembly,
and press and broadcasting. The fundamental responsibility in the use of these
freedoms and the justification of their exercise is adherence to the truth.

We stand for the right of all individuals and groups to advocate any peaceful
and constitutional method for the solution of the problems that confront society.

THE EXTENSION AND PROTECTION OF CIVIL RIGHTS

(Adopted by the Council for Christian Social Action of the United Church of
Christ, April 1, 1966)

The record of the Council for Christian Social Action in support of the struggle
for racial justice is well established. The time has come, therefore, for it to
work toward the solution of certain problems which are of current interest in
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the field of civil rights: (1) the need to fill the gaps In federal civil rights legisla-
tion made apparent by the failures of Southern state and local officials to
fulfill their oaths of office to uphold the constitutional rights of all persons
residing within their jurisdictions and (2) the need to find means, through new
legislation if necessary and/or pressure on the federal administration where
possible, to overcome the reluctance of the U.S. Department of Justice to enforce
more vigorously and effectively the civil rights statutes already in existence.

DISCRIMINATION PERSISTS

The 1965 report of the United States Commission on Civil Rights, "Law En-
forcement: A Report on Equal Protection in the South," made clear that
throughout most of the South the substantive and procedural rights of Negroes
and those who work in their behalf are largely ignored or actively violated by
state and local officials within all three branches of government. In some cases
the laws discriminate against Negroes, in others state and local officials admin-
ister even valid laws In a discriminatory manner, and on still other occasions
the elements of the judicial process deal unfairly with the Negro and his
defenders. With Negroes and civil rights workers being victims of wide-
spread injustice by the makers, the enforcers, and the interpreters of the laws.
the time is long overdue for an expansion of federal legislation to eliminate
this wholesale corruption of the American principle of equal justice under law
incorporated In the Constitution of the United States through the Bill of Rights
and the Post-Civil War Amendments (13th, 14th, and 15th I.

INADEQUATE ENFORCEMLNT

The failure of the Justice Department to follow through on the enforcement
of existing civil rights legislation in every possible way is not due, we believe.
to opposition to the goals these statutes are designed to achieve. The reason
for this failure may be a result of any one or more of the following:

1. Reluctance to increase federal power at the expense of traditional state
responsibility (or rights) in this area;

2. A belief that, if left to themselves, the state and local authorities will meet
their responsibilities to provide equal protection (If the law for all citizens:

3. A belief that the statutes do not give the Department the authority to do
wol(Ire than it has done; and/or

4. Fear of political repercussions from the South.

FILLING TIE GAPS

Regardless of whether the Justice Department cannot or will not provide
the degree of enforcement power that is necessary. there is little doubt that there
are still serious gaps in the existing statutes which need to be filled if the power
of the federal government is to be exercised to guarantee equal protection of
the law against those state and local officials who deny it to Negroes and others
working in their behalf.

1. It should be made a federal crime to threaten, intimidate, or punish any
person who is engaged in the lawful exercise of any rights provided in the civil
rights laws or in any peaceful or orderly activity protected by the First Amend-
ment when undertaken to obtain equality for individuals of a particular race
or color.

2. Prosecution should be permitted in federal courts of all cases of racial
violence in which participants are arrested and where local officials either fail
to act or otherwise deny equal protection in the enforcement of laws or in the
administration of justice.

3. The federal courts should be permitted to remove cases from state courts
into federal courts at any stage of the process of litigation where there is
unlawful prosecution of civil rights defendants.

4. There should be federal legislation which would make the government of
any state or political subdivision thereof jointly liable with its officers to victim.v
of unlawful official conduct which deprives persons of rights protected by federal
civil rights statutes.

5. The right provided in the Civil Rights Act of 1W4, whereby the Attorney
General may intervene in any federal case involving l)roceedings for relief
against denial of equal protection of the laws, should be expanded to include
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the right of the Attorney General to initiate such proceedings and to do so in
cases involving protection of First Amendment rights being exercised to obtain
equal treatment for all persons.

6. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 equal employment opportunities
provision) should be expanded to include public employment and should be
amended to strengthen the enforcement powers of the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission by giving It the authority to issue cease-and-desist orders.

7. Federal legislation should be enacted to eliminate the discrimination which
exists in regard to selection of jurors by providing that persons called for fed-
eral jury duty be chosen from a random sample of all eligible adults in a Judicial
district without regard to race. color, sex, political, or religious affiliation and
that similar standards shall apply in state and local courts where a pattern of
discrimination is shown to exist.

8. The President should expand the executive order of 1962 on open-occupalney
housing to cover all sales of housing in which any federal loans are involved.

9. Congress should pass a law to guarantee the sale and rental of housing with-
out regard to race, color, creed, or national origin.

For effective enforcement of existing statutes the Council for Christian Social
Action also recommends that action be taken by the President of the United
States to direct the stationing of federal law enforcement officers in sufficient
numbers in areas where violence has occurred or is likely to occur and that he
also direct these officers not only to increase their investigative activities but
also to make on-the-scene arrests of any persons violating federal laws.

RESOLUTION PASSED BY TIHE DALIIART, TEXAS. BOARD OF REALTORS ON MAY 9, 1966

Whereas It has been called to the attention of the Dalhart Board of Realtors
that House Resolution No. 14765 (also known as S. 3296) has been introduced
into the Congress of the United States, and that Section IV of the bill deals with
the matter of a forced housing law, and

Whereas it is the opinion of the members of this Board, that this legislation
if enacted would seriously impair the right of a person to dispose of his private
property, and would impair any progress being made in the area of civil rights,
and

Whereas it Is the opinion of the Dalhart Board of Realtors that the right of
the Federal government to force the element of compulsion or of legal coercion,
in the relationship between a property owner and the person with whom lie may
do business, is an unfair, and un-constitutional encroachment by the Federal
government upon the rights of the people, and is not in the public interest, and
would seriously impair our system of freedom of Investment, appraisal, and
ownership of real property: Now, therefore, be It

Rcsolvcd by all the members of the Dalhart Board of Realtors, That they go
on record as being opposed to this Resolution and Senate bill, and that a copy
of this resolution be sent to the members of the House and Senate from Texas.
urging their support of our position to kill this legislation and to do everything
in their power to prevent its enactment.

Passed in official meeting of the Dalhart Board of Realtors in Dalhart, Texas
May 9, 1966.

Attested by:
JIMMIE PIGMAN,

Secretary.

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE,
Washington, D.C., M]ay 12, 1966.

Hon. EMANXEL CEI.ER,
chairman . Howe .Judiciary Committee.
U.,S. House of Rcprcscnitati:cs, Wa.shington. D.C.

DEAR MR. CELLER: Mr. Chairman and members of the House Judiciary Com-
mittee, this is to appraise you of the support of the Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference for the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966, as introduced by the
Administration.

Also. it is our opinion that the four amendments to be introduced by Mr.
Roy Wilkins, Chairman. The Leadership Conference on Civil Right -- of which
we are a member-on May 17, 1966 are vital necessities for the creation of aIn
effective bill.
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These amendments deal with the need for an Indeniflcation Board, which
would award damages to victims of civil rights violence; the creation of all
administrative agency to enforce tile fair housing provision of the proposed Civil
Rights Act of 1966; a more automatic way of instituting procedures for ending
Jury discrimination that the Bill now calls for, and finally, extended coverage
of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 so that prospective employees and
employees of state and local governments would be protected from discrimination.

We also urge the granting of more power to the Equal Employment Opportunity
Conimission for enforcement of Title VII. in the forml of issuance of cease-and-
desist orders, and more vigorous enforcement of existing laws.

I would appreciate it very much if this letter is included in the record of testi-
mony introduced before the Committee.

Sincerely,
The Reverend WALTERi E. FAUNTROY.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY REPRESE-NTATIVE PATSY T. IN,,vK

Mr. Chairnian, I appreciate having tile opprtunity to appear before the
(omiittee today to press for the passage of needed civil rights legislation.
Though the Congress has In recent years passed landmark bills aimed at the
heart of discri ination in educational opportunity, use of public accominoda-
tiolp.-, and voting rights. there still remains in practice a broad spectrum of
subtle and overt denials of basic rights guaranteed to all our citizens by the

On March 10, 1 introduced H.R. 13500. the Civil Rights Protection Act of
1966, designed primarily to eliminate discrimination in the selection of Juries
and to protect advocates of civil rights who are all too often harassed and im-
prisoned for such advocacy. We have read with dismay of recent cases in the
South were convictions could not be obtained in the most flagrant cases of
assault and homicide, leading many of us to the inescapable conclusion that the
right to trial by Jury comlp)sed of one's peers is still being denied by many
Ainericans. It is manifest that due process cannot be operative where jury
selection rolls eliminate whole segments of the population from consideration.
That such heinous crinies as the killing of civil rights workers can go unpunished
is an immediate and accurate reflection of the failure of our Juridical system in
certain parts of the country, and I believe that it is now time to secure basic
Anierican rights for all our citizens.

The 6th Amendment to the Constitution specifically provides for trial by an
impartial Jury, and this right is reinforced by the 14th Amendment's guarantees
of due process and equal protection of the laws of the nation. The Jury selection
procedures in some parts of America make a mockery of these guarantees, and I
feel that it is now incumbent upon the Congress to add enforcement and penalty
provisions to see that these rights are secured. Indeed. the 5th Section of the
14th Amendment directs Congress to adopt appropriate legislation to enforce
its provisions, and such action must now be taken.

The Supreme Court has consistently, since late in the 19th century, re-affirmed
the right to trial by an impartial jury in all cases brought before it, yet specific
legislation seems necessary to preclude the high costs to the individual taking
such a case through the courts. The legislation that is needed must require full
record-keeping of the names, race. and sex of those persons whose names are
placed on the selection lists and the names of those individuals actually per-
forming such service. Tilis requirement is basic to tile right to bring suit for
discrimination. for without such proof there is little chance of successful litiga-
tion. This principle is embodied in my bill, as well as in other civil rights
legislation introduced during this session.

Lest there be some question as to the inclusion of sex as a condition for proving
exclusion, I must point out that there are still several states which statutorily
exclude women from Jury service and many others which allow women to claim
exemption on grounds of sex alone. There are, in fact, only 21 states with jury
laws that apply equally to men and women. This type of discrimination was
noted by the President in his State of the Union message, which was followed
by the President's May 2 recommendation that legislation be passed to guarantee
the right to serve on grand and petit juries regardless of race, color, religion, sex,
iititial origin, or economic status. This right is guaranteed in the Adminis-

*~' ~;' r~
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tration's proposed civil rights legislation, H.R. 14765 and S. 326, as well as in
my bill.

Another area of reform noted is the necessity for providing the Attorney
General the right to initiate suit in cases of discriminatory jury selection, since
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 permitted him only to join a jury discrimination
stit brought by private persons. This is a needed change and puts broader
enforcement power in the Attorney General's office where it is needed.

Mr. Chairman, at this time I would like to summarize briefly each of the
major titles in my bill, H.R. 13500. Title I deals with selection of juries for
Federal courts, and provides that this function be performed by a duly con-
stituted jury commission in each judicial district. The Jury commission is re-
quired to work out a selection procedure that will not discriminate against any
pe-rson on grounds of race, color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic
or social status. The state plan for obtaining nanes must be approved by
the Director of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts. who is
also directed to assist the various states in drawing up their plans. The Director
of the Bureau of the Census is also required to offer assistance where needed.

The state plan must provide for at least 300 names, drawn by chance, to be
placed in the jury box or wheel for selection for service on grand and petit
juries, and the final selection also be made by chance. The Jury conunission
is then required to keep all records on the procedures, names, dates of service, and
other relevant information on file for at least four years. If charges are sue-
cessfully prosecuted against the impartiality of the selection or for violation
of this record-keeping requirement, the United States Court of Appeals shall
take over the responsibility for jury selection and record-keeping in that district.

In selecting Jurors for State and local courts, officials are also charged with
keeping all relevant records-including name, race, and sex-for at least four
years. Any resident of a particular judicial district, or a litigant, or the At-
torney General may bring charges on the basis of systematic exclusion or
failure to keep records, upon receiving proof of which the Director of the Adinin-
istrative Office of the U.S. Courts will assume responsibility for selection a1d
administration of juries in that state or local court. The Director will be
guided strictly by Federal law in such assumption of administration.

Since it is necessary to have some yardstick by which to gauge whether dis-
crimination in jury selection actually occurs, H.R. 13.500 provides that when
the ratio of persons of any racial group to the total population exceeds by i/,
or more the ratio of such persons serving on juries, this shall be considered
proof of systematic exclusion over a two-year span of time. Similarly. when
in any given two years less than 1/.A of the jurors in any court are of a given
sex. this shall be deemed systematic exclusions unless the district can show
proof that many individuals of one sex have been excused for cause.

When any judicial district has been placed under Federal administration, the
State or local court invovled may apply to the United States District Court for
the District of Columbia for reinstatement of its responsibility when it can
advance proof that it will meet the requirements of this legivlr.tion.

My bill also provides for the Attorney General to bring action in a Federal
district court if any state or local court changes qualifications for jury service.
operating procedures for its jury system. or methods of selection and challenges
from existing l)ractice as of January 1. 1966. This is a safeguard obviously aimed
at those districts which will maneuver to avoid compliance with the mandate of
new civil rights legislation.

And finally, H.R. 1-3500 provides for fine and/or imiiprisonment for failure of
any official or district to miaintain tile records as required and for the length
of time indicated.

Title I of my bill provides for the United States district courts to assume
original jurisdiction when so requested by a person charged with an offense in
a district where the operation of the local courts is such that time defendant will
not le assured equal protection of the law. This removal will apply not only in
districts where individuals are excluded for racial reasons from actual jury
service, but also where they are denied the franchise in any elections at which
prosecuting officials or judges, or any official who appoints such officials, are
chosen; or are systematically discriminated against in aity nianler in the use
oir services of facilities related to the administration of justice; systematically
stibjected to harsher punishment than people of other races after conviction for
a crime: anid subjected to heavier c ,liit ions oif bail or release than other members
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of the coninhiiity. Such inclusive qualificatioii. for removal are aimed at dis-
crilinatory practices wherever they occur in our judicial system and contravene
the equal protection of the laws for ally citizen.

Furthermore. Title II authorizes the United States Commission on Civil Rights
to invest ate jury selection procedures in any locale where disparate treatment
of different racial or color groups is su.spected. and the Commission shall lie
empowered to conduct hearings on the same subject. The courts are directed to
accept the Commission's findings and data, unless any party controverting those
facts, and all parties to these cases will be given the opportunity to be heard.
brings forth proof that the Commission's findings are not accurate. Here again
the ratio of racial groups to total population need only exceed the ratio of those
serving on juries by 'A to establish systematic exclusion.

Very importantly, Title II of my bill establishes categories of Federal offenses
anl is designed to protect those citizens seeking their Constitutional rights as
well as those Individuals enlisted in the cause of helping such citizens. One
year of imprisonment and/or a $1.000 fine are provided for any person who will-
fully Injuries, threatens, or intimidates any person in the exercise of Constitu-
tional rights or privileges; for any person who commits assault upon any per-
son exercising such right or advocating such constitutional right against
discrimination on the grounds of race or color; and for any person
who interferes with another in the use of the facilities of interstate coi-
merce on the grounds of race or color or advocacy of such rghts. The penalties
for Infliction of serious injury or death in any of these acts is a fine of not more
than $10,000 and Imprisonment up to twenty years. I sincerely believe that such
penalties are needed to deal adequately with the climate of unrestrained and
unpunished violence in some communities of this country.

Title III of H.R. 13500 provides for civil preventive relief for any individual
when there are reasonable grounds to believe that he shall be deprived of his
Constitutional and legal rights because of race or color. The Attorney General
or any interested individual may bring civil action for injunction or other pre-
ventive relief in such cases, and also when any citizen is hindered in his right to
speak, assemble, petition, or express himself In any way for the purpose of
advocating racial equality. In any proceedings brought under this section, the
United States shall be liable for costs.

Title IV allows a defendant In criminal or contempt action to have his case
removed to a U.S. district court if such person is a member of a racial or other
group systematically excluded from participation in the jury system In his dis-
trict. A defendant may also request removal when the proceedings against him
are based on his advocacy or exercise of freedom of speech, press, assembly fir
petition in supporting racial equality or protesting the denial of same.

A final important feature of my bill is the establishment under Title V of an
Indemnification Board within the United States Commission on Civil Rights.
Such a Board shall be empowered to hold hearings on cases deemed by the Com-
mission to indicate the denial to any citizen of ('onstitutionally-giarantee
rights with resulting injury to person or property in the course of such denial.
The Board shall recommend an award of indemnification if such injury is proved
to have occurred because of the race of color of the injured party. or because of
his advocacy of racial equality. The Title provides for the liability of political
subdivisions In cases where Injury has occurred from action taken under color
of law, where a knowing refusal or failure to act on the part of responsible offi-
cials allows any preventable injury to tak. place

The Indemnification Board would be g ranted the same investigative and sub-
pena powers as the National Labor Relations Board. and it would be comprised
of three persons from the higher ranks of the judiciary appointed by the president
for five-year terms.

Mr. Chairman, in this summary I hope I have covered some of the major
points I feel are needed In the area of civil rights legislation. The time for ex-
tension of the protection of our laws to all our citizens is long overdue. S.h
basic rights as free speech, free assembly, and trial by jury are deeply imbedded
in the traditions and jurisprudence of our nation. The promises of our Bill of
Rights must be kept, and without the voluntary compliance of states and local
jurisdictions, then we have no choice but to legislate in this area until all citizens
have secured the legal protections and privileges which are their birthright as
Americans. No longer can we countenance tile systematic withholding of basic
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rights, nor the unreasoning violence that is visited upon those who peaceably
advocate racial equality or carry out lawful activities to promote such equality.
We are obligated to act upon our deep American commitment to due process of the
law for all.

STATEMENT OF JONATHIAN B. BIN.1AM. MEMBER OF CONGRESS, 23D DISTRICT
NEW YORK

I am grateful for the opportunity to present my views on pending civil rights
legislation. As the Members of this Committee know, I am deeply concerned
about the problem of protecting and advancing individual rights. This interest
predated my membership in the House and has continued unabated. I was a
member of the New York City Bar Association Committee on the Bill of Rights
and Chairman of the Bronx Bar Association Committee on Civil frights. Upon
taking my seat in the 89th Congress I was privileged to be appointed to the
Democratic Study Greup Steering Committee on Civil Rights. I was most hon-
ored when an amendment to the proposed Voting Rights Act of 19X5 that I
offered was included in the final legislation.

I was one of the Congressmen who went to Selma, Alabama last year at my
own expense to get a first-hand view of the situation. What I saw there and
learned from conversations with a wide variety of people convinced me that my
prior impressions were accurate. Subsequent events in the Deep South have
further convinced me that although legislative protection of legal rights has
been extremely useful, we still have much more to do to achieve realization (if
these rights.

The Congress has achieved a great deal in the past ten years to redress long-
standing ills. The landmark legislation of the past decade Ires no parallel in our
history and its effects are profound and irreversible. Public places once inte-
grated do not fall back into segregated patterns. Negro voters placed on the
election rolls have changed the campaign dialogue in the South. I am told that
the presence of Negro voters has caused local governments to supl)lY municipal
services to Negro residential areas which previously were provided only to the
whites. President Kennedy's judgment that the right of franchise for Negroes
would provide the maximum leverage for change has been borne out by the facts.

We all recognize that we cannot legislate prejudice away; that the reach of the
Congress and the courts is no further than discriminatory action or inaction.
However, as we break down the patterns of discrimination we destroy the breed-
ing grounds of prejudice. The youngster who attends school with youngsters of
other races is less likely to accept the sterotype characterizations.

We can, and should, pass legislation to guarantee rights against invasion or
deprivation. However, implementation of these rights is crucial and this means
private initiatives. We can make certain that registrars will not discriminate
against eligible Negro voters but we cannot, nor should we, use government
employees to simulate and guide voters. We cannot hope to reach those who are
skeptical about the promise of statutory protect ion of these rights and the burden
of this effort falls on the civil rights workers in the South. We can assure that
places of public accommodation will not lawfully turn away would-be patrons
because of the color of their skin but we cannot, by law or other government
action, induce Negroes to avail themselves of these opportunities. We can, by
law, protect the right freely to assemble for redress of grievances but we cannot.
nor should we, pass laws or take other governmental action to bring people to-
gether for these purposes. This, again, is the function of private groups and
individuals.

With this in mind, the violence in the South which has been directed against
private individuals who are trying to help others exercise their rights and make
use of their new opportunities takes on special significance. Translation of ah.-
stract rights Into concrete patterns of behavior depends on private and personal
actions. If the civil rights workers and the Negroes are inhibited from acting
in accordance with what this government says they may do. then the rights do
not exist. It makes no difference in practice whether the Negro doesn't vote le-
cause State law forbids it or because mob action, sanctioned by State officials.
prevent it. The result is the same and it is intolerable.

On November 4, 19675. I wrote to the Attorney General advising him of my
conclusion that federal legislation was needed to protect civil rights workers in

lite Soulh where local governmental units have demloin.ltroted -in iinwilling.iess oIr
inability to provide protection. I wrote that "if corrective steps are not takcin.
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the haters, who use any means to try to stop the progress towards equal rights,
will be encouraged." I told him, in my judgment, the critical area of legislative
need was in the field of criminal justice, or the lack thereof. The mockeries of
criminal trials that were calculated to prevent convictions of those accused of
crimes against civil rights workers served to embolden the racists. A possible
trial in federal court, which cannot result in any punishment commensurate with
the gravity of offenses against Negroes or civil rights workers, is no real deter-
rent to such crimes. Existing federal laws restrict federal prosecution to the
offend e of denying some one his or her civil rights and the penalties are very
limited. Even if we were to assume that there would be some minor Inhibition
from even these penalties, it would be hard to convince the oppressed Negro in
Alabama or Mississippi that nobody would attack him, dynamite his home or
shoot him on a city street because the assailant would expose himself to a ps-
sible jail sentence of a few years duration.

When Mrs. Lluzzo was brutally slain, the gravamen of the offense was homi-
cide. The denial of her civil rights was incidental. Nonetheless, her assailants
could anticipate that state court procedures made them immune to real trial for
that offense. The only real trial was the one in federal court for a more minor
offense. The bill I introduced would make it possible to try the offenders foor
the grave crime they committed and would have the trial in a forum which is
not designed and operated to prevent convictions of racists. A trial in federal
court for murder not only inhibits the would-be assailant but it also serves to
reassure Negroes and civil rights workers that an operative deterrent to violence
against them does exist.

It was my announced intention to formulate my own proposals in this area.
flowever, when the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights prepared a proposed
law to deal with this problem and those related to It. I found it exceptional and
was glad to spiosor it. I find very desirable the provision to make criminal
offenses prm.lainied under state law triable in federal forums where state courts
are not capable of meting out impartial justice. I also strongly favor the pro-
visions which would tend to prevent biased juries from being convened. I can
think of fewer offenses against our entire concept of government which are more
heinous than deliberately or recklessly convening a jury which is designed to
frustrate justice.

I support, too, the provisions for indemnification of victims of crimes where
the injury is inflicted because of the race or color of the victim or his efforts
to help others exercise their rights. I believe that such compensation should be
afforded all victims of crimes but I can see valid reasons for extending it to
victims of racism even if we cannot simultaneously extend such protections in
other areas, namely that it is especially important to encouage activities in the
area of civil rights in view of the patterns of violence and intimidation. Failure
to Indemnify the victim of arson generally will not deter people from home owner-
ship but arson against the home of a civil rights supporter or the Negro who
goes to vote in the Deep South may well serve to coerce not only the victims but
others who we are trying to make the right to vote a reality after centuries of
denial.

I have deliberately refrained from discussing th Administration proposal or
comparing it to H.R. 12891 before this Committee. I do this because, at the time
this is writtn, the Attorney General was still not through te:.-!fyIng.

I would not suggest that either is perfect and could not benefit from revision
by this Committee after hearing testimony. I urge this Committee to focus on
the need to protect the processes of justice, particularly where the failure to (it
so frustrates a basic policy of this nation, and to provide necessary relief as
quickly as possible.

Mr. I)o%-oiruE. This hearing is now adjourned, to meet tomorrow
morning at 9 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 11:50 the hearing was adjourned, to reconvene at
9 a.n., the following day, Wednesday, May 18. 1966.)
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 1966

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUlCoMMITrrT.E No. 5

OF THE CO irMITn1:E ON TIE -JUDICIARY,
Wa-hiigton, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9:15 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2141,
Rayburn House ()ffice Building, Hon. Emanuel Celler (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Celler, Rodino, Rogers, Kastemneier, Mc-
Culloch, and Cramer.

Also present: Representatives Hungate, Tenzer, and McClory; Wil-
liam R. Foley, general counsel; Benjamin L. Zelenko, counsel; John
W'. Dean II, associate counsel.

The ChLAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
We have with us a very distinguished( group of gentlemen this

morning representing the Interfaith Group; namely, the National
Council of Churches, the Synagogue Council of America, and the Na-
tional Catholic Welfare Conference.

The distinguished gentlemen are Dr. Benjamin F. Payton, executive
director, Commission on Religion and Race, of the National Council
of Churches; Rabbi Richard G. Hirsch, director, Religious Action
('enter, Union of American Hebrew Congregat ions, the Synagogue
Council of America; and Father John F. Cronin, association director.
Social Action Department, National Catholic Welfare Conference.

I might say to you we welcome you and are very happy to have you
make 'our contribution to this very important problem at hand.

Fat her, do you want to be the spokesman for these gentlemen?
Father CRONIN. Yes, I will, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF INTERFAITH GROUP, REPRESENTED BY DR.
BENJAMIN F. PAYTON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COMMISSION ON
RELIGION AND RACE, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES; RABBI
RICHARD G. HIRSCH, DIRECTOR, RELIGIOUS ACTION CENTER,
UNION OF AMERICAN HEBREW CONGREGATIONS, THE SYNA-
GOGUE COUNCIL OF AMERICA; AND FATHER JOHN F. CRONIN,
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, SOCIAL ACTION DEPARTMENT, NATIONAL
CATHOLIC WELFARE CONFERENCE

Father CRONIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we
are the Reverend John F. Cronin, Dr. Benjamin Payton, and Rabbi
Richard Hirsch. We represent the Social Action Department, Na-
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tiaml Catholic Welfare Conference; the Comnission on Religion and
Race, the National Council of Churches; and the Commission on Re-
ligion and Race, Synagogue Council of America. In addition, we
have listed in the appendix to this testimony constituent or member
agencies of these national bodies and related religious organizations
which wish to associate themselves with our testimony.

This is only the third time that representatives of the major re-
ligious faiths of the United States have presented joint testimony be-
tore Congress. The other two instances were in support of the of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act, of 1965. Our
unified action on each occasion manifests our profound commitment
to the eradication of every vestige of racial discrimination from Aieri-
c'an society. We view such discrimination as corrosive of public
morality and as a grievous impediment to the fulfillment of our na-
tional aspirations.

We therefore come before you with the simple conviction that legis-
lation such as that before thiis committee is morally right. It is an
act of justice, aiming more fully to implement our democratic ideal
that all men are equal before the'law and our religious conviction that
we are all children of one Eternal Father.

.Justice (lemands that law safeguard the person and property of all
(itizens. It is a sad fact that some State and local officials do not
l)rotect, the rights of many Negro citizens and many workers in the
civil rights field, nor is any serious effort made in these areas to ap-
prehend and convict those guilty of crimes against person and prop-
erty of Negroes and civil rights workers. Unpunished assault against
a defenselesss minority, and those seeking to vindicate their rights, is
an assault against the principles of American democracy. In de-
fault of local res )onsible enforcement of law. it is necessary to seek
just ice from a higher source, the Federal Government.

For this reason, we must perfect and extend present Federal laws
which give limited protection for the victims of injustice. In our
judgment, the detailed provisions of title V of H.R. 14765 do. in
fact, offer a substantial remedy for the evils which distress all fair-
minded Americans.

Equally important in the administration of .justice is the jury svs-
ten. There is no need to remind this distinguished committee of the
1'ar10dinal place of jury trials in our jurisprudence. When the jury

system is seriously weakened, we run the risk of substituting force and
violence for law, ind thus turning our backs upon an essential feature
of civilized life.

We believe that. the systematic exclusion of Negroes from Federal
and State juries in some parts of our Nation does weaken and corrul)t
the jury system. A member of a minority group can scarcely feel
that lie will secure justice, if his peens are regularly denied the'right
to jury service. The bill before this committee represents a serious
aid o Inld effort to correct this evil.

We have a suggestion to perfect titles I and TI of this bill. A\s
l)remtlv written. the pm'oposed h1w would burdeli tie Attorlev Gem-
e'ral with tedious and lei-,thy judicial procedures in each individual
ca(e. We feel tlhat the a-dllilistratjon of the acet would he simplified
if certa in slandar's for fair e'leetion of iuries were to 1)e eztallishied.
as wa (lone for voting in the Voting Righls Act of 1965. Wh1tere a
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jurisdiction falls below these standards, the remedies proposed in this
bill would then automatically go into effect.

The law of our land, based on court decisions and statutes, forbids
racial discrimination in tax-supported schools and other public facili-
ties. Title III and IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 ouline pro-
cedures for the enforcement of these rights.

Experience has shown that these procedures are limited in that the
aggrieved parties often do not know how to make the necessary com-
pl°aints. They are at times subject to intimidation and even violence
if they seek to secure compliance with the act. Moreover, the require-
ment that the Attorney General, in each case, may take action only if
the litigants cannot themselves bear the burden of prosecuting their
case is time consuming and difficult.

In order to make such public facilities truly available to all citizens,
more effective procedures are needed. In our judgment, the remedies
offered in title II of the instant bill, and the criminal penalties con-
tained in title V of the same, would lead to more effective procedures.

Next, we come to title IV, the housing provision of this bill. There
have been statements in the public press that this section poses serious
political and legislative difficulties. Undoubtedly this is so, since
all of our religious bodies can testify from experience that it has been
far from easy to promote successfuly either voluntary programs for
fair housing or State or local legislation in this area. We mention
these facts, not in any way to weaken our support for title IV, but
rather to indicate that we'do not approach this problem lightly nor
do we lack awareness of the problems that it entails.

We ask for a law as a declaration of an American standard of equal
justice. We shall continue to urge upon the executive branch of our
Government the full and diligent use of its power through Executive
order and through the issuance by relevant agencies of regulations
designed to enforce title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in pro-
grams affecting housing. We on our part pledge ourselves to con-
tinue to intensify the educational efforts for fair housing which
religious groups, along with other concerned citizens, have been pro-
moting for many years.

In reality, law, executive action, and moral persuasion are part of a
common pattern. We believe that once every builder, every lending
institution, every renter, and every homeowner confronts a common
standard in the sale and rental of dwellings, the great majority will
strive to conform to a law seeking to implement the ideal that all men
are truly equal.

Such was our expericene under the public accommodations provi-
sions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Law is not merely an instru-
ment to coerce the few who would do evil; it is also a support for the
many who would do good. They can follow their more generous
instincts, unhindered by the fear that the competition of the less
scrupulous will cost them their lifetime investment in property.

Granted there are fears based on a misunderstanding of the effects
of this bill and lack of knowledge of the process of orderly ho-sing
integration in a community. Yet there are times in the history of any
nation when it rises to true greatness, putting aside petty differences
in the effort to promote justice and high morality. Such'was the case
in 1963, when this very committee wrote a civil rights bill which many
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persons said was too sweeping to ass Congress. Yet Congress did give
overwhelming approval to the Civil Rights Act of 1964. It should
likewise give its assent to the present bill.

The CHAIRMAN. In the beginning, Father, I though you were against
title IV, but I gather you are for title IV?

Father CRoNIN. Rather we were starting, Mr. Chairman, we are
just leading up to it.

The CHAIMXA. You are sort of like fitting it into a tight glove, is
that it?

Father CRo.NIN. Just that way.
In our judgment, housing discrimination is a pernicious form of

racial injustice. So longe as it persists, it will be extremely difficult
to reap the full fruits of our struggle against discrimination in the
areas of education and employment.

Ghettoized housing in the slum perpetuates poverty and ignorance.
It is the costliest possible type of housing: costly in the crushing fi-
nancial burden which it places on those who pay so much for so little;
and costly to the community in the overwhelming burden of social
services, police protection, and wasted human resources. Nor is it
socially healthy that those who rise from poverty and who can rent
or purchase better housing must still live in isolated ghettoes merely
because of race.

Neither white nor Negro citizens profit from the artificial compart-
mentation of our society hnposed by segregated homes and schools.
Inevitable barriers of misunderstanding and prejudice must arise when
such arbitrary divisions are enforced.

The proposed law should be the beginning of a much larger process
that we hope will wipe out slums and remove the barriers that lead to
housig ghettoes. In our judgment, the terms of this bill constitute a
good start. We would desire one amendment, however, to strengthen
its enforcement procedures.

We believe that enforcement should be undertaken by a Federal ad-
ministrative agency, upon complaint and investigation, in addition
to civil suit by the aggrieved party. Most of those who suffer from
housing discrimination cannot afford the expense, time, and efforts for
court action.

Appended to this document are statements by leaders in our religious
bodies dealing with housing discrimination from a moral perspec-
tive. Before this committee we urge that what is right and just is
likewise sound public policy.

America wears a badge of shame before the world, when it is known
that discreet efforts must be made to secure housing for diplomats in
Washington and at the United Nations, simply because they are per-
sons of color. We urge upon formerly colonial nations the virtues
of democracy. Yet in every part of our Nation men are refused hous-
ing because of race. This is an infamy which a nation professing
our ideals, and burdened with our worldwide responsibilities, can ill
afford to bear.

We cannot write finis to our new emancipation proclamation until
the slums of America have been replaced by housing fit for our
families. Nor can we say that we have achieved our ideals of equality
until any American can feel free to purchase or rent property in any
available location, regardless of his color.

I ~ 7,-s'
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I would like to interpolate here, Mr. Chairman, to illustrate this
point from a local situation; the picketing going on in Baltimore
at the moment illustrates the potentialities for serious trouble where
we have housing discrimination.

In Baltimore as you know, Cardinal Sheehan testified before the
city council in favor of a law that would outlaw housing discrimina-
tion, and was booed for his efforts. But I think the cardinal was
realistic in recognizing potentialities for serious danger that can
arise when we have housing discrimination.

Now, I return to my formal testimony.
Before concluding this testimony, we wish to offer two more sugges-

tions improving_- this proposed legislation. First, we believe that title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, dealing with equal employment,
should be broadenedto include the employees of State and local gov-
ernments. There should be no discrimination in any field of employ-
ment supported by tax funds.

We do not want one standard of justice for Federal employees and
for industry and a lesser standard, or no standard, for our States,
coi iities, and cities.

Secondly, we believe that there should be civil indemnification for
the victims of civil rights violence and for those persons injured
because of their race or color while trying to exercise their rights.
Likewise, those who suffer while trying to help others secure their
rights should be granted this measure of assistance. Such wrongs indi-
cate a grave failure in our society, and society should at the least
compensate those who are victims of its own shortcomings.

Some persons feel that we need a pause in civil rights legislation
and that advances in three successive years are too much. Yet the
more we are sensitized to the complexities of the problem, the more
we realize what needs to be done.

What is worth doing, is worth doing well. As we move forward in
our quest for full racial equality, we are bound to discover deficiencies
and imperfections in our earlier laws. These should be corrected when
they are found, precisely because race relations involve momentous
moral issues of worldwide significance.

We do not consider this legislation in and of itself to e thepanacea
for all the civil rights prolems confronting our Nation. There is
much work Tet to be done by Government, ty religious groups, and
by other private citizens. Democracy must end discrimination, or
discrimination may well spell the end of our democracy.

Mr. Chairman, Iwould like your permission to insert the relatively
brief material which we have appended to this paper.

The CHAIRMAN. We will be glad to receive it.
(Appendixes follow:)

,UPENDIX I

OFFICIAL CATHOLIC STATEMENTS ON CIVIL RIGHTS

Vatican Council II. The Church in the Modern World, No. 29.
"Every type of discrimination, whether social or cultural, whether based on

sex, race, color, social condition, language or religion, is to be overcome and
eradicated as contrary to God's intent."

Vativan Council II, Dcorce on non-Christian Rcligion.*, No. 5.
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"The Church reproves, as foreign to the mind of Christ, any discrimination
against men or harassment of them because of their race, color, condition of
life, or religion."

Catholic Bishops of the United States, November, 1958.
"Discrimination based on the accidental fact of race or color *** cannot be

reconciled with the truth that God has created all men with equal rights and
equal dignity." Referring to discrimination in jobs, education, and housing,
the bishops said: "Flowing from these areas of neglect and discrimination are
problems of health and the sordid train of evils so often associated with the
consequent slum conditions."

Catholic Bishops of the United States, August, 1963.
"No Catholic with a good Christian conscience can fail to recognize the right

of all citizens to vote. Moreover, we must provide for all, equal opportunity
for employment. full participation in our public and private educational facili-
ties, proper housing, and adequate welfare assistance where needed."

Catholic Bishops of Michigan, March, 1966.
"The property owner who wishes to sell in the open market, and yet wishes

to exclude members of a certain race, religion, or national origin from the
opportunity to buy, is using his property to the detriment of society. Human
dignity and equality demand the right to change residence and opportunity
to buy according to the same reasonable standards for all. Color or creed is
not a reasonable tsnadard for discrimination or exclusion."

EXCERPTS FROM POSITIONS OF SYNAGOGUE COUNCIL OF AMERICA AGENCIES

"We join in accepting as our own responsibility and as our couse, as if we
in fact were the harassed, the need for active participation in the crucial
nationwide campaign for full civil rights and equal opportunities for Negroes.
* * * We urge that leadership be exercised in removing hidden racial barriers,
such as restrictions in housing, ghettoizing public schools, and restrictions in
employment opportunities, so that all Americans may enjoy equal justice."-
United Synagogue of America resolution, adopted at convention November, 1963.

"Shocking incidents of racial conflict in American cities have demonstrated
again that the racial ghetto is the key to the pattern of segregated living which
pervades and vitiates almost every part of Negro life and Negro-white relation-
ships. Jewish history has a special sensitivity to the horror of the ghetto, and
Judaism is an affirmation of the God-given right of every man to equality and
justice. * * * We urge our congregants to refrain from imposing any qualifica-
tions about race, color, religion or national origin In the sale, leasing or mort-
gaging of housing. * * * We endorse all efforts to obtain fair housing legislation
and open occupancy all over our nation and we urge our congregations and
our congregants to lend their support and encouragement to such efforts in
their own community."-Union of American Hebrew Congregations resolution,
adopted at 48th General Assembly, November, 1965.

"We are convinced that every aspect of discrimination is linked with every
other aspect; that there Is an 'Inseparability of issues' involved here, and that
a piecemeal confrontation of the various details of prejudice and discrimination
does not satisfy the moral requirements of the crisis confronting our country.
Anything but a total and maximum program contains elements of immorality
in the phases it neglects. We pledge you our wholehearted support for a total
program involving voting rights and equal protection of the law; accessibility
of public facilities and private ones serving a public purpose; equal availability
for educational and cultural opportunities; hiring and promotion, medical and
hospital care, and open occupancy in housing."-Rabbi Uri Miller. past president
of Synagogue Council of America, in message at meeting of religious leaders at
the White House, June 17, 1963.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF COMMISSION ON RELIGION AND RACE OF THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.

More than seven years ago the General Board of the National Council of
Churches dealt with the problem of racial discrimination In the housing market.
At that time it committed itself to work through moral suasion and social action
"for the enactment of appropriate housing legislation to achieve the right of
every person to acquire housing which permits (in the words of the Universal
Declaration of Iluman Rights) 'a standard of living adequate for the health
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and well being of himself and his family' on the basis of personal preference and
financial ability without regard to race, national origin, or religion." (Resolu-
tion on Non-Segregated Housing, adopted by the General Board of the National
Council of Churches, February 26, 1959).

With this as precedent, the Commission on Religion and Race of the National
Council of Churches at its April 26, 1966, meeting, declared its support of fed-
eral legislation to bar racial discrimination in housing and called upon the
President of the United States immediately to use his administrative powers
to further this end. Specifically the Commission referred to "extension of the
executive order banning discrimination in housing that received federal aid
and * * * implementation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to deny fed-
eral programs to communities which do not make positive efforts to insure that
housing in such communities is available without regard to race, national origin,
or religion." (Resolution of Federal Housing Legislation, adopted by the Com-
mission on Religion and Race of the National Council of Churches, April 26,
1966).

In June, 1961, the General Board of the National Council of Churches de-
clared that "every Christian citizen can and should demand that law enforce-
ment officials * * * protect all people in the peaceful exercise of constitutional
rights." (Resolution, An Appeal to Christian Conscience, approved by the Gen-
eral Board, June 8-9, 1961). Since that time many people in this country have
lost their lives attempting to secure those rights for themselves and their fellow
men, because of the misuse of local and state law enforcement processes, includ-
ing rank discrimination in the selection of juries. On April 26, 1966, the Com-
mission on Religion and Race of the National Council of Churches, therefore,
endorsed proposed federal legislation which attempts to correct some of these
inequities.

APPENDIX II

CONSTITUENT AND RELATED ORGANIZATIONS

The Synagogue Council of America represents:
The Central Conference of American Rabbis
The Rabbinical Assembly of America
The Rabbinical Council of America
The Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations
The Union of American Hebrew Congregations
The United Synagogue of America

Race Relations Agencies in the National Catholic Welfare Conference include:
The Social Action Department
The National Council of Catholic Men
The National Council of Catholic Women
The National Council of Catholic Youth
The National Federation of Catholic College Students
The National Newman Apostolate
The National CYO Federation

Associated for purposes of this testimony are:
The National Catholic Conference for Interracial Justice
The National Catholic Social Action Conference
The Christian Family Movement

The National Council of Churches of Christ represents thirty major religious
bodies from the Protestant and Orthodox communities.

Father CRONIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and this concludes our
formal testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. Father, you speak of indemnification for victims of
civil rights violence and for persons injured because of their race or
color while trying to exercise their rights.

From whom would that indemnification be extracted? From the
individual who was guilty of the wrong or from the State or from the
Federal Government, or from all ?

Father CRONIN. Well. I am not a lawyer. But my own top-of-the-
head suggestion would be that the Federal Government in the first
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instance provide the indemnification, but then in its turn sue the guilty
party, whether that be the State, the local community, or an individual,
and thereby the burden of suit would not be placed on the injured
individual.

The CHAIRMAN. There is a question whether or not the State could
be saddled with a burden and whether or not we could pass a statute
making a State liable for what was known as a tort for an action of the
type which you have indicated. That is a very difficult constitutional
question to answer.

Father CRONIN. Well, to be very frank with you, none of us here is
a constitutional lawyer, so we offer that as something we think is fair
and reasonable. If in the judgment of this committe it is constitution-
ally doubtful, we certainly would defer to your judgment.

The CIAIRM-rAN. Why would you just pick out civil rights? If
the principle is sound that the State should be made responsible for
injuries to anybody, why should it not apply to all crimes, not merely
a civil rights crime?

Father CRONIN. There is talk of that. I understand in the State of
California they are beginning to pioneer along that line, and I would
favor consideration, not for all crimes necessarily, but for certain
gross crimes.

What is unique here, however, is that to a degree, more than in other
cases, these crimes frequently result from deliberate default of respon-
sibility on the part of local and State goverunents. That is not so
common in the ordinary crime. Therefore, I feel there is a special
situation here.

In fact, in some cases the individuals act under color of law, and as
happened in the case of the Reverend Mr. Reeb, it was done by a man
who was a deputy.

In those cases there is a differentiation that would make these some-
what unique in contrast to ordinary crimes that may happen in the
States.

Rabbi HIRscH. May I supplement that?
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Rabbi Himsc. It appears to me that we have be cognizant of the

fact that much of the civil rights problem which we have today is a
result of neglect on the part of both the Federal Government and local
and State officials, the failure to pass legislation over a l)eri(l of al-
most a hundred years, until 1957, and the failure following that time
to enforce adequately the legislation which was passed, so that in a
very real sense, more so thai in other crimes, the responsibility for
creating the conditions in society conducive to assault against individ-
uals because of race, is the responsibility of society.

It seems to me that what has happened in our society in the last
10 years, or 12 years since yesterday, when the Supreme Court handed
down its school decision, is that we have been trying to rectify not
only the evils which are currently extant in our society, but the evils
which were generated over a hundred years of failure to act. That
is why, agreeing with Father Cronin that society in a way is re-
sponsible for all crimes, I think we should start assuming society's
responsibility in this area of civil rights.

The CHAIlMAN. Well, take, for example, the noble experiment of
prohibition. You are probably too young to have lived through the
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experience of prohibition, but many crimes were committed in the
name of prohibition, much damage was done to individuals by the
action of the State, and if we had had civil statutes that the State
would be responsible, we then are confronted with the fact that a
constitutional amendment was adopted wiping out l)rohibit ion, then
the State would have been responsible for actions in a retroactive sense
that they should have not been responsible for.

So, you see, it is not only the question of the importance of civil
rights, that should prompt us to provide for indemnification here, it
is a general aspect that we Members of the Congress must always keep
in mind. It is not only civil rights, but we have many other types of
legislation which we are confronted with, and it would be a very
serious proposition to just single out one ty)pe of criminal law and
say the State should be responsible for excesses in regard to that law,
and then disregard all the other criminal statutes.

We are embarking upon a sea of trouble in this direction if we did
that.

Rabbi HIRsch. I speak for myself, maybe Dr. Payton would like
to respond, or Father Cronin. But I think our position is not that
we would be opposed to indemnification in other areas, but that we
believe there is a unique moral issue here which was not true, for
example, in the case of prohibition.

The CHAIMA.x. There are many who thought there was a deep
moral issue in prohibition.

Rabbi Hinscn. I think there were many who thought so, but I
think the very fact that the legislation was repealed is an indication
of t he fact that there was not the consensus-

The CHAIRIN AN. Yes; but meanwhile if you had the law that you
have now advocated, then the State would have been made respon-
sible for a great many dollars in damages which, after a while as a
result of the repeal of prohibition, indicated that they should not
have been responsible for.

Rabbi Hmscii. Well, I will ask Dr. Payton to respond. My own
feeling, just to summarize, is that we are not constitutional lawyers.
If weave any expertise at all, it is supposedly in the moral field, and
we do believe that the issue of civil rights is the moral issue confront-
ing American society today, and that we must try to resolve this issue
not only by preachments, but by every legislative means necessary,
and it is for that reason that I think we would support some such
measure as indemnification. We would preach to you and let you put
into practice what we are suggesting.

The CHAnIMAN. Father, and other members of the cloth before me,
those who represent real estate interests in countering title IV. make
the following statement:

It is a stark sociological fact that people of a given racial group tend to cleave
unto themselves and this is exhibited in private residential living by the manifest
tendency of our white population to seek out racially homogeneous surroundings.

And for that reason they offer opposition to this fair housing pro-
vision that we have in title IV.

Would you care to comment on that?
Dr. PAYToN. I think I would like to Mr. Chairman.
I don't think, first, that is historically an accurate statement. Hous-

ing ghettos do not just grow up automatically as a result of persons
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exercising a free choice; free choice is, of course, involved. But the
Federal Government itself, for example, for almost 15 years was in-
volved in the settii- ' of racially segregated patterns of housing by its
refusal, for exampIe, for many years to underwrite mortgage loans
through its FHA office unless those loans were applied in the develop-
ment of housing that would be in racially and socially homogeneous
communities.

So, here you have an act of Government which went a long way in
setting some of the more rigid patterns of segregation that we have
today.

It was certain groups of persons in our society who benefited from
this while others were injured. Now, we do not ask, we do not sug-
gest that we go to the other extreme and force them to live where they

not want to live. What we ask is that the conditions in which free-
dom of choice, real freedom of choice, can be exercised, that these
conditions be created.

We do not think that you have such conditions when it is clear that
persons of certain races can only live in one segment of the community
rather than in others.

To be sure, after the law, then persons will begin to exercise some
real choice in the matter-that is, after the law has been passed and
if it is implemented properly, but it is the necessity now to create the
conditions in which choice can be exercised that Ythink we are sup-
porting here.

The CAImRAN. In other words, the Negro is compelled to live
within the pale of settlement, he has no choice to live outside the pale
of settlement in most instances. That is your contentionI

Dr. PAYTON. I think this is right. One has to live within comnmu-
nities and there are certain limits on our ability to choose. In the
setting of those limits Government has been involved and in a way
that has been injurious to some groups of our society.

At this point we are asking that Government now be involved in
a way that creates more freedom of movement for our citizens.

Father CRoNIN. Mr. Chairman, may I comment, too?
The statement they are making that the people choose racially seg-

regated communities, I do not think is historically justified in a good
deal of the South where allegedly we have a lot of racial discrimina-
tion, you do not have that much housing discrimination.

Georgetown in Washigton was an integrated community and it
became one of the most fashionable areas of Washington. I have lived
in two areas of Washington in recent years, on upper 16th Street,
presently in Brookland. Both of them integrated without the slight-
est difficulty. I was born in upstate New York and we have never
any thought about housing segregation there.

i suspect that this is a relatively new pattern, frequently associated
with poverty and the fact that a large percentage of Negro people
are poor. I suspect a good deal of integration has been agitated and
that left to their own choice people do not particularly care.

The CHARMAN. There is another statement we often hear from the
real estate interests. It is as follows:

He knows that by selling his home to one not of his own race, he may visit
insecurity and apprehension on those who remain behind. Confronted with a
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choice of visiting a hurt upon his erstwhile neighbors and friends and acceding to
the colored prospect, he will typically choose the former.

Now, what is your comment on that?
Dr. PAYTorN. I think, again, Mr. Chairman, this is an effort to put

the blame where it really does not lie. Namely, on the private citizen
who buys and who sells.

Now, to some extent it can be put there, but I think the real estate
people are neglecting to point out here the extent to which their or-
ganization, in collaboration with other agencies and at some points in
history in collaboration with Government, have been at work making
it necessary for these same private citizens to make that kind of choice.

I would agree very much with Father Cronin that in many instances
citizens would really like to be free, that is, to be free to make a choice
based on factors other than racial considerations; to be free, for exam-
ple, to sell their homes or to rent their property to persons who, for
example, may be of another race than they, but who may share some
of the same interests that they share, who may want to live in that
community because of some of the same reasons they want to live there.

Now, I think that the real estate people talk about freedom, but
they really are not supporting freedom. They are supporting a severe
restriction on the choice of Americans by refusing to open housing
up so that persons can really choose on the basis of factors other
than race.

The CHAIPMAN. Gentlemen, what is your position regarding the
application of title IV to denominational homes for aged persons or
for orphans who may be of a certain religion or faith?

Father CRoNIN. Well, I would think the answer to that would be
somewhat like the answer to the employment feature, title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, if there is a legitimate reason for a religious
oToup to live together as a community, well, then, I think they could
have their own type of housing. But beyond that, I do not see any
particular reason why a religious group would want to exclude other
people from a commitnity or if they did, whether that would be sound
public policy.

The CHAIRMAN. Counsel wishes to ask i question?
Mr. FOLEY. Father, on that point. I do not think Mr. Celler was

referring particularly to a house for a Jesuit order, but referring
perhaps to a home rtn for the aged, or a pool. The word is defined
in title IV very broad.

The CHAIRMAN. On my block we have a Madonna Home, which
is a home for the aged, and it is supported by the Brooklyn diocese.
If a Protestant old man or old woman wants to get. in, I don't think
she would be able to get in because of the restrictions levied against
her.

Now, what are we going to do under those circumstances with
reference to title IV?

Father CRONIN. I would doubt very much in this ecumenical age
that any religious group would be asking for a special exemption from
that. Realistically. I suppose that the diocese subsidizing it, they
might assume that the people who contributed most get the first
preference, but-

The CHAIAN. Under New York State law there are exemptions
in that regard.
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Father CRONIN. Yes I know they put those in.
The CHAIRM3AN. In the Fair Housing Act of New York, there can

be homes for Catholics or homes for Protestants or Jews. They need
not take any other denomination; that is the law of the State of
New York.

I don't know what the laws of the other States are.
Father CRONIN. I don't know what our legal department would say,

but I personally feel that the day of asking special exemptions for
religious groups is gone. We are certainly-

The CHARMAN. You better be careful there, Father. Have you
consulted-

Rabbi HiascH. May I comment on that, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIMAN. You better be careful on that. You don't know

what you are going into on that.
What do you say, Rabbi?
Rabbi HiRscH. I was not aware of this being a problem in this

particular legislation. This is the first time that I have heard of it.
Have heard of Mrs. Murphy being a problem.

The CHAMMAN. Leave out Mrs. Murphy. She has nothing to do
with it.

Rabbi HIRSCH. But I have not heard of Mrs. C(., .en or Mrs. O'Don-
nell being a problem in terms of the old-age home. But I do think
there are special reasons for considering these old-age homes run by
denominations to be in a special category.

I know in the instance of Jewish homes, for example, there is a neces-
sity for having a Jewish home in order to have the dietary laws
observed.

The CHAR AN. There are some Jewish homes that are not orthodox.
Rabbi HnscH. There are some, but in that instance, also, the purpose

of having a Jewish home for the aged is to create a Jewish environ-
ment which will be in consonance with the religious values of these
people who are entering their last years of life, and I am not aware
of the fact that those homes were set up for any negative discriminatory
purpose.

There is a separation along the lines that we separate males from
females on certain occasions in our society in order to perform certain
activities which are characteristic of male and female. I think the
same thing would apply in a way to religious groups.

In contrast, the legislation with which we are concerned pertains to
areas of residence throughout the community which should be avail-
able to all citizens regardless of their race, color, or religion, and in
those instances I think the legislation ought to apply to religion.

In terms of the suburbs, where the problem is the most severe,
there are instances in the greater metropolitan area of Washington,
where Jews are prohibited from purchasing a home and, incidentally,
some Members of our Congr"s live in some of those sections.

Now, it seems to me that that is the situation, and the type of dis-
crimination that this legislation would prohibit.

Mr. McCuLocni. Mr. Chairman, before you leave this question.
First of all, Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that this matter has been

brought up for discussion because it is one of the problems with which
this subcommittee will, of cour-., be faced, not only in the field which
the chairman has so ably described, but we get into fraternal housing
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which limit occupants there of members of certain fraternal orders,
the Masonic Order, the K of C Order, the LOOF, and the like.

They are commonplace in the State of Ohio. 'We also will get into
the field of college fraternities and sororities, and I find it of help that
you have no quick, absolute answer to the problem that the chairman
has presented. It is a most difficult problem and it will finally come
back to the committee under consideration of our own legal talent and
from the best outside counsel that we can have come before the
committee.

But I think you are to be commended for bringing this up.
The CwuR3f EAx. The Father and the Rabbi apparently do not agree

on this.
Let us have Dr. Payton's views.
Dr. PAYToN. Mr. Chairman, admittedly this is a -very difficult topic,

but I think in the area of civil rights we are dealing with the question
of how to structure laws that make it difficult, if not impossible for
exclusions to be based simply and entirely on racial considerations.

Now, when you get into complex areas such as the one we are dis-
cussing now, it poses many kinds of difficulties.

The difficulties, however, must not deter us from, I think, applying
the law when we can find a clear instance of such discrimination,and
in this instance the law includes not only racial discrimination, but
discrimination based on religion and national origin and so forth, and
rightfully so.

The fact of the matter is, religion, just like race, has been used as a
mask behind which to discriminate illegitimately. So has national
origin. Many of these things have been used in a way that has been
very unfair and very unjust.

I think in the case of the Protestant church, certainly it is clear that
our history is a dark and stained one. We come now not only in order
to push you gentlemen; we also come in witness to our own faults and
also in the promise that we would rectify those conditions in our own
house which are wrong.

I think it is clear that with respect to many of our constituencies
who support my being here, we need the law in order to prod Protes-
tant Christians, and we would hope that even though it is a difficult
thing here that you gentlemen would give it the kind of considera-
tion-and that I am sure you will give it-and that ways will be found
such that discrimination based on race aAd religion and national origin
will no longer be a part of this country.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, here you have a case where the principle of
equality, which we all accept, breaks down. I do not think that in ,A
Jewish home, Rabbi, the inmates would tolerate the entrance of a Prot-
estant or a Catholic. Vice versa, I think that in a Catholic home the
inmates would not want a Jewish person or Protestant person in there,
or a Protestant home to have somebody who is not a Protestant come in.

I think those are the practicalities we have to face.
Mr. CRAmm . Mr. Chairman, on that same point. This is a very

interesting area and I, too, am glad we are getting something on the
record and some information from those who are experts in this field.

Do I understand, then, that it is the position of those testifying that
there would be justification for exclusion from this such homes as arz
run by religious organizations, such as a Methodist home which exists
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in my district, a retiree home, similar to the homes the New York law
eliminates from nondiscrimination statutes?

The committee should have some kind of guidance and reasoning as
to why some should be in and some should be out.

Now. Mrs. Murphy was out; I would like to put her back in. I want
to know what you think about these homes run by different religious
denominations, that are obviously set up by the church and for the
Methodists, for instance, or Jewish people, or what-have-you.

How do you distinguish between these homes and the right of an
individual in his own home to select the person with whom the individ-
ual wants to live in that home, so far as renting rooms is concerned?

Rabbi HIRscji. I think we beiter give our individual positions. My
own position would be that I think there is a definite difference here
between a religious order in the case of Protestants or Catholics or a
Jewish community in the case of the Jewish community which sets up
a home for positive purposes, which in order to create a uniquely
religious atmosphere which cannot otherwise be created and to which
these people are entitled.

There is a difference between that type of a situation and a situation
where a person wishes to discriminate. In other words, a negative
motivation on the basis of religious or racial factors which are con-
trary both to the moral and, we would hope, after this legislation, to
the health standard of justice which America expresses.

Mr. CRAHER. How would you goI Would you apply a similar prin-
ciple to the ethnic groups? There are German-American homes, and
so fourth. They, too, have reasons for setting up retiree homes or
conununities for the purpose of settling on an ethnic basis. Do you
see reasoning behind that of equal strength to religious settlements?

Rabbi HIRSCH. I am not familiar with the totality of the problem.
I recognize the implications of what you are saying, Congressman,
namely, that there is a possibility that if we exempt some, then this
exemption will be used as a dodge by the others to establish-

Mr. CRAMER. I am not saying that. I am saying if you use this rea-
soning to suggest that religious homes, retiree homes, for instances,
should be exempt, does not the same reasoning apply, this special con-
sideration trying to accomplish a special objective, apply to the ethnic
groups that want to establish retirees homes

We have a tremendous Latin population, for instance, used to have in
one section of my district, that have these Spanish clubs in which no
one except Cubans are permitted to attend.

The ('hAIRMAN-. Excuse me, with all due respect-this is off the
record.

(Discussion off the record.)
The ChAIRMAN. Back on the record.
Mr. CRAMEm. This is the question of how you can rationally exclude

on a religious basis from antidiscrimination proscriptions and thus
permit religious discrimination in some instances and what reasoning
you can use to do that but not affect other groups, such as mentoned by
the distinguished gentleman from Ohio.

Rabbi HIrSCH. I understand that. What I am familiar with is the
home for the aged on a religious basis. I think there is definite excep-
tior in that instance; it may be, and I am not familiar with the motiva-
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tions, the programs, the environment that is created by these ethnic
groups, it may be that there are other groups than religious groups.

Mr. CRAMEa. I have a growing community in my district; some of
these people don't even speak English. They want to live together, to
be together.

Rabbi HIRSCH. I am agreeing with you, Mr. Congressman. What I
am saying is I think there may be other factors than the religious fac-
tor which may warrant some kind of special treatment. But I think
here they key point is the intent, and it seems to me that this committee
should be sufficiently wise to devise a formula by which the positive
reasons for separating some groups out, whether they be of a religious
or of an ethnic characteristic, which is a positive factor, should be de-
lineated from the type of discrimination we are talking about which is
negatively motivated.

The reasons for having a Jewish home are not related to the prob-
lem of racial discrimination or of morality, which we are discussing
here.

The other problem, it seems to me, is the crux of the problem, and
we should not permit this seeming inconsistency, if you would call it
that, to destroy the overall purpose of civil rights legislation which
affects the majority of Americans; and I include whites in that, be-
cause I think whites are affected by racial discrimination as much as
Negros.

Mr. CRAMER. The chairman cited exemption of religious denomina-
tion organizations in the New York law; I think in the definition of
housing accommodations.

Bat shall not include any accommodations operated by any religious orga-
nization or denomination as part of its religious denomination.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other States in this category besides
New York?

Mr. CRAMER. I have not checked that, but there is another exemption
in the New York law for "rental of a unit in an owner-occupied two-
family dwelling and a rental of room in a dwelling by the occupant
thereof."

Now, the State of New York felt there were reasons for including
that category. What would be your comment on that?

Dr. PArYTo. Mr. Chairman, I would think Rabbi Hirsch has put
his finger on the point that may be relevant here.

To speak to your point-I think as relationships between persons get
more and more intimate and as the size of the group diminishes and
gets smaller there is good reason for the law to walk with some degree
of care and caution in order that it not prevent choice, which is not the
point here, but really to create a larger area of choice.

I think the point that Rabbi Hirsch made needs to be made again,
and that that is the quality of an act cannot be determined merely by
looking at the act itself; one has to take into consideration motives
and intent, also.

For example, one problem that is now being widely discussed is
the fact that under many of our urban renewal programs throughout
the country a very deliberate effort is being made to integrate the areas
that were formerly slums and were entirely segregated prior to the
urban renewal.
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Well, what does one say about this? In some instances, depend-
ing on the particular case, it may be bad from some moral perspective.
In another instance it may not be so clearly that. If one believes that
an integrated society is one condition of a good society then one has
to make, sometimes, the kinds of decisions which from another point
of view would seem to be bad. But when one takes into consideration
the motive--one lady in New Jersey was telling me just a few weeks
ago-she is a white ady-she wants to sell her home. She lives in an
integrated neighborhood which is gradually nearing the so-called tip-
ping point, at which point it goes on to become a segregated commu-
nity. "What do I do? Put my home up for sale to anybody, to all
comers and allow persons to come who need a home, or should I not
look deliberately or a white family to sell to here in the interest of
keeping this an integrated community?" Knowing that particular
lady, knowing her motive, her intent, I think she is the one to make
a decision in this kind of a matter.

Mr. CRA[ER. Yes, but how do you write a law to exclude those who
have a bad intent, yet include those who have a bad intent and ex-
cluding those who have a good one.

Dr. PAyroN. I don't know. How did we arrive at the urban re-
newal laws, statutes-

Mr. CRAM~m. Executive orders.
Dr. PAYTON. They have found a way to exclude and include, and

I think you astute gentlemen can fiid a way.
Father CRONr1. MIay I make a comment on the point that has been

coming up about the religious institutions and so forth?
To me, I feel that exclusion of the New York law is largely a house-

keeping provision in a technical sense to keep them from being tech-
nically in violation. I doubt very much if there is any great pressure
for people who are not Greek to come in a Greek thome for the Aged,
or not Lutheran 61a come into Lutheran Homes for the Aged, and so
forth.

I think it is really a technical exclusion to avoid what might appear
to be a surfeit violation of the law. I do not think it is a problem we
have to come here-I do not like to see us in the position of urging
something that is morally right and then wanting an exemption for
religious groups on the grounds we can be exempt from morality.That is why I want to make it clear I think it is a technical problem.
I do not believe religious homes for the aged or fraternal homes or
anything else, do, in fact, create a problem of discrimination.

Mr. CRAKER. You think now in the 1964 act we excluded the pri-
vate clubs. Let us assume that we put private clubs in this, as it re-
lates to rooms, dwelling accommodations. Do we not end up in non-
discrimination in sleeping quarters but discrimination in eating quar-
ters of clubs? Those are the practical questions we are faced with.

Father CRONIN. I think Dr. Payton handled that quite well earlier.
That is when you come to the close borderline between social arrange-
mnents and the broader question of public policy. A private club does
come in the category of an extension of a home, something somewhat
social and, as Dr. Payton says, the law hesitates to move irto areas like
that. And I do not think exclusion of genuine private clubs would
be a burden or a substantial evasion of the purposes of the law.

Mr. CRAMER. How about fraternities and sororities?
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Father CRONIN. I believe they are taking care of themselves. I
think practically all of them, nationally, with perhaps one exception.
are handling the problem. I think there is only about one national
fraternity that does practice discrimination. The bulk of them are
moving the other way.

Mr. CRAMER. There has been a suggestion that college funds could
be withheld at colleges where, in fact, discrimination is in practice.
That is fraternity or sorority houses where there are only whites
residing there. Do you think they should be included in the Execu-
tive order which appears to be the proposal now, of this law?

Father CRONIN. I would at the present moment tend to include
them. I think they have lost, in most campuses today, any distinct
element of being a social grouping. That is a factual assertion which
could be judged by factual studies of the problem. In practice today
a fraternity is just another university dormitory housing facility
and I don't see any particular reason to exclude them from the law.
I would not.

Mr. CRAMER. How about Masonic homes?
Father CRONIN. I would consider that in the saAL2 terms as a

private club. I think that is a social fraternity, it is not opei to the
general public, and there is no racial reason for discrimination.

Mr. CRAMER. How about the private home where a few rooms are
rented out by a party who is interested in companionship as well as
income?

Father CRO.NiN. There I would agree with Dr. Payton, you are
bordering on the question of social relationship. I do not believe
pushing the law to a point that might create unnecessary public
upset, if you want to call it that. Our main concern really is with
the commercial practice of buying, selling, or renting housing. We
can take care of 95 percent of housing relationships and clean those
up in terms of racial and religious discrimination.

Mr. CRAMER. So it would not disturb your thinking if that type of
situation were excluded?

Father CRo.NIN. No.
Mr. CRAMER. Would anyone else care to comment?
Dr. PAYTON. I think it is important we bring out the point that

even if a home that is designed to provide companionship for the
aged, if this home is in any way receiving Federal funds or if anyone
of the smaller groupings in society would be receiving some sort of
support through some sore of Federal subsidy, then that particular in-
stitution would have to be open to all persons, regardless of race or
creed or national origin; and that is a point that we are very clear
about. And our commission, on April 26, on page 10 of the appendix
you will see a statement that the commission, which is sort of the board
of directors under which I function, has come out very clearly that
even if it involves religion or ethnicity as well as race, that as title Vi
of the 1964 Civil Riglts Act provides, if an institution is receivng
any kinds of Federal subsidy then the law would apply to it.

That, of course, does not answer some of the very tight questions you
are asking.

Mr. CRAMER. You would include fraternity and sorority houses than
when the university receives grants, although they do not relate to
construction or maintenance of fraternity and soror ity houses?
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Dr. PAYToN. I would think so. Our universities are increasingly
becoming so dependent upon the Federal Government for its existence
and so many of us are involved in the support of these institutions, I
think it would simply be grossly unfair for any segment of that uni-
versity to deny access because of some of the factors we have delineated.

Mr. McCuLmawGI. The gentleman from Florida said he would yield.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to make this statement off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MCCULLOCH. I would like to submit that part of the Ohio legis-

lation that follows the reading of the New York law in this field.
I should like to quote it because I have been inclined to believe that

it becomes a little more than a technical importance in view of so many
of these fraternal and religious organizations that provided extensive
housing for the aged.

I quote the Ohio law which was finally adopted after much travail
and is less than 2 years old.

"Nothing in division 8 of this section shall bar any religious or denominational
institution or organization or any charitable or educational organization which
is operated, supervised or controlled by or in connection with a religious organiza-
tion, or any bonafide private or fraternal organization ftme giving preference to
persons of the same religion or demonination or to members of such private or
fraternal organization or from making such selection as is calculated by such
organization to promote the religious principles or the aims, purposes or fra-
ternal principles for which it is established or maintained.

While this is technical and the difficulty is not perhaps probable,
if we have no exclusion at all it is my off-the-cuff opinion, and I have
not considered this, that it could lead to muua immediate trouble and
much misunderstanding, and beyond that, it might result in a long-
time opposition that might materially hurt the main thrust of our
purpose.

I just throw that out and we will want to be talking about it.
Meanwhile, may I say that you gentlemen who have been such

courteous and cooperative and persuasive witnesses this morning.
Mr. CRAMER. I just have one other question, Mr. Chairman.
I will do it off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. CRAMER. I am very interested in the last comment relating to

Federal funds and, of course, the President has in his power, and to
some extent exercised his power in 1962. I note by your statement you
have suggested that that be broadened and have it pass. But do we
not get this end result as it relates to religious retiree homes, for in-
stance, which do qualify, or have in the past for Federal assistance
funds, that where there is Federal assistance there will be no religious
discrimination, but where there is no Federal assistance there can be?

Now, what is the reasoning relating to that, the end result? Of
course, we have to deal with practical end results in legislation.

Dr. PAYTON. I would think when Federal funds are used then the
institution is more than strictly private in the traditional sense. It
is then being at least partly supported by public funds, which funds
are provided by all of the people. Therefore, it would follow, it
seems to me, that institution should be open.

Mr. CRAMER. Let us examine that for just a minute. We are talk-
ing now about guaranteed mortgage funds, guaranteed mortgage
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function of the Federal Government. I am sure you realize that we
eliminated that specifically in the 1964 act from the withholding of
funds provision.

Now, I assume you are suggesting that we should broaden it as it
relates to housing to include guaranteed Federal function as a Federal
impact that would bring these homes into nondiscriminatory position

Dr. PAYtON. Well, the issue does get sticky. I think though that
what we are saying is we would not want to insist that other private
institutions be required to uphold the law if the church can find a
loophole out. We are simply saying that we want to be fair with re-
spect to our own institutions as well as to the others.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, I would like to ask this question:
The Supreme Court, in the case of Torca8o against Watkins, 367

U.S. 448, decided in 1961 said:
We repeat and again reaffirm that neither a State nor a Federal Government

can constitutionally force a person to profess a belief or disbelief in any religion.

Now, the provisions we have with reference to qualification of jurors
provides that the religion of the prospective juror shall be on the jury
roles and that he shall indicate his religion.

What are your views on that?
Father CRONIN. I have never given any real thought to that prob-

lem. I do not know why it was put in the original draft because I
am not aware of jury discirmination on the basis of religion.

The CHAIRMAN. There is not as far as you know, is there, any ques-
tion of discrimination on the basis of religion?

Father CRONIN. Not that I know. I do not know of any such dis-
crimination.

The CHAIMAN. And I think the Attorney General so testified. It
is in the bill in any event.

Father CRoNI. It certainly is not a burning issue to include as far
as I can see.

Rabbi HmcH. Mr. Chairman, just to respond in terms of the Jew-
ish community, there have been some discussions on this within the
Jewish community and there are representatives of national Jewish
organizations who, I think, have expressed both pro and con as to
whether or not the word "religion" ought to be included and I might
sug et-Th6 CHAAN. Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)
Rabbi HIRSCH. Since I am the only one here representing the Jewish

community, if this is an issues in all fairness neither I nor the com-
mittee should take a final position until we get some kind of a position
from the national Jewish organizations.

The CHAIMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen. It has been
very interesting testimony and you have been very, very helpful to this
committee and we appreciate your coming.

Our next witness is Mr. William Higgs, director of the Washington
Human Rights Project.

If you will forgive me, I have to go to a Rules Committee hearing to
get a rule on one of the Judiciary bills and I will return shortly.

Mr. Rogers, if you will take over, please.
Mr. RoGERs (presiding). Mr. Higgs, you have a written statement ?

63-420--66- 94
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Mr. HIG;GS. Yes, I do, M11r. Chairman. If I may, I would just like to
read the first two paragraphs, the opening paragraphs of that state-
nient, and then proceed informally.

Mr. RoGris. You proceed in your own manner. If you want to
read tile paragraphs and insert the rest into the record, we will be
happy to receive it. So, you go right ahead.

Mr. II.Gs. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. HIGG3, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON
HUMAN RIGHTS PROJECT

Mr. IfIG(;s. Mr. Chairman, members of the su!ihoiniittee, my name
is 'Williatii Iliggs and I am the directorr of the Washington hIuman
Riolits Project, a nonpartisan, nonprofit eMlucational organization in-
terested in the furthering of umnian rights and located here in
Washiigtron.

As it has beeni in the past several years, it is now a l)leasure to briefly
appear before this dist mgliked body of men that has done so mnuchi
to carve equality of all mien into our .N'ation's foundation-stone.

(Statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. HIGGs, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON HUMAN RIGHTS
PROJECT

Mr. Chairman, Mr. McCulloch, members of the subcommittee, my name is
William Higgs, and I am the Director of the Washington luman Rights Project,
a non-partisan, non-prolit educational organization interested in the furthering
of human rights and located here in Washington.

As it has been in the past several years, it is now a pleasure to briefly appear
before this distinguished body of men that has done so much to carve equality
of all men into our nation's foundation-stone.

Before commenting directly on the pending proposed legislation, I feel that I
should express a deep concern about the enforcement of the civil rights legislation
that is already on the books. When this subcommittee legislates in vain, it is a
mockery of all that our system of government stands for. I believe that we are
perilously close to that condition today. I subscribe to a local Mississippi paper,
the Greenville Delta-Dewocrat Tines. considered a liberal paper by Mississippi
standards. Daily one can read there of the various ruses and devices that are
being conceived to circumvetnt the recent civil rights legislation. The federal
officialss there are fully aware of what is going on, and, indeed, seem at times

to be. themselves involved in out flanking the clear thrust of the federal law.
I call your attention to a few exanwples which I now offer for the record. Per-
haps the most glaring example of unfortunate action at the federal level is the
article quoting Senator Eastland as he deo-ribes his role with the Justice Depart-
mient in keeping registrars out of Mississippi. I am not at this point-in the in-
terest of Congressional propriety-doing more than to note that in 1947
Mississippi's then Senior Senator Thetodore Bilbo was denied his seat for actively
urging that Negroes be prevented front registering and voting in his upcoming
election; Senator Eastland is now up for reelection in the June 3 Mississippi
Demtoeratic Primary. However, I do raise here the question of the proper role
of the Department of Justice. if, as the article indicates, it is actively consulting
with Senator Eastland prior to sending in Federal examiners to Mississippi and
if, as the article also indicates, the Senator has been successful in preventing such
action.

Frankly. Mr. Chairman, I believe that it is far more Iniportant that this
subcommittee assure that existing laws are being enforced than to pass this
new legislation. Forgive me if I say that I am appalled to read in .me Mississippi
l alners of blantait subversion of the Voting Rights Act and at the sae time
to be aware of what is apparently a serious lack of information by the members
of th',' Congress. particularly of this Committee, about what is happening. I
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am even more disturbed when I realize that the Justice Department has an
extensive clipping service that is undoubtedly turning up item after item of
circumvention of the law. Yet they have made no proposal to this subcow-
mittee to plug these loopholes. Permit me at this point to be specific about some
of the things that the State of Mississippi is doing. (indicate)

Moreover, time is not necessarily on the side of the right to vote without re-
gard to race: Under the provisions of the Voting Rights Act (See. 4 (a)) a state
may reinstitute its literacy, interpretation and other tests after a period of
five years has lapsed since Aug. 6, 1MK5, the date of passage of the Act, provided
that in the meanwhile such. tcsts have not been used to discriminate on account
of race. Clearly intimidation, harrassment. violence, etc. are outside the pale of
the language. in short, a state could resort to such means until it can rein-
stitute its "legal" methods of discrimination in live years. history is not without
a lesson here. After the Act of 1870 (readmitting Mississippi to the Union and
abolishing voting qualifications) and under federal occupation, Negroes could
vote in Mississippi until 1875 when violence replaced federally-enforced order.
Fifteen years later in ISM)0, believing that the Act of 1870 was unenforceable, the
state of Mississippi once again turned from violence (except when necessary)
to prime reliance on voting qualifications to prevent Negro voting (and jury
service). I do not believe that this subcommittee can lightly disregard this
history. Furthermore, with elections every four years, most southern states will
have only one election under the provisions of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
Witness Mississippi (1967) and Alabama (just held), whose next election in
1971 will be beyond the 5-year time period of the Voting Rights Act's suspen-
sions of literacy and interpretation tests.

In short, continuing oversight of the Civil Rights Acts is absolutely essential:
to fail to do so would seem to be a grievous and costly mistake.

It is with these considerations in mind that I have awaited anxiously the
report by the special subcommittee of this subcommittee that was alX)inted to
look into the enforcement of present legislation and to report back in January.
Not a word has been heard to date about that report or any action upon it. I
believe this to be a tragedy of the first order.

Oversight is not only Information; it constitutes one of the easiest and most
painless means of enforcing full and orderly compliance. The mere existence of
such a functioning body prevents now countless problems later.

Since the Administration bill does not even mention voting rights, I confine
myself to urging the adoption of the provisions of the Gilbert bill. 11.11. 14770.
as amendments to the Chairman's bill, H.R. 14765. These two ainendments to
the Voting Rights Act would (a) prevent a state from using any aspect of the
election process to deny the right to vote on account of race-not just the voting
aspect and (b) assure that federal examiners would be placed where needed and
give the potential registrants house-to-house access to them. Had these amend-
ments been law, I am sure that the recent Alabama elections would have borne
a different result. At this point I include an article showing the large sum of
money returned to the federal treasury by the (ivil Service commission as a
result of the Attorney General's stingy use of examiners. That such paltry sums
iiiheremt with so nmuvh democray should be returned unused is at sad commen-
tary on the priorities of our national government in the expenditure of funds.
(Permit me to offer for the record a copy of my article for the Dec. 13, 1965,
edit ion of the Nation on this subject.)

Having discussed voting rights. I believe it appropriate to introduce my coni-
ments on jury selection by stating that it is the elective police chief, sheriff,
county prosecutor, and ju(ge-not the jury-that renders 95% of "justice".

I believe that an automilatic jury selection provision should be inserted for the
Administration's unenforceable local-federal-court-based arrangement. This
history in this area of implementation is so recent as to make one wonder at
the judgment of the Administration in providing for such enforcement. The
Gilbert bill, which adopits the Leadership Conference's proposal, but tightens it
up. is an improvement; however, the approach of the Yale bill, when well per-
fected, seems the most effective. The Administration's use of a literacy test
for jury service is absolutely inadvisable, as it will prevent large numbers of
Negroes from serving in the most difficult areas. For example, about 50% of
the adult Negroes of the Mississippi Delta have less than a sixth grade educa-
tion. The Administration's use of the voting rolls also seems absolutely wrong
for similar reasons. The Administration's reporting provisions are very weak.
since the information is only available under the bill when a suit has been filed.
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It also seems that the racial designation should be required on the records,
since this Information is already known in far greater detail by the local author-
ities in any case.

I believe that the education provisions of the Gilbert bill (See. 1102) will be
a very useful strengthening amendment to the Administration bill; freedom-of-
choice as exercised in the Southern s-chool systems is in reality a direct challenge
to Southern authorities to control that "freedom" by forcing the Negro child to
go down a one way street to sign up for the traditional all-Negro school. The
Gilbert bill's second education provision limits drastically the abuses of de
facto segregation, yet preserves the "neighborhood school" concept; at least this
step against de facto segregation should be taken.

The provision In the Leadership Conference bill for the removal of state law
enforcement officials for gross violations of civil rights is a wise proposal. It
is criminal that Sheriff Rainey of Neshoba County, Mississippi, still enforces the
law in that benighted hill county.

Many others have already testified on the need for a truly effective housing
title In the bill and have recommended adminisLrative enforcement. One such
procedure that does not involve the creation of a new agency is that in the Gil-
bert bill (Sees. 1208-9). In any case, I trust that the subcominittee will exer-
cise a Judgment that has so often in the past been quite discerning to enact a truly
workable prohibition against racial discrimination in housing.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear.

Mr. limos. Mr. Chairman, it ceenis to me that perhaps even more
important than the enactment of the pending legislation is the concern
for the enforcement of the legislation that is already on the books.

I think that, indeed, this committee must be coii'erned with closing
loo1)holes in existing legislation so that they can be sure that what this
committee has clone in the past-indeed what it is about to do now-
is not being done in vain.

I have with me a number of articles, primarily from the Greenville
(Miss.) Delta Democrat Times, particularly on voting.

These articles illustrate what the State of Mississippi has done in
the past 6 or 8 months to subvert the spirit and the purpose of the
Voting Rights Act of 1965.

With the chairman's permission, I would like to offer these articles
for the record. They are. quite short and they are about, oh, there
are six or seven of them.

Mr. ROGERS. These are articles which appear in the Greenville
Delta-Democrat Times?

Mr. HIGos. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. Who is the editor?
Mr. HIGS. Hodding Carter, Sr.
Mr. ROGERS. That is not the lady editor of one of the newspapers

down there?
Mr. HIGGS. That is probably Ha zle Brannon Smith of the Lexing-

ton Advertiser.
Mr. ROGFRs. Is she the one that got a prize or some other honor?
Mr. fHows. That is correct.
Mr. ROGERS. Has this fellow ever won any prizes for his reporting f
Mr. IGGS. Yes; he is a Pulitzer Prize winner.
Mr. ROGERS. There has been some allegation that somebody has

helped support these two newspapers down there with outside contri-
butions. Have you any knowledge of that one way or the other?

Mr. HIGGs. Well, I am sure that some outside contributions have
helped Mrs. Smith with her newspaper, because the White Citizens
Council in her county, in Holmes County has been very active in
trying to destroy her newspaper, so I know that she has solicited funds
throughout the country to help her.
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Mr. RoGEas. In other words, if she did not get funds from outside
to help run her newspaper, why the local people would probably fail
to patronize her and she would not be able to carry on the work; is
that about the situation?

Mr. HiGGs. That is correct.
I had advised Mrs. Smith a number of years ago, oh, about 5 years

ago, in regard to the county board of supervisor having taken away
her printing contract and letting a bid to an opposing paper without
even fairly giving her any legal chance to submit a bid, effective bid,
or anything else; and I know she is under enormous pressure there.

Mr. ROGERS. Now', what you have that ou want to offer for the
record here are some articles that appeared in this Greenville Delta-
Democrat Times and other papers, or just that one?

Mr. Hi, s. They are almost all from the Greenville Delta-Democrat
Times. There is one or two from the Memphis Commercial-Appeal,
which also has a large Mississippi coverage.

Mr. ROGER. That is a Scrip ps-t1oward publication?
Mr. Ihws. Yes, it is, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RoGmS. It is not subsidized as far as you know?
Mr. Hioos. Not as far as I know, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGES. How lengthy are these articles?
Mr. HiGos. Most of them are quite short, actually. I would say

most of them are something like five or six paragraphs, which means
about-

Mr. RoGERS. Do you want to read them or put them in the record?
Mr. HiGus. I would like to insert most of them in the record. I

would like to comment on them briefly and also there is one I think
that the committee would be extremely interested in.Mr. RoGERS. Well, you comment on them without reading them and

then file them for the record. We will make a determination on how
many of them we will insert in the record.

Proceed.
Mr. Hines. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
These articles indicate that the State of Mississippi has undertaken

a number of legal mechanisms to try to subvert the Voting Rights
Act; the basic theory that the State has operated on is to say, OK the
Congress has dealt with the voting process. In other words, the Con-
gress has passed the Voting Rights Act which lets people vote. How-
ever, this is not ,ll of the total election process.

The Voting Rights Act does not deal with such things as the
qualifications of candidates, it does not deal with the times for holding
elections, and it does not deal with the districting, the type of election
districts from which people are selected, and therefore, it is in these
omitted areas in which legislation is either being enacted or has
already been enacted in Mississippi.

As an example of this, legislation, I believe, has passed both Houses
which authorizes the county board of supervisors, which is the county
government, to either have at-large elections for members of the board
or to continue to have what the present law has been for many, many
years: that is, the selection of one member by each supervisors dis-
trict: and there are five supervisor districts in each of the 82 counties
in Mississippi.
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Now, the 1960 census figures quite clearly show that in some of these
districts, in some of the supervisor districts, you will have Negro ma-
jorities, even though you might have a white majority in the county
as a whole; so this means that by giving the discretion to the board
of supervisors, they can eliminate Negro members of the board, mem-
bers who otherwise would be elected under the new Votiig Rights Act.

Mr. ROGERS. Do I understand that the Mississippi law provides
that the board of supervisors of a particular county have the right
to determine whether or not the )oard of supervisors should be
elect ted at large within tie county or in respective districts?

Mr. Ii s. That is either the new law or such a law is in process of
)eing passed. I think it actually has just been enacted, but at least
I know it has passed one House and is out of the proper committee
of the other Ho:,se.

Mr. ROGERS. That is what the State legislature is now in the process
of doing?

Mr. IGc.s. Yes, it is. But that was not the old law. The old
law said the members who were elected, one from each supervisor
district, but only by the qualified voters of that district.

Mr. Ro(oEnIs. How many supervisors would there be in the county?
MNr. Ihc,s. Five.
Mr. ROGERS. Five in every county?
Mr. HIGs. Yes.'
Mr. ROGERS. And it is divided up by the State legislature and the

five who are elected, do they make the division, do you know
Mr. THiGs. I believe the five who are elected'make the division.

I believe that is correct. So they, of course, have continuing power
to revise those districts.

This is one law.
Another law has just been passed by the legislature-and I have an

exhibit on that-which creates a so-called open primary. As I under-
stand the provisions, this open primary will be held in October or
so next year and there will be no party primaries at all.

The Republican Party primary as well as the Democratic is abol-
ished and all candidates must file for this election, and I believe there
will then be a runoff between the two top persons and then one per-
son will be elected, who will, in effect, be the only person on the
ballot in the November election, as I understand the law.

I am reading-
Mr. ROGERS. Is this a law that recently passed?
Mr. HIGGs. Yes; this was passed.
Mr. ROGERS. They are going to have an election in Mississippi this

year on the basis of that law?
Mr. Hies. No, not this year, because it is only the congressional

and senatorial election this year. Senator Eastland, you see, is up,
but next year come the quadrennial elections.

Mr. ROGERS. In other words. you don't elect the Governor and the
county officials this time?

Mr. litaos. No; everylody is elected next year for 4-year terms in
all State offices, except for municipal offices.

Mr. ROGERS. On the con-ressional and senatorial levels, how is that
going to be conducted? They have had a new redistricting down there.
Are they going to go under thie old law?
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Mr. Hus. Well, tile open primary law does not apply to the coni-
gressional elections. Now in just a 'onieIt I will speak about tie
recent congressional redistricting law whticl was jilst passed.

Mr. ROGERS. All right.
M.r. IIG(;s. The chairman of the State lRelblicall Part. % ]ts labeled

this act as a bill which is ill llany respects designed to kill the lRelpul-
lican Party in the State and I also have nin article on that I would like
to submit.

There are other election l)ovisioiis. Frankly, it is ntot always easy
to read from the newspalper stories exactly what ls beel passed.
However, I feel that 1 should menit tie recent cmngressional redis-
tricting enactment.

The bill that. was finally passed alnportioned I he State of Misissipli
into fomr districts which a predoiiinantly white iopilhation and one
district which has a slight Negro najority, l ht is, of aduIt citizens.

However, the theory in the legislature--which is openly stated in
these articles, I suLmit-was that the Negro vote, -Negro majority was
so slight that there was no real chance for the Negro population to
elect a Negro in that district.

The way the legislation was done was to split up the delta area of
the State which has most of the State's Negro population. This is
the flat alluvial plain along the Mississippi River with the large cot-
ton plantations. This would split it up into, I believe, four parts of
tho five districts, just slicing it horizontally.

Now, on tle ueal), without looking at it, as a nap of the State not
seeing the topographv, it looks like a reasonable apportionment, but
in terms of splitting'up the concentration of Negro population, it is
very effective.

r. ROGERS. Do I understand that. tlis redistricting did(l divide it
populationwise.

Mr. Ihc.cs. Yes, it is quite fair populationwise.
Mr. RotxIilts. The unfairness is tlat tley have taken, as you have

stated-taken and divided the congressional districts so that there
would be a predominant white population in all but olle district.

Mr. HIGGS. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. ROGERS. And in order to do that, they had to go down into the

delta (list rict and divide the voting counties down there; is that right ?
Is that what the. did?

Mr. HIGGS. 'That is correct. All this was openly stated that it wa!
done on the basis of race.

Mri'. ROGERS. Is there any possibility that those who may want to
run for Congress, like the ones that we had the big contest about here
last year, that they will have an opportunity to get. on the ballot
and be voted on this fall? o

Mr. -hGs. Free Democratic Party contestants?
Mr. ROGERS. Yes.
Mr. I-hGS. I think they will have an opportunity to be on the ballot.

However, there is litigation.
Mr. ROGERS. Will you make sure that all who want to get on the

ballot can get on the ballot, and be voted on down there, so that we
will not be bothered with that problem up here next year?

Mr. HIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I will certainly on our end do what
we can.
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Mr. R(OERS. You would certainly do a great service to the Nation
if you did succeed.

Mr. Hi ms. Frankly, Mr. Chairman, the reason I am here this morn-
ing is that I do have some thoughts about what might be very helpful
to assure that that condition does not occur this time.

Then finally, I have an article which indeed was extremely dis-
turbing to me when I read it. It is in the April 22 edition of the front
page of the Delta Democrat-Times. It is an interview by the Med.ll
News Service here in Washington with Senator Eastland.

Mr. ROGERS. Is that a correspondent, for that paper who is here in
Washington?

Mr. Hioos. In effect it is. It is really from Northwestern University
School of Journalism, which supplies them. There are just a couple
of paragraphs here that I think are quite relevant to the committee.

The article:
Senator James 0. Eastland, Democrat of Mississippi, said today he did not

block the sending of a Federal voting registrar In to Sunflower County.
In an Interview with the Delta Democrat-Times, Eastland said that the

Justice Department never discussed the possibility of sending a Federal registrar
nto Sunflower County with me. A Washington columnist (Drew Pearson) has

charged that the Justice Department decided against sending a Federal registrar
into the county because it was Eastland's home county.

"I've objected to the sending of every Federal registrar into Mississippi,"
Eastland said. ~Ordinarily, the Justice Department will inform me the day it
plans to send a registrar Into a Mississippi county, and I've been able to
block some."

Mr. ROGERS. Do I understand that Medill quotes Drew Pearson and
that that appears in the Delta Democrat-Times? Is that the basis
of it?

Mr. HGs. No; this is a direct quote from Senator Eastland. Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. ROGEJRS. A direct quote. What is that reference to Drew
Pearson quoting mebody.

Mr. 116s. W'ell, the reference to Drew Pearson was that Mr.
Peanson, as I under tand it, had charged that Senator Eastland had
been instrumental in preventing registrars from going into Mississippi,
but the principal quote that I read was from Senator Eastland.

Now, for reasons of congressional propriety, I don't want to com-
ment on what Mississippi's senior Senator has said, except to the extent
that he refers to the Attorney General-well, to the Justice Depart-
ment and to the Attorney General, and it seems to me that if Senator
Eastland has, indeed, been able to block the sending of Federal regis-
trars into Mississippi, that otherwise should be sent there, then I think
that there are some serious problems here, as I saw this article and
was very concerned about it.

I think that in terms of the voting, one has to realize that in the
1965 act, particularly section 4(a), there is a 5-year provision and that
language in essence says that if a State has not used a test or device-
a lest or device to discriminate-over a 5-year period after the date
of passage of the act, which was August 6, 1965. then it may, by filing
suit in tie District of Columbia, reinstitute those literacy tests ana
constitutional interpretations tests.

So it seems to me, then, that it is quite clear that unless action is
taken quite quickly, particularly, for example, in the case of Alabama
and M ississippi, to assure that there is rat her full Negro participation
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this year and next year in those two States, then the subsequent quad-
rennial elections are going to fall beyond the pale of the coverage of
the Voting Rights Act.

In other words, 5 years--Alabama's next election, which will be in
1971, that is the election in November, will fall beyond 5 years from
the date of passage of the Voting Rights Act.

Mr. ROGERS. What you are s:yijg is that Alabama and Mississippi
may not use these testing devices for this 5-year period, then in 1971
they will institute them when the Attorney General does not have
the authority to use a triggering device and go in there and register
them. That is what you are saying?

Mr. HIGGS. Essentially it is, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. And do you propose that we change that in this leg-

islation or should we wait until the next Civil Rights Act of 1967
comes along?

Mr. Hioos. Mr. Chairman, I am advocating a provision similar to
that in the Gilbert bill, which would require the placing of Federal
registrars in any county on the petition under oath of 20 citizens.
This is very similar to the provision I believe Mr. Lindsay made last
year.

I believe it was the intent of this committee when it did put out
some sort of a standard, indeed, you, Mr. Chairman, asked a question
of the Attorney General last year in that reorard and frankly I want
to tie in here another clipping that I have wlich shows that the Civil
Service Commission returned over half of the funds that had been al-
located for Federal registrars in the South.

Now, to me this is really tragic in terms of the amount of democ-
racy that could have been brought to the Negro citizens in these States,
had this money been used.

So, in essence I believe that a provision similar to the Gilbert bill
which put in Federal registrars on a petition under oath of 20 citizens
and would put in house-to-house registration on the petition under
oath of 40 citizens from the county would be extremely advisable.

Frankly, I think it would be very advisable prior to the general
election in Alabama in November of this year, because, as I say, I
think we are dealing with a deadline situation by the present terms
of the Voting Rights Act.

Finally, in terms of the voting rights provisions, it seems to me
that it is absolutely critical that some committee or subcommittee or
somebody be set up to have oversight of the enforcement or the lack
of enforcement of these provisions. I think that is essential not only
to inform the subcommittee, but to indeed to secure voluntary com-
pliance in many cases. I think that if many of these States are aware
that this committee and this subcommittee is keeping close tabs and
close watch on the enforcement of these laws, that many of the prob-
lems are going to be avoided.

I think it is extremely unfortunate that as of yet the report from
the subcommittee that was set up, I believe last September, a special
advisory subcommittee to this subcommittee in terms of oversight, has
not yet become available or, indeecL any action taken.

As I understood it, that subcommittee was to report back in Jan-
uary. But all I am saying is that I think that there is a tragic need
at the present time for this sort of action.
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Indeed, I think it would be extremely advisable if such a subcom-
mittee were in existence that could travel down to the South and
really see what was going on. I think this would be awfully essen-
tial in this area.

Finally, it seems to me that the Alabama election has shown that
what Senator Tydings and Senator Fong mentioned last week is quite
correct, that there is a great need for-one way or another-having
poll watchers in those States, whether or not there happen to be Fed-
eral registrars or Federal examiners in the particular county: so I
would think that the committee would want to remedy that (efect in
the present law.

In terms of the jury selection provisions, my feeling is that. as a lead-
ership conference spokesman has testified and as the three faiths have
testified this morning, I think we learned some lessons from the 1957
and 1960 Civil Rigihts Act (lealiluZ witl tie voting problem.

I might add it seents to me that the Gilbert bill has an additional
feature that is very useful which not only gives standing to the Attor-
ney General and to the l)rson who is actually killed or maimed to
invoke the provisions of the act, but also gives standing to 20 citizens
of the particular county to invoke the provisions of the jury selection
act and other provisions.

The. reason I think this should be done is because these are the peo-
lpe who have to live there in that county. They are the ones who
eelti le impact of the denial of eqiial just ice, .o it seems to me they also

should have standing.
Mr. RoMERs. Are vou talking about section 1 or section 2 ?
Mr. imos. Section 2, Mr. Chairman, in terms of the State juries.
Now, in terms of the literacy tests, the sixth grade or whatever it

may Ie test-I think it is reading and writing in the administration
bill-it seems to me that this would be extremely inadvisable in view
of the fact that in most of the more difficult areas of the South the
illiteracy rate, particularly among Negroes, is extremely high indeed.

I believe the Department of Labor just conducted a survey in the
Mississippi )elta 3 or 4 weeks aro anudI have a clipping here based
upon that survey, and the survey showed that in that area approxi-
mately 50 percent of the adult Negroes did not have a sixth grade
education.

Secondly, it seems to me it is quite inadvisable to use listing or regis-
tration as a voter, because again in these more difficult areas the voting
percentage is presently quite low. This is particularly true in the
-Mississippi Delta.

Thirdly, there has been much previous discussion in the subcom-
mittee in terms of putting the racial designation on information
question na ires.

It seems to me that it is quite clear that, for example, in Mississippi
where the jury lists are composed by the individual members of the
board of sul)ervisors. that these people know who are in their district.
They know the individuals far more than any form could tell. There-
fore, it is the person discriminated against, the Attorney General and
the civil rights groups which really need this information, so I think
for that reason it would be quite necessary to include the racial designa-
tion.

Also along this line as I read the bill, they only require this informa-
tion once a court suit has been filed. It'is only in connection with
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litigation that this information is required, or-indeed-is required
to be kept.

I think this is a very serious omission. It seems to me that there
should be a flat requirement to keep certain information in all cases
whether or not litigation has been filed.

I believe both the leadership conference and Gilbert bill and also
the Yale bill (1o have this requirement in there.

In terms of the school desegregation title of the administration bill,
it seems to me that there are at this time at least two things that can be
done by this conunittee to help to secure desegregation in education,
and both of these provisions are found in Mr. Gilbert's bill in section
1102.

Now, the first provision esseintially will outlaw the use of the freedom
of choice plan which is, of course, in widespread use throughout the
South. This provision simply says you cannot assign students who
live in the same geographicall a'ea to different schools. In other words,if they live in te same area, then they must be assigned to the same
1.;hlooL.

The second provision puts the burden upon a school board which in
a district in which there is racial imbalance to show that the districting
that they have is fair and reasonable and not based ul)On racial con-
sideration. This does not touch the neighborhood school concept, but
yet it does, it seems to me, do away with many of the evils that now
exist in terms of de facto segregation.

Finally, in terms of housing, I agree with the comments, of course,
that have been said by Mr. Wilkihis vesterav and )v the members of
the three faiths today in terms of the need for administrative enforce-
ment.

Then I would mention to the committee that in Mr. Gilbert's bill,
sections 1208 and 1209, there is quite simple language which places
the Secretary of housing and Urban Development in charge of affirma-
tively administering the non-discrimination provisions; this avoids
the needs for the creation of a new agency.

Finally. "Mr. Celler. the clairman of the suloniliittee, has brought
u1) a nun iber of tines the indemniification question, that is. a suit
against a State.

As I read the 11th amendinent, I (1o not believe that there is any
real lprolblem here because the 1 ith amendment (leals .ith suit against
the State by a citizen of another State. It is triie thai this provision
was primarily not aimed at injunctive actions. lur instead was ,timed
at money actions.

I t-hin/k the cases of laNoco v. M;..8/)i, awd Hans v. Louid>ana
will indicate this: but nevertheless I myself have been able to find
no constitutional law that would prohibit such a provision or such a
statute that sets up a. civil indemnification board.

M[r. ROEns. Does that complete your statement ?
Mr. hTiccs. That completes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Roc.Fis. Any questions? "Mr. Kastenmeier?
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Yes,.Nfr. Chairman.
I want to congratulate the witness on an excellent presentat ion. I

notice you spent a good portion of your discussion, of your testimony,
on voting, although the administration bill itself does not primarily
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concern itself with voting except insofar as title V relates to it and a
number of other activities.

I think you do well to suggest to the committee that we need to
look prospectively ahead at what may happen as far as the Voting
Rights Act, of last, year is concerned.

Do you feel that after the 5-year term is up, that the States will be
able to reinstitute, for example, literacy standards and other things
with regard to voting?

Mr. HiGGs. Yes, I do, Mr. Kasteiuneier. As I read the present act,
essentially what I think is happening right now, and indeed what is
happening in that the State now can rely on methods other than voting
qualifications to limit the Negro vote or the effectiveness of it and
indeed prevent much of it in terms of economic and physical violence.
and also intimidation. History bears this out, this was true back in
Mississippi when the act of 1870 was passed by this Congress, re-
admitting Mississippi to the Union. That act specified that Missis-
sippi could not ever again have literacy tests or constitutional inter-
pretation tests or anything else of that nature.

For 5 years there was effective Negro voting in Mississippi, then
in 1875 the ,white "Bourbon" forces came back into power; from 1875
to 1890 there was a rule of violence, and the Klan and everything else
came into being at that time.

In 1890 Mississippi concluded that. the Congress of the United States
would not enforce the act of 1870 and would not enforce the 2d sec-
tion of the 14th amendment and then she proceeded to reenact (or to
enact) literacy qualifications.

So, I do feel that there is a very serious problem here and the best
way to avoid it is to make sure that there is quick registration, effec-
tive registration.

Mr. KASTENMEIM. Well, then you think we are going to see prospec-
tive disenfranchisement of Nego voters now entitled to vote under the
act in the years to come.

To a very great extent we may return to a condition from which
we have just tried to release the less-educated Negroes in the South in
terms of exercising rights to vote.

Is there any other way you think that we can obviate that result,
that is, returning to seeing the Negroes are not disenfranchised again
because many of them, as you pointed out, are not literate in 1966
and they will not be in perhaps 1972 or 1971.

Is there any way that we can get around that problem?
Mr. HimGs. Mr. Kastenmeier, it seems to me that if the act is en-

forced effectively and quickly and registrars are put in-house-to-
house registration is instituted throughout the South-then I think
we are going to have a real democracy in the South, at least to the
extent that everyone can, will and does vote; and I think this is going
to be the most secure safeguard against a return of restrictions which
are going to deny Negroes the right to vote.

Let me point out that I am not speaking or talking to the right
to vote here in a vacuum. It seems to me that 95 percent of justice
is not meted out by a jury, but by a police chief and by a sheriff or
by a county prosecutor and by a judge, almost all of whom are
themselves elected officials or directly appointed by elective officials
throughout the South.
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I think if we are going to deal with the problem of justice where it
really counts, that the real thrust needs to be on effective enforcement
of the right to vote.

Mr. KAsTES mmFR. I notice that you are in strong support of the
Gilbert bill which deals with a number of areas besides those areas
dealt with in the administration bill.

In terms of your own priority thinking about legislation in 1966,
which areas do you think are most important for Congress in terms of
legislating for civil rights?

Mr. HInGS. Well, my feeling is, of course, that voting rights prob-
ably tops the list. Secondly, I would think that the housing is quite
important, and education as well. As you can tell, it is my own feel-
ing that, really, it is far more important that the right to vote be
secured and that an opportunity to exercise that; vote effectively be
secured than that a direct action against the jury system be taken,
because frankly you are going to have the judges and the prosecutors
and the other elected officials choosing those juries in any case, so it
seems to me that here is an easy way to avoid many, many problems.

I do think that jury legislation is called for, but I am afraid of,
at least I do not agree to, the placing of it in a pre-eminent position
at the present time.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. In terms of the probleln, particularly in the
South in voting, the Congress has deaft with this ii each piece of
legislation, either in part or in whole, you know, in 1957, 1960, 1964,
1965. Do you still feel there are things which we must legislate to
help the voting?

Mr. Hios. Well, I certainly do, Congressman Kastenmneier. As I
have pointed out, I think that time is not on the side of the person
who wants to register under the Federal Voting Rights Act. I think
that the 4-year quadrennial election terms are going to bypass them
in almost all the Southern States, if indeed they cannot vote this year
in Alabama and next year in Mississippi.

Frankly, as I have stated in an article that I wrote for the Nation
in December, I pointed out that in terms of the Members of the Senate
from the South, of the opposite body, about half of them are up for
election this time and certainly if the people cannot vote under the
Voting Rights Act this time for those people who are ip for the Senate,
then 6 years from now they will be-they will be 2 years beyond the
ex9ration of the terms of effectiveness of the Voting Rights Act.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I assume that you feel that more Negroes in the
South should be registered to be voting than perhaps those voting, let's
say, in Alabama last month.

Do you take issue with the Attorney General in terms of the number
of registrars, the Federal examimers appointed? And the places they
have been sent?

Mr. HIGGS. I take extremely strong issue with the Attorney General
on that. I think it is a real tragedy that only about 40 registrars have
been appointed in the approximately 500 or 600 election districts in
the South.

Mr. KASTENfETER. Is there any other area apart from the number
and places to which examiners were assigned under the act that you
feel that the act is not implemented sufficiently or do you feel anyone
else is falling down? Do you feel that, say, voluntary organizations
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are not getting individuals registered, and not pressing them to votel
Do you think there is lak of motivation?

Mr. HiGGs. I frankly feel that voluntary organizations are doing
quite a bit. Perhaps they can do more. But frankly my feeling is
that when the Congress has passed an act, and I may be very wrong
in this, but as I recall the legislative history, the thinking of a lot of
Members was that there would be registrars in about every county in
Mississippi and Alabama, and I may be wrong in this, but it seems to
me that this is certainly what was cAldled for and is called for and that
they should be sent house to house.

Now I recall that in response to a question, I believe, by either Mr.
MeCulioch or by younelf, before this very subconinittee last year.
Chairman Macy of the Civil Service Commission testified that he
would have registrars going house to house, if necessary, to enforce
thiQ act.

Now, when you look at the registration figures, the differences in the
count by race, in terms of so many of the counties, particularly in the
counties of Mississippi which have no Federal registrars, then I think
it is quite obvious. You take Sunflower County: maybe 15 percent of
the Negro population is registered, about 80 percent of the white popu-
lation is registered and the Voting Rights Act has been in effect, well,
almost a year now.

Mr. KASTE.M.E1ER~. But in fairness to the Department of Justice,
do you not feel there is a subtly, sometimes not so subtle, coercion,
intimidation that still exists, that still prev1el:ts Negro citizens to either
register or to vote, and some of this is extremely difficult to pinpoint
and to literally prove to where the Justice Department is willing to
send examiners?

In other words, the Justice Department would have to exercise alto-
gether a new standard about sending examiners iin than it presently
(toes in order for it to act much differently than it does ?

Mr. HIGGs. I could not agree with you more. I think they have to
have a completely new standard. I think it is long overdue in terms
of the actual facts that exist down there, the very idea that the Negro
on a plantation in Sunflower County is going to go 20 or 30 miles to go
down to Indianola to register with the Federal registrar, with the
police chief and sheriff and all watching him. I do not think this is in
accord with the facts.

I think the only way that all this accumulation of enormous in-
timidation which is real-it is very real, because murders are still going
on in Mississippi today-is going to be overcome is that these registrars
be sent in house to house.

Mr. KAs TEMiER. Thank you for your comments.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, Mr. Higgs. We appreciate your coming

before the committee and giving us te benefit of your statement and,
as I understand it, there will be a primary election in Mississippi on
June 3?

Mr. HIGOS. On June 7, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. And you do not know of any candidate that wants to

run that has been denied the right to pitt their name on the ballot.?
Mr. HIGGs. Well, I mentioned there is litigation in regard to that,

because there is a controversy. Now, I (1o believe that ti technical
answer is, "Yes." that the candidates are going to be on the ballot.
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However, there is litigation over that election, because the candidates
of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party, as I understand it, are
apparently required to sign some sort of an oath saying that they sup-
port the principles of the Mississippi Democratic Party which in its
convention in 1964 came out for racial discrimination aid segregation,
so there is litigation that is pending. I believe, to try to enjoin those
elections, so that they will not be held at the present time.

There is also very strong objection to the fact that those primaries
are all being conducted, even those Federal elections, by all-white
officials. I do not believe there is a single Negro election official
throughout the entire State, and this involves thousands of officials

Mr. ROlGERtS. That is in the process of litigation now in the State
of Mississippi ?

Mr. HIGS. I am 1ot sure that the latter point is. I think the
former point is in terms of what has to be certificated, that is, this oath
that you support the principles of the Mississippi Democratic Party.
In other words. I did not mean to give the impression that there are
not problems here, but the technical answer to your question is "Yes."

Mr. RoGERs. I wanted to make sure they were going to have free
and open elections in Mississippi, so that any person who wants to
run has a right to run and I want you to help see that they do.

Mr. IhtOGS. We certainly try to do that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RoGERis. Thank you so much.
Mr. h1iGs. Thank you for the opportunity.
Mr. ROGERS. Our next witness is Mr. Lawrence Speiser, director of

the Washington office of the American Civil Liberties Union, which
is no stranger to this committee as we know he has from time to time
been interested not only in civil rights but every other right protected
b.y the Constitution, and has made himself available in many instances
in connection with litigation.

I think the last was the poll tax, wasn't that right ?

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE SPEISER, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON
OFFICE, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

Mr. SPEISER. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. You have a prepared statement ?
Mr. SpEisEn. Yes, I believe they have been distributed.
Mr. RoGErs. Yes. Would you care to read it?
Mr. SpEIsER. It is a relatively short statement, but I will not read

it, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROG-ERS. Would you like to insert your statement in the record

at this point and roceed in your own manner?Mr. l'En, Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RoG.Rs. Let it be received for the record and you proceed in

your own manner.
(The statement follows:)

STATEMENT BY LAWRENCE SPEISER, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON OFFICE, AMERICAN
CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

The American Civil Liberties Union supports I.R. 14765 with the four amend-
ments proposed by Roy Wilkins. Chairman of the Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights, in his testimony before this Commit tee. These are:

(a) The establishment of an indeninification board which would award
damages to victims of civil rights violence.
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(b) Admlnzitratlve reimedles for the enforcement of the fair housing pro-
vision.

(c) The Inclusion of triggering devices for instituting procedures for end-
ing Jury discrimination ; and

(d) Extending the coverage of Title VII (equal employment opportunity
section) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to state and local government em-
ployees.

However, there are additional amendments we feel should be made.
In I 1865, Title I on Federal Juries, there is a provision for a questionnaire to

be sent to all prospective jurors. It states, "The form shall elicit his name, age,
sex, education, raie, religion, occupation, and citizenship and whether he has any
physical or mental Infirmity, Is able to read, write, speak and understand the
English language, and has not been convicted in any State or Federal court of
record of a crime punishable by imprisonment for more than one year and has not
had his civil rights restored by pardon or amnesty."

Similar provisions appear elsewhere in the bill. [See p. 7, 51180(b)]
We urge the following:
1. The quest ion on "'rligihm" sAhould be strickcjn.-We believe this is patenLly

unconsttiutional under the United States Supreme Court decision in Torcoao v.
Wotkin , 367 US 48d (1961). In that case, a unanimous Supreme Court stated
"We repeat and again reaffirm that neither a state nor the Federal government
can coustitutionally force a person 'to profess a belief or disbelief in any religion'."

The bill states categorically that the form shall elicit "religion." There is,
apparently, no discretion involved. Even if there were, such an inquiry on the
part of government is improper, in violating freedom of religion--the freedom of
individuals to keep their religious beliefs to themselves-no matter how highly
motivated the purpose.

There is no real reason for the question in the first place. There has been
little, if any, evidence that religious discrimination in jury selection is occurring.
Not all of the potential discriminations prohibited by the Bill under 5 1882 are
subjected to inquiry on the questionnaires. For example, under 1182, dis-
crimination is prohibited on the basis of "'national origin" or "economic status."
It is true there is a question on "occupation," however, this is such a general
question It may or may not disclose the economic status of the individuals. The
question on "citizenship" would not necessarily disclose the national origin of
the prospective juror.

We quite agree discrimination on the basis of religion should be prohibited.
Yet, the means selected may be the basis on which discrimination could occur-
by the forced disclosing on a government form of the private religious beliefs
of all individuals.

2. T" W'ov q"ue ostiom fOr "l *MtO oM OhOW be @M=W*.-The bill
continues the present qualification for Jury service of requiring an ability to
read and write the English language. We urge the deletion of this requiremenL
For those few case in which literacy Is a valid qualification, we suggest the fol-
lowing language. "If the District Judge determines that the ability to read or
write English is reasonably required in order for Jurors to perform their duties
in any particular case or cases, he shall be empowered to exclude those who
cannot read or write English, except that no person shall be excluded on this
ground who has completed the sixth grade in an English language schooL"

The basis for this change is the fact that Negroes throughout the South have
been subjected to second-class education. Even with the passage of this bill.
it is clear that broad scale discrimination against Negroes can be utilized on
the basis of a literacy requirement which has no real relevance to most jury
cases. For examlde. in Mississippi, more than 50% of adult Negroes have not
had a sixth-grade edulcation. It is for thJs reason that the literacy requirement
was suspended under certain provisions of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
We urge similarly that It be deleted for jury service.

3 The disqualifcatioa of those convicted of crdmm should be limited to tho*e
scho, har' actually bcc imprisoned for one Irear.-The bill continues the dis-
qualification of individuals who have been convicted in any state or federal
court of record of aerlme puni able by imprisonment for more than one year
and who has not had his civil rights restored by pardon or amnesty: We see
no justification for continuing the anachronistic view that individuals who have
been convicted of crimes have defects in character. Certainly, with enlightened
views of rehabilitation. it would be far better if they could participate in the
processes of society as full-fledged citizens. We, therefore, urge the deletion of
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any such disqualification. However, in the event that this recommendation is
not accepted, at the very least, this language should be changed to bar only
those who have been convicted in a state or federal court of a crime and as a
pnaUy ave actwaUy been impriaoned for more than one year and has not had
his civil rights restored by pardon or amnesty. There are a great many crimes
which have a broad range of sentences which can be imposed, yet, if a person
has been convicted aid has been given probation or suspended sentence, he
would still be barred from jury service no matter how appealing his case had
been.

This committee has a major responsibility for the passage of this Civil Rights
Bill. In the spirit of trying to improve this bill and yet not hobble it with
politically unrealistic proposals, we urge the adoption of the amendments we
have suggested.

Mr. SP.risS.R. Generally, the American Civil Liberties Union sup-
ports H.R. 14765, the administration civil rights bill, plus the four
amendments which were pro .ins speaking on behalf
of most of the organi- ons of the Leadership nference on Civil
Rialhts.

W ave some ditional amend nts we would li to suggest.
The first one c cerns the question i rehion which is ovided in
the questionn. in the titln Fed al jurie . We believe hat that
question is constituti!4 in eight f the o inion of the upreme
Court in th orcaso c hi whi Itheco.rt s:

We repea and agaili t either State n th Federal vern-
ment can stitutionally force a pro Ba lief r disbelief any
religion'.

The bi states t the f sL1*4 elicit igion o those su jectto juhry dty. Altou-se 'there has asto ds an. Alon ou *tid ed- 04
no evid( e that th re is a i us 4iscr nation in jury selec ion.

lie qu tioniair was no hntened 1o be h complete question ire.
For exan le, altho h ti A also forbid, ination ba on
"national gin" an nOI are a1mi I-
fically on tose gro s. There I quest on on "c izenshil,'but
that would ot necessarily dj tse atiohii orig, ,4 and th e is a
question on upation a hat also \woul no fiecessaril disclose
economic status

Mr. Roorais. at about sexI
Mr. SPEIER . Th is a question on sex. And I w think there

is no great harm in as tha question. I think t ligion question
is essentially a very diff thing; religion ncern th a per-
son's belief. Generally a person ssexera c are fai I vious to
the e e. The oily way that ou can find out about a pe s religion
is if C tells you, or presumably if he attends church and some sort of
a judgment is made on that basis, although that is not foolproof.

Mr. ZFLENKO. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. ROGEm. Counsel.
Mr. &ZALE1o. How would you be sure Federal juries were not dis-

criminating against atheists unless the question on religion is asked?
Mr. SPEisER. I think you have to balance the problem. If you have

a random selection system that is going to operate, you may not know
whether there is discrimination against atheists. I think, however,
it is more likely that there will be discrimination agaiWst atheists, if
you force them to disclose whether or not they are atheists, and that
information is available to jury personnel, to counsel, and even to
the general public.

63-420--66---95
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Even though the intent of the questionnaire is to provide the means
to discover whether discrimination occurs, it may very well provide
the means by which discrimination can occur by disclosing the infor-
mation that is none of the business of the people.

You may recall there was a furor just prior to 1960 cpsus as to
whether there would be a question on religion on the 1960 census.
Originally there was an intention to do so; there was a complaint about
it by a wide range of organizations and the Bureau of the Census
eliminated the question.

It may be desirable in our society to know to what extent people
are adherents of various religions and members of various churches,
but the disadvantages in requiring individuals under penalty of law
to respond to such questions, it seems to me, greatly outweigh what-
ever statistical value there is.

Mr. ZELENKO. Mr. Speiser, in a case dealing with State records
which indicated race, a 3-judge district court hold that the separation
of such records was violative of the 14th amendment. However, in the
case of Hammn v. The Virginia State Board of Elections, the court had
this to say about the State's power to collect such information on its
records:

Of course, the designation of race just as sex or religious denomination may in
certain records serve a useful purpose and the procurement and compilation of
such information by State authorities cannot be outlawed, per se.

Mr. SPEISER. First of all, I think it is clear that that statement is
dictum in that particular case. The issue in the case was the separa-
tion by list of Negro and white people, and so, therefore, the religion
question was really not in issue.

I could break the issue down, perhaps, a little more. I think there
may be instances where the Government might ask the question of a
person's religion. I do not think there are any instances when the
Governmenthas a right to require an answer or penalize the one who
is asked if he does not answer the question. I do not think there are
any instances that would permit that.

Por example, those who go into the Armed Forces are generally
asked about their religion. The reason for that is if they are wounded
the military services would want to get the chaplain of each indi-
vidual's own particular faith. We agree that the Government can
properly ask the religion question in that situation. I think, however
that is a very limited kind of a situation; I do not think you could
necessarily use that purpose to encompass this area as well.

Your reason here is to try to eliminate religious discrimination but
that is greatly outweighed, it seems to me, in the compulsion on indi-
viduals to respond to the question.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speiser, if a person were to answer, "none,") do
you feel that this would necessarily mean that there would be a basis
for discrimination against him?

Mr. SPEISER. Yes, ] do, because of the recognition of the attitudes
of the public today-that there are disadvantages for those individuals
who would give the answer "none" to a question on religion.

Mr. RoDINo. If some of the People who are sitting in judgment on
the proqctive juror were Catholic or Protestant and the prospective
juror wrote that he was of another faith than those who were going to
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judge him, or judge his application, would you then conclude that
there was going to be discrimination because they were of a different
faith?

Mr. SPEIsR. No, that is not what I was referring to, Mr. Rodino.
I was referring to the fact that this will be a Government form which
is going to be generally available, not just to jury commissioners, al-
though that is its major purpose. These are public records. Other
people, even those who are not engaged in the jury selection processes
will know what someone puts down. This fact is nobody's business
but the individual himself. For the Government to force that answer
out of him, it seems to me, is clearly unconstitutional.

The next item I wish to discuss is on the literacy qualification for
jury service. The bill changes nothing as far as the Federal require-
ments right now-

Mr. CRAMER. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question on the la-st topicI
Mr. RoGEas. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. Do you believe that under the bill as proposed that a

person would be revoked for jury service or should be if he failed or
refused to complete the section of the form requesting a statement of
his religious preference?

Mr. SPEISER. Well, as I read the bill I think that he can be penalized
if he fails to fill out the form. It is stated in mandatory language, the
form shall elicit, although the language as written in the bottom part
of.page 6 of the bill, who fails to appear and fails to show good cause
for noncompliance to a summons, does not necessairly correspond to
failure to fill out.

I would think, as far as the law is concerned, that it would be the
intent of Congress that individuals be required to fill out the forms. It
is not just a question of religion, but isn't the committee of a belief that
an individual is required to fill out the form? What would happen if
individuals refused to fill out the form in toto?

Mr. CRAMrER. That is the question I am asking you.
Mr. SPEISER. Well, the bill as it is presently written may not cover

that, and if it does not I would assume that the committee is interested
in covering that. Otherwise the questionnaire really is of no value,
but even at that point I would still suggest that if there isn't any
penalty for not filling out the form I would still suggest eliminating
the question on religion.

Mr. CRAMER. Are you suggesting that the congressional requirement
in declaring religion is an unconstitutional requirement?

Mr. SPEISER. I would put it in this way: That a congressional re-
quirement that a person give his religion is unconstitutional. I think
there is some doubt, however, as to whether the governmental ask-
ing of the question with no absolute requirement of answering it is
unconstitutional.

I think the disadvantages that would occur, though, in a small area
in a small community to individuals who refused to answer the ques-
tion or put "none," still exists. I think that a case can be made that
even though it may appear that the answer to the question is supposed
to be voluntary, that the fact that the Government asks it, the fact that
the individual must be aware of community pressures would provide
the compulsion which would then push it over into the first category of
Government compulsion, and would, in my view, be unconstitutional.
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Mr. Cii .ux. You do not object to him determining by the form
his race, the requirement he declare his raceI

Mr. SPEISER. I left that out primarily because I think there is a
flux in the thinking on that question among civil rights organizations.

Mr. CRA EI. Precisely why I asked the question. A lot of civil
rights organizations don't think a person should ever have to fill out
a form at all that states his race because that is, in effect, discrimina-
tion. So are we not faced here with that very problem?

Mr. SPEISER. I can suggest a way out of that if that is the view of
the Congress and it has been the view of my own organization for
some time and it is presently reconsidering that position so that the
ACLU is also in this state of flux at the present time. I think it is
perfectly possible to put down race on the basis of the jury commis-
sioner putting that down without asking the individual that. One
concern that arises ;-n this area is that many people who have mixed
ancestry, are doing what is usually called "passing." We don't define
race. Obviously, I would think it would be reprehensible for the
Federal Government to accept the standards of "race" that are put in
the statutes in a number of Southern States.

Mr. CRAMER. What do you think the standard on it should be,
assuming race were left in as a requirement? We have to have spe-
cifics. What standard would you suggest we adopt?

Mr. SPEISER. I would not put it on the basis of what ancestry exists
I would, I suppose, put it on the basis of what a person considers him-
self to be.

Mr. CRAMxai. Well, a commissioner cannot determine that? You
state on one hand the commissioner write it in and now you say on
what the person considers himself to be.

Mr. SPEISER. Well, I think that for any drawing of the lines that
I think that that is not very consequential. If we are talking of indi-
viduals who have both white and Negro ancestry in which there is some
difficulty in determining what their race is does not appear to me to
be a major problem. I think there are a sufficient number of indi-
viduals who are clearly Negro who are being discriminated against
by all the statistics you need as far as discrimination is concerned.

Mr. CRAxm. I think some of them who have mixed blood are dis-
criminated against even more.

Mr. SPEISE . They may be.
Mr. CRAMER. Where do you draw the line, 10 percent, 20 percent,

40 percent ? What objective standards can you have?
Mr. SPEFISE. Well, the problem would be eliminated if the indi-

vidual were asked the question, because he could put down what he
considers himself to be.

Mr. CRAMER. You don't think he should be asked that question on
religion; now, do you, or do you not on race?

Mr. SPEISEa. On religion I have no problem. You can detect from
my responses to your race question that we are in an equivocal situation.

Mr. CRAMER. We cannot afford to be. We have to go one way or
the other.

Mr. SPEISER. At the moment I think that it is permissible to leave
the race question in. I think it is impermissible to have the religion
question in.
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I had my hand in some drafts of jury discrimination bills and in
order to mitigate this problem we put the race question at a far
later point.

Mr. CR.tMER. You think it is all right then for the Federal Govern-
ment to encourage the keeping of records relating to race and requiring
a person to answer the race on tihe one hand relating to juries, but not
relating so far as the States are concerned to registration for voting
purposes? What is the difference?

Mr. SPEISER. I wasn't aware of the fact that they are prohibited
from collecting those statistics insofar as voting statistics are con-
cerned now. This is being done now, is it not, as far as the Voting
Rights Act?

Mr. CRAMER. There are drives underway now to eliminate that
requirement.

Mr. SPEISER. As I indicated, most civil rights organizations are in a
state of flux about that problem. I think the problem of racial dis-
criminat'on within the processes of criminal justice, and within the
voting r cea is such a tremendous mass problem it may very well provide
the legitimate motivation for Government. I do not think that any-
thing of that kind has been indicated as far as governmental inquiry
into religion.

Mr. CRAMER. As I recall, the Voting ]Rights Act had a provision in
it relating permanent records shall not be kept on the basis of race
for votingT

Mr. SPEISER. I do not recall. My recollection is-
Mr. CRAMER. It isn't the policy of your organization that that ob-

jective should be accomplished?
Mr. SPEISER. Yes.
Mr. CRAMER. And yet you equivocate whether we should keep such

records relating to jury system.
Mr. SPEISER. I am sorry. I spoke too fast. Tile whole question, not

just restricted to jury as against voting, asking the race question is
under review by my organization, it is not just a question of the jury
question alone.

.MNr. CRAMER. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMELER. Mr. Chairman, on that point, while I really do

not know the answer, it would seem to me that the rule of thumb
really is that the policy of the Federal Government is opposed to dis-
crimination. Accordingly, where eliciting, let us say race, would only
serve to discriminate against an individual it ought not to be done,
but where the eliciting of race is used to prevent discrimination,
as a tool to end discrimination or to oversee the question of dis-
crimination, then as a matter of public policy it is to be used.

I think really that has to be the determinant whether race is or
ought to be used in the questionnaire.

Mr. SPEISER. Yes, I think this is entirely true. You cannot just
make a flat judgment that Government agencies can elicit race for
any and all circumstances. They have to have a proper purpose and
there would seem to me some showing that it is necessary in order to
eliminate discrimination. I think your statement of the problem is
entirely accurate. It may not satisfy those who would like a simplistic
test, but a categorical answer that the Government has a right to
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elicit race under any and all circumstances just is not true, nor should
it be true.

Mr. KASTEN mIEIIR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RoGERs. Proceed.
Mr. S1ASIER. All riglt.
On the literacy qualification for jury service, the bill, as far as the

Federal juries, merely continues tle present requirement of being able
to read and write the English lan -a._e.

We believe that this should be terminated and only continue with
the qualification of being able to speak and understand the English
language.

In the South Negroes have been subjected to second-class education
under the theory of separate but equal for inany yea's. In the State
of Mississippi umiore than 50 percent of the adult Negroes have not
had a sixth grade education.

I think it is entirely possible that we would still have widespread
jury discrimination if you maintained the literacy requirement. We
do agree that there can be certain cases in which literacy may be a
valid requirement and I have suggested some language which is in
some of the other bills which have been introduced; that is:

If the district judge determines that the ability to read or write English is
reasonably required in order for jurors to perform their duties in any particular
case or cases, he shall be empowered to exclude those who cannot read or write
English, except that no persons shall be excluded on this ground who have com-
pleted the sixth grade in an English language school.

In most cases the ability to read or write is not a relevant factor.
The jury listens to verbal testimony. Its function is to determine what
happened, the contact between individuals, and it is really just un-
necessary in order for them to make determinations of fact.

There are some States that do not have this requirement and operate
their State courts without having a literacy requirement. If the
purpose of this bill is to eliminate discrimination against Negroes in
Federal and State juries, then it seems to me that the literacy require-
ment would be a real bar to accomplishing this purpose.

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Speiser, I take from your statement that you are
opposed to that part of the bill which would require that a juror have
the qualifications of being able to write and understand the English
language. Do you think that that provision should be eliminated?

Mr. S1EISER To-well, I agree with part of what you said, but not
all of what you said.

What I would like to eliminate are the words "read" and "write."
I would keep in '-speak and understand the English language."

Mr. RO ERS. Well then, would that not eliminate many of the Puerto
Ricans in New York from jury duty?

Mr. SPEISER. It might. I had the thought of this problem and I
think it is conceivable that we could operate a system of justice with-
out having this requirement. It would require interpreters, it would
require a good deal of money in order to accomplish this and it would
drastically slow down, it seems to me, cases if you did have jurors
who could not understand English.

I think the most appealing case, it seems to me, is the defendant
who cannot understand English, who is on trial.
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Mr. ROGERS. Well, of course, where a man is on trial and does not
understand English, why, I am sure the judge will see that his rights
are protected to tile point of giving the man an interpreter. At least
that is the experience out our way. because Verv oftell we have llwole
clar(red with a crime, as an example, who do not understaind the
English language.

Mr. SrSEisa. I agree and I think in most situations tlat tflere is
no reason why you need to have jurors who understand English so
long as you have an interpreter for the defendant.

Mr. FoLEY. At that point, Mr. Speiser, here is your problenl. That
interpreter cannot go into the jury roomI when the jury deliberates,
and there it becomes a question for the juror who does not understand
the English language when the 11 other jurors who do go with himii
to deliberate the issue.

Mr. SrEisER. It would require an additional interpreter to go into
the jury room.

Mr. FolEy. You cannot do it under the State or Federal laws, no-
body is allowed in that jury room but the jurors.

Mr. SPrusER. Well, then I suppose it would require changing the
State laws.

I had mulled over that problem and had finally decided not to ell-
compass those who couldn't understand English although not be-
cause of the particular point that you raised, Mr. Foley. The problems
and the expense would be tremendous, and that really is not a problem
that we are trying to reach at the present time with this bill; I would
go along with understand the English language as a continued re-
quirement, and as you can see, I am still going beyond what many of
the leadership conference groups have, because they did not consider
this one of the major amendments they wanted to l)tit in.

Mr. RoGoms. Mr. Speiser, I think your next proposal is that the dis-
qualification of those convicted of crimes should be limited to those
who have actually been imprisoned for 1 year. By that, you mean if a
man has been arrested for speeding or things like that, why, that
should not disqualify him for juror service?

Mr. SPEISER. That's right. He may be arrested, for example, for
reckless driving. I am not sure, but I believe in some States reckless
driving can be punished for longer than a year in jail. If lie is con-
victed, he may get off with a $50 fine, or lie may get off with probation
or suspension of sentence, yet that would bar him from jury duty as
the bill is presently written.

I must initially say I really disagTee with the whole concel)t of
disqualifying people from jury duty who have been convicted of crimes,
anyway. I think there is a value to society to have them participate
in the responsibilities of citizenship. So, I would prefer completely
eliminating the disqualification based on previous convictions of
crimes. However, in the spirit of compromise, I would like to suggest
that the bill as written is too tough a standard and if you are going to
continue this idea, that it should be restricted to those who actually
serve a year in jail rather than those who have been convicted of
crimes.

Mr. ROGr.Rs. As I understand your statement, you do not think a
man should be disqualified for jury service because lie may have been
convicted of a felony in the past; that is your original position. But
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you are willing to compromise and state that if he has been convicted
of a felony, 1ie may still continue to be disqualified, only if it is
a misdemncanor and lie has not gone to jail for more than a year, then
lie still should be able to qualify for jury service?

3r. SPE;ISER. I think you slipped something in on me again, Mr.
Cairnian.

Mr. ROGE~s. What is tha t?
Mr. Srr:isEn. If he has been convicted of a felony, which is punish-

able by more than a year, but was not given a year's sentence or did not
serve a year in jail, I still thing he should be eligible for service. It
may have been a first offense.

fr. RoGERS. That leads to my next question. We use the probation
system not only in the Federal courts, but in State courts. Many
times the judge will inflict the maximum penalty and then place him
out on probation, have him go to places on probation. He finishes it
out and never goes to jail at all.

Mr. SPEISER. That's right.
Mr. ROGERS. In that case you would feel that he is qualified to be a

juror?
Mr. SPEIsER. Yes; because the factors which may have influenced

a judge to give a man who is convicted of a felony, probation or a
suspended sentence, may be the very factors which would indicate he
should not be barred from jury service.

It may have been a first offense; he may have been technically
guilty of a crime and still would come under the purview of the
criminal law. He may be a completely good citizen and for one slip
to bar him from jury service for the rest of his life, it seems to me,
would be a bad way of rehabilitation, and the whole probation process
is aimed at rehabilitation.
So. I would not use the disqualification that a person who has been

convicted of a felony should be barred from jury d~uty.
Secondly, the variations in the States as to what they consider to be

felonies is just fantastic. There is no rational sense to them at all. In
one State something may be a 30-day misdemeanor; in another State
it is a 5-year crime.

Mr. ROGERS. In other words, you make the distinction between he
who becomes a "jailbird" for a year and one who has not.

Now probably that is not fair to you, because you state that regard-
let, of what he may have been convicted for, you still feel that he is
qualified for jury service. He should not be discriminated against or
prohibited from serving on the jury ?

Mr. SPEISER. That's right.
I have one additional point which I do not have in my prepared

statement, which occurred to me afterward in reading the bill and
also reading the testimony of the Attorney General.

The bill seeks to bar discrimination in jury selection on the basis
of sex. I don't think there is a problem as far as Federal juries are
concerned, but I think there is a problem under title II as far as the
State juries are concerned.

In the testimony of the Attorney General, he stated this:
Under Title II two types of state laws regulating Jury service by women would

be nullified. First, those in Alabama, Mississippi and South Carolina, which
totally exclude women from Jury service. Secondly, those In Florida, Louisiana
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and New Hampshire exclude women unless they affirmatively volunteer for
Jury service by taking steps, not required of men. to sign up for jury service.
The laws In the second category place a heavier burden on women who want to
serve than men, and exclude a lot of women who want to participate, that they
not volunteer.

The Attorney General has not covered an additional group of State
laws which I think is composed of about 19, which provide exemptions
for women. In those States, they do not have to apply, as they do in
Florida, Louisiana, and New Hampshire, to get on jury service, but as
women they have a specific statutory exemption in getting off. The
general practice is stated in a study on State jury laws that was com-
piled by the Library of Congress Reference Service. It includes an
article by Chief Judge Vanderbilt of the New Jersey Supreme Court.
He said that the general practice is to eliminate all those people in
the exempt classes from the final jury list. This is also true as far as
women are concerned.

Therefore, I do not think that the law goes far enough in eliminating
discrimination on the basis of sex. I attempted rather hurriedly to
draft some languagee which might cover this problem so that it would
clearly go beyond the two categories that the Attorney General men-tioned, and I come up with this--this would go into title II. It would
replace the policy statement.

It shall be unlawful to make any distinction on account of race, color, re-
ligion, national origin or economic status In the qualifications for service and
In the selection of any person to serve on grand or petit Juries in any State.

I think it is clear that with the legislative history based on what
the Attorney General said, that we are not covering the kinds of
exemptions which exist in those States which exempt women, and
that you are still going to have a considerable amount of discrimina-
tion against the women on the basis of the exemption which exists.

Mr. Roo~as. Any questions? Mr. Kastenmeier?
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Chairman, just one or two questions.
On being convicted of crimes, would you permit a person who is on

probation for, let us say, a year or more to serve on a jury?
Mr. SPFERsm. While he is on probation?
Mr. KASTmEixFm. Was at that time on probation.
Mr. SrEISER. I would. I think that one useful attribute of probation

is to have the person take part in the responsibilities of citizenship and
I would not disqualify him for that reason. It may be, I suppose, that
a district attorney might want to exercise a preemptory challenge
against an individual who is on probation, but I would not disqualify
him on that basis.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Even in a criminal case?
Mr. SPEISER. Even in a criminal case. That does not appall me.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. One other question that is more general.
In your view about jury service that it ought to be, as far as quali-

fications, as broad as for voting, generally speaking, would you make
a distinction ? In other words, is your philosophy that really a jury,
except the question of understanding the English language, that really
a man ought to be tried by his peers as people drawn at random in
a community or people who might exercise the right to vote?

Mr. SPEISER. Yes, my answer to that is, yes, although, I am saying
that somewhat apprehensively waiting for some other member of the
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committee to pose a specific situation, that I have not thought of them
at the moment.

I think it is true, that generally a person who is able to vote (and
we have gone through this in the Voting Right Act) ought to be able to
partici ate as a juror.

We hai'e long since given up the idea of the value of the blue-rib-
bon juries. I think that the greater participation that we have of
all people in our processes of Government the better. There is abso-
lutely no proof that individuals who are illiterate are for that reason
less capable of making determinations of fact and less able to under-
stanl what is presented before them.

I think that we find ourselves continuing anachronisms simply be-
cause they have existed before. I think we do it with respect to dis-
qualifying people because of conviction of crimes in serving on a jury,
as we do in voting. I think that is an anachronism.

Mr. Rouims. Mr. Cramer, any more questions?
Mr. CRAMER. I have a couple, Mr. Chairman.
As I understand your proposed definition of literacy, it in effect

would be a person being able to speak and understand the English
language, but not having to read and write it?

Mr. SPEISER. That's right.
Mr. CRAMER. You insist, however, including the English require-

ment? Those who don't speak the English language, even though the
case may involve somebody who doesn't understand the English
language ?

I understand in Puerto Rico that the edict of the Government is that
schools may no longer be allowed to teach in the English language.
What happens to all the Puerto Ricans that come to this country?
What happens to the Puerto Ricans in Puerto Rico I

Mr. SPMSER. You are not changing anything in the present United
States Code, but I do not know whether the United States Code pro-
visions-

Mr. CRAMER. I understand, but what is the position of your organi-
zation on that question?

Mr. SpImSER. In Puerto Rico, I would think it would be improper
to impose an English language requirement to serve on jures,.no
matter whether the Government has taken a position or not. I think
you have to make a pragmatic judgment.

Mr. CRAMER. Do I understand your position relating to sex and
women serving on juries that it would be that a woman should not have
the absolute right to say she does not wish to serve on a jury?

Mr. SPEaSFII. That's right. Incidentally, the language I suggested
would replace section 201 in title II on page 15 of the bill

Mr. CRAMER. Then you do not agree with the State laws that give
permission for a woman to claim exemption and state her-reasons?
You do not basically agree with the idea that a housewife is needed in
the home, she should be in the home, as compared to a man who might
be available for such service?

Mr. SpmsFm Mr. Cramer, we do not have the exemption in Federal
law for Federal juries.

Mr. CRAMER. I am talking about your proposal relating to State
jurors.
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Mr. SPEISER. The answer is, there is no reason for the blanket exenip-
tion giving them that right; the bill does provide that a judge has a
right to permit individuals to be exemipted for a period of 6 months
on the basis of great hardship, which vould seem to ie to cover the
situation.

Mr. CRAMER. You think that a woman should be forced to serve on
a jury, even though she does not desire to do so for other obligations
or reasons ?

Mr. SPEISER. Just, like a man, Mr. Cramer.
Mr. CRAtwER. You do not think her first responsibility is to her

family?
Mr. SPEISER. We all have responsibilities and part of our responsi-

bilities are jury service. The Ikederal court. system operates with no
exemption for women and I do not see why- 'Mr. CR.% ER. I dolint see where that is discrimination. If a womnab
doesn't. wanr, to serve, she is certainly not being discriminated against
in having ben given the opportunity to do so. How is she discrimi-
nated against?

Mr. SPEISER. Even if I were to agree with you, the fact is that the
way'these exemption systems operate, according to Chief Judge
Vanderbilt, is that everyone in the exemption category who has the
right to be exempted merely by asking is automatically excluded by
the jury commissioners from the final jury list..

This lie states on page 171 of the article which appears in the Legis-
lative Reference Service report.

Mr. CRAMER. Come to the conclusion you suggest you have to take
the position, do you not, that a women shoulkfnot have the right to
refuse to serve on a jury, even though she is offered the right to serve
in the first instance.

Now, what discrimination is involved in that?
Mr. SPEasER. The discrimination in treating her differently than

men as regards the responsibilities of citizenship.
Mr. CRAMER. But if it is for her benefit?
Mr. SPFjsEI. I do not think so. Perhaps that it is voluntary on her

part is not how it actually operates. Generally, women are excluded
even though this is supposed to be done on the basis of their own
request. It operates in that fashion, but even if it were not done in
that way I think the answer to it is that the juries are supposed to be
composed of the peers of the individuals on trial. This includes in-
dividuals without regard to sex, economic status, and all of the classes
mentioned in the bill.

There is a responsibility to the individual himself who is on trial.
He has a right to demand from those who are subject to jury service
that they not get off merely on the basis of their own preference.

Mr. CRAMER. Off of what, the panel or the jury itself
Mr. SpFasFm. Off of both.
Mr. CRaxEw. Well, there is no constitutional requirement that I

know 6f, do you, by any court decisions that a jury be constituted to
include someone of a given race, even though the defendant may be of
the same race, for instance?

Mr. SIEIsE. No, but he has the right to have the selection for the
jury venire to be made on a representative cross section basis, and it
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is not supposed to be hand selected. There is a pragmatic way in
which this operates. Although there is no hard and fast rule, but
women on juries have something to add. I don't know whether you
can generalize on that basis, but perhaps they are of value because
they bring compassion into the picture, which may be a very desirable
quality.

There is a right of defendant here to have a representative cross
section-

Mr. CRAMER. On the venire, not on the juryI
Mr. SPEISER. On the venire, that is right.
Mr. CaR&mE. Challenges have been used to strike everyone that is

a Negro everyone who is a woman?
Mr. SPEiSER. That is right of an individual defendant, but if he

does not have that opportunity because they are not on the venire-
Mr. CRAME. That is right.
Mr. SPEISER. But against, that is the determination made by the

individual counsel, prosecutor, and defense counsel. If he does not
have the broadly representative venire from which to make that de-
termination-

Mr. CRAMER. The reason I bring that out is partially because the
reaction I get from some of my mail is that the people who are read-
ing about these proposals end up with the impression that a person
will have, if this becomes law, an absolute right to have a nonsegre-
gated jury, for instance, not a venire, but a jury. And that is not the
effect of it at all.

Mr. SPEISER. I quite agree that peremptory challenges will still
exist, and I agree it will not have that effect.

The CHAIRMAN. I notice that in 16 jurisdictions women are per-
mitted, if they so claim, an exemption from jury service solely because
they are women. These are Alaska Arkansas, District of Columbia,
Kansas, Maryland-Maryland jury law varies from county to county.
Of the 23 counties, 4 permit women to claim exemption on the basis of
sex and 19 counties apply equally to men and women. Further, Minne-
sota, Missouri, Nevada, New York, North Dakota, Rhode Island,
Tennessee, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin.

Now, if women are permitted to claim exemption from jury on
the ground that they are women, is that not really and truly a dis-
crimination against men?

Mr. SPEISER. Yes.
Mr. RoGERs. Mr. Chairman, we are privileged to have with us one

of our valuable Members from the State of Missouri. I think prob-
ably he would like to ask a question.

Mr. Hungate?
Mr. HUNGATE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As I understand it, your

proposed amendment would apply to a State such as Missouri, which
permits women to claim an exemption?

Mr. SPEISER. That's right.
Mr. HUNGATE. Is this armendment--as I understand your reading

of Judge Vanderbilt's article-a de fecto discrimination against
women in selection of the venire or the selection of the panelf°

Mr. SPEISER. It is both. He states in his article that in many States
women, in the States which have an exemption for women, which
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they do claim voluntarily, they are automatically excluded by the
jury commissioners. That is one problem.

Even if that were not the case-
Mr. HUNGATE. I suggest that is not the case in Missouri.
Mr. SPEASER. Even if that were not the case, I still believe this pro.

posed law should ban that kind of special privilege for women getting
off of jury service.

Mr. HtUNGATh. One other question on your statement about dis-
qualification of those convicted of crimes.

As I understand it, it is your position that we should not look per-
haps at the labels, "misdemeanor," "felony"; it should be whether
or not they have been imprisoned for a year or more?

Mr. SPEISER. That's right.
Mr. HUNGATE. What about a fellow that had 10 different 6-month

sentences?
Mr. SPEISER. I would not disqualify him. I start off perhaps with

a different starting point than you might, Congressman. I think I
said, before you came that I did not feel that any kind of prior
conviction should be a isqualification. I am trying to provide a com-
promise suggestion which I think would be acceptable, because it seems
to me as presently written the bill is-

Mr. HUNGATE. In other words, you are suggesting the 1 year as
a compromise? Actually you would be willin-g to go further than
that?

Mr. SPEISER. Yes.
Mr. HUNGATE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. C. AmER. As I understand, your basic position is that you would

prefer that no one be excluded because of previous criminal activity
or conviction, regardless of the crime?

Mr. SPEIER. That's right.
Mr. CtA.nR. So your position is that a person who has been found

guilty of murder and been paroled for one reason or another, for in-
stance, would be permitted to serve on a jury, adjudging someone
charged for murder?

Mr. SPIaSER. That is entirely possible. You can pose all of the
cases you want to me, Mr. Cramer, but I basically feel that someone
who has served his time and you are tryin to rehabilitate him, you
are trying to bring him into society, that the best way to do it is to
permit him-

Mr. CRAmER. Somebody has been convicted of rape and would
serve on a jury of someone charged with rape?

Mr. SmusE. Very possibly. He might Serve in a personal injury
case. Why bar him completely from jury service?

Mr. RoGERs. Mr. McClory I
Mr. McCwRy. I just want to ask this question: As I see your objec-

tion, you are objecting to this questionnaire in which a number of
questions are asked of prospective jurors. Yet you would not bar
counsel of asking any questions such as that in selecting the jury;
would you I

Mr. SPEISER. I would like to, but I do not think it is covered by the
bill. I think the question on religion in most cases is irrelevant and
I think that presents a formidable problem. I think that most judges
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would bar such questions by attorneys for both sides, unless there was
some showing of the relevance of it.

Mr. MCCLORY. That would depend upon the case. The thing I
have in mind is this: A great deal of information is secured in advance
of selecting the jury by counsel as a result of the questionnaire which
the jury commissioner has sent out and your barring of these questions
would not preclude the questioning of urors, but it would consume
some time that otherwise would be avoided if counsel had the answers
to these questions from the questionnaire.

Mr. SPEISER. Except you are asking the question of everybody and
I cajnot think of one-half of 1 percent of the cases where a question
of religion to a prospective juror would be relevant. I am getting
back to the point of what is your purpose in asking the question?

Your purpose is to prevent discrimination on the basis of religion,
but the disadvantages from that, it seems to me, are so great that in
requiring people to answer a question, plus the fact that if we do ab-
solutely require them to answer, I think it is unconstitutional. But
merely asking it puts them in a position of providing information
which may be disadvantageous to many and which I do not think, in
general, the Government has a right to know.

I think you can "overkill" except for the situation that you are
suggesting.

Mr. RoGERS. Thank you, Mr. Speiser. We appreciate you taking
time out to come here and give us the benefit of your thoughts in con-
nection with H.R. 14765.

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION,
Washington, D.C., May 20, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER.
Chairnnan, Hou8e Jutdiciary Comnittee,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washingtoa, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN CELLER: I am submitting this letter as a supplement to
my prepared statement on H.R. 14765, "The Civil Rights Act of 1966," to urge
the subcommittee to amend the bill in order to eliminate completely sex dis-
crimination in state jury systems. I covered this same point in my oral testi-
mony, but I request that this letter be inserted in the record of the hearings as
well.

The American Civil Liberties Union suggests replacing the language of Section
201 in Title II with the following language:

"It shall be unlawful to make any distinction on account of race, color,
sex, religion, national origin, or economic status in the qualifications for
service, and in the selection, of any persons to serve on grand or petit juries
in any state."

Our suggested amendment is prompted by the interpretation of Title II, given
by the Attorney General in his testimony before Subcommittee No. 5, on May 4.

He stated:
"Under Title II two types of state laws regulating jury service by women

would be nullified. First, those in Alabama, Mississippi and South Carolina
which totally exclude women from jury service. Second, those in Florida,
Louisiana, and New Hampshire which exclude women unless they affirma-
tively volunteer for jury service by taking steps-not required of men-to
sign up for jury service. The laws in the second category place a heavier
burden on women who want to serve, than on men, and undoubtedly exclude
many women who do not know that they must volunteer."

We feel that this nullification of only those six state laws is not sufficient.
Some nineteen other states exempt women from jury service. They are listed in
footnote 83 of the article entitled "Statutory Provisions Relating to the Mode of
Jury Selection and Jury Service in Several States" by Arthur J. Vanderbilt,
former Chief Judge of the New Jersey Supreme Court. This was reproduced by
the Library of Congress, Legislative Reference Service, December 23, 1965.
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There may be a number of changes in the number of states which exempt women
from jury duty since the article was written in 1949, however, I don't believe the
problem has changed much quantitatively.

In Chief Judge Vanderbilt's article, he states: "In many states, moreover ler-
sons classified as exempt from Jury service but otherwise qualified are in reality
disqualified since they are eliminated from the final Jury list, although in nine
states, the names of those qualified but known to be exempt are placed on the
final jury lst."

For those who are concerned about whether women who have small children
can be released from Jury duty, the bill, as it is presently written, and many state
laws provide for exemption from jury service for those who would suffer great
hardship.

We respectfully recommend that the subcommittee give serious consideration
to our proposed amendment as well as the other amendments set forth in out
prepared statement.

Sincerely yours,
LAWRENCE SPEISER,

Director, Washington Office.

Mr. SxErsim Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. At this poilt we will insert telegram from the Japa-

nese-American Citizens League in support of the pending legislation,
IT.R. 14765; also a statement of the National Council of Catholic
Women as it related to H.R. 14765; a statement from the American
Newspaper Guild, together with a statement from the American
Veterans Committee.

(Documents follow:)
SAN FaNcIsco, CALIF., May 16,1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee
Houwe Offce Uuilding,
Washington, D.C.:

The Japanese American Citizens League supports statement of Roy Wilkins on
Civil Rights Act of 1966.

MASAO W. SAToW.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CATHOLIC WOMEN

The National Council of Catholic Women has been involved in the struggle
for interracial justice since 1948. Our commitment is based on the recognition
of man's human dignity, on the belief that each man is a unique individual,
created by God, and as such, entitled to live under conditions most conducive
to realizing his innate dignity.

We have engaged In the creation of understanding and communication be-
tween the races in our communities and have worked to educate ourselves and
others in the causes of interracial tension.

We actively sought passage of the civil rights legislation of 1964 and 1965
and have continued to press for the strong enforcement of these laws.

We have reviewed the "Civil Rights Act of 1966," H.R. 14765, and strongly
recommend its passage. Two statements adopted by our Board of Directors
at their January 1966; meeting are particularly relevant:

HOUSING

We are aware that housing directly affects the stability and health of
family life, and that many of our citizens do not enjoy the right to buy or
rent decent homes in neighborhoods suitable to their means and family
goals. We Join the President of the United States in urging legislation to
prohibit racial discrimination in the sale and rental of housing.

JUSTICE IN THE COURTS

NCCW expresses deep concern for the cause of Justice in the courts result-
ing from the acquittals of the Alabama slayers of Jonathan Daniels, Rev.
James Reeb and Mrs. Viola Liuzzo.
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Though we affirm our belief in the validity of the Jury system, we believe
the system itself Is on trial so long as these juries are not representative of
the community.

We urge the Attorney General be empowered to require nondiscrimination
In jury selection in federal and state courts.

We further urge legislation to prohibit Intimidation, attack and murder
of civil rights workers and other citizens seeking to exercise their consti-
tutional and civil rights.

We further urge that H.R. 14765 be strengthened to assure its enforce-
ment. We would recommend:

1) Oivil indemnification for the victims of civil rights violence and for
those persons Injured because of their race or color, while trying to exercise
their rights.

2) The enforcement of the fair housing provision by an administrative
agency.

3) A more automatic method of instituting procedures for en"ng jury
discrimination.

4) The inclusion of state and local government employees under the
coverage of Title VII, the Equal Employment Section of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964.

AMIzuwAlr NEWsPAmEB GuILD,
Washington, D.C., Mat 16, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLE,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEA.a CHAIRMAN CRLLEN: I should like to draw to the Committee's attention our
endorsement of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights' position on the pro-
posed Civil Rights Act of 1966 as scheduled to be presented to the Committee
on Tuesday, May 17, by Mr. Roy Wilkins.

As an organization cooperating in the Leadership Conference and as Itself
having advocated and worked for full equality for all aince the days of its
founding, the Guild urges the Judiciary Committee to do all tin its power to
speed enactment of a meaningful Civil Rights Act during this session of Oon-
gress. Adoption of the amendments proposed by Mr. Wilkins would certainly
give validity to the adjective "meaningful" when the record of this session
Is written.

We should like our endorsement of the Leadership Conference's position on
the proposed act recorded in the record of the Judiciary Committee's hearings
on H.R. 14765.

Sincerely,
WM. 3. Fasor,

Executive Vice President.

AMERICAN VLmTNs COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C, May 16, 1966.

Ron. EMANUEL CELLEX
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEA MR. CHAIRMAN: The American Veterans Committee supports the Civil
Rights Bill of 1966, as recommended by the President and introduced by you as
H.R. 14765 (S. 3296 in the Senate), but we respectfully urge that your Committee
make the following 5 amendments.

The first 4 proposed amendments are specifically supported by the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights and AVC, as a cooperating organization of the Leader-
ship Conference, concurs with these proposals. The Leadership Conference has
not yet specifically considered the fifth proposal we here urge, but we believe
the Conference would support it.

In essence, H.R. 14765 is intended to provide legislative tools:
(a) to end the discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, national

origin or economic status, which is still rampant in jury service in Federal
and State courts;
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(b) to eliminate two conditions (that an individual file a written com-
plaint and that local residents ire unable to bear the burden of litigation)
before the Federal Government may bring suit to end racial discrimination
In schools and public facilities. (The Attorney General already has author-
ity, without such restrictions, to initiate suits to end racial discrimination
in voting, employment and public accommodations).

(c) to declare a national policy against discrimination in the sale, rental,
and financing of all dwelling places.

(d) to protect people against interference, by violence or threats, with
the exercise of their constitutional rights in voting, education, housing,
employment, jury service, travel, and use of public facilities, public accom-
modations and federally supported programs.

The reasons and the necessity for these measures are cogently set forth in the
President's Civil Rights Message of April 28, 1966. AVC believes, and we think
that the overwhelming majority of the people of the nation believe, that these
legislative measures are needed-that they are just and reasonable-and that
their enactment by Congress will enhance our nation's democracy, welfare and
security.

n1'e amendments we urge be included in the bill are as follows:
1. To establish an Indemnification Board authorized to award monetary

indemnities for injuries or death inflicted on persons as a result of violence
Intended to interfere with the exercise of the civil rights guaranteed under the
bill. The Board also should be authorized to sue the persons and the governments
engaging in such violence. Criminal punishment is only a partial sanction
against such violence. Negroes and civil rights workers injured in the effort to
give meaning to the civil rights laws must be protected against the personal
losses and damages they suffer when racists resort to violence in efforts to inter-
fere with the exercise of constitutional rights.

2. To provide for enforcement of the fair housing provisions of the bill through
an administrative agency rather than merely by permitting aggrieved individ-
uals to initiate court litigation. Experience with voting discrimination and
school desegregation has clearly proven that to put on individuals the burden of
enforcing their constitutional rights through personal litigation would largely
undermine the effectiveness of the protection contemplated by the Constitution
and the Civil Rights statutes.

3. To include state and local governments under the provisions of Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which now requires private businesses engaged in
interstate commerce to provide equal opportunity in employment. The amend-
ment we here urge would establish a procedure for giving meaning to the Con-
stitutional obligation of state and local governments to refrain from racial
discrimination in selecting and employing state and local government employees.
We urge, moreover, that this amendment be coordinated with the amendments
to Title VII, which the House of Representatives adopted on April 27, 1966 (H.R.
10065) (and which we support), authorizing the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to enforce the law more effectively through administrative cease-
and-desist orders, etc., rather than depending solely on negotiation.

4. To provide automatic standards for sending in jury commissioners (along
the lines of the automatic provisions for sending in federal registr irs under the
1965 Voting Rights Act) to end discrimination in jury service, rattler than rely-
Ing merely on litigation to enforce the provisions of the bill concerning nondis-
crimination in jury service.

5. Our fifth recommendation deals primarily with the Inadequate language of
the bill in controlling sex discrimination in state Jury service.

Section 201 of the bill now provides as follows:
"Sec. 201. No person or class of persons shall be denied the right to serve

on grand and petit juries in any State court on account of race, religion, sex,
national origin, or economic status."

We urge that it be amended to read as follows:
"Sec. 201. It shall be unlawful to make any distinction on account of race,

color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic status, in selecting any
person to serve on grand or petit juries n any State court."

We make this recommendation in order more effectively to deal with the
widespread discrimination In Jury service, on the basis of sex, which is current
In at least some 25 states.

63-420-66-96
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The President, in his State of the Union Message of January 12, 1966, promised
to "propose legislation to establish unavoidable requirements for nondiscrimi-
natory Jury selection in Federal and State courts." When Attorney General
Katzenbach testified on the Administration's bill before the House Judiciary
Subcommittee No. 5 on May 4, 1966, he told you that Title II of the bill "prohibits
discrimination in state jury selection processes on account of race * * *
sex * ."

However, the present language of see. 201 is not sufficient to effectuate the
President's purpose. It may be adequate to reach efforts to "deny the right to
serve" on a state jury such as now is denied on the basis of sex only by the laws
of Alabama, Mississippi, South Carolina, partially in Florida, and in some cir-
cumstances in Louisiana, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Nebraska. But it
would not reach the discriminatory jury selection practices based on sex in some
25 other states which discriminate between men and women solely on the basis
of sex with respect to excuses or exemptions from jury service.

The President's Commission on the Status of Women vigorously urged the
ending of these discriminations to assure "equal jury service without distinction
as to sex." t,.ee pp. 46-47, American Women, 1963). So have most of the
women Members of Congre,-s (See Congressional Record of March 1, 1966, pp.
4311-4313).

We sujiport their views ad urge that sec. 201 be amended as set forth above,
to effectuate fully the President's promise to have "unavoidable requirements for
nondiscriminary jury selection in Federal and State courts."

We believe that this bill and the amendments we propose will strengthen the
ideals for which we, as veterans of the armed forces of the United States, fought
and bled to preserve and enhance for ourselves and the future generations of
America.

We would appreciate having this letter printed in the record of the hearing
on the Civil Rights Act of 1966.

Sincerely,
JOHN S. STILLMAN.

National Chairman.
BEN NEUF.LD,

Vice Chairman.

AMERICAN VETERANS COMMITTEE,

Hon. EMANUEL CELL, Washington, D.C., May 18,1966.

Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: With regard to our letter of May 16 in support of the
Civil Rights Act of 1966, we have discovered a typographical error in the lan-
guage we propose to replace the present section 201 of the bill, particularly in its
impact on discrimination based on sex in state jury service, on page 3.

We bring this to your attention so that the record of the hearing will accurately
reflect the specific language of the amendment we urge.

The proposed amended wording of Section 201 should read:
"See. 201. It shall be unlawful to make any distinction on account of

race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic status, In the qualifica-
tions for service, and in the selection of any person to serve, on grand or petit
Juries in any state court."

Sincerely,
JOHN S. STILLMAN,

National Chairman.
BEN NEUnELD,

Vice Chairman.

Mr. RoGoiRs. We will meet tomorrow morning at 9 a.m., when we
have scheduled the following witnesses to appear: Mr. Whitney
Young, executive director of the National Urban League, New York
City; Mr. Andrew Heiskell, chairman of the board of Time, Inc.,
Time-Life Building, New York; Mr. William J. Levitt, president,
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Levitt & Son, Inc., Lake Success, N.Y.; Mr. Joseph L. Rauh, vice
chairman of Americans for Democratic Action-I thought he was the
chairman. ,Ald then Mr. Clarence Mitchell, director of the Washing-
ton bureau of the National Association for the Advancement of Col-
ored People; and the Reverend Duncan Howlett, D.D., Unitarian
Universalist Association.

The committee now stands in recess until tomorrow morning at 9
o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene at
9 a.m., the following day, Thursday, May 19, 1966.)
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THURSDAY, NAY 19, 196

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SuB~oMMrrriE No. 5

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washingtwi, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9:10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2141
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Emanuel Celler (chairman oi
the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Celler, Rodino, Rogers, and McCulloch.
Also present: Representative Smith of New York, William R. Foley,

general counsel, Benjamin L. Zelenko, counsel, John W. Dean III,
associate council.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Before hearing witnesses the Chair wishes to make a statement.
Chief Justice Earl Warren, for whom I have the greatest respect and

esteem, warned yesterday that: "Ill-advised proposals pending in
Congress to bar racial discrimination in the selection of juries could,
if enacted, encroach on rights of States."

Another quote, and I am now repeating what the New York Times
indicated: "Some of them go a long way and may radically change the
relationship between the Federal and State Governments."

These are rather unusual remarks for a U.S. Supreme Court judge
to make. Judges of that Court rarely comment on legislation that is
pending in Congress and I believe it is unseeming for him to do so,
because such legislation may subsequently reach the Court for in-
terpretation and thus the commenting judge may find himself in a
position of prejudging a case.I agree that some of the bills may go too far, especially the so-called
automatic trigger bills, but the Chief Justice might wellhave avoided
a sort of blanket indictment.

For example, my bill does not warrant this dispraise and I venture
the statement that the Justice did not have the criticism apply to the
bill I offered.

I can assure the judge and the country that the Judiciary Committee
will be most careful ii reporting out a bill that will involve the prob-
lems that the Chief Justice describes.

I say all this with deep and abiding faith in the judgment of Chief
Justice Warren, who is my friend and who has, indeed, by his works
and his words shown himself to be a most exemplary Chief Justice.

Mr. Whitney Young, are you prepared to go on? We are very
happy to hear from you.
Mr. Whitney Young, executive director, National Urban League,

New York.
1517
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STATEMENT OF WHITNEY M. YOUNG, JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE

Mr. YOUNG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members
of the committee.

My name is Whitney M. Young, Jr. I am executive director of the
National Urban League.

The National Urban League is a nonprofit, charitable, and educa-
tional organization founded in 1910 to secure equal opportunties for
Negro citizens. It is nonpartisan and interracial in its leadership
and staff.

The CHAIRMAN. Before you go on-this is off the record.
(Discussion off the recora.)
The CHAIRMAN. On the record.
You may proceed.
Mr. YouNG. Thank you.
I was about to continue my certification for this testimony. The

National Urban League has affiliates in 76 cities, in 30 States and the
District of Columbia. It maintains national headquarters in New
York City, regional offices in Akron, Atlanta, Los Angeles, New York,
and St. Louis, and a Washington bureau. I had already mentioned
that the Urban League is some 56 years old.

We have a professional staff of some 800, trained in the techniques
and disciplines of social work, which conducts the day-to-day activities
of the lfrban League throughout the country, aided and abetted by
more than 8,000 volunteers who bring expert knowledge and experience
to racial matters.

The National Urban League is deeply grateful for the invitation
which this committee has given to appear before it today in order to
add to your body of knowledge the information and evidence we have
accumulated over the years as experts in the area and on the subject
now before you.

I am aware that the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966 (H.R. 14765)
contains five titles of legislative substance and a sixth covering appro-
priation& On the basis of Urban League experience and in light of
our attempts to give intelligent and balanced direction and guidance
to .the -heightened aspirations and \growing impatience of America's
20 million Negroes, I strongly recommend passage of the total package.

With respect to titles I, II, III, and V, I believe it is abundantly
clear that they are but necessary supplements to the Civil Rights Act
of 1964; that they constitute that amplification of the 1964 act which
is necessary to give it significant meaning and establish a realistic basis
for its implementation.

The murders, bombings, dismissals from employment and defiant
campaign oratory we have been witness to since adoption of the 1964
act, provide sufficient evidence that without further Federal guar-
antees of personal safety from intimidation and violence; that with-
out Federal assurance of full representation on juries; that without
stronger measures in the hands of the Attorney General, the victims
of 300 years of historic discrimination cannot be expected to attempt
the full exercise of the rights granted them by the 1964 act.

At present, the burden of proof lies with the victim. It is he who
must initiate complaints under threat of personal and physical har-
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assment. It is he, the man in the most vulnerable socio-economic posi-
tion, who must institute legal action and bear the high cost of carry-
ing it through the courts and in this there is patent injustice. There
is a clear and present need for further assurances of protection under
Federal law.

In coining before you I know that you were serious in 1964-that
you were not deliberately perpetrating a hoax upon the waiting Negro
population. We simply, however, could not hatve anticipated opposi-
tion of the character that has developed.

I do not mean to suggest that passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
has not brought progress. On the contrary, just as we predicted at
the time, many institutions, public facilities, and industries followed
up immediately in voluntary compliance with the law, once it was
law. We predicted this would be the case and it was.

These are the areas in which real progress has been made. But
where the burden of proof has lain with the oppressed, where the
burden of court action has been placed upon those who are most vul-
nerable socially and economically, we have seen little or no progress.

None among us could have anticipated the degree of resistance and
violence latent in some few of our citizens and now manifest. I am
not blaming anyone for having failed to include these stronger pro-
visions in t e first place.

We could not have foreseen that there were those few in our society
who would resort to such acts of violence and intimidation in contra-
vention of the law. We could not have foreseen that jury members
would take their roles so lightly or let their personal feelings, fears,
and prejudices enter into consideration of such serious matters as
murder. We could not. have foreseen that local police officials, wear-
ing the uniform of law enforcement and vested with the responsibility
for law and order, would serve as derelict and callous as some in our
recent experience have proved to be.

It is inconceivable to me that those who have been witness to un-
solved murders, bombings, losses of employment, harassment and
threats of harassment-and certainly you as members of this commit-
tee have been witness to them as well as I-can acknowledge any
qirrel on this point. It is inconceivable to me that any one of us
could fail to recognize these acts but as tragic testimony to the need
for enactment of the legislation before you.

Because I think the need for this legislation is obvious--it's simple
justice--not only to the members of this committee and to this coun-
try at large, but also to the whole world-I find it difficult to conceive
of serious opposition to these titles, and I will not take the time of this
committee to belabor their significance.

Title IV, however, mandating "the right of every person to be pro-
tetted against discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or
national origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use, and oc-
cupancy of housing throughout the Nation," however, is a different
matter, one around which there is a great deal of misunderstanding
and misinterpretation.

Title IV deals with matters that make it impossible for us to point
a finger at any geographical area. The housing patterns that call it
forth exist throughout the land-though in this instance it is possible
we owe this pattern of housing segregation more to northern genius
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than to southern. It is a matter of simple historic fact that housing
segregation has been more clearly a creation of practices in the North
than in the South.

First, in examining title IV, it is important to establish the fact not
only that there is rigid segregation of housing, but that it has per-
sistently increased and that it continues to increase. Then we must
recognize what the picture in our central cities will be in the very near
future barring adoption of legislation to create an open housing mar-
ket; what the racial composition of the central cities is destined to be-
come unless there is a Federal fair housing law which mandates dis-
persal of the ghetto population now increasingly occupying the central
cities.

Whether you accept or reject-and I would like to make this clear,
Mr. Chairman, I am not now talking about the basic immorality which
this committee may quibble and quarrel about, or-the basic immoral-
ity inherent in the existence and growth of the racial ghetto. Instead
I hope to make it eminently clear that the emerging picture
in the central cities of this increasingly urban Nation has economic
and political implications which will soon affect, not just the Negro,
but all Americans; implications which can make past so-called social
and economic revolutions pale into insignificance.

The explosive increase of the Negro population in northern, cen-
tral and western cities is one of the most draniatic social changes in
urban history. Between 1940 and 1960, the Negro population. Giving
outside the 11 States of the Old Confederacy increased 21/ times-
from 4 million in 1940 to over 9 million in 1960. Most of this increase
was concentrated in the central cities of the Nation's 12 largest metro-
politan areas.

During the period 1940-60, the Negro population of New York in-
creased nearly 21/2 times. The Negro population of Chicago increased
more than two and a half times. In Philadelphia the Negro popula-
tion doubled. In Detroit, it more than tripled. And the Negro
population of Los Angeles County increased a phenomenal 600 per-
cent, from 75,000 to 464,000 in that 20-year period.

Today, here in Washington, D.C., and in Newark, N.J. Negroes
constitute more than 50 percent of the population. In Detroit, Balti-
more, Cleveland and St. Louis Negroes represent one-third or more of
the population. And in a number of others, including Chicago,
Phihiadelphia, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Oakland, they constitute
well over one-fourth.

Even at the height of European immigration, no other ethnic group
ever made up as large a proportion of the big cities' population and it
is clear to the most casual observer that the vast bulk of the housing
occupied by Negroes in these and other cities is segregated housing.

Thus the problem we are confronting is no longer confined to the
plantations of the Mississippi Delta, nor to the sleepy towns of the
Old South nor even to the bustling cities of the New South. On the
contrary, tie most serious social problem confronting America today
is to be found at the heart of its biggest cities, at the commercial nerve
centers of the nation. And it is fanning out into a score of smaller
cities like New Haven and Gary, San Diego, Buffalo and Rochester,
Toledo and Akron, Fort Wayne and Milwaukee, Kansas City and
Wichita.
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And yet the migration continues and the rigidity of residential seg-
regation continues to increase. Here, in Washington, D.C., the num-
ber of census tracts where nonwhites made up 75 percent or more of
the population approximately doubled during the 1950's. An analysis
by the Philadelphia Commission on Human Relations shows that in
Philadelphia the number of census tracts with a nonwhite population
of 80 percent or more nearly tripled during the same decade. Newark,
which was 34.4 percent Negro at the time of the 1960 census, is now
over 50 percent .Negro.

And what is the precise degree of residential segregation in such
cities throughout the country. A recent study shows that in Wash-
ington, D.C., 80 percent of the Negro population lives in segregated
housing; in Newark, 71.6 percent. These are the two cities where
more than half of the population is now Negro.

In cities with a Negro population of one-third or more, the segrega-
tion index in Detroit is 84 percent; in Baltimore, 89 percent; and in
Cleveland and St. Louis, it is 91 percent.

In cities with a Negro population which exceeds one-fourth of the
total population, we find the following picture: the segregation index
in Oakland is 73 percent; in Philadelphia, 87 percent; in Cincinnati,
89 percent; in Indianapolis, 91.6 percent; and in Chicago, 92.6 percent.

It may be reassuring to some to assume that these patterns of segre-
gation, which have literally established a white ring-which some have
chosen to call a "white noose"-around the central cities, developed
quite by accident because of differences in socio-econoinic levels or be-
cause of taste.

The facts are completely at variance with this assumption. The
facts show that the Negro has not been permitted to disperse. Mem-
bers of other immigrant groups who initially settled in the central
cities were able, upon acquiring education, money, and personal re-
sources, to disperse freely, to buy and occupy housing wherever they
could afford it. But the Negro has not had this opportunity. For
the Negro, the port of entry in the central cities has become a prison.

And so, a man like Ralph Bunche, with his Ph. D., his Phi Beta
Kappa key, a Nobel Prize, sufficient finances, and a triple A credit
rating, could not until very recently move from the South Side of
Chicago to Cicero, although criminal elements, as represented by
Al Capone and others, could and did.

Mav I also refresh your memory on the terms under which the first
subdivisions were built in this country. The first advertisements for
suburban subdivisions in this country enumerated all the advantages
of suburban living and then said quite bluntly, "No Negroes allowed."

Later these sentiments were more subtly expressed, but the message
was loud and clear and the barriers were just as strong. The message
was "exclusive," "restricted," or "homogeneous," and no Negro, how-
ever talented or gifted, no matter whether he wore the coveted Phi
Beta Kappa key or the Distinguished Service Cross, could gain
admittance.

Where there has been change, it has often been less than nominal.
Recently in northern California, for example, fewer than 100 non-
whites were able to buy homes in unsegregated tracts in a period
during which 350,000 new homes were built.
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Ironically enough, the culprits in this undemocratic and immoral
undertaking were not just tile private lending agencies, nor just mem-bers of the real estate fraternity, nor even the builders. All of these

wore culpable, to be sure, but they were ably assisted and in effect given
sanction for their actions by the Federal (overnnent which not only
permitted residential segregation, but through its FHA programs
required as a conditio, of loan insurance, an insistence upon the
"lonogeneous" neighborhood, the "compatible" neighborhood.

From 1935 to 1950, Federal public housing law mandated racial
segregation as a condition of constructing public housing. So that
in the last 30-odd years, residential segregation has been deliberately
established in areas throughout the country where it had never existed
before.

It should be clear that while today this society is, for a variety of
reasons, more socially sensitive than at times in the past and that while
broad segments within it find some of these conditions repulsive and
morally reprehensible, the simple adoption of new attitudes will not
significantly alter or eradicate the work of generations dedicated to
calculated, planned, and deliberate racial segreuration.

I believe we must face the fact that just as there were hotel and
restaurant owners and public officials in the South and employers
around the country who personally preferred to change segregation-
ist and discriminatory patterns and practicees, few had the courage to
proceed or felt they could run the risk of change without the sanction
of Federal law, and so it is in housing.

We can expect only token change in the direction of open housing,
unless in fact the housing man is given the same legal mandate and
the same personal security that other individuals anT institutions felt
was necessary in order to take comparable actions in their respective
fields.

Probably the most disturbing aspect of trying to secure legislation
in behalf of open housing has been the delibe rate distortions by the
opposition of what this legislation really calls for. The same was true
in California in the battle over proposition 14, and it has been true
in cities and States, North and South, where fair housing laws have
been in dispute.

This legislation does not, as its critics so often assert that it does,
force people to sell a house to a Negro or any other member of a mi-
nority group. It does not destroy the historic and cherished American
right to sell to whom one pleases, an argument the converse of which
is always certain to get an emotional response.

And the time has come for you gentlemen here, as lawmakers, to set
the record straight, to turn the light of reason and goodness upon an
area long darkened by bigotry and prejudice, to see that justice rules
where prejudice has prevailed.

Neither this legislation, nor any other fair housing legislation, has
ever demanded the forced selling of a house to a Nero. It has said,
rather, that an owner, a lending institution, a builder, a real estate
operator, cannot refuse to transact business with a fellow American
simply because he happens to be born a different coJor--obv;ous1y
through no fault of his own. The housing merchant, the financing
agent, can set any standards he chooses as long as lie does not impose
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standards upon a given human being, which through no fault of his
own, he cannot possibly meet.

I would then hope that the members of this committee would go be-
yend the moral issue and ponder the serious economic and political
implications for all Americans of any failure to adopt this legisla-
tion. For the health of the entire society, it is essential that a way
be found to break up the pattern of disproportionately housing low-
income, minority groups of high visibility in the central cities.

Obviously, here I am talking about the inevitable erosion of the
tax base of American cities in an increasingly urban society attribut-
able in substantial measure to the development of the racial ghettos.
What is already happening in New York City should give you pause.

New York City is in the grips of a budget crisis which derives in
just such substantial part from a failure to solve the problems of the
ghettos. With an increasing occupation of the central city by an
undereducated, underemployed ghetto population which cannot dis-
perse because of enforced housing segration, sources of municipal
revenue are diminishing while the need for essential services mush-
rOO1ils.

In the current crisis, the mayor of New York has clearly stated
"that without new revenues a major reduction of all city services will
e necessary resulting in a drastic change in the quality of life in

New York City." It is this impeding change in the quality of life
in our urban centers that I beg you to ponder.

In New York today this is no mere abstraction. In the present
crisis the City Univeisity of New York is faced with accepting 2,300
fewer freshmen than it accepted 1 year ago.

The CHAIRMAN. I will say, Mr. Young, that is being cured. I was
with the chancellor and the head of the board of education of New
York City. They assured me they are going to take rare of those
2,300 st dents.

Mr. YOUNG. I am glad to hear we have met this crisis at the moment.
I am sure it will pose great problems, and you will admit it, in the
future.

It is also in New York they have had to raise taxes because of limited
opportunity facilities for pupils, and raise the grade level for getting
into about at least 85 percent of the schools, which automatically elim-
inates large numbers of people who come from environments that make
it difficult for them to achieve at that level.

The 21 municipal hospitals of New York City, up until just yester-
day, were threatened-and it is still in the negotiation stages-with a
cat astrophic mass resignation of nurses on May 23 for want of adequate
pay.

As of Sunday, hospital administrators had issued directives for the
closing of all outpatient clinics which normally serve 12,000 people
daily, including pediatric patients, heart patients, obstetrical patients,
and patients convalescing from serious illness; for restricting admis-
sions to emergency patients; and for transfer or discharge of all pa-
tients who can possibly be transferred or discharged.

Bellevue, Kingr County Hospital and the Bronx Municipal Hos-
pital Center have all requested permission to eliminate elective surgery.
The New York Stock Exchange, as you no doubt know. is threatening
to move to New -Jersey.
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The CHIAIRMAN. I question that.
Mr. YOUNG. I say it is threatening. I question that they will follow

through.
The CHAIRMAN. If they should move, a new stock exchange would

be formed the very next day
Mr. MeCLLoCH. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say we would

welcome the New York Stock Exchange in Ohio. Wre think that we
have been discriminated against out in that great State and we ,lave
a way to go to get even.

Mr. YOUNG. I think the point that I am trying to make is that if
this population, that is limited in its ability to supply taxes continues
to grow and to increase, then the tax base erodes further, and more
taxes are going to be required from the remaining institutions-the
business and financial institutions-and it will create a tax burden that
ultimately, I think will be felt in Ohio, if Ohio has not solved the
problem. Cleveland is facing the same problem.

The CHAIRMAN. I am one of those persons who agrees with Mr. John
Lindsay on taxing some of the stock transfers in New York City.

Mr. YOUNG. I am in favor of it, too. I am only stating the condi-
tion of having to impose taxes on those persons in the city-those in-
stitutions in the city, because the city is continuing to grow in low-
income population.

Whatever the resolution of these current problems in New York, I
submit that it will be temporary until the ghetto population is dis-
persed, and that the patterns of crisis that are emerging in New York
will emerge in one urban center after another throughout the country
unless the ghetto population in each city is permitted to disperse
through the functioning of a clear and open housing market. Short
of that, we are faced, in the words of the mayor of New York, with "a
drastic change in the quality of life" in this country.

When the hospitals close their doors to all but emergency patients,
when publicly supported institutions of higher education must turn
away students by the thousands, and when major financial institutions
threi ten to change their bases of operation, it is not just the Negro who
suffers. It is the entire society.

Any failure to enact title IV, a Federal fair housing law, has
political as well as economic implications, though it is surely unneces-
sary to point out to men who are themselves politicians, the political
significance of the picture emerging in our central cities; of the im-
plications of finding our central cities occupied more and more fully
by a dispossessed undereducated, undercmployed, embittered, angry,
impatient, low-income population.

For these reasons alone, I would think that responsible public offi-
cials and leaders in industry would find themselves in strong support
of this legislation with its promise of permitting the ghetto popula-
tion to disperse.

Do not misunderstand me. I feel strongly that there are many
Negroes who are well qualified and capable of being mayors and
Congressmen in all of our major cities, but I would get small com-
fort from their election if it were based mainly upon a superiority of
numbers in the central cities rather than upon the personal qualifica-
tions of the individuals involved.

Finally, I would appeal to you on grounds which may on the sur-
face seem emotional, but g-rounds which I honestly believe to be very
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realistic and practical in today's world. To a degree, the point I
would make is already recognized by the more secure and enlightened
citizens of our society. It is not only that Negro citizens would
benefit from the enactment of this legislation--educationally and
economically, culturally and socially-but that white citizens, es-
pecially our young people, would benefit equally.

Integration provides an opportunity for white citizens to help pre-
pare their children in a natural, diversified setting for the world
they're going to live in, a world in which it is 15 minutes by missile
from Cape Kennedy to Africa. For a youngster to grow up today
with no knowledge of social diversity in a world which is two-thirds
nonwhite is a terrible handicap.

Unless such a youngster overcomes or outgrows these hindrances,
he will not be able to work for any enlightened major corporation. He
won't be able to work for the StatelDepartment or for the United
Nations. He will not qualify for a $75-a-month job with the Peace
Corps. He will certainly not be elected as a distinguished Congress-
man on this committee.

Increasingly it is the insecure, the frightened, the unsure who need
to surround themselves with sameness. But there is richness in diver-
sity and white citizens will benefit just as surely as Negroes from a
solution of the racial problems to which title IVspeaks.

In a way, I feel I may appear to have over-complicated the picture
by talking of the economic, legal, and political implications of this
legislation. I fear I may have obscured the basic hunan rights in-volved, such sacred things as freedom and dignity and equal rights
for all men, the children of a Common Maker; that I may have
obscured what should be the most persuasive argument of all, the
elementary right of a human being to provide decent shelter for his
family.

I may have obscured the fact that the only real qualifications that
should matter in the selection of housing should be a man's desire, his
determination his thrift, his standards of decency, and in the case of
the Negro, and additionally, his loyalty, his restraint, and his patience
with a society to which he has given so much and from which he has
received so little.

I would remind members of this committee that in the very soil on
which this building rests lie the bones of Negro slaves and of Negro
soldiers who died in the American Revolution, that the grass which we
view out of these windows has been nourished by the blood and bodies
of those for whom I now seek just to secure the right to buy a house.

Even today as we sit here, all of us must be conscious that though
the Negro represents but 10 percent of the population of this country,
approximately 20 percent of our troops in Vietnam are Negro and they
are dying at a more rapid rate than other soldiers because they tend to
choose the high-hazard assignments in a war 10,000 miles from home,
a war our leaders have described as a war for freedom.

My hope is that this committee, through its deliberations, its deter-
minations, and finally through its vote, will show that those who have
died, and will die in behalf of this country, will not have done so in
vain and that those who live through the battle will not return to find
that the freedoms they fought for 10,000 miles away do not exist for
them in their own home towns.
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Some generation, it seems to me, must succumb to an excess of
decency to make up for the generations where we have had an excess
of callousness and brutality.

Gentlemen, I would submit to you that for the reasons I have given,
both to the advantage of the white and the Negro community, economi-
cally, morally, politically, I think fiat this bill is not at all and should
not be a controversial bill, but one that should flow normally and
naturally from a sensitive Congress and Congressmen who themselves,
I am sure, are aware of this situation.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIR AN. Any questions I
Mr. RoGRa Yes.
On page 11 of your statement you state that, this legislation does not,

as its critics so often assert that it does, force people to sell a house to a
Negro or any other member of a minority race.

Itdoes not destroy. the bistoricaRd cherished American right to sell
to whom one pleases, an argument the converse of which is always
certain to get an emotional response.

Now do you not interpret that this Title IV would require that if
a man has a house to sell and he lists it with an agent and the agent
finds a Negro who meets and is willing to pay the price, that he then
must accept that Negro as the purchaser of his home?

Mr. YOUNG. Sir, this was -.acomparable argument and observation
made about FEPC, for example, that an employer would be forced to
hire a Negro whether he wanted to or not. What it says is that this
man is not forced to sell to a Negro or Italian, Catholic or Jew or any-
one else. It says he may set any standards in terms of the amount.

Mr. Roo~as. He can set any standards he wants to so long as he
doesn't say, I don't want to sell it to an Irishman or an Italian or a
Negro1

r. YOUNG. Yes, because then he is saying, I am setting a standard
that a human being cannot meet, so it says he cannot refuse to sell to a
person simply because of his race. He can sell on any other ground.

This may force him to sell to a Negro, yes. But the legislation is
not designed to make him sell to a Negro; it does not say you must
sell your house to a Negro.
Mr. ROGERS. But if you do soI
Mr. YouNG. The end-result means that he may, he may be forced

to do what I would say in 99 percent of the cases a person would want
to do anyhow if he could get the best price.

Mr. RoGFas. Sure.
Mr. YoUNG. But he is scared to do it because he is afraid of neigh-

borhood pressures, so what we are getting now are people who say
this to us, but say I cannot say this out loud to real estate men or others.
They will tell us, "I sure hope you can get that law through, because
then we can say we have no choice, it is the law."

Ninety-nine percent of the people want to sell to whomever they can
r-t the best price from, and if it happens to do so, you have freed
him to do so.

Mr. Rooam. But if eveybody in the block says well, we are not
going to sell to Negro and have our block busted ten that would be
unlawful under the provisions of title IV, wouldn't it I
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Mr. YOUNG. Yes, it would be and-
Mr. RoGERs. And that is the thing you are trying to get at in this

proposal?
Mr. YOUNG. I think what we are really trying to get at is to get rid

of any, escape hatches. The only reason you have block-busting is
because people feel they have someplace to run to. If there is a law
that says you cannot discriminate in any neighborhood, then there
can be no assurance that by moving out, being persuaded to move out
by some real estate man who is trying to, you tnow get a sale or com-
mission, there is no assurance that he can find a haven-you know,
a little white haven, with a permanence of any assurance of it remain-
ing that way; then he will not run. That is really what we are trying
to do here.

Mr. ROGERS. If you have some convincing arguments to carry out
the suggestion that you have made concerning the statement that you
suggest here, that it does not compel him to sell to anyody at all, I
would certainly appreciate you coming forward with it, because that
is the problem that is confronting us when we try to pass this title IV.

Mr. YOUNG. Well, I cannot say that any more than I can say that
the right to vote compels a man, you know, to vote. The fact that
you guarantee him the right to do it, I think we still must guarantee
the right and in that possibility the man may vote.

In this case the purpose of the legislation, I still say, is not to
compel that owner to sell to a Negro. That is not the purpose. It
may result in his selling to a Negro. The purpose is to prevent him
from refusing to sell to a man simply because he is a Negro.

Now, I would agree with you that I can give no argument that
at some point if a man is so prejudiced or so resentful or for whatever
reason, that he does not want a Negro to live in his home that he once
occupied, that at some point, by stating it that way, he might not be
compelled to do so. I can find no argument for that.

Mr. ROGERS. If we adopt title IV as provided in this bill, what are
you going to do with State fair housing laws like the one in my State
of Colorado which has definite provisions in connection within anti-
discrimination.

Do you have expectation of a Federal law and a State law at the
same time covering the same situation.

Mr. YOUNG. I expect there again to have the same situation we
have had with title VII with FEPC where you already had many
more States with a State law against discrimination in employment
than you have States with discrimination laws in housing.

What happened was, this became supplementary. In fact, in sev-
eral cases, like Kentucky, for example, they passed a State civil rights
bill after the Federal civil rights bill, which I think sometimes is use-
ful, because it removes some of the responsibility and the obligation
of the Federal Government to actually enforce its laws. It puts it
down closer to a local level.

This would not override it, but at the present time there are so few
States with fair housing laws and even those States that have them
they vary so much in their enforcement, in the implementation oi
them, and we do need something uniform today because we are a
mobile society.
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Mr. RooEs. We have a definite section in here which provides that
the Federal act cannot disturb these State laws.

Mr. YOUNG. I should not think that we would want to. If they
are strong, leave them in. If they are not as strong, the Federal law
will help.

Mr. RoOGRS. In title IV, if you violate the section you can be sued
for what is it-$500 in punitive damages ?

Mr. YouNG. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. Now, in any State you can be sued for $250, or you can

take it to the Commission and show any otLer damage and get a cause
of action in a State court.

Do you feel that both of them should be on the statutes?
Mr. YOUNG. I know your State fairly well and you happen to come

from a State that would be probably less affected by this law than
anybody else. I believe that there is a natural inclination for the
citizens of your State to seek diversity, and I happen to know that
increasingly in Denver and other places that there has been a gradual
dispersal of population.

This would free your State to do what its citizens have already
shown an inclination to want to do even more. It would accelerate
the base, so that I do not think Denver would reach the point of
Newark or some of these other places that are facing a real problem.

Mr. ROGERS. We have lawyers practicing law in Denver; he may
have a real estate man come in and want his opinion: Can I be sued
in the State court? Can I be sued in the Federal court?

Mr. YOUNG. For violating the Federal law, I would say you would
be sued in the Federal court, but every experience with the civil rights
bill of 1964 has shown that there has been no great overwhelming
number of complaints, that what the law does is to actually free
people to go ahead and do what they basically would want to do.

i-do not anticipate-I do not think there has been more than one
case on title VII where an employer-none have actually been sued,
they have been given cease-and-desist orders, but I think when you
weigh the possible inconveniences that you mentioned as against the
serious problem of what is happening in our central cities in terms
of the eroding tax base and economic reasons and the concentration
of this low-income group and the political implications, I remind you
that history has shown that when a group takes over and has to take
over, that the leadership is not always the best, the most responsible,
or the best educated leadership.

Now, this is posing real problems in our central cities of the country
and for the life of me, I cannot understand why men who have such
a strong stake in the central city, I cannot understand why all Con-
g essmen from urban areas are not coming all out to try to disperse

s population, because I think it has significant implications.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you for your answers.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCuloch?
Mr. McCuLLocn. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to say to Mr. Young

that I think that your statement is an excellent one and it provides
substantial information that I did not have before and which I amn
glad to have.

I have only two or three questions, Mr. Chairman.
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I refer to page 6 of your statement where you refer to the 12 large
metropolitan areas in the country where conditions are the worst.

Could I properly conclude that you would mean that those metro-
politan areas are in such States as California, New York, Pennsyl-
vania, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, Maryland, Missouri, Indiana, Wiscon-
sin, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Kansas, and New Jersey, and in the
District of Columbia?

Mr. YOUNG. Yes, sir.
I am talking about the concentration of people now; I am not

talking about-
Mr. MCCULLOCH. Yes, it would be within those States. I under-

stood that.
Would you know how many of those States have legislation in this

field? For instance New York has, I happen to know. Ohio has,
and I presume California now has such law; also Pennsylvania, but
how about the rest of them?

Mr. YOUNG. I cannot give you the precise-Illinois does not. I
cannot give you the precise number; I can give you most of it.

Mr. MCCULLOCH. I understand that. Counsel has handed to me
the list of States.

Mr. YOUNG. The problem is if I gather what you are referring to,
is the fact that here is a place like N'ew York with legislation and yet
I cite it as one of the worst places in terms of concentration and so it
flows from that, what would the advantage of a Federal law be?

I can only answer that two ways: One the Federal law goes into
some areas of financing still untoucheAi by the Executive order
on housing; there is a certain prestige and urgency that is most im-pressive when it is mandated by the congress of the United States as
against a city council, which especially in a city like New York that
is considered very liberal and very sensitive to liberal causes. I do
not think the full impact hits; I think that there is not the same
degree that a place like New York when it passes a law that only a
few States have, they develop a degree of smugness and complacency
once they pass a law and where you do not have-and this is very true
in New York-youdo not have the machinery for enforcement. You
do not have the machinery for checking for implementation.

Mr. MCCULLOCH. There is, of course, some machinery in every
State which has adopted this kind of legislation; certainly in every
State the courts are available and in most, if not all, there will be com-
missions which are created pursuant to the law. Bat the main thrust
or the main intended thrust of my question was and is finally this:
Do you find that the Lew York lawv is wholly inadequate to meet the
problems presented in New York?

Mr. YOUNG. Yes, and I find that it is inadequate because of the
way it is presented and administered. It is a law which seeks-it is
negative in the sense that it says it seeks to forbid discrimination, but
it is not administered so as to encourage dispersal and to rid itself of
the city of segregation.

It simply says, if you are done an injustice, we provide you with a
vehicle for some kind of redress. What we need is a positive thrust
where we decide that for the benefit of the society and everything else
that a diversified community is better than all-white and all-ethnic

63-420-66----97
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groups and so the administration-that is why I would like to see
even in this bill more educational activities built into it.

Mr. McCuvuxu. Well, that was to be the next question. What do
you find in the legislation introduced by the chairman that you do
not find in the New York legislation ? What instruments are lacking
in the New York law that are in this legislation ?

Mr. YOUNG. I am-really not sure. I do gather that there would be
this positive thrust. There is not the emphasis on the educational and
community interpretation that I think we ought to have. There is
not built in the administrative and executive action that I would like
to see. This bothers me a bit.

Mr. McCuuiLoci. In other words, you are of the opinion that there
will be definite and positive and quick action from the Central Govern-
ment if this legislation be passed?

Mr. YOUNG. I would go further than that. I would say that there
would )e immediate and quick action voluntarily on the part of many
financial institutions, many builders, many real estate operators, many
individuals who want to sell their homes, who at this point remain
fearful and who feel that in some way their business might be hurt
or they might become unpopular.

This is what has happened with public acconuodation, for example.
Immediately, as soon as the bill was passed, hotels in the South want-
ing conventions opened up right away. I think you would get an
immediate response-and Ithink the second thing would follow, and
that is something that did not follow with the Executive order on
housing.

This has been one of the most poorly administered Executive orders
I know anything about. 11-at is why we-there is something about
the country having spoken with its full dignity and that it is serious
and that it is not a geogTaphical-political issue as when a State or
city passes a law.

When you pass it, .ou give it an urgency and a dignity, and a
seriousness that I think would have overwhelming influence.

Mr. McCU.ocii. Bv reason of the fact that we have so many wit-
nesses scheduled toda: whom we wish to hear, I want to ask just a
brief question or two about another feature or another proposal of
this law.

First, I would like to know whether or not you are a lawyer, be-
cause this takes on some technical aspects that a layman or even most
of us lawyers might not know.

Mr. YOUNG. No, I am not..
Mr. McCuiLOcii. Have you studied the provisions of title II from

the standpoint. of a lawyer?
Mr. Yo o. No, I sort of left up to Mr. Wilkins and the NAACP

those details, since they are more experienced in legal matters. I
want to associate myself with his testimony which went into some
of the legal implications. I am afraid I am not adequately compe-
tent, but you can try ime. Go ahead and try me.

Mr. McCumwcii. 6 You understand that we find no fault by reason
of the fact that you have not. prepared yourself in this field. I would
like then to go to another field and that gives us some concern. It is
not unlike Mrs. Murphy's boardinglouse in the Omnibus Act of 19M.
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Do you believe that it will be necessary to have some exemption,
some exemptions in this legislation to make it acceptable to a wide
cross section of the people in the country?

I will be more specific. That is too general a question. In housing
for the aged and now provided by the Masonic Order, the IOOF, the
Knights of Columbus, the Methodists, and the like, the Jewish homes
for aged?

Mr. YOUNG. I believe, again, that an institution may set any rule
in relation to its acceptance of people, if it is a private institution,
that it chooses, providing, again, it does not become a rule that a
person cannot meet.

I can become Jewish, for example; I can be Catholic; I can be any
kind of religion. I cannot be white, but I can be these other thinurs.
But I think frankly, Congressman, that a right compromised really
becomes no right at all.

If you have to do these things and it is a decision you have to make
to try to make things more palatable or to move through evolution-
and revolution, as some might think this legislation to be--this is a
political decision. It does not. make it more right. I would feel that
you would, to a degree, be providing an escape hatch that many groups
would then latch on to, and we'd find more of Mrs. Murphy's homes
around the country that in the past had been motels, but which sud-
denly became Mrs. Murphy's.

It seems to me it is like'being pregnant. There is no such thing
as being a little bit pregnant. I have got a little bit of a house. You
are pregnant or you are not.

If we believe this to be a right then a person running an institution,
commercially, as Mrs. Murphy is doing for money, in America, living
on a street paved by tax moneys of all peoples, getting the fair pro-
tection, the health rules, provided by all people, there should not be
things set up and arbitrarily based on a man's race.

The one thing we seem to be missing in all of this is that there is
already built into our society a natural control of who lives in neigh-
borhoods and apartment buildings by the socio-economic realities of
life. If you opened up tomorrow, just the sheer reality of the position
of the Negro socio-econoinically, and minorities, would not allow him
to move into the Waldorf-Astoria, or allow him to move into the ex-
clusive suburbs, but any Negro who could afford it would also, by the
nature of things, have to have more on the ball than his neighbors-
esthetically, culturally, tastes, and all, because the average Negro who
gets that kind of money has to get it because of his professional ex-
cellence. He is not a businessman, and the numbers banker doesn't
want to move to the suburb; he wants to stay where his business is,
in the ghetto.

Mr. fcCuLoCIx. I would like to ask you a very difficult, hard, yet
not unfriendly, question, because we have to always consider the dif-
ferent situations that affect all these things.

If you were to have a choice between no legislation enacted into law
and legislation enacted into law with the exceptions in the general
fields for the reasons that I have said, would you take the law with
the exceptions or would you take nothing?

Mr. YoUzNG. That depends on how far the exceptions go, what com-
promises are made. I do think you reach a point where you compro-
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miss or you make exceptions or you are realistic. I do not want to
use the word "compromise," but you become realistic, so realistic that
you run the danger of doing two things: That the legislation is not
meaningful, but more important that you give people the false notion
and feeling that we have, in fact, done something. Their conscience
has been salved. They theoretically feel purged in their conscience
and we have lost, therefore, one of our greatest weapons, and that is
the conscience of people.

Mr. MCCU CH. I repeat that was a difficult, hard question not
intended to be unfriendly, but we are pressed for time and thank you
for all the questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. YouNo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. As Mr. McCulloch says, we are pressed for time

like an Egyptian mummy.
I want to thank you very much, Mr. Young, for your very compell-

ing, very interesting statement.
Mr. OuNG. Thank you, Mr. Chainnan.
The CHAIMAN. Our next witness is Mr. William J. Levitt, presi-

dent, of Levitt & Sons, Inc., Lake Success, N.Y.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L LEVITT, PRESIDENT, LEVITT & SONS,
INC.

Mr. LEvrrr. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my
statement is directed to title IV of the 1966 civil rights bill which
proposes, throughout the United States, to outlaw discrimination in
using based on race.
There are important questions of public policy involved here as

well as moral issues of right and wrong. I won't dwell on these. I
am here to give facts-to tell you what has happended to us--because
we must also consider the practical effects of such momeumous legisla-
tion.

First and foremost, can it work?
Second, what will be the economic impact on the homebuilding in-

dustry and, thus, on the Nation's total economy ?
I believe, and I can prove, insofar as any future eventuality can be

proved, that title IV, if enacted, would work and work well. I also
believe, and I can prove, that title IV is likely to have absolutely no
impact whatever on the economics of the homebuilding industry.

Let's take this matter of economics first by using my company as a
case history. Levitt & Sons started selling housing on an open oc-
cupany basis in 1960. That was in line with our policy in this matter
to obey the law where there was a law and elsewhere to follow local
custom.

In 1960, for the first time, we were building in an area where there
was an antidiscrimination law on the books-the State of New Jersey.
In the course of that year our total business amounted to something
over $15 million.

Since that time we have branched out. We are building at more
than a dozen locations in four Eastern States, in Puerto Rico and in
France. In every area except one we sell on an open occupancy basis.

We do in New York and New Jersey, for instance: the law requires
it. We do in Puerto Rico; custom demands it. The one area where
we don't is Maryland. That State has no antidiscrimination housing
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law, so we conform to prevailing practice there Ill say more about
that a little later.

Our sales volume for the fiscal year just completed came to some
$74 million. That's fivefold increase in the 5 years since we began to
sell on an open occupancy basis.

Just to keep things in the right perspective, I want to point out
that this growth is not in any way attributable to boom conditions in
the homebuilding industry. In 1959 there were 1.5 million housing
starts. Last year it was just about the same. In between there were
ups and downs--as low as a million and a quarter and as high as 1.6
million.

Obviously integration has certainly not hurt us and that's why it's
logical to believe there's absolutely no reason for anyone to fear the
economic impact of title IV on the homebuilding industry.

Now, apart from economics, can title IV work I Is it Tfeasible I Can
whites and Negroes live peaceably in the same community I Again,
the answer must be, "Yes." The plain fact is that it worked before; it's
working now and, again, we have the proof. Not just talk, not guess-
work, not theory, but just facts.

To this date I don't know of a single racial disturbance in any open
occupancy community we have ever built. There have been no out-
breaks, no violence, no picketing, no commotion of any kind. No one
ever even said, "Boo."

Quite the contrary. All children go to the same schools. All resi-
dents share the same community swimming pools. They participate
in the same community life: and those who have leadership qualities
get elected to public office. I can cite three such instances, and there
may be others. One is on a town committee; another, on a local school
board: and the third, on a planning board.

The really amazing thing, after all the years of fear and hestitation
about integrating housing, is that when integration does take place,
nothing bad happens-absolutely nothing. X o one fusses. Everyone
goes on about his normal business. No one really seems to care-after
the fact.

That is why I say that title IV is feasible, is practical and can work.
Wherever integrated communities exist, with Negroes and whites
living side by side, the conditions that title IV hopes to produce are
already on display for everyone to see.

It would seem the evils of picketing, violence, racial tension, stem
from nonintegration, not from integration. I suggest that removing
the cause may eliminate the problems.

Three years ago I suggested that the President's Committee on
Equal Opportunity in Housing, headed by Governor Lawrence, spon-
sor area meetings of builders to set up voluntary programs, for open
occupancy. These meetings took place but they led to no tangible
results.

It was true 3 years ago, it is true now, and it will continue to be
true until positive steps are taken to solve the problem, that no single
builder can function on an open-occupancy basis unless all builders in
the area do likewise.

I said then, and I repeat now, that this Nation must achieve a realis-
tic solution to the problem of discrimination-not only in housing,
but in every aspect of American living. The only way this can be
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done is by establishing national policy applying equally to everyone
under law that governs all of us.

The human race may be perfectible, but it is certainly not perfect
yet, and prejudice exists. Because of this, any homebuilder who
chooses to operate on an open-occupancy basis, where it is not custom-
ary or required by law, runs the grave risk of losing business to his
competitor who chooses to discriminate. That, in a nutshell, is why
we follow our present policy in Maryland. We have no other choice.

The barriers to equal opportunity which have denied to Negroes
a fair share of their birthright as Americans are crumbling every-
where-in education, in jobs, m politics, and in housing, too.

It is high time we recognize what is already taking place and write
a new set of ground rules in respect to housing which reflects these
altered circumstances.

It is not only compassion for the Negro and our -ense of justice that
must guide us: it is plain commonsense as well. The strains and ten-
sions of the continuing civil rights conflict are dividing this Nation.
The enactment of title IV as part of the 1966 Civil Rights Act is one
of the most important steps the Government can take to restore civil
peace in the United States.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Levitt, in the light of the many letters that we

are getting from the so-called real estate lobby, your statement is
indeed most refreshing.

I would like to ask, Mr. Levitt, in your opinion what effect would a
national fair housing law have upon developers in general?

Mr. LEVITt. Well, I think, Mr. Chairman, that I pretty much have
answered that question. Again, judging from our own experience, I
can see only that the relieving of tensions, the lack of violence, the lack
of any kind of upsetting of economic conditions; I know that in Levit-
town, N.J., where our business was rather slow, once we started to
integrate our business gradually got better and better and better. And
today it is one of our more profitable communities.

So I can only see that a fair housing law would once and for all
remove that from the list of competitive items, builder against builder,
or builder against-I am going to use a harsh word-ch iseler, which
we have in this business, as we have in every other business.

The CHAIRMAN. I take it then a fair housing bill and open occu-
pancy would not hurt the sale of the houses you build?

Mr. LnvriT. We are 100-percent in favor of it.
The CHAMMAN. Can you give some specific examples of some of

the communities where you have built?
Mr. LEvIT. Examples of what, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAx. Any of these communities, name some.
Mr. LEvrrr. Well, we started to build after Levittown, N.J.-in

northern New Jersey in a place called Matawan. We built some 1,900
houses there; they were all sold ahead of schedule, and we have-I
don't know by all count-but we have some 10, 12, or 15 Negro families
of which 1, incidentally, is on the town committee. It not only did
not slow down sales--

The CHAIRMAN. All those are cases where there was general infor-
mation that there was open housing, no discrimination, and your sales
were not affectedI
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Mr. Lvrrr. Correct. The State of New Jersey as you know, Mr.
Chairman, has an antidiscrimination law. Tie "gtate of New York
also has such a law, and we are building currently out iii Long Island,
where we have several Negroes in residence. 'We obviously operate on
an open-occupancy basis. We have no problem there. We are roughly
sold out a year in advance.

The CHAIRMAN. What about Willingboro, N.J.?
Mr. LEvirr. Willingboro is what used to be known as Levittown,

N.J. That is the same thing.
It is a large community, has some 6,000 houses in it now. There are

currently about 200 Negro families. We sold about 100; another hun-
dred purchased resales. All I can tell you is that today you cannot
purchase a house in Willingboro, N.J., for the sale price we sold it for
several years ago. Prices have gone up.

The CHtAIRMAN. What about resale?
Mr. Ivrrr. That is what I mean Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIR MAN. There is no trouble in the resale ?
Mr. LEvITr. None whatsoever.
Mr. CHAIRMAN'. Despite the fact Negroes have occupied these

houses?
Mr. LEvrrr. Correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, we are rounding some of these provisions on

the interstate commerce clause in the Constitution. I would like to
have you answer a couple of questions. Does any part of the lumber
you use come across State lines !

Mr. LEvrrr. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you estimate what proportion?
Mr. Lavrrr. One hundred percent of our lumber comes from the

Pacific coast.
The CHAIR MAN. And I presume that goes for the nails, cement,

brick, construction equipment, wallboard, furnaces, plunbing, wiring,
and so forth?

Mr. LEvIrr. At an educated guess, Mr. Chairman, I would say that
perhaps 80 percent of the materials that go into our houses come from
across State lines.

The CHAIRMFAN. I take it. you also arrange financing of your homes,
doyou not?

Mr. LEvITt. We arrange all the financing of our houses.
The CHAIRMAN. Any of the funds from your mortgages come from

across State lines, from States other than where the premises are
located?

Mr. LFvirr. With the possible exception of the New York com-
munitv that we are building now, every other community in which
we build receives its financing from a State other than the one in which
it is located.

The. CHAMAN. What proportion would the amount be that you
receive from outside the State?

Mr. Lr.vTrr. All of it.: 100 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you ever advertise for purchasers or buyers of

your property outside the State where the house is located?

Mr. LvriTr. Yes. We advertise in the New York newspapers, New
York City newspapers, for our north .Jersey communities. We adver-
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tise in Philadelphia, Pa., newspapers for our south Jersey communi-
ties. We advertise in Washington in the District newspapers, for our
Maryland communities. So again, with two exceptions, Puerto Rico
and New York, every other community is advertised in a newspaper
located out of State.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you give approximately the proportion of
your advertising that. is interstateI

Mr. Livrrr. Roughly, I would say from 75 to 85 percent is interstate.
The CHAIRMAN. Do substantial numbers of your purchasers in the

current projects come from outside the State to purchase theproperties I
Mr. Lzrmr. In the various communities we have our out-of-State

purchasers run from about 35 to 40 percent, on the low side, to some
i Percent, on the high side.

The CHAnIuN. Where do these people come from I They do not
come from the locality where the property is located; they come from
outside?

Mr. LEvrrT. Yes. We, for instance, get New York residents pur-
chasing in northern New Jersey, a great many of them. We would
get a great many Pennsylvania residents purchasing in southern New
Jersey who work in Philadelphia.

The CHAnM&.. Can you tell us, roughly, the numbers who come
from outside the StateI

Mr. Lpvrrr. I would say from 35 to 40 percent low in certain com-
munities to perhaps a 70-percent high. I would think, for instances,
high in Maryland. Most of the people who purchase in Maryland
come from other than Maryland. They come from Virginia; they
come from the District; they come from all over the United States,
coming to work in Washington and purchase in Maryland.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCulloch ?
Mr. McCuuci-i. I note on page 2 of your statement, Mr. Levitt,

that you say that in every area except in one State you have had openhousing .
Mr. vrri. Correct, sir.

Mr. McCmuzocHi. Could you give us the average cost of your housing
in the United States in the States where there has been open housing

Mr. LEvrr. We run from approximately $14,000 low in one com-
munity to approximately $32,000 high in another community.

Mr.'MOCUiLCH. And the answer that you gave to the chairman,
that you found no difficulty in reselling or the owners found no diffi-
culty in reselling property that had been occupied by Negroes, would
be as true for the $14,000 level as for the $30,000-odd ?

Mr. LEvrrr. That, Mr. McCulloch, is the community in which we
have the greatest amount of Negroes, which would be in Willingboro,
N.J. That is our lowest price.

Mr. MCCULLOCH. But the answer would be the same I
Mr. Ivrrr. There is no difficulty.
Mr. MCCULLOCH. They found no difficulty in disposing of the

houses ?
Mr. LEVIrr. Correct, sir.
Mr. McCuuocH. What percent would you estimate of your housing

has been bought by NegroesI
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* Mr. LWvnTr. A very, very small fraction. Let me take, for instance--
take the largest community at the moment, in Willingboro, N.J. We
have there something over 6,000 families with some 200 Negro families,
of which we sold 100 and another 100 have purchased resales.

Mr. McCuuocu. Could I interrupt you right thereI
Mr. LEvIwt. Certainly.
Mr. McCuLLocH. About how long was the first sale that you made

when you had completed-
Mr. LEvrrr. 1960. So that would be approximately 3 percent, and

that, I think, is about the highest percentage we have in any commu-
nity. In northern New Jersey, for instance, in a community of some
1,900, we have approximately a dozen families who are Negro, which
would be, of course, less than 1 percent. I think that 1 percent or
less would be a good figure for your purposes.

Mr. McCuLLocH. Have you reached a conclusion why so few Negroes
have decided to seek housing in your projects?

Mr. LEvirr. I think two reasons; I think No. 1, of course, the Negro
has not reached the economic level of his counterpart of the white
man, which is as Mr. Young said a few moments ago. I think we have
a long way to go on education and employment practices, so that the
Negro gets to where he is on the level with the white man.

As a result, among a given amount of Negro prospects and the same
amount of white prospects, there are many, many more white prospects
that are eligible salarywise, economicwise to purchase housing from us
and others than the Negro.

You take Philadelphia, from which we would draw a great many
potential Negro customers for our south Jersey community. There
are not enough of them that are economically qualified to purchase,
and that, of course, is the principal reason. There is another reason
which is much less valid, but I think to a certain degree has to be taken
into consideration.

I think that all minority groups, of which I happen to be a member
of one, are clannish, very clannish. I think they like to stick together.
I know of communities, for instance, that when Jewish people went in,
they became almost 100 percent Jewish over a period of years, and I
think the Negro might be a little bit timid in going into a community
where he knows it will be overwhelmingly white.

More and more, however, that is being broken down. That is not
as valid an argument as the economic one.

Mr. MCCULLOCH. But you think the psychological reaction is at
least somewhat of a barrier I

Mr. ITviTr. It is somewhat of a barrier.
Mr. McCTLmH. You think it will be broken down as educational

opportunities present themselves and are taken advantage ofI
Mr. Lvrrr. I do not think there is the slightest doubt. Not the

slightest doubt.
Mr. McCUUOCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SxrrH. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIMmA. You know, of course, Mr. Levitt, that certain

States have fair housing laws, but they have exceptions. For example,
New York excepts the owner-occupied house where they rent another
apartment.
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Would it make any difference to you if the Federal law would pre.
empty such statutes and exemptions that apply to owner-occupied
premises!

Mr. Lsvrrr. I think it would make a difference, Mr. Chairman.
I think that unless title IV is passed almost exactly as it is written,
it will be watered down to the point where it will defeat its purpose.
I think if you give me as a builder competition from someone who is
not under the same set of ground rules, that I am going to suffer.

I think you are.going to-not quite as much as we have now-but
I think you are going to put us pretty much in a similar condition to
what we are now.

The CHAIRMAN. So you would favor title IV as it is now written?
Mr. LEvITT. I would; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Despite the fact that it preempts these State

statutes ?
Mr. LEVITT. Oh, I think so.
The CHAIRAN. The Chair wishes to note the presence in this room

of the very distinguished former Governor of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Governor Lawrence, who is also chairman of the Presi-
dent's Committee on Equal Opportunity in Housing.

Governor, we welcome you to this conclave here.
Governor LAWRENCE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Levitt, we are grateful to you for coming

down here and giving this testimony that is quite contrary to the very,
very many letters we are receiving from real estate operators, real
estate brokers. I am inclinded to take your expert view on this matter.

M[r. LEVITT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRM31AN. Thank you.
Our next, witness is Mr. Andrew Heiskell, chairman of the board

of Time-Life, New York.
Mr. Heiskell?

STATEMENT OF ANDREW HEISKELL, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
TIME, INC.

Mr. HEISKELL. Mr. Chairman, I am appearing in support of title
IV of the 1966 civil rights bill.

One outside activity to which I devote considerable time is Urban
America, of which I am board chairman. For some 12 years I have
worked actively for this nonprofit. organization and its predecessor,
the American Council To Improve Our Neighborhoods. Urban
America is a private organization that works with private and public
agencies throughout the country to improve the quality of life in
American towns and cities. Its directors, of whom there are 24, are
businessmen, city planners, developers, and union leaders.

If I may. I would like first to speak personally as a citizen. As
such it is my conviction that true democracy in this country requires,
in addition to nany other conditions, that every citizen have an equal
opportunity to buy or rent, housing without regard to his racial or
religious origin.

However. far more is at stake today than personal theory or ideology.
It is no exaggeration to say that w e are now at the point where the
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social, economic, and physical future of our metropolitan complexes
is dependent ca the elimination of racial segregation.

As this committee well knows, many, if not most of our metropolitan
areas are well on their way to becoming central core inhabited by
Negroes surrounded by suburbs that are almost exclusively white.
The core ghettos have become the centers of economic, social, educa-
tional, and health problems. The white ring is more and more dis-
avowing any concern for the cities without which the subrubs would be
meaningless.

It is regrettable, but it must be admitted that Government policy
and private enterprise have jointly contributed to this tragic result.
Heavy migration to the cities, combined with lack of construction dur-
ing the depression and World War II, built up an enormous pressure
in terms of housing needs. The most obvious immediate answer was
to construct millions of units on open suburban land.

With the help of the Federal Housing Administration and the
Veterans' Administration, the home building industry was able to
bring about a seeming quantitative answer to these needs. In an ex-
panding economy new housing was built for those who could pay the
full price, but thereby relegating the Negro to the central city because
of his generally low income.

Furthermore, FHA's conservative mortgage appraising policies, by
stressing stability within a social and racial context, reinforced the
division between the black core and white suburbia.

In the same period, ard with the best of intentions, the Public Hous-
ing Administration not only erected most of its buildings in central
areas, but also set maximum income levels for admissibility, thereby
automatically excluding all but a small minority of white citizens.

These polices, multiplied by a natural tendency toward racial dis-
crimination on the part of many individuals and groups, have brought
us to our present situation--one which, moreover, is self-sustaining.
For in the core of the city live the young minority families swelling
in number at a tremendous rate, while a considerable proportion of
the white inhabitants are single or elderly. In the suburbs we mostly
find young white families who also are multiplying rapidly.

The economic and social consequences of these trends are inescap-
able. We see the cities, with a continuously eroded tax base, faced with
enormously increasing costs in terms of welfare education, police, and
housing. )Bitter and discouraged, our minorities are exploding into
violence.

I would be the last to argue that title IV will solve all of these prob-
lems. Far from it. Yet it is the first essential step. It may not open
the doors wide, but it will unlock them. It will make it possible for
a builder to promote open occupancy because he will no longer have
to worry about a less fair-minded competitor selling segregated
housing.

Under the present system a part of the financing mechanism is
under fair housing regulations, while the bulk is free to operate as it
pleases. Compliance can only be achieved if all must abide by the
same rules.

Passage of title IV will make the work of the hundreds, if not thou-
sands, of voluntary fair housing committees much more resultful.
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Tlese grassroots organizations have already, in many instances, ac-
coinplished what was once thought impossible.

I do not give much credence to th*ie who imply that this bill will
cause chaos in housing. In fact, it will not bring about a sudden dis-
persal of Negro households into white neighborhoods. Most Negroes
could not afford to move and for that matter, many would not care
to any more than many Italians or Jews want to leave their particular
neighborhoods.

But it is a rivht which some will take advantage of and others
will know they Ilave, even though they do not exercise it for other
reasons. And, of course, gradually the dispersal will occur as oilier
measures are taken to improve the lot of the underprivileged
minorities.

This problem must be tackled step by step starting now. Title IV
is the urgent first step and I therefore hope the committee and the
Congrpos of the United States will see fit to enact the fair housing
provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1966.

Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the organization called? American Coun-

cil To Improve Our Neighborhoods?
Mr. HEISKuL. There were two organizations. One was the Amer-

ican Council To Improve Our Neighborhoods, and another organiza-
tion. They were merged and are now called Urban America, Inc.

The Ch0ARMAN. Have they spread all over the country?
Mr. HI-SKELL. It is really a national clearinghouse that helps other

private organization and public organizations throughout the country
to try to find answers to the problems that face us2 to try to exchange
experiences, knowledge, know-how, to try to stimulate activity in
this field.

The CHAIRMAx. As chairman of the board of Time, Inc., may we
cherish the hope that the magazine Time will editorially support
your point of view?

Mr. HIIFSKLL. I think the record would show,, sir, that all our
magazines have supported the cause of minority groups quite
activelv-

The. CH'A MXRAX. Will they support this bill?
Mr. HEISKE L. I don't know whether they will specifically, but they

are certainly in favor of it.
The Cu.% .x. Will they support title IV, do you think?
Mr. HEiSKELL. My colleagues are of the same opinion as I am
The CHTAIMAN. that is very encouraging. Can that hold good

also for the magazine Life and for Fortune?
Mr. HEISKELL. Yes, sir. I have discussed the matter with our edi.

tors. We have always felt this way, this is nothing new.
The CHAIRMAN. I am happy to hear that.
Mr. McCulloch?
Mr. McCU-LOCii. No questions.
The Ch AXAN. Thank you very much for coming down and re-

vealing this to us, because it is something that we are very. very
anxious to hear. The magazines and you as chairman of the board of
the company that owns them have expressed views which are so
enlightening.
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I want to thank you very much, sir.
Mr. HribKFur. Thank you, Mr. (hairman.
The CHAmU ,. The next witness is Mr. Joseph Rauh, the vice chair-

man of the Americans for Democratic Action.
Mr. Rauh, and are you accompanied by Mr. Clarence Mitchell, who

is the director of the Washington bureau of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People ? I want to ask at this point,
is Dr. Duncan Howlett in the room?

Dr. Howxm-r. Yes.
The CHQAnIAN. All right; thank you.

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE MITCHELL, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON
BUREAU, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
COLORED PEOPLE

Mr. MTCHnLL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I am
Clarence Mitchell. I would like to indicate what we are trying to
do here.

As you know, Mr. Roy Wilkins came in and spoke for the Council
on Leadership Rights on Tuesday, and it was our hope that any techni-
cal questions that Mr. Wilkins did not answer would be answered by
Mr. Xauh, and I would present for the record matters which would
substantiate points made in Mr. Wilkins' testimony.

This, of course, is for the purpose of conserving the committees
time. I have discussed with Mr. Rauh, Mr. Chairman, your question
about the effect of the 11th amendment on our proposal to indemnify
the victims of violence in civil rights matters. I think I will open his
statement, addresing himself to that question.

The CAIRMAIN. I would like to get your view, Mr. Rauh, if I can,
on the question of founding title IV on the interstate commerce laws.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH L. RAUH, JR., VICE CHAIRMAN,
AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION

Mr. RAUH. Thank you, .Mr. Chairman. I appear here this morning,
as does Mr. Mitchell, in our capacities as general counsel and legislative
chairman of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, to supplement
the testimony given the day before yesterday by Mr. Roy Wilkins.

At that time Mr. Wilkins suggested we would be available to the
committee to answer any questions it might have.

First, I was told that a question had arisen under one of the four
amendments the leadership conference is proposing. We are propos-
ing the amendments outlined by Mr. Wilkins. One of the amend-
ments and one on which we feel very strongly is the need for some
indemnification procedure for those N egroes and civil rights workers
injured in the civil rights struggle.

A question has been raised Whether the 11th amendment would for-
bid the Federal Government from suing a State to recover the amount
of funds which the Federal Government pays out to the individual
who has been injured or to his family.

I think the case of U.S. v. Missimppi in 380 U.S. settles the question
authoritatively. It not only permitted the Federal Government to
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sue the State of Mississippi, but in language as clear as could be, the
court ruled as follows:

The 11th Amendment in terms forbids suits against states only when com-
menced or prosecuted by citizens of another state or by citizens who are subjects
of any foreign state. While this has been read to bar a suit by a state's own
citizen as well, nothing In this or any other provision of the Constitution prevents
or has ever been seriously supposed to prevent a state's being sued by the
United States.

Then it goes on to elaborate on that.
Mr. ZELEu KO. Mr. Rauh. did that case involve tort liability?
Mr. RAuji. No, but I do not see that the principle is any" different,

Mr. Zelenko. And I would be glad to go through the additional cases.
Since the answer is so clear. This Mississippi case is the only one that
I brought along this morning. But if the question in your mind is
whether the rule would be different in a tort liability case, I would be
glad to present a memorandum on that.

I cannot believe that the language there which was so flat was not
intended to cover the whole subject, but that-

The CHAIRMA-N. As I read the 11th amendment, we have as follows:
Judicial power of the United States should not be construed to extend to any

suit at law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States
by citizens of another state or by citizens or subjects of any foreign state.

This is pretty dogmatic, is it not?
Mr. RAUI. It does not anywhere say, though, "by the United States

of America." And it is the United States of America which would
bring the action under the indemnity provision that we are proposing.

The CHAIRMAN. You make a distinction because the words "of
America" are not used after the words "United States"?

Mr. RAUM. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You claim then that the claimant would be the

United States rather than a private individual?
Mr. RAUH. Yes. Mr. Chairman. And that is the way the indemnity

section is written in the bill that I referred to, the bill of Congressman
Diggs. It is also in the bill introduced in the other body by 21
Senators.

The CHAIRMAN. But the benefit of the suit would be the individual,
would it not?

Mr. RAUH. No, sir; the individual recovers first and irrespective
of whether the United States would recover from the State.

Under the provision in Congressman Diggs' bill, and it is in some
others, the United States pays out the money to the injured person
or his family. Whether the Government can recover or not, that
money is paid out. Therefore, at the time the United States sues, it is
not the individual who has any rights. It is the United States of
America, because they have already paid the funds to the individual.
I do not believe there is any reasonable chance that the 11th amend-
ment would apply to that, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. It is pretty strange construction, but it may muster.
I don't know.

Mr. MITcHELL. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to interpose that in
that Mississippi case, the Supreme Court addressed itself very strongly
to that question, because the State of Mississippi had attempted to get
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out from under by saying that the Government of the United States
had no right to sue it.

I just cannot see why there is any legal problem connected with this.
The CHAIRMAN. The case was not squarely before the Supreme

Court that the United States could sue or damages against another
State for injuries in civil rights. The benefit would be to the individual
who was hurt.

Mr. RAUUi. Sir, I think it would be a close case if the United States,
instead of pain the money to the individual, brought a suit against
a State on behal of the individual. I think that would, in fPct, be a
close case.

That, however, is not the case here. Under the bill for indemnifica-
tion, as we propose it and urge upon this committee, the Federal Gov-
ernment pays the indenlnification and pays even though it would not
bring a suit against anybody. It would not in all instances bring
the suit.

In other words, the transaction involving the Federal Government
is complete upon payment, and, therefore, I think the situation where
the Federal Government would be suing on behalf of an individual
is not the case we have. If you had that, I would admit it would be a
close case.

Mr. ZELENKO. Mr. Chairman, I think the issue arose previously with
respect to other indemnity provisions which authorized a suit by an
individual against the State, establishing a State liability by Federal
statute. In that connection the question was raised in prior hearings
as to what authority therm would be for a Federal enactment imposing
tort liability on a State.

Mr. RAui. I think that is exactly right, Mr. Zelenko. I think it is
the bill of the gentleman from Maryland, Mr. Mathias and some of
his colleagues, that raises this legal problem, and it is a problem there,
it seems to me, although I do not think the answer is necessarily
one way or the other. But in the proposal we are making, the one
that was drafted by the leadership conference on the indemnity issue,
I do not think there is an 11th amendment problem, sir.

I think Mr. Zelenko properly stated the difference between the two
types of bills and where there is this problem.

Second, the chairman asked me to address myself to the constitu-
tional question concerning title IV wider the interstate commerce
clause. I believe, sir, that title IV is a valid constitutional provision,
both under the interstate commerce clause and under section 5 of the
14th amendment.

I think you will recall that I spent a full morning with your sub-
committee on public accommodations in 1963, arguing for both theories
for the public accommodations section. I think at the end the com-
mittee more or less agreed on using the interstate commerce clause as
the major basis of title II of the 1964 law.

I think both constitutional cases can be used here. I believe both
do give Congress the power to enact the housing title. I thought the
testimony which we just heard from Mr. Levitt was conclusive on the
general subject of the movement of goods, finance and people, all three,
in the housing field.

Some people say, what about a house that has been there for 50
years? You still have the movement of finance and people, although
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I would have to admit that those bricks have come to rest for some
considerable time. But you still have movement in this country and
the interstate commerce clause, it seems to me, has now been so broadly
construed as to give Congress pretty much authority to deal with any
subject that can be truly called a national problem.

I can think of no subject today in which a national problem arises,
such as this one, where the Supreme Court would not uphold the
power of Congress to act under the interstate conunerce clause through
the movement of some matters, such as finance and people, even if
goods don't move.

But certainly here Mr. Levitt made perfectly clear that practically
all of his materials come from outside the State.

I would, however, urge you, Mr. Chairman, not to underestimate
the strength of section 5 of the 14th amendment, especially in view
of the Supreme Court's most recent cases in which they practically say
that section 5 of the 14th amendment has been underused by the
Congress.

I felt very good about the Price and Gue8t decisions, in part because
I had urged upon this committee the widest use of section 5 of the
14th amendment. I feel that Congress can properly put its title IV
on both bases.

The CHAIMAN. In other words, the Supreme Court has interpreted
section 5 as being that broad.

Mr. RArH. That's the way I read the most recent decisions, sir.
It was very unusual for the Supreme Court to have made this kind
of a statement, practically inviting Congress to use section 5. I think
that was an unusual type of urging for the Court and must evidence
a strong position on its part.

The ( N. Any questions t
Thank you very much. Mr. Rauh and Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. MITCHELL. I had not finished, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to

insert a couple of things briefly, Mr. Chairman.
In Mr. Wilkins' testimony he mentioned the fact that we need to

give the Attorney General the power to institute suits on behalf of
parents because of difficulties that these parents face when they under-
take such actions independently.

I would like to-
The CuAIRMAN. We have that in the bill.
Mr. MITCHELL. That is correct. Just by way of substantiation, I

want to ask that there be included in the record the statement of Mr.
Jasper Brown, who is now living at 2606 24th Street NE., Washington,
D.C. This isa man who

The CIArnMAN. We have that on file already, Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. MITCHYLL. Right. I am not reading it, I am only asking that

it be. included, because this is a man who was arrested, given 4 months
in jail, had to pay a hospital bill-

The CHAIRMAN. I think it might raise an extraneous question. Let
it be on file, Mr. Mitchell.

Mr. MrrC ELL. I am not sure I understood how you were disposing
of that.

The CHAIRMAn. I didn't hear the last.
Mr. MrrCHELL. I am not sure I understood how you meant that.
The CHAIR-VAN. It is on file. It is not in the record.
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Mr. MITCHE1. Is there any particular reason ? The reason I say
this, Mr. Chairman I find-

The CHAmAx. The Chair has ruled.
Mr. MICHEL. I know it has, but I wanted to say, respectfully,.

that I get so weary of somebody saying that Negroes are asking for
this legislation without justification andthen when we give the stories
of the flesh-and-blood victims, there is some question about them. But
here is another thing I would like to offer for the record, which I
do not think would [ead to a technical problem.

That is a statement from the office of the superintendent of Wilcox
County in Camden, Ala., calling on the colored parents not to let their
children go to-

The CHAnuAN. I would like see that before I admit it. Let the
Chair rule later on that.

Mr. 3rrmuz. All right.
The other thing which I would also like to ask, subject to your

later scrutiny, to go into the record, is a statement from Mrs. Cary
Perry, who lives in Elmore County, Ala indicating the problems
that her children have been confronted with when they tried to go to
desegregated schools. The wonderful statement which she makes at
the end is indicative

The CHAumuAN. This letter from the office of the superintendent of
Wilcox County to the parents and guardians from the Wilcox County
Board of Education, that seems appropriate for the record and that
will be accepted.

(Letter follows:)

OFncz or SUPERINDEY NT OF WnCox COUNTY, CAMDE. , AL.
To: Parents and guardians.
From: Wilcox County Board of Education.

The Justice Department has filed suit against the Wilcox County Board of
Education in Federal Court, the purpose of which is to prohibit the Board
from operating a dual school system in the County as it has done in the past.

In an effort to prevent the destruction of the school system of Wilcox County
as we know it and realizing what is best, we are asking that you promote and
encourage your children to continue in the schools in which they are now
attending. In our honest opinion, integration or desegregation is not good for
education; it is against sound educational principles and works to the dis-
advantage and to the detriment of both races. It is our further opinion that
in all this controversy the person who has invariably suffered is the child.

The Wilcox County Board of Education intends to do all in its power to
continue to work towards complete equality of educational opportunity for every
child in the County regardless of race, color or creed.

The people of this County will, in all probability, have to continue to live
here in this County together after the influences from without have ceased.
It is best for all if they can do so in a mutual spirit of good will. We all
need the good will and support of our fellow citizens.

Thank you for your understanding and assistance in all our mutual school
problems.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the other one?
Mr. MITCHELL. The other is a statement from Mrs. Cary Perry.

She indicates how her children have been harassed while attempting
to attend desegregated schools. but the marvelous thing about this
is the last line. It is dated October 25, 1965. The last line says:
"My home was burned down Saturday night, October 23."

The CHAIRMAzi. Let me see that before I admit it for the record.

63-420--66-----9S
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I don't want to clutter the record up with a lot of extnteous mat-
ters, Mr. Mitchell.

Mr. MTCHELL. I understand that, Mr. Chairman. When you get
on the floor and do your usual wonderful job, I just would like to
have you in possession of some facts.

The CHAIRMAN. We could use them on the floor, even if they are
in the files. I like to see these things first.

This lady-we have letters like this by the hundreds. There is no
use putting that in the record. We have that information. We will
put that in the file. You do not need that, Mr. Mitchell.

Mr. MITCHELL. If the chairman will just take judicial notice of
the fact that we could provide a great deal of information.

The CHARMAN. I know you can. I can dig out of my own files
hundreds of those kinds of letters. There is no reason why we should
fill the record with all that.

Mr. MiTCHELL I am glad to hear you take that position, because
some of the people who come before the committee seem to act as
though Negroes are not having any problems, and the reason they are
not in these desegregated schools is because they do not want to go.

The CHAIRMAN. Nobody knows that better than the members of
this committee, Mr. Mitchell. You know that.

Mr. MITCHELL I know that. I am always ready to support it with
evidence.

The final thing I would like to bring to your attention, subject to
rejection if you do not think it proper to have it come in, is some
correspondence that I have from a Capt. V ernon Jigg, who was sta-
I ioned at Fort Sill, Okla., and is now in Texas. He caine back from
Vietnam where he served his country on a helicopter, and lie was of-
fered some housing at a place called the Northgates Apartments in
El Paso, Tex. He paid his money, and lie had every reason to believe
he would be admitted; then he discovered that even though he is a
soldier in the U.S. Army and taking special training to make him a
better fighting man on a return trip to Vietnam, he was turned down
on the basis of his race.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would just like to say that this
committee and the work that it has done has, in my opinion, saved
this country from a blood bath, I think that the fact that you have
removed from the area of controversy disputes in places of public
accommodation has made itpossible for many communities to enjoy
peace that they otherwise would not have been able to enjoy.

I think it is terrifically important that your committee continue its
great work in the field of housing, because I can see how we are on
the brink of people willfully bringing about community stresses and
strains over these issues of housing.

You have only to go to the city of Baltimore, Md., where there is
currently a dispute raging in which some people have been picketing
a place which excludes Negroes on the basis of race.

The Ku Klux Klan showed up with police dogs and with heavy
flashlights that could be used for clubs, and with picket signs that
had sticks hung on them that could also be used for clubs.

Had it not been for the wisdom of the police commissioner, General
Gelston, who was in charge, there could have occurred on the day that
they showed up on the scene a terrific amount of violence. If we are
going to remove these controversies from the streets, we have to do it
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by the passage of this legislation. And you have done such a wonder-
ful job in that respect, I just hope that you are able to do so again.

The CATRA A . We are doing our best, I assure you. Thank you
very much.

Mr. McCuLuwc. Mr. ChairmanI
The CHArmAN. Excuse me.
Mr. MOCuuocH. I would like to ask Mr. Mitchell one question.
I, of course, should have asked Mr. Young this question because the

figures come in this statement, but if you have the answer. I will be glad
if you give it, and I will certainly understand if you do not have it.

I am reading from page 16 of M1r. Whitney M. Young, Jr.'s last
paragraph on that page:

Even today as we sit here, all of us must be conscious that though the Negro
represents about 10 percent of the population of this country, 20 percent of our
troops in Vietnam are Negro and they are dying at a more rapid rate than
other soldiers because they tend to choose the high-hazard assignments in a
war 10,000 miles from home, a war our leaders have described as a war for
freedom.

Do you know the basic reasons why there should be twice as many
Negroes in proportion to population committed to war in Vietnam,
as other American citizens.

Mr. rrciiiELL. I have heard the Department of Defense's ex-
planation of it, Mr. McCulloch, and it is as follows:

The Department says that there was a higher enlistment rate of
Negroes in the combat units, partly for patriotic reasons and partly
because this represented an opportunity for a career in military life
that did not exist in civilian life. They are now, according to the
Department of Defenise, in the units which ordinarily would carry
the brunt of the fighting and for that reason, since they were there in
larger numbers by enlistment and choice, this necessarily results in a
larger rate of casualties.

I might say that this also was mentioned by Senator Richard
Russell, chairman of the Armed Services Committee, after he came
back from Vietnam and said that he had noted in his travels a large
number of noncommissioned -Negro officers who were there as career
men.

Mr. Mc~u-Locii. So then your answer is that it is upon the choice
of the Negro rather than any other choice?

Mr. MITCHELL. The Department of Defense has given that ex-
planation and I do not have any reason for doubting it. I don't
think it is an effort just to assign Negroes to hazardous positions.

The CIIMAIMA.r. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Our final witness this morning will be the Reverend Duncan How-

lett of the Unitarian Universalist Association.
First, I just want to put in the record, if you don't mind, sir. a

telegram from Edwin J. Lucas, also with the American Jewish
Committee, and a letter from Allan R. Rubin, of the Allan Rubin
Homes, Inc.

(Documents follow:)
NEw YoRK, N.Y., May 16, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER.

Chairman, Judiciary Committee,
Hou8e of Representatives, Washington, D.C.:

The American Jewish Committee associates itself with Roy Wilkins testi-
mony In behalf of the leadership conference respecting H.R. 14765.

Ewnr 3. LJ. mu.
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ALTir- RUBx Azws HoMus,Jiamden, ()ouin., Ma / 16, 1966.
Congressman EMANUEL CEuza,

House Judiciary Committee,
Washington, D.C.

Dra CoNGmmsMAM: I am writing to express my support of Title IV of the
Civil Rights Act of 196. As head of a company engaged in building and
selling homes I feel that operating within the framework of fair housing Is
good business. However, I believe that it is important that all those engaged
In this field should operate under the same rules.

In addition, I want to make It clear that I feel very strongly that this act
Is morally right, and conforms to the American principle of giving everyone
an equal chance for a better life.

Yours truly,
ALLAq R. RusN, Preeident.

The CHAmMAw. Proceed.

STATEMENT OF REV. DUNCAN HOWLETT, UNITARIAN
UNIVERSLIST A CITATION

Dr. Howumr. Mr. Chairman I am Duncan Howlett, minister of
All Souls Church, Unitarian, oi Washington, D.C., and chairman of
the Washington advisory committee to the Department of Social
Responsibility of the Unitarian Universalist Association.

With your permission, instead of reading all of my prepared text
I have here, since much of it is repetitive of points already made, I
would like to emphasize some of the points.

First, our population is going through a social revolution with its
goals, that of attaining equal rights for all citizens in this country,
and our purpose is to keep this revolution going, to keep it bloodless,
as it has been for the most part, and to discuss a point made a little
earlier, to keep it basically evolutionary in character.

I would like also to stress what we believe fundamental, and that
is the role that the Congress has played in this revolution for it has,
step by step, kept pace with it by providing the needed legislation,
which has made it possible to channel this revolution through peace-
ful and nonviolent means.

Civil rights legislation passed in 1957, 1960, 1964, and 1965 has
brought advances in public school desegregation, opening the voting
rolls to all, desegregation of public accommodations and public
facilities, breaking down barriers in employment and desegregation
in Federal aid programs.

Now, once again, for the fifth time in 9 years, the Congress is
asked to enact legislation to secure civil rights and, for the first time,
is asked to declare national legislative policy in the field of equal
opportunity in housing.

I am here because the Unitarian Universalist denomination has
had a long commitment to human rights, expressed through word
and deed, through resolutions passed at our general assembly, and
through frontline participation by our ministers and laymen in the
civil rights movement.

I am appending to this testimony two representative resolutions
adopted by the Unitarian Universalist Association in 1965. I should
like to add at this very moment, this morning, there is before our
general assembly, which is meeting in Miami, Fla., a comprehensive
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statement of consensus on racial justice. As far as I know, it has
already been passed or is being debated since they are on eastern
standard time, or an hour behind us.

I have every reason to think that. this statement will be passed, as
it is for the most part based on resolutions we have already passed.

Taking up the separate titles in the bill. Titles I and II, we
heartily endorse, but I should like to add that we support the auto-
matic triggering device similar to that enacted in the Voting Rights
Act of 1965, where as you know Federal examiners or registrars are
often authorized to be sent into any State where that State's voter
registration or total vote in the 1964 presidential election was less than
50 percent of the voting age population. This has proven to be a
most effective way of getting the desired goal achieved, as witness
the registration of thousands of new Negro voters in the Deep South.

Here I should like to interrupt again the written statement to
refer to the article in the New York Times this morning which our
chairman noted, referring to the speech by Chief Justice Warren.

I, like all of us, have the most profound respect for the Chief
Justice. I certainly defer to him in every aspect of the law of the
land and, like all the rest of us, am proud of the record that the
Supreme Court has made under his leadership.

If he thinks in his wisdom that we can go too far in our attempt
to control the selection of juries, it would not be for me to say this
is not true. However, you perhaps noticed that the reporter in the
Times said that he did not think the comments of the Chief Justice
referred to the bill which we have before us. I should like to hazard
the opinion that the automatic triggering device which is in the
Voting Rights Act of 1965 might not also contravene State's rights.

Going on to title III, nondiscrimination in public education and
other public facilities.

Again, I can say that our church is virtually unanimous, includ-
ing almost all of our people, in support of a title of this kind.

On title IV there has been a great deal of discussion this morning
and I will not take a long time to comment on it except to answer
a question which seemed to me to be quite pertinent asked by Con-
gressman Rogers earlier. I think he is not here now, but I should
like to comment on that, if I might.

He was asking if under this title a person with a house to sell
would be forced to sell to a Negro. In my opinion, the answer to
that question is, "No." He is not forced to sell to anyone. 'What
he is forced to do is to show his house to everyone and to accept
any offer by whomever made, as we do in all ordinary commercial
transactions. The first offer that is made closes the contract. The
problem is right now if a Negro wishes to accept such an offer, he
may or he may not get the contract and usually lie does not.

The purpose of this title, as I understand it, is to put the Negro
on the same footing as the rest of us, which is all lie is asking for
and all those of us who are supporting this bill are asking for.

I can only add that we are impressed with the broad coverage of
this title and again we heartily endorse it, although I would like
to make one additional point here, if I may.

We feel the housing title may have the same defect which is
found in the equal employment opportunity title of the Civil Rights
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Act of 1964, namely, that reliance for enforcement is .placed on the
courts and no administrative remedy is possible.

This title would be greatly strengthened, we feel, if an admin-
istrative agency-a Commission on Equal Opportunity in Housing,
for example--were empowered to issue cease-and-desist orders when
it finds cases of discrimination in housing. Of course, to safeguard
rights of all parties, judicial review of administrative actions should
be provided.

Coming to title V, here I would like to expand on my remarks,
because &is comes closest to me. I mean, myself personally, not
only I as a Unitarian minister, but I as a man who has known peo-
ple who have put their bodies on the line for civil rights.

Tragically, as the advances in civil rights and equality under the
law have been made, certain persons, feeling they can no longer
preserve the old ways of segregation and subjugation by legal
means, have resorted to terror and violence.

The night rider and the bomber and sniper have made their re-
appearance in American life. Striking in the nighttime on a
lonely road, or even in broad daylight on a peaceful Sunday morn-
ing, these terrorists have sought to cow the Negro into acceptance
of the second-class station in life which has been his too long. And
the white person who tries to aid the Negro in his cause finds that
he, too, is in danger of life and limb from these same cowardly
terrorist elements.

The list of the victims of terror is long and it is interracial-the
four little Sunday school girls in Birminghain-Addie Mae Collins,
Denise McNair, Carol Robertson, Cynthia Diane Wesley; the three
civil rights workers, two white, one Negro, killed in Philadelphia,
Miss.-Michael Schwerner, Andrew Goodman and James Chaney;
Medgar Evers, shot and killed in front of his Jackson, Miss., home;
Lemuel Penn, gunned down on a Georgia highway: and last spring,
in fast succession. Jimmie Lee Jackson, fatally wounded by police
in Marion, Ala., the Reverend James Reeb mortally clubbed in the
streets of Selma. and Mrs. Viola Greeg Liuzzo, shot to death on
Highway 50 following the Selma-Montgomery march; and last
summer, the Reverend Jonathan Daniels shot and killed by a deputy
sheriff in Hayneville. Ala.

Many more killings, physical assaults and bombings could be
listed. Most of these crimes are unsolved, and the killers and as-
sailants have gone unpunished. It goes without saying that much
of the violence has taken place because the perpetrators thought
they could commit these acts with impunity-they knew that South-
ern white juries would acquit regardless of evidence and they knew
there, is no Federal crime for murder, and penalties under the old
Reconstruction statutes r light.

Some 93 deaths attrilutable to race or civil rights activity hiave
been documented by the Southern Regional Council from May 1957
to September 1.965. Birmingham has had at least 29 bombings since
1957. Some 35 churches were burned-and I have been in the
South and seen it-and 31 homes and other buildings bombed or
burned in Mississippi in a 4-month period of 1964.

Now, this terror hit home to those of us of the Unitarian Universal-
ist movement in the past year, and to me as an individual. Epecially
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because James J. Reeb, a dedicated young man who worked hard in
this city and in Boston to help the poor and defenseless and to bring
the races togther, and one of our ministers, was killed.

May I ad a personal word. He was my friend; he was my assistant
at All Souls Church here in the cit and he was not the kind of flam-
boyant man who seeks trouble. e was the kind of man who loves
his fellow man and was willing to commit himself to this cause.

The second is Donald A. Thompson, formerly minister of our church
in Jackson, Miss. I visited him there a year ago. He virtuall orga-
nized alone and ran for a while the Mississippi Council on Human
Relations, and he was struck down last summer in a shotgun ambush
within a few days of the slaying of Jonathan Daniels.

Fortunately Mr. Thompson survived, but he has had to leave
Mississippi.

Title V would do much to strengthen the defects found in both
sections 241 and 242 of the U.S. Criminal Code, in that it specifies
the rights protected by the Constitution and the 14th amendment.
Furthermore, it makes violations of these rights punishable by penal-
ties that fit the crime. Whereas, sections 241 and 242 carry maximum
sentences of 10 years and 1 year, respectively, this new title will carry
a maximum sentence of life imprisonment for taking a life.

Coupled with the jury reforms in this bill, these new penalties ought
to serve as strong deterrent to the terrorists, and go far toward pro-
tecting the right of Negroes, workers for civil rghts and peaceful
demonstrators.

We would ask, additionally, that there ought to be provision made
for civil indemnification-you have heard this point before-of the
victims or survivors of victims of racial assault. Insofar as it is proved
in proper hearings that the injury or death resulted in whole or in
part from action taken under color of law. the political subdivision
and/or the State under whose authority such action was taken should
be held liable along with the person or persons committing the act
of assault.

One final point: We believe an additional title ought to be created
in this bill, to correct deficiencies in title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, dealing with equal employment opportunity. As mentioned
earlier, one of the great defects in the employment title of the 1964
act was that it di not provide the administrative agency-in this
case the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission-the power to
issue cease-and-desist orders upon making a finding of an unfair
employment practice.

Instead the 1964 law. on the one hand, relies heavily on mediation
and conciiiation-and certainly these are important first steps-and,
on the other hand, upon bringing suit into court as a last resort.

The Commission should have an administrative enforcement power
as other Federal regulatory agencies and as already exist in 27 State
fair employment agencies.

Also, it would be desirable, we feel, for the equal employment oppor-
tunity title to cover public employees on State, county, and munic-
ipal levels. Federal employees are covered presently by Executive
Order, but the administration of justice in many parts of our land
is distorted by all-white officials and personnel n State and county
courthouses and police forces.
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We therefore recommend that a new title Y I incorporate the excel-
lent provisions of H.R. 10065--the Hawkins bill-which passed the
House on April 27 by overwhelming vote and that these provisions be
amended to cover State and local public employees.

In conclusion, I think President Johnson expressed it well in sum-
ming up his civil rights message to Congress of April 28 when he said:

We are engaged in a great adventure-as great as that of the last century,
when our fathers marched to the Western frontier. Our frontier today is of
human beings, not of land.

If we are able to open that frontier, to free each child to become the best
that is in him to become, our reward---both spiritual and material-will exceed
any that we gained a century ago through territorial expansion.

The Unitarian Universalist Association strongly supports the Civil
Rights Act of 1966, with strengthening amendments, and urges this
committee and the Congress to speedily enact it into law.

The CHAIRMNt. I think we will place your entire statement in the
record.

(Statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF REV. DUNcAN HowLErr, D.D., REPSSENTING THE UNrrARIAN
UNIVERSALIST ASSOCIATION

I am Duncan Howlett, minister of All Souls Church, Unitarian, of Washington,
D.C. and chairman of the Washington Advisory Committee to the Department
of Social Responsibility of the Unitarian Universalist Association. I appear
here today to support, H.R. 14765, a bill to assure nondiscrimination in Federal
and State jury selection and service, to facilitate the desegregation of public
education and other public facilities, to provide judicial relief against dis-
criminatory housing practices, to prescribe penalties for certain acts of violence
or intimidation, and for other purposes.

America is going through a social revolution, a movement with its goal that
of attainment of equal rights for all citizens of this great country.

Congress has, step by step, kept pace with this revolution by providing the
needed legislation which has made it possible, to channel this revolution, for
the most part, through peaceful, nonviolent means. Civil rights legislation passed
in 1957, 1960, 1964 and 1965 has brought advances in public school desegregation,
opening the voting rolls to all, desegregation of public accommodations and
public facilities, breaking down barriers in employment and desegregating
Federal-aid programs.

Once again, for the fifth time in nine years, the Congress is asked to entact
legislation to secure civil rights and, for the first time, is asked to declare
national legislative policy in the field of equal opportunity In housing.

The Unitarian Universalist denomination has had a long commitment to
human rights, expressed through word and deed, through resolution and through
frontline participation by our ministers and laymen in the civil rights movement.
I am appending to this testimony two representative resolutions adopted by the
Unitarian Universalist Association in 1965.

I would like to take up each Title of the bill, in order, and comment on each:

TITLES I AND I-FDERAL AND STATE JURIES

We are in general accord with the provisions of Titles I and II relating to
insuring fair representation of a cross-section of the community on grand and
petit juries in federal and state jurisdictions. However, we wonder If too much
reliance is placed on the defendants or litigants to initiate action on discrimina-
tion In selection of jurors.

We suggest consideration be given an "automatic" triggering device similar
to that enacted in the Voting Rights Act of 1965 where, as you know, federal
examiners, or registrars, are authorized to be sent into any state where that
state's voter registration or total vote in the 1904 Presidential Election was less
than 50 percent of the voting-age population. This has proven to be a most
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effective way of getting the desired goal achieved as witness the registration of
thousands of new Negro voters in the Deep South.

Federal action to insure representative Juries should be triggered upon a find-
ing that, over a certain period of time, the jury selection failed to adequately
reflect a cross-section of the population of the district.

An acceptable formula is found in the Douglas-Case Bill, S. 2923, providing
federal action "whenever it is shown that over a period of two years the ratio
which the number of persons of any race or color within the county or other
political subdivision bears to the total population of said county or other politi-
cal subdivision exceeds by one-third or more the ratio which the number of
persons of that race or color serving on grand and petit juries bears to the total
number of persons serving on such Juries, or the ratio which the number of
persons of that race or color registered to vote bears to the total number of
persons registered to vote..."

TITLE III-NONDISCRIMINATION IN PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES

We are delighted that the administration is providing better enforcement tools
for achieving desegregation of public schools and public facilities by giving the
Attorney General power to institute civil actions in these cases. It was placing
too heavy a burden on individual persons, subject to extreme community pres-
sures and intimidation, to take the initiative by written complaint as provided in
the 1964 Act. And it was a needless time-waster to require the Attorney General
to sue only if he determines that the aggrieved person or other interested groups
are unable to afford the burden of litigation themselves.

Adoption of Title III should speed up the process of desegregation of the
public schools and other public facilities. It is now twelve years since the
Brown Decision and according to the U.S. Office of Education. only 7.5 percent
of the Negro students in the eleven states of the Deep South are enrolled in
school this year with white pupils. This is still tokenism and unfair to a gen-
eration of children.

TITLE IV-PEVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE SALE OR RENTAL OF HOUSING

President Johnson has thrown down a challenge to all of us to break the vi-
cious circle of discrimination and segregation by attacking head-on the problem
of the ghettoizing of the Negro and other minority groups. This is a problem of
increasing severity in our Northern cities and metropolitan areas. The Negro,
the Puerto Rican, the Mexican-American has not generally, been able to
participate in the great post-World War II move. to the suburbs of his white
brother. The move outward from the core city, with its decaying slums and
drab neighborhoods into the suburbs with their new homes and with new well-
equipped and staffed schools to serve their children, has meant a liberation for
many millions of our people. The members of minority groups have not shared
in this liberation and instead have been kept confined to the least desirable
neighborhoods by a "white noose" around the core cities.

We are impressed with the broad coverage of this title and we think it ex-
tremely important that the Congress make manifest, as in Section 401 that "It is
the policy of the United States to prevent, and the right of every person to be pro-
tected against, discrimination on account of race. color, religion, or national
origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use and occupancy of housing
throughout the Nation."

We are disappointed that the President did not see fit to do by executive means
what he is now asking by legislative means. We would rather have had him
extend President Kennedy's Executive Order No. 11063 on Equal Opportunity in
Housing to include all mortgage loans made by financing institutions which are
regulated or supervised by the Federal Government and to broaden coverage of
the Order to include all federally-assisted housing, not Just that built after
November 20, 1962.

Also, we feel the housing title may have the same defect which is found in the
equal employment opportunity title of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; namely, that
reliance for enforcement is placed on the courts and no administrative remedy is
possible. This title would be greatly strengthened if an administrative agency-
a Commission on Equal Opportunity in Housing, for example-were empowered
to issue cease and desist orders when it finds cases of discrimination in housing.
Of course, to safeguard rights of all parties, Judicial review of administrative
actions should be provided.
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TITLE V-INTERFERNCE WITH RIGHTS

This title is, perhaps, the most urgently needed civil rights reform at this time.
Tragically, as the advances in civil rights and equality under the law have

been made, certain persons, feeling they can no longer preserve the old ways of
segregation and subjugation by legal means, have resorted to 'terror and violence.
The night rider and the bomber and sniper have made their reappearance in
American life. Striking In the nighttime on a lonely road, or even in broad day-
light on a peaceful Sunday morning, these terrorists have sought to cow the
Negro into acceptance of the second-class station in. life which has been his for so
long. And the white person who tries to aid the Negro in his cause finds that he,
too, is in danger of life and limb from these same cowardly terrorist elements.

The list of the victims of terror is long and it is interracial-the four little
Sunday school girls In Birmingham-Addle Mae Collins, Denise McNair, Carol
Robertson, Cynthia Diane Wesley; the three civil rights workers, two white,
one Negro, killed in Philadelphia, Mississippi-Michael Schwerner, Andrew
Goodman and James Chaney; Medgar Evers. shot and killed in front of his
Jackson, Mississippi home; Lemuel Penn, gunned down on a Georgia highway;
and last spring, in fast succession, Jimmie Lee Jackson, fatally wounded by
police in Marion, Alabama, the Rev. James Reeb mortally clubbed in the streets
of Selma, and Mrs. Viola Greeg Liuzzo, shot to death on Highway 50 following
the Selma-Montgomery March; and last summer, the Rev. Jonathan Daniels
shot and killed by a deputy sheriff in Hayneville, Alabama.

Many more killings, physical assaults and bombings could be listed. Most of
these crimes are unsolved, and the killers and assailants have gone unpunished.
It goes without saying that much of the violence has taken place because the
perpetrators thought they could commit these acts with impunity-they knew
that southern white juries would acquit regardless of evidence and they knew
there Is no federal crime for murder, and penalties under the old Reconstruction
statutes are light.

Some 93 deaths attributable to race or civil rights activity have been docu-
mented by the Sotuhern Regional Council from May 1957 to September 1.965.
Birmingham has had at least 29 bombings since 1957. Some 3.5 churches were
burned and 31 homes and other buildings bombed or burned in Mississippi in a
four-month period of 1964.

This terror hit home to those of us of the Unitarian Universalist movement
in the past year. James J. Reeb, a dedicated young man who worked hard in
this city and in Boston to help the poor and defenseless and to bring the races
together, was one of our ministers. Donald A. Thompson, minister of our church
in Jackson, Mississippi, active in the Mississippi Council on Human Relations,
was struck down in a shotgun ambush last summer within a few days of the
Jonathan Daniels slaying. Luckily, Mr. Thompson survived this unsolved
shooting.

Title V will do much to strengthen the defects found in both Sections 241 and
242 of the U.S. Criminal Code, in that it specified the rights protected by the
Constitution and the 14th Amendment. Furthermore, it makes violations of
these rights punishable by penalties that fit the crime. Whereas. Sections 241
and 242 carry maximum sentences of ten years and one year, respectively, this
new title will carry a maximum sentence of life imprisonment for taking a life.

Coupled with the Jury reforms in this bill, these new penalties ought to serve
as strong deterrent to the terrorists, and go far toward protecting the rights of
Negroes, workers for civil rights and peaceful demonstrators.

We would ask, additionally, that there ought to be provision made for civil
indemnification of the victims or surviors of victims of racial assault. Insofar
as it is proved in proper hearings that the Injury or death resulted in whole
or in part from action taken under color of law, the political subdivision and/or
the state under whose authority such action was taken should be held liable
along with the person or persons committing the act of assault.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

We believe an additional title ought to be created in this bill. to correct deft-
ciences in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. dealing with equal employ-
ment opportunity. As mentioned earlier, one of the great defects in the employ-
ment title of the 1964 Act was that it did not provide the administrative agency,
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in this case the Equal Employment Opportun-ty Commission the power to issue
cease and desist orders upon making a finding of an unfair employment practice.
Instead, the 1964 law, on the one hand, relies heavily on mediation and con-
ciliation (certainly important first steps) and, on the other hand, upon bringing
suite into court as a last resort.

The Commission should have an administrative enforcement powers as other
federal regulatory agencies and as already exist In 27 state fair employment
agencies.

Also, it would be desirable for the equal employment opportunity title to cover
public employees on state, county and municipal levels. Federal employees
are covered presently by Executive Order but the administration of Justice in
many parts of our land is distorted by all-white officials and personnel in state
and county courthouses and police forces.

We therefore recommend that a new Title VI incorporate the excellent pro-
visions of H.R. 10065 (Hawkins Bill) which passed the House on April 27 by
overwhelming vote and that these provisions be amended to cover state and
local public employees.

I think President Johnson expressed it well in summing up his Civil Rights
Message to Congress of April 28th when he said:

"We are engaged in a great adventure-as great as that of the last century,
when our fathers marched to the western frontier. Our frontier today is of
human beings, not of land.

"If we are able to open that frontier, to free each child to become the best
that is in him to become, our reward-both spiritual and material-will exceed
any that we gained a century ago through territorial expansion."

The Unitarian Universalist Association strongly supports the Civil Rights
Act of 1966, with strengthening amendments, and urge this committee and the
Congress to speedily enact it into law.
TEXT OF RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF TRu'S'rEES OF THE UNITARIAN

UNIVERSALIST ASSOCIATION ON OCTOBER 12, 1965 AT BosTON, MASSACHUSETTS:

PROTECTION AGAINST RACIAL ASSAULT

Whereas enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and of the Voting Rights
Act of 1965 has made possible great advances toward equality of rights and
opportunity for all Americans in the areas of education, public accommodations
and facilities, employment, Federal-aid programs, and the exercise of the fran-
-chise; and

Whereas the full and free exercise of these new rights and opportunities is
dependent on the safety of the individual from intimidation, coercion, and bodily
harm, or threats of bodily harm; and

Whereas many brave men and women, including ministers of this free faith,
working to secure these rights and opportunities for themselves and their fellow
men, have suffered bodily harm and even death in the effort; and

Whereas the Board of Trustees of the Unitarian Universalist Association is
mindful of its responsibility to those of its own ministers and laymen who are
risking their lives in the cause of racial justice and brotherhood, and is mindful
of its concern for the safety and well-being of all those engaged in the movement
for equal rights and opportunities; Be it therefore

Resolved, That the Board of Trustees of the Unitarian Universalist Associa-
tion urges the Justice Department to press with renewed vigor the prosecution
under existing law, of those guilty of the beatings, the shootings, the bombings
and the killings; and further

Resolves, That the Board of Trustees of the Unitarian Universalist Association
urges the President to recommend and the Congress to enact new Federal legis-
lation at the earliest moment to protect the security of the individual from
assault or threatened assault upon his person or property, where that assault has
a racial purpose or effect; and to provide civil damages for the victim of such
assault.

OPEN OCCUPANCY

Resolved, That Unitarian Universalists be urged to work for comprehensive
"open occupancy" legislation at all levels and that such legislation embody
firm and unambiguous enforcement procedures: Be it further
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Resolved, That the President of the United States be encouraged to extend
the federal executive order against discrimination in housing because of race,
religion or national origin to include all mortgage loam made by financing
institutions which are regulated or supervised by the federal government; and
be It further

Resolved, That more adequate funds be appropriated for the vigorous en-
forcement of the executive order; and be It further

Resolred, That members of our churches and fellowships be urged to support
such legislation at the state, provincial and municipal level; and be it further

Resolved, That in order to make such legislation effective, individual members
of the Association be urged to introduce into every phase of the acquisition,
purchase, building, mortgage loans and occupancy of real property the banning
of discrimination due to race, religion or nationality; and be It further

Resolved, That our churches and fellowships and their members undertake
active efforts with others in their own communities for the integration 'if their
own neighborhoods; and be it further

Resolved, That our members be urged to scrutinize off-campus o," sorority and
fraternity student housing in colleges and universities as it afects minority
students or foreign students and other students and seek to eliminate
discrimination.

(Adopted by a greater than two-thirds majority vote.)
Adopted at the Fourth Assembly of the Unitarian Universalist Association,

Boston, Massachusetts, May 28,1965.

The CHAIRMAN. Any questions I
Thank you very much, Doctor.
That will conclude the testimony for this morning. We will resume

next Tuesday morning when we shall hear from our distinguished
Representative from Alabama. Representative Selden; Mr. James IV.
Rouse, president of James W. Rouse & Co, Baltimore, Md.; Mr.
John C. Williamson, director of the National Association of Real
Estate Boards; Mr. W. B. Hicks, executive secretary of the Liberty
Lobby: Mr. Andrew Bierniller, director, Department of Legislatioin,
AFL-CIO; and Mr. Joseph L. Eichler, of Eichler Homes, Inc., of
California.

The committee will now adjourn, to resume next Tuesday morning
at 9 a.m.

hereuponon, at 11:35 a.m. the hearing was adjourned, to reconvene
at. 9 a.m., Tuesday, May 24,1966.)
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TUESDAY, KAY 24, 1968

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBCOMMITTEE NO. 5 OF THE

COMMIrrEE ON THE JUDICIARY.
Wa.8hington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9:05 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2141, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Emanuel Celler (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Celler, Rogers, Donohue, Kastenmeier,
McCulloch, Cramer, and Mathias.

Also present: Representatives McClory and Edwards.
Also present: William R. Foley, general counsel; Benjamin L.

Zelenko, counsel; Martin R. Hoffniann, associate counsel.
The CHAImN. The committee will come to order.
Our first witness is one who is always welcome before this commit-

tee, our distinguished colleague from Alabama, Mr. Armistead I.
Selden. He has always made good contributions to the work of this
committee.

I will be glad to hear you, Mr. Selden.

STATEMENT OF HON. ARMISTEAD I. SELDEN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ALABAMA

Mr. SELDEN. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to again
appear before the subconmnittee today to voice my opposition to H.R.
14765, a bill which, among other things. would make the American
homeowner a vassal of the Federal Government-a government which,
under our Constitution, is prohibited in time of peace from quartering
even its soldiers in any house without the consent of the owner.

This legislation is the latest in a line of Federal force bills, the end
result of which has not yet been fully realized by the people of this
country. But this much we know: Tlie effect of these bills, separately
and severally, is to undermine and radically alter the basic consti-
tutional system under which our country has existed and flourished
since its founding.

First, we witness the undermining of State and local responsibil-
ity for voting and voter registration; then the freedom of business-
men to exercise their best judgment and discretion as to their own
customer relations. All along, it was the chipping away at State and
local responsibility over our schools, with the prospects of shifting
children from school to school to achieve some sort of balance satis-
factory to some theoretician in the Office of Education.
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Each time we were told: Pass this or we'll have a "long hot sum-
mer" and there will be rioting in the cities. Pass this and then every-
thing will be righted and the civil rights movement will shift from
Congress. But the passage of each force bill has simply increased the
appetite of the irresponsible elements of our society. And each time
another bill hats come down to appease these elements.

In the time available, Mr. Chairman, I cannot discuss all the ob-
jectionable points of the pending bill. Generally speaking, my strong-
est objections are to titles IV and V, but there are serious questions to
be raised about the other titles as well.

All reasonable persons, I think, would agree with efforts to improve
the quality of Federal juries and to provide for a sound, workable
means to select such jurors. But it does seem to me that in the one
area of "blue ribbon"' jr ies to try difficult fact questions-such as in
antitrust cases-the effort to remove all discretion from the selectors
is unwise.

Certainly, we have not reached the point of egalitarian philosophy
so as to be blinded to the fact that some people are specifically
qualified and better able to absorb, digest and draw conclusions from
complicated or highly technical evidence. It seems to me that the
drafters of this title have let untested theory override every sound,
realistic exception or qualification that should be made under such
circumstances.

Similarly, under the proposed title I we must ask ourselves whether
to give the Attorney General of the United States carte blanche to
proceed in Federal court to take over, in effect, the jury selection pro-
cedure of any State court. Under section 203, thfe potential exists
for a complete eradication of State or local control. Notice if you
will that subsection (a) permits the suspension of any qualification
for jury service or any basis for excuse or exemption if, mind you, the
Attorney General is able to prove to the Federal judges satisfaction
that this qualification or basis not only violates the nondiscrimination
principle hut-and this is the frightening part-if the qualification or
basis is susceptible to being applied in violation of the nondiscrimina-
tory principle.

Likewise, I see absolutely no need or justification for title III. As
one can see from the plethora of suits, there is no absence or timidity
of private litigants in civil rights matters. What is revealed here is
that the master planners of the so-called civil rights movement want
a centralized litigation source so that a comprehensive restructuring of
our society can take place. They are not content to allow the prob-
lem to be worked out at the local level, where all interests can be ac-
counted for. They are frightened of diversity and prefer a cen-
tralized, monolithic movement.

Before speaking of title IV, let me address myself to title V. This
section proposes a wholesale development of Federal policing power
even under circumstances in which adequate State and local police
services are provided. It would effectively federalize a major portion
of criminal law.

There is a question regarding the constitutional authority for the
Federal Government to do much of what it seeks to do in this title.
It is supported by a kind of bootstrap illogic which would ultimately
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give the Attorney General of the I iiited States boundless legislative
authority.

In turning to title IV, Mr. Chairman, it strikes me as mere fantasy
and sheer subterfuge to attempt to reach the great amount of private
housing-no matter how long it has been standing-under any concept
of the federal commerce clause. The ludicrous nature of any com-
merce clause claim is revealed by the fact that the title would reach
"any. vacant land that is offered for sale or lease" for the building of
housing.

But the fact that the Federal Government does have the power to
reach at least some of the housing it attempts to cover causes me to
forbear any7 such argument. Rather, I much prefer to argue the
power of tie Ieeraj Government, of any government, to interfere
with the rights of citizens to exercise their rights over their property
as this bill seeks to do. And although we are going to be bombarded
as never before with propiaganda about the conflict between "pro erty
rights" and "human rights," in truth there is no such conflict. Prop-
erty is simply a thing. But the ownership of property by human
beings in our society and practically every other brigs with it a
myriad of rights and responsibilities which are indisputa blv "human
rights." Among these rights is the right to manage and sell and rent
and use that property in the manner which the individual's conscience
and nature tells him will bring him the fullest satisfaction of and
expression of his character and self.

I realize, of course, Mr. Chairman, that this right of the property
owner, like every other right, is not absolute. Society necessarily
imposes some limitations upon it, in the instance of zoning, in the area
of nuisance, health restrictions, and the like. But all those are
instances in which society has determined that a particular use would
so harm a man's neighbors or his community that a reasonable limita-
tion may be placed upon that use.

The question, then, is not whether the State has a right to limit the
use of property, but when that limitation becomes so pervasive and
far reaching as to constitute deprivation. That point at which de-
privation occurs comes into conflict with the fifth amendment's guaran-
tee that one may not be "deprived of life, liberty, or property, without
due process of law." It seems to me too late in the day to argue that
by 'duep recess" is meant only procedural fairness; rather, as Mr.
Justice Harlan recently wrote, due process encompasses "a rational
continuum which, broadly speaking, includes a freedom from all sub-
stantial arbitrary impositions."

What this title would do, Mr. Chairman, constitutes a substantial
arbitrary imposition on the homeowner. It constitutes the use of
force to vest ownership against the owner's consent. It gives a prefer-
ence to one party to a proposed transaction by denying to the other his
freedom of choice.

I can think of very few things that constitute a more substantial
arbitrary imposition on someone than legislation which denies the
freedom" to exercise personal preference with whom one would pri-
vately deal with reference to private property. For those who clamor
so loudly for Federal action to correct what tbey regard as a wrong
should reflect that this same Federal action may some day be used
against them.
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In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, let me reassert my belief that under
our system no citizen, or group of citizens, should be provided special
privilege under the law. The so-called Civil Rights Act of 1966-
like its predecessor bills of recent years-is not truly an "equal rights"
bill. It is a special privilege bill-legislation which wou ld give one
group of our citizens special privilege at the expense of the freedom
of choice of other groups.

I am opposed to the "special privilege bill of 1966." It is constitu-
tionally questionable and will not serve the true interests of our
society or our free institutions.

The CHAIMAN. Any questions, Mr. McCulloch.
Mr. ]MCCULrOc'I. No questions.
The CHAIRXUA.N. Thank you very much, Mr. Selden. You have

stated most adequately the opposition to this bill and you have couched
it in very good language.

Thank you very much.
Mr. SELDE.N. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Professor Mark de Wolfe Howe

of Harvard. Our distinguished Representative of this committee,
Representative Don Edwards, I understand, wishes to introduce you,
Professor Howe.

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I did not ask to introduce Professor Howe because I might have

been so fortunate as to have been either his classmate or his student,
but I wanted to introduce him because of my keen appreciation for
the work that he has done and for his attributes as a legal scholar.

Mr. Chairman, Professor Howe is a graduate of Harvard College
and Harvard Law School. He for a time was in private practice in
Boston. Ile was law professor and then dean of the law school at
the University of Buffalo, and he is also noted throughout the country
as the biographer of Mr. Justice Holmes.

He was for a time the clerk to Mr. Justice Holmes. Professor
Howe has been at Harvard Law School since 1945. His title is Charles
Warren professor of history of American law.

Mr. Chairman, I present Professor Mark de Wolfe Howe of Har-
vard Law School.

STATEMENT OF MARK DE WOLFE HOWE, HARVARD LAW SCHOOL

Professor HowE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr.
Edwards.

The first responsibility of those who seriously, and not merely ob-
structively, question the constitutionality of H.R. 14765, is that they
recognize as significant some forgotten facts of American history and
accept as true some familiar axioms of constitutional law.

The history that needs to be remembered tells us that in 1865 the
13th amendment was adopted. Its emancipating words proclaimed
that neither slavery nor involuntary servitude should exist in the
United States. Its second section empowered the Congress to make
the outlawry effective.

In April 1866, 2 months before the 14th amendment was adopted
by the Congress or submitted to the States for ratification, the first of
our Civil Rights Acts was enacted. It went on to provide that "such
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citizens of every race and color shall have the same right to purchase,
lease, sell, hold, and convey real and personal property as is enjoyed
by white citizens." (14 Stat. 27). .

Of this statute Mr. Justice Bradley spoke the following words:
It was supposed that the eradication of slavery and Involuntary servitude of

every form and description required that the slave should be made a citizen and
laced on an entire equality before the law with the white citizen, and, therefore,
that Congress had the power under the amendment, to declare and effectuate
these objects.

The form of doing this, by extending the right of citizenship and equality be-
fore the law to persons of every race and color * * * although it embraced
many persons, free colored people and others, who were already citizens of several
of the states, was necessary for the purpose of settling a point which had been
raised by eminent authority, that none but the white race were entitled to the
rights of citizenship In this country.

As disability to be a citizen and enjoy equal rights was deemed one form or
badge of servitude, it was supposed that Congress had the power, under the
Amendment, to settle this point of doubt, and place the other races on the same
plane of privilege as that occupied by the white race.

These matters I call to your attention not to establish a constitu-
tional proposition, but to remind you of a crucially important fact of
history. Exactly 100 years ago the Congress of the United States saw
racially motivated exclusion of Negroes from the occupancy of houses
that were available to white Americans as a badge of servitude. The
congress s believed that. it had the constitutional power to do something
about the injustice and the inequality.
How did Mr. Justice Bradley of the Supreme Cotit of the United

States look upon that congressional belief? This is what he said:
If in a community or neighborhood composed principally of whites, a citizen

of African descent * * * -should propose to lease and cultivate a farm, and a
(owlbination should be formed to expel him and prevent him from the acconmp-
lisliment of his purpose on account of his race or color, it cannot be doubted
that this would ie a ca.,,e within the power of Congress to remedy and redress.
It would be a case of interference with that person's exercise of his equal rights
as a citizen because of his race.

These simplicities of historic fact and constitutional law seem some-
how to have been forgotten. I take it that the principal cause of our
forgetting h.s been the tendency to assume that the 13th amendment
became a. (lead letter when the more sweeping assurances of the 14th
became the law of the land.

The most unfortunate aspect of that assumption lies in its sugges-
tion that the power given to Congress in the 2d section of the 13th
amendment-the power, that is, to take action against racially moti-
vated private conduct that revives the outlawed caste system-has
been extinguished.

The CI A IRIMA. Professor, was that opinion of Justice Bradley a
minority opinion?

Professor HOWE. No, sir; this was his opinion on the circuit, an
oI)inion which was affirmed by the Supreme Couirt of the United
States. This was the opinion that he delivered. In the end it said
the indictment did not adequately allege a defense. But the prop-
erties of law stated bv Justice Bradley on the circuit where, 1 (lo not
l)elieve, under any doubt wien it was decided by the Court in the
final decision.

This false assumption has led us to suppse tlat all civil rights
legislation must find its justification in the 14tth amendlient anid lutist.

63-420-- ---- 99
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therefore, be directed towards the control of State action. To a con-
siderable extent these misleading presuppositions derived from the
fact that President Andrew Johnson, denying the constitutional power
of Congress to decree that Negroes born in the United States were
citizens- questioned the validity of the congressional assurance that
racial diYrimination should not destroy the essential equalities im-
plied in American citizenship.

The thesis of Johnson was repudiated by the Congress that adopted
the act of 1866 over his veto, was treated as false by many Federal
Judges, and was never endorsed by the Supreme Court of tle United
States. Surely it would be a tragic irony if the 89th Congress in
1966 were to endorse by inaction the political timidities and constitu-
tional errors of Andrew Johnson-timidities and errors which the
39th Congress renounced a century ago.

The relevance of these reflections to the congressional power to
deal with racial discrimination in housing will be obvious. Let me
suggest that they also have bearing upon the power of Congress to
take appropriate steps to reach racially motivated acts of violence.

Once more I must remind you of things that were said by 3r.
Justice Bradley when he considered the scope of congressional power
to enforce the 13th amendment.

The war of race-
He said-
Whether it assumes the dimensions of civil strife or domestic violence, whether

carried on in guerrilla or predatory form, or by private combination, or even
by private outrage or intimidation, is subject to the jurisdiction of the Govern-
ment of the United States; and when any atrocity is committed which may be
assigned to this cause, it may be punished by the laws and in the courts of
the United States.

The Justice, I might add, went on to point out that his recognition
of this national power did not mean that the Congress and the Federal
courts could exercise jurisdiction over ordinary felonies and mis-
demeanors. He was not, in other words, approving a revolution in
the principles of American federalism, but merely insisting that the
13th amendment could be made effective by the Congress when racial
terror and violence sought to frustrate its assurances.

The reminder that I have so far emphasized comes to this: The 13th
amendment empowers the Congress to prevent the establishment any-
where in the United States of a caste system conceived in racial hatred.
That power may be made effective by all appropriate means against
the States and their subdivisions, against private combinations, and
against private individuals.

The later grant of congressional power to deal with State action
that impair the privileges of U.S. citizenship, that deprived persons
of liberty without due process of law, or denied them the equal pro-
tection of the laws was not intended to annul and has not been inter-
preted to extinguish the previously granted power to outlaw the servi-
tudes and disabilities that flow from racial enmities.

The forgotten roots of power that I have called to your attention
may, I suspect, be linked both in logic and in time to another source of
congressional authority. The importance of this other source of power

;A-
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has very recently been called to our attention by Mr. Justice Stewart
in the Guest case.

The portion of the opinion that I have in mind is that in which
eight Justices concurred holding that a private conspiracy to intimi-
date Negroes from interstate travel is punishable by the United States
as a conspiracy to injure or threaten, in the language of the statute,
"any citizen in the free exercise or enjoyment of a right or privilege
secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the United States."

I do not mean to suggest that the Court in the Guest case traces
the congressional authority to punish conspiracies to keep Negroes
from traveling freely throughout the land to the second section of
the 13th amenment. I would suggest, however, that the Court's will-
ingness, first, to treat interstate travel as a privilege of citizenship,
and, second, to allow the Congress to safeguard the privilege against
racially motivated action of private persons marks the revival in our
own day of an attitude of mind that was reflected in the pronounce-
ments of Justice Bradley that I have quoted.

The opinion of Justice Stewart is, furthermore, somewhat reminis-
cent of that portion of the classic dissent of the first Justice Harlan
in the CiviZ Rights cases, in which he insisted that the 13th amendment,
justified the congressional prohibition of racial discriminations by
carriers against Negro travelers:

It would seem-

Justice Harlan said-
that the right of a colored person to use an improved public highway, upon the
terms accorded to freemen of other races, Is as fundamental, in the state of
freedom established in this country, as are any of the rights which my brethren
concede to be so far fundamental as to deemed the essence of civil freedom.

I suggest that the opinion of Justice Stewart in the Guest case
should be read as a reminder that the Congress has ample power, if
it chooses to exercise it, to safeguard theprivileges of citizenship
against private discriminations and brutalities that are racially moti-
vated.

It may be wondered why the words "citizen" and "citizenship"
have so often appeared in these reflections. The 13th amendment says
nothing of citizens and the 14th safeguards the privileges of U.S.
citizenship against State abridgments only.

The reason why the language of citizenship is called for and natural
is that the 39th Congress, when it adopted the Civil Rights Act of
1866, made its opening declaration the pronouncement that all per-
sons born in the United States were citizens thereof. The Congress
then proceeded, quite naturally, to specify those privileges of citizen-
ship as to which the principle of racial equality must govern.

Although the language of citizenship survives in many of our civil
rights statutes, there is nothing in the nature or language of the 13th
or 14th amendment to limit the scope of congressional powers there-
under to the safeguarding of American citizens.

It is natural, however, that the Congress should assume that among
the implied legislative powers of the Nation, none can be more impor-
tant than that of advancing the welfare and safeguarding the inter-
e&sts of those persons who are something more than citizens of the
States in which they reside-who are also citizens of the United States.
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The 39th Congress in its ardor, its wisdom, or its innocence evidently
assumed that a byproduct of citizenship was equality. Time had
taught. us that decency is not as near at hand as the logic and human-
ity of the 1 9th century supposed.

One element in my thesis deserves an emphasis that I have not
given it. It is a familiar fact, of course, that the Court and the Con-
gress have always recognized that even before the adoption of the
Civil War amendmnents there were privileges of American citizenship
that could be protected by national authority against either State
action or against private action. In the area of free transit this was
shown in the Court's decision that a State could not impose a tax upon
the carriage of passengers from within its borders to the National
Capital.

In the area of political action the principle was recognized in the
cases allowing Federal prosecution of those who sought to impair the
electoral processes of the Nation. In the area of criminal law it was
shown in the decision that the lynching of a prisoner held by Federal
authorities for Federal trial was punish able as a conspiracy to deprive
a citizen of the United States ofa right or privilege secured by the
Constitution.

In the area of race relations it was shown, even before the Civil
WAar, in the decision that. the slaveholders' right to claim the fugitive
slave could be secured by the Congress not only against State action,
but against private action as well.

In United State., v. Waddel!, it was held that private violence di-
rected against an American citizen who had made a homestead entry
under Federal law was punishable as an offense against the United
States.

These decisions-reinforced as they recently have been by the Gie.st
case-nmake it wholly clear, I think, that the Congress is equipped with
ample power to protect interests borne of other assurances than those
of the 14th amendment. Once that fact is recognized, it becomes easy
to disentangle analysis from the metaphysics of State action.

There may still be appreciable difficulty in identifying upon the
frontiers of 'national policy those interests that can be labeled "privi-
leges of American citizenship." It may not be easy, furthermore,
to define with sweeping generality the scope of congressional power
validly to create or conclusively to identify those particular privileges
of citizenship or those specific rights of persons that are independent
in their origin of the 14th amendment.

I submit, however, that a Congress that remembers the 13th amend-
ment and the legislative powers that the amendment confers need have
no doubt of its constitutional authority to control specifically directed
to the perpetuation by private means of those racial inequalities which
the State by virtue of the 14th amendment, may not preserve.

If the Congress should be unwilling to recognize that it has at hand
forgotten powers derived from the 1th amendment, it would not, by
that unwillingness, establish its disability to do the things that sorely
need to be done. Until this term of the Court there was, perhaps,
some reason to wonder whether the Congress may secure, as such,
rights given by the 14th amendment against private action.

In the Gue. t case. however, it was made wholly clear that six Jus-
tices recognize that Congress may, and I quote Justice Clark, "enact
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laws punishing all conspiracies-with or without State action-that
interfere with 14th amendment rights."

This generality does not mean, of course, that all conspiracies to
murder, rob and burn may be made into Federal crimes. It does, how-
ever, eliminate all lingering doubt whether Congress may make punish-
able threats or acts of violence that are directed toward the frustration
of the 14th amendment's command that the States must not deprive
persons of liberty without due process or deny them the equal protec-
tion of the laws.

If one accepts the principles to which a majority of the present
Court has committed itself, there can e no doubt. whatsoever that
the Congress may constitutionally enact title V of H.R. 14765. Al-
though I believe that a more inclusive title would be desirable, I think
it wholly clear that there is no basis any longer to question the con-
stitutionality of its provisions.

I would call your particular attention to the fact that the majority
of its provisions deal with acts of violence directed to the frustration
of rights not derived from the Civil War Amendments-rights which
Congress was empowered from the very beginning of our national
existence, to safeguard against either private or public injury.

The press has recently suggested that some persons in Government
question the constitutional power of Congress to outlaw racial dis-
crimination in the selection of juries in State courts. If constitu-
tional doubts are seriously entertained, they niust, I think, relate to
detail rather than fundamentals.

I had supposed that all questions with respect to basic power had
been laid to rest in 1880 by the Court's decision in Ex parte irgi, a-
the decision that sustained as constitutional the provision in the Civil
Rights Act of 1875, providing that "no citizen, possessing all other
qualifications which are or may be prescribed by law, shall be dis-
qualified for service as grand or petit juror in any court of the United
States, or of any State, on account of race, color, or previous condition
of servitude."

What the statute in effect did was to identify and safeguard with
criminal sanctions a privilege of U.S. citizenship additional to
those which the Congress had enunerated in the Civil Rights Act of
1866. The statute stands on the books today as section 243 of title 18,
and thus keeps alive the privilege of citizenship which the Congress
and the Court together have recognized.

These undeniable facts of history and law lead me to supl)ose that
what constitutional doubts may exist concern the particularities of
H.R. 14765 and some alternate" proposals. I realize, of course, that
title II-the title that deals with State juries-in some respects ex-
tends the reach of the act of 1875.

Surely there is no constitutional objection to the proposal that equi-
table remedies for safeguarding the established privilege, should be
added to the more severe criminal sanctions now available for its pro-
tection. Perhaps it should be noted that the bill speaks in terms of
persons, rather than in terms of citizens-a rephrasing that seems,
perhaps, unnecessary, but which surely presents no question of con-
stitutional dimensions.
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The discriminations outlawed by section 201 also go beyond those
of race and color and reach discriminations on account of religion,
sex, national origin, or economic status.

In view of the Court's recent decision in the Poll Tax case, it can
hardly be doubted that the Congress under section 5 of the 14th
'lnendment may outlaw from the processes of jury selection a means
test which the Court has held to be outlawed from the electoral proc-
esses by the amendment's own force. With respect to the power of
Congress to extend the existing prohibitions of jury discrimination
to those based on sex, national origin, and religion there can be no
need for argument.

In the back of the minds of those who question the constitutionality
of the proposals with respect to the selection of juries in the State
courts, there may lie the general feeling that somehw, and for some
indefinable reason, the power of States to fix the qualification of those
who are engaged in the administration of justice must be beyond the
reach of Congress.

I do not suppose that the doubters would hesitate to say that a
State statute providing that no Negro could be elected or appointed
to the bench would be unconstitutional. Nor would they defend as
constitutional a statute prohibiting qualified Negroes from serving on
juries. What they object to must, accordingly, be the processes which
title II of H.R. 14765 makes available to the Federal courts when the
prohibited exclusions are found to prevail.

Their objections, I suggest, are in essentials no different from those
that governed the minds of critics of the recent progression of enact-
ments concerning racial discrimination in the electoral processes of
the States. With respect. to that issue there was, of course, a special
barrier to national power in the specific provisions of article I recog-
nizing the power of States to determine the qualification of voters. -

Yet the Court has recently sustained the constitutionality of the
Voting Rights Act of 1965--a statute which goes far beyond the mod-
erate intrusions into areas of State responsibility proposed by title II
of H.R. 14765.

The critics of that proposal will urge, I assume, that the extensive-
ness of the congressional power to deal with racial discriminations in
the electoral processes is derived from section 2 of the 15th amend-
ment. It was, of course, both natural and proper for Congress and
Court in dealing with the Voting Rights Act of 1965 to find justifica-
tion for the enactment in specificities of the 15th amendment.

I submit, however, that there is no doubt whatsoever that under
the long-settled interpretation of the equal protection clause of the
14th amendment the rights conferred upon Negroes by the 15th
amendment are also guaranteed by the 14th. From an earlier day
such cases as ,Maon v. Jlerndon. Nixon v. Condon, and Smith v. All-
wrqht make this abundantly clear.

The recent Poll Tax case merely confirms, in our own day, the
truth of the proposition that whatever State practices are outlawed by
tle provisions of the 15th amendment are also condemned by the pro-
visions of the 14th, and that whatever powers the Congress may ex-
ercise over electoral processes under section 2 of the 15th amendment
also find their justification in section 5 of the 14th.

~Q'
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fit this connection it will be well, once more, to remember the facts
of history. Those facts tell us that after the M4b 'im ndment, the'
(ivil Rights Act of 1866, and the 14th amendment has been adopted
there were some statesmen who asserted and others who denied that
the equality of privilege and right which the amendments promised
the Negro included, or by valid statute could be made to include, rights
of suffrage.

In order permanently to outlaw racial discrimination in the suf-
frage and to put that indecency u)on a par with all others that were
condemned by the earlier amendlidents, the 15th was adopted. There
is absolutely nothing in the history or the law of the 15th amendment
suggesting that the Congress intended its 2d section to grant the Con-
gress a broader power to outlaw racial discriminations in the electoral
processes than it already possessed to condemn such discrimination in
other aspects of government.

It is, 1 believe, abundantly clear that tile Voting Rights Act of 1965
would be no less constitutional than it unquestionably is had the second
section of the 15th amendment never been enacted. That being so, the
decision in South Carolina v. Katzenbach establishes, beyond possibili-
ties of doubt, that title II of H.R. 14765 is constitutionally warranted.

One concluding generality seems important. We Americans much
too often translate questions of public policy into questions of constitu-
tional law. It is natural, of course, that those who oppose an urgent
progression should seek to put the blame for inertia upon a higher
ground than their own preference. It is, however, a most wasteful
expenditure of congressional time for its committees perennially to
become engaged in essentially academic disputes about the scope of
congressional power.

Is it not time for the Congress to recognize and act upon a sound
and settled principle which the court and the people have for a long
time taken for granted?

The principle to which I refer tells us that the Congress is a par-
ticipant in the making of constitutional law. A legislature that waits
for the judges to tell it what equality and freedom mean. what justice
requires, and what federalism permits, abandons its constitutional re-
sponsibility.

If it sometimes seems that we have too much government by judici-
arv. I wonder whether the excesses that trouble us are not. to a very
considerable extent, the fault of a Congress that allows itself to linger
too long in the twilight of doubt and hestiation.

Tie CHAIRMAN. Professor, I just want to say that this committee
does not wait for the judges to tell us what equality of freedom means,
because we have acted on innumerable occasions in connection with
civil rights, and we do develop new paths and we found that the courts

-- agreed with us. But we did not wait until the judges told us what to
(1o.

Professor HowNE. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman. I am not sure
that is true of all committees of the Congress or always in both Houses
of the Congress, but certainly it is true of this committee.

The ClAIRMAN. I just iave one question and before I ask it. I wish
to compliment you on the very splendid argument you have presented
here this morning.
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Would you say also that the title concerning housing is well
grounded in the interstate clause also?

Professor HowE. I believe a justification under the commerce clause
can be developed. It does not, to me, seem as natural a basis for jus-
tifying the title as does the 13th amendment or possibly the 14th. I
take it, though this may be a misimpression, that the administration,
and the Department of Justice in particular, seems currently con-
vinced that it is not wise to specify the grounds for constitutional ac-
tion, and that their silence about this source of power here is the re-
sult of a conscious decision that it will free the courts to choose any
source of power that may be available.

I happen, myself,. to question the wisdom of that policy, at lear;t
when you are exercising the powers to regulate commerce. It does
seem to me that a congressional opinion with respect to the relation-
ship between housing and commerce would help the courts when the
time comes.

I suppose that the relationship between discrimination in housing
and commerce among the several States can be established and could
be shown. I think without that showing being part of the bill, it is
more natural to say that the probleiml concerns the equality of the
rights of citizens and that a Congress that has been empowered ever
since the 13th amendment to assure no racial discrimination is eni-
powered, therefore, to take this kind of action.

Mr. RCOGERS. Professor Howe, do 1 understand that, under your
interl)retation, the 13th amiendmnent gives Congress the power to pass
certain laws other than those dealing with slavely or involuntary
servitude?

Professor HOWE. I believe it empowers the Congress to deal with
conduct that in the eyes of Congress, confirmed by the Justices, im-
poses badges of sevitude and badges of slaverA upon one race on the
assumption of the inferiority of tlat race. This has been said by the
Court over and over again.

Mr. ROGERS. Could you give us some illustration of what that may
imply?

Professor HOWE. I think I could give you the provisions of the
Civil Rights Act of 1866, which in very explicit terms define the equali-
ties which the Negro citizen should share with the white citizen. And
those included, as I have said, the rights to own, occupy, purchase,
and sell real estate.

Mr. ROGERS. Well now, y-ou do not mean that the nature of certain
conditions that have deveoped like ghettos and poor or inadequate
housing, that those conditions constitute either slavery or involuntary
slavery.

Professor HOWE. I endeavored to emphasize the passage in Justice
Bradley's opinion in which he acknowledges-and I, of course, ac-
knowledge--that it is the racially motivated inferiority that Congress
may deal with, and that as I understand the bill is all this bill seeks
to deal with. It deals with the racially motivated denial of
occupancy.

Mr. ROGERS. I take it from your answer that in certain of the States,
where we confront ghettos and inadequate housing, because that con-
stitutes slavery or involuntary servitude to have live there, and that we
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lave authority under the 13th amendment to pass legislation dealing
wit i that, situation.

Professor HOWE. I return to the point I have been trying to make,
that I am not urging that the Congress has the power to deal with
housing and ghettos. What the bill purports to deal with is denial of
housing on grounds of race, and this is, I take it, a very different thing
from saying that Congress is going to try and move the poor into the
prosperous sections of town.

You will notice that the title on housing does not have that as-
surance with respect to economic discrimination.

Mr. ROGERS. I am trying to get you to envision and tell this com-
mittee your thoughts as to the t-ype of condition that would constitute
a violation of the 13th amendmnent on which we should pass legislation e

Professor HOWE. I should agree that, as Justice Bradley stated, if
a combination of persons in an-y community so governs their affairs
and their control of that community as to exclude Negroes on grounds
of race from occupancy of houses in that area, that that is subject to
congressional regulation and prohibition.

Mr. ROGERS. Now, do you know of any conditions of that type
which exist now?

Professor HOWE. I think there surely have been and continue to
be such conditions in many parts of the country. I am quite sure
that such situations do prevail. I think a great many States have
found it desirable to enact laws to prevent such combinations
operating. explore,

Mr. ROGERS. Well now, of course, what I am trying to is
the right of Congress to pass legislation dealing with housing, and
particularly this open occupancy provision, title IV. I am trying to
see if there is evidence or testimony to the effect that this constitutes a
violation of the Constitution and that as a result we have the authority
to pass legislation.

Is it your contention that we do have that authority?
Professor HowE. I take it that the existence of open occul)ancy

laws throughout the land indicate that there has been and still is con-
siderable amount of discrimination against the Negro in housing.

This does, in my opinion, justify legislation, partly upon the 13th
amendment, and partly upon the power of Congress to protect and
define the privileges of citizenship by outlawing racially motivated
discriminations of this nature.

I find that the justification in the 13th amendment has very con-
siderable force. But I do not suggest that Congress ought. to confine
itself to one power. The commerce clause is available and that will
surely justify much of this regulation.

The 14th amendment is available. Remember what the Court has
said in the Guest case, that Congress may take action to secure against
private persons rights that are secured against the States by the 14th.
It thus seems to me it is within the power of the Congress to use some
14th amendment power in the area of housing.

I return to my fundamental theme. These are problems that seem
to me best discussed not as problems of constitutional law, l)ut prob-
lems of public policy. Obviously there are weighty arguments to be
mae against national action in tlis area.
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My effort is to suggest that there are no insuperable constitutional
barriers to congressional action. It is, I think, to mislead the public,
to speak as if these problems were really constitutional problems. In
fact, they are problems that are not best considered in those terms.

I, of course, believe in the desirability of Federal legislation in this
area. This I suppose leads me to think it is constitutional, but I also
think we should recognize, and the Congress should more clearly rec-
ognize, that the powers that it possesses under the Civil War amend-
ments, under the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments are very, very great
and that their failure to exercise them for a long period of time has
not destroyed the powers. They still are there.

Mr. MCCULLOCH. Would the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. ROGERS. Yes.
Mr. fcCrLLOCII. Might we understand, Professor Howe, that von

would base the constitutionality of this proposed legislation on the
13th amendment as it affects discrimination on account of religion, sex,
national origin or economic status, upon the same logic as it applies to
the' Nezro?

Professor TIowr-. No. T think obviously one has to recognize two
stages in the analysis. Wha1vit the 13th amendment did. and what the
Civil Rights Act of 1866 did. was to take action to assure that hence-
forth, as between the white citizen and the Negro citizen there should
be equality. It is up to Congress, I 1)elieve. from time to time, and
undoubtedly within some limits, to define the areas where equality
between white and Negro citizens is essential.

Beyond that lies the next question: How are we going to deal with
other discriminations that are not discrimination between the white
and the Negro? There one has to acknowledge, I think, as I have said
already, that the Congress has implied power over and beyond that
recogmize(l by the Court. to define privileges of national citizenship,
to make these good in favor of any citizen against private persons.
If it is the fact as the Court has told us it is this material, that it is a
privilege of U.S. citizenship to travel from one part of this country
to another, I find it hard to see why Congress cannot make it a privilege
of U.S. citizenship to live without racial discrimination or without
discrimination on grounds of sex in a particular community.

Mr. McCT-TrJcT. Yes, Professor, I was not delving into that par-
ticular question. I wanted to )e sure that you were not basing the
authority, the constitutional authority of this legislation insofar as it
affected the other minority groups that I have described on the 13th
amendment. I go indirectly back to the proposal that there is always
danger in describing the constitutional authority upon which we base
the legislation. particularly until we are completely all powerful. We
do well to cover every possible constitutional ground and source of
legitimate power.

A main difficulty if not the single difficulty of the civil rights legis-
lation following the War Between the States arose from failure to
describe the source, did it not?

Professor HOWE. There were many difficulties with that legislation.
I do not think, in the first place

Mr. McCuLwocu. There was one finding made by the Court at that
time that the legislation was based narrowly upon one constitutional
provision, which had been the declaration of the Congress, as I recall it.
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Professor HowE. There was a special probleni in the Citil fl;ghts
Casre. The Court was unwilling to sustain the statute as applied to
an interstate carrier on the basis of the commerce clause because there
was no indication that Congress was seeking to regulate interstate
commerce.

Mr. MCcULLOCH. Thank you.
Mr. RooFs. Now may I direct your attention to the 14th amend-

ment which we are discussing quite thoroughly here, which provides:
No state shall make or enforce any law....

Professor IlowE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Well now, is that not a limitation upon a State? How

does that empower the Federal Government when it says, ""no State
shall ?"

Professor IIOWE. I would like to remind von of the opening sen-
tence in the 14th amendment: "All persons boirii in the United States
are citizens therof," and then jump to section 5, that Congress shall
lave power to enforce this article.

Mr. ROGERS. It says they are citizens. The first section says:
All persons born or naturalized are citizens of the United States in the states

wherein they reside.

Professor hlowr.. That's right, and my suggestion is that there is a
congressional power to define and protect privileges of U.S. citizen-
ship given by section 5 of tIme 14th anlen(lment.

Mr. RoG s. But the next is the limitation that no State shall-
Irofessor tIOWE. That's right.
Ir. Ro(ERS. Well nloW, does the fact that certain prohibitions apply

to the States, does that inherently give authority to Congress under
section 5 to enact laws that deal with anything as it related to the
privileges or immunities?

Professor HowE. No, sir; I have not attempted to suggest that. I
have based my principal assertions, first, on tIhe theory that the 13th
amendment has something to say to this problem , al'd secondly on
the theory there is a congressional power either to be implied or to be
found specifically in the 5th action of the 14th amendment, the power
that is, to define and safeguard the privileges of U.S. citizenship. It
seems to me unquestionable that the Congress may say that among
the privileges of U.S. citizenship are those of not being denied equality
on racial grounds.

Mr. ROGERS. Then you do not contend that by prohibiting the State
from doing these things, that that covers any authority upon the Fed-
eral Government to move?

Professor 1IOWE. No, I have not contended that, and I do not con-
tend that.

Mr. ROGERs. And your analysis of the 14th amendment is based up-
on the first sentence'of thereof, rather than the second one?

Professor IOWE. Not entirely. In addition, I would remind you of
what the Court has recently said and held in the Gtest case, that the
Congress is empowered to deal with private action directed toward
the frustration of the State's responsibility to fulfill its obligations
under the 14th amendment. If the State has taken steps, let us say,
to assure equality-let us say they opened up the swinuning pools to
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all persons regardless of race, and private persons appear on the scene
and seek to prevent the Negro citizens from enjoying that right, the
Court tells us that the Congress may make that private action seeking
to frustrate the State's fulfllment of its responsibility criminal.

Mr. Ro ERS. Even it be by custom?
Professor HowE. Law, rule, regulation, custom, or practice. That

is what the Congress has always said. I would remind you that the
act of 1SO66. which is the first of the civil rights statutes, speaks not
merely of discriminations under color of law. It did not have to, be-
cause the 13th amendment was the basis for the legislation. The act
of 1866 speaks not only of law, statute, and regulation, but it speaks
of custoni, and it says if by custom these equalities between citizen-
shi )S are being denied, they are outlawed by the statute.

Mr. IOGES. As t hey held in some of the "sit-in" cases?
Professor How&. That's right.

I'. 4C;E is. 'Where they did not have a statute, as in the N ew
O'lean,.i case, but they segregated by custom.

Professor HowE. the Court never quite reached the point of say-
ing custom alone, not sustained by official action, was enough. It
came very close to saving that. but I think I am right in saving that
there is no case in wlich the Court said pure custom made the action
of the proprietor unlawful.

Mr. RKt ;1Rs. But in the Ne, Orlean.q case?
Professor HowE. You had the mayor and police chief saying he

requested people not to engage in anv' more of the sit-ins-
Mr. ROGERS. They construed that tobe State action?
Professor HowE. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. 1ell, if you arrive at a situation where no State action

is involved whatsoever, either by custom or action by the chief of
police or mayor, or what have you-

Professor HowE. Then I do not think there is yet anything in the
constitutional law that we have had that would allow the Federal
Government to deal with that. I am not asserting that the murder
of every Negro is a Federal crime and should or could be made a
Federal crime.

Nobody is suggesting that. though he has lost his life without due
process of law. We have not established that kind of federalism as
yet, and I hope we will not. But I do suggest that a racially moti-
vated act of violence directed toward the frustration of our consti-
tutional objectives is within the reach of congressional power. That
is why I believe there is no doubt but that the provisions of this bill
that deal with private acts of violence are constitutional. I suggest
that it is high time for the Congress to take some action against the
racially motivated acts of violence, even though done without any
approval and against the law of the States in which those acts are
done.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you. Professor.
The ChAIR. MAN. Mr. McCulloch?
Mr. 3McCrLLOCIH. Yes.
Professor Howe. I take the quotation at the bottom of page 1 and

the top of page 2 of your statement is from a circuit court case ?
Professor HOWE. That's right, circuit court opinion of Mr. Justice

Bradley in the Cruikshank case.
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The CHAIRMAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. McCuLLcii. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. At the bottom of page 2 when you speak of Mr.

Justice Bradley of the Supreme Court and you cite a portion of what
he said-

Professor HowE. I am sorry-
The CHAIRMAN. Was Justice Bradley then sitting as a member of

the court of appeals?
Professor HowE. I should have made it clear. It is from the same

opinion on circuit. Every quotation here from Justice Bradley is
from his opinion on circuit in the C('uikshank case. I should have
made it clear. I am sorry I failed to do that.

The CAInMxAN. Thank you.
Mr. MCCULL0CH. I wanted to ask a question about selection of

jurors in State cases. If any State in the lUnion has a law which has
unlimited peremptory challenges, would that be reached by this legis-
lation; and could it be reached by this legislation?

Professor HOWE. There is, as your question clearly indicates, a very
serious problem, and I cannot answer specifically of the language of
this bilL There is a very serious question, participatioii in jury
services will not in the end be frustrated by peremptory challenge.

This is a possibility. I believe, however, that the chances of all
Negroes being excluded as jurors through peremptory challenges will
be significantly reduced if the number of Negroes allowed to serve on
juries is increased.

If I may, let me make another point: We must never forget that
at the heart of our concern to have Negroes be made eligible or jury
service is our desire to give them the lights of American citizens to
participate in the affairs of government.

Too often, I think, we have approached the problem of the exclusion
of Negro jurors from the standpoint of a Negro defendant who is
denieequal protection of the laws if Negroes are excluded from the
jury which tries him. That is certainly true. Is it not perhaps im-
portant that we begin to think about the right of the Negro citizen
to be treated as eligible to participate in the affairs of government?
For that reason, whether we get him off the jury in the end by per-
emptory challenge or not, we have made a significant step forward by
making a congressional pronouncement that he is qualified to be a
participant in the affairs of government and that we will take steps
at the national level to assure him that he is an equal as a prospective
juror.

Mr. McCuLLOCH. Do you think that Federal legislation limiting
peremptory challenges would be constitutional?

Professor HowE. I would question it. I certainly would question
it. I think perhaps peremptory challenge on racial grounds would
be within the reach of congressional prohibition.

How you determine the ground of peremptory challenge is very,
very hard to say. I think that if you can establish a persistently dis-
criminatory practice and produce evidence with respect to the ways
in which the peremptory challenge has always been exercised by the
State, the peremptory challenge may be invalidated.

But I think there is grave doubt lere, very grave doubt.
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Mr. MCCULLOCI[. Well. the decision in the recent case that you men-
tioned was to this effect, that the unlimited peremptory challenge was
in accordance with constitutional laws?

Professor HowE. That's right. It seems to me, however, that if
out concern is not so much with the criminal defendant as it is with
the Negro as a citizen participating in public affairs, whether every
citizen sits on the jury is less important than whether he is excluded
from that possibility.

Mr. McCrLrmocu. Yes.
Is it our opinion. Professor Howe, that it serves no good or use-

ful purpose to constitute juries as so-called "blue ribbon" juries for
the trial of certain cases e

Professor HOWE. I certainly would acknowledge that. there are some
cases in which highly qualified jurors, and I am thinking primarily
of civil cases, wouTl seem to be quite appropriate. I am not sure of th'e
details of these proposals in that respect or of the extent to which it
would make impossible the selection for certain kinds of cases of
jurors with special qualification.

I would myself not be reluctant to zee special juries being used for
certain kinds of cases. I think there is grave danger of using blue
ribbon juries in most criminal cases.

That troubles me, but I think in the civil area there is legitimacy if
demanding certain kinds of qualifications for certain very technical
kinds of cases.

I happen myself not to feel very strongly about the importance of
jury trials in civil cases, so I may be a little biased in that matter.

M[r. McCt,LOcI[. Thank vou. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
ThIe CIAIRJIA-N. Mr. Cramer?
Mr. CRAMERI. Professor. I find your testimony very interesting, too.

In your answer to the last question, of course, you recognize that
title I and title II are not limited to criminal juries.

Professor Ilowr. That's right: I realize that.
Mr. CRAMER. So, as drafted. it would not take into consideration

your suggestion that blue ribbon juries could be retained in certain
circumstances. The intention and purpose is to outlaw them specifi-
cally according to the statement of the Attorney General.

Irofessor HowE. Yes.
Mr. CR.Mi. And you would disagree with that?
Professor HowE. I. myself, would think that was not necessary or

desirable, though I think I would exclude them from criminal cases.
But I do not think I would advocate their exclusion from civil cases.

Mr. CR.ME rR. Very briefly, Professor, your discussion of the C,'iik-
8hkan, case and Justice Bradley's statements, that involved an official
violence: did it not ?

Professor tIowE. No: I think not.
Mr. Cn.%-\i:n. 118 U.S. Code. 242.
Professor HOWE. This was a massacre in Louisiana, large killings

by private warfare, essentially. The difficulty with the indictment
both in the Circuit and in the Supreme Court of the United States
was that there was no allegation, no sufficient allegation that the con-
spirators were moved by racial hatred to engage in these acts of
violence. It was not, however, a case of State action. It was a case
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of conspiracy by private groups to kill and terrorize. I am quite sure
of my recollection.

The CHAIRMAX. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CIL, -ER. Yes.
The CHA.R-A.N. It was a very complex case; was it not.
Professor HOWE. Yes, sir.
The Cn1umLAx. The question arose whether the indictment was too

vague?
Professor HOWE. That's right, and the only decision we ever had

was that the indictment was inadequate and it could not be sustained.
Justice Bradley (lid, however, take the opportunity on Circuit to set
forth a very (helpful and very important analysis of the three Civil
War amendments and the diterent powers which those amendments
gave to the Congress. I think I am right in saying that the state-
ments that he made about the 13th amendment in particular have
never been questioned by the Supreme Court of the United States.

What happened, as you all realize, was that we began shortly after
that to forget this amendment and to talk always as if all congres-
sional action in these matters must be based on the 14th or 15th, and
we forgot there is a power that has never been destroyed by anything
that subsequently has happened, to legislate, to preserve equal rights
of citizens against racial discriminationn.

Mr. Cr,.%.NMER,. In any event, the 13th amendment was not the subject
matter of creed, religion, or national origin?

Professor HowE. Certainly not.
Mr. CRMER. So if the legislation included that relating to title IV,

open housing, you could not use the argument of the 13th amendment
regardless of what-

Professor HowE. No, you could not. As I tried to suggest earlier,
it seems to me that Congress, having secured equality between the
white citizens and the Negro citizens under the 13th amendment may,
quite naturally, seek to achieve a broader equality to buttress the na-
tional commit'nient toward equality. I do not find any lack of con-
gressional power if they are going to treat Negro and white citizens
as equal to say that others must get no less.

Mr. CRAiEn. But not under the 13th amendment.
Professor HOWE. You are quite right.
Mr. CA.N3ri. The rzdk8hank catse upon which you heavily relied

is one involving racial terror, violence, and conspiracy and could
hardly be considered comparable to the single sale of property-there
is no intimidation, no overt act to forcefully prevent a person from
attempting to do this.

This is an individual, to permit him to do so. There is no correla-
tion between the two?

Professor HOWE. I do not myself see in logic or in constitutional
principal any broader reach of congressional power over acts of vio-
lence that destroy constitutional rights than in other acts that destroy
them.

Violence is no more within congressional authority than other
forms of destructive action.

Mr. CRAMIfER. But there are no cases holding on that subject matter
relating to the 13th amendment?
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Professor HowE. There are not that I know of.
Mr. CRAMER. All right. With regard to the 14th amendment you

cite largely the Gue8t case which again is a case of conspiracy and not
that of a single individual selling, for instance, a vacant piece of prop-
erty without intimidation or otherwise.

Do you really feel the 14th amendment, as construed essentially by
the Court and even in the Guet case, would include a private sale of
a piece of property as proposed under title IV?

Professor HOwE. I think my answer would be, yes. Remember,
they talked about conspiracy in the Gue8t case, because the only rele-
vant congressional statute now on the books is the one dealing with
conspiracy.

Mr. CRAMER. The Court did not, therefore, hold on matters outside
of conspiracy?

Professor HOwE. No, they did not. But I see no constitutional dif-
ference between an individual who kills Colonel Guest while traveling
through Georgia and a group of Klansmen who conspire to kill him
if the death is a crime punishable by death.

Mr. CRAMER. I am talking about refusing to sell, an act of violence
to an individual, a piece of property. There are no cases holding on
that?

Professor HowE. It is probably because we have no legislation to
deal with that sort of matter.

Mr. CRAMER. All right.
Now, you suggest in coming to your conclusion that the 14th amend-

ment might be used as a vehicle for this legislation, even where no
State action is involved.

I believe that is your thesis, is it not, using the first sentence of sec-
tion 1, and the enacting portion of section 5?

Professor HOWE. I should have made it clearer than I evidently did
that. I believe that there are implied congressional powers to deal
with rights of citizenship not derived from the 14th amendment.

Crandall v. Nevada was a case in which the Court, at least against
State action, secured rights of national citizenship-and this was be-
fore the 14th amendment.

Mr. CRAMER. But are there no cases holding on that point? Can
you cite any cases holding on that point?

Professor How. The specific point being which?
Mr. CRAMER. Being the application of the first sentence of section

I as a basis for congressional action.
Professor Hown. This was stated by Justice Harlan in dissent as

an acceptable principle. It was not accepted by the Court.
Mr. CRAMER. There are no majority holdings on that?
Professor How& That's right. Nothing I have said in that area

purported to be based upon existing doctrine, save to the extent that
the Guest case indicates that today private action directed toward the
frustration of the State's obligations may be governed by Congress.
Congress, however, has not yet done some of the things I am urging
that it should and can do.

Mr. CRAMER. I bring you back to the fact that the Gue8t case dealt
with conspiracy.

Professor HowE. I understand that, but that is because the statute
punished conspirators-
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Mr. CRAMR. It was not necessarily a holding on that specific point
either?

Professor HowE. No, but I do not think holding should be used in
such a narrow sense.

Mr. CRAMER. There was dictum?
Professor HowE. No, there was not. But it does not seem to me

there is any sound basis for suggestion that though Congress cani deal
with conspiracies to kill, it may not deal with killing. Surely if Con-
gress can deal with preparation 3 to destroy constitutional rights, it
can deal with the act that is destructive itself.

Mr. CRAMER. It is virtually subject, as a matter of fact, to an act
of violence. You are talking about title V and I aun not arguing about
that and not discussing it at this point. I am talking about the private
sale of a vacant piece of property by an individual without any in-
clination or act of violence or otherwise.

Professor HOWE. You are entirely right. I suggest that you have
also been throwing in the individual action from tilme to time as well
as the action of violence and suggesting, at least, that there may be no
congressional power to deal with anything but conspiracy.

I am attempting to say that they are the same, and I agree there is
no case as yet holding that Congress may deal with refusals of in-
dividuals to sell vacant land as regards the 14th amendment or other
power.

The CIIAIIfAN. Is ityour opinion that the Guest case could stand
for the proposition of safeguarding the privilege of citizenship against
private discrimination which is racially motivated?

Professor HOWE. Yes. I find it in fhat portion of the opinion that
deals with the interstate travel.

What Mr. Justice Stewart and the majority hold is that there is a
privilege of interstate travel which may be protected not merely
against State action, but against racially motivated individual action.

Mr. CRAMER. That is precisely the point.- You cannot rest indi-
vidual action prohibition on solely the 14th amendment, under present
cases unless it involves, as in the Guest case, a conspiracy or State
action. If you are going to try to bring the individual in-assuming
there is a reason for doing so-under the commerce clause, then the
question becomes one of whether it is a proper exercise of congres-
sional power under the commerce clause to proscribe the sale of vacant
land by a private individual.

Professor HOWE. I believe I am right--
Mr. CRAMER. You tell me ' you rely on the commerce clause when

you get to the private individual?
Professor HOWE. I believe the opinion with respect to the interstate

problem was not based upon the commerce clause; it was based upon
citizenship. In Crandall v. Nevada the privilege was that of having
free access to the National Capitol.

What the Court has now done is that relatively narrow privilege to
the broader one of traveling throughout the Nation. Whether this is
strengthened by the commerce clause or whether it is built upon that
inherent power that the Congress possesses to protect all kinds of
privileges of citizenship, we cannot be sure.

Certainly the things that Mr. Justice Brennan says in his concur-
ring opinion in the Guest case indicates that in his judgment the con-

63-420--66----100
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gressional lower to protect any privilege of citizenship is no better
batcause interstate commerce is involved than if some other constitu-
ti,,nal interest and power is involved. I do not, accordingly, think it
is fair to read the opinion of Justice Stewart as limited to the com-
merce clause as the source of congressional power to safeguard this
rialht.

.Ir. CAMV. E. I am reading from Justice Brennan's views on page 9
in the Guest case. It says:

* * * Section 5 authorizes Congress to make laws--

the 14th amendment-
that it concludes are reasonably necessary to protect a right created by and
arising under that Amendment; and Congress is thus fully empowered to deter-
mine that punishment of private conspiracies interfering with the exercise of
such a right is necessary to its full protection.

Then, going on a few pages, it says:
And I can find no principle of federalism nor word of the Constitution that

denies Congress power to determine that in order adequately to protect the
rights of equal utilization of 8tate facilities. it is also appropriate to punish other
individuals, neither state officers or acting in concert with the state officers who
engage in the same conduct for misguided purposes.

Professor HOWE. Yes, sir. I do not have the official report here.
I only have the U.S. Law Week, so I cannot use the pagination. It
is on page 4403 of the U.S. Law Week. In it lie insists:

Nor has this Court construed Section 241 in such a restricted manner * * *
many of the rights that have been held to be encompassed with Section 241 are
not additionally the subject of protection of specific Federal legislation or of
any provision of the Constitution addressed to private individuals.

Then he gives examples that deal with interferences with the right
to vote in Federal elections, primaries, the privilee of citizenship,
discusses the right under Federal statutes, e right to be protected
from violence while in the custody of a Federal officer. They have
nothing to do with the 14th amendment.

Mr. CIU.MiER. We get back to the point that no specific holding under
the 14th amendment would in effect provide congressional power to
act in the case of an individual selling a private piece of property.

Professor HowE. That is right. I come back to what I said at the
end of my prepared remarks. It seems to me it is too bad if Congress
only acts when it has the Supreme Court saying it may act.

S Ir. CRAMER. Part of that judgment has to be on tle basis of what
the Supreme Court has indicated the constitutionality of respective
laws have been in the past and what the thrust might be in the future.

Professor HOWE. That is true.
The CHAIR-MAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CRAMER. Yes, go ahead.
The CnAIRMAX. I would like to call your attention at that point to

a footnote in the Gue8t case, footnote on page 13. It is in connection
with the decision of the Court written by Mr. Justice Stewart:

As emphasized in Mr. Justice Harlan's separate opinion, Section 241 protects
only against rights secured by other Federal laws or by the Constitution itself.
The right to interstate travel is a right that the Constitution itself guarantees.
as the cases cited in the text make clear. Although these cases In fact Involved
governmental Interference with the right of free interstate travel, their reason-
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Ing fully supports the conclusion that the Constitutional right of Interstate travel
is a right secured against interference from any source whatever, whether
governmental or private.

Professor HOWE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mathias?
Mr'. -MATIHIS. Tliaiik you. Mr. ('liairinan.
Professor Howe, I find it verr refreshing and very welcome that

you can find some portion of tlie Constitution other than the com-
merce clause on which to base our power to act in this matter.

I certainly would like to emnbrace your views on the 13th amendment,
if I could. I would like to ask vou to comment very briefly, though,
on the fact, that the 13tlh amendment was adopted in 1865 at which
tine there was a fairly recent line of cases in the Supreme Court, all
holding that a Negro-as a freed slave-may not be a citizen by virtue
of the constitutional provisions providing that a person born in this
country was a citizen. The fact that that "citizenship" has been
specifically denied and. that it was not touched upon in the 13th amend-
nient would seem to negate what Justice Bradley has implied in the
C,uiksghank case.

In other words, with this line of cases standing and not having been
repudiated by the 13th anidndient, does it not seem to undercut Justice
Bradley's decision ?

Professor HowE. Remember that the first thing that Congress did
in the act. of 1866 was to enact what was later made the first sentence
of the 14th amendment, the provision that is that all persons born in
the United States are citizens thereof. There was in the mind of John-
son antl in the mind of some others a question whether the Congress
could, by that enactment in 1866, undo the Dred Scott decision, and
they therefore confirmed the congressional grant of citizenship by the
first sentence in the 14th amendment.

So when you take the first sentence of the 14th amendment as what
it really was, the constitutional enactment of the first provision in the
act of 1866, you are back with the provision that not only in a sense
served to abolish slavery, but to j)rovide that all persons born in the
United States are citizen's of the I nited States.

Mr. MTUIIIs. What you are saying really is that the 14th amend-
nient supplements the 1,3th amendmlienti?

Professor HOwVE. Yes. I myself should think there was very little
question today if one could consider the question in a purely academic
atmosphere but that the act of 1866 was constitutional, that though the
Chief ~Justice held in the D[red Scott case that Negroes were not citizens
of the United States that would not disable the Congress from making
them citizens of the United States.

So, I don't think we needed the first sentence of the 14th amendment
to (rive the Negro citizenship.

Mr. MATIIIts. Therefore. you reach the conclusion, as you have
said, that this provides within the scope of the 13th amendment, as
supIplemented, the power to take action against racially motivated
private conduct that revives the outlawed caste system?

lProfessor HOWE. That's riglit.
Mr. MATiJ.IS. So it is the combination of the 13th and 14th amend-

nents on which you base that statement ?
Professor How.. That is correct.
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Mr. MATHIAS. Thank you very much.
Mr. CRAMER. In that you are attempting to help us exercise our

judgment here, how would you exercise yours relating to double-
family dwelling houses, or Mrs. Murphy or the roominghouse situa-
tion, which was specifically excluded under the 1964 Civil Rights
Act ?

Do you think there is any room for exclusions? Take, for instance,
the religious organizations, for instance, that establish retiree homes,
which have been discussed rather lengthily during these hearings, that
have the objective for providing specific religious refuge as well as
retiree facilities under the sponsorship of religious organization?
How about sororities and fraternities? Are there any exceptions, do
you believe?

Professor HowE. I am willing to recognize the legitimacy of cer-
tain exclusions. I can see there are many problems of judgment with
respect to advisability of particular applications of this proposal and
there might be reasons to think one should not ask for everything at
this juncture.

I am urging that there is constitutional power to seek what this bill
seeks to achieve, but whether or not it would be wiser to take a little
less at this stage is essentially a question not of constitutional law,
but congressional judgment.

Mr. CRAMER. I am concerned about "at this juncture." Mrs.
Murphy should be out now, but brought under later on?

Professor HOWE. I think these matters are a matter of public atti-
tude. I think it may be that 20 years from now Mrs. Murphy will
not have any objection to having itinerant Negroes stop in her room-
inghouse overnight.

Mr. CRAMER. We are not talking about that-
Professor HowE. I know, but the existing protection of Mrs. Mur-

phy, I think, may not be very important 20 years from now, and the
existing protection of Mrs. Murphy's own house, that may be impor-
tant. Maybe 20 years from now, if this law is enacted, it will seem less
important. Time does change attitudes and law changes attitudes,
fortunately.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Professor.
Your testimony has been very, very helpful. We appreciate your

coming.
Professor HowE. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Mr. James W. Rouse, presi-

dent, James W. Rouse & Co., Baltimore, Md.
Mr. Rouse.
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, as Mr. Rouse comes to the witness

chair, I would like to advise the committee that he is one of the most
distinguished businessmen of Maryland, that he has a business experi-
ence relating to the housing field which goes far beyond the borders of
Maryland. It is nationwide in its scope. He has taken a very active
community role in Maryland and I think he brings exceptional quali-
ties of experience and judgment to this hearing today and I believe
his testimony will be of unusual value.

I might say, Mr. Chairman-off the record please.
(Discussion off the record.)

~'
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Mr. RoU E. Mr. Chairman, I have handed in a statement. I would
proceed informally if that suits you, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Whatever way you wish. Your statement is short.
You might read it.

Mr. ROUSE. All right.

STATEMENT OF TAMES W. ROUSE, PRESIDENT, JAMES W. ROUSE
& CO.

Mr. ROUSE. My name is James W. Rouse. I am a mortgage banker
and real estate developer, president of James W. Rouse & Co., Inc., a
mortgage banking firm with offices in Baltimore, Washington, Pitts-
burgh, and Chicago.

During the 27 years we have been in business we have financed more
than 25,000 sinvle-family houses and apartment units and now service
over $500 million in mortgages for the 45 life insurance companies
and savings banks which we represent as mortgage loan correspond-
ents. I am also president of Community Research & Development,
Inc., a real estate development corporation with more than $100 mil-
lion in real estate developments in eight States.

I appear before you to support the open housing provisions of title
IV of H.R. 14765. This presents a difficult issue for Congress, for the
real estate industry, and for people throughout the country. So it
has been with each step we have taken along the road toward affirming
and securing the full freedom and dignity of all our people.

The assurance of equal opportunity for employment, of equal right
to be served in restaurants and to be housed in hotels, motels, and
inns--each of these was a difficult step to take because it unseated
established practices and seemed, to many, to threaten the successful
operation of the facilities as well as the rights of those who owned
them. But now we have lived under these laws and most of us have
come to know that the anxiety over the "open door" has proved un-
justified by the actual experience that has followed.

Once an open market was established in employment, eating, and
inikeeping, business proceeded relatively normalv-no massive in-
undation, little violent reaction. Certainly there have been some
dislocations, but, for the most part there has been a calm and firm
accel)tance of the new dignity and new freedom which these laws have
secure(l.

Now we face the same issue and the same old anxieties with respect
to housing.
(an it be argued that it is a more sacred right to discriminate in

the rental of an apartment than in the rental of a hotel room, or
the .:erving of a meal or the employment of fellow workers? Or is
it more sacred to be able to designate the race of the family that will
occupy the dwelling one leaves behind as he moves somewhere else?
Is t he apartment house owner any less in business than the hotel owner
or the restaurant. operator? Whv should he seek or why should lie be
granted any special right to exclude some people from occupancy of his
alnartments because of the color of their skin ?
The continuance of segregation in housing raises special problems

anl causes special damage because it stimulates abnormal concentra-
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tion of pressures on particular parts of the housing market. In our
urban centers where there is the greatest growth in the Negro popula-
tion, colored families moving out from the central city ghetto exert
extreme pressure on the limited housing market available to them.

This is typically the next adjacent white ring and each new break-
through then stimulates panic, flight, and disorderly transition. Thus,
millions of families-millions of white families--are subjected to the
unnecessary threat of disorderly conditions in the housing market
in which they live because we tolerate segregation in the housing areas
beyond.

Similarly, the purchase of a house by a Negro family in an all-
white area-often brought about by foreclosure of a VA or FILA
mortgage-creates similar panic and distortion in the market be-
cause that particular neighborhood becomes an island that has lost the
protection of segregation practices. People without prejudice or de-
sire for discrimination find the value of their houses severely jeopard-
ized by the distorting impact of segregation.

American families seeking to buy a new house are widely denied
the use of Government-sponsored financing assistance, because home-
builders fear that the use of FILA financing will cause their particular
developments to become islands subjected to abnormal market pres-
sures.

Many, many homebuilders and al)artment developers would wel-
come the opportunity to offer their houses and apartments to the full
housing market without discrimination, but are unwilling to do so
for fear their particular projects will be subjected to the abnormal
pressure of a distorted market.

The public accommodations law may lave been more important
for the protection it gave those who wanted to open up their facilities
to all the market than for the pressures it imposed upon unwilling
operators. Such is the case in housing. It is my honest belief that
the preponderance of real estate developers and homebuilders would
prefer to operate in a fully open market, but they fear the results of
going it alone.

It is argued that an open accupaney law invades private property
rights in some specially damaging and threatening way. But the
right to own property in America is no free, unhampered right. The
ownership of real estate is subjected to many rights which are re-
garded as of prevailing importance in the public interest-to taxa-
tion, of course, and to condemnation, to planning and zoning laws. to
density controls, use controls, sanitation controls, and many others.

What is at stake in the legislation before us now is the simple choice
of whether it is more important for the owner of real estate to have the
right to discriminate against millions of our ciizens in its rental and
sale or whether it is more important to take one more essential step
in support of the freedom and dignity of all our people regardless of
the color of their skin.

The CHAIRMAN. This is practically the same as the testimony of
Mr. Levitt, who testified here last 'week, who I presume you will
agree is also a very substantial operator in the real estate industry.
I take it the thrust of your remarks is that the open-housing provision
acts as a sort of shield and protection to those who want to desegregate
in the housing industry; am I correct?
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Mr. RouSE. Yes, sir; and we have had a very interesting experience
in Baltimore. We are in the midst of it. right now. This is a clinical
case illustrating this point.

Baltimore, I would remind you, sir, is a city with 400,000 Negroes,
a larger population of Negroes than any city in the South, I think,
and a higher percentage of Negroes than any city in the North, except
perhaps for the city of Washington in both cases, so we live with the
racial problems as much as any city in the country.

There has been picketing of housing in Baltimore periodically over
recent months. This reached the point where the mayor called a
group of developers in his office to talk about possibility of volun-
tary desegregation. Around the room, without any exception, there
was no one who advocated the continuance of segregated housing, de-
spite the fact that virtually everyone tlere was operating segregated
housing-but the view around the room was that no one could afford
to desegregate unless everyone did.

There were some who said if you could just get everybody in my
market area to agree, then I would go along. But then there was
always some person in this fellow's market area who also reached into
another market area. At almost no place could you effectively draw
the line around a market.

W e have just been through the same. problem with the city council.
A proposal for an open occupancy bill in the city coiuicil was defeated
after enormous debate by a vote of 13 to 8. The major reason for the
defeat of the bill was that this would put Baltimore at a disadvantage
in relationship to the area around it. The counties surrounding Bal-
timore would not be subject to the provisions of this bill and would,
therefore, be in a position to take advantage of Baltimore's situation
by virtually advertising segregation across the line.

The CHAIRMAN. Maryland has no fair-housing statute?
Mr. Rousim. It does not. The Property Owners and Managers As-

sociation of Baltimore testified against open occupancy at the city
level, then testified for it at a State level. But when we attempted
to produce a State law, then we ran into the urban-rural problem.

This is essentially an urban problem, because this is where the
growth of the Negro population is. It is in the major urban areas.
It was impossible to get the law through because of the urban-rural
conflict.

In circumstances in which we have a large Negro population and
a heavy growth in the Negro population, we have housing desegre-
gated constantly, areas are desegregated by irresponsible thrusts of
the market and with people seeking to take advantage of the market.
When there is a breakthrough, there is the old story of blockbusting
and of frightening people into selling their houses.

It is my considered guess that a preponderance of the responsible
homebuilders, real estate brokers, and apartment house operators in
the Baltimore area would favor open occupancy-if it could apply
to everyone in the entire market area.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rogers?
Mr. ROGERS. No questions.
The CHIAIRMN. Mr. Donohue?
Mr. Do.nonuE. No questions.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kastenmeier?
Mr. KASTENMEJER. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCulloch?
Mr. McCULLOCu. Yes.
l)o you have housing in other States besides Maryland?
M[r: ROUSE. Our company?
Mr. MCCULLOCH. Yes.
Mr. ROUSE. We have financed housing in other States. We do not

own any housing that we own and operate ourselves.
Mr. AICCULA)CII. And that includes operation as well as owning?

You do not-
Mr. ROUSE. We do not own or operate housing in any other States

but Maryland.
Mr. AfcCuiiocjr. Do you know anything about the experience in

the States where there is open housing as it affects the value of units
in those projects which you build?

Mr. RoUsE. I can say that as a mortgage banker the existence of an
open occupancy situation in a State or an area has never exerted an
adverse effect on the mortgage financing of such property. That,
therefore, the thoughtful but objective judgment of the great lenders
has been that this was not adverse to housing values.

I can make a secondhand report, which is always dangerous, but
it happened to be important to our Baltimore situation. The mayor
apponted a committee to examine the status of discrimination in
housing in Baltimore and this committee turned in a very thoughtful
report.

In the course of their work they studied other cities, and what had
happened in other cities. One of the members of that committee was
a former president of the Real Estate Board of Baltimore, who had
been outspokenly opposed to any form of open occupancy and par-
ticularly opposed to any form of open occupancy in the city of Balti-
more alone.

When the committee visited St. Louis and saw the actual experi-
ence with an open occupancy law in St. Loiris, it completely changed
the mind of this man, William C. Wilson, and he became a strong
supporter of an open occupancy law in the city of Baltimore based
primarily on his look at what had happened in 8t. Louis, where there
had been no adverse effects and where, furthermore, he found that
one by one the political subdivisions outside of St. Louis, judging the
satisfactory effects of the law within the city, were in turn passing
fair housing laws.

Mr. MCCULLOCIT. Do you know anything about the statistics of the
ownership of open housing, for instance, in St. Louis that you just
spoke about?

Mr. ROUSE. No, I do not, sir.
Mr. McC(Locir. Do you know anything about the statistics as to

the ownership of housing in open housing areas anyplace else in this
country?

Mr. RoUsE. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. 3MCCULLOCIT. You know that neither as a builder nor as a mort-

gag-,e banker?
Mr. ROUSE. No. and I think the statistics would be very difficult to

assemble in any objective way to prove that the existence of open oc-
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E )ancy could be singled out to measure its impact on values. It would
e a very difficult thing to prove.
Here in Washington we financed the first apartment project in the

huge southwest redevelopment area, Capitol Park. This was a very
difficult project to finance because the conventional wisdom of the
Washingoon market area all said it could not be successful, that you
could not go into that old slum area which had been a Negro slum and
build fine housing and rent it to the market.

I might say that we submitted that financing 27 times unsuccess-
fully before we finally were able to finance it. But we believed in
it and it was a great success and it was integrated by Jim Scheuer,
now a Member of Congress. The whole area then proceeded with
orderly integration. In that area it has certainly not had an ad verse
effect on values.

.1r. .12ICCULLOCiI. I think perllaps you nusconstrued the reason for
my question. Your conclusions is not (Iuite accurate. I was not trying
to find out about the financial impact: I was trying larticularly to
find out the result of open housing in other States and comilnuitic.s.

We Nad some interesting figures from Mr. ievitt and you have no
such figures?

Mr. Rot-srE. No, sir.
Mr. MCCuLLOCH. That's all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cramer?
Mr. CRAM3ER. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mathias?
Mr. MATHIAS. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Rouse. We appreciate

your coining.
Our next witness is Mr. Alan L. Emlen. chairman of the Realtors"

Washington Committee, National Association of Real Estate Boards.
Mr. Emlen is accompanied by his counsel, Mr. John C. Williamson.
You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF ALAN L. EMLEN, CHAIRMAN, REALTORS' WASH-
INGTON COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE
BOARDS

Mr. E3MLEN.. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee my
name is Alan L. Emlen and I anm a real estate broker with offices in
Philadelphia, I have been engaged in the residential real estate broker-
age business in the Philadelphia metropolitan area for 21 years. My
firm maintains five offices in Philadelplhia and contiguous suburbs. I
am also a former member of the Pennsylvania Real Estate Conmis-
sion.

I appear today as chairman of the Realtors' Washington Committee
of the National Association of Real Estate Boards to present the views
of the association in opposition to title IV of the pending Civil Rights
Act, H.R. 14765.

Our association consists of more than 83.000 realtors who are menl-
bers of more than 1,500 local boards of realtors in every Stale of the
Union.
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I am submitting for the record a copy of the policy statement
adopted by our last convention, which serves as the basis for this
appearance in opposition to title IV. The key to this policy statement
is in the first sentence which I shall quote:

We reassert our support of the principle of equal opportunity In the acquisition
and enjoyment of real property and the right of individuals to determine the dis-
lKisition of that property.

We are here to raise our voice against the injection of the element
of legal compulsion, of the police expedient, in the relations of a home-
owner or any other residential property owner and the one who seeks
to buy or rent his property.

We concern ourselves only with the private action of an individual
property owner in an area where the State is not involved. We are
concerned with the attempt in title IV to proscribe private action
in private dealings between private individuals in the disposition of
privately owned l)roperty.

The Attorney General in his testimony of May 4 said that he had
no doubts whatsoever as to the constitutionality of title IV. Time
may prove that he is correct, although we respectfully suggest that
this is no cause for rejoicing on the part of more than 36 million home-
owners, each of whom must have assumed that the right to own prop-
ertv carries with it a right to dispose of it to the persons of their choice.

I have some doubts as to the wisdom of discussing the relationship
of this bill to the Constitution, but I cannot refrain from reciting
what others, more learned than I in this matter, have said about the
home. For example, Justice Douglas, concurring in the fairly recent
opinion in Lombard v. Loitisiana, said:

If this were an intrusion of a man's home or yard or farm or garden, the
property owner could seek and obtain the aid of the state against the Intruder.
For the Bill of Rights, as applied to the states through the Due Process clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment, casts its weight on the side of the privacy of
homes.

The Third Amendment with its ban on the quartering of soldiers in private
homes radiates that philosophy. The Fourth Amendment, while concerned with
official Invasions of privacy through searches and seizures, is eloquent testimony
of the sanctity of private premises. For even when the police enter a private
precinct they must, with rare exceptions, come armed with a warrant issued
by a magistrate.

A private person has no standing to obtain even limited access. The prin-
ciple that a man's home is his castle is basic to our system of jurisprudence.

Yet in title IV the Congress would authorize the omnipotent arm
of the Attorney General to reach into a private home, unlatch the door,
and proclaim to the owner that lie must rent a room or sell the home
to a person with whom he does not choose to execute a rental or sales
agreement. The very breadth of the implications of the Attorney
General's position casts doubt upon its validity.

We insist that nothing in the Federal Constitution gives to one
citizen the right to acquire property from another citizen who does
not wish to sell it to him regardless of the reason. In legal usage a
right involves a legal relationship between people. The capacity to
create enforceable legal relations by one's voluntary act such as con-
tract rights, property rights, the marriage relation, and so on, is an
essential ingredient to citizenship.

V ~ .:~'
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Federal constitutional guarantees, implemented by the Congress,
prevent any State from denying these "rights" on racial grounds, but
these rights are enforceable only against tate officers and not against
private persons.
A. may desire to buy B's home, but A does not have a "right" to buy

B's home unless there is a valid contract-that is to say, a legal rela-
tionship. The Congress, in title IV, is being asked to assert the coer-
cive power of the State to give A this right and this cannot be done
without depriving B of a right that is deeply rooted in our traditions
as well as in the common law.

Compelling the homeowner or rental owner of real estate to enter
into a contract with one not of his choice is an affront to the American
tradition of freedom of contract, the very underpinnings of which rest
on the proposition that no American, without his consent, need become
an unwilling contractor with any other person.

The Attorney General on page 17 of his testimony referred to the
Shelley v. Kraemer case which held that racially restricted covenants
were not enforceable in either State or Federal court. A statement
from the majority opinion in that case is most pertinent to considera-
tion of title IV.

The opinion says:
* * * the principle has become firmly embedded In our constitutional law that

the action inhibited by the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment is only such
action as may fairly be said to be that of the state. That amendment erects no
shield against merely private conduct, however discriminatory or wrongful.

The Attorney General also cites the commerce clause as a constitu-
tional basis for forcing homeowners and rental property owners to
contract with persons other than those of their choice. 'The Attorney
General is, of course, predicting the attitude of the U.S. Supreme
Court toward this new role for the commerce clause and he has ample
basis for the optimism.

However, if the Congress enacts title IV and thereby fails to exercise
some restraint on the U.S. Supreme Court, then I doubt that there is
any element of private human endeavor, social, political, or economic.
that can escape the commerce clause. Even the 1954 school cases could
have been decided under the commerce clause.

Private schools, private clubs, yes. even housekeeping would fall
within the all-encompassing grasp of the commerce clause-every-
thing and everyone that makes use of an article that possessed an ele-
ment which at one time flowed in commerce. We hope that the Con-
gress by rejecting title IV will thereby sound a note of caution that
there are reasonable limits beyond which the Congress will not tempt
the Court to so "rewrite" the commerce clause.

The moral end advanced b title IV caniiot justify the means
through which it is sought to'be attained. The obliteration of the
distinction between public and private affairs, a necessary consequence
of title IV, represents a sharp erosion of individual liberty. If indi-
vidual freedom is worthy of preservation, it behooves all Americans
to mark well the distinction between public and private affairs and to
employ most sparingly the force of law to coerce human conduct in
the area of private affairs.
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At this point I would like to add that referring to the last witness,
Mr. Chairman, the St. Louis open occupancy program is not a statutory
one, but it is a voluntary program and it is working very well.

For the remainder of my testimony I would like to discuss some
rather serious obstacles to the enforcement provisions of title IV. As
an association of licensed real estate brokers we are, of course, con-
cerned with the effect of title IV on the sale of homes. We have
studied title 1V and we are convinced that the language is not only
(lestrictive of tie rights of properly ownership, but attempts at its
enforcemellt are certain to adv'ersely afe't time sale and transfer of
holes.

1n(ler section 406 of the bill, a plaintiff has within 6 months lfter
all alleged dis('rinlillat ory hlousillg )ra1-'tice Or violation has occurred,
to file suit in a Federal, State or la Icoulrt.

As.sunme that a contract for I lie sale of a home was executed on .Jami-
arv 20th and final title search preliminary to recordling of tile deed
Occurred on April 20. On April 19 a coimiplaiit was filed against
the seller alleging an act of discrimiliation ill the sale of the house
tie previous November or )ecember.

Because the suit is qua.-. ;n ren. thlat is, it relates to tle house which
is tle object of the title seareh, tie title attorney will not cert ify title,
thereby l)event ing (1 isbursemnent of the mortgage proceeds and bring-
ing tle sale of the ll(ome to a grin(ling lalt. And we have in the last

several (lays talked to several title company officials, both in Maryland
an( Pennsylvania, on this subject an( they back up this statement.

As a real estate Iroker I can coml)rehlen(l of no legislative proposal
more destructive of home ownership than title IV.

Let me cite another example of time mischief that this legislation
may generate. A suit. for preliminary injunction is filed and on the
basis of the pleadings and without the taking of testimony tile injunc-
tion is issued. The seller would have to wait from 1 to 3 years in
many jurisdictions for -in opl)ortunity to prove that his refusal to
contract with time coml)lainant was based on grounds other than racial
or religious discrimination. During the interim the house must re-
ma in off the market.

Under the common law, a contract does not come into existence until
a legally binding offer has been "accepted.' The offerer nma with-
draw an offer at anv time prior to such acceptnee. Unless specifically
worded so as to constitute an offer, an advertisement for sale of a piece
of prol)erty is merely an invitation to receive offers. The seller in this
case retains the right to reject any and all offers or to withdraw the
proi)erty from sale for any reason whatsoever.

Title IV would seriously impair this freedom of action of the seller
of a home. It would, in effect, convert an advertisement into a legally
1,indinz offer with respect to any person who alleges violation of see-
t ion 403. The action bv such person, however, would not be for breach
of contract, but, for violation of an entirely new right-that of the
right to buy real property which is advertised for sale.

Thus the placing of an ad incurs lo-al consequenee hitherto un-
known to the common law. It not only restricts the seller's freedom
to bargain an(l negotiate with a numbe: of offerers. but it also restriets
his right to withdraw the property from sale.
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Assume. for example, that a homeowner lists his honie with a broker
for sale. The seller expects to list at the Fl[A-appraised value. This
appraisal may take u ) to 2 weeks or more, so the seller lists at an arbi-
trarily high price pending the results of the a)praisal, for example,
$25,0t00.

Two days later lie turis down an offer for $23',000. The FITA
appraisal comes in at $23,000 and the listing contractt is so amended.
Can the first offerer claim a violation of section 403 if the house is
then sold at the listed price?

Suppose seller accepts a hater offer of $2,3000. Must he in either
case Check withI the first offerer prior to acceptance of later offers
which are equal to or lower than tie first ? In other words, (toes the
first offer on a propertyy fix nijnium ternis, or a floor', under which tile
seller goes at the peril of legal action by tie first offerer?

)oes the 6 months' provision of section 406(a) mean that a prudent
buyer must "search the record'" for the prior 6 mnotlis to ee if there
are any potential actions lnder section 406 prior to signing? And
what record could he search ?

We note also that the dalnages for "humiliation and mental pain and
suffering" are without limit, and no standard or criterion for aging
such damages is even suggested in the bill. Section 406(d) allows
only the prevailing plaintiff a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the
costs. The entire bill, including the authority of tile Attorney ('ell-
('ral to intervene on behalf of the plaintiff, is heavily weighted against
the homeowner. The most frivolous harassing complaint could wipe
out an owner's equity in his honme even were he to prevail ultinlately.

Section 403(d) would even prohibit referenwe in an adv-ertisemenit
lo the proxiinity of a parochial school for even this would, under the
teriis of the bill, be held to indicate a preference for a pu'clmaser of a
particular religious faith.

We urge the subconmnittee to reject title IV. We make this plea
flot in the interests of time segregat ionist, hut in the interests of the
homeowner and the owners of rental property. We are convinced that
tile cause of improved race relations will be ietarded, not enhanced, by
lie enactment of this measure. In every case where a similar law has

been submitted to a referendum of the )eo)le, it has been overwhelm-
ingly rejected.

The people, in our considered opinion, still cling to the centuries-oll
doctrine that "a man's home is his castle." Title IV is an ominous
drawbridge that once let down would provide access for a force that
will destroy a basic human right of private property ownership.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
(Appendix to statement follows:)

PROPERTY OWNERS IIP

We reassert our support of the principle of equal o)portunity in the acquisition
and enjoyment of real property and the right of individuals to determine the dis-
position of that property. This principle does not and should not establish
special privilege for any particular group.

Government should not deny, limit, or abridge, directly or indirectly, the fun(a-
mental right of every person to sell, lease, or rent any part or all of his real
property, or to decline to sell, lease, or rent such real property.

We deplore the trend toward abandonment of responsible citizenship in allow-
ing property destruction to occur. Riotous and irresponsible disrespect for law
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and authority results in additional costs to society in law enforcement and com-
pensation for property loss or damage.

We urge all citizens to communicate to their duly elected public ofL.lals their
alarm and concern with such acts, to the end that the human right to own prop-
erty is maintained and strengthened; for with every right there is a duty and
with every privilege there is a corresponding responsibility.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Emlen, your organization has members, I take
it, in California, have they not?

Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMN. They have members in Colorado?
Mr. EMLExN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Connecticut?
Mr. EMLzN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Illinois?
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Indiana I
Mr. EMLExN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Maine?
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. MassachusettsI
Mr. EmLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Michigan I
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Minnesota?
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Montana?
Mr. EMLExN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. New Hampshire?
Mr. ExLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. New Jersey?
3Mr. ExLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. New York?
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Ohio?
Mr. ExMLN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Oregon
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Pennsylvania I
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Rhode Island?
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Washington?
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Wisconsin ?
Mr. EMFLN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Alaska?
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. District of Columbia?
Mr. EmLEN. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Puerto Rico?
Mr. E1LEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Virgin Islands?
Mr. ErLEN. I don't know about the Virgin Islands.
The CHAIRMAN. In those States that I have enumerated there are

State fair housing laws for public housing.
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Do not the real estate brokers and the real estate operators suffer
the same inconveniences and so-called difficulties, annoyances that you
have mentioned in your statement in those States that have these fair
housing laws?

Mr. EML N. Well, Mr. Chairman, in many of these States some of
the States at least, the laws do not apply to owner-occupied, single-
family dwellings.

The CHAIRMAN. But aside from owner-occupied dwellings, those
inconveniences and difficulties would apply?

Mr. EMLEN. Oh, yes, some of them. We have had some in Pennsyl-
vania.

The CHAIRMAN. And you have lived with them, have you not?
Mr. EMLEN. Of course, it has not been very active in Pennsylvania

where my experience is limited.
The CHAMIRMAN. The fair housing provisions have been generally

accepted in those States, have they not
Mr. EMLEN. Well, some of us do not enjoy working under them,

but it is a State law.
The CHAIRMAN. I have inserted in the record also the State fair

housing laws covering discrimination in private housing. There are
some 16 States, together with the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
and the Virgin Islands, and some of the States have criminal penalties
for violations and some of the States listed cover real estate brokers.

Would not all those States cause the real estate industry to suffer
what you call these disadvantages, and they have lived with them?

Mr. EMLEN. Well, we live where we have the laws; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You refer to the case of Lombard v. LouiaInat

and quoted from the concurring decision of Mr. Justice Douglas, but
you did not quote all the decision.

You quoted a portion of the decision on page 274. On page 282 we
find the following:

State licensing surveillance of a business serving the public also brings Its
servants into the public domain. This restaurant-

This was the case of a sit-in in a restaurant. It had nothing to do
with real estate--
This restaurant needs a permit from Louisiana to operate and during the
existence of the license the state has broad powers of visitation and control.

Justice Douglas noted that during the existence of the license the
State has broad powers of visitation and control. Would that not also
apply to a license of a real estate broker?

Mr. WLLnAMSON. May I answer that, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAifN. Yes, sir.
Mr. WMIAMsoN. First, I would like to say that while the Lore-

bard case did relate to public accommodations and Justice Douglas'
statement we quoted was dicta, it was nevertheless a very eloquent
statement on the sanctity of the home.

A public accommodation does have a license, but we are talking
about the owner of a home and the owner of a home is not a licensee
of the State.

The CHAIUMAN. I am just adverting to the licensed broker where you
quote from that decision and suggest that the reasoning of the judge
would be applicable also to a broker in the real estate business?

1591
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Mr. WILLIAMSON. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make one state-
ment about the list of States. You did name several, I am not sure
of all; I recall Michigan and Illinois that do not have fair housing
la ws.

I would like to put into the record a list of the States which do
have such laws, the properties that are covered, the exemptions and
how they, are enforced.

Mr. WMLEN. We have it all here.
The CHAIRMAN. We will be glad to have it.
(Summnary follows:)

SUMMARY OF STATE FORCED IIOUSING LAws W eICii COVER PROPERTY OWNERS

ALASKA

Statute covers sale and rental of all housing. Law states that "a person" is
entitled to equal enjoyment of housing facilities. Language is broad enough to
cover lenders as well as owners and brokers.

Exemptions: None.
Enforcement: Commission on Ihuman Rights. Complaints may be filed by ag-

grieved party or by Commission. Violation punishable by maximum fine of $500
and/or 30 days.

CALIFORNIA

Rmnford Act covers sale or rental of both "publically-assisted" and private
housing. IUnruh Act prohibits di.crimination privileges, and services of busi-
ness establishments. Also housing operated by religious charitable or fraternal
grouie.

Exemptions: Owner of a one-to-four family dwelling is exempt if not "pub-
liually-asisted". i.e. if not finan'ed by FIIA or VA, or state agency, built on
urban renewal land. etc. Unruh Act has been held applicable, however, to
rental of a private dwelling which is not owner-occupied and in which there are
three units for rent.)

Enforcement: Fair Employmeut Practice Commission. Complaint filed by ag-
grieved party. Penalty: Rumford .e't: for willful violation of order ; $51M) and,or
six months: if unable to comply with order, damages up to $5(0. Unrulh Act:
a.tual damages plus $250.

COLORADO

Statute covers sale or rental of all housing and vacant land.
Exemptions: Rental of rooms in an owner-occupied single family dwelling;
s io housing 41lerat"It by nonprolit fraternal. educatimllal, (or social organization

or club.
Enforcement: Anti-discrimination Commission. Complaint may be filed by the

aggrieved party, the Attorney-General, or the Commission. Statute gives court
specific power to order sale of house to complainant. Penalties include actual
damages if any. Injunction or restraining order requires posting of adequate
bond by complainant.

CONNECTICUT

Statute covers sale and rental of all housing, and membership in boards or
mv r.o'iations of persons whose profession requires a state license.

Exemptions: Rental of a unit in a two-family. owner-occupied dwelling, and
rental of rooms in an owner-occupied dwelling.

Enforcement: Civil Rights Commission. Complaint may be filed by aggrieved
party or Commission. Penalties: $1K) and/or 30 (lays. but $1000 and/or one year
for any person depriving another of state or federal constitutional or statutory
rights. For discrimination as to board membership $100-$500.

INDIANA
Statute covers all housing.
Exemptions: Sale or rental of residentiall building" with up to three "housing

units."
Enforcement: Civil Rights Commission. Complaint may be filed by aggrieved

party or Commission. Penalties set by court in contempt action. Comnmis;sion
directed to prepare a comprehensive educational ca mpaign.
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Statute covers rental of housing accommodations, by owners or agents.
Exemptions: Rental of one unit of an owner-occupied two-family dwelling,

and the rental of up to four rooms in a single-family owner-occupied dwelling.
Enforcement: No administrative remedy provided. Provision is in Maine

Criminal Code. Violation incurs fine of up to $100 and/or imprisonment for up
to 30 days.

MASSACHUSETTS

Statute covers sale and rental of all housing accommodations by owners, real
estate brokers, and their agents. Separate statute prohibits discriminatory prac-
tices by lenders.

Exemptions: Rental of unit In owner-occupied two-family dwelling.
Enforcement: Commission Against Discrimination.
Penalties: Fine of up to $300 and/or imprisonment for up to one year, and in

addition, damages to petitioner of up to $1,000.

MINNESOTA

Prohibits discrimination in all categories of housing. Real estate brokers,
salesmen, and lenders are also covered.

Exemptions: Sale or rental of owner-occupied dwelling, rental of a unit In an
owner-occupied twc fumily dwelling, and rental of rooms in an owner-occupied
one-family dwelling.

Enforcement: Commission Against Discrimination. Complaints may be filed
by aggrieved party or by the Commission. If conciliation fails, Governor ap-
points 3-man panel for public hearing.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Prohibits discrimination in the rental of housing accommodations.
Exemptions: Rental of a unit in an owner-occupied two- or three-family dwell-

ing, rental of a room In an owner-occupied dwelling, and accommodations owned
by a religious group where selection of tenants furthers the religious purpose of
the group.

Enforcement: Commission for Human Rights. Action may be brought by ag-
grieved party or by the Attorney General. Violation of Commission order pun-
ishable by fine of up to $500 and/or imprisonment of up to six months.

NEW JERSEY

Statute covers sale or rental of all types of housing. Real estate movers and
lenders also covered.

Exemptions: Rental of rooms In an owner-occupied single-family dwelling,
and rental of a unit in an owner-occupied two-family unit.

Enforcement: Division on Civil Rights, Department of Law and Public Safety.
Complaint filed with Attorney General. Maximum penalty: $500 and/or one
year.

NEW YORK

Prohibits discrimination in the sale of lease of all housing accommodations,
including housing to be constructed. Separate sections over lenders, real estate
brokers, and real estate salesmen.

Exemptions: Rental of unit in an owner-occupied two-family dwelling, or the
rental of rooms In a single-family dwelling If the renting Is by the occupant.

Enforcement: Commission for Human Rights. Fine of $500 and/or one year
in prison. Complaints may be filed by aggrieved Individual, Attorney General
or Commission.

01110

Statute prohibits discrimination in the sale rental or financing of housing.
Lenders are covered by a separate section.

Exemptions: Sale or rental of owner-occupied one- or two-family res; !enee.
Specific language provides that residence shall be deemed owner-occupied after
vacated by owner until sold to or occupied by, another part. Religious, char-
itable, fraternal groups.

Enforcement: Civil Rights Commission. Action brought by aggrieved indi-
vidual.

63-420--66--101
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OHIO

Statute covers discrimination on the sale ar lease of all types of housing. Sep-
arate section covers lenders, and real estate brokers.

Exemptions: Sale or rental of owner-occupied one- or two-family residence
Specific provision states that home shall be deemed to be owner-occupied until
it is sold or occupied by another party, even if owner has actually vacated
premises. Religious, private or fraternal groups, where selection furthers th*
purposes of the organization.

Enforcement: Civil Rights Conunission. Complaint brought by aggrieved
party. No person shall be witness against himself. Commission required to
state conclusions of fact and law in issuing order. Bond required to be posted
by party taking an appeal from Commission order to state court, where relief
sought is temporary restraining order. Testing is prohibited.

PEFNN ST IN A NIA

Statute covers discrimination in the sale and lease of housing. Definition of"person" includes owner, real estate broker and salesman and lemling institution.
Exemptions: (Same as Ohio).
Enforcement: Human Relations Commission. Action may be brought by in-

dividual, Attorney-General or by Commission. Commission need not state con-
clusions of law in issuing order. Order enforced by filing with Court of Com
1on Pleas.

RHODE ISLAND

Statute covers the sale or rental of housing. Owners, brokers and lenders are
covered.

Exemptions: Rental of a unit in an owner-occupied two- or three-family dwell-
ing. or the rental of rooms in the dwelling of an owner-occupant.

Enforcement: Commission Against Discrimination. Complain may be filed
by aggrieved party of by the Commission. Commission directed to undertake
an educational program in cooperation with the Department of Education to
emphasize harmful effects of prejudice against minorities.

WISCONSIN

Statute covers sale, lease, contracts to construct, financing and inspectiont
of housing.

Exemptions: Building containing living quarters used by owner-occupant.
owner-occupied one- to four-family dwelling, or owner-occupied dwelling in
which no more than four rooms are rented.

Enforcement: Industrial Commission. No language indicating that the filing
of a complaint is limited to the aggrieved party. "Testing" specifically pro-
hibited. Fine of up to $200.

The CtAIRMAN. I want to call attention also to the fact that I have,
a list of States--California, Massachusetts, Michigan, Oregon, District
of Columbia, and the Virgin Islands, having State fair housing laws
authorizing the suspension or revocation of brokers and/or salesmen's
licenses for noncompliance with the fair housing provisions: that is"
where they discriminate on the basis of race, color, or national origin.

Mr. WILLAMSON. I was under the impression in Michigan an at-
tempt was made to do this by regulation and that the act of the regu-
latory action was held invalid.

The CHAIR'NMN. These are the State laws themselves. The. Michigan.
penalty applies to public housing.

Mr. lVnLTAMSOY. I believe the Michigan Real Estate Associatioji
asked to testify and I am sume they are more qualified than w6 are to&
discuss the Michigan law, if they have such a law, and how it fune,
tioeis. e. Mcia lfeyahThe CHAIRMAN\. Mr. R~ogers ?
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Mr. ROGERS. Reference is made to the various States, like my own,
which have these fair housing State laws.

In response to a question that was put to you, you said that most
of them exempted the premises maintained by the owner or lessee?

Mr. EMLEN. Some of these, in Pennsylvania, for instance, the law
is not applicable to owner-occupied dwellings. Our law does apply
in Pennsylvania if the owner moves out and puts it up for sale. The
law applies there, but not when he is living in it.

Conmecticut, exemption: rental of a unit in a two-family, owner-
occupied dwelling and rental of rooms in an owner-occupied dwelling.

Many of the States have exemptions in the single-family or two-
family unit. Alaska has no exemptions. As a matter of fact I think
the only one here that-the who lere, ers, Alaska is the
only one with no exemption any kind.

"Your State- exempti is rental of rooms in an owi -occupied
family dwelling; also ousing operated b .nonprofit frate I, edu-
cational, or social or anizations or club.

Mr. WILLI.AMSO . There are 7 ie 16\that hay no exem ti
Mr. ROGERS. I there any cati n of \)ow th operate in ny

of these States
Mr. W.ILLIA ON. I bel I hat e State s ciations

most of them uested an opportu sti so t y c'uld discus
the details of hlie operation of th Xws id t ir inequi es, if any
Some of the ttes-I p erstan eir..quests h ve beei acce pted
but others, Ii Rhode lan ,'d .e ecli ed. That
is, I think the havebee decline

Mr. ROGETRSThey Tkdfor issioi--
Mr. WIUA SON. Th as r permissi o tify here pri

marily to disc their S at aws oboI r notion, iat resul
have taken place their in cities and so

Mr. Rooiis. u are the attorney r th
Mr. WMuLTAMSO . For the n nal associ tidn.Mr. EMJEN. Mr. ogers, we tltI nati associate and

these are constituent ate associaons w wish to be heard rticu-
larly in the area o th air housing laws that they hav aid I am
speaking for all of them.

Mr. RoosS. Do you not hav e informatioi t thos ticu-
lar State laws and how they have o ave you ev iin
touch with counsel out in Colorado?

Mr. WILlIANSON. 1 think based on the information that we have,
the forced housing laws are not accomplishing what they are supposed
to accomplish and I think the New York association will have a wit-
ness here tomorrow. They will discuss the New York fair housing
law, which is an all-encompassing one and I believe that their com-
ments might very well be applicable to the others.

Now, the Illinois association will testify, but they have no fair hous-
ing law, and Texas has no fair housing law.

fr. EMLEN-. The Pennsylvania association, I know, requested to
be heard and I would much rather have our State association presi-
dent testify on the operations of our fair housing law than to have me
do it.

Mr. RoGERas. Do you not think with the New York situation and the
others that we would get a cross-section operation of these State laws?
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Mr. EMLUN. I think the New York witness ought to-
Mr. ROGERS. Without the necessity of each appearing separately I
Mr. ExyLEN. I think you have accepted the request of, I think,

California, New York and Texas-
Mr. WAIANSON. New York, Texas, and Illinois.
Mr. EmLEN-. That's right, so the New York witness ought to be

able to help you out pretty much, I think.
Mr. ROoERS. I understood from counsel here that all of these asso-

ciations were given an opportunity to submit statements.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, they have, those who have requested.
Mr. FOLEY. And none have been received to date.
Mr. EmLE.. I know of some you are going to get very shortly, Mr.

Rogers.
Mr. ROGERS. Now, you point out in your statement the question of

the uncertainty of the title of real property, the search they may make
in connection with it. Has not most of the title examination gone into
insurance in various States? They have done away with the title
search altogether?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. We contacted a title attorney from Suburban
Title in Montgomery County and he said that immeditaely prior to
recording of the deed, he makes the last title search and that if an
action had been filed the previous day pursuant to title IV, he would
not record the deed and he would not issue title insurance, which would
prevent disbursement of the mortgage proceeds.

Now-
Mr. EMLEN. Mr. Rogers, I asked the president of a large title com-

pany in Philadelphia the other day exactly the same question, and he
said if they couldn't possibly let the proceeds of a sale be distributed
at closing, the mortgage proceeds, the check is there for the mortgage,
the mortgagee's check, they have to hold the whole thing up to be
sure that no complaint had been filed against the owner of this
propert.

Mr. O.FRS Does that mean they have to hold it up for 6 months

after the offer is made ?
Mr. EMLEN. That is the problem we are raising.
Mr. ROGERS. Even though no complaint had been filed?
Mr. WLLIAM.SO. No, no complaints. Our example was where a

complaint had been filed immediately prior to the final search or the
finaf-immediately prior to the recording of the deed.

Mr. EMLEN. There is a bigger problem, and this is what bothers
me, the language of title IV. It says, anytime within 6 months.

Suppose the seller sold to somebody on Monday and he was able to
have a closing by Wednesday, which is physically possible to do. It
is done, and the deed is recorded and the transaction is completed and
the proceeds distributed.

Is the 6 months up in that 48 hours, or can this complainant 4 or 5
months later, hearing that that house had been sold ask the court
to unrecord the deed and set aside the sale?

Mr. Roouis. Well, does title IV give them $500 damages?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, in that case he could go into court. He

could ask the court to set aside the sale of the property and have the
property conveyed to him. Probably the court would not grant that
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type of relief, but the court would grant the punitive damages and'
assess damages against the seller, that is, where the house was pur-
chased to a person without notice or where no action was pending.

Mr. EmLEN-. We are trying to raise some questions, as a practicing
residential real estate broker, and I know the average settlement time
of the agreement for sale and the closing is anywhere from 30 to 45
days, and I think we would probably be faced with a situation where
the sellers of houses will start accelerating their deals very greatly.

You will find 1 week and 3 day closings to get transactions done and
get them, and the house will never appear to have ever been on the
market. You have some very, very serious problems of enforcement
here that I do not think were taken into consideration.

M1.r. Ro (uRs. Do you feel that you are faced with undue delay in
transactions if there is no complaint filed? Do you think that the real
estate broker or the realtor would delay pending to see whether any
were to be filed?

Mr. WILLIA-3MSON. Only delays would follow if a complaint were
filed prior to the recording of the record. Any action that is filed prior
to recording of the deed could delay the sale of that property for years
in some jurisdictions.

Mr. ROGE S. You very often have litigation over the terms and con-
ditions of the contract for the sale and vice versa.

Mr. E3iLEN. Sometimes, but we have more sales that are uninter-
rupted than are interrupted. I ain more concerned not with the filing
of a complaint so much right after this house is sold but after the
house-the agreement for sale has been signed, then that hiatus be-
tween the agreement and the recording of tie deed, the action that can
follow tie recording of the deed.

The owner has moved into the house; he has sold the other house;
he is there for 4 or 5 months. The former owner has a complaint filed
against him for not having sold to the complainant.

Is the court going to make the former owner sell this house to thecomplainant? L

Mr. RoGr.s. There is nothing in this legislation that authorizes that.
Mr. EMLE.,. It says within 6 months -
Mr. ROGERS. Well, that is a statute of limitation. I construe this

to mean that even if these acts took place unless something is filed
within 6 months, cannot be brought. But there is nothing in here-
if there is. I want to find it out-that would say that if you as a real
estate broker sell me a house and I put up my money and we finish
the transaction, and then it turns out that the fellow who sold it to
me forgot to ask somebody whether they wanted to buy it. and that
somebody filed a lawsuit against the former owner, that that puts
my title in jeopardy.

Mr. WILUA31soN. No, it would not if title had already passed. Mr.
Emlen was talking about the action being filed between the execution
of the sales contract and the recording of the deed, but if title had
actually passed and the deed recorded and then the act of discrimina-
tion was complained of and action was filed, the action would go ahead,
but-

Mr. ROGFUS. How would you get at discriminatory action unless you
went at it in that manner?
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Mr. E.%m . I think the action would have to be restricted between
the time of the siging of the agreement and the actual closing.

Mr. DoNoTiCE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. Roo Fns. Yes.
Mr. DoxouHU. Is that not very common where a person has a clain

against the owner and he files, he starts suit, files a lien or an attach-
iient? That does not impede the sale if the prospective seller just
posts a bond to remove the attachment or the lien, pending the hear-
ing of the case on the merits.

Mr. EMLrENr . Yeq. sir.
Mr. Do.Noiiu. That is very conunon, is it not?
Mr. E.ALE.;. But it could make a very unnatural delay
Mr. DONoIIUE. I mean, what delay would be entailed if he felt that

the suit was groundless?' He would not have any difficulty in obtain-
ing a bond to remove that attachment or that lien

.f'. WVILLI.Nt-soN'. But the relief sought in an action filed would be
for injunction to enjoin the seller from disposing of the property, and
if the seller insisted that he did not discriminate, it would be 2 or 3
years in some jurisdictions before he could even give testimony on
tlat point.

Mr. DONOITUyE. Of course, you go into a court of equity to obtain the
injunction. Now, the judge hearing a request for the injunction would
be ans-ured that the seller would say, "We have not discriminated, but
to insure that this person shall not suffer, we will post a bond."

Do you think any court of equity would issue an injunction if those
ondiit ions were met that I have recited?

Mr. WILLIAMISON. I do not think title, even if lie provided bond. the
title could ever pass. He would not be able to get any title insurance.
The title just would not pass once the action is filed, even though the
seller did post bond that the purchaser would not--or. the complain-
ant would not be aggrieved. It is just the idea that the sale of the
home would come to a grinding halt.

Mr. Do.oI-ir. Even though a bond were provided?
Mr. WTTJA.SoN.. That is right. The title company will not insure

title if the action is-
Mr. DoNonrE. The bond would not necessarily come from the title

company. It could come from an outside insurance company.
Mr. WLIA.MsoN. They might file a bond, but the transaction could

not go ahead if it depended upon mortgage financing and title
insurance.

Mr. EMLEN.. The mortgagee would never allow his proceeds to be
distributed.

Mr. Do.onUE. If the prospective buyer was protected by a
bond-

Mr. Wit..IAsoN. I believe the title company still would not record
the deed.

I think that Perhaps some of the big title companies might provide

some enli.rhteninc information on that si biect. but this is what--
Mr. ToNoinre.. Let me ask vou again: T it not ouite common that

just about the time a transaction is closed, the title examiner di.covers
that there is a lien, there is a cloud on the title?

MIr. WILLIAMS. N- That's right.
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Mr. DuONiUE. That does not impede the completion or the finaliz-
ingof the transaction if the seller posts the bond?

Mr. EMLEN. My own experience with the title companies in Phila-
delphia is that if alnything turns up1 on the title report at the last mill-
ute, they always have a bring-down search just before you have a los-
ing ill elenlsylvania. The seller has g t to have somehow or other
get that title removed before they will allow the closing to go on.

Mr. Doxol[r.. How is it usually removed?
Mr. E.MtLEN. It depends on what it is. If the Federal-State tax is

unpaid. they either show proof they have paid it or pay it or show a
letter of intent or something. Some'step has to be taken.

Mr. I)oxoIIrE. They must do further than merely present a letter of
intent that they will pay it.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. fr. Donohue, if the action goes to the transfer of
title, then I don't think there is anything that could-the injunction
is issued because of the irreparable damage. Money damages will not
coinpensate. Only the transfer of title will compensate, so I don't
think that any bond could be filed that. would cause the transaction to
go ahead that would satisfy the buyer.

Mr. DoxouuE. Can von envision a situation where irreparable dam-
age might be caused aIn individual because he was not permitted to
purchase a particular piece of property?

Mr. WiiLiA .so. The reason that lie is in equity and lie is asking
for an injunction is because of irreparable damage. He wants to buy
the home.

Mr. Do\oin-E. 'Not, necessarily.
Mr. EMtLEN. That is what title IV-
Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is one of the inherent bases for issuing the

writ, for issuing the injunction. It is an equitable injunction and the
only basis is irreparable damage. He is not being compensated at law,
so he is in equity to ask for injunction.

Mr. DoxoiitrE. I am sorry I do not agree with you.
Mr. MCCrLLOCH. Will the gentleman yield'?
Mr. RoGERS. Let me ask one more question.
Now, you make reference to the fact that there is something in title

IV that would compel a person to sell to anybody his roperty? Is
there any requirement in there that that be done?p

Mr. WIVILLImsoN. The court has the authority to issue an injunction.
Mr. ROUER. No; but, in the first instance.
Mr. WILLIA.31SO.. Or any order.
Mr. ROGIERS. In the first instance, I own a home and I am not com-

pelled to sell it to anybody unless I want to, am I ?
Mr. EM L EN. If you put it up for sale and you put it on the market

and you are compelled-
Mr. Rox;ERS. When I put it up for sale on the market. I want. to sell

it. Now. I am not compelled to do that. That is my voluntary act, is
it not?

Mr. EML- . That's right. Suppose you withdraw it from the
market. 11r. Rogers. and this has happened thousands of times, that
a man advertises his house in the Sunday l)al)e;' for sale and for
$30.000 and subsequently lie is not going- to move out of town, or lie
decided lie liked the house after all. Already nine offers have come
in on this thing and two or three of them were from a Negro family.
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He takes it off the market and you are going to have one heck of a
time explaining to that court and that Negro family why you took it
off of the market. You did not take it off the market because you
decided not to sell it. You didn't want to sell to the Negro.

Mr. ROOES. Wouldn't he have to prove I withdrew it because he
was Negro?

Mr. Eiu . You are going to have a hard time convincing the con-trar.I RRoomS. Look at that.

Mr. EMLEN. I say you are going to have a hard time convincing the
judge that you took it off the market for other than discriminatory
reasons.

Mr. ROGERS. You would have a hard time probably proving it.
That is No. 1. You would have the proof in connection with it, but
what I am trying to get at, what so much of the criticism has been
about title IV is it compels somebody to sell their house to somebody
they do not want to.

Mr. Wn=uAMsor. It does.
Mr. ROGERS. I want you to point that out in title IV where it would

compel me to sell my home to you or anybody else.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. It is very clear if A puts his house on the market

and B wants to buy it and A does not want to sell the house to B he
would rather sell it to C, who submitted an offer the next day. B then
goes into court and asks for an injunction to enjoin the seller from
selling the house to anybody but B.

Mr. ROGERS. On what grounds?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. On the grounds that A discriminated on the

basis of race, religion, or national origin.
Now in that case A will then be forced by law to enter into a sales

contract with B and he does not want to enter into a sales contract
with B.

Mr. ROGERS. Well now, he must prove that the reason for refusal
to accept B is based upon race or color.

Mr. VILLAM[soN. B has to prove thatI
Mr. ROGERS. Yes.
Mr. WILLmAfsoN. That's true, he has to establish that.
Mr. ROGERS. Is that any different? You as a lawyer know that-

is that any different than proof in any other case that may be submitted
to a court ?

Mr. WILLT-MSON. I think the presumption in this type of emotional
case is a very, very strong one and I would like to cite an example of
what the FHA did recently in a similar case.

A realtor in Wilmington, Del., was selling houses in a development.
He sold houses to two Negro families in the development and the third
Negro family was rejected. This third Negro family tried to get FHA
insurance and did not qualify creditwise.

Then the Negro family went to another lender and they put up the
house they wanted to buy and their present house as a security for a
$20,000 mortgage and the $20,000 was the little bit in excess of the
price of this home.

The realtor said that this family did not make enough money to
carry a $20,000 mortgage. Under FHA standards they were not
eligible. The FHA ruled yesterday that a realtor may not exercise
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a judgment independent of the lender, that if the lender wanted to
make a commitment for $20,000, $30,000, the family is only making
$6,000, the realtor had to sell the house.

Now it is this type of ruling that worries us.
Mr. jiOGERS. Well, then, the man who set out to sell the house for

the $20,000 gets his $20,000, does he not?
Mr. EMLEN. He has done irreparable harm to the purchaser whocannot possibly-Mr. ROGS,. Irreparable harm?

Mr. EMLEN. He is going to lose his house.
Mr. RoGERs. As I understood, this was a lender that is loaning the

money.
Mr. WILLrAMSON. Yes; but the discrimination in this case was

clearly an economic discrimination. It was not a racial discrimination.
Mr. RoGERS. Then you would not come under the provisions of this

law.
Mr. WLLIAMSON. I cite that as an example of the emotion and mis-

chief that can be generated in actions of this type.
Mr. RoGRS. Thank you. Pardon me, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kastenmeier?
Mr. KASTENMELER. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCulloch?
Mr. McCuLLcH. No questions.
The CHIAIMAN. I would like to ask you gentlemen the following:
As I understand it, your statement is only addressed to title IV of

the billI
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It has nothing to do with the other titles concern-

ing selection, qualification of jurors or protection of constitutional
rights or the pursuit of constitutional rights?

. EMLN. No, sir. We preferred to confine our testimony to
title IV.

The CHAIRMAN. You say that your association consists of 83,000
realtors who are members of 1,500 local boards.

Do your views represent the 83,000 realtors?
Mr. EMLEN. I think the best-the best way to explain this, Mr.

Chairman, is just in a couple of seconds explain the structure of the
national organization.

The national association has a board of directors made up of mem-
bers from every State in proportion to the number of members in the
State. California has the greatest number of directors and New York
maybe has the next, because of the number of members, and this na-
tional board of directors is about 220, and the position of title IV
emanated from my committee, the Realtors' Washington Committee,
which is the national legislative committee. We took a position on
Title IV in our committee, which is about 70 members-

The CHAMMAN. How many members appeared on title IV in your
council?

Mr. ExLEN. About 300.
The CHAIRMAN. 300.
Mr. EMLEN. Representing the entire board of directors and the

legislative committee.
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The CIHAIIMA. Any dissenting opinion?
Mr. EMiEx. Oh: yes, sir.
The ('11AIRAN. What was the vote?
Mr. EMLEX. It was, percentagewise I would say the directors, 90

percent, something like that. I dont think-it was done by a voice
vote.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. As the directors' meeting I do not recall any re-
corded vote in opposition. But the policy statement in our state-
ment that served as the basis of our opposition to title IV was adopted
by our convention. In our convention we have from 5,000 to 6,000 at
our convention.

The CIIuAIIIAx,,. Was there a ballot taken at the convention?
Mr. WILIA~USOx. But there was no recorded opposition.
The CHAIRMAN. Was any dissent voiced at all?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. No dissent at all.
The CIT.u3r.N. You heard, for example, Mr. Rouse testify here

this morning. He testified the contrary to your views, and the other
day we had Mr. Levitt testifying to the contrary.

Would you say those two gentlemen are rather important in the real
estate industry, are they not?

Mr. E.dLEx. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMtAN. Were they present at the convention I
Mr. EMLEN. No, sir.
Mr. WILLAMSON. I do not believe Mr. Levitt is a realtor. I think

Mr. Rouse is a realtor, but Mr. Rouse I do not think has attended any
of our conventions.

The CHAIRMHA'N. What is the difference between a realtor and a
builder?

Mr. Emmxu. Mr. Chairman, a realtor is a member of the National
Association of Real Estate Boards. It is a trademark. The realtors
is an artificial word made up as a designation for membership in the
National Association of Real Estate Boards and it is licensed real
estate brokers who belong to this association.

The (CHAIR-3nA.. When was this convention held that you came to
this conclusion ?

Mr. EIEv. In Chicaf-o in November.
Mr. WILLImSON. In chicago in November, but it reiterated policy

statements-
The CHAIRMAN. November 1965?
Mr. WILLuisox. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That was before the bills were offered.
Mr. EMmEN. Mr. Chairman, this is the policy statement I read to

you earlier, because this bill had not been introduced, and then we had
a meeting in Chicago of the board of directors and the legislative
committee in May and that is where we-

The CHAIRMAN. How many members on the board of directors?
Mr. EiLu.N. About 220.
The CHAIRMAN. Was there any discussion at that board meeting

concerning the bill that we are discussing now?
Mr. EmLEN. There was discussion, a great deal of discussion, 4 days.
The CHAIRMAN. Any minority views eKpressed f
Mr. EMLEN. Some.
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The CHAIRMAK. What was the percentage of minority views as to
majority views?

Mr. EMLFAN. I would say it was about 90 to 10, 95 to 5, in thatproportion.
PreCHoAIRMAVN. I See.

Now you call attention to the difficulty that you have in some of
these real estate transactions. Of course, vou'conjure up a great
many inconveniences and probably legal snarls, but do we not always
have a situation like that developing. Whenever Congress passes
a statute that might interfere with hardened practices, that might
interfere with settled practices; there is always that happening.

For example, we passed provisions concerning antitrust laws.
Sometimes they are misconstrued. It. takes years, sometimes, before
the courts will linally interpret the statute. They are still interpreting
the antimerger clause of sect ion 7 of the Clayton Act, which happened
to be the Cefler-Kefauver Act.

They have not even finalized the interpretation of that yet. There
have been several inconveniences created. The customs courts are
just filled with cases as a result of our passage of various types of
customs laws due to misinterpretations of those provisions of the cus-
toms laws, so what you are calling our attention to is nothing new.

Whenever Congress passes a bill that interferes with business rela-
tions, you always have that difficulty.

Mr. WILLIA3rSON. Mr. Celler with respect to our criticism and dis-
cussion of the enforcement problems, let me assure you that they are
not fatal. They represent just a very small fraction of our protest
against this bill. Our protest is based on much more fundamental
grounds. If we did not object to it from the fundamental or philo-
sophic standpoint about the rights of property ownership, we would
not be here just to discuss the enforcement headaches that would
ensue.

The CHAIRmAx. Thank you very much, gentlemen, we appreciate
your giving this testimony.

The Chair wishes to place in the record the following statements:
A telegram received from Roy L. Reuther the director of the Citizen-
shipL gislative Department of United Auto Workers; a statement
of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights indicating additional
members who are supporting the bill; a resolution adopted by the
board of directors of the Michigan Real Estate Association; a state-
ment by Hon. Robert P. Griffin, now U.S. Senator from Michigan.

(Documents follow:)

Hon. EMANUEL CELL, WASHINGTON, D.C., May 19, 1966.

Chairman, Houae Committee on the Judiciary,
Rayburn Housc Offlcc Building, Washington, D.C.

31H. CHAIRMA.N%: The International Union, United Auto Workers, in their 20th
convention in the city of Long Beach, California, have under consideration a
resolution concerning the issue of civil rights in our continuing efforts to build
the Great Society.

The resolution calls for legislation to bar discrimination in the sale and rental
of housing; pending its passage, extension of the 1962 housing Executive order,
to bar discrimination in all federally assisted housing, including the activities
of federally insured lending institutions.
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Federal law to secure equal administration of justice by ending the all-white
jury system and making it a Federal crime to coerce, attack or murder any per-
son for exercising his constitutional rights.

Public and private measures to assure equal access to justice in our courts,
including fair and reasonable bail bond procedures; legal assistance to the poor
in protecting their rights against landlords, creditors and others; legal aid
for those unable to afford professional counsel and other costs of litigation in
their personal affairs as is already applicable in criminal actions, and provision
of adequate defense services at all hearings involving the possibility of a serious
deprivation of liberty.

The testimony presented by Mr. Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of the
NAACP, in behalf of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights implements the
intent of this resolution being adopted by our convention. Therefore, I would
like to align our union with the position of the Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights and ask that this telegram be made a part of the record.

Respectfully,
Roy L. REUTHER.

Director, Citizetsh ip-Legislative Depertm ent.
United Auto Worker8.

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON CivIm RiouTs,
Washington, D.C., May 20, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELL,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAJ CONGRESSMAN CELER : Enclosed is a supplementary list of organizations
that endorsed the testimony presented on May 17 by Roy Wilkins, Chairman of
the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights. Since the time this list was dupli-
cated, two more organizations have indicated their endorsement: The National
Medical Association and the National Urban League.

We would appreciate it if you would see that all these names are made a
part of the record of the hearings.

Sincerely yours,
MARVIN CAPLAN,

Director, Washington Office.

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON CiI RIGHTS,
Washington, D.C., May 19, 1966.

Attention: House Judiciary Committee.
Other Leadership Conference organizations that endorse the statement by

Roy Wilkins on May 17:
Jewish War Veterans.
National Association of Real Estate Brokers.
National Council of Churches. Commission on Religion and Race.
National Council of Catholic Men.
Workers Defense League.
A. Philip Randolph Foundation.
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters.
League for Industrial Democracy.
National Bar Association.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity.

A REsoLuTION ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE 3[ICHIGAN REAL
ESTATE ASSOCIATION

Whereas, The Board of Directors of the Michigan Real Estate Association are
gravely concerned with the threat posed in Title IV of H. R. 14765 and S. 3296
to deprive every American property owner of his right to own, enjoy and dispose
of his property without governmental interference in accordance with the dictates
of his conscience; and

Whereas, we believe it is the right of all equally to enjoy property without
interference by laws giving special privilege to any group or groups; and
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Whereas, we believe It is the right of every property owner to determine the

acceptability and desirability of any prospective buyer or tenant of his property;
and

Whereas, we believe it is the right of every American to choose who in his
opinion are congenial tenants in any property he owns-to maintain the stability
and security of his income; and

Whereas, we believe it is the right of every American to enjoy the freedom
to accept, reject, negotiate, or not negotiate with others; now therefore be It

Resolved by the Board of Directors of the Michigan Real Estate Association,
That we hereby urge all Michigan members of Congress to oppose Title IV of
H. R. 14760 and S. 3296 as well as all other attempts to deprive or abridge
property owners of their rights; and be it further

Resolved, that a copy of this resolution be transmitted to the members of the
Michigan delegation in Congress and to each member of the Judiciary Commit-
tees of the United States.

Adopted Mlay 18, 166.
[SiAL] CHARLES W. KIMBALL, President.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT P. GRIFFIN, U.S. SENATOR FROM .MICIIIGAN

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, Congress has labored long andbard over the last nine years to secure for all Americans, regardless of race,religion, sex or national origin, certain basic civil rights implicit in the U. S.
Constitution.

It can be said that the major legislative battles against prejudice have al-ready been won but, unfortunately, the war still is not over. Today, the major
concern is not so much with the question of rights, but with the question of
remedies.

Regrettably. an offender in some areas of our great nation can still go Un-punished for even the most heinous of civil rights crimes.
It is indeed a hollow promise to declare our commitment to equal rights ifmen and women can be persecuted under color of local law for daring to exercise

basic freedoms.
It is insufficient to pass laws for the implementation of the Constitution If

men can disobey the letter of those laws and subvert their spirit with impunity.
We shall not be successful in the effort to take civil rights controversies out ofthe streets and into the courts if the administration of justice does not produce
Justice.

Mr. Chairman, the Civil Rights Law Enforcement Act of 1966, embodied inthe bill I have introduced (H. R. 13330), seeks to insure that rights alreadysecured may finally be enjoyed, without fear of intimidation, coercion, open
violence or the misapplication of justice.

In its major provisions, the Civil Rights Law Enforcement Act would: (1) pro.vide an objective and equitable standard for the selection of juries in federal and
state courts without regard to race, color, sex, etc.; (2) protect civil rightsworkers from private and official coercion and violence; (3) strengthen federal
criminal penalties for those who deprive individuals of their federally protected
rights; and (4) make the responsible local governments jointly liable for damages
for acts of violence committed by public officials.

TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND STATE COURTS

Present law sets out some basic qualifications for federal jury service, but itleaves considerable leeway in Implementation to court clerks and jury commis.
sions. A similar situation exists throughout the various states, where, of course,
the laws and practices governing jury selection are not uniform.

There Is nothing more fundamental to our legal system than the right to animpartial trial by one's peers. But the hard fact is that the subjective natureof the system of obtaining persons for Jury service sometimes provides oppor-
tunities for discrimination. For example, many jury officials have compiled
their basic list of potential jurors from membership lists, clubs and civic orga-
nizations that tend to exclude minority groups. Moreover, some state laws reqluireor allow jury officials to make highly subjective judgments as to a potential
Juror's "Integrity, good character and sound judgment." In other states, women
may be completely barred from serving on juries.
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To halt discrimination in the selection of juries, Title I of H.IL 13330 would
provide objective standards and procedures that could be administered easily
and guarantee that grand and petit Juries would be Impartially drawn from a
satisfactory cross-section of people.

In the case of federal courts, the bill would provide as one such standard the
use of a master list of qualified voters in each judicial district from which jury
selections would be made. The master lists would be compiled from voter lists
by the clerks of court, and the system would be supervised by the district judges,
under methods approved by the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. The
act of citizenship required to register to vote is an indication of potentially re-
sponsible jury service. The Voting Rights Act of 1965, if properly enforced, con-
tains the necessary tools to prevent the discriminatory deprivation of the right
to vote and can insure full representation in federal juries in many areas where-
as the Attorney General has noted-the figures indicate that a representative
cross-section is not currently present.

In the case of state courts, Title I would establish the presumption that a state
may be discriminating if it has a jury selection system which does not assure as
broad a cross-section as is provided under federal law. The bill provides that a
defendant in a state court who alleges discrimination in the selection of a grand
or petit jury would have the right to ask for federal court review of the selec-
tion of the state court Jury. Upon a finding of discrimination, the case could
be removed and tried in federal court.

In addition, the Attorney General is authorized to institute legal proceedings
to enjoin discriminatory state jury selection practices. Also, the district courts--
operating on a case-by-case basis--are empowered to insure fair administration
of nondiscriminatory state procedures.

TITLE U-FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS CRIMES

The principal federal sanctions against private and official racial violence are
sections 241 and 242 of Title 18 of the United States Code-both enacted during
the Reconstruction. Section 241 makes it a federal crime to conspire to deny any
person the free exercise of his federally protected rights and section 242 makes
it a crime for anyone acting "under color of law" to wilfully deprive any citizen
of his federally protected rights.

While seemingly applicable for relief from recent civil rights crimes, there
nevertheless are defects in both of these statutes, as they have been interpreted
by the courts. For example, courts have ruled it is necessary to prove not only
that the accused had the "specific intent" to prevent the free exercise of a
victim's rights, but also that the accused was aware of the specific law which
he violated.

H.R. 13330 would remove the latter requirement. By amending present law
to more precisely define the offense proscribed, it will give adequate notice and
provide much-needed new effectiveness to the law.

Title II also proposes a new sliding scale of penalties for civil rights crimes.
I was pleased to note that these same provisions have been written into the
Administration bill. Currently, violations of section 241 are punished as a
felony ($5.000 fine. 10 years in prison) and violations of section 242 as a wis-
demeanor ($1,000 fine. 1 year in prison). Under HR 13330, the penalties would
range from a minimum of $1,000 and/or imprisonment up to 1 year to a maxi-
mum-if conviction results from an offense causing a death-of $10,000 fine
and/or imprisonment for up to 30 years.

TITLE II---CIVIL PREVENTIVE BELIEF

Title III of II.R. 13.330 incorporates the title III provisions that have been
proposed by Republicans for every civil rights act since 1957. This title would
permit an individual or the Attorney General to institute civil proceedings
against those who have interfered, threatened or attempted to interefere-on ac-
count of race or color-with an individual's federally protected rights or with
the exercise of his basic constitutionally guaranteed rights of free speech, peti-
tion or assembly.

TITLE IV-INDEMNITY

Existing law permits civil suits for damages against anyone who under color
of law deprives an individual of federally protected rights. At present, the em-
ployer of such an official, whether the st:ite or local government, is not liable for
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damages in such a suit. Many southern law enforcement officials are judgment-
proof-a good number by design. Thus, it is very difficult for an injured
person to collect, and the law has proved of no value.

H.R. 13330 would make the state or local government liable for such damages
as joint tortfeasors with the law enforcement ollicial.

Mr. Chairman, as the Supreme Court recently stated: The rights secured for
all Americans by the Civil Rights Act of 1957, 1960 and 1964 and the Voting
Rights Act of 1t65 are "present rights--not merely hopes to some future en-
joyment of some formalistic constitutional promise."

Not only have many courageous Americans suffered arrest and prosecution
in courts for their peacefful assertion and lawful encouragement of efforts to ob-
tain these "present rights," but some have bev, brutally killed because of their
views. We need not recount the cases in which violence, spurred by bigotry, has
gone unpunished. The names Liuzzo. Evers, Reeb and Penn, to name a few,
are part of a dark chapter in the history of our nation.

Justice is distant when the administration of justice is not everywhere equi-
table and temperate. Through the Civil Rights Law Enforcement Act of 1966,
we seek to bring closer the day when justice will be assured for all Americans.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Andrew Bieniller,
director of the Department of Legislation. AFL-CIO.

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, I might also identify Mr. Biciniller
as one of the most distinguislhed citizens in the Sixth Congressional
I)istrict of Maryland.

A very frequent and welcome witness here.
The C"HAIRMNIAN. I thought he was a citizen of the world.
M1r. NIATHIAS. We are glad he makes his home with us.
Mr. KASTEN-3,EIEJ. Mr. Chairman, I would like to associate myself

with the gentleman from Maryland. We lain Mr. Biemiller not only
as a former Member of Congress but as a former Mem~ber of Congress
from the State of Wisconsin.

Mr. MATHIAS. I think, Mr. Chairman, it is just a measure of Mr.
Biomiller's broad capability that he can be shared by so many and
There is plenty to go around.

The CIJ IATMAN . Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
The CITAIRMAN. You imav proceed.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW 3. BIEMILLER, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUS-
TRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. BIE.MILLEJI. Mr. Chairman, my name is Andrew J. Biemniller. I
am legislative director for the American Federation of Labor and Con-
gress of Industrial Organizations. Accompanying me is Thomas E.
Harris, our associate general counsel. We appreciate this opportunity
to present. tle views of the AFL-CIO on this important matter.

The proposals which this subcommittee are considering deal with
two major problem areas in the functioning of American democracy.
The first has to do with the administration of justice; the second with
discriminatory housing practices.

In both of these fields there are large and acute evils which must
1)e eradicated; and the AFL-CIO welcomes the determination of the
President and the Congress to face and face squarely the difficult issue
of how best to remedy the deficiencies which all of us recognize.

We all, I am sure, believe in equal justice under law; and we all, I
am sure, believe that nc part of our population should suffer dis-
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crimination in so vital a matter as a place to live. The question is how
to implement these principles.

The AFL-CIO endorses and supports H.R. 14765. We think it pro-
vides constructive and effective cures for the evils with which it deals,
avd we urge its enactment. We believe that the bill could be strength-
entd in a few particulars which we suggest below, but in general we are
for it.

I will discuss successively the various titles of the bill, indicating in
each instance what, if any, changes we think might be made.

Titles I and II undertake to end discrimination in jury systems, in,
respectively, the Federal and State courts.

Up intil now, three different groups have been discriminated against
in various areas as respects selection for jury service. These groups
are: fir.3t, Negroes and perhaps members of certain other minorities;
second, women; and third, people with low incomes. The discrimina-
tion may be de facto or de jure.

Discrimination against Negroes is unquestionably most acute in
the South.

Discrimination against women is also concentrated in the South but
is probably also more prevalent de facto in rural and smalltown areas
thain in cities. Also, both of these types of discrimination are much
more prevalent in State than in Federal courts.

On the other hand, discrimination in selection for jury service
against people having low incomes is decidedly not a peculiarly south-
ern vice, and it is probably more prevalent in Federal than in State
courts and in cities than in rural areas.

Mr. Thona s Dewey. -i hen he was a young district attorney, was an
advocate of the so-called blue-ribbon jury-in State courts in New
York City. But the use of blue-ribbon juries is at least as prevalent in
Federal courts as in State courts generally.

Prosecutors have the idea that juries drawn from the upper eco-
nomic strata are readier to convict. W e commend Attorney General
Katzenbach for his willingness to forgo this advantage for prosecutors,
if it is indeed one, and for his recognition that discrimination on
grounds of economic status is just as violative of the equal protection
of the laws as discrimination on grounds of race or sex.

There is another reason for banning discrimination on the basis of
economic status. It is that if such discrimination were permissible it
could -perpetuate in a different guise, discrimination against Negroes
and other minority groups.

We, therefore, agree with the sponsor of H.R. 14765 that all three
types of discrimination-that is, race, sex, and economic status should
be ended. Further, we agree that the language of the bill is clear and
straightforward:

No person or class of persons shall be denied the right to serve on grand and
petit juries in the district courts of the United States on account of race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, or economic status.

The same terminology is used in the provision as to State courts.
However, we suggest that the procedure for enforcing these stand-

ards might well be strengthened.
In the case of State juries, the bill authorizes the Attorney General

to bring injunctive proceedings against State jury officials 11owever,
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the bill does not contain any such authorization in the case of Federal
juries, evidently upon the assumption that Federal judges and jury
commissioners will be readier to effectuate the bill's bar. on nondis-
crimiination than will their State counterparts.

Even if this assumption is correct there has been, as the Attorney
General acknowledged, some discrimination in the Federal courts,
and we see no reason why the provision for suits by the Attorney Gen-
eral should not be applicable to Federal juries as well as to the State.

More important, we are doubtful that the enforcement provisions
of the bill are adequate even in the case of State juries. The bill does
provide a discovery procedure to make it easier to find out whether
unlawful discrimination has occurred in the jury selection process.
This procedure is available to the Attorney General in civil suits
brought by him and to defendants in criminal prosecutions.

However, for enforcement of its bans on discrimination the bill
relies exclusively on adjudications in individual lawsuits, either
where the issue is raised by private litigants or in suits brought by
the Attorney General.

We are doubtful that this sort of spot policing will be adequate to
end jury discrimination. It has not been adequate to end discrimina-
tion in other fields.

As respects the right to vote, for example, prior to the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 earlier legislation relied for enforcement on suits
brought by the Attorney General or by voters.

Suit had to be brought in each election district, and in each sep-
arate suit there had to be an adjudication whether there had been an
unlawful deprivation of the right to vote. We foresaw that these
provisions would prove to be inadequate.

We testified, when the bill was before Congress, that implementing
the 15th amendment by lawsuits was like trying to paint a wall with
a fountain pen.

Our forebodings proved to be well founded, as testified by the Vot-
ing Rights Act of 1965.

The 1965 act utilized several novel devices to counter enforcement
difficulties. It provided an automatic triggering test, that is, whether
fewer than 50 percent of eligible persons were registered or voted.

It provided for determinations applicable throughout major geo-
graphic units, that is, States or counties. It provided for the use of
Federal examiners to register voters, and for Federal observers at
elections.

These provisions, in contrast to their predecessors, seem to be prov-
ing effective.

As respects school desegregation, too, individual lawsuits proved
to be a slow and ineffective way of vindicating constitutional rights.

On the basis of these experiences, we suggest that broader scale
procedures for the implementation of title 11 may be needed rather
than enforcement through individual lawsuits.

We believe the suggestions on this point made by Roy Wilkins in
his testimony for the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights have
substantial merit and deserve the attention of this committee.

Title III: This title deals with discrimination in the schools and
other public facilities. It eliminates certain existing limitations on

63-420--66-----102
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the bringing of suits by the Attorney General, and provides for broad-
ened relief.

We are in favor of the enactment of title III as written.
Since the Attorney General's testimony of this title was rather

general, we propose to give a concrete illustration of why this title
is needed.

In 1950 some Negro parents brought suit against school officials in
Clarendon County, S.C.. seeking the admission of their children to
the white schools. In 1951 the Federal district court ruled that the
schools were very separate but not very equal, and that the plaintiff's
rights under the 14th amendment were being violated. However, the
court did not order that the children be admitted to the white schools;
it ordered that the Negro schools be made equal.

In 1954 the Supreme Court likewise held that the Negroes' con-
stitutional rights were being violated, on the ground that segregation
by races is inherently unequal. This case was one of the four decided
by the Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education. In 1955 the
Supreme Court, on reargunent ruled that integration should proceed
with "all deliberate speed," and the case went back to the district court.

In the district court the deliberation has been more evident than the
speed. It was not until the fall of 1965 that the district court finally
required the admission of six Negro children to white schools in
Clarendon County.

Of course, these were not the same children whose parents had
started the litigation. A child who was 6 years old in 1950 was 21
in 1965. However, one Negro girl whose parents had intervened later,
and were parties in 1954 Brown cases in the Supreme Court, did finally
get into a white school at age 17 after 11 yeais of litigation.

Incidentally, according to news reports, tlie whites have been giving
her a bad time.

Of course, the litigation isn't over. The court has retained jurisdic-
tion and has ordered further desegregation next fall. Anyway, Negro
parents, with the help of the legal defense fund of the NAACP, have
been carrying on this litigation for 16 years, and the end is not yet insight.

The Department of Justice has not brought suit in this situation.
The burden of the litigation has been left to the parents and to the
lexal defense fund. The Department of Justice could bring suit under
title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 if the Attorney General certi-
fied that the parents were unable to maintain appropriate legal pro-
ceedings, which means under the statute that they are "unable either
directly or through other interested persons or organizations, to bear
the expenses of the litigation."

How can the Attorney General determine such a thing as that?
The legal defense fund of the NAACP is presumably able to sustain
a certain volume of litigation, but what is the basis for saying that it
is able to maintain one particular suit and not another?

More broadly, it is our view that the burden of vindicating these
constitutional rights should rest on the Federal Government, and that
it should re.st there regardless of whether particular parents can or
cannot afford to sue.

That is one reason why we urge the enactment of title III.

1610
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The other reason is the physical and economic intimidation which
faces Negro parents in some areas. Title III authorizes the Attorney
General to seek injunctions against such intimidation, and we are, of
course, strongly ii favor of that.

Title IV: The AFIr-CIO likewise strongly supports title IV of
the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966.

Organized labor has long been in the forefront in the fight for fair'
housing legislation. Laws enacted by a large number of States and
municipalities to outlaw discrimination in housing have been placed
on the statute books with the full backing, and often the initiative of,
organized labor.

The sixth constitutional convention of the AFL-CIO, held last
December, called for equal housing opportunity in these words:

A key feature of labor's housing program is its drive for equal housing
opportunity for all Americans. There is no place in America for racial ghettos.
Equal access, without regard to race, creed, color or national origin, to every
residential neighborhood in every American community should be assured for
every family In America.

Equal opportunity in housing should be assured in all programs in which
housing is provided with Federal Aid or is protected by Federal Insurance of
mortgages or guarantee or regulation of mortgage loans.

The national purpose was pledged by Congress in the declaration of
national policy set forth in the National Housing Act of 1949 (Public
Law 171, 81st Cong.; 63 Stat. 413; U.S.C. 441) which stated:

The Congress hereby declares that the general welfare and security of the
Nation and the health and living standards of its people require * * * the
realization as soon as feasible of the goal of a decent home and a suitable living
environment for every American family, thus contributing to the development
and redevelopment of communities and to the advancement of the growth, wealth,
and security of the Nation.

This congressional affirmation of the national goal in a basic legis-
lative enactment underlying all Federal housing statutes promulgated
from 1949 to date, should be viewed in the light of the Nation's re-
solve proclaimed by the 14th amendment to the Constitution.

The 14th amendment declares that no State should deny "the equal
protection of the laws" to any person, reardless of race.

The Supreme Court has said in Shelley v. Kraemer:
It cannot be doubted that among the civil rights intended to be protected from

discriminatory state action by the 14ti Amendment are the rights to acquire,
enjoy, own, and dispose of property.

Equality in the enjoyment of property rights was regarded by the framers of
that .Amendment as an eswntial precondition to the realization of other basic
civil rights and liberties which the Amendment was intended to guarantee.

And the Supreme Court has held, in that case, that the 14th amend-
ment prohibits the courts, as instrumentalities of the States, from
enforcing private racially restrictive covenants.

In another case, Hurd v. Hodge, the Supreme Court applied similar
prohibit ions to the Federal Government and its courts; as well.

The U.S. Civil Rights Commission. in its 1961 Report on Housing,
reviewed the constitutional problem involved here and arrived at this
compelling conclusion :

* * * it poses the question whether, as a matter of national policy, the Fed-
eral Government can permit itself to be involved in the denial of equal oppor-
tunity: whether the Federal Government, which has established national hos-
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lug programs to achieve a national purpose, should not take affirmative steps
to move upward the achievement of equal opportunity in housing for all
Awericans.

The Supreme Court has recognized that "Equality in the enjoyment of prop-
erty rights" is "an essential pre-condition to the realization of other basic civil
rights." If the achievement of this "essential pre-condition" is not here the
explicit command of the Constitution, it Is nonetheless its promise.

What opposition there is to the assurance of equal opportunity in
housing to all Americans regardless of race, when it is not the result
of outright race bias, is usually based on misinformation 'r ig norance
of the facts.

One widely broadcast misconception prompting such opposition -s
that property values will drop whenever nonwhite families move into
a previously allwhite neighborhood. There is absolutely no dou',-en-
tary evidence to support this contention. It is a myth which ha.s been
completely exploded.

A comprehensive study of property values was conducted for the
Conunission on Race and Housing, a distinguished citizens group
which included nationally known specialists in the social sciences, by
Dr. Luigi Laurenti.

Its findings are included in the volume%. "Property Values and
Race." )r. Laurenti's research involved 20 neighborhoods in San
Francisco, Oakland. and Philadelphia, where -Negroes had entered
during a span of 12 years.

With each of the three cities he studied, Laurenti compared price
movements in "test" neighxb)rhoods with those in similar neighbor-
hoos( which had remained all white over the same period.

The price transactions studied covered a 12-year period from 1943
to 195.5. Over 9,900 sales prices were analyzed comprising about 41)
percent of all the sales during the study period.

Almost all the neighborhoods consisted of single-family, owner-
occupied residences and were not contiguous to other areas of non-
white population.

In 44 percent. of the comparisons, prices showed gains which ranged
from 5 to 25 percent. Another 41 percent of the comparisons showed
no significant change in price behavior. The other 15 percent showed
declines but none were over 15 percent.

Put another way, 85 percent of the cases either showed upward in-
provemnent or remained stable.

The results of the studies in these three cities are consistent with
those made by other investigators who studied similar areas in Chi-
caZo, Kanwas (ity, Detroit, and Portland, Oreg.

In the volume, "Property Values and Race" Laurenti concluded:
The major statistical finding of the present study Is that during the time period

and for the cases studied the entry for non-whites into previously all-white
neighborhoods was much more often associated with price improvement or
stability than with price weakening.

A corollary and possibly more significant finding is that no single or uniform
pattern of non-white influence on property prices could be detected. Rather.
what happens to prices when non-whites enter a neighborhood seems to depend
on a variety of circumstances which, on balance, may influence prices upward
or downward or leave them unaffected.

Another myth, long since exploded, is that neighborhood standards
will go down whenever Negro families become part of the neighbor-
hood.
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Extensive studies have shown that Negro homeowners are just as
concerned with neighborhood standards as any other citizen. Even
a poll conducted more than 20 years ago by the National Association
of Real Estate Boards supported the fact that Negro homeowners
maintain their properties as well as whites.

There are good standards and bad standards in both white and
nonwhite neighborhoods.

Overcrowding, economic exploitation, and neglect of buildings by
landlords contribute to the creation of slums, regardless of the color
or national origin of the residents.

But the slum areas, with which the Negro stereotype is all too often
associated, generally were badly deteriorated before Negro residents
fell heir to them.

Equal access to housing, regardless of race, creed, or national origin
in a free market, should be a part of the American way of life. Equal
opportunity in housing is intimately linked to equal opportunity in
schooling and to other civil rights.

The AFL-CIO strongly supports the enactment of title IV because
it will remove the obstacles that impede the rights and opportunities
of Americans on the unjust basis of their race. creed, or national origin.
We support it, above all, because its enactment will broaden the hori-
zon of American democracy and will extend the opportunity to con-
tribute to the strengthening of community life to every citizen of our
country.

In addition, we believe the committee would be well advised to ex-
plore with care the possibility of adding administrative enforcement
procedures to this title. As this committee knows from our previous
testimony on civil rights matters, we consider administrative enforce-
ment less cumbersome, more immediate and generally wore effective
in matters of this kind.

We hope you will consider carefully adding administrative pro-
cedures to this title.

Title V: this has to do with crimes against Negroes and civil rights
workers.

There have been numerous such crimes in recent years, but very few
convictions, particularly in the Sta,.e courts. Something needs to be
done: and if anyone has any doubt of that we suggest that they read
the 1965 report on the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

The shocking breakdown of law enforcement in the South, as re-
spects Negroes and civil rights workers, is there set forth in horrifying
detail.

Certain violent deprivations of civil rights are made criminal by
the Federal CriminaI Code, title 18, United States Code, sections 241
and 242, but these provisions, which date back to Reconstruction days,
contain technical deficiencies which make it very difficult for the Gov-
ernment to prove a case under them.

Title V parallels but does not supplant these existing Federal crimi-
nal statutes, and undertakes to cure some of their deficiencies.

The jury selection proposals of title I and title II also, of course,
relate to the general problem of the administration of justice, which
is most acute in, though it is not confined to, the South.

Title V was drafted in the light of the recent Supreme Court deci-
sions in United States v. Price. and Unita, States v. Guest. In those
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decisions the Court sustained the sufficiency of the indictments, but it
pointed out that the requirements of proof under existing law are
difficult to meet, and the Court suggested that Congress enact more
specific provisions. Title V embodies such provisions, and we urge its
enactment.

Under section 241 it is necessary to have the Government prove in
a case like Guest that the defendants had a specific, wrongful, intent
in two different respects.

In the first place, the Government must prove, as in the case of nearly
all criminal statutes, that the defendant intended to commit the pro-
hibited act, as, for example, that the defendant intended to murder or
injure the victim, and that the death or injury was not the result of
accident.

This sort of intent is a normal and proper prerequisite to conviction
in criminal cases. Under section 241. however, the Government must
also show a second type of specific intent-that the defendant also in-
tended to interfere with the victim's exercise of some right or privilege
secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the United States.

The Government must show, for example, not only that the defend-
ant murdered a Negro, but that he murdered him to keep him from
voting, or attending a desegregated school or exercising some other
federally protected right.

Proof of this sort is unlikely to be available, and one of the purposes
of title V is to obviate the need for it.

Section 501 (a) substitutes for the specific intent requirement we
have been discussing the requirement that the defendant must have
injured the victim (1) because of his "race, color, religion or national
origin," (2) while the victim was engaging or trying to engage in the
exercise of any of various enumerated Federal rights, such as voting
or attending a'public school.

ITnder this provision, it would still be necessary to show that the
defendant injured his victim because of his race, et cetera.

In other words, the specific intent requirement is shifted from intent
to prevent the victim from voting, for example, to intent to injure him
because of his race while he is voting.

Evidence of racial animus is more likely to be available than evidence
that the defendant intended to prevent the exercise of some particular
Federal right. Even with the new provisions on the books, however,
the task of the Federal prosecutor will still be a most difficult one.

In a case like Guest it will still be necessary for the prosecutor to
show not only that the defendants deliberately killed their victim, but
they did so because he was a Negro.

n general, we think the Department of Justice has done a good job
in drafting title V. We suggest, however, that the language should
be revised to make it clear that traveling on a public highway is a
protected type of activity.

That is wiat was involved in the Guest case; it is clearly sufficient
as a constitutional basis for a Federal intervention and there will be
cases where it mav not be possible to prove that the victim was engag-
ing or seeking to engage in any of the other types of activities enumer-
ated in the bill.

Let me conclude with a brief observation. This Congress and its
predecessor are certain to go down in history for the trail-blazing
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legislation passed in 1964 and 1965 in this field. All of us who played
any role whatsoever in achieving the civil rights legislation have a
ri'lt to be proud.

1tut so much more remains to be done, Mr. Chairman, that none of
us can pause for self-congratulations.

We have all read reports that this Congress is tired of the subject;
that this Congress believes this is no time for another civil rights bat-
tle; that 1966 should be the year of stock taking, not action.

Well, we just don't believe those reports.
We believe this Congress will recognize-as did the President in the

message in which he submitted this bill-that the unresolved problems
are many and great but that they can be solved, as indeed they must
be solved.

We in the AFL-CIO are dedicated to the belief that true and ab-
solute equality of opportunity is possible in America and we intend
to help achieve it.

That, we are confident, is the mood of the American people and we
believe it to be tle intention of this Congress.

Mr. Roc.Es (presiding). Thnk you, Mr. Biemiller, for your coin-
prelensive analysis of this legislation.

Any questions?
Mr. DoxoUE. No questions.
Mr. ROGFAts. Mr. Kastenmeier?
Mr. KASTENM-EIER. I have just one question.
At the bottom of page 2 you cite the type of discrimination under

the bill that ought to be ended. We did have testimony by one wit-
ness the other (ray that religion ought not be part of it.

Have you given any thought to whether or not there is a need to,
in terms of jury selection, to provide against discrimination on ac-
count of religion i

MAr. BIFEILLFJR. Mr. Harris?
%fr. HARRIS. I don't know of any specific'examples of discrimina-

tion in jury selection on grounds of religion. Quite conceivably this
language is simply taken from other civil rights legislation.

On the other hand. I cannot see any harm in enacting it in this form.
Mr. KASTENMFER. Well. since the witness cited the fact that lie

found it objectionable to elicit information regarding one's religion
for purposes of the jury questionaires, lie felt that this was private
information which would otherwise become necessarily public and was
not necessary because it really is a type of discrimination.

Mr. HARR Is. The AFL-CIO really does not have enough informa-
tion on whether this is an acute problem or not.Mr. KAsTrr.FJFR. Thank you, Mr. Harris.

Mr. Rooms. Mr. McCulloch ?
Mr. MCCrLLOCH. No questions.
Mr. ROGERs. Thank you, again, Mr. Biemniller and Mr. Harris, for

your testimony.
Mr. RO GERS. Our next witness is Mr. 1W. B. Hicks. Jr., executive

secretary of the Liberty Lobby, appearing with Dr. Alfred Avins on
behalf of the Liberty Lobby.

Mr. Hicks, you have a prepared statement, so proceed in your own
manner.

Mr. icKs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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8TATXXENT OF W. B. HICKS, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, LIBERTY
LOBBY; ACCOMPANIED BY DRL ALFRED AVINS

Mr. HicKS. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am W. B.
Hicks, Jr., executive secretary of Liberty Lobby. I appear today with
Dr. Alfred Avins on behalf of the 190,000 subscribers to our legisla-
tive service.

As the administrative officer of Liberty Lobby, I am responsible for
presenting our testimony to the Congress. However, I am pleased to
have Dr. Avins with me today to deliver our statement on the Civil
Rights Act of 1966. He is uniquely qualified to present the views of
Lierty L obby.

Dr. Avins is currently professor of law at the Memphis State Uni-
versity. He is a member of the Supreme Court bar. He is a former
special deputy attorney general of the Stte of New York. He is the
author and editor of a symposium on antidiscrimination legislation
entitled "Open Occupancy vs. Forced Housing Under the Fourteenth
Amendment," a book wiich Liberty Lobby intends to distribute to
every member of this committee.

Dr. Avins will now deliver the test imonv of Liberty Lobby.
Dr. Av1Ns. Mr. Chairman, in view of the fact that I notice that

the open occupancy book is being distributed, I intend to depart from
the prepared statement to discuss, first of all, some of the material
discussed by Professor Howe, which I consider to be a rather remark-
able statement.

Before I go into that, though, I might indicate that the book con-
tains a number of points. It covers, for example, commerce power; it
covers in derail he question of due process; and in view of the fact the
committee has had some testimony from M1r. Levitt -

Mr. ROGErs. May I interrupt for just a moment. You would desire
that your statement be inserted in the record at this point and then
you proceed-

Dr. AviNs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Yes, I do desire the state-
ment be inserted in the record and I would like to proceed with some
additional remarks.

(Statement follows:)
I. INTRODUCTION

Implicit in anti-discrimination legislation in housing is the "conflict between
'reserved private rights such as freedom of association and non-association, and
nondiscrimination." The traditional rights of freedom of choice and associa-
tion, long thought so inviolate as not to require formal embodiment in constitu-
tional or statutory guarantees, have now been evaporated by the preemption of
laws passed without adequate consideration of the fact that the "rights" they
create must necessarily infringe on the freedoms of others, by subjecting them
to the exercise of those rights by minority groups.

This statement will deal with the proper Identification of those rights, the
premises on which they are based, and the persons to whom they properly belong.
In so doing, it Is hoped that the preservation of these rights may be secured
against their prospective demise.

IL Famzoxo or ENTERPRISE AND Pfut c UTILITY REGULATIO N

A. THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE CUSTOMERS

The federal and state due process clauses, which protect liberty and property
from governmental deprivation, are meaningless gestures without the underlying
assumption of an American economic norm by which yardstick governmental
intrusion into private business can be measured. It could hardly be contended
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that the word "property" In constitutional piirapeology comprehends only goods
intended for personal consumption--that the due process clause goes no farther
than prohibiting government from giving one man's toothbrush to his neighbor.
If that is all the protection the constitution affords, Americans are no better
off than Soviet citizens who are also protected in personal consumptive property.

The American economic norm, ingrained through centuries of legal develop-
ment, has been a free enterprise system, characterized by private ownership
and control over property, a free competitive market, and only such govern-
mental control or regulation as Is made necessary by distortions in the free
market. The whole philosophy of our anti-trust laws is based on the economic
norm of freq competition; without such a norm they would be absurd.

A necessary corollary of a free market is the right to choose one's customers
free from government dictation. The Fourth Circuit has declared: "Absent
conspiracy or monopolization, a seller engaged in a private business may nor-
mally refuse to deal with a buyer for any reason or with no reason whatever."
The United States Supreme Court has consistently upheld the right to refuse
to sell when that right has been attacked.

The entire assumption in our economic structure, that economic needs can
best be fulfilled by sellers and buyers free to deal with each other, is set at
naught when government dictates a choice to either.

B. PUBLIC UTILITY REGULATION

The main characteristic of a public utility Is that the public may demand the
service as of right. An industry may be closely regulated and yet not be a public
utility if It can choose its customers. The true hallmark of public utility is that
everyone is entitled to the service without arbitrary discrimination. It is this
duty to serve any applicant on equal terms without unreasonable discrimina-
tions which constitutes the main difference between public utilities and all other
businesses. Accordingly, assuming that discrimination in tenant or vendee selec-
tion based on race, creed, color or national origin is arbitrary, it nevertheless
follows that an anti-discrimination law converts private dwellings in particular,
and the housing industry as a whole, into public utilities.

The United States Supreme Court has repeatedly held that "the state could
not, by mere legislative fiat * * * convert (private business) into a public
utility * 0 * for that would be taking private property for public use without
just compensation, which no state can do consistently with the due process of
law clause of the 14th Amendment." Since antidiscrimination legislation in
housing attempts to impose the obligations of public utilities on private busi-
nesses, It is unconstitutional.

III. POLICE POWER AND PROPERTY RIGHTS

A. POLICE POWER AND MARKET DISTORTIONS

Those few decisions which uphold anti-discrimination legislation as against
due process arguments rely on a series of generalized cliches about the use of
the police power, as "one of the least limitable of government powers."

Traditional exercises of the police power fall into two major categories. The
first consists of regulating property so that its use does not injure the health
or safety of others, or destroy their use of their own property.

The concept that no person can use his property In such a way as to diminish
the health, safety, or use of property of others Is basic to any orderly society.
Anti-discrimination legislation has no relevance to such enactments since it is not
the use but the failure to convey the property which is restricted. No attempt has
ever been made to support such legislation on this ground; any such attempt
would be frivolous.

The other class of cases involves state legislation which was passed to correct
deleterious social or economic conditions arising from a distortion In the normal
free competitive market, resulting in an inequality In bargaining power and
hence the inability of individuals to obtain the benefits of a free competitive
market.

The earliest examples of such laws were public utility regulations. Since
utilities are by nature monopolies, they represent a permanent distortion of a
competitive market norm, and hence Justify permanent economic regulation.
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Finally where a temporary economic condition, such as war or depression,
distorts the normal economic market, the police power permits the state to
correct dislocations produced by this condition through temporary legislation
which goes no further than the minimum needed to correct the condition, and
lasts no longer that the temporary emergency.

In this connection, rent control is of particular significance because several
of the cases which uphold anti-discrimination legislation in housing rely
strongly on this precedent. However, rent control is emergency legislation de-
signed to deal with a temporary market imbalance. As Mr. Justice Holmes
put It:

"The regulation is put and justified only as a temporary measure ***. A
limit in time to tide over a passing trouble, well may justify a law that could not
be upheld as a permanent change."

Anti-discrimination legislation Is, of course, nowhere predicated on, or drafted
to last for, any purported emergency. Aside from Negro housing, no one has
seriously contended that any shortage of housing exists for other groups who
are just as much entitled to use the law as Negroes. A look at the New York
experience, where the first anti-discrimination law in private housing was
passed, shows how utterly baseless is the claim that this legislation is needed
to assure good housing to any other segment of the population. Yet the law
covers them also.

B. NEGRO HOUSING NEEDS

Those courts which have done any more than enthuse on how un-American
racial or religious discrimination is have totally ignored the alleged need to
ban such discrimination against anyone else but Negroes. Instead, they have
justified this sweeping legislation on asserted Negro housing needs. We can
therefore assume that this constitutes a concession, 8ub 8ile lto, that the statute
is unconstitutional as applied to anyone else, and turn to the law as if it singled
out Negroes for protection.

A. has been noted above, statutes correcting inequalities in bargaining
position and thus restoring a normal competitive market have been upheld as
appropriate exercises of the police power. However, the mere fact that the state
may have a limited interest at some period in time in the correction of a distor-
tion caused by an absence of a normal market does not give it the power to
regulate the whole area indefinitely as to both time and people.

Applying these principles to Negro housing, one would expect to find the fol-
lowing limitations to make the statute valid: (1) The Negro who sought to use
the law in fact needed housing. (2) At the time and place the law was in effect,
a shortage of Negro housing did in fact exist, similar to the shortage producing
rent control, and that this shortage did in fact distort a normal competitive
market. (3) Government could find no way consistent with the constitution
other than regulation to alleviate the shortage and restore normal market con-
ditions. (4) The regulation was reasonably calculated to restore normal market
conditions. An examination of the typical anti-discrimination law in housing
shows that it lacks all four of the above attributes.

First, such legislation does not require that the Negro complainant need the
housing. In lower-rent housing, into which Negroes who need housing fall, the
shortage of apartments prevents anti-discrimination legislation from being effec-
tive because there are enough white applicants to fill all vacancies, while in
luxury housing, the small number of Negroes who can afford such accommoda-
tions can also afford to have new living quarters built for them.

Since anti-discrimination laws in private housing operate in actuality only
in higher rent apartments where there are more vacancies than applicants, only
a relatively small percentage of Negroes who are in the upper income brackets
and can afford to apply are benefited by them. It is these very people, more-
over, who can afford to build new Negro housing. Hence, the small Negro
minority which these laws benefit is precisely the group not in need of them to
secure good housing. In short, this legislation is pro bono social climbers and
nothing more. Invoking such laws for their benefit is like enforcing minimum
wage legislation for Elizabeth Taylor.

Secondly, anti-discrimination legislation is nowhere limited to places where
Negro hou'zing is in short supply, nor is It li'nited to periods of time during which
such shortage exists. The cases simply assume the existence of a shortage, and
commentators on both sides have followed suit.

The result of Negro housing gains in the last decade Is to make the claim of
a Negro housing shortage a myth in many areas and a fading problem elsewhere.
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If these gains continue at their present rate, the alleged shortage will become

fiction in a relatively short time. Like emergency rent control, anti-discrimina-
tion legislation in housing Ia invalid because the emergency is over, and a normal
market has been established in many areas.

Thirdly. regulation is not the only way to alleviate what shortage exists. In
fact. it is the least efficient. The average Negro needs a house, not a lawsuit.

States can supply housing by building public housing projects for low income
Negroes who cannot afford other dwellings, by encouraging private builders to
build non-white housing through tax abatement, mortgage reinsurance, and other
assistance, and probably most important, by creating a business climate which
encourages private building for Negroes. Elimination of restrictions designed to
promote integration, such as the ban on newspaper advertisements that Indicate
that housing is for Negroes, would help, by permitting builders for Negroes to
reach their market more directly.

Fourthly, anti-discrimination legislation in housing is not only not calculated
to restore normal bargaining conditions, but as a whole further distorts them.
This is because it is both ineffectual in adding to the total Negro housing sup-
ply, and creates a number of grave, built-in administrative abuses in being en-
forced. To demonstrate the problem, we may once again refer to the New York
experience. which has the oldest anti-discrimination commissions and laws in
housing in the country.

Three years ago, this author pointed out the following facts:
"When the law (New York City anti-discrimination ordinance) first went into

effect * * * the City Commission on Intergroup Relations, the administrative
body charged with administration of this ordinaLce, received an annual appro.
priation of $358.050. A year later, only 27 complaints were adjusted to the
satisfaction of the complainant or the Commission, for a total cost per dwelling
unit obtained via the anti-discrimination law of over $13,000. With this money,
the city could virtually have built each of the complainants his own apartment
or house."

IV. COMPULSORY INTEGRATION AND FREEDOM OF CHOICE

A. INTEGRATION AS THE MOTIVATION FOR ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LAWS

The asserted justification for these laws as good housing laws cannot stand
close scrutiny because it is not in fact their true motivating reason, but only
their ostensible excuse. The evidence is overwhelming that anti-discrimination
laws in housing are motivated by ths desire to promote compulsory integration.

The attitude of leading Negro proponents of anti-discrimination legislation
and of Negro organizations against proposals for good Negro housing unless
it was integrated is well known. Their willingness to sacrifice housing for in-
tegration is a matter of record. However, probably the most significant evidence
that anti-discrimination legislation is really designed to promote Integration
comes from New York, which had instituted integration policies In housing at
the time such legislation was passed, and pursues them with a single-minded
purpose.

The New York City Housing Authority admitted keeping an average of at
least 65 apartments in public housing in Negro areas vacant rather than rent
them to waiting Negroes in order to obtain whites to better integrate them.
This resulted in a rental loss, in one reported project alone, of $115,000 in less
than a year.

It was further reported:
"Housing authority officials have conceded that advantages might be given

to members of one racial group over those of another in renting a particular
apartment in a particular project. But, they have argued, without this policy,
projects in certain areas would be tenanted predominately by members of one
racial group * * * 'Our program * * *' William Reid. chairman of the Au-
thority, said * * * 'is a positive program designed to * * * bring about true
integration.'"

B. COMPULSORY INTEGRATION AS A NEGATION OF FREEDOM OF CHOICE

The notion that government can subject people to experiences such as integra-
tion to vaccinate them with ideas like it can vaccinate them with medicine must
seem a little raw even to the most devoted adherents of an all-powerful state.
True, mass brain-washing Is not unknown in modern times. In varying degrees,
it has been used, and sometimes with remarkable success, in Nazi Germany,

el; . It womb-
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Fascist Italy, Communist Russia, and Communist China. But such seeds seem
unable to flourish in the soil of non-totalitarian states, where many people are of
the view that government has no business meddling with what is in the minds of
people.

In a democracy, people make up their own minds. It is a basic premise that
"freedom of the individual in and under a democracy has Implicit in it, as an
absolute, the freedom of association."

When faced with the fact that anti-discrimination legislation collides head-on
with freedom of choice, advocates of compulsory integration lose their glib self-
assurance and begin to equivocate by trying to find excuses as to why such
rights should not be considered. These excuses, examined aeriatim, are hardly
convincing.

The first such argument is moral preachment. A recent case declared:
'The private ownership of private property free of unreasonable restriction

upon the control thereof, is truly a part of our way of life, but on the other hand.
we as a people do hold firmly to the philosophy that all men are created equal.
Indeed, discrimination against any individual here on account of race, color, or
religion is antagonistic to fundamental tenets of our form of government and
of the God in who we place our trust."

It is clear that the only antidote to such a visceral reaction is a theological
brief. Research of old cases is only a fruitless road to unnecessary eyestrain.
The possibility that government could enact through penal sanctions whom one
shall associate with or talk to is just as absurd as the notion that it could enforce
through positive law good table manners or the Boy Scout Code. The intrusion
of particular sectarian religious doctrines into the statute books which the albve
case would sanction Is an alarming innovation for a nation of such diverse
customs, Ideas, and ideals.

Another line of attack is the assertion that the exercise of freedom of choice
so as to discriminate based on ethnic grounds lacks a rational basis. To begin
with, this contention is irrelevant. It is no more persuasive than would be the
contention that freedom of religion should be abolished unless the wnrshipper
could scientifically demonstrate that his mode of worship had a ratinral founla-
tion. or that freedom of speech should be eliminated unless the speaker could
first prove that his thoughts should be heard, or that the right t listen to
the radio station which one wants should not be permitted unless the hearer can
demonstrate that he has good taste, or the right to choose one's friends should
be curtailed unless the person can show that his choice is rational as a matter
of social science. The transferring of choice from the individual to government
in the realm of personality Is the essence of a totalitarian police state.

The short of the matter is that. for all of Its fancy trimmings and wrapping;.
a law banning discrimination in housing is. and is Intended to be. a law com-
pelling people to integrate who do not desire to do so. To thus treat human
beings as chess pieces, to be moved at the will or whim of others who would like
to plan their lives for them. is as flagrant a violation of basic human rights and
dignity as can be found in the worst totalitarian system ever devised. Morearpr.
such integration for the sake of integration over the obvious objections of the
people being Integrated Is patently violative of their constitutional rights. To
hold otherwise is to reduce fundamental human rights to the level of norms
which can be changed at each passing fad or fancy in social engineering by self-
appointed planners for the lives of others.

All the fancy phrases of "democratic living." "fair housing." "open oreupaney."
and "equality" cannot substitute for the denial of the right of freedom o! asjzo-
ciation. Infringement of this right makes anti-discrimination lerisiatinn In
housing violative of fundamental liberties.

Thank you.

Mr. Ro r. s. And you have distributed to us copies of your own
book?

Dr. Avixs. That is correct. The book is edited by me: I didn't write
it all. I wrote some of it.

Mr. Roamis. Entitled "Open Occupancy Versus Forced Housing
Under the 14th Amendment."

Dr. Avixs. That is correct.
Mr. ROGERS. Proceed.
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Dr. AvINs. May I call your attention to the fact that there is a little
article starting at page 294 with Levitt's experiences. The material
for his was obtamea via an action under the New York stock corpora-
tion law by me, since I am a stockholder in Levitt & Co., and contains
their sales figures showing what happened to them when they got an
order under the New Jersey law.

I think it is rather interesting to contrast their actual sales figures
with the testimony Mr. Levitt indicated, which showed that the bottom
dropped out of their sales market in New Jersey.

I leave that for the book, because the figures are there. They came
from Levitt's records and they came from the compulsion under the
.New York law which enables a stockholder to examine the books and
records of a corporation.

I would like to go on to a point which I think has been somewhat
neglected during the course of these entire hearings, and that is true of
all "civil rights legislation," not only of this bill but prior bills. There
seems to have developed a rather odd idea that the 14th amendment
somehow directs its attention particularly to race, religion, and na-
tional origin with occasionally, I suppose, sex or age thrown in, and
not to all discrimination of every kind.

Now, Professor Howe brought this point up in a rather curious way
this morning. le said he would ground the power under the 13th
amendment.

Now, Professor Howe in support of that said that the 1866 Civil
Rights Act would support this proposition. Well, the short answer is
the 1866 Civil Rights Act was never passed under the 13th amendment;
it was passed to enforce article IV, section 2, the old interstate privi-
leges and immunities clause, because it was the radical Republican
theory.

That appears throughout Bingham's speeches, who drafted the 14th
amendment.

Then in addition to that, he said-there is the fact that he said that
this was an enforcement of the right of citizenship. Well, I must say
it is a rather remarkable enforcement of the right of citizenship; it is
the first and last time I think that anybody has ever heard that a per-
son merely by virtue of being a citizen has a right to buy a house, be-
cause if he does lie certainly doesn't have to have the money for it. He
just has a right by virtue of citizenship.

Mr. ROGE"RS. Y our reference is to the first sentence in the 14th amend-
ment ?

Dr. AVNs. Yes.
Mr. Ro.mas. What is your interpretation of the meaning of that one

sentence?
Dr. Avi-s. All it is is declaratory. It is declaratory of the Radical

theory that the case of Dred Sgcott v. Sanford, is incorrect, and any
person born in the United States was ipso facto a citizen, and as soon
as the 13th amendment was enacted, the disability was removed. They
obtained the citizenship and the rights under artcle IV, section 2, the
older interstate immunities and rights clause.

If you look at the decision in 1823. you w. ill see that one of them
was te right to purchase land, provided you had a willing seller,
without having the State interfere with purchase of land, which is
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designed to overrule the old common law principle that aliens were
incapable of purchasing land.

Mr. ROGERS. Then you do interpret the first sentence of the 14th
amendment, to have some meaning relating to our present society?
You have citizenship with the rights to enjoy citizenship throughout
the United States.

Dr. AvIS. Yes. One of tlhe privileges and immunities is that no
State may forbid a citizen to enter the State. I might say this: To
understand any provision of legislation, it is important to under-
stand what the evil was to be removed. The evil was that a number
of the States forbade any free Negro to enter the State, to purchase
land, to make a contract, to sue in court, to give testimony.

Mr. RoGERs. Do I take because of that evil being removed by the
13th amendment and the first sentence of the 14th

Dr. AviN s. He may now enter a State.
Mr. ROGERS (continuing). It then answered the question then and

there, and that its application now cannot be interpreted in any other
vein ?

Dr. Aviws. Do I take it you are asking me whether we are bound by
the historical interpretation? Is that the question?

Mr. ROGERS. That's right.
Dr. AvINs. Yes, unquestionably I think that legislative history is

absolutely decisive in terms of the interpretation of any legislative
document. If it is not. decisive, then what will happen is 10 years
from now a court ni v look at the product of this Congress and say,
well. we are not. going to worry about what this Congress intended
to do. We are going to do what we feel like doing.

In mv estimation it is destructive of the entire legislative process
not to be concerned with what the Congress intended when they passed
an item of legislation.

I might say this: I made this argument before the Supreme Court
in argfing the constitutionality of 4(e) of the Voting Rights Act and
made the point that the 14th amendment was much narrower than its
current interpretation by the Supreme Court. Nobody there chal-
lenged me. The only point was we will have to overrule some of our
recent cases? My answer is, "Of course."

Mr. ROGERS. Do T understand you also then interpret the second
sentence of the 14th amendment. which says, no State shall deprive
a person of privileges or immunities, due prices and eciual protection,
that does not a grant of any authority to the Federal Government

Dr. AviNs. No. the fifth section is-
Mr. ROaGERs. The fifth section says Congress has the right.
Dr. AvTNs. To enforce it, that's right. L
Mr. ROGERS. Now, what rights do they have to enforce in the priv-

ileges and immunities. equaf protection. and due processes clauses?
Now, what is your interpretation of what power is given to the Federal
Government under that particular sentence, if any?

Dr. AVINS. Power to make certain that no State passes a law to
deprive any citizen of what are privileges and immunities of national
citizenship. There are certain privileges and immunities of national
citizenship.

It has been mentioned that a right to travel is a privilege of na-
tional citizenship which is protected against States forbidding people
to travel into the State.
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Now, it may seem rather peculiar in today's standards to be worried
about passing a statute saying that no person may travel into the
State, but there were such statutes in 1860, 1865, and this is what the
14th amendment was designed to get rid of.

Mr. ROGEJs. How do you get around the Supreme Court in its inter-
pretation of those sections of the 14th amendment, that the due process
clause also is imposed so that the State must at least comply with the
Federal Constitution as it relates to search and seizures, and other-

Dr. AvINs. I did not suggest that the only privileges of citizens
was the right to travel. There are a number of privileges of citizen-
ship. One of the categories of privileges was those in the Constitution
already, to wit: those found in the Bill of Rights. Therefore, any
State which denies a person the privileges foundin the Bill of Rights
takes away his life, liberty or property without due process. So it is
a straightforward interpretation; namely, one of the privileges of
citizens were those found in the Bill of Rights.

There are others: The privilege of citizens not to have a bill of
attainder passed, et cetera. The privileges are enumerated in Corfield
against Coryell, and they are found in the Civil Rights Act of 1866,
which enumerates the various privileges of citizens.

Now, in addition to that, I want to go into this point. There seems
to be some misconception that somehow racial and religious discrim-
ination is specially banned under the 14th amendment. I think this
to be clearly erroneous, based on the legislative history of the 14th
amendment. I think there is no doubt about it.

The 14th amendment was not passed to protect either Negroes alone
or Negroes specially. It was passed to protect a considerable category
of people, of which (1) were nonwhite travelers traveling in the South,
(2)-and I might-as-far as (1) is concerned cite the Hoar incident in
this respect-(2) it was passed to protect what were known as white
loyalists, that is to say, white Unionists in the South, and in respect to
this I would like to read the remarks, which are just a paragraph, of
Representative John A. Bingham, of Ohio. Republican lawyer who
was the drafter of the first section of the 14th amendment, an'd whose
words therefore must carry decisive weight.

Bingham said:
Mr. HALE. It is claimed that this constitutional amendment is aimed simply

and purely toward the protection of "American citizens of African descent" in the
States lately in rebellion. I understand that to be the whole intended practical
effect of the amendment.

r. BINGUAM. It is due to the committee that I should say that it is proposed
as well to protect the thousands and tens of thousands and hundreds of thou-
sands of loyal white citizens of the United States whose property, by State legis-
lation, has been wrested from them under confiscation, and protect then also
against banishment.

Dr. AVINS. I was going to depart from the mimeographed testi-
mnony, the citation to that is in Congressional Globe, the 39th Congress,
1st session, page 1065. I have this in my book; there is a long article,
I might say, in my book on the 14th amendment which starts at page
68 and this'little colloquy is at page 84, footnote 90.

My contention-I am now just discussing this purely from a legal
point of view, because I am sure many other mentlemen have disus ,l
this from a practical and many other points of view, and I am con-
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fining myself to this rather narrow question of the equal protection
clause and the privileges and immunities clause. But I want to focus
my attention on this one point.

Our contention is that if either the Congress or the State legislature
protects a person against racial discrimination, protecting a certain
category of people, it does not protect against, for example, political
discrimination.

It denies equal protection of the laws; it is a denial by failing to
protect everybody equally. The word "protection" is to be construed
in its formal meaning; it is meant to insure that all persons, including
aliens, were protected.

In fact, it was the theory of the framers that any protection simply
on the basis of race was a denial of equality and I should like to read
remarks by Bingham on this point.

Bingham sai so in discussing the 15th amendment. He was against
this remarkably enough:

Why, equality is the very rock of American institutions, and the reason why I
desire to amend this proposition of the Senate is that as it stands it sweeps away
that rock of defense by providing only against State usurpation in favor of colored
citizens, to the neglect of equal protection of white citizens. While colored citi-
zens are equal in rights with every other class of citizens before the majesty of
American law, as that law stands written this day, I am unwilling to set them
above every other class of citizens in America by amending the Constitution ex-
clusively in their Interest.

Dr. Avirxs. This is to give you the citation to this. It is the Con-
gressional Globe, 40th Congress, 3d session, page 1427.

I have some additional material on this in an article in 18 Stanford
Law Review, page 808, which is out, and in the May issue of the
Columbia Law Review, which will be out in about 2 weeks, which will
discuss the question of State action in public accommodations and the
original theory. It is coming out in the May issue and will be out
in maybe 2 weeks, imminently.

And I think this clearly shows that far from this legislation being
an aid in enforcing equal protection clause, if that is where it is sup-
posed to come from, it is a violation of the equal protection clause,
because it does not protect everybody.

There is not a word in the 14th amendment, not a single word,
which refers to race, color, religion, sex, or any of the other things
that are in this bill. Not a single word in the 14th amendment.
Therefore, the question is, Where is the authority to single out these
specific items and say, we ban this but we do not ban anything else.

In view of that fact, and in view of the fact that the debates show
this, I might say this problem permeates the entire bill, because all the
sections of I he bill relate to certain--only certain specific kinds of dis-
crimination. Therefore, it must necessarily follow that with respect
to each of them, it is a denial of equal protection and for that reason
alone, without discussing all the innumerable other actions, such as
State action, which I am sure has been argued threadbare; or inter-
state commerce, which I am sure has been argued threadbare-a
couple more innumerable other things.

I have to come to the conclusion on that alone, that this would be
the very sections of the statute which would deny equal protection
and, therefore, unconstitutional.
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That is all I would like to say about that, unless there are any
questions and I will be glad to answer them.

The CHAIMAN. I understand from your testimony that you do not
agree with the Attorney General, you do not agree with Professor
Howe here this morning, and do not agree with certain recent decisions
of the Supreme Court in the interpretation of the 14th and the 15th
amendments.

We understand that to be your position and you have stated it
from a historical standpoint. Whatever Congress intended when it
had this problem to meet, they met it, submitted it to the people and
solved it and that is the extent of the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments;
is that correct?

Dr. AviNs. That is correct.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you so much. We appreciate receiving your

thoughts on the matter and since, as you know, the bell has rung,
we will need to adjourn.

Dr. AviNs. If I may just say, I have tried to be brief and I hope
you will look into the book-

Mr. ROGEmRS. We appreciate it and know that the time was short
and you were to the point and brief in what you had to state.

Now, tomorrow the witnesses will be Mr. Arthur F. Mohl, repre-
senting Illinois Association of Real Estate Boards, Springfield, 11.;Mr. Iarry G. Elmstrom, president of the New York State Associa-

tion of Real Estate Boards, of Albany, N.Y.; and Mr. George A. Mc-
Canse, past president of the Texas Real Estate Association of Austin,
Tex.

The meeting will now stand adjourned until 9 o'clock tomorrow
morning.

(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to recon-
vene at 9 a.m., the following day, Wednesday, May 25, 1966.)

63-420--66-----108
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 1966

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVEs,
SuBcoM3MIrrEE No. 5 OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2141

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Emanuel Celler (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Celler, Rogers, and McCulloch.
Also present: Representative McClory.
.AlUo present: William R. Foley, general comuisel; Benjamin L.

Zelenko, counsel; and Martin R. Hoffmann, associate counsel.
The CHAIRMAN. The meeting will come to order, please, and I under-

stand our distinguished member wants to introduce the next witness
who is Mr. Arthur F. Mohl, representing the Illinois Association of
Real Estate Boards, Springfield, Ill.

Mr. McCloryI
Mr. MCCLORY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have the distinct

pleasure this morning in presenting to the committee Mr. Arthur F.
Mold, of Chicago, and Mr. Mohi is appearing here today in behalf of
the Illinois Association of Real Estate Boards. He is accompanied
by Mr. Bob Cook, a longtime friend of mine, who is executive secretary
of that organization.

Mr. Mold has a distinguished past as far as his work in the field of
real estate, but in addition to that he has a reputation in support of
equal rights for all citizens as well. I might point out that he was
the sponsor of the first Negro member of the Chicago Contract Bridge
Association.

Of greater interest and intent, he sponsored and supported the in-
duction into the Chicago Real Estate Board of two Negro brokers,
which was another first.

Also, he has initiated contact for a number of years with various
church groups in the Chicago area to promote the integration of
minority citizens in these church organizations. It is abundantly safe
to say that he has a reputation of trying to achieve equal rights for
citizens without respect to race or color.

He did testify in Illinois with regard to a similar subject, the sub-
ject of open housing, when it came before the Illinois General As-
sembly in 1961, 1963, and 1965. And Illinois has not enacted any such
legislation up to the present time.

I do know that he personally supports as an individual and as a
leader of this organization, which he is representing today, the right
of citizens to live wherever they want to and to have that basic con-
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stitutional right. I ant suspicious that he is going to comment with
regard to the legislation that we have before us this morning and to
express the position of the association with that regard. I am sure that
his remarks will be illuminating and constructive and it is a great
pleasure for me to present him to the committee here this morning.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mohl?

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR F. MOHL, ILLINOIS ASSOCIATION OF REAL
ESTATE BOARDS; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT 00K, EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

Mr. MOIIL. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my
name is Arthur F. Mohl, and I have been engaged in the real estate
business in Chicago for 30 years. I appear here as spokesman for the
Illinois Association of Real Estate Boards. We urge the rejection of
title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1966 for the followhig reasons:

1. Title IV requires a citizen to unwillingly rent or sell to another
citizen. Such a requirement might be just if it were in the public
interest, but here it is improperly invoked for the benefit of one citizen
against another.

2. Title IV makes no contribution to the problems of the ghettos as
evidenced by the fact that New York City-with such a law-has
experienced serious riots and had a 65-percent increase in substandard
housing units over a 10-year period, while Chicago-without such a
law-had no major riots and had a 33-percent reduction in substand-
ard housing units in the same period.

3. Title IV has no means for defining its violation unless the accused
admits violation. Most property owners refrain from assigning rea-
sons for refusal to sell or to rent. Inevitably those who prosecute pres-
sure the accused into having to prove his innocence by making him
assign a reason for refusal. And if he assigns a reason based on be-
havior, he exposes himself to character defamation charges.

4. Title IV becomes self-defeating in its application, and this we
think is the important part of our argument. Tfe Chicago community
of single-family homes known as Marynook has achieved reasonably
stabilized integration. Its concern is to persuade as many whites as
Negroes to buy and move in-and thus far it has succeeded. With title
IV on the books Marynook would become all Negro, because the resi-
dents would be prohibited from holding out for a white buyer.

Even though they may not acknowledge it, Lake Meadows and
Prairie Shores, which are privately owned urban renewal projects
in Chicago and which are successfully integrated, use quotas in order
to maintain stable integration, but title IV would make that system
illegal. Most successfully integrated communities maintain benign
quotas, which title IV would outlaw. We believe, therefore, that the
enactment of title IV would contribute to rather than thwart the
growth of segregated neighborhoods. For this reason alone we urge
te subcommittee to reject title IV.

We submit that any law which attempts to regulate a personal re-
lationship between two individual citizens, where the public interest
is not involved, is un-American and undemocratic. It is a device by
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which minority rule prevails for the great majority of citizens have
opposed such a law each time they were permitted to vote.

Yesterday, we were privileged to hear some articulate testimony
on the constitutionality of title IV. I am not a lawyer, but I was
taken somewhat aback by the statement of the learned professor of
law that discrimination by a seller on racial grounds amounts to a
badge of servitude attaching to the buyer and this therefore, he
rationalizes, would invoke the 13th amendment as a basis for the con-
stitutionality of title IV.

If this is a badge of servitude, then so is the systematic exclusion
of any person from a private social organization. I can imagine no
doctrine more calculated to reduce all people to the least common
denominator than the one reflected in this testimony invoking the 13th
amendment. I am only a layman, not learned in the law, but I un-
derstand enough of the professor's testimony to frighten me.

We hope that the subcommittee in its consideration of title IV will
weigh carefully the future consequences of enacting into law a con-
cept which prohibits private individuals from exercising some de-
gree of selection in the choice of those with whom they will execute
a contract for the sale or rental of property. The American is basic-
ally an individualist who guards carefully his inherent right to choose
his friends, his associates, and those who desire to share his residence,
whether it be a home, a duplex, or a multifamily structure. We are
fearful that the injection of the legal force of the state in the making
of th..se choices will generate resistance and bitterness, which would
inevitably retard, rather than advance, racial amity.

Progress in race relations has been slow and we make no excuses
for the decades when we seemed to stand still. Now race relations are
improving; every year sees more and more integrated neighborhoods
achieved through voluntary methods. We strongly urge that you do
nothing to impede this progress, for progress is being made.

Let us not forget that in California where- the people voted 2 to 1
against legislation such as title IV, they have nevertheless through
voluntary efforts achieved notable results. For example, for the first
11 months of 1965, of the 286,406 listings in all of the States multiple
listing systems, less than six-tenths of 1 percent contained some racial
restriction.

This is an example of voluntary effort toward open occupancy
which I am sure is being duplicated throughout the United States.
Give this a chance. We hope you will reject title IV.

Let me express appreciation for the privilege of being here.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mohl, on page 2 you speak of benign quotas.

You say most successfully integrated communities maintain "benign"
quotas.

What do you mean by a benign quotaI
Mr. MoHn.. By this I mean that the person who has charge of the

choice of selection undertakes responsible choices on who will live in
the area.

In other words, I refer again to Marynook. There is an organiza-
tion of citizens in this community; it is roughly 260 single-family
houses. It was a project developed by a subdivider. He required that
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all of the homeowners become a member of a neighborhood organiza-
tion. This organization attempts as best it can to maintain an inte-
grated community, to hold reasonable ratios so that it does not become
all one type of citizen, or all one race of citizens. That is what I
mean.

The CIIAIRMAN. Who determines the reasonable ratioI
Mr. Mon. They do not fix a specific ratio; they try to keep it

from becoming overbalanced, and this is done by the leadership of
the organization.

Thc CHAIRMAN. What is the reasonable ratio now?
Mr. MOIL. I don't know the current figures, but I think it is in the

ratio of 20-percent Negro.
The CHAuMfAN. Would you provide for benign quotas in connec-

tion with jobs?
Mr. Mol L. Would I advise it in jobs?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. Morn. No, I think that is a different problem.
The CIAIRMAN. Why in housing and not in jobs?
Mr. Mon1L. Because I think that the situation in industry is not

parallel to the situation in housing.
The CHAIRMAN. Hlow about schools?
Mr. MOHL. What do you mean, how about them? You mean, should

there be a quota?
The CHAIRMAN. Would you apply a benign quota in schools?
Mr. MoLiL No, I think that the quota in schools should follow the

neighborhood composition.
The CHAIRMAN. So that you would have quotas in education, you

would have quotas in jobs
Mr. MoiIL. No, I did not. say that. I said, no.
The CHAIRM[AN. You would not have quotas in education?
MIr. MOUL. That's right.
The CIIARMAN. And you would not have quotas in jobs?
Mr. MOHL. I don't propose quotas in housing; I propose that the

community be allowed to run its own show.
The CHAIRMAN. But you would provide for what you call "benign

quotas" in certain areas where there is private housing?
Mr. MoirL. No, I did not propose that. I said that the only success-

ful integration is in areas that do have management of quotas.
The CH AN. Then you have what you call "benign quotas"?
Mr. MOHL. I say the community runs it on a quota basis.
The CHAIRMAN. You call them benign quotas, do you not ?
Mr. MOHL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I am trying to get at.
On page 3 you speak of some degree of selection or choice of those

with whom they will contract. Who will determine the degree of
choice?

Mr. MoH. Each party to the contract. There are two people on a
contract, and if the Government by fiat enters into it, making a deter-
mination as to whether I am to enter into a contract with another
citizen, you are usurping my rights.

The CHAamAN. Do you have that same idea of degree of choice
in jobsI
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Mr. MOHL. No, I do not.
The C uumuz;. You would not have it either in education? A

degree of choice as to whether they should take Negro pupils or white

Mr OHL Well, the choice in schools is made by the school admin-
istration, not by an individual citizen.

The CHiIRmAN. I mean, would you have the school authorities exer-
cise a degree of selection as to whether they should take whites or
blacks?

Mr. MOHL. No, of course not. That choice is made by the commu-
nity and not by any individual citizen.

The CIIAIIMAN. What is the difference between the community,
which is the combining of the citizens, making the decision and the
citizens making it

Mr. MOHL. I say the Government has no right to make a determina-
tion for one citizen in his relationship with one other citizen.

The CHArMANi. But you say the Government has the right to
make the decision but, not for persons to make selections between
whites and blacks by way of discrimination in education-

Mr. Moun. No, I did not say that.
The CHAIRMAN. In employment I
Mr. MOHL. I did not say that. I said that in education the choice

is made by the composition of the community and not even by the lead-
ership of the

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the reasoning you give us is that
in one case it is the community, the other case it is the individual;
is that correct?

Mr. MOHL. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McClory
Mr. MCCLORY. Mr. Mohl, it has been my observation that in order

to have an effective integrated apartment building-I have had more
familiarity with an apartment structure-that it really requires
a conscious effort and it requires planning on the part of the manage-
ment in order to effect a balanced integration. Otherwise, as you in-
dicate, if you leave things alone they tend to become all one race or
all another; is that ycur observation ?

Mr. MOHL. This is absolutely true, and the Chicago Housing Au-
thority, a public agency, attempted to create an integrated housing
unit in an all-white area and within a very short number of years
that housing unit in an all-white area become all-Negro because the
housing authority had no right to control it.

The CHAIRMAN. I am wondering whether since I have had experi-
ence with the fair employment practices law, there has been com-
pulsion with regard to employment. It seems to me it has had a very
salutary effect and has facilitated the voluntary action on the part of
management, facilitated their actions in providing job opportunities
for the Negroes.

Now, I am wondering whether or not such legislation as is proposed
in this bill might not facilitate an integrated community or an inte-
grated apartment building. Would it have that effect or do you think
it would have the opposite effect?

Mr. Mon,. That is my testimony; it has the exact opposite effect.
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If the person who has the responsibility and the right to make
choices, referring to an apartment building, if you say to the owner
of an apartment building that is already integrated, you may not
reject a minority member, the facts of life are that within a reason-
able period of time it will become all-minority.

Mr. MCCLORY. I have heard that information expressed, of course,
with regard to public accommodations and with regard to other fa-
cilities and I am just wondering whether or not that would be the
result, or would not the effect of such legislation enable the manage-
ment to, or perhaps require the management to integrate a few Negro
families and thus carry out an effective integration, but I suppose
that time alone can determine what-

Mr. MOHL. I think that if your question is directed to a commu-
nity of high income and, therefore, high prices, high rents, that no
such development would occur. This is largely an economic problem.

Mr. McCLoRY. One of the witnesses testified I was not here at the
time, but he testified that title IV might be used as an economic shield.
Do you have any comment on that?

Mr. MoHL. An economic shield?
Well, as I understand it, he referred to the probability that the

people in the real estate business would be in better shape if there
were such a law.

Mr. McCRY. Yes.
Mr. MOHL. I would heartily disagree with this. It is not true.
Mr. MCCLORY. You do not think realtors are looking for this kind

of a law in order to protect them or in order to facilitate sales.
Mr. MOHL. That is correct. The only time a realtor looks for this

type of a law is at a time when Government proposes to invoke the
regulation on brokers only, and then in self-defense the brokers might
naturally say, "Well, if you are going to invoke it against us, invoke
it against everybody."

Mr. MCCLORY. But you do not find that real estate people are look-
in toward the enactment of such a law for some economic advantage?

Mr. MoHr. Indeed they are not. As a matter of principle, webe-
lieve that a property owner has the right to make this choice and we
think that real estate brokers have the obligation to champion theproperty owners' right.

T110 CAIRMAN. r. Mohl the title of the bill you are appearing
against says there can be no discrimination in connection with sale or
leasing, and so forth, of property based on discrimination as to race,
religion, or national origin.

Now, I take it that under your contention not only could you refuse
to sell a Negro if you see fit, but you could refuse to sell the property
to a Mormon or a Catholic or a Jew; is that correct ?

Mr. Mor. Or a man who has been in jail or a man with too many
children or a whole lot of other things.

The CHAiRMAN. That has nothing to do with the bill. The bill
speaks of the fact that you cannot discriminate on the ground of race,
color, religion, or national origin. There is no prohibition in the bill
a ainst ref using to sell your property to a thief or a man who is guilty
of moral turpitude.

Under your interpretation then you could refuse to sell or rent the
property to a person on the ground of his religion?
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Mr. MOHL. Mr. Chairman, I am in the business of running apart-
ment buildings, multiple-housing properties. At no time does my
firm say to an applicant, "I am rejecting your application for reason
A or for reason B." At no time does a property owner describe his
reasons. Therefore, this bill cannot define what the reason is.

The CHAIRMAN. The practices of your firm, I am sure, are of the
highest order. I am not speaking of your firm. I am speaking of
the possibilities under the title. There can be no discrimination on the
ground of religion. Yet, if we do not have this title, there could be
discrimination on the ground of religion; you could conceivably, if
you wish, your own firm and many others, refuse to sell to a person
who ha ppens to be of a religion other than your own.

Mir. AlOHL. At no time does the normal operation of leasing and
selling property involve description of a reason for discrimination,
and discrimination is practices, and it may be reason of race or it may
be reason of something entirely different.

Now, this bill in effect says, you better have some other reason
besides race.

The CHAIRMAN. This bill says you cannot discriminate on the
ground of national origin, for example; therefore, you could not dis-
criminate on the ground that the prospective purchaser or the prospec-
tive tenant was a Pole or Yugoslavian, or a German or an Irishman or
a Welshman.

Mr. MOHL. There is no way for the Government to determine what
was the reason for his refusal.

The CHAIRMAN. Under the bill if there is a complaint, it goes to
the court and the court determines it.

Mr. MOHL. The only way the court can determine is by making the
defendant make a confession.

The CHAIRMAN. No, the man aggrieved brings the complaint. He
has the burden of proof that you discriminated on the ground of race
or religion.

Mr. MOHL. I have had too much-and my contemporaries have had
too much experience to believe that.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Illinois has a statute which prohibits dis-
crimination in public housing; is that. correct?

Mr. MOHL. In public-no; there is no law on the State books.
The CIIAIRMAN. Did you hear me--I said Illinois prohibits dis-

crimination in public housing?
Mr. MOIIL. No; the Federal Government prohibits it: Illinois does

not.
The CHAIR.AxL. There is a citation. Illinois' Annotated Statute,

chapter 38, sections 13-2 to -3. That's the Public Housing Act of
Illinois and it prohibits discrimination on the grounds of race or
religion.

Mr. MOHL. This probably then was to make it parallel to the Fed-
eral act. I am not familiar with public housing.

Tie CHAIRMAN.. Then you cold not have so-called benign quotas in
public housing?

Mr. MoL. That is correct; that is what I said. You do not have
benign quotas in public housing and that is what happened to them.

The CHAIRMAN. Why should there be a difference between public
housing and private housing?
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Mr. MOHL. There is a lot of difference.
Mr. McCLoRY. If the chairman will yield, the effect of the proposed

law, as I understand from the witness, is that instead of having in-
tegrated housing in public housing, we would have all-black housing
with regard to part of the public housing, and probably some all-white
public housing. But there would be very little all-white housing as
a result of this statute against discrimination.

The CHAIRMAN. Forgive me for countering, I would say the reason
why you have all-black housing is because you do not have a law like
that which we are trying to pass now. In other words, we have Har-
lem and we have Stuyvesant-Bedford sections in New York and Los
Angeles has Watts, because we have no laws which fully prevent the
discrimination in housing and in the real estate industry.

I think the cause of that is because we do not have these restrictions
against these ghettos and these slums. However, I am not going to go
into a philosophical argument with you, sir.

Any further questions?
Mr. MCCLORY. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Mohl.
Mr. MoHL. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Harry G. Elmstrom, pres-

ident of the New York State Association of Real Estate Boards.
Mr. Elmstrom?
Mr. ELMsTROm. Mr. Chairman, I have with me other representa-

tives from our New York State association. I would like tohave the
privilege of introducing these gentlemen to you.

The CHA UMAN. Go right ahead.
Mr. ELisTox. On my right is Richard Dunn of Tonowanda, and

Ralph Borchard of Rochester. Both these men are past presidents
of our association.

On my left is William Magel, who is the executive vice president
of our State association.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HARRY G. ELXSTROX, PIDENT, NEW YORK
STATE ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE BOARDS; ACCOMPANIED
BY WILLIAM R. MAGE, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT; RICHARD
E. DUNN, PAST PRESIDENT; AND RALPH R. BORCHARD, PAST
PRESIDENT

Mr. ELMSTROM. My name is Harry G. Elmstrom of Saratoga Coun-
ty, N.Y. As president of the New York State association of Real
Estate Boards, I speak in behalf of the 58 local real estate boards in
New York State and their over 35,000 licensed real estate brokers and
sales people, in addition to the hundreds of thousands of property
owners we serve each year.

Let me express my appreciation on behalf of our organization for
having been granted this opportunity to appear before you.

You currently have under consideration a piece of legislation which
we feel strikes a piercing blow at the heart of the fundamental rights
of an individual citizen to own and enjoy real property without coer-
cion or intervention. I am making reference to title IV of the 1966
proposed civil rights law.
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Under the guise of civil rights, proponents of this bill undoubtedly
feel that if enacted, this law would strengthen property rights and
insure equal opportunity in housing. I submit to you, however, it
would not only fail to achieve its intended purpose, but it will sacri-
fice one of the most treasured rights of all property owners-the right
to determine the disposition of his property without legal coercion on
the part of his Government.

Indeed, at stake is the basic principle of freedom of contract. The
right of an individual to enter into or refuse to enter into a contract in
the disposition of his property based entirely upon his own judgment.

The laws of our land are historically made in the public interest and
I submit to you that this is not only against the public interest. in that
it deprives individual citizens of their rights, but is, in fact, against the
will of the people of this great country.

In every instance that the voters have had the opportunity to express
their desires on this very question, this type of legislation has been
rejected by an overwhelming majority. the most recent poll on the
national level conducted by the National Broadcasting Co. indicated
that an overwhelming failure on the part of the people to support this
le islative concept was ascertained.Vi should like to make clear that our association is dedicated to equal
opportunity in the housing field. Our policy states that we will sup-
port and promote the right of an individual to own real property
and to exercise and enjoy the freedom of this ownership. We recog-
nize that this is not a privilege of any particular group, but one that
is possessed by all of our citizens. However, we also recognize that
this freedom of ownership includes the right to determine the disposi-
tion of one's property.

New York State property owners have been encumbered with a
similar law to the one before you for a number of years now and even
the outspoken proponents of this legislation admit that the law has
failed its intended purpose and has in many areas of our State done
little more than to create chaos in the housing market.

Since some of our local communities in New York State have also
enacted laws, property owners are confused and bewildered since three
or even sometimes four agencies are involved, each with a different set
of regulations. A Federal law would only add another agency, further
confounding the property owner.

It is literally impossible, as has been proven in New York State, to
eliminate, by use of legislation and police tactics, prejudice and dis-
crimination. The curtailing of rights of all citizens is not the answer
to insuring equal opportunity for our Nation's minorities. Americans
living in a free democratic society will not, through the use of legisla-
tive coercion, be forced into an unwilling or unwanted position con-
cernin r the disposition of their property.

Legislation of this type will not only impede the progress already
underway, but almost assuredly will set us back in our quest for com-
plete freedom of opportunity in the housing field. The gains in this
area that have been recognized to date have come about primarily due
to the influence of churches, schools, and men of good will through the
use of the educational process and voluntary acceptance by the public.

A forced housing law such as this that tramples on a fundamental
right will not advance this extremely important cause. In addition
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to the fundamental right that this proposed law would destroy, I
wish to point out that it is, in every sense, contrary to our entire sys-
tem of laws as we know them today in this country.

It, in a sense, places a citizen in a position of being guilty until he
has proven himself innocent and makes him subject to virtually un-
limited penalties and, in addition to all this, it puts at the disposal of
his accuser all of the machinery and assistance of the Federal Gov-
ernment and, indeed, calls upon'him to stand alone in his own defense.

It imposes penalties in the way of injunctive restrictions on the dis-
position of the property, even before the accused has had his consti-
tutionality guaranteed "day in court," let alone having been adjudged
guilty of infractions under'the law.

It is our solemn belief that the individual American property
owner, regardless of race, color, or creed, must be allowed, under law,
to retain:

1. The right of privacy.
2. The right to choose his own friends.
3. The right to own and enjoy property according to his own dictates.
4. The right to occupy ana dispose of property without govern-

mental interference in accordance with the dictates of his conscience.
5. The right of all equally to enjoy property without inteference

by laws giving special privilege to any group or groups.
6. The right to maintain what, in his opinion, are congenial sur-

roundings for tenants.
7. The right to contract with a real estate broker or other repre-

sentative of his choice and to authorize him to act for him according
to his instructions.

8. The right. to determine the acceptability and desirability of any
proslective buyer or tenant of his property.

9. The right of every American to choose who, in his opinion, are
congenial tenants in any property he owns--to maintain the stability
and security of his income.

10. The right to enjoy the freedom to accept, reject. negotiate or
not negotiate with others.

Los-s of these rights diminishes personal freedom and creates a
springboard for further erosion of liberty.

In summary, the proposed law is a bad law. It is contrary to the
public interest and is being offered in direct opposition to the expressed
will of the people.

The menibers of our association and the thousands of property own-
ers that they service ask you to protect and safeguard the human rights
of all citizens and reject this legislation.

The CHAIRMA',. The thrust of your argument is only against the
title referring to real estate; is that correct?

Mfr. ELMSTROM. Title IV, yes: just that.
The CHAIRMAN. You have no expression or views on the other titles?
Mr. EIMSTnO.M[. No, sir: we do not.
The ChAIRM. A.N. Now, New York State has had a fair-housing law

for some time now, has it not?
Mr. ELMSTROM. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN'. Has it affected your business, for example? Has

it reduced your profits? Has it reduced the business that you do?
Mr. Ei.v.STROM.- No, it has had no effect.
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The Ciwn . x. In other words, there have been no cessations of
sales or sales continued as heretoforeI

Mr. EL1 TiSTox. No.
The CHAaMAN. There have been no diminution of sales of real

estate in your business ? It is prospering as before; is that not correct I
Mr. ELxSTROM. Yes, that's right.
The CHAm AN. So you have felt no real difficulties financially from

the new law in New York, have you?
Mr. ELUsTRoM. When you say "me," you mean personally, and I

have not; no.
The CHAIuA. I am just asking you the question.
Mr. ELxSTROMr. I see. My answer would be that there are probably

some brokers that have, but I have not.
The CHAIAN. Are you aware that Mr. Levitt, who builds in New

York and sells in New York, testified here previously?
Mr. ELMSThOM. Yes, I am.
The CHAnMAN. And says that this particular title would be of

extreme value to the real estate industry. Are you aware of that fact I
Mr. ELMSTROM. Yes, I am aware of the testimony Mr. Levitt, has

given, and I can only disagree with him. We do not feel the same as
fie does.

The CHARM.N. Have the real estate boards of your State sought
to change the New York State law?

Mr. ELMSTROM. We have made efforts. I don't believe we have pro-
posed specific legislation, but we would like to see changes in the law,
yes, very definitely.

The ChiARMAN. Now, there are many communities in New York
State which have adopted fair-housing laws. Do you know of a single
community that has repealed its fair-housing laws in New York State ?

Mr. EL3MSTROM. No, I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. So they still continue those fair-housing laws, as

far as you know, in New York State in these various farfiung com-
munities?

Mr. ELMSTROX. Yes; that is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that not something in the nature of the proof

that the public wants these fair-housing laws?
Mr. ELMSTROM. No; I would not believe that, Mr. Chairman. Many

of these laws are put on the books and actually the citizens themselves
would have no way directly of changing those laws.

The CHAIRMAN. Don't the members of the community elect officials
who are responsible for those statutes? The remedy is very simple;
like they refuse to return him to office.

Mr. EL 3ISTRom. The voter always has that remedy if lie has a choice
in the people that are being elected. In some cases the choice is rot
there.

The CHAIRMAN. How many years has New York State had the fair-
housing law?

Mr. ELMSTRO3. I believe it is 4 years.
The CITAIMAN. Four years?
Mr. EL31rsmoM. Originally enacted in 1955 and then amended.
The CHAIMAN. 1955, that is more than 4 years.
Mr. ELM3RTSmO3. Yes, the amendment is about 4 years, I believe-

maybe 3 years.
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The CHAIRMAN. You do not know an attempt made by any of the
members of the real estate community to converge on Albany to change
the statute, do youf

Mr. ELMSTROM. When you say "converge on Albany," I presume
you mean through. the normal channels and the real estate community
has been doing this; yes.

The CHAmMAN. Apparently the members of the Assembly and the
members of the New York State Senate have lent a deaf ear, because
they have refused to change the statute.

Now, they act in response to the wishes of the people of the State of
New York, do they not? Otherwise, they would not be returned to
office.

Mr. ELMSTROX. I would personally like to feel that every man in
that position acts in response to the voters, but this is not always the
case.

The CHAIRMAN. Frankly, I have heard no attempts, and I am a New
Yorker, and I don't know of any real attempts to change the fair hous-
ing statutes of New York, and I do not think it would ever be success-
ful as far as I know, and I know a little bit about it.

Mr. ELMSTRO.1. Well, in New York State, of course, it is hard to
compare New York State with any other State. We are still a great
Empire State. It was successful in California: however, we do not
have the machinery to change our laws such as other States do.

The CHAIRMAN. In California, of course, the State supreme court
held that the action-the referendum was unconstitutional.

Mr. ELMSTmOM. One court has held that. There are still further
recourses that can be taken.

The CHAIRM3A1N. As a matter of fact, in New York State in 1964 the
law was even strengthened.

Mr. ELMISTROM. This is right; this is the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. Since the law was streiigthened since its inception

in 1954, I would say that New York undoubtedly wants a fair housing
statute.

Now. if New York wants a fair housing statute, why should it not
be applicable to other States?

Mr. ELMSTROI. Mr. Chairman, it has been the experience of many
of us in talking to the voters that even as of this date we question
that 50 percent of the voters in New York State have any concept of
the true provisions of the Metcalf-Baker law and we can submit a great
deal of proof on this. They do not realize what is in the law even to-
day, even with the tremendous publicity that has been given it.

The CHAIRMA-. That is a rather severe condemnation of the voters
of the State of New York. I think the voters in my district are a little
smarter than that; otherwise, I would not be returned to power all
the time. rLaughter.]

Any questions?
Mr. Rooh-s. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions, Mr. McClory?
Mr. McCLORY. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAMiMA?. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mfr. ELM1STRO.M. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

1638
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The CHIRMAN. Is Mr. George A. McCanse, past president of the
Texas Real Estate Association of Austin, Tex., here ?

Mr. MCCANSE. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. MoCANSE, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE
COMMITTEE, TEXAS REAT ESTATE ASSOCIATION

Mr. MCCANSE. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my
name is George A. McCanse and I am engaged in the business of real
estate brokerage in Houston, Tex. I am past president of the Texas
Real Estate Association and am presently chairman of its legislative
committee. I appear here today as the spokesman for the Texas
realtors.

During the year 1964 I had the privilege of addressing 96 of the
100 real estate boards in the State of Texas. These groups included
not only realtors, but also mayors, county officials, chamber of com-
merce presidents, property owners and civic leaders.

In each instance I pointed out to the audience the grave dangers
inherent in any type of legislation that would erode away the rights
that go with the ownership of property. My remarks were directed
specifically to the matter you are considering here today-forced, or
if 011 prefer, fair housing-title IV of the act.

I pointed out that each time we citizens of this country lose any of
the rights that go with the ownership of property, we are moving
that much closer to a centralized government in which ultimately the
right to own property would be denied. In not one instance were my
statements challenged nor were they commented on in any manner but
one of enthusiastic endorsement.

I believe, therefore, that the statements I make to you at this time
reflect the thinking of the majority of the 11 million people of the
State of Texas, and I am well aware, Mr. Chairman, that we have one
very prominent Texan who resides here in Washington, who does not
share the same views that I share.

I have read very carefully his statement to Congress at the time
this bill was introduced, and it is my personal opinion that he was
derelict in not pointing out to the Congress that this bill takes away
one of the rights that goes with the ownership of property. I think
Congress should have been made aware of this by the President.

Nevertheless, I do think, sir, that I do reflect the thinking of the
majority of Texans. The majority of Americans and Texans are
seriously concerned about the difficulty experienced by some minority
groups in achieving social acceptance, and I am aware of a growing
desire on the part of majority groupss to change their archaic at-
titudes toward the long-oppressedt minorities. The Austin Board of
Realtors, for example, has recently admitted two Negroes to mem-
bership.

The trend toward voluntary social acceptance of minorities is gain-
ing momentum, and rightfully so, for all the peoples of this great
country are entitled to everything it has to offer-and the greatest
thing it offers is freedom-freedom to be an individual and to enjoy
the rights of the individual, including the right to own property.

It is desirable that the minority groups which title IV is designed
to aid should achieve the goals they seek and to which they are en-
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titled. However, the minority groups would be the losers if in achiev-
ing them they lose the freedoms that all property owners now enjoy.

Erosion of property rights contained in title IV will adversely
affect all property owners--not just those of the majority because if
these provisions should be enacted, persons who own or acquire prop-
erty after that time will have a measurably smaller "bundle of rights"
than they now have.

This is our central concern. We see no logical limit to the gradual
erosion of this bundle of rights that goes with the ownership of prop-
erty. For example, if the Congress can enact legislation which touches
upon the individual's choice in disposing of property, what would
prevent legislation establishing certain standards for neighborhood
composition al 1 prohibiting sales which would result in nonconformity
to those standards? Where would it stop?

The history of our country shows that Government does not relin-
quish any of the rights which it acquires from the people, but rather
that it continues to take more and more. The right to own property
is the individual's bastion against the inroads of Government and any
assertion of power which abridges these rights is a step towards the
ultimate loss of all of them.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, for
the privilege of presenting these views to you, and I urge you to uphold
the rights of all property owners by rejecting title IV in its entirety.

Thank you, sir.
The CIHAIRI[Ax. Any questions, Mr. Rogers?
Mr. ROGERS. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McClory?
Mr. McCLoRY. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CH|AIMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. McCanse.
Mr. McCanse is the last witness and this will conclude the hearings

on the Civil Rights Act of 1966; namely, H.R. 14765, offered by my-
self, and the other bills bearing on the same subject.

The record will be kept open for additions until and including
June 6.

The committee will now adjourn, to meet tomorrow morning in
executive session at 10:30.

(Whereupon, at 9:55 a.m., the hearing was concluded.)

STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN DON EDWARDS BEFORE THE HOUSE JUDICIARY
COMMITTEE ON THE CIVIL RIGHTS BILL OF 1966

Mr. Chairman, as a member of the Committee on the Judiciary I am extremely
proud of the record of this Committee in producing the historic Civil Rights Act
of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Like you, Mr. Chairman and my dis-
tinguished colleagues, I am anxious to complete the task of eradicating from our
laws and customs those gross vestiges of discrimination which have become so
obvious to everyone in the last few years. I have no illusions about how difficult
it will be to fashion legislation which will accomplish our purposes. It will not
be easy to get a clear consensus on the finer points of constitutional law or the
most effective legal machinery to carry out those purposes. That there is al-
ready a variety of approaches to every aspect of the proposed bill the Subcom-
mittee is well aware. I will try to avoid further compounding of our difficulties
by not urging different language here and there throughout the bill. I will con-
fine my presentation to those parts of the Chairman's bill where I believe an
amendment is critical.

At the outset, let me say that I support the Chairman's bill insofar as it goes.
I believe It needs strengthening in several areas; equal employment guarantees,
civil indemnification, and administrative machinery to enforce the Housing see-
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tion and a more adequate procedure to ensure compliance with the law In the
selection for jury service in state courts.

Other witnesses have appeared and others will be appearing before you speci-
fying the changes needed in the first three categories mentioned and I will not
take the time of the committee to reiterate their arguments and documentation.

As in 1964 and 1965, I am in basic agreement with the views of the Leader-
ship Conference on Civil Rights. It is quite clear that we would not have those
great enactments which are now being implemented without the counsel and
support that the membership organizations of the Leadership Conference af-
forded to the Congress and the Nation. I respectfully suggest that we again pay
careful heed to the advice of the spokesman for those organizations in determin-
ing not only the scope but the specific procedures for implementation of the Civil
Rights Act of 1966.

During the past year my office has carried on a lively correspondence with a
group of senior law students at Yale University, who have devoted an Incredible
amount of time to civil rights legislation, not only this year, but also last year
during our deliberation on the Voting Rights Act. They have prepared excellent
draft bills particularly in the area of jury discrimination and civil rights crimes.

I have found both their research and their conclusions most helpful and I
would like to take this opportunity to thank them and their professors for making
their work available to me and to the other Members of Congress, some of whom
have previously introduced so-called "Yale" bills. In large measure, the bill
which I have recently introduced regarding state jury selection and which I
shall argue for today is the product of Don B. Kates, Leonard Ross and Simon
Lazarus of the Yale University law school.

I am convinced that the Administration proposal as contained in the Chairman's
bill insofar as changing the discriminatory pattern of jury selection in some of
our state and local courts, will amount to little more than a statement of policy.
We have had experience with the ineffectiveness of the voting rights law of
1957, and we found it necessary to enact new legislation last year. We know
that the individual lawsuit method was inadequate to assure Negroes the right
to vote, and the individual lawsuit is going to be just as Inadequate to assure
them an equal right to jury service. There is overwhelming evidence that the
law has been deliberately and consistently violated for decades in every county
of the deep south and in many other counties as well. Negroes have been sent to
the chain gang and the gallows by all white juries in court proceedings that were
travesties. And with a predictable outcome that shocked the nation last year, all
white juries have acquitted white men who killed and maimed and bombed and
burned with a contempt for human life and decency that is revolting.

In my opinion the Administrati, .' bill holds out a promise that cannot be ful-
filled for years. If we enact th*- iection as it now stands we will need addi-
tional legislation in a very short L. ie, just as we did with the voting rights law.
I see no reason against and every reason for, drafting an effective procedure now.
It is well to remember that the Supreme Court has repeatedly reaffirmed the
doctrine that states may not exclude Negroes from their juries and the federal
courts have overturned criminal convictions by the score where Negroes have been
systematically excluded.

Nevertheless, jury exclusion continues on a tremendous scale-judicial vigi-
lance against it in the last 90 years has accomplished virtually nothing in the
hard core areas. Jury exclusion is more difficult to detect than voting discrimi-
nation since (a) records are much sketchier and less available; in most suits
proof of exclusion is dependent on the testimony of the jury commissioner; (b)
Negroes do not line up for jury service and so are not publicly rejected en masse;
(c) the Negro community is so totally excluded from the state Judicial system
in the South that they can supply no real knowledge of the discriminatory prac-
tices. Indeed, jury exclusion appears to be more widespread than voting dis-
crimination AND more stubborn. Jury discrimination is not only endemic in
states like Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina. It appears
also In areas where voter discrimination is more or less absent-in 1956 It was
found in Kentucky, within the past five years Arkansss federal judges have
thrown out convictions in three Arkansas counties, twice in one of them; the
North Carolina Supreme Court reversed a conviction just last year in Mallory vs.
State.

The Administration's judicially oriented method will prove no more capable of
dealing with this situation than the 1957 Voting Rights provisions. In eight
years litigation the Justice Department had managed to receive only 26 judg-
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ments affecting 26 of the 201 counties of Mississippi, Alabama and Louisiana
combined. And the latest Federal cases find the Department having to go back
again and again to get further decrees in each of those counties. The history of
desegregation litigation is distressingly similar. In the one year after the Admin-
istrative procedures, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was invoked, five
times as much integration occurred as had occurred in ten years of litigation.

The administrative methods in my bill can be divided into two separate opera-
tive sections: Part II record-keeping; and Part III special jury commissioners.
The record-keeping title differs from the Administration bill in that (1) my bill
applies only to state courts with more than 10% Negro population, rather than to
all state courts; (2) my bill allows the Attorney General to require selected state
courts to, at federal expense, duplicate their records and send them to him
rather than having to send a Federal officer to each court to get the records and
then bring them back to Washington-permitting the Attorney General a broad
general view of th' situation; (3) instead of merely stating what generally
should be In the state records and then leaving specifics to the states, my bill has
the Administrative Office of the U.S. courts compose questionnaires which the
state courts must answer.

Part III provides for a federal jury commissioner to be sent to counties whose
courts have discriminated in jury selection. The Federal jury commissioner
would get honestly composed lists of prospective Jurors from the Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts and would apply state qualifications to them. However,
State qualifications of literacy and superior intelligence would be held satisfied
In areas coming under the Act by 6th grade education, and state property-holding,
elector or taxpayer status or sex exclusions would not be operative. Thus, with
the exception of the sex exclusion, every provision of Mississippi Annotated Code
see. 176., a typical status defining the qualifications of grand and petit jurors
would be applied by the federal jury commissioner,.

The federal jury commissioner would come into counties:
(1) with more than 10% Negro population, if (2) (A) their records

showed a discrepancy between Negro veniremen and Negro populace of one
and one half; or

(B) if they had failed to keep records as required by the record-keeping
requirements; or

(C) a federal or state court had within five years previous found that the
county court or courts discriminate against Negro jurors

(D) If within five years the federal court under a voting suit had found
discrimination and the county picked jurors from the voting rolls at that
time.

Special jury commissioners would also test the veniremen for hardship and
physical disability, dismissing those incapable or unable to serve. But, as the
hardship excuse has been shown (e.g. the suits in Orleans Parish, Louisiana)
to be among the most used to get rid of poor Negroes, while pressuring whites
to sit, the special jury commissioner is authorized and directed to give federal
jury compensation to Jurors whom state hardship standards would otherwise
excuse en masse.

My bill Is of course closely modeled after the Voting Rights Act of 1965. As
in that Act the Attorney General has a negative review of new state legislation
in affected areas in order to assure that new legislation does not work to prevent
Negroes from receiving equal jury rights. And the practices, procedures and
provisions of my bill may be challenged in the District of Columbia by litigation
against the United States.

Mr. Chairman, I strongly urge the Subcommittee to amend the Administration
bill to provide a more adequate enforcement mechanism in the state jury selec-
tion section. If we do not do it now we will only put off the day of reckoning.
Let us not hold out vain hopes for substantial change in the administration of
Justice by accepting unrealistic tools for the Job.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH G. MiNiSH, U.S. RzESENTATE F)Bom THa STATz
OF NEW JERSEY

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I thank you for this opportunity
to testify in behalf of H.R. 14765, the Civil Rights Act of 1966.
As the sponsor of H.R. 12845, the "Civil Rights Protection Act of 1966," I

commend your esteemed Subcommittee for scheduling these hearings to con-
sider the further steps required to complete the great task of assuring equal
rights and justice to all our citizens. Your committee has played an outstand-
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ing part in the historic legislation of recent years designed to eliminate the
cruel inequities suffered by Negro citizens.

Recent federal civil rights legislation in counjunction with far reaching and
long awaited U.S. Supreme Court decisions has accomplished much and alleviated
much of the injustice which haid unreasoning prejudice has caused. Yet even
with these advances, significant though they may be, much remains to be done.

It is contrary to the very idea of government that It should enact laws meant
to protect rights but should fail to provide itself with sufficient force to put those
laws into effect.

We expect in the United States that Federal law will take effect for the most
part through the consent of the people, consent based either upon genuine
recognition of the rights to be protected or, at least, upon respect for law as
such.

But widespread recourse to violence, intimidation, and reprisal to deprive
Negroes of Federal rights in some places in the South have made us realize
that the Federal Government's means of enforcement are inadequate to vindi-
cate its civil rights laws.

Let us take as an example the right not to be excluded from any public
school, college, or university because of race or color. This right was defined
in 1954 by the Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education on the basis of
the Fourteenth Amendment. Congress has undertaken to give effect to this
right by Title IV of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Nevertheless, more than 125
incidents of violence occurred in the South between September, 1965, when
schools opened, and February, 1966, according to a recent report by the
Southern Regional Council and the American Jewish Committee. The report
listed 10 murders, as well as cases of families evicted from farms and of
parents ousted from jobs because of attempts to enroll Negro children in *(h(x)l
with white children.1

There might be no need for additional Federal enforcement powers if all
State and local officials were determined to protect the exercise of Federal
rights. This is not the case. In its 1165 report on law enforcement in the
South, the Civil Rights Commission reported that "In some instances, law
enforcement officers have stood aside and permitted violence to be inflicted
upon persons exercising rights guaranteed by Fedeial raw." 2

Civil suits by the Attorney General authorized by our civil rights laws are
clearly inadequate to protect against violence. The Justice Department has
presently to depend largely uln Sections 241 and 242 of Title IS of the U.S.
Code. But we need stronger criminal laws than these. If murder is committed
to deny a Federal right, the United States ought to have authority to pro.S.ute
and seek punishment in Federal Court not merely for conspiracy but for
murder to deny a Federal right. And Federal criminal law must protect civil
rights workers and Negroes not only against violence in which "State action"
is involved. but against violence. intimidation, and reprisal by private persons
as well. Title V of the bill gives the United States authority which it needs to
nillify violent resistance to the exercise of Federal rights.

Nor will violence to deprive persons of Federal rights be stopped as long as
exclus-ion of Negroes from grand and petit juries lessens fear of criminal
penalties. In his recent testimony before this Subcommittee, the Attorney
General reported the Justice Department's finding of "a substantial disparity
between the percentage of the adult Negro population and the percentage of
Negroes on jury panels or jury lists" in Federal courts in six southern States.'
Speaking of State juries, the Civil Rights Commission stated in its report that
"In the few cases in which persons have been prosecuted for violence against
Negroes, grand juries and petit juries-from which Negroes have been syste-
imatically excluded and which express deeply rooted community attitudes-
have failed to indict or convict."' And the Attorney General pointed out that
courts have recently found jury discrimination in the State courts of seven
Southern States.

1 Washington Star, May 13, 1966. p. A-5.
2 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Law Entorcement; A Report on Equal Protection in

the South, (1965), p. 172.
3 Attorney General Nicholas deB. Katzenbach, Statement before Subcommittee No. 5,

House Judiciary Committee, in Support of the Proposed "Civil Rights Act of 1966", (H.R.
14765), May 4. 1966.

I U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, op. cit.
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Titles I and II of this bill should give the United States suffcient authority
to ensure selection of Federal and State juries so that men can no longer with
impunity deprive others of Federal rights by means of violence.

In November, 1965, more than 11 years after the Brown decision, only 6.01
percent of Negro public school pupils in the 11 States of the South attended
schools with white children. This figure indicates both a failure to achieve
equal protection of the law and the need for additional means to ensure equal
opportunity in education.

Title III of tI- C'ivil Rights Act of 1966 gives authority to the Attorney
General to bring civil actions to desegregate public facilities and public schools
without having to depend upon written complaints from private persons and
without having to take the time and trouble to determine whether such persons
can themselves undertake litigation. And this increased authority will make
it impossible for anyone to prevent the United States from acting by intimi-
dating persons who would otherwise complain to the Attorney General.

Racial discrimination in housing causes incalculable evils in our country.
Schools are based on neighborhoods, and Negro children by consequence are
assigned to ghetto schools where conditions are such as to deny them educa-
tional opportunity equal to that given other children throughout our country.
Disadvantaged schooling in turn means denial of equal economic opportunity.

On the other hand, discrimination in housing makes it nearly impossible for
the Negro to better substantially the physical conditions of life for himself and
his family by hard work and saving.

And discrimination in housing prevents all Americans from learning to live
together in one community, and tends to keep us divided from each other by
lack of understanding.

Title IV of this bill, which prohibits discrimination in the sale, rental, and
financing of all living places, and which provides adequate means of enforce-
ment through the courts, should greatly facilitate achievement of freedom,
justice, and mutual respect.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF WALTER P. REUTHER, PRESIDENT, INDUSTRIAL UNION DEPARTMENT,
AFL-CIO, TO SUBCOM 1ITTEE No. 5 OF THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COM MITTEE, IN
SUPPORT OF H.R. 14765, THE PROPOSED "CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1966," JUNE 6, 1966

The Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO. wishes to express its support
of H.R. 14765, the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966, and to suggest ways in
which a good piece of legislation can be improved.

In spite of the impressive gains that have followed the enactment of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, there are still grave
deficiencies in the kind of citizenship we offer millions of Americans. The
importance of H.1f. 14765 lies in the prospect it offers of moving us closer to
equality in at least two vital areas: the administration of justice and housing.
It is difficult to say which is more important. The shortcomings of American
justice, particularly as they are manifest in the tragic and farcical jury trials
that acquit the probable killers of dedicated people in the civil rights movement,
are more dramatic and more immediately alarming than the shortage of housing.
But actually the choice is between two terrible evils. Depriving a man of a
decent place to live may be every bit as devastating as depriving him of equal
justice. In both instances you leave him nothing but despair and embitterment.
Condemning millions of Negroes and other minorities to live in urban ghettos
is many times a sentence every bit as inexorable and unjust as the verdicts
handed down by racist juries.

It is not a natter of choosing between the two evils but rather seeing what
must be done to eradicate both of them.

Accordingly, we support the major provisions of H.R. 14765:
1. Those that would make it possible to select federal and state juries free

from discriminations based on race, color, religion, sex, national origin or eco-
nomic status;

2. Those that prohibit discrimination because of race, color, religion or national
origin in the sale or rental of all housing;

s Southern Education Reporting Service. Statistical Summary of School Segregation-
Desegregation in the Southern and Border States, 1965-66, p. 2.
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3. Those that change existing criminal statutes to jiftord greater protection
against assault and intimidation to Negroes and civil rights workers in tile
exercise of their constitutional rights, and to provide stiffer penalties for those
who molest or attack them; and

4. Those that facilitate suits by the Attorney General aiied at desegregating
public schools and other public facilities.

In addition, we believe the bill should be strengthened in at least four respec'ts,
as proposed by Chairman Roy Wilkins of the Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights in his testimony on May 17.

1. We advocate a federal system of compensation to those injured in the course
of working for racial justice or to their next of kin if they lose their lives.
Admittedly, there is no fair recompense for permanent injury or murder where
the victims are persons peacefully advocating their rights. At the same time
there are numerous instances in which their families suffer. Jimmie Lee Jack-
son, who was killed by the police in Marion. Alabama. was the sole support of
his mother. And Vernon Dahmer, a civil rights worker in Hattiesburg, Mis-
sissippi, was killed and his home and grocery store burned to the ground by
nightriders, leaving his family with little economic support. An Indemnifica-
tion Board would make it possible to compensate the families of such victims.
If we can provide compensation for workmen injured in the course of engaging
in their occupations and if we can compensate soldiers injured in battle or their
families when they are slain, we should surely be able to work out a way of
indemnifying those who are engaged in the front lines of the fight for freedom.

2. We believe the proposals for ending discrimination in housing will be much
more effective if they are enforced by an administrative agency. Whatever
experience we have had points to the difficulties of trying to end housing dis-
crimination through individual suits brought by persons denied a place to live
because of race or religion. In Washington, D.C., for example, Roland Barnes,
the Negro principal of a suburban elementary school, has been fighting a court
battle since 1962 in an attempt to buy a house near his place of work instead
of having to commute 44 miles a day to and from the District. His case is
illustrative of what would happen if enforcement of the housing prohibitions
in the law had to depend on individual suits. What is needed is a government
agency that can help men like Mr. Barnes fight to live where they want to, and
can proceed against discrimination in broad segments of the housing industry
instead of leaving it to Individual citizens to establish, laboriously and expen-
sively, little beachheads of open occupancy.

3. We believe the selection of juries should be made more automatic. Rather
than requiring action by the U.S. Attorney General or by litigants or defendants
to establish discrimination, Justice would be better served if the procedures for
nondifscriminatory trials could be instituted automatically wherever exclusion
of Negroes and women could be established by some statistical standard. In
effect, it would mean applying something like the automatic trigger of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 to the problem of juries that do not reflect the general racial
and economic composition of the community in which a trial is to be held.

4. We propose that Section VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 be amended to
cover employment by state and local governments. This strikes us as a neces-
sary corollary of the provisions that would put an end to all-white juries. It
would end the kind of justice, vividly described by the Southern attorney. Charles
Morgan, Jr., in which a Negro defendant is arrested by a white policeman,
brought to jail in a segregated patrol car, fingerprinted and photographed by a
white clerk, indicted by a while grand jury, tried by a white judge, provided with
a white defense attorney, convicted by a white trial jury and surrounded all his
time in jail by white guards and prison officials.

Even as we make these suggestions, we realize how little time there is in which
to carry them out. Only a few months of this session remain. But that is
not the only deadline we face. Time gets shorter as the days get longer. School
will soon be over and many dedicated young men and women will be leaving
college and heading South to work in rural communities, helping people to vote,
to read and write, to win their rights and move a little nearer to full equality.
In recent years our summers have produced harrowing headlines. We must
act quickly if we are to prevent the sort of incidents that prompt us to urge this
Committee to enact laws that will protect these civil rights workers and the
people they are trying to help.

V
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This summer brings to a close a school term in which only the most minimal
start has been made toward desegregating our public schools. Passage of H.R.
14765 before school starts again in September will enable the U.S. Attorney Gen-
eral to undertake the legal action necessary to help us build the kind of inte-
grated school system that trains youngsters in the habits and attitudes of democ-
racy.

Now is the time for us to remember Watts and Philadelphia and the ghetto
riots that made last summer a nightmare. This bill, by declaring an end to
housing discrimination to be a matter of national policy can help us put an end
to ghettos and help create an open society.

The President has summoned us in his White House Conference of June 1
and 2 to consider what we must do "To Fulfill These Rights." This Committee
and this Congress have it in their power to bring the nation closer to that ful-
fillment if they will act boldly and quickly.

I urge you to do so.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP M. KLUTZNICK, CHICAGO, ILL., IN SUPPORT OF TITLE IV OF
THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1966

The companies which I head as President or Managing Partner are engaged
in town planning, development, utility operations, rental and sale housing, major
shopping center operations, and in investment or management of such properties
and programs. We operate primarily in the mid-west, but also in the mountain
states, on the west coast, and in Florida. At times I have served in the Federal
and State governments in various roles, among which were Commissioner of the
Federal Public Housing Authority in the 1940s and Assistant Administrator
in charge of War Housing in the National Housing Agency during part of World
War II. I served for several years as Vice Chairman of the Illinois Housing
Board. My experience in public housing and private development (including
the presidency of the company that built the new town of Park Forest, Illinois)
covers a span of 33 years.

Starting with the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 which provided
limited sums for slum clearance, I have studied or participated actively in the
development of legislation based on housing experience, both good and bad,
which has progressively attempted to facilitate the realization of a good home
in a decent neighborhood for every American family. This goal has been
enunciated by the Congress and successive Administrations, so like "full em-
ployment" It is part and parcel of our national policy.

This is a difficult ambition to realize even for our nation whose wealth and
earning capacity of its citizens is without equal. Congress has tackled barriers
to this achievement from time to time. Progress has been made; but, for a
large segment of our population this goal still seems remote, if not improbable,
of attainment.

I favor Title IV because it Is a logical, consistent, and inescapable addition
to the tools that are essential to achieve our national objectives. It will not
solve our housing problem, but it opens a door of opportunity that has been too
long barred to a large segment of our people. We have tried by piece-meal
measures to overcome the handicaps of discrimination. One must not under-
estimate some of these. The educational process has helped, and local ordi-
nances and state laws have made some contributions where they were adopted
and where they worked. The Executive Order opened a new possibility, but its
limitations were self-defeating. If we mean to realize our goal of a "good house
in a decent neighborhood" for every American family, the least that we can
do is to eliminate discrimination against any family because of race, color,
religion, or national origin. There are enough other handicaps to the accom-
plishment of our national commitment without perpetuating one that contradicts
the very basis of the American dream. Assuring our people "equal opportunity
in housing" is such an elementary and moral step that it is difficult to understand
the opposition to this measure. In common with others, for many years I hoped
that other means would resolve this matter. But they have not!

Developers and management firms who believe in the principles enunciated
by Title IV have found themselves handicapped in competition with some who
have tried to make a business asset out of discrimination in housing. Only
under local favorable conditions and with great determination and resources
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have notable successes in integration occurred. If we cannot make good and
sanitary housing available to all of our people overnight, the least we can do
Is to eleminate discrimination against the opportunity to seek such housing
for the reasons set forth in the bill. I favor Title IV because it is just, moral,
and is in pursuit of the declaration of policy in housing which is already the law.
of the land.

We should realize that this Act, when a law, can only help but not solve the
housing problem of a large part of our population. Title IV does not require
a developer, landlord, or agent to sell or rent to a person whose income is too
low to buy or rent a facility; it does not require accel tance of buyers or tenants
whose families are too large for limited facilities or whose past behavior and
present record denies that they will be reliable owners or responsible tenants.
In short, Title IV does not substitute arbitrary standards for reasonable and
acknowledged buyer or tenant selections criteria. All it does is to make it il-
legal not to apply such standards equally to white or Negro, Protestant, Catholic
or Jew, persons of English, Polish or German extraction. This Title will not
provide families with either the income, jobs, or training that will ultimately
enable them to compete equally in the housing market, nor does it compel those
who wish to live with others of their own race, creed or religion to integrate.

While Title IV will not solve the housing problem, neither will it create the
dire consequences that some predict it will. Certainly there are places where
people will be upset. Some drop-offs in construction and development may be
charged to the enactment of Title IV. But this is par for the housing course
and for all socially just legislation. This was predicted for H.O.L.C. when it
saved the houses of millions of Americans; for F.H.A. when it revolutionized
housing finance; for Social Security; for the Wagner Labor Relation Act; and
almost every bit of forward-looking legislation. Change Is difficult to accept.
It understandably engenders fear of the unknown.

Probably everyone would have been more pleased if three decades of active
Federal concern with the housing field had produced a condition which volun-
tarily or through state and local effort had eliminated discrimination as a
factor In the housing market. The progress that has been made is limited to
a few cosmopolitan areas and to token integration in some places. Faced with
the moral dilemma, It seems inescapable that the decision must be to outlaw
housing discrimination because of race, color, religion, or national origin. If
one worries about the economic and social problems that such just and moral
action will create, it might be well to consider the even greater economic and
social ills that will flow from a continuation of the present unjust and unfair
situation in so many places in our land.

Any change of this kind can create short-rim problems, but in the long run
we will have produced an atmosphere of equal opportunity which will alleviate
social pressures and Insure a healthier, more prosperous, and more stable hous-
ing industry.

1iiiLIP M1. KLUTZNICK.
Dated May 23, 1966, at Chicago, Ill.

WASHINGTON, D.C., May 16, 1966.Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,

Housc Judiciary Contmmittee.
House of Represcnatives, Vashington, D.C.:

The 20 thousand members of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority heartily endorse Roy Wil-
kins proposal on the new civil rights legislation and all amendments being intro-
duced by him.

MILDRED C. BOONE.
Grand Ba-silcu.

DARBY, PA., May 17,1966.THE JUDICIARY COMMITIEE~,

Houwe of Rcprcscntatire8 Office Building,
Wa~hingtan, D.C.:

It Is Ironic that members of the Zeta Phi Beta Sorority In Penna should be
working today as part of a brigade of workers to persuade reluctant voters to
vote in the primary election while members of the chapters in the Southern part
of our country are being harass.ed for demanding this same democratic right.
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As no community State or nation is any greater than its planned efforts to under-
stand and help liberate all peoples I urge the committee to consider and adopt the
1966 civil rights bill as proposed by President Johnson with the amendments
suggested by the leadership conference. The viewpoint is being presented by Re..
Wilkins today.

ALICE E. ROYE.
National Chairtman of Human and Civil Rights

of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority.

NEW YORK. N.Y., May 22,1966.
lion. EMANUEL CELLFR,
House Ofice Building,
1Wa.hington, D.C.:

As an individual I strongly support the general principles embodied in House
bill H.R. 14765 concerning civil rights. I would hope that legislation incorprat-
Ing these same principles could be effectively passed by Congress in the interest
of justice and fair play in these highly important areas with which this bill deals.
In my opinion these principles are in line with an expression concerning civil
rights on record from our general convention which met in St. Louis. October,
1964.

JOHN H. JONES.
Presiding Bishop, Dom & Foreign Missionary Society
of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States.

NEw YORK, N.Y., May 23,1966.
Congressman EMANXEL C(ELLER,
House Judiciary Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Congressman, this is to inform you that the Negro American Labor Council,
the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters and the A. Philip Randolph Institute
back the testimony of Mr. Roy Wilkins before your committee on May 17.

A. PHILIP RANDOLPH.

HUNTER, ADAMS & MOYER,
San Francisco, Calif., May 17, 1966.

Hon. EM UEL CEI-0,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
Dra CONGRESSMAN CELLFz: Our law firm represents a number of major

builders and developers In Northern California and we would like to go on record
In favor of Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1966.

As you are aware, we have had fair housing legislation in one form or another
in California since 1959. While such legislation has not completely solved the
problem of discrimination in housing, It has been extremely helpful in this effort
and has opened a good many doors which were previously closed. It has been
particularly beneficial in assisting owners, builders and developers who wanted to
follow a policy of non-discrimination but were previously unwilling to stand
against the tide of public pressure. With fair housing laws to fall back on. build-
ers are willing to take a public stand in favor of non-discrimination.

But the California fair housing laws do not go far enough. The present legis-
lation applies only to multiple dwellings of four or more units and single dwellings
with Federal assisted financing. Legislation Is needed which would cover all
dwelling units and property transactions. We are convinced that if Federal leg-
islation were so enacted to fill this need. it would not in any way Impose a burden
on the housing industry. To the contrary, it would simply place all builders and
property owners on an equal footing. For these reasons we strongly urge that
you and your Committee give favorable consideration to the proposed Title IV
of the Civil Rights Act of 1960.

Very truly yours,
HUNTER, ADAMS & MOYER,

By RICHARD M. ADAMLS.
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PITrSBUROH, PA., May 30, 1966.
Hon. EMANuEL CELMu,
House Ofice Building, Washingon, D.C.

DgAs M. CELUE: As the Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, I
urge you to do all that you can to support H.R. 14765, so that we can build greater
safeguards against segregation.

Sincerely,
PETER AINSHE,

Chairman, Social Concerns Commission,
Peun West Conference United Church of Christ.

NEW YORK, N.Y., May 2J, 1966.
Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
Washington, D.C.

Dw Sn: We urge you to do whatever you can to bring the open housing sec-
tion of the Administration's Civil Rights Bill to a vote in your Committee.

Today's N.Y. Times described the organized opposition of the National Asso-
ciation of Real Estate Boards to this section of the bill, and quoted Rep. Kasten-
meier as saying that people in general had shown little interest in this year's Civil
Rights bill.

We, a middle-class white family who have experienced 8 years of peaceful living
in a racially integrated cooperative housing development, strongly favor the bill.
We regard the desegregation of housing as the most important key to ending this
country's racial inequities.

Respectfully,
PETER APTAKIN and JEAN APTAKIN.

SAN JOSE, CALIF., May 26, 1966.
HOn. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Sn: As a branch manager of a well regarded, old line, mortgage banking
firm representing several institutional investors in Northern California, I have
an interest in the Civil Rights Act of 1966, particularly Title IV.

After reviewing the proposed anti-discriminatory housing legislation and -on-
sidering its effect if it were to become law, I have to urge you to employ maxi-
mum effort to gain passage of the Bill.

In my opinion, discrimination, or any barrier to the sale of housing, is not
only socially unjust to aggrieved purchasers, but financially detrimental to all
people engaged in the business of building and selling houses. Speaking strictly
from my own business, the more financially eligible borrowers, the better.

To maximize housing sales in this nation and thereby benefit the entire econ-
omy through the multiplier effect of spent dollars, I recommend you work dili-
gently for passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1966.

Very truly yours,
R. L. Asi.

GERSON BAKAR & ASSOCIATIONS,
San Mateo, Calif.. May 20. 1966.

Re Title IV, Civil Rights Act of 1966.
Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN CELLER: We are developers of multi-family housing in
Northern California. Our activities the past few years have averaged approxi-
mately $7,000,000 a year in new construction. We have built over 2.500 rental
units in the past ten years and are currently engaged in the development and
construction of approximately 1,500 rental units.

The problem of discrimination in housing is one that deeply concerns us. Un-
fortunately, the "social conscience" of developers is not solving the problem.

~r ~ -
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Our policy has always been one of non-discrimination and we are proud to say
we have never turned down a tenant because of race, creed, religion, or national
origin.

We feel that the principal problems in America today with minority groups
resolves itself to three categories: housing, education, and employment. I am no
more for increased legislation than any other free enterpriser but If the afore-
mentioned social conscience does not do the job, legislation must! The housing
industry can and should do something in its field.

As concerns Sections 406 and 407, that part concerning enforcement of this
title, it is our firm's policy to constantly review all tenant applications to assure
ourselves that they will be qualified residents of our projects. Our qualifications
relate to character and financial ability. Historically. we have bad in almost
every building every race represented but, needless to say, we have and will con-
tinue to reject any applicant because of the aforementioned reasons. In con-
clusion, we whole-heartedly support this Act to ensure the rights of the ninori-
ties with the reservation that the Landlord's rights are equally assured.

We are appreciative of this opportunity to state our views and hope many
developers will be motivated to voice this opinion. I have written a similar letter
to the Honorable James 0. Eastland, United States Senate.

Very truly yours,
GERSON BAKER & ASSOCIATE:,
GERSoN BAKAR.

JACK BASKIN, INC.,
Los Angeles, Calif., May 17, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman. Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

)EAR SIR: We are builders and developers of tracts and apartment house proj-
ects in California. In many of our projects we have availed ourselves of both
V.A. and F.H.A. financing. We wish to go on record as completely endorsing the
Civil Rights Act of 1966.

Very truly yours, JACK BASKIN, INo.
JACK BASKIN.

BROWN & KAUFFMANN, INC.,
Palo Alto, Calif., May 27, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELIE,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: Our firm is the largest builder of higher priced homes in Northern
California. We ha -e constantly advocated and praticed open occupancy in hous-
ing and have actively supported "fair housing" laws in the State of California.

We urge you to lend your support to the speedy passage of Title IV of the Civil
Rights Act of 1966.

Sincerely, WAYNE R. BROWN,
Chairman of the Board.

W. EVANS BUCHANAN, BUILDER,
Rockville, Md., May 20,1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLEa,
CIhairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives,
Hon. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : I am writing in support of Title IV of the Civil Rights
Act of 1966. the fair housing provisions.

It is needed by the real estate industry as a means of eliminating unsound com-
petitive practices and protecting those who choose to do business on a non-
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discriminatory basis. Participants in FHA and VA programs are now pledged
to the policy and practice of nondiscrimination, under the provisions of Executive
Order 11063.

The enactment of Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1966 will provide the
uniform standards of conduct so greatly needed in today's real estate market.
Many business firms and organizations would long since have discontinued prac-
tices of discrimination except for their fear of adverse economic consequences
stemming from competitors who choose to capitalize on racial and religious
prejudice. With a national law commanding the acceptance of all, the entire
industry will sell or rent without discrimination and without fear of economic
consequences.

Very truly yours,
W. EVANS BUCHANAN.

COLONIAL. REALTY & INVESTMENT CO.,
$%an Francisco, Calif., May 24,1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairnwn, Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SiR: I have carefully studied a copy of Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of
19646. It is my opinion that unless this type of legislation is passed discrimina-
tion in housing will certainly persist.

The enactment of fair housing legislation in California, later temporarily set
aside by Proposition 14, seemed a constructive beginning to the end of discrimina-
tory practices in selling and renting of real estate. I believe that only national
legislation can really do the job. I urge the enactment of such legislation.

Sincerely,
CHARLES S. COREN, Realtor.

CITIZENS FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION,
San Francisco, Calif., May 25,1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
Hou8e of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

SIR: Our attention has been drawn to Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of
1966.

The affairs of this association have always been conducted within the spirit of
the proposed legislation which would outlaw discrimination because of race, color,
religion or national origin in the sale, rental or financing of residential property.

While we regret the need for such legislation, we recognize that its adoption
would be another constructive step in the direction of guaranteed civil rights for
all our citizens.

Therefore we urge enactment of Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1966 and
pledge our support of its broad implications.

Sincerely,
F. 3ARION DONAHOE.

ADE REALTY, INC.,
Ch icago, Ill., May 27, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee.
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN CELLER: As a realtor with more than 25 years of experience
In housing of minority groups, as i ll as others, I support the passage of Title
IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1966. On the one hand, we have the very important
right of each person to deal with his private property as he chooses, including the
right to sell or not to sell to whomsoever he chooses. On the other hand, we have
what should be the equally important right of each citizen to be able to house his
family where he chooses and, which he can afford. Actually, there should be very
little conflict between these two principles. However, too many people who ad-
vocate the former, have been using the principle primarily as an excuse to mask
prejudices against minorities, rather than as an honest fight for principle.
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The artificial restrictions resulting, against the laws of supply and demand
that operate in other areas of the housing Industry, first of all, have forced real
estate agents to operate in an atmosphere of hypocrisy and double talk. Secondly,
this artificial market has contributed greatly to the deterioration of many of our
urban communities. Both of these are harmful to our business, from a dollars
and cents point of view.

Since very little is being done on a voluntary basis to correct these evils, and
the actions of the local communities and states are scattered, very slow and in-
consistent, I am writing this letter urging the passage of Title IV of the Civil
Rights Act.

Very truly yours,
EiDWARD DURCHSLAG.

SA. FRANcIscO, CALIF.. May 11. 1966.
Re civil rights bill, 1966.
Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
U.S. House of Representatirce, Washington, D.C.

DEAiu MR. CHAIRMAN: I am very much interested in the Fair Housing Section
of the above captioned bill.

I am the founder and have been the President of Eichler Homes, Inc., a large
California based home building company since its inception in 1947. During that
period my firm has built in excess of 9,000 homes and has a policy of selling
houses to any person who is financially qualified and whose references are suffi-
cient for us to believe him to be a good neighbor. The color of a man's skin or his
racial characteristics, his religious beliefs or his politics have never been stand-
ards by which we make this determination. We have not done this as a crusade
nor have we ever advertised that we do not discriminate nor have we ever used
a quota system.

The result has been that although we have built a large number of residential
developments, some large and some small, in only on instance did we ever ex-
perience any difficulty because of our policy. This occurred about eight years ago
and was resolved by my calling a meeting, and after a frank discussion harmony
prevailed.

Members of all types of the so-called minority groups reside in nearly all of the
many developments that we have built in the p1st seventeen years. I have often
heard it stated that this causes both visual and financial deterioration. I have
found the contrary to be the case. Almost every development that I have built
has experienced substantial increase in resale value and in many cases these in-
creases have been extraordinary and I have never seen any of the other dire
predictions materialize that have been made regarding integrated communities.

At the outset I believed that handling this problem in this manner would prove
to be successful provided I did my share of the job. This was to provide imagina-
tive developments, well designed and well constructed housing at a fair price and
at good financial terms. The point that I am trying to make here Is that the
overriding consideration is value and if the people who live in a development are
reasonably intelligent and decent, the project will be successful. This has invari-
ably proved to be the case.

I am enclosing herewith some data that perhaps will further describe our
activities.

I strongly urge that the Fair Housing Section of this bill as proposed by the
Administration be retained.

Sincerely yours,
JOSEPH L. EXCHLER.

CARL M. FREEMAN AssocL4TEs/Ixc.,
Silrer Spring, Md., May 2S, 1 66.

Congressman EMANVEL CELLER.
Ch -irtn, Housc Judiciary Coymnittcc,
1I'ash ington, D.C.

DF.&R CONGRESSMAN: I would like to take this opportunity to express my sup-
port for President Johnson's call for a fair housing law to ban racial and reli-
gious discrimination in the sale, rental, and financing of all housing.

- . - ~.- -
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Earlier this year, on March 16, I submitted a statement to the Judiciary Com-
mittee of the Maryland House of Delegates in favor of open occupancy legis-
lation. In that statement I said we had reached the stage in our progress as a
free society that required the elimination of housing discrimination. I added
that there were many builders and realtors who, like myself, believe that the
principle of open housing is a necessity in our society. Two week later I told the
press: "I'm in favor of open occupancy. Period. I can't do it alone. If one
owner opens up to Negroes and it goes all colored, this will intensify the fears
of the other builders. The only way open occupancy will occur is on a broad
base of participation by all builders and owners and managers. The only way to
get that is with a law making it mandatory."

Both Attorney General Katzenbach and Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, Robert Weaver, have told this Committee that there are many
builders who want to sell to all persons without regard to race or religion but
are reluctant to do so out of a not unfounded fear that if they do, their projects,
being the few open without regard to race, will ultimately become segregated as
whites seek housing elsewhere. Enactment of the proposed law will place all
builders under the same conditions and protect the builder who wants to do what
is morally right. That is why as a builder who believes that racial and religious
discrimination wherever it occurs is morally wrong, I unqualifiedly endorse the
fair housing provisions of the new civil rights bill.

I am enclosing a copy of a Washington "Evening Star" editorial for Sunday,
May 15, which voices its wholehearted endorsement for the proposed fair hous-
ing legislation. I am particularly pleased to note that the "Star's" findings are
similar to mine-that there are many builders and developers who would welcome
an anti-discrimination law and that enactment of such a law is essential if there
is to be any significant change in present discriminatory housing practices and
patterns.

I respectfully request that both my letter and the accompanying editorial be
placed in the record of the Committee's hearings.

Sincerely,
CARL M. FREEMAN.

STATEMENT TO THE HousM OF REPRESENTATIVE, MARYLAND STATE DELEGATES, IN
REFEENCE TO BL 943

We have reached that stage in our progress as a free society that requires the
elimination of passive discrimination in housing. As the elected officials of a
citizenry that is both white and Negro, it is necessary to create a vehicle that
will prevent all forms of passive housing discrimination in this state.

Speaking for myself, as well as many builders and realtors who have advised
me of their support, we look to the delegates to pass this legislation so that the
thrust and direction of this open housing principle operates from the broadest
possible base.

We believe that the principle of open-housing is a necessity in our society.
The history of the passage of the public accommodations law has proven that
the law in itself Is a potent educational factor. The bill before you will con-
tinue this educational process and, in many ways, work along parallel lines
with existing and proposed Federal statutes to make open housing both a law
and a way of life in our society.

In addition, it is both interesting and helpful to know that I have received
a number of unsolicited telephone calls from realtors, builders and apartment
house owners who have advised me that they are willing to both support the
bill and this statement and If the committee so desires, I will be glad to forward
the names of these gentlemen to you.

[From the Sunday Star, Washington, D.C., May 15, 1966]

EDIToRL&A-HousINo: THE NEXT CIvIL RIGHTs ADVANCE

It is time, said President Johnson on April 28, for Congress to ban racial
discrimination in all aspects of private housing. And with that the '66 round
in the civil rights battle began. It might turn out to be the bloodiest round
of all.

Federal requirements for fair housing practices are by no means unique. By
Executive Order, racial bias has been forbidden since 1962 in government-owned
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housing and in new private apartments and houses financed under FHA and
GI insurance. The categories were extended somewhat by the Civil Rights Act
of 1964. In all, however, these actions cover a mere 3 percent of the nation's
total housing supply. They barely scratch the surface.

The current bill, which is part of a larger civil rights proposal, covers all
types of housing-old and new. It would outlaw, for the first time as a matter
of federal law, discriminatory practices by builders, realtors, banks, homeowners
or anyone else engaged in the sale, rental or financing of housing. It proposes,
also for the first time, a legal remedy by which any individual discriminated
against might seek redress in the federal or state courts. And it would au-
thorize the Justice Department to initiate suits where it found prevailing
"patterns" of discrimination.

It is too early In the game to discuss at length the specific provisions of this
proposal. It is clear that a good many of them will not survive In precisely the
form they were drafted.

Attorney General Katzenbach had barely begun his explanation of the bill to
a House subcommittee the other day, for example, when he was asked if its
provisions need extend all the way to the operator of a small boarding house-
the symbolic "Mrs. Murphy" of the 1964 public accommodations law. The
Attorney General conceded that such an exemption In the housing bill, as in the
1964 act, would not seriously impede its effectiveness. He was right, in our
opinion, to say so.

Apart from details, however, the basic goals and motives of the administration
bill are sound-and overdue.

Administration officials frequently repeat the remarks that housing "seems to
be the one commodity In the American market that is not freely available on
equal terms to everyone who can afford to pay." That statement is sufficiently
accurate to make a crucial point. The point is that to deny anyone access to
this "commodity" solely on the basis of race is, In this day and age, morally
indefensible.

No law can solve, by Itself, the problems of slums and poverty, or provide
decent homes in decent neighborhoods for people who cannot afford them. The
end of segregation would not dissipate the powerful force which the economics of
the situation exert on housing patterns, especially in the suburbs. It would,
however, give many Negroes a far greater opportunity than now exists to improve
their conditions.

By now nearly everyone recognizes the need to revitalize our central cities,
for the benefit of all parts of our growing urban regions. Yet, while new sub-
urban growth is continuing at a rapid pace, larger and larger portions of our
cities are turning into racially segregated slums. It is evident that this pattern
must be broken if cities are to survive. One part of the answer is to accommodate
some portion of the Negro populations in suburban areas. Another, equally
important, is to attract increasing numbers of white families back to the city.
Under present practices, however, both these trends are discouraged.

In their House testimony, both Mr. Katzenbach and Secretary Weaver argued
at length that landlords and builders who resist integration frequently do so
not out of personal bigotry, but out of fear that their investments will suffer if
they become the first to break the pattern of discrimination. There is strong
evidence to support these views.

In a recent survey of apartment living in Washington suburbs, where there
is only token integration, The Star was told by several large developers that they
would welcome an anti-discrimination law, and that very little is apt to change
until one is secured.

These same pressures and fears stimulate panic selling on the part of individual
homeowners when the first Negro families move into previously all-white neigh-
borhoods. They encourage blockbusting tactics by unscrupulous realtors who too
often are eager to play on the uncertainties of the situation. Perhaps Mr.
Katzenbach goes too far in his conclusion that if all those in the housing industry
"are bound by a universal law against discrimination, there will be no economic
peril for any of them." But surely such a law, applied across the board, would
ease the pressure of current fears.

In putting forward this legislation, the administration is relying for consti-
tutional authority on the commerce clause or the Constitution and the "equal
protection" clause of the 14th Amendment.

Senator Dirksen contends that the housing measure is "absolutely unconsti-
tutional." He has offered, if he can be persuaded that interstate commerce is
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Involved in selling or renting a house "fixed to the soil," to "go out and eat the
chimney."

This is a difference which, of course, can only be settled by the courts. The
Supreme Court has demonstrated no hesitancy on previous occasions, however,
to stretch both the commerce clause and the 14th to cover an increasing number
of activities which were deemed to be in the public interest.

Senator Javits, meanwhile, is vigorously attacking the bill not on its merits,
but on grounds that it is a tactical error. His motive is to avoid at this point
the "divisive struggle" of congressional debate. He argues-and his view is
shared by many civil rights leader--that the administration could and should
accomplish the same ends by expanding to extreme lengths the 1962 Executive
Order which now bans bias only in new FHA and VA-insured housing projects.

It seems to us that the error, however, is on Senator Javits' side. The Execu-
tive Order approach would cover only a fraction of the houisng covered by the
administration bill. It would rely largely on banks and other private lenders
to police discriminatory practices, posing, as the Justice Department has pointed
out, the most preplexing sort of practical problems. Even if the backdoor ap-
proach of the Executive Order were practical, however, it would be a mistake.
You cannot solve the problems of racial discrimination in housing by refusing
to debate them.

For the biggest problem of all, perhaps, is that the whole subject has been
brushed under the rug for far too long.

DRAvPER & KRA3IEmt, INC.,
Chicago, Ill., May 25, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL SELLER.
House of Representativcs,
Chairman of the House Judioiary Committee.
Vashington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: I am a mortgage banker who feels very strongly that Title IV
of the new Civil Rights Act should be passed and made part of the law of the
land of the United States.

This is the section of the act which makes it unlawful to discriminate in the
sale, renting, and financing of housing because of race, color, religion, or natural
origin.

For several years we have been operating under President Kennedy's 1962
Executive Order wherein it is unlawful to discriminate in housing built with
FHA insured or VA guaranteed mortgages. We have found, however, that this
Executive Order covers only a small part of the housing market; and it is also
inequitable because it permits persons not using FHA or VA financing to dis-
criminate, thereby allowing builders who might be building adjoining subdivi-
sions to operate under different sets of rules.

In my opinion, Title IV would be an effective law under which the real estate.
construction, and mortgage financing industries could operate very well.

Very truly yours,
HARRY N. GOTTLIEB.

BOSTON, MAss., May 27, 1966.
Congressman EMANUEL CELLAR,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEiA CONGRESSMAN CELLER: While there is no question that the supply of public
and private housing has been markedly increased in recent years through the
efforts of governmental and non-governmental agencies, there has been a great
lag in providing equal access for minority groups to this housing.

The ghetto still exists, and there is every indication that it will continue to
do so unless there is undertaken by the government a vigorous program to promote
fair housing such as embodied in Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1966. With-
out such legislation the chronic problems of poor environment, inferior schools,
substandard facilities will continue to cripple millions of American men and
women in their efforts to realize their full potential as productive and creative
individuals.

Therefore, I consider it a moral imperative to support Title IV of the Civil
Rights Act of 1966. But, as a builder, I also consider it good business to do so,
for the deprivations suffered by minority group members also exact a huge toll in
their capacity as active customers in our economy.
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At this time, many builders are fearful of adopting fair housing practices
because they believe that eventually, whites will, through irrational fears refuse
to accept Negroes as neighbors and relocate with the end result being a new
ghetto-the very antithesis of the concept of open housing. But if all builders
and real estate people find themselves operating under the same conditions, there
is every likelihood that the goal of open and integrated housing may in fact
be achieved.

I therefore support and prge as forcefully as I know how the swift enactment
of the fair housing provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1966.

Sincerely,
JOSEPH J. GOTTLIEB.

PALOMAR MORTGAGE CO.,
San Diego, Calif., May 23,1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLEB,
Chairman, Committee on thc Judiciary,
House of Representatives, Wahington, D.C.

DEAR SiR: We want to take this opportunity to impress upon you the importance
of Congress acting favorably upon the Civil Rights Act of 1966.

Our company, which services for investors $400,000,000 of mortgage loans as
well as having made a substantial capital investment directly relating to the
real estate business, feels very strongly that this Civil Rights legislation should
be given your utmost attention and, without any question, become law.

Sincerely,
E. T. GRAVETTE, Jr.

President.

Cos CoB, CONN., May 25,1966.
DEAR' MB. CELLER: I would like to express my support for the pending Civil

Rights bill with special emphasis on the Fair Housing title. While Connecticut
alread has similar laws in force, a federal and uniform statute would, first of all,
help those people in states without such laws, and second would provide more
pressure for the states to enforce their own laws if they have them.

To the "Realtor" lobby, one can only say that any industry that requires a con-
dition of racial bias to avoid economic hardships is a sick industry and doubtless
wilfully ignorant of the facts as exhibited in massive experience of interracial
housing around the country. Freedom to make bigoted contracts in housing is
not freedom.

Sincerely,
CHRISTOPHEI HARRIS.

VAN SCHAACK & CO.,
Denver, Colo., June 1, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CALLER,
Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DF&a REPRESENTATIVE OELLER: As former President of the Denver Board of
Realtors, present Director of the Colorado Association of Real Estate Boards,
and closely associated with the Realtors efforts to secure equality In housing
opportunities for all people of Colorado, may I offer the following observations:

1. The Colorado Fair Housing law as amended April 8, 1965, has definitely
assisted the public and real estate industry to bring about a healthy climate in
human relations.

2. The law has not brought an increase in the number of "racial incidents"-
in fact, it has worked Just the opposite.

3. There has not been a decrease of property values due to any influx of
minority people into an area, due to the law.

4. The law has helped to create an atmosphere in which responsible organiza-
tions dedicated to the cause of human liberties can work intelligently and effec-
tively to create a more balanced society, economically as well as socially.

5. Similar legislation on a national level should warrant your serious
consideration.

Very cordially yours,
JOHN I. HASSELBLAD,

Vice President.
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HOLLIS CO.,

Omaha, Nebr., May 23,1966.
Representative EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
Vashington, D.C.

DE,&s MR. CELE: For 11 years I have been actively engaged in the residential
sales business. I am very interested in vitally concerned with the Fair Hous-
ing legislation you are advocating. It is my firm conviction that a fair hous-
ing law is mandatory if "open" housing is to become a reality in Omaha.

Despite efforts to convince sellers that they will actually benefit financially
in our soft market if all willing and qualified buyers, regardless of color, creed,
religion, are permitted to buy each house available, sellers continue to be fear-
fuL Despite efforts to convince them that only panic selling creates surplus
houses for sale on a street, (ergo falling prices) fear of public opinion and the
unknown continue to plague most sellers. Fear of being the first to "break" a
street and thereby becoming the recipient of acrimony and recriminations and
worse, plague the salesmen. Fear of unfriendly neighbors and possible abuse
prevents most minority buyers from inquiring about houses outside the ghetto.
All of this creates an atmosphere of negativism for seller, buyer, and sales-
man alike.

It is my Judgment that most real estate salesmen favor "open" housing if
for no other reason than the desire to enlarge the field of prospects. However,
until owners and salesmen are given the protection of the law, all Involved find
themselves fearful of repercussions and continue to be reluctant to sell the
houses that are begging to be sold to the buyers who are begging to buy.

I shall be watching the progress of this much-needed legislation with eagerness
and optimism.

Respectfully,
RosE HOLLIS,
Owner-Manager.

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST ASSOCIATION,
OF CHURCHES AND FELLOWSHIPS IN NORTH AMERICA,

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY,
Boston, Ma8s., May 31, 1966.

Hlo. EMANUEL CELLER.
Rayburn Hoiuse Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN CELLER: I am sending to you a copy of the Unitarian Uni-
versalist Special Report on the Reeb Murder Trial which I would like to request
be added to the hearing record as a supporting document to the testimony of
Dr. Duncan Howlett on the Civil Rights Act of 1966.

The Reverend Walter Royal Jones, Jr., chairman of our Commission on Reli-
gion and Race, and Attorney Daniel B. Bickford, special counsel to the Unitarian
Universalist Association, were observers at the trial of the alleged assailants
of the Reverend James Reeb. What they have to report is, I think, of special
concern in consideration of those sections of the bill dealing with jury reform
and the strengthening of our civil rights criminal statutes.

Sincerely,
ROBERT E. JONES,

Director, Vashinglon Ofice.

I. JUSTICE IN AN ALIENATED COMMUNITY

(By Rev. Walter Royal Jones, Jr., Chairman, Unitarian Universalist Commis-
sion on Religion and Race Minister, Thomas Jefferson Memorial Unitarian
Church, Charlottesville, Va.)

THE GENERAL SITUATION IN SELMA

Selma is getting ready for Christmas. The pervasive shabbiness of Broad
Street is partly concealed, partly accented by the bright decorations which, espe-
cially at night, give an air of commercial gaiety. But Selma is still a town out
of another generation. There are a few contemporary bank buildings and stores,

6, 420-6e)- 105
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but by and large the architecture dates from the 19th century and earlier, more
often decrepit than graceful. As one approaches the Edmund Pattus Bridge
from Highway 80, one sees a billboard extending welcome from the Selma
National Bank. Selma, it proclaims, is "the Town With 100% Human Interest."

In the surface, little tension is visible. Negroes can be seen patronizing Broad
Street stores alongside whites, despite a partial boycott Dolls for Negro girls
grace the windows of the five-and-ten-cent store, alongside white dolls. There
seems to be full freedom of movement for Negro shoppers.

Although it takes a while to penetrate, however, the tension is there. I was
only one of many outsiders in Selma the week of the trial, of course. But my
presence was noted. In the courtroom, where I sat beside Daniel Bickford, a
Boston attorney also observing the trial for the Unitarian Universalist Associa-
tion, I heard whispered speculation whether we were Department of Justice
lawyers. In restaurants, the strange face was noted, with many a lengthy and
inquiring glance. In the Negro section, on the other hand, quite to my surprise,
there were some who allowed as having recognized me from March ninth.
Whatever the case of memory, identification with the Unitarian Universalist
Association was an instant open-sesame.

Monday evening, (December 6) 1 retraced the steps of the march to the bridge,
having parked--quite by coincidence-directly in front of Walker's Cafe. The
highway and streets bore nothing but traffic, this night. Traffic, and the ghosts
of another day. It seemed a longer walk, than in the tension of that other
afternoon, with the Sheriff's deputies lining the streets, taking photographs,
and making cryptic radio reports from their patrol cars.

I stopped at the parsonage of the Brown Memorial Chapel, to inquire after
LInzey West, who might put me in touch with the Rev. Francis Walter, an
Episcopal priest who is our interreligious "man in Selma." He is the new diree-
Vtr of the Selma Inter-Religious Ministry. At West's home, and later in the
Brown Chapel where Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., once again spoke on Tuesday
night, I learned about the SCLC boycott of downtown stores, and the projected
mardi to protest segregated southern justice.

'iLhe trail to Francis Walter took me first Father MacNeice of St. Edmund's
Mission, and thence to Rev. Everett Wenrick, an Episcopal theological student
who, with his wife, has taken up residence in Selma to continue the witness of the
martyred Jonathan Daniels. Wenrick is working on the Poverty Program, and
has so far succeeded in maintaining tenuous contacts with both the Negro commu-
nity and local Episcopal churches. The poverty project is a particularly sore
point with the Negro leadership. There has been no breakthrough in employ-
ment in Selna, and a resolute refusal by the city to seek any of the Poverty
Program funds. SCLC and SNCC workers tried long and unsuccessfully to
engage the Mayor and the white establishment in joint sponsorship. At length,
fearing Federal support might go to Negro leadership alone, by default, the Mayor
submitted a plan of his own. which. behind a facade of elaborate committees and
submittees, left final control of funds and program in his hands. It was rejected
both by Selma Negroes and in Washington. Meetings continue, seeking a work'
able compromise, but thus far unavailing. Wenrick was stopped by police from
distributing leaflets calling attention to a meeting of the Poverty Program Coun-
cil. He expected that an appeal to Police Chief Wilson Baker would remove the
interference. The boycott of stores by Negroes at Christmas is aimed both at
frustration over failure to obtain employment and to launch the Poverty Program.
Speakers at the Brown Memorial Chapel recounted how merchants had asked for
a reprive from an earlier boycott, so that they could act "without being under
pressure." The boycott had been lifted-and nothing happened. So it is being
revived.

Tuesday, I succeeded in reaching Francis Walter, who is also working in
Tuscaloosa, Selna, Camden, and Wilcox County. Walter confirmed tihe impres-
sions I had gained from Wenrick and West about the Selma situation. He added
that SCLC and SNCC are involved in a deep re-appraisal of tactics, tending to
de-emphasize marches now, in favor or reorganization and cultivation of re-
sources-econfl, and educational-in the Negro community itself. This is
partly in response to the more sophisticated (and frustrating) attitude of the
white Establishment, since March. Acts of violence against demonstrators are
rare. The new tack is to give them police escort, receive them with a show of
cordiality, send them off again, and do nothing!

There Is little sign of re-appraisal in the white community. Segregationist
literature crowds the newsstands. Radio programs originating in Selma's local
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station, or linked with the hard right-like Carl Maclntyre's "20th Century
Reformation Ilour"-din the favorite fantasy into listenters' ears day and night.
During the trial, the Selma Tim c8 Journal carried a page two photograph of the
defendants jovially gathered with their attorney in the court library. But for
the caption beneath, one would have taken it for a group of visiting delegates to a
Junior Chamber of Commerce convention, just a few fine up-and-coming American
young businessmen. Drinking fountains in the Court House are of the cup- and-
faucet variety, the fountains having been plugged. Sheriff Clark still proudly
displays his 01d NEVER button. even in court, as he stalks the corridors with that
curiously enacting smile which is the special accomplishment of policemen and
Senate Investigators. Doctors' offices downtown still announce Colored Waiting
Rooms in the rear. It is alleged that there are five or six chapters of the John
Birch Society in Sela. There are no Negro police officers. The hospitals are
segregated. Durinuz the trial the defense attorney asked Dr. W. B. Dinkins, a
Negro physician who first attended James Reeb, whether Good Samaritan Hos-
pital (a Catholic mission hospital) was not in fact the best equipped in Salema.
He could not answer, said Dinkins, because he had never been permitted inside
the others.

Selma is a small town, even thought its internal subdivisions are sharp. Cul-
turally ingrown, it lives in a world but little penetrated by the 20th century, and
inclined to close ranks defensively against any incursion in depth. Efforts on the
part of Negro and white civil rights leaders to build bridges with their Estab-
lishment counterparts have been rebuffed, so far. With white Selma, it is still
a family affair, with the tangible virtues and appalling hazards of parochialism.

TIE TRIAL

The trial began Tuesday morning (December 7) with Judge Moore's charge
and questions to the 104 potential jurymen. News reports have it that 13 among
these were Negro. Dan Bickford and I saw only four, and. in aly ea.e, none was
selected. Several jurymen sought to disqualify themselves on ground of close
relationship, fixed opinion, and oplpitioim to capital junishnent, and were ex-
cusedf. To the additiwial stipulation, suggested in absentia by Alabama Attorney-
General Flowers, concerning bias against civil rights workers, two men rose and
sought to be excused. It was an interesting look into the Southern conscience
struggling with itself. I could not withhold respect from these men, wrestling
with fairness, even though they were eventually not excused, having affirmed
that if they were truly convinced by overwhelming evidence, they would have to
find a verdict of "guilty" despite all. None of those who had sought disqualifl-
cation were included in the final panel. But one juror proved to be, later, the
brother of a key witness of the defense, whose testimony would have to be evalu-
ated by the jury. Why either prosecutor or defense counsel allowed this, I find
hard to understand.

The case was tried by Circuit Court Justice L. S. Moore. a paternal and seem-
ingly conscientious figure. From what I saw, I was convinced lie sought to con-
duet the trial with true impariality.

The prosecutor, Circuit Solicitor Blanchard McLeod, was a weak figure, per-
haps attributable in part to his convalescence from a recent heart attack, but
over and above that obviously reluctant in his role. Deputy District Attorney
Virgis Ashworth carried the major burden of the prosecution. He was at his
best in discrediting defense alibi witnesses, and in resisting Defense Attorney
Pilher's occasional efforts to make emotional hay with resentment against the
civil rights movement as a whole. But he had little to work with. The prose-
cution's case was meagre. Only three out of six witnesses ever got to the stand
at all. Strongest were Clark Olsen and Orloff Miller, whose positive identifica-
tion of Elmer L. Cook as one of the assailants was never, to my mind, effectively
refuted. The fourth witness was declared incompetent, after an inquiry that was
itself fantastic, with the witness' medical history including very personal de-
tails being paraded before the court by a doctor presuming to offer a psychiatric
analysis, although he was not a psychiatrist and had never examined the nman in
question. The fifth witness, IL B. Kelley, was dismissed since he intended to
Invoke the Fifth Amendment. being threatened with indictment in a Federal
Court for a similar charge. The sixth was in Mississippi, and prudently elected
not to come at all.

For a liberal, observing the Fifth Amendment episode was excruciating.
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There was no doubt of the witness being in Jeopardy, and thus entitled to its
protection. At the same time it was the virtual death-blow to the prosecution's
case to lose this witness, who may have testified earlier to a grand jury. Was
such testimony available, if it occurred? Would it, too, be covered by the Fifth
Amendment now? Thee are distressing, unanswered questions. The prosecu-
tion offered no visible objection to the Judge's ruling, which was made with
apparent reluctance.

As the state rested its case, two things only had been established: 1-Elmer C.
Cook had been Identified as one of the assailants, and 2-James Reeb had died
as the result of the blow received, although his actual attacker was unknown.
Judge Moore refused a defense motion, however, to dismiss charges against the
Hoggle brothers, insisting that the Jury should hear all the evidence.

If the prosecution's case was weak, the defense was ludicrous. It consisted
of three points: 1-an alibi for the presence of O'Neal Hoggle at a nearby cafe at
the time of the attack, 2-a string of witnesses to attest all three men were dressed
in clothing different from that described by Olsen and Miller on that day, and
3-an effort to insinuate deliberate delay and perhaps additional injury to the
wounded man, for the purpose of producing a martyr for the civil rights cause.

The first alibi seemed plausible enough, until it was disclosed that the witness
1-was a brother of one of the Jurors, 2-was a business partner of Elmer Cook,
and 3-that his testimony was being tied to the succession of witnesses on clothing.
The longer this succession continued, the less convincing it became. I was more
sure the Hoggle brothers were involved In the attack after the defense had
concluded, than when it began. Of the third point, it need only be said that it
was as cruel as it was fatuous. Only in Selma could it be taken seriously by a
Jury, if indeed it was.

I regret that I was unable to stay in Selma for the prosecution's and defense's
summations and the judge's charge to the jury. Dan Bickford will fill in details
on these. When I heard the radio account of the verdict, later on Friday, I
was not surprised, although I had hoped for the possibility of a hung jury-at
least that much a glimmer of conscience in Selma. But there was none. News
reports told of applause and joyous greetings of the defendants. The family
bad come through; our boys were safe again.

Friday morning, before court opened, Solicitor McLeod saw some old friends
sitting among the family of the Hoggle brothers. Wreathed in smiles he came
over, and there was warm handshaking. Apparently no one doubted it would
come out all right. They were not disappointed.

JUSTICE IN AN ALIENATED COMMUNITY

When a determined jury defied both magistrate and the law of the colonies
to find John Peter Zenger not guilty of sedition, for his criticisms of the Governor
of New York, a powerful blow was struck, not only for the freedom of the
press, but the independence of Juries. It was also a testament, handwriting on
the wall, to the emergence of a new community, later to cut its ties with England
altogether. We cite the incident with approval, for the new community is our
own.

But Selma is also a severed community. Its cord, cut in the 1860's, has never
wholly been repaired. This is ironic, for the same belligerent local pride that
alienates it from the overall American community, is deemed to unite It in the
more belicose aspects of super-patriotism. This affinity for the violent is mistaken
for authentic unity and devotion to American ideals.

To a degree this is the plight of the total Deep South, for whom Americanism
is a mixture of hard-core poltical conservatism, economic atonism, anti-Com-
munism, fundamentalist religion, sex puritanism, and segregation. This is the
official Dixie package; and deviation from any particular is viewed as an attack
on the whole. In this complex the Negro is welcome only if he accepts "his
place." But from Reconstruction days onward, his political ambitions have
always been viewed as a menace, the rise of a rival and therefore hostile power
center. It Is one of the ironies of history that the Southern poor white, whose
plight both politically and economically most closely parallels that of the Negro,
has been effectively neutered as a force for change by exploitation of race tensions.
One of these days he will wake up and discover he has been "had," victimized by
his own propensities for hating the colored counterpart. But for the moment he
still dwells in the reverie of identity with the white establishment, whose ladder
of opportunity he may hope to climb, and to which he does indeed have a mar-
ginally better access than the Negro.
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Withal its inner contradictions, however, the Southern community is a com-
munity, and tensely self-conscious. It has been long under attack by the culture
of the 20th century, with Its anti-parochialism in politics and world affairs, its
religious pluralism, and the drives towards racial equality. The stance of the
South is therefore defensive. It has admitted at a superficial and technological
level the world of today; but it steadfastly resists the implications of that world
for religion, morals, and society.

Our American system of law, more particularly our tradition of court action,
cuts across such local differences: that is both its majesty and Its peril. For the
finely-made instrument, with its built-in protections for accused, is only partly
responsive to its own precedents. It may function perfectly as an instrument; it
cannot escape the influence of the community, working through the persons who
set out the drama.

The trial in Selma may have had some defects, but by and large the effect of
thee defects on the outcome was miniscule compared to the forces with which the
court could not possibly cope; which indeed it had to do its best to ignore, by the
legal pretense of banishing them, through oaths, and proper instructions to the
jury.

The jurors swore to come to an impartial judgment. But could they keep their
oath? They could swear not to be swayed by the fact that James Reeb was in
Selma as part of a civil rights protest; and the defense attorney could be pre-
vented from ringing the changes on this theme. But could it be eliminated from
their thinking? They could try not to recognize the three defendants as neighbors
and friends, as members of "our side" in the siege, while the victim was the
outsider and thus the enemy. But could this possibly be forgotten? The law pre-
scriLed the ultimate penalty for first degree murder. Most people consciously or
unconsciously recognize capital punishment for what it is: not justice but
retaliation. Could Selma's jurors by any stretch of imagination be seen calling
for the act of vengence against their compatriots, however dismayed they might
be at the consequences of a rash act?

Given the proper requirement that a verdict of guilty must be rendered only
if there be not the slightest shadow of doubt, did anyone expect that doubt would
be expellable? The climate also affected the prosecution, however valiantly it
may have tried to be objective. To proceed w~th vigor would be to court the
enmity of the entire community. It presented the evidence it could not help pre-
senting; there is no sign of any effort "above and beyond the call of duty" to get
more.

To say this is not to discredit the courts, but only to recognize the limits of
judicial effectiveness. Murder is not murder except in the community that re-
gards it so. And beyond that, murder is not a self-defining act. That would be
true only in a universal community, which exists in principle, perhaps, and in
legal theory, but not in social fact. Murder is defined by the margins of community
consciousness: it depends less upon a man being killed than who he is. Our frus-
tration with the recent civil rights cases comes out of our assumption that there
is a single, organic American community, in which American citizens have been
killed for working towards legitimate American aims. From this perspective, the
slayings are murders. But that is not the perspective of Hayneville and Selma.
From their view, conspiratorial and un-American outsiders have been killed by
overzealous and perhaps unwise, but basically decent and patriotic defenders
of the true way. The circle of community never included these who died. It is
manslaughter-perhap a sop to larger citizenship--but not murder, not in the
sense that calls for outrage and revenge, for the "full measure of the law." In
this the South is not structurally different from other self-conscious communities.
We have no ground for self-righteousness; we are under the same judgment. It
is only that for a moment we can see what is operating in our legal system, because
in this Instance the alienation and contradiction of community-consciousness
is so obvious.

The answer to the dilemna Is self-evident. Both the death of James Reeb and
all his companions in the civil rights struggle, and the infuriating inability of
the Southern courts to grapple with the Issue, point to the same problem
and the same solution. The insularity of the embattled community must be
broken. The resources for a larger community must be uncovered and drawn
out. It may be possible to accomplish some of this by further exercise of federal
authority, extending protection to civil rights workers, for example, beyond
the authority of state governments. But this is not the best answer, a measure

,~
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to be taken in desperation only. Nor will It directly meet the underlying problem,
which Is the alienated community.

The only answer is to bring the Selmas and Haynevilles into the American com-
munity at a far deeper level than they have yet been willing to come. And this
will be accomplished, It seems to me, less by new legislation, than by the quiet
but determined work of Individuals and groups, to take advantage of the ground
already gained, to undercut decisive anxieties, and prepare the way for the volun-
tary relinquishing of attitudes that are no longer useful nor attractive.

I say this. not to discourage work towards legislation that may yet be needed,
nor demonstrations that may yet bear justified witness to wrongs suffered, but to
encourage the constructive work at deeper levels without which further progress
seenis a vain hope. I look for a shift of emphasis, as a sign of American maturing,
with the outcome of creating a genuine community In which the James Reebs
will not be slain, and the courts will not have to try the slayers. This, I think.
is what he would have worked for, too.

II. THE RFuE MURDEa TRIAL

(By Daniel B. Bickford. Special Counsel. Unitarian Universalist Association,
Partner, Ely, Bartlett, Brown & Proctor, Boston)

THE FIRST DAY

The courtroom was packed with witnesses, jurors, and spectators. There was
no trouble gaining admittance to the Court. There were no police or deputies
or court officers checking. I had to stand in the rear of the court, along with
50 to 75 others. The seating capacity of the room was in the neighborhood of
350, exclusive of the seating inside the bar enclosure. Inside the latter, there
was ample seating capacity for all counsel, defendants, prosecutors, and others.
(The Court is well laid out. The Judge sits where he can be seen and can com-
mand; the witnesses are close to the jury; the prosecutor sits directly in front
of the witness, and the defendants in front of the Judge.)

The proceedings began with the Judge climbing the few steps to his seat and
calling for order. (It took me some time to figure out who the Judge was. as
he wore no robe and entered the room without introduction. He carried what
appeared to be the docket books. No one stood when he entered the courtroom.
There was no indication that he was other than a clerk.) The proceedings began
about 9:15 a.m. on Tuesday. December 7. 1W65.

The first order was the calling of the State's witnesses, followed by the calling
of the defendants' witnesses. The Judge apparently was calling their names
from a docket entry which he had In front of him. As the witnesses' names
were called, they would step forward to the bar. The State had about 12
witnesses sworn, and the defense must have had about 75. The defense attorney
indicated that most of the witnesses he had were character witnesses. The
witnesses, with the exception of the character witnesses, were sequestered, that
is. they were not allowed to attend the trial.

Next came the qualification of the jurors. This was a process whereby all
the jurors stood, were sworn, and then were allowed to sit down while the
Judge asked a number of statutory questions. These included: If anyone was
under 21. he was to "Inform the Court :" if anyone was not a resident of Dallas
County for the last year. "he was to Inform the Court ;" if anyone had been
Indicated for a felony In the last year. "he was to inform the Court :" if anyone
was convicted of a felony in the last six years, "he was to inform the Court :"
if anyone was related to the defendants, "he was to Inform the Court ;" and if
anyone knew he was mentally incompetent. "he was to inform the Court." (The
Judge assumed by the silence of all jurors that the answers were negative.)

Questions as to capital punishment were asked; that is, whether or not there
were any jurors who did not believe In capital punishment. There were four
such jurors. Questions were asked with respect to belief in the use of circum-
stantial evidence, and one juror spoke up. On "voir dire" by defense counsel,
the answer finally was that he could convict on circumstantial evidence.

Lastly. the solicitor was allowed to ask a question which he read after saying
thut the Alabama Attorney General, Mr. Flower, had asked that the question
lbe uked. He read the question in a slow, almost Inaudible tone. The question
wa lengthy and was, in substance, as follows:
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"If the evidence was to show that the victim had dined with 'niggras' and had
otherwise socialized with them, and if the evidence were to show that the victim
felt that 'niggras" were equal to whites, and if the evidence were to show that the
victim had come to Selna, Alabama. to assist the 'niggras' in establishing their
equality, would that make the victim sueh a low person as to effect the juror in
his consideration of the guilt of the defendants?"

Apparently because the question was read with such lack of enthusiasm and so
inaudibly, the Judge asked if the question was in writing. On learning that the
answer was in the affirmative, he asked for the question and read it painstakingly
to the prospective jurors. (In my opinion, the question was made clear by the
Judge, who read it slowly and paused after words to define them where ziece.
sary.)

Three jurors Jumped to their feet and indicated that it would prejudice their
deliberations. Roy 1). Maples said, "I am leaning against a man who came
down here from Boston when he should have been preaching up there." W. E.
Dozier admitted his bias when he said. "I feel Reeb didn't belong down here."
L. H. Smitermin said "I am sick of civil rights. I have a fixed opinion." Again.
the defense took the prospective Jurors on "voir dire." and two of the three
agreed that it would not affect their decision if the evidence was such that the
three defendants in fact committed the crime. The third prospective juror indi-
cated that it would. and he was excused. (The other two were eventually ex-
cluded by a State's challenge.)

In my opinion it would have been far better to question each juror individually
as to his beliefs on this subject. I am sure that exlxerience must show that it is
difficult for a individual to volunteer to give a "yes" answer in front of 354 other
persons. However. the question was asked to the group, and each Juror. by not
volunteering, might feel obligated to the Court to exclude. conisciously, any con-
sideration connected with the identity of the victim. Would it have not been
better to propound the question individually so that a proslTctive juror would
not have to become a volunteer in exposing his prejudice? I would gueiis that
the prosecution, by lengthy examination of each individual juror. would have
been unable to qualify many of then]. if the assumption is. made that the inhabi-
tants of Selma are hostile to the civil right. worker. As a matter of trial tech-
nique, the custom is to examine each juror individually if the attorney wants to
eliminate certain people with a bias.

The next procedure was the "striking" o)f jurors. There were 67 jurors left
after the above qualifying procedure. The State was allowed to challenge (elimni-
nate) 13, the defense, 42. (The obvious implication of the procedure needs little
comment.) The jurors who were selected, and their occupation, are as follows:
Billy G. Boozer, mail carrier; William E. Barrett. insurance agent; Raymond
V. Schiffer, auto sales manager; Willie C. Ellington, salesman: Milton L. Adams,
officer, electric company; T. Maynard Busby, grocery manager; William W.
Vaughan, own company: M. Woods Culrepper, logger: Cecil 0. Campbell, truck
driver; and J. Cooper DeRamus. Jr.. cigar store employee.

It should be pointed out that there were four Negroes in the pool, but they
were eliminated by the defense.

After the striking of the jurors, the prosecution made its opening statement to
the jury. The statement was made by the Circuit Solicitor, Blanchard McLeod,
and was very short. The Solicitor said that he would show that the three de-
fendants "did the killing." He then went on to say that, because of a heart
attack, his doctors had ordered that be not try a case until after the first of
January. and that he was turning the prosecution of this case over to Mr. Virgis
Ashworth. Mr. Ashworth is a former state representative: it is my understand-
ing that this is the first case in which he has participated as a prosecutor.

The defense then made an opening statement which in substance outlined
their defenses. The defense would be that the wounds that the Rev. Mr. Reeb
received were not the wounds which caused his death, and that the wounds
were "altere, '" froii the time thot he was in Selma to the time that he was seen
in Birmingham. The second defense would be that the defendants were not in
the area when Reeb was attacked. More specifically. O'Neal Hoggle was in a
restaurant and Elner A. Cook and Stanley Hoggle were at their places of busi-
ness. There were three witnesses who would testify to these facts. The defense
also pointed out that they would show-that there were three or four other groups
of persons in the area at the time of the assault, and that these groupA could
have and probably did cause the injuries.
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The first witness was then called by the State. He was the Rev. Clark Olsen.
Mr. Olsen identified himself as a clergyman from California. When asked who
his attackers were, Mr. Olsen identified Cook from more than 300 people in the
Courtroom. and the identification was made by standing and pointing to that
specific defendant. With respect to the other attackers, he was only able to say
that the two Hoggle brothers were similar in appearance, but he could not
"positive'Ly" identify them, and that "they resembled to some degree the men I
remember attacking me." He did ask the Judge if the other two defendants
would stand, but the Judge said "no."

Mr. Olsen testified that he had had dinner at Walker's Cafe on Washington
Street some time between 5:30 p.m. and 6:00 p.m., and that he remained in the
Oafe from 1% to 2 hours. He estimated that it was about 7:30 p.m. when he
and the Rev. Orloff Miller and the Rev. James Reeb left the Cafe and turned
right on Washington Street, and that it was a few moments later that they were
attacked near the Silver Moon Cafe at the intersection of Washington Street
and Selma Avenue. He testified that, as they neared the Silver Moon Cafe,
"our attention was attracted by some men who started to come after us from
across the street. They shouted at us and came in a threatening manner." He
said that there were four or five men, and that the group continued walking for
12 or 15 feet. He testified that one of the attackers was carrying a stick or
pipe, "an object of some length." Reeb was walking on the street side, slightly
behind him. and Miller was In the middle, whereas he, Olsen, was on the build-
Ing side. He stated that he saw one of the men swing the stick or club and hit
Reeb on the side of the head. He saw Miller crouch down to avoid a blow, and
he himself ran a few steps away from the attackers. One of the attackers, how-
ever, came at him. He testified that he was caught after running a few steps
and was struck several times and lost his glasses. He testified, "I had an
especially good view of the man attacking me. I turned to face him. I raised
my arms to protect myself and saw him as he hit me." When the brief attack
stopped, he stated that he looked back and saw one or two of the men (at-
tackers) kicking Reeb and Miller. Olsen established the duration of the attack
to be about 30 seconds.

After the men had withdrawn, and he did not know In which direction, he
returned to the side of Miller and Reeb to see if he could aid them. He described
Reeh as being badly hurt and unable to speak coherently immediately after the
beating, his words babbling out

He and Miller assisted Reeb to his feet, had him lean against the building, and
when he was able to speak, and appeared to be conscious, they helped him to the
Boynton Insurance Agency. As far as he was concerned, Olsen could only
observe a small wound. Reeb, however, complained of a terrible headache.

In describing the man who attacked him, Olsen again said he had a "very good
view of the man who attacked me."

Olsen stated in great detail the subsequent events at the Boynton Insurance
Agency, where they finally got an ambulance and took Reeb to the Burwell
Infirmary in Selma, where he was treated by Dr. Dinkins, a Negro physician.
It was here that Reeb's condition worsened, and he lapsed into unconsciousness.
Arrangements were made by Dr. Dinkins for Reeb to be moved to Birmingham
for treatment by a neuro-siirgeon. On leaving the Burwell Infirmary, for Bir-
mingham. and about four or five miles out of town, the ambulance got a "flat
rear tire." and they decided to return to Selma. On returning, they drove to a
local radio nation where they called for a second ambulance and made a tele-
phone call for police protection. After placing Reeb in the second ambulance,
they returned to the Boynton Insurance Agency to pick up a check for $150 which
they had learned would be required to have Reeb admitted to the Birmingham
Hospital. In the meantime, Dr. Dinkins was obtaining an automobile so that
he could follow the ambulance.

Olsen went on to testify in some detail as to the events which took place at
the Birmingham Hospital where he said they arrived at about 11:00 p.m. Reeb
had still not regained consciousness.

With respect to the cross-examination of Clark Olsen, the defense attorney
apparently had use of the FBI report. There was an attempt to show photo-
graphs to the witness, as well as earlier statements which had been made to
investigators. Olsen testified in cross-examination that he had lost his glasses
in the attack. On further cross-examination, the defense brought out that Olsen
had arrived in Selma from California less than four hours before Reeb was
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fatally beaten and that he had come to Selma to join in the demonstrations
because he felt that he wanted to come as an individual to lend his assistance.
He was asked questions as to whether or not he was a pacifist. Ile said he was
not. He admitted that he had been driven from Montgomery to Selma in a car
chauffeured by a Southern Christian Leadership Conference driver. Upon his
arrival in Sela, he went to hear the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. After
that meeting, and subsequent to the march, he went to Walker's Cafe. (Walker's
Cafe is apparently a well-known Negro restaurant in Selma. Attempts were
made to point out this fact by asking questions such as, "Who was in the
Cafe?" etc.)

The trial recessed at 4:30 p.m., with Olsen still on the stand.

THE SECOND DAY

Olsen was on the stand at the beginning of the second day. Under cross-exami-
nation, he testified that, in his opinion, Cook was not the man who struck Reeb,
but he was positive that Cook was the man who struck him.

The second witness called was the Rev. Orloff Miller, who identified himself
.as a Unitarian Univernsllst clergyman from Hingham, Massachusetts. Miller
testified thot he was able to identify Cook as the leader of the group which
attacked Olsen, Reeb, and himself. He further testified that since the other
men's lives were at stake, he could not be positive, but they definitely were men
he had seen on that day.

Miller testified that he had been In Walker's Cafe, but had left about five min-
utes before the others to go outside for a cigar, and that the others, Reeb and
Olsen, joined him outside and started to walk toward the intersection of Wash-
ington Street and Selma Avenue, where they planned to turn right and proceed to
the Boynton Insurance Agency. As they were walking, four or five white men
came from between parked cars, one shouting, "Hey, you niggers." They there-
upon quickened their pace, the men approached from behind and to the left.
Miller testified that "Jim was struck to the pavement. I heard the blow." He
further testified that he immediately turned around, dropped to the pavement in
a crouched position, as he had been taught to do, and was attacked or kicked on
the forehead and on the arm. He described the attack as "an eternity, but was
probably about 30 seconds." He testified that he saw the attackers and that he
could identify them, whereupon he rose and identified Cook and stated that he
was in the lead of the attackers that night. He went on to describe what sub-
sequently happened after the attackers left, and the problems which they had in
getting Reeb to Birmingham. Miller told about going to the Boynton Insurance
Agency, getting an ambulance from the funeral home, going to Burwell Infirmary,
proceeding out of town, proceeding to the radio station, getting a second ambu-
lance, getting the money, and tarting off the Birmingham with Dr. Dinkins
following. In answer to a question by the prosecutor, Miller said that he had
kept notes and stated that they arrived in Birmingham at about 11:00 p.m.

In cross-examination, Miller was asked to designate the position that he took
during the attack, and he did this. He then agreed that he saw little after the
attack began. He recalled that it was not dark, but that the street lights had
come on while he was outside smoking his cigar. He did not see the instrument
that hit Reeb, but he did reaffirm that he got a good look at the lead man.

Miller described in great detail the ambulance trip, and it was brought out
that the injured man was not lying on his stomach, that there was no emergency
equipment, such as oxygen tanks and respirators used to keep the circulatory
pan-ages open. Miller described Reeb as being unconscious, and in great pain.
He further testified that he did nothing because he knew of nothing to do.

The prosecutor went into great pains to inquire of Miller whether or not the
wound which Reeb suffered was a "compound, communated multiple skull frac-
ture." There was no objection raised by the prosecution to these questions, but
Miller said that he was not familiar with this terminology.

The prosecution did suggest that the defense describe such a wound, which the
defense did, and that the skull "would be crushed like an egg shell with fragments
of bone penetrating through the skin." With this description, Miller asked
whether or not such a condition would go unnoticed immediately after an
injury, but would develop as pressure increased from swelling.

Miller further testified that on the ambulance trip to the Birmingham Hospital,
the stretcher did not fit the ambulance and had to be kept up against the side
by him. He said that it had a tendency to roll.
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A waitress, Ouida Larson, who worked at the Silver Moon Cafe, testified that
she saw Cook and the two Hoggles together in the Cafe some time between
6:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. On cross-examination, she was unable to pinpoint the
time, and she said that she heard nothing about the beating until the next day.

The remainder of the day was taken up with the qualifying of an "in-
competent" witness, Edgair W. Stripling. The Public Safety Director of Selma,
Wilson Baker, and Peter Lackeos, testified, as well as Dr. DeBardeleben.

Wilson Baker testified that he had noticed Stripling, who was a part-time
employee at the Silver Moon Cafe, shadowboxing with parking nmters, and, on
occasion, talking with his coffee cup and saucer. Mr. Baker was put on by the
defense with the intention of giving evidence to disqualify the State's proposed
witness. Stripling had already been sworn and had answered questions with
respect to his being able to tell the difference between truth and fantasy. He
had then been excused so that the defense could put on some witnesses.

Following Wilson Baker to the stand, Peter Lackeos (who spoke with a foreign
accent and was difficult to understand) identified himself as the owner of the
Silver Moon Cafe, and as the employer and friend of Stripling for a great many
years. He testified that Stripling had told him of fights which he claimed had
taken place at the Cafe during his absence, and which he knew had not taken
place.

Dr. DeBardeleben was called to the stand by the defense and testified that
he specialized in internal medicine and that he was a general practitioner in
Selma. He read extensively from Veterans' Administration records which indi-
cated that Stripling had been in and out of Veterans' hospitals on a number of
occasions. The last time was in 1959, and Indicated that Stripling was a residual
schizophrenic. The doctor said that certain types of this illness make It impos-
sible for a patient to distinguish between fact and fantasy at times. He further
testified that he did not know Stripling and had never examined him, and that
the only information he had was obtained from the records of the Veterans'
Administration.

At this time it should be noted that the State made no attempt medically to
qualify this witness. nor did it object to the testimony of a general practitioner.
On the other hand. however, when the doctor was testifying as to his qualifica-
tions, the State admitted that he was a qualified doctor. There is no indication
on the record as to the qualifications of the defense's expert on mental illness.
The evidence is quite strong to the contrary, in that the doctor is a general
practitioner, had made no examination of the proposed witness, and was basing
his so-called opinion testimony solely on the basis of records, the last entry in
which was made six years prior to his testimony. At the most, he testified that
it would be difficult for the proposed witness to determine the difference between
truth and fantasy. Alabama has a statute which permits a Judge to disqualify
a witness if the witness, at the time of his testimony, does not understand the
oath which is being administered.' There certainly was no testimony that this
witness did not understand the oath at the time it was being administered.

The Judge found that the witness was disqualified and stated: "I realize that
it is a serious thing to determine whether a man is competent to testify. He
might be able to tell the truth or he might not, I do not know. But I feel it would
not be right to lay this witness before the jury in the face of his medical record
and ask them to take credence in what he has to say."

THE THIRD DAY

The next witness to be called by the State was Mr. R. B. Kelley. (Kelley
was arrested with the three defendants, but was never Indicted.) The defense
objected to Kelley's testifying, and represented to the Court that there were
Federal conspiracy charges still being considered which would involve the-same
matters which this witness would be required to testify to and that the witness
had availed himself of the Fifth Amendment privilege. The State argued that
it should be allowed to ask Kelley questions and that, as to those questions
which he felt would Incriminate him, he could avail himself of the Fifth
Amendment. The Judge would not allow this and stated in effect that he could

1 The Statute reads: "Persons who have not the use of reason, an Idiots, lunatics during
lunacy, and children who do not understand the nature of an oath, are Incompetent
witnesses."
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not imagine any question which would not also be involved in the conspiracy
case and, therefore, he would not require the witness to testify. (The State
made no effort to argue that the witness might well be granted immunity, if he
was forced to testify, although this is a debatable point because immunity may
not be effective to forestall a Federal Court proceeding.) What is not clear with
respect to Kelley is whether he had ever given any statements before the Grand
Jury or whether he had otherwise waived his privilege through prior testimony.

Dr. Dinkins was called by the prosecution and said that he examined Reeb
around 8:30 p.m. at the Burwell Infirinary. Ills initial examination indicated
that Reeb suffered a laceration and contusion of the left temple, and lie ordered
an X-ray taken, but it "'as not good enough to read. In the meantime, he re-
ported that the condition of the injured man worsened and the symptoms showed
that lie had sustained an injury of a type that required additional study and
treatment. Dr. Dinkins thereupon made arrangements for Reeb to enter Uni-
versity Hospital in Birmingham. lie testified that there were no neuro-surgeons
in Selma. On cross-examination, he testified that he was not able to determine
whether Reeb had a skull fracture, and there was no indication on his first
examination that there was pressure on the brain, but that within 10 minutes
he did note pupillary reflexes whi(.h wouhl indicate that pressure was being
exerted on the brain.

lie testified that, on the trip to Birmingham, the first ambulance threw a recap,
and it became necessary to return to Selma and that they calledd for a second
ambulance from a radio station. While that was coming, he said that he returned
to pick up his vown car.

Ile testified that Reeb received no treatment prior to his arrival in Birming-
ham, and that there were no respirators, tubes, or oxygen used to keep the air
passages clear and that lie gave no instructions to the ministers who rode with
the vi4etim. He further testified that. on the trip to Biriningham, there was a
10 to 15 minute delay while he got his car, and that the reason for his getting his
automobile was that they vere unable to get assistance from law enforcement
oflicialQ. They left Selma for Birmingham at 9:30 p.m.

(I wonder why the prosecution called Dr. Dinkins. in that lie really added
nothing to the State's case. On the contrary, his testimony was not only em-
barrassing for him. but indicated that he was probably ill-equipped to handle this
type of injury.)

Dr. Dinkins was asked, on cross-examination, why he did not take the patient
to a Selma hospital, and pictures were introduced to show that the hospital in
Selmna was a rather modern facility. He stated that he had never been asked
to step foot in the hospital.

Following Dr. Dinkins' testimony, the depositions of four Birmingham doctors
were introduced by the State, although they had been taken by counsel for the
defendants. The procedure which followed was for the defense counsel, Mr.
Pilcher, to read the questions, and for one of his assistants, Mr. Radford, to read
the answers.

Dr. Thomas H. Allen testified by way of deposition that he had administered
to the patient by performing a tracheotomy and assisting in surgery to relieve
the pressure on the brain. It was his opinion that Reeb died as a direct result
of the head injuries.

Dr. James Argires, the neuro-surgeon at the University Hospital, outlined in
detail the emergency operation performed. He testified that it was his opinion
that Reeb died because of irreversible brain damage, and that the severe cranial
head injury "would have led to death" in any patient.

Dr. Stanley Graham, another neuro-surgeon, testified that he had seen Reeb
in the operating room and that it was his opinion that the fact that none of the
usual procedures for dealing with vomiting were employed and the respiratory
passages wece not kept clear might have contributed to Reeb's death. This doctor
also said the delay in getting Reeb to the hospital played a significant part and
that, if Peeb had arrived one hour earlier, there would have been a greater chance
of survival, and that the delay "seriously impaired" Reeb's chances for survival.

The firal deposition was that of Dr. Ernest S. Tucker, a pathologist at the
University Hospital. and it was through this deposition that 13 autopsy pictures
were introduced. The autopsy disclosed that pneumonia contributed to some
extent to the death of the patient, but that death came as a direct result of
complications following one or more blows to the head.
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The last witness to be called that day was Dr. Robert G. Johnson, a state toxi-
cologist, who observed the autopsy. It was his opinion that Reeb died as a result
of brain damage and pneumonia, both of which were direct and indirect results
of the blow. He described the fracture resulting from the blow or blows as
severe In the sense that it was severe compatible with life, but not severe to the
extent of what one would expect to see if a person had been hit by a railroad
train. He further testified that such an Injury would result in almost certain
death, if untreated. In cross-examination, he stated that, in his opinion, if com-
petent continuing treatment had been given immediately, the survival rate would
be something like one out of two or one out of three.

THE FOURTH DAY

At the opening of the session, the State said that it had one material witness
which it was trying to convince to come to Selma from Mississippi, Billey Ed-
wards, of Greenville, Mississippi. Mr. Ashworth stated that he hal-1 talked with
Edwards on the telephone and that Edwards had indicated that he would come
to Selma on the first available plane. The Court recessed for 45 minutes, and
Ashworth made another call. He said that he called the man's employer, and
that Edwards had gone to work and was making no effort to return to Selma.
Ashworth also said that Edwards had been a resident of Selma on March ninth.
(There is no indication that the prosecution had exhausted all efforts In trying
to obtain the testimony of this witness, and there is a Federal fugitive statute
which makes it a Federal offense for a material witness to flee from the juris-
diction of a state in order to avoid giving testimony. In any event, the subject
of this testimony is not known.)

This ended the State's case. The defense moved for a directed verdict as to
the Hoggle brothers, and the Judge denied this request.

The defense then made its opening statement, and indicated that it would show
that the defendants were not present, that there were intervening events which
caused Reeb's death, and that, in fact, the death was caused by a fourth person.
The first witness called by the defense was Selma Public Safety Director, Wilson
Baker.

Mr. Baker testified that there was a great deal of tension in Selma on the
day of the fatal attack, but was prohibited from testifying by the Court as to
what caused the tension. The questions indicated that the defense was trying to
show that it was caused by the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., and the civil
rights workers who were in town. The defense attorney, in a speech after the
judge excluded the statements, charged that the civil rights workers needed a
"martyr," and that these groups were willing to let him die. He said, "I propose
to show (by the questions) that there was motivation on the part of other per-
sons to injure Rev. Reeb or willfully permit him to die . . . There was motiva-
tion on the part of certain civil rights groups to have a martyr.... ." Baker
admitted that his department received the first call on the assault from a nurse
at Burwell Infirmary, and placed the time around 7:50 p.m. He said that he
sent patrol No. 22. He testified that he was unable to afford protection to all of
the people in town on that day. Baker further testified he had been looking for
Floyd Grooms since that day in connection with the attack.

Following Baker. F. J. Ellison, a Selima policeman who was in Car 22, the car
sent to the Burwell Infirmary, said that he interviewed both Miller and Olsen
at the infirmary with respect to being able to identify the individuals who at-
tacked them. They said they were unable to identify the individuals. On
cross-examination, it was learned, however, that what the policeman meant by
identification was ability to swear out a warrant and identify the attackers by
name.

Following Ellison's testimony. General MacArthur Brown testified that he was
in the restaurant, but had not eaten there. He testified that it was approximately
7:00 p.m. when he followed three ministers out of the restaurant and followed
them down Washington Street to Selma Avenue and saw nothing happen. He
did say, however, that he saw Cook standing in the doorway of his store when
he left. He placed the time around 7:00 p.m. He further testified, on cross-ex-
amination, that he was a friend of Cook and that he did not know whether or
not the three men that he followed were the three men who were later attacked.
He testified that there were other white men in the Cafe that night, and the three
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could have been others. He denied that he had told the FBI agents that Stanley
Iloggle stood and looked into the window of the Cafe while he was inside.

The next witness was Mr. George Hainie, a retired Baptist minister working
as a janitor in a local factory. He appeared to be a rather reluctant witness.
He testified that lie had gone into the Silver Moon Cafe to try to make a telephone
call between 7:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. When the phones were busy, he decided to
telephone from outside, on Washington Street. Ile placed the time of his call
at around 7:30 p.m. Hami te-stified that he noticed an assault on the other side
of Washington Street and it looked like somebody running together. He said
that it wasn't light and it wasn't dark. After the assault, he went into the Cof-
fee Pot Cafe where he saw Edgar B. Vardaman, who was standing at a counter.
He was unable to identify any other individual in the Cafe. He was unable to
identify the attackers, as they "just flushed out like birds." He did see an indi-
vidual drop to his knees or all the way to the pavement.

The next witness to take the stand was Edgar B. Vardainan, who stated that
he went into the Coffe Pot Cafe with O'Neal Hoggle, and that he (Hoggle) was
making a telephone call when Hamm came into the Cafe and mentioned the inci-
dent. Vardaman, however, testified that he was sitting down when he spoke to
Hamm.

Vardaman then identified three sets of clothing which he remembered were
the exact. clothes which the three defendants wore that day. One was a blue
service station uniform, worn by O'Neal Hoggle, another was a suit worn by
Cook, and the third was a sport jacket worn by Stanley Hoggle. Needless to say,
on cross-examination, Vardaman admitted that lie wasn't sure that they were
the same clothes. He further testified that he was a business associate of O'Neal
Hoggle. (This witness is the brother of one of the jurors, and it should be pointed
out that the State should have known of the relationship prior to the time the
jury was selected, because the defense had listed their prospective witnesses
and had had them sequestered. Also, the witness himself probably should have
known that lie was to be called because the nature of his testimony was that of
an alibi witness which means that he must have gone over it with the defense.
In any event, it is apparent that the prosecution should have moved for a mistrial
because of the relationship between the witness and the Juror. It would be
difficult for a Juror to disbelieve his own brother's testimony.)

Following Vardaman to the stand, the manager of the Coffee Pot Cafe, Mrs.
Frances Bowden, testified that O'Neal Hoggle was there about 7:30 p.m. She
further testified that she left with Vardaman to go to supper at the Bamboo
Club.

Following Mrs. Bowden's testimony, Paul Woodson, one of the owners of the
Bamboo Club. testified that he saw all of the defendants at the Club between
8:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. on the night of March ninth.

On cross-examination, Woodson testified that he could not remember any
other person at the Club that night, and he did not remember Mrs. Bowden
and Mr. Varadaman. Following Woodson's testimony, the other owner of the
Bamboo Club testified that he was at the bar and that the only person he recog-
nized in the Club that night was Cook. He did not see the other defendants, nor
could he remember the names of any other persons in the Club, even though he
was familiar with both Vardaman and Mrs. Bowden.

The next witness to testify was J. South. a bread man. testifying that lie was
at Buchanan's Service Station with Charles Buchanan. He saw the ambulance
go by, heading toward Birmingham, and decided to follow that ambulance, since
it was going in the direction of his home. The ambulance turned around, and
he followed it back to the radio station where it stopped. He said that it was
traveling at a slow rate of speed on the way back. He examined the ambulance
and found nothing wrong with it, but another ambulance came along with a
faulty signal light which he fixed. He further testified that he left the radio
station briefly to get Mr. Buchanan to have him call the police, as he felt that
Eomethi g funny was going on. South testified that it was some 30 to 50 min-
utes before the ambulance departed, and that no one was doing anything for
the patient during that time. On cross-examination, South admitted that he
we-s making it his business to find out what was going on. (The implication
was that he was a trouble maker.)

Following South's testimony, Charles Buchanan, the owner of the service
station, testified that he saw the ambulance go by his station as he was closing
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up, and that he later had a chance to examine the ambulance at the radio station
a0( found that there was nothing wrong with the tires.

The next witness to be called was Paul Bodiford, an auto repairman. He
testified that he arrived at the Silver Moon Cafe at about 0:30 p.m., after observ-
Ing the rally at Brown's Chapel and the march on Water Street. He said that
he drank beer inside the Cafe for 30 or 40 minutes and then went outside, and
that lie saw nothing happen until lie left at about 8:00 p.m. He testified that
lie was standing outside for most of the time between 7:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.,
except when he went to get a bottle of wine. lie said that he was standing with
Floyd Grooms, and that Grooms had been talking and was telling him about a
fight with a group of civil rights workers and of Grooms' attempt to upset a
station wagon. Bodiford said that lie had not seen Grooms since. He said that
another man, Winston Smith, was standing outside with him. With this testi-
mony, the defense rested its case. The time was about 11:20 a.m.

Before lunch the prosecution made a brief argument. Mr. Ashworth told the
jury that lie expected that they would do their duty as jurors; that they would
find a true verdict according to their consciences. He told the jury that lie was
not "sticking up" for the civil rights workers, but that the system of justice was
on trial. lie told them it was an important case and they must do their duty,
"as lie knew they would."

After the brief opening (about five minutes), the jury went to lunch. After
lunch, the defense argued and reviewed the evidence. The defense rested heavily
on the lack of identification implicating the two Hoggles. Very little was said
about the defendant Cook, except that he did not deliver the blow. Argument
was made concerning the injuries not being the same and that the treatment
which Rev. Reeb received was "grossly negligent."

Following the defense's argument, the prosecution closed by pointing out that
the Judge would charge that the defendant Cook need not be Identified as being
the person delivering the blow, as long as he was a member of a group, one of
which did deliver the blow.

The Judge's charge to the jury was very good, in my opinion He charged with
respect to each and every element of manslaughter in the first and second degree
and murder in the first and second degree, and said that they could find each
and every defendant guilty of any one of those offenses. He also charged that
it was not necessary to identify the defendant who struck the blow: that it was
only necessary to find one or all of the defendants were part of a group that con-
tained an individual who struck the fatal blow. (The law of Alabama, much
like that of the Federal Government, has abolished the distinction between
accessories before and after the fact, as well as principles in the first and second
degree.) The Judge continually used Cook as an example in the charge, but at
all times, he made it clear that what he was saying applied to the Hoggle
brothers, as well.

The jury returned a verdict of "not guilty" as to all defendants in 97 minutes
after they began deliberations, a most unusual occurrence.

There was no real defense offered for the defendant Cook, except that during
the day he was wearing a dark suit, as compared to what Mr. Miller and Mr.
Olsen described as a light suit. The defense's own witnesses clearly put Elmer
Cook at the scene, and the State's witnesses made him one of the attackers.
The Judge charged that this would be enough to convict. The Jury took only
a limited hour and one-half to determine otherwise. In my opinion, the case
involving Cook should have taken a great deal longer to consider. This belief
is bolstered by the reported fact (although inadmissable as evidence) that Elmer
Cook had been arrested 25 times and charged with assault and battery on 17
occasions.

BAYSIDE, N.Y., June 8, 1966.
Congressman EMANUEL CELLER,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.G.

DEAR CONORzSSMAN CELLER: I strongly urge you to recommend to your sub-
committee prompt and favorable action on the Hart-Celler bill with the four
amendments endorsed by the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights.

We must not allow this bill to be defeated or delayed.
Sincerely, Mrs. RoBE.RTA KAPLAN .
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TnE FiUs'r REAm.1Y Co. OF BOS :'Ox, INC.,
Boston, .lu.NY,, M1ayl 18, 1966.

Ilon. EMANUEL CEL.E,
Iill.C (4 Rcpr(l'fc.(* taticCs,
Ws (L.Sliglun, D.C.

I)va CON UILEsSMAN." : Title IV of the Administration's Civil Rights Legislation
S 321k which will be before your Committee in the near future provides for
preventatives to discrimination in the sale or rental of housing.

Here in Massachusetts we have had similar legislation for several years which
is working quite well.

Our company is active in the construction and management of higher income
FHA 220 developments and is now specializing in the below market interest rate
FHA 221(d)3 housing program. We have a completely oln occupiancy policy
wiih excellent results and I know of no incidents arising as a result either within
or without any development.

Several articles are attached including one from this past Sunday's "Boston
Globe" commenting on our latest 402 unit middle income complex in East Boston
which indicates some of our activity and exlprience In the housing field.

As a past Director of the Massachusetts Association of Real Estate Boards
and the Greater Boston Real Estate Board which favored similar state legisla-
tion, I know I speak for many realtors in the country in urging your Committee
to favorably report Title IV.

Very truly yours,
MAx R. KAROMAN,

Prcsidcnt.

[From the Boston (Mass.) Sunday Globe. May 15. 19661

RENTALS WILL START AT $9M--o.6 MILLION 1i0U SING ('OMPLEX FOR E. BOSTON

(By Anthony J. Yudis)

To many lople. East Boston is known only as the place one travels through to
get to Iogan International Airport.

For the past 25 years, there has been practically no major real estate con-
struction in the area.

Its population has been declining steadily since World War II, and many of
those who have left have done so to look for better housing.

Studies show that between 1M50 and l1M), the number of new dwelling units
built came to around 20 units. Between 1M40 and 1949, there were 436 housing
units built, but of this number 414 were public housing dwellings.

But recently a Boston development firm, after taking a hard look at the East
Boston housing market, concluded that the area could absorb a generous amount
of middle-income housing.

The result? Construction is already well underway on the biggest housing
building program that East Boston has seen in years, and it's all being done with-
out the benefit of any urban renewal program.

Without having to vacate a single family, the Boston-based First Realty Co.
is putting up a total of 40"2 dwelling units, representing 12 times the number of
private rental units built between 1941) and 1960. The investment totals about
$5.6 million.

The scene of construction activity is a 20-acre site along Saratoga st., long a
vacant eye-sore adjacent roughly to the Noyes Playground in the Orient Heights
section. For years the vacant land has been zoned for industrial use. It was
formerly owned by the old Port Development Co. headed by Bernard Goldfine.
Nearby is the Columbus Nursing Home.

According to Walter K. Winchester of First Realty, the site is one of the few
large-sized areas within minutes of downtown Boston, but for years there were
no takers for it.

Winchester says the area's possibilities for new housing were first brought in-
formally to his attention by Development Director Edward 3. Logue.

"We took a long look at it, made some market studies and we felt-and the
F.H.A. agreed-that this is a good site for middle-income families. We then
bought the land from the trustees of the old Port company, and got the area
rezoned to residential."

,J
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What has happened since is visible t o neighbors across the street who own or
occupy two and three decker honies. Concrete-capped piles cover the site like an
army of sentinels. Soon the housing forms will be sprouting.

Winchester says the total neighborhood has been a prime consideration of the
real estate developers.

"We're putting up only two story garden type apartments, not high rise here,"
said Winchester.

"And the area will be returning taxes to the city since we are doing this as a
limited dividend corporation."

The housing program is being carried out under the F.H.A. 221d3 program which
allows low-mortgage interest rates and lower rentals.

Of the 402 units, 140 will be one bedroom apartments, 146 will be two bedrooms,
and 116 will have three bedrooms.

Winchester estimates rentals at roughly $95 for one bedroom; $115 for two
bedrooms, and $130 for three bedrooms. Heat and hot water is included.

One hundred percent off-street parking will be available as will tot lots and
some recreation space. The structures themselves are faced in brick (bottom
half) and white aluminum clapboards. Slanted roofs are of asphalt shingles.

All units will have disposals and air-conditioning will be optional-at a $5
extra monthly charge, according to Winchester. Laundry facilities also will be
available and all units will have refrigerators.

When completely the East Boston venture will be roughly part of some 1100
to 15 0 mits of 22113 housing built by the First Realty Firm which is fast be-
coming the leader in New England in the construction of the middle-income
housing.

A successful 500-unit proloet in West Roxbury called "High Point," a Fall River
120-unit program, a 320-unit development in Brockton, are among First Realty's
housing construction accomlplishnents.

One reason has been because of differences between the firm headed by Max R.
Kargman and I)evelopmenc Director Logue. One such conflict occurred over the
firm's plan to construct 1200 units of rent-supplement aided housing on Boston
Pier 2 waterfront-which Logue opposed.

Here, as In East Boston, is another long-abandoned and seemingly unwanted
piece of land which First Realty is confident it can transform into something
liveable and desirable.

In fact with its plans for Pier 2. with its recent housing program completions
anti with its massive 27-story "Tremont-on-the-Common" hlxury apartment
tower. First Realty becomes one of the major development and real estate firms In
New England.

NATIONAL HousiNo CONFERENCE, INC.,
Washington, D.C., June 1, 1966.

Ion. EMANUEL CELIER.
Chairman, House Judiciary Cotnmittee,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DFA CHAIRMAN: On behalf of the Board of Directors of the National Housing
Conference, I am writing to present our general support of Title IV of H.R.
14765, the proposed Civil Rights Act of L1966.

The National Housing Conference, as the principal national public interest
organization in the field of housing and community development, has long sup-
ported the principle of equal opportunity for housing. Our organization is
therefore fully in accord with the principles and objectives of Title IV of the
pending Bill. However, in order to assure the achievement of these principles
and objectives, we recommend to your Committee that administrative remedies
be incorporated in Title IV rather than to rest the implementation of that Title
largely on individual actions by persons discriminated against.

I am attaching a copy of the Resolution on Equal Opportunity in Housing
adopted by the membership of the National Housing Conference at our Thirty-
Fifth Annual Convention in Washington, D.C. on March 20, 1966 prior to the
introduction of H.R. 14765.

I would greatly appreciate your inserting this communication in the record
of your subcommittee hearings.

Sincerely yours,
NA&THANqI P S. KEITH,

President.
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RESOLUTION ON EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN HOUSING

(Adopted by the National Housing Conference at the 35th annual convention
in Washington, D.C., March 20, 1966)

Throughout its entire life the National Housing Conference has been com-
mitted to equal opportunity for all American faunilies to secure good housing
in good neighborhoods. It again reaffirms this position. While rec-gnizing the
slow but significant progress that has been achieved in recent years, it deplores
the fact that this opportunity is still denied to millions of American families
throughout every section of the land because of their race, color, creed or na-
tional origin, or because of the myths which exist as to their desire, or ability
to pay for and maintain good homes. To overcome this denial of opportunity
and to dissipate these myths are great challenges facing the Nation.

The National Housing Conference has long supported the principle of a com-
petitive housing market open to free bargaining by all Americqn families without
regard to racial or ethnic background. We therefore applaud action taken by
the President and the Congress of the United States as steps in this direction,
and support extension of the President's Executive Order on equal opportunity
to lending institutions involved in financing housing. We commend also the
increasing number of communities throughout the Nation that have affirmatively
pursued equal opportunity in housing. Many localities have been limited in
achieving this objective, however, because of the lack of adequate supplies of
low and moderate-cost living acconunodations and the congestion of many
minority group families in limited sections of the community.

As a step in meeting this critically growing problem, the NHC approves and
supports the President's Messages and bills on Demonstration Cities and Urban
Development which recognize the necessity for a comprehensive attack upon
slums through the concentrated and coordinated use of all available Federal
aids and local private and governmental resources, including citywide aids
and resources necessary to improve the general welfare of all the people living
or working in the areas. We call upon the real estate and mortgage lending
industries to provide their full support to, and cooperation with, local-federal
collaboration for the peace, security and welfare of the Nation.

Further, NHC urges that all levels and agencies of government mobilize their
resources and leadership to conduct a vigorous war against slums to make them
neighborhoods which provide healthy, safe and socially-desirable places to live.
Most of these areas are now concentrations of minority families. To fully im-
plement the objectives of the Nation's stated goals, the substandard housing
and environmental conditions which characterize the slums must be corrected.

GREENBELT, MD., May 27, 1966.
Mr. WILLIAM R. FOLEY,
Chicf Counsel, Housc Judiciary Committee,
Washington, D.C.

My DEAR SIR: I would, on behalf of Prince Georges County Fair Housing, Inc.
like to offer the following testimony and evidence in support of the "fair housing"
section of H.R. #14765, the Civil Rights Act of 196).

Prince Georges County Fair Housing has worked, since 1964, to end housing
segregation in Prince George County, Maryland, one of the fastest growing
counties in the nation. Our experiences in attempting to modify the racially
segregated housing pattern in our county, which both the real estate industry and
private prejudice has helped to create, leads us to believe that "fair housing"
legislation is necessary. We would, therefore, like to go on record as strongly
favoring the "fair housing" section of the proposed civil rights bill, acknowl-
edging at the same time that legislation can not end the problem by itself, and
private efforts to end segregated housing in our nation must be maintained and
even increased after the bill becomes law.

At the same time, however, we would like to urge the Judiciary Committee to
consider adding an "anti-blockbusting" clause to the proposed "fair housing" sec-
tion of the Civil Rights Bill. We feel that inclusion of such a section is needed
both to promote the objectives of the "fair housing" section and to insure that
this section is not misused by a segment of the real estate industry.

It was a surprise to us to learn that, unlike the present "fair housing" law in
the District of Columbia, and the "fair housing" laws recently proposed for

63-420-66-106
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Maryland and our city of Rockville (see enclosed item #1), the prol)wsed Federal
legislation provides no curb to blockbustingg" tactics by the real estate industry.
We feel very strongly that one of the motives segments of the real estate industry
have for opposing "fair housing" laws is the huge profit they can make by creat-
ing a demand among our Negro citizens for "blockbusted" housing, by keeping
them from access to the entire housing market. For this reason, we are oon-
vinuc. the Maryland Association of Real Estate Boards and the Prince Georges
County Board of Realtors openly opposed anti-blockbusting legislation at the last
.session of the Maryland General Assembly. (see enclosed item #2) Recently,
Archbishop O'Boyle, of the Washington Archdiocese, released an official state-
ment linking the problem of "blockbusting" to the problem of segregated housing
patterns. (see enclosed item #3)

The most obvious reason for a Federal regulation to curb racist real estate
operations and pressure tactics designed to turn integrated neighborhoods into
all-Negro areas, for profit, would appear to be that only two states (Ohio and
California) currently have anti-blockbusting protection, although the problem is
nation-wide. Many state real estate commissions have some power to deal with
certain "blockbusting" tactics, but as we have learned in Maryland, these state
agencies seem often influenced by the wishes of the real estate industry (see en-
closed item #4) and are unwilling to act against "blockbusting" by licensed
operators.

Contrary to certain testimony offered your committee, we do not believe that
segment of the real estate industry that deals with individual homes will cooper-
ate and support the proposed "fair housing" section. if pissed. Prince Georges
Fair Housing believes, from the recent opposition of the Maryland Realtor
Association to a state "fair housing" law on the grounds that it was a Communist
plot (see enclosed item #5), and from reports of Realtor support of moves that
overturned "fair housing" laws in California. Ohio. and Washington state, that
many Boards of Realtors will continue to restrict Negro home buyers, and evale
any Federal "fair housing" law. As Mr. Paul Rilling, recent Executive Director
of the District of Columbia Council on Human Relations, stated at the last
meeting of the Greenbelt. Maryland. Human Relations Committee, it is much
harder to enforce a "fair housing" law on the individual housing market than
on the apartment market. Most Negro buyers will, we therefore believe, continue
to be directed into all-Negro or "blockbusted" areas as long as blockbustingg" is
possible or at least fairly easy, and a Negro market for such overpriced housing
can be created by resisting an open housing market for Negro buyers.

Since, in most urban areas, the real estate industry has better contacts with
potential Negro home buyers than do "fair housing" and civil rights groups, It
seems to us that so long as certain areas can be "busted," at less than market
value by real estate operators, Negro buyers will be pushed into such areas, at
inflated prices, and the Intent of the "fair housing" legislation will be defeated as
more all-Negro areas are created, while new all-white areas spring up outside of
the present areas being "busted."

At the same time, a "fair housing" regulation without an effective anti-block-
busting section, could likely be utilized by the real estate industry in areas
scheduled to be "busted," to make "blockbusting" easier for those firms that are
engaging in this sort of fear selling. Already, as the circled item will show (see
enclosed item #6), certain real estate agents are utilizing the concept of "fair
housing" in a corrupt manner, to rationalize to the public their pressure tactics.
designed to produce real estate sales through fear anl panic. With a Federal
law on the books, certain parts of their job would be even easier.

We feel, that if the high profits from "blockbusting" can be limited by making
it risky for real estate firms to attempt to open up certain areas of housing
through panic selling, one major motive for opposition to the "fair housing"
section's intent will be removed from the real estate industry. At the same
time, if "blockbusting" can be curbed for the first few years of the Federal
law, we feel that the potential market for such housing will be taken away by
an increasing amount of open market selling to Negro families, based on the
provisions of the law. It would seem an anti-blockbusting clause could help
do this.

Prince George's County Fair Housing would, then. like to enter into the record
two possible wordings for an "anti-blockbusting" clause to the "fair housing"
section of the Civil Rights Bill, which we feel deserve your careful considera-
tion. The first, Maryland House Bill #481, has two main sections. The first
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is taken from a six year old anti-blockbusting law on the books in Baltimore
City, and is designed to prevent firms from taking an exclusive listing on a
house, when a person has to sell for a normal reason, making no attempt to
s.ell the house for four months (or whatever the term of the contract is), often
telling the owner that because Negroes live in the neighborhood no buyers can
be found, and as the owner becomes increasingly desperate, buying the house
directly, much below the market value of the property. The second part is
much like the recently passed Maryland anti-blockbusting law ( which becomes
effective June 1, 19601) and bars the use of racist representations to drive white
residents out of integrated areas, or to keep white buyers from buying into
such neighborhoods. A major difference between the bill that passed the
recent session of the Marylhnd Legislature and H.B. #481 is that the law
covers all persons wbo engage in the prohibited activities in order to pressure
pxrsons into selling, and thus covers paid "plants" sometimes utilized by real
estate speculators and individual agitators. House of Deleagtes bill #4431
would have only applied to licensed brokers, as do the Baltimore City anti-
bhckbusting regulations. H.B. #481 was passed by the Maryland House of
Delegates, by the way, but did not have time to be considered by the Senate
of Maryland. The second wording is the new Maryland anti-blockbusting law.

Let me conclude by saying that we feel that the iproposed Federal "fair
housing" legislation is a good beginning of Federal protection of the right of
all Americans to buy housing that they desire and can afford. It should also
be a help in breaking up the segregated housing patterns that the Federal Gov-
ernment at one time. and the real estate industry today, have built since World
War Two. We do think that including an anti-blockbusting clause in this pro-
posed legislation would make it more effective and hope you will give careful
consideration to such an addition.

Yours truly,
NORMAN L. KILPATRICK,

Lcgislatire Chairman, Prince George's County Fair Housing. In.

No. 481, HouSE OF DELEOAT

(By Delegates Emanuel, Hart, Marshall, Dorman, McDonough, Conroy, and
Meloy-Judiciary)

AN ACT To add new Sections 224 (o-1 and o-2) to Article 56 of the Annotated Code of
Maryland (1964 Replacement Volume), title "Licenses," subtitle "Real Estate Brokers,"
to follow Immediately after Section 224(o) thereof to prohibit real estate brokers from
having an Interest in the purchase of any residential real estate he or his organization
has listed for sale, if purchase made during or within 'six months after the termination
of such listing, with certain exceptions and to prohibit real estate brokers from engaging
in the practice known as "block-busting"

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Maryland, That new
Sections 224 (o-1 and o-2) be and they are hereby added to Article 56 of the
Annotated Code of Maryland (1964 Replacement Volume), title "Licenses,"
subtitle "Real Estate Brokers," to follow immediately after Section 224(o), and
to read as follows:

224.

Having any interest, directly or indirectly, in the purchase of any rcsidential
real estate which he or his organization has listed for sale, where such purchase
i8 made during, or within six months after the termination, of such listing.

Provided, however, that this paragraph shall not apply in cases in which a
broker enters into a listing contract and a simultaneous "trade-in" agreement,
whereby the broker, or any company, partnership or corporation in which the
broker has any interest, either directly or indirectly, offers a guaranteed prive
for the listed property within a certain period in order for the seller to purchase
another residence, either new or existing housing.

Engaging or participating in the practice commonly known as "blockbustinig,"
described as inducing or attempting to induce the sale, purchase, lease, occupancy,
use, assignment, transfer or other disposition of real property

(1) By representing that the racial, religious or ethnic composition of the
block, neighborhood or area in which the property is located is changing, or will
or may change;
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(2) By representing that the presence or prospective presence of any particular
race, religion or national origin will or nay lower property values in the area or

cause an inwrease in crime or antisocial behavior, or result in a decline in the

quality of the schools serving the area;
(3) By representing to any prospective buyer or seller of real property for

the purpose of discouraging the purchase, rental, occupancy or other use of real
property in a particular area that the block, neighborhood or area in which the
property is located has, will or might undergo a change with respect to religion,
racial or national composition;

(4) By referring to race, religion, oolor, creed or national origin in any adver-
tisenent offering real property for sale or rent;

(5) By engaging in any act other than the acts described herein for the purpose

or with the intent to incite fear of racial, religious or ethnic change in or among
owners, occupants, buyers or sellers of real property; or

(6) By procuring or attempting to procure another, or counseling, aiding or

abetting another to perform any act prohibited by this subsection for the purpose

or with the intent to incite fear of racial religious or ethnic change in or among

owners, ocempants, buyers or sellers of real property.
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That this Act shall take effect June 1, 1966.

A BILL ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MARYLAND, MARCI 26, 1966

(Sponsored in the Senate by Senator Clark of Howard County, and Sponsored in

the House by Meyer Emanual of the Prince Georges County Delegation.)

[Stricken matter in black brackets]

AN ACT To add new Section 230A to Article 56 of the Annotated Code of Maryland (1964
Replacement Volume), title "Licenses", subtitle "Real Estate Brokers", to follow iminedi-
ately after Section 230 thereof, to prohibit the practice of inducing the transfer of real
property or discouraging the purchase of real property by knowingly representing the
existing or potential proximity of property owned or occupied by persons of any particular
race, color, religion or national origin or that this proximity of persons will result in
certain happenings affecting the use or enjoyment of the property, this practice being
generally known as blockbustingg", [to prohibit the purchase of property by real estate
agents or brokers or their employees who have offered such property for sale, and provid-
ing penalties for violations]

Whereas, the practice know as "blockbusting" is disruptive to the peace.

tranquility and general good order of the State of Maryland, and is usually en-

gaged in by firms or individuals interested in reaping excessive financial profits
o .'o such activity. This practice cheats homeowners, increases inter-group

tc.io,4s, promotes neighborhood instability, and creates ghettos which do harm
to the citizens of Maryland; and

Whereas, it is essential to the peace and welfare of the community that public
as well as private efforts be made to stamp out this unscrupulous practice, which

utilizes and promotes panic, fear, and hate, usually for purposes of financial
profit; and

Whereas, it is hereby declared to be the policy of the State of Maryland, in the

exercise of Its police power for the protection of public safety, general welfare,
for the maintenance of business and good government, and for the promotion of

the State's trade, commerce and manufactures to protect all its citizens and
property owners from the efforts of "blockbusters"; now therefore

SECTION 1. Be in enacted by the General Assembly of Maryland, That new

Section 230A be and it is hereby added to Article 56 of the Annotated Code of

Maryand (1964 Replacement Volume) title "Licenses". subtitle "Real Estate

Brokers", to follow immediately after Section 230 thereof, and to read as
follows:

"230A. (a) It is unlawful for any person, firm. corporation or association,
whether or not acting for monetary gain, knowingly to induce or attempt to

induce another person to transfer an interest in real property, or to discourage
another person from purchasing real property. by representations regarding
the existing or potential proximity of real property owned, used, or occupied by
persons of any particular race. color, religion, or national origin, or to represent
that such existing or potential proximity will or may result in: 1. The lowering
of property values; 2. A change in the racial, religious, or ethnic character of the

block, neighborhood, or area in which the property is located; 3. An increase in
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criminal or antisocial beLavior in the area; or 4. A decline in quality of the
schools serving the area.

"(b) A viGlation of this section is a misdemeanor. punishable upon conviction
by a fine of not more than five humlnded dollars (.50) or imprisonment for one
year, or both; and a conviction of any real estate broker or real estate salesman
for a violation of this section [shall be considered as constituting his or her
unworthiness to continue to act as such in the State of Maryland. Such a con-
viction] shall be referred to the Maryland Real Estate Commission for action."

SEC. 2. And be it furthere enacted, That this Act shall take effect June 1, 1!66.
NoTE.-This act was passed by the General Assembly of the State of Maryland.

To be come law, it must be signed by the Governor before April 30, 1966. If yolU
are in agreement with this law, you might well consider writing to the Governor
expressing your feelings and asking him to sign the bill into law.

Signed into law by Governor J. Millard Tawes on April 29. 1966.

THE KNUTSON Cos.. INC.,
Minneapolis, Minn., May 11, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER.
Chairnmn, Committee on the Judiciary,
Hou-se of Reprcacntatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Sia: Our Company is a Mortgage Banker and we have processed in the
last ten years approximately $100,000,000 in Government guaranteed loans, plus
many million dollars more of conventional loans.

Our Company is also engaged in General Construction. and we are the largest
general contractor in Minnesota. We just finished the construction of an
$11,000,000-2620 housing project of some 500 units which we have integrated with
absolutely no problems.

It is the policy of our Company, and I think it should be the policy of the
Federal Government to create an opportunity for all Americans to be equal. If
everybody were given the right to be equal, the adjustment would be very short
in coming about to assure a better America for all.

We believe in this-we practice this, and we preach this.
Sincerely,

DONALD T. KNUTSON, President.

DRAPER & KRAMER. INC.,

EX(ANUEL CELEr. Chicago, Ill., May 5,1966.

Member of Congres*,
House Oflee Building,
Wash ington. D.C.

DEAR MR. CELLER: I am a realtor and mortgage banker and have been with
the the firm which I now head for 43 years. I have just read title IV of the
new civil rights bill, the purpose of which is to eliminate discrimination in resi-
dential housing on account of race, color, religion, or national orgin.

The executive order issued by President Kennedy prohibiting discrimination in
housing on property financed by FHA issued and Veteran's Administration guar-
anteed mortgages probably affects less than 20% of the new housing that is being
built. It is, therefore, unfair and ineffective because it covers such a small
proportion of the housing in the United States.

The proposed legislation, in my opinion, would be both equitable and effective
and healthy for the real estate and construction industry. It is most difficult for
any industry to operate where the rules are not the same for everyone.

For example, we have a ordinance in the City of Chicago which applies only
to real estate agents and brokers. Under this law an owner can discriminate by
firing his agent and handling the property himself. Therefore. even though
there has been some slight progress under this ordinance, it has been much less
effective than it might have been.

I hope very much that you will do what you can to get this bill on the floor of
the House with a "Do Pass" label.

Sincerely yours.
FERD KRAMER. PrcsidCnt.
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LEvirr & SoNs, INc.,
Lake Succcas, N.Y., May 20, 1966.

lion. EMANUEL CELLER,
House of Representatives.
Wash iiigtoit, D.C.

DEAR MR. CELLER: I am enclosing an article which appeared in the Trenton
Times last November. I think you will find it interesting and it certainly should
be part of a current civil rights record of the hearings.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM J. LEVIrrT, President.

TnIIouiI CAREFUL PLANNING, INTEGiRATION HAS WORKED IN TIis PLANNED
COMM UNiTY. So WELL IN FAcT THAT ONE REALTOR CAN SAY: "WILLINGBORO
WILL NEVER HAVE A NEGRO PROBLEM"

By Dana Stevenson)

(Five years ago the first Negro family moved in. In the ensuing years there
has been no burning of crosses, no rioting, no broken windows, no scrawled
insults. Negroes hold important positions in the community. Mixed social,
gatherings are not uncommon.)

Wir.LI.cGnRO.-Five years ago a sales executive and his wife, a school teacher,
moved into a new home here with their two sons.

They were the first Negroes in town.
Today there are more than 200 Negro families in this planned community-

and their presence has caused little stir.
There has been no burning of crosses. No rioting. No broken windows. No

scrawled insults.
"Willinglbro is 15 years ahead of the rest of the country when it comes to

race relations." according to a local real estate broker.
"This is a wonderful place to live, and we want to keep it that way," declares

an official of the Burlington County Human Relations Council.

INTEGRATION WORKS HERE

"Integration works in this town because everyone is 'new' here." believes the
police chief, explaining that there are no "old established families" in the seven-
year-old development.

All three statements ring true when It is realized that-
There is a Negro on the school board.
The school psychologist for the Willingboro public school system is a

Negro woman. There are a number of Negro teachers, including a very
pollar and highly respected mathematics "helping teacher."

A Negro attorney was high on the list of candidates last Spring for an
unexpired term on township council. His failure to gain appointment is
said to have been due to political pressure for a party favorite, rather than
racial bias.

There Is a civic group calling Itself "The Kinsmen," devoted to recogni-
tion of the Negro's cultural heritage and placing emphasis on the welfare
of the entire community rather than on civil rights marches.

All this in a community of 26.000 in which Negroes account for less than live
percent of the population.

Integration In Willingboro began during the summer of 1960, following the
failure of the U.S. Supreme Court to review a ruling by the New Jersey Supreme
Court which upheld the state's open housing law.

The suit against Levitt and Sons had originated with Willie R. James and
Franklin D. Todd of Burlington. The Levitt firm challenged the constitution-
ality of the law as written, but not the question of racial integration. William
Levitt was also said to feel that his company. because of its size. was being
singled out to test the law. He advocated that an open housing policy be adopted
by the entire home-building industry.

When it became apparent that the case would not reach the highest court in
the land. Levitt employed a human relations team. Dr. Harold A. Lett and his
wife. both Negroes, to aid In preparing the community for integration.
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WORKED BEHIND SCENES

The Letts, with a white consultant on education and human relations, NAACP
leaders and representatives of the American Friends Service Committee, worked
for live months behind the scenes, until after the first Negro families had moved
into their homes.

Conferences were held with clergymen, educators, public officials and the police
chief. A Human Relations Council was formed. The official announcement of
the new policy was announced from the pulpits of township churches on March
27. This was followed by a series of evening programs featuring hLman rela-
tions authorities as lecturers., panelists and discussion leaders.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williams were the first Negro couple in Willingboro,
but the exact date of their moving and their address were not made public.
Other families followed, in the next few weeks but no announcement was made.
Most of the men were professional emplhyes of RCA or Campbell Soup Company.
Willie R. James. now president of the Burlington County Chapter of the NAACP
and a staff member at the youth training program at Camp Kilmer, moved in
4hiortly afterwards. Todd's plans had changed and he decided not to buy in
Willingboro.

This was the beginning of integration, and thanks to careful planning, it was
a far cry from the violence and terror which followed the appearance of Negro
family in Levittown, Pa., in 1958. only two years before. Levitt had main-
tained an all-white policy in Pennsylvania because the commonwealth had noth-
ing on its lawbooks concerning open housing at that time. The color line was
breached through a resale to a Negro family. Levitt explains his position as
"We obey the law where there is a law, and where there is no law we follow
local customs."

Yet there were some repercussions.
At the time there were 2,500 homes in Willingboro, which had originally been

planned for 16,000. In a report written by Dr. Lett for the federal Housing and
Home Finance Agency, William Levitt is quoted as saying:

"We had no violence or picketing, but our sales ground to a halt and remained
that way for nearly 18 months." Other factors contributing to the slowdown In
sales, according to Lett, included zooniig property taxes in the new development,
an economic slump in the greater Philadelphia area and the sudden availability
of on-base housing at nearby McGuire Air Force Base.

With the passing of time, property taxes have. as expected, continued to climb.
Negroes have continued to move in quietly-and Levitt sales are 73 percent ahead
of last year. The volume of re-sales is brisk, too.

"Where can they go?" asks real estate broker Edward Casel when mention is
made of high taxes.

The Willingboro home market is having its "strongest year to date," he de-
clares. Many homes are listed for less than a week before they are sold. As for
integration, Casel believes "Wlllingboro will never have a Negro problem." The
attitude of white people In the northeast has advanced greatly during the past
five years, he says.

NOT NECESSARILY WHITE

"They seem to feel that they want neighbors who are decent people, not nece-
sarily white people."

Municipal officials agree.
Police Chief S. Marshall Roser. who worked in the early days towards insuring

a peaceful welcome for Negroes. feels it has been "a minute problem."
"You're going to have some difficulty with integrating any ethnic or religious

group because some people are a little bigoted. We've had a couple of minor
incidents, but these were mostly personality conflicts. I think. But person for
person, we have less trouble with the Negro residents than we do with whites."

Mrs. Joyce Morgan, municipal welfare director, reports that there are no
Negro families receiving aid.

A survey of *several dozen Negro Willingboro families indicates that on the
average, they have higher incomes and better educations, than the white rest-
dents. They are solid citizens.

As Mrs. Charles Williams explains:
"Remember. this is the nicest home we've ever had, and we don't intend to lose

it. It's always easier for a white person to buy a house."
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FACTS AND FIGURES

It is estimated that one-half of Willingboro's Negro families have bought their
homes from the builder, the remainder through real estate brokers or directly
from original owners.

No one knows, the exact figure, because state law forbids any mention of race
in saos contracts or mortgage papers.

A spokesman for Levitt and Sons said the firm's "best estimate is that Negroes
have comprised two to three percent of the buyers during the past five years."

This would mean 75 to 115 Negro families have purchased through Levitt,
since the New Jersey Supreme Court upheld the state's open housing law. Their
homes are in the Millbrook, Hawthorne, Garfield Park sections and Windsor
Park sections.

Edward Casel, whose real estate agency manages properties foreclosed by the
FHA, believes there are 800 "used" homes sold each year. Of these, one out of
four is sold without the services of a real estate broker and usually involves
assumption of the existing mortgage by the buyer. He declined to speculate
on how many buyers of "used" homes are Negroes.

In 1963, three years after integration began, there were 35 to 40 Negro fam-
ilies in Willingboro. A survey made last year by the Burlington County Hu-
man Relations Council showed there were approximately 100 families.

Another study is now underway, but the results are not yet known. Most
observers, including white and Negroes, agree there is now a minimum of 200
families.

LEWIS Ho. ES, INC.,
Claremont, Calif., May 16, 1966.

Congressman EMAANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, Hou8e Judiciary Committee,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN CELLER: I respectfully urge that you vote for passage of
the new Civil Rights Bill, and particularly with respect to Title IV, the provision
prohibiting discrimination in housing.

I have been a tract developer in California and Nevada for over 10 years,
served as State President of the Building Contractors Association of California,
Inc. in 1963, and am presently serving on the California Commission of Housing
and Community Development. Based on this experience, it is my firm opinion
that the housing industry would operate much better with a fair housing law
than without. At present, builders who follow our national policy against dis-
crimination, either because they are so required under FHA and VA regulations
or because they believe this is the right way under our American system, can
suffer financial detriment if other builders in the same locality do discriminate.

We know of instances where builders who do discriminate warn buyers away
from tracts that do not discriminate. This Is an unfair and unwholesome kind
of competition which can be prevented only if all builders, real estate brokers,
apartment owners, and lenders operate under the same uniform national policy,
which would be the case if Title IV is enacted into law.

Passage of Title IV would also have the highly desirable effect of preventing
passage in many states of laws like California's Proposition 14, recently invall-
datpd by the state Supreme Court. I think that without question Proposition 14
was a factor contributing to the Watts riots, and we must do our utmost to pre-
vent further harmful state legislation of this sort.

Sincerely yours,
RALPH M3. LEWIS.

PITTSBURGH AREA RELIGION AND RACE COUNCIL,
Pitt iburgh, Pa., May 31, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CEr.LER,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DE.a CONGRESSMAN CELLER: I support the civil rights bill recently introduced
in both the Senate and House by the administration. I support all sections of
this bill. Especially I support the section which would outlaw discrimination
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in the area of private housing. I believe this protects the rights of every citi-
zen. In the pursuit of happiness, he has a right to seek a home without dis-
crimintion on the basis of religion or race or national origin.

Sincerely,
Rev. DONALD W. MCILVANE,

Conv enor.

YoUNo WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION OF THE U.S.A.,
New York, N.Y., May 31, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, House Judiciary Corn mittee,
louse of Representativcs,
U.S. Congress.
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CELER: The National Board of the Young Women's Christian As-
soication of the U.S.A. would like to register its support of the proposed civil
rights legislation incorporated in II.R. 14765. and request that this fact be
noted in the record of the Judiciary Committee hearings on this bill.

We are glad to associate ourselves with the testimony already presented by
Mr. Roy Wilkins of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights in behalf of the
cooperating organizations who have worked together to support the civil rights
legislation which your committee has developed.

We would also hope that the proposals which the Leadership Conference
has made to strengthen H.R. 14765 might be given due consideration.

As the enclosed copy of our letter to Attorney General T atzenbach indicates,
the National Board of the YWCA has already indicated its concern for the
strengthening of the civil rights laws enacted in 1964 and 1965. We are par-
ticularly glad to note in the new proposals measures to assure that all quali-
fied persons should have the opportunity to serve on juries. We would par-
ticularly urge that all discrimination on the basis of sex, as well as race be
eliminated in jury service.

The YWCA has been working continuously since 1908 when the first Negro
joined the professional staff of the national Association to include people of all
races in Its membership and to work for an integrated society in which "bar-
riers of race, nationality, education, and social status are broken down in the
pursuit of the common objective of a better life for all." These words adopted
at our 1936 Convention are echoed in the more recent statement adopted in 1964
when we pledged ourselves in addition to a more conscious and deliberate effort
to achieve integration within our own fellowship to work as well for reconciliation
and full integration immediately in all areas of the community's life including
education, employment, housing, public facilities, and religious and social in-
stitutions.

One of the most important features of the new legislation, we believe is that
calling for the elimination of discrimination in housing (Title IV). The YWCA
believes that to work for freedom of choice in housing is an integral part of our
efforts to work for an end to discrimination. We are concerned about open
housing not only because we wish to see that the rights guaranteed to all citi-
zens are in fact being implemented. but also because a.s women we recogliz that
if we are to live as good neighbors and to rear children of good will we must
have the freedom to live freely In a multi-racial society. The artifiial dis-
cr', ination based on race has little validity in the kind of world we wish to pro-
vine for our children.

It is our hope that your Committee will be able to assure the Inclusion of this
important facet of the Civil Rights Act of 1966.

Sincerely yours,
Mrs. LLOYD J. MARTI, Pre.sid n t.

NOvE;MBnER 3, 1965.
Hion. NICHOLAS DEB. KATZENBACH,
Attorney General.
Department of Justice,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR M1R. KATZENBACH: As you are aware, the National Board of the YWCA
has given its full support to the new federal civil rights laws enacted in 1964
and 1965 and to the efforts of the Federal Government to give stron:; imple-
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nientation to these laws. Because we are concerned that there be no relaxation
in the firm pursuit of justice for all citizens, the National Board of the YWCA
at its meeting on Thursday, October 28th has directed me to write you this
letter.

We have been greatly disturbed by the continuing examples of miscarriage of
justicee, the most Ilagrmint of which occurred in the recent trials in Lowndes
County, Alabama. of Collie LeRoy Wilkins. accu.,ed murderer of the civil rights
worker, Mrs. Viola l,iuzzo and of Thomas Cdeman, accused murderer of the
theological student, Jonathan Daniels. We recognize that where an atmnosphere
of racial tension and overt. bias predominate a fair trial is in Jeopardy, and that
the continuing segregated cliaracter of the state and federal 4ourts in the South,
includig judges, lawyers and all levels of appointed and employed personnel. as
well as the exclusion of Negroes and women from juries also militate aga inst fair
and impartial justice. We are also concerned that there is continuing intimida-
tion amd harassment of civil rights workers and the discouragenment by overt
or covert means of tlit.se who would register to vote in certain states and coun-
ties in the South.

We urge therefore that the Justice Department under your leadership make
full use of all measures within our framework of constitutional law to safe-
puard the civil rights and personal safety of those seeking to implement federal
civil rights laws.

We also urge you to make fuller use of all the federal provisions for a.sisting
with voter registration. We further urge you to wek more vigorously the en-
forcement of existing laws. and where necessary, the enactment of new legislation
to insure that such flagrant violations of legal justice as occurred in Lowndes
Coumnry will not le repeatedt.

We trust you will use whatever powers you have to bring about needed change
in the present all-white character of the Southern Courts and that you also will
use the authority vested in the l)epartmnent of Justice for assuring that Negroes
will no be excluded from Jury dutty. The burden of securing jus-tice cannot be
left to those who are already the victims of colntiilued injustice. We mus1t U.-e all
the means at our disposal to support then. and thus help implement the commit-
ineats made by President Johnson in his magnificent speech at Howard Univer-
sity last spring.

While we are greatly encouraged by the progress that has been made in voter
registration and in securing compliance with other civil rights legislation, we
know how difficult it is to overcome the stubborn and burdensome injustice to
which all of us as Americans have contributed in some form or another. We
would like to offer you our supl-)rt and encouragement in your heavy responsi-
bilities and in turn to ask you to take every initiative that is open to you. and to
suggest how citizens may aid you.

Sincerely yours,
Mrs. AMBROSE L. CRAM. Jr.. Vice President.

ALFRED H. MAYER Co..
Florissant. Mo., Mayi 23, 1966.

Mr. EMAN1EL CELLER.
hitairmaan of loiusc Judiciary Committee,

Wa.sh ipgton. D.C.
)EAR SiR: As one of the largest homebuilders in the St. Louis area. I feel that

it is imperative to pas. legislation that would guarantee open occupancy to
everyone.

Any assistance that you could give us in this matter would be appreciated.
Sincerely,

ALFRED H. MAYER, President.

COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON OIR.%L AND Civir RIGIYTS.
Indiainapolis, Id., May 27, 1966.

Io1. EMNANUEL CELER.
House of Rcpresentatives,
Washington, D.C.

)FAR CONGRESSMAN CELLER: We want to express our support for the Presi-
dent's Civil Rights Act of 1966. Further, we join those who are seeking to
strengthen these measures: specifically we support amendments offered by the
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights.

4 -r
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As you know those proposed changes in the President's bill consist of the fol-
lowing four parts:

1. That there be established a new agency, the IndemLiflcation Board, that
will award damages to victims of Civil Rights violence, or in the event of death.
to their families.

2. That the Fair Housing Law be enforced by an administrative agency in
order to take from the aggrieved person responsibility for undertaking necessary
court action to gain his rights to the home of his choice.

3. That there be provided a more automat ic way of instituting procedures for
ending Jury discrimination. An analogy given here is the autonmtic trigger of
the Voting Rights Act which authorized use of its system of federal registrars.

4. That Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1.)4 be extended to include state
and local government employees.

We respectfully urge that the House Judiciary Committee act with dispatch in
recommending this legislation together with these strengthening amendments.
We hereby declare our commitment to the passage of these much needed laws
and will do what we can to build support among the churches.

Sincerely yours,
HERALD B. %IONROE, Chairman.

M.1mtvRim B. MYERS.
Ch ieago. Ill., May 17, 1966.

Congressman EMANUEL CALLER,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

)EAR SIR: I would like to respectfully express my opinion in favor of the
Housing Section. Title IV. of the Civil Rights Bill of 1966, for the following
reasons:

The Executive Order re non-discrimination in government insured housing
fails to cover our residential market place. since our local real estate industry
has historically utilized conventional financing for over 85% of its activity.
In those outlying areas of our greatest population growth, and where most of
our job opportunities are being created, there is almost a complete avoidance
of government insured housing, because it is still legal to prudently avoid the
supposed financial risks of integration.

Those of us, within the real estate industry, who are aware of both the moral
and economic limitations of discrimination, find definite need for legislative
approval of non-discrimination for the entire residential market place. Without
this legislative approval we are not strong enough to withstand the pressures of
fear and prejudice. With the force of legislative approval much can be ac-
complished, as has been evidenced by the record of FHA financing, in this area,
since the Executive Order.

I am a member of the National Association of Real Estate Boards, and the
National Association of Home Builders. Over the years I have served in many
posts in these organizations. Most important were President of the Home
Builders Association of Illinois. Chairman of the National Labx)r Committee. and
President of the Home Builders Association of Rockford, Illinois.

Respectfully yours,
MARVIN B. MYERS.

AMERICAN HOUSING GUILD.
Burlingame. Calif.. May 17. 1966.

Hon. EMANUEl. CELLER.
chairmann . Committee on the Juisdiiary.
House of Rcprescntatives, Washington, D.C.

GExTLEMEN: We urge you to include Title IV in the Civil Rights Act of 1966,
and to 4a1s.same.

The l)ple of the United States, should at this time. stand up and make a
moral commitment that no person be prevented from buying the home of his
choice because of race, creed or color.

As a builder of over 500 homes in the San Francisco Bay Area, we feel the
inclusion of Title IV will help the industry, not hurt it.

If passed, the Bill will insure that all homebuilders will sell to minorities and
that all homebuyers will buy in non-segregated neighborhoods. The misconcep-
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tion and unwarranted fears of economic and social distress that a small group
of people still have will vanish with the experience of living under a strong Civil
Rights Bill.

Very truly yours,
MICHAEL H. PODELL.

COLUMBIA SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION.
Deaerer, Colo., May 20. 1966.

1on1. EMANUEL CELLER.
.! enm ber of the House of Rcprcsentatircs.

1adh ipigton, D.C.
DEAR MR. CELLER: American industry in cooperation with American govern-

ment has In the past two decades made unprecedented contributions to the
amount of housing available to families throughout the nation. The millions
of homes and apartments that have been constructed have done much to improve
the quality of life for great numbers of our citizens.

But at the same time the nation has failed its racial minorities by denying
them equal access to that housing. Racial ghettos are still the rule in our
large cities. Minority group families able to improve themselves still encounter
resistance in their attempts to move to btter neighborhoods. The result is that
the 1or environment, inferior schools. substandard public facilities and prejudice
produced by segregated housing continue to rob millions of men and women of
their full potential as productive and creative individuals. And those condi-
tions continue to rob the nation of the full contribution to its wellbeing that
such men and women could otherwise make.

I. therefore, support Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1966 because It is
right. But there is another compelling reason for its passage. A national fair
housing law is not only right, but it is good business. All of the deprivations
suffered by our minority groups have reduced their capability of making an
economic contribution to our country. Because of residential segregation our
minority groups are not active customers for good new houses and new apart-
ment units. This, in turn, restricts the amount of business activity in these
fields.

Builders and real estate agents are fearful of selling or leasing property to
members of these minority groups because white customers might, through their
irrational fears, refuse to accept them as neighbors and go instead to competitors
who maintain segregation. Or if the builders or agents sell or rent to these
minority group members, others follow and the neighborhood or building soon
becomes a segregated one, thereby defeating the very purpose of open housing.

Were there a national law commanding the acceptance of all, builders and
agents could sell or rent to all without fear of loss of white business and without
the danger of creating new ghettos.

There is no question, then, that enactment of this legislation would create
increased demand for all types of housing, with increased business for all ele-
ments of the real estate business and related Industries. Fair housing, therefore,
Is as sound as It is right.

We believe that a national effort Is necessary to rid the housing market of the
barriers that result from discrimination by reason of race. color, religion or na-
tional origin. We believe that Congress should provide the tools for that effort.
We therefore join with the President in urging the swift enactment of the fair
housing provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1966.

Sincerely,
DANIEL L. RITCHIE, President.

NEIGHBORS, INC..
Washington, D.C., May 20, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
House of Rcpresenta ties,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN CELLER: Neighbors. Inc.. a citizens' organization devoted
to maintaining a stable integrated community for the 40,000 residents of North
Central Washington, D.C.. supports the principle behind Title IV of the Civil
Rights Act of 1966 and urges its adoption. Residential segregation, which ad-
versely effects the lives of so many of the people of this country, can no longer
be deenmed to be a purely local problem. Rather, it must be dealt with. as has
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voting, employment, education and access to public facilities, on a nationwide
level.

In the eight years of its existence, Neighbors, Inc. has demonstrated to all
who have been watching, that people of different races can live harmoniously in
the same neighborhood. We have established, too, that real estate values in In-
tegrated areas do not suffer in relation to those prevailing in all white communi-
ties. For so long as public agencies continue to concern themselves with main-
taining the quality of local facilities in these areas, white families in significantly
large numbers will continue to purchase homes in integrated neighborhoods and
contribute, with their Negro neighbors, to the maintenance of community sta-
bility and integration. In short, our experiences destroy the foundations upon
which rest the arguments of those who say "*It just cannot work."

We also suggest that Title IV be amended to vest the enforcement in an ad-
ministrative agency of the government, rather than place the burden upon the
individuals by carrying out their own suits.

Respectfully yours,
CHA LFS M. RowGaEs, Prcsidct.

YONKERS, N.Y., May 25, 1966.
Congressman EMANUEL CALLER,
Hou8e of Representatives,
1Va~shington, D.C.

D:As. Ma. CELLER: I understand that you are holding hearings concerning the
proposed civil rights legislation proposed by the President dealing with a new
Federal Fair Housing Law.

It has been my privilege to work with the Yonkers Fair Hlousing Committee
for about three years and I have come to the realization how urgently this legis-
lation is required. As you know, New York State has, what appears to be quite
an adequate Anti-Discrimination Law covering housing and yet the practice of
discrimination is quite rampant and most difficult to eliminate. This is surely
an indication of how much more difficult the situation must be in other States
which have no such legislation.

I know that you will be receiving many letters urging that the property laws
which are very important to many people are being vitilated by such proposed
legislation. Itowever, it appears to me that human beings must come before
property in a country that is dedicated to the rights of the individual. The kind
of humiliation and rejection that is suffered by minority group persons seeking
housing is positively shameful and extremely harmful to a human being's self-
esteem.

I believe that segregated housing patterns, which can only be changed by
strongly enforced laws, are harmful to all our communities and everyone who
lives in them. Irrational fears and prejudice are perpetuated while in an Inte-
grated community people get to know and understand one another and it does
not take long for people to find out that we have similar needs and abilities. An
integrated community will lead to a richer life for all of our children and our-
selves and would automatically solve many of the problems that now bedevil us
in schools and employment situations.

Until it becomes illegal for any minority group to be relegated to ghettos by
the majority our country will be falling far short of its goal of being a true
democracy with liberty and justice for all.

I hope sincerely that your Committee will report favorably on the proposed
legislation.

Sincerely yours,
ILSE H. SAKITEIL.
GEORGE A SAKHEIM.

SAXE REALTY CO., INC.,
May 17, 1966.

Congressman EMANUEL CELLER.
Cha jirnan, Houise Judiciary Copamnittee,
Va.hingti., D.C.

DEAR Sia: Those of us who are in the real estate business are vitally concerned
with all aspects of the housing field, and my reason for writing to you at this
time is to express my concern not only as a Realtor, but as a citizen in a metro-
politan city which. like others. is faced with many problems which would be
affected by Title IV of the Civil Rights Act.
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As you well know, California Is In the position of extreme confusion over the
relative status of the Rumford Act, the Unruh Act, and the State Supreme Court
ruling on Proposition 14. This situation can be repeated in every state.

Neither buyers nor sellers, nor builders nor developers, can effectively serve the
citizenry unless we are able to do so under a I-deral law by which all can con-
duct themselves with the greatest amount of fairness in housing to the greatest
number.

For these reasons, I urge your support for the fair housing provision, Title IV,
of the new civil rights bill.

Very truly yours,
MARIAN SAXE, President.

ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE OF B'NAI B'RITH,
New York, N.Y., May 24, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CIELE,
Chairman, Judiciary Committee,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAz CONG EssMAN' CELLR: The Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
wishes to take this opportunity Lo express its support for and to urge early
passage by Congress of H.R. 14765, the Civil Rights Act of 196.

The Anti-Defamation League Is the educational arm of B'nal B'rith which was
founded in 1843 and is America's oldest and largest Jewish service organization.
It seeks to develop good will and understanding among Americans of the various
religious, ethnic, and racial groups. Its program is rooted in the religious
teachings of Judaism: man is a creature of God and all men are equal before
Him: the dignity of the individual is God-given and must not be violated-
teachings which are shared by all the great religions in America and which
undergird the constitutional guarantees of freedom and equality.

It is not our purpose in this brief statement to go into any detailed analysis
of the bill. President Johnson in his message to the Congress eloquently under-
lined the critical need for the legislation. Attorney General Katzenbach in his
testimony has already provided you with a lucid and closely reasoned title by
title explanation of the bill's provisions.

We have previously joined with the more than seventy religious, civic, labor,
and educational organizations in the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights who
have endorsed the statement submitted to your Committee by Roy Wilkins, the
Conference Chairman, supporting the bill with the reasonable changes suggested
there in ordex to make a good bill an even better one. It is only because we
want to emphasize the urgent need for Congress to act this session and to act
decisively and comprehensively to attack "the discrimination that still affects
our land" that we are submitting this supplemental statement.

Immediately after the President sent his message to the Congress when asked
to comment by the USIA we then stated that passage of the legislation would
end a system of justice which the President stated last November has tipped "the
scales one way for whites and another for Negroes." We added that the bill
would also enable Americans of all colors to exercise their constitutional rights
free from fear, intimidation, and violence. It would sleed up the process of
public school desegregation and it would establish a national policy against racial
and religious discrimination in housing just as the Congress has already done
with respect to employment and public accommodations.

By enacting this legislation Congress can once again demonstrate its continuing
commitment to civil rights and help the nation take another step forward in ful-
filling the American ideal of equality and justice for all.

We do. however, have one comment not included in the Leadership Conference
statement. Title I of the bill requires a prospective federal juror to fill out a
S..stionnaire stating. among other things, his religion. We appreciate that the

1wrlKose of this inquiry is to facilitate securing the necessary proof that dis-
S.ruination is being practiced. But in our view a serious constitutional question

affecting religious freedom Is raised by any governmental inquiry into the
religious beliefs of any individual. This provision, laudable as its objective may
be, may open the door to infringements of the privacy which is an essential aspect
of religious freedom. Furthermore, there is no indication of any pattern of
religious discrimination in the jury selection process, as there Is in the case of
race. Hence on balance we recommend that this provision should be stricken

. 11
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We cannot conclude this statement without taking the occasion to commend

the Committee and particularly its distinguished Chairman and ranking minority
member for the leading roles they have played in the dramatic civil rights gains
made in the last decade.

We respectfully request that this statement be included in the printed record
of the hearings.

Very sincerely yours,
DORE SCIARY, National Chairman.

PIIILADELPH IA BUILDERS EASTWICK CORP.,
Philadelphia, Pa., May 11, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
House of Representativcs,
Vashington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CELLER: I am writing to you in support of the President's Civd
Right's Act of 1966, and specifically that title of the Act that deals with dis-
crimination in housing.

It is most important that everyone have free and open access to housing ac-
commodations, and the opportunity for the exercise of his choice.

May I respectfully urge your favorable consideration in this regard, and your
support of this Act, which further strengthens our Country's aims and goals.

Sincerely yours,
JOsEPit A. SINGER, President.

REPUBLIC REALTY MORTGAGE CORP.,
Chicago, Ill., May 27, 1966.

Congressman EMANUEL SELLER,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN: I am writing to express my support for Title IV of the
Civil Rights Act of 1903.

As a mortgage lender, I am frequently faced with situations where sound
mortgage investments are not consummated with reliable mortgage lenders
because of the minority group status of a purchaser. While I do not believe
that mortgage investors generally harbor basic prejudices, they are reluctant
to commit funds to these types of investments because of their limited exposure
to the minority group lending. It seems to me the resultant lack of adequate
mortgage credit at competitive rates is in large measure responsible for the
decay of many of our central city neighborhoods. This process is too expensive
for home owners, real state investors, small businessmen and mortgage lenders.
Title IV would provide a common standard for all mortgage lenders which would
help to correct this situation.

I believe the Civil Rights Act of 1966 (Title IV) will go a long way to lessening
racial tension by making all housing available to all members of our society. In
our democracy, we cannot tolerate less than this.

Sincerely,
DAVID E. STAHL,

Executive Vice President.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO,
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY,

Chicago, Ill., May 24}, 1966.
Representative EMANUEL CELLER,

House Judiciary Committee,
House of Rcprcscntatives,
W1as ?h ington., D.C.

DEAR. MR. CELLER: Today I read that many people-perhaps mostly realtors-
have objected to the proposed housing antibias law your committee is now con-
sidering. Their arguments are as simple as they are reprehensible: Property
rights before civil or human rights! I hope and trust that. as in the past, you
will not put up with such disgusting and immoral self-seeking. I have long
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admired your stands-and I see no reason to believe that I will not be able to do
so in this case, too.

Yours,
MICIIAEL STOCKER.

P.S.-With some temerity-if you think that philosophers, especially those con-
cerned with ethical and social problems could be of use (or interest) to you.
please do not hesitate to get in touch with me, or my colleagues through me.

BRENTWOOD MORTGAGE CORP.,
Bcverly ills, Calif., May 19, 1966.

ion. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairmani . Uomitt('c on the Judiciary,
Ho(puse f Repres entatives,
l1a.shigton, D.C.

DEAR SiR: As president of a mortgage banking company and as head of a
homebuilding organization which constructs in excess of 1.000 homes per year.
I am in favor of the Civil Rights Bill of 1966, and urge you to do everything lmS-
sible to have it favorably reported out of Committee and enacted into law.

The enactment of this Bill will remove the inequities now existing between
FPHA and VA financed housing (with respect to which Executive Orders forbid
discrimination) and conventionally financed housing. It will establish a uniform
national policy which will be beneficial to the homebuildhing industry and to mort-
gage lenders. I believe they would both welcome and support such a law.

Aside from economic considerations, the Bill should be passed in the interest
of social justice.

Respectfully,
LAWRENCE WEINBERG, Prc8idcit.

DISCRIMINATION IN TIE SELECTION OF WOMEN ON FEDERAL AND STATE JURIES

(Mrs. Dwyer (at the request of Mr. Don H. Clausen) was granted permision
to extend her remarks at this point in the Record and to include extraneous
matter.)

Mrs. DWYER. Mr. Speaker. in his state of the Union message to the Congress
earlier this year, the President proposed "legislation to establish unavoidable
requirements for nondiscriminatory jury selection in Federal and State courts-
and to give the Attorney General the power necessary to enforce those require-
ments."

I, for one, Mr. Speaker, wholeheartedly support this objective. The recent
history of civil rights legislation and Its implementation in areas of racial dis-
crimination should convince us that justice in the courts can be a very uncertain
thing when Juries are selected on the basis of racial discrimination. Justice must
be blind to color.

But Justice, too, must be blind to all other irrevalent factors. Discrimination
of any kind In the selection of a jury undermines the very foundation of democ-
racy in the administration of justice, whether such discrimination is based on
race, religion, economic class, political affiliations, or sex.

Unfortunately, Mr. Speaker, in only 21 of the 50 States are jury selection laws
applied equally to men and women. And despite the mandate of the Civil Rights
Act of 1957, which made women eligible to serve on all Federal Juries, many
Federal district courts have failed to give full effect to this purpose.

This situation has been a matter of deep concern to many of us here including
several of our colleagues among the women Members of the House and Senate.
We believe that this Nation Ihas, for too long tolerated the wholly arbitrary
discrimination against women's participation in the jury system. We believe it
is essential to have Federal legislation which will truly establish "unavoidable
requirements for nondiscriminatory jury selection" for all State and Federal
courts. We believe such legislation is fully authorized nuder section 5 of the
14th amendment to the U.S. Constitution. And we hope the President will
propose and Congress will enact Jury selection legislation which will prohibit
discrimination against women.

To give expression to these views, Mr. Speaker. I am pleased to announce that
I have been joined by seven of our distinguished colleagucs--representing both
Ilouses of Congress and both political parties-in requesting the President and
t hil .% tt,.i ,iv (;ceieral to include in the jury selection proposals i,, w under study
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in the administration specific provisions which will preclude discrimination based
on sex.

These distinguished colleagues are: the senior Senator from Maine, Mrs. Smith.
the junior Senator from Oregon, Mrs. Neuberger, the gentlewoman from Ohio.
Mrs. Bolton, the gentlewoman from Washington, Mrs. May. the gciltlewonai
from Washington, Mrs. Hansen, the gentlewoman from Illinois, Mrs. Reid, and
the gentlewoman from Hawaii, Mrs. Mink.

For the information of the House, Mr. Speaker, I include as a part of my
remarks the texts of our letters to the President and the Attorney General and
the text of a memorandum on the status of the problem which was prepared at
my request by Mr. Phineas Indritz, counsel to the Committee on Government
Operations.

The documents follow:
"CONGRESS OF TH E UNITED STATES,

"HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
•'axhintytoi, D.C.

"THE PRESIDENT,
"The White Hou8e,
"Wash ington, D.C.

"DEAR ME. PRESIDENT: In your state of the Union message of January 12. 1966.
you advised the Congress and the Nation that you will *propose legislation to
establish unavoidable requirements for nondiscriminatory jury selection in Fed-
eral and State courts.'

"Discrimination in the selection of a jury undermines the very foundation of
democracy in the administration of justice, whether such discrimination is
based on race, economic class, political affiliation, or sex.

*'We. as Members of Congress, believe that this Nation has for too long
tolerated the wholly arbitrary discrimination against women's participation
in the jury system.

"Although women are now eligible to serve on all Federal juries by virtue of
the Civil Rights Act of 1957, the procedures still being used in many of the Federal
district courts have failed to give full effect to the statutory purpose.

"The situation is much worse in State courts. Only 21 States apply the law
equally to men and women. The others contain varying degrees of discrimina-
tion which effectively discourage or totally exclude women from serving on both
grand and petit juries.

"We were heartened by the recent decision of a three-Judge Federal Ili-trict
court (White v. Cook. opinion of Feb. 7. 1966), declaring that Alabania's law
excluding women from serving on juries is unconstitutional. But that decision
does not necessarily apply to all the varying provisions of the many other State
laws which discriminate against women's participation on juries. We believe it
is essential to have Federal legislation which will 'establish unavoidable require-
ments for nondiscriminatory jury selection' for all State and Federal juries. and
that such legislation is fully authorized under section 5 of the 14th amendment.

"We therefore urge that when you present the administration's bill on non-
discriminatory Jury selection, it will preclude, in both State and Federal courts,
any discrimination in jury service on the basis of sex, as well as other irrelevant
factors such as race, color, political or religious affiliation, or economic or social
status. Such legislation will be in accord with the principles embodied in the
Equal Pay Act of 1963 and title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1.;4 guaranteeing
equal treatment for women in employment. They deserve equal treatment in
the exercise of their civic responsibilities with respect to the selection of jurors
for the administration of Justice in civil and criminal controversies.

"Respectfully yours,

"CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
"HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

"Washington, D.C.
"Hon. NICHOLAS DEB. KATZENBACH,
"Attorney General,
"Wash ington, D.C..

"DEAR MiL ArrowNTY GENERAL: We, as Members of Congress. believe that the
legislation which the President promised to present to Congress *to establish
unavoidable requirements for nondiscriminatory jury selection in Federal and

63-420--ti6----107
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State courts' should include provisions dealing with discrimination based on sex,
as well as other irrelevant factors such as race, color, political or religious afflia-
tion, or economic or social status.
"We believe there is no rational or legal justification for the continued tolera-

tion of discrimination against women in jury participation anywhere in our
country.

"Enclosed is a copy of the Joint letter we have sent to the President expressing
these views.

"We hope, and respectfully urge, that the bill which your Department is pre-
paring to submit to the President for his presentation to Congress will include
provisions to prohibit and eliminate discrimination based on sex in the selection
of Juries in both Federal and State courts.

"Sincerely yours,

"FEBRUARY 14, 1968.
"To: Hon. FLORENCE P. DWYER,
"From: Phineas Indritz. Counsel. House Committee on Government Operations.
"Subject: Discrimination againt women in selecting jurors in Federal and State

courts.
"Pursuant to your request. I have prepared the following brief summary of the

present status of discrimination against women in jury service in Federal and
State courts.

"I. JLRORS IN FEDERAL COURTS

"By virtue of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 (91 U.S.C. 1861), women are now
eligible to serve on all Federal juries. State eligibility rules are no longer con-
trolling for either grand or petit jurors in Federal courts. The validity of this
statute was upheld in United Statrs v. Wilson, 158 F. Supp. 442 (D.C., Ala.. 1958),
aff'd. 255 F. 2d. 686, cert. den., 34 U.S. 865. Compare Ballard v. United States,
329 U.S. 187 (1946).

"However, the Committee on Civil and Political Rights of the President's
Commission on the Status of Women reported, in October 1963, that the new
statutory eligibility of women has not been given full effect in many of the
Federal district courts. The report stated that the percentages of women serving
on juries were very low. and that tMe jury-listing procedures are not calculated
to secure their full participation on t he district court Juries. The Committee
therefore recommended enactment of le. islation to expressly prohibit discrimina-
tory exclusion of women from Federal Juries and to help achieve equal Jury
service through the improvement of Jury listing and panel selection procedures.

"The Committee specifically endorsed section 1864(b), paragraph 2, of H.R.
3284, 88th Congress. which provided: 'The procedures employed by the jury com-
mission in selecting the names of qualified persons to be placed in the jury box
shall not systematically or deliberately exclude any group from the Jury panel
on account of race, sex. political or religious affiliation, or economic or social
status' (report, pp. 11-12).

"The Committee also recommended that the Judicial Conference and other
Federal agencies should give attention to practices concerning Usting and call-
ing of women Jurors, and should press for equal jury service.

"On February 10, 1966, Senator Douglas, on behalf of himself and 19 other
Senators of both political parties, introduced S. 2923 entitled 'The Civil Rights
Protection Act of 1968 (Congressional Record daily issue pp. 2856-2863). Sec-
tions 101-104 of the Douglas-Case-Hart-Javits. etc., bill contains provisions de-
signed to secure. in the selection of Federal court jurors, 'a representative cross-
section of the pornlation of the Judicial district without exclusion on the basis
of race. color, sex, political or religious affiliation, or economic or social status.'

"11. JURORS rN STATE COURTS

"A. Three States specifically permit only males to serve on Juries. These are:
Alabama, Mississippi, and South Carolina.

"B. Twenty-six States and the District of Columbia provide different treat-
ment for men and women with respect to jury service, as follows:

"1. Three States permit women to serve on juries only i they first register with
*he clerk of the court.
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"These are: Florida (in addition, Florida specifically provides that a jury in a

condemnation case shall be composed only of men), Louisiana, New Hampshire.
"2. Sixteen Jurisdictions permit women to claim exemption from Jury service

solely because they are women. These are: Alaska. Arkansas, District of Colum-
bia, Georgia, Kansas, Maryland (Maryland jury law varies from county to
ounty---of the 23 counties, 4 permit women to claim exemption on the basis of sex

alone, and 19 counties apply time law eolually to nemi and woimmelj), Minnesota,
Missouri, Nevada, New York, North Dakota, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Virginia,
Washington. Wisconsin.

"3. Eight States specilically exempt women (but not nlen) on the basis of their
responsibilities in VonnectioA with child care or other family matters. These are:
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Nebraska, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah,
Wyoming.

"4. Two states include women on the jury only when courthouse facilities lr-
mit. They are: Rhode Island. Nebraska.
"5. Two States specitically provide that. vomen are not required to serve in

trials involving certain crimes. These are: Massachusetts. Nebraska.
"'(C) Twenty-one States apply the law equally to men and women. These are:

Arizona, California. Colorado, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana. Iowa,
Kentucky, Maine, Michigan, Montana. New Jersey, New Mexico, Ohio, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Vermont, West Virginia.

"The 1963 report of the Committee on Civil and Political Rights of the Presi-
dent's Commission on the Status of Women stated (pp. 1-14) :

"'The Committee believes there is urgent need for State legislative reform
with respect to jury service eligibility, exemption, and excuse in order to achieve
equal jury service in the States. The removal of sex distinctions in State laws
respecting jury service would not mean that wolnenli having the care of small
chilren would be forced out of the honile: it would reall only that eligibility
for an exemption and excuse from jury service would be the saine for either sex.'

"The Douglas-('ase-IIart-Javits. etc., bill iS. 2."3) contains lir,,visions (sec.
105-112) to prohibit jury discrimination in State courts but only with respect to
discrimination based oil 'race or color.' not with discriminatioin based on sex.
This bill, I understand, was prepared by the Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights which announced that the princil)les of the bill are supl)rted by the follow-
ing organizations participating in the Leadership Conference (Congressional
Record, pp. 2S57-2858, daily issue of Feb. 10. 1966): American Civil Liberties
Union. Anerican Jewish Committee. American Jewish Congress, American Vet-
erans ('ommittee. Americans for Democratic A'tion, Anti-I)efamation League of
B'nai B'rith, Congress of Racial Equality. Eliscopal Society for Cultural and
Racial Unity, National Association for the Advamcement of (W'lored People. Na-
tional Council of Catholic Women. National 'rban Limagnp. Protestant Episcopal
Church Division of Christian Citizenship. Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ferenve. Inion of American Iebrew 'Congr,'gations. Unitarian U'niversalist Fel-
lowship for Social Justice, 'nited Automobile \,irkers of America. United Steel-
workers (if America. Wonen's Internationatl Lacane for lPeae in id Freedom.

"The effect of discrimination against womiien iII jury selection is dramatically
illustrated by the situation of Lowndes County, Ala.. where State court juries
recently acquitted the slayers of Mrs. Viola Liuzzo and J4inaithan Daniels. both
whitr ciivil rights workers. The wlilation of Lowinde countyy , aged 21 to 64
years, inlusiive, is as follows:

Men: "Percent
1, white ------------------------------------------------ 738 13.2
Negro ---------------------------------------------- 1,798 32.. 1

Subtotal ------------------------------------------- .536

Women :
Whit( ------------------------------------------------ 789 14.1
Negro ---------------------------------------------- 2,278 40.6

Subtotal ------------------------------------------- 3. 067

Total --------------------------------------------- 5603 100.0
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"Thus, of 5,003 persons in that age group, 4,865 (86.8 percent) are excluded
from Jury service, and only 738 white males in that age group are available for
jury service.

"In view of this situation, a number of persos-ncluding Negroes, white
wozuit and others--filed suit in August 1965 in the U.S. District Court for the
Middle District of Alabama, Northern Division (White, et at. v. Crook, et at.,
ciil action 2293-N) against various Alabama officials responsible for Jury
selection in Lowndes County. The U.S. Department of Justice intervened in
support of the plaintiffs. On February 7. 1966. the court ruled that Alabama's
l:w excludhig women from jury service is unconstitutional on the ground that
it violates the equal protection clause of the 14th amendment.

"This decision does not necessarily settle the issue. There will probably be
further litigation, both in Alabama and in other States. for at least two reasons.

"First, there have been past decisions by the Supreme Court and by State
courts which have either ruled, or assumed. that it is constitutionally permissible
for a State to provide different treatment for women and for wen (including the
total exclusion of women) In relation to jury service: Hoy v. Florida, 368 U.S. 57,
(10 (1961) ; Straudcr v. Wcst Virginia. 100 U.S. 303. 310 (1880) ; Fay v. Noic York,
83 U.S. 261, 28D-290 (1947) ; State v. Emery, 224 N. Car. 5S1, 31 S.E. 2d. 858,
157 A.L.?. 441, annotation at 4(1 (1944) : I ailcy v. State. 214 Ark. 472. 217 S.W.
2d. 424, 9 A.L.R. 2d. 643 (1949) ; Black v. Stute, 215 Ark. 697, 222 S.IV. 2d. 816
41949) ; Commonwealth v. Weluky. 276 Mass. 39S, 177 N.E. 656 (1931) ; cert. den.
284 U.S. 684 (1932) ; compare Ballard v. United States, 329 U.S. 187 (W6).

"8econd, the district court decision in White v. Crook relates only to Alabama
law. In view of the variety of the State laws relating to jury service by women,
it Is probable that extensive litigation will be required before women are treated
equally with men in connection with jury service in all States.

"Accordingly, the judicial ease-by-case method will take a long time to end
discrimination against women in the selection of State court Jurors. The question
therefore occurs: Why was the Douglas-Case-Hart-Javits, etc., bill (S. 2923)
drafted to end sex discrimination in selecting Federal court jurors, but not In
sele tCng State court jurors? The answer probably is that since the bill was
drafted before issuance of the opinion in White v. Crook (which was announced
on February 7, 166). those who drafted the bill may have doubted whether, in
view of the alve cited decisions, ('ougre ss tould constitutionally legislate on the
subject of sex discrimination in the selection of State court juror.

"I think Congress has such authority. The equal protection clause of the
14th amendment is not restricted solely to the protection of Negroes. It prohibits
any State from making a distinction between classes of persons unless the classifl-
cation Is based u.on a reasonable and rational ground which bears a just and
proper relation to the attempted classification and is not a mere arbitrary
selection. Gulf, Colorado d 8. F. Ry, v. Ellis, 165 U.S. 150, 165 (1896) ; Herandez
v. Tcrs. 347 U.S. 475. 478 (1954)

"insotar as Its raLiolality with result to jury service is concerned, there is
ito difference between a legal distinction predicated solely on race (which the
courts have uniformly held is unc'ostitutional) and one resting solely on the
basis of sex. In neither case does the distinction bear a reasonable relationship
to either civic responsibility, the quality of juror selection, or the proper func-
tioning of the jury system.

"*lence, women have a constitutional right, under the equal protection clause
of the 14th amendment. to be free from State-imposed discrimination based solely
on their sex, In the selection of those who serve on either grand or petit juries.
This is the rule adopted by the district court in White v. Crook. Section 5 of
the 14th amendment authorizes the Congress "to enforce, by appropriate legisla-
tion," the guarantees of the equal protection clause, and thus to enact legisla-
tion preteribing methods and procedures to eliminate discrimination in State
vourt juries on the basis of sex.

"In i:a.lard v. Unitcd States, 3T29 .S. 1S7 (1946). the Supreme Court ruled
that a criminal conviction in a Federal court case where women had been pur-
powely excinded from the jury, violated the Federal statute regarding the quali-
fication af Jurors. Justice Douglas. speaking for four Justices, expressed the fol-
lowing views which are equally pertinent to the constitutional lam stated
above:

"'The American tradition of trial by jury. considered in connection with either
criminal or civil proceedings, necessarily contemplates an Impartial Jury drawn
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from a cross-section of the community * . This does not mean, of course, that
every Jury must contain representatives of all the economic, social, religious,
racial, political, and geography groups of the cvmmunity; frequently such com-
plete representation would be Impossible. But It does mean that prospective
Jurors shall be selected by court officials without systematic and intentional ex-
clusion of any of these groups. Recognition must be given to the fact that those
eligible for Jdry service are to be found in every stratum of society. Jury
competence is an individual rather than a group or class matter. That fact
lies at the very heart of the jury system. To disregard it Is to open the door
to claas distinctions and discriminations which are abhorrent to the democratic
ideals of trial by jury.

"'We conclude that the purposeful and systematic exclusion of women from
the panel in this case was a departure from the scheme of jury selection which
Congress adopted.

"'It is said, however, that an all male panel drawn from the various groups
within a community will be as truly representative as if women were included.
The thought is that the factors which tend to influence the action of women
are the same as those which influence the action of men--personality, back-
ground, economic status--and not a not enough to say that women
when sitting as jurors nei ct nor tend to a a class.

"'Men likewise do no as a class. But, if the sh ere on the other foot,
who would claim thb a jury was truly representative o e community if all
men were Intentio ly and systematically excluded from the nel? The truth
is that the two es are not fungible; a gnsunity made up e lusively of one
is different fro a community c sedfof bob*,the subtle in of influ-
ence one on e other is am the impobderables.-", To insulate e courtroom
from either ay not in ven cage make an iota 9f difference. t a flavor,
a distinct lity is 1 if either Ox Is excludeV The exclusion one may
indeed ma e the Jury so reprise at f-becomnu than wou be true
if an eco mic or racial exclu (2 U . 4t 192-194.

'[The exclusion of women f pan may t thzes be high preju-
dicial to e defendants. Bu ibI error t depend on a sh Ing of
prejudi In l In ual ca he ev e admitted exciusi of an
eligible lass r up the u in di rd of thp prescri stand-
ards of ry select te ten o exclusion of wo n, like
the exci Pion of a clal ni 311 - '- , n ole
or social class The v. Bout Pacifo Cdeprives the O
the broad base it w desl ,by Congress to e in our demo ic society.
ItIsad urefr t status rP to
destroy basic cya Jurype unel' (3 U.Sat

Au STA. GA., Mf 12, 1966.
Congressman A N UEL C -
Ckairman, H oi udiciary Committee.--
Wa hkigton, D. :

We urge that your mmlttee report the civil rights bi . 14765. without
title IV.

THE AU - EAL Ea BoARD, Ic.

SIOLIft ay 21,1966.
Hon. EMA UZI. CELLEIL
Chairman, House Judiciary Com'ni ittce,
House Ofee Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Our board strongly urges you to vote against the proposed Federal forced
housing law (H.R. 14765) because If adopted It would destroy the American
tradition of freedom of contract-the right of individuals to choose.

Respectfully,
ST. TAMMANY BOARD OF Rz&LToss,
Mrs. Gus BALxwni, Jr.,

President.
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IAFAYETEr, LA., May 16,1966.
Hon. EMANUEL CELLEM
Chairman, House Judioiary Cornnmttee,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Our board strongly urges you to vote against the proposed Federal forced
housing law (H.R. 14765) because If adopted it would destroy the American
tration of freedom of contract-the right of individuals to choose.

Respectfully,
LAFAYETTE, LA., May 16,1966.

MARY ALICE R. BRIGNAC, President.

SAN PEDRO, CALIF... ay 23, 1966.EM.AANUTEL CELLER,

Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Please exert every effort to defeat the administration proposal bill I.R. 14765
title I" Civil Rights Act of 196 that would strip from home and property owners
their traditional right to choose to whom they may sell or rent.

ToNY CALIFANO.
President, San Pedro Board of Realtor.i.

Representative EMANUEL CULER COLUMBUS, GA., May 27, 1966.

House Office Building,
Wash ington, D.C.:

Re H.R. 14765, S..3296, we urgently request you use all effort and influence
at your command to have title 4 eliminated from the above bills.

Reslectfully,
COLUMBUS REAL ESTATE BOARD. INC.,
PATSY G. COOPER. President.

LAREDO, TEx.. May 19. 1966.
lion. ELIGIO DE LA GA=A.
House of Representatives,:Wash ingt on, D.C. :

The Laredo Board of Realtors, in the interest of all property owners are in
unanimous opposition to title four of the Civil Rights Act of 196 referred to
as H.R. 14765. We urge you to use all your influence with members of the
House subcommittee now considering this legislation to stop all action on this
bill immediately.

E. 3. DRYDEN,
President.

JOHN A. SNYDER,
Secretary.

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA. Mlay 2-R. 1966.
ChIAIRMAN OF THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Members of Alaska State Association of Realtors strongly encourage the
rejection of title IV of H.R. 14765 and Senate bill 3296. Depriving a property
owner of his rights of choice is removing one of the basic freedoms given in
our National Constitution. We urge you and Congress to uphold the American
way of freedom of choice.

W. RALPH FOSTER.
President, Alaska Association of Realtors.
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RouE, GA&., May 12, 1966.
Congressman EMANUEL CELLEB,
Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Strongly urge you report the Civil Rights Act bill H.R. 14765 (without)
title I V.

W. P. HOPKINS,
President, Rome Real Estate Board.

TucsoN, ARiz.
Hlon. EMANUEL CELLEIR,
House Office Building, Washiington, D.C.

The right of s&lf-goverunient by free elections, of trial by jury and of freedom
to contract for ones own property all are basic to the principals upon which our
country was founded. Legislation which would deprive our citizens of these
rights, under the guise of civil rights, is un-American and constitutes legal dis-
crimination of the highest order, an end to the evil to discrimination in housing
is now in sight by means of education, persuasion, and example. Any attempt to
achieve this by force of law can only destroy all of the good work thus far accom-
plished. In every instance where State legij.atiin comparable to that of the
pending bill was submitted to a referendum of the people, it has been rejected
by overwhelming majorities. Voluntary efforts are achieving the effort. Tucson,
Ariz., is proof of the success of this voluntary effort.

While the objective of open occupancy is praiseworthy, this proposed mea is of
accomplishing it is 100 percent wrong, since true and lusting acceptance of neigh-
bors by neighbors can be accomplished only by understanding and education fos-
tered voluntarily by churches, schools, and all men of good will it cannot be
achieved by the Federal Government with its vast power wiping out the freedom
of choice and contract for all citizens under the guise of providing a new right
for minority groups.

We therefore strongly urge that you use your best efforts to retain the basic
freedoms of our people by causing the defeat of title IV of H.R. 14765.

This request respectfully submitted by the 515 members of the Multiple Listing
Service of Tucson.

RAYMOND S. LUETY, President.

CLEARWATER, FLA., May 13, 1966.
EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

Your continued opposition to the enactment of H.R. 14765 is earnestly solicited.
The bill tramples on the basic and fundamental rights of Americans to dispose
of private property to the person of their choice and introduces an element of
compulsion in the dealings of a property owner with the person who seeks to buy
or rent his property. TheZe things are not in the public interest.

CLEARWATER-LARGO BOARD OF REALTORS,
A. RAY McKAY, President.

LANDER, WYO., June 2, 1966.
Representative EMANUEL CELLER,
Washington, D.C.:

After careful consideration of the merits of H.R. 14765, the Fremont County
Board of Realtors expectes your negative vote on this flagrant infringement of
every homeowner's rights as provided by the Constitution of the United States.

K. L. MARTINSEN, Secretary.

M"ATiNSVrLLE, VA., May 24, 1966.
Representative EMANUEL CElL,
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

We strongly urge you to vote against Hou* e bill H.R. 14765. We are opposed
to racial, religious or ethnic discrimination. We insist the element of compul-
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sion, of legal coercion, between a property owner and a person with whom he
does business, is not in the public interest.

MARTINSVILLE-HENRY COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS.

ALBANY, GA., May 24, 1966.
Congressman EMANUEL CELLER,
Washington, D.C.:

The Albany, Ga., Board of Realtors request that the House Judiciary Com-
mittee report the 1966 Federal Civil Rights Act without title IV.

J. LAMAR RESESE, Jr.,
Resident Albany Board of Realtors.

ST. AUGUSTINE, FLA., May 19, 1966.
HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE,
House of Representatives,
Wash ington, D.C.:

We urge your opposition to H.R. 14765 and all other such forced housing legis-
lation that might be introduced.

ST. AUousTNz-ST. JOHNS COUNTY
Bo AR or REACTORS.

RIvER GRov, ILr., May 23, 1966.
Congressman EMANUEL CELL,
House Ofice Building,
Washington, D.C.:

As Chairman of the legislative committee for the Leyden Board of Realtors we
wish to go on record as being opposed to bill H.R. 14765; we also feel this is the
opinion of the majority of the one hundred thousand people from Leyden Town-
ship.

FRANK STEIN.
Leyden Board of Realtors.

CITIZENS LEGISLATIVE ACTION COMMITTEE,
Berwyn, Ill., May 19, 1966.

Hon. Congressman EMANUEL CELLED
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
House Office Building
Washingtot, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN: The Citizens Legislative Action Committee of Illinois does
hereby wish to notify you that we are against H.R. 14765 (Federal "Forced
Housing" Law), especially Part IV of the suggested legislation, which tramples
on the rights of the owner of private property, and makes it unlawful for a prop-
erty owner to refuse to sell, rent, or lease said property to someone not of his
own choice.

A bill such as H.R. 14765 is, in our judgment, unfair, unconstitutional, and
would subject the citizens and private property owners to the loss of his basic
inherent rights through the exercise of a Police System similar to those being
exercised in Communistic Governments that take personal privileges and rights
away from individual citizens.

This Federal "Forced Housing" Law purports to grant rights, and privileges
to one group by destroying the constitutional rights and privileges of others by
force of law.

We hmnbly ask that you kindly protect the rights of citizens and property
owners in this Great Country of ours by protecting and safe-guarding our con-
stitutional rights and freedoms in the defeat of this proposed legislation. We
respectfully thank you.

Sincerely,
OMAR CALKARVITA,

Chairman Citizens Legislative Action Committee.
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BUILDING OWNERS AND M1ANAC-EI.S OF ATLA.NTA. INC..
Atlanta, Ga., May 31, 1966.

lion. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman. Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

lDFAx Sia: The Building Owners and Managers Association of Atlanta. Georgia,
with a membership which includes the major owners of cominercial real estate
located in Atlanta, hereby oppose any favorable consideration by your Com-
mittee and the passage of H.R. 147W).

Our objection is not only to See. 403 of this proposed legislation which woulJ'
preempt certain long-established rights incident to the business of sellinZ.
renting and leasing residential property, but also the impropriety of the detini-
tion of "dwelling" in Sec. 402 to include vacant land and, by virtue of such
definition, the resultant absolute restriction imposed by the later prohibitions
of this Act on the alienation of property, the right to which has been funda-
mental to the legal as well as the economic basis of this democracy since its
inception.

Sincerely yours,
C. HOWARD CANDLER, III, President.

CALIFORNIA PROPERTY OWNERS AND TENANTS COMMITTEE,
Los Angelcs, Calif., May 20, 1966.

To the Members of the U.S. Congress:
As you contemplate the is.Rues involved in the President's proposed measure

dealing with alleged discrimination in the sale or rental of housing, may we
call your attention to some very interesting aspects when the people of Cali-
fornia expressed their feelings in repealing very similar housing legislation
during the general election in November 1964.

Californians voted overwhelming opposition to such legislation by a vote of
4,526.460 to 2,395,747. This is the first state in the Union, and probably the wnly
one thus far, wherein the people have had an opportunity to vote in a state,, ide
election upon the important matter. Californians thereby voted to retain their
freedom to sell, rent or lease their property to persons of their own choosing.

Those opposed to repeal took the matter to the Courts on a Cnstitutional
question. The California Supreme Court, by a split decision, overruled the
expressed wishes of 4,526,460 voters. A petition for a rehearing will be filed.

The vote in favor of the repealer, Proposition 14, was a non-partisan vote that
crossed party lines. Note that the total "Yes" vote for repeal, 4.526,460,
exceeded the total vote received by President Johnson in California which was
4,171,877. The total Democratic registration was 4,737,886. The Republican
registration was 3,181.272.

We are confident that the vast majority of the voters in the other states In
the Union would vote on this issue about the same way as did the California
voters. Like us, they will be watching with great interest what the Congress
does with this type of legislation.Respectfully, FRANK P. DOHERTY, Chairman.

MULTIPLE LISTING REAL ESTATE BOARD OF YAKIMA.
Yakima, Wash., May 25, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MP. CELLER: The following resolution was passed at the May 18th mem-
bership meeting of this Board.

"Resolved-the Multiple Listing Real Estate Board of Yakima, Inc., repre-
senting 137 brokers and salesmen, goes on record as opposing the Civil Rights
Legislation known as H.R. 14765 and S. 3296. on the grounds that this measure
violates the constitutional rights of all citizens by trampling on the long estab-
lished rights of private ownership including the right to dispose of private
property to the person of the owner's choice. It is our belief that passage of
this far reaching measure would eventually destroy the freedom of all Americans
and ultimately injure rather than improve the cause of better race relations.
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We should not destroy the foundations of freedom under the guise of correcting
a s(oial evil."

We trust you will pone(lr the implications of this measure and see fit to modify
the legislation on this matter.

Yours very truly,
ELRY GRAN'STRAIND, Prcsiden t.

FEDERATION OF CITIZENS ASSOCIATIONS
OF TIlE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

May .-4, 1966.
JU IJICIARY COM A( ITTEE,
U.N. House of J&(prctsentatircs,
1Vashington, D.C.

GENTLIMEN: Enclosed is a Copy of a resolut iom approved at the May 12 meeting
of this Federation, representing about 20.000 residents of the District of Co-
lumbia.

At the meeting, one of our past presidents, an attorney of international repute,
spoke at length on provisions of pending legislation and his conviction that they
are unconstitutional-that property owners have the right to dispose of their
property as they see fit so long as it is to lie used for lawful purposes. Other at-
torneys who are delegates are in full agreement with this position.

Very sincerely yours,
JOHN R. IMMER, Prcsident.

RESOLUTION ON FEDERAL CONTROL OF SALE OR RENTAL OF PRIVATE HOUSING

Whereas, a new Civil Rights bill has been proposed by the Administration and
introduced in the Congress as S. 3'296. and

Whereas. this bill contains provisions for the control by the Federal Govern-
ment of the sale of private housing In the name of anti-discrimination, and

Whereas, the right of the individual citizen to own his own home and to dis-
pose of It as he sees fit is one of the fundamental rights of our democracy and
the proposed legislation would seriously Impair this right, now, therefore,

Be it rc8olved by the Federation of Citizens Associations of the District of
Columbia in regular meeting on May 12, 1966, that it opposes that part of the
proposed civil rights legislation S. 3296 which would force an individual home
owner to sell or rent his property against his desires, and

Further, that it calls on the Congress to reject this legislation, and
Further, that copies of this Resolution be sent to the President. Chief Justice

Warren of the U.S. Supreme Court, the Attorney General. the leaders of the
Senate and the House, the chairman of the committees involved, and the D.C.
Commissioners.

Approved by the Federation May 12, 1966.
GEORGE W. BRADY.

Chairman, City Planning and Zoning Committee.
Mrs. EDWARD B. MORRIS,

SecretarV.

1OME BUIDI)ERs ASSOCIATION OF GREATER SALT LAKE.
Salt Lake City, Utah, May 27, 1966.

Hon. EMANUL CELLAR.
(hairnan of House Judiciary Committee,
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CEU.Ea: We are deeply concerned with the so-called "Civil Rights
Act of 1966" and the various sections under Title IV.

Instead of promoting Civil Rights this is trampling on rights; the rights of all
property owners and the right of freedom to contract, etc.

The issue is not open occupancy or equal opportunity of housing for all people;
the issue is whether Government should be permitted to compel a property owner
to enter into a sale, or to rent a room in his home to a person not of his choloe.

This Association is strongly opposed to HR. 14765 and urges you to make
every possible effort to assure its rejection.

Sincerely yours,
A. C. Kn'o.

Executive Officer.
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Subject: Proposed "fair" or "open" housing legislation.

1. This Ohio Citizen, a real property owner, requests your consideration of the
following testimony (and supporting data) in opposition to the subject legisla-
tion now under consideration by our City, State, or Federal Legisl:itors. These
data, although referring specifically to an example in the State of Ohio, is perti-
nent to a broad application as our Federal Congress has previously made many
hind grants and /or/ treaties stipulating citizen's right to the complete owner-
ship of real property.

2. In the first place, a warranty deed title to real property is valid by authority
of the original land grant authorized by the Congress of the United States.

3. An appreciable large percentage of real property owners in Dayton, Ohio,
hold their Warranty Deeds by assignment through one--Jonathan Dayton-, the
latter having acquired his title and authority by land grant directly from the
United States Congress in A.D. 1800. (See attached copy and photograph)"-
to have and to hold the described tract of land-and to his heirs and assigns for-
ever-" describes the intent of Congress. With no other qualitications or stipu-
lations, the Dayton City Commission (or other inferior political subdivision),
or the electorate by referendum, are without jurisdiction to encroach upon this
act of Congress. Specific attention is invited to the word 'forever' in the above
quotation.

4. Using the term "fair" or "open" housing in proposed legislation is a trick
misnomenclature of English that does not, in actuality, promote the high and
noble purpose its name seems to imply. This proposed legislation has been
intentionally mislabled to hide its true identity and purpose and, therefore,
borders on fraud. In full truth, the actual purpose of the subject legislation is
to single out all real estate owners for the sole purlpse of discriminating against
them by trespassing on their civil right to completely own real property through
process of contract. This Is not a "exercise of regulatory powers". but would
actually deprive the fundamental right of full 'ownership' per se. The state of
'ownership' Includes the right of 'disposition': if the right of 'disposition' is denied
then one does not 'own', he has only enjoyed 'squatters rights', a land title sys-
ten long antiquated. This would, in this event, effectively 'nationalize' the right
to own real property.

5. The very simple, but Important, fact In that no law exists in the State of
Ohio which denies the equal opportunity to acquire. rent, or lease real property
by anyone. The real full truth is that our present statutes governing contract
In the acquisition of real property makes no mention of race, creed, or color, there-
fore those statutes are equally applicable to every citizen. It follows, that any
attempt to legislate so called "fair" or "open" housing would promote discrim-
inatory privileges for ethnic groups of citizens at the expense and detriment of
real property owners, and would often violate Congressional Land Grant provi-
sions as well as pre-convict citizen-home-owners, en masse, by denying them their
individual civil rights of due recesss in a court of competent jurisdiction.

6. Attempts to justify enactment of "fair" or "olwn" housing laws under the
Federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 would be stating that this Act contains proil-
sions abrogating the right to acquire, rent, or lease real prolrty by contract.
The truth of the matter is that the 1964 Civil Rights Act is conspicuously silent
on any reference to the right of contract or its relation to housing (real ltroperty).

7. Attempts to justify any "fair" or "open" housing laws because of moral
reasons would be to attempt legislation in the field of religion, as the basic
tenents of 'Morality' are taken from religious laws.

8. This citizen would view with great alarm any overt act indicating an
organized conspiracy to abrogate his Constitutional rights to the full ownership
of his home. The contract through which his home was acquired did not require
any self-appointed agent of the Deity, any 'Civil Rights Organization', any City
Commission, or a vote of any municipality as a prequisite to a good title trans-
fer, or in payment of the valuable consideration. The above address is your
correspondents home, and he expects all Legislators and Courts to sustain his
full ownership of it to the same extent as when the conditions of its acquisition
were accepted.

Very truly,
FORREST 0. MIL.ER.

Ohio Citizen-Real-Property 0 rier.
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JOHN ADAMS, PRESIDENT OF TILE UNIrED STATES Or AMERICA

To all to whom these presents shall coe, Greeting:

Know ye, That in pursuance of the act of Congress passed on the first day of
June 179d, entitled "an act" regulating the grants of Land appropriated for Mili-
tary Services, and for the society of the United Brethren for "propagating the
Go.spel among the Heathen," and of the several acts supplementary thereto
passed on the second day of March 179&9. and on the eleventh day of February
and the first of March 1 f, there is granted unto--Jonathan Dayton-a certain
tract of land estimated to contain four thousand acres being the second Quarter
of the fifth Township in the fifteenth Range of the Tract appropriated for satisfy-
ing Warrants for Military services; surveyed and located in pursuance of the
acts above recited: To have and to hold the said described tract of land, with
the appurtenances thereof unto the said Jonnthan Dayton, and to his heirs and
assigps forever, subject to the conditions. restrictions and provisions contained in
the said recited acts.

In witness whereof, the said John Adaims. President of the United States of
America, hath caused the seal of the said United States to be hereunto affixed,
and signed the same with his hand, at the City of Philadelphia the Twentieth
day of March il the year of our Lord 1S00; and of the Independence of the
United States of America the twenty fourth.

By the President:
[SEAL OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ATTACHED] JOHN ADAMS.

TINIOTY PICKERING,
Secretary of State.

STATE OF OHIO)
County of Montgomery) 8s:

Personally appeared before me: Mr. Forre.st 0. Miller, Mrs. Florence Apple,
and Miss Margaret Ward, first being sworn according to law, says: "That they
did jointly visit the Library of the Dayton Art Institute at aproxiniately 8:15
P.M. E.S.T. on 12 April 1966; and that they did witness and carefully inspect the
land grant transcribed above; and that they are satisfied that this document is
the original and authentic instrument; and that Mr. Forrest 0. Miller, having
seen this document some twenty years previously, recognizes it as the one and
same document: and that the transcription appearing above is complete. true
and accurate of the best of their individual and collective knowledge and belief."

The three affidavit's further sayeth not.
FORREST 0. MILLER,

4J830 Mays Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
,WRENCE APPLE,

3523 W. Hillcrest Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
MARGARET WARD,

1615 Wayne Ave., Dayton, Ohio.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30th day of April A.D. 1966.
[sEAL] Louisz, DuYm.

Notary Public in and for Montgomery County, Ohio.
My Commission expires Sept. 3, 1967.

GARDENDALE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC.,
Gardcndalc. Ala.. Mali 20, 1.966.

1on. EMANUEL CELLER.
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
Washington, D.C.

HONORARLE CELLER: You may be sure that we are unequivocally opposed to
House Bill "H.R. 1476.". We are certain you feel the saline way. However. we
want to lend our encouragement to your efforts and urge that you do everything
within your power to defeat this bill.

"Property Rights" are so closely aligned to "Human Rights" that they are
inseplrable. We can't afford to lose the rights embodied in "Property Rights".

Very sincerely, J. L PES,.qEL, President.
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M.Y 23, 19606.

TilE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE,
House of Rcprcsntatives,
Washington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: In accordance with your suggestion in answer to my letter asking
for the privilege of appearing before the Committee in opposition to the John-
son current so-called Civil Rights Bill on behalf of the Maryland Petition Com-
mittee and myself, I am submitting our statement for the Record.

My name Is Geo. Washington Williams, attorney, 231 St. Paul Place, Baltimore
2, Maryland, and I am authorized to speak for said Committee on any subject
within the scope of its work, and the instance one definitely is, as is well known.

Firdt, as this and much of the legislation in this field is predicated upon the
14th Amendment, we say it is our belief that the said Amendment Is not legiti-
mately a part of the Constitution, as we believe it was never constitutionally
proposed by the House, as we understand that the membership was 184, and only
120 voted to approve, which, as you know, is not two-third of 184.

Now, since this was an Act of your House. we challenge your right to act with
the 14th Amendment as your basic authority, and we also call your attention to
the 9;th and 10th Amendments, if that is true. If our information is correct,
where do you get authority to act on such matters?

Secotidly, now, even If fhe 14th Amendment were a legal document, you still
have no right to act on Housing, as any such action must come from the States,
even if they have the right to so act, which we do not admit.

Thirdly, the Committee is, and I am. also against all the other raids on the
States, therein contained-and also, because the Federal Government has no
legal right to go into the motive of States when acting within the range of their
regular jurisdiction, as held by the Civil War-time case, McCardle, and It has
been so expressed by later Supreme Court decisions. We here and now empha-
size our objection on this ground, too.

Fourthly, while here, we also wish to say that we believe that, in view of
Section 5, the 14th Amendment is not velf-u.recuting, which has been expressed
on the floor of the House by the present Mayor of New York City, and without
dissent then made, or at any other time that I have seen, and I get the Record
regularly.

Fifthly, we are not overlooking the action of the Senate and the absence of
delegations from the Southern States, whose votes were received in connection
with the preceding, the 13th Amendment. The same applies to the House, and
is now emphasized here.

k,i.cthly, also New Jersey and Ohio reversed their approving vote, but the re-
versal was ignored, as Seward's Report to the Congress shows.

The attached paper "To The Citizens of the United States" is Intended to be a
part of my remarks to your Committee.

It is understood that this will be inserted In the printed Record, the same as
if orally given, but the absence of such right, I might say, is regretted.

Respectfully submitted,
GEo. WASHINGTON WILLIAMS.

GEo. WASHINGTON WILLIAMS, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Baltimore, Md.

Re: Jefferson, Lincoln & Prof. Nevins on Integration & Effects
To the Citizets of the United States, Greetings:

The 17th of May will mark the Seventh Year since the so-called Segregation
Decision by the Supreme C court. and one of the Press Associations says that
"Segregationists" labeled that day 'Black Monday'. Others call It the 'Second
Emancipation', and thus thii integration movement is associated with Lincoln,
and implies that Lincoln would be for this integration program, which I dispute.
The Emanciltion proclamation itself was not gcnral, but covered only the
actual war area, a war measure only.

Lincoln worked on three hypotheses, namely: (1) in Holy Writ it Is said that
a House Divided against itself cannot stand, and (2) he said that the country
could not exist half slave and half free, that It would have to be all one or the
other, and (3) he was. himself, working on the last item when he was In the
White House, namely, that the country could not live In peace half Black and
half White, and therefore, he was hoping to arrange for either a repatriation or
a colonization in Central or the edge of South America. As to the third Item,
see the DiarV# of Gideon Welles, Secretary of the Navy, Vol. 1, page 150, et seq:
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Summer 1862, I quote a couple of Items therefrom to support my statement:
(1) "The 1Pre.;ident was earliest in tie matter of wishing to send the negroes

out of the country." IDefense of Race and hatred are not synonymous. Speech.
Congress, December 1, lN;2, re colonization.

(2) "Thought it essential to provide asylum for a race which we ematcipated
but which could never be recoIgnized or admitted to be our equals."

(3) Attorney General Bates "desired that deportation, by force if necessary.
should go with emanicipation." p. 158.

The Great Emancipator had previously made the following declarations: At
Ottawa, Illinois, in the Douglas-Lincoln Debates, on August 21, 1858 "I have no
purpose to introduce political and social equality between the white and the
black races. There is a physical difference between the two, which, in my
judgment, will probably forever forbid their living together upon the footing of
perfect e.lity."

When a Delegation of Negro Preachers, et al, called upon him on August 14,
1862, he, interalia, stated that: "You and we are different races. We have be-
tween us a broader difference than exists between almost any other two races.
Whether it is right or wrong, I need not discuss: but this physical differven.e is
a great disadvantage to uts both, I think. Your race suffers very greatly, iany
of them, by living among us. while ours suffers from your presence. In a word,
we suffer on each side. If this is admitted, it affords a reason, at least, why we
should be separated."

At Springfield, on December 12, 18,57, he said that "A separation of the race# is
the only perfect prevention of amalgamation, but as an immediate separation is
impossible. then the next best thing to keep them apart where they are not al-
ready together."

Re the Supreme Court, the Dred Scott (negro) case and Lincoln's caustic
comment: "The Dred Scott decision is erroneous * 0 * The Court that made it
has often overruled its own decisions, and we shall do what we can to have it
overrule this" June 22, 1857. "All I am doing is 'to ref tse to obey it as a political
rule. It is the first of its kind. It is an astonisher in legal history * * *. It
Is based upon falsehood in the main as to facts. Allegations as to facts * * *
are not facts at all in many instances." July 10, 1858. My intention is "not to
overthrow the Court. but is to oerthrow the men who perverted the Court".
Sept. 14,1859. Compare the Segregation cases, 347 U.S.

Prof. Allan Nevins. Professor of American History at Columbia University and
author, tells us in the U.S. News and World Rep., Nov. 14, 1958. page 72, that
amalgamation will be the result, as things are now going: "As a historian, I do
not for a moment believe that, in our mighty American river of many nationali-
ties, two currents can flow idle by side down the centuries without ultimately
becoming one" and he says that "any sociologist could cite a dozen reasons why
it is inevitable" and that he "could cite a dozen analogies from history to prove
that such a process is inexorable, irresistible."

Thomas Jefferson says. "Nothing is more certainly written in the book of fate
than that these people are to be free, nor is it less certain that these two races,
equally free, cannot live under the same government." (Jefferson, a Biography.)
Letter to Holmes. April 22. 1820 says he hopes "a general emancipation and
expatriation could be effected, and gradually with due sacrifice, I think it might
be done." What is the answer to all this?

Many quotations sustaining the above expressions could be supplied, and I do
not like to see Lincoln and Jefferson misunderstood and libeled as they have
been down through the years, (and are now at least Inferentially libeled) and
such people become Judas Goats by associating them with the current integration,
morernent. If I am an ceil person I am in good company.

Yours sincerely,
GEO. WASHINOTOx WILLIA MS.

To: Congress of the United States of America.
From: Maryland Petition Committee, Inc., P.O. Box 1631, Annapolis, Md.
Date: April 21, 1966.
Subject: Research material regarding civil rights.

THE SWITCH FRaOM COMPARATIVE TRANQUILITY TO TURMOIL AND RIOTS AND WHY?

It is important for every American who wishes to contribute to a solution of
the race problem in our country to recognize certain truths--truths that can be
backed by facts, not theories or Ideals unrelated to scientific realities. One of the
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most important sets of truths that all men In a position to formulate policies of
government should understand and study, is genetics. )r. Eldon Gardner's
PrincipIcs of Genetics, is a gi4 presentation to start with (John Wiley and Sons.
Inc., I 0). The importance of genetics toward resolving the race problem now
afflicting society with riots and violence is clearly shown in the following para-
graph from page 2, quoted with permission:

"Furthermore, individuals do not react in exactly the same way to prol)ositiols
or environmental situations. The fundamental differences among people are real
and inescapable. Biologically speaking all men are not free and equal as stated
in the Declaration of Independence, there exists many biological differences. The
social ills with which society is plagued might be overcome in large measure by
recognition and understanding of these individual differences and concepts of
liberty and freedom would take on added significance."

The next thing to look at is the crime picture. Mr. Henry Savage, Jr., in his
book ,((ds oif Timc, states on page 299:

*The whole problem is complicated by being made to appear more simple than
it actually Is when New Yorkers, for example, are not informed that from their
negro fourteen per cent in 1957 came over half of all the city's criminals when
Chicagoans are not made aware of the fact that more than half of the arrests in
their city for homicide, rape, and robbery were from their fifteen per cent negro
population ; and when the people of San Francisco are not made aware that more
than half of their robberies were committed by negroes although they represented
but seven percent of the city's population. Perhaps if non-Southerners were given
such facts they would realize that the process of integration where negro ratios
are far greater is not so simple as they are prone to believe, and a more patient
and understanding attitude toward the South which is fully aware of such facts,
might result." (Permission to quote given.)

Now. many intellectually honest negroes recognize these facts, although they
are reluctant to talk about them, their honesty prevents them from shifting the
blame on to others for what they know to be their own shortcomings. The honest,
intelligent, well adjusted negro definitely feels that the negro must accept his
own responsibility in this matter. However, there are many vested interests in
both the white and black races, who write and declare a lot of absurdities, and
these people care only about the dramatic effect which their statements are
designed to excite. Many of them wish to blame the injustices of the white man
for the negroes failure to gain accessibility to full qualification for complete
citizenship. However, there are many fine members of the Afro-American race-
such as a well-known lawyer, a judge, and a psychologist-who place a great
responsibility on their own people. They also criticze the programs of welfare,
etc., for the great breakdown of the thrift, integrity, and moral independence of
many members of their negro race.

Now, let us face some startling facts. The welfare bill for the United States
has climbed to something over 5.5 billion dollars yearly, and every three years
there is added to the cost, about another billion dollars. Yet these programs have
failed to produce the desired results-a healthy society. In fact, for the years
1958-1964, our serious climes increased six times as fast as our population. An
even more alarming fact is that the juvenile population crime rate is increasing
fifteen times as fast as the youth population.

The Surgeon General of the United States Public Health Service, Dr. Luther
Terry, recently published some terrifying statistics. He stated that 1,500 young-
sters acquire veneral disease in the United States each day. This means more
than a half million new cases a year. This is a very disturbing truth when one
considers the vast stretch of resultant perils from such pollution of body and
behavior. An additional truth is that antibiotic treatment to fight the disease
In this category has not turned out to be as entirely adequate as is commonly
supposed.

A former Surgeon General of the United States Public Health Service stated
that negroes have nine times as much syphilis as do whites. A great confusion
has been created by equating favorably the culture of the mass of the United
States negroes to the culture of the minority. However it is extremely import at nt
that one face this problem realistically.

You must face your personal limitations, so must everyone. This is one
of the basic rules of mental hygiene. People who promote dreams which have
no bases for realization, create frustration and hate, this causes people to strike
out at anything and everything. Bureaucratic government cannot provide
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everything for the people, including brains. It is a great mistake to take the
constitutional right of olie group of Ieople away from them and give an uncon-
stitutional right to another group, who in the majority are separated from each
other by many fundamental differences. Many people may refuse to face
these facts, nevertheless, the scientific facts as noted by Dr. Elden Gardener can-
not be disputed.

When one has, in himself, the qualifications for progress, he is able to lift
himself up by his own bootstraps. however, all the help in the world will go
down the drain if one does not have either the will or the gray matter, which
includes judgment and foresight, to accomplish ones wishes.

Booker T. Washington, who was born a slave, and yet attained fame and respect,
stated to his race:

-Put down your buckets and prove yourselves before you ask for anything
more.."

You cannot create character in people by simply trying to give them su's-
tenice, nor strengthen their mental muscles by excusing them and justifying
their civil disobedience. Though negroes constitute only slightly more than
10 l of the population in the United States. they are reported to receive 20%
of the welfare funds. This amounts to $2.00 spent per negro in comparison to
90 ceu ts per white person in the population.

In Baltimore about four years ago, when the negro population was not as
high as it is today (1965), 80% of the people on welfare were negroes and 90%
receiving medical relief were negroes. Today the city jail houses inmates 8.5%
of whom are negroes and 65% of these are repeaters.

It would be good for the thinking person to stop and take a look at the glaring
omission from so many commentaries on "Civil Rights" of a basic and sub-
stantial part of the real Issue. How many times does anyone hear or read of
civil responsibilities?

The pseudo-experts have produced a sorry mess of the domestic tranquility of
this country. The aluring schemes of passionate reform were yielded to
before the long-range advancements for which our standards impel us had
time to evolve. This has led negroes to expect what they are unable to obtain
in mass at present, and which many, may never be able to accomplish by and
of themselves.

But. no matter what their goals may be, certainly their reaction to the laws
passed for their benefit has only proven that they are unable to assume basic
civic responsibility. The terrible Harlem, Rochester, and other riots of last
year plus the outrageous riots in Los Angeles and the lesser one in Chicago
now. in 19K. can only prove that the method of appeasement is not producing the
desired results.

How can anyone excuse the havoc created in Los Angeles, where 37 were killed,
800 injured, over 3,000 arrested, and 46 square miles were considered dangerous
areas? Damage by fire was estimated at $175,000,000 while looting accounted for
untold millions more-such a senseless loss of life and property. It was re-
ported also that it cost about $200,000 a day to maintain order in this distracted
city at the height of trouble. One might ask "Why?" Since our government
has seen fit to make it so easy for the criminal, one can hardly expect anything
else but anarchy in the country.

This is what the "Great Society" has supplied-the fertilization and cultivation
by mouthings of injustic--and the crop produced could be nothing other than
violence and destruction in our cities.

Proverbs 14:84 states: "Righteousness exalteth a nation; but sin is a reproach
to any people."

One should not forget that the only laws given by God Himself and written
by His finger on tablets of stone were the "Ten Commandments". The Fifth
one states:

"Honour thy father and thy mother that thy days maybe long upon the land
which the Lord thy God giveth thee."--given by God, not by coercion of
government.

The Tenth Commandment states:
"Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's house, thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's

wife, nor his man servant, nor his maid servant, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor
anything that is thy neighbors."

Laws are not good laws which are in opposition to the laws of God. However,
many ministers being only fallible men have not always, either adhered to the
Bible, or have they been able to understand its meaning.
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James Madison wrote in 1785:
"Because experience witnesseth that ecclesiastical establishments, instead of

maintaining the purity and efficacy of religion, have had a contrary operation.
During almost fifteen centuries, has the legal establishment of Christianity been
on trial. What have been its fruits? More or less in all places, pride and
indolence in the clergy; ignorance and servility in the laity; in both, supersti-
tion, bigotry, and persecution. Enquire of the teachers of Christianity for ages
in which it appeared in its greatest lustre; those of every sect, point to the ages
prior to its incorporation with civil policy."

Now, of recent years the relationship between the leaders of the National
Council of Churches and the present administration must be very close accord-
Ing to the president of the N.C.C. for in an interview with "Capital Times" a
reporter of Madison, Wisconsin, reported that he said:

"The churches are more involved in changing both religious and political
policies than any other group in the country."

Besides this he is quoted as saying:
"The passing of civil rights legislation has been affected more largely by the

religious institutions of this country than any other factor."
However, there is a grave question as to whether any of the members of the

member churches of the National Council of Churches have ever been polled
on the issues which they sponsor. For example at a hearing of the special
subcommittee on labor of the House Committee on Education and Labor, it is
reported that Congressman Robert Griffin asked, "Has the National Council of
Churches ever polled the members of the member churches of the National
Council of Churches on this issue?"

The reply was, "No." wo don't proceed in that way * * " Mr. Griffin then
declared, * * * "I am a member of a church that is affiliated with the National
Council of Churches and I want to say on the record that I bitterly resent the
fact that the National Council of Churches is involving Itself in an issue such as
this."

In the final enumeration of facts the following quotation is from The Dan
Smoot Report, Box 9538, Dallas, Texas, 75214, Title "The Fruits of Liberalism":

"It is a fact-astonishing and grim. but a fact-that the growth in the 1J.S.
crime rates has followed the growth of the socialistic welfare state. From 1933
to 1963, population in the United States increased 50%; crime rates increased
1231% government spending (approximately one half of which is for welfare)
increased 1215%. (22,23)

"Figures give the le to the liberal contention that poverty and unemployment
are basic causes of crime. In 1933, at the bottom of the great depression when
more tL-n 12 nillilon adults were said to be unemployed, reported arrests for
crime in the United States totaled 320,162. In 1963, when the nation was enjoy-
lng full employment, riding the crest of affluence, reported arrests totaled 4,-
259, 463. (22) In 1933. government spending (federal, state, and local) totaled
about $12.8 billion, in 1963, $168.4 billion. (23)

"Bad conditions do not create bad people. Bad people create bad conditions.
When decent, productive people are forced to support and coddle criminals and
other dregs and drones of society, chaos, degradation, and ruin are inevitable.

"The longer we wait to abandon collectivism and return to individualism-to
dismantle socialistic welfare-statism and re-establish constitutional govern-
ment-the harder our task will be. If we do not act quickly, we will soon reach
the point of no return to freedom and decency in an organized society. The
criminals and the drones feed and flourish on the bounty which productive citi-
zens are forced to provide. When tax consumers so overwhelmingly outnumber
tax producers that they control all elections and politicians, it will be too late to
save our civilization." (Permission to quote given under conditions.)

Do you want crime and violence irn onr country in the wholesale manner of
today? If not, let your vote count on every bill, also let your vote count in every
election from nowy on, and give us laws, and elect men who will give us justice
but no more appeasement.

(22) Compiled from "Uniform Crime Reports"-Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation.

(23) Historical Statistics of the United States,-Bureau of the Census,-Facts
and Figures on Government Finance.

63-420--68-108
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(Reprinted from the Baltimore Evening Sun, May 4,1966]

CIVIL RIGHT CAUSED LOSES A FaBMND

Sisw: I am opposed to any further extension of civil rights to Negro citizen,
no nmtter that they may be entitled to them.

I would strongly hope that this sentiment comes as a shock to the Negro corn-
munity, and particularly to my many Negro friends of years' standing, for my
credentials over the years as a civil rights advocate are unassailable.

I was a member of the N.A.A.C.P. in 1945, when few white persons would stand
up and be counted on the subject of civil rights, while at the same period I was
both anti-Communist enough to be called a red-baiter by some friends, and
anti-McCarthy enough later, when he came along, to have been the author of a
practical Joke denouncing him upon the occasion of the unveiling of a monu-
ment in his honor in Baltimore city at the height of his popularity. I am a long-
tinum member of the A.C.L.U. Legal Panel, and have been a member of the Legal
Awistunce Committee of the N.A.A.C.P. I live in a three-quarter Negro block,
next to a Negro slum, and happily send my children to a 50-50 integrated ele-
mentary school, which happens to be the best in town; I have run for public
office oa a slate headed by our present Negro State Senator, Verda Welcome, and
I was invested with important responsibility in the campaign of Henry Parks.
I have, as a lawyer, represented civil rights demonstrators in the Courts, and
I have most recently raised the question, with apparent immediate success which
should culilnate in a rapid correction, of the long-standing evil in Baltimore city
of petit Jury panels inherently discriminatory against Negroes.

But the Watts riots disgusted me, and sickened me as a human being. The in-
humanity of undiscriminating maiming and killing by Negroes of human beings
who had performed no specific wrong against any Negro, but who were attacked,
and butchered, like slaughterhouse pigs, only because they were random members
of a hated group, was barbarism at its worst. The full bloody enormity of the
Watts ocxcurrence is beyond exaggeration.

I cannot accept then, as a human being, the manner in which Negro leaders have
drawn the Watts carnage to their bosoms; and have declared it to be, not their
shame, but their glory. So be it. I have heard Germans boast of Dachau, also.

But I wish iuch persons to know that they will not, until killing has been for-
sworn as a political weapon. have my sympathy or my support, or my good will.

I will not be moved by the threat of harm to myself my loved ones and my
posessions, to yield up anything to those who threaten me-no matter whatever
whether or not I am entitled to hold back that which I will not yield. To yield
to threats of horror is both, immoral and dangerous.

I would believe that tears and remorse would be the fitting reaction of Negro
leadership to the terror and death consciously perpetrated by colored persons in
the course of despoliation of Watts. I will not accept the inhuman savagery, the
simple affront to human dignity, the unholy evil of having rioting and harm
brandished at me, or at anyone, as an alternative to giving way.

I for one will not give way. I have seen the social and political condition of
the Negro advance, during the later years of my adulthood, more by far than
they advanced in all of the previous years since the Civil War.

I have worked for it, I have wanted this, and as a human being I would want
It to continue.

But gentlemen of the Negro community, by expressing pride, complacency, or
ttisfaction in the Watts riots, you have lost me.

L&ONABD J. KEPELMAN.
Baltimore.
(Distributed by Maryland Petition Committee Inc., Box 1631, Annapolis, Md.)

TAXPAYERS INTEREST LEAGUE,
POST OFFICE Box 3575,

Baltimore, Md., May 4, 1966.

To the Honorable The Congress of the United States of America:
We of the Taxpayers' Interest League, Incorporated, respectfully urge that

you will cast a negative vote against the following bills and any of a similar
nature:
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The Urban Development Act,
The Demonstration Cities Act, and
A National Forced Housing Act of any type.

Enclosed is a letter giving our reasons for opposing the provisions in the.e
bills which would lead to the forced Integration of neighborhoods. Please read
them carefully.

In addition, we oppose these bills bmcause of the higher taxes their passage
would make necessary. We believe that it is vital to the economic health of the
United States, and consequently to its freedom, to stop the run-away spending
on non-essentials.

Finally. we oppose these bills because they increase the control of the federal
government. We need to halt the increasing socialization of the U.S.

Please work for the development of cities and suburbs by private enterprise
only, with the federal government functioning efficiently in the spheres assigned
to it by our Constitution, interpreted as in the original.

We thank you for considering our views and would appreciate your comments.
Very sincerely yours,

(Miss) M[AUD-ELLEN ZIMMERMAN,
Chairman of the Legislative Committee.

BALTIMORE, MnD.. April 14,1966.

To the Honorable The Congrc.-s of the United States of America:
We of the Taxpayers' Interest League, Incorporated, are opposed to forced

housing legislation in any guise. We urgently and reseltfully request your op-
position to any bill proposed for so-called "fair" housing or "open" occupancy.
We consider any type of forced housing legislation an abridgement of the rights
of all citizens, those who own property and those who do not.

We oppose forced housing legislation because it abridges the basic freedom of
the property owner to control his property. The right of the owner to decide to
whom he will rent, lease or sell his property is as fundamental to Americans
as is the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. A man acquires
property in exchange for his time and effort: his time and his effort are his very
life! The exclusive right of the property owner to possess, enjoy and dispose
of any property-whether it be a horse or a house-is a basic and fundamental
concept upon which Americans have built their lives; it is, indeed, the basis upon
which our free enterprise system is built.

Further, we oppose forced housing legislation because it restricts the right
of the individual to determine hi's choice of associates. This point is borne
out by the following quotations from the 1959 report of the United States Civil
Rights Commission :

"* * * the need Is not for a pattern of integrated housing. It is for
equal opportunity to secure decent housing * * 0" and
"* * * There may be many Americans who prefer to live in neighborhoods

with people of their own race, color, religion, or national origin. The right
of voluntary association is also important. * * *"

These two fundamental rights--the control of one's property and the choice of
one's associates--we believe are guaranteed by the Constitution of the United
States. It is good to know that many of the legal profession agree with this
interpretation. We refer you to a volume edited by Dr. Alfred Avins, a consti-
tutional lawyer, titled Open Occupancy vs. Forced Housing Under the Four-
teenth Amendment. This is "A Symposium on Anti-Discrimination Legislation,
Freedom of Choice. and Property Rights in Housing". It summarizes many cases
histories, psychological and sociological studies, real estate people's reports
of experience. et cetera, giving excellent documentation and very cogent direct
quotations. including on pages 41 and 42 the ones cited above from the Civil
Rights Commission report. Trial has shown forced housing laws ineffectual and
detrimental.

Some who oppose us use ridicule, claiming that the reasons we state are a
screen to mask bigotry and prejudice. Such is not the case. We desire to pre-
serve liberty for all citizens. "

Forced housing laws would be most difficult if not impossible to enforce with
any degree of justice. There are people of his own race an individual citizen
would want to turn down in the renting or selling of his property. In selling,
It would be because he would be considering his former neighbors in the com-
munity. In renting, he may be considering the care lie would want his property
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to receive. If the person he turned down happened to be of a race, religion, or
ethnic group different from himself and that person registered a complaint, the
homeowner would have difficulty proving the validity of his reasons.

In Baltimore City, bills for forced housing have been defeated for three con-
secutive years. Fothe past four years, such bills have been introduced in the
Maryland General Assemubly, but they have failed to become law. The voting
of the members of the Baltimore City Council and of the State Legislature re-
fleets the true feeling of the majority of their constituents on this issue.

We are confident that a national law of any type restricting the freedom of
action of those concerned with the sale and rental of residential real property-
whether owners, agents, or lenders of money-would be odious to the citizens of
free America. Please advise us whether we can count on a negative vote from
you in respect to any such legislation. Thank you.

Very sincerely yours,
Miss MAUD-ELLEN ZIMMERMAN,

Chairman of the Legislative Committee, Tazpayere' Intcrest League, Inc.

Taxpayers' Interest League, Inc., is dedicated to-
Honesty and efficiency in government,
Excellence in education,
Sincerity in politics,
Effectiveness in law enforcement, and
Fairness in taxation.

ANNAPOLIS, MD., April 14,1966.

To the Congress of the United States of America:
You will find attached to this introductory statement a copy of a speech

which I made in the name of the Maryland Petition Committee. Inc., to the
Judiciary Committee of the House of Delegates of the Maryland General Assem-
bly on March 16. 1966. Since it has many ideas in it which apply equally to
President Johnson's plan to force Integrated housing. I am submitting it to
you for thoughful and prayerful consideration.

It is my firm and unalterable conviction, which is also shared by members
of the group that I represent, that the free choice of a person's home and asso-
ciates is and shall remain an individual's sacred right. Certainly our wonderful
Constitution also substantiates this fact.

Therefore, we appeal to you to study carefully and pray over your decision,
which we trust will be in accordance with the Constitution and with the laws
of the Ruler of the Universe.

Respectfully,
A. ST Fox.

Unpaid Lobbyist, Maryland Petition Committee. Inc.

Members of the General Assembly of the State of Maryland:
Only one of the many possible arguments will be developed on these two

pages to support passage of the proposed amendment to the Constitution of the
State of Maryland which would guarantee to owners of real estate their right
to choose tenants and purchasers.

My concern is with the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States: "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion.
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; * * *" While many prominent re-
ligious leaders have stated their desire to require integration of housing by
law, they should not be allowed to force this upon dissenting members of their
own congregations nor upon members of religious bodies who believe Integra-
tion and amalgamation of the races to be contrary to the teachings of the
Bible.

Before listing some of the Bible quotations, I will quote points relevant to
the present situation from the successful argument given by James Madison
in 1785 protesting a bill which was being proposed in the Virginia General
Assembly. This document is one of several which paved the way for the Bill
of Rights of the federal Constitution. I quote from Memorial and Remon-
strance Against Religio"s Asseument# (Writisg of James Madison, Hunt
Edition, VoL II, pp. 183-191) :

"* * * We remonstrate against the said Bill
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"1. Because we hold It for a fundamental and undeniable truth, 'that Re-
ligion or the duty which we owe to our Creator and the Manner of discharging
it, can be directed only by reason and conviction, not by force or violence.'
The Religion then of every man must be left to the conviction and conscience
of every man; and it Is the right of every man to exercise it as these may
dictate. This right Is in its nature an unalienable right 0 * *.

-3. Because, it is proper to take alarm at the first experiment on our liber-
ties. We hold this prudent jealousy to be the fir.t duty of citizens, and one
of (the) noblest characteristics of the late Revolution. The freemen of Amer-
ica did not wait till usurped power had strengthened itself by exercise. and
entangled the question in precedents. They saw all the consequences In the
principle, and they avoided the consequences by denying the principle. We
revere this lesson too much, soon to forget it $ $ *.
"S. * * * What influence in fact have ecclesiastical establishnents had on

Civil Society? In some instances they have been seen to erect a spiritual
tyranny on the ruins of Civil authority; in many instances they have been seen
upholding the thrones of political tyranny; in no instance hare they been seen
the guardians of the liberties of the people. Rulers who wished to subvert the
public liberty, may have found an established clergy convenient auxiliaries.
A just gorcrniment. in.-tituted to secure & perpetuate it, ntccds then not. Such
a government will be best supported by protecting every citizen in the enjoy-
nicnt of his Religion with the same equal hand which protects his person and
his property; by neither invading the equal rights of any Sect, nor suffering
any Sect to invade those of another * *. (Emphasis added.)

"9. 0 * * Instead of holding forth an asylum to the persecuted, it is itself
a signal of persecution. It degrades from the equal rank of Citizens all those
whose opinions in Religion do not bend to those of the Legislative authority.
Di-tant as it may be. in its present form, from the Inquisition it differs from
it only in degree. The one is the first step, the other the last in the career of
intolerance. * * V"

Jefferson wrote in the Bill for Establishing Religious Freedom (1779, intro-
du,.ed: 17S6, enacted-found in XII Htning ,tatutcx (f Virqinia 84-S4. S2:.i:

"I. Whereas Almighty God hath created the mind free; that all attempts to
influence it by temporal punishment-. or burthens. or by civil incapacitations.
tend only to beget habits of hypocrisy and meanness, and are a departure
from the plan of the Holy author of our religion, who being Lord both of body
and mind. yet chose not to propagate it by coercions on either, as was in his
Almighty power to do: that the impious presumption of legi.atior and rulers.
civil as well as ecclesiastical, who being themselves but fallible and unin-
-ired men. have assumed dominion over the faithr of others, setting up their
own opinions and modes of thinking as the only true and infallible, and as
such endeavouring to impose them on others, hath established and maintained
false religions over the greatest part of the world * .

Although preachers of the social gospel favor forcing integration by law.
where were their principles hidden for the past hundred years? Their new
dogia does not square with the clear pronouncements in the Bible.

The sanctity of an individual's right to property appears in the Ten Com-
mandments. which were the only laws given by God Himself :

V. "Honor thy father and thy mother that thy days may be long upon the
land which the Lord thy God giveth thee." (Erodus 20:12) Given by God, not
by coercion of government.

X. "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's house * * nor any thing that i,&
thy neighbor's." (Erodus 20:17)

Aet* 17:26 is very clear in the separation of the races:
"And hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face

(of the earth, and hath determined the times before appointed and the bounds
of their habitation."

The distorted use of moral and religious principles to promote integration
by force of law is the greatest hoax of the present time. Man's philosophizing
cannot produce laws equal in quality to God's laws. Let us remember Christ's
parable, recorded in St. Matthew 20:15, in which Jesus had the householder
ask :

"Is it not lawful for me to do what I will with mine own?"
Very sincerely yours,

A. STELFOx,
Baltim ore. Md.. February 10. 1966.
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In conclusion I will make one more statement from Genesis 13:8-9 "And
Abraham suid unto Lot. Let there be no strife, I pray thee, between me and
thee, and between my herdwen and thy herdmen-

"Is not the whole land before thee? Separate thyself, I pray thee from me;
if thou wilt take the left hand, then I will go to the right: or if thou depart to
the right hand, then I will go to the left."

Paul states that these small details in the lives of former people in the Bible
are "for our learning."

Did Abraham say, Let us have forced integration? Let's compel these people
to live together! No! with decided significance.

In all humility and asking no more for myself and the large group of people
whose ideas I represent-I ask nothing more than the upholding of the Con-
stitution of the United States and the laws of the Government of the Universe.

To the members of this flonorable Assembly I appeal to your religious duty
to see how unscriptural and outlandish and insane the policy is of forcing people
upon one another against their wishes, and I sincerely hope you will vote as a
bloc for the Amendment-120.

LOBBYIST FOR MARYLAND PETITION COMMITTEE. INC.

STATEMENT BY THE REV. ROBERT T. WOODWORTH. PASTOR OF OPEN Birr.,E TABER-
NACLE. 5814 HARFORD ROAD. BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, IN ]EIIALF OF riE TAx-
PAYERS INTEREST LEAGUE, BALTIMORE. MARYLAND

Whatever positions people may have held on previous civil rights legislation.
present proposals have aroused serious concern by thinking citizens. All Amer-
icans now have the right and freedom to buy or rent or sell their per.sonm prop-
erty from or to whomever they will. What is proposed is that we remove that
freedom of choice and replace it with federal control. The civil right to own and
dispose of ones own property Is an inheritance of free men. Collective control,
on the other hand. is a characteri.tic of communism. The issue is peiM-.)fl free-
dor versus state control. In God's name. I appeal to freedom. On the question
of equality. Jesus replied in a parable. "Is it not lawful for me to do what I will
with my own?" (Matthew 20: 15) The question is rhetorical. God never in-
tended that the masses would dictate to property owners how they could dispose
of their own property. It is not civil nor right for any to expect the government
to restrict the rights of all for the benefit of some.

Our American concept of freedom is the product of Christian men and minds
and morals. We recognize that God is the Author of liberty, and that all men
are endowed by their Creator'with certain unalienable rights, and smong these
are life and liberty. Thomas Jefferson added. "God who gave us life gave us
liberty. Can the liberties of a nation be secure when we have removed the con-
viction that these liberties are the gifts of God? Woodrow Wilson wisely ob-
served. "Liberty has never come from the government. Liberty has always come
from the subjects of it The history of liberty is a history of resistanee. The
history of liberty is a history of the limitations of governmental power, not the
increase of It" God gave us the liberty we enjoy in America to own and buy and
sell and rent our real estate as free men. Americans do not now intend to sur-
render that liberty tM government even under the deceitful title of "civil rights."
As Edmund Burke wrote. "The people never give up their liberties ex'-ept under
some delusion." The modern delusion is that government can grant rights to
some by taking away the rights of everyone.

The abrogation of personal property rights in order to promote social change
is an abuse of governmental power, an infringement on the rights, of all free
men. and an offense toward God. A man's house and land are his greatest
lifetime investment, and control of nersonal property Is tantamount to control
of personal lives. This is unthinkable In a free society. It is rather the duty
of government to protect its citizens and their property. John Locke wrote
that "The great and chief end thereof, of men's uniting into Commonwealths
and putting themselves under government. is the preservation of their property."

Furthermore, any legislation which would make a man defend his reasons
for refusing to sell or rent his own property to another man places a Judgment
on that man's thoughts. It proposes that a free man can be guilty of thinking
prejudicial thoughts in the judgment of his neighbor. Thomas Jefferson de-
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nounced any such audacity in his famous declaration: "I have sworn upon the
altar of God eternal hostility against every form of tyranny over the mind
of man." Making a man defend his thoughts and then presuming to Judge
whether those thoughts are right or wrong is the worst kind of tyranny.

The choice before us is personal freedom or governmental control. And I
appeal to freedom-freedom under God, freedom from government, freedom from
pressure by the masses, freedom from defense of convictions. Liberty is deeply
rooted in the nature of our people. It was given by God to Moses, and God's
people down through the ages have defended their liberty with both pen and
sword. Let us now preserve liberty at home with the pen as we are now
liberating with the sword on foreign battlefields. As our revered Liberty Bell
tolls "Proclaim liberty throughout all the land unto all the inhabitants thereof."
(Leviticus 25:10) Let there be no legislation which would restrict the rights
of the people to dispose of their real property.

STATEMENT BY ALABAMA REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION, INC., IN OPPOSITION TO
H.R. 14765

The Alabama Real Estate Association, Inc., an affiliate member of the National
Association of Real Estate Boards. and comprising some 2,000 members in
Alabama, would like to present the views of the members of this Association in
oplposition to Title IV of the pending Civil Rights Act. H.R. 14765.

We do not believe that the bill in question will accomplish its intended purpose
which is to provide "fair housing" to the peoples of this country. On the con-
trary, it will deny every citizen who is a property owner the right to sell or rent
to a person of his choice: it will deprive every property owner of a basic,
fundamental and individual freedom-the right to dispose of his private property
as he chooses. It is incomprehensible that the same Constitution which provides
the right to own property would deny the right to dispose of that same property
to a person of ones' choice.

As members of the National Association of Real Estate Boards we support
the statement of policy adopted by the delegate body of that organization on
November 18, 1965, in Chicago, which is quoted in part as follows:

"We reassert our support of the principle of equal opportunity in the acquisi-
tion and enjoyment of real property and the right of individuals to determine
the disposition of that property. This principle does not and should not estab-
lisli special privileges for any particular group."

'This is the first civil rights legislation aimed specifically at housing. All of
the civil rights legislation previously introduced into Congress have sought to
insure civil rights against the actions of local and state governments which
were operating to deny certain civil rights to minority groups, or the actions
of persons catering to the public. This piece of legislation, on the other hand.
would abrogate the private rights of every home owner to dispose of his property
as he chooses.

The issue is not open occupancy or equal opportunity to obtain hou.4ng for all
people regardless of race, color, religion or national origin. The issue is whether
government should be permitted to introduce an element of cotupulsion in the
dealings of a property owner with the person who seeks to buy or rent his
property.

The purpose of this so-called "fair housing" bill. it would seem, is primarily
sociological and secondarily the alleviation of eonoinic distress. If racial in-
tegration were a subordinate consideration, and if the primary purpose of this
legislation is to afford people in minority groups a greater supply of quality
housing, such can be accomplished without abridging the right of free decision
on the part of the seller and rental owner of real estate. This need can best be
met by the expenditure of public funds of this purpose and the establishment of
private capital to augment the housing supply and meet the demands of minority
groups for housing. A giant forward step was made in this direction through the
enactment of the recent Rent Supplement Law.

This bill, if enacted into law, could be used as a weapon for forcing an unwill-
ing owner to enter into a contract and would rob him of his freedom as an in-
dividual to enter, or not enter, into an agreement. If an individual lacks the
right to dispose of his property freely and fully, within his own discretion, he Is
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not truly the owner. Thus, the reality of this human right depends upon freedom
of contract in disposition. This is a fundamental right In our society of free
men. No segment of our people, including racial and religious minorities, can
be well served by destroying it.

Title IV is premised on the mistaken belief that any rejection of an offer to
buy or rent from a member of a racial minority is necessarily an act of racial
discrimination. This view Is presumptious. Undoubtedly there are some persons
who do refuse to sell a house primarily on racial consder:ition s. However, there
certainly are numerous other home owners who do not. Even though race might
not be the reason a home owner declines to sell he could, under this bill, become
involved in expensive and lengthy litigation trying to prove that his refusal to sell
was not because of race.

Plain and simple justice would require that a seller or renter not be subject to
the risk of financial loss at the hands of government without corresponding
protection from the government which imposes that risk of loss. This bill makes
no such provision.

The Alabama Real Estate Association is NOT against open occupancy nor
equal opportunity to obtain housing. The Association believes this is a forced,
not a fair, housing bill that deprives our citizens of the basic individual freedom
of the right to disIose of their private property as they choose. We are faced
with the issue of whether one person should be given the right to for(e an un-
willing owner to enter into a contract at the expense of the owners' individual.
human right. To deny any property owner freedom of choice erodes the rights of
all the people.

Let us consider what would happen if Title IV should be enacted and our free-
do( of choice in the selling or renting of residential property is taken away.
Will this end the matter? Clearly It will not. Open occupancy laws. once ac-
cepted as legitimate exercises of the police power, would eventually lead to a
vast expansion of regulatory police legislation far beyond the legislation which
is presently under consideration. This is certain to result because open occu-
pancy laws will not accomplish the goals their proponents seek to bring about.
Today open occupancy legislation would mst surely lead to other and more vigor-
ous measures.

If individual freedom is worthy of preservation, it behooves the Congress to
mark well the distinction between public and private affairs and sparingly employ
the force of law to coerce human conduct in the latter area.

We believe that the Injection of the element of compulsion, of legal coercion,
in the relations between a property owner and the person with whom he may do
business, is not in the best public interest and is inimical to the long range inter-
ests of members of minority groups; that progress in race relations will be re-
tarded-not advanced-by this attempt to deny people freedom of choice. The
solution to the problem of biracial living will come ultimately from the tempor-
arizing influence of the church, school and men of good will, and other such extra-
legal sources, and not through exercise of the police system. The objectives of
the struggle to obtain equal opportunity in housing are already being achieved.
A change in our social structure of such magnitude will not be attained over-
night. Voluntary actions to this end should be given every encouragement. Such
efforts merit the earnest concern of all Americans. for the future of our free
institutions may well be contingent upon its successful outcome.

The use of force-the employment of the police system, the destruction of the
human right of real property ownership, the suppression of freedom of contract-
are all destructive of the objective of biracial understanding. We ask, therefore.
that Congress choose the traditional American way of voluntary effort and
reject the allen way of the police expedient.

In conclusion we would like to quote Everett R. Treblicock, Counsel for the
Michigan Board of Realtors, who, in our opinion, has so ably expressed the feel-
ings of the great majority when he said: "America, while declaring itself to be
a nation under God, has reserved to each of its citizens freedom to accept or
reject the Deity as Their moods and convictions may dictate. We hold to the
belief that it is totally inconsistent with such a tradition now to employ the
force of government to compel the acceptance of one's fellow man in our private
lives and affairs. For, in both our spiritual and our temporal lives, there can
be no enduring fellowship with or respect for either our God or our fellow man
which is not freely given each to the other."
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RESOLUTION OF THE ARIZONA ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS

Whereas, the Arizona Association of Realtors has officially gone on record
as being opposed to racial, religious or ethnic discrimination in all areas, par-
ticularly in the ownership and enjoyment of real property, and are committed to
that end, and

Whereas, the Arizona Association of Realtors has always espoused the right
of all men, regardles of race, color or creed, to contract for, own and enjoy their
homes, upon which right our great country was founded and has prospered, and

Whereas, the principles of freedom to contract, by all of our citizens, is seriously
endangered by certain legislation now introduced into the Congress of the United
States, and

Whereas, the right of our citizens to own, enjoy and contract for private real
property has been the main bulwark in our battle against Communism, it being a
fact that nowhere on earth has a country fallen under Communist domination
until that country had first deprived it's people of those rights: Now, therefore,
belt

Resoved, That the Arizona Association of Realtors considers Title IV, H.R.
14765 as introduced Into the House of Representatives, and Title IV, S. 3296 as
introduced into the U.S. Senate, to be abhorrent to the fundamental truths upon
which our democracy has endured and prospered; be it further

Resolved, That the right of freedom to contract is sacred to all men and legisla-
tion designed to deprive any citizen of that right Is not In the public interest and
is detrimental to the long range Interests of minority groups.

Therefore, the Arizona Association of Realtors, in the interest of justice for
all. strongly urges the defeat of Title IV, in both H.R. 14765 and S. 3296.

Unanimously adopted on this, the twenty-first day of May, One Thousand Nine
Hundred and Sixty-six, A. D.

KEITH WINN, President.
Attest:

W. J. B. SCHIMFESSEL, Secretary.

ATLANTA REAL ESTATE BOARD,
Atlanta, Ga., May 19, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
Howse Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN CELLEz: We sincerely urge that you not allow the Civil
Rights Bill, HR 14765 out of your Committee with part IV as a part of it.

You and I both know that Title IV would deny every home owner freedom
of choice in contracting for the sale or rental of our property. People every-
where in our country feel strongly about this human right of real property
ownership.

I feel especially strong about it. Won't you please weigh all of the rights
involved in this proposed legislation and in so doing, you would be compelled
to insist that Part or Title IV be omitted!!!

Yours respectfully,
HARRY NORMAN, Jr., Prcsidc nt.

BEAUFORT COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS.
Beaufort, S.C.,

Congressman EMANUEL SELLER,
Chairman, 11ousc Judiciary Committee,
House Ofce Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SiR: The members of the Beaufort County Board of Realtors. represent-
ing all of the professional, and full time realtors, of this area of South Carolina
have asked me to express to you their opinions as to H.R. 14765 and S. 3296.

In our opinion the enactment of these bills would crush out fundamental and
basic rights of citizens of the United States. We believe that the very groups
the bills are designed to help wouli in the long run be the mniot hurt. We who
are in the field of property transfer appreciate what property means to the
individual, and what part the right to private property has meant in the
progress of this country.
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Enactment of a bill of this type intended to grant greater freedom to certain
of our citizens will in actuality result in tyranny of our government over its
citizenry. We ask you to please prevent this bill from being Imposed upon this
country.

Yours very truly,
WYATT B. PEINGLE Secretary-Treaourer.

STATEMENT OF THE CALIFORNIA REAL ESTATE ASSOCITION OPPOsINo TITLE IV
H.R. 14765

The California Real Estate Association in its continued struggle to preserve
freedom of the individual in the disposition of his property, is opposed to Title IV
Civil Rights Bill-1966.

Title IV destroys an individual's freedom of choice in contracting for the sale
or rental of his property. This means that the Federal government could force
the individual to sell or rent his property to a person not of his choice whether
his property is his home, rental housing, a room for rent in his home or boarding
house or land to be used as the site for housing. If an individual insists on ex-
ercising freedom of choice In contracting for the sale or rental of his property,
a complaint may be filed against him in a Federal District Court. This court
setting without a Jury. may order him to sell or rent to a person not of his choice.
It may also assess unlimited damages against him. If the Complainant alleges
he cannot afford a lawyer, he will be furnished free counsel. On the other hand,
the property owner will have to pay his own lawyer in an attempt to defend his
freedom of choice. If the Attorney General wants to make an example of the
individual property owner, he can intervene in the case. Then the property
owner will have to fight the e. iplainant and the United States Government.

The people throughout t', Lnited States. have always voted for retention of
their freedom of choice in zl~e disposition of their property when they have been
given the opportunity to vote on the question.

Title IV subordinates the freedom of the owner in possession to the will of one
demanding possession.

Title IV would prevent an individual from exercising freedom of choice in the
rental of his home for a six month period during his absence. The law would
compel him to rent his home under those circumstances to the first comer.

Title IV would deny to an individual his freedom to select those to whom he
would lend his money for the purchase, construction, improvement, repair or
maintenance of a dwelling.

Title 11' in all of its manifestations is an attempt to invade the mind of an
individual to determine what he is thinking about when he exercises freedom
of choice.

Title IV would destroy freedom of contract. In other words, the property
owner would be compelled to act under legal compulsion in contracting with a pur-
chaser regarding the sale, lease or rental of his home.

Title IV would make it impossible for a Jew, Scotchman, a Japanese, Nor.
wegian. or one of any race of people to select those of his own race for the sale
to or rental of his property; and by the same tokea, anyone of a given religion
could not choose to have others of his religion occupy his home. Whoever first
presents himself to purchase or rent an owners property, will be supported by
the government in his demand to acquire it.

In 1964 4.526,460 Californians voted to retain their freedom of choice in the dis-
position of their property by approving a Constitutional Amendment to the State
Constitution which provided that neither the State nor any subdivision or agency
thereof shall deny, limit or abridge, directly or indirectly, the right of any per-
son, who Is willing or desires to sell, lease or rent any part or all of his real
property, to decline to sell, lease or rent such property to such person or persons
as he, in his absolute discretion, chooses. This Constitutional 'mendment, has
been recently held to be unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of the State of
California. The California Real Estate Association has filed a ltiton for re-
hearing with the California Supreme Court; and. should its ruli mg he adverse,
this Association will carry an appeal to the United States Supremn Court.

The action of the California Supreme Court In striking down the Constitutional
Amendment, has revived a forced housing law wh!ch provides for the imposition
of sanctions upon certain owners of certain types of residential property If they
refuse to sell or lease such property upon grounds of race, color, creed or the na-
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tional origin of prospective purchasres. The property owner may exercise
freedom of choice only up to the fiftb unit where his freedom ends.

For an alleged violation of the California statutes, the property owner could
he hailed, through various procedures. before the State Fair Employment Prac-
tice C-mmission where he must defend his action at his own expense: and. If
found to have transgressed, be subject to having served upon him an order re-
oluiring him to cease and desist and to take one of the following affirmative ac-
tions, as in the judgment of the conunission, should be required:

1. The sale or rental of the housing accoainodatiou to the aggrieved person, if
It is still available.

2. The sale or rental of a like accommodation. if one is available, or the next
vacancy in a like accommodation.

3. The payment of damages to an aggrieved person in an amount not to exceed
Five Hundred Dollarss ($V')0), if the commission determines that neither of the
remedies under 1 or 2 is available.

The California Real Estate Association is taking all necessary steps to repeal
the Forced Housing Law in California by taking the matter again to the people
by initiative petition.

The California Real Estate Association Is unalterably opposed to any law,
State or Federal. containing provisions analogous to those in title IV, which
would strike down a cherished freedomn of all Americans, I.e., their freedom of
choice in the disposition of their property.

It is our contention that the constitutional right to own and possess property.
includes the right to sell to one of the owners own choice subject only to a valid
exercise of the police power for the protection of all the people. It is our con-
tention that there is nothing in the Federal Constitution which gives to one citizen
the right to acquire property from another citizen who does not wish to sell It to
him even if the refusal to sell is based on race or religion.

It is our further contention that every person regardless of his wice, color or
religion, as an incident of the right to own, possess and enjoy real property, has
the right to sell fir lease, or to decline to sell or lease his property to anyone
regardless of the race. color or religion of the person with whom lie is dealing.

We contend that the passage of Title IV. would violate all of those funda-
mnental and basic rights and freedoms enunciated above, and for those reasons,
we respectfully request the honorable members of the House Judiciary Com-
mittee take the necessary action to strike Title IV from H.& 14765.

CENTRAL MONTGOMERY COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS, INC.,
Norristown, Pa., May 10, 1966.

Representative EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, Hoi c Judiciary Committee,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEA REPRESE.TATIVE CELLER: The Central Montgomery County Board of
Realtors. representing 90 Realtor members and 100 salesmen, is strongly opposed
to Title IV of H.R. Bill 14765 relating to the prevention of discrimination in the
sale or rental of housing (The Civil Rights Act of 1966).

We are in opposition to any bill which purports to grant to one group an alleged
right by taking away the basic and fundamental rights of others. We believe
in the American tradition of freedom of contract-the right of the individual
to choose to sell or not to sell his property to whomever he desires.

We request that you consider our opposition to this Bill when it is presented
for vote.

Sincerely.
OLvmt H. REED, Jr., Secretary.

CHAR.OrrE BO.RD OF REALTORS, INC.,
Charlotte, S.C., May 19.1966.lton. EM ANU'I:L CELL,

Chairman. Hoe Judiciary Committce.
Housc OfficI building. Wash inqton. D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAX CELLER: The Board of Directors of the Charlotte, North
Carolina, Board of Realtors has studied very carefully H.R. 14765 and have
gone on record as unanimously opposing Part IV of the Civil Rights Act of
1966.
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We feel that when you take away a property owner's right to sell or lease to
whomever he pleases that you are taking away a basic freedom. We cannot con-
ceive of property owners In America being subjected to such an unfair and un-
just law.

Our Board of Directors represent the thinking of over four hundred of our
membership, and I know that many of them will write you and make their views
known. I urge you, therefore, to consider the wishes of all property owners and
defeat this proposal.

Yours very truly,
C. H. TOUCHBERRY, President.

CHEYENNE BOARD OF REALTORS,
Cheyenne, Wyo., May 19,1966.Hon. E MA NUEL CET-1 E

House Office Buitding,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN CELLER: This bill has come to the attention of our group
and to say we are concerned would be an understatement.

We Just want to emphasize the fact that we are opposed to discrimination in
any form and will insist that every person have full benefit of every right to
which he is entitled. We do object to any usurping of the rights of any one group
under the guise of protection for the rights of another.

The passage of this bill would certainly be an act of tram)ling on the basic and
fundamental right of every individual to dispose of his personal property to any
person of his choice. Also, this bill would be an encroachment upon the in-
dividual's right of contract. There are many further inadequacies in this bill
of which we are sure you are aware.

We ask that you vigorously oppose this bill or any future proposed legislation
that would so obviously deny the rights of the individual.

Respectfully yours,
H. J. MYERS, President.

COBB COUNTY REAL ESTATE BOARD.
Marietta, Ga., May 11, 1966.

Congressman EMANUEL CALLER,
Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee,
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR M. CELLxR: We strongly urge that the house bill, H.R. 14765, be intro-
duced deleting Title 4. We feel that this bill is a threat to our constitutional
rights and an encroachment on our individual rights.

Sincerely,
J. M. JACKSON, President.

CONCORD BOARD OF REALTORS.
Concord, N.H., May 24, 1966.Congressman EMANUEr. CE.LLER.

Chairman, House Judiciary Committec.
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN CELLER: At a meeting of the Concord Board of Realtors
the other night the members voted to voice to you their strong objection to
Part IV of the Forced Housing Law (H.R. 14765).

We feel that every effort should be exerted to defeat ,uch a proposal which
would strip from home and property owners the right to sell or rent their own
homes to persons of their own choice.

This, we feel, is a right granted us under our constitution and any legislation
by Federal government to deny this right is inherently dangerous to the future
of our country and its democratic processes.

Therefore, the Concord Board of Realtors of Concord. New Hampshire. wish
to go on record as being strongly opposed to the above mentioned legislation.

Yours very truly,
IRis H. HEINs, President.
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DAvniz RE. ESTATE BOARD,
Danville, Va., May 16, 1966.

Representative EMANUEL CFALER,
Chairman of the House Judiciary Comwnittee,
House Office B uilding,
1ashington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE CELLx: The Danville, Virginia Board of Realtors wish
to take this means of expressing their dissatisfaction regarding the passage of
Bill H. R. 14765.

We do not believe the passage of this bill would be In the public interest, since
in our opinion, it involves the basic right of an individual to rent or dispose of
private property to the person of hiB choice.

We sincerely hope that you will give this bill most careful consideration and
do whatever possible to prevent its passage.

Yours very truly,
RICHARD S. BENDALL, President.

DUBLIN REAL ESTATE BOARD,
Dublin, Ga., May 12,1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee,
House of Repre-entutircs,
Vash ingtorn, D.C.

DEAR SIR: This is to advise that the Dublin Real Estate Board has gone on
record as unanimously opposing Title IV of H. R. 14765. If this provision is left
in this bill, the property rights of all citizens will be seriously and irreparably
impaired.

We earnestly solicit your support in the defeat of this measure. We also ask
that you do everything lpossible to prevent any similar legislation from being
passed in the future which would affect the constitutional rights of the indi-
vidual to this extent.

We thank you for giving this matter your serious consideration.
Yours very truly,

THos. B. KE.LLAM, Secretary.

EDINBURO REAL ESTATE BOARD,
Edinburg, Tex., May 19, 1966.

Representative KIKA DE LA GARZA,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. DE LA GARZA: We of the Edinburg Real Estate Board feel that H.R.
Bill No. 14765, if enacted, would be an additional step taken by federal authori-
ties In their attempt to control business operations. We further feel that if the
alove H.R. Bill No. 14765 is enacted that it will do much toward discouraging
the building of new homes and rental units.

It is our understanding that Representative Jack Brooks of Beaumont Is chair-
man of the sub-committee which is studying this bill. We urge you to use your
influence with Representative Brooks to not let this bill out of committee. We
shall appreciate your exerting all of your efforts toward the defeat of this bill.

Will you please send us 100 copies of H.R. 14765 so that we let the property
owners know what the bill contains.

Very truly yours, FIUD C. BENNETT, President.

FLORIDA AsSOCIATION OF REALTORS,
Orlando, Fla., May 81, 1966.

Airmail
Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Member, New York, U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE CELLTYR: With 10,400 members, we are the nation's 4th
largest state association of Realtors.

On behalf of the Florida Association of Realtors, we respectfully urge you,
as Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, to oppose Title IV of this legisla-
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tion-leglslation, so un-American and so viciously contrary to the liberty and
freedom of all men and women of this great land of ours.

We are against the injection of the element of legal compulsion, of the police
power, In the relations of a home owner or any other residential property owner
and the one who seeks to buy or rent his property.

The proposed law to compel the home owner to enter into a contract against
his will, with a person not of his choice, would destroy our American heritage
of FREEDOM OF CONTRACT-the right of any citizen to choose, for whatever
reason, to sell or not to sell his property to whomever he desires without
governmental coercion.

Unlike any previously introduced Civil Rights measure, Title IV makes possible
the granting of an alleged right by trampling on the basic and fundamental
rights of others.

Your opposition to this legislation will indicate to everyone that you are
upholding one of the basic individual rights of all the American people.

Respectfully yours,
WALTER B. DcWa, President.

FORT LAUDERDALE BOARD OF REALTORS, INC.,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., May 16, 1966.

Congressman EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, Housc Judiciary Committee,
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DFtR CONGRESSMAN: At a n:eeting hist Thursday. May 12, the Board of Dire.-
tors of this 1.017-member organization. unanimously opposed enactment of Part
IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1966.

As a group, we are not opposed to racial, religious or ethnic discrimination.
However, we feel very strongly that the injection of the element of conpulsion,
of legal coercion, in the relationship between a property owner and the person
with whom lie may do business. is not in the public interest.

A recent NBC radio poll revealed that approximately 60 per cent of those
polled were opposed to any law which forced a home owner or other property
owner to sell or rent his property to a person or persons not of his choice. III
every instance where this issue has been put to referendum, the people have re-
jected forced housing laws by better than two to one majority. California.
Tacoma, Seattle and Akron are typical examples. A forced housing law has
never been approved by referendum.

The issue is not open occupancy. The issue is whether the government should
be permitted to introduce an element of compulsion to deprive a property owner
of his right to make a contract with the person or persons of his own choice. To
give one group an alleged "right" by trampling on the rights of others ig not
gooml legislation, and certainly not the intention of the Constitution and the Bill
of Rights.

We urge you to do everything poslble to defeat this bill in its present form.
Sincerely,

Guy BASS, President.

RESOLUTION OF THE GEORGIA AssOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE BOARDS

Where. In a message to Congress on April 28. 1966, President Johnson urged
enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1966, and

Whereas. Title TV of this Act will take away from us, as owners and/or
agents, and the millions of property owners we represent, the basic and funda-
mental right to sell, rent, lease, or make available a dwelling to the rerson of our
choice. and

Whereas, Said Title IV of this Act will grant one group a right to trample oi
the rights of others, and

Whereas, Said Title IV of this Act will affect every home owner in the United
States, and

Whereas, In every instance where this issue has been put to referendum, the
people have rejected forced housing laws by better than a 2 to 1 majority, and

Whereas. Although we. the members of this Association, are opposed to racial.
religious or ethnic discrimination, we do insist, however, that the iojfrtitn of
the element of compulsion, of legal coercion. in the relationship between a prom.-
erty owner and the person with whom he may do business, is not in the public
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Interest, and will be viciously detrimental to the long range interests of mem-
bers of minority groups, and

Whereas, we further insist that the solution to the problem of biracial living
will come ultimately from the temporizing influence of the church and school
and men of good will, and not through the exercise of the police system" Now,
therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Association, in quarterly session convened, this 30th day
of April, 1966, with 237 in attendance, unanimously requests our representatives
in the United States Congress and Senate to use every effort and influence at their
command to have said Title IV deleted from this Civil Rights Act.

W. CLAwnErr GnLmT, Jr., President.
MARION C. IvEy, Secretary.

MAY 27, 1966.

GREATEi DES MOINES BOARD OF IE.ALTORS,
Des Moines, Iowva, May 17,1966.

EMANUEL CELLER
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
House Of"e Building,
It'ashington, D.C.

DF-A MR. CELLER: Title IV, in our opinion, represents legislation that would
retard, and not enhance, the progress being made to date in race relations.

Our defense of the right of freedom of contract is not in derogation of open
occupancy. We are opposed to racial, religious or ethnic discrimination. How-
ever, we insist that the injection of the element of compulsion, of legal coercion,
in the relationship between a property owner and the person with whom he may
do business, is not in the public interest, and is inimical to the long range in-
terests of members of minority groups.

The solution to the problem of biracial living will come ultimately from the
temporizing influence of the church, school, men of good will, and similar extra-
legal sources, and not through the exercise of the police system.

We urge your opposition to this Federal Forced Housing Law, Part IV of the
Civil Rights Act of 1966.

Sincerely,
ROBERT M. MADDEN, President.

GREATER ERIE BOARD OF REALTORS,
Erie, Pa., May 19, 1966.

To Members of the House Judiciary Comnittee:

The Greater Erie Board of Realtors are greatly alarmed at the invasion of
fundamental rights of free contract as contained in H.R. 14765, which provides
for compulsory selling of homes to minority groups under penalties provided by
this law.

It is our sincere belief that the acceptance of minority groups must come
about by public change and not by force of law or bureaucracy as this could be
very detrimental to the cause of any group and could create additional strife and
social bias.

We therefore request you to vote and work against the forced housing law H.R.
14765.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT S. SCBLURAFF, President.

GREATER PrrTSBURGH BOARD OF REALTORS,
Pittsburgh, Pa., June 1, 1966.

Mr. EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee,
Subcommittee No. 5,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAI CELLER: Your Subcommittee No. 5 is currently holding hear-
ings on H.R. 14765 (S. 3296) which is a bill denying every property owner the
right to sell or rent to persons of their choice.
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We believe this Is a forced, not fair, housing bill that deprives everyone of a
basic Individual freedom-the right to dispose of your privste property as you
choose.

The Greater Pittsburgh Board of Realtors is not against Open Occupancy, or
equal opportunity to obtain housing; and, further not only the City of Pittsburgh
but the State of Pennsylvania is covered by legislation, and intervention by the
Federal Government is strongly opposed by the Board. The real issue Is whether
one person should be given the right to force an-unwilling owner to enter into
a contract at the expense of the owner's individual, human right. To deny any
property owner freedom of choice erodes the rights of all the people.

We further believe that progress in race relations will be retarded-not
advanced by this attempt to deny people freedom of choice. Under the influence
of church, school, and men of good will, the objectives of the struggle to obtain
equal opportunity in housing are being achieved. Voluntary efforts to this end
should be given every encouragement. A forced housing law that tramples on
a fundamental right will not advance this important cause.

We strongly oppose Intervention by the Federal Government which would suc-
ceed In only denying everyone freedom of choice.

Respectfully yours,
PAUL H. RIn'nL, Preuident.

HARLINGEN BOARD OF REACTORS.
Harlingen, Ter., May 18, 1966.

Hon. Ezjuio De LA GARZA,
V.8. R1eprcaentatite,
Houae offie Building,
Washligton, D.C.

DrAB CoNGRESSMAN DE LA GARZA: The Harlingen Board of Realtors urgently
requests that the portion of TITLE IV, HR 14765 of the proposed Civil Rights
Bill of 196, pertaining to housing be killed in the Sub Committee.

This proposed portion of the bill, under the guise of guaranteeing some civil
r4. lits under the housing section proposes to take away from you and your
constituents the right to sell, rent or otherwise use or dispose of their real estate
as they see fit.

This bill would deny the property owner the right to exercise his freedom
of choice in contracting for the sale or rent of his property. This amounts
to the Federal Government forcing an individual to sell or rent his property to a
person not of his choice.

Yours very truly,
GLENN BERCOT, President.

KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION.
Louisrille, Ky., May 31, 1966.

li. EMANUEL CELL,
Ifou'e of Re prexentatives,
Washington, D.C.

EAR C.ONIESSMAN CF.iaF.: The Kentucky Real Estate Association wishes to
express its opposition to Title IV, HR 14765. which is now before you, as Chair-
man of House Judiciary Committee Sub-Committee No. 5. Our opposition is
based on the fact that such a Bill will, in our belief, create more problems than
the ones It Is trying to cure. Certainly, open occupancy is a much to be desired
goal in housing across the country. However, we do not believe that HR 14765
will accomplish the goal as many a proponent argues.

Basically. our opposition to the Bill centers around the fact that it would
allow the Federal Government to become a party to contracts between clients
and their real estate agents, therefore, prohibiting freedom of choice. As
Realtors, we feel that HR 14765 would abrogate the freedom of a person to
contract and would be another step to total government control of all individuals.

We earnestly request that you vote to remove Title IV from HR 14765 when
the Bill lt reported to the House of Representatives.

Very truly yours,
BoB HUNT, President.
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KINsToN Bo.An or REALTOas,
Kinton, N.C., MHa 13,1N66.

Hon. EMANUZL CELLED,
Howe 0"1c Buildk,
Washlto, D.O.

DL" C14ON0RsMAN Cuz a: The Kinston Board of Realtors, Inc. met in special
session on Wednesday May 11, 1966 and voted unanimously against legislation
of the above referenced bill. As we are strongly opposed to the Federal inter-
vention which will sound the death knell to the right of private property owner-
ship In America, we voted as a board and as Individuals to carry this message to
all citizens of Kinston.

We feel that this bill Is unconstitutional in that It strikes at the very heart of
a basic freedom and right of the Individual to own and dispose of his property,
each according to the dictates of his own heart We do not believe that this
is a question of civil rights but an extension of the arm of the Federal Government
into the rights of the individual.

As Realtors, we have an obligation to our clients to use our abilities to give
them the best service possible by screening our prospects and showing their
properties only to qualified prospective purchasers. Should this bill become law,
we would then be severely handicapped in our service to our clients, as we would
be compelled to show their properties to anyone desirous of inspecting them or
run the risk of being brought into court on the grounds of a discrimination charge.

We believe that the majority of Americans irregardless of their race, color, reli-
gion or national origin, if made fully aware of the contents of this bill, would
overwhelmingly oppose this legislation taking away a right granted by our
Constitution established by our forefathers. The Kinston Board of Realtors,
Inc. strongly urges your support in defeating this bill while it is still in your
committee.Very train yours, WALTER R. POOLE, President.

STATEMENT OF FRANK W. GRIGSY, PRIMIDENT, LouISIANA REALToRs ASSOCIATION,

The citizens of the State of Louisiana feel very strongly about the human
right of real property ownership. We believe that Title IV of HR 14765 denies
them the right to exercise freedom of choice in contracting for the sale or rental
of their property.

We further believe that to deny any property owner freedom of choice erodes
the rights of all the people.

Certainly progress In race relations will be retarded, not advanced, by this
attempt to deny people freedom of choice. Voluntary efforts toward the objec-
tive in obtaining equal opportunities in housing should be given every encourage-
ment and a forced housing law that tramples on a fundamental right will cer-
tainly not advance this important cause. We urge the Congress to reject this
legislation because it Is destructive to the rights of all person

MALNEuR CouNTY BOARD or R&ALToas,
June 3. 1966.

Congressman NIMANUEL CELLED,
Chairwwn Howse Judiciary Committee,
House Ofice Builing,
Washington, D.O.

DRAa CONGRESSMAN CZmLL: Please vote no on Civil Rights BIIl-H.R. 14765
and Senate Bill S. 8296, which discriminates against the basic rights of the home
owner as guaranteed by our Constitution.

Respectfully yours,
C. C. CUNNIrNOZM, Prsident.

STATEMENT OF MASsAcHusmTrs AssociATION OF REAL ESTATE BOARD

The Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Association of Real Estate
Boards at Its annual meting May 25, 1966 voted unanimously to vigorously op-
pose Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1966 as it now read&

63-420-66-----109
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The Commonwealth of Massachusets for several years has had a law against
discrimination in the sale or rental of housing becaLse of race, color, religion
or national origin. It has been administered by an understanding commission
which has obtained excellent compliance through education and conciliation with
a minimum of court action.

The proposed Federal Law contains certain undesirable features which go
beyond the provisions of Massachusetts law.

By automatically throwing complaints alleging discrimination into United
States District courts or state or local courts and authorizing the commencement
of a civil action without payment of fees, costs or security is not proper pro-
cedure.

Authorizing the court to award the plaintiff the cost of attorney's fees plus
damages for humiliation, mental pain and suffering as well as punitive damages
up to $500 opens a "Pandora's Box" of potential abuses of great magnitude.

We are convinced that personal prejudice and discrimination cannot be
eliminated by the legal "shotgun approach" which is so obvious in this proposed
legislation. We believe the end result of this legislation If enacted as written
will bring about widespread harassment of private property owners and will
"boomerang" against the desirable objective of equal rights in housing.

STATEMENT or MICHIGAN REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION TO THE JUDICIARY COMMrITr
or THE HousE or REPs SNTATIVES IN OpPosmoN To H.R. 14765

Gentlemen, on behalf of Michigan Real Estate Association and Its 2,000 mem-
bers, this statement is submitted for the purpose of recording Michigan Real
Estate Association's opposition to H.R. 14765, insofar as it pertains to private
housing practices. Michigan Real Estate Association desires that this state-
ment Indicate to the Judiciary Committee the substance of Its underlying
objections.

Preliminarily, one must note that the provisions of H.R. 14765 as these
pertain to private housing, rest on infirm constitutional grounds. The rental
and sale of private real estate Is inherently local in character and its connec-
tion with the free flow of commerce between the several states is neither ap-
parent nor real If local real estate transactions are amenable to the exercise of
Federal controls, based upon the commerce clauses, there Is virtually no com-
mercial transaction which remains without its scope. To contend that such
is the case, is to argue for the demise of the Federal system itself. Such will
be the inevitable result if the commerce power of the Congress is perverted
from Its legitimate purposes in order to accomplish an end having no qualitative
nor quantitative relationship to interstate commerce itself. The power to regu-
late interstate commerce was not conceived by the founding fathers to serve
the end of race relations, and Its employment for that purpose Is patently
illegitimate and plain legal gimmickry.

Nor can H.R. 14765 be countenanced on the basis of the 14th Amendment to
the United States Constitution.

Ever since the decision In the Civil Rights Cages, it has been uniformly held by
Federal Courts that the thrust of the 14th Amendment is against discriminatory
governmental action and not private action. Thus, our legal tradition in this
and other areas, alieniates the public from the private aspects of life and it is
to the former and not to the latter that the 14th Amendment applies. Here
again, the provisions of H.R. 14765 fly in the face of all legal principles by
insidiously shifting the objects of the 14th Amendment from those serving the
end of equality before the law to that coerced egalitarianism in the private
lives of our citizens.

Serious legal objections to H.R. 14765 undoubtedly are philosophic underpin-
nings and implicit policy should be even more disturbing to thoughtful citizens.
To private housing, the provisions of H.R. 14765 clearly negate the following
propositions and considerations, which all Americans from heretofore regarded
as implicit in our societal relations:

That America is large enough and flexible enough to permit each American
to seek out and live among those of his racial, creedal or ethnic group, to
whom he feels the most affinity and among whom his private life will be most
satisfying.

That no man may force upon another the assumption of contractional
relationships, except by the.precedent willing assumption of obligation on the
part of the latter.
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That private real estate ix not subject to any public servitude which any
government may invoke to Implement a given social policy of the moment.

That no man has any legal right to acquire the private property of another
save by commitment of the latter, voluntarily given.

That no racial, ethnic or creedal group may fairly invoke the power of our
common government to eradicate choice of preference of any group to live
amongst its owr, the human drive which Is inherent in the world's peoples
from ancient times to the present day.

The Michigan Real Estate Association submits that the principles before men-
tioned must be preserved inviolate If, in solving the problems of intergroup rela-
tions, all may yet remain free men. Once these principles of policy are dis-
regarded, there is no logical bounds to the regimentation of men in their private
lives. Evermore stringent methodology can and will be proposed to the end that
conformity and intergroup relations may be t1e more firmly coerced. Result may
be a classless society, but such a society will no longer be free. Liberty. foi. ill
Americans, white and black, born and unborn, depends on the resolute refusal
to utilize coercive law, exemplified by H.R. 14765, as an expedient in the solutions
of race relations in private life.

This is not to suggest however, that government has not a role to play in the
benign adjustment of intergroup differences and conflicts as these arise in the
field of private housing. Although the function of law should be neither to pro-
portion of integration nor the promotion of separation in private living, govern-
mental power is properly utilized to insure that any willing buyer and any willing
seller can have the opportunity to meet in a free market place and deal with one
another as they may see fit. The course of moderation may well dictate activity
on the part of government addressed not to integration but toward facilitating the
building of more adequate housing for minority groups in need of such accommo-
dations. The cry of "guilded ghettos" although frequently addressed to modern
housing built for a market comprised primarily of minority groups, is a' mere
epithet and obscures the fact that what our Negro people need first and foremost
are decent living accommodations, comparable in quality and surroundings to
those available to the w' te market. If government were to demonstrate in-
genuity in seeking ways and means for the construction of new residential accom-
modations for distressed minority groups, which is even roughly the equivalent
of the ingenuity being employed to bring about integration to a legal force, hous-
ing accommodations for minority groups could be greatly enhanced. Hereto we
submit private capital has a role to play and it should not lose the opportunity to
do so. If the underwriting of any special risks that may be involved be required,
this is a matter which could properly become a governmental function. Such a
line of attack upon the problem of housing for minority groups we submit would
be responsive to statesmanship. These approaches and not those embodied in
HR. 14765 are those which the American people can expect of representatives of
a free society to follow.

MID-VALLEY BOARD OF REALTORS,
Weslaco, Tex., May 17, 1966.

Representative E. (KImI) DE LA GARzA,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR GARzA: The Mid Valley Board of Realtors ask you to please oppose tWe
above House Bill when It comes up before you.

We feel that this bill should not pass and trust you will use your influence
to see that it does not.

Yours very truly,
Mrs. VERA SHIEDS,

President.

STATEMENT OF VERNON MILES, PRESIDENT OF THE MIssouRI REAL ESTATE
ASSOCIATION x. OpPosmoN To TILE IV oF H.R. 14765

Gentlemen, as President of the Missouri Real Estate Association I wish to go
on record for the Realtors of Missouri as being opposed to Title IV of H.R. 14765
for the following reasons:

This bill is presented for your consideration as a civil rights bill and still there
is a serious question in my mind as to whether or not this is a civil rights matter.
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iCivil rights have been defined by the Supreme Court of Nebraska Winnett v.
Adams, 71 Nebr. 817 In the following terms:

"Civil rights are such as belong to every citizen of the state or country, or,
in a wider sense, to all its inhabitants, and are not connected with the organiza-
tion or administration of government. They include the rights of property,
marriage, protection by the laws, freedom of contract, trial by jury, etc."

This bill is presented to your committee as a civil rights bill when in fact it
would deny all citizens of this country the right of freedom of contract. How
can we honestly say that the destruction of rights provides rights for anyone.

This section of the bill is an invasion of one of the most sacred property rights
our nation knows, this is the right to sell ones property to whom they please and
upon whatever terms and conditions they choose. Historically home ownership
and the right to dispose of property has been one of our finest human rights.

In the past, civil rights legislation has been based on the theory of protecting
minority groups from local or state governments, but Title IV reaches and affects
every home owner in the nation.

The members of the Missouri Real Estate Association have given long and
serious thought to the problem of minority housing. We have a most active
conunittee in this respect. It is called the Committee on Equal Opportunity in
Housing. Our local boards have such committees and we subscribe to the prin-
ciple that as Realtors It is our function to serve all people impartially in accord-
ance with the wishes of our principal, the property owner.

In the 1965 session of the legislature the principle of forced housing was con-
sidered by the House Judiciary Committee and was not reported out of commit-
tee. It was felt by the members of the committee that progress was being made
In this area and that a bill of this kind would inflame rather than solve any prob-
lems which the proponents claimed for this bill. I was present at these hearings
and the proponents talked In broad general terms but In several 'hours of testi-
mony they were only able to present one single concrete case of a person who has
been unable to obtain the kind of housing he wanted because of hs race.

This week two of our members appeared on a radio program in Columbia,
Missouri and mentioned that this bill wis pending in the United States Con-
gress and made some explanation of it. The next fifty calls received by that
radio station, KFRU in Columbia, Missouri, were in opposition to this bill and
there was not one call In support of this bill.

Sub-Section 408B would provide for anyone to have aceess and participation
in Multiple Listing Services. Multiple Listing Servics are a unique and help-
ful service to property sellers of this country. They have been successful be-
cause those people who are members of Multilist are people in our business who
have proven to be knowledgable and ethical. There would be no way a Multi-
list Service could function as such if everyone were to have access to It as
provided by this bill.

Section 406 and the rest of Title IV would put the force of the U.S. Gov-
ernment against its citizens to prove that someone had been humiliated or suf-
fered mental pain because of a real estate transaction. How can humiliation,
a very personal feeling be adjudged by another person? Some people are quite
calloused while others are very sensitive. It seems inconceivable that our
great republic would pit its strength and energies against its citizens on such
tenuous grounds as this.

Our Association believes that this bill is unsound and by reason of the efforts
of Realtors throughout the country this bill is unneeded. We sincerely believe
that as brokers in the real estate business we understand the implications of
the housing problems of minorities better than many o the racial
We have seen great progress in the past few years in providing to any citizen
the opportunity to buy property within their economic means and Title IV of
H.R. 14765 will in our state, in our opinion delay the solution of this problem
rather than solve it.

We therefore respectfully request that your committee reject this portion of
this bill

Mosswo VALy BoAjl or REALToas,
Bunn VmeI , Calif., May I,, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELL,
Howe Ogle Building,
Washington D.C.
Da Sm: Our dc'efwe of the right of freedom of contract io not in derogation

of open occupancy. We are opposed to racial, religious or ethnic discrimination.
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However we insist that the injection of the element of compulsion, of legal
coercion, in the relationship between a property owner and the person
with whom he may do business, is not in the public Interest, and is inimical
to the long range interests of members of minority groups. The solution to
the problem of biracial living will come ultimately from the temporizing In-
fluence o the church, school, men of good will, and similar extra-legal sources,
and u through the e~vroW of the pole system.

CHARLES ZUPPARDO,
Predext.

IDA OLSON,
Beortary.

NASHVILLE REAL ESTATz BOAR,
Nashvile, Ten., May 14t, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
House Offloe Building,
Washington, D.C.
DF& Ms. CELFs : At the request of the directors and membership of this orga-

nization, I am writing to express our strong opposition to H.R. 14765 and
S. 329

The issue in this potential legislation is not open occupancy or equal housing
for all people regardless of race, color, religion, or national origin. The issue
is whether government should be permitted to introduce an element of compul-
8ten in the dealings of a property owner with the person who seeks to buy or rent
his property. In this piece of legislation, there is being proposed the granting of
an alleged right by trampling on the basic and fundamental right of the indi-
vidual to dispose of private property to the person of choice.

A recent poll revealed that approximately 60% of those polled were opposed
to any law of this type and, of course, in every instance where this issue has
been put to referendum, the people have rejected it by better than a two to one
majority.\

We are opposed to racial, religious, or ethnic discrimination. However we
insist that the injection of the element of compulsion of legal coercion, in the
relationship between a property owner and the person with whom he may do busi-
ness, is not in the public interest, and is inimical to the long range interests of
minority groups. The solution to the problem of biracial living will not come
through the eercae ot a police system, but will come from extra-legal sources.

Don't abrogae the fundamental right of private property ownership.
Yours very truly,

GEo. D. THOMAS, Jr., President.
_ IIMMNO

NIzaAsj REAL ESTATx AssocIATioN,
Lincoln, Nebr., May 87, 1966.

Mr. Ew'uzL S. CELLED
Chairmen, House Jud~aror Oommlttes,
House Ofoo Buildbg,
Washingtoo, D.C.

Dza CHAzmAN CUL: In 1665, a bill LB 661, was introduced in the Nebraska
legislature which advocated "forced housing" under the guise of civil rights legis-
lation. LB 61 was referred to the Miscellaneous Subjects Committee for con-
sideration. The bill was never reported out of committee because committee
membership failed to see any need for such legislation in Nebraska.

This bill was not as encroaching on property rights and far reaching as the
present legislation under your consideratn in Title IV of the Civil Rights Bill
now before your committee.

The Nebraska Real Estate Association feels very strongly that such legisla-
tion will result in a major set-back in the workable program on a voluntary
basis of equal opportunity in housing, in Nebraska.

We, therefore, urge that Ttle IV be completely deleted from HR 14765.
Sincrely, STANLEY Lj PORTSCHE,

President.
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REALTORS ASSOCIATION OF Nzw MExico,
Santa Fe, N. Mer., May 27, 1966.

Congressman EiWUEL CELLER,
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DzAs CONGRESSMAIN CELLER: Without benefit of Federal legislation, our state
has provided undiscriminated housing for all races, creeds and colors. Our
system works. It has for over 350 years.

The Realtors Association of New Mexico respectfully asks your indulgence
in recognizing our policy regarding Title IV of HR 14765, the Civil Rights Act
of 1966. We strongly believe that this bill strikes at the very heart of Amer-
ica's greatness--the home, and the inherent rights of property It portrays.
We would hope that you Mr. Chairman, and those that serve with you on the
Judiciary Committee will search deeply into your conscience and realize that
passage of this bill into law can only engender a weakening of our democratic
system. The bill l)urports to afford all the equal opportunity iu securing housing
of their choice, however, we are certain that its passage will not contribute one
iota to the brotherhood of man, rather it could quite conceivably encourage more
race hatred. This bill constitutes a demand for equality. No Utopian dreamer
can achieve it for another man, although this bill attempts it. Those who
desire equality and opportunity must pay for it just as our Forefathers did.
The price Is character and achievement, not force. There is no known panacea
for every ill of man and a cure by force could create after effects. You and
your committee can preserve America's property right and the right of you and
I to pick and choose, and the continued unencumbered fire in the hearth. We
ask that you consider the great effect on the great majority when debating
this bill.Respectfully*

RpetulWALTER J. KEESING, Prcsidcut.

STATEMENT REGARDING TIE CIvIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1966 (H.R. 14765)

I am sure that your committee has been flooded with statements regarding the
"Civil Rights Act of 1966 (S 3296) and (HR 1470-5)." This should be one of
the most controversial major pieces of legislation to come before Congress in
many a year.

As president of the North Carolina Association of Realtors. I feel an obli-
gation to express to you the feelings of North Carolina Realtors about this
bill and Its many ramifications. I am referring principally to Title IV as it
affects the sale and rental of real estate, and as it affects those of us in the
real estate businv-ss. I believe that the Ideas expressed herein represent the
overwhelming philosophy of all North Carolina Realtors.

To begin with we must admit that we are not experts when it comes to the
United States Constitution, but we believe that many parts of Title IV must be
unconstitutional. If they are not, they certainly should be. for to eliminate the
individual right of selection of tenant or purchaser is the beginning of the
elimination of private ownership of real estate in this country. You certainly
know what it will mean if this is done.

We are positive that the proponents of the bill would say here that It does
not eliminate the right of selection: only when there is discrimination based
on race, color, religion, or national origin. However, we are sure that you know
as well as we do thmt should this bill be enacted as now written, and should a
person be turned down by an owner or his agent, the person is almost sure to
claim "discrimination", and seek relief through the courts. Who wants to be
confronted with this every time an applicant is rejected? Would It not be
easier to take anyone and everyone just to avoid all of the difficulties and
expense that would arise? For all intents and purposes, the owner's right of
selection would be virtually eliminated.

Our objections to Title IV of the bill are not motivated by problems that it
would cause, but rather by the fact that every citizen would lose the right.
Inherent In the ownership of property In this country, to make a choice when
selecting a buyer or tenant. This right Is as old as this country, and Is one
of the foundations of our society.

At this point I would like to comment on provision (e) of Section 403 of
Title IV. This section deals with the "discrimination" in the participation
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in "multiple-listing services or other services or facilities related to the business
of selling or renting dwellings." You may be aware that most multiple listing
services are a function of a local community's board of Realtors. The services
may be separate corporations; nevertheless, they are usually formed, regulated,
and administered by the local board, and to be a member you must first be a
member of the board.

After understanding this, then it should be clear that we are talking about
admittance to the local board of Realtors, and not just multiple listing.

It should be noted here that Realtors are extremely conscious of the prestige
and other advantages that go along with being one of the professions. For this
reason, we are doing everything within our power to make our business more
professional and to be recognized as such by the public. Many things contribute
to the making of a profession: education, ethics, standardization of procedures,
and public confidence are some of these things. One of the means that we have
found that will strengthen a board of Realtors and make its individual members
more proficient and professional is the careful screening of applicants for member-
ship in the board. The emphasis is placed on quality rather than on quantity.
Should this bill be enacted, again the old cry of "discrimination" will be heard
time and time again when an applicant is rejected regardless of the reason for
his rejection. Most boards are, for all intents and purposes, non-profit making
organizations, and cannot afford to engage in law suits. Therefore, many years
of work toward improving the ability and public image of the Realtor is poured
down the drain by being forced by government coercion to throw the doors open
to any and all. Being a professional yourself we are sure that you can under-
stand our thinking here.

May we just comment very briefly on the bill's intent to enforce its provisions
through the "interstate commerce" route. If interstate commerce can be read
Into a local personal contract between two individuals in the sale and purchase
of real estate, then there is nothing to prevent federal government from regulat-
ing personal contracts of any kind, and then may the Lord have pity of us all.
We will be very surprised if our Congress is taken In by this absurd stretch and
Interpretation of what constitutes interstate commerce. Is this not clearly
unconstitutional?

We cannot help but feel that under the guise of "liberty for those being dis-
criminated against," this law would deny every citizen in this country the
traditional freedom of contract-the right of the Individual to choose without
coercion from his government. The government should not and cannot guar-
antee a right to one by taking the rights of others. Many people fall to under-
stand that a question such as the one this bill purports to resolve cannot be solved
by legislation such as this. The final solution will come from the hearts and
minds of men.

NORTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS, Irc.,
KEMP C. CLENDENIN, Jr., President.

NORTH CENTRAL MISSOURI BOARD OF REALTORS.
ChiUico, e, Mo., May 11, 1966.

Mr. EMA(NAUEL CALLER,
Chairnwi House Judiciary Committee,
House Ofice Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. Cna: As Secretary Treasury of our North Central Missouri Board
of Realtors I am acting under instruction of our entire six county group. which
voted unanimously for me to convey to you, our feelings of opposition regarding
the Bill H.R. 14765; or Civil Rights Act of 1966. We feel this would grant the
so called "Minority Groups", not equality, but alleged rights over others, by
trampling on the rights of others. It would eliminate the basic and fundamental
right of you and me to dispose of our private property. Forced Housing Law
(Title IV) represents legislation which would retard the progress being made
to date In race relations.

Furthermore we feel it Is not constitutional to inject an element of compulsion
or legal coercion in the relationship between a property owner and the person
with whom he may do business, Is not in the public interest, nor is it in the
long range interests of members of minority groups to exercise a police system.

Very Respectfully Yours, Mrs. EUNIcE CAssrr,.
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Noarn DAzOTA Aer=ATION or R s.LToma,May 81, 1966.
HousZ JUDICIZR Commnm,

Biht y-ninth Cogress, Reouud SeMon,
Waskington D.C.:

The following comments made on behalf of the North Dakota Association of
Reactors; and to be made a part of the record of your committee in Its cousidera-
tion of Section IV of HR 14765.

As an Association of men and women actively engaged in the economic field of
developing, managing, trading and otherwise dealing in real estate, we are
vigorously opposed to the enactment of Section IV of HR 14765 and consider
such legislation inimical to the traditional American concepts of Individual and
personal liberty and to the very goals which such legislation is intended to
accomplish.

A close study of the proposed bill indicates that Its adoption would make the
real estate agent directly responsible for the racial, religious or ethnic makeup of
the community In which he resides. While the real estate agent is well aware of
his personal responsibility to use his individual and professional influence to
make his community a more desirable place to live for people of all races, re-
ligions and ethnic backgrounds, and would most assuredly welcome conditions
under which such factors do not enter into real estate transactions, nevertheless
he is still an agent. As an agent, he is not acting on his own behalf but in a
representative capacity for a seller or buyer, a landlord or tenant. The proposed
bill makes the agent directly responsible and liable for attitudes and decisions of
his client or principal; attitudes and decisions for which he Is In no way responsi-
ble and over which he exercises no control.

In addition to the above, we are opposed to Section IV of HR 14765, for the
following reasons:

(1) It will deny property owners the right to exercise freedom of choice
In the disposition or rental of their property.

(2) It will delay and inhibit the closing of real estate transactions by
encouraging clvii actions in the already overburdened Federal and State
Courts.

(3) It will result In "forced" sales and contracts which is repugnant to
our free society.

(4) It ofers no protection to the agent for the attitudes and decisions
of his princiaL

In the Interest of assuring the American citizen that he truly lives in a country
that guarantees his freedom and personal liberty we strongly urge your com-
mittee to recommend that Section IV of HR 14765 be killed.

Respectfully Submitted.
Romur A. PETERSEN, President.

NorrHsiDE REALTY ASSOCIATES, INC.,
Atlanta, Ga., May 13, 1966.

Hon. EMArquZu CELLaR
Chairman of the Hose Judiciary Committee,
Houe Office Buildig, Washington, D.C.

DLAz CONGAUSMAN CELiLz: The provision in HR14765 (8296) which pro-
hibits discrimination on the part of a private property owner in the sale or rental
of housing on the grounds of race, color, religion, or national origin is shocking,
In Its implications. To deny an individual the right to contract to sell his
own property to anyone whom he choses is an infringement on every basic concept
of freedom the people of this country have always known. Such a forced housing
measure is discriminatory in Itself in that it grants one group a right to buy or
lease while denying a seller the right of choice of a buyer or tenant.

I cannot conceive of any provision in our Constitution that could possibly be
interpreted to deny me the basic right to dispose of my private property to a
person of my own choice.

To undertake to bring about mixed housing through legislation cannot possibly
be in the public interest any more than the old "Prohibition Law" turned out to
be. Actually such a law could very well in the long run backfire, and hurt
minority groups rather than help them.
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I urge that you use your good influence toward the elimination of this section
of HR14765 (8396).

Respectfully yours, A. H. STUwzs, Sr.

NosTa ISm Bou or Rxoms,
Jerme, Idaho, May 13, 1966.

Mr. EMANUEL CELL,
Chakdna of the Home Judiciary Committee,
Howee Offi Buidn, Wash $o^, D.O.

DLAn Sm: The North Side Board of Realtors held their regular monthly
meeting In Wendell, Idaho, May 11, 19M.

During the course of the business meeting a discussion was carried on per-
taining to housing bill H R 14765.

The board voted unanimously to go on record in opposition to the forced
housing provisions of bill H R 1475.

We feel the bill is discriminating against our industry.
Please give this your sincere attention.

E. G. Pftrr, Secretary & Treseurer.

STATEMENT OF THE RaLTonS' OHIO STIZEING COMMIrFZ, THE LurisLATmVu AND
GOVERNMENTAL AvnAIs CoMMITrui or n OHIO Assoc IoN or REAL ]ft&Tm
BoAMs TO SUSCOMMrXIE No. 5, HousE JUDICARY COMMIT m CIVIL RIGHJs
Aor or 1908

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, we appreciate the opportulty
to present this statement to the Subcommittee registering our opposition to
Title IV of ELM 14765, Civil Rights Act of 1966. This type of legislation would
make the American homeowner subservient to compulsion not only by the
Federal Government but also to harassment by individuals by private litigation.
For centuries we have been taught, and rightly so, that a man's home is his castle
and real property shall ever be held Inviolate.

On January 13, 1966, the Ohio Association of Real Estate Boards at Its Board
of Trustees meeting in Columbus, Ohio, voted unanimously in opposition to
Forced Housing Legislation.

Whereas all men are by nature free and independent, and have certain
inalienable rights, among which are those of enjoying and defending life and
liberty, acquiring, possessing, and protecting property, and seeking and obtaining
happiness and safety. Most certainly If laws were ever passed or organizations
would ever propose voluntarily limiting of sales of property to a certain race,
color, religion, national origin or ancestry, this Association would oppose with
equal vigor. Whether or not Forced Housing Legislation Is a proper exercise
of the police power given to the Congress by the people, is in question.

The naked, assertion of the Attorney General of his confidence in the power
of Congress to act, in the face of a specific Supreme Court ruling to the contrary,
hardly supports the constitutionalit.y of Title IV.

The constitutional basis for the regulation of property rights by the Federal
Government must be found in the Commerce clause of the United States Con-
stitution. (Article 1, Section 8, paragraph 3.) While the elasticity of the
Commerce clause has proved to be remarkable in recent years, this proposed
extension would totally emasculate the limitation of that constitutional provision.

After exhaustive research, we feel there is no authority which would permit
the Federal Government to enact this type of legislation pertain- .g to the
regulation of Immovable property connected with private, intra-state, contractual
dealing.

We agree with the statement of Senator Dlrksen in which he said:
"If you can tell me what interstate (transaction) is involved in selling or

renting a house fixed to the sol-"
Professor Paul Freund, the eminent scholar from Harvard. has pointed out:
"If this were purely private restriction without any state support, I would

think it hard to bring in the Fourteenth Ameniment."
We conclude that the proposed Federal Housing Bill is therefore questionable

on constitutional grounds.
We urge the Subcommittee to reject the concept proposed in Title IV of the

Bill.
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Oxwmmo Assocunox or RgLoss,

Congressman EMAu-L nuI.0 , Meg 27, 1966.

Chairman, House Judiclary Oommittee,
House Office Building, Waeshgton, D.C.

DLAi CoosommsxM Cuuza: Whereas, The Realtors of the State of Oregon,
believing in the principles of equal rights for all of its citizens, regardless of
race, color or national origin; and

Whereas, for many years the State of Oregon has had in effect civil rights
laws pertaining to public accommodations and housing, and because these laws
have been strongly enforced and generally recognized and accepted, the Realtors
of the State of Oregon, believing the existing laws to be adequate and substantial,
ao hereby strongly object to and oppoE i House Resolution 14765.

For centuries It has been recognized that a man's home is his castle, and the
Constitution of the United States has given encouragement to defending his home
with arms, if necessary, and to dispose of his contractual rights to whomever and
whenever he desires.

While we are concerned with many of the sections of H.R. 14765, we consider
the public health and welfare to be endangered by Section 406.

Section 406 Permanent or temporary injunction restraining order or other
order.

It could be easily assumed that a property owner desiring to immediately dis-
pose of his property through personal or financial necessity could be deprived
of such action, and because of adverse conditions caused by the permanent or
temporary Injunction, the property owner could be caused not only humiliation,
mental anguish and suffering, but also unwarranted financial loss and possible
bankruptcy. Because of assumed and unproven discrimination, the property
owner would be deprived and delayed from disposing of his property and obtain-
ing the necessary funds from the sale or rental to improve his position as to
housing or employment in this or any other state.

PENALTIES 03 DAMAGES

The language in this bill as it pertains to penalties or damages i totally
unacceptable in that it forces the property owner because of an assumed and
unproven charge of discrimination to seek necessary defense through legal
counsel with possible burdensome expense to the property owner, while the
complainant who claims discrimination is given legal counsel and assistance
at the taxpayer's expense.

It should be recognized that the Realtors of the State of Oregon, joining with
their colleagues in the other 49 States of this great nation, believe in and support
the Constitution of the United States and the principles for which it has fought
for these many years. We must oppose H.R. 14765 because of the proposed legis-
lation's denial of the rights of its citizens as it pertains to property ownership.
Mredom has been a cherished symbol of this nation since its existence, and
wars have been fought and are now being fought to defend this ideal throughout
the world. We cannot believe the legislative body of the greatest nation that
has ever been known to mankind would now deprive all of its own citizens the
individual freedoms that have given this country its greatness.

Sincerely, 
GN.. STmszss, Preedent.

THz OTruMWA BoARD or RKALTOaS,
Ottumwa, Iowa, May 9,1966.

Hon. EmANuu. CUnzLLz
Chairman, Howe Judiciary Committee,
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Sm: It being the duty of all citizens to make their opinions known to their duly
elected representatives in government, it is my purpose here to apprise you of our
strenuous opposition to the above mentioned bill.

In our opinion this proposed legislation violates the right of the individual to
enter into, or refuse to enter into, a contract.

It further bridges the freedom of the elderly individual property owner
and tax payer who finds Its necessary to augment an inadequate income by rent-
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Ing out one or two rooms In his home. Under this bill he would no longer have
auv freedom of choice as to who would live under the same roof with him.

Under Sec. 405, the property owner would be Intimidated, threatened, coerced
and interfered with by the Federal Government in his freedom to enjoy, dispose
of or rent or lease his property.

It would appear that in the effort to assure certain rights to a minority, the
Administration Is attempting to abrogate the inherent rights of the very people
who, through the payment of confiscatory taxes, are supporting this country.

Don't you agree it Is about time that the Civil Rights Hysteria be brought
under control and we return to constitutional government, with the Congress
reassuming its role as the law making body?

Zours very Lily,
J. I. H.EwEss, President.

PLNNSYLVANiA R&ALToiwt AsSOCIATION,
Harrisburg, Pa., June 6, 1966.

Hon. EmANUEL CELLR,
Chairman, Subcom mittee No. 5, House Judiciary Committve
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEat M& CELER : I appreciate the opportunity to submit this letter express-
ing the views of the Pennsylvania Realtors Association in opposition to Title IV
of H.R. 14765, the "Civil Rights Act of 1966".

Our opposition Is based on the coercion implicit In Title IV. We simply do
not believe that centuries of legal precedent should be overturned to the detri-
ment ofthe owner of real property. Erosion of property rights, after all, affects
the owners of aUl property, not just a select few. It Is stated by many proponents
of this type of legislation that owners of property are subject to all kinds of
regulations and restrictions by state and local law such as zoning, building codes,
etc. This may be conceded, but I know of no state or local law that touches on
the freedom to dispose of property except the law of condemnation. To the
extent that a federal court can order a seller of a home to sell it to someone
not of his choosing, or a landlord to rent to someone to whom he does not wish
to rent, then the action Is Just as confiscatory as if the property had been con-
demned. The "rights" to have property conveyed, furthermore, Is granted to
one Individual against another in a completely private transaction, without the
usual limitation of public purpose.

It may be argued that the analogy fails because condemnation applies to an
unwilling owner, whereas Title IV applies only to those owners who have volun-
tarily placed their proP.rty on the market. The point is ttat any person
who is forced to convey against his will and without a wrItten contr-dct, as
provided in this bill, is by all standards an unwilling seller. In addition, by the
very fq that the determination of the rights of the parties under section 403
of the bill hinges on intent, the burden of proof must necessarily rest with
the property owner and not the one seeking to take it away.

We also take note of the recurring reference by proponents of the bill to the
exisLence of "ghettos" and to segregated suburban communities as evidence
that some kind of a conspiracy exists among the elements of the real estate
Industry to perpetuate these patterns of housing. Indeed, the Attorney General
stated in his testimony that "builders, landlords, real estate brokers, and those
who provide the mortgage money" are those who "maintain housing patterns
based on race." We submit that the evidence does not support this conclusion.
For example, William Levitt testified before the Subcommittee that the per-
centage of minority families In his integrated developments was very small,
and cited as the primary reason the Inability of most of these applicants to
qualify financially. In our State, there has been no wholesale exodus from the
central city as a result of the President's Executive Order pertaining to FHA
and VA housing, nor to suburban apartment houses as a result of our own state
forced housing law. My point, however, Is not that Title IV Is undesirable
because only a handful of persons would be able to use it. I refer to these
facts only as evidence that the existence of predominantly white suburbs is not
per se an indication of a conspiracy, and is therefore not as persuasive an
argument for Title IV as the proponents would have the Subcommittee believe.
It is easy to use the conspiracy argument, and it is used with hypnotic regularity,
but careful analysis of the plight of our cities will show-as hearings on housing
bills before Congress have shown--that the underlying causes of the influx of
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minority groups Into central cities and the resulting housing patterns are far
more complex than any alleged concerted action on the part of the real estate
industry.

In Pennsylvania, for example, we have encountered little difficulty In finding
housing for members of minority groups who are qualified fAnaucially. Iach
Board in the state has a committee of Realtors to whom any client of a member
ot the Board can go It he Is not oatistled wt the s.xvoe he is rsceiving trem
such member, for any reasm whatsoever. TWs voluntary metod is far more
atisactory than an adverse court proceeding. In addition, many of our Boards
have Negro members whose access to the multiple listing service Is the smne
as any other member's. Finally, the Code of ktkics of the National Association
of Real Estate Boards, to which all Realtors must subscribe, and the law of
agency require the Realtor to transmit to the seller all bona fide written offers.

I think that the Attorney General and other proponents of Title IV under-
estimate the good will and tolerance of the American home owner. Mr. Levitt
testified that integration in his communities proceeded with no disturbance
whatsoever. He also, however, supported Title IV on the grounds that it was
needed for competitive reasons. The implication might be drawn that home
owners need It as an incentive for successful integration. We submit that suc-
cessful integration does not require the threat of forced housing ltgislation.
It has happened in Pennsylvania, which does not have such coercive legislation
wvth respect to owner-occupied residences . Surely these results can be achieved,
and have been achieved, by voluntary methods and goodwill, and should not be
sought by the use of the injuncture and contempt powers of the federal courts.

I would appreciate this letter being made a part of the record of the hearings
on HR. 14765.

Sincerely yours,
JOH.N W. DuTroN, Preeideet.

STATEMENT OF WILKINS NORWOOD, PMCSIDENT, SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION
or REAL ESTATE BoAnna

I, as President of the South Carolina Association of Real Estate Boards, do
hereby respectfully file. in behalf of the Realtor members of this Association,
a statement of unequivocal opposition to the inclusion of Title IV In the pending
1966 Civil Rights Act, H.R. 14765.

Our organization is a real estate Trade Association comprised of 635 Active
Real Members, approximately 250 Associate (Salesmen) Members and approxi-
mately 200 Affiliate Members in 25 local Board of Realtors throughout the State;
the parent organization for this Association is the National Association of Real
Estate Boards comprised of more than 83,000 Realtor Members in more tLen
1,500 local Board of Realtors in every State of the Union.

After a careful study of the contents of Title IV, we believe that this is ot
just another civil rights measure. but Instead is an encroachment on the rights
of al property owners which will result in the destruction of their right to
exercise freedom of choWce in contracting for the sale or rental of their property.

To enact legislation allowing the Federal Government to compel the Individual
citizen to contract for the sale or rental of his private property to those of other
than his own choice cannot, we respectfully submit, be classified as "fair" hous-
ing legislation, but Instead, must be classified "forced" housing due the mere
element of compuLs~on which Is Included In the language of the bill; and in
effect grants one group of our citizens an alleged "right" while trampling on
the basic and fundamental rights of another group of citizens.

This bill could be used as a weapon for forcing an unwilling owner io enter
into a contract and would rob him of his freedom as an individual to enter, or
not to enter, into an agreement. The right to own property surely means also the
right to dispose. If an individual lacks the right to dispose of his property
freely, and fully within his own discretion, he Is not truly the owner. Thus the
reality of this human right depends upon freedom of contract In disposition.
This DR a fundamental right in our society of free men. No segment of our people,
including racial and religious minorities, can be well served by destroying it.

And has it been considered that a great many refu.als to dispose of one's
property to a member of the racial minority might not necessarily be an act of
racial discrlmlnattm on the part of the property owner? Be this the case. to
decline to sell wouldd involve one in an expensive, lengthy ltigation, trying to
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prove that his refusal to sell was not because of race while the prospective buyer
has at his disposal the powerful forces of the Federal Government to prove that
racial discrimination was involved, all without cost to the complainant.

We do not believe the Issue in Title IV is open occupancy, or equal opportunity
of housing for all people regardless of race, color, religion, or national origin.;
we do believe the issue is whether government should be permitted to introduce
an element of compuion in transactions between a property owner and the
person who seeks to sell or rent his property. And we insist that the element
of compulsion, of legal coercion, in the relationship between a property owner
and the person with whom he may do business, is not in the public Interest, and
is Inimical to the long range interests of members of minority groups.

Further we believe that progress in race relations will be retarded-not ad-
vaneed-by this attempt to deny people freedom of choice. In every instance
where this issue has been put to referendum, the people have rejected forced
housing laws by better than two to one majority.

Therefore, we strongly urge the members of the House Judiciary Committee
to reject that section known as Title IV In, the 1966 Civil Rights Act prior to
its introduction on the floor of the House.

SOUTH DAKOTA ASSOCUTION OF REALTORS,

Sf0o n Falls, S. Dak., May 81, 1966.
HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMxrrZz,
Waahiagon, D.C.

The realtors of South Dakota have gone on record as being opposed to any
legislation which would abolish the liberty of contract for a seller or lessor of
private property.

At the February, 1966 session of the South Dakota legislature bill number 790
was killed In committee due to the public sentiment against this bill which would
deny our inherent right to buy or sell property to whomever we should choose.

CLAUDE HONE, President.

TAos CouNTY BOARD OF REALTORs,
Toas, Y. Mex., May 18, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLER,
Houe Office Building,
Wc hington, D.C.

D" M. CjauLE: I am writing to you at the request of the Taos County Board
of Realtors who wish to make known to you their feeling on House Bill #14765
also known as the Civil Rights Act of 1966. Our membership feels that the
Title IV section of this bill is particularly distressing with its forced housing
provisions infringing upon a basic right of our citizens.

Our members would like to make It plain that our feeling is not segregationist.
Taos is one of the happy places where Indian, Spanish-American, Anglo, negro,
in fact all live in harmony and will continue to do so. We simply feel that taking
a basic right away from so many in an attempt to help others is not the proper
approach to the problem as it may exist elsewhere.

We hope you will use your best efforts to defeat this bill.
Sincerely,

KURT ZImBAErH, Secretary.

TucsoN REALTY & TRUST Co.,
Tucson, Ariz., June 2, 196&

Hon. GxoaQz F. SrNzn,
Houe OIDce Bu ,w..Aegojs D.O..

Da fk: 14765 has been given the currently popular title "The (ivUi
Rights Act ot 396" It it is allowed out of committee as It is now written, It
should be more correctly named "THE EROSION OF RIGHTS BILL OF 196&"

It Is a proper philosophy sad has been true in the past, that Civil Rights
legislation be provided to deal with Insuring the rights of our citizens against
those state and local governments operating to deny such rights of minority
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groups and against the actions of people catering to the public whose actions
upset the dignity of some minorities.

NOW-we are faced with Title IV, The Forced Housing Section, which
4estrys and violates a Constitutional Right of our citizens, regardless of race
or creed, the Right of private property ownership to sell or rent, and to contract
with parties of his own choice.

Our great country has been built solidly upon fundamental rights of property
ownership. Those rights must prevail-they must not be trampled in the name
of protecting alleged rights of other groups. To deny the freedom of choice to
contract with those of one's own choice, to insert in the law the element of
legal compulsion, can not do anything but retard the progress made to date in
the matter of race relations It also destroys the right for property owners of
the minority group, Ultimately, the solutions to our many problems in this
area shall manifest through the efforts of minorities earning respect of majori-
ties by displaying a regard for the law, for the rights of others, and by the
realization that with every Right there is an accompanying responsibility.
Solutions will evolve through the influence of the church, men of good will,
school, and legal sources. NOT BY THE EROSION OF THE RIGHTS OF
OTHERS THROUGH THE USE OF A POLICE SYSTEM. The thing mostly
wrong in the element of compulsion and force. The, "to the victor belong
the spoils"

I am personally against racial discrimination but can not rationalize that it is
more nearly correct to trample the rights of others to satisfy the screams of
the righteous whose technique is to put on the legislative pressure, make the
wheel squeak the loudest, threaten withdrawal of voting power, and who do not
realize that with every right there is a responsibility.

Title IV can only serve the devil by retarding progress made to date in the
matter of race relations. Title IV is unconstitutional.

Strike it out. Kill the forced housing law.
I respectfully request that this letter be read to the Judiciary Committee.

Sincerely yours, JAMES MAY, Vice President.

UTAH AssOcIATION dr REAL ESTATE BOARDS,
Salt Lake City, Utah, May 31,1966.

Representative EMANUEL CELLE,
VAa trman, House Judiciary Committee,
House of K epresentatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAa RyPRESENTATIVE CELL-: The Directors of the Utah Association of Real
Estate Boards have carefully read H.R. 14765 relating to discriminatory prac-
tices in housing. It was the unanimous feeling of those Directors that the pro-
posed bill is one that should never be passed for the following reasons.

1. This bill abridges the right of free choice and the right to choose has made
America great.

2. Contracts made under duress always used to be illegal and this bill certainly
could produce such contracts.

3. It discriminates against any property owner regardless of his race or color.
4. It abrogates the right to choose ones neighbors.
. It could force people to associate, business wise, with persons not of their

choosing.
6. It could bring about financial ruin to many small rental owners.
7. It will bring about many unfair and unnecessary law suits.
& It is a one way street. The minority can harass the majority and there is

no way to fight back. The owner is presumed guilty until he proves otherwise.
9. It Is against the American tradition of free enterprise and opportunity.
10. No jury trial Is provided.
1. It will never accomplish what its backers think it will.
12. The cost of defense of spurious claims will create immense hardships.
The Utah Association of Real Estate Boards believes in open occupancy.

It abhors discrimination but it feels that police methods and force tactics are
wrong. It knows that minorities will fight much harder for special privileges
than they will for equal rights.
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You know and so do we that 25 years ago a bill of this kind would have been
declared unconstitutional. Today the Constitution means only what the Supreme
Court says it means Probably the Court will say it is lawful and proper.

We ask you to use your great influence to defeat this unfair discriminatory
legislation.

Respectfully.
B. A. WURGHT,

Secretary and Treasurer.

STATEMENT OF THE WASHINGTON AsSOCIATXON OF REALTOs AGAINST TITLE IV
or H.R. 14765

Probably the most critical issue in our time-nearly fatal to the American
way of life-is now in Congress as Title IV of H.R. 14765.

The obvious purpose of this bill Is to deny home owners and other real prop-
erty owners the right to dispose of their property, through sale or rental, to
persons of their choice.

The American people are striving toward the solution of the problem of the
minority ghetto, and the solution is attainable. Yet in every instance where
state legislation comparable to the pending bill was submitted to a referendum
of the people, it has been rejected by overwhelming majorities. In 1964 a city
ordinance in Seattle, Washington, was defeated by a count of 112,448 to 53,453,
more than two to one. A city ordinance in Tacoma, Washington, was even more
soundly defeated, 23,026 to 7,470-more than three to one.

However, voluntary efforts are achieving what legislation has not been able
to do. A year ago, the Washington Association of Realtors approved a "Code
of Practices" which was adopted by all our 28 member Boards. In this past
year there has not been one single complaint against us for discrimination in
housing, in spite of the fact that the executive secretary for the Board Against
Discrimination stated publicly that he was seeking housing cases, and could not
find any.

It is worthy of note that although this Nation from its inception has declared
itself to be under God, the Bill of Rights of its Constitution has unequivocably
declared that the power of the state may not be invoked either in aid of or in
opposition to belief or disbelief of its citizens in Divine Providence. Now there
are those who urge that the power of government shall be used to compel one in-
dividual to aeTept all individuals and prescribe penalties for those who fail to
conform.

The use of force--the employment of the police system, the suppression of
freedom of contract-are all destructive of the objective of biracial understand-
ing. It is our firm belief that the element of force and legal coercion to deny
any person the right of freedom of contract is inherently evil and will sound the
death knell of the right of private property ownership-one of the principal
rights that made our country great.

WINTER HAVEq BOARD OF REALTORS, INC.,
Winter Haven, Fla., June 2, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLE3,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN CELLEE: The second session of the 89th Congress has be-
fore it legislation which we have viewed with alarm; namely, H.R. 14765 and
5.3296.

We note that the bill would require any person identified with real estate to
be available at any time at the whim of the most casually interested person to
render services for the rental or purchase of properties, regardless of the in-
quirors ability or earnest desire to consummate negotiations. This is, in effect,
forced labor carrying with it the threat of police action.

The bill would deny the basic rights of ownership and deprive individual
owners of the basic freedom of choice in the disposal of their property.

Perhaps the most critical aspect of the bill is that which opens the door for
irresponsible persons to threaten or bring legal action, backed by the United
States Government, against responsible agents and homeowners at no cost to the

4-M~
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.complaint. The agent or homeowner, however, would be forced to defend them-
selves at great cost; both Alnancially and with respect to personal and busi-
ness reputation.

We sincerely question the giving of rights to one for the denial of rights of
another. This is not the concept upon which our Constitution was based, nor
was freedom intended to be used as a weapon to deny others freedom.

The rights of ownership are basic and precious and are gained, in most in-
stances, through diligent effort and sacrifice. If home ownership should be
further burdened by the Jeopardy of police action, then the desire and incentive
of home ownership will have been killed forever. Pride of ownership will be
exchanged for fear and the standards of our nation will perish.

We earnestly ask that you give the many ramifications of this bill your
thoughtful consideration.

Sincerely,
G. CA=LTOx Don, President.

WiscoNsi RzALTOnS ASSOOZATxON,
Madso^ Wis., May 2, 1966.

CHAIRMAN,
House Judiciary Committee,
House Ofjle Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEA MR. CHaIRMAN: Wisconsin's forced housing law in effect for a little over
five months has produced 6 cases only one or two of which had any basis in
fact-this poor showing in spite of a vigorous speaking and newspaper campaign
soliciting complaints of discrimination in housing.

Wisconsin legislators did recognize the traditional right of a homeowner to
sell or not to sell for his own private reasons by exempting from the application
of the law owner-occupied dwellings up to and including four family units.

Nevertheless the existence of any such law place' In the hands of a govern-
ment agency fearful powers of investigation and reprisal It is our observation
that administration of forced housing laws invariably is placed in the hands
of zealots who In their eagerness to force housing loe objectivity. Before me
is a characteristic finding by a so called Human Rights Commission that " *
Realty Co. failed to display toward * * * the zeal for renting property that is
normally demonstrated by one In the real estate business"

Another unfortunate characteristic of housing laws is that the burden of
proof rests on the defendant. If a colored person complains that he was refused
housing the presumption is that the refusal was because of race or color. The
defendant must then prove that he refused to rent or sell for a reason other
than color-and there are reason other th i- color for refusing-lack of financial
means, children, pets, etc.

Forced housing laws lead to such silly situations as that reported in the
February 19,1966 issue of the Milwaukee SentineL

"Concern to keep the public housing projects integrated has caused the City
Developweut Department to go out and recruit Negroes.... In 1961 when Con-
vent Hill was ready there was not a single negro applicant. We interviewed
applicants then on the waiting list ... and finally found negro tenants for four
of the 120 units."

As opposed as we are to forced housing legislation. we find now in Wisconsin
that we have more to fear from the administration of It than the law itself.

For example, the Wisconsin law contains a Declatation of Intent which states
in part:

"It is the intent of this act to render unlawful discrimination In housing where
the sale, rental or lease of the housing constitutes a business."

Yet the administrator of the housing law was quoted in the Milwaukee Sen-
tinel March 25, 1966, as saying "* * * the real value of the law Is Its broad
Intent."

Under this questionable interpretation the administrative agency has accused
appraisers of discrimination, has by innuendo charged block busting and has made
the observation although not within Its province that white flight, not negro
arrival drops property value.

This leads us to the point that housing laws are not concerned with housing for
minority groupL The emphasis is on integration. Integration exists in a neigh-
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borhood up to the moment the last white departs that neighborhood. It follows
therefore that you can achieve integration only through legislation controlling
the movement of people. Are you prepared to force the heretofore free citizen
of this country to get a permit from city hall to move from one area to another?
Will he be required to Justify his intent to move?

Finally in your deliberations will you consider the attached "Brief History of
the Comprehensive Testing Program, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania-a frightening
report of deliberate provocation and resulting entrapment.

You cannot legislate morality but in the effort to do so you will set up a
monstrous Gestapo.

Because civil rights belong to all people, we urge you to vote against Title IV
of the Civil Rights Bill.

Sincerely yours,
G. ROBERT VIELE, President.

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE COMPREHENSIVE TESTING PROGRAM, PHILADELPHIA
COMMISsIoN ON HUMAN RELATIONS, AUGUST, 1964 TO MARCH, 1966

E.rploring
In August, 1964, field representatives in the housing division normally assigned to
the handling of complaints began to 'test" apartment buildings in West Philadel-
phia, a racially-mixed area wLich had been the source of the largest proportion
of complaints due to discriminatory policies of apartment buildings. A Negro
staff member and a white staff member would apply for apartments at the same
buildings within a short time of each othpr. The results were then compared.
Thirteen buildings appeared to be discriminatory.

Staff then requested the Commission to rule as to how these cases might be
handled and recommended that the buildings be sent warning letters. After the
warning, the buildings were to be retested and, if still discriminatory, a CHR
complaint would be Initiated. Commission counsel assured that such testing
could not be ruled "entrapment." The Commission agreed to the program.
Gearing up

In the 12 months that followed, Commission field representatives continued
testing, aided by a field inspector assigned, first parttime, then fultime, to hous-
ing testing. Ninety-four apartment houses were tested conAiusively with 42
(45%) found discriminatory. In addition, the first tests were made on real estate
offices in the late summer.

In September, 1965, staff brought to the Commission a request to file com-
plaints on the basis of one conclusive test, omi*ting the intermediary step of
the warning letter. The request was based on several factors: 1) Nearly 800
"visits" to apartment buildings were necessary to test conclusively only 94
buildings, due to the fact that superintendents were frequently out, often there
were genuinely no vacancies, and sometimes the information given was vague
and misleading, but not clearly and conclusively discriminatory or nondis-
criminatory. 2) Not only was it extremely time-consuming to make the initial
test on a building, but also it was even more difficult to secure a second con-
clusive test after the warning letter had been sent. 8) Staff had previously deter-
mined that a far more efficient use of their time would be made of the program
now concentrated on real estate offices, rather than Individual buildings, since
the Commission had recently determined that the Philadelphia Fair Practices
Ordinance does fully cover brokers' operations under the public accommodations
provisions; It was felt that brokers should not need to be informed of the
provisions of the law through a warning letter, but should be well aware of their
legal responsibilities.

The Commission granted the staff's request.
Acting

Staff continued to test, focusing on real estate office, and (as of November 8,
1965) had made 1,000 visits, finding 88 of 150 offices conclusively tested appar-
ently practicing discrimination. Various areas of the city showed 26%, 52%,
65%, 67%, 75%, 78%, and 100% of offices tested were apparently discriminatory.

During the fall testing program, the Commission decided to hold public in-
vestigatory hearings into the nature and extent of housing discrimination in
Philadelphia and authorized the use of the testing program data, including
names, places and dates, in the public hearings. Although the major focus of

68-420---6-----110
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the six full days of hearings was on the effect of the current exemption of owner-
occupied dwellings from legal coverage, a total of 44 testing cases where viola-
tion of the ordinance was apparent, were presented.

The Commission permitted complaints to be filed on all cases used In the hear-
Ings as well as those that were not. A total of 71 complaints against brokers
and 131 complaints against owners were filed up to January 31,1966.

Thus far nearly all of the cases have been settled rapidly through the signing
of a Consent Order and Decree by the Respondent and the Commission. The
Orders bind the Respondent to obey the Fair Practices Ordinance; failure to ful-
fill the agreement may result in a contempt citation.

The Commission has now requested the City Law Department to initiate the
first contempt case.

The Commission is now considering whether or not Consent Orders offered
to Respondents in CHR-initiated testing cases ought not to include the voluntary
payment of a $300 fine. Brokers who refused such a conciliation would then go
through the usual public hearing procedure where, if the Commission made a
determination of discrimination, it would request legal action to have a fine
imposed.
Insttutionalizing

Because all Commission testers revealed their identity at the public hearing,
staff has been unable as yet to retest most of the brokers who have signed Con-
sent Decrees.

The Philadelphia Civil Service Commission has granted the CHR the privilege
of hiring temporary employees for the purpose of testing, each of whom will
serve no more than 3 months. We hope to test over 200 brokers per year.
Results

Only the second round of testing will determine the extent to which the pro-
gram is increasing compliance with the law. Nevertheless, we can at this point
state several positive results of the program:

(1) Through the excellent TV, radio and newspaper coverage of the pub-
lic hearings, the public knows more of the existence of the law, the wide-
spread violation by brokers, and the determination of the Commission to
prosecute. A firm basis has been made for the Commission's forthcoming
efforts to strengthen the law and its enforcement procedures.

(2) Real estate brokers now clearly know their responsibility under the
law. It Is probable that, although they will continue to practice more subtle
forms of discrimination, they may reduce the outright refusal to show ac-
commodations to Negro applicants.

TTING MANUAL

A test for discrimination in housing is usually undertaken either to provide
evidence to accompany a formal complaint, or as part of an aggressive program
designed to discover the rental or sales policies of building owners or real
estate offices. In the latter case, the test Is the base from which a Commission
complaint may be initiat. Even when no complaint arises from the test, It
provides a record that may be useful in future contacts with the same owners,
managers, or agents.

Doing a test means constructing a situation in which the person tested will
clearly discriminate, if it is at all his usual practice to do so. The situation
is controlled so that comparison can be made of the treatment given white as
against non-white seekers of housing accommodations. The majority of tests
are aimed at finding out, quite simply, which owners or agents are lying to
non-white house or apartment seekers.
Rental practices

In order to show discrimination at the inquiry stage of renting an apartment,
we must demonstrate that a certain apartment is available to whites at a given
rental rate and under certain terms. and that the renter is denying avail-
ability of the apartment at that rate under those terms to a non-white, without
any valid reason. A valid reason would be the non-white's Insufficient income,
or his having children where children are as a matter of building policy not
allowed. The chief method of determining whether the apparent differential
treatment of a non-white is valid Is to incorporate the non-racial factors into
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a test; this would happen only in case testing. For example, a couple with
four children complains to the Commission that they were denied rental of a
two-bedroom house because they are Puerto Rican. One kind of a test would
be to send a white couple who claim to have four children to try to rent the
house. Another kind would be to send a Puerto Rican couple who claim to
have no children to try to rent the house. The owner's acceptance of the first
test couple, or rejection of the second test couple, would tend to substantiate
the complaint.

In the testing program one of us takes the part of the non-white apartment-
seeker, and the mariner in which he is handled is checked against the way in
which a white tester is received. There are three types of tests, if considered
according to the minimum number of contacts needed to get a clear view of
rental policy.

1. Non-white tester is shown everything he has asked for, and terms are
reasonable without doubt; he is encouraged to make application. Or, a
tester is able to observe with certainty that the building is integrated.
The latter is not a certain thing, since the apartment building may have
taken in Negro tenants under a policy either of tokenism or quota renting.

2. a) Non-white inquiries: no available apartments. b) White tester
inquires within 24 hours afterward: apartments available and shown. It
is important that the time lag be short. If it goes over a day or two, the
validity of the tect may depend on what the white tester can learn about
when the renters started showing these apartments.

3. a) White inquiries: apartments of certain type available, which he is
shown. He leaves situation open for further contact b) Non-white In-
quiries: apartmen'cs not available, or, available but "with strings attached".
c) Clean-up: white returns and apartments are still available, without
strings. This test is obviously the most clear-cut and decisive, in deciding

\whether an apparently all-white building has a discriminatory policy.
In all testing of real estate offices, and In most tests of large apartment

buildings, type three is used.
A tester must first of all seem a genuine apartment seeker. Although it

possibly wiU not come up in the encounter, have a background ready for
yourself: an Qccupation and a place of employment, as well as a reason for
moving from your present location. Have In mind a size and price range you
can stipulate if aske-d. Be able to cite areas you might be interested in. The
goal is to obtain as. much bard evidence as possible about the policy of the
realty office or building. but this can be gained best by being the epitome of
the serious, determined but open-minded apartment-seeker; on top of this add
alertness.

Surface infortnaon.-Observe the correct name and address. of the office or
building under test. Some buildings are large enough to have more than one
s-treet address, and all may be needed for filing a complaint. At a realty office.
note the names of the broker and §alesnen as listed on the window, or inside on
desk plaque.. At a building notice the name of the superintendent or resident
manager, often posted near the mailboxes, and get his apartment and phone
numbers If they are in evidence. If a sign tells what firm manages the build-
ing. take down this information.

Contact.-In a realty office, apartments may be handled by a particular sales-
wan. or by an anonymous receptionist. Sometimes the "woman in the front of
the office", competent to tell white applicants about apartments, tells non-whites
that a certain salesman is the only one knowing about apartments, and he
won't be back until tomorrow. Try to get the name of the person to whom you
talk. and note who else was present. Evidence is firmest when both white and
non-white testers apply through the same person.

At a building, if ringing the superintendent's bell gets no response, look around
on the outside of the building, or knock on the door of the super's basement
apartment. Question a tenant if the opportunity arises, to find out what is
available or when and where the person responsible for renting can most prob-
ably be reached.

Inquiry.-Ask the agent about available apartments. "Available" means any-
thing that you could rent now or within the next couple of months, and this
should be niide clear to the person you're questioning. "We have no vacancies"
Is not a satisfactory answer always because "vacancy" is an ambiguous word;
there may be an apartment which, though not vacant, is being shown white
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applicants because the present tenants have given notice; the agent tells non-
whites the misleading truth, "no vacancy".

You may refer to "for rent" signs you have seen, or you may Just ask for
"as apartment', being specific only when asked to be. What sort of apartment
you ask for depends partly on knowledge of the area. In Germantown, e4., It
Is usually more fruitful to ask for a one or two-bedroom apartment. In the
University City area, It is better to ask for an efficiency or one-bedroom apart.
ment-for one person. (If the test is tied to a specific complaint, what you re-
quest will of course be dictated by what the complainant tried for.)

If you are not the At tester, what you want may be determined by Informa-
tion already obtained. Suppose a white tester has found that nothing Is avail-
able at a Germantown building except an efficiency. If you are the non-white
tester, you will depart from Germantown form and might ask for "an efficiency
or a small one-bedroom".

Testers should determine, especially at real estate offices, whether the apart-
meats mentioned to them are the only apartments now available. At K. K.
Xenophobe Real Estate and Insurance, white applicant A may be told about
two apartments and a house. Negro applicant B, also asking for a large apart-
ment, may be tol: about two other apartments, one a one-bedroom and one in an
all-Negr area. A goes back and finds his apartments still available. Demon-
stration of discriminatory practice Isn't firm unless B has gotten a statement
from the agent that "nothing else Is available". The lie has to be direct.

Term8.-Find out definitely when you could take the apartment. Find out what
the rent Is, how utilities are paid for, what length lease is required, and what sort
of deposit I wanted. Get an application If you can and ask who will examine
It and how long the process will take.

Lea*v atuation open,.-If there are no available accommodations, or if the
situation Is ambiguous, and the agent says something may be coming up fairly
soon, leave with him your name or cover name and your home phone number.

If you have been told about accommodations and/or have seen some, leave an
opening for a return. The tried and true line, of course, Is that your spouse will
want to have his say. Or you may say that you will have time to look at one or
two of the apartments in a couple of days. Or you can say that you still have
other buildings to visit, and may call back if this apartment competes well with
the others you are going to see.

Examining an apartment or ho*8e.-Be credible. Disguise your Jaded dis-
interest. While being shown an apartment get an impression of it and make re-
marks if this helps. Genuine apartment hunters certainly notice the advantages
and disadvantages of apartments and comment on these. If there is need of
repairs, ask if the landlord will make them. Assess the closet space, the
lighting, the floors.

Plekibility.--The tester has to be ready to adapt quickly to unexpected situa-
tions-either to protect his Identity or to get information. If the white tester
on a follow-up visit is told the place he was going to see has been taken, he might
be able to find out that it was taken Just an hour ago, (and therefore was avail-
able when the Negro tester visited yesterday afternoon). A Negro applicant,
told by a broker "Yes there are others but you wouldn't like them", can press
to hear about these "unsuitable" apartments, until discrimination takes more
definite form.

Testing aee prot e
Most of the procedures described for testing rental policy apply with little

adaptation to the discovery of discriminatory practices In the sale of homes.
Again a "white, non-white, white" sequence is often followed. White tester ap-
proaches the broker's office asking for information about available homes In
given price range and in certain areas. He may refer to a newspaper advertise-
ment. Possibly he will be shown some of these. Normally he will be told also
about homes not advertised; if he Is shown a house not owner-occupied, with no
"for sale" sign out front, chances are this is being offered on a discriminatory
basis.

The non-white tester follows the same procedure, but responds to the broker's
probable effort to steer him to traditional non-white areas by asking for proper-
ties which may be restricted. He may ask about certain areas, or about specific
addresses.

As in rental testing, It Is desirable to have all testers Involved in a sequence
talk with the same responsible person. The situation Is more complicated in
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sales, testing, however, since more than one salesman may be trying to sell the
property. Thus It may be truly ambiguous whether the property is on or off the
market, if testers do not deal with the same salesman or broker. Both testers
should determine, if they can, whether a given property has other parties in-
terested in it, and what their degree of interest is.

Since discrimination can crop out in the conditions of sale, once a non-white
has found out about a house in the discriminatory market, discussion of matters
related to purchase of the house or houses in question should be carried on.
That is, it may turn out that the white tester Is told that FHA mortgaging is
available, and the non-white tester is told that It Is not. Or, improvements on a
house may be offered a white tester, but salesmen may actually emphasize defects
of a house to a non-white tester whom they wish to discourage.

Defisitioa and sotes
Depoit.- s * * (1) a "security deposit" that is paid at the beginning of oc-

.- pancy to take care of damage or default; (2) a deposit made with the applica-
tion--earnest money-usually $10-25, but sometimes equivalent to a month's
rent; (3) deposit of $1-5 left at real estate office when you take key away to
inspect an apartment. (Take note of how much asked; this could be a point of
discrimination.)

Vacant apartment.- ** an empty one. Except for when a building is un-
dergoing change of ownership, or extensive renovation, a "vacant" apartment is
usually "available". But not all "available" apartments are vacant.

AvaUable apartment.-* $ $ one that is on the market; one that prospective
tenants can be told about; any apartment on which the present tenants have
given notice of leaving. The date that the apartment becomes available varies
according to the management's policy. Some owners do not show empty apart-
ments until they have been redecorated; others show them and then redecorate
to the new tenant's specifications; others will even advertise and show an apart-
ment while the old tenants are still in it.

"Person(s) contacted".-$ * * of course it is best to get the name. If you can-
not, then describe the person briefly. "Man", "tenant", and "janitor" are in-
adequate descriptions: "Middle-aged white man, with glasses", "hostile woman
tenant, brunettes, snapping at red-headed 2-yr. old child", Negro Janitor, wouldn't
give name" sound more useful If the contact is made over the house phone, note
this.

"Comments".-** * put down any possibly relevant fact you notice, as well as
considered opinions. For example, if you are the non-white tester and are told
that a one-bedroom apartment here is $130, put down whether you think, from
the building's location and condition, this rent could have been e.peeially Inflated
for your sake. If there is a "Vacancy" sign, but you notice that it seems to be
one of those weatherbeaten permanent signs aimed only at keeping a list of
applicants, write this down. If a woman In the lobby claims to be only a recep-
tionit, but has what appear to be a few completed application forms on her
desk, mention this. If the landlord is nervous or belligerent, remark this.

"Aceommodationm requeted".-* * be very accurate in recording Just what
you asked for.

WYOMING ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS,
May 27. 1966.

Con gressimai E MAN UEL CELLER,
('ha iruean. Subcommittee No. 5, House Judiciary Committee,
Housc Oflice Building, Washington. D.C.

GENTLEMEN: I would like to make a statement for the record against Title IV
of the Civil Rights Act of 1966. on which testimony is being received by your
Committee. This statement is being made as President of the Wyoming Asso-
ciation of Realtors, whose members represent a majority of the real estate people
throughout the State of Wyoming.

I have just returned from a trip to all sections of the state and had the oppor-
tunity to discuss this proposed legislation with a large number of members of the
Wy oning Association at local board meetings held for this purpose. During this
trip I heard not one Realtor speak In favor of the proposed legislation. Title IV
of the Civil Rights Act of 1966.

In Wyoming there has been almost complete freedom of choice in the sale,
rental, or lease of real estate to minority groups through the years. and any
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segregation of minority groups at this time is a result of economic influences
rather than social status. Since the recent Civil Rights Acts the attitude of the
general public has been altered to the extent that the Association does not believe
the force of law to obtain equal opportunity in housing can be justified in the
State of Wyoming. We believe that the cause of Improved race relations can
only be retarded, not enhanced by this measure.

In every case where a similar law has been submitted to a referendum of the
people it has overwhelmingly been rejected. The people of Wyoming, in our
opinion, still cling -to the century old doctrine that "A man's home is his castle."
Title IV certainly will destroy this concept and remove the basic human right of
private property ownership.

We further feel that the moral end advanced by Title IV cannot justify the
means through which it is sought to be obtained, and that it obliterates the dis-
tinction between public and private affairs.

If individual freedom is worthy of preservation it behooves all Americans to
mark well the distinction between public and private affairs, and to employ
most sparingly the court of law to coerce human conduct in areas of private
affairs.

The Wyoming Association of Realtors does assert their support of the prin-
ciple of equal opportunity in the acquisition and enjoyment of real property,
and the right of individuals to determine the disposition of that property. Title
IV would seriously impair the freedom of action of the seller in advertising
his property. It would, in effect, convert an advertisement Into a legally binding
offer with respect to any person who alleges violation of section 403. The action
of such person, however, would not be for breach of contract, but for violation
of an entirely new right-that of the right to buy real property advertised for
sale. Thus the placing of an ad Incurs legal consequences hitherto unknown
to the common law. It would not only restrict the seller's freedom to bargain
and negotiate with a number of offerers, but it also restricts his right to with-
draw the property from sale.

Sincerely,
GEORGE BoWE, President.

SAN FRA,.vcisco, CALir., June 6,1966.
Hon. EMAiNUEL CELLER,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary.
House of Rcpreaentatires, Washington. D.C.

DEAR SIa: I am President of a real estate development company known as-
Kay Development Co., located in San Francisco. Our principal business is to
build sub-divisions and planned communities in the San Francisco Bay Area,
and we have been building between 650 and 1,000 single family residences a year.
It has always been our policy to scll homes to anyone financially qualified to buy
them and, in connection with that policy, some of our customers have been
members of minority races. Our experience has- been uniformly excellent In-
sofar as neighbourhood harmony is concerned.

I have reviewed with members of our company Title IV of the Civil Rights
Act of 1966. and it is our feelings that its provisions are not only morally equi-
table but also workable from a practical point of view. I therefore urge favor-
able consideration of Title IV by your committee.

Very truly yours.
IltvINo KAY.

MODERN COMMUNITY DEVELOPERS, INC..
Philadelphia, Pa., June 5, 1.966.

Hon. EMAxu6L CzLLER,
Chairman, House Judiciary Coni nitter.
Washititom, D.C.

DEAR MR. Cu=: I write to express the support of our company for title
four, the fair housing section, of the civil rights bill of 1966, and to ask that you
place this letter in the record, with the enclosure as well.

Our company, which develops integrated housing--as told In the enclosed
article from Harper's, July 1965-has found that the average white renter or
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homebuyer is more concerned with the kind of housing value he i. getting than
the race of his neighbors.

Through limited partnerships, we've bought and integrated three major
apartment developments in a border state area, and only 6 of over 600 white
tenants moved on account of race during the past four years.

I live in one of my own developments in Philadelphia, where Congressman
Robert N. C. Nix has a home across the street. We find race is no problem.
All activities in our communities are interracial-baby-sitting co-op, nursery
school, gourmet club.

Many builders have told me they hope fair housing would be put into national
law, so that all builders would be bound by that reasonable code of decency-
that every man has the right to buy or rent any home he can afford.

Respectfully,
Moaus MiLGRAM, President.

[Reprinted from Harper's magazine, July 19651

THE BUILDER WHO MAKES INTEGRATION IAY -PA

(By Alfred Balk')

HOW A PHIILADELPHIAN WHO BELIEVES RACIAL JUSTICE CAN BE SOUND BUSINESS HAS
PROVED HIS POINT IN MORE THAN A DOZEN AMERICAN CITIES

Morris Milgram is a thin, slightlystoop-shouldered, forty-nine-year old Phila-
delphian who stubbornly insists that an American should be allowed to buy any
home on the market that he can afford. Coming from Milgram this idea is
downright unsettling, because he happens to be a builder. For years the un-
written law of the building business has been that new housing is white buyers
only.

Eighteen years ago, when his late father-in-law, William Smelo, a small-
volume contractor in Philadelphia, invited him to become a partner in the
business. Milgram told him. "Only if I can build for all my frienfds--and some
of my friends are Negroes." Smelo readily agreed and Milgram went on to
become a kind of Johnny Appleseed of interracial housing, sowing integration
wherever ho found fertile ground. His developments to date include Concord
Park (139 homes) in Philadelphia suburbs and Greenbelt Knoll (19 homes) on
the city's northeast side; Maple Crest (25 homes) and Glen Acres (15 homes) in
Princeton, New Jersey; the Runnymeade Corporation (12 homes plus 14 more
planned) near Wilmington, Delaware: and Country Club Homes (13 houses and
20 more planned) in Waterbury, Connecticut. In addition, Milgram's firm,
Molern Community Developers, Inc., and an affiliate. Planned Communities,
control apartment buildings valued at $7 million in and around New York City
and Washington. D.C., and a 480-apartment complex. which is part of $7.5
million redevelopment project now under way in Providence. Rhode Island. As
a consultant. Milgram has helped further integration in Wilkinsburg, Pennsyl-
vania: Lincoln, Nebraska; Grand Rapids, Michigan; and other cities.

Milgram is not the largest builder of interracial housing. Eichler Homes In
Califqrnia, for one, builds more than seven hundred houses annually and has sold
them to people of all races for several years. Both small and large subdivisions
elsewhere, including "Levittowns" in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania,
have been integrated after occupancy (in some cases with attending violence).
And immense integrated co-op and public housing projects now exist, mainly in
the East. But Milgram is the field's most zealous pioneer; his impact on seg-
regation has been more widespread than that of any other American builder.
and it is no surprise that he received the first annual Walter White Award of
the National Committee against Discrimination in Housing in 1956.

He is not universally beloved, however. Indeed, citizens of the Chicago suburb
of Deerfield---after Milgram's intention to build there was disclosed prematurely
by an Episcopal minister-waged a celebrated, and successful, court battle to
force his builders out of town. And the Alabatm Journal in Montgomery called
him "a man who makes his living making other people unhappy."

1 Alfred Balk, whose articles have been published In many national magazines, was
formerly a reporter for the Chicago "Sun-Times." For this article, he had assistance
from the Philip M. Stern Family Fund. A Journalism graduate of Northwestern, Mr. Balk
lives in Evanston.
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For years, according to George and Eunice Grier, coauthors of the definitive
study Privately Developed Interracia Hos#ixg (University of California Press,
1960), realtors, lenders, corporate and institutional investors, and government
agencies have made enterprises like Milgram's difficult, if not impossible. Until
1948, when the Supreme Court ruled race-restrictive covenants unenforceable,
even the Federal Housing Administration maintained that "the presence of in-
compatible racial elements results In lowering of [a property's] rating, often to
the point of rejection."

Despite these handicaps, several religious and nonprofit groups managed to
establish a few open-occupancy developments. A cooperative named Penn-
Craft, organized by Quakers in 1937 for Pennsylvania coal miners, apparently
was the first; Negroes occupied five of Its fifty homes. In 1946, Edward Tilsen
built a commercial development of twenty-four row houses in Minneapolis; half
the tenants were Negroes. There were similar projects elsewhere. But they
were so little known in 1965, when the Fund for the Republic invited the Griers to
undertake their study, that the couple thought it might be wiser to wait a few
years.

THE PROPHI TP

In this climate, Morris Milgram decided during 1951 to stake his future on
building housing open to all. He had been in the building businis for only four
years, and on his own for Just the few months since his fathtr-in-law's death.
Moreover, to outsiders he seemed hopelessly unbusinesslike. A dark-haired,
dark-eyed man with a somewhat boyish face, he neglected to wear well-cut suits
and socks that stayed up, and-worse---he often appeared to let enthusiasm
overrun prudence. "He is the kind who refuses to be moved by facts--you know,
the prophetic type." says one associate. Milgram still has theme traits, along
with a high-strung temperament; he moves frequently from one chair to another,
halts conversation to scribble in a pocket notebook, and rattles off sentences In
the Manhattanese of his native Lower East Elde. His peripatetic manner is so
conspicuous that a friend once advised him, "Morris, you'd get more done if you
slowed down. W-a-l-k s-l-o-w-e-r. T-a-l-k s-l- w-e-r. S-l-o-w d-o-w-n." Ml-
gram nodded and wrote It In his notebook: "W-a-l-k s-l-o-w-e-r. T-a-l-k
s-l-o-w-e-r. 8-1-o-w d-o-w-n." Then he slammed the notebook shut and rushed
out the door.

More often than not, though, Milgram's energy and Ideas yield results. some
of them spectacular. One morning, for example, I met him at his office, a clut-
tered, air-conditioned fiat in an apartment building near his home in northeast
Philadelphia. "It's been a pretty good twenty-four hours," he announced. "Yes-
terday in New York I had lunch with a man who's putting $200,000 into a project,
and I just got a phone call from another man pledging $00,000 as a down payment
on a four-hundred-unit apartment building. We'll close and take possession In
three weeks."

Even traveling doesn't slow him down. He always picks up hitchhikers
("What kind of world Is it if you can't help a fellow who needs help?" he asks
when friends point out the danger). When he learned that a young white newly-
wed he had given a hitch was looking for a home, he promptly sold him one in a
new Interracial housing development. A Negro rider recommended a likely
investor to whom Milgram later sold $25,000 worth of stock In his firm.

The dominant forces in Milgram's life. however, are his convictions. An
agnostic himself, he is the son of Orthodox Jews who were driven from Russia
by tsarist terrorists. With four of their six children (Milgram and one of his
four sisters were born later), they narrowly escaped. A crowded boat brought
them to America-steerage class--and, once here, the Milgram children found
jobs in the garment Industry and joined union campaigns against "sweatshops."

Milgram learned early about deprivation and persecution, and when he was
a student at the City College of New York. he felt strongly enough about con-
stitutional guarantees of freedom and human dignity to lead a demonstration
against compulsory attendance at a reception for some visiting Italian Fascists;
the college expelled him and twenty other demonstrators. After graduation
from a small college in Newark, New Jersey, he spent ten years as a paid orga-
nizer for the Workers Defense League, a civil-rights and legal-aid group for
tenant farmers and other indigents. From 1941 to 1947 he was its National
Secretary. Almost all his speeches and most of his letters include evangelical
calls to action against injustice, and memos are imprinted with this verse by
Ralph Chaplin:
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Mourn not the dead * * 0
But rather mourn the apathetic throng
The cowed and meek
Who see the world's great anguish and Its wrong
And dare not speak.

He Is, in short, a "true believer," and to him racial justice is the preeminent
social cause in the United States. The housing ghetto, he feels, is its most insti-
tutionalized foe. "ife is too short to do anything else but build the kind ot
world one believes in," he Insists.

Mllgram began his crusade for integrated housing after a flare-up in Hartboro,
Pennsylvania. He was at a zoning hearing which concerned his firm's property
when a young artist stood up. Mllgram had built the man's home, sold it for
only a modest profit, and donated services of a landscape architect as well.

"Now, Mr. Milgram hasn't told us whether he's going to sell to niggers or
spicks," the artist said. Milgram reddened.

"I'm sorry, I don't know what spicks are," he replied. "However, the town-
ship president has said in the past that restrictive covenants are unenforceable.
In any event, I can tell you now, no Negroes have applied."

The board approved Milgram's request on zoning, but he left in a rage, deter-
mined never again to build all-white housing.

Through a friend in the real-estate business, Milgram put a $2,500 deposit on
a forested nine-acre tract in northeast Philadelphia. Facing a small woods and
surrounded on three sides by hilly, forested Pennypack Park, it seemed an ideally
noncontroversial site for an integrated project. He soon learned differently,
however. Despite his determination he was unable to build there for nearly
four years.

Housing developers need financing: "equity capital" for purchase of land; a
"construction loan" for wages and materials; assurance of "permanent" or
"mortgage financing" to enable purchasers to buy homes on installments. The
builder, or several investors in partnership with him, usually provides the
equity capital. He or a mortgage service-which "places" mortgages for a spec-
fied fee or commission-next "shops" for a bank, insurance company, or other
investment institution which will buy the mortgages on the best terms. Then the
builder approaches a bank for a construction loan.

A friend of Milgram's, the head of a large local mortgage company, had as-
sured him earlier of up to a million dollars In risk capital. "When you have the
land let me know. We'll be pleased to back you," he said. Now, observing pro-
tocol, Mllgram took his request to an executive vice president of the firm. The
man was skeptical.

"I don't think whites will buy new houses next to Negroes," he said.
"I'll prove it," Milgram replied. "I'll get deposits."
He commissioned an architect to design the homes, and then asked Frank

Loescher, who headed the city's Human Relations Commission, to arrange a meet-
ing with local race-relations leaders. Their response, while warm, was not as
enthusiastic as Milgram had expected. One man cautioned against "going too
fast on these things," and another warned, "Better stick with cou.ventioal build-
ing. There's a Gresham's law that money goes where the profit is easiest."
Nonetheless, with the help of friends he obtained $200 deposits from twelve
families, seven white and five Negro. Buoyantly he returned to the mortgage
company. Again he was rebuffed. "Fellowilp Is Maury Fagan'a Job," the
executive said, referring to the president of the Philadelphia Fellowship Com-
mission. "Our Job is making money."

"At that point," Mlgram admits, "I began getting frantic. I had thought I
had a million dollars. Now I had nothing."

BROTHEBHOOD VS. TRZ BUCK

He next sought the help of a multimillion-dollar real-estate investor. "Sounds
extremely worthwhile," the man told him. "I'll donate a thousand dollars."

"I don't want a contribution." Milgram said. "This is a business deal."
"Sorry," said the investor. "It's too risky." Wanting to prove interracial

housing commercially feasible, Milgram refused what he viewed as a mere "tip."
More than a dozen banks and mortgage companies turned him down after that.

He also approached representatives of a large Protestant ministers' and mis-
sionaries' retirement fund. Milgram presented his plan to them as "a chance
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to make your money work for your beliefs." At first the group argued that
they could invest only in commercial properties. Milgram countered that his
project was just as safe-it had FHA support Well, they said. having to evict
someone might prove embarrassing for a religious group. Milgram arranged
with the Eastern Mortgage Service Company to handle the deal without evicting
anyone. Still they said no. "This was one of the hardest blows." Milgram
remembers. "It wasn't that these people didn't care-they cared affirmatively
for segregation."

Not only was he unable to obtain the risk capital he needed, he also found city
authorities slow to approve his subdivision plan, and unwilling to provide neces-
sary water and sewer lines. Then. when his personal assets had melted down
to $200 and a stack of debts had shaken his usually unflagging optimism. the
American Friends Service Committee came to his aid. In their quiet way.
the Quakers were mounting a determined campaign that has since desegregated
hundreds of neighborhoods from California to New England. and they knew
the demonstration value of a project like Milgram's *f it succeeded. They there-
fore arranged for Milgram to meet George Otto. a prosperous, graying Quaker
whose Penn Valley Constructors had been the largest homebuilder in nearby
Bucks County for years. Otto was, and is. as conservative as Milgram is liberal.
and though he had worked to increase job opportunities for Negroes, he had
appeared unembarrassed about building segregated housing. But Otto strongly
believes that people who want to live in integrated areas hare that right. 'on-
sequently. despite their philosophical differences, the two decided to try to
work together.

Otto's experience and prestige solved some of Milgram's worst problems. To
minimize the risks both of construction and sales snags and of delays caused
by zoning and building code authorities, Otto suggested that they build two
projects Instead of one. Milgram's original site, Greenbelt Knoll. took second
place while they planned a larger development. Concord Park. near a small
all-Negro settlement alongside the Pennsylvania Turnpike and Old Lincoln High-
way.

Otto also recommended that they stop trying to secure mortgages and instead
form a stock company specifically for the two building ventures. By April 1951
they had sold their entire $150,000 stock issue to sixty-five people, mostly personal
friends. More than half were Quakers. This done. they found a cooperative
mortgage service and a bank which verbally agreed to buy Concord Park's mort-
gages. Then they hired subcontractors and began building.

A few weeks after ground-breaking, however, their bank reneged on its mort-
gage commitment. Milgram and Otto frantically canva-ssed banks from Phila-
delphia to New York City. Finally, the Bowery Savings Bank of New York,
long known for making home loans without prejudice, agreed to buy the mort-
gages. The People's National Bank and Trust Company of Langhorne, Pennsyl-
vania, now merged with Central-Penn National Bank of Philadellphia. provided
construction loans.

MORE ROADBLOCKS

There remained the problem of selling the homes. Negroes. restricted to nld
and inferior housing at exorbitant prices, were eager to buy. The difficulty was
in attracting whites. From the beginning Milgram and Otto had am'eed on
complete frankness about their sales policy. Their newspaper advertisements
declared. "Under Quaker Leadership Toward Democracy in Housing": mailings
to 25.000 members of religious and liberal community organizations made the
point outright: and sales agents were instructed to introduce the question dis-
creetly by saying, "One of the exciting things about this development is that
it practices real democracy." As many as 5.000 persons looked at Concord Park's
model on some weekends. Typically, whites remarked. "What a lovely home
for the price [$12,000 to $14.000. and no down payment on GI loans]. What
a shame that you're selling to colored."

In the first ten weeks, ten homes were sold to whites and fifty to Negroes.
Milgram saw his dream fading.

Then. checking. he found that sales agents, who worked on commission, were
trying hardest for the easiest sales, to Negroes. (One greeted white prospects
with. "You know. there'll be colored here," or "Gee. buddy. I just can't do this to
you, living next door to a Negro.") "You can't sell integrated housing unless
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you believe in it," Milgram now says. But he had to change sales agents twice
before finding one who did believe, a realtor named Stuart Wallace. Still, the
next few sales remained in lopsided proportion, and Milgram began having
trouble sleeping.

"Morris, you SOB." he said one night, "you're building a ghetto, as sure as
Bilbo."

Although he was unhappy with the idea of a quota-which he thinks "basically
undemocratic"-Milgram chose what seemed to him the better of two unhappy
alternatives: a controlled racial balance. 50 per cent white, 50 per cent non-white.
To his surprise, three Negroes on the firm's interracial advisory board concurred
and even suggested reducing the Negro quota to the lowest that remaining unsold
properties would allow-45 per cent. Further. to prevent "bunching," they de-
cided that no one could select a specific lot, and no more than three houses in a
row could have occupants of the same race. This stratagem worked. When
the last home was built and sold in 1957. Concord Park was a social and eco-
nomic success: It had a racial balance of 5 per vent white and 45 per cent non-
white there are several American-Japanese couples), and returned a satisfactory
net portfit of 6 per cent to those whose purchase of stock had financed It.

Mllgram also used a quota system 4"fair housing pattern," he prefers calling
it) at his second project, Greenbelt Knoll where homes cost an average of $26.000.
But there, to more nearly reflect large cities, population ratios and to guard
against resales "'til)pinr" the balance adversely, the ratio was two-thirds white.
one-third non-white. Since then, he has abandoned quotas. Instead. he main-
tains racial balance by selective promotion-recruiting aggressively among pro-
seetive white buyers in social-action and fair-housing groups, while seeking
Negro buyers mainly by telling leaders of race-relations organizations about
vacancies.

By 195 .when he organized Modern Community Developers to finance and
supervise other interracial projects. Milgram had developed one of his greatest
)re-ent abilities. fund-raising. He had al.o assemlbled an honorary advi.,,ry com-

mittee which included the late Eleanor Roosevelt. EpisOelpal Bishop James A.
Pike. U.S. Senators Jacob Javits and Joseph S. Clark. and Neg-ro leaders Roy
Wilkins. James Farmer. A. Philip Randolph. Jackie Robinson. and the Reverend
martin Luther King. Jr.

ilkrani's , dNu* operatidi. which evolved -lowly. is simple. On invitation of
in(iivitlials or groups interested in promoting fair hsusinz in their community. he
helps organize a ,'r I Mdern Community Devel oiers affiliate. i rrange finaneinz.
ei:1ie a sympathetic builder. and acquire a suitable site. Thi.,. both Milgram
and the Griers believe, remains one of the field's morst delicate problem. In
general Mi3zram rp',)mmends a tract semi-isolated from dense settlement by com-
mercial or physical barriers, and lhw.ated. if p,.-sible. in a school district which is
already integrated.

He also insists on "community preparation." preferably beginning even before
land is bought. Until building i, largely a fliit accompli. he takes only a few
backers into his confidence. It is their job to activate fair-housing committees in
churches and civic groups--making them aware of both the economic and the
social benefits of integrated housing-and then to collect signatures on "declara-
tions of conscience" for use later as evidence of responsible support. After-
wards, public announcements emphasize the prestige of the development's or-
ganizers, the stability of comparable interracial projects. and the characteristics
of prospective Negro residents. If all goes well, opposition socon wanes, and the
development is quietly completed and or-cupied.

A WAY TO END FEALS OF MASS MOVE-INS

With apartment buildings, the task is easier. "We buy a building. change its
leasing policy, and that's it-instant integration." Milgram explains. So far.
no white tenants have moved out because Negroes moved in. nor has it been
difficult to maintain racial balance: 10 per cent is the highest ratio of Negro
occupancy in any of Milgram's apartment houses (rents range upvtard from
$100 a month). In fact, since local and state fair-housing laws and determined
religious and civic groups have increased the supply of housing open to non-
whites. Milgram sometimes finds it hard to get Negro tenants. -This shows that
white neighborhoods no longer need fear mass move-ins if they allow the housing
market to become truly open." he says. "But Negroes have a responsibility.
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They must knock and knock and keep knocking if integration doors are to
open.t

Laws providing quick depreciation write-offs for rental properties have made
Milgram's apartment ventures so profitable that his organization now cortrola
assets which gross more than a million dollars a year. He hopes next to expand
operations beyond the East. Meanwhile, he receives an annual salary of $14,-
000 and, with his wife Grace and their children, Betty and Gene (both now in
college), lives comfortably but modestly at Greenbelt Knoll. Most of his assets
are invested in Integrated housing, and, except for his hobby of stamp collecting,
so Is his spare time. Since last summer, he has concentrated on organizing a
National Oommittee on Tithing in Investment, headed by Congressman Donald
M. Fraser, who with Milgram has already recruited more than three thousand
sponsors. The committee hopes to encourage individuals, religious groups,
unions, and other organizations to allocate at least 10 per cent of their savings
and investment portfolios to furthering residential desegregation. The group
now Is compiling educational materials, a list of recommended investments, and
a roster of banks and savings-and-loan associations where deposits are employed
on a nondiscriminatory basis.

The tithing committee could be Milgram's most important project. "All our
efforts are chicken feed in this field unless religious groups and others which
control not millions, but billions of dollars Join in," he says. "We're not sug-
gesting that they throw their money away. We're only suggesting that mem-
bers tell their investment committees to invest so that the organization's money
is where Its mouth is, and that, by God, if they can't find a good investment that
reflects social concern, they get a committee which can find one I"

And what of the end product of Milgram's main efforts, his interracial housing
developments? I visited several recently and found them to be neat, thriving,
and in many ways similar to other recently established neighborhoods. Though
some are nearly ten years old, all the houses and grounds were well kept One
Negro doctor at Greenbelt Knoll had spend some $15,000 expanding and improving
his home and, together with neighbors, had formed an association to build a
swimming pool which any resident who pays nominal dues may share. Out-
wardly the developments seemed in no way unusuaL

They have lost some residents whose companies transferred them out of the
area or whose families grew too large, but turnover is lower than in the average
community, and resale prices apparently all have equaled or exceeded original
prices. Only at Concord Park, where the age of homes now makes obtaining
large mortgages difficult, has the racial balance changed appreciably. Last
summer white families were a minority of 30 per cent. But the Concord Park
Civic Association, to which most residents belong, was planning a campaign to
attract more white buyers.

"The balance Is off, but we're not worried," says Mike Harris, a salesman who
was the association's 1964 president. (He is white.) "It happened because
nobody paid any attention to it. Once we get busy, we know we can swing it
back."

The subdivisions' social environment, several residents maintained, is quite
ordinary, except that Negroes and whites of all ages mix freely. "There's a little
more 'neighboring' here than in most places," one white accountant in Concord
Park said, but at Maple Crest and Runnymeade a Negro chemist, a white lawyer,
and a Negro teacher told me that for the most part contacts are only the usual
friendly backyard type.

Nobody reported interracial dating or engagements. "How often do you hear
nowadays of dating or marrying the girl next door?" a white salesman asked.
(Almost never, I admitted.) Instead, youthful social contacts follow normal
patterns at schools, which are integrated, in community organizations, and in
churches, some of which are integrated while others are not.

No junior executives of large corporations live in the developments. "Pressure
from family, friends, and professional associates can be tremendous," George
Grier says. "A lot of whites admitted that it kept them out." Otherwise it is
difficult to generalize. I met a Negro doctor, public-school teachers, professors,
salesmen, a carpenter, a chemist, a human.relations consultant, a public-relations
man, a minister, and a Negro Democratic Congressman (Robert N. C. Nix of
Pennsylvania, who lives at Greenbelt Knoll), among others. Similarly It is im-
possible to categorize residents' religious and political views, except that none is
known to be an extremist of either the Communist left or the John Birch right.
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NOTHING TO FEAR

When I discussed living in interracial Maple Crest with Mrs. Frances Saunders,
the attractive Virginia-born wife of a testing consultant, she said simply, with an
impact heightened by her Southern accent: "We whites have such a rigid pattern
of thinking that we think we have everything to give. That's not true. I have
found that we get a great deal: a whole new way of looking at things; familiarity
with another history, another cultural background, other writers, other thinkers.
You feel alive. You feel at peace with yourself. You know that you have been
wronging yourself, too, terribly, and you are glad that it is over. You have
nothing to fear anymore."

It is, of course, far from over for most Americans. But the trend is unmis-
takable. Ten years ago, according to George and Eunice Grier, there were only
sixty-five interracial developments; now the state of New York alone has at least
this many, while the national total is in "the high hundreds" and accelerating
rapidly. Morris Milgram and others like him have progressed further than they
nmy know. Their beachheads, thought scattered, are so numerous as to be
impregnable.

THE CATHOLIC INTERRACIAL COUNCIL OF WATERBURY,
Waterbury, Conn., June 4, 1966.

H1ousa JUtDICIARY CIViL RIGHTS SUBCOMMITTEE,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: The Catholic Interracial Council of Waterbury urges every effort
on your part to insure the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1966. We propose
the following provisions be added to the bill presented by the President to Con-
gress so that it may be strengthened and be fully effective:

1. To provide for administrative enforcement of the housing provisions of
the bill.

2. To include state and local governments under the equal employment op-
portunity provisions of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (Title VII).

3. To strengthen the Jury trial titles of the Administration bill by provid-
ing more automatic standards for sending in Jury commissioners rather than
relying upon individual suits by the Attorney General as the Administration
bill does.

4. To provide for indemnification by the Federal government to Negroes
and civil rights workers injured in the civil rights struggle, with the federal
goernment having the right to sue the offending 'individual and the state or
local government if it is Involved.

Yours very truly,
THE CATHOLIC INTERRACIAL,

OOUNCIL OF WATF.BURY.
By JAMES NOONAN,

Board of Directors.

VIRGINIA BKAOH, VA., June 6, 1966.Hon. EMANUEL CELLZR,

Chairman, House Judiciary Committee,
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CuLLz: In the name of the Tidewater Fair Housing Committee, I
urgently request your support of Title IV of Bill #H.R. 14765.

We view this proposed law not as an instrument to coerce the few who would
deny equal opportunities to all citizens, but rather as an instrument of support for
the many people of good will who wish to rid our country of the blight of ghettos.
We strongly believe that there are numerous people who, though not committed
to groups such as ours, would be encouraged through passage of this bill to
follow the dictates of their conscience with regard to equal housing, free of the
fear of unscrupulous dealings on the part of others which could cost them their
lifetime investment In property.

Your vote in favor of this bill will help to end the perpetuation of racial ghettos
and the strife and bitterness they create for our country.

Respectfully yours,
ROBERT 0. CLAPP,

Co-Chairman, Tidewater Fair Housing Committee.
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LAcKE CrrY BOARD or REALToRs,
Lake City, Fla., June 6,1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELLEB,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washkmgt on, D.C.

DzAR CONGRESSMAN CELLER: I am writing on behalf of the lake City, Florida
Board of Realtors relative to the proposed House Bill Number 14765.

In our opinion this Federal forced Housing Bill will literally strip from
home and property owners their traditional right to choose to whom they may
sell or rent.

We strongly urge you to exert every effort to defeat any attempt to pass this
proposed legislation, in order that one of our few remaining freedoms might
be preserved.

Thank you for your kind attention to this request.
Yours very truly,

EDWARD J. BOND, Secretary-Treasurer.

QUEEN CrrY BoAw OF REALTORS, INC.,
Mancheser, N.H., June 6,1966.

Mr. EMANUEL Cuni,
Chairnmn of the House Judiciary Committee,
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CETLaR: The 110 members of the Queen City Board of Realtors, Inc.,
have voted unanimously to oppose publicly House Bill 14765 and Senate Bill 3296.

We feel that this is a definite threat to the traditional freedom of choice and
contracLt.

As Realtors and homeowners in the Manchester area, we urge you as our
Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee to vote against the bill in Its
present form.

Sincerely,
RICHARD D. BEAULIU, President.
Ro=T W. HERBERT, Vice Presidett.
EDWARD C. MURPHY, Secretary.
JEANNE R. DUMAS, Treasurer.

ALBANY REALTY BOARD,
Albany, Oreg., June 6,1966.

To CONRMMN EMANUEL CELLEz:
The Albany Board of Realtors took up the matter of the proposed Civil Rights

Bill H.R. 14765 and Senate Bill 8. 3296 at their regular meeting here in Albany
on May 24, 1966, and it was voted unanimously by the board to oppose passage
of this bill in its present form. Opposition to this bill is based on the discrim-
inatory portion toward the right of a property owner to do as he wishes with
his own property, and the loss of any rights to enter into contract with whomever
he may choose. The board is opposed to racial, religious, and ethnical discrimina-
tion, and finds no fault with the tenor of the bill regarding discrimination, but
is also opposed to any infringment on the constitutional rights of the property
owner to sell, lease, or rent, or to enter in to contract with parties of their own
choice.

We strongly urge that you oppose this bill in Its present form.
Respectfully yours,

ALBANY BOARD OF REALTORS.

By HAROLD K. EASTRIDE,
Secretary.

McKEESPORT REAL ESTATE BOARD, INC.,
McKeesport, Pa., June 4,1966.

Congressman EMANUEL CELLE,
House Ofice Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN CELLER: We Realtors of the McKeesport Real Estate
Board are appalled at Part IV of the suggested Bill HR 14765. This forced
housing law purports to grant one group an alleged "right" by trampling on
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the rights of others. This fact In itself is discriminatory, and discrimination
cannot be overcome by creating a new type of discrimination.

You well know that the will of the majority of the people is not for forced
anti-discrimination measures. The American people, when forced to fall into a
pattern that is unacceptable to them, will develop discrimination and hatred
that will be far greater than that which now exists.

The private citizen enjoys certain freedoms under our constitution, and these
freedoms must be preserved. We, as business men, contributing to the civic
leadership of our own community know that this measure will cause vast harm,
dissatisfaction and unrest in this community, as it will in every community
across this nation. We urge you to join together with others and strike Section
IV, concerning housing, from this Bill before it leaves your committee.

We solicit your help and cooperation in this matter.
Sincerely,

THOMAS J. LEwis, Jr., Preidmt.

RESOLUTION

Adopted at a duly called meeting of the Newport News-Hampton Board of
Realtors, Hampton, Va., held on the second day of June 1966

Whereas, the Judicial Committees of the House of Representatives and the
Senate of the Congress of the United States are considering at this time the
proposed legislation known as the Civil Rights Act of 1966, and particularly
Title IV thereof; and,

Whereas, under the facade of banning bias on the grounds of race, color,
religion, or national origin, Title IV of this bill would deny to owners of real
property the right to exercise freedom of choice in contracting for the sale or
rental of their property by empowering the Federal Government to force such an
owner to sell or rent his property to a person not of his choice, whether the
property is his home, rental housing, a room for rent in his home or boarding
house, or land to be used as the site of housing; and,

Whereas, this Board of Realtors does not oppose open occupancy or equal
opportunity to obtain housing, and considers .he objective of open occupancy as
praiseworthy; nevertheless, true and lasting acceptance of neighbors by neigh-
bors can, in the decided opinion of this Board, be accomplished only by under-
standing and education, fostered voluntarily by churches, schools, and all men
of good will; and,

Whereas, it is the considered opinion of this Board that the objectives of
elimination of bias and discrimination cannot be achieved by the Federal Govern-
ment's utilizing its vast powers In actions which serve to deprive all citizens of
their hereditary and heretofore protected and secured freedom of choice and con-
tract; and,

Whereas, the citizens of this country have demonstrated in every instance in
which they have had an opportunity to express their views at the polls their
strong feeling with regard to this human right of real property ownership by
decisively rejecting forced housing in every referendum that has been held on
this subject; and,

Whereas, efforts to provide equal opportunity in housing are underway quietly
and effectively in this and other communities throughout the country without
emotional and political upheaval; and,

Whereas, it is the considered opinion of this Board that the deprivation of
human rights in real property ownership which is implicit in this legislation
will result in anxiety and resentment on the part of the citizens of the country
and will serve to defeat mutual respect and understanding; and,

Whereas, it is widespread enjoyment of ownership and unfettered disposition
of real estate which has resulted in a responsible citizenry alert to the preserva-
tion in this democracy of the free institution which are its glory; and,

Whereas, any assertion of power which abridges the right of an individual
citizen to own, lease, and dispose of his property is an abrogation of traditional
freedoms and a step toward the ultimate loss of all rights;

Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the Newport News-Hampton Board of
Realtors, for the reasons above cited, does hereby record its opposition to the
proposed Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1966;

And, be it further resolved, that copies of this resolution be forwarded to
Congressman Thomas N. Downing. Senators A. Willis Robertson and Harry F.
Byrd, Jr. of the Commonwealth of Virginia, and to all members of the Judiciary

-~ ' 'kc
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Committees of the. House of Representatives and Senate of the Congress of the
United States, and to the President of the United States.

Given under our band this second day of June 1966.
Nzweoxr Nsws-HAmrrox BoAm or ReALToms.

By Exwni B. Daucmza, Preident.

RESOLUTION

The Panama City Board of Realtors of Panama City, lorida, hereby resolve
that it go on record as being unalterably opposed to the passage by The Congress
of the United States of America of any bill which will, in any manner, Interfere
with a property owner's freedom of contract to sell, rent or lease residential
structures to whomsoever he desires and upon such terms and conditions as he
may prescribe.

And:
Whereas, on May 2, 1966 Mr. Celler introduced in the House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembled a bill designated as
"I!.R. 14765", which contains, in Sections 401 to 411 inclusive thereof, certain
proposed provisions which, if enacted into law, will completely destroy the time
honored Anglo-American concepts of freedom of contract and of the right to
own property; and

Whereas, we believe said bill designated as "H.R. 14765" would, if enacted into
law, be completely repugnant to the constitutional safeguards of the right of the
people to domestic tranquility; of the right of the people to not be deprived of
private property without due process of law; and to the right of the people that
no private property be taken for public use without Just compensation; and

Whereas, It is recognized that a determination of what is illegal by being con-
trary to "Public Policy" should preferably be decided by the legislative part of
our government, rather than by the courts, nevertheless it is a sad truth that
the "loudest and most confident assertions as to what makes for the general wel-
fare" and happiness of mankind are made by the demagogue and the ignoramus.
The wise man knows that he does not know and therefore speaks softly and less
otten." And

Whereas, we believe that the great majority of the citizens of this Nation
do not want any law enacted whereby a property owner is prohibited from sell-
ing, leasing or renting his privately owned residential structures to whomever
he desires and upon such terms and conditions as are now deemed legal and
proper.

Now, it is further resolved that the individual members of the Senate of the
United States of America and the individual members of the House of Repre-
sentatives of the United States of America be petitioned by a copy of this
Resolution to cast their vote against the enactment of the bill designated as
"H.L 14765" entitled: "A bill to assure nondiscrimination in Federal and State
jury selection and service, to facilitate the desegregation of public education and
other public facilities, to provide judicial relief against discriminatory housing
practices, to prescribe penalties for certain acts of violence or intimidation,
and for other purposes."

This resolution formally adopted at Panama City, Florida, this 16 day of
May, 1988, and the individual members sign hereunder to attest thereto.

H. Savely McQuagge, President, Panama City Board of Realtors,
Kelly Taylor, Emerson Sweat, Robert H. Round, Jr., William L.
Counce Skipper, Laquina O'Connor, Brown Howell, Richard H.
Wills, Frank Rhyne, Carl A. Boone, J. S. Mewbern, L. E. Mer-
riam. Jr., William H. Elerill. Lois G. Tharp, Fil Fovata, H. L.
Snodwith, H. Harper, Bettie Powell, not a realtor but a property
owner.

ASSISTANT SICRETART or DENSE (MANPOWER).
Wash ington. D.C.. June 9, 1966.

Hon. EMANUEL CELAER.
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives, Waskington, D.C.
DE&R M. CHIxRMAN: I am now in a position to forward to you the enclosed

Report setting forth the facts and surrounding circumstances of the difficulties
and problems encountered by Negro and other minority group personnel in the
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Armed Forces in obtaining adequate housing on a nonsegregated and nondis-
criminatory basis in the communities adjacent and near to Defense installations.
It is the policy and commitment of the Department of Defense and the Military
Departments to eliminate, insofar as our authority will permit, all vestiges of
discrimination practiced against our personnel and to foster and encourage
equality of opportunity and treatment both on-base and off-base.

This Report sets forth the affirmative action and the leadership which has been
exercised by our military commanders in the area of housing. It also shows
conditions, as evidenced by a representative sampling, of the continuing problem
which still besets Negro and other military personnel in their quest for adequate
housing. As is stated in the Report, racial discrimination in off-base housing
is the most pervasive and stubborn problem afflicting our Negro and other mi-
nority groupopersonnel in all sections of the nation.

I hope that the information being forwarded is in accordance with the re-
quirements of your request.

Sincerely,
(Signed) THOMAs D. Mowus.

REPORT

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION AGAINST NGOnO AND OTHER MINORITY GaouP SEviCEMEN
AND THI DzpEIDENTs IN Orr-BASE HousING, JuNE 2,1966

The Department of Defense and the Military Departments place high priority
on the housing available to Armed Forces personnel and their dependents. This
applies to the quarters provided on-base by the Services and to the housing re-
quired off-base in the communities adjacent and near defense installations.
The kind and quality of housing afforded our personnel is an important factor
affecting morale and military effectiveness.

The adequacy of off-base housing for military personnel is measured by specific
criteria:

1. Proximity of housing to the duty station.
2. Cost of housing.
When the rental costs, including utilities (except telephone) exceed the maxi-

mum allowable housing cost, the unit is considered inadequate. Under certain
conditions cost of transportation to and fsom the duty station are considered part
of the total housing cost.

3. Pkysical (xndwiion and en-oxment.
The unit must be a complete dwelling unit with private entrance, with bath

and kitchen for sole use of the occupants, and so arranged that both kitchen
and bedrooms can be entered without passing through bedrooms. The unit
must be well constructed and in good state of repair with heating and kitchen
equipment provided, and it must be located in a residential area which meets
acceptable standards for health and sanitation and which is not subject to of-
fensive fumes, industrial noises, and other objectionable features. The unit
must be adequate in size for military families.

The problem of adequate housing for military personnel takes on added sig-
nificance when other facets of his situation are recognized. First, the soldier,
sailor or airman is not in a community by personal choice, but because of the
necessary requirements for the nation's security and defense. Second. the fre-
quency of change of duty station places an additional serious hardship on the
serviceman and his family in terms of adjustments, dislocations and uprooting.
Assuming normal circumstances a civilian employee and his family come to a
community, locate a home, puts their children, if any, in school, establish a rela-
tionship with the Institutions and their services, adjusts to the social and physical
environments and sinks roots in the community. Stability and relative perma-
nence is achieved. The situation for military service personnel is quite different.
The Army states that their personnel move on the average every 2% years, while
the Navy moves its personnel every 3 to 3 years. This means that there is
a high frequency of mobility causing the soldier sailor and airman and their
families to pull up tent and roots, move to a new community and start all over
again the process of searching for and locating housing, establishing new rela-
tionships, having the children adjust to new schools and school situations. In
fact, they must start all over again.

The very nature of the process incident to adequate housing with frequency
of change is a difficult matter of accommodation and adjustment. Add to this
segregation and discrimination based on race and color and the difficulty be-

63-420-66---111
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comes compounded and aggravated. Adequate, decent off-base housing for Negro
personnel in the Armed Forces Is the most stubborn and pervasive form of segre-
gation and discrimination affecting Negroes in the Army, Navy (including the
Marine Corps) and the Air Force. The problem is nation-wide. It is encoun-
tered in the North, as well as in the South. It is along the Atlantic, as well as
the Praic Coast, and it is also found in the Middle West.

Since 1963 the Department and the Military Services have given increasing
attention to eliminating every vestige of segregation and discrimination in the
Armed Forces, both on-base and off-base in the communities near defense instal-
latlons. In 1963 the United States Commission on Civil Rights published a Staff
Report-Family Hou8si # and the Negro 8ervioemaml The report reflected the
findings of the Commission's staff on the patterns of discrimination and segre-
gation in housing to which the Negro soldier, sailor and airman had been

subjected.
In June 1963 the President's Committee on Equal Opportunity in the Armid

Forces, in its Initial Report, called Uttention to the difficulties and problems ex-
perienced by Negro servicemen in their quest for housing in communities near
their duty stations. On the basis of the many complaints directly called to their
attention, base commanders were seeking guidance In dealing with these difficult
problems from the Chiefs of the Military Departments

By March of 1963 the Department of Defense was sufficiently cognizant of the
dimensions of the problem to take the first of its corrective actions. On March 8,
1963, DoD issued a Memorandum on Nondiscrimination In FVmily Housing " that,
among other things, required that the leases for all family houshkg include a mm-
discrimination clause consistent with the provisions of the President. Executive
Order No. 1063 of November 20, 1962. The Memorandum also directed the
housing ofces at defense installations not to maintain any listings of housing
units that were not available to all personnel without regard to race, color, creed
or national origin.

A further step was taken on July 26. 1963 when the Secretary of Defense issued
a Directive on Equality of Opportunity In the Armed Forces' clearly reaffirming
and articulating the Department's commitment to equal treatment for all of its
military and civilian personnel. The Directive said:

"It is the policy of the Department of Defense to conduct all of Its activities
In a manner which is free from racial discrimination, and which provides equal
opportunity for all uniformed members and all civilian employees irrespective
of their color.

"Discriminatory practicies directed against Armed Forces members, all of
whom lack a civilian's freedom of choice in where to live, to work, to travel and
to spend his off-duty hours, are harmful to military effectiveness. Therefore,
all members of the Department of Defense should oppose such practices on every
occasion, while fostering equal opportunity for servicemen and their families,
on and off-base"

The Directive also provided the Military Commander with renewed and rein-
forced authority to deal with discriminatory conditions, including segregation
and discrimination in housing, affecting his men off-base. It said-

"Every military commander has the responsibility to oppose discriminatory
practices affecting his men and their dependents and to foster equal opportunity
for them. not only in areas under his immediate control, but also In nearby
communities where they may live or gather In off-duty hours. In discharging
that responsibility a commander shall not, except with the prior approval of the
Secretary of his Military Department, use the off-limits sanction in discrimination
cases arising within the United State&"

Military Commanders provided with this new Directive of July 1963 began
to give leadership through negotiation, conciliation and conference in getting the
real estate industry In the adjacent communities to remove racial barriers in
the housing field. In some few instances the commanders were successful in
overcoming the resistance to accord equality of opportunity in housing to Negro
servicemen. During 1964, the Office of the Deputy AssiStant Secretary of Defense

1 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Staff Report-Family Housing and the Negro
Serviceman

2 The President's Committee on Equal Opportunity in the Armed Forces Initial Report,
"Equality of Treatment and Opportunity for Negro Military Personnel Stationed Within
the United States," dated June 1963.

8 Memorandum dated March 8. 1963. "Nondiscrimination in Family Housing."
'Department of Defense Directive 5120.36, 'Equal Opportunity in the Armed Forces,"

dated July 26, 1963.
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for Civil Rights conducted informal negotiations and conferences with the Inter-
group Relations Office in the Federal Housing Administration with a view toward
obtaining their cooperation in respect to alleviating discrimination against Negro
servicemen in communities near defense installations. It was informally under-
stood that they would lend their good offices in affected communities and would
provide Information upon request of the commanders as to the properties covered
by FHA insured mortgage loans. On February 8, 1965 0 a formal understanding
was arrived at in which the FRA agreed to maintain current listings with base
commanders showing the housing units in their area covered under the provisions
of the FHA and which were subject to Executive Order 11063. It was agreed
to provide base commanders with a list showing properties which had been
obtained through FHA mortgage insurances and were either being repossessed
or placed in the default status because of default in the terms of the mortgage.

The Department of the Army on July 2, 1964 issued their Army Regulation
"Equal Opportunity and Treatment of Military Personnel"," and the Air Force
Issued its revised Air Force Regulation on the same title on August 19, 1964.'
The Navy in February 1965 issued its See Nay Instruction entitled "Equal
Opportunity and Treatment of Military Personnel." " In each of the afore-
mentioned documents, guidance was provided the commanders in reference to
their responsibility in using their good offices and leadership resources to achieve
equal and adequate housing for Negro and other minority group personnel in
off-base housing.

Another action taken by the Department was in June and July 1964 when it
undertook to obtain from state and local Commissions on Civil and Human
Rights their cooperation in eliminating racial discrimination and making avail-
able their good offices in assisting local base commanders in carrying out their
responsibility. Twenty-four such state commissions agreed to participate in
this effort. In spite of these actions the problem still persists.

In a recent survey required by the Department of Defense of 235 installations
of the Army, Navy and Air Force it was found that Negro servicemen encountered
discrimination In meeting their needs for off-base private housing. Commanders
at 102 Defense installations (43%) reported that their men encountered many
forms of severe discrimination in seeking either to buy or rent. They were
refused rental houses and apartments because of their color. They were re-
quired to live at places distant from their duty stations, In inferior dwellings
in deteriorated neighborhoods and often charged inordinately high rentals and
often when attempting to purchase the price would be doubled. It was reported
that 39 trailer parks situated near the 235 installations refused to accept Negro
soldiers, sailors and airmen.

Even though our Base Commanders have exercised more affirmative leader-
ship, mobolized community support, utilized existing state and local agencies in
the field of civil and human rights the fact still remains that our Negro and
other minority servicemen and their families still encounter racial discrimination
in off-base housing. While there has been some substantial progress made in the
reduction of this form of segregation and discrimination, it still remains the
most pervasive and stubborn, morale impairing social evil confronting the Negro
servicemen off-base.

Set forth below are brief descriptions of cases cited to the Department of
Defense by the Military Departments as illustrative of the problems and diffi-
culties encountered by Negro and other minority group servicemen In their
attempts to obtain off-base housing:

ABSTRACTS OF CASE HISTORIES OF OFF-BASE HOUSING DIsCRIMINATION
ENCOUNTERED BY MEMBERS OF THE ARMED FORCES

Case #1
The Commander of a Defense installation in the northeastern part of the

United States says: An analysis of the housing conditions affecting Negro per-
sonnel reveals that white and Negro personnel of comparable economic status

* Memorandum dated February 8. 19M5. "Family Housing Units Covered by Executive
Order 1106.3 (Equal Opportunity in Housing)."

* Department of the Army Regulation 600-21 dated July 2, 1964, "Equal Opportunity
and Treatment of Military Personnel."

Department of the Air Force Regulation 35-78 dated August 19, 1964, "Equal Oppor-
tunity an4 Treatment of Military Personnel."

$ Department of the Navy SecNav Instruction 5350.6 dated January 1965, "Equal Oppor-
tunity and Treatment of Military Personnel."

9 Memory idum dated July 30. 1964, "State Commissions on Civil Rights."
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do not in fact enjoy equal opportunity for adequate off-base housing In this
state, particularly in the vicinity of this installation. White personnel can rent
or purchase a home any place they desire provided, of course, they can afford
to pay the cost. There is little difficulty for white personnel to secure mortgage
loans. Generally they need only a perfunctory credit check. Conversely, In
order for Negro personnel to get a mortgage loan, credit checks are thorough,
cumbersome, and delayed over a protracted period of time. As a result. Negro
personnel find themselves forced to accept properties in predominantly Negro or
mixed areas. Also, as a general rule, desirable housing for sale is about twice
the cost for Negro personnel as for white personnel for the same piece of property.
It can be readily seen that the high cost of desirable property places Negro per-
sonnel in a position of financial hardship considering the initial cost and the
maintenance outlay.

Can #
A Commander at an installation near the Nation's Capitol states: An allegrton

was made by a Staff Sergeant that he was refused housing when he attempted
to rent living quarters from a private apartment project that advertised in the
base newspaper. He was told by the apartment management that they did not
rent to Negroes. The matter was investigated and finding the facts to be sub-
stantially as alleged the base newspaper discontinued acceptance of advertising
from this and any other private housing projects that might be identified with
such a policy in the future.
Owe #

A commander at a Defense Installation in a Smthern state says: It is antici-
pated that off-base housing will not improve in the immediate future as concerns
Negro personnel assigned to this station. This, in all probability, will be that
last area to remain segregated, in the local area. The local community is essen-
tially a resort community of a high level with careful and studious efforts to
allow only the "acceptable" modes of construction and occupancy in the primary
areas of the city. In view of the fact that this is an area not fully covered by
the proscriptions of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the officials of the base are left to
few devices except the power of persuasion. In the past this effort, however
skillfully applied, has not changed In a very serious condition.

Case #4
From a Defense installation in the far northern region of the Middle West It

Is stated: In December 1965. a Negro Lieutenant complained that he was refused
housing by ten landlords in the largest civilian community near this base because
of his race. The Equal Opportunity Officer referred him to the Fair Homing
Committee. with instructions to return if he did not get satisfaction. He did not
return and elected not to file an official complaint.

Case #5
It is reported from an installation in the central northwestern portion of the

United States that: During 1965. one of our Negro servicemen answered a news-
paper add looking for living quarters for his family. The agent would not rent
him the house when it was discovered that he was a Negro.

Case #6
In the north central United States, the Commander of a D.--:,jse installation

states: A Negro Sergeant attempted to purchase a house through a real estate
broker. When the broker realized the prospective purchaser was a Negro, he
advised him that the owner of the home would not sell to a Negro. This com-
plaint was referred to the Federal Housing Administrator at the nearest regional
office who indicated that he would investigate this matter. Shortly thereafter.
the Negro indicated he desired to withdraw the complaint as he had found
another house to purchase.

Case #7
A Commander of a Defense installation In the central midwest of the United

States says: Three cases of discrimination in off-base housing occurred in the
Spring of 1965 in which military personnel assigned to this installation were in-
volved. Two cases involved off-base housing and the third Involved off-base
trailer courts.
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Case #8
The Commanding Officer of an important training center in the southwest re-

ports: A female Negro nurse assigned to a hospital registered a complaint against
one of the apartments in August 1965, alleging refusal by the manager to rent her
an apartment because of her race.

Another female Negro nurse rented an apartment in the largest city adjacent to
this installation on Februray 3, 1966, making an advance payment of rent. On
February 4, 1966 the apartment manager informed her that because of complaints
from other tenants he was returning the advance rent and asking her to move.
She was served with a three-day notice to vacate.
Case #9

The Commander of an important Defense installation guarding the security
of the Nation's Capitol states: Off-base housing in the form of separate houses
and/or apartments can be obtained within reasonable commuting distance.
However, there are both apartments and separate houses where Negro personnel
can neither buy or rent. During the past year, three off-base housing complaints
have been investigated with no solution provided nor available since the property
constructed did not involve the use of Federal Government funds.

Case #10
From a Defense installation in the central midwest of the United States comes

the report: On 27 October 1964, a serviceman enroute overseas complained that
he had attempted to obtain a parking space for his mobile home throughout the
greater portion of this large metropolitan area without success. Trailer parks
in local areas were also contacted and most professed to be "filled up." The serv-
iceman departed for overseas on 12 November 1964. A desirable convenient site
was obtained at however, the serviceman's dependents residing in
the metropolitan community failed to accept same since they were now going
overseas to Join the serviceman.

On 22 November 1965, a female officer attempted to rent in the - Apart-
ments, in the community near the installation by telephone. She was advised
that vacancies existed, however, upon arrival she could not obtain a commitment
until further checking by the resident agent. Later she was advised all apart-
ments were taken, that the last family was expected to move in within three
weeks. The officer subsequently located an apartment in the nearby area.

On 9 May 1966, a serviceman complained that he was unable to r'btain suitable
quarters for his family in the nearby community, though he did find and is occu-
pying housing he described as not suitable. This case is still being processed.

Case #11
From an important Defense Installation along the Atlantic Coast in the north-

eastern United States It is reported: On 25 April 1966, a Staff Sergeant com-
plained that he was unable to find a suitable trailer camp in which to place his
trailer. At that time, the sergeant was given the names of six trailer courts in
the areas near the Defense installation which were listed in base family services
as trailer courts which did not discriminate against renters on the basis of race,
creed, color or national origin. Shortly thereafter, he chose one of the six trailer
courts in which to relocate his trailer and says he is very satisfied at this time.

On 2 May 1968, a female officer complained that she was unable to rent an apart-
ment in Apartments, Inc. located in the adjacent community because of her
race. She was advised that she had no redress under the existing laws. The law
expressly excludes the sale or rental of houses, apartments and other dwellings
as a place of public accommodation. The Federal Housing Administration office
in the community has advised us that the subject apartments have not been fin-
anced by federal loans, nor have any loans to the apartments been guaranteed or
insured by the federal government. The officer was advised that she had no re-
dress under neither the Civil Rights Act of 1964, nor the President's Executive
Order for Equal Opportunity in Housing.

Case #12
From a Defense installation in the southern portion of the United States, the

Commander reports that: On April 7, 1965, a formal complaint was received
from a serviceman stationed at the base against the owners of a newly built apart-
ments in one of the cities adjacent to the installation. Inquiry revealed that these
apartments were not subject to the Civil Rights Act of 1964, however, the officer
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received assistance in preparation of a formal request for suit over his own signa-
ture.

On September 20, 1965, a 26 year old serviceman with 41/2 years service com-
plained about off-base housing accommodations available to Negro military per-
sonnel and their dependents.

caae #13
The Commander from a large Defense installation In the southwestern United

States reports: A Negro Lt. Col. on 7 December 1965, indicated that he had signed
a contract with a large construction firm for the construction of a home. The
president of the firm, refused to fulfill the contract after it was determined that
the Negro Colonel desired to have the house constructed in a district that did not
contain other Negro homes. The president of the company directly stated to the
Commander that the construction would not be accomplished because of the
Colonel's race.

The Post Staff Judge Advocate provided assistance to the Ntgro Colonel in
transmitting the circumstances to the FHA. In addition, the Commanding Gen-
eral wrote the Chamber of Commerce requesting an inquiry and corrective action.
The Colonel departed for Vietnam without favorable resolution of the problem.
(Ya*e #*.4

From the same Defense Installation, the Commander writes: A Sgt. First Class
on 13 April 1966 contracted with the agent for a realty company for purchase of
a home in a surburban community near the Defense installation. The Sgt. pre-
sented $250 as a contract binder on 17 April and offered additional funds to the
builders. Subsequently, changes were made in the contract without the Sgt's
agreement involving payment for certain miscellaneous services and materials.
These additional requirements made it impossible for the Sgt. to comply with the
new purchase price. This appeared to be a deliberate attempt by the owners to
void the contract. A letter was initiated by the Sgt. to FHA providing details
of the transaction and requesting assistance. The Commanding General has con-
tacted the local Chamber of Commerce for assistance.
Cawe #15

From an important training center and military department school, the Com-
manding Officer reports: A Staff Sgt. on 12 April 1966 contacted a realty company
in the community almost at the gate of the installation to rent a house. He was
advised that the house could not be made available because of his race. He sub.
sequently contacted another representative of the firm and was again denied
consideration because of his race. The Commanding General of the installation
advised the Mayor. the Secretary of the Board of Realtors, and the Biracial Civic
Committee of the refusal to rent to the Negro Staff Sgt. and requested corrective
action.

CaRe #16
An important Defense installation near the Nation's Capitol reports: A Negro

Lt. Col. during January 19, 1966 attempted to secure rental housing in two com-
munities neighboring the installation and was denied because of his race. As a
result of this denial the Negro officer found it necessary to purchase a home in
another community further away from his duty station and incurring increased
financial burdens because of the racial discrimination he had encountered.

The Commanding Officer contacted the realtors and management personnel
involved in the rental and sale of housing in the communities and communicated
with various civic organizations in efforts to secure housing without discrimi-
nation for Negro applicants. Notwithstanding these efforts, excepts in the case
of FHA-sponsored units, rental housing on a mondiscrimination basis is generally
not available in the area near the defense installation.

From the same Defense installation the Commander reports that: A Negro Lt.
Col. was scheduled to depart for Vietnam and desired to relocate his family from
on-post quarters prior to his departure for overseas. He attempted to purchase a
home in several communities near the base. His purchase application, however,
was denied because of his race. The Colonel contracted in November for the
construction of a home in another community and immediately left for Vietnam.
The Commanding Officer of the base has authorized the continued occupancy of
on-post quarters for the Colonel's family until completion of their home.
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Case #17

A high-level official of one of the Military Departments in reporting on their
findings of discrimination in housing in the farwest state said: One of the Mili-
tary Departments made an extensive survey in order to determine family housing
needs for the FY-1967. From data obtained in the survey, the department stated
that 89 service members stated that their dependents did not accompany them
to their present duty station because of racial discrimination in off-base housing.
These persons were presently located in 13 states in every section of the country.
An officer of one of the Military Departments says that the area in which dis-
crimination is felt most severely is in off-base housing. Continuing, the officer
said that although there has been a great deal of progress recently made In this
area, the attitudes and practices of some realtors, landlords and home owners
associations still reflect discriminatory policies.

Case #18
The Commander of one of the Defense Installations in the West Coast stated

that:
Whereas families of minority groups are found in virtually all areas of the

base city and the surrounding communities, it is a fact that Negroes are con-
centrated and located in one particular area. Trailer parks, with two excep-
tions, are not available to Negroes in the community and adequate housing is
not available except in a particular area in a city near the base.

Case #19
From a Defense Installation In a farwestern state the Commander reports:
One man stated that, in the Summer of 1963, he arrived from overseas and

attempted to contract for several rentals. On one occasion he was denied a
rental because of his racial origin. Another man reported that, in May 1965, on
two or three occasions he was told frankly that the landlords would not rent
to him because he was a Negro.

In another community, the Commander reported a complaint in which a Negro
alleged discrimination in a trailer parker because of his race. Another factor
contributing to the refusal was the size of the serviceman's trailer which was
too large for accommodation in the trailer park. The commander pointed out
that some Negroes have to be separated from their families who ean only find
housing accomomdations in a larger metropolitan community, thus causing addi-
tional expenses for increased commuting time, commuting expenses and family
separation.

Case #20
The Commander of a Defense Installation in the south says: Negro personnel

does not have equal opportunity as to the location of adequate housing off-base,
but in one of the communities near the installation they do have equal oppor-
tunity in the quality of the dwellings.

In another nearby community the Commander reports that all off-base hous-
ing for personnel in that area is substandard, inadequate and is separated from
the white areas. Recently, however, new units of low cost for off-base housing
has been built. 26 are designated for occupancy by whites and the remaining
14 are set aside for non-whites. As to trailer parks the commander says:
Trailer parks in the area, with one exception profess to be nonsegregated.
About one-half of them would probably accept colored tenants and the others,
except one, grudgingly. One will positively accept only white tenants. The
only specific complaint by an individual concerning housing involved a newly,
married officer of Mexican extraction and swarthy complexion, who was refused
dwelling accommodations in white neighborhoods. He was transferred by head-
quarters as a solution to the problem. It is not believed that he would have been
offered suitable housing in this area although the president of the local real
estate board was brought in on the case. He was offered government housing
which was refused.

Case #21
From another southern state the Commander of a Defense installation says:

There is limited integration in housing. Segregation is practiced on an indi-
vidual basis. The community is divided Into the white community and the
Negro community. Sales and rentals are handled on a racial basis and the
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majority of houses available to Negroes are below average. Negro visitors i
housing occupied by whites are resented by landlords Tenants may be evicted
It they have Negro guests.

Cae *22
From far away outpost of the United States, a Commander relates that: A.

large number of his military personnel approximately 80 in number, reported
experiencing difficulties in securing adequate rental housing. The command
stated that the evidence was sufficient to conclude that discriminatory practices
against Negroes by Individual realtors and landlords is prevalent.

case #23
The Commander of a Defense installation of a midwestern state says: The

only apparent condition adversely affecting equal opportunity for military per-
sonnel and their dependents is off-base housing which tends to be segregated. Our
off-base located Negroes live in areas that are predominantly all Negro, These
areas are not created by governmental restrictions in any way, but are rather
imposed by local property-home owners and real estate men whose personal preju-
dices and interests foster segregation. All other services and facilities are com-
pletely integrated. However, those facilities in predominantly aU-white or
all-Negro residential areas tend to be segregated. This segregation, it appears,
is due to choice of the clientele and/or the owner, or operator, but not by local or
state governmental directives.

The letter from twelve officers assigned to various base activities addressed to
the Secretary of Defense, dated 8 October 1965, also discusses the housing prob-
lem in the area near the base.

Case #24
The Commander of a Defense Installation of a northern state says: Two com-

plaints were received alleging that de factor discrimination exists, despite the
command's requirements that the landlord or owner certify that they will not
object to a person on the basis of color, creed or national origin when listed with
the base housing office. The landlords Involved were de-listed.

Case #25
The Commander of a Defense installation of an eastern state says that: Gen-

erally, segregation exists, either admitted or de facto, in the entire off-base hous-
ing community (20-mile radius). Housing available to Negroes is almost entirely
limited to that located In time-honored Negro housing neighborhoods. Most per-
sonnel live in title 8 housing, now Public Quarters, adjacent to the base. Other
apartments and homes are available. Usually there are few homes available for
purchase by Negroes, and these are frequently In substandard areas. About half
of all off-base apartment owners will rent to Negroes. There is no local "fair
housing law" and there Is general, passive resistance to any change In historically
established general segregation by color.

A Negro Sgt. was refused an apartment for rent in 1965 in this area and an-
other Negro Sgt. was refused realty service.

Case #26
The Commander of an Installation In a southern state says: Negro personnel

are restricted to housing in the colored sections of the city. In most cases this
is substandard. However, Negro personnel living off-base do so by their own
choice in that Capehart housing is available with an average four to six weeks
waiting period. In addition, there are no integrated trailer parks in this area.

Case #27
From another southern state, the Commander of a Defense installation says:

In one area, 83% of the Negroes who have dependents presently live In public
quarters. Only 55 live off-base. Housing is in segregated areas.

Trailer parks and the "for sale" and "for rent" housing In one of the counties
in this area remain largely segregated. The housing problem for Negro per-
sonnel at one of the camps in this area is mitigated to a degree by the availability
of government housing. Approximately 10% of the government-owned trailers,
now disposed of, were rented to Negro families in 1965. 88% of the Negroes
who have dependents presently live in public quarters. There is a deficient
military-civilian community housing market. An annual survey completed on
31 May 1963 confirmed a gross deficit of 4,224 adequate family housing units in
the military and civilian communities.
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(aJoe #28

From another southern state the Commander says: New apartments are being
constructed. It is reported that these are segregated, being located in either
all-white or all-Negro neighborhood&

Local housing pattern has predominantly Negro and white areas. Most hoes-
Ing available is on a segregated basis. The elimination of government trailers
caused a problem since there was no other suitable available housing aboard
the base. There are no trailer parks which lease to Negroes.
Case #29

A First Lt. of the Marine Corps tells in a letter to his Commanding Officer
some of the details of discrimination encountered in the effort to get off-base
housing: Since my arrival iu this area on 6 January 1966, or there about, I have
been trying to rent a house for myself and my wife, without success. As I
stated to, you when I made my request for a waiver of children requirement to
Capehart, I had tried almost a doeen places. Over the phone, they all had places
"to show and rent." However, upon seeing me in person, * "have Just
rentedor * * * nothing lefL" As example:

a. A First Lt. who rented his place from a realty company, called the realtor
and told him he had a friend, me, looking for a place to rent. The realtor's
wife took the call as her husband was in the hospital for a few days. She stated
they had two (2) places coming up for rent within the week, and I could have
my pick; one at $105,00 per month and the other at $110.00 per month. She
told the First LL to bring me by and she would talk to me about the apartments.
When I met her i person * * * "Don't know when they will be vacant."

b. The manager and his wife, reside in one of the apartments. I went there
with a First Lt and ENS who wanted an apartment. There were two available,
they took one. A week later, I called the manager and his wife answered the
phone. I identified myself, she stated she remembered me. I asked what they
had available in two bedroom apartments. She stated there were two (2)
unfurnished and could have my choice; (this was on Monday, 31 January
1966). I told her I would be down Wednesday to give a $50.00 deposit on one
of the apartments. She said fine, she would hold one for me. The next day,
I heard from the First IA. telling me not to send a deposit as the manager
stated * * * "We have nothing available." I called the manager the following
morning and asked him the reason for the sudden change. He simply
stated * * * "Fella, we don't have anything nor do I know when anything will be
available." "Fell&." Nice address.
c. I was riding with a First LL and we made a wrong turn. I saw a sign

"House for Rent." I called the mentioned number, and spoke to the realtor.
He stated the houme was for rent. I made an appointment to see the house that
afternoon. The First UA. drove me to the house. We got out of the car and
approached the realtor. There was a smile on his face as he looked at the
First IL When I spoke and introduced myself, the smile left. He showed us
the house and told me he would "call me tomorrow." The call never came. I
called his office for the next four (4) days. His secretary answered each time,
and when I introduced myself * * * "He is not in, I'll have him call you." The
call never came.

d. I made an appointment with a man of a realty company as a last effort to
get housing (buy). Upon meeting me In person, he asked * 0 *. "Are you a
Syrian?" If you are, O.X., if not, we cannot rent to non-white skin people! IHe
stated also * * *. "The real estate men are not allowed to rent or sell to non-
white skin people In this block of homes." PHA Financing even!!

e. And so it went with several other realty companies and a private house for
sale, "Nothing available."
Case #30

Twelve commissoned offcers of one of the Military Departments forwarded
a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense via the chain of command and the
Oivilian Secretary of their Department In reference to racial discrimination
and recommendations concerning the subject Their comments on discrimina-
tion in housing are relevant. They said:

We would all readily agree that this (housing) has been our greatest problem
area. All of us are married, most have children, and we were all subjected to
overt racial discrimnatlon as we sought to find decent public housing for our
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famille.q. In some cases, civilian advertisers who indicated to housing author-
ities that they would rent or sell without regards to race refused to accommodate
us. We often saw white non-rated men move into facilities which were "un-
available" to us. In many cases we were separated from our families for long
periods as we watched persons reporting to the area after us acquire accom-
modations and rejoin their families. Often persons have recommended "nice
colored" locations usually served by "nice colored" schools wlich offer our
children substandard education. Fortunately and unfortunately most of us
have been given priority on the base housing list due to our "handicap." Where-
as we realize that this was necessary, in fact we usually requested it; we take
no pride in being given "special consideration." We simply want to be able
to find decent housing Just as eaily (or with as much difficulty) as anyone
else. When a door Is slammed In our faces because we are Black, we feel that
the full stature and determination of (the Military Departments) should back
us up * * 0. It appears that something more than a half promise from a local
official Is needed. Often it is said that our situation is understandable and every-
one sympathizes with us but very little can be done * * *.

We suggest that the full economic and diplomatic weight of the government
be brought to bear in areas where this problem is proven to be prevalent (That
would Include most of the country). This has been suggested and In fact or-
dered in the past but the situation remains basically unchanged. We feel that
if certain accommodations are not open to all military personnel, no military
personnel should be allowed to acquire those accommodations. With regards
to housing we are desperately in need of assistance and support.

STATEMENT or HowARD M. SQUADRON ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN JEWISH
CONGRESS

The American Jewish Congress supports the Civil Rights Bill of 1966, intro-
duced In the House as H.R. 14765. The need =' additional legislation to secure
for Negroes in particular the rights guaranteed by our Constitution is under-
scored by the recent shooting of James Meredith. As stated in the editorial of
the New York Timcs of June 7, 1966: "The nation cannot and will not any longer
tolerate any place within this Union where whites hold Negroes in economic
servitude and political impotence and physical terror." In order to make the
Civil Rights Bill of 1966 a stronger, more effective bill, we respectfully urge that
this Committee add five amendments to the bill.

Four of the five amendments we support are those proposed by the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights, of which we are a cooperating organization. These
four amendments provide for:

1. The indemnification of those injured or killed because of their race or
because of efforts to establish racial justice.

2. The enforcement of the fair housing provisions of the bill through an
administrative agency rather than through individually initiated court
litigation.

3. The Inclusion of state and local governments under Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 s) as to require them to provide equal opportunity
In employment.

4. The creation of an automatic trigger device leading to the Introduction
of federal Jury commissioners where there Is a pattern of discrimination in
jury service (similar to the automatic Introduction of federal registrars
under the 1965 Voting Rights Act).

All of these amendments are discussed in detail by Roy Wilkins, Chairman
of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, In the statement presented to
Subcommittee No. 5 of this Committee on May 17, 1966. We heartily endorse
that statement and those amendments.

The American Jewish Congress also urges the adoption of an additional
amendment deleting from Section 1,5(a) of the bill the requirement that
prospective jurors disclose their religion to the federal government.
The Terms of the Bill

Discrimination in the selection of Juries, In Federal and state courts. would
be prohibited by Titles I and II of the bill. The relevant provision of Title I Is
Section 1.62, which provides:

"No person or class of persons shall be denied the right to serve on grand
or petit Juries in the district courts of the United States on account of race,
color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic status."
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Title I differs from Title II in its methods of enforcement. Section 1883 pro-
vides for the creation of a jury commission for each district. Section 1864 pro-
vides that the jury commission shall maintain a "master jury wheel" from
which prospective Jurors will oe selected. Various provision in Section 1864 seek
to insure that the names placed in the wheel are a true random selection of
those people residing in the district. Subsection (f) provides that the master
wheel shall be emptied and refilled between November 15 and December 31 of
each even-numbered year.

The next section, 1865, must be discussed in detail. Prospective juror's
names are drawn from the jury wheel. Pursuant to a summons sent by cer-
tified mail, each person whose name Is drawn must appear before a federal
court clerk and fill out a "Juror qualification form," unless he claims exemption
from jury service.

In the language of the statute:
"The form shall elicit his name, address, age, sex, education, race, religion,

occupation, and citizenship and whether he has any physical or mental infirmity,
is able to read, write, speak and understand the English language, and has been
convicted in any federal or state court of record of a crime punishable by im-
prisonment for more than one year and hus not had his civil rights restored by
pardon or amnesty." [Emphasis added.]

The section goes on to provide that the clerk must determine whether the form
is filled out completely and shall call any omissions to the prospective juror's
attention "who 8haU make such corrections and additions as necessary." [Em-
phasis added. ] Section 1865(a) concludes:

"Any person who fails to appear pursuant to such order or who fails to show
good cause for non-conpliance with the summons may be fined not more than $100
or imprisoned not more than three days or both." [Emphasis added.]

Since completion of the form without any omissions is necessary pursuant to
the summons to appear for jury duty, failure to disclose to the goverwni ,1!t one's
religion would constitute failure to comply with the summons, and wo~ild sub-
ject the prospective juror to as harsh a penalty as three days in jail and a fine of
$100. The fact that the prospective juror is compelled to answer the govern-
mental inquiry into his religious beliefs makes the provision more onerous.

Section 1865(b) provides that a party who is exempt from jury service can
return the summons indicating the basis of his exemption. Section 1866 states
that the jury commission will determine solely on the basis of information pro-
vided in the juror qualification form or the returned summons whether a person
is qualified or exempt from jury service. Such determination along with the
grounds for the action is then entered on the juror qualification form. The
section then sets forth those grounds for which a person may be disqualified for
jury service.

Section 1867 allows defendants in criminal cases to move to dismiss the in-
dictment or stay proceedings against them on the ground that the jury selection
procedure set forth in Title I has not been complied with. In civil cases, any
party may move to stay proceedings on the grounds of failure to comply with
this Title.

In the event that the party raising the issue of failure to comply with the
provisions for jury selection set forth in Title I produces "some evidence" in
support of his position, he is allowed to examine and introduce into evidence
any relevant records and papers the Jury commission used in the performance
of its duties, even though they are not available to the public. The juror qualif-
cation form is designed to be used as a record to prove discrimination in violation
of Section 1862.

Section 1868 provides:
"After the master jury wheel is emptied and refilled pursuant to section

1864(f) of this title, and after all persons selected to serve as jurors before the
master wheel was emptied have completed such service, all of the records and
papers compiled and maintained by the jury commission before the master wheel
was emptied shall be preserved by the commission in the custody of the clerk
for four years or for such longer period as may be ordered by a court and shall
be available for public inspection."

Thus, after the end of the next even numbered year in which the prospective
juror is called, that is, after the emptying of the jury wheel, the juror qualifica-
tion forms containing all prospective jurors' religious beliefs becomes a matter
of public record. The access of the public to these juror qualification forms
further adds to the onerous nature of the religious disclosure requirement.
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Title II, like Title I, contains -a provision, Section 201, prohibiting denial of
the right to serve on grand and petit juries on account of race, color, sex, national
origin or economic status. Because of constitutional and traditional limitations
upon federal interference In state courts, however, the method of enforcement is
substantially different In particular, there is no provision for querying pros-
pective Jurors as to their religion or other factors. That the methods of insuring
compliance differ under the two titles underlines the fact that whatever method
is used Is secondary to the goal-prohibiting invidious discrimination in jury
selection. In considering whether to delete the federal inquiry into the prospec-
tive juror's religion, It must be remembered that that Inquiry, as embodied in
Section 1865(a), is only a supplementary provision designed to improve the en-
forcement of the prohibition against discrimination on the basis of religion.
The Position of the American Jewish Congress

We believe that the underlying prohibition against religious discrimination it
selection of juries contained in Sections 201 and 1862 should be retained. We
believe some cases of such discrimination exist and must be dealt with. Although
such discrimination is unconstitutional (as is discrimination on the basis of
race), the detailed provisions of the bill are necessary to provide a broad panoply
of remedial powers to correct existing evils. Omission of religion from an act
designed to prevent all invidious discrimination in Jury selection would indicate
that Congress either approved of, or was not concerned with preventing, such
religious discrimination.

The need of a ban on religious discrimination in the selection of juries, how-
ever, does not automatically Justify any and all methods that may be chosen
for its enforcement. We believe that the possible benefits of the provision in
the bill mandating questions of prospective Jurors as to their religion are far out-
weighed by its evils, particulary its doubtful constitutionality. In our view. any
governmental inquiry into an individual's religious belief, whether compulsory
or not, initiated solely because he is a prospective Juror. is unconstitutional and
in opposition to the American concept of the privacy of the individual's thoughts
and religious beliefs.

The First Amendment to the Constitution provides in part as follows: "Con-
gress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof. * * *" The U.S. Supreme Court on four separate
occasions has repeated the following gloss on that section of the Constitution:

"Neither a state nor the federal government can set up a church. Neither can
pass laws which aid one religion, aid all religions, or prefer one religion over
another. Neither can force or influence a person to go or remain away from
church against his will or force him Ito profess a belief or disbelief in a-iy reli-
gion. [Emphasis supplied.] Evereon v. Board of Education, 330 U.S. 1 (1947);
McCollum v. Board of Education, 333 U.S. 203 (1948); McOrncan v. State of
Maryland, 366 U.S. 420 (1961) ; Toreaso v. Watkins, 367 U.S. 488 (1961)."

Similarly, in the case of Sohempp v. School District of Abington Township
374 U.S. 203 (1963), a case in which the U.S. Supreme Court held that Bible
reading or praying in the public school system violated the First Amendment,
the Court said:

""The Free Exercise Clause, * * * withdraws from legislative power. state
and federal, the exertion of any restrain on the free exercise of religion.
Its purpose is to secure religious liberty in the individual by prohibiting any
invasions thereof by civil authority. [Emphasis supplied.)

There is an inherently coercive quality in compelling any person to chatac-
terize and label his religious belief to a federal official. This is particularly
true since his religious beliefs will become a matter of public record when the
master Jury wheel is emptied and refilled at the end of the next even-numbered
year. It may even become a public record at an earlier date if his juror quali-
fication form is an exhibit in a court proceeding under Title I.

Even if answering such an Inquiry were made voluntary, and the answer
never became a matter of public record, much of the coercive quality in the in-
quiry would remain. A prospective Juror should not be placed in the position
of having to choose between telling the government his religion, proving that he
has nothing to hide, and telling the government that his religion is none of the
government's business.

The inherently coercive nature of such an inquiry violates both the Establish-
ment Clause and the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment. To the
extent that a person intimidated by the knowledge that as a prospective Juror
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he will be forced to disclose unpopular religious beliefs tends to conform to more
popular beliefs, Section 1865(a) Imposes the religious convictions of the majority
on the minority and violates the Establishment Clause. Similarly, to the extent
that knowledge that he will be asked as a prospective juror to disclose his reli-
gious beliefs inhibits the free exercise of his religious beliefs, Section 1865(a)
violates the Free Exercise Clause. It is this inherently coercive quality of gov-
ernment inquiry into personal religious beliefs which has led the Supreme Court
to state repeatedly that neither a state nor the federal government can force a
person "to profess a belief or disbelief in any religion."

But even if the constitutional objections are ignored, without a showing of a
major problem of religious discrimination and no alternative solution, this re-
quirement of religious disclosure would not be justified. Embodied in our Con-
stitution, laws and history is a concept of the individual human being as an
entity separate from the state and all other human beings, with a right to think
whatever he wishes. This right is protected by insuring to him the privacy of
his thoughts and beliefs. It is this concept that is the basis of the tradition
that the individual's relationship to church and God is literally none of the
government's business.

What we have said above should not be taken as raising any question as to
the propriety or desirability of including a question as to race on the juror quali-
fication form. The information obtained in response to this question would un-
doubtedly aid materially in enforcing the ban on the widespread practice of
racial discrimination in Jury selection. And, as to this question, the constitu-
tional considerations set forth above have no relevance. Unlike the commit-
ment of the mind to a particular set of religious values, one's race is not subject
to change through coercive pressure.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, we respectfully urge this Committee to report
favorably to the House the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966, H.R. 14765, with
the four amendments proposed by the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights,
together with an amendment striking the word, "religion," from Section 1865 (a)
of Title I.

Respectfully submitted,
HOWARD M. SQUADRON,

Chairma, Commission on Law and Social Action, Amerioan Jewish
Congress.

JOSEPH B. RoisoN,
LEsmE GREENBERG,

Of Counsel.
JUNE, 1966.


